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ANNEXURE A 

CHAPTER 1 

BULAWAYO METROPOLITAN PROVINCE 

WARD DESCRIPTIONS 

BULAWAYO MUNICIPALITY 

WARD 1 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Masotsha 

Ndlovu Avenue and Basch Street Extension eastwards along Masotsha Ndlovu 

Avenue to its intersection with Robert Mugabe Way, southwards along Robert 

Mugabe Way to its intersection with First Avenue (Harare road), eastwards 

along First Avenue to its intersection Matshemuhlope River, southwards along 

Matshemuhlope River to its intersection with 12th Avenue, westwards to its 

intersection with Samuel Parirenyatwa Street, southwards along the latter to 

its intersection with 15th Avenue, then generally north-westwards along 15th 

Avenue to its intersection with Lobengula Street, northwards along Lobengula 

Street to its intersection with Railway Avenue, westwards along Railway Avenue 

to its intersection with Basch Street generally north-eastwards along the latter 

to its junction with 3rd Avenue Extension then on to proposed extension of 

Basch Street, then generally north-eastwards along the latter into Basch Street 

Extension then further north eastwards along the latter to the starting point.  

This area is bounded by following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 

35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates 

665343,46, 7772451,00 ; 666242,50, 7772178,81; 666135,27, 7771774,66; 

666193,01, 776999,08; 665879,59, 7770075,56; 665805,35, 7769753,89; 

664708,36 , 7770166,29 ; 664386,69, 7770281,76 

WARD 2 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Masotsha 

Ndlovu Avenue and Robert Mugabe Way, westwards along Masotsha Ndlovu 

Avenue to its intersection with Lady Stanley Avenue.  Then northwards along 

Lady Stanley Avenue to its junction with Bulawayo-Harare Railway line, then 

generally westwards along the latter to its intersection with Siyephambili Drive 

and generally northwards along this road to a point where there is a proposed 

extension of  Stirling Road, then south-westwards along the western boundary 

of Norwood tracks to the northern boundary of Cowdray Park Suburb.  Then 
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northwards along the western boundary of Norwood Township to the north- 

westwards boundary of Umguza View, north-eastwards along the latter to the 

Lower Umguza Dam.  Generally south-eastwards along Umguza River to the 

western boundary of Good Hope farm.  Generally northwards and along this 

boundary and generally north-eastwards along Woodvale farm to the north 

most beacon of the same.  Then generally south – eastwards along the north-

eastern boundary of Woodvale farm so as to include the Joshua Mgabuko 

Nkomo Airport.  Generally eastwards along the north-eastern boundary of 

Mapani and latter southwards along the eastern boundary of the same and 

then along the Airport road, and the northern boundary of Woodvale.  

Southwards along the eastern boundary of Woodvale up to Woodvale Road.  

Westwards along the latter to its junction with Pettifer Road and generally 

south-westwards along the latter up to Umguza River.  Generally westwards 

along the latter up to Robert Mugabe Way.  Generally southwards along the 

latter to Matshemuhlophe River, then southwards along the river to Eastcot 

Avenue then westwards along Eastcot Avenue to Robert Mugabe Way, then 

southwards along the latter to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 668193,08, 7792128,27 ; 

674826,84, 7786067,70; 671898,74, 7780324,51; 670753,12, 7776412,87 ; 

669586,83, 7778162,69 ; 665365,54, 7772494,10 ; 665425,85, 7774363,53 ; 

660058,78, 7776293,26 ; 658249,66, 7781419,11 ; 660179,39, 7784615,23 ; 

662350,34, 7781841,24 ; 664521,29, 7784916,95.   

WARD 3 

An area of land bound by a line drawn from the intersection of Masotsha 

Ndlovu Avenue and Rober Mugabe Way, northwards along Robert Mugabe Way, 

to Eastcot Avenue, eastwards along Eastcot Avenue to its intersection with 

Matshemuhlope River.  Then northwards along the latter to its intersection 

with Robert Mugabe Way.  Generally north-eastwards along the river to its 

junction with Pettifer Road, northwards along the latter to its junction with 

Woodville Road.  Eastwards along the Woodville Road to the western boundary 

of Woodville, then generally north-eastwards along the western boundary to the 

northern boundary of Woodville, then eastwards along the northern boundary 

of Woodville Eastates so as to include them.  Southwards along the eastern 

boundary of Woodville Estates down along the boundary of Woodville Park to 

the Northern boundary of Mahatshula.  Then eastwards along the northern 

boundary of Mahatshula to Harare Road, then southwards along the eastern 

boundary of Killaney so as to include it up to the northern boundary of Glencoe 
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and Marlands so as to include them, up to Gwanda Road.  Then generally 

westwards along Gwanda Road, which turns to be Leopold Takawira Avenue, to 

its junction with Matshemuhlope River, the northwards along the river to its 

intersection with Harare Road (First Avenue).  Then westwards along First 

Avenue to its junction with Robert Mugabe Way.  Northwards along the latter 

to the starting point.   This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  670745,32, 7776396,83 ; 691408,67, 

7777663,21 ; 672222,78, 7777572,76 ; 673187,64, 7780316,60 ; 674393,73, 

7780346,75 ; 672644.91, 7775341,50 ; 675237,98 ; 7775190,74 ; 672584,60 ; 

7770969,46 ; 673911,29, 7769763 ; 675057,07, 7769250,79 ; 674544,49 ; 

7768768,35 ; 673187,64, 7769642,76 ; 671680,04, 7769371,40 ; 666403,43, 

7770758,39 ; 666554,19, 7771632,80 ; 66162,21, 7771843,86 ; 666403,43, 

7772597,67 ; 669539,24, 7777964,73 ; 670021,68, 7777512,45 ; 670685,02, 

7776396,83. 

WARD 4 

An area of land bounded by a line from the intersection of Doubglasdale Road 

and Burnside Road generally northwards along Burnside to its junction with 

Burn Drive, eastwards and south-eastwards into Phillips Drive, hence 

northwards along Phillips Drive into Ascort Way and northwards along Ascort 

Way to its intersection with Leopold Takawira Avenue, into Gwanda Road.  

Then southwards along Gwanda road to its junction into Lakeview’s eastern 

boundary, southwards along the latter and southwards along  Bulawayo Drive, 

southeastwards along this road up to Old Esgodini Road to include Buena 

Vista, then westwards and southwestwards along the Manningdale boundary 

so as to include it up to the eastern boundary of Willsgrove, generally 

southwards and southwestwards along the boundary to the eastern boundary 

of Waterford so as to include it, then southwards, southwestwards and 

northwestwards along Waterford boundary to the west beacon of Waterford 

where a straight line is drawn to the southern boundary of Ntaba Moyo, 

generally westwards along the southern boundary of Ntaba Moyo, Southdale, 

Intini and Munda so as to include them to the Douglasdale Road, then 

westwards along Douglasdale Road to the starting point.  This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   668049,72; 

7770379,14 ; 674588,39 ; 7768750,93 ; 673662,00; 7761678,59 ; 667714,30; 

7762732,45 ; 666408,41, 7768103,26. 
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WARD 5 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where Linded Lane 

meets Oregon Avenue, then northwards along Linded Lane, then further 

northwards into Russel Avenue, then Ullswater  Drive and generally 

northwards along Ullswater Drive, then westwards along Van Riebeck Drive 

into the western boundary of Ingutsheni Hospital, then north-eastwards along 

the western boundary of Ingutsheni Hospital up to 23rd Avenue, then south-

eastwards along 23rd Avenue to its junction with Doncaster Road then 

generally northwards along the latter to its junction with 15th Avenue then 

eastwards along 15th Avenue into Samuel Parirenyatwa Street and northwards 

along Samuel Parirenyatwa Street to its intersection with 12th Avenue then 

eastwards along 12th Avenue to a point where it meets Matshemuhlope River, 

then northwards along Matshemuhlope River generally to a point where it 

meets Leopold Takawira Avenue, then south-eastwards along Leopold Takawira 

Avenue to its intersection with Ascort Way, then south-westwards along Ascort 

Way and south-westwards along Phillips drive into Burns Drive, then south-

westwards and westwards along Burns Drive to its intersection with Hillside 

Road, then south-eastwards into Burnside Road and southwards along 

Burnside Road to the northern boundary of Bulawayo- Matobo District 

boundary and westwards along this boundary to the starting point.  This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   

667997,04; 7770351,32 ; 667067,84 ; 7767923,43 ; 666408,41; 7768103,26 ; 

667697,30; 7762737,97 ; 663890,59; 7762947,72 ; 663770,69; 7767923,43 

WARD 6 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where the southern 

boundary of Newton West meets the eastern boundary of Umganwini Farm, 

then south-eastwards along Umganwini Farm and north-westwards along the 

same boundary to Plumtree Road where a straight line is drawn generally 

north-eastwards to the Bulawayo-Plumtree Railway line, generally north-

eastwards along the Bulawayo-Plumtree railway line to its junction with 

Macmillan Road, then north-westwards along Macmillan Road to its junction 

with an unnamed road, then north- east wards along the unnamed road so as 

to include Number 171 Churchill Road into Siyepambili Drive, then north-

westwards along Siyepambili Drive to its intersection with Nketa Drive, then 

north-eastwards along Nketa Drive to its intersection with Goderich Drive, then 

generally eastwards along Goderich Drive to a point where a straight line is 

drawn south-eastwards to the Bulawayo-Plumtree Railway line, then north- 
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eastwards along the Bulawayo-Plumatree railway line to its junction with 

Birkenhead Road Extension, then south-eastwards along Birkenhead Road to 

its intersection with Birkenhead Road to its intersection with Josiah 

Chinamano Road, north eastwards along the latter to its junction with 15th 

Avenue then eastwards along 15th Avenue, to its junction with Doncaster Road 

then southwards along Doncaster Road, to its junction with 23rd Avenue, 

north-weastwards along 23rd Avenue to the western boundary of Ingutsheni 

Hospital, then south-westwards along the Ingutsheni Hospital boundary so as 

to include it up to Van Riebeck Drive, then south-eastward along Van-Riebeck 

into Ullswater Drive and south-westwards along Ullswater Drive, then generally 

southwards along Ullswater Drive into Wellington Road, then into Russell 

Avenue and Linden Lane boundary of Matobo – Bulawayo District boundary, 

then generally westwards along the southern boundary of Newton West and 

then westwards along the boundary to the starting point.   This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates 660693, 04, 

7759320,40 ; 656318,74, 7761924,15 ; 662203,22, 7763356,22 ;  663869,62, 

7762965,65 ; 665244,15, 7769699,79 ; 662536,24, 7769231,11 ; 660538,88, 

7767120,23  

WARD 7 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Khami Road and 

Bulawayo –Victoria Falls Railway line, then eastwards along Khami Road to a 

point where Khami Road meets Bulawayo Spruit then north-eastwards along 

Bulawayo Spruit to a point where it meets the Old Victoria Falls Road, then 

south-eastwards along  Old Victoria Road to its intersection with Basch Street 

Extension, then south-westwards along the proposed extension of Basch Street 

to its intersection with 3rd Avenue Extension across the avenue, then continues 

southwards along Basch Street to its intersection with Railway Avenue 

eastward along Railway Avenue to its junction with Lobengula Street, then 

southwards along Lobengula Street to its intersection with 15th Avenue, then 

south-eastwards along the latter to Josiah Chinamano Road, then 

southwestwards along the latter to its intersection with Birkenhead Road, then 

generally westwards along Birkenhead Road to its intersection with the 

Bulawayo-Victoria Falls railway line, then generally westwards along the latter 

to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:    662487,43, 7769165 ; 663306,55, 
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7768536,53 ; 664885,36, 7769805,36 ; 665334,97, 777463,13 ; 664795,44, 

7773242,46 ; 661618,18, 7770964,43 ; 662487,43, 7769165,98. 

WARD 8 

An area of land bounded by a line from the junction of Khami Road and 

Bulawayo-Victoria Falls railway line, generally north-eastwards, northwards 

and westwards along this railway line to its junction with the Marshaling 

railway line at Entumbane Commuter Station which joins this railway line 

eastwards along the latter to its junction with Bulawayo-Harare Railway line, 

then eastwards along Lady Stanley Avenue to its junction with Old Victoria 

Falls Road, northwest wards along Old Falls road to a point where it meets 

Bulawayo Spruit, then south-westwards along Bulawayo Spruit to a point 

where it meets Khami road, then westwards along Khami Road to the starting 

point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates 665394,92, 7774351,50 ; 665334,97, 7772463,13 ; 661678,13, 

7770964,43 ; 661828,00, 7775100,85. 

WARD 9  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Khami Road 

and Nketa Drive then northwards and north-eastwards along Nketa Drive to its 

intersection with Luveve Road, then eastwards along Luveve Road to its 

junction with the Bulawayo-Victoria Falls railway line, then south-westwards 

along this railway line so as to include Mpopoma Marshalling yards 

southwards along the railway line to its intersection with Khami Road to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 663223,80, 7772915,81 ; 661220,22, 7773113,13 ; 

660142,53, 7770714,91 ; 661690,75, 7770957,77. 

WARD 10 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where Luveve Road meet 

an unnamed river which separates Entumbane and Emakhandeni Suburbs, 

then northward along this unnamed river to a point where it meets Bulawayo-

Victoria Falls Railway line, generally south-eastwards along the railway line to 

its intersection with Luveve Road, then westwards and north-westwards along 

Luveve Road to the starting point. 
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This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  660741,09, 7775882,21 ; 660020,10, 7774068,36 ; 661204,04, 

7773134,87 ; 663215,21, 7772937,55 ; 661826,36, 7775123,27. 

WARD 11 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Luveve Road and 

Huggins Road, north-westwards along Huggins Road to its intersection with 

Percy Ibbotson Road, along the latter to the Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Railway 

line then south-eastwards along the railway line to a point where it meets an 

unnamed stream, which separates Emakhandeni and Entumbane Suburbs, 

southwards along this unnamed stream to its junction with Luveve Road, 

north-westwards along Luveve Road across Siyephambili Drive to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:    

659027,17, 7777072,96 ; 660749,94, 7775873,85 ; 660013,78, 7774052,41 ; 

658913,33, 7774606,43 ; 658731,59, 7775299,74. 

WARD 12 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Siyephambili 

Drive and Hyde Park Road, north-wards along Siyephambili Drive to its 

intersection with Luveve Road, south-eastwards along Luveve Road to its 

intersection with Nketa Drive, southwards along Nketa Drive to its intersection 

with Staff Sergent Moses Road, westwards along Staff Sergent Moses Road to 

an unnamed stream, south-westwards along this unnamed stream to the 

eastern boundary of S.D.A. Church so as to include it, then southwards along 

the same boundary to Hyde Park Road,  then westwards along Hyde Park Road 

to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  659468,68, 7774434,44 ; 661206,63, 

7773129,08 ; 660599,49, 7772446,04 ; 658504,84, 7771740,23 ; 659142,34, 

7771876,84. 

WARD 13 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Siyephambili 

Drive and Khami Road, northwards along Siyephambili Drive to its intersection 

with Hyde Park Road, eastwards along Hyde Park Road to the eastern 
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boundary of S.D.A. Church, then northwards along this boundary to a point 

where it meets an unnamed stream, north-eastwards along this unnamed 

stream to its insection  with Staff Sergent Moses Road, south-eastwards along 

Staff Sergent Moses Road to its intersection with Nketa Drive southwards along 

Nketa Drive to its intersection with Khami Road and generally westwards along 

Khami Road to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   660619,36, 7772463, 02 ; 660126,05, 

7770717,47 ; 658441,23, 7770338,01 ; 658494,35, 7771742,03 ; 659131,85, 

7771863,46 

WARD 14 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Siyephambili 

Drive and Amnyama Road, north-westwards and northwards along Amnyama 

Road which eventually becomes Isiphetho Road, northwards along Isiphetho 

Road to its junction with Luveve Road, generally eastwards along Luveve Road 

to its intersection with Siyephambili Drive then southwards along Siyephambili 

Drive to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  658590,65 , 7772061,35 ; 6589463,42 ; 7774444,39 ; 657884,84 

; 7774300,20  657816,54, 7773139,03 

WARD 15 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where Intemba Road 

meets an unnamed stream east of Inzwananzi Primary School, generally north-

westwards along this unnamed stream to a point where it meets the Bulawayo-

Victoria Falls railway line, then generally eastwards along the railway line to its 

intersection with Percy Ibbotson Road, then generally southwards along Percy 

Ibbotson Road to its intersection with Huggins Road, north-westwards along 

Huggins Road to its intersection with Intemba Road and south-westwards 

along Intemba Road to the starting point.   

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 659022,94, 7777080,05 ; 656480,52, 7777467,11 ; 657816,24, 

7775137,19 ; 658210,88, 7775562,19 
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WARD 16 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Luveve Road 

and Huggins Road then westwards along Luveve Road, generally north-

westwards along the boundary of Gwabalanda to a point where it joins the 

Hyde Park Village 2 ( Methodist Village) boundary, then generally north-

westwards to the northern boundary of Hyde Park Village 2, so as to exclude it, 

to a point where a straight line is drawn north-eastwards to meet the 

Bulawayo-Victoria Falls railway line, then generally south-eastwards along the 

railway line to a point where it meets an unnamed stream so as to include 

Luveve Cemetery, generally southwards along this stream up to its junction 

with Intemba Road, so as to include Inzwananzi Primary School, north-

eastwards along Intemba Road to Huggins Road then generally south-

eastwards along the latter to the starting point.  The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  654569,24 , 7777255,94 ; 

655783.53 , 7778424,70 ; 658212,11, 7775555,93 ; 658910,33, 7774584,50 ; 

657331,75, 7774296,10. 

WARD 17  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where the Bulawayo-

Victoria Falls railway line meets the northern boundary of Cowdray Park 

generally south-eastwards along the latter to a point where the railway line 

meets the north-western boundary of Luveve Cemetery, then 

 south-westwards to the northern boundary of Hyde Park Village 2 (Methodist 

Village), then south-eastwards in a straight line past the north-eastern corner 

of Magwegwe North Sewage Works to the north-western boundary of Magwegwe 

North to a point where it meets Mpopoma Spruit, generally south-eastwards 

along Mpopoma Spruit up to Intemba Road, then southwards along Intemba 

Road so as to include Pumula North to its intersection with Hyde Park Road. 

Generally westwards along Hyde Park Road, into Insukamini Street, then 

northwards along the latter up to the boundary of stand number 5438 to a 

point where a straight line is drawn to the northern boundary of stands 6024, 

6025 and 6039 to the western boundary of stand 6305 and 6306 so as to 

exclude them, then southwards along the latter up to Gwambona Street then 

westwards along the latter up to Mandela Road, then southwards along the 

latter to the western boundary of Pumula South then generally westwards and 

south-westwards along the latter to the northern boundary of Lower 

Rangemore then generally westwards along the latter up to Khami River, 
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southwards along the river to the south-eastern beacon of Dunstal A, then 

generally north-westwards along the southern boundary of Dunstal A, then 

along the western boundary of the same to the north-western beacon of the 

same, then eastwards along the northern boundary of Dunstal B to a point 

where it meets the eastern boundary of Dunstal Farm, then generally 

northwestwards along the eastern boundary of Dunstal Farm so as to exclude 

it to the western boundary of Hyde Park K, then north-eastwards along the 

latter to the southern boundary of Slights Farm so as to include Hyde Park K 

then along this boundary to the eastern beacon of Slights Farm so as to 

exclude it, to a point where a straight line is drawn south-eastwards to the 

Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Railway line, then further south-eastwards along the 

railway line up to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 6479351,79 , 7786052,31 ; 653572,70, 

7780231,83 ; 655786,95, 7778392,76 ; 656125,43, 7775346,36 ; 652271,88, 

7769956 ; 645038,07, 7771048,61. 

WARD 18 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where Hyde Park Road 

intersects Intemba Road then north-eastwards along Intemba Road to its 

intersection with Jukwa Road generally south-eastwards along the latter to its 

intersection with Amnyama Street then southwards and southeastwards along 

Amnyama Road to its intersection with Siyephambili Drive then southwards 

along Siyephambili Drive to its intersection with Hyde Park Road, generally 

westwards along the same road to the starting point.   This area  is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  656810,06, 7773773,88 ; 

655996,39, 7772348,32 ; 657858,07, 7773402,84 ; 658502,50, 7771736,44. 

WARD 19 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the western boundary of Pumula 

A, properties along Mondela Road northwards along the latter up to its 

intersection with Gwambona Street then eastwards along Gwambona Street up 

to stand number 6279 then northwards along the western boundary of these 

stand numbers 6305 and 6306 so as to include them along the same boundary 

west of Lalela Street then eastwards along a straight line drawn on the 

northern boundary of stand numbers 6039, 6025 and 6024 and eastwards 

along the same line up to stand number 5438 then south wards along 

Insukamini Street up to its intersection with Cetshwayo Street and along a 
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straight line drawn eastwards from Cetshwayo Street up to Hyde Park Road to 

Ngowakholumuzi Street then south-westwards along the latter then south-

westwards along a line drawn from the end of Ngowakholumuzi Street to the 

southern boundary of stand number 9158 then generally westwards and 

North-westwards along the same line to the northern boundary of Pumula 

South and Southern Boundary of Godlwayo Primary School so as to include it 

then westwards along the southern boundary of Pumula A, to the starting 

point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  653191,86, 7771765 ; 656680,89 , 7771153,90 ; 656960,80, 

7772195,47 ; 653510,82, 7772586,04.   

WARD 20 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Bulawayo-

Victoria Falls railway line and Kelvin Marshalling Railway line, south-

westwards along the Marshalling railway line up to its intersection with Nketa 

Drive southwards along Nketa Drive to its intersection with Rangemore Road, 

then generally south-westwards along Rangemore Road to its intersection with 

Intemba Road then generally southwards along Intemba Road on to Phekiwe 

River generally westwards along Phekiwe River to the eastern boundary of 

Lower Rangemore generally north-eastwards along the latter so as to exclude 

Lower Rangemore into Khami Road then generally north-eastwards along 

Khami Road to its intersection with the Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Railway line, 

southwards along the Harare-Bulawayo railway line to the stating point.  This 

area is bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

661702,76 ,7770966,23 ; 661377,30 , 7769820,58 ; 656312,99, 7766982,49 ; 

654763,76, 7766891,36 ; 655779,22 ; 7768935,30. 

WARD 21 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Siyephambili 

Drive and Nketa Drive, north-westwards along Siyephambili Drive to its 

intersection with Rangemore Road, eastwards along Rangemore Road to its 

intersection with Nketa Drive then northwards along Nketa Drive to its 

intersection with the Kelvin West Marshalling railway line eastwards along the 

same to its intersection with the Bulawayo-Victoria Falls railway line, then 

generally southwards along the Bulawayo-Victoria Falls railway line, to a point 

where a straight line is drawn south-eastwards to Birkenhead Road, eastwards 

along Birkenhead Road to its intersection with the Bulawayo-Plumtree railway 
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line, south-westwards along the Bulawayo-Plumtree Railway line to a point 

where a straight line is drawn westwards into Goderich Road, then south-

westwards along Goderich Road into Nketa Drive and generally southwards 

along Nketa Drive to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  658993,61, 7768950,90 ; 661382,55, 

7769849 ; 662528,20, 77659185,19 ; 660503,78, 7767160,82. 

WARD 22 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Mqamulazwe 

Road and an unnamed stream north-westwards along Mqamulazwe Road 

(Shakespear Drive), further northwards to its intersection with Rangemore 

Road then north-eastwards along Rangemore Road to its intersection with 

Siyephambili Drive, south-eastwards along Amagogo Road to a point where it 

meets the Valley Field Drainage, further south-westwards along the Valley Field 

Drainage to its intersection with Amagogo Road then south-westwards along 

Amagogo Road to a point where it meets the Valley Field Drainage further 

south-westwards along the Valley Field Drainage to its intersection with an 

unnamed road on the southern boundary of Mabhukudwane Primary School 

then south-eastwards to the southern beacon of the school, then south-

westwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with Nkulumane Drive, 

southwards along the latter to its intersection with an unnamed road, at stand 

number 2766 so as to exclude it and 7577 so as to include it, then south-

eastwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with Nkulumane Drive, 

then north-eastwards along Nkulumane Drive to its intersection with Sintinga 

Road and then south-eastwards along Sintinga Road to the north-western 

beacon of Mafela Primary School so as to include it, then into an unnamed 

stream, southwards along the stream to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  657558,66 

7768267,67 ; 658984,21, 7768944,64 ; 659127,42 7766601,26 ;659413,83 

7768456,44  659420,34,  7767154,56. 

WARD 23 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Rangemore 

Road with Mqamulazwe Road (Shakespear Drive), south-eastwards along 

Mqamulazwe Street (Shakespear Drive) to its intersection with a unnamed 

stream, south westwards to the latter up to a point where a straight line is 

drawn southwards past stand 10553 and 10525 Nkulumane so as to include 
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them and past 1131 Nketa 8 so as to exclude it up to Phekiwe River then 

generally north-westwards along Phekiwe River up to its intersection with 

Intemba Road then north-eastwards along Intemba Road to its intersection 

with Rangemore Road then eastwards and north-eastwards along Rangemore 

Road to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  656314,05, 7767012,65, 658084,61, 

7765769,36 ; 659126,11, 7766596,05 ; 657550,84, 7768268,96  

WARD 24 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Nketa Drive 

with Phekiwe River, westwards along Phekiwe River to a point where a straight 

line is drawn past stand number 10525 and 10553 Nkulumane so as to 

exclude them and sand number 1131 Nketa 8 so as to include it up to an 

unnamed spruit, north-eastwards along this unnamed spruit to the boundary 

of Mafela School. North-westwards along the northern boundary of Mafela 

School into Sintinga Road, then north-westwards along Sintinga Road to its 

intersection with Nkulumane Drive. South-westwards along Nkulumane Drive 

to its intersection with Nkulumane Drive to its intersection with an unnamed 

road at stand number 2766 so as to include it and stand 7577 so as to exclude 

it then north-westwards along this unnamed road to its intersection with 

Nkulumane Drive north-eastwards along the latter to the southern boundary of 

Mabhukudwane School, then north-eastwards along the school boundary on to 

Valley Field Drainage, along this Drainage to Amagogo Road, then north-

eastwards along Amagogo Road to its intersection with Siyephambili Drive, 

south-east along the latter to its intersection with Nketa Drive, generally 

southwards along Nketa Drive to the starting point.  This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   

659398,97,7768447,34 ; 77671558,48  658852,18, 7764906,23 ; 658097,09 ; 

7765765,47 ;658736,07, 7767856,79. 

WARD 25 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where Macmillan Road 

meets Wilmington Road, southwards along Wilmington Road to a point where a 

straight line is drawn eastwards to the Bulawayo-Plumtree Railway line, 

generally southwards along the railway line to where it meets Phekiwe River 

then north-westwards along Phekiwe River to its intersection with Nketa Drive 

then north-eastwards along Nketa Drive to its intersection with Siyephambili 
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Drive, south-eastwards along Siyephambili Drive to a point where it meets an 

unnamed road, south-eastwards along the unnamed road to its intersection 

with Macmillan Road then eastwards along Macmillan Road to the starting 

point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:   660500,13, 7767158,45 ; 661554,65, 776409,87 ; 659656,52, 

776382,92 ; 658842,84, 7764913,48. 

WARD 26 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where the Bulawayo-

Plumtree railway line meets Phekiwe River then South-westwards along the 

railway line to a point where it meets the eastern boundary of Upper 

Rangemore north-westwards along the latter so as to exclude Upper 

Rangemore into Phekiwe River then south-eastwards along Phekiwe River to 

the starting point.   This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  656456,20, 7762207,66 ; 658109,58, 7765735,75 ; 

659671,84, 7763808,97; 658851,65, 7764902,55 ; 658148,64,7762428,98. 

WARD 27 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Hyde Park 

Road and Siyephambili Drive, southwards along Siyephambili Drive to its 

intersection with Khami Road then generally south-westwards along Khami 

Road to the eastern boundary of Lower Rangemore then north-westwards along 

the northern boundary of Lower Rangemore then north-eastwards to the 

trigonometrical beacon number 1397 so as to exclude Lower Rangemore then 

generally north-eastwards along the eastern boundary of Hyde Park Estates so 

as to exclude them, then eastwards along an unnamed road then northwards 

along Mondela Road up to the southern boundary of Pumula A properties then 

eastwards along a tarred road that separates Pumula A and Pumula South 

then further eastwards in a straight line up to Ngowakholumuzi Street then 

north-eastwards along the latter to its intersection with Hyde Park Road then 

south-east and eastwards along Hyde Park Road to the starting point.  This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

652264,91, 7769964,84 ; 653501,69, 7772581,62 ; 658487,88, 7771735,40 ; 

658435,81, 7770316,35 ; 655871,11, 7769105,61. 

WARD 28 
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An area of land bound by a line drawn from the intersection of Bulawayo-

Victoria Falls Railway line and Siyephambili Drive, generally westwards along 

the railway line to the north-western boundary of Cowdray Park which is also 

the district boundary generally eastwards along the latter to the north-eastern 

boundary of Cowdray Park, south-westwards along the Cowdray Park 

boundary so as to exclude Norwood Tracts in a straight line into a road 

(extension of Stirling Road) north-eastwards along the road into Siyephambili 

Drive, generally southwards along the latter to the starting point.   This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   653579,30, 

778216,69 ; 658227,00, 7781440,46 ; 660101,71, 7776324,08 ; 660830,76, 

7778784,63. 

WARD 29 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Intemba Drive 

and Mpopoma Spruit, north-westwards along Mpopoma Spruit to a point where 

a straight line is drawn north-eastwards on to the boundary of Magwegwe 

North and Gwabalanda so as to exclude the Sewerage Disposal Works, south-

eastwards and eastwards along the latter up to Isiphetho Road southwards 

along Isiphetho Road to its intersection with Jukwa Road. Then north-

westwards along Jukwa Road to its intersection with Intemba Drive then 

south-westwards along Intemba Drive to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  656241,66 , 

7772836,54 ; 656807,97 ; 7773780,40 ; 657855,98, 7773415,88 ; 657888,53, 

7774307,66 ; 656137,51, 7775310,11 ; 655245,72, 7774476,91  
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HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 

1. BULAWAYO CENTRAL  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Masotsha 

Ndlovu Avenue and Lady Stanley Avenue, northwards along Lady Stanley 

Avenue to its intersection with the Bulawayo-Harare railway line, to its 

intersection with the Old Victoria Falls Road, then generally westwards along a 

marshalling line to its intersection with the Bulawayo-Victoria Falls railway 

line, then generally north-westwards along the latter to the intersection with 

Siyephambili Drive, generally northwards along this road to a point where there 

is a proposed extension of Stirling Road, then south-westwards along the 

proposed section to a point where a straight line is drawn generally north-

westwards along the western boundary of Norwood tracks to the northern 

boundary of Cowdray Park Suburb, then northwards along the western 

boundary of Norwood Township to the north-western boundary of Umguza 

View, north-eastwards along the latter to the Lower Umguza Dam, generally 

south-eastwards along the river to the western boundary of Good Hope Farm, 

generally northwards and north-eastwards along Woodville Farm to the 

northmost beacon of the same, then generally south-eastwards  along the 

north-eastern boundary of Woodville Farm so as to include the Joshua 

Mqabuko Nkomo Airport, generally eastwards along the north-eastern 

boundary of Mapani and then southwards along the eastern boundary of the 

same, then along the Airport Road to the north boundary of Reigate.  eastwards 

along the northern boundary of Reigate up to the western boundary of 

Woodville, southwestwards up to the Woodville Road, westwards along the 

latter to its intersection with Pettifer Road and generally south-westwards 

along the latter up to Umguza River, generally northwestwards along Umguza 

River to its intersection with Airport Road.  [Robert Mugabe Way], generally 

southwards along the latter to Matshemuhlope River, then southwards along 

the river to Eastcot Avenue, westwards along Eastcot Avenue up to Robert 

Mugabe Way, then southwards along Robert Mugabe Way to its intersection 

with First Avenue (Harare Road), eastwards along First Avenue to its 

intersection  with Matshemuhlope River, southwards along the latter to its 

intersection with Leopold Takawira Avenue, then south-eastwards along the 

latter to its intersection with Leopold Takawira Avenue, then south-eastwards 

along Leopold Takawira Avenue to its intersection with Ascot Way, then south-

westwards along Ascot Way and south-westwards along Phillips Drive into 

Burns Drive, to its intersection with Hillside Road, then south-eastwards along 

the latter into Burnside Road and southwards along Burnside Road to the 
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northern boundary of the Bulawayo-Matopo district Boundary, then westwards 

along this boundary to where it meets Oregon Avenue, then northwards along 

Oregon Avenue into Linden Lane, further north along the latter into Russel 

Avenue, into Ullswater Drive and generally northwards along Ullswater Driver 

then north-westwards along Van Riebeck Drive into the western boundary of 

Ingutsheni Hospital then north-eastwards along the western boundary of 

Ingutsheni Hospital up to 23rd Avenue, then south-eastwards along 23rd 

Avenue to its intersection with Doncaster Road, then generally northwards 

along the latter to its intersection with 15th Avenue then generally north-

westwards along 15th Avenue to its intersection with Lobengula Street, 

northwards along Lobengula Street to its intersection with Railway Avenue, 

westwards along Railway Avenue to its intersection with Basch Street, 

generally north-eastward along he latter to its intersection with 3rd Avenue 

extension then on to a proposed extension of Basch Street, generally north-

eastwards along the latter into Basch Street Extension then further north-

eastwards along the latter to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

665258.55, 7769719.51;   665174.53,  7768754.76;   664560.03,  7768431.50;   

663787.82, 7767865.43;   664285.61,  7766998.22;   664431.41,  7766103.02;   

664221.16, 7765205.88;   664262.10,  7764418.92;   664014.46,  7763459.35;   

664296.70, 7762866.08;   665279.50,  7762735.23;   666279.49,  7762732.52;   

667279.49, 7762729.82;   667711.95,  7763299.76;   667658.03,  7764289.20;   

667611.91, 7765277.57;   667420.04,  7766226.58;   666938.50,  7767103.01;   

666462.99, 7767982.56;   667178.52,  7767993.59;   667632.89,  7768864.72;   

667894.36, 7769829.93;   667620.47,  7770415.59;   666657.58,  7770684.98;   

666496.40, 7771466.70;   66214.13,  7772108.20;   666740.69,  7772636.34;   

667267.62, 7773422.62;   667503.51,  7774117.68;   667902.86,  7775034.33;   

668337.17, 7775935.07;   668926.45,  7776715.29;   669272.49,  7777624.31;   

;69825.05, 7777626.37;   669913.23,  7776885.15;   670578.60,  7776437.24;   

671153.02, 7777042.45;   671731.93,  7777632.66;   ;72258.40,  7778091.57;   

672635.41, 7779017.78;   673012.42,  7779943.99;   672562.44,  7780297.71;   

672054.62, 7780519.30;   ;72517.99,  7781384.53;   672633.44,  7782372.47;   

673067.50, 7783268.36;   673521.89,  7784159.16;   674104.75,  7784934.67;   

;74683.37, 7785693.55;   674240.05,  7786297.15;   673332.33,  7786716.68;   

672439.54, 7787167.15;   671649.65,  7787746.37;   671025.32,  7788527.32;   

670407.20, 7789313.41;   669789.37,  7790099.72;   669176.01,  7790889.52;   

668563.31, 7791679.84;   668013.45,  7791821.66;   667561.91,  7790929.40;   

667110.38, 7790037.15;   666658.85,  7789144.89;   666207.32,  7788252.64;   
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665764.17, 7787356.21;   665325.39,  7786457.62;   664888.44,  7785558.14;   

664434.54, 7784728.21;   663687.15,  7784064.21;   ;62941.04,  7783398.39;   

662526.16, 7782575.38;   662403.76,  7781792.10;   661816.64,  7782548.43;   

661504.38, 7783296.88;   ;60914.03,  7784006.07;   660190.61,  7784572.04;   

659368.33, 7784070.29;   658555.26,  7783488.12;   658213.00,  7782667.80;   

;58225.77, 7781667.88;   658679.77,  7780813.83;   659266.18,  7780003.82;   

659845.76, 7779188.91;   660454.28,  7778537.04;   ;60853.47,  7778235.97;   

660841.23, 7777243.45;   660278.83,  7776447.04;   660739.68,  7775882.37;   

661558.66, 7775308.74;   ;62476.61,  7774941.39;   663442.92,  7774684.03;   

664415.23, 7774463.32;   665410.24,  7774364.61;   665354.10,  7773371.26;   

;65317.21, 7772402.91;   664863.60,  7771519.49;   664483.06,  7770618.02;   

664835.17, 7769929.85; 

2. BULAWAYO EAST  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Masotsha 

Ndlovu Avenue and Robert Mugabe Way, northwards along Robert Mugabe 

Way to Eastcot Avenue, eastwards along Eastcort Avenue to its intersection 

with Matshemuhlope River, then northwards along the latter to its intersection 

with Umguza River.  Then south-eastwards along the river to its intersection 

with Pettifer Road, northwards along the latter to is intersection with Woodville 

Road, eastwards along the Woodville Road to the western boundary of 

Woodville, then generally northeastwards along the western boundary up to the 

northern boundary of Woodville, then eastwards along the northern boundary 

of Woodville Estates so as to include it, then southwards along the eastern 

boundary of Woodville Estate and further down along the eastern boundary of 

Woodville Park to the northern boundary of Glencoe and Marlands so as to 

include them, into Gwanda Road, then south-eastwards along Gwanda Road to 

its intersection with Lockview’s eastern boundary, southwards along the latter 

into Bulawayo Drive, south-eastwards along this road up to the Old Esigodini 

Road to include Buena Vista, then westwards and southwestwards along the 

Mannnigdale boundary so as to include it up to the eastern boundary of 

Willsgrove, generally southwards and south-westwards along the boundary to 

the eastern boundary of Waterford so as to include it, then southwards, 

southwestwards and northwestwards along the Waterford boundary to the 

western beacon of Waterford where a straight line is drawn to the southern 

boundary of Ntaba-Moyo, Southdale, Intini and Munda so as to include them 

into Douglasdale Road, then into Burnside Road, along the latter on to Hillside 

Road up to its intersection with Burns Drive then south-eastwards along Burns 

Drive on to Phillips drive, then northwards along Phillips Drive on to Ascot Way 
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and northwards along Ascot Way to its intersection with Leopold Takawira 

Avenue, then generally westwards along Leopold Takawira Avenue to its 

intersection with Matshemuhlope River, then northwards along the river to its 

intersection with Harare Road (First Avenue), then westwards along (First 

Avenue) Harare Road to its intersection with Robert Mugabe Way, northwards 

along the latter to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

 674567.60, 7768758.22; 674827.96, 7769233.70; 673933.52, 7769446.74; 

673430.28, 7770179.35;   672681.29,  7770841.92;   673033.34,  7771672.48;   

673571.81, 7772515.13;   674110.28,  7773357.77;   674648.74,  7774200.42;   

675187.21, 7775043.07;   674485.58,  7775274.26;   673516.47,  7775470.16;   

672638.69, 7775309.49;   673034.82,  7776209.87;   673269.39,  7777152.05;   

673400.50, 7777981.02;   673744.37,  7778691.49;   674120.98,  7779617.86;   

674218.56, 7780347.79;   673219.11,  7780315.30;   672807.12,  7779439.62;   

672430.11, 7778513.42;   672182.99,  7777569.56;   671332.00,  7777461.27;   

670893.82, 7776564.37;   670216.41,  7776719.36;   670120.62,  7777388.66;   

669478.01, 7777923.83;   669133.81,  7777097.83;   668543.43,  7776341.15;   

668099.96, 7775444.92;   667682.19,  7774536.63;   667166.11,  7773855.43;   

666918.49, 7773038.99;   666341.16,  7772545.21;   666296.10,  7771721.02;   

666433.01, 7770946.93;   667183.55,  7770544.16;   668013.45,  7770269.54;   

667751.97, 7769304.33;   667451.61,  7768358.09;   666672.57,  7768045.00;   

666719.19, 7767502.18;   667200.72,  7766625.75;   667617.08,  7765732.99;   

667605.72, 7764733.06;   667710.38,  7763755.21;   667706.28,  7762757.44;   

668501.97, 7762363.57;   669383.55,  7762218.69;   670226.47,  7762387.86;   

671125.85, 7762436.20;   671948.92,  7762789.50;   672818.18,  7762431.18;   

673566.23, 7761767.54;   673915.43,  7762446.31;   673884.55,  7763314.00;   

674733.37, 7763646.61;   675372.71,  7763718.83;   676032.43,  7763666.23;   

676436.00, 7764538.98;   676890.21,  7765394.88;   677280.96,  7765959.49;   

677001.23, 7766775.77;   676071.45,  7767143.88;   675199.40,  7767631.90;   

675126.88, 7768395.23; 

3. BULAWAYO SOUTH  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where the southern 

boundary of Newton West meets the eastern boundary of Umganini Farm, 

south–westwards along Umganini Farm and north-westwards along the 

boundary of the same to Plumtree Road where a straight line is drawn 

generally north-eastwards to the Bulawayo-Plumtree Railway line, generally 

north-eastwards along the Bulawayo-Plumtree Railway line to its intersection 
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with Macmillan Road, then north-westwards along Macmillan Road to its 

intersection with an unnamed road north-eastwards along this unnamed road 

so as to include stand number 171 Churchill Road into Siyephambili Drive, 

then north-westwards along Siyephambili Drive to its intersection with 

Rangemore Road, eastwards along Rangemore Road to its intersection with the 

Kelvin West Marshalling railway line, eastwards along the same to its 

intersection with the Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Railway line, then generally 

southwards along the Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Railway line to its intersection 

with Birkenhead Extension  which leads to Birkenhead Road, then 

southeastwards along Birkenhead Road to its intersection with Josiah 

Chinamano Road, north-eastwards along the latter to its intersection with 15th 

Avenue, eastwards along the latter to its intersection with Doncaster Road, 

then southwards along Doncaster Road to its intersection with 23rd Avenue, 

north-westwards along 23rd Avenue to the western boundary of Ingutsheni 

Hospital, south-westwards along Ingutsheni Hospital boundary so as to 

exclude it, up to Van Riebeck Drive, then south-eastwards along Van Riebeck 

on to Ullswater Drive, south westwards along Ullswater Drive and then 

generally southwards along the same into Russel Road then on to Linden Lane 

and into Oregon Avenue to the northern boundary of Matobo District 

boundary.  Generally west-wards along the southern boundary of Newton West 

[latter] to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

660500.32, 7767171.99;   661288.65,  7766570.45;   661104.85,  7765923.87;   

660824.80, 7765009.86;   660133.54,  7764329.11;   659445.34,  7763604.93;   

658744.63, 7762891.52;   657903.18,  7762436.27;   656916.84,  7762284.77;   

656515.48, 7761813.57;   657377.14,  7761306.09;   658238.81,  7760798.61;   

659100.47, 7760291.13;   659962.13,  7759783.64;   660760.70,  7759452.57;   

661105.07, 7760391.40;   661449.45,  7761330.24;   661793.83,  7762269.07;   

662138.20, 7763207.90;   662992.96,  7763193.49;   663934.21,  7763080.15;   

664123.35, 7764059.26;   664424.54,  7764884.51;   664197.07,  7765813.75;   

664473.14, 7766656.16;   663984.71,  7767528.67;   664302.01,  7768143.91;   

665013.83, 7768445.97;   665202.85,  7769341.25;   664760.72,  7769741.97;   

664075.19, 7769072.20;   663327.18,  7768665.65;   662494.70,  7769169.53;   

661609.61, 7769216.84;   661102.61,  7769746.88;   660156.17,  7769429.54;   

659226.14, 7769081.25;   659454.46,  7768402.33;   660090.68,  7767630.85 
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4. EMAKHANDENI-ENTUMBANE  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from  the intersection of Luveve Road 

and Huggins Road, north-westwards along Huggins Road to its intersection 

with Percy Ibbotson Road, northwards along the latter to the Bulawayo-Victoria 

Falls railway line, then south-eastwards along the railway line to a point where 

it meets a marshalling line at Entumbane Commuter Train Station and further 

south-westwards to a place where it meets Luveve Road, generally north 

westwards along Luveve Road to a point where it meets Nketa Drive and 

further north-westwards along Luveve Road to a point where it meets 

Siyephambili Drive, north-westwards to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

660541.23, 7776012.48;   659722.61,  7776586.68;   659008.77,  7776952.13;   

658909.56, 7775957.06;   658769.29,  7775028.82;   659419.08,  7774473.40;   

660226.05, 7773892.25;   661018.28,  7773282.08;   661954.76,  7773008.43;   

662943.85, 7772889.63;   662797.28,  7773520.24;   662522.27,  7774425.98;   

661843.92, 7775107.25;   661026.43,  7775683.05 

5. LOBENGULA  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Siyephambili 

Drive and Hyde Park Road northwards along Siyembaphili Drive to its 

intersection with Amnyama Road, north-westwards and northwards along 

Amnyama Road to Isiphetho Road northwards along the latter to its 

intersection with Luveve Road, generally eastwards, north-eastwards and 

south-eastwards along Luveve Road to its intersection with Nketa Drive, south-

westwards along Nketa Drive to its intersection with Staff Sergent Moses Road, 

westwards and south westwards along Staff Sergent Moses Road to an 

unnamed stream, south-westwards along this stream to the eastern boundary 

of Pelandaba S.D.A.  Church so as to include it then southwards along the 

same boundary to Hyde Park Road.  Generally westwards along Hyde Park 

Road to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

657882.26, 7774313.24;   657834.95,  7773318.31;   658272.81,  7772455.77;   

658644.91, 7771756.70;   659430.21,  7772208.71;   660277.41,  7772576.70;   

661082.22, 7772909.72;   660616.06,  7773590.30;   659826.47,  7774203.88;   

658941.50, 7774613.23;   658002.99,  7774313.38; 
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6. LUVEVE  

An area land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Luveve Road 

and Huggins Road, westwards Luveve Road and generally north-westwards 

along the southern boundary of Gwabalanda Township to a point where it joins 

the Hyde Park Village 2 so as to exclude it, up to a point where a straight line is 

drawn north-eastwards to meet the Bulawayo-Victoria falls railway line so as to 

include the Luveve Cemetery, generally north-westwards along the railway line 

to the north-western boundary of Cowdray Park Suburb which is also the 

District Boundary, generally eastwards along the  latter to the north-eastern 

boundary of Cowdray Park, south –eastwards along the Cowdray Park 

boundary so as to exclude Norwood Tracks, then in a straight line into a 

proposed road (extension of Stirling Road), north-eastwards along the proposal 

into Siyephambili Drive, generally southwards along the latter to its 

intersection with the Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Railway line, generally north-

westwards along the latter to its intersection with Percy Ibbotson Road to its 

intersection with Huggins Road, southeastwards along Huggins Road to the 

starting point.   This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

655546.77, 7778601.79;   655257.49,  7777941.77;   654591.52,  7777252.56;   

655226.41, 7776484.93;   655843.48,  7775698.02;   656475.85,  7774923.66;   

657279.49, 7774352.76;   658265.58,  7774342.90;   658858.09,  7774896.35;   

658893.70, 7775798.38;   658993.17,  7776793.42;   659593.10,  7776679.74;   

660406.63, 7776537.62;   660882.30,  7777394.03;   660853.44,  7778392.61;   

660334.56, 7778501.65;   659754.98,  7779316.56;   659174.38,  7780130.75;   

658588.01, 7780940.79;   657854.52,  7781340.77;   656886.64,  7781089.37;   

655919.35, 7780835.69;   654952.06,  7780582.02;   653984.77,  7780328.35;   

653926.96, 7779751.72;   654742.37,  7779172.84; 

7. MAGWEGWE  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Luveve Road 

and Isiphetho Road into Amnyama Street, south-eastwards along the latter to 

its intersection with Siyephambili Drive, then southwards  along Siyephambili 

Drive, to its intersection with Hyde Park Road, generally westwards along the 

same road to its intersection with Intemba Road, north-eastwards along the 

latter to its intersection with Mpopoma Spruit, north-westwards along the 

latter to a point where a straight line is drawn north-eastwards into the north-

western boundary of Magwegwe North and Gwabalanda Suburbs so as to 
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exclude the Sewerage Disposal Works south-eastwards along this boundary 

into Luveve Road, generally eastwards along the latter to the starting point.  

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 

35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

657852.48, 7773420.99;   657778.11,  7774315.32;   656840.24,  7774572.61;   

656156.99, 7775299.90;  655451.73,  7774646.86;   655574.75,  7773940.99;   

655893.75, 7773046.64;   655997.64,  7772350.10;   656985.26,  7772195.38;   

657847.91, 7771767.49;   658581.65,  7772071.83;   658007.05,  7772872.40. 

8. MAKOKOBA  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Khami Road 

with the Bulawayo –Victoria railway line, generally north-eastwards, 

northwards and westwards along this railway line to its junction with a 

marshalling line at Entumbane Commuter Train Station, eastwards along the 

latter to its junction with Bulawayo-Harare Railway line, then eastwards along 

the Bulawayo-Harare Railway line to its intersection with Lady Stanley Avenue 

(Victoria Falls Road) southwards along the latter into Basch Street Extension 

so as to include Amakhosi Theatre, Lotshe Primary School and Getrude 

Hostels, further southwards along Basch Street to its intersection with Railway 

Avenue, eastwards along the latter to its junction with Lobengula Street 

Extension, then southwards along the latter to its intersection with 15th 

Avenue, south-eastwards along the latter to its junction with Josiah 

Chinamano Road, then south-westwards along the latter to its intersection 

with Birkenhead Road, on to Birkenhead Extension then generally westwards 

along the latter to its intersection with the Bulawayo-Victoria Falls railway line, 

generally north-westwards and north-eastwards along the latter to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator 

(UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

665348.13, 7772453.31;   665357.74,  7773430.27;   665351.40,  7774370.35;   

664356.25, 7774467.38;   663385.81,  7774699.32;   662419.55,  7774956.87;   

662108.58, 7774931.15;   662530.32,  7774107.74;   663021.34,  7773294.48;   

662975.22, 7772426.74;   662301.76,  7771687.77;   661662.85,  7770920.28;   

661391.32, 7769959.87;   661760.25,  7769088.78;   662658.67,  7769100.02;   

663501.08, 7768569.55;   664164.82,  7769248.13;   664875.86,  7769889.07;   

664467.96, 7770562.43;   664847.02,  7771464.33;   665287.09,  7772353.82; 

9. NKETA  
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An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where Siyephambili 

Drive intersects Nketa Drive, south-eastwards along Siyephambili Drive to a 

point where it intersects an unnamed road, south-eastwards along the 

unnamed road to its intersection with Macmillan Road, then eastwards along 

Macmillan Road the Bulawayo-Plumtree Railway line, generally south-

westwards along the railway line to a point where it meets the eastern 

boundary of Upper Rangemore, north-westwards along the latter so as to 

exclude Upper Rangemore on to Phekiwe River across the river north-

westwards in a straight line from the eastern boundary of Upper Rangemore so 

as to exclude stands 10525 and 10553 in Nkulumane and include stand 

number 1131 in Nketa 8 up to an unnamed spruit, north-eastwards along this 

unnamed spruit to the eastern boundary of Mafela School, north-westwards 

along the northern boundary of Mafela School on to Sintinga Road, then north-

westwards along Sintinga Road to its intersection with Nkulumane Drive.  

South-westwards along Nkulumane Drive to its intersection with an unnamed 

road at stand number 2766 so as to include it and stand 7577 so as to exclude 

it, then north-westwards along this unnamed road to its intersection with 

Nkulumane Drive, north-westwards along latter to the southern boundary of 

Mabhukudwane Primary School, then north-westwards along the school 

boundary on to Valley field Drainage, then along this drainage to Amagogo 

Road, north-eastwards along Amagogo Road to its intersection with 

Siyephambili Drive, south-eastwards along the latter to the starting point.  This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 

South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

660500.32, 7767171.99;   659844.78,  7767926.91;   659179.72,  7768238.82;   

658861.99, 7767576.38;   659284.12,  7767021.23;   658813.39,  7766219.97;   

658115.36, 7765869.53;   657748.77,  7764958.41;   657322.83,  7764053.66;   

656899.65, 7763147.66;   656472.91,  7762243.97;   657375.28,  7762379.21;   

658350.01, 7762535.38;   659075.40,  7763222.70;   659779.19,  7763932.40;   

660482.50, 7764635.61;   660863.84,  7765474.70;   661474.98,  7766202.01;   

660888.99, 7766814.08; 

10. NKULUMANE 

 An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Khami Road 

and Siyephambili Drive, north-eastwards along Khami Road to its intersection 

with the Bulawayo-Victoria Falls railway line, generally south-westwards along 

this railway line to a Kelvin Marshalling railway line, south-westwards along 

the Marshalling Line up to its intersection with Rangemore Road, further 

south-westwards along the latter to Siyephambili Drive, south-eastwards along 
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Siyephambili Drive to its intersection with Amagogo Road, south-westwards 

along Amagogo Road to a point where it intersects the Valley Field Drainage, 

further south-westwards along the Valley Field Drainage to its intersection with 

an unnamed road on the southern boundary of Mabhukudwane Primary 

School, then south-eastwards to be southern beacon of the school, south-

westwards along unnamed road to its intersection with Nkulumane Drive, 

southwards along the latter to its intersection with an unnamed road at stand 

number 2766 so as to exclude it and stand 7577 so as to include it, then 

south-eastwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with Nkulumane 

Drive, then north-eastwards along Nkulumane Drive to its intersection with 

Sintinga Road, then south-eastwards along Sintinga Road to the north-western 

beacon of Mafela Primary School so as to include it, then on an unnamed 

stream, southwards and south-westwards along the stream up to a point where 

a straight line is drawn southwards to where the eastern boundary of Upper 

Rangemore and Phekiwe River intersect so as to include stand 1131 of Nketa 8 

and exclude stands 10525 and 10553 of Nkulumane, then generally north-

westwards along Phekiwe River to the eastern boundary of Lower Rangemore, 

north-eastwards along the latter to its intersection with Khami Road, generally 

north-eastwards along Khami Road to the starting point.  This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

658837.57, 7764914.31;   659129.16,  7766600.87;   659190.18,  7767331.28;   

658823.09, 7767937.38;   659270.56,  7768616.63;   659477.68,  7769209.72;   

660430.71, 7769495.89;   661366.49,  7769847.60;   661617.00,  7770802.53;   

660855.95, 7770818.02;   659862.18,  7770711.18;   658884.22,  7770564.28;   

658025.69, 7770057.45;   657230.35,  7769524.98;   656303.50,  7769185.76;   

655586.84, 7768571.97;   655137.07,  7767678.82;   654877.57,  7766869.75;   

655776.28, 7767055.61;   656742.83,  7767045.54;   657530.86,  7766430.95;   

658135.20, 7765916.31;   658858.61,  7766242.39; 

11. PELANDABA – MPOPOMA  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Siyephambili 

Drive and Khami Road, northwards along Siyephambili Drive to its intersection 

with Hyde Park Road, eastwards along the latter to the eastern boundary of 

Pelandaba S.D.A. Church,  then northwards along this boundary to a point 

where it meets an unnamed stream, north-eastwards along the stream to its 

intersection with Staff Sergent Moses Road, south-eastwards along the latter to 

its intersection with Nketa Drive, north-eastwards along the latter to its 

intersection with Luveve Road, then eastwards along the latter to its 
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intersection with the Bulawayo –Victoria Falls railway line [Nguboyenja 

Flyover], then south-westwards along this railway line so as to include 

Mpopoma Marshalling Yards, to the Khami Road, then westwards along Khami 

Road to the starting point.   An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

663202.38, 7772932.13;   662213.20,  7772965.36;   661226.49,  7773127.81;   

660538.94, 7772488.51;   659627.84,  7772397.84;   658913.94,  7771812.85;   

658502.65, 7771188.83;   658555.68,  7770387.83;   659490.59,  7770679.04;   

660485.88, 7770771.00;   661475.59,  7770910.34;   662183.89,  7771563.14;   

662859.85, 7772299.62; 

12. PUMULA  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where the Victoria Falls 

railway line meets the northern boundary of Cowdray Park Suburb, generally 

south-eastwards along the latter to a point where the railway meets the 

western boundary of Luveve Cemetery, then south-westwards of the latter to 

the northern boundary of Hyde Park Village 2 (Methodist Village), then in a 

straight line past the north-eastern corner of Magwegwe North Sewage Works 

to the north-western boundary of Magwegwe North Suburb, then south-

westwards along the north-western boundary of Magwegwe North to a point 

where it meets Mpopoma Spruit, generally south-eastwards along Mpopoma 

Spruit up to Intemba Road, then southwards along Intemba Road, then 

southwards along Intemba Road so as to include Pumula North to its 

intersection with Hyde Park Road.  Generally eastwards along Hyde Park Road 

on to Siyephambili Drive, southwards along Siyephambili Drive to its 

intersection with Khami Road then generally south-westwards along Khami 

Road to the eastern boundary of Lower Rangemore, then north-westwards 

along the eastern boundary of Lower Rangemore, then north-eastwards up to 

then trigonometrical beacon number 1397 so as to exclude Lower Rangemore, 

then generally westwards along the latter up to Khami River, southwards along 

the river to the southern beacon  of Dunstal A, then generally north-westwards 

along the southern boundary of Dunstal A, then along the western boundary of 

the same to the north-western beacon of the same, then eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Dunstal B to a point where it meets the eastern 

boundary of Dunstal Farm, then generally north-westwards along the eastern 

boundary of Dunstal farm to the northern boundary of the latter, then 

westwards along the northern boundary of Dunstal farm so as to exclude it to 

the western boundary of Hyde Park K, then north-eastwards along the latter to 
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the southern boundary of Slights Farm  so as to include Hyde Park K, then 

along this boundary to the eastern beacon of Slight Farm, northwards along 

the eastern boundary of Slights Farm to the northmost beacon of Slights Farm 

so as to exclude it, up to a point where a straight line is drawn south-

eastwards to the Bulawayo- Victoria Falls railway line, further southeastwards 

along the railway line up to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

655984.50, 7772351.53;   655884.41,  7773055.99;   655567.42,  7773951.99;   

655461.38, 7774655.89;   656103.85,  7775365.53;   655487.31,  7776152.85;   

654869.18, 7776934.48;   654950.41,  7777651.86;   655677.29,  7778338.63;   

655075.71, 7778936.21;   654260.29,  7779515.08;   653580.28,  7780225.49;   

653073.49, 7781087.56;   652565.77,  7781949.02;   651972.99,  7782754.38;   

651289.36, 7783484.18;   650488.27,  7784079.70;   649716.92,  7784711.23;   

648791.11, 7785066.40;   647970.42,  7785634.69;   647368.57,  7785859.77;   

647420.54, 7784861.12;   647472.51,  7783862.48;   647524.47,  7782863.83;   

647576.44, 7781865.18;   647628.40,  7780866.53;   647680.37,  7779867.88;   

647732.34, 7778869.23;   647784.30,  7777870.58;   647836.27,  7776871.93;   

647888.23, 7775873.28;   647836.52,  7774971.13;   646836.71,  7774951.35;   

646391.50, 7774089.27;   646016.14,  7773206.12;   647010.12,  7773315.68;   

647974.78, 7773368.31;   648462.91,  7772495.54;   648951.04,  7771622.77;   

648895.57, 7771069.31;   647895.57,  7771070.66;   646895.57,  7771072.01;   

645895.57, 7771073.37;   645058.33,  7770981.38;   645564.53,  7770118.97;   

646072.00, 7769258.36;   647055.01,  7769074.81;   648038.02,  7768891.25;   

649021.03, 7768707.70;   650004.04,  7768524.14;   650675.35,  7768623.97;   

650245.15, 7769500.07;   649929.80,  7770177.61;   649898.02,  7770540.98;   

650870.63, 7770308.55;   651843.24,  7770076.12;   652815.85,  7769843.68;   

653788.46, 7769611.25;   654761.08,  7769378.82;   655733.69,  7769146.38;   

656372.64, 7769222.67;   657307.68,  7769537.76;   658081.76,  7770111.96;   

658503.73, 7770906.60;   658359.06,  7771731.01;   657424.78,  7771949.64;   

656505.18, 7772277.17; 
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BULAWAYO SENATORIAL CONSTITUENCY BOUNDARY 

DESCRIPTIONS 

1. EMGANWINI  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Khami Road 
and Siyepambili Drive, generally north-eastwards along Khami Road to its 
intersection with the Bulawayo-Harare railway line, south-westwards along the 
latter to a Kelvin marshalling railway line, south-westwards along the Kelvin 
Marshalling Line to its intersection with Nketa Drive, across Nketa Drive into 
Rangemore Road, generally south-westwards along Rangemore Road to its 
intersection with Siyepambili Drive, south-eastwards along the latter across 
Nketa Drive to its intersection with an unnamed road, southwards along the 
unnamed road to its intersection with Macmillan Road, south-eastwards along 
the latter, across Wilmington Drive up to the Bulawayo-Plumtree railway line, 
generally south-westwards, southwards and south-westwards again along the 
railway line, across Phekiwe River to a point where it intersects the eastern 
boundary of Upper Rangemore, north-eastwards along the latter so as to 
exclude Upper Rangemore into Phekiwe River, then generally north-westwards 
along the latter (river) up to the eastern boundary of Lower Rangemore, 
generally north-eastwards along the latter so as to exclude Lower Rangemore 
on to Khami Road, then north-eastwards along Khami Road to the starting 
point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator 
(UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 
coordinates: 
 
661679.95, 7770953.27;   660130.09,  7770725.79; 660130.09,  770725.79;   
658437.90, 7770326.80;   661386.77,  7769855.16;  658983.89,  768957.52;   
659412.42, 7768454.89;   660500.32,  7767171.99;  659412.42,  768454.89;   
659227.95, 7767298.44;   59129.16,  7766600.87;    657551.35,  7768274.02;   
656845.15, 7766968.80;   658076.90,  7765778.87; 660500.32,  67171.99;;   
660187.62, 7766875.53;   658098.15,  7765752.88;  658296.20,  765613.46;   
658098.15, 7765752.88;   656846.61,  7763026.73;   656447.95,  7762195.42; 

654747.87, 7766905.94; 656300.32, 7767009.06; 661549.44, 66416.35;   
656447.95, 7762195.42;  656844.45,  7762269.86;   660187.62,  766875.53;   
658838.33, 7764913.76;  658296.20,  7765613.46;   658627.26,  765345.21;   
658837.57, 7764914.31;  658076.90,  7765778.87;   658076.90,  765778.87;   
658838.33, 7764913.76;  658838.33,  7764913.76;   659660.30, 7763827.04;   
657956.13, 7762439.99; 659129.16,  7766600.87;   659174.22,  766835.93;   
659227.95, 7767298.44; 657551.35,  7768274.02;   657551.35,  768274.02;   
656300.32, 7767009.06; 659660.30,  7763827.04;   660679.07,  764754.54;   
660679.07, 7764754.54; 660848.58,  7765114.95;   660954.31,  765793.52;   
660848.58, 7765114.95;  660846.90,  7765222.40;   660865.60,  7765500.89;   
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660846.90, 7765222.40;   658437.90,  7770326.80;   656808.21,  7769455.20;   
655770.84, 7768937.35;   656808.21,  7769455.20;   658676.23,  7765227.47;   
658627.26, 7765345.21; 

2. GWABALANDA  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Luveve Road 
and Huggins Road, westwards along Luveve Road and generally north-
westwards along the southern boundary of Gwabalanda then north-westwards 
in a straight line past the north-eastern corner of Magwegwe North Sewage 
Works to a point where it joins the Hyde Park Village 2 (Methodist Village) 
boundary, then generally north-westwards to the northern boundary of Hyde 
Park Village 2, so as to exclude it, to a point where a straight line is drawn 
north-eastwards to meet the Bulawayo-Victoria Falls railway line, north-
westwards along the latter to the north-western boundary of Cowdray Park 
which is also the District Boundary, generally eastwards along the latter to the 
north-eastern boundary of Cowdray Park, south-eastwards along Cowdray Park 
boundary so as to exclude Norwood Tracts, then in a straight line on to a 
proposed road (extension of Stirling Road), north-eastwards along the proposal 
on to Siyepambili Drive, generally southwards along the latter to its 
intersection with the Bulawayo-Victoria Falls railway line, south-eastwards 
along the latter to its intersection with a Marshalling railway line at 
Entumbane Commuter Train Station, further south-eastwards to its 
intersection with Luveve Road.  Generally westwards across Nketa Drive and 
north-westwards along Luveve Road to the starting point.  This area is 
bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 
(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
655546.77, 7778601.79;  655776.70,  7778432.84;   656292.97, 7777596.99;   
656468.50, 7777467.15;  661808.58,  7775134.81;   660741.73,  775881.06;   
663202.38, 7772932.13;  661204.29,  7773131.14;   658228.71,  781437.94;   
656906.56, 7781094.59;  56906.56,  7781094.59;   654004.69,  7780333.57;   
653583.35, 7780223.08;  653583.35,  7780223.08;   658377.41,  777149.12;   
659019.25,  7777087.78   659019.25,  7777087.78;   656509.07,  7777172.40;   
656509.07,  777172.40;   658132.18,  7775494.38;   658717.53,  7775106.04;   
656468.50,  7777467.15;   659007.86,  7776940.37;   659007.86, 7776940.37;   
659461.69,  7774453.02;   660006.19,  7774064.92;   660006.19, 7774064.92;   
660741.73,  7775881.06;   658908.84,  7774615.24;   655776.70,  778432.84;   
655776.70,  7778432.84;   655402.87,  7776260.69; 

3. KHUMALO  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Masotsha 

Ndlovu Avenue and Lady Stanley Avenue, northwards along Lady Stanley 

Avenue to its intersection with the Bulawayo-Harare railway line,to its 

intersection with the Old Victoria Falls Road, then generally westwards along a 

marshalling line to its intersection with Bulawayo-Victoria Falls railway line, 
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then generally north-eastwards along the latter to its intersection with 

Siyepambili Drive, then generally westwards along the latter to its intersection 

with Siyepambili Drive, generally northwards along this road to a point where 

there is a proposed extension of Stirling Road, then south-westwards along the 

proposal to a point where a straight line is drawn generally north-westwards 

along the western boundary of Norwood Tracks, to the northern boundary of 

Cowdray Park Suburb, then northwards along the western boundary of 

Norwood Township to the north-western boundary of Umguza View north-

eastwards along the latter to the Lower Umguza Dam, generally south-

eastwards along the river to the western boundary of Good Hope Farm, 

generally northwards and north-eastwards along this boundary and generally 

north-eastwards along Woodvale Farm to the northmost beacon of the same, 

then generally south-eastwards along the north-eastern boundary of Woodvale 

Farm so as to include the Joshua Mqabuko Nkomo Airport, generally 

eastwards along the north-eastern boundary of Mapani and latter southwards 

along the eastern boundary of the same, then along the Airport Road to the 

northern boundaries of Reigate and Woodville, eastwards along the boundaries 

of Reigate and Woodville so as to include them, to the eastern boundary of 

Woodville, southwards along the eastern boundary of Woodville Estate and 

further down along the eastern boundary of Woodville Park, to the northern 

boundary of Mahatshula, then eastwards along the northern boundary of 

Mahatshula up to Harare Road, then south-westwards along the eastern 

boundary of Killarney so as to include it up to the northern boundary of 

Glencoe and Marlands so as to include them up to Gwanda Road, then south-

eastwards along Gwanda Road to its intersection with Lochview eastern 

boundary, south-westwards and south-eastwards along the latter on to 

Bulawayo Drive, then south-eastwards along this road up to Old Esigodini 

Road to include Buena Vista, then southwards and south-westwards along the 

Manningdale boundary so as to include it, up to the eastern boundary of 

Willsgrove, generally southwards and south-westwards along the latter up to 

the eastern boundary of Waterford, southwards, south-westwards along the 

Waterford boundary so as to include Water0ford to the western beacon of 

Waterford , westwards to a point where a straight line is drawn to the southern 

boundary of Ntaba-Moyo, Southdale, Intini and Munda so as to include them, 

into Douglasdale Road, westwards along the southern boundary of Hillside 

South, Foourwinds and Eloana to its intersection with Oregon Avenue.  

Northwards along Oregon Avenue on to Linden Lane, on to Russell Avenue and 

then north-westwards on to Ullswater Drive, along the latter on to Van Riebeck 

Drive, north-westwards along Van Riebeck Drive on to the western boundary of 

Ingutsheni Hospital, then north-eastwards along the western boundary of 
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Ingutsheni Hospital up to 23rd Avenue, then south-eastwards along 23rd 

Avenue to its intersection with Doncaster Road, generally northwards along the 

latter to 15th Avenue, then generally north-westwards along 15th Avenue to its 

intersection with Lobengula Street, to its intersection with Railway Avenue, 

westwards along Railway Avenue to its intersection with Basch Street, 

generally north-eastwards along the latter into Basch Street Extension then 

further north-eastwards along the latter to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

660096.67,  7776317.92;   660541.23,  7776012.48;   660541.23, 7776012.48   
661808.58,  7775134.81;   664718.42,  7774436.11;   665348.13,  7772453.31   
666282.83,  7772331.42;   666844.25,  7772956.15;   666282.83,  7772331.42   
666235.63,  7772185.24;   665655.90,  7769697.46;   665258.55,  7769719.51   
667706.17,  7762728.67;   667616.75,  7765704.22;   666644.99,  7768053.20   
668005.92,  7770241.77;   668041.46,  7770372.94;   658228.71,  7781437.94   
659979.04,  7779001.51;   660759.28,  7777028.68;   671874.26,  7780265.88   
672065.04,  7780533.94;   663836.12,  7762990.66;   666802.36,  7762731.11   
667703.17,  7762728.68;   674995.25,  7768488.53;   674567.60,  7768758.22   
667703.17,  7762728.68;   667703.17,  7762728.68;   670258.05,  7762391.30   
671423.12,  7762805.35;   674714.46,  7763498.55;   674765.07,  7763894.81   
677271.49,  7766668.77;   675163.65,  7768191.05;   674567.60,  7768758.22   
671837.07,  7769388.76;   668940.59,  7770126.13;   674567.60,  7768758.22   
673430.28,  7770179.35;   672638.70,  7771054.91;   672065.04,  7780533.94   
672386.59,  7781156.62;   672386.59,  7781156.62;   672541.36,  7781425.05   
672541.36,  7781425.05;   673543.15,  7784200.82;   674197.56, 7786316.71 
71618.98,  7787781.68;   669221.61,  7777410.43;   669343.31,  7777921.96   
669343.31,  7777921.96;   670818.86,  7776435.04;   672373.75,  7778374.96   
667159.11,  7773917.97;   668571.92,  7776397.25;   667159.11,  7773917.97   
667170.15,  7773819.38;   667170.15,  7773819.38;   667209.80,  7773267.98   
667209.80,  7773267.98;   667104.37,  7773204.56;   667104.37,  7773204.56   
666979.29,  7773060.64;   666979.29,  7773060.64;   666899.27, 7773032.14;  
66899.27,  7773032.14;   666468.56,  7771671.31;   666422.22,  7770938.34   
666422.22,  7770938.34;   666414.88,  7770747.44;   667796.49,  7770363.79   
667796.49,  7770363.79;   666414.88,  7770747.44;   664765.07,  7771191.65   
666235.63,  7772185.24;   665345.92,  7772449.70;   664440.51,  7764744.65   
665258.55,  7769719.51;   663787.82,  7767865.43;   664221.16,  7765205.88 

4. MABUTWENI  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Siyepambili 
Drive and Khami Road, northwards along Siyepambili Drive to its intersection 
with Hyde Park Road, across the road north-eastwards along Siyepambili Drive 
to its intersection with Amnyama Street, north-westwards along the latter to its 
intersection with Isiphetho Road, northwards along Isiphetho Road to its 
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intersection with Luveve Road, north-eastwards and generally south-eastwards 
along Luveve Road  across Nketa Drive to its intersection with the Bulawayo-
Victoria Falls railway line, south-westwards along the latter so as to include 
Mopopoma Marshalling Yards, up to its intersection with Khami Road, 
generally westwards along Khami Road to the starting point.  An This area is 
bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 
(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

660604.46,  7772464.25;   658496.51,  7771750.25;   659527.06, 72278.04;   
658595.39,  7772065.73;   660130.09,  7770725.79;   659461.69,  774453.02;   
659461.69,  7774453.02;   658908.84,  7774615.24   658908.84,  7774615.24;   
659527.06,  7772278.04. 

5. MASOTSHA NDLOVU  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where the Bulawayo-

Victoria Falls railway line meets the northern boundary of Cowdray Park 

Suburb, generally south-eastwards along the latter to a point where the railway 

line meets the northwestern boundary of Luveve Cemetery, then south-

westwards along the northern boundary of Hyde Park Village 2 (Methodist 

Village), then south-eastwards in a straight line past the north-eastern corner 

of Magwegwe North Sewage Works to the north-western boundary of Magwegwe 

North Suburb, further south-eastwards and eastwards along the southern 

boundary of Gwabalanda Suburb on to Luveve Road, generally eastwards along 

Luveve Road up to its intersection with Isiphetho Road, southwards along 

Isiphetho Road to its intersection with Amnyama Street, south-eastwards along 

Amnyama Street up its intersection with Siyepambili Drive, southwards along 

Siyepambili Drive, across Hyde Park Road, and further southwards to its 

intersection with Khami Road, then generally south-westwards along Khami 

Road to the eastern boundary of Lower Rangemore then north-eastwards to the 

trigonometrical beacon number 1397 and then in a straight line along the 

northern boundary of Lower Rangemore to the Khami River, southwards along 

the river to the south-eastern beacon of Dunstal A, then generally north-

westwards along the southern boundary of Dunstal A and B.  Then eastwards 

along the northern boundary of Dunstal B to a point where it meets the eastern 

boundary of Dunstal Farm, then generally north-westwards along the eastern 

boundary of Dunstal Farm to the northern boundary of the latter. Then 

westwards along the northern boundary of Dunstal Farm so as to exclude it, to 

the western boundary of Hyde Park K.  Then north-eastwards along the latter 

so as to include Hyde Park K, to the southern boundary of Slights Farm then 

along this boundary to the eastern beacon of Slight Farm northwards to the 

northmost beacon of the same so as to exclude it, to a point where a straight 

line is drawn eastwards to the Bulawayo-Victoria Falls railway line, then 
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further south-easwards along the railway line to the starting point.  An This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 

South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

657852.48,  7773420.99;   657882.26,  7774313.24;   657852.48, 7773420.99;   
656240.71,  7772837.66;   656133.96,  7775327.08;   655246.58, 7774474.93;   
656187.80,  7772763.24;   655984.50,  7772351.53;   658595.39, 7772065.73;   
655984.50,  7772351.53;   656961.71,  7772198.86;   655984.50, 7772351.53;   
653357.33,  7772386.81;   653183.15,  7771761.83;   657149.59, 7772150.22;   
653183.15,  7771761.83;   656044.28,  7771228.80;   658437.90, 7770326.80;   
648919.63,  7784994.97;   647412.90,  7785007.96;   ;647568.80,7782012.01;   
647724.70,  7779016.06;   647880.59,  776020.12;  646452.26,  7774223.15;   
647857.95,  7773409.14;   649042.60,  7771069.11   646042.60,  7771073.17;   
645996.30,  7769383.35;   648876.50, 7768734.69;   650358.64,  7769406.60;   
650727.62,  7770342.72;   652244.97,  7769980.11;   650144.83, 7784314.05;   
653583.35,  7780223.08;   653581.92,  7780222.70;   651974.91, 7782751.78;   
657882.26,  7774313.24;   656240.71,  7772837.66;   655246.58, 7774474.93;   
656961.71,  7772198.86;   652244.97,  7769980.11;   655162.81, 7769282.81;   
653183.15,  7771761.83; 

6. MZILIKAZI  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where the southern 

boundary of Newton West intersects the eastern boundary of Umganini Farm, 

south-westwards along Umganini Farm and north-westwards along the same 

boundary to Plumtree Road where a straight line is drawn generally north- 

eastwards to the Bulawayo-Plumtree railway line, generally north-eastwards 

along the Bulawayo-Plumtree railway line to its intersection with Macmillan 

Road, then north-westwards along Macmillan Road to its intersection with an 

unnamed road, then north-eastwards along the unnamed road so as to include 

stand 171 Churchill Road, on to Siyepambili Drive, north-westwards along 

Siyepambili Drive to its intersection with Rangemore Road, north-eastwards 

along Rangemore Road to its intersection with the Kelvin West Marshalling 

Line, eastwards along the marshalling Line to its intersection with the 

Bulawayo-Victoria Falls railway line, generally north-eastwards and north-

westwards along the railway line to its intersection with the Marshalling 

Railway line at Entumbane Commuter Train Station, eastwards along this 

Marshalling Line to its intersection with the Bulawayo-Harare railway line, 

eastwards up to its intersection with Lady Stanley Avenue, southwards along 

Lady Stanley Avenue to where it meets Old Victoria Fall Road , Masotsha 

Ndlovu Avenue and Basch Street Extension, southwards along the latter up to 

the proposed Basch Street Extension and then on to Third Avenue and further 

southwards along Basch Street to its intersection with Railway Avenue, along 
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the latter to its intersection with Lobengula Street, south-eastwards along the 

latter to 15th Avenue, then eastwards along 15th Avenue to its intersection with 

Doncaster Road, then southwards along Doncaster Road to its intersection 

with 23rd Avenue, north-westwards along 23rd Avenue to the western boundary 

of Ingutsheni Hospital, then south-westwards along the Ingutsheni Hospital 

boundary so as to exclude it up to Van Riebeck Drive, then south-eastwards 

along Van Riebeck Road into Ullswater Drive and south-westwards along 

Ullswater Drive, then generally southwards along Ullswater Drive into 

Wellington Road, then into Russell Avenue, into Linden Lane and into Oregon 

Avenue to the northern boundary of Bulawayo-Matobo District boundary, 

generally westwards along the southern boundary of Newton West and then 

westwards along the boundary to the starting point.  This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

661679.95,  7770953.27;   664284.70,  7772412.47;   663202.38, 772932.13;   
661386.77,  7769855.16;   662523.96,  7769190.86;   656447.95,  762195.42;   
656363.78,  7762012.23;   664880.71,  7769884.21;   664406.65,  70336.84;;   
664765.07,  7771191.65;   665345.92,  7772449.70;   665345.92,  772449.70;   
664247.97, ; 7769432.49;   664247.97,  7769432.49;   662523.96, 769190.86;   
660547.78,  7767237.25;   665258.55,  7769719.51;   657956.13,  7762439.99 
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CHAPTER 2 

HARARE METROPOLITAN PROVINCE 

WARD BOUNDARY DESCRIPTIONS 

CHITUNGWIZA MUNICIPALITY  

WARD 1 

An area of land bounded by a line commencing from the north eastern 

boundary of St. Mary's Police Camp hence southwards along the eastern 

boundary of St. Mary’s Police Camp up to Rufaro Road and then further 

southwards along Rufaro Road up to the north eastern boundary of Shingai 

Primary School hence north westwards along the northern boundary of Shingai 

Primary School to Katanga Road so as to proceed northwestwards through an 

open space to Chaminuka Road and then further north westwards along 

Chaminuka Road to its junction with an unnamed Road hence generally 

westwards along this Road to the southern boundary of stand 6136 hence 

westwards along the southern boundaries of the following properties 6136 to 

6151 so as to include them hence further westwards through an open space to 

Manyame River hence generally eastwards along Manyame River up to Seke 

Road hence generally south eastwards along Seke Road back to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates: 29432011.11, 8010601.32; 294411.34, 8010510.09; 293735.55, 

8009582.84; 293651.07, 8009886.94; 293972.08, 8010360.00; 293678.11, 

8010167.40; 292978.66, 8010863.47; 293505.78, 8010954.38; 294181.57, 

80111194.29. 

 

WARD 2 

An area of land bounded by a line commencing from the junction of 

Chaminuka Road and Gudza Road hence southwards along Gudza Road to a 

storm water  drain hence north westwards along the storm water drain to 

Dumukwa Road hence north westwards along Dumukwa Road to Rufaro Road 

so as to proceed north westwards along Rufaro Road to the north eastern 

boundary of Shingai Primary School hence westwards along the property 

boundary so as to include it up to Katanga Road to proceed westwards through 

an open space to Chaminuka Road hence northwestwards along Chaminuka 
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Road to its junction with an unnamed Road hence generally westwards along 

this Road to the southern boundary of stand 6136 hence westwards along the 

southern boundaries of the following properties 6136 to 6151 so as to exclude 

them hence further westwards so as to go through an open space up to 

Manyame River hence southwards along Manyame River to a point where a line 

is drawn east Wards from Manyame River to the southern boundary of Zengeza 

main Primary School further eastwards along the School boundary so as to 

include it through an open space to Chaminuka Road hence southwards along 

Chaminuka Road back to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 292963.85, 8009484.24; 

2930000.84, 8008959.70; 293175.69, 8008737.78; 293727.13, 8009571.67; 

293636.34, 800974.87; 293969.23, 8010365.93; 293676.69, 8010170.90; 

292990.75, 8010862.76; 292711.67, 8010654.29; 293273.20, 8009628.74.  

WARD 3 

An area of land bounded by a line commencing from the junction of Gudza 

Road and Ingwe Drive hence generally westwards along Ingwe Drive to its 

junction with Chaminuka Road hence southwards along Chaminuka Road to 

the southern boundary of Chaminuka Primary School Hence westwards and 

northwards along the School boundary so as to include it up to the northern 

boundary of stand 5148 so as to exclude it hence westwards along the 

unnamed Road to the northern boundary of stand number 5106 so as to 

exclude it then southwards along the eastern boundaries of stand 5286 to 

5299 so as to include them hence westwards along the southern boundaries of 

stands 5259 to 5286 so as to include them And southwards along an unnamed 

Road to a point where a straight line is drawn westwards to Manyame River 

and northwards along Manyame River to a point where a straight line is drawn 

eastwards to the southern boundary of Zengeza main Primary School so as to 

exclude it hence generally northeastwards along this boundary to a point where 

a Straight line is drawn north eastwards to Chaminuka Road hence westwards 

along Chaminuka Road to its junction with Gudza Road hence southwards 

along Gudza Road back to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 292967.17, 8009120.53; 

292802.41, 8009187.78; 292684.73, 8009429.88; 292452.72, 8009349.18; 
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291968.52, 8010522.67; 292721.71, 8010647.09; 293269.79, 8009628.26; 

292970.54, 8009487.04. 

WARD 4 

An area of land bounded by a line commencing from the junction of 

Chaminuka Road and Ingwe Drive hence generally south eastwards along 

Ingwe Drive to its junction with Gudza Road hence south eastwards along 

Gudza Road to a storm water drain hence southwards along the drain to a 

point where a straight line is drawn south westwards to Chitungwiza Road  and 

north westwards along Chitungwiza Road to a point where a straight line is 

drawn north eastwards to Gombo Road hence north eastwards along Gombo 

Road to its junction with Magondo Road and south eastwards along Magondo 

Road to Dungwiza Primary School hence northeastwards and south eastwards 

along the School boundary so as to include it to Nyatsime Road hence north 

eastwards and north westwards along Nyatsime Road to its junction with 

Chiratidzo Drive and northwards along Chiratidzo Drive to its junction with 

Chaminuka Road hence generally westwards along Chaminuka Road to its 

junction with  Chitungwiza Road hence north westwards along Chitungwiza 

Road to Manyame River then generally north eastwards along Manyame River 

to a point where a line is drawn eastwards to the northern boundary of stand 

4829 so as to include it hence further eastwards to an unnamed Road hence 

northwards along this Road to the southern boundary of stand 5259 hence 

along the southern boundary of Stands 5259 to 5286 so as to exclude them 

hence northwards along an unnamed Road to the northern boundary of stand 

number 5106 so as to include it hence eastwards to the northern boundary of 

stand 5148 so as to include it hence southwards along the western and 

southern boundary of Chaminuka Primary School so as to exclude it to 

Chaminuka Road. Hence Northwards along Chaminuka Road back to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 292675.43, 8009432.28; 292971.33, 8009119.57; 

293178.57, 8008737.34; 293050.80, 8008512.06; 291947.91, 8008518.78; 

291594.86, 8008774.33; 291793.24, 8009053.42; 292048.79, 8008905.47; 

292263.99, 8009228.26; 291820.14, 8009529.81; 291446.91, 8009509.09; 

291047.61, 8009182.93; 290624.59, 8009578.37; 290863.33, 8010263.77; 

291969.58, 8010522.67; 292454.03, 8009342.45. 
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WARD 5 

An area of land bounded by a line commencing from the junction of 

Chaminuka Road and Chiratidzo Drive hence southwards  along Chiratidzo 

Drive to its junction with Nyatsime Road hence north eastwards and south 

eastwards along Nyatsime Road to Dungwiza Primary School hence north 

westwards and south westwards along the school boundary so as to exclude it 

to Magondo Road hence north westwards along Mangondo Road to its junction 

with Gombo Street hence south westwards along Gombo Street to a point 

where a straight line is drawn further south westwards to Chitungwiza Road 

and north westwards along Chitungwiza Road to its junction with Chaminuka 

Road generally northeastwards along Chaminuka Road to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates: 291983.09, 8009432.28; 291946.11, 8009378.48; 292268.90, 

8009217.08; 292258.81, 800923389; 292057.07, 8008901,01; 291788.07, 

8009059.05; 291051.69, 8009196.91; 291445.10, 8009506.25; 291818.22, 

8009523.07. 

WARD 6 

An area of land bounded by a line commencing from the junction of Ingwe 

Drive and Mukomberwa Drive hence generally southwards along Mukomberwa 

Drive to a point where a straight line is drawn from Mukomberwa Drive to the 

junction of Kubvumbi Road and Tserai Road, and southwards along Tserai 

Road to the northern boundary of stand 13649, hence westwards along this 

boundary to its Western boundary, hence southwards along the western 

boundary of stands 13649 and 16701 so as to exclude them to the unnamed 

tributary of Nyatsime River, further southwards along the tributary to Nyatsime 

River hence westwards along Nyatsime River to its confluence with Manyame 

River  hence   north eastwards along Manyame River to Chitungwiza Road 

hence South eastwards along Chitungwiza Road to a point where a straight line 

is drawn north eastwards to a storm water drain and north eastwards along a 

storm water drain to Ingwe Drive hence eastwards along Ingwe Drive back to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 293849.95, 8008693.39; 293644.84, 8008269.72; 

293839.86, 8007872.95; 293829.78, 8007622.39; 292757.15, 8007430.73; 

291851.12, 8006629.00; 290206.41, 8007437.56; 289022.56, 8007230.15; 

287643.95, 8008763.43; 288975.22, 8009090.24; 290273.13, 8008545.52; 
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290588.32, 8009551.11; 291944.74, 8008527.96; 293054.35, 8008514.51; 

293362.76, 8009040.43. 

WARD 7 

An area of land bounded by a line commencing from the Junction of 

Hombarume Drive and Dumukwa Road hence southwards along Dumukwa 

Road to its junction with Ingwe Drive and eastwards along Ingwe Drive to its 

junction with Mukomberwa Drive hence northwards along Mukomberwa Drive 

to its junction with Hombarume Drive hence westwards along Hombarume 

Drive back to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 293601.80, 8009398.42; 293358.02, 

8009042.00; 293855.66, 8008700.71; 294107.85, 8009078.98. 

WARD 8 

An area of land bounded by a line commencing from the Junction of Rufaro 

Road and Hombarume Drive hence eastwards along Hombarume Drive up to 

the south western boundary of Nyatsime beerhall and northwards along the 

western boundary of Nyatsime beerhall up to the southern boundary of St. 

Mary’s Mission School hence westwards along this boundary to Mubvumira 

Drive hence northwards along Mubvumira Drive to a point where a straight line 

is drawn from Mubvumira Drive to Seke Road hence westwards along Seke 

Road to the north eastern boundary of  St. Mary’s police station hence 

southwards along the eastern boundary of the Police Station to Rufaro Road 

hence to southwards along Rufaro Road Back to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 293603.46, 

8009400.92; 291407.83, 8009081.49; 294249.05, 8009269.79; 294084.29, 

8009394.20; 294733.24, 8010305.43; 294403.72, 8010497.09; 293922.89, 

8009801.06. 

WARD 9 

An area of land bounded by a line commencing from the Junction of 

Mukombwera Drive and Mupfuta Road hence eastwards along Mupfuta Road 

to the southwestern boundary of stand 1748 hence northwards along the 

western boundary of 1748 to an unnamed lane (commonly known as 

Hombarume Road) hence eastwards along the lane to the south eastern 

boundary of Zengeza Administration Office hence northwards along the 

Property boundary so as to exclude it to Hombarume Drive hence eastwards 
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along Hombarume Drive to its junction with Ingwe Drive hence generally 

southwards along Ingwe Drive to its junction with Mutsunyarunya Road hence 

eastwards along Mutsunyarunya Road to the Southern boundary of 

Mutsunyarunya hence to follow a straight line drawn from tile southern 

boundary of Mutsunyarunya to Mukombwera Drive so as to follow this straight 

line south westwards through an open space so as to include Zengeza 4 

Primary School up to Mukombwera Drive Hence generally northwards along 

Mukombwera Drive back to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 294047.48, 8009012.30; 

294118.09, 8009089.64; 294931.80, 8008467,58; 293835.64, 8007879.15; 

293684.33, 8008087.63; 293667.52, 8008299.46. 

WARD 10 

An area of land bounded by a line commencing from the Junction of Seke Road 

and Industrial Drive hence southwards along Industrial Drive to the south 

eastern boundary of Mutsunyarunya and Westwards through an open space 

up to Mutsunyarunya Road hence to proceed westwards along Mutsunyarunya 

Road to Ingwe Drive hence Northwards along Ingwe Drive to its junction with 

Hombarume Road hence westwards along Hombarume Road to the north 

eastern boundary of Zengeza Administration Office hence southwards along the 

property boundary so as to include it to an unnamed lane (commonly known as 

Hombarume Road) hence westwards along the lane to the north western 

boundary of stand 1748 hence southwards along the western boundary of 

Stand 1748 to Mupfuta Road hence westwards along Mupfuta Road to 

Mukomberwa Drive northwards along Mukomberwa to its junction with 

Hombarume Road where a straight line is drawn further northwards along The 

western boundary of Nyatsime beer hall so as to include it to the Southern 

boundary of  S. Mary’s Mission School hence westwards along this boundary to 

Mubvumira Drive hence northwards along Mubvumira Drive to A point where a 

straight line is drawn from Mubvumira Drive to Seke Road hence eastwards 

along Seke Road back to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 295573.90, 8009558.26; 

294928.31, 8008462.10; 294114.59, 8009097.61; 294252.45, 8009280.92; 

294084.33, 800939.88; 294729.92, 8010303.11; 295207.39, 8010098.00. 
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WARD 11 

An area of land bounded by a line commencing from the Junction of industrial 

Drive and Kubvumbi Road. Hence westwards along Kubvumbi Road to 

Chikukwa Street hence southwards along Chikukwa Street to Chakanyuka 

Road hence westwards along Chakanyuka Road to Chiwenga Road hence 

generally westwards along Chiwenga Road to Tserai Road, hence northwards 

along Tserai Road to Kubvumbi Drive where a straight line is drawn 

northwards to Mukombwera Drive so as to follow this line which is the 

demarcation line between Zengeza 3 and Zengeza 5 hence to proceed north 

eastwards through an open space so as to include Zengeza 3 Polyclinic and 

Chitungwiza Municipality head office up to Industrial Drive hence southwards 

along industrial Drive back to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 294512.24, 8007398.94; 

293960.80, 8007476.27; 293500.14, 8007405.66; 293419.44, 8007298.06; 

293059.66, 8007449.37; 293214.33, 8007630.95; 294929.19, 8008458.11. 

WARD 12 

An area of land bounded by a line commencing from the Junction of Kubvumbi 

Road and industrial Drive hence southwards along Industrial Drive to its 

junction with new Chitungwiza Road hence Generally eastwards along new 

Chitungwiza Road to a point where it crosses an unnamed stream hence 

generally southwards along the unnamed stream to Nyatsime River hence 

westwards along Nyatsime River  To its tributary hence northwards along this 

tributary to a point where it follows a straight line to the western boundary of 

stand 16701 hence along the western and northern boundaries of stands 

16701 and 13649 so as to Include them to the junction of Tserai Road and 

Chiwenga Road hence eastwards along Chiwenga Road to its junction with 

chakanyejka Road and further eastwards along Chakanyuka Road to its 

junction with Chikukwa Street and northwards along Chikukwa Street to 

Kubvumbi Drive and eastwards along Kubvumbi Drive to the starting point. 

This is an This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone. 36 south (s) Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates:  

294501.94, 8007393.09; 294444.78, 8006861.82; 294189.23, 8006387.71; 

294965.52, 8005744.00; 294397.26, 8005214.11; 293586.91, 8005126.69; 

292481.54, 8005947.87; 291859.21, 8006629.35; 292995.82, 8007521.63; 

293420.82, 8007289.62; 293975.62, 8007474.55. 
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WARD 13 

An area of land bounded by a line commencing from the Junction of Industrial 

Drive and Hadzinanhanga Road hence eastwards along Hadzinanhanga Road 

to a point where it crosses an unnamed stream hence generally southwards 

along this unnamed stream to a point where it crosses Chitungwiza Road 

hence westwards along Chitungwiza Road to its junction with Industrial Drive 

hence northwards along industrial Drive Back to the starting point.  This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 

294744.88, 8008112.09; 295921.74, 8007305.10; 294754.97, 8006264.59; 

294381.73, 8006220.88; 294171.30, 8006402.45. 

WARD 14 

An area of land situated in Chitungwiza Municipal area starting from the 

Junction of Seke Road and industrial Drive hence generally southwards along 

industrial drive to its junction with Hadzinanhanga Road hence eastwards 

along Hadzinenhanga Road to its junction with Waterland Road hence 

northwards along Waterland Road to its junction with Seke Road Hence north 

westwards along Seke Road back to the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 296173.92, 8008937.79; 

295911.65, 8007317.08; 294741.51, 8008137.52, 295582.13, 8009569.93. 

WARD 15 

An area of land bounded by a line commencing from the Junction of 

Hadzinanhanga Road and Chirambahuyo Road hence westwards along 

Hadzinanhanga Road to its junction with Waterland Road hence Northwards 

along Waterland Road to its junction with Seke Road then Eastwards along 

Seke Road to a point where a straight line is drawn from Seke Road along the 

eastern boundary of Nyatsime College up to Mashonganyika Road and 

eastwards along Mashonganyika Road to its junction with Chirambahuyo Road 

hence southwards along Chirambahuyo Road back to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 

296817.23, 8006728.48; 295922.82, 8007340.45; 296171.64, 8008920.81, 

297442.65, 8008732.51; 296924.83, 8007932.24; 297435.93, 8007596.00. 
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WARD 16 

An area of land bounded by a line commencing from the Point where 

Hadzinanhanga Road crosses an unnamed stream hence Generally southwards 

along this unnamed stream to a point where it crosses Chitungwiza Road 

hence westwards along new Chitungwiza Road to a point where it crosses yet 

another unnamed stream hence generally Northwards along the latter stream 

to a point where it crosses Hadzinenhanga Road hence eastwards along 

Hadzinenhanga Road back to the starting point.   This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 295918.81, 8007367.24; 

296325.67, 8006943.57; 296934.27, 8006661.12; 295868.37, 8005907.19; 

294957.15, 800575.52; 294390.25, 8006229.99; 294760.12, 8006270.33. 

WARD 17 

An area of land bounded by a line commencing from the Junction of 

Hadzinanhanga Road and Mharapara Road hence southwards along 

Mharapara Road to its junction with Chitungwiza Road hence Westwards along 

Chitungwiza Road to a point where it crosses an unnamed Stream hence 

northwards along this unnamed stream to a point where it crosses 

Hadzinanhanga Road hence eastwards along Hadzinanhanga Road back to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 297412.00, 8006278.63; 296823.57, 8005777.63; 

295314.31, 8005251.84; 294972.17, 8005740.95; 295888.72, 8005909.07; 

296919.47, 8006655.54. 

WARD 18 

An area of land bounded by a line commencing from the Junction of 

Mharapara Road and Gukurahundi Road hence southwards along 

Gukurahundi Road to its junction with Tafadzwa Drive and an unnamed tarred 

Road hence southwards along this unnamed tarred Road to Duri River hence 

generally westwards along Duri River to its confluence with Nyatsime River 

hence generally  eastwards along Nyatsime River to its confluence with an 

unnamed stream hence generally Northwards along this stream to a point 

where it crosses Chitungwiza Road then eastwards along Chitungwiza Road to 

its junction with Mharapara Road hence north eastwards along Mharapara 

Road back to the Starting point. This area  is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 296487.44, 8005673.96; 296628.66, 
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8005129.41; 296820.32, 8005159.51; 296833.77, 8004476.93; 294786.42, 

8003297.43; 293592.88, 8005146.79; 293586.15, 8005140.06; 295321.18, 

8005240.94. 

WARD 19 

An area of land bounded by a line commencing from the Junction of 

Mashonganyika Road and Chirambahuyo Road hence north Eastwards along 

Chirambahuyo Road to its junction with Marufurira Road hence eastwards 

along Marufurira Road to a point where a line is drawn Southwards through an 

open space up to the western boundary of Fungisai Primary School hence 

south eastwards along the western boundary of this School up to Chikumbirike 

Street hence north eastwards along Chikumbirike Street to its junction with 

Chikomo Road hence eastwards along Chikomo Road to its junction with 

Mharapara Road hence north Eastwards along Mharapara Road to its junction 

with Mutsau Road and eastwards along Mutsau Road to a point where it 

crosses an unnamed Stream hence southwards along this unnamed stream to 

a point where it crosses Hadzinanhanga Road hence westwards along 

Hadzinanhanga Road to its junction with Chirambahuyo Road and northwards 

along Chirambahuyo Road back to the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 297432.86, 8007621.83; 

297563.14, 8007538.31; 297666.70, 8006673.11; 297796.98, 8006836.80; 

297880.49, 8006793.37; 298408.30, 8007224.30; 298919.40, 8006723.22; 

297917.24, 8005874.05; 296828.74, 8006705.85. 

WARD 20 

An area of land bounded by a line commencing from the Junction of Seke Road 

and Chirambahuyo Road hence southwards along Chirambahuyo Road to its 

junction with an unnamed tarred Road hence eastwards along an unnamed 

tarred Road up to an unnamed stream hence Southwards along the unnamed 

stream up to a point where it crosses Marufurira Road hence westwards along 

Marufurira Road to its junction With Chirambahuyo Road hence southwards 

along Chirambahuyo Road to its junction with Mashonganyika Road hence 

westwards along Mashonganyika Road to a point where a straight line is drawn 

from Mashonganyika Road along the eastern boundary of Nyatsime College so 

as to exclude it to Seke Road hence eastwards along Seke Road to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates: 297754.07, 8008681.91; 297673.90, 8008180.33; 297901.06, 
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8008060.57; 297553.64, 8007539.44; 296935.63, 8007933.63; 297443.40, 

8008928.68. 

WARD 21 

An area of land bounded by a line commencing from the Junction of Seke Road 

and Chirambahuyo Road hence eastwards along Seke Road to the Harare 

District Administrative boundary and then proceed along the Harare District 

Administrative boundary to a  point of Grid Reference 994081 where a straight 

line is drawn due south-westwards to Mharapara Road to its junction with 

Chikomo Road to its junction with Chikumbirike Street to a point where a 

straight line is drawn northwards from Grid Reference 977067 to Marufurira 

Road Grid  ref; 975076 where another straight line is drawn north-eastwards to 

an unnamed road hence north-westwards along the road to its junction with 

Chirambahuyo Road then northwards along Chirambahuyo back to the 

starting point. This area bounded is by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 297742.36, 8008677.07; 298473.94, 8008570.17; 

299312.72, 8008112.51; 297882.66, 8006790.82; 297795.81, 8006839.81; 

297662.19, 8006682.81; 297555.29, 8007532.62; 297906.05, 8008060.83; 

297665.53, 8008181.09. 

WARD 22 

An area of land situate in Chitungwiza Municipal This area is bounded by a 

line starting from the Junction of Seke Road and unnamed tarred road hence 

eastwards along Seke Road to the source of Duri River, hence generally 

southwest wards along Duri River to a point where a straight line is drawn 

from Duri River north wards to Mutsau Road hence north westwards along 

Mutsau Road to its junction with an unnamed tarred road hence north 

eastwards along this unnamed tarred road back to the starting point. This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 

300589.14, 8006850.47; 301487.75, 8006543.14; 300545.71, 8005524.27; 

299948.44, 8005202.46; 299721.28, 8005873.91; 300576.47, 8006845.30. 

WARD 23 

An area of land situate in Chitungwiza Municipal This area is bounded by a 

line starting from where Mutsau Road crosses an unnamed stream hence 

south eastwards along Mutsau Road to a point where a straight line is drawn 

southwards to Duri River hence generally westwards along Duri River to its 
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confluence with an unnamed stream hence generally northwards along this 

unnamed stream back to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 298910.69, 8006727.20; 

299789.25, 8005805.20; 299945.39, 8005211.23; 298475.55, 8005094.31; 

297945.35, 8005241.30; 297921.97, 8005930.70. 

WARD 24 

An area of land situate in Chitungwiza Municipal This area is bounded by a 

line Drawn from the junction of Hadzinanhanga Road and Mharapara Road 

hence generally eastwards along Hadzinanhanga Road to a point where 

Hadzinanhanga Road crosses an unnamed stream hence southwards along 

this unnamed stream to Duri River hence generally south westwards along 

Duri River to a point where a straight line is drawn from Duri River to 

Tafadzwa Drive hence westwards along Tafadzwa Drive to its junction with 

Gukurahundi Road hence northwards along Gukurahundi Road to its Junction 

with Mharapara Road - hence north eastwards along Mharapara Road back to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 297418.64, 8006266.46; 297924.58, 8005874.77; 

297946.34, 8005238.26; 296831.09, 8004487.51; 296809.33, 8005162.10; 

296629.81, 8005162.10; 296504.68, 8005689.80. 

WARD 25 

An area of land situate in Chitungwiza Municipal This area is bounded by a 

line starting from the junction of Mutsau Road and Mharapara Road 

proceeding north-eastwards along Mharapara Road to its junction with Seke 

Road where a straight line is drawn further north-eastwards to the Harare 

District Administrative boundary then south-eastwards along the Harare 

District boundary to a beacon at (HAH 07) as shown on the General Plan BG 

967 fitted in the office of  Surveyor General Harare then south-westwards to 

along the District boundary to Seke Road then north-westwards along Seke 

Road to its junction with an unnamed road of Grid ref; 006066 then south-

westwards along the unnamed road to its junction with Mutsau road 

proceeding north-westwards along Mutsau Road to the starting point. This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 

298400.97, 8007226.36; 299309.22, 8008107.26; 301724.57, 8006801.19; 
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301489.30, 8006549.50; 300586.52, 8006855.90; 300586.52, 8006855.90; 

299727.51, 8005885.36. 
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EPWORTH LOCAL BOARD  

WARD 1 

An area of land bounded by line starting from a point where Chiremba road 

crosses the Hatfield/Epworth area administrative boundary, hence north-

eastwards along the administrative boundary to the eastern boundary of 

theological college so as to exclude it to the west to Ventersburg farm, hence 

eastwards along the southern boundary of Ventersburg farm up to Jacha river 

hence southwards  along Jacha river to a point where Jacha river crosses an 

unnamed road which goes to overspill, hence westwards along this road to 

Chiremba road hence further westwards and north westwards along Chiremba 

road, to a point where a straight line is drawn from Chiremba road to the 

Epworth/Hatfield administrative boundary so as to follow that line 

southwestwards, hence northwestwards and northeastwards along the 

Epworth/Hatfield administrative boundary to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 300767.57, 

8022820.49; 301878.52, 8023901.00; 304473.27, 8023200.95; 303042.73, 

8021683.94; 303400.36, 8021067.59; 303095.99, 8021090.42; 301330.65, 

8021394.79; 300569.73, 8022041.57. 

WARD 2 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from where Chiremba road crosses 

Jacha river, hence generally northwards long Jacha River to an unnamed road 

which goes to Overspill hence westwards along this unnamed road to Chiremba 

road hence westwards, northwestwards along Chiremba road to a point where 

a straight line is drawn from Chiremba road to Chitsvachirimurutsoka 

cooperative farm boundary hence south-eastwards along the eastern boundary 

of Chitsvachirimurutsoka cooperative farm and Bellapaise Estate so as to 

exclude them to the northern foot of Domboramwari Hill hence eastwards along 

the foot of Domboramwari Hill so as to exclude it to the south to Chiremba 

road hence further eastwards along Chiremba road to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 

303883.19, 8019608.01; 303388.59, 8021076.59; 302148.28, 8021160.29; 

301349.31, 8021388.57; 303259.23, 8019828.67; 303244.02, 8019699.32. 
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WARD 3 

An area of land bounded by a line starting from where Chiremba road crosses 

Jacha River hence southwards along Jacha River up to Delport road hence 

westwards along Delport road to its junction with Twentydales road, hence 

northwards along the eastern boundary of tobacco research board so as to 

exclude it to the west up to the southeastern corner of Bellapaise estate, hence 

eastwards along the northern foot of Domboramwari hill so as to include it to 

the south up to Chiremba road and hence further eastwards along Chiremba 

road back to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 303875.58, 8019615.68; 304431.06, 

8017895.99; 304119.08, 8016929.62; 302582.01, 8016876.35; 303228.80, 

8019706.99. 

WARD 4 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from where Chiremba road 

crosses Ruwa River hence west, south-east and westwards along 

Harare/Goromonzi District boundary to Jacha River, hence generally north 

and north and northwestwards along Jacha River to its confluence with an 

unnamed stream, hence north eastwards along unnamed stream past 

Chiremba road, hence north west along a line drawn to an unnamed dust road 

demarcating Chinamano origin and Chinamano extension, Chinamano origin 

and overspill area and Chinamano extension, and Zinyengere origin area to 

Delport road, hence along a line drawn generally eastwards through an open 

space to Ruwa River and Harare/Goromonzi district boundary, hence south 

westwards along this boundary to starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 305993.62, 8017785.41; 

305468.58, 8017663.67; 305719.69, 8016994.05; 304114.14, 8016933.18; 

304245.25, 8018660.48; 304777.89, 8019343.25; 304542.01, 8019480.22; 

304656.15, 8020233.53; 307031.58, 8020313.67; 309040.42, 8021211.56; 

309119.27, 8020473.47; 308411.61, 8019613.62; 308236.59, 8018464.63; 

306524.52, 8019278.82. 

WARD 5 

An area of land , bounded by a line drawn from where Chiremba road crosses 

Jacha River hence northwards along Jacha River to a point where a line was 
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drawn from Jacha River south eastwards so as to go along the Chinamano 

Extension and Overspill area boundary so as to exclude Kubatana Primary 

School, hence along this area boundary to the Chinamano Origin and 

Chinamano Extension area boundary, hence along this boundary to the 

Chinamano Extension and Zinyengere Origin area boundary past Chiremba 

road to Jacha River, hence north westwards along Jacha River to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates: 303876.59, 8019611.39; 303130.88, 8021840.90; 303252.63, 

8021932.21; 305132.11, 8020258.17; 304569.03, 8020174.47; 304538.59, 

8019451.59; 304797.30, 8019329.85; 304241.83, 8018637.41. 

WARD 6 

An area of land bounded by a line commencing from the junction of two 

unnamed roads, hence north westwards along the area boundary of Overspill 

and Chinamano Extension, so as to include Kubatana Primary School to Jacha 

River, hence north eastwards along Jacha River,  to the southern boundary of 

Ventersburg farm, hence south eastwards along this farm boundary to its 

junction with Delport road  hence eastwards along Delport road to its junction 

with an unnamed road, hence generally southwards along this unnamed road 

to the staring point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 304543.12, 8020905.71; 303264.76, 8021948.17; 

304505.07, 8023203.70; 304855.10, 8023089.56; 304938.80, 8022671.05; 

304474.63, 8022298.20; 304801.83, 8021263.34;  

WARD  7 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where Delport road 

crosses the southern boundary of Ventersburg farm, hence eastwards along  

Ventersburg farm boundary to Harare/Goromonzi District boundary, hence 

south westwards along this boundary to a point where a line is drawn 

westwards through an open space, past Chavaroyi River to the junction of 

Delport road and unnamed road, hence further westwards along this unnamed 

road which demarcates Overspill and Chinamano Origin area, so as to proceed 

with this area boundary to the Overspill/Chinamano Extension area boundary 

to its junction with an unnamed road, hence north eastwards along an 

unnamed road  to its junction with another unnamed road, hence generally 

northwards along this unnamed road to its junction with Delport road, hence 

northwards along Delport road to the starting point. This area is bounded by 
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the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 304853.88, 8023112.51; 

309617.26; 8021681.97; 306710.53, 8020312.31; 305143.03, 8020251.43; 

304519.07, 8020921.05; 304503.86, 8022290.71; 304945.19, 8022701.61; 

HARARE MUNICIPALITY  

WARD 1 

An area of land situate in the Harare District, bounded by a line commencing 

at the junction of  Delport road and Twentydales road, hence following the 

Harare District boundary southwards to Ruwa River, proceeding along this 

district boundary to the Manyame River, hence generally westwards along 

Manyame River past Seke road and Chitungwiza road to its confluence with 

Mukuvisi River, proceeding further north-westwards to a point where a straight 

line is drawn north-eastwards to Amalinda road, hence eastwards along 

Amalinda road to Simon Mazorodze road into Chitungwiza road, eastwards 

along Chitungwiza road to a point where a straight line is drawn northwards to 

an unnamed stream, hence proceeding eastwards to First Avenue, hence 

proceeding north-eastwards along this first avenue to a point where a straight 

line is drawn to a point south of Ceres Avenue south, hence southwards and 

then eastwards then northwards into Southway close from where a straight 

line is drawn past Seke road into Harare Drive and along it to Twentydales 

road, hence follow the eastwards boundary of Hatfield Administrative boundary 

into Fern road, proceeding along the Epworth district boundary to the starting 

point. This area is  bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates: 302539.81, 8017139.69; 302412.52, 8014466.68; 303176.24, 

8013575.68; 501648.80,     8013108.96; 200277.14, 8009646.13; 295419.05, 

8010791.71; 204216.27, 8011300.85; 290885.61, 8010218.92; 290397.68, 

8008542.98; 278879.17, 8013231.36; 276142.96, 8015777.08; 280343.41, 

8017981.45; 285180.29, 8016941.94; 286650.27, 8017684.44; 288835.35, 

8016326.30; 287890.97, 8017663.23; 288824.40, 8016302.93; 291561.05, 

8017554.58; 291136.77, 8019060.80; 301302.71, 8021364.80; 303357.93, 

8019641.30; 

WARD 2 

An area of land bounded by a line commencing at the intersection of Seke road 

and Cranborne avenue hence north westwards along Seke road past Cripps 

road to Mukuvisi River, hence north –eastwards along Mukuvisi River into 

Robert Mugabe road, hence westwards along Robert Mugabe road to its 
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junction with Enterprise road, hence northeast wards along Enterprise Road to 

its junction with Connaught Avenue, hence southwards along Connaught 

Avenue to its intersection with Cecil Rhodes drive, hence westwards along Cecil 

Rhodes drive into Midlothian avenue, hence southwards along Midlothian 

Avenue to its junction with Boundary road hence eastwards along Boundary 

road to its junction with Glenara Avenue North, hence southwards along 

Glenara Avenue North to its junction with Mutare road, hence south eastwards 

along Mutare road to its junction with Coronation Avenue, where a straight line 

is drawn southwards to the railway line, hence westwards along the railway 

line, where a line is drawn south-westwards to the junction of Chiremba road 

and George road, hence south-westwards along George road into Cranborne 

Road to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 294857.24, 8023259.99; 293315.92, 

8026494.99; 295234.12, 8027848.58; 294498.32, 8027879.56; 295838.26, 

8030009.53; 295865.42; 8029282.53; 299182.70, 8027218.10; 298911.61, 

8026668.18; 298625.03, 8026823.09; 297920.21, 8024701.82;  

 

WARD 3 
An area of land situated in Harare District, commencing at the junction of 

Harare Road South and Cripps Road, hence east wards along Cripps Road to 

Mukuvisi River, hence south wards along Mukuvisi River to a point (grid 

reference 926236) where a straight line is drawn west wards to Samuel Sondo 

Road, along it to Ardbennie road, hence generally north wards to its junction 

with Mbare road, hence east wards along Mbare Road, past Chaminuka Street, 

into Twentieth Street, into Lundi Road, along Lundi Road to its junction with 

8th Street, hence east wards along 8th Street to its junction with Harare Road 

South, hence north wards along Harare Road South to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 

292663.82, 8025382.14; 292563.13, 8023548.25; 291989.98, 8023656.68; 

291928.26, 8024766.30; 292389.11, 8024989.68; 292594.36, 8024974.19. 

WARD 4 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Cripps road and 

Remembrance Drive, hence north westwards along Cripps Road to the Railway 

line, hence north-eastwards along the Railway line to its junction with Seke 

Road, hence south -east wards along Seke Road to Mukuvisi River, hence 

generally westwards and southwards along Mukuvisi River to Cripps Road, 
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hence westwards along Cripps Road to its junction with Harare South Road, 

hence southwards along Harare South Road to its junction with 8th  Street, 

hence westwards along 8th  Street to its junction with Lundi road , hence  

southwards along Lundi Road to its junction  with Mbare Road, hence 

westwards along Mbare Road past  Chaminuka Street, to its junction with 

Ardbennie Road, hence northwards along Ardbennie Road to its junction with 

Remembrance Drive, hence north eastwards along Remembrance Drive to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 292400.73, 8025660.96; 292102.53, 8026083.08; 

293055.21, 8027081.71; 292935.16, 8025232.02; 292664.07, 8025371.43; 

292594.36, 8024974.19; 292392.98, 8024988.04; 291928.26, 8024768.11; 

291692.03, 8025054.69. 

WARD 5 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Coventry 

Road and Rotten Row Road, hence northwards along Rotten Row road past 

Samora Machel Avenue, hence northwards along prince Edward street to Cork 

Road, hence westward to Avondale stream, hence westwards along Avondale 

stream to Drummond Chapline street, hence northwards along this street to 

West Road and its junction with Quendon road, hence westwards along 

Quendon road to Marimba River, hence generally south-westwards along 

Marimba River to Westwood road, hence south-wards along a straight line 

drawn to Kambuzuma road, hence eastwards along Kambuzuma road to a 

point where a straight line has been drawn from Kambuzuma road to the 

junction of Coventry road and Nuffield road, hence eastwards along Coventry 

road to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 291928.03, 8026431.53; 2916687.92, 

8030217.37; 290897.90, 8030093.45; 290851.42, 8030891.22; 289480.50, 

8031232.01; 286579.66, 8025993.35; 286610.65, 8025451.17; 287625.29, 

8025136.12; 287942.85, 8025291.02;  

WARD 6 

An area of land bounded, by a line drawn from the junction of enterprise road 

and Fife Avenue, hence southwards along Enterprise road to its junction with 

Robert Mugabe Road, hence eastwards along Robert Mugabe road to a point 

where Robert Mugabe Road crosses the Mukuvisi River hence, south-

westwards along Mukuvisi River to Seke road, hence northwards along Seke 
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road to the Railway line and then generally southwestwards along the Railway 

line to Rotten Row, hence northwards along Rotten Row Road into Prince 

Edward Street, hence northwards along Prince Edward Street to its junction 

with cork road and then eastwards along cork road to its junction with Sam 

Nujoma (Second) street, hence southwards along Sam Nujoma (second) street 

to its intersection with Josiah Tongogara Avenue, hence eastwards along 

Josiah Tongogara Avenue to its junction with EighthStreet, hence eastwards 

along, along Eighth Street to its junction with Five Avenue, hence eastwards 

along Five Avenue to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 295023.96, 8029390; 294497.28, 

8027872.15; 295233.09, 8027848.92; 293304.50, 8026497.46; 293048.90, 

8027078.36; 292093.01, 8026094.70; 291674.76, 8030228.17; 292821.07, 

8030476.02; 293092.16, 8029414.91; 294137.78, 8029678.25; 294269.45, 

8029182.55;  

WARD 7 

An area of land situated in Harare District, bounded by a line drawn from the 

intersection of Fife Avenue and Enterprise Road, hence south-westwards along 

Five Avenue to its junction with Eight Street, hence northwards along Eighth 

Street to its junction with Josiah Tongogara avenue, hence westwards along 

Josiah Tongogara Avenue to its Sam Mujoma junction Second Street, hence 

northwards along Sam Mujoma (second street) to its junction with Cork road, 

hence southwestwards along Cork road to its junction with Drummond 

Chapline street, hence north-westwards along Drummond Chapline Street  to 

its junction with Bishop Gaul Street, hence north wards along Bishop Gaul 

Street West road to its junction with Quendon road, hence west wards along 

Quendon road to Marimba River, hence northwards along Marimba River to a 

point where Westminister avenue hence eastwards along Westminister avenue 

to its junction with Suffolk road, hence northwards along Suffolk road into 

Lomagundi road, hence generally eastwards along Lomagundi road to its 

junction with Sam Nunjoma (second street) extension, hence south-eastwards 

along second street extension to its junction with Churchill Avenue east, hence 

eastwards along Churchil Avenue east to College drive, hence north-eastwards 

along College Drive into Teviotdale road, hence northwards along Teviotdale 

road to a point where a straight line is drawn south-eastwards Borrowdale 

road, where another line is drawn southwards to Chiripagura Stream, hence 

generally southwards along Chiripagura stream to Enterprise road, hence 

south-westwards along Enterprise road to the starting point. This area is 
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bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 290251.18, 

8033658.33; 295147.04, 8033912.91; 295754.13, 8029957.06; 290842.89, 

8030863.95. 

WARD 8 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Borrowdale 

road and the eastern boundary of Hellenic Community School, hence south-

eastwards to Tomlinson Drive and southwards to Chiripagura River, hence 

southwards along Chiripagura River to enterprise road, hence northwards 

along Enterprise road into Connaught Avenue, hence southwards along 

Connaught Avenue to Midlothian Avenue, hence north-eastwards along 

Midlothian Avenue to Boundary Road, hence eastwards along Boundary Road 

to Glennara Avenue north, hence southwards along Glennara Avenue north to 

Samora Machel Avenue, hence eastwards along Samora Machel Avenue to 

Rhodesville avenue, then generally north-eastwards along Rhodesville avenue 

into Cunningham road, hence northeastwards along Cunningham road into 

Tedder road, hence north-eastwards along Tedder road to Kent road, hence 

further north-eastwards along Kent road into North road, hence north-east 

wards along North road to its junction with Harare drive, hence along a 

straight line drawn from Harare drive to Rumbavu stream to a point where 

Gletwyn road crosses this stream, hence along Gletwyn road north-westwards 

to Powland way, hence along Powland way  in this same direction to its 

junction with Drew road, hence south-westwards along Drew  road to Harare 

drive, hence north-westwards along Harare drive to its intersection with Rolf 

avenue, hence westwards along Rolf avenue to Addington lane, then westwards 

along Addington lane into Whitwell road, hence westwards along Whitwell road 

to its junction with Borrowdale road, hence south-westwards along Borrowdale 

road to its starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 295923.82, 8032766.76; 296285.13, 

8031967.37; 295744.33, 8029375.02; 298186.50, 8028309.26; 298196.04, 

8028320.15; 299819.42, 8029975.08; 300051.96, 8031100.21; 303288.72, 

8034729.92; 302620.30, 8035257.63; 301147.97, 8034354.35; 300574.01, 

8035127.95; 297389.27, 8033960.38;  

WARD 9 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Harare Drive and 

North road, hence south-westwards along North road where a line is drawn 
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generally north-eastwards to Rumbavu River, hence north-eastwards along 

Rumbavu River to Gletwyn road and into Manyonga River, hence north-

eastwards along Manyonga River to a point where a straight line is drawn 

north-eastwards to an unnamed stream, hence generally eastwards along the 

unnamed stream to the northern boundary of Gletwyn farm, hence eastwards 

along this farm  boundary to the Harare – Goromonzi District boundary, hence 

generally southwards along this boundary to Arcturus road, hence generally 

south-westwards along Arcturus road to its junctions with Donnybrook road, 

hence southwards along Donnybrook road to its junction with Mutare road, 

where a straight line is drawn southwards to Harare Mutare Railway line, 

hence north-westwards along the railway line to  the eastern boundary of 

Ventersburg Farm, hence south-westwards along the said farm boundary 

where a straight line is drawn north-eastwards to a railway side track, hence, 

generally north-eastwards along this side track to the Harare/Mutare railway 

line, hence westwards along this railway line to the eastern boundary of 

Mukuvisi Woodlands, hence north-wards along this boundary to Hillside road, 

then south-eastwards, and north-wards to a point where a straight line is 

drawn along the eastern boundary of Coronation Park up to Mutare road, then 

north-westwards along Mutare road into Samora Machel Avenue hence further 

north-westwards along Samora Machel Avenue to its junction with Rhodesville 

Avenue, hence north-eastwards along Rhodesville Avenue to its junction with 

Cunningham road, hence north-westwards along Cunningham road to its 

junction with Tedder road, hence north-eastwards along Tedder road to its 

junction with Alexander road, hence north-eastwards along Alexander road into 

Kent road, further eastwards along Kent road to its junction with North road, 

hence north-eastwards along North road to the straight point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 302024.58, 

8032405.83; 304146.88; 8035906.72; 308790.55, 8036396.49; 310477.51, 

8032006.77; 8030628.18; 306105.93, 8025136.11; 301825.05, 8024301.70; 

298531.55, 8025825.41; 298205.71, 8028297.82; 299999.50, 8031075.46;  

WARD 10 

An area of land bounded by a line starting from the junction of Seke Road and 

Cranborne Avenue West, hence westwards along Cranborne Avenue West to an 

unnamed stream (grid reference 946232), hence southwards and westwards 

along this unnamed stream to its confluence with Mukuvisi River (grid 

reference 925226), hence northwards along Mukuvisi River to Seke road, hence 

southwards along Seke Road to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 
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modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 294866.77, 8023260.55; 

294626.67, 8023237.31; 292550.91, 8022540.23; 293317.70, 8026502.27.  

 
WARD 11 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Cripps Road 

and Remembrance Drive, hence south westwards along Remembrance Drive to 

its junction with Ardbennie Road, hence south eastwards along Ardbennie 

Road to its junction with Rakgajani Avenue, hence west wards along Rakgajani 

Avenue to its junction with Ayema Avenue, hence south wards along Ayema 

Avenue to its junction with Pazarangu Avenue, hence west wards along 

Pazarangu Avenue to its junction with Runyararo Road, hence north wards 

along Runyararo Road to its junction with Dumbujena Street, hence west 

wards along Dumbujena Street to a point where a straight line is drawn west 

wards from Dumbujena Street to Simon Mazorodze Road (grid reference 

908241) , hence south wards along Simon Mazorodze Road to its junction with 

Willowvale Road, hence west wards along Willowvale road to its intersection 

with Harare Drive, hence north wards along Harare Drive to its junction with 

Highfield Road, hence north east wards along Highfield Road to its junction 

with Lobengula Road, hence north west wards along Lobengula Road into 

Charing Cross Road to proceed  north-west wards along Charing Cross Road to 

its intersection with Lytton Road, hence west wards along Lytton Road to its 

junction with Kambuzuma Road, hence north-west wards along Kambuzuma 

Road to  a  point  (grid reference 875254) where a straight line is drawn north-

east wards from Kambuzuma Road to Coventry Road (grid reference 890257), 

hence further north-east wards along Coventry Road to its junction with Rotten 

Row Road, hence south-east wards along Rotten Row Road into Cripps Road, 

hence further south -east wards along Cripps Road to the starting point.  This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 

292410.08, 8025660.71; 291725.25; 8025074.80; 291983.97, 8023644.26; 

291694.81, 8023697.52; 291679.60, 8023560.56; 291101.29, 8023857.32; 

291131.73, 8023918.19; 290834.97, 8024123.64; 290113.87, 8022998.08; 

288926.83; 8022739.36; 288896.39, 8022937.20; 290098.65, 8024245.99; 

289414.20, 8025128.66; 287938.00, 8024557.97; 287626.03, 8025151.49; 

291923.49, 8026430.57. 

WARD 12 

An area of land situated in Harare District, bounded by a line commencing at 

the junction of Pazarangu Avenue and Ayema Avenue, hence north wards along 
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Ayema Avenue to Rakgajani Avenue, hence east wards along Rakgajani 

Avenue, past Ardbennie Road into Samuel Sondo Road, along Samuel Sondo 

Road to its junction with Howman Road where a straight line is drawn east to 

Mukuvisi River (grid reference 926236), hence south wards along Mukuvisi 

River to Boshoff Drive (grid reference 925230) where a straight line is drawn 

west wards to Muchenje Drive, along it to a point where a straight line is drawn 

west wards to Simon Mazorodze Road (grid reference 901230), hence north east 

wards  along Simon Mazorodze Road to a point (grid reference 908241) where a 

straight line is drawn east wards to Dumbujena Street, along it to Runyararo 

Road , hence south wards along Runyararo Road to its  junction with 

Pazarangu Avenue, hence south east wards along Pazarangu Avenue to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 291680.51, 8023553.50; 291696.00, 8023696.79; 

292563.48, 8023541.88; 292520.88, 8022964.86; 290115.96, 8022988.09; 

290830.92, 8024110.63; 291136.86, 8023913.12; 291117.49, 8023870.52. 

WARD 13 
An area of land situated in Harare District bounded by a line drawn from the 

junction of High Glen Road and Glen Eagles Road, hence north –wards along 

High Glen Road to its junction with Kambuzuma Road, hence generally north-

eastwards along Kambuzuma Road to its junction with Lytton Road hence 

north-eastwards along Lytton Road to its junction with Charing Cross Road, 

hence south-wards along Charing Cross Road into Lobengula Road, further 

south wards along Lobengula Road to its junction with Highfield Road, hence 

south-westwards along Highfield Road  to Glen Eagles Road to then further 

west wards along Glen Eagles Road to the starting point. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 283427.71, 

8022454.26; 283001.59, 8023618.47; 287934.04, 8024569.63; 289411.24, 

8025109.88; 290111.29, 8024227.21; 288901.42, 8022941.25;  

WARD 14 

An area of land bounded by a line commencing at the junction of High Glen 

road and Kambuzuma road, hence north-westwards along High Glen road to 

Marimba River, hence generally eastwards along Marimba River to a point 

where a straight line is drawn south-eastwards to Kambuzuma road, hence 

south-westwards along Kambuzuma road to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 283008.45, 
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8023598.07; 282365.35, 8025527.37; 286579.83, 8025996.45; 286617.66, 

8025451.71;  

WARD 15  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Bulawayo Road 

and High Glen Road, hence east wards along Bulawayo Road to Nkwisi Stream 

(grid reference 841286), hence north eastwards along Nkwisi Stream to 

Kirkman road (grid reference 859299), hence eastwards along Kirkman Road to 

Marimba River, hence generally southwards along Marimba River past 

Bulawayo Road to High Glen Road, hence northwards along High Glen Road to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 281840.72, 8028841.65; 284156.58, 8028617.03; 

285984.64, 8029913.64; 288262.38, 8029278.52; 282377.51, 8025538.76; 

WARD 16 

An area of land situated in Harare District bounded by a line drawn from the 

junction of Lomagundi and Suffolk road, hence southwards along Suffolk road 

to its junction with Westminister avenue hence westwards along Westminister 

avenue to Marimba River, hence southwards along Marimba River to Kirkman 

road, hence westwards along Kirkman road to Nkwisi River, hence generally 

south-westwards along to Bulawayo road,  hence westwards along  Bulawayo 

road to the Railway line hence, northwards along the Railway line to its 

junction with Dzivarasekwa Street, hence slightly westwards along 

Dzivaresekwa road to an unnamed road and hence north-westwards along this 

unnamed road to the Dzivaresekwa/Tynwald  area boundary, hence generally 

northwards along this boundary to Kirkman road, hence north-westwards 

along Kirkman road to a point where Kirkman road crosses an unnamed 

stream, hence generally eastwards along this unnamed stream to Harare Drive, 

hence northwards along Harare drive to its junction with Lomagundi road, 

hence eastwards along Lomagundi road to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 287709.29, 

8034949.15; 288268.19, 8029258.88; 282673.64, 8028721.21; 281495.30, 

8032693.85. 

WARD 17 

An area of land bounded a line drawn from the intersection of Second street 

and Churchill avenue, hence generally northwards along second street into 
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Golden Stairs road, hence northwestwards along Golden Stairs road to 

Harare/Mazowe district boundary, hence northwards, and south-eastwards, 

and hence north-eastwards, hence south-eastwards and hence eastwards 

along this Harare/Mazowe district boundary past Alpes road, hence 

northwards to its junction with Daverton road, hence southeastwards along 

Daverton road to Gwebi River, hence south-westwards along Gwebi River to a 

straight line drawn south-eastwards to Jedbourgh road, hence eastwards along 

Jedbourgh road to an unnamed road, hence southwards along this unnamed 

road to its junction with Potmanock way, hence eastwards along Patmanock 

way to Borrowdale road, hence southwestwards along Borrowdale road to its 

junction  with Piers road, hence eastwards along Piers road to its junction with 

West road, hence southwards along west road to Kingsmead road, hence 

south-westwards along Kingsmead road into Borrowdale road, hence north-

westwards along a straight line drawn from Borrowdale road to Tiviotdale road, 

hence south-westwards along Tiviotdale road into College road to its 

intersection with Churchill avenue, hence westwards along Churchill avenue to 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 292659.89, 8032093.01; 290663.21, 8037746.25; 

296484.85, 8039670.76; 297302.77, 8034715.15. 

WARD 18 

An area of land situated in Harare District, starting from the junction of 

Powland road and Gletwyn road, hence northwards along Powland road to its 

junction with Drew Road, hence south- westwards along Drew Road to its 

intersection with Harare Drive, hence generally north westwards along Harare 

Drive to its junction with Rolf avenue, hence westwards along Rolf Avenue into 

Addington lane, hence further south westwards to Whitwell Road  and further 

westwards to its junction with Borrowdale road, hence north-westwards along 

Borrowdale Road to its junction with Kingsmead road, hence eastwards along 

Kingsmead road to its junction with west road, hence further northwards along 

west road to its junction with Piers road, hence westwards along Piers road to 

its junction with Borrowdale road, hence generally northwards along 

Borrowdale road to its junction with Portmmanock Way, hence westwards 

along Portimmanock way to its junction with an unnamed road, hence 

northwards along this unnamed road to its junction with Jedburgh road hence 

westwards along Jedburgh Road, to a point where a straight-line is drawn 

northwards  to Gwebi River, hence north east wards along Gwebi River to yet 

another point where a straight line is drawn to Borrowadale Road, hence 
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northwards along Borrowdale Road to the Harare/Goromonzi District 

boundary, hence along the Harare/Goromonzi District boundary to a point 

where a straight line is drawn westwards along the northern boundary of 

Gletwyn farm to an unnamed stream, hence generally westwards along this 

unnamed stream to a point where another  straight line is drawn westwards to 

Manyonga River, hence southwards along Manyonga River to Gletwyn road, 

hence northwestwards along Gletwyn road to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 302779.63, 

8035109.98; 302621.84, 8035243,80; 301151.20, 8034340.47; 300575.89, 

8035132.78; 297384.87, 8033942.61; 29714.75, 8034861.08; 297783.54, 

8035769.46; 297687.66, 8036434.55; 297717.94, 8036409.31; 300186.22, 

8042876.41; 302520.16, 8042492.88; 303630.40, 8042139.62; 303489.09, 

8043717.39; 304851.66, 8041759.34; 308853.95, 8040215.09; 309701.77, 

8040931.70; 310166.05, 803939.89; 309338.41, 8037573.60. 

WARD 19 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Donnybrook 

Road and Manresa Way, hence generally east and south-eastwards along 

Manresa Way to its junction with Tafara Way, hence generally westwards along 

Tafara - Mabvuku Way to its junction with Johnny Tapedza Street and then 

northwards along Johnny Tapedza Street to its junction with Madokero Street, 

hence westwards along Madokero Street to its junction with Donnybrook Road 

and then northwards along Donnybrook Road to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 308110.15, 

8028734.55; 308816.23, 8028201.29; 308742.17, 8027258.20; 308248.40, 

8027352.02; 307887.96, 8027080.45; 307957.09, 8028003.78; 307705.27, 

8028142.03. 

WARD 20 

An area of land bounded by a line commencing at the junction of Manresa Way 

and Tafara Way, hence generally northwards along Manresa Way to an 

unnamed stream, hence south-eastwards along this stream to 

Zivavamupimbiri Avenue, hence eastwards along Zivavamupimbiri Avenue to 

the Harare Goromonzi District boundary, hence southwards and south-

westwards along this District boundary to Chavaroyi River, hence north-wards 

along Chavaroyi River to Tafara Way, hence westwards along Tafara Way to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 
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Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 308747.11, 8027268.08; 308934.73, 8027751.96; 

308840.92, 8028245.72; 310307.39, 8027663.09; 311050.82, 8027809.50; 

311575.38, 8025753.24; 308879.16, 8024630.68; 309099.47, 8027138.07. 

WARD 21 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Donnybrook 

Road and Madokero Street, hence eastwards along Madokero Street to its 

junction with Johnny Tapedza Street, hence southwards along Johnny Tapedza 

Street to its junction with Tafara Way, hence generally eastwards along Tafara 

Way to its junction with Chizhanje Avenue, where a straight line is drawn 

southwards to Chavaroyi River (grid reference 089266), hence southwards 

along Chavaroyi River, to Harare/Goromonzi District boundary, hence 

generally southwards along this district boundary to the southern boundary of 

Ventersburg farm, hence westwards along this farm  boundary to the west 

most beacon of Ventersburg Farm, hence north east wards along the western 

boundary of Ventersburg Farm to the Harare/Mutare Railway line , hence 

eastwards along this Railway line to a point (grid reference 060250) where a 

straight line is drawn northwards to Donnybrook Road, hence north-eastwards 

along Donnybrook Road to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 307708.14, 8028130.87; 

307964.90, 8028002.50; 307880.96, 8027084.10; 308241.41, 8027360.61; 

309070.92, 8027148.29; 308764.79, 8024348.81; 310932.40, 8022386.69; 

310201.63, 8022412.78; 310557.14, 8021637.58; 309609.12, 8021642.52; 

301203.75, 8024091.09; 306101.85, 8025118.11. 

WARD 22 

An area of land bounded by a line starting from where Ceres avenue crosses an 

unnamed stream, hence northwards along this unnamed stream to Cranborne 

avenue west, hence eastwards along this road to Cranborne avenue east and 

proceed eastwards with Cranborne Avenue East  to George road, hence north-

eastwards along George road to its junction with Chiremba road where a 

straight line is drawn north-eastwards to Mukuvisi River, hence eastwards 

along Mukuvisi River to the railway line hence eastwards along the railway line 

to a railway side track, hence southwestwards along this track, to the westmost 

beacon of Ventersburg farm, hence eastwards along the southwestern 

boundary of Ventersburg farm to a point where a straight line was drawn 

southwestwards to the western boundary of Epworth Local Board to Fern 

Road, hence westwards along Fern road to a point where a straight line was 

drawn south-westwards to another straight line drawn northwestwards to the 
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junction of Twentydales road and Harare drive, hence westwards along Harare 

drive past airport road to Seke road, hence westwards along a straight line 

drawn from Harare drive to Southway Close, hence southwards along 

Southway Close to a point where a straight line was drawn westwards to 

another point where straight line is drawn northwards, into Ceres avenue 

south past Masotsha Ndlovu Way in Ceres Avenue, hence northwards along 

Ceres Avenue to starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 294547.13, 8022739.29; 294627.13, 

8023235.38; 298630.53, 8025815.70; 301170.67, 8024083.20; 300819.59, 

8022985.63; 300873.01, 8021329.45; 300506.67, 8020940.21; 299529.75, 

8021306.55; 295157.98, 8020125.22; 295165.61, 8020026.00; 294898.48, 

8019949.68;   

WARD 23 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Masotsha Ndlovu 

way and Ceres Avenue south, hence southwards along Ceres Avenue south to 

the northern boundary of Retreat farm, hence westwards along this boundary 

to first avenue, hence southwards along First Avenue to its junction with 

Huxton road to its junction with Derbyshire road from where a straight line is 

drawn westwards to Chitungwiza road to a point where another straight line is 

drawn north-westwards to an unnamed stream, hence westwards along this 

unnamed stream to a point where a straight line is drawn south-westwards to 

Chitungwiza Road hence south-westwards along Simon Mazorodze to its 

junction with Amalinda Road, hence north-westwards along Amalinda Road to 

Mukuvisi River, hence north-eastwards along Mukuvisi River to a point where 

it crosses Simon Mazorodze road, hence northwards along Simon Mazorodze 

road to its junction with St. George’s Street, hence south-eastwards along 

George Street to its junction with Muchenje Drive, hence eastwards along 

Mchenje drive to the southern boundary of St. Goerge Stark School and further 

eastwards along this boundary to Mkuvisi River, hence southwards along 

Mkuvisi River to its confluence with an unnamed stream, hence eastwards 

along the unnamed stream to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 294793.10, 8020872.62; 

294884.69, 8020048.34; 291514.85, 8017622.48; 288753.10, 8016416.60; 

287921.20, 8017698.80; 287295.36, 8017706.44; 287188.51, 8017431.68; 

284658.02, 8017530.90; 289311.82, 8021718.57; 292517.22, 802296.62; 

292555.38, 8022527.59;  
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WARD 24  

An area of land bounded by a line commencing from the junction of Simon 

Mazorodze Road and Willowvale Road, hence south wards along Simon 

Mazorodze Road to Mukuvisi River, hence to follow Mukuvisi River south wards 

to a point (grid reference 874191) where a straight line is drawn north west 

wards so as to follow the eastern boundary of St Peters Technical Training and 

Horticultural Centre, Glen Norah District Housing Offices and St Peters 

Kubatana Secondary School to Main Street (grid reference 862199), hence 

north-eastwards along Main Street to an unnamed stream (grid reference 

883221), hence southeast wards along this stream to Soutter Road (grid 

reference 885215), hence north east wards along Soutter road to its junction 

with Main Street, hence east wards along Main Street to its junction with  

Harare Drive, hence north wards along Harare Drive to its intersection with 

Willowvale Road , hence generally east wards along Willowvale Road to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 290136.78, 8023010.69, 287488.77, 8019122.01; 

286164.76, 8019829.67; 288242.08, 8022086.77; 288538.84, 8021470.42; 

288942.13, 8022725.95;  

WARD 25  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Harare drive and 

Willowvale Road, hence south wards along Harare Drive to its junction with 

Main Street, hence west wards along Main Street to its junction with Soutter 

Road, hence south wards along Soutter Road to its junction with an unnamed 

stream (grid reference 885215), hence north-west wards along this unnamed 

stream to its junction with Main Street (grid reference 883221), hence south-

west wards along Main Street to its junction with Mangwende Drive West, 

hence generally north-westwards along Mangwende Drive  West to its junction 

with an unnamed road (grid reference 861219), hence north wards along this 

unnamed road to its junction with Willowvale Road, hence north-eastwards 

along Willowvale Road to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 288942.13, 8022725.95; 

288538.84, 8021470.42; 286578.10, 8020293.22; 286159.59, 8021845.51; 

286075.89, 8021929.21;  
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WARD 26 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Willowvale Road 

with an unnamed road, hence south-eastwards along this road to its junction 

with Mangwende Drive West, hence generally south-eastwards along 

Mangwende Drive West to its junction with Main Street, hence generally south 

wards along Main Street to its junction with High Glen Road, hence north-

westwards along High Glen Road to its junction with Willowvale Road, hence 

west-wards along Willowvale Road to its junction with an unnamed road, hence 

north –wards along this unnamed road to its junction with High Glen Road, 

hence north-wards along High Glen Road to its junction with Glen Eagles 

Road, hence east-wards along Glen Eagles Road to its junction with Harare 

Drive, hence south wards along Harare Drive to its junction with Willowvale 

Road, hence west- wards along Willowvale Road to the starting point. This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 

286083.53, 8021932.36; 286159.62, 8021841.05; 286570.52, 8020296.38; 

286098.75, 8019771.34; 284302.97, 8020836.63; 283838.81, 8020722.49; 

283846.42, 8021361.67; 283434.14, 8022460.18; 288884.36, 8022931.95; 

288930.02, 8022749.33;  

WARD 27  

An area of land situated in Harare District, bounded by a line drawn from the 

junction of High Glen Road and Main Street, hence north wards along Main 

Street to a point (grid reference 862199) where a straight line is drawn east 

wards to the durawall of Highfield cemetery and St Peters Kubatana School and 

further east wards along this durawall to the eastern boundary of Mukai 

School so as to exclude Highfield cemetery and Mukai School to Glen Norah 

/Highfield Administrative boundary, hence further east wards along the Glen 

Norah and Highfield Administrative boundary to Mukuvisi River so as to 

exclude Paradise Housing Co-operative (grid reference 874191), hence south 

wards along Mukuvisi River to its confluence with an unnamed stream (grid 

reference 860177), hence north  wards along this stream to High Glen Road , 

hence east wards along High Glen Road to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 286087.69, 

8019779.42; 286171.39, 8019825.08; 287487.79, 8019125.03; 284816.95, 

8017709.71; 285661.57, 8020091.40;  
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WARD 28  

An area of land situated in the Harare, District bounded by a line commencing 

at a point where Zvimba Street crosses an unnamed stream (grid reference 

852194), hence generally south west wards along this unnamed stream to its 

confluence with Mukuvisi River (grid reference 848177), hence south-

westwards along Mukuvisi River to Amalinda Road, hence west wards, south-

west wards and north-westwards along Amalinda road to its junction with 15th   

way, hence north-east wards and then north-westwards along 15th Way to its 

junction with Zambezi Street, hence north-east wards along Zambezi Street to 

its junction with Patrenda Way, hence north-westwards along Patrenda Way to 

an unnamed stream, hence north wards along this unnamed stream to a point 

where a straight line is drawn east wards to Kunzekweguta Drive, hence south-

east wards along Kunzekweguta Drive  to its junction with Zvimba Street, 

hence north-east and east-wards along Zvimba Street to the starting point.   

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates: 285242.09, 8019336.27; 284671.40, 8017532.88; 283271.30, 

8017380.70; 283469.14, 8018894.94; 283530.01, 8019077.56; 283933.30, 

8019229.74; 284085.49, 8019100.39; 

WARD 29  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of High Glen Road 

and Gumbe Road, hence south-eastwards along High Glen Road to an 

unnamed stream (grid reference 856201), hence south-westwards along this 

stream to Zvimba Street (grid reference 852194), hence south-westwards along 

Zvimba Street to its junction with Gumbe Road, hence north-eastwards along 

Gumbe Road to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 284813.19, 8020551.88; 285665.42, 

8020087.72; 285239.30, 8019334.40; 284280.54, 8019243.09; 

WARD 30  

A piece of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where Patrenda Way 

crosses an unnamed stream, hence westwards along Patrenda Way to its 

junction with 11th Avenue, hence northwards along 11th Avenue to its junction 

with Willowvale Road, hence generally north-eastwards along Willowvale road 

to its junction with17th Avenue, hence further north- eastwards along 17th 

Avenue to its junction with High Glen Road and southwards along High Glen 

Road to an unnamed road (grid reference 838213), hence southwards along 
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this unnamed road to it junction with  Willowvale Road,  hence east wards 

along Willowvale Road to its junction with High Glen Road , hence south-

eastwards along High Glen Road to its junction with Gumbe Road , hence 

south wards along Gumbe Road to its junction with Zvimba Street, hence 

south-westwards along Zvimba Street to its junction with Kunzekweguta Drive, 

hence north-westwards along Kunzekweguta Drive to a point (grid reference 

849193) where a straight line is drawn  west wards to an unnamed stream 

(grid reference 835193), hence southwards along this unnamed stream to the 

starting point.   This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 283464.15, 8018840.16; 282081.92, 8019257.27; 

281839.28, 8020330.31; 283049.19, 8020716.21; 283762.08; 8021586.27; 

283838.17, 8020726.42; 284302.34, 8020851.85; 284804.55, 8020555.09; 

284279.51, 8019238.70;  

WARD 31 
An area of land bounded, by a line drawn from the junction of Glen View Way 

and Patrenda Way, hence eastwards along Patrenda Way to its junction with 

Zambezi Street, hence southwards along Zambezi Street to its junction with 

15th way and east wards and then south wards along 15th way to its junction 

with Amalinda Road, hence west wards along Amalinda Road to its junction 

with Glen View Way, hence north –wards along Glen View Way to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates: 282814.09, 8019303.56; 283628.28, 8018702.43; 283240.20, 

8018108.90; 283247.81, 8017378.42; 281984.68, 8017873.02;  

 

WARD 32  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Willowvale Road 

and 11th Avenue, hence south wards along 11th Avenue to its junction with 

Patrenda way, hence east –wards along Patrenda Way to its intersection with 

Glen View Way, hence south –wards along Glen View Way to its junction with 

Amalinda Road, hence westwards along Amalinda Road to the Harare/Zvimba 

District boundary, hence along the Harare/ Zvimba district boundary to 

Willowvale Road, hence north-eastwards along Willowvale Road to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates: 281840.10, 8020323.19, 282083.60; 8019265.51; 282814.09, 

8019303.56; 281984.68, 8017873.02; 280242.16, 8017926.28; 280341.08, 

8019174.20; 
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WARD 33 

An area of land bounded by a line starting from a point where Willowvale road 

and the Harare-Zvimba district boundary intersect, hence north west wards 

along the Harare-Zvimba district boundary to an unnamed stream (grid 

reference 792199), hence north-east wards along this unnamed stream to the 

railway line (grid reference 331227), hence east-wards along the Railway line to 

its junction with High Glen Road, hence south-wards along High Glen Road to 

its junction with 17th Avenue, hence southwards along 17th Avenue so as to 

exclude Glen View Area 8 to its  junction with Willowvale Road, then south-

west wards  along Willowvale Road to the starting point. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 280347.83, 

8019190.36; 279252.10, 8019859.97; 283096.23, 8022675.39; 283345.87, 

8022751.48; 283771.99; 8021594.88; 283087.16, 8020712.20; 

 

WARD 34 

An area of land bounded by a line starting from the junction of Crowborough 

Way and Mutamba Drive, hence south wards along Crowborough Way to a 

point (grid reference 802229) where a line has been drawn from Crowborough 

Way to the Railway line, hence west wards along the Railway line to the 

Harare/Zvimba District boundary, hence generally north wards along the 

district boundary to Heany road, hence east wards along Heany Road to an 

unnamed stream (grid reference 805260), hence south wards along this stream 

to Marimba River, hence generally south wards along Marimba River to a point 

(grid reference 795245) where a straight line has been drawn south –east wards 

from Marimba River to the northern boundary of Ruzive Primary School (grid 

reference 796241), from where another straight line is drawn along this 

boundary to Mutamba Drive, north east wards along Mutamba Drive to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 280408.07, 8025972.55; 280271.11, 8024085.46; 

280225.45, 8022791,88; 277136.10, 8023233.22; 276846.95, 8025896.45. 

WARD 35 

An area of land bounded by  a line drawn from the junction of Mupani Avenue 

and High Glen Road ,hence south wards along High Glen Road to the Railway 

line, hence west wards along the Railway line to a point (grid reference 
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802223), where a straight line is drawn from the Railway line to Crowborough 

Way, hence  north wards along Crowborough Way to its junction with Musasa 

Avenue, hence east wards and north east wards along Musasa Avenue to its 

junction with Mupani Avenue, hence east wards along Mupani Avenue to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 283014.26, 8023600.35; 283353.81, 8022736.38; 

280220.21, 8022789.64; 280243.58, 8023905.09. 

WARD 36 

An area of land bounded by a line commencing at a point where High Glen 

road crosses the Marimba River,hence south-eastwards along High Glen road 

to its junction with Mupani Avenue, hence westwards along Mupani to its 

junction with Musasa Avenue, hence generally westwards along Musasa 

Avenue to its junction with Crowborough Way, hence northwards along 

Crowborough Way to its junction with Mutamba Drive, hence south westwards 

along Mutanda Drive to its junction with Ngwarati Street, hence north-

westwards along Ngwarati Street to its junction with Nzou Avenue into 

Chitototo road and further into Mukonono road (grid reference 812248) 

proceeding eastwards to a point where a straight line is drawn north-eastwards 

to Marimba River, hence generally north-eastwards along Marimba River to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 282376.18, 8025536.00; 283007,75, 8023603.25; 

280238.36, 8023912.67; 280289.72, 8024090.20; 279975.84, 8023996.99; 

WARD 37 

An area of land bounded by a line commencing at the junction of Bulawayo 

Road and High Glen Road, hence south wards along High Glen Road to 

Marimba River, hence south-west wards along Marimba River to a point (grid 

reference 814252) where a straight line has been drawn to Mukonono Road 

(grid reference 812248), hence west wards along Mukonono Road into Chitototo 

Road into Nzou Avenue to its junction with Ngwarati Street, hence south east 

wards along Ngwarati Street to its junction with Mutamba Drive, hence south-

westwards along Mutamba Drive to a point (grid reference 799240) where a 

straight line is drawn west wards along the northern boundary of Ruzive 

Primary School to a point where another straight line is drawn north-

westwards to Marimba River (grid reference 795245), hence north-eastwards 

along Marimba River and then north wards along its tributary to Heany Road 

(grid reference 80526), hence west wards along Heany Road to an unnamed 
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stream (grid reference 776259), hence north wards along this stream to 1st  

Avenue, hence east wards along 1st  Avenue to a point  (grid reference 800270) 

where a straight line is drawn north wards to First Street (grid reference 

799276), hence east wards along First Street to its junction with 288th   Street, 

hence north wards along 288th  Street to its junction with 210th  Street , hence 

north-westwards along 210th  Street  to a point where a straight line is drawn  

north wards to Bulawayo Road , hence east wards along Bulawayo Road to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 281817.88, 8028836.48; 282365.74, 8025534.07; 

279976.44, 8024077.44; 280417.78, 8025990.62; 277571.92, 8025884.09; 

277937.17, 8026842.86; 279961.22, 8026918.95; 279748.17, 8028836.48. 

WARD 38 
An area of land bounded by a line commencing at a point where the Bulawayo 

Road crosses an unnamed stream (grid reference 782289), hence east wards 

along Bulawayo Road past its junction with First Street and Dzivarasekwa 

Street to its junction with an unnamed road (grid reference 798289), hence 

south wards along this unnamed road to its junction with 210th   Street, hence 

south east wards along 210th Street to its junction with 288th  Street, hence 

south wards along 288th  Street to its junction with First Street, hence west 

wards along First Street to a point (grid reference 799276) where a straight line 

is drawn south east wards to First Avenue (grid reference 800270), hence west 

wards along First Avenue to an unnamed stream (grid reference 779269), 

hence north wards along this unnamed stream to the starting point.  This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 

278300.51, 8028875.53; 279730.70, 8028847.46; 279956.92, 8026932.06; 

277937.46, 8026854.81. 

WARD 39 

An area of land commencing at the junction of Robert Mugabe Street and 

Dzivarasekwa Road, hence south-west wards along Dzivarasekwa Street to 

Bulawayo Road, hence west wards along Bulawayo Road to an unnamed 

stream (grid reference 782289), hence north-wards along that stream for a 

distance of approximately 1km to a point (grid reference 787298) where a 

straight line is drawn from that unnamed stream east-wards to Robert Mugabe 

Street, (grid reference 797298), hence north east –wards along Robert Mugabe 

Street to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 
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1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 281636.05, 8030713.39; 279456.43, 

8028894.72; 282248.61, 8028853.07; 278678.98, 8029658.28. 

WARD 40 

An area of land starting at the junction of Dzivarasekwa Street and Robert 

Mugabe Street, hence westwards along Robert Mugabe Street to a point (grid 

reference 797298) where a straight line is drawn westwards from Robert 

Mugabe Street to an unnamed stream(grid reference 797298), hence south 

wards along the unnamed stream to Bulawayo road (grid reference 797298), 

hence westwards along Bulawayo road to the Harare/Zvimba District 

boundary, hence generally northwards along the district boundary to Kirkman 

Road, hence eastwards along Kirkman Road to its junction with an unnamed 

road (grid reference 819324), where a straight line is drawn south  westwards 

to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 281969.24, 8032393.23; 281636.05, 

8030713.39; 276152.29, 8028575.41; 276332.76, 8033031.84. 

WARD 41 

An area of land bounded by a line commencing at the junction of Lomagundi 

Road and Sam Nujoma (second street), hence north-westwards along 

Lomagundi Road to its intersection with Harare Drive, hence southwards along 

Harare drive to an unnamed stream, hence westwards along this unnamed 

stream to Kirkman road, hence further westwards along Kirkman road to the 

Harare/Zvimba District boundary, hence north-west, north-east, northwards, 

hence generally eastwards along this Harare District boundary to Golden Stairs 

road, hence south-eastwards along golden stairs road to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates: 290658.71, 8037748.41; 292125.15, 8032957.08; 281556.29, 

8032767.14; 282491.96, 8035681.27. 

WARD 42 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the southern boundary of Glen 

Forest so as to exclude it to the north, hence south wards along Harare 

/Goromonzi District boundary to Domboshava Road and further south wards 

along Domboshava Road to the Borrowdale Hatcliffe Administrative boundary, 

hence generally south wards along this boundary to Pomona Estate Extension, 

hence west wards along the northern boundary of Pomona Estate Extension to 
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the eastern boundary of Pomona Estate, hence north wards along the eastern 

boundaries of Pomona Estate and Wingate Country Club to the Harare 

/Mazowe District boundary, hence further north  wards along the district 

boundary to the southern boundary of Buckland Estate so as to exclude it to 

the west, hence generally north wards along the eastern boundary of Buckland 

Estate and Weston Farm to the southern boundary of Glen Forest Farm which 

is the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 300108.69, 8045746.78; 300252.13, 

8042925.71; 297837.49, 8038470.55; 296546.50, 8039665.91; 295685.84, 

8043467.17; 297287.63, 8045953.53. 

WARD 43 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from where an unnamed stream 

meets the Harare-Bulawayo railway line (grid reference 831227), hence 

southwards and generally south-westwards along this unnamed stream to the 

Harare-Zvimba District boundary (grid reference 792199), hence north 

westwards along the Harare-Zvimba District boundary to the Harare 

/Bulawayo railway line, hence generally east wards along the HarareBulawayo 

railway line to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 283096.23, 8022675.39; 27924.96, 

8019859.97; 275152.18, 8022492.77; 276384.88, 8023436.31;   

WARD 44 

An area of land bounded by a line commencing at a point where Bulawayo 

Road crosses an unnamed stream (grid reference 782289), hence south-wards 

along this unnamed stream to Heany Road (grid reference 776259), hence 

westwards along Heany Road to the Harare /Zvimba District boundary, hence 

north –westwards along the Harare /Zvimba District boundary to Bulawayo 

Road, hence east-wards along Bulawayo Road to the starting point.  This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 

278300.51, 8028875.53; 277556.70, 8025904.31; 276856.65, 8025873.88; 

276171.82, 8028567.55. 

WARD 45  

An area of land bounded by a line commencing at the junction of Bulawayo 

Road and High Glen Road, hence west-wards along Bulawayo Road to its 
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junction with Dzivarasekwa Street, hence generally north-east wards along 

Dzivarasekwa Street to its junction with Robert Mugabe Street, from where a 

straight line is drawn north-east wards to an unnamed road (grid reference 

818316), hence south-eastwards along this unnamed road to its junction with 

Dzivarasekwa Street, hence eastwards along Dzivarasekwa Street to the railway 

line, hence south wards along the railway line to Bulawayo Road, hence 

westwards along Bulawayo Road to the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 281835.80, 8028844.41; 

279461.71, 8028890.07; 281835.80, 8031614.18; 282672.81, 8028707.45 

WARD 46  
An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Donnybrook 

Road and Arcturus Road, hence east wards along Arcturus Road to the 

Harare/Goromonzi District boundary, hence further east wards along the 

district boundary, hence south wards along the district boundary to 

Zvivavamupimbiri  Avenue, hence south-westwards along Zvivavamupimbiri 

Avenue to an unnamed stream(grid reference 103276), hence north westwards 

along this stream to Manresa Way (grid reference 087283), hence north 

westwards along Manresa Way to its  junction with Donnybrook Road, hence 

north-eastwards along Donnybrook Road to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 308477.37, 

8029089.82; 308825.14, 8028918.20; 310703.94, 8029089.82; 311944.89, 

8027080.81; 308824.13, 8028239.15; 308110.22, 8028724.08. 
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HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY CONSTITUENCY BOUNDARY 

DESCRIPTIONS 

1. BUDIRIRO  

An area of land bounded by a line commencing at a  point where Willowvale 

Road and the Harare/Zvimba District boundary meet, hence north-westwards 

along the Harare/Zvimba District boundary, hence North-East wards along the 

boundary to the Harare Bulawayo Railway line so as to follow this Railway line 

eastwards to High Glen Road, hence south wards along High Glen road to its 

junction with 17th Street, hence south westwards along 17th Street up to a 

point where a straight line is drawn south-westwards into Willowvale Road, 

hence south-westwards along Willowvale Road to the starting point.  This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates 

 277128.50, 8023164.50;   275561.42, 8022148.04;   278073.76, 8020569.24;   

280559.46,  8019345.46;   283065.35,  8020751.35;   282857.35,  

8022578.92;   279992.80,  8022788.48 

2. CHITUNGWIZA NORTH  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Chirambahuyo 

Road and Seke Road, then eastwards along Seke Road to Harare 

Administrative District boundary; then south-eastwards along the Northern 

and north –eastern boundaries of Seke Township to beacon HAH07 (as shown 

on General Plan BG967, filed in the office of the Surveyor –General, Harare), 

then south-westwards along the district boundary to Seke road, hence 

westwards along Seke road to its junction with an unnamed road, hence south-

westwards along this unnamed road to its junction with  Mutsau Road, then 

north –westwards along Mutsu Road to a water drain at grid reference 989068, 

then south westwards along the drain to Hadzinanhanga Road, then North – 

westwards along Hadzinanhanga Road to its intersection with Mharapara 

Road, then south-westwards along Mharapara Road to its junction with 
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Chitungwiza Road to an unnamed stream, hence north-eastwards along the 

unnamed stream to Hadzinanhanga road, hence westwards along this road to 

its junction with Chirambahuyo Road, then north-eastwards along the latter 

Road to Marufurira Road, then South-eastwards along Marufurira Road to a 

point at grid reference 977076 on the Chitungwiza Street Map Second Edition, 

then North-eastwards in a straight line direct to a point on an unnamed Road 

at Map reference 979081 on the 1:25 000 Chitungwiza Street Map Second 

Edition, then north-westwards along the unnamed Road, to its junction with 

Chirambahuyo Road, then Northwards along Chirambahuyo Road to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates 

294928.50, 8005764.50;   297420.69,  8006160.59;   299686.07,  8005885.71;   

301431.13, 8006913.19;   298800.83,  8008328.34;   297263.99,  8007349.99;   

295149.01, 8005844.63; 

3. CHITUNGWIZA SOUTH  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Mharapara 

Road and Hadzinanhanga Road, then South-eastwards along Hadzinanhanga 

Road to the water drain at grid reference 979059, then north-eastwards along 

the water drain to Mutsau Road, then south-eastwards along Mutsau Road to  

its junction with unnamed road, hence north-eastwards along the unnamed 

road to its junction with Seke Road, hence eastwards along Seke Road to the 

commencement of Duri River, then generally westwards along Duri Driver to its 

confluence with Nyastime River, then north-westwards along Nyastime River to 

its confluence with an unnamed stream at grid reference 93 6051 on the 1: 25 

000 Chitungwiza Street Map Second Edition, then north-eastwards along the 

unnamed stream to  Chitungwiza Road, then south-eastwards along 

Chitungwiza Road to its junction with Mharapara Road, hence north-eastwards 

along Mharapara Road starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 
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Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates 

293628.50, 8005164.50;   295025.69,  8003458.87;   297319.24,  8004659.87;   

299846.27, 8005167.46;   300907.23,  8006754.92;   298789.08,  8006575.08;   

296309.83, 8005574.94;   293822.14,  8005164.50; 

4. DZIVARASEKWA  CONSTITUENCY 

An area of land Commencing at the junction of Dzivarasekwa Street and Robert 

Mugabe Street, hence South-westwards along Dzivarasekwa Street to its 

junction with Bulawayo Road, hence Westwards along  Bulawayo Road to the 

Harare/Zvimba District boundary, hence Northwards along the Harare/Zvimba 

District boundary to Kirkman Road, hence Eastwards along Kirkman Road 

past an unnamed stream to its junction with an unnamed road, hence 

southwards along the unnamed road to a point where a straight line is drawn 

to the junction of  Dzivaresekwa street and Robert Mugabe Road to the starting 

point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates 

279328.50, 8033164.50;   276401.33,  8032964.50;   276741.97,  8030527.97;   

276484.93, 8028623.90;   279428.50,  8028905.64;   281608.82,  8030725.14;   

280898.81, 8032946.92 

5. EPWORTH    

An area of land bounded by a line commencing where the southern boundary 

of Ventersburg Farm meets Ruwa River, hence generally southwards along 

Ruwa River past Chiremba Road to the Harare District boundary, hence south-

eastwards, and westwards across Ruwa River to the northern most beacon of 

Godavery of Arlington Estate, hence north-eastwards along the eastern 

boundary of Kutsaga Village so as to exclude it up to the south-eastern corner 

of  Bellapaise Estate, hence north-westwards to the Hatfield/Epworth 
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Administrative boundary, proceeding north-eastwards along this boundary 

past Chiremba Road to an unnamed stream, hence north-eastwards along this 

stream to the southern boundary of Ventersburg Farm, hence south – 

eastwards along the boundary of Ventersburg Farm to the starting point.   This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates 

302528.50, 8016864.50;   305525.19,  8017005.26;   306526.95,  8019061.40;   

308491.81, 8019291.11;   309557.52,  8021543.52;   306957.09,  8022548.78;   

304051.42, 8023283.77;   301407.28,  8023293.28;   301485.10,  8021186.20;   

303055.02, 8019070.58 

6. GLEN NORAH    

An area of land bounded by a line commencing at the junction of High Glen 

Road and Main Street, hence north-eastwards along Main Street to a point 

where a straight line is drawn south-eastwards to the Mukuvisi River, hence 

proceeding in a southerly direction along the Mukuvisi River to Amalinda Road, 

hence proceeding in a westerly direction along Amalinda Road to its junction 

with 15th Way, hence north-eastwards and westwards along 15th Way to its 

junction with Zambezi Street, hence north-eastwards along Zambezi Street to 

its junction with Petranda Way, hence north-westwards along Petranda Way to 

an unnamed stream northwards along this unnamed stream to a point where a 

straight line is drawn to the junction  of Chirundu Crescent and Kunzekweguta 

Drive, hence along Kunzekweguta Drive to its junction with Gumbe Road, 

hence north-eastwards along Gumbe Road to its junction with Zvimba Street, 

hence eastwards along Zvimba Street to an unnamed stream, proceeding in a 

northerly  direction along this stream to High Glen Road, hence proceeding in a 

south-easterly direction along High Glen Road to the starting point.  This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:   
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283228.50, 8017364.50;   285552.69,  8017702.41;   287463.54,  8019186.15;   

285151.18, 8019364.50;   283297.78,  8018103.07; 

7. GLEN VIEW NORTH  

An area of land bounded by a line commencing at the junction of Willowvale 

Road and High Glen Road, hence south-eastwards along High Glen Road to its 

junction with Gumbe Road hence southwards along Gumbe road to its junction  

with Kunzekweguta Drive, hence north-westwards along Kunzekweguta to its 

junction with Chirundu Crescent where a straight line is drawn westwards  to 

an unnamed stream, hence southwards along this stream to Patrenda Way, 

hence westwards along Patrenda Way to its junction with 11th Avenue, hence 

northwards along 11th Avenue to its junction with Willowvale Road, hence 

north-eastwards along Willowvale Road  to a point where a straight line is 

drawn north eastwards to 17th Avenue, hence northeastwards along 17th 

Avenue to High Glen Road, hence southwards along High Glen Road to its 

junction with an unnamed road, hence southwards along this unnamed road 

to its junction with Willowvale Road, hence eastwards along Willowvale Road to 

the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates 

284328.50, 8019264.50;   283828.50,  8021026.25;   281924.06,  8020346.35;   

283659.83,  8019064.50 

8. GLEN-VIEW SOUTH  

 An area of land bounded by a line commencing at the junction of Glen View 

Way and Patrenda Way, hence eastwards along Patrenda Way to its junction 

with  Zambezi Street, hence south-westwards along Zambezi Street to its 

junction with 15th  Way, hence south-eastwards and then southwards along 

15th Way to its junction with Amalinda Road, hence westwards along Amalinda 

Road to the Harare/Zvimba District boundary, hence along the Harare/Zvimba 
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District boundary to Willowvale Road, hence north-eastwards along Willowvale 

Road to its junction with 11th Avenue, hence southwards along 11th Avenue to 

its junction with Patrenda Way, hence eastwards along Patrenda Way to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates 

280428.50, 8017964.50;   283225.35,  8017364.50;   282575.26,  8019264.86;   

280613.49,  8019399.49; 

9. HARARE CENTRAL  

An area of land bounded by a line commencing at the junction of Prince 

Edward Street and Cork Road, hence eastwards along Cork Road to its 

junction with Second Street (Sam Nunjoma), hence south-eastwards along 

Second Street (Sam Nunjoma) to its junction with Josiah Tongogara Avenue, 

hence eastwards along Josiah Tongogara Avenue to its junction with Eighth 

street, hence southwards along Eighth Street to its junction with Fife Avenue, 

hence eastwards along Fife Avenue to its junction with Enterprise Road, hence 

north-eastwards along Enterprise Road to its junction with Connaught  

Avenue, hence southwards along  Connaught Avenue into Midlothian Avenue, 

along it to Boundary Road, hence eastwards along Boundary Road to its 

junction with Glenara Avenue North, hence southwards along the latter road to 

its junction with Samora Machel Avenue, hence eastwards along Samora 

Machel Avenue into Mutare Road along it to its Junction with Coronation 

Avenue, where a straight line is drawn southwards along the eastern boundary 

of Coronation Park to Hillside Road , hence westwards along Hill side Road to 

the eastern boundary of Mukuvisi Woodlands, hence southwards along this 

boundary to a point where a straight line is drawn southwestwards to George 

Road, hence south-westwards along George Road past Airport Road into 

Cranborne Avenue along it to its junction with Seke Road, hence north-

westwards along Seke Road to the Railway line, hence south-westwards along 
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the Railway line to Rotten Row Road, hence generally northwards along Rotten 

Row Road, into Prince Edward Street along it to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates 

298628.50, 8025764.50;   298573.67,  8027969.33;   296069.38,  8029246.32;   

294135.09, 8029494.73;   292177.51,  8030276.75;   292309.02,  8027717.12;   

292958.39, 8026804.17;   294256.53,  8024486.47;   296393.43,  8023696.97;   

298554.76,  8025617.01 

10. HARARE EAST  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Samora Machel 

Avenue and Glenara Avenue North, hence northwards along Glenara Avenue 

North to its junction with Boundary Road, hence westwards along Boundary 

Road to its junction with Midlothian Avenue along it into Connaught Avenue, 

hence northwards along Connaght Avenue to its junction with Enterprise 

Road/Chiripagura Stream, hence northwards along Chiripagura stream, to 

Churchill Avenue East, where a straight line is drawn to Borrowdale Road, 

along Borrowdale road, hence northwards to its junction with Whitwell Road, 

along it into Addington Lane and then Rolf Avenue, then along the latter road 

to its junction with Harare Drive, hence south-eastwards along Harare Drive to 

its junction with Drew Road, hence north eastwards along Drew Road to its 

junction with Powland Way, hence south-eastwards along Powland Way past 

Enterprise road into Gletwyn road  along it to Manyonga Stream, hence 

northwards along Manyonga Stream to the northern boundary of Gletwyn 

Farm hence eastwards along this farm boundary to Harare Goromonzi District 

boundary, hence south eastwards along the district boundary to Acturus Road 

hence south westwards along Acturus road to the northern boundary of 

remainder of Donnybrook hence eastwards and then southwards along the 

boundaries of remainder of Donnybrook to Zivavamupimbiri Aveunue hence 

westwards along the road to an unnamed stream hence northwestwards along 
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the unnamed stream to Manresa Way, further northwestwards along Manresa 

to Donnybrook Road hence generally southwards along Donnybrook Road to its 

junction with Mutare Road to the Railway line, hence eastwards  along the 

Railway line to the northern boundary of Ventersburg Farm, hence south-

westwards along this farm boundary to its southwestern most 

beacon/unnamed road hence north-eastwards along the unnamed road to the 

Railway  side track  along it to the Harare/Mutare Railway line, hence 

westwards along the Railway line to the Mukuvisi River, hence westwards along 

the Mukuvisi River to the eastern boundary of Mukuvisi Woodlands, hence 

northwards along the eastern boundary of Mukuvisi Woodlands to Hillside 

Road , hence eastwards along Hillside Road to a point where a straight line is 

drawn north-eastwards along the eastern boundary of Coronation Park to  

Mutare Road, hence generally north westwards along Mutare Road into Samora 

Machel Avenue East along it to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates 

311028.50, 8027764.50;   309948.80,  8029505.10;   308697.88,  8030883.88;   

309988.92, 8032754.08;   308888.79,  8035513.06;   306683.84,  8036540.39;   

304029.08, 8035566.25;   301842.78,  8034719.26;   299516.54,  8034708.52;   

297116.93, 8033402.93;   296110.28,  8031123.39;   296775.75,  8029077.69;   

298937.04, 8027347.42;   299340.95,  8025667.91;   302259.37,  8025483.63;   

302795.13, 8024407.83;   305740.41,  8024976.88;   307378.52,  8027264.55;   

309326.70, 8028039.95; 

11.  HARARE NORTH   

An area of land bounded by a line commencing at the point where  Gwebi River 

crosses  Doveton Avenue, hence generally westwards along Doveton Avenue to 

the Harare District boundary, along this boundary to Chishawasha Road, then 

to the northern boundary of Gletwyn Farm , hence westwards along this 

boundary to Manyonga Stream, hence south-westwards along Manyonga 
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Stream to Gletwyn Road, hence north-westwards along Gletwyn Road past 

Enterprise Road into Powland Way along it to its junction with Drew Road, 

hence south-westwards along Drew Road to its junction with Harare Drive, 

hence northwards along Harare Drive  to its junction with Rolf Avenue, hence 

in a south westerly direction along Rolf Avenue into Addington lane and then 

Whitwell Road along it to its junction with Borrowdale Road, hence northwards 

along Borrowdale Road, to its junction with Kingsmead Raod, hence eastwards 

along Kingsmead Road  to its junction with West Road, hence northwards 

along West Road to its junction with Piers Road, hence westwards along Piers 

Road  to its junction with Borrowdale Road, hence northwards along 

Borrowdale Road to its junction with Portmanock Way, hence along 

Portmanock Way into Jedburgh Road to a point where a straight line is drawn 

north-westwards to the Gwebi River, hence north-eastwards along the Gwebi 

River to the starting point.    This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates 

   308728.50,  8036364.50; 309521.07,  8039028.69;   309095.79,  8040866.38;   

307559.00, 8041984.00;   305203.32,  8042514.14;   304220.74,  8042768.38;   

303593.05, 8042591.75;   301808.15,  8043105.52;   300402.64,  8044195.53;   

298774.32, 8045923.57;   296828.50,  8044571.31;   295965.54,  8042229.31;   

296800.33, 8039520.85;   296828.50,  8037846.00;   297668.03,  8035764.50;   

298006.49, 8034159.00;   300543.64,  8034969.07;   302944.26,  8034998.74;   

305048.66,  8036101.19;   307877.43,  8036411.78; 

 

12. HARARE SOUTH  

 An area of land bounded by a line commencing at the junction of  Delport Road 

and Twentydales Road, on the Harare District boundary, hence southwards 

and southwestwards along the district boundary to Manyame River, hence 

generally westwards along Manyame River past Seke Road and chitungwiza 
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Road to the southwestern beacon of Pension Farm, hence northeastwards 

along the northern boundary of Pension Farm to Amalinda Road, hence 

eastwards along Amalinda Road to Simon Mazorodze Road, hence 

northeastwards along Simon Mazorodze Road to its junction with Chitungwiza 

Road, hence eastwards along Chitungwiza Road to a point where a straight line 

is drawn northwards to an unnamed stream, then eastwards along the stream 

to a point where a straight line is drawn south-eastwards to Chitungwiza Road 

and along it to a point where a straight line is drawn north-eastwards to 

Huxton Road, then along it to its junction with First Avenue, hence westwards 

along First Avenue to the northern boundary of Retreat Farm, hence north-

eastwards along the northern boundary of Retreat Farm to Seke Road, where a 

straight line is drawn north-eastwards to Harare Drive, then along it to its 

junction with Twentydales Road from where a straight line is drawn south-

eastwards, then north-eastwards into Fern Road, then along it to 

Epworth/Harare Administrative boundary, then south-eastwards and north-

westwards to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates 

    280428.50, 8017964.50;   277761.15,  8016630.83;   276719.21,  8014783.08;   

278322.14, 8013208.14;   280079.33,  8012989.09;   282628.50,  8011782.48;   

284865.78, 8010833.14;   286757.41,  8010401.24;   288478.35,  8008902.04;   

290496.39, 8009300.28;   292553.12,  8010603.73;   294999.22,  8011164.50;   

297627.16, 8010577.17;   300296.89,  8009601.29;   300880.86,  8011966.86;   

303107.54, 8013548.35;   302576.27,  8015647.90;   302935.61,  8018592.95;   

301863.26, 8020879.74;   299248.56,  8021169.51;   296353.40,  8020389.47;   

293498.85, 8019707.09;   291240.39,  8018616.93;   289778.74,  8016789.62;   

287555.12, 8017707.84;   285412.83,  8016937.63;   283279.40,  8017289.05;   

280488.49,  8017911.64 
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13. HARARE WEST  

An area of land bounded by a line commencing at the junction of Golden Stairs 

Road and Lomagundi Road, hence westwards along Lomangundi Road to its 

junction with Suffolk Road, hence southwards along Suffolk Road to its 

junction with Westminister Avenue, hence westwards along Westminister 

Avenue to Marimba River, hence generally southwards along this river past 

Quendon Road to Kirkman Road, hence westwards along Kirkman Road past 

Harare Drive to Nkwisi River, hence generally southwards along this river to 

Bulawayo Road, hence westwards along Bulawayo Road to the Railway line, 

hence northwards along the Railway line to Dzivarasekwa Street, hence 

westwards along Dzivarasekwa Street to its junction with an unnamed Road, 

hence in a northerly direction along this road to a point where a straight line is 

drawn to Kirkman Road, hence in a north-westerly direction along Kirkman 

Road to the Harare/Zvimba District boundary, hence along the Harare District 

boundary past Lomangundi Road, past Old Mazowe Road, and then in an 

easterly direction following this District boundary to Golden Stairs Road, hence 

in a southerly direction along Golden Stairs Road to the starting point.  This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates 

    290628.50, 8037764.50;   287636.49,  8037983.12;   285396.52,  8039846.48;   

282676.54, 8040923.25;   282519.93,  8037927.41;   281818.42,  8035532.48;   

278869.61, 8034982.72;   279646.50,  8033150.90;   281924.11,  8031946.96;   

282653.10, 8029416.88;   284664.39,  8029032.45;   287418.70,  8029417.77;   

289163.09, 8031081.80;   290232.38,  8033064.90;   292115.80,  8033340.72;   

291144.08,  8036167.77 

14. HATFIELD  

An area of land bounded by a line commencing at the junction of Seke Road 

and Cranborne Avenue, hence generally eastwards along Cranborne Avenue 

past Airport Road into George Road, along it to Chiremba Road where a 
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straight line is drawn north-eastwards to Mukuvisi River, hence eastwards 

along Mukuvisi River to the Harare/Mutare Railway line proceeding along the 

Railway line to a side track, hence south-eastwards along the side track to 

Ventersburg Farm, hence south-eastwards along the southern boundary of 

Ventersburg Farm to an unnamed stream, hence generally southwards along 

this stream, which is also the Hatfield/Epworth Administrative boundary 

crossing Chiremba Road, proceeding along this Administrative boundary to the 

northern boundary of Chitsvachirimurutsoka/Chiremba Park, hence generally 

westwards along the northern boundary of Chitsvachirimurutsoka Drive to the 

junction of Twentydales Road and Harare Drive, hence generally westwards 

along Harare Drive past Airport Road and Seke Road to Southway Close, 

proceeding southwards, westwards, northwards and then westwards to First 

Avenue, hence southwards along First Avenue to its junction with Huxton 

Road, hence westwards along Huxton Road to Chitungwiza Road where a 

straight line is drawn north-westwards to an unnamed stream, hence 

westwards along this stream to a point where a straight line is drawn 

southwards to Chitungwiza Road along it to Simon Mazorodze Road, hence 

south-westwards along Simon Mazorodze Road to its junction with Amalinda 

Road, hence west-wards along Amalinda Road to Mukuvisi River, proceeding 

along the Mukuvisi River generally north-eastwards into Simon Mazorodze 

Road along it to its junction with Willowvale Road where a straight line is 

drawn eastwards along Muchenje Drive along it to its junction with Ardbennie 

Road where a straight line is drawn eastwards to  Mukuvisi River, hence 

southwards along Mukuvisi River to its confluence with an unnamed stream, 

hence eastwards and northwards along this stream past Ceres Road to 

Cranborne West Road, hence proceeding eastwards along Cranborne Avenue 

West to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates 
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    294828.50, 8023264.50;  292528.50,  8022671.97;   289994.98,  8022697.46; 

288181.46, 8020467.46;   286685.37,  8018271.37;   284806.76,  8017236.24;   

287065.36, 8017518.88;   289130.54,  8016515.52;   291411.51,  8017932.47;   

292811.01, 8019551.00;   295674.02,  8020200.88;   298565.52,  8020993.51;   

301299.69, 8021269.30;   301516.73,  8023402.73;   302505.12,  8024770.97;   

300109.77, 8025759.82;   297816.07,  8024539.64;   295150.53,  8023278.91;   

302528.50, 8016864.50;   305525.19,  8017005.26;   306526.95,  8019061.40;   

308491.81, 8019291.11;   309557.52,  8021543.52;   306957.09,  8022548.78;   

304051.42, 8023283.77;   301407.28,  8023293.28;   301485.10,  8021186.20;   

303055.02,  8019070.58 

15. HIGHFIELD EAST CONSTITUENCY:  30 479 REGISTERED VOTERS 

An area of land bounded by a line commencing at the junction of Willowvale 

Road and Mangwende Drive West, hence north-eastwards along Willowvale 

Road past Harare Drive to its junction with Simon Mazorodze Road, hence 

south-westwards along Simon Mazorodze Road to Mukuwisi River, hence in a 

south westerly direction along the Mukuwisi River to a point where a straight 

line is drawn north-westwards to Main Street, hence in a north-easterly 

direction along Main Street to its junction with Mangwende Drive West, hence 

along Mangwende Drive West to the starting point.  This This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 

287528.50, 8019164.50;   288976.85,  8021361.21;   289171.19,  8022785.85;   

286304.61,  8022052.56;   286317.87,  8019719.82; 

16. HIGHFIELD WEST  

An area of land bounded by a line commencing at the junction of Willowvale 

Road and Mangwende Drive West, hence in a south-easterly direction along 

Mangwende Drive west to its junction with Main Street, hence south-westwards 

along Main Street West to its junction with High Glen Road, hence in a north-
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westerly direction along High Glen Road to an unnamed stream, hence 

southwards along this stream to Zvimba Street, hence south-westwards along 

Zvimba Street to its junction with Gumbe Road hence north-eastwards along  

Gumbe Road to its junction with High Glen Road, hence north-westwards 

along High Glen Road to its intersection with Willowvale Road, hence 

westwards along Willowvale to its junction with an unnamed road, hence 

northwards along this unnamed road to its junction with High Glen Road, 

hence north-westwards along High Glen Road to its junction with  Gleneagles 

Road, hence eastwards along Gleneagles Road to its junction with Harare 

Drive, hence southwards along Harare Drive to its junction with Willowvale 

Road, hence generally westwards along Willowvale Road to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates 

283528.50, 8022364.50;   284798.35,  8020484.35;   285531.95,  8019871.41;   

286109.98, 8021644.11;   288621.79,  8022587.82;   286553.67,  8022861.38;   

283629.51, 8022415.00 

17. KAMBUZUMA  

An area of land bounded by a line commencing at the point where High Glen 

Road crosses the Marimba River,  hence eastwards along the Marimba River 

past Fourth Avenue to Westwood Drive, where a straight line is drawn 

southwards to Kambuzuma Road, hence south-westwards along Kambuzuna 

Road into Mupani Avenue, along it to its junction with Musasa Avenue, hence 

generally westwards along Musasa Avenue to its junction with Crowborough 

Way, hence northwards along Crowborough way to its junction with Mutamba 

Drive, hence westwards along Mutamba Drive to its junction with  Ngwarati 

Street, hence northwards along Ngwarati Street to its junction with Nzou 

Avenue, hence north-eastwards along Nzou Avenue into Chitototo Road into 

Mukonono road along it to a point where a line is drawn north-eastwards to 
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Marimba River, hence north-eastwards along Marimba River to the starting 

point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates 

 283028.50, 8023564.50;  285713.13,  8024776.04;   285451.85,  8026137.85; 

282828.50, 8025601.95;   280280.53,  8024466.53;   281907.38,  8023935.62. 

18. KUWADZANA  

An area of land commencing at a point where the Railway line crosses the 

Bulawayo road, hence westwards along the Bulawayo road to a point where a 

straight line is drawn southwards to 210th street, hence southeast wards along 

210th street to its junction with 288th  street, hence south-eastwards along 

288th  street to its junction with First Street, hence westwards along First 

Street to a point where a straight line is drawn south –eastwards to First 

Avenue, hence westwards along First Avenue to an unnamed stream, hence 

southwards along this stream to where it crosses Heany Road, hence 

westwards along Heany Road to Harare/Zvimba District boundary, then north 

westwards  along the District boundary to Bulawayo Road, hence eastwards 

along Bulawayo road to its junction with Dzivarasekwa Street, hence north-

eastwards along Dzivarasekwa Street to its junction with Robert Mugabe 

Street, hence north-eastwards to an unnamed road, hence south-eastwards 

along this unnamed road to its junction with Dzivarasekwa Street, hence 

eastwards along Dzivarasekwa Street to the Railway line, hence southwards 

along the Railway line to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates 

276128.50, 8028564.50;   277007.14,  8025864.50;   279245.87,  8026961.99;   

279802.36, 8028569.05;   282215.42,  8028705.81;   282175.74,  8030958.98;   

280424.79, 8029810.79;   277949.28,  8028822.05. 
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19. KUWADZANA EAST  

 An area of land bounded by a line commencing at the junction of Bulawayo 

Road and High Glen Road, hence southwards along High Glen Road to 

Marimba River, hence south-westwards along the Marimba River to a point 

where a straight line has been drawn to Mukonono Road, hence westwards 

along Mukonono road into Chitototo Road into Nzou Avenue along it to its 

junction with Ngwarati Street, hence southwards along Ngwarati Street to its 

junction with Mutamba Drive hence south-westwards along Mutamba Drive to 

a point where a straight line is drawn westwards and along the northern 

boundary of Ruzivo Primary School to a point where another straight line is 

drawn north- westwards to Marimba River, north-eastwards along Marimba 

River to its tributary, then northwards along the tributary to Heany Road, 

hence westwards along Heany Road to an unnamed stream, hence north-

westwards along this stream to 1st Avenue, hence eastwards along 1st Avenue 

to a point where a straight line is drawn northwards to First Street, hence 

eastwards along First Street to its junction with 288th Street, hence north-

westwards along 288th Street to its junction with 210th Street, hence north-

westwards along 210th Street to a point where a straight line is drawn 

northwards to Bulawayo Road, hence eastwards along Bulawayo Road to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 

282428.50, 8025564.50;   281954.15, 8028137.56;   279728.50, 8028804.21;   

279495.67, 8026964.50;   277797.82, 8025881.83;   280422.81, 8025630.35;   

280022.26, 8024308.26  .   
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20. MABVUKU-TAFARA  

An area of land bounded by a line commencing at the junction of Donnybrook 

Road and Manresa Way, hence eastwards along Manresa Way to an unnamed 

stream, hence further south-eastwards along this stream to Zivavamupimbiri 

Avenue, hence north-eastwards along Zivavamupimbiri Avenue to the eastern 

boundary of Remainder of Donnybrook, hence generally southwards and 

south-westwards along the eastern and south-eastern boundaries of 

Remainder of  Donnybrook to the western most beacon of Dispute, then 

generally south-eastwards along the boundaries of the following properties so 

as to include them – Ventersburg Farm, Lot 1A,  Inverneil, then along the 

eastern boundary of Ventersburg Farm to the Ruwa River and down the Ruwa 

River to the southern boundary of Ventersburg, then north-westwards and 

north-eastwards along the southern and northern boundary of Ventersburg 

Farm to Donnybrook Road, then generally north-eastwards along Donnybrook 

Road to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates 

309628.50, 8021664.50;   310323.95,  8022819.05;   309191.72,  8024768.91;   

311435.96, 8026177.21;   309741.03,  8027910.32;   307531.36,  8027670.22;   

306128.50, 8025095.25;   303221.07,  8024493.01;   302125.95,  8023790.14;   

305016.97, 8022996.81;   307937.10,  8022312.35; 

21. MBARE  

An area of land situated in Harare District, bounded by a line commencing at 

the junction of Remembrance Drive and Cripps Road, then north-westwards 

along Cripps Road to the Railway line then generally northwards along the 

railway line to Seke Road hence southwards along Seke Road to Mukuvisi 

River, hence generally southwards along Mukuvisi River to a point where a 

straight line is drawn westwards to Samuel Sondo Street, along it to Ardbennie 

Road, hence generally northwards along Ardbennie Road to its junction with 
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Remembrance Drive, hence north-eastwards along Remembrance Drive to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 

293328.50, 8026364.50;   292204.05, 8025402.27;   292672.84, 8023847.51;   

293296.98, 8026364.50; 

22. MOUNT PLEASANT  

An area of land bounded by a line commencing at the point where Gwebi River 

crosses Doveton Avenue, hence southwards along Gwebi River to a point where 

a straight line is drawn south-eastwards to Jedburgh Road, hence eastwards 

along Jedburgh Road to its junction with Portmanock Way, hence southwards 

and eastwards along Portmanock Way to its junction with Borrowdale Road, 

hence southwards along Borrowdale Road to its junction with Piers Road, 

hence eastwards along Piers Road to its junction with West Road, hence 

southwards along West Road, to its junction with Kingsmead Road, hence 

westward along Kingsmead Road to its junction with Borrowdale Road, hence 

southwards along Borrowdale Road to a point where a line is drawn generally 

southwards to where Churchill Avenue East crosses Chiripagura stream, hence 

southwards along the stream to Enterprise Road then south-eastwards along 

Enterprise Road to its junction with Fife Avenue to its junction with Eighth 

Street, hence north-westwards along Eighth Street to its junction with Josiah 

Tongogara Avenue, hence south-westwards along Josiah Tongogara Avenue to 

its junction with Second street (Sam Nunjoma), hence northwards along 

Second Street (Sam Nunjoma) to its junction with Cork Road, hence westwards 

along Cork Road to its junction with Prince Edward Street to where a straight 

line is drawn to an unnamed stream along the stream to  Drummond Chapline 

Street, hence northwards along Drummond Chapline street to Bishop Gaul 

Avenue, hence northwards along Bishop Gaul Avenue to its junction with 

Quendon Road, hence westwards along Quendon Road to Marimba River, 
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hence northwards along Marimba River to Westminister Avenue, hence 

eastwards along Westminister Avenue to its junction with Suffolk Road, hence 

northwards along Suffolk Road to its junction with Lomagundi Road, hence 

eastwards along Lomagundi Road to its junction with Golden Stairs Road, 

hence northwards along Golden Stairs Road to Harare/Mazowe District 

boundary, hence along this boundary north and then south-east, north-east, 

south-east and then eastwards past Alpes Road and then north-westwards to 

Daveton Road, hence eastwards along Daveton Road to the starting point.  This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates 

290628.50, 8037764.50;   291519.13,  8034942.62;   291268.64,  8033194.43;   

289728.50, 8032450.24;   290828.50,  8030737.92;   292926.86,  8030071.06;   

294905.84, 8029369.97;   296224.98,  8031785.60;   297426.01,  8033979.43;   

297560.20, 8036127.90;   297425.11,  8038013.37;   296553.41,  8039364.87;   

294304.88,  8038073.29;   292022.21,  8038011.36. 

23. MUFAKOSE  

An area of land bounded by a line commencing at the junction of Mupani  

Avenue and High Glen Road, hence south-eastwards along High Glen Road to 

the Railway line, hence westwards along the Railway line to the Harare/Zvimba 

District boundary, hence northwards along the Harare/Zvimba District 

boundary to Heany Raod, hence eastwards along Heany Road to an unnamed 

stream, hence southwards along this unnamed stream to Marimba River, 

hence generally southwards along Marimba River to a point where a straight 

line has been drawn south-eastwards to the northern boundary of Ruzivo 

Primary School, hence eastwards along the school boundary to Mutamba 

Drive, hence north-eastwards along Mutamba Drive to its junction with 

Crowborough Way, hence southwards along Crowborough Way to its junction 

with Musasa Avenue, hence generally eastwards along Musasa Avenue to its 

junction with Mupani Avenue, hence eastwards along Mupani Avenue to the 
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starting point.   This area is  bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates 

283328.50, 8022664.50;   281168.61,  8023924.53;   279910.31,  8024796.31;   

278924.06, 8025867.70;   277038.94,  8025022.75;   278002.43,  8022875.01;   

280974.27, 8022718.37. 

24. SOUTHERTON  

An area of land bounded by a line commencing at the junction of Highfield 

Road and Gleneagles Road, hence westwards along Gleneagles Road to its 

junction with High Glen Road, hence north-westwards along High Glen Road to 

its junction with Kambuzuma Road, hence north- eastwards along 

Kambuzuma Road to a point where a straight line is drawn to the junction of 

Coventry Road and Nuffield Road, hence eastwards along Coventry Road to its 

junction with Rotten-Row Road, hence south-eastwards along Rotten Row  

Road into Cripps Road along it to its junction with Rememberance Drive, hence 

south-westwards along Remembrance Drive to its junction with Ardbennie 

Road, hence south-eastwards along Ardbennie Road to its junction with 

Rakgajani Avenue hence westwards along Rakgajani Avenue, to its junction 

with Ayema Avenue, hence southwards along Ayema Avenue to its junction 

with Pazarangu Avenue, hence north-westwards along Pazarangu Avenue to its 

junction with Runyararo Road, hence north-eastwards along Runyararo Road 

to its junction with Dumbujena Street, hence north-westwards along 

Dumbujena Street to its junction with Simon Mazorodze Road, hence south-

westwards along Simon Mazorodze Road to its junction with Willowvale Road, 

hence in a westerly direction along Willowvale Road to its junction with Harare 

Drive, hence northwards along Harare Drive to the starting point.    This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates 
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 292028.50, 8023664.50;  292128.50,  8026111.89;   289578.07,  8025826.89; 

286767.18, 8025445.16;   284316.82,  8023986.58;   283772.21,  8022486.36;  

286713.08, 8022868.02;   289351.06,  8022875.78;   291586.73,  8023585.38. 

25. ST. MARY’S  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where Chitungwiza Road 

crosses Manyame River, then generally northwards then eastwards along 

Manyame River to the Harare Administrative District Boundary, then south-

westwards along the Harare Administrative District Boundary to Seke Road, 

then north-westwards along Seke Road to a point at grid reference 947103 on 

the 1:25 000 Chitungwiza Street map Second Edition where a straight line is 

drawn south-westwards to Mubvumira Drive, then further South-westwards 

along Mubvumira Drive to the south-western boundary of St. Mary’s Mission 

School, then eastwards along the southern boundary of St. Mary’s Mission 

School to a point at grid reference 942093 on the Chitungwiza Street map 

Second Edition where a straight line is drawn southwards along the power line  

to Hombarume Road, then north- westwards along Hombarume Road to its 

junction with Dumukwa Road, then south-westwards along Dumukwa Road to  

the storm water drain then further South- westwards along the storm water 

drain to a point at grid reference 928087 on the Chitungwiza Street map 

Second Edition  where a straight line is drawn south- westwards to 

Chitungwiza Road at grid reference 919085 on the Chitungwiza Street map 

Second Edition, then north-westwards along Chitungwiza Road to the starting 

point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates: 

294228.50, 8011164.50;   291611.17,  8010531.83;   291579.20,  8008763.80;   

294084.22,  8009070.22 
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26. SUNNINGDALE  

 An area of land bounded by a line commencing at the junction of Seke Road 

and Cranborne Avenue West, hence westwards along Cranborne Avenue West 

to an unnamed stream, hence southwards and westwards along the stream to 

its confluence with Mukuvisi River, hence northwards along Mukuvisi River to 

Boshoff Drive where a straight line is drawn westwards to Muchenje Drive, 

along it to a point where a straight line is drawn westwards to Simon 

Mazorodze Road, hence northeastwards along Simon Mazorodze Road to a 

point where a straight line is drawn eastwards to Dumbujena Road along it to 

Runyararo Road, hence southwards along Runyararo Road to its junction with 

Pazarangu Avenue, hence south-eastwards along Pazarangu Avenue to its 

junction with Ayema Avenue, hence northwards along Ayema Avenue to its 

junction with Rakgajani Avenue, hence eastwards along Rakgajani Avenue past 

Ardbennie Road into Samuel Sondo Road, along it to its junction with Howman 

Road where a straight line is drawn eastwards to Mukuvisi River, hence 

northwards along Mukuvisi River to Seke Road, hence south-eastwards along 

Seke Road, to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates 

292028.50, 8023664.50;   290652.02,  8022964.50;   293139.37,  8022561.78;   

294498.29, 8024024.91;   292989.76,  8026329.82;   292607.38,  8023567.14. 

27. WARREN PARK  

An area of land bounded by a line commencing at the junction of Coventry 

Road and Rotten Row Road, hence westwards along Coventry Road to its 

junction with Nuffield Road, where a straight line is drawn westwards to 

Kambuzuma Road, hence westwards along Kambuzuma Road to a point where 

a straight line is drawn north-westwards to Marimba River, hence westwards 

along Marimba River to High Glen Road, hence northwards along High Glen 

Road to its junction with Bulawayo Road, hence eastwards along Bulawayo 
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Road to Nkwisi stream, hence north-eastwards along Nkwisi stream to Kirkman 

Road, hence eastwards along Kirkman Road to Marimba River, hence 

northwards along Marimba River to Quendon Road, hence eastwards along 

Quendon Road to its junction with West Road, hence southwards along West 

Road to its junction with Drummond Chapline street, hence south-eastwards 

along Drummond Chapline street to an unnamed stream, hence eastwards 

along the unnamed stream to a point where a straight line is drawn to the 

junction of Prince Edward Street and Cork Road, hence southwards along 

Prince Edward Street, into Rotten Row along it to the starting point.  This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates 

289428.50, 8031164.50;   287689.01,  8029327.66;   284900.24,  8029186.24;   

282130.82, 8028714.27;   281871.88,  8026150.61;   284182.47,  8025468.47;   

286628.50, 8025721.13;   289190.14,  8025729.91;   291929.37,  8026617.10;   

291897.41, 8029488.86;   290136.56,  8030979.82. 

28. ZENGEZA EAST CONSTITUENCY: 27 938 REGISTERED VOTERS 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Tilcor Road 

(Industrial Drive) and old Seke Road, then generally eastwards along Old Seke 

Road to its junction with Chirambahuyo Road, then southwards along 

Chirambahuyo Road to is junction with an unnamed Road at grid reference 

976081 on the 1: 25 000 Chitungwiza Street Map Second Edition, then South- 

eastwards along the unnamed Road to a point at grid reference 979081 on the 

Chitungwiza Street Map, where a straight line is drawn South -westwards to 

Marufurira Road, then north-westwards along Marufurira Road to its junction 

with Chirambahuyo Road, then south-westwards along Chirambahuyo Road to 

its junction with Hadzinanhanga Road, then south-eastwards along the latter 

Road to an unnamed stream at grid reference 969067 on the Chitungwiza 

Street Map 1:25 000 Second Edition, then South-westwards along the 

unnamed stream to Chitungwiza Road, then north-westwards along 
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Chitungwiza Road to its intersection with Tilcor (Industrial Drive), then north-

eastwards along Tilcor Road (Industrial Drive) to the starting point.  This This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates 

295528.50, 8009564.50;   294416.56,  8006816.75;   296261.17,  8006147.17;   

297739.04, 8008109.23;   295683.29,  8009454.92; 

29. ZENGEZA WEST   

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Dumukwa Road 

and Hombarume Road, then South-eastwards along Hombarume Road to a 

point at grid reference 941091on the Chitungwiza Street Map Second Edition 

then Northwards along the power line to the  southern boundary of St. Mary’s 

Mission School at grid reference 942093 Chitungwiza Street Map Second 

Edition, then westwards along the southern boundary of St. Mary’s Mission to 

Mubvumira Drive, then north-eastwards along Mubvumira Drive to a point at 

grid reference 947103 where a straight line is drawn further north-eastwards to 

Seke Road, then south-eastwards along Seke Road to its junction with Tilcor 

(Industrial Drive), then south-westwards along Tilcor (Industrial Drive) to 

Chitungwiza Road, then south-eastwards along Chitungwiza Road to an 

unnamed River at grid reference 949057 on the 1:25 000 Chitungwiza Street 

map Second Edition, then south-westwards along the unnamed River to its 

confluence with Nyatsime River, then generally northwards along Nyatsime 

River to its confluence with Manyame River, then generally eastwards along 

Manyame River to Chitungwiza Road, then South-eastwards along Chitungwiza 

Road to a point at grid reference 919085 on the Chitungwiza Street map 

Second Edition, where a straight line is drawn North-eastwards to a storm 

water drain at grid reference 928087 on the Chitungwiza Street map Second 

Edition, then North- eastwards along the storm water drain to Dumukwa Road, 

then further north-eastwards along Dumukwa Road to the starting point.  This 
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area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates 

288228.50, 8008864.50;   288832.54,  8007410.46;   291314.31,  8006768.05;   

293394.18, 8005281.66;   294251.47,  8006410.44;   295335.27,  8009178.04;   

294123.75, 8009109.75;   291618.72,  8008724.28;   289660.14,  8008570.62 
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SENATORIAL CONSTITUENCY BOUNDARY DESCRIPTIONS 

CHIKOMO 

An area of land situated in the Harare District, bounded by a line commencing 

at the junction of Prince Edward Street and Cork road, hence eastwards along 

Cork road to its junction with Second street, hence south-eastwards along 

Second street to its junction with Josiah Tongogara Avenue, hence eastwards 

along Josiah Tongogara Avenue to its junction with Eighth street,, hence 

southwards along Eighth street to its junction with Five Avenue, hence 

eastwards along Five Avenue to its junction with Pauling Drive and Enterprize 

road, hence northwards along Enterprize road to its junction with Connaught 

Avenue, hence southwards along Connaught Avenue into Midlothian Avenue, 

along it, to its junction with Boundary road, hence eastwards along Boundary 

road to its junction with Glenara Avenue North, hence southwards along the 

latter road to its junction with Samora Machel  Avenue, hence eastwards along 

Samora Machel Avenue into Mutare road along it to its junction with 

Coronation Avenue, where a straight line is drawn southwards along the 

eastern boundary of Coronation Park past the railway line to Hillside road grid 

reference 989267, hence north-westwards along Hillside road, to the eastern 

boundary of Mukuvisi Woodlands, hence southwards along this boundary to a 

point grid reference 986258 where a straight line is drawn south-westwards to 

George Road, along it, past Airport road into Cranborne Aveneue, along it to an 

unnamed Stream grid reference 946233, hence southwards and westwards 

along the unnamed stream to its confluence with Mukuvisi River, hence 

northwards along Mukuvisi River to Boshoff Drive, where a straight line grid 

reference 925230 is drawn westwards to Muchenje Drive, along it to a point 

grid reference 906230 where a straight line is drawn westwards to Willowvale 

Road, then further westwards along Willowvale raod, to its junction with 

Harare Drive, hence northwards along Harare Drive to Gleneagles Road, hence 

westwards along Gleneagles road, to its junction with High Glen road, 

northwestwards along High Glen Road, to its junction with Kambuzuma road, 

hence north-eastwards along Kambuzuma road to a point grid reference 

867255 where a straight line is drawn, northwards to Marimba River, hence 

generally westwards along Marimba River to High Glen Road, hence 

northwards along High Glen road to its junction with Bulawayo road, hence 

eastwards along Bulawayo road to Nkwisi River, hence north-eastwards along 

this River to Kirkman road, hence eastwards along Kirkman road to Marimba 

River, hence northwards along the River Quendon road, hence eastwards along 

Quendon road to West Road, hence southwards along west road to its junction 
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with Drummond Chaplin street, hence south-eastwards along the latter road, 

to an unnamed stream grid reference 901301, hence eastwards along the 

stream to a point where a straight line is drawn, eastwards to Cork road to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates 

286581.18, 8025986.86;   284588.82,  8024203.20;   283494.13,  8022416.71;   
286428.31, 8022826.96;   289204.89,  8022842.70;   292134.03,  8022953.47;   
294619.81, 8022807.41;   297020.23,  8024031.13;   298662.08,  8026209.86;   
298296.26, 8028234.03;   295762.82,  8029366.47;   293989.32,  8029623.01;   
291867.85,  8030246.34   289631.05,  8031140.43;   287947.36,  8029267.45;   
285265.97, 8029465.26;   282615.83,  8028706.03;   281811.53,  8026729.43;   
283626.49,  8025360.31;   286227.03,  8026191.85; 

CHISIPITE 

An area of land situated in Harare District, bounded by a line commencing at 

the junction of Manresa Way and Donnybrook road, hence south-west wards 

along Donnybrook road to its junction with Mutare road, to the Harare/Mutare 

railway line, hence westwards along the railway line to Ventersburg Farm 

boundary, hence south-westwards along this farm boundary to its southwest 

most beacon, hence north-eastwards along an unnamed road  to the railway 

side track, along the railway line to the  Mukuvisi River, along the River to the 

eastern boundary of Mukuvisi Woodlands, hence northwards along the eastern 

boundary of Mukuvisi Woodlands, past Hillside road to the Harare/Mutare 

railway line, hence eastwards along the railway line to a point where a straight 

line, grid reference 999267 is drawn north-east wards to Mutare road hence 

generally north-westwards along Mutare road, into Samora Machel Avenue 

East along it, to Glenara Avenue North, hence northwards along Glenara 

Avenue north, to its junction with Boundary road, hence westwards along 

Boundary Road to its junction with Midlothian Avenue along it Connaught 

Avenue, hence northwards along Connaught Avenue, to its junction with 

Enterprise road, hence south-westwards along Enterprise road to its junction 

with Five Avenue and further south-westwards along Five Avenue to its 

junction with Eighth Street and hence northwards along Eighth Street to its 

junction with Josiah Tongogara Avenue, hence westwards along Josiah 

Tongogara Avenue to its junction with Second Street, hence northwards along 

Second Street to its junction with Cork Road, hence westwards along Cork road 

past Prince Edward Street to a point grid reference 917304 where a straight is 

drawn westwards to an unnamed stream grid ref 904303, down the stream to 

Drummond Chapline street, hence northwards along Drummond Chapline 
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street into Bishop Gual Avenue, further northwards along Bishop Gaul Avenue 

to its junction with Quendon road, hence westwards along Quendon road to 

Marimba River,hence southwards along Marimba River past Kirkman road to a 

point where it crosses Bulawayo road, then westwards along Bulawayo road to 

the Harare/Chinhoyi Railway line, hence northwards along this railway line to 

Dzivarasekwa street, hence westwards along Dzivarasekwa street to its 

junction with an unnamed road grid reference 822307, hence in a northerly 

direction along this road to a point where a straight line is drawn to Kirkman 

Road, hence in a northwesterly direction along Kirkman Road grid reference 

819324 to Harare District boundary, hence along Harare District boundary 

past Lomagundi road, past Golden Stairs road, past Domboshava road, past 

Enterprize road to Acturus road, hence south-westwards along Acturus road to 

the northern boundary of Remainder of Donnybrook farm, hence eastwards 

and southwards along the boundaries of R/E of Donnybrook to 

Zivavamupimbiri Avenue, along it to an unnamed stream, hence north-

westwards along the unnamed stream grid reference 104277 to Manresa Way, 

further north-westwards along Manresa Way to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates 

289461.92, 8031215.69;   291677.56,  8030206.79;   293801.23,  8029573.52;   
295757.19, 8029557.48;   298136.92,  8028345.56;   298658.61,  8026370.46;   
300741.92,  8025802.92;   302091.95,  8024395.22   304280.60,  8024725.56;   
306624.38, 8026098.17;   308057.15,  8028667.22;   310644.42,  8027760.07;   
309637.32, 8029062.78;   308406.17,  8030627.84;   310241.13,  8032436.53;   
309012.47,  8035129.62   309347.45,  8037836.75;   309907.11,  8040210.81;   
308526.45, 8040712.86;   306605.53,  8042458.75;   304361.27,  8041970.92;   
303318.28,  8043585.79;   302549.37,  8042513.89;   300208.69,  8042861.48 

300111.99, 8045693.38;   297223.41,  8045859.46;   295761.46,  8043643.90;   
296275.10,  8040726.79;   295649.57,  8038494.25;  292806.31,  8037705.57;   
290888.41,  8038872.99;   289357.15,  8037833.42   286653.07,  8038663.19;   
284240.34, 8040347.15;   282623.51,  8039634.52;   282477.51,  8036638.08;   
280504.67, 8035274.82;   278674.08,  8034250.37;   280900.73,  8032936.06;   
282132.22,  8030825.15   283333.72,  8028637.54;   285869.00,  8029725.89;   
288487.13,  8029574.44 

CHITUNGWIZA 

An area of land situated in the Harare District, bounded by a line commencing 

at the confluence of Manyame River and Nyatsime River, hence generally 

northwards and eastwards along Manyame River to the Harare District 

Administrative boundary, hence southwards along the district boundary to 
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Seke road, hence generally south-eastwards along the northern and north-

eastern boundary of Seke Township to Beacon HAH 07 (as shown generally 

plan BG 967, filed in the Office of the Surveyor-General Harare), then south-

westwards direct to the commencement of Duri River, hence south-westwards 

along Duri River to its confluence with Manyame River, hence generally north-

westwards along Nyatsime River to the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates 

295599.92, 8009546.49;  293605.14,  8011055.00;;   290960.17,  8010291.77; 
289376.84, 8008737.12;   288349.43,  8008223.42;   290202.22,  8007435.34;  
292493.98,  8005920.59;   294153.67,  8004060.78   296055.59,  8004049.72; 
298434.42, 8005140.52;   301019.46,  8006137.55;   299933.15,  8007772.22;   
297151.61,  8008773.43; 

CHIZHANJE 

An area of land situated in the Harare District, bounded by a line commencing 

at the junction of Donnybrook road and Manresa Way, hence south-eastwards 

along Manresa Way to an unnamed stream grid reference 104276, hence 

further south-eastwards along the unnamed stream to Zivavamupimbiri 

Avenue, hence eastwards along Zivavamupimbiri  Avenue to the eastern 

boundary of the remainder of Donnybrook then generally south-westwards 

along the eastern and south eastern boundaries of Donnybrook to the western 

most beacon of Disputer Farm then generally south-eastwards along the 

boundaries of the following properties; Ventersburg and Lot 1 A of Invernel so 

as to include them to Ruwa River generally southwards along Ruwa River past 

Chiremba road to a point grid reference 053176 where a straight line is drawn 

southwards to the northern eastern beacon of Lyndburt Farm, hence 

westwards along the northern boundary of Lyndburst Farm so as to exclude it 

to the northern most beacon of Godavery of Arlington Estate, hence north-

eastwards along the eastern boundary of Kutsanga Village so as to include up 

to the south-eastern corner of Bellapaise Estate, hence north-westwards along 

the boundary of Bellapaise to the Hatfield-Epworth administrative boundary, 

proceed north-eastwards along this boundary past Chiremba road to an 

unnamed stream grid reference 100230, hence north-westwards along the farm 

boundary to its western  most beacon then north-eastwards along the northern 

boundary of Ventersberg farm to Donnybrook Road hence further north-

eastwards along Donnybrook road to the starting point.  This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates 
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308320.42, 8018729.47;   309124.85,  8021277.12;   310697.73,  8022324.16;   
308903.69, 8024239.16;   311206.54,  8025504.09;   310610.88,  8027755.58;   
308036.44,  8028643.66;   306606.82,  8026072.17  304249.88,  8024719.18   
301312.71, 8024108.42;   300651.10,  8022354.89;   302625.96,  8020343.75;   
302767.49, 8017705.27;   304710.72,  8016943.95;   306383.46,  8018243.22;   
308240.99,  8018490.20 

HWATA 

An area of land situated in the Harare District bounded by a line commencing 

at the junction of WIllowvale road and Simon Mazorodze road to Mukuvisi 

River, hence generally south westwards along Amalinda Road to 

Harare/Zvimba District boundary, then northeastwards and north-westwards, 

north-eastwards and generally northwards along this boundary to Kirkman 

Road, along Kirkman road to its junction with an unmanned road grid 

reference 819324, hence southwards along this unnamed road to its junction 

with Dzivarasekwa street grid reference 816307, hence eastwards along 

Dzivarasekwa street to Harare – Chinhoyi railway line, hence southwards along 

the railway line to Bulawayo road, hence westwards along Bulawayo road to its 

junction with High Glen road, hence generally southwards along High Glen 

road to Marimba River then generally eastwards along Marimba River to 

Westwood Drive where a straight line is drawn southwards to Kambuzuma 

road to its junction with High Glen road, hence southwards along High Glen 

road to its junction with Glen Eagles Road, hence eastwards along Glen Eagles 

road to its junction with Harare Drive, hence southwards along Harare Drive to 

its junction with Willowvale road, hence eastwards along Willowvale road to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates 

288945.19, 8022714.09;   286138.77,  8022814.49;   283380.36,  8022668.34;   

284744.49, 8024371.67;   286382.00,  8026087.33;   283810.50,  8025380.20;   

281810.26, 8026542.28;   282428.30,  8028730.37;   282175.30,  8031249.45;   

280486.26, 8033022.62;   277531.14,  8033285.52;   276300.70,  8031262.17;   

275827.50, 8029257.06;   276721.75,  8026409.28;   277326.13,  8023503.10;  

275208.77, 8022410.59;   277741.06,  8020802.20;   280281.10,  8019209.06;   

280688.56, 8017907.78;   283516.12,  8017207.07;   285786.62,  8017661.94;   

287730.20, 8019520.99;   289161.35,  8021590.18. 
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MVURACHENA 

An area of land situated in the Harare District, bounded by a line commencing 

at the junction of Delport Road and Twentydales road, which is the Harare 

District boundary, hence southwards and south-westwards along the district 

boundary to Manyame River, hence generally westwards along Manyame River 

past Seke road and Chitungwiza road to the south-western beacon of Pension 

Farm, hence north-eastwards along the northern boundary of Pension Farm to 

Amalinda road, hence eastwards along Amalinda road to Mukuvisi River, hence 

generally north-eastwards along Mukuvisi River to Simon Mazorodze road 

further north-eastwards along Simon Mazorodze road to its junction with 

Willowvale Road where a straight line is drawn eastwards to Muchenje drive 

along it to its junction with Ardbennie road where a straight line is drawn 

eastwards to Mukuvisi River hence southwards along Mukuvisi River to its 

confluence with unnamed stream grid reference 925226, hence eastwards and 

northwards along this stream to Cranborne Avenue along it past Airport road 

into George road, hence north-eastwards along George road to its junction with 

Chiremba road where a straight line is drawn north-eastwards to Mukuvisi 

River, hence eastwards along Mukuvisi River to Harare/Mutare railway line 

proceed along the railway line to a side track, hence south-eastwards along the 

side track to the western most beacon of Ventersburg Farm, hence south-

eastwards along the Southern boundary of Ventersburg Farm to an unnamed 

stream grid reference 019239, hence generally southwards along this stream to 

the Harare/Epworth administrative boundary, hence along the stream crossing 

Chiremba road, proceed along this administrative boundary to the northern 

boundary to Chitsvachirimutsoka Farm south-eastwards along the northern 

boundary of Chitsvachirimutsoka to the northern-eastern most beacon of 

Kutsaga Village, hence south-westwards along the eastern boundary of 

Kutsaga Village to the starting point.   This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates 

294561.16,  8022739.92;   292040.46,  8022952.30;   289568.87, 8022026.07;   
287837.81,  8019923.90;   286238.57,  8017771.73;   283974.57,  016854.87;   
281283.05,  8017872.02;   278567.92,  8017034.70   276333.92,  8015520.50;   
278143.97,  8013542.14;   279288.01,  8013218.01;   281920.15,  011983.50;   
284111.20,  8010863.88   286115.57,  8010192.66;   287868.60,  8009102.43;   
290417.22,  8008586.22;   291902.73,  8010516.84;   294523.59,  8011300.99   
297312.80,  8010663.52;   300069.28,  8009778.15;   300798.28,  011742.31;   
302990.12,  8013478.93;   302600.85,  8015551.87   302953.28,  8018508.20;   
301984.96,  8020861.76;   301009.16,  8022994.72;   302024.04,  024377.41;   
300809.05,  8025782.37   298243.50,  8025230.60;   295938.64,  8023459.45 
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CHAPTER 3 

MANICALAND PROVINCE 

WARD BOUNDARY DESCRIPTIONS 

BUHERA RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL  

 

WARD 1  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mwerahari and 

Chunga Rivers then generally South West along Chunga River to a point on the 

Northern boundary of Munyaradzi School, then North-wards from the point 

passing across the Nyamatsanga  River to rutowa BC. Then westwards from 

rutowa BC to its intersection with the Narira Communal Land District 

Administrative boundary.Then northwards and eastwards along the latter 

boundary to the starting point. This area is bound by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 328432.25, 7876813.69; 340032.00, 

7881559.24; 336095.11, 7888273.03; 322808.13, 7888624.54 and 324179.01, 

7882402.86. 

 

WARD 2  

An area or land bounded by a line drawn from the Narira Communal Land 

Administrative boundary line and Chapwanya BC; then eastwards passing 

through the southern boundaries of Mudzamire School and Rutowa BC to its 

intersection with Nyamatsanga River; then southwards along the latter river 

leaving it at the eastern, southern boundaries of Munyaradzi Scool, 

Chakawakawa BC, Chapundu School and Gwirambira Mountain to its 

intersection with Nyazvidzi River; then northwestwards along the latter river to 

its intersection with the administrative boundary line on the southern 

boundary of Lanchastive; then westwards, northwards along the boundary to 

the starting point. This area is bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(S.A) coordinates: 309575.72, 7872521.82; 318881.08, 7867717.42; 

326820.98, 7873280.41; 328945.03, 7882788.06 and 321763.72, 7874140.14.  
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WARD 3  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Chunga River 

and Mutendera River on the Southern boundary of Madende Shool; then 

south-eastwards, northeastwards passing through Mharahwe, the Northern 

boundary of Chatindo School and along Nyamagura River; then it passes 

through Dandawere intersecting with Nyamatonhore River at the Southern 

boundary of Sabi Communal Land; then North-eastwards across the Sabi 

Communal and passing through Nerutanga dip and Northwards to its 

intersection with Chunga River, then North-westwards along the river to the 

starting point. This area is bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(S.A) coordinates: 326770.41, 7873381.55; 331777.10, 7867919.71; 

340930.74, 7876719.35; 334609.17, 7878792.82 and 328388.73, 7876820.49. 

WARD 4  

An area of the land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Chitsikisa 

and Nyazvidzi Rivers then west wards along Nyazvidzi Rivers to its confluence 

with an unnamed stream then up the unnamed stream to its confluence with 

another unnamed stream to its confluence with an unnamed tributary then up 

the unnamed tributary to its source in Gwirambira Hills then a line is drawn 

from Gwirambira Hills north east wards to Chitsikisa River then generally 

south east wards down Chitsikisa River to the starting point. This  area is 

bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 318881.08, 

7867717.42; 325961.25, 7874503.57; 333091.99, 7866310.81; 336935.51, 

7858674.34 and 332737.98, 7857056.02. 

WARD 5  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyazvidzi and 

Chitsikisa Rivers then north west wards up Chitsikisa  River to its confluence 

with Nyamatonora River, then up the Nyamatonora River to a point where it 

meets Gosho-Gombe road then southwards along Gosho-Gomba road to a 

point where a line is drawn down to Makumbe Mission so as to exclude it, then 

down to Ngururu River, then up Ngururu River to its confluence with Suka 

River then further southwards to beacon no. 3682 then further south to the 

source of unnamed tributary down unnamed tributary to Nyazvidzi River then 

up Nyazvidzi River to its confluence with Chitsikisa River the starting point. 

This area is bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 

36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 
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336935.51, 7858674.34; 331687.41, 7867973.90; 334519.47, 7878897.58; 

344735.14, 7880212.47 and 351107.29, 7871615.13.  

WARD 6  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of unnamed 

stream and Nyazvidzi River then up Nyazvidzi River to its confluence with 

Nzombe River then up Nzombe River to a point where a general line is drawn 

north eastwards and northwards to an unnamed stream then down the 

unnamed stream to its confluence with Suka River then down Suka river to its 

confluence with an unnamed tributary up the unnamed tributary to a point 

where a line is drawn north eastwards to an unnamed stream then down the 

unnamed stream to its confluence with Dzarowa River then down Dzarova 

River to its confluence with unnamed stream then up the unnamed stream to 

its source where a general line is drawn southwards to the source of an 

unnamed tributary then down the unnamed tributary to its confluence with 

Zvipanga River then generally westwards up Zvipanga to its source, then a 

general line drawn south west wards to an unnamed stream then down the 

unnamed stream to its confluence with Nyazvidzi the starting point. This area 

is bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 351107.29, 

7871615.13; 354040.50, 7865546.41; 351916.45, 7854521.55; 345139.72, 

7854926.16 and 339677.88, 7857353.65. 

WARD 7  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Gondo and 

Mwerihari River then west wards and north wards along Mwerihari River to its 

confluence with an unnamed river then up the unnamed river to a point where 

a general line is drawn north wards to Mugwenhi Business Centre then it 

proceeds east wards down an unnamed river to its confluence with an 

unnamed river then down the unnamed river to its confluence with Gondo 

River then down Gondo River to the starting point. This area is bound by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 350445.93, 7874445.99; 

350642.63, 7879035.50; 359756.09, 7875691.71; 362116.41, 7868348.49 and 

353068.51, 7868282.92. 

WARD 8  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of unnamed river 

and Hande River then south west wards along Hande River to a point where a 
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line is drawn to unnamed river then up unnamed river to its source and 

further southwards to Murove River then north west wards along Murove River 

then north west wards to the district administrative boundary then northwards 

along the District administrative boundary to Runde River then generally 

eastwards along Runde River to Ruwenje River where a line is drawn south 

east wards through Parwaringira village, Matendera Dip tank and Manjengwa 

village so as to exclude them to a source of an unnamed stream to its 

confluence with Hande River the starting point. This area is bound by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 351784.07, 7890460.57; 

351587.38, 7897607.10; 362077.70, 7894197.75; 367585.12, 7886920.09 and 

359127.30, 7880888.15.  

 

WARD 9 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of save and 

Hande River then south west wards up Hande River to its confluence with an 

unnamed stream them to a point where a general line is drawn north west 

wards to Handana River up the Handana River to a point where a line is drawn 

north wards to an unnamed river then generally north east wards down the 

unnamed stream to its confluence with Ruwenje River then  down Rwenje River 

to its confluence with Save river then down Save River to the starting point. 

This area is bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 

36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

367585.12, 7886920.29; 362077.70, 7894197.73; 366077.13, 7896558.07; 

370863.34, 7895050.08 and 374993.91, 7890329.44. 

 

WARD 10 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of save and 

Chibudzi River, then south west wards along Chibudzi River to where a general 

line is drawn south wards to an unnamed stream then south wards down an 

unnamed stream to its confluence with Murove River then up Murove River 

generally west wards, North wards then east wards along Murove River to its 

confluence with Chikukurume River then up Murove River to a point where a 

line is drawn generally north ward to Hande River, down Hande River to its 

confluence with Save River then down Save River to the starting point. This  

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 
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South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

359127.30, 7880888.15; 374993.91, 7890329.44; 378224.34, 7887837.99; 

371143.38, 7881871.62 and 373962.65, 7873807.19. 

 

WARD 11 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Watikanwa 

and Mwerahari Rivers, then up Mwerahari River to its confluence with Murove 

River then up Murove River to its confluence with an unnamed stream then 

north wards up the stream to its source in Mavangwe hills then proceeds 

generally north wards through the Mavangwe hills to the source of 

Nyamashanga River then down Nyamashanga River to its confluence with Save 

River then down Save River to a point where a line is drawn south east wards 

and south westwards to the source of an unnamed stream then  down the said 

stream to its confluence with Watikanwa River then down Watikanwa River to 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(S.A) coordinates: 373962.65, 7873807.19; 378224.34, 7887837.99; 

386980.91, 7885395.26; 382129.14, 7868545.18 and 377080.67, 7871036.63. 

WARD 12 

An This area is bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Save and 

Mwerahari Rivers, then south west wards along Mwerahari River to its 

confluence with Watikanwa River, then up Watikanwa River to its confluence 

with an unnamed stream then up the unnamed stream to its source then 

proceed north east wards along a strip so as to include Rupfunde school to a 

point where a line is drawn north wards to Save River, then generally south 

wards down Save River to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 382048.02, 7868545.18; 

387030.92, 7885460.82; 392997.29, 7885788.65; 398242.45, 7879822.28 and 

398635.84, 7869397.52.  

WARD 13 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Murove with 

Mwerahari Rivers then generally west wards along Mwerahari to its confluence 

with Gondo River then up Gondo River north west wards to its confluence with 

an unnamed stream to its source then to the source of Chikukurume 
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confluence with Mwerahari River the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 362116.41, 7868348.49; 

359756.09, 7875691.71; 362706.49, 7880412.36; 367492.70, 7881264.69 and 

377130.68, 7870971.07. 

WARD 14  

Another area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Mwerahari and Gavi Rivers, then south west wards along Gavi River to its 

confluence with an unnamed tributary, then down the latter to Bedza business 

centre road the south wards along the road to the source of an unnamed 

stream then down that stream to its confluence with Zvipanga River then 

generally north wards up Zvipanga River to a road at Maradzano business 

centre then north east wards along the said to a point where a line is drawn 

through Marovanyati hills to Mwerahari River then down Mwerahari River to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream then up the stream to a point where a line 

is drawn south wards to the source of another  unnamed stream then down the 

stream to its confluence with Mwerahari River, then down Mwerahari to the 

starting point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 352187.41, 7854065.02; 353039.75, 7868226.95; 360448.54, 

7867768.00; 364710.23, 7868095.82 and 358350.47, 7856753.16. 

WARD 15 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mwerihari and 

Chishambamvura River; then eastwards along Mwerihari River to a point on 

the northen boundary of Nyashanu Business Centre; then southwestwards 

along an unnamed river on the western boubadary of Nyashanu Busienss 

Centre to join Mukono River then proceeds along Mukono River on the 

southern boundary of Gwirahudo and Twiza Mountain to Mudanda School to a 

point on the northern boundary of Bedza Business Centre then north 

eastwards along an unnamed river to intersect Gavi River; then proceeds along 

Gavi River to intersect with Mwerihari River, then generally eastwards along 

Mwerihari to the starting point. An area bound by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 358350.47, 7856753.16; 364716.23, 

7868095.82; 377233.05, 7870980.66; 380642.40, 7868489.21 and 365038.05, 

7857736.63.  
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WARD 16  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyazvidzi and 

Mutondoshuku River then westwards along Nyazvidzi River to a point on the 

eastern boundary of Chapararwa and Fuve; then eastwards along an unnamed 

River, along the southern boundary of Mutare River across Zvipanga River to 

the northern boundary of Bedza Business Centre; then generally in that same 

direction along the Bedza Business Centre Mudanda School road on the 

northern boundary of Chiwona ruins, Mutove ruins to the eastern boundary of 

Mudadanda School, then southeastwards alond Mudanda School Fadzamoyo 

Business Centre road on the western boundary of Chitobwe Dam to a point on 

the road at Fadzamoyo Business Centre, then southwards cutting Nyamakute 

River and an unnamed road to join Mutondoshuru to the starting point. An 

area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

345291.03, 7854663.16; 365003.40, 7857690.01; 366933.02, 7852847.05; 

360793.28, 7847827.40 and 350312.81, 7848167.92. 

WARD 17 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Chidzire River 

and an unnamed river on the western side of Chadzire Dam, the southwest 

wards  along Chadzire River to a point on the eastern boundary of 

Mushingaidze Business Centre, Mudanda School road to Mudanda School 

passing through Fadzamoyo Business Centre and eastern side of Murova 

Ruins; then north eastward along the southern boundary of Twiza mountain, 

Gwirabudo and Mutunko to a point on the eastern boundary at Mabvuragudo 

then proceeds southeastwards along the eastern boundary of Mabvuragudo to 

the starting point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(S.A) coordinates: 364920.29, 7857799.71; 374632.95, 7863136.29; 

382514.52, 7857165.40; 375429.06, 7859474.14 and 368821.28, 7849761.49. 

WARD 18 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mwerahari and 

Chadzire River, then moves southwestwards along Chadzire River on the 

southern boundary Vengayi, Ngoblo and Njinja to Chadzire Dam, then 

northwestwards along an unnamed river to intersect Mabvuragudo Business 

Centre, Maburutse Business Centre road at a point on the eastern boundary of 

Nzimbe, then north on the eastern boundary of Mabvuragudo School to 

intersect Mukono River at a point o the eastern boundary of Mabvuragudo then 
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north east along Mukono to intersect Mwerahari  River at a point on the 

northern boundary at Nyashanu River, then proceeds eastwards along 

Mwerahari to the starting point. An area bound by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 374752.56, 7863151.80; 382474.91, 

7857061.49; 400546.81, 7866269.47; 385062.30, 7868008.13 and 380723.45, 

7868366.38. 

WARD 19 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyamhunga 

and Nyazvidzi Rivers, then south eastwards along Nyazvidzi River  to its 

confluence with Mutondoshuku River, then north eastwards along 

Mutondoshuku River to Fadzamoyo Business Centre, then south eastwards 

along Fadzamoyo Business Centre, Mashingaidze Business Centre road to a 

point on the western side of Mataswa and Matombomaviri, then southwest 

along an unnamed road to a point on the southern boundary of Maweni 

Business Centre  then southwards along Nyamhunga River, then southwards 

along Nyamhunga to the starting point. An area bound by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 366933.02, 7852847.05; 360793.28, 

7847827.40; 368852.27, 7849700.84; 373187.68, 7833235.92 and 367419.51, 

7834723.02.  

WARD 20 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mwerahari and 

Mukore River, then southwest along Mukore River to a point on the northern 

side of Mangadzi Mountain, then southwest along the western boundaries of 

Chomareta Business Centre and Matsvayi School to a point on Chadzire River, 

then northeastwards along Chadzire River to its confluence with Mwerahari 

River, then southeastwards along Mwerahari to the starting point. An area 

bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 383775.72, 

7857508.30; 400733.06, 7866265.61; 406504.92, 7855159.75; 395558.28, 

7853249.06 and 390781.57, 7851935.47.  

WARD 21 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mainto and 

Nyazvidzi Rivers, then northwestwards along Nyazvidzi River to its confluence 

with Nyamhunga River at a point on the eastern boundary of Raurwi River, 
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then northwestwards to intersect with Njarima School, Mushingaidze Business 

Centre road, then northeastwards along the road to a point on the southern 

boundary of Mushingaidze Business Centre then south east along an unnamed 

river through the western boundary of Mataswa, Chimbudzi School and 

Chifadza to intersect an unnamed river at a point on the eastern boundary of 

Matendera Business Centre, then north east along an unnamed river to 

Chiurwi Business Centre on the eastern side of Chimbudzi Business centre, 

then south eastward and southwards along Chiurwi Business Centre- Jongwe 

Business Centre road, then southwards along an unnamed river passing 

through Kuvengwa, Matereke to Murwira Dam then further southwards along 

that river to intersection Mainzo to the starting point. An area bound by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 373187.68, 7833235.92; 

368868.32, 7849132.31; 374591.42, 7843048.70; 378061.33, 7848050 and 

380336.16, 7823168.61. 

WARD 22  

An area of land bounded by the line drawn from the confluence of Nyahono and 

Rure Rivers at Wanzi Dam; then southwest wards along Nyahono passing 

through Nguwe Dam and the southern boundary of Charambira Business 

Centre to intersect an unnamed road on the southern boundary of Marabada 

Hills, then generally westwards towards Unyadza then southwards along the 

eastern boundary of   Zhanungwe to its intersection with Mainzo River to a 

point on the western side of trigonometrical Chisezurwi 1128, then 

northwestwards following an unnamed river from Maina River passing through 

Murwira Dam to join Chiurwi Business centre, Kagumbudzi Business road on 

the eastern boundary of Mapfumo and Kuvengwa, then northeast wards along 

Makove River  to its confluence with an  unnamed river, then southwestwards 

along the river passing through Mutezo along the eastern side of Tarume, then 

south eastward to join Rure on the southern boundaries of Chavahera, Mpeza 

School, then along Rure River to the starting point. An area bound by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 382851.24, 7830471.79; 

378000.58, 7848142.07; 395650.49, 7853457.14; 408229.17, 7842311.48 and 

393262.13, 7835826.83.  

WARD 23  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Save and 

Nyahome Rivers; then westwards along Nyahome to  its confluence with Rure 
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River at Wonzi Dam, then farther west along Rure to a point on the eastern 

boundary of Tarume, then northeast wards following an unnamed river passing 

through Mutezo to its intersection with Mukove River, then eastwards along 

Mukove river to its intersection with Save River, then south eastwards along 

Save to the starting point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(S.A) coordinates: 415782.38, 7841869.57; 406507.60, 7855164.76; 

395560.96, 7853214.27; 390863.86, 7847442.41 and 408298.87, 7842188.02. 

WARD 24 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyazvidzi    

and Mainto River, then northwards along Mainto River along the eastern 

boundaries of Zha Zhaungwe and Unyadza to a point on the southern 

boundary  of Gotora School, then southeastwards to intersect Nyahono River, 

then further east along Nyahono River to intersect an unnamed road, then 

southwards to Muzokomba Clinic, then south east to its intersection with 

Murambwi, then moves northwards to intersect an unnamed road on a point 

on the southern boundary of Muzokomba School, then south wards passing 

through the eastern boundary a Mushauri to intersect an unnamed road at a 

point on the eastern boundary of Mushongwe School, then southwest to 

intersect an unnamed river to its intersection with Nyazvidzi River, then 

northwest to the starting point. An area bound by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 385175.16, 7839329.14; 391116.08, 

7836709.52; 393548.58, 7825716.47; 385128.38, 7819260.98 and 380356.93, 

7823377.52. 

WARD 25  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Save and 

Murambwi Rivers, then going west to its confluence with Machecheni River to a 

point on southern boundary of Zangama, then further west to its intersection 

with Marambwi River, then farther west passing through the eastern boundary 

of Kwidekam Sorwehe and Bedza to its intersection with an unnamed road on 

the eastern boundary of Mushongwe School, then proceeds northwards along 

the unnamed road to a point where it intersect Murambwi River on the 

southeastern boundary of Muzokomba School, then proceed eastwards along 

Murambwi to its confluence with an unnamed river, then northwards to its 

intersection with Nyahono River on the northern boundary of Muzokomba 

Business centre,  then eastwards along Nyahono river to Wontin Dam passing 
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Nguwe Dam, then further east along Nyahono to its confluence with Save River, 

then further south along Save River to the starting point. An area bound by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 415803.82, 7841808.42; 

419826.81, 7831704.17; 393490.27, 7825716.47; 391010.99, 7836615.96 and 

408319.19, 7842135.87. 

WARD 26 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyarushanga 

and Devure Rivers, then northwards along an administrative boundary along 

the eastern side of Devure River to intersect an unnamed river at the northern 

boundary of Kwaipa, then northeastwards along the unnamed river to a point 

on the southern boundary of Mushongwe School then southwards passing 

Musiyiwa and to Dumbinikwa Dams, then eastwards along Dumbinikwa River 

to its confluence with Nyarushanga River then moves south along Nyarushanga 

River then moves south along Nyarushanga River to the starting point. An area 

bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 392483.96, 

7824220.23; 403196.33, 7808315.39; 401325.18, 7803637.50; 393419.54, 

78078447.61 and 385139.67, 7819261.66. 

WARD 27 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of an unnamed 

river and Nyarushanga Rivers, then northwards along Nyarushanga River to its 

confluence with Dumbinikwa River, then northwestwards along Dubinikwa 

River to Dumbinikwa Dam, then proceeds further northwards along the 

western boundary of Ziompi, Musiyiwa and Durewe to intersect an unnamed 

river on the southern boundary of Mushongwe School, then moves north 

eastwards to intersect an unnamed river to a point on the western side of 

Neshanye, then moves east along the unnamed river to a point on the northern 

boundary of Machekwa River, then moves south eastwards to Chatikobo Dam, 

then eastwards along Nyamashanga River to its confluence with Mamonde 

River, then southwards along Mamonde River to its confluence with Shivane 

River, then north west along Shirivane to a point on the eastern boundary of 

Muchuwa Business Centre, then moves southwards to join an unnamed river 

to the starting point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(S.A) coordinates: 398518.44, 7827401.20; 411990.77, 7818092.19; 

410587.40, 7807987.94; 403149.55, 7808268.62 and 392483.96, 7824220.23. 
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WARD 28  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Save and 

Nyamashanga rivers then west wards along Nyamashanga River to its 

confluence with Chatikobo River and along Chatikobo River to its source so as 

to include Barura school, then proceed generally north west wards to the 

source of an unnamed river so as to include Nzwere dip tank and Matsekwa 

hills then down the unnamed river to its confluence with Murambwi River 

down Muramwi River to its confluence with Save River then down Save River to 

its confluence with Nyamashanga River the starting point. An area bound by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 419741.38, 7831738.33; 

425074.18, 7821353.41; 412069.64, 7818032.10; 398550.53, 7827367.87 and 

408420.88, 7833001.36 

WARD 29  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Devure River  

and an unnamed river on the northern side of Makata, then westwards along 

Devure River to its confluence with Nyarushanga River, then northwards along 

Nyarushanga to its confluence with Shirivave River and Dumbinikwa Rivers, 

then moves southeastwards along Shirivave River to its confluence with 

Mamombe River, then moves northwards along Mamombe to a point on the 

western side of Maviri Mountain, then proceeds further  north to intersect 

Nyamashanga River, then eastwards along Nyamashanga River to its 

confluence with Save River on the eastern side of Nemadziwa Business Centre, 

then southeastwards to its confluence with Makanya River, then southwards 

along Makanya River passing Mangwandande to confluence with an unnamed 

river, then westwards to where it intersects an unnamed road, then south east 

wards along the road to a point of the western boundary of Macheta, then 

southwards to the starting point. An area bound by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 425006.16, 7821472.45; 424023.80, 

7802152.75; 421076.73, 7794013.22; 401289.24, 7803649.68 and 412095.17, 

7818104.36. 

WARD 30  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Makanya and 

Save Rivers on the southeastern boundary of Nemadziwa Business Centre, 

then south eastwards and southwards along Save River to its confluence with 

an unnamed river on the eastern side of the Birchnough Bridge, then north 
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and northwestwards along the unnamed river passing through the western 

boundary of Kudziwa and Daakoni to its intersection with Mangwende River, 

then further northwards along Mangwende and Makanya Rivers to the starting 

point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 426943.07, 7819370.20; 436064.96, 7813709.95; 431012.84, 

7793361.12 and 424042.78, 7802108.78.  

WARD 31 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mwerahari and  

Pokoteke Rivers on the Buhera-Chikomba administrative district boundary 

line, then northwards along  the administrative boundary to a point on the 

administrative boundary where it intersects an unnamed river, then 

southeastwards along the river along the eastern boundary of Muchena, 

Takundwa to Tumbare Business Centre, then farther eastwards to a point on 

the northern boundaries of Shambamuto, then south westward along an 

unnamed river passing through the western boundaries of Shambamuto, 

Marume so as to exclude them to its intersection with yet another unnamed 

river on the southern boundary of Chimbawu, then north westwards and 

westwards following the unnamed river on the southern boundary of Gwakava 

and Rima Business Centre to intersect another unnamed river on the southern 

boundary of Mungweni, then westwards and southwards along the southern 

boundary of Mugweni, the eastern boundary of Rwodzi to its intersection with 

Mwerahari River, then westwards along Mwerahari to the starting point. An 

area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

344703.11, 7880166.94; 351784.07, 7890460.57; 362798.91, 7880363.64; 

359717.38, 7875774.12 and 350472.18, 7874462.83. 

WARD 32 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northern boundary of 

Zviurama hills and the southern boundary of Matsvanyi School, then 

southwestwards along eh eastern boundaries of Zviwana hills to intersect the 

Mukova River, then westwards along Mukova River to Chiurwi Business centre 

passing through the southern boundaries of Chapinga, Domboramwari and 

Musendeki.  Then south westwards along unnamed river to a point on the 

eastern boundary of Matendere Business Centre, northwestwards and 

westwards also along an unnamed river passing through the eastern boundary 

of Mhondambiri, southern boundary of Mameta and the southern boundary of 
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Chimbudzi School to intersect yet another unknown river on eastern the 

boundary of Mushingaidze, then north westwards along the river to its 

confluence with the Chadzire River proceeding in an north easterly direction 

along the latter river to Chadzire Dam to intersect with 

Mugumbate/Chomureza Business Centre road, then south eastern along the 

road to the starting point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(S.A)coordinates: 368821.28, 7849761.49; 374473.72, 7843074.09; 

390634.94, 7852070.24; 383708.70, 7857643.07 and 377976.65, 7848169.25 

WARD 33  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Save and 

Devure Rivers, then northwestwards along Dewure River to a point about 1 

kilometre from where the river crosses the Birchnough Bridge Road, then 

generally northwards and northwestwards along unnamed rivers to a point on 

the southern boundary of Nemadzimbe and along the eastern boundary of 

Hwata to its northern boundary, Then eastwards and southeastwards along yet 

another unnamed river passing the northern boundary of Nemadzimbe, then 

western boundary of Daakoni, Chishaya and Nandanga to its intersection with 

Save River, then southwards along the latter river to the starting point. An area 

bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 424073.47, 

7802121.17; 431089.14, 7793334.88; 430988.92, 7788590.95; 421066.76, 

7793936.22 and 420432.01, 7802622.29. 

CHIMANIMANI RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

WARD 1 

This ward boundary is depicted by a line drawn from BB49 then generally 

southwards along the Zimbabwe-Mozambique boarder to BB59, then 

southwest wards along the boundaries of Verlos, Welteveden Glacier so as to 

exclude them; then generally northwest wards along the eastern boundary of 

Camperdawn so as to exclude it, then northwards along the western boundary 

of Hendriskdale then Northeast along the boundary of Leopards Den, 

Stenybank, The View, Kronstad Estate, Lombards rust so as to include them, 

then northwards along the western boundary of Lusthof ranch, Toms, Hope 

west Ranch and into Umvumvumvu River, then westwards along 

Umvumvumvu River to the south western beacon of Lisnacloon, then 

northwards along the western boundary of Lisnacloon to Wengezi River, then 

generally northwards along the latter river then eastwards and northwards 
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along the Muwengezi River on the eastern boundary of Muyamatombe to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(S.A) coordinates: 477486.84,  7858243.25; 475590.70,  7857640.69;   

474005.54,  7856732.97; 474420.40,  7854847.29;   473918.39,  7853051.72; 

472381.51,  7851787.24; 470653.41,  7850862.03; 468721.50,  7850344.62; 

467375.72,  7849230.44; 466700.18,  7847833.62; 465912.98,  7846479.51;   

464500.71,  7845460.26; 463605.99,  7843949.35; 463434.48,  7841957.14; 

463198.52,  7839971.11; 463818.07,  7838876.57; 465571.83,  7838888.31;   

466595.12,  7839626.49; 468424.02,  7839384.97; 469904.34,  7839371.60; 

471720.07,  7839307.30; 473600.76,  7839383.02; 475410.27,  7839000.94; 

477023.98,  7838941.04; 478863.99,  7839025.70; 480070.50,  7838210.06; 

480230.33,  7836236.00; 478401.24,  7835427.03; 476570.37,  7834622.10; 

476570.37,  7834622.10; 476194.41,  7833037.71;   476538.20,  7831067.48;   

477394.54,  7829466.96; 479193.06,  7828592.13; 480582.91,  7827527.39;   

480346.50,  7825875.23; 478878.89,  7826046.99; 477251.93,  7826635.73; 

476710.13,  7824808.09; 476247.10,  7822923.71;   477297.22,  7821221.58; 

478774.40,  7821368.42; 480464.62,  7822437.61; 482154.47,  7823507.35; 

482964.08,  7824701.78; 482820.74,  7826275.56; 483860.87,  7827675.10; 

484085.46,  7829469.61; 485004.62,  7831109.92; 483930.84,  7832576.28; 

484466.15,  7834401.15; 484466.15,  7834401.15; 484746.71,  7836367.44;   

485036.82,  7838346.29; 484361.85,  7839900.56;   483617.93,  7841566.44; 

483430.01,  7843496.06;   483669.07,  7845444.62; 483165.99,  7846836.30; 

481165.99,  7846832.56; 479165.99,  7846828.82; 477578.01,  7847688.34; 

476582.69,  7849285.11; 476870.68,  7851264.27;   476792.08,  7853255.20; 

477350.82,  7855030.45; and 477963.81,  7856575.79. 

WARD 2 

This ward is an area of land depicted by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Odzi and Muwengezi Rivers then Eastwards along Muwengezi River to the 

northern beacon of Lisnacloon, then southwards along the western property 

boundary of Lisnacloon so as to exclude it, then into Umvumvumvu River, then 

generally westwards along Umvumvumvu River to its confluence with Odzi 

River, then northwards alomg Odzi River to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 457081.07,  

7839161.55; 457996.57,  7840468.49; 459592.06,  7841431.23; 461233.41,  

7840965.95; 461965.89,  7839816.80; 462413.10,  7838992.08; 463210.24,  

7840069.77; 463446.20,  7842055.80; 463613.21,  7844048.44; 462236.50,  
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7843651.81;   460373.03,  7843586.79; 458498.13,  7843319.64; 456733.92,  

7843110.42;   455456.25,  7843948.84; 453780.96,  7843618.54;   452689.85,  

7844210.89; 450759.16,  7844025.00;   449360.10,  7843356.26; 448282.72,  

7842016.51;   448093.28,  7840033.77;   449410.72,  7839380.06; 451384.04,  

7839542.38; 453294.94,  7839175.35; 455179.19,  7839433.40; 456890.99,  

7839133.84 

WARD 3  

This ward is an area of land depicted by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Odzi River and Umvumvumvu Rivers, then eastwards along Umvumvumvu 

River to its confluence with Chiramba River, then southwards along Chiramba 

River to the western boundary of Lime Cliffs, then generally southwards along 

the northern boundary of Taireyi village and Shanguna to Chiyire River so as to 

include Chirango mountains then westwards along Chiyire River to its 

confluence with Odzi River then northwards along Odzi River to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:   445016.11,  7831645.37;   446566.09,  7830790.08; 448294.21,  

7830372.36; 450161.25,  7830982.34;   451612.49,  7829883.87; 453422.16,  

7830157.34; 454743.84,  7830157.81; 455838.40,  7830344.07;   457928.56,  

7832468.82; 458836.01,  7834251.11; 458456.41,  7835747.16; 457355.56,  

7838185.64; 456294.71,  7839306.97; 454454.61,  7839361.73; 452559.30,  

7839252.04; 450645.78,  7839474.66; 448678.85,  7839532.54; 447611.40,  

7838364.12; 446875.77,  7836669.35; 446459.48,  7834754.46; 445837.15,  

7832880.55 

WARD 4 

This ward is an area of land depicted by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Umvumvumvu and Chiramba Rivers then northwards and eastwards along 

Umvumvumvu River to the western property boundary of Quagas Hoek, then 

southwards to Beacon 5472 the south westwards along the property boundary 

of Ruwaka and generally westwards along the boundary of grasslands to 

beacon 4030 so as to exclude Ruwaka and grasslands then southwestwards to 

Chiramba River then northwards along Chiramba River to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 459181.23,  7834626.24; 460641.59,  7835992.75; 462507.23,  

7836079.93; 464488.04,  7835803.55; 466468.85,  7835527.18; 468336.69,  

7835865.46; 470089.75,  7836828.15; 471292.16,  7838138.46; 470591.26,  
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7839374.99; 468969.65,  7839615.69; 467274.61,  7839474.64; 465771.13,  

7839605.43; 464593.67,  7839003.41; 462741.65,  7838906.28; 462251.92,  

7840078.29; 461550.03,  7840746.24; 459857.39,  7841144.92; 458305.20,  

7840686.21; 457459.57,  7839136.19; 457269.36,  7837645.92; 458637.25,  

7837069.36 and 458516.81,  7835201.87. 

WARD 5 

This ward is an area of land depicted by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Odzi and Chiyire Rivers then eastwards along Chiyire River to Shanguna 

mountain summit then generally south eastwards and westwards along the 

summit of Dokotoko and Gadaufe mountains to Nyanyadzi River then 

westwards along Nyanyadzi River to its confluence with Odzi River then 

northwards along Odzi River to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 448717.68,  7820334.07; 

449222.55,  7821875.76; 450346.55,  7822144.28; 450334.00,  7823295.96; 

451568.80,  7824203.69; 451197.73,  7824714.41; 451056.47,  7825941.94; 

449822.08,  7826089.70; 448709.94,  7826466.62; 449046.62,  7827525.81; 

450393.53,  7828232.95; 451627.92,  7828469.49; 453082.13,  7828388.64; 

452793.84,  7829798.99; 438184.69,  7818889.32; 438145.31,  7817172.69; 

438732.12,  7815920.07; 439393.40,  7816555.16; 440831.71,  7816550.75; 

442048.24,  7817628.27; 443936.65,  7817959.19; 445560.60,  7818583.67; 

446414.62,  7817085.11; 448245.76,  7816899.93; 449437.46,  7818145.70; 

448556.64,  7818580.71; 448075.45,  7819589.27; 449066.94,  7820274.55; 

452793.84,  7829798.99; 451198.52,  7830458.81; 449456.61,  7830668.59; 

447517.82,  7830265.61; 446014.58,  7831120.56; 444928.61,  7830860.63; 

443986.36,  7829192.28; 443482.94,  7827581.60; 442923.07,  7825806.89; 

442471.15,  7824299.66; 440656.16,  7823509.87; 440258.17,  7821611.76; 

and 438983.99,  7820093.00 

WARD 6  

This ward is an area of land depicted by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Nyanyadzi and Shinja Rivers then westwards along Nyanyadzi River to where 

the boundary of ward 5 meets Nyanyadzi River then generally northeastwards 

and westwards along the summit of Gadaufe, Dokotoko and Shanguna 

mountains to the western boundary of Wrad 7, then generally southwards 

along the boundary of ward 7 into Shinja River to its confluence with 

Nyanyadzi River to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified 
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Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 450573.98,  7825305.97; 450573.98,  

7825305.97; 452188.59,  7824733.91; 450610.62,  7823829.33; 450947.77,  

7822601.93; 449413.61,  7822191.94; 449204.41,  7820974.33; 449305.76,  

7820040.24; 448105.45,  7819023.55; 448770.50,  7818872.51; 450275.65,  

7818785.79; 451478.05,  7818509.00; 452156.87,  7818288.45; 453194.49,  

7816815.64; 454578.57,  7815628.87; 455832.76,  7815715.28; 457587.31,  

7816660.32; 459102.99,  7817023.60; 459239.13,  7818720.29; 457914.03,  

7820209.00; 456847.15,  7821892.94; 456022.27,  7823685.44; 455727.55,  

7825663.60; 456090.05,  7827629.07; 456460.97,  7829594.37457370.25,  

7831372.49; 457502.33,  7831631.68; 457502.33,  7831631.68; 456439.63,  

7830545.15; 455191.65,  7830520.24; 454032.49,  7830230.43; 452819.69,  

7829657.25; 452733.75,  7828329.68; 451441.12,  7828172.58; 450311.70,  

7827887.34; 448774.12,  7827300.22; 449043.40,  7826574.03; 450164.23,  

7826077.37; and 450741.33,  7825791.55 

WARD 7  

This ward is area of land depicted by a line drawn from BB5472 then 

northwards into Umvumvumvu River then eastwards along Umvumvumvu 

River then southwards and southwestwards along the boundaries of the 

following properties so as to include them Ostend and Quagas Hoek, then 

southwards, westwards and southwards along the property boundaries of the 

following so as to include them, Pietershoeka and Moodies neck then generally 

southeastwards, southwestwards, southwards and southwestwards along the 

property boundaries of the following so as to include the Camperdown River 

range and Umchakata, then generally northwards, westwards and northwards 

along the property boundaries of the following so as to include them the drifts 

Nyanayadzi, Shinja west, Moosgwe, west end, the flats and lime cliffs to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(S.A) coordinates: 471369.30,  7839313.84; 471122.22,  7837395.13; 

469369.16,  7836432.44; 467616.10,  7835469.75; 465654.65,  7835640.78; 

463673.84,  7835917.16; 461693.03,  7836193.54; 460041.32,  7835431.05; 

458698.19,  7833980.43; 457790.75,  7832198.14; 456874.21,  7830420.56; 

456261.89,  7828539.55; 455890.96,  7826574.25; 455885.74,  7824601.88; 

456382.08,  7822694.32; 457385.96,  7820964.52; 458632.04,  7819411.04; 

459958.30,  7817914.06; 461291.65,  7816423.43; 462963.95,  7815430.02; 

464788.64,  7814611.67; 466721.37,  7814489.13; 468710.33,  7814698.99; 

470044.07,  7813676.72; 471090.09,  7812208.71; 472914.42,  7813028.34; 

474738.76,  7813847.97; 476549.18,  7814661.35; 478373.52,  7815480.98; 
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478112.48,  7817403.73; 479466.83,  7818701.29; 478606.00,  7819906.32; 

477235.55,  7821321.54; 476185.43,  7823023.67; 476745.11,  7824920.22; 

477289.07,  7826747.16; 478982.64,  7825991.92; 480385.51,  7825986.02; 

480469.46,  7827557.84; 479087.43,  7828643.51; 477288.92,  7829518.34; 

476518.01,  7831183.19; 476174.22,  7833153.42; 476677.91,  7834669.33; 

478508.66,  7835474.54; 480248.26,  7836335.93; 480059.41,  7838327.00; 

478752.91,  7838987.51; 476918.39,  7838992.48; 475330.35,  7839087.01; 

473508.04,  7839310.90; 471605.29,  7839288.51 

WARD 8 

This ward is an area of land depicted by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Odzi and Nyanyadzi Rivers generally eastwards along Nyanyadzi River to its 

confluence with Shokoto River then southwards along Shokoto River to its 

source following a straight line to the summit of Dzianike range the southwards 

into Chikwizi River then generally westwards along Chikwizi River to its 

confluence with Save River then northwards along Save to its confluence with 

Odzi River then north east wards along Odzi River to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

437833.79,  7808621.53; 439283.21,  7809338.37; 440949.64,  7810135.70; 

442702.86,  7810612.22; 444581.69,  7810623.15; 446487.06,  7810263.67; 

448148.03,  7809385.52; 448817.77,  7807667.08; 450891.22,  7810159.61; 

451466.07,  7812059.65; 451788.16,  7813971.10; 452605.81,  7815701.77; 

452449.75,  7817004.34; 452052.95,  7817525.25; 452416.94,  7817686.83; 

449437.46,  7818146.70; 448246.60,  7816899.37; 446415.63,  7817085.03; 

445561.58,  7818583.41; 443937.63,  7817959.44; 442049.25,  7817628.26; 

440831.54,  7816551.74; 439394.40,  7816555.04; 438732.57,  7815920.98; 

438066.27,  7814106.27; 436293.26,  7813820.52; 436792.60,  7812223.91; 

436646.71,  7810339.29; 436537.52,  7808404.81; 452416.94,  7817686.83; 

451207.10,  7817817.70 and 450896.11,  7819117.71 

WARD 9  

This is an area of land depicted by a line drawn from the confluence of Shokoto 

and Nyanyadzi Rivers then eastwards along Nyanyadzi River to its confluence 

with Shinja River; then northwards along Shinja River to the western boundary 

of Shinja resettlement, then eastwards to the confluence of Nyanyadzi and 

Mhakwe Rivers then southwards along Mhakwe River to its confluence with 

Matanho River then westwards along Matanho River through Mhakwe dam to 

the sources of Matanho and Chikwizi Rivers then westwards along Chikwizi 
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River to the eastern boundary of ward 8 then northwards to the summit of 

Dzianike range to the source of Shokoto River then northwards along Shokoto 

River to its confluence with Nyanyadzi River the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 459244.32,  

7818724.86; 459102.78,  7817030.51; 457593.08,  7816664.12; 455838.32,  

7815719.38; 454585.45,  7815628.23; 453199.14,  7816810.52; 451773.98,  

7817368.05; 452305.63,  7816733.83; 452469.98,  7815396.68; 451775.03,  

7813633.58; 451446.49,  7811723.50; 450777.31,  7809838.77; 450172.19,  

7807968.86; 451960.16,  7808142.28; 453751.37,  7808782.75; 455561.12,  

7809357.79; 457389.32,  7810007.85; 459184.39,  7810325.46; 461056.14,  

7810427.97; 462617.00,  7811382.93; 463804.39,  7812860.19; 464182.52,  

7814727.13; 462576.62,  7815598.65; 461007.91,  7816736.40 and  

459679.12,  7818231.10 

WARD 10 

This ward is an area of land depicted by a line drawn from the Beacon BB62 on 

the Zimbabwe Mozambique International boundary then generally north 

eastwards along the boundary to BB65; then generally southwest to BB68 then 

westwards along Musapa River to eastern boundary of Jantia then northwards 

to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 495376.13,  7820118.42; 496477.62,  

7821603.09; 498021.85,  7822874.05; 498399.59,  7824645.82; 497745.19,  

7826535.18; 496493.55,  7827219.70; 494774.98,  7826272.56; 493254.81,  

7824984.24; 491291.48,  7824634.48; 490656.14,  7823083.66; 490799.21,  

7821088.78; 492381.73,  7820549.63; 494114.08,  7820078.91 

 

WARD 11 

This ward is an area of land depicted by a line drawn from the beacon BB59A 

on the Zimbabwe Mozambique boundary then eastwards to beacon BB62 along 

the boarder, then southwards along the eastern boundary of Jantia property so 

as to include it to Musapa River then eastwards along Musapa River to Beacon 

BB70, then generally south eastwards  along the international boundary to 

beacon BB69D, then south westwards to the boundary of Outward Bound 

property so as to exclude; it then  proceeds generally westwards northwards 

and southwards along the property boundary of the following properties so as 

to include them Martin Forest Land, Lindley East, Lindley North, Sawerombi, 
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Everglads, Sawerombi west, welgegund Estate, Glacier, Weltenreden and Verlos 

to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 490570.47,  7824212.47; 487064.54,  

7824327.57; 485119.02,  7823960.34; 483311.79,  7824285.09; 481643.01,  

7823183.03; 479952.79,  7822113.84; 478262.57,  7821044.65; 478648.87,  

7819872.86; 479421.69,  7818670.98; 478107.25,  7817349.61; 478323.92,  

7815458.69; 476499.58,  7814639.06; 476379.75,  7813968.07; 478275.11,  

7813689.37; 479491.56,  7812747.72; 480770.88,  7811338.10; 482456.81,  

7810262.16; 483482.49,  7810740.50; 483878.63,  7812700.87; 484962.21,  

7813874.35; 486958.03,  7814003.60; 487658.78,  7812658.59; 488451.39,  

7811620.22; 490433.67,  7811885.89; 491984.37,  7812703.55; 493590.48,  

7813618.65; 495569.39,  7813908.36; 497481.72,  7814267.57; 498173.75,  

7815757.00; 499814.66,  7815958.53; 499687.89,  7817008.84; 497950.23,  

7817869.09; 496449.76,  7818904.10; 495143.44,  7819900.46; 493264.07,  

7820271.56; 491551.73,  7820708.72; 490734.64,  7821989.06 and  

490591.58,  7823983.94 

WARD 12 

This is an area of land depicted by a line drawn from border beacon BB70 then 

generally south eastwards and southwards along the Zimbabwe-Mozambique 

boarder to Haroni River then westwards along Haroni River to the southern 

most beacon of Hayfield B estate then generally westwards along the southern 

boundaries of the following properties Hayfield B estate, Tarka forest, Glencore 

forest and Bonny Eagle then northwards along Nyahode River so as to include 

Bonny Eagle then off Nyahode River through the western boundary of the 

following properties so as to include them Mermaids Grotto, Sprongvale, 

Hillside, Chisengu forest, Lions Hills, Belmont A and Lindley west then 

generally eastwards along the northern boundaries of Lindley West, Belmont 

Lot 1, Vooruitzicht and Outward Bound so as to include them then into Tessa 

stream to the Zimbabwe-Mozambique boarder then generally southeast to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(S.A) coordinates: 500619.70, 7816251.55; 506634.25, 7813759.81; 

502767.75, 7786350.60; 483693.01, 7786522.45; 483864.85, 7788928.27; 

489879.41, 7795114.68; 486442.52, 7796747.20; 485669.22, 7802792.82; 

489020.19, 7806284.57; 487301.75, 7808174.86; 487731.36, 7811353.98 and 

500705.02, 7816595.24 
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WARD 13 

This ward is an area of land depicted by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Mutambagwari and Nyahode Rivers then Northwards, eastwards and 

northwards along the eastern property boundary of Cambridge so as to exclude 

it; then northeastwards along the Southern boundary of Chimanimani urban 

ward so as to exclude it; then eastwards and generally southwards along the 

western property boundaries of Belmont, Lionhill forest land and Chisengu 

forest land; then generally eastwards and southwards along the western 

property boundary of hillside, springvale and mermaids grotto so as to exclude 

them to Imbi stream; then along Imbi Stream to its confluence with Nyahode 

River , then up Nyahode River to its intersection with Inyabamba northern 

eastern property boundary, then westwards, southwards and generally 

southwards along the property boundaries of Inyabamba, Albany, Kasipiti so 

as to exclude them, then generally northwards, northwestwards and 

northeastwards along the eastern property boundaries of Heathfield, Redstar 

and Cambridge estate so as to exclude them into Mutambagwari River to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(S.A) coordinates: 483702.55,  7788892.65; 485488.23,  7789688.01; 

485731.46,  7791494.29; 486603.14,  7792702.09; 488048.75,  7793653.50; 

489597.17,  7794586.90; 488412.45,  7795373.12; 486139.55,  7797836.68; 

485896.13,  7799821.81; 485695.38,  7801811.36; 485521.81,  7803803.82; 

487251.37,  7804621.54; 488688.29,  7806012.67; 488005.00,  7807343.34; 

486361.84,  7807375.32; 484617.25,  7806397.38; 482872.65,  7805419.43; 

482761.59,  7803803.36; 482617.21,  7802160.66; 480883.96,  7801162.73; 

481428.36,  7799514.11; 481949.04,  7797608.38; 480220.11,  7796602.99; 

478491.18,  7795597.60; 478578.78,  7792678.05; 478183.50,  7791200.74; 

478782.81,  7790072.96; 479782.97,  7789934.18; 481486.33,  7790700.19; 

482529.81,  7791428.89; 483192.94,  7790135.66 

WARD 14 

This ward is an area of land depicted by a line drawn from beacon 6257 then 

northwards along the properties boundaries of the following so as to exclude 

them Erasmus, Skyline and Nyamusundu Communal lands, then westwards 

through Cambridge aerodrome and Mhanza to the southern property boundary 

of the drifts then north eastwards and generally southwards along the 

southwards along the property boundaries of the drifts, Nyashama, Saurombi 

west and Everglades so as to exclude them; the southwards along the property 

boundary of Broadlands, Brandsfolly and Cambridge estate so as  to include 
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them, then southwards into Nyamarirwe River then south westwards along  

Nyamarirwe River to its confluence with Nyahode River, hence southwards 

along Nyahode River to its confluence with Mutambagwari River; then generally 

southwestwards along the property boundaries of Heathfield onrust and 

cecilton so as to exclude them then generally northwards along the property 

boundary of Fairview and Erasmus so as to exclude them to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 471039.61,  7799086.12; 470171.47,  7797284.36; 471068.38,  

7795968.38; 469843.37,  7794687.24; 468322.86,  7793387.99; 470166.45,  

7793118.77; 472159.94,  7792960.58; 474146.12,  7792725.92; 476142.69,  

7792671.67; 478142.69,  7792676.91; 477651.51,  7794267.95; 478441.55,  

7795568.75; 480170.48,  7796574.13; 481899.41,  7797579.52; 481441.20,  

7799458.15; 480834.21,  7801134.08;   482567.46,  7802132.01; 482777.31,  

7803748.15; 482455.72,  7805659.23; 482851.85,  7807619.61; 483247.99,  

7809579.98; 481728.81,  7810726.76; 481728.81,  7810726.76; 480042.89,  

7811802.70; 479177.95,  7813552.38; 477481.29,  7813688.81; 475542.62,  

7814180.30; 473715.86,  7813388.41; 471891.52,  7812568.78; 471477.03,  

7811436.49; 472783.84,  7809922.47; 474112.88,  7808430.48; 474585.88,  

7806826.46; 473746.95,  7805016.00; 473416.44,  7803094.03; 473427.11,  

7801094.06 and 472342.54,  7799757.72. 

WARD 15 

This ward is an areas of Land depicted by a line drawn from Beacon 6043, then 

Eastwards and southwards along Melsetter Eland Sanctuary/ Chimanimani 

National Park boundary; then southwards along the western boundaries of 

Lindley west and Belmont; then southwest along the northern boundary of 

state land to the eastern boundary of Cambridge estate so as to exclude them 

then northwards along the eastern boundaries of Cambridge Estate, 

Brandsfolly, Brondlands and Everglades so as to exclude them to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 487726.14,  7811523.02; 487584.97,  7813257.26; 486227.82,  

7813956.31; 484232.00,  7813827.05; 483733.69,  7811983.63; 483337.56,  

7810023.25; 482941.43,  7808062.88; 482545.29,  7806102.50; 483224.83,  

7805616.85; 484969.43,  7806594.80; 486714.03,  7807572.74; 487782.95,  

7809040.04;   487764.96,  7811016.25 
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WARD 16 

This ward is an area of land drawn from Beacon 5316 then Eastwards along 

the Northern boundary of Willow Groove then generally southwards along the 

boundaries of the following properties so as to include them Willow groove, 

Erasmus, Fairview then Eastwards along the northern boundaries of the 

following properties so as to include them Cecilton, Onrust, Heathfield, then 

southwards, westwards and northwards along the boundary of Heathfield then 

Westwards and Southwards along the boundary of Merry water and Crystal 

creek so as to exclude them to the district boundary then westwards along the 

district boundary to Changazi River then north-eastwards along the boundaries 

of the following properties so as to include them Zebra, Brooklyn, Ashbourne to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(S.A) coordinates:   483555.43,  7786468.00;   483539.21,  7788279.05;   

483269.75, 7790046.57;   482647.18,  7791420.98;   481467.01,  7790816.22;   

479894.11, 7789972.73;   478899.92,  7790083.98;   478146.64,  7791093.22;   

478696.41, 7792678.36;   476696.42,  7792673.12;   474696.42,  7792667.89;   

472709.84, 7792895.61;   470718.70,  7793078.44;   468729.31,  7793279.61;   

469422.40, 7794327.53;   470942.90,  7795626.78;   469931.11,  7796785.52;   

470799.26, 7798587.28;   472325.15,  7799748.76;   473427.22,  7801074.50;   

473416.54, 7803074.48;   472684.11,  7804197.55;   470700.29,  7803943.70;   

468716.46, 7803689.84;  466732.64,  7803435.99;   465018.21,  7802639.98;   

463617.71, 7801212.18;   462217.22,  7799784.38;   460743.88,  7799586.22;   

458940.05, 7798963.22;   457831.63,  7797298.47;   456723.21,  7795633.72;   

456372.31, 7793967.08;   457874.94,  7792647.53;   459359.95,  7791312.98;   

460913.79, 7790053.77;   462467.62,  7788794.56;   461526.30,  7787060.89;   

460543.50, 7785319.02;   459581.68,  7783565.49;   458624.35,  7781809.50;   

457968.08, 7780387.49;   459813.87,  7781157.61;   461648.20,  7781928.79;   

463478.65, 7782734.69;   465310.66,  7783536.91;   467263.03,  7783914.28;   

469239.57, 7784213.58;   471203.99,  7784587.92;   472249.55,  7783893.66;   

473010.30, 7782272.33;   472961.47,  7780505.29;   473003.75,  7779050.71;   

474930.13, 7779495.58;   476859.52,  7780022.29;   478773.62,  7780571.00;   

480658.21, 7781240.55;   482537.75,  7781924.18;   484054.94,  7782759.06;   

483115.48, 7784524.68;   482276.70,  7786220.13 

WARD 17 

This ward is an area of land depicted by a line drawn from where Biriwiri River 

meets the southern property boundary of Nyanyadzi; then eastwards, south 

eastwards, southwards, south westwards and southwards along the property 
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boundaries of the following Nyanyadzi, The Drifts, Cambridge Estate, Willow 

Groove, Ashbourne and Brooklyn so as to exclude, them then westwards along 

the northern property boundary of Zebra, then northwards to beacon 4341 

then generally northwards to the foot hills and summit of Runhenga mountains 

then north westwards to the source of Makawe stream then along Makawe 

stream to its confluence with Biriwiri River; then westwards along Biriri River 

to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 470829.47, 7812197.76; 469891.44, 

7813964.14; 468386.70, 7814664.84;   466397.74,  7814454.98;   466350.95,  

7813512.53; 467543.43, 7812165.53;   466920.58,  7810763.80;   468159.72,  

7809417.73; 466853.89, 7808216.47;   465483.40,  7806974.76;   464092.45,  

7805908.81; 463750.59, 7803983.26;   462914.81,  7802370.44;   462247.69,  

7800728.59; 462070.16, 7799634.45;   463470.66,  7801062.26;   464871.15,  

7802490.06; 466524.33, 7803409.33;   468508.15,  7803663.19;   470491.98,  

7803917.04; 472475.80, 7804170.90;   473860.66,  7805248.52;   474675.31,  

7807069.36; 473921.52,7808604.39; 472614.72,  810118.41 and   471307.91,  

7811632.43 

WARD 18 

This ward is an area of land depicted by a line drawn from where Mhakwe River 

meets the southern property boundary of Nyanyadzi, then eastwards into 

Biriwiri River then south eastwards along Biriwiri River to its confluence with 

Makawe stream then along Makawe stream to its source; then generally 

southeastwards and southwestwards through Runhengato intersect with 

Mhakwe River then southwards along Mhakwe River to a point on the southern 

boundary of Muwangemanga then westwards, north westwards along the 

southwestern boundaryat Muwangemanga to a road on the southern boundary 

of Muchada then westwards towards Nyeredzawanda and north east wards on 

the western boundary of muchada into an unnamed river on the southern 

boundary of Dzike; generally eastward and northwards along the roads and 

along Mhakwe River to the starting point.This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   466678.03,  7808048.45;   

468190.25, 7809181.68;   467070.88,  7810577.96;   467653.78,  7812008.74;   

466366.24, 7813267.60;   465185.02,  7814424.89;   464019.82,  7813965.64;   

463247.40, 7812333.34;   462053.37,  7810855.09;   460312.87,  7810170.41;   

458397.75, 7810444.69;   457051.56,  7809391.19;   455577.69,  7808124.58;   

457063.84, 7807877.43;   458612.80,  7806887.70;   459537.82,  7805329.46;   
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460221.10, 7803682.52;   458993.29,  7802396.70;   460533.51,  7801298.30;   

462323.32, 7801657.89;   462529.61,  7801767.58;   462529.61,  7801767.58;   

463486.27, 7803260.97;   464040.16,  7805138.22;   464962.10,  7806497.92 

and   466201.45,  7807821.47 

WARD 19 

This ward is an area of land depicted by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Chikwizi River and Rukowe River then eastwards along Chikwizi River to the 

western boundary of Mhakwe ward then generally southwards along the 

western boundary of Mhakwe ward then westwards along the boundary of 

Zebra property so as to exclude it, then into Changazi River then westwards 

along Changazi River to its confluence with Murote River then northwards 

along Murote River; then off Murote River then northwards along the foot hills 

of Masoradane mountains so as to exclude them then along the foot hills of 

Makure mountains so as to include them; through beacon  to 4106; then to the 

source of Rukowe stream then northwards along Rukowe stream to its 

confluence with Chikwizi River to the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:    

459636.26, 7802848.00;   460116.06,  7804482.01;   459169.01,  7805946.42;   

458110.08, 7807530.33;   456242.90,  7807890.54;   456258.47,  7808591.44;   

456772.10, 7809756.10;   454866.38,  7809258.70;   453135.10,  7808504.57;   

451311.61, 7807895.74;   449542.54,  7807569.94;   448292.82,  7806624.47;   

447915.63, 7805013.53;   449228.09,  7803954.05;   447942.87,  7802533.91;   

447231.92, 7800805.48;   447267.15,  7798989.10;   445814.89,  7797773.97;   

445785.83, 7797342.55;   445785.83,  7797342.55;   447674.88,  7797561.53;   

449483.80, 7797139.89;   451239.02,  7797946.24;   453015.44,  7797088.91;   

454928.36, 7796872.65;   456348.23,  7798089.40;   458184.46,  7797950.78;   

459473.91, 7799336.93;   461436.46,  7799722.17;   462285.60,  7800467.00;   

462113.63,  7801620.73;   460366.78,  7801452.48;   459136.07,  7802534.04 

WARD 20 

This ward is an area of land depicted by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Chikwizi and Save Rivers, generally eastwards along Chikwizi River to the 

western boundary of ward 19 to Chikwizi School then southwards along the 

western boundaries of ward 19 to its intersection with Changadzi River further 

south west and westwards along Changadzi River, further south westwards 

and westward along Chikwizi River to its confluence with Save, which is the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 
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Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(S.A) coordinates:    

435521.71, 7793783.34;   436967.49,  7792562.49;   438682.16,  7792595.15;   

439891.50, 7793433.31;   441671.43,  7794009.79;   443173.25,  7795317.15;   

444613.12, 7796673.05;   445902.78,  7797830.82;   447336.02,  7799067.06;   

447218.35, 7800910.38;   448029.41,  7802594.28;   449233.09,  7804058.77;   

447837.15, 7805074.12;   448346.75,  7806715.17;   448696.42,  7808589.26;   

448188.85, 7809306.70;   446673.76,  7810172.20;   444794.79,  7810598.14;   

442919.24, 7810599.88;   441137.39,  7810213.07;   439394.61,  7809521.36;   

438022.02,  7808528.07;   436469.00,  7807839.68;   436455.79,  7805855.88 

436009.61, 7803962.07;   435507.64,  7802263.69;   434641.82,  7800468.92;   

433982.64, 7798619.24   433674.11,  7796714.28;   432216.78,  7795457.18;   

432981.90,  7795207.93;   434628.87,  7794289.85;   448188.85,  7809306.70 

WARD 21 

This ward is an area of land depicted by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Mutsangazi and Rusitu River then westwards along Rusitu River to its 

confluence with Nyahode River then northwards along Nyahode River to the 

western and southern boundary of Bonny eagle then eastwards along the 

southern boundaries of the following properties so as to exclude them, 

Sunnyside Bonny Eagle, Nzunzu, Stronachavie to Mutsangazi River then 

southwards along Mutsangazi River to the starting point.  This area is bound 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:    

488600.85, 7786752.32;   486654.37,  7787163.95;   484705.91,  7786712.91;   

482746.77, 7786311.13;   482890.57,  7784947.36;   483830.04,  7783181.74;   

485325.07, 7782430.56;   486865.98,  7782966.61;   488749.43,  7783138.47;   

489485.40,  7784462.91 and   488729.29,  7786241.74  

 

WARD 22 

This ward is an area of land depicted by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Mutsangazi and Rusitu Rivers then northwards along Mutsangazi River to the 

southern boundary of Glencoe forest then eastwards along the southern 

boundaries of the following properties so as to exclude them Glencoe forest 

land, Tarka forest land, Hayfield B, and Chimanimani National Park into 

Haroni River then south eastwards along Haroni River to its confluence with 
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Rusitu River then westwards along Rusitu River to the starting point.   This 

area is bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

7786366.83; 501572.38,  7787251.93;   499589.68,  7787363.84;   497592.01,  

7787460.28; 495612.44,  7787723.27;   493652.06,  7788094.69;   491815.71,  

7787302.34; 489979.36,  7786509.99;   488728.59,  7786243.07;   489485.10,  

7784464.39; 490862.94,  7783914.75;   492632.82,  7784387.03;   494553.66,  

7784437.47; 496221.51,  7784423.78;   498105.19,  7784904.18;   499703.97,  

7785692.05; 501477.78,  7785214.52;   503080.42,  7785271.00; 

WARD 23 

This ward is an area of land depicted by a line drawn from Zimbabwe –

Mozambique boarder at beacon BB 76 then westwards along the border to 

beacon 77 then generally westwards northwards and south eastwards along 

the Zimbabwe- Mozambique border to the southwestern beacon of Knutsford 

then northwards along the eastern boarder of Knutsford so as to exclude it to 

Chipita River then northwards along Chipita River to its confluence with Rusitu 

River then eastwards along Rusitu River to the starting point.   This area is 

bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:    

491745.41, 7783950.27;   489861.07,  7783741.14;   488058.66,  7783132.96;   

486268.10, 7782649.96;   485777.61,  7781120.05;   484623.13,  7779812.13;  

484896.75, 7777893.62;   485669.26,  7776793.31;   487251.10,  7777990.64;   

488789.63, 7778345.48;   489500.39,  7776825.91;   491269.35,  7777249.32;   

493049.69, 7777858.41;   493161.10,  7778967.94;   492419.53,  7780825.38 

and   491677.95,  7782682.81 

CHIPINGE RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

WARD 1 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn form the confluence of Save and 

Shangadzi river then northeastwards along to the western boundary of Zebra 

then southwestwards along the western boundary of Zebra then westwards 

along the northern boundary of Chandayiinto unnamed river intersecting 

bangwe then southwards cutting across Mutema Comunal Land on the western 

boundary of Gondo along eastern, northern, and western boundaries of Ukona,  

then southwestwards along the eastern and southern boundaries of Gwama 

Business Centre to a point along the eastern boundary of Mount Rudd and 
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Nyunga School, then northward along the eastern boundary of Nyungu 

Business Centre to intersect on an unnamed river on the western boundary of 

Maunganidze then westwards along an unnamed river to join Save River; then 

northwards along Save to the starting point.    This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 436645.74, 7875423.79; 

436602.78, 7791481.31; 436473.89, 7785166.02; 4436043.95, 7786240.05; 

444593.55, 7787142.24; 449491.12, 779918.20; 456665.63, 7795562.62; 

458255.19, 7797968.44; 455119.02, 7796894.41; 446054.23, 779538.83; 

438578.99, 7792555.34 and  431705.21, 7795090.05. 

WARD 2 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from Chandayi mountain then 

eastwards along range of mountains then generally southwestwards, 

southeastwards  along the district boundary hence follows western boundaries 

of the following properties so as to exclude them Zebra, Bradenbury, 

Rockwood, Highlands to the northern boundary of New Years Gift Estate, then 

northwards, southwestwards along an unnamed river; then northwards along 

the eastern boundary Birirano boundary passing through beacon 1665 to 

Mutema sacret Groove, then westwards along the northern boundary of Gondo, 

then northwestwards crossing bangwe river to its confluence with an unnamed 

river to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 446747.08, 7790453.93; 456472.40, 

7795393.17; 462407.14, 7788730.94; 457774.21, 7780384.20; 450920.54, 

7780843.48 and 454672.83, 7788884.10 

WARD 3 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from Save River then eastwards along 

Kwenjere River and generally southwards so as to include Nyunga business 

centre and Nyunga Primary School; then further southwards along the eastern 

side of Mount Rudd to Musani River then down along Musani River to its 

confluence with Tanganda River; and further southwards and westwards along 

Tanganda River to its confluence with Save River then northwards along Save 

River to the starting point.   

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 431490.07, 7791494.34; 436544.17, 7791302.97; 436888.77, 

7772809.48 and 430992.32, 777154.96 
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WARD 4 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northern boundary of Gondo 

and the southern boundary of bangwe River , then eastwards to Mutema 

Secred Groove; then southwestwards along the eastern boundary of Mutema 

Communal Land; then eastward along an unnamed river and southward to the 

northern boundary of News Years Gift estate; southwestwards along the 

western boundary of News Years Gift Estate; then northwestwards to join 

Tanganda River on the northern boundary of dry Span Burg then westwards 

along Tanganda River to the southern boundary of Gazaland School; then 

northwards along the eastern boundary of Chikarara Rumwe, Mount Rudd to a 

point on southern boundary of Nyunga Business Centre; then eastwards and 

northwards along the southern and eastern boundary of Gwana, the western 

and north boundary of Ukona to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 436544.17, 7785061.85; 

446690.66, 7790345.68; 454692.99, 7788852.42 and 437616.25, 7775030.22 

WARD 5 

An areas of land bound by a line drawn from the confluence of Save River and 

Tanganda River; then eastwards along Tanganda River to Chipinge Birchnough 

Bridge tarred road; then southeastwards and northeastwards along the 

southern and eastern boundaries of Dry Spanberg so as to exclude it to the 

trigonometrical beacon 1098/S, then southeastwards along the northern and 

eastern boundaries of Chipinge safari so as to include it; then generally 

southwards along the western boundary of the following properties of 

Ombersley Naffaton, Redwood, Isis and Horus (A) so as to exclude them; then 

to Nyamuvava River; then westwards along Nyamuvava River to its confluence 

with Nyautsa River then further westwards to Save River; then northwards 

along Save River to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 431030.61, 7771617.15; 452051.07, 

7772421.21; 447609.59, 7750170.09 and 426129.66, 7745766.86 

WARD 6 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from Tanganda river and the District 

Administrative boundary on the southern boundary of tanganda Halt, then 

eastwards along Tanganda river to the western boundary of Burrel Drift Estate; 

then northeastwards, eastwards along the western and northern boundaries of 

Barrel’s Drift Estate, then New Years Gift Estate Tradow Moodies Dordrech; to 
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its intersection with Rusitu river then southwards along the latter river to the 

western boundary of Sterkstroom to the northern boundary of BO’s K Loof, 

then northwestwards, southwestwards, southeastwards along the western 

southern and eastern boundaries of the following properties so as to include 

them, Sterkstroom Fortune, Waterfalls, Vlei Plaats Groenvlei to the northern 

boundary of Kenelworteh Estate, then westwards and northwestwards, 

southward along southern boundaries of Groenvlei Mooi Plaats, Whiting 

Valleys and St Kelvin to the northern boundary of Glender Lough then 

westwards, southwards, southwestwards and northwards along the southern, 

eastern, and western boundaries of the following properties so as to include 

them St Kelvin and Naffarton to the administrative boundary line on the 

eastern boundary of Chipinge Safari, then north eastwards, northwestwards, 

southwestwards along the administrative boundary to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

442679.02, 7776478.32; 471931.54, 7784633.80; 471740.10, 7778660.78; 

469940.53, 7780919.81; 465843.65, 778124.74; 466609.42, 7769012.04; 

458185.92, 7769930.97; 457956.19, 7764034.51; 453093.53, 7764876.86 and 

452595.78, 7762426.39 

WARD 7 

An area of land bounded by the line drawn form the trigonometrical beacon 

1290.5 on top of Daura mountain, then north westwards and northeastwards 

along the eastern boundary of Vlei Plaats, Clearwater to the western boundary 

of Sterkstroom then south eastwards along the eastern boundaries of Letties 

Ville and Laughing waters to the northern boundary concordia of  then 

eastwards along the northern boundaries of Concordia, Canterbury, Vaal 

Kopies to the southern boundary of Groenvlei, then northwards along eastern 

boundary of Groenvlei to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 466562.60, 7768897.17; 

468898.21, 7773874.70; 465720.25, 7778086.45; 469932.00, 7780958.09 and 

476096.47, 7769280.06 

WARD 8 

An areas of land bounded by a line drawn from the beacon BB83 on the 

Zimbabwe-Mozambique international boundary then southwards along the 

international boundary to cross Budzi River and rejoin Budzi then generally up 

Budzi River to meet the western boundary of woodbine farm then northwards 
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along that property boundary, then eastwards to cross Mwara River to meet the 

northern property boundary of Roslyn of Ravenswood so as to include the 

properties, the generally northwards along the eastern property boundaries of 

Gomonfoni and Canterbury, then eastwards so as to include the following 

properties Enhoes estate, Wolfscraig and Wolvehampton to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 475970.29, 7769338.39; 471796.83, 778757.39; 486021.24, 

7758606.68; 472448.44, 7759884.12; 473446.44, 7763157.56; and 

477318.68, 7763037.80 

WARD 9 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the district boundary on the 

northern boundary Randfontei; then generally north eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Knutstord to its intersection with Rusitu river then 

eastwards and southwards along that river to the southern boundary of 

Mayfield estate, then northwards to the Zimbabwe-Mozambique border 80B 

then southwards along the latter boundary, then north wastwards and 

northwards along the south western boundaries Mayfield and Rantfontein to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(S.A) coordinates: 478196.92, 7780343.32; 484105.08, 7782538.92; 

485302.68, 7782499.00; 485382.52, 7780303.40; 484624.04, 7779704.60; 

485262.76, 7776550.92; 486380.52, 7777189.64; 485661.96, 7771880.28 and 

479115.08, 7776231.56 

WARD 10 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northen boundary of Lushof 

School and the southern boundary of Schaap Plaats; then east wards along 

northen boundary of Kenilworth Estate, Vaal Koppis to the northen boundary 

of Canterbury southwards, south westwards and wetwards along the eastern, 

northern and southern boundaries of the following properties so as to include 

them; Canterbury, Woodstock, Heilland and Dingly Dale to the Budzi river then 

westwards along the river to its intersection with the Nyamahumba river then 

northwards along the latter river to the northern boundary of Stille Meer then 

westwards along the northern boundaries of Stille Meer and Petrusville to the 

northern boundary of Homefield, then eastwards and north westwards along 

the western boundary of Lushof School to the starting point. This  area is  

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 
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(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  462347.42, 

7768960.52; 475124.61, 7769195.32; 474439.76, 7766221.15; 476826.93, 

7765536.31; 477335.67, 7763031.75; 473480.99, 7763246.38; 470135.04, 

77557807.38; 466867.37, 7765144.97; 462034.35, 7765868.95 and 

463149.66, 7766201.59 

WARD 11 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the southern boundary of 

Bangazani and the northern boundary of Glendalough, then south east wards 

along the northern boundary as the latter property and Chipinga to the 

southern boundary of the Nest; then north westwards along west boundary of 

the Nest, then eastwards along the southern boundary of Rietvlei; then south 

wards along Nyamahumba river to its intersection with Budzi river then 

westwards along Budzi river to a point on the southern boundary of Chipinga 

west Annexe; then further westwards and north westwards along the southern 

boundary of the latter property and Glendalough so as to include them; the 

north wards and north eastwards along the western and the northern 

boundaries of Glendalough to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 463711.45, 7764831.76; 

467135.22, 7765066.56; 469190.18, 7758687.75; 452245.24, 7761074.91; 

453145.32, 7764910.02 and 464494.13, 7762405.461 

WARD 12 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northern boundary of 

Redwood and southern boundary of Nafferton; generally eastwards along the 

northern boundaries of Glengarry, Dealfontein Estate, Ypres so as to include 

them to the Budzi river; then outh east wards, south westwards and westwards 

along the northern boundaries of Hurror and Wolver Draai so as to include 

them to the eastern boundary of Dealfontein; then southwards, westwards and 

south westwards along eastern, southern boundaries of the following properties 

so as to include them; Chihosa, Papner, Holland and Horus (A) to the latters 

southern boundary on district administrative boundary line; then northwards 

along the district boundary to the staring point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 467258.68, 7757133.64; 

460136.33, 7756233.57; 459510.19, 7752985.46; 446243.83, 7751028.77; 

448826.66, 7756742.31; 446478.63, 7755176.95 and 447887.45, 7761907.97 
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WARD 13 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Budzi and 

Nyamahumba river then eastwards along Budzi river to a point on the eastern 

boundary of Woodbine; then south wards, south westwards, south eastwards, 

along the eastern and southern boundaries so as to include them Devon farm, 

Stirling farm A, Stirling to the western boundary of the latter property; then 

north westwards, south westwards and westwards along the western, southern 

and eastern boundaries of Stirling, then Umzila, Stilfontein to the northern 

boundary of Smithfield; then westwards, southwards along the southern 

boundaries of Vrede, Lizia and Green Valley to the eastern most beacon of 

Westriding then north westwards, north eastwards and north wards along the 

southern western and northern boundaries of Green Valley, Grass Flats and 

Malvedraai to the southern boundary of Gilfontein so as to include them then 

east wards along the northern boundary of Wolver Draai and Mirror to the 

starting point. This  area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(S.A) coordinates:  467233.49, 7757151.99; 476990.57, 7759967.62; 

473859.87, 7755860.57; 477616.71, 7750890.58; 472685.85, 7749246.96; 

471746.64, 7751007.98; 470181.29, 7747603.34; 457423.66, 7746898.93 and 

460202.17, 7756212.78 

WARD 14 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from beacon 1234.1 on top of Marodzi 

eastwards on the  southern boundary of Stirling then north north westwards 

along the southern and eastern boundary os Stirling to the southern boundary 

of Devon then north east wards to the southern boundary of south down estate 

then eastwards , north east wards and eastwards to Trig Beacon GO then 

south west wards to Mashirini along the western boundary of Macuia then 

south west to Godze, then southeastwards to point on the boundary line about 

3km from cutoms and migration; then westwards following an unnamed river 

to a point on eastern boundary of Gungunyana forest land then north 

westwards to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 486065.46, 7758715.21; 477025.55, 

7745214.04; 472916.50, 7743941.76; 472603.43, 7749283.96; 477651.69, 

7750966.71; 473777.45, 7755936.71; 476673.35, 7758284.74 and 478943.11, 

7755232.30 
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WARD 15 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the interanational boundary and 

the Muswirizi river’ then generally northward along the river to the sounthern 

boundary of Hoghwe, Sable Home, Sanniers Rust to the western boundary of 

Mapangwe Mission; then southwards to its intersection with international 

boundary at beacon 96 then westwards along the boundary to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 451336.09, 7731929.57; 465267.73, 7733416.65; 465267.73, 

7727390.05; 454858.13, 7727468.31 and 448596.72, 7722459.19 

WARD 16 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the Save river and northern 

boundary of Maronga School at trig 439; then eastwards along the northern 

boundary of Maronga School to its intersection with Nyamuvava river to he 

southern boundary of the Safari area then north westwards along the southern  

boundary of Harusi A then south westwards along the western boundary of 

Stepland passing through Mukungu, Chipinga business Centre to a pointon 

the northern boundary of Craigmore; then south westwards passing through 

Chikoore ruins to a point on eastern boundary of Mbeure School; then north 

westwards along an unnamed river and Nyautsa river; then westwards along 

the southern boundary of Muronga to join Save river; then northwards to the 

starting point. this area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(S.A) coordinates: 447763.63, 7750244.19; 443771.98, 7739599.80; 

438371.52, 7734982.01; 430623.02, 7737643.11; 431092.63, 7742182.63; 

425770.43, 7743121.84 and 426005.23, 7745782.94 

WARD 17 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the southern boundary of Horusi 

A and eastern boundary of Safari area; then eastwards along the northern 

boundary of Eureka Estate, Torwood, Daisy hill to the western boundary of 

Wolver Draai; then south wards, south westwards along the eastern, southern 

boundary of the following properties so as to include them, Diasy hill, Torwood 

west riding to the southern most beacon of Chikoore Annex C then south 

eastwards, south westwards and north westwards, along the eastern,  southern 

and the western boundaries of he following properties so as to include them 

Dabukei, Nyagudza to the western boundary of Graigmore; then eastwards 

through Chipinga business centre, Mukungu trig beacon 1228 to the starting 
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point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 459660.31, 7753061.83; 446980.95, 7728564.06 and 447685.36, 

7750087.66 

WARD 18 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the southern boundry of Green 

Valley and northern boundary of Umsasa then eastwards, south eastwards and 

westwards along the northern, eastern, southern boundaries at the following 

properties so as to include them; Umsasa; Elandsberg; Sablehome east to the 

northern boundary of Sabi small-scale farming area; then westwards along the 

southern and western boundaries of Hogwe and Umzelezwe to eastern most 

beacon of Dabukei; then north westwards, westwards and north eastwards 

alomg the north, southern and eastern boundaries of Dabukei, Nyatutu and 

west riding to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 462014.81, 7746487.35; 464754.18, 

7738660.59; 460997.33, 7737643.11; 461075.60, 7732399.18; 448396.25, 

7731694.77; 453874.98, 7740147.67; 452074.82, 7741321.68 and 455988.21, 

7741556.49 

WARD 19 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the trig beacon 1234.1, on the 

southern boundary of Stirling; then south wards to the eastern boundary of 

Gungunyana forest land; then east wards along an unnamed river to its 

intersection with Zimbabwe-Mozambique border then south west wards along 

the boundary to the trig beacon Chimbuyi 96; then north wards, north 

westwards along theeastern and northern boundary of Sabi to the eastern 

boundary of Sable Home then proceed northwards and eastwards along the 

eastern and southern boundaries of the following properties so as to exclude 

them, Sable Home, Elandsberg, Greymuir; then north westwards, eastwards 

along the western, northern, southern of Chinyaduma, Houtberg Smithfield to 

the eastern boundary of Green Valley then east wards, south wards and north 

eastwards along the northern boundary of Smithfield and southern boundary 

of Stilfontein to the starting point. this area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 476885.66, 7745078.53; 465223.79, 

7727390.05; 465380.32, 7733416.65; 461075.60, 7732320.91; 461153.87, 
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7737721.37; 464832.45, 7738738.85; 461545.21, 7748130.97; 471798.27, 

7750870.34 and 472894.01, 7744061.05 

WARD 20 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northern boundary of 

Gumira Business Centre and Save river; then northwards along the Save river 

to a point on the northern boundary of Chibuwe Irrigation Project then 

eastwards and southwards to its intersection with Nyautsa river on the eastern 

boundary of Chibuwe Irrigation Project; then south eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Mbeura School to a point on the western boundary of the 

Sabi then south westwards in a straight line to Gunura School and thus 

starting point. This  area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(S.A) coordinates: 425707.35, 7743121.84; 431342.61, 7741713.02; 

430716.47, 7737564.84; 438151.90, 7735060.27 and 424298.53, 7722693.99 

WARD 21 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the eastern boundary of Chiso 

Pan 6.7 km from Bukata on the southern boundary, then north eastwards 

along the southern boundary of Mbeure Business Centre to the northern 

boundary of Chikore ruins to a point 4.4 km south of Chipinga Business 

Centre; then south westwards, southwards, south eastwards andnorth 

eastwards, eastwards along the aestern boundaries of Sabi Small Scale; then 

eastern boundary of Nyagadzi; the southern boundary of Umzeleze, to 

Musiriswi river; then southwards to intersect Mwengazi river; then north 

westwards along Mwengazi; then westwards leaving Mwengazi to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 443630.63, 7739599.80; 443168.03, 7732790.51; 447074.41, 

7728564.06; 448404.96, 7731773.03; 451144.32, 7731929.57; 448639.76, 

7722459.19 and 430325.14, 7727546.58 

WARD 22 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the Save river and northern 

boundary of Gumira Business Centre; then northeast in a straight line to Chiso 

Pan; then south eastwards towards Masosote Range then along the eastern 

boundary of Mutezwa Business Centre further southwards along Matsuro 

Range to a point on the northern boundary of Maduku School; then north 

westwards on the northern boundary of Chirawe passing through Okoto to the 
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Sabi river then northwards along Sabi river to the starting point. This area is  

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 429464.19, 

7726830.81; 436038.67, 7722447.83; 435177.73, 7710238.08 and 422028.77, 

7713838.39 

WARD 23 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mwangazi and 

Musirizwi rivers; then generally southwards along the international boundary 

to beacon BB101, then further southwards to intersect an unnamed river at a 

point on the western boundary of Pengeza; then north westwards along the 

unnamed river to the confluence of yet another unnamed river at a point on the 

western boundary of Sabi then further southwards to Maduku School; then 

northwards along the eastern boundary at Ward 22 passing through Matsuro 

Rang along the the western boundary of Matezwa Business Centre to a point 

on the eastern boundary of Chiso Pan; then north eastwards for about 1.2 km 

to a point on the northern boundary of Chiso Pan; then south eastwards and 

north eastwards to insect Mangazi river; then south eastwards following 

Mangazi river to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 448718.03, 7722526.09; 447778.82, 

7702567.85; 444882.91, 7709846.74; 435490.80, 7708516.19; 435803.87, 

7723543.57; 429464.19, 7726909.08 and 430481.67, 7727613.49 

WARD 24 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of the Save river 

and an unnamed river; then northwards along Save river along the eastern 

boundary of Gudo Business Centre; Gudo School and Dombo Business Centre 

to a point on the southern boundary of Makaza; then eastwards passing Ukoto 

mountain and crossing Checheche Business Centre, Matizwa road and 

Mazwire Business Centre, Remayi Business Centre road to intersect an 

unnamed river then southwards for about 1.6 km to a point on the eastern 

boundary of Maduku School; then southwards, westwards along the northern 

boundary of Ward 25 and 26 to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 435256.00, 7710180.25; 

428133.64, 7703214.43; 418584.99, 7702666.56 and 421950.50, 7713937.10 
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WARD 25 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the international boundary and 

the intersection of Nyamakamba river; then westwards along Nyamakamba 

river passing Murongwezi to a point on the north westrn boundary of Mabee 

School; then westwards to intersect Musvazvi river; then northwards for about 

3.7 km along Musvazvi river; then westwards to intersect Checheche Business 

Centre-Remayi Business Cetre road; then eastwards, northwards and north 

eastwards to Maduku School; then eastwards to intersect an unnamed river; 

then north east, southwards and eastwards alongthe unnamed river to 

intersect the international boundary, then generally southwards to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 447778.82, 7702510.02; 449344.17, 7693822.32; 432360.09, 

7694291.92; 428133.64, 7703136.17; 435490.80, 7708536.63 and 444882.91, 

7709319.31 

WARD 26 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Save and 

Moyobongo rivers; then northwards along Save river, then eastwards along the 

Checheche Business Centre road; to a point about 8 km from Checheche 

Business Centre, then south eastwards across Ndowoyo Communal to Masvizvi 

river; then southwards along the river, then southwards leaving the river and 

westwards along the southern boundary of Chisumbanje Irrigation Scheme to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(S.A) coordinates: 428211.91, 7703057.90; 432281.83, 7694291.92; 

426490.02, 7689595.87; 411932.24, 7689517.60 and 418741.53, 

77425881.29 

WARD 27 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of moyobongo 

and Save rivers; then eastwards along Moyobongo River to join Chikomwe river; 

then generally south eastwards, southwards along Chikomwe river; and 

westward to join Magurwanzeyi river; and further southwards along 

Magurwanzei River to the confluence with Save river; then northwards along 

Save River to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 419680.74, 7689204.53; 427977.11, 

7679342.81; 413575.86, 7677386.12 and 411932.27, 7689439.33 
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WARD 28 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from Chikome river and the southern 

boundary of Chisumbanje Irrigation Scheme; then eastwards, north easrwards 

crossing Musvazvi river; then south eastwards and north eastwards following 

Honde river along the southern boundary of Murongwezi river to the 

Zimbabwe-Mozambique international boundary; then southwards along the 

international boundary to its intersection with Honde river; then north 

westwards along the river to its intersection with Chikomwe river; then north 

westwards along Chikomwe to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 449344.17, 7693587.51; 

441908.74, 7673394.47; 440578.19, 7677620.92; 427977.11, 7679499.94; 

419602.47, 7689126.26; 426411.75, 7689595.87 

WARD 29 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from confluence of Save and 

Muguranzwei rivers; then north eastwards along Gurwanzwei rivers; and 

further eastwards to cross Musvazvi rivers to join Honde river; then 

southwards along Honde river to the international boundary; then southwards 

along the international boundary to the confluence of mpembe and Tungwana 

Rivers and then northwestward along Tongwana Rivers and westwards to join 

Dinde river; then further westwards along Dinde river to the confluence of 

Dinde river and Save river; then north westwards along Save river to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(S.A) coordinates: 441987.01, 7673353.82; 434473.32, 7663179.03; 

416471.77, 7370614.46; 413497.60, 7677267.20 and 414749.88, 7679302.16 

WARD 30 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of save and 

Dinde rivers; then eastwards along Dinde river to join Tongwana river then 

generally southwards along the Tongwana river to the international boundary; 

and further south eastwards along the international boundary to Save river 

then generally north westwards along Save River to the starting point. An area 

bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 434468.81, 

7663136.58; 439105.87, 765866.63; 437309.53, 7656118.34; 446082.33, 

7641789.43; 429539.34, 7652567.44; 424275.65, 766269.72; 427910.10, 

7665058.24; 429121.58, 7666436.82 and 432672.48, 7665851.97 
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CHIPINGE TOWN COUNCIL 

WARD 1 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the trigonometrical beacon 

1241.7 to the southeast cutting along a waterway and an unknown tributary of 

Nyakaukari River until it turns eastwards up to the major tributary of 

Nyakaukari from Mooiplats.  It then follows southwards along the tributary to 

the confluence of Nyakauri River.  Then northwards up Nyakauri River then it 

turns northwards from Nyakaukari River along the unnamed river to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(S.A) coordinates:   460404.08,  7769567.61;   460137.63,  7769174.41;   

460490.46,  7768829.43;   460872.61,  7768531.30   461126.55,  7768519.59;   

461215.23,  7768989.85;   460888.83,  7769198.20 and   460494.42,  

7769447.60 

WARD 2 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the major tributary of Noukari 

river at the southern boundary of Mooiplats farm; then it follows the property 

boundary eastwards until it reaches stand no 2230 ZAOGA (church); then it 

turns southwards so as to include the church; and then eastwards to meet the 

unnamed road, it then follows southwards between stand no 1961 Gaza O and 

stand no 3493 ZBS, then further southwards between the proposed community 

centre along the unnamed road southwards, it crosses between the proposed 

primary school and Gaza O stands and meets the second tributary from the 

major tributary of Noukari down to the confluence of Noukari, then northwest 

wards along Nyakauri River to the confluence of the major tributary of 

Nyakauri, then northwards along the major tributary of Nyakauri to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(S.A) coordinates:  

461057.57, 7768317.34;   461344.01, 7767908.77;   461687.58, 7767594.55;   

461876.35, 7767983.39;   461844.87, 7768472.46;   461853.49, 7768936.11;   

461455.67,7769103.78;   461199.47, 7768870.53 and 461096.13, 7768404.64 

WARD 3 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northern boundary of house 

no. 2727 Gaza O then eastwards along the town boundary and southeast 
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wards along the western boundary of Kenilworth Farm, then westwards so as 

to include stand no 2742; northwards and eastwards moving further along the 

unnamed road excluding NHF houses, then westwards to exclude stand no: 

1501-2509 and include ZBS stands, then southwards along the western 

boundary of the proposed primary school it goes north along Chinheya tarred 

road on the northern boundary of the proposed primary school from town, then 

northwards along the unnamed road between Gaza O and ZBS stands 

excluding the community centre.  Then westwards including stand no 2231 

and northwards to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 462441.18,  7768556.98;   462255.60,  

7768970.97; 461820.53,  7768976.13;   461830.11,  7768519.55;   461860.27,  

7768037.99; 462002.79,  7768321.20;  462378.23,  7768606.29. 

WARD 4 

An area of land bounded by line drawn from the western boundary of 

Kenilworth Farm and stand No- 2727, then southwards along the town 

boundary and southwest along Matione Primary School boundary to the road 

so as to include the school, then westwards along Malambu road so as to 

include ZAOGA church, then southwards to Nyakauri river; then along the 

seasonal unknown tributary of Nyakauri river, then across Chinheya town 

road, and northwest wards so as to include TM staff houses along the 

unnamed road, then westwards so as to cut through ZBS stands and Elephant 

House, then northeast wards along the unnamed road to include NHF Houses 

to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 461752.58,  7767574.24;   462149.78,  

7767825.19; 462476.52,  7767712.62;   462601.83,  7767990.72;   462465.37,  

7768471.73; 462116.14,  7768433.78;   461953.63,  7767999.57. 

WARD 5 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn along the town board boundary and 

the boundary of Matione Primary school; then southwards, southwest wards 

from the water tank so as to exclude the tank and Gaza Primary school, then 

slightly northwards to include council maintainace workshop, stadium, 

Chitima shops and Community hall; then southwest wards along an unnamed 

road to Nyakauri river and an unnamed seasonal river; then north eastwards 

into the road so as to exclude the main road from Gaza Secondary; then 

southwards towards Gaza secondary and eastwards to the starting point. This 
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area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   

462750.41, 7767521.76; 462434.82, 7767756.11;  462073.13, 7767802.94;   

461812.02, 7767520.97;  462139.57,  7767313.77;  462593.10,  7767460.48 

WARD 6 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the southeast boundary of 

Mooiplats and northwest boundary of Kenilworth farms; then eastwards along 

the property boundary up to Nyamahumba River and Groenveil farm, then 

along Nyamahumba river and southwards to Reitvlei Lot 1 farm so as to 

exclude its Reitvlei remaining extension; then along the northwestern boundary 

of Stillmeer and Petrusvillee farm so as to exclude the Nest farm then generally 

northwest wards to meet boundaries of Reitvlei, the Nest and Kenilworth farms, 

then to the southwest along the boundary of Kenilworth to Homefields farms, 

then westwards into Nyakauri river then along Nyakauri in a straight line to an 

unnamed road between Gaza primary and the community hall  boundary; then 

to the western boundary of Kenilworth farm to the starting point.  This  area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 462517.73,  

7766221.24; 463016.69,  7766188.90;   463054.05,  7766522.46;   462908.68,  

7767000.86; 462763.32,  7767479.27;  462335.43,  7767398.07;   462107.44,  

7767202.85; 462386.13,  7766802.91;  462501.13,  7766362.38 

WARD 7 

An area of land bounded by line drawn from Nyaukuri bridge and Seventh 

Avenue extension; then generally southwards along the named river to the 

northeast boundary of camp Umdala then eastwards so as to include 

Homefields farm to the common boundary of Kenilworth, Reitvlei Lot 1 and the 

Nest farm; then south eastwards passing through Petrusville’s west and 

eastern boundary to beacon B25/S 1118,9, then westwards passing through 

Nyaukari bridge so as to include Madziwa primary and Government 

experimental farm to the main road from Chipinge/Mt Selinda; then 

northwards along the tarred road to Chipinge and north eastwards into the 

road between ZRP and Anglican church Stand No. – 173, then along the road 

into Seventh Avenue and south eastwards along the road to the starting point.  

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  
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464557.21, 7762366.59;   464366.43,  7762828.77;   464175.64,  7763290.94;  

463984.86, 7763753.11;   463860.91,  7764175.20;   463692.84,  7764646.10;   

463407.92, 7765017.05;   462985.49,  7765284.55;   462563.07,  7765552.05;   

462140.64, 7765819.55;   461987.38,  7766248.68;   462440.29,  7766239.69;   

462518.52, 7766631.00;   462088.87,  7766858.93;   461627.09,  7767050.65;   

461165.31, 7767242.37;   460783.18,  7767003.97;   460338.25,  7766787.17;   

460143.15, 7766422.42;   460137.10,  7765922.78;   460227.64,  7765494.99;   

460539.45, 7765104.13;   460744.23,  7764666.70;   460337.56,  7764600.20;   

459837.89, 7764582.23;   459684.04,  7764203.57;   459684.65,  7763732.67;   

460165.77, 7763596.57;   460646.89,  7763460.47;   461128.01,  7763324.36;   

461609.13, 7763188.26;   462090.25,  7763052.15;   462571.37,  7762916.05;  

463052.48, 7762779.94;   463533.60,  7762643.84;   464014.72,   7762507.74   

464495.84, 7762371.63 

WARD 8 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from Trigonometrical beacon No. 

1241.7 to the southern boundary of Schaap Plaats farms along an unnamed 

tributary southwards into Nyakauri river; then generally to the southeast along 

Nyakauri river to the bridge; then northwest wards along Seventh Avenue and 

southwest wards along Chipinge district hospital boundary into Eight Avenue; 

up to the tarred road from town to Mt Selinda; then southwards crossing 

Buwesinike River to Chipinge extension farm and then westwards to include 

Bangazani and St Kelvin farms up to the eastern boundary of Nafferton farm;  

Then northern eastwards passing through beacon 1303.9 to the southern 

boundary of Whittington valleys, then generally eastwards to east wards to 

exclude retreat farm and Whittington farm to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   457970.00,  

7764096.82; 458461.24,  7764003.63;   458952.48,  7763910.44;   459441.55,  

7763808.69; 459670.12,  7764025.50;   459709.09,  7764523.98;   460159.07,  

7764593.78; 460658.75,  7764611.74;   460569.99,  7764936.76;   460339.02,  

7765355.36; 460177.67,  7765771.04;   460146.99,  7766243.85;   460172.89,  

7766719.67;460635.81,  7766908.62;   461016.19,  7767225.33;    461462.13,  

7767119.14;  461923.91,  7766927.42;   462385.69,  7766735.69 ; 462281.54,  

7767020.66; 461991.72,  7767359.92;   461581.85,  7767627.60; 461289.70,  

7768005.32; 460990.28,  7768405.34;   460641.15,  7768762.76;   460261.88,  

7769059.97; 460294.56,  7769434.13;   460207.23,  7769829.15;   459906.54,  

7770228.63; 459507.32,  7770339.05;   459025.24,  7770206.39;   458543.16,  

7770073.73; 458227.29,  7769846.76;   458360.63,  7769364.86;   458493.98,  
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7768882.97; 458627.32,  7768401.08;   458760.66,  7767919.19;   458894.01,  

7767437.30; 459027.35,  7766955.41;   459160.69,  7766473.52;   459287.09,  

7765995.06; 458823.29,  7765808.28;   458359.48,  7765621.51;   457891.98,  

7765444.41;457690.54, 7765137.38; 457828.89,  7764656.91 457967.25,  

7764176.43 

MAKONI RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL  

WARD 1 

An area is bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Inyangombe and 

Nyangadzi rivers; then southwards along Inyangoma river to its confluence 

with Mwarazi river; then north westwards and westwards along the southern 

and western boundary of Chikore Communal Lands to Nyangadzi river; then 

north eastwards along Nyangadzi river to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:       

448214.1, 8053062; 446781.3, 8052217; 445556, 8050925;   

444009.5, 8050398; 443250.4, 8048601; 441596 8047698 

441134.2 8046385 440564.6 8044909 441072.3 8042974 

441579.9 8041040 442726.8 8039580 444359.5 8038440 

445805.3 8037058 447251 8035676 448696.7 8034294 

448807.1 8035524 449554.2 8036978 450733.8 8038428 

451048.8 8038750 451048.8 8038750 451232.9 8040648 

451888.7 8042439 451781.1 8044085 451438.7 8046022 

WARD 2 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mwarazi and 

Nyamukamani rivers; then north westwards and north eastwards along the 

eastern boundaries of Connaught Estate and Mayo to the western boundary of 

Chikore to intersect Nyanyadzi river; north eastwards along the river to a point 

on the northern boundary of Mapingire; generally southwards along the 

western boundaries of Chikore Communal lands to its intersection with 

Mwarazi river; then south westwards along Mwarazi river to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 
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Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  

433187.7, 8024534; 434530.8, 8025185; 435325.7, 8026643;   

436932.4, 8027728; 438564.3, 8028726; 439386.6, 8030184; 

441307.7, 8030300; 443053.1, 8031176; 444503.7, 8032450; 

445872.6 8033349 447188.2 8033684 447806.1 8034482 

448359.5 8034617 446913.8 8035999 445468.1 8037381 

444022.3 8038763 442329.3 8039824 441461.5 8041491 

440953.9 8043425 440446.2 8045360 439137.6 8046716 

437526.6 8045991 435635.6 8046016 434021.1 8044972 

432397.6 8043883 430762.1 8042735 429082.5 8041759 

427874.9 8040357 426022.1 8040119 425170.9 8038527 

423446.4 8037788 422559.9 8036077 421673 8034651 

422080.3 8032999 422936 8031191 423623.7 8029378 

422890.4 8027517 422157.2 8025657 422482.9 8023802 

423204.7 8021937 424155.3 8020525 425345.5 8019449 

426861.6 8019272 426897.4 8019060 426897.4 8019060 

428038.3 8020053 429076.1 8021478 430506.6 8021783 

432153.6 8022661 432938.5 8024314 

WARD 3 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from Mwarazi river and a road to 

Saint Micheals School on the northern boundary of Ancient Terracing; then 

southwards along the road in a straight line passing through St. Micheals 

School, St. Maria School to Tsikada School on the eastern boundary of 

Sanyangore mountains, then eastwards and south westwards in straight line 

along the southern boundary to Nyamapfewu and Mupera the southern 

boundary of Tanda Comminal land to Maradzi river then northwards along 

Mwarazi river to Namandu river; then north eastwards, south eastwards and 

northwards along Namandi river and the southern boundary of Tanda and 

Nyahowe river to a point on the sourthern boundary of Dedza then westwards 
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and northwards along the eastern boundary of Tanda into Mwarazi; then north 

eastwards along Mwarazi to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

434883.91, 8016101.52; 433965.03, 8014739.53; 433483.28, 8013727.48; 

431541.29, 8014205.7; 429946.69, 8013326.84; 428395.73, 8012073.7; 

427857.32, 8010810.84; 428486.04, 8008968.48; 428867.74, 8007024.69; 

429278.97, 8005320.49; 431276.53 8005221.57 433274.08 8005122.65; 

435155.75 8005663.26; 436983.7 8006474.81; 438811.64 8007286.36; 

440639.23 8008098.72; 442465.86 8008913.22; 444287.68 8009738.41;  

446126.58 8010524.09; 447974.88 8011288.15; 449823.18 8012052.22; 

451671.48 8012816.28; 453519.77 8013580.35; 452645.27 8013791.26; 

450656.23 8013582.17; 448667.19 8013373.08; 446678.14 8013163.99 

445468.45 8013791.51; 445894.69 8015727.28; 446126.7 8017700.19 

445326.75 8019458.5; 444084.83 8020949.27; 444313.18 8022857.64; 

446022.83 8023866.01 446325.5 8025734.09446273.91 8027471.24 

446667.19 8029344.95; 447169.72 8031212.66; 447620.89 8033036.31 

448227.16 8034404.23; 447182.35 8034118.38; 446020.24 8033577.06 

444884.95 8032661.66; 443438.18 8031393.3; 441702.14 8030465.74 

439824.88 8030125.88; 438692.03 8029136.28; 437286.22 8027976.35 

435714.68 8026818.8; 434822.43 8025505.62; 433786.078024709.44 

433993.66 8022828.06; 435373.02 8022449; 435196.56, 8020681.42; 

435479.04 8018932.43; 435436.46 8017155.02;  

WARD 4 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mwarazi river 

and an unnamed river; then south eastwards along an unnamed river into 

Nyahowe river; then southwards along Nyahowe river to its confluence with 

Honje; then south eastwards and westwards to a point on the northern 

boundary of Beta; then southwest into Mwarazi river; then north eastwards 
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along Mwarazi river to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

433786.07, 8024709.44; 432629.56, 8023457.18; 431445.57, 8022029.32; 
429615.27, 8022054.68; 428703.11, 8020691.95; 427641.88, 8019634.25; 
426504.87, 8018229.97; 426571.98, 8016281; 427244.07, 8014524.33; 
427207.61, 8012642.46; 428183.24, 8011949.88; 429765.52,8013160.53; 
431302.49, 8014264.51;433244.48, 8013786.28;434019.42,8014499.68; 
434661.78, 8016068.93; 435315.37 ,8017509.54; 435337.59,8019267.89; 
435403.93, 8020946.64; 435171.14, 8022195.9; 433843.83, 8023175.86; 

 

WARD 5 

An area of land bounded by line drawn from the confluence of Maturi and 

Mutorahuku rivers; then northeastwards along Maturi  river to its confluence 

with Nyanyadzi river; then northwards along Nyanyadzi to a point on the 

southern  boundary of Risinga; then south eastwards following a straight line 

along the western boundary of Virginia A and Sterkstroom to a point on the 

eastern boundary of Zimbabwe-Mozambique border; then south eastwards to a 

point on the northern boundary of Murandi School; then southwards along the 

western boundaries of Rietvlei and Morewag to a point on the northern 

boundary of Weltervrede; then generally north westwards along the southern 

boundaries of Weya Communal land along the northern boundaries, Gallway 

Estate and Wensleydale Estate into Maturi river; then south eastwards along 

Maturi to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   

399610.81 8008172.96;401610.16 8008121.75;403610.11 8008108.35 

405307.11 8007065.55;406995.49 8005993.46;408683.8 8004921.27 

410173.33 8003638.07;411329.37 8002006.27;412729.32 8000601.92 

414322.09 7999428.49;416322.08 7999434.37;418292.8 7999190.09 

420237.41 7998722.66;421146.15 7999699.28;421304.49 8001693 

420253.08 8003099.7;418729.43 8004336.61;417785.68 8006099.94 

416841.93 8007863.27;415764.98 8009503.76;414855.38 8011262.73 

413881.46 8013009.58;412907.55 8014756.44;411871.19 8016466.56 

410816.91 8018166.12;409688.57 8018834.56;409034.84 8017380.74 

407576.67 8016042.51;406040.17 8014812.91;404544.54 8013540.77 

403128.5 8012170.51;401939.45 8010710.85;400578.78 8009500.3 
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WARD 6 

An area of land bounded by line drawn from a Trig beacon 1616.1 Shinga on 

the southern boundary of Chabwino; then north eastwards along Mupfuri river 

to a point on the eastern beacon of Eureka; then eastwards,south eastwards 

and south eastwards along the northern and eastern boundaries of the 

following properties so as to exclude them; Wensleydale Estate, Gallway Estate, 

Amberley, Wensledale South Estate to the southern boundary of Longfield; 

then south eastwards along the western boundaries of the state land and 

Bosrand thus including Bullfontein to Ruanda, Kelvin to the northern most 

beacon of Moreson, then north westwards along the northern boundaries of 

Bydand, Arbeid and Mezzi so as to exclude them to the northern most beacon 

of the latter property then south westwards, eastern, southern and western 

boundaries of the following properties so as to exclude them, De Vos, 

Headlands Eden Dale, Virginia to intersect a road to Headlands on the 

southern boundary of Bormu; then north eastwards along the road, south 

eastwards along the boundary of Doverleigh and again north eastwards cutting 

across a railway line to intersect a road to Eagles Nest; then north westwards 

along the road to a point on the northern boundary of Headlands; then 

generally northwards and north westwards along the western and northern 

boundaries of the following properties so as to exclude them Eagles Nest, Lot 

11, Lot 14 to intersect with the administrative boundary on the southern 

boundary of Chongwe river; then eastwards and north westwards along the 

administrative boundary to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

407329.24 8005781.53; 405640.86 8006853.62; 403952.48 8007925.71; 
402005.5 8008119.07; 400006.04 8008162.84; 398692.48 8007021.19; 
397342.72 8005642.97; 395973.52 8004501.43; 394633.04 8003413.57; 
393137.59 8002170.96; 391713.75 8000891.35; 392331.2 7999491.13; 
393604.37 7997948.71; 393874.27 7995968.46; 394225.06 7993999.55; 
392630.81 7993729.07; 393151.91 7991798.14; 394683.39 7990866.35; 
396624.13 7990383.12; 396817.86 7988401.44; 397005.32 7986410.25; 
397198.77 7984419.63; 397392.22 7982429.01; 397585.67 7980438.38; 
399249.66 7979902.96; 399770.68 7979323.07; 401472.11 7978411; 
402674.18 7977586.97; 401749.81 7975813.4; 400088.84 7975868.64; 
398193.24 7976506.38; 396411.63 7976056.79; 394551.03 7975323.19 
392690.43 7974589.6; 390829.83 7973856; 390077.81 7972565.45; 
390622.94 7970643.98; 391571.14 7968883.04; 391326.02 7967307.24 
391104.03 7966185.44; 392994.01 7965531.22; 394815.39 7965356.68; 
396446.31 7966514.31; 397548.31 7968154.51; 398612.31 7969848; 
400538.54 7970136.98; 402021.43 7970980.6; 402515.2 7972916.39;  
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403308.79 7974218.15; 405173.71 7973495.6; 406782.78 7973574.05 
408645.69 7973083.54 ;410550.57 7972474.09; 412518.18 7972134.8; 
414496.72 7971842.63; 416298.82 7972464.66; 415666.36 7974280.96; 
414890.96 7976124.08; 413484.91 7975132.82; 412049.92 7974172.19; 
410917.04 7975820.4; 409967.97 7977575.97; 409107.96 7979375.3; 
407328.51 7980275.89; 405910.41 7981658.78; 404313.07 7982396.26; 
403249.94 7983668.16; 401778.63 7984883.06; 401457.76 7986377.84;  
402192.9 7988237.83; 401634.92 7989168.08; 399637.65 7989063.5 
400028.17 7991000.84 ;399476.45 7992783.14; 399943.21 7993612.66; 
401942.96 7993580.89; 403942.71 7993549.12; 404838.86 7995170.83 
405576.7 7997029.75; 406315.03, 7998884.56;407353.54 8000593.8;  
408324.04 8002230.32; 409157.03,  8003378.19; 407169.99 8003233.75; 
405912.78 8003620.64; 404786.55 8002716.79; 403978.79 8001724.41 
404008.82 8003724.19 ;404604.44 8004667.98 ;406172.73 8004683.4; 

 

WARD 7 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mukovi and 

Mwazari river; then south eastwards along Mwazari river along the western 

boundaries Attyd Mooi, Cibertas, Inyau and Marngwe to a point on the 

northern boundary of Bullfontein; then south westwards along the boundary of 

Bosrang and the Stateland so as to include them to a point on the southern 

boundary of Longfield; then eastward to Goni; then north eastwards to 

intersect Nyangadzi river along the eastern boundary of Wensleydale and 

Amberley; then northwards for about 2 km along Nyangadzi river; then 

westwards and southwards to intersect an unnamed roads; then northwards 

along the unnamed road to a point on the southern boundary of St. Benedict 

Mission; then south eastwards and north eastwards to a point on the northern 

boundary of Galloway Estate; then south eastwards, eastwards and 

northwards along the the western, southern and eastern boundary of Weya 

Communal Land to the western boundary of Rietvlie then eastwards and north 

eastwards on the southern boundary of the latter property ot its intersection 

with Mwazari river; and Chikongwazi river; then south westwards along 

Mwazari river to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

412160.36 7985785.33;413912.79 7985629.68; 
414448.237986967.26;415653.18 7988177.93;416528.02 7989440.28 
416998.57 7991239.73;417729.42 7992868.61;419026.86 7994075.19 
420692.85 7994915.02;421248.35 7996454.44;423018.04 7997192.83 
423399.15 7998770.55;424678.3 8000246.27;426023.71 8001322.08 
427463.66 8001923.76;427627.67 8002587.11;427627.67 8002587.11 
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428694.07 8004000.6;428656.48 8005129.11;426987.63 8004026.87 
425307.24 8002942.31;423467 8002406.62;421467.04 8002419.42 
421214.6 8000561.19;421056.26 7998567.47;419133.48 7998988.01 
417186.7 7999436.91;415186.71 7999431.03;413408.15 8000066.4 
411845.99 8001312.95;410667.25 8002928.41;409409.09 8004450.61 
407725.36 8005529.92;406222.13 8004728.86;404660.87 8004631.62 
404009.82 8003791.31;403979.79 8001791.53;404752.56 8002658.91 
405876.63 8003628.69;407103.08 8003228.32;409096.55 8003389.89 
408379.51 8002267.96;407388.4 8000651.17;406349.89 7998941.93 
405601.47 7997092.14;404863.63 7995233.22;404009.82 7993548.05 
402010.08 7993579.82;400010.33 7993611.6;399440.63 7992839.91 
400042.04 7991066.52;399628.74 7989109.69;401567.88 7989164.57 
402217.57 7988300.26;401482.43 7986440.27;401720.66 7984916.9 
403229.1 7983731.97;404245.97 7982394.25;405865.35 7981708.53 
407124.21 7982716.85;408488.55 7984056.29;410111.62 7985055.06 
411160.35 7986212.62 
 
WARD 8 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the Mukovi and Mwerazi rivers ; 

southwards along the Mukovi river to a point on the western boundary of State 

Land and the eastern boundary of Uitkyk,; then moving southwards south 

westwards leaving the river, then southeastwards and westwards along 

eastern, southern, and western boundary of the following properties so as to 

include them, Munanza and State land; then northwestwards along the eastern 

boundaries of Ruanda and Bullfontein to its intersection with the Mwarazi 

river; on the eastern boundary of Lot 10; proceeding north eastweards along 

the river to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

411134.86 7986248.37;410062.53 7985038.38; 408459.52 7984014.59;  

407092.77 7982676.2; 406185.7 7981354.89; 407695.41 7980092.82; 

409251.41 7978995.31; 410152.77 7977209.94; 411149.31 7975482.49;  

412308.68 7974063.03; 413788.25 7975408.71; 415059.52 7975750.29; 

415819.26 7973900.49; 416814.35 7972753.44; 418559.24 7973730.87; 

420288.63 7974735.28; 422023.36 7975727.72; 423794.19 7976458.16; 

425748.75 7976034.24; 425290.22 7977730.73; 424631.12 7979619.01;  

423972.02 7981507.29; 424331.46 7983283.94; 425396.6 7984903.07; 
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426619.12 7986437.92; 427531.11 7988148.61; 427452.07 7989581.65; 

427623.48 7991546.36; 427292.46 7993413.72; 427716.92 7995138.05; 

427923.54 7996827.81; 427838.64 7998506.27; 427651.67 8000425.1; 

428000.96 8002151.09; 426609.12 8001609.41; 425474.14 8000611.24; 

423904.16 7999497.46; 423270.36 7998033.63; 422009.32 7996845.31; 

420603.05 7995634.63; 419798.08 7994431.63; 418311.47 7993372.36; 

417401.85 7992000.68; 416613.75 7990258.95; 415919.48 7988770.79;  

415217.99 7987421.61; 414526.07 7986096.24; 412996.71 7985512.31 

411258.41 7986109.19; 427627.67 8002587.11;  

 

WARD 9 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the Makoni river and the 

Mwarazi river on the southern boundary of Tanda Communal Land; then 

westwards along the Mwarazi river to the southern boundary of Tanda 

Communal land; then proceeding eastwards and north eastwards along the 

southern boundary of Tanda Communal land, Whadza ruins, Lot 7, Lot 8 in a 

straight line to its intersection with the Inyangombe river on the northern 

boundary of Nyadero; then south westwards along the river to intersect the 

Chinyika river, further southwards along the Chinyika river to a southern 

boundary of Nyabaku Trig beacon 1577.2; proceeding westwards and north 

westwards along the southern boundary of Nyabaku to its intersection with the 

Mukovi river; then northwards along the river to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

445684.12 7997945.88;447307.33 7998866.24; 449076.76 7999643.77; 
450427.51 8000896.92; 451815.24 8001927.09; 452826.36 8003333.63; 
453497.76 8004713.37; 453991.84 8006404.43; 454980.42 8007969.49; 
454917.44 8009627.33; 455414.88 8011520.54; 456081.66 8012969.75; 
457193.46 8014242.82; 457574.24 8014643.41; 427973.33 7997190.01;  
427635.91 7995469.52; 427350.81 7993773.48; 427664.17 7991868.69; 
429317.89 7991131.62; 429810.29 7989409.87; 431810.29 7989404.94; 
433803.09 7989387.48; 435786.05 7989285.3; 437192.47 7989718.98; 
438813.9 7990720.2;440161.5 7992171.39; 441742.18 7993032.56; 
443331.41 7993830.84; 444391.94 7995467.93; 445239.55 7996975.1; 
457574.24 8014643.41; 457557.87 8015249.65; 455709.57 8014485.58; 
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453861.27 8013721.52; 452012.97 8012957.45; 450164.67 8012193.39; 
448316.38 8011429.32; 446468.08 8010665.26; 444623.92 8009891.66;  
442803.36 8009063.71; 440976.72 8008249.21; 439149.38 8007436.31; 
437321.43 8006624.75; 435493.49 8005813.2; 433643.42 8005111.87; 
431645.6 8005203.29; 429648.05 8005302.21; 428834.51 8004185.68; 
427604.95 8002800.75; 428056.04 8001287.51; 427718.55 7999500.07; 
427711.97 7997616.81;  
 

WARD 10 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Chinyika and 

an unnamed river to a point on the southern boundary of Nyabaku; then south 

westwards, southeastwards along Chinyika river to the eastern boundary of 

Cheira Source; then southwards, southeastwards, southwestwards along the 

eastern, southern and northern boundary of the following properties so as to 

include them Cheira Source, Intercargill Wick to the southern boundary of 

Wick then southwestwards, northwestwards along the southern, western 

boundaries of the following properties so as to include them; Timaru, Lot 1 

State Land to the eastern boundary of Chitora then northwestwards, 

southeastwards and eastwards along the eastern, southern, northern 

boundaries of the following properties so as to exclude them Chimbi Source, 

Dianas View, Mkodi Gorge to the northern most beacon of Subdivision A; then 

northwards to Radze Trig beacon 1698.5, northeastwards and northwards 

along the eastern boundary of Gelusood to its intersection with Mukovi river; 

then northwards along Mukovi to the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

435283.08 7989364.88; 433286.54 7989391.25; 431293.72 7989406.22  

429513.23 7989661.11; 428963.29 7991460.41; 427608.08 7991350.13 

427415.12 7989390.88; 427438.98 7987975.07; 426474.11 7986302.03 

425262.33 7984762.57; 424250.56 7983101.4; 424037.82 7981318.77 

424696.92 7979430.5; 425356.02 7977542.22; 426273.68 7976197.64 

428154.04 7976833.54; 430024.47 7976125.4; 430678.01 7974686.47 

430220.73 7972867.7; 428331.84 7972210.35; 426919.83 7971343.16 

427320.37 7969767.5; 425320.57 7969795.4; 423592.22 7970717.49 

422048.11 7969468.16; 421580.1 7968521.81; 423572.15 7968343.69 

425553.51 7968274.97; 427473.32 7968835.61; 428502.17 7967467.49 

429326.56 7965645.31; 430151.8 7963823.5; 431655.42 7965007.29 

433074.75 7964555.93; 434435.75 7963095.38; 436336.41 7963715.49 

438200.92 7964439.09l; 440065.43 7965162.7; 441375.02 7966195.43 
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441009.21 7968161.69; 439507.53 7968075.61; 437648.41 7967338.27 

438196.27 7969241.86; 438758.5 7971161.21; 439546.06 7972909 

441246.35 7973962.11; 441682.43 7975087.51; 440143.06 7976364.34 

438767.21 7977722.6; 438221.06 7979511.13; 437444.18 7981258.2; 

436737.7 7983092.98; 435725.14 7984577.22;434679.24  7986140.34; 

434892.71 7987867.98; 436408.78 7988962.3; 436438.57 7988979.56 

436438.57 7988979.56;  

 

WARD 11 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyamasvitsi 

and Rusape river; then southwards and eastwards to a point on the westen 

boundary of St Faiths; then southwards and southwestwards along the eastern 

boundaries of Inyama-Sitiza, Granite flat crossing Rusape road, Clifton , 

Nyamapembese river; then southwestwards along Nyamapembere to a point on 

the southern boundary of Tsanzaguru; then northwestwards along the western 

boundaries of Trig Extension and Rocking Stone, to the southern boundary of 

Rusape dam; then northeastwards, southeastwards along the southern 

boundaries of Rusape dam, northern boundaries of Zimatz Kop, western 

boundary of Muhonde Castle Kop to intersect Nyamasvitsi river on the 

southern boundary of Ripple Mead; and northwestwards along Chimbi river to 

its intersection with an unnamed river on the northern boundaries of Wood 

land, then generally northwards along the unnamed river to the southern 

boundary of Halsted, then eastwards and northeastwards, southeastwards and 

southwards along the western, the northern and the eastern boundary of 

Chimbi Notgotimuei Diana to the latter’s southern boundary southeastwards, 

westwards, northwestwards, southeast, eastwards along the eastern, southern, 

northern and western boundaries of the following properties so as to exclude 

them Dianas View North Chimbi Source, Chitora, Silver Bow, Early Mo and 

Lesapi dale to its intersection with Rusape river on the northern boundary of 

the latter property, then southwest along the river; the northwestwards to 

intersect Chinungu river the southwards along the latter river; westwards, 

southeastwards along the southern and eastern boundary of Silver Bow 

Moyola, Morkonyora, Lesapi Caves to its intersection with an unnamed river on 

the eastern boundary of Lesapi cave then southwards along the unnamed river 

to intersect Rusape river; then generally southwards along Rusape river to the 

starting point. This  area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

414118.68 7955054.11; 414228.81 7956138.39; 415730.4 7957094 ; 
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417341.6 7957952.97; 418494.15 7958848.39; 418757.9 7960586.66; 
418780.59 7962452.62; 417061.46 7963474.68; 417761.37 7964039.5; 
419740.98 7964299.14; 421738.92 7964369.96; 423737.32 7964450.1;  
425445.09 7964974.74; 425954.97 7966831.47; 427216.65 7966639.9; 
427231.02 7965691.42; 426329.32 7964631.92; 426594.52 7963335.57; 
428501.66 7963478.99; 430061.79 7964022.22; 429236.54 7965844.03 
428412.97 7967666.58; 427263.91 7968774.45; 425344.1 7968213.81 
423354.86 7968363.12; 421362.81 7968541.24; 422215.73 7969607.79 
423763.17 7970627.23; 425538.7 7969792.36; 427538.51 7969764.46 
426833.51 7971543.51; 428537.88 7972282.05; 430426.76 7972939.4 
430705.7 7974902.87; 429820.45 7976202.64; 427949.22 7976803.87 
426068.54 7976123.42; 425875.61 7976053.61; 404029.38 7946815.98; 
404010.25 7945192.11; 403919.31 7943370.64; 404999.56 7941700.36 
405907.34 7939918.24; 406815.12 7938136.13; 407218.36 7936207.43 
407928.98 7936413.94; 409500.82 7937548.71; 410815.92 7938797.75 
412459.17 7939635.82; 413487.58 7940753.33; 415222.64 7941595.59 
416822.31 7942346.78; 418277.29 7943304.98; 417853.19 7945259.5 
418580.13 7946873.31 ;419105.47 7948575; 418711.89 7950515.1; 
417810.35 7952297.2 ; 417120.94 7954174.63; 416031.73 7954649.56; 
414196.15 7954810.93; 425875.61 7976053.61; 423991.68 7976415.33; 
422198.9 7975827.84; 420462.82 7974837.74; 418735.54 7973829.63; 
416990.66 7972852.2; 415245.77 7971874.77; 413302.65 7972018.96; 
411948.78 7971458.75; 410827.04 7970002.21; 411450.96 7968124.89; 
411919.86 7966256.68; 412365.27 7964436.08; 413278.99 7962867.06; 
413062.71 7961151.12; 412078.36 7959641.53; 411211.52 7957919.98; 
410210.02 7956883.33; 409803.78 7955111.02; 409298.85 7953521.91; 
409336.43 7952008.51; 410259.21 7950234.12; 411179.27 7948458.31; 
410634.89 7948021.43; 408781.12 7948772.06; 407302.79 7948202.56 
405508.66 7947968.5 

 

WARD 12 

This is an This area is bounded by a line drawn from a point where Macheke 

River meets with the property boundary of Willos farm, then northeastwards 

then southwards, then southeastwards then northwards along the property 

boundary of Lesbury farm, so as to exclude it,  then generally northeastwards 

so as to include Leuwpoort farm and Shangwe resettlement, then generally 

southwards so as to exclude Lesapi falls farm, then generally westwards to the 

confluence of Mezi and Macheke River  so as to exclude Mandeya business 

centre and include Mupoperi village then along Macheke river to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  
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381564.12 7955867.08; 382069.73 7953985.32; 383752.8 7953224.14; 
384413.65 7951631.78;385445.96 7950028.11; 386474.4 7948418.99 
387579.33 7946835.07; 388992.78 7945835.35; 389366.58 7944130.35; 
391131.69 7943801.37;392741.51 7943722.85; 394051.87 7942496.31  
395679.73 7941527.98; 396542.95 7940567.55; 397156.97 7942368.55 
398038.64 7944001.89; 399155.57 7945636.84; 400538.07 7947082.07; 
401958.76 7948477.72; 402358.38 7949778.73; 401260.82 7951450.66 
400534.28 7953312.88; 399831.89 7955185.36; 399157.9 7957068.38 
399783.5 7958537.77; 401139.63 7959855.1; 401526.97 7961541.84 
399811.62 7961927.84;398855.11 7960582.79;397317.59 7959423 
395775.62 7958758.26;393931.5 7958856.38;392494.04 7957465.8 
391056.59 7956075.22;389512.33 7954804.41;388452.85 7953484.42 
388910.48 7951537.48;387443.89 7951604.9;386064.12 7952569.62 
386119.32 7954518.3;385917.29 7956508.07;385161.59 7957601.24 
383292.07 7956890.7;381612.38 7955955.23 

 

WARD 13 

This is an This area is bounded by a line drawn from a point where the district 

administrative boundary intersects with Macheke River the southwards along 

Macheke River to a point where it meets the property boundary of Willos farm 

then generally south westwards along the property boundary of farms no. 5, 6, 

23, 24, 25 and 134 to a point where it intersects with Chizawana River then 

down Chizawana River to a point where the river intersects a road then along 

that road to the administrative boundary to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

381564.12 7955867.08;380893.53 7957670.55;379925.25 7959255.67; 
378509.19 7960642; 378002.6 7962486.31; 376267.34 7961793.77; 
374342.74 7961250.67; 372403.84 7960760.23; 370454.77 7960311.73; 
369063.37 7959292.23; 368633.08 7957339.16; 368192.67 7955388.25; 
367164.35 7953898.32; 365400.33 7952955.84; 366243.1 7951733.84 
367768.19 7950439.97; 368044.6 7948779.58; 369455.16 7947364.05 
370645.79 7946927.47; 372224.37 7947751.53; 374000.77 7947870.61 
375390.02 7949003; 376310.12 7950778.76; 377831.3 7952045.47 
379226.29 7953448.5; 380826.91 7954636.74;  
 

WARD 14 
A line drawn from the confluence of Ruzawi and Chizawana Rivers then 

northwards along Chizawana River to a point where it meets with the southern 

boundary of Dowa Puchase area then north eastwards to the intersection of the 

state road and DDF road then following the DDF road south westwards  so as 
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to exclude Tswatswa Primary School and its staff quarters and include 

Dewedzo clinic then to a point where a line is drawn generally westwards to a 

point in the middle of Ruzawi River and then northwards along Ruzawi River to 

the starting point. This area is bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

368211.47 7943006.57; 369032.59 7941299.26; 369378.92 7939512.32 
370611.16 7938290.56; 372226.97 7938603.69; 374157.68 7938546.41 
375892.02 7938330.54; 376308.54 7939506.29; 377129.21 7941256.67 
377484.38 7943189.44; 378923.91 7944290.97; 379559.45 7945970.81 
379627.28 7947950.14; 380199.32 7949570.31; 379252.47 7951170.99 
377811.35 7952032.6; 376299.25 7950757.66; 375378.95 7948982 
373980.35 7947858.48; 372200.66 7947752.81; 370628.66 7946911.03 
370006.24 7945237.89; 368705.94 7943833.29;  
 

WARD 15 

This is an area  bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Macheke and 

Mezi River then southwards along Macheke River to its confluence with Rusape 

River then generally southwards along Macheke River to its confluence with 

Mutombwa River then north westwards along Mutombwa River to Dendeure 

hills then south westwards to Ngowe River then northwards along Ngowe River 

then north eastwards to Macheke River then south eastwards along Macheke 

River to the starting point. This area is bound by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

396093.54 7931350.51;395080.46 7933015.08;394775.21 7934367.75 
394339.08 7936318.42 394387.8 7938223.23; 395915.19 7939362.74 
396013.04 7941191.83; 394423.11 7942194.8; 393165.55 7943684.33 
391591.07 7943747.84; 389699.43 7943878.78’ 389173.89 7945441.27 
387791.69 7946444.45 386734.23 7948027.97; 385615.11 7949599.57 
384693.05 7951240.47; 383629.56 7952236.17; 383209.09 7950413.62 
383444.56 7948445.59; 383347.42 7946525.28; 383488.37 7944604.73 
383685.48 7942616.12; 384121.84 7940754.59; 384452.34 7939711.32 
386004.85 7939570.46; 387200.68 7938100.24; 388343.36 7936575.98 
389399.96 7935013.04; 390187.57 7933495.28; 391309.38 7932218.57 
392120.65 7930446.75; 392730.01 7928796.76; 393394.89 7927521.87 
394164.99 7926593.32; 394380.09 7928425.72; 394805.79 7929148.13 
395953.43 7930119.23; 384452.34 7939711.32; 385872.79 7939718.79 
 

WARD 16 
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A straight line drawn from the confluence of Macheke and Rusape Rivers then 

northwards along Macheke River to its confluence with Mezi River then 

generally north eastwards to the western boundary of Lesapi falls farm so as to 

include Dhiwauripo village then south east excluding Mandeya B.C. to a point 

where it meets the Rusape dam servitude then south west along the dam 

servitude for 250m then south-westwards for 650m then south west for 1 

050m then south-east for 650m then south for 700m then south-east for 500m 

then north-east for 1 200m to a point on the middle of Rusape River where the 

Rusape dam sertitude meets Rusape River, then south westerly along Rusape 

River for a distance of 5 000m then generally south-east for a distance of 1 

800m, then north-east for a distance of 2 000m to the peak of Runyange hill so 

as to exclude the whole of Tsanzaguru township then south east along the 

south-western boundary of mount Tikwiri, tiny and tiny extension to a point 

where it meets Nyamapembere River then generally south along Nyapembere 

River to the confluence of Nyamapembere and Rusape River then generally 

southwards along Rusape River to the  starting point.This area is bound by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

404189.97 7946999.32; 403096.17 7948662.71; 401534.99 7948124.23 
400152.49 7946679; 398769.99 7945233.77; 397791.43 7943558.65 
396828.51 7941925.14; 396128.06 7940212.64; 395065.77 7938823.77 
394221.98 7937216.01; 394574.74 7935303.72; 394483.92 7933488.94 
395662.36 7932177.66; 396445.15 7930444.86; 398306.15 7930299.87 
399118.94 7931208.71; 399196.57 7932944.13; 400124.51 7933972.11 
401360.49 7932906.14; 402135.52 7934434.56; 403469.3 7934529.08 
405016 7934328.48; 406435.82 7935284.78; 407182.57 7936459.76; 
406699.45 7938363.21; 405791.67 7940145.33; 404883.89 7941927.44 
403779.58 7943583.76; 403903.2 7945423.31; 404189.51 7946998.55 
 

WARD 17 

This is an This area is bounded by a line drawn from a point where 

Nyamapembere River meets the western boundary of Tiny farm then 

northeastwards along Nyamapembere River to Gibraltar farm western 

boundary then generally southwestwards and southwards so as to include 

Adam farm then generally southeastwards to a point on western boundary of 

Lowlands farm, then southwards and eastwards along that boundary to the 

district boundary then generally westwards and southwards along the district 

boundary, then westwards and southwards along the district boundary, then 

westwards to Kaeredzi to a point where a straight line is drawn westwards, 
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then northwards to Morongudze hills then generally northeastwards and 

northwards along the property boundary of Kairidzi, then Uitkyk, Anexe and 

Nyawa farm, then westwards and northwards to the starting point.  This area 

is bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

409728.35 7937643.91; 408166.05 7936495.5; 407361.07 7935115.17; 
407554.75 7933124.84; 407713.4 7931131.14; 407872.06 7929137.45 
408013.7 7927145.83; 407710.68 7925616.22; 409257.85 7925756.530; 
411009.25 7925184.15; 412901.4 7924683.02; 412725.15 7922721.39 
412508.77 7920733.13; 11095.39 7919691.79; 409295.39 7918820.07 
409277.25 7917453.33; 409408.18 7915561.04; 408103.66 7914108.56 
406672.5 7912711.5; 407305.35 7910903.2; 408900.81 7910677.06 
410842.56 7911156.22; 412061.96 7910656.25; 413327.45 7909974.32 
415327.35 7909993.6; 416515.59 7911113.52; 417200.83 7912920.32; 
417740.42 7914641.44; 417291.32 7916130.04; 417013.36 7917924.54 
416099.34 7919598.54; 415320.68 7921251.66; 416004.15 7923131.25 
417181.82 7923920.59; 419077.02 7923281.67; 420938 7922711.78 
422285.44 7924184.74; 423757.33 7925517.69; 25645.18 7926130.71 
427580.65 7926634.65; 429291.75 7927496.9; 430590.22 7929018.07 
429579.76 7929756.25; 429162.32 7931515.91; 429101.57 7933514.73 
427993.23 7934553.83 ;426508.63 7935390.35; 425022.92 7935115.53; 
423099.61 7935590.5; 421169.85 7936115.84; 421948.65 7937209.62 
421685.55 7938989.03; 420804.88 7939947.74; 419306.93 7938864.73 
417864.18 7940239.23; 418772.22 7941301.54; 419937.21 7942354.45 
420186.1 7943557.48; 420186.1 7943557.48; 419306.87 7943736.83 
417832.43 7942779.5; 416196.22 7942095.91; 414523.62 7941305.94 
412927.48 7940419.18; 411866.53 7939312.32; 410360.07 7938264.7 
413018.12 7927792.38; 411818.05 7929338.13; 411197.3 7931238.42 
410648.49 7933161.59; 411287.11 7933495.62; 413011.37 7932482.52 
414510 7931213.67; 414359.94 7929575.55; 413554.59 7928005.22 
 

WARD 18 

This is an area land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Inyamazura and Mutora Huku Rivers then southeastwards along Inyazura 

River to a point where it meets the eastern boundary of Lowlands farms, then 

southwestwards to the district boundary then westwards and then northwards 

so as to include Lowlands farms then generally westwards so as to include the 

Devil’s pass, then generally northeastwards and Northwards, westwards and 

northwestwards so as to exclude Mangu to Mount Zonga, then southeastwards 

to an unnamed hill then eastwards to a point where the line meets with 

Mutorahuku River then southwards along Mutorahuku River to the starting 

point. This area is bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 
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Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 

430044.65 7941079.24; 428309.47 7941988.91; 426514.2 7942870.3 
424724.34 7943762.73’; 422934.49 7944655.15; 421243.1 7944342.08 
419924.23 7942931.5; 419363.84 7941617.8; ; 417600.14 7940674.83 
418820.23 7939315.92; 420300.77 7939543.1; 421466.94 7939623.3; 
422118.66 7937732.47; 420915.54 7936373.42; 422452.8 7935768.64 
424381 7935237.57; 426139.47 7935744.99; 427384.82 7934652.86 
429084.69 7934185.4; 429135.01 7932186.03; 429267.97 7930191 
430883.43 7929497.46; 432213.96 7930797.31; 433464.2 7932357.86; 
433294.17 7933664.31; 434607.27 7934953.75; 434645.69 7936736.59; 
435827.91 7938069.2; 435458.54 7939731.08; 434003.09 7940559.24 
432036.49 7940341.57; 430490.55 7940948.37;  
 

WARD 19 

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Rusape 

and Nyamasvitsi Rivers then eastwards along Rusape River then south 

eastwards along the north eastern boundary of St Faith purchase area to a 

point where a straight line is drawn to Huhura mountain the southwards to a 

point where it meets Chipokoteke River and further down the river to a point a 

straight line is drawn northwestwards to Zonga mountain then south 

westwards and northwards the generally south westwards along 

Nyamapembere River then generally northwards to the starting point. This area 

is bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

429523.48 7948583.3; 427766.11 7949537.77; 426024.9 7950521.74; 
424547.97 7951824.49; 423237.23 7953334.91; 421825.88 7954743.57 
420312.24 7956029.28; 418745.08 7957271.87; 417297.63 7957953.21 
415690.65 7957076.91; 414185.04 7956141.16; 414141.57 7955016.66 
415825.63 7954577.92; 417042.06 7954389.44; 417731.47 7952512.02 
418605.22 7950717.55; 419070.72 7948801.18; 418743.21 7947033.85 
417804.67 7945483.14; 418228.76 7943528.62; 419503.79 7943852.98 
420371.83 7943690.78; 421966.52 7944895.06; 423749.37 7944248.85 
425539.23 7943356.42; 427329.08 7942464; 429129.34 7941592.78 
429920.48 7941875.33; 429797.26 7943358.41; 430093.32 7945128.47 
429841.12 7947046.14; 
 

WARD 20 
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This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn where the southern property 

boundary of Wick farm meets with the district boundary then south westwards 

along the district boundary to a point where it meets an unnamed river, then 

along the unnamed River westwards to its confluence with another unnamed 

river then a line drawn westwards to the western property boundary of Forest 

hill valley farm, then southwards along the property boundary of the Chase 

farm to Huhura mountain then westwards along the northern boundary of 

Makoni communal lands, then westwards to Rusape River and to include 

Makoni Kop and  former state land (now part of Gwindingwi resettlement) then 

again westwards to include Lesapi mission (Epiphny) then the following 

property boundary line to its boundary with Woodlands,  Mukonyora and 

Moyola farms along the property boundary line to include Lesapi penitsula, 

Lesapi Drift and a former state lands (now part of Gwindingwi resettlements) 

then north eastwards to the foothills of Masengere hills and along the property 

boundary of Timaru and Wick farms and to the starting point. This area  

isbound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 427162.35

 7964934.75 

427880.44 7965950.88; 426419.29 7967213.12; 425657.08 7965934.72; 
424754.48 7964490.9l 422756.09 7964410.75; 420758.03 7964328.71 
418765.9 7964204.46; 416792.33 7963880.38; 417905.57 7962972.84 
418797.88 7961584.23; 418580.36 7959695.12; 418021.38 7958162.58 
419187.13 7956921.37; 420745.18 7955672.55; 422252.92 7954375.96 
423606.76 7952908.64; 424911.75 7951393.3; 426516.05 7950244.19 
428257.26 7949260.22;429539.71 7949147.21;429717.21 7951111.67 
429900.22 7953085.22; 430646.17 7954769.74; 432004.05 7955938.27 
433667.73 7956880.75; 435327.97 7957535.6; 436887.2 7956674.59 
438559.89 7957652.67; 439648.62 7958960.91; 440175.21 7960890.33 
440696.74 7962821.13; 441218.27 7964751.94; 441453.16 7965701.28 
441453.16 7965701.28; 439588.66 7964977.66 ;437724.15 7964254.06 
435857.02 7963537.95; 434086.43 7963463.97; 432727.18 7964931.08 
431266.04 7964675.72; 429627.04 7963660.81; 427652.65 7963341.82 
426054.45 7964004.87;427089.84 7964859.34;  

 

WARD 21 

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of 
Mubvumira and Nyatanda Rivers then northwestwards along Nyatanda River to 
the confluence of Nyatanda and Murevesi Rivers, then generally westwards to 
Mutondomwe mountain, then northwards to Huhura mountain and further 
north to a point a line is drawn northeast wards to the district boundary, then 
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southwards to Chiwira mountain and southeastwards and southwestwards 
along the district boundary line to the starting point. This area is bound by the 
following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 
modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 434063.42 7946001.77; 
435634.73 7946209.05; 437183.77 7945400.82 
438754.95 7946326.86; 439430.74 7944963.86; 440638.22 7943788.6 
441825.41 7944377.94; 442813.12 7945494.67; 443519.01 7946937.65 
444516.5 7948316.42; 445270.39 7950108.13; 445623.37 7951582.88 
445924.06 7952059.91; 445924.06 7952059.91; 444261.33 7953171.37 
442598.6 7954282.83; 440936.29 7955387.69; 439249.06 7956461.59 
438932.48 7957841.57; 437294.09 7956808.18; 435758.5 7957544.37 
433927.72 7957237.89; 432336.8 7956228.16; 431035.28 7954921.1 
429887.72 7953526.13; 429765.34 7951551.86; 429552.45 7949589.83 
429636.95 7947732.84; 430166.73 7946133.92; 431729.58 7947135.31 
433561.94 7946663.76 

 

WARD 22 

This is an area land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyatanda 

and Murevesi Rivers, then southeast wards along Nyatanda River to the 

District boundary then southwards to Gwidza mountain and northwards then 

generally westwards to a point where the line meets with Chipokoteke River 

then northwards to a point where a line is drawn eastwards to the starting 

point. This area is bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 437650.76 7945988.56 

436279.64 7945770.18; 434585.33 7946089.62; 433333.85 7946888.41 
431398.58 7947134.53; 430068.5 7945842.62; 430076.28 7943915.47 
429986.13 7942496.59; 430304.68 7940895.53; 431838.33 7940346.41 
433806.66 7940547.6; 435601.2 7940089.21; 437527.03 7940233.73 
438400.32 7938670.95; 439269.54 7939496.68; 439463.57 7941467.34 
440541.81 7943098.36; 440821.36 7943417.06; 440821.36 7943417.06 
439705.48 7944610.33; 439198.76 7946154.12;  
 

WARD 23 

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Odzi 

and Nyatanda Rivers then southwards along Odzi River, then westwards along 

the district boundary to an unnamed hill then northeastwards and generally 

northwards to Chinwawazvare mountain, then eastwards so as to include Guta 

village and exclude Rugoyi village, then southwards and generally northwards 

to Nyatanda River then southeastwards along Nyatanda River to the starting 

point. This area is bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 
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Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 

437863.07 7926251.64; 438637.69 7925003.3; 440090.07 7926344.54 
441512.77 7927721.78; 442634.44 7926607.48; 443871.34 7925639.47 
445870.48 7925580.73; 445641.67 7927103.04; 445690.48 7928976.98 
445304.01 7930613.19; 445566.83 7932232.28; 445387.41 7933589.34 
444758.04 7935340.15; 444469.47 7936754.18; 443988.15 7938474.66 
442957.56 7940094.03; 441785.16 7941511.25; 441056.36 7943153.81 
440863.56 7943417.41; 440863.56 7943417.41; 439674.79 7941893.13 
439287.87 7939973.18; 438603.31 7938310.53; 437959.35 7940061.95 
436065.85 7940039.74; 435282.43 7939889.17; 435966.61 7938265.79 
434644.85 7936981.02;434694.06 7935173.42; 433510.67 7933765.75 
433307.57 7932495.02; 432366.91 7930987.99; 431256.67 7929482.64 
432335.6 7928408.75; 433213.08 7927828.12; 435095.49 7928142.32 
436401.58 7928231.67; 437339.71 7926721.96 
 

 
WARD 24 

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Ruzawi 

and Ngowe Rivers, then northwestwards along Ruzawi River to Goba falls, then 

generally southeastwards following an unnamed range of mountains so as to 

include Madzinga, Rugare, Charakupa, and Zvidzai villages to Ngowe River 

then southwards along Ngowe River to the starting point. This area is bound by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

377008.1 7928132.85; 377305.45 7926979.17; 378965.53 7926357.72 
380722.12 7927091.7; 382442.31 7926514.41; 383427.45 7924815.47 
384166.66 7925756.97; 384777.71 7926709.46; 385046.38 7928162.8 
385052.78 7930106; 384957.14 7931951.37; 385244.44 7933559.1 
385099.38 7935553.29; 383979.85 7934675.52; 382831.49 7934006.74 
381189.71 7935086.88; 379473.07 7935927.23; 378331.73 7937151.52 
377247.85 7938289.68; 375423.32 7938265.63; 373524.55 7938596.61 
371690.78 7938497.18; 370533.77 7938321.91; 370533.77 7938321.91 
371475.07 7936839.09; 372336.04 7935710.39; 373423.79 7934265.47 
374775.54 7932813.56; 375708.56 7931088.62; 376732.43 7929399.72 
 

WARD 25 

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Macheke and Ruzawi Rivers then northwestwards along Ruzawi River which is 

the district boundary of Hwedza and Makoni district to its confluence with 

Ngowe River then northwards along Ngowe River to a point where a line is 

drawn eastwards to Dendeura hills then southeastwards to Mutombwa River so 
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as to include Matsika rural service centre then along Mutombwa River to its 

confluence with Matsika rural service centre then along Mutombwa River to its 

confluence with Macheke rural service centre then generally southwards along 

Macheke River to the starting point. This area is bound by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

385027.84 7928189.91; 384758.81 7926736.84; 384174.4 7925789.32; 
383787.05 7924023.63; 384573.43 7922209.37; 384880.2 7920429.49 
384809.87 7918592.6; 385038.16 7916642.04; 385451.58 7914829.03 
385868.32 7912987.26; 385988.77 7911013.83; 386676.77 7909278.59 
388270.31 7909196.96; 389543.1 7907867.23; 389488.41 7909083.13 
388924.38 7910650.97; 390294 7912007.85; 391167.07 7913598.78 
391814.46 7915099.83; 391475.03 7916797.43; 391001.63 7918645.28 
391885.33 7920169.1; 393542.64 7921228.03; 394779.37 7922311.76 
394696.66 7924274.79; 394136.66 7926098.41; 394140.29 7926399.35 
394140.29 7926399.35; 393494 7927681.28; 392853.33 7928944.12 
392037.49 7930621.52; 391168.38 7932351.78; 390008.17 7933440.56 
389294.83 7935175.82; 388255.28 7936745.12; 387080.75 7938254.69 
385875.77 7939714.39; 384456.05 7939715.13; 384863.09 7937842.76 
385078.3 7935906.89; 385223.07 7933913.02; 385234.55 7932115.12 
385143.7 7930425.13; 385026.04 7928475.11;  
 
WARD 26 
This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of 
Macheke and Rusape Rivers then eastwards and northwards along Rusape 
River to its confluence with Nyamapembere River then generally eastwards 
along Nyamapembere River to a point where a line is drawn southwards to 
Inyazura River then southwestwards along Inyazura River to its confluence 
with Nyamapembere River, then generally eastwards along Nyamapembere 
River to a point where a line is drawn southwards to Inyazura River then 
southwestwards along Inyazura River to its confluence with Macheke River 
then northwards along Macheke River to the starting point. This area is bound 
by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based 
on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  
 
405794.38 7934651; 404233.04 7934169.46; 403013.13 7934536.47 
401548.65 7933685.53; 400707.01 7933163.3; 399584.85 7933831 
399325.89 7932018.77; 399261.07 7930324; 397350.38 7930252.83 
395586.97 7929767.09; 394492.61 7929524.71; 394571.11 7927940.85 
394136.34 7926072.66; 394692.94 7924249.32; 394775.38 7922286.32 
395646.97 7922307.04; 397173.12 7922264.98; 398676.58 7921792.95 
400621.84 7922157.81; 402522.4 7922397.99; 404153.85 7922904.27 
405769.12 7923956.31; 407152.35 7925345.07; 407961.27 7926988.86 
407885.18 7928972.48; 407726.53 7930966.17; 407567.88 7932959.87 
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407379.62 7934950.72; 406520.36 7935421.53; 406520.36 7935421.53 
 

WARD 27 

This is an area in Makoni Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn from 

the confluence of Inyazura and Nyamatsanga Rivers then Northeastwards along 

Inyazura River then south eastwards following the property boundary of 

Everton Farm then southwards and southwestwards along the property 

boundary of Uitkyk Annexe, Nyawa, Kairidzi, and Chigati Farms to 

Marungudze hills then northwards and generally southwards along Nyamidzi 

River then southwest to Nyakuni hills, the northwestwards to Ruwenje hills, 

then further north to Nyazura River, then eastwards to the starting point. This 

area is bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

399541.9 7914980.04; 400937.46 7913610.35; 402053.84 7912532.65 
402719.59 7910676.33; 403443.22 7911440.3; 404852.11 7912631.57 
405893.26 7913508.08; 406004.72 7915387.01; 406389.87 7914300.1 
406801.08 7912837.01; 408232.24 7914234.07; 409432.11 7915739.13 
409178.96 7917603.76; 409457 7918898.61; 411258.64 7919766.86 
412528.21 7920911.76; 412744.59 7922900.02; 412727.7 7924729 
410830.43 7925201.78; 409145.92 7925897.1; 407550.52 7925537.47 
406106.62 7924360.23; 404548.45 7923307.03; 403060.02 7922540.82 
401173.57 7922306.29; 399220.21 7921887.56; 397636.44 7922550.37 
396143.2 7922514.46; 96052.86 7921102.32; 396539.66 7919249.16 
396961.12 7917459.62; 398105.11 7915923.9;  
 

WARD 28 

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Macheke and Ruzawi rives then generally northwards along Macheke River to 

its confluence with Inyazura River then eastwards along Inyazura River then 

generally southwards to Mutungagore mountain the southwards to the 

northern boundary of Romsley estate then westwards to Pfundira hills and 

north westwards to Macheke River the northwards along Macheke River to the 

starting point. This area is bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

395493.08 7922148.77; 393831.95 7921299.5; 392104.41 7920375.25 
391011.87 7918948.08; 391263.3 7917012.82; 391588.69 7915302.03 
391393.48 7913800.25; 390339.04 7912306.35; 389100.63 7910896.43 
389304.06 7909320.94; 389833.39 7907695.16; 391064.9 7906452.08 
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392814.83 7906105.79; 394529.55 7906773.67; 396048.49 7907990.94 
396903.82 7909743.48; 397658.09 7911592.19; 398557.09 7913377.79 
399441.31 7915025.14; 397888.56 7916144.8; 396747.62 7917676.75 
396446.38 7919523.56; 395959.61 7921394.62 
 

WARD 29 

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Nyamidzi and Nyamatendera Rivers the southwards along Nyamidzi River to 

the northern boundary of Romsley estate, then westwards to Jawi mountain 

the generally north eastwards to Mutungagore mountain then south eastwards 

to Nyakuni hills then further south eastwards to Nyamidzi River then generally 

south westwards along Nyamidzi River to the starting point. This area is bound 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

392598.32 7905877.05; 394481.09 7905208.11; 396428.11 7904750.85 
398375.14 7904293.59; 399817.97 7905114.68; 401710.97 7904996.82 
403231.19 7905680.57; 405004.41 7906351.05; 404790.68 7908021.77 
403293.09 7908691.1; 402738.02 7910612.53; 402092.34 7912478.54 
400997.85 7913582.74; 399577.55 7914924.02; 398531.28 7913332.07 
397635.33 7911544.87; 396886.68 7909693.86; 396008.58 7907956.82 
394483.38 7906748.66; 392765.68 7906087.35;  
 

WARD 30 

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Kayeredzi and Sungwizi Rivers the southwards along Sungwizi River then north 

westwards to Nyamidzi River then eastwards along Nyamidzi River to a point 

where a line is drawn northwards to Nyakuni mountain and further north to 

Nyamidzi River then up Nyamidzi River to a point it meets property boundary of 

Inyamidzi farm then southwards and eastwards along Chikobvore property 

boundary then southwards to Kairedzi River then further southwards along 

Kayeredzi River to the starting point. This area is bound by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

411728.68 7911374.51; 409791 7910896.73; 407846.83 7910428.05 
406890.63 7911903.77; 406443.34 7913826.19; 406179.06 7915737.08 
405962.36 7913944.54; 405317.15 7912599.6; 403708.43 7911828.98 
402904.16 7910037.42; 403460.78 7908131.73; 405182.78 7907609.34 
404543.22 7905983.3; 402700.34 7905469.84; 401130.39 7905061.47 
399461.31 7904763.04; 399005.37 7904145.58; 400952.4 7903688.32 
402899.43 7903231.06; 404845.26 7902769; 406779.47 7902260.25 
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408713.68 7901751.5; 410647.89 7901242.75; 412202.8 7900275.28 
413359.08 7901659.08; 413090.94 7903256.82; 413929.17 7905005.5 
413967.33 7906476.38; 413907.9 7908136.35; 412818.96 7909426.56 
412119.37 7909962.69; 412119.37 7909962.69 
 
WARD 31 

A line drawn from a point of the middle of Tsungwezi River where it meets the 

southern boundary of Volmoed farm, then generally south-west along 

Tsungwezi River to a point on the confluence of Tsungwezi and Sabi (Save) 

Rivers then north-westerly along the Sabi River to a point on the confluence of 

Mucheke and Sabi Rivers, then north along the Mucheke River for a distance of 

approximately 8 000m to a point on the confluence of Mucheke and Gopwe 

Rivers, then north-east along Gopwe River for a distance of approximately 

8000m then north for a distance of approximately 3 600m then north-east for a 

distance of approximately 7 000m to the summit of Chiromo hill, then south –

east along the southern boundary of Chiromo and Volmoed farms to the 

starting point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  

391831.89 7891361.8; 391641.22 7889402.23; 392430.46 7887606.94 
393087.23 7885816.01; 394101.46 7884107.06; 394784.3 7882292.18 
396229.72 7881429.86; 397914.2 7880488.89; 398492.57 7880977.57 
399682.15 7881950.76; 401180.6 7882602.31; 402741.94 7883393.4 
404235.67 7884113.05; 403931.13 7885793.24; 403619.08 7887429.34 
404181.16 7889279.11; 405705.35 7890549.73; 406953.28 7891988.42 
406916.2 7893863.63; 408552.76 7894894.71; 409569.17 7896498.01 
410118.26 7898289.82; 410118.26 7898289.82; 410930.4 7899643.42 
411825.01 7900527.99; 410092.02 7901388.96; 408157.81 7901897.71 
406223.59 7902406.46; 404286.9 7902905.21; 402339.87 7903362.47 
400392.84 7903819.73; 398445.82 7904276.99; 396498.79 7904734.26 
394551.76 7905191.52; 392666.29 7905851.56; 390793.63 7906553.8 
389566.14 7906927.3; 389926.54 7905181.16; 391213.4 7903672.5 
392217.57 7902116.81; 392153.5 7900124.12; 392389.45 7898237.63 
392112.9 7896314.36; 392391.78 7894364.01; 391554.07 7892744.27 
 

WARD 32 

This is an area in Makoni Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn from 

a point where the property boundary of Coldstream ranch and Lawrencelade 

estate meets then northwards along the coldstream ranch’s eastern boundary 

to a point where it meets Fairfield estate’s southern boundary then south 

eastwards along that boundary then further south eastwards along Harare – 
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Mutare road then southwards along the western boundary of Padeswood farm, 

then north westwards along the eastern boundary of Lawrencedale estate to 

the starting point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

401526.52 7975384.96; 402450.88 7977158.53; 401931.02 7978296.61 
400181.05 7979096.83; 399540.24 7979994.89; 397774.13 7980115.95 
397798.48 7978300.95; 398239.77 7976490.73; 400135.36 7975852.99 

 

WARD 33 

This is an area in Makoni Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn from 

a point where the property boundary for Compton farm meets Inyazura River 

then north westwards along that boundary to a pointwhere is meets the 

eastern boundary for Cotleigh farm then northwards along the Cotleigh farm 

boundary to an unnamed hill then south westwards along the western property 

boundary for west valley farm so as to include St Judes primary school then to 

Inyazuru River then south westwards along Inyazura River to the starting 

point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  

413018.12 7927792.38; 413998.07 7929117.37; 414879.64 7930684.84 
413563.62 7932148.87; 411840.6 7933164.22; 410470.44 7933781.76 
411022.34 7931859.41; 411610 7929948.88; 412559.77 7928246.5 
 

WARD 34 

This is an area in Makoni rural district council bounded by a line drawn from a 

point where the property boundary for Derust farm and Fairfield28 estate 

meet,then north eastwards so as to include Derust farm Thabor estate, then 

northwest and generally northwards to the district boundary, then eastwards 

along the district boundary to a point where it meets the eastern boundary off 

Fairfield14,then southwards along that boundary and south eastwards then 

southwards and westwards along the northern, eastern and southern 

boundary of Fairfield11 then southwards and generally southwestwards to the 

starting point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  

392628.13 7993801.33; 390628.41 7993833.14; 388629.21 7993799.38 
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386630.47 7993870.26; 384630.73 7993872.08; 383038.56 7993183.43 
383118.87 7991370.42; 384791.57 7990821.97; 386211.49 7989781.92 
385652.37 7988232.75; 385144.9 7986972.22; 387039.59 7986331.81 
388773.55 7985638.7; 387838 7983871; 386890.78 7982112.42 
385840.35 7980410.48; 384789.93 7978708.54; 386564.1 7978366.58 
388127.76 7979022.41; 389207.6 7980705.84; 391158.56 7980673.24 
389684.83 7981431.49; 390807.07 7981876.93 ;392408.66 7982341.3 
393414.49 7983697.02; 393123.98 7985588.31; 392664.54 7987534.82 
393867.31 7987777.78; 395830.75 7987421.99; 396841.21 7988146.06 
396659.15 7990137.76; 394932.23 7990804.39; 393218.72 7991550.56 
392697.63 7993481.48;  
 

WARD 35 

This is an area in Makoni Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn from 

the confluence of Mwarazi and Nyamukamani Rivers then southwards along 

Mwarazi River to an unnamed hill then generally westwards to Chanza hill the 

north westwards along the northeastern boundary line of weya communal 

lands to a point where the line meets Nyagadzi River then northwards and 

north eastwards along Nyagadzi River to a point where a line is drawn generally 

southwards to Nyamukamani River then generally eastwards along 

Nyamukamani River to the starting point. An area bound by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

427429.96 8011596.38; 427101.74 8013418.12; 426888.52 8015186.57 
426410.19 8017103.69; 426900.22 8018948.63; 425611.73 8019418.33 
424407.91 8020406.33; 423324.58 8021626.66; 422602.84 8023491.89 
422035.33 8025347.35; 422768.57 8027208.09; 423501.81 8029068.83 
423078.19 8030890.95; 422222.49 8032698.65; 421365.06 8034497.05 
419984.81 8033120.24; 418348.47 8032028.19; 417098.99 8030510.8 
415503.69 8029702.29; 413746.06 8029058.61; 411941.07 8028285.98 
410542.03 8027331.54; 410113.96 8026051.68; 409613.12 8024315.75 
409482.77 8022345.1; 409396.12 8020508.72; 409901.12 8019178.47 
411120.3 8017677.21; 412174.25 8015977.46; 413187.74 8014253.88 
414161.65 8012507.03; 415135.56 8010760.17; 416053.98 8009035.84 
417113.44 8007355.97; 418057.19 8005592.64; 419067.72 8003889.93 
420731.83 8002780.53; 422549.26 8002412.5; 424536.14 8002444.63 
426216.53 8003529.19; 427890.9 8004622.98; 428970 8006035.19 
428732.04 8008000.47; 428190.7 8009889.43 
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WARD 36 

This is an area in Makoni district marked by a line drawn from the confluence 

of Inyangombe and Mwarazi Rivers then in south-eastern direction along the 

Inyangombe River for a distance of 29 500m then south west for a distance of 6 

200m then south-west for a distance of 5 000m then west for a distance of 2 

100m so as to exclude Mugoti, Mandipazano and Nyakatsari villages then in a 

generally northen direction along the state road for a distance of 2 000m to aw 

point of Mwarazi River then north-east along Mwarazi River to the starting 

point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  

457100.66 8018992.9; 457297.09 8020630.32; 456892.2 8022522.52 
456539.55 8024277.61; 455478.68 8025664.06; 454597.94 8027421.33 
453756.75 8029209.87; 453803.92 8030276.7; 453168.49 8031604.39 
452349.52 8032996.18; 452238.92 8034738.42; 452506.11 8036514.35 
451758.31 8037870.7; 451048.81 8038750.03; 449683.01 8037356.18 
448785.62 8035951.92; 449055.78 8034194.51; 447603.61 8033496.02 
447485.56 8031560.05; 446815.82 8029790.83; 446511.11 8027874.82 
446373.64 8026191.08; 446155.5 8024274.66; 444708.59 8023110.45 
444027.97 8021415.5; 444975.26 8019748.46; 446063.87 8018165.02 
445977.48 8016189.93; 445484.38 8014261.24; 446210.72 8013114.85 
448199.76 8013323.94; 450188.8 8013533.03; 452177.84 8013742.12 
454096.97 8013818.95; 455945.26 8014583.02; 457793.56 8015347.08 
457822.54 8016956.66; 457168.31 8018761.71;  

 

WARD 37 

This is an area in Makoni district bounded by a line drawn from the 

intersection of Macheke River and the southern boundary of Urmstron farm 

then generally northwards along Macheke River for a distance of 37 000m to 

the northern boundary of Mt Cassion Mission, then east for a distance of 3 

200m then south-east for a distance of 1 700m then south west for a distance 

of 1 700m then south-west for a distance of 2 700m so as to exclude Fairfield 

20 then south-east for a distance of 4 500m then south-west for a distance of 8 

000m so as to include Fairfield 22, 25 and 26, then south-east for a distance of 

2 800m then north-east for a distance of 2 900m then east for a distance of 1 

900m so as to include Woodlands and Lovedale farm, then north-west for a 

distance of 800m then west for a distance of 1 400m then north for a distance 

of 900m, then north-east for a distance of 1 000m then north-west for a 

distance of 4 300m then south along the eastern boundary of Eagle’s Nest farm 
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for a distance of 7 300m, the south for a distance of 10 400m, the south-west 

for a distance of 2 800m then further include Coldstream Ranch and Bormu 

farms then south-east for a distance of 2 800m then further south-east for a 

distance of 3 100m, then south-west for a distance of 3 100m, then south-west 

for a distance of 2 200m then south-east along the northern boundary of 

Fischers farm for a distance of 4 000m then north-east for a distance of 2 

900m the south for a distance of 3 400m then south-west for a distance of 4 

500m then north-west for a distance of 1 500m so as to include Netzewa farm 

then south-wet for a distance of 7 550m then south-east for a distance of 2 

650m then north-west along the southern boundary of Lesbury farm for a 

distance of 2 800m then generally northwards for a distance of 5 500m hen 

southwest along for a distance of 2 800m then generally northwards for a 

distance of 5 500m then south-west along the southern boundary of Urmstron 

farm for a distance of 4 600m to the starting point. An area bound by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

379092.95 7979771.16; 379445.86 7978249.95; 379430.69 7976469.97 
379410.71 7974497.77; 379745.46 7972734.41; 379149.79 7970898.25 
378655.89 7969127.34; 377622.35 7967519.05; 377063.26 7966328.92 
377137.22 7964965.01; 378017.8 7963314.4; 378250.02 7961539.73 
379269.89 7959959.55; 380341.56 7958376.56; 381229.97 7956744.94 
382297.19 7956503.51; 384163.67 7957221.97; 385809.45 7957570.18 
386011.48 7955580.41; 386049.73 7953637.09; 386417.32 7951897.91 
388340.52 7951348.98; 388697.13 7952445.18; 388687.39 7954126.78 
390232.84 7955396.26; 391726.75 7956723.53; 393164.21 7958114.11 
394757.4 7958916.09; 395943.12 7959841.46; 396476.88 7961768.92 
396809.54 7963714.58; 396630.47 7965706.55; 395642.34 7965943.65 
393952.31 7965199.5; 392062.34 7965853.72; 390597.29 7966602.02 
392034.5 7967992.86; 391103.72 7969751.1; 390342.52 7971586.52 
389886.42 7973484.04; 391747.02 7974217.63; 393607.62 7974951.23 
395468.22 7975684.82; 397328.82 7976418.42; 397835.55 7977967.68 
397614.47 7979955.42; 397440.76 7981929.5; 397247.31 7983920.12 
397053.86 7985910.74; 396476.27 7987322.44; 394499.64 7987627.26 
392564.48 7988119.29; 392973.94 7986223.99; 393433.37 7984277.48 
392390.48 7982822.15; 391348.72 7981697.53; 389519.44 7981944.29 
390963.7 7981263.68; 389814.22 7980755.32; 388480.41 7979572.18 
387212.53 7978288.14; 385227 7978528.34; 385497.31 7979854.67 
386547.73 7981556.61; 387532.48 7983293.71; 388468.02 7985061.41 
387658.35 7986122.67; 385763.66 7986763.08; 385212.16 7987750.24 
386539.39 7989217.04; 385444.18 7990795.58; 383445.81 7990876.38 
382730.46 7992607.52; 383402.7 7993864.1; 383402.7 7993864.1 
381424.18 7993930.53; 380499.15 7993129.07; 380959.4 7991281.32 
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380434.87 7989560.25; 380169.44 7987891.22; 379839.55 7986040.59 
379755.73 7984172.37; 378924.65 7982670.95; 378971.28 7980964.19 

 

WARD 38 

 
A line drawn from the confluence of Chimbi and Rusape Rivers then along 
Rusape River to a point where it meets the Rusape dam servitude, then north 
for a distance of 300m then west for a distance of 1 200m, then south-west for 
distance of 2000m then south-west for a distance of 300m so as to exclude 
Chindukuro then north-west along the western boundary of Recondite and 
Harrison Ville farms for a distance of 6 700m then north-east for a distance of 
2 400m, then north-east along Mezi River for a distance of 1 100m then south-
west for a distance of 2 200m then north-west for a distance of 900m then 
north for a distance of 3 400m then south-east along the north eastern 
boundary of sunrise farm for a distance of 4 00m the north-east for a distance 
of 3 00m the north-east for a distance of 4 900m then south-east along the 
northern boundaries of Mezi and Arbeid farms for a distance of 8 000m to Trig 
Beacon. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 
Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 
coordinates:  
402879.47 7948987; 403990.65 7947324.09; 405487.25 7947952.77 
405602.73 7949613.66; 406329.62 7951051.35; 407528.33 7952358.59 
408702.61 7953227.26; 409570.08 7954416.79; 410246.14 7956208.37 
410641.86 7957805.95; 411642.71 7959042.79; 412749.53 7960494.57 
413456.75 7962176.87; 412792.75 7963848.19; 412060.88 7965541.62 
411654.28 7967409.81;410991.17 7969266.96; 411482.51 7970873.05 
411718.36 7972252.9; 409780.53 7972720.46; 407875.65 7973329.91 
406284.74 7973065.14; 404419.82 7973787.69; 402784.11 7974077.16 
402332.73 7972128.76; 401725.08 7970245.63; 399733.42 7970063.25 
398182.19 7969163.41; 397118.19 7967469.92; 396636.77 7965636.55 
396815.83 7963644.58; 396458.12 7961701.19; 395924.36 7959773.73 
396587.78 7958542.59; 397864.16 7960082.35; 399656.38 7960885.15 
400443.33 7961907.19; 401613.13 7960872.48;400720.29 7959193.64 
399081.92 7958046.58; 399446.51 7956262.04; 400124.49 7954380.51 
400841.18 7952513.33; 401730.81 7950734.71; 402828.69 7949062.99 

 

WARD 39 

A line drawn from the junction of D.D.F and State roads then north-eastwards 

along the property boundaries of Dowa farms to a point where it meets with 

Macheke River , then south-east along Macheke River for a distance of 5 00m 

then south-west for a distance of 1 300m along Ngowe River, then south along 

Ngowe River for a distance of 19 00m to a point where a line is drawn north-
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west to meet with the D.D.F road, then north along the D.D.F roads so as to 

include Tswatswa primary school and its staff quarters to the starting point. An 

area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

381564.12 7955867.08; 380364.38 7954311.19; 378869.42 7953009.58 
378903.6 7951624.53; 380086.9 7950067.96; 379544.92 7948516.37 
379641.33 7946537.12; 379263.19 7944581.59; 377845.52 7943587.47 
377112.52 7941828.01; 376483.68 7940030.04; 376457.75 7938416.26 
376632.7 7938186.3; 378213.82 7937817.74; 378805.68 7936001.65 
380639.9 7935481.9; 382291.77 7934407.95; 383851 7934035.46 
384662.92 7935683.55; 384945.63 7937294.37; 384559.96 7939159.52 
383969.67 7940968.85; 383662.8 7942882.67; 383484.25 7944872.21 
383374.81 7946791.38; 383449.34 7948713.06; 383201.7 7950681.03 
383792.26 7952410.52; 382895.58 7953798.41; 381793.49 7954975.33 
 

MUTARE MUNICIPALITY  

WARD 1 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Chimanimani 

road and Eleventh Avenue, then northern wards along eleventh avenue to its 

junction with Chineta road then proceed north eastwards along Chineta road 

to its junction with Musa road.  Then northwards along an unnamed tarred 

road, then westwards so as to exclude Macgrecors houses and Matida hostels, 

to an unnamed tarred road leading to location view hills, then northwards 

along that road to the hills, then proceed generally northwards along the 

aforesaid  hills to the southern boundary of stand 62 Murahwa, then 

westwards and north westwards along the southern boundary of Zororo Old 

Folks Home so as to include it, then northwards to Sakubva River to its 

confluence with Nyakamiti River, then up the Nyakamiti River to its 

intersection with Chimanimani eastwards along Chimanimani road to the 

starting point.  An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:462679.55, 7901215.11; 463332.12, 7901103.69; 463554.95, 

7900904.73; 463483.33, 7900299.91; 463196.83, 7900077.08; 463069.50, 

7900260.12; 463268.46, 7500355.62 and 462660.63, 7901231.02 

WARD 2 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the southwestern corner 

of TM complex, then Northern wards along that fence to Wanamati avenue, 
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proceeding northwards along that road to its junction with Chineta road, then 

westwards along Chineta toad to its junction with Ollyn avenue, then north 

westwards along that avenue to the southwestern boundary of Pazororo so as 

to exclude it, then northwards to the uppermost beacon of Sakubva hills, then 

eastwards along the hills to stand number 428, so as to exclude it, then south 

eastwards so as to include Macgrecors unnamed road, then southwards along 

the road and then proceed south eastwards so as to include Macgrecorgs house 

and Matida hostels then southwards along an unnamed road to its junction 

with Musa road, then proceed westwards along Chineta road to its junction 

with eleventh avenue, then south eastwards along the latter to its junction with 

Chimanimani road then proceed south westwards along that road to the 

starting point.   An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 462660.63, 7901231.02; 463268.46, 7900355.62; 463180.91, 

7900092.99; 463029.71, 7899949.75; 462926.25, 7900172.58; 462679.55, 

7900121.37; 462743.21, 7000618.24 and 462902.38, 7900944.53 

WARD 3 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Chimanimani 

road and the southern boundary of tm complex, then proceeding southwest 

along Chimanimani road to the southern corner of Mutare teachers college 

then westwards along an unnamed road to a depression then north westwards 

along the depression to Sakubva River then up Sakubva River to appoint where 

a line is drawn south westwards along an unnamed depression to an unnamed 

road, then northwards to the southwest boundary of Chisamba sports field 

then eastwards along the southern boundary of sports field and then 

southwards along an unnamed road to its junction with Mazhambe road, then 

eastwards along Mazhambe road to its junction with Ollyn avenue, then 

southwards to Chineta road, then eastwards along Chineta road to its junction 

Wanamati road, then southwards to Chitungo road, then westwards along 

Chitungo road then southwards on eastern boundary of tm complex so as to 

include it to the starting point. An area bound by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:463029.71, 799965.66; 461358.48, 

7898915.18; 460284.12, 7899122.09; 459790.71, 7900124.83; 460435.32, 

7900387.65; 461048.11, 7899862.21; 461660.89, 7899862.21; and 

462631.80, 7900276.03. 
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WARD 4 

Is an areas of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Mazhambe 

road and Ollyn avenue, then westwards along Mazhambe road to a junction 

with an unnamed road, then northwards along an unnamed road to the 

southern boundary of Chisamba sports field, then eastwards along the 

southern boundary of Chisamba sports field to an unnamed road then 

southwards along an unnamed road to a depression, then generally 

northwestwards along the depression to the western boundary of Sakubva 

sewage works then northwards on the western side of Sakubva sewage works, 

then generally eastwards on the southern boundary of Chisamba primary 

school, so as to exclude it to an unnamed road, then northwards along an 

unnamed road, then southwards then eastwards along an unnamed road, then 

northwards to an unnamed road, then eastwards to Ollyn avenue, then 

southward along Ollyn avenue to the starting point. An area bound by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 461597.22, 7900435.20; 

462576.09, 7900594.36; 462615.88, 790276.03; 461644.98, 7900092.99; 

461652.93, 7899862.21; 460697.95, 7900021.37; 461111.77, 79002336.24; 

and 461621.10, 7000260.12. 

WARD 5 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the south eastern corner of 

Chisamba primary school, then proceed westwards along the southern 

boundary of that school to a depression then westwards along that depression 

to Sakubva River up the Sakubva River to a point vertical opposite Zororai old 

folks home, then southwards to a depression then eastwards to stand 62 

Murahwa so as to exclude it, then southwards to stand 428 so as to exclude it, 

then westwards along Sakubva hills to its uppermost beacon so as to include 

water reservoir, then southwards to the south eastern corner of baptize church 

so as to include it, then westwards along an unnamed dust road to the western 

boundary of stand 244, so as to exclude it, then southwards to musa road then 

southwards along an unnamed dust road, then westwards so as to include 

these properties; house number 22 to 17 Dangare then northwards along an 

unnamed road to its junction with musa road, then westwards along musa 

road to the starting point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 462058.80, 7901525.48; 462408.97, 7901262.85; 

462886.46, 7900928.61; 462719.34, 7900586.40; 461597.23, 7900411.32; 

461207.27, 7900180.53; 460713.86, 7900005.45; 460427.37, 7900395.41; 
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461024.23, 7900459.07; 461071.98, 7900888.82; 461239.11, 7901286.73 and 

461899.64, 7901485.69. 

WARD 6 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from Zesa power station, then 

proceed eastwards to Dangamvura hills then eastwards along the Dangamvura 

hills to a point where a straight line is drawn southwards to Mutsikira road so 

as to include the Moslem church, then westwards along that road to its 

junction with Mutsikira road then southwards and south westwards along 

Mutinhe road so as to exclude the following properties house numbers N8A to 

N27B and so as to include the following properties house number 339 to 380, 

then proceeding to a depression, then eastwards along the depression to an 

unnamed dust to its junction with Masikati avenue so as to exclude these 

properties; stand southwards along the latter to the south eastern point of the 

municipal office fence then westwards and north westwards along the southern 

boundary of the municipality fence to an unnamed tarred road so as to include 

the following properties, seventh day Adventist church house number 92B, 

921B, Sheni school and house number 708 to its junction with the main tarred 

road, then proceed westwards along a depression to Sakubva River then up 

Sakubva River to the starting point. An area bound by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   457362.12,  7898162.91;   457058.96,  

7898907.83;   457644.65,  7899457.63;   456695.65,  7899772.90;   

456404.72,  7899104.34 and   456896.05,  7898494.30 

WARD 7 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Sakubva River, 

and the Mutare municipality area boundary, then proceed north westwards 

along Mutare municipal area boundary so as to exclude Dora communal lands 

to Zesa cable 330kv then proceed south eastwards along the cable to a 

depression then south eastwards along the depression to the main tarred road 

road then south eastwards and eastwards along an unnamed tarred road to 

include the following stand numbers 169 to 174, 287 to 2869 to its junction 

with an unnamed road then proceed eastwards and southwards along the 

unnamed road to an undeveloped gold course then westwards to Nyamauru 

River then down along Nyamauru River to its confluence with Sakubva River 

then down Sakubva River to the starting point. An area bound by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 450329.62,  7898162.76;   450440.58,  
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7897168.94;   450550.79,  7896175.04;   450661.01,  7895181.13;   

450771.22,  7894187.22;   451031.90,  7893423.09;   452010.66,  

7893628.10;   452989.42,  7893833.11;   453540.24,  7894554.65;   

453929.85,  7895475.36;   454460.97,  7896316.49;   455014.72,  

7897086.70;   455711.45,  7897447.85;   456675.48,  7897665.72;   

457286.69,  7898181.26;   456512.73,  7898720.66;   456392.11,  

7899560.05;   455817.31,  7900064.70;   454868.31,  7900379.98;   

453919.31,  7900695.25;   452970.31,  7901010.53;   452021.31,  

7901325.80;   451072.30,  7901641.07;   450123.30,  7901956.35;   

449741.21,  7901838.26;   449901.29,  7900851.15;   450061.38,  7899864.05 

and   450227.84,  7898884.98 

WARD 8 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from Nyamauru bridge, then north 

westwards and northwards to Amasikati road then westwards and northwards 

along Amasikati road to its junction with an unnamed dust road to Mutinhe 

road then north eastwards and northwards along Mutinhe road then eastwards 

to Dangamvura hills so as to include Mutare school of preaching and universal 

church to a depression then down the depression confluence with Nyamauru 

River then down Nyamauru River to the starting point. Is an area of land 

bounded by a line drawn southwards from the foot of Dangamvura hills and 

Mutsikira road then south eastwards along Dangamvura hills to Suangweme 

road the south westwards along Suangweme road to Mutekairi street then 

north westwards along Mutekairi road to its junction with a dust road then 

northwards along the dust to a depression then north westwards along the 

depression to Mutsikira road then north eastwards along Mutsikira road so as 

to include stand number 474,459,452 to the starting point. An area bound by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 457630.73,  7897792.28;   

458291.35,  7898383.90;   458395.90,  7899208.05;   457597.54,  

7899235.10;   457168.80,  7898750.40;   457272.17,  7897939.82 

WARD 9 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the peak of Dangamvura hills 

at a depression, then generally southwards along the depression to Nyamauru 

River then down Nyamauru River to a point where Nyamauru River meets a 

depression, then generally northwards along the depression as it ubckude 

beta/Mangenje business centre and Dangamvura primary school to the peak of 

Dangamvura hills then generally eastwards along the peak of Dangamvura hills 
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to the starting point. Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the foot 

of Dangamvura hills to the north eastern corner of house number 525 to 566 

area 13 then proceed southwards to Nyamauru River then down Nyamauru 

River to a point where Nyamauru River meets a depression then generally 

northwards along the depression so as to include beta/Mangenje business 

centre to the foot of Dangamvura hills then generally eastwards along the foot 

of Dangamvura hills to the starting point. An area bound by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  458218.04,  7898226.83;   

457737.57,  7897668.35; 458441.79,  7897156.92;   459261.00,  7897560.58;   

459724.75,  7898406.13;   459179.03,  7898947.88 

WARD 10 

Is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of fifth avenue 

and fourth street, then south westwards along fourth street to bridge road then 

generally south eastwards along bridge road to park road and to a railway line 

then generally south eastwards along the trail line then southwards along the 

eastern boundary of the following properties 5037, 1912, 3905, 921 to the 

eastern boundary of stand 984 from where a straight line is drawn southwards 

across the mountains to Bvumba road then generally south eastwards along 

Bvumba road to a point where a line is drawn generally westwards along the 

southern boundaries of the following properties 996A and 2063A so as to 

include them to Helen drive then generally south westwards along the latter 

then westwards along the west and southern boundary of the following 

properties 2558, 5050 and Mutare cold storage then north eastwards along 

them then generally north west wards and north eastwards to Chimanimani 

road then north eastwards along  Chimanimani  road to its junction with 

Nyakamete River then down Nyakamete River to its confluence with Sakubva 

River then down Sakubva River to its confluence with a depression then up the 

depression to Riverside drive then north eastwards along Riverside drive to a 

dust road then northwards along the dust road to Simon Mazorodze then north 

westwards along the westwards along the latter to the southwestern boundary 

of dairy marketing board then generally north eastwards along the western 

boundary of the following properties 845A, 838D, 838C, 838B, 838A and 831 

to Hosgood avenue then generally south eastwards along Hosgood avenue to 

Simon Mazorodze road then northwards along the latter to C avenue then 

south eastwards along C avenue to its intersection with a depression then up 

the depression to a point where a line is drawn along fifth avenue to fourth 

street then south westwards along fourth street to the starting point. An area 
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bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 465297.80, 

7902814.71; 465838.96, 7902520.26; 465218.22, 7901406.10; 465512.68, 

7900737.61; 464939.68, 7899482.46; 464488.32, 7899527.96; 463371.91, 

7898381.97; 461183.40, 7898795.80; 463491.29, 7900315.82; 463539.04, 

7900904.73; 463554.95, 7900896.78; 462408.97, 7901270.81; 463594.74, 

7961660.77; 463610.66, 7901875.65; 463634.53, 7901867.68; 4640640.28, 

7901804.01; 463809.62, 7902034.80; 464104.07, 7902464.55; and 

464788.48, 7902122.34 

WARD 11 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of fifth avenue 

and Herbet Chitepo street, then south eastwards along fifth avenue to fourth 

street southwards along fourth street to five avenue then generally south 

eastwards to Sakubva to Sakubva River then along Sakubva River to 

Chimanimani road then generally north westwards along Chimanimani road 

and end avenue to a depression then up the depression to a point where a line 

is drawn eastwards to fifth street to the starting point.   An area bound by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

468222.55,  7899185.49;   468606.59,  7900106.38;   468596.17,  

7900733.10;   468960.18,  7901237.01;   469506.30,  7901688.86;   

469283.30,  7902663.67;   469060.30,  7903638.49;   468768.19,  

7904594.34;   468462.23,  7905546.39;   467866.69,  7905204.86;   

467271.35,  7904477.52;   466806.08,  7903808.32;   466263.02,  

7903722.79;   465742.01,  7902869.24;   465566.20,  7902079.75;   

465318.79,  7901242.90;   465250.83,  7900333.54;   464896.08,  

7899462.66;   465372.36,  7898642.84;   466127.82,  7897997.09;   

467085.15,  7897708.08;   467374.38,  7897177.99;   468271.33,  

7896765.41;   468308.72,  7897674.68;   468251.77,  7898673.06 

WARD 12 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of E Avenue and 

forth street, then north eastwards along fourth street to its junction with fifth 

avenue then north westwards along the latter to its junction with Herbert 

Chitepo street, then proceeding north eastwards along that road to its junction 

with Acadia road, then north eastwards along arcadia road to its junction with 

Vumba avenue, then south eastwards along Vumba avenue to its junction with 

fifth street so as to include the following properties;- stand number 1609, 
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1611A, 551 and 567, then north eastwards along the eastern and southern 

boundaries of the following properties number 2752, 2738 so as to exclude 

them to plantation drive, then proceed north eastwards along plantation drive 

to tiger Kloof so as to  exclude it, then generally north eastwards along the 

western boundaries of these properties stand 986 (morning glory) 521, 539 and 

lot 1 of 912 so as to include them to the international boundary, then south 

eastwards along the international boundary to a point where a straight line is 

drawn south west wards to its junction with the municipal boundary then 

southwards along that boundary to its junction with Vumba road, then 

generally north westwards along Vumba road to the western boundary of stand 

2506 so as to include the following properties pg timbers, CMED, and Pungwe 

breweries then north eastwards along a straight line drawn form Vumba road 

across an unnamed  mountain to the eastern boundary of stand number 984 

then proceed north eastwards along the eastern boundaries of the following 

properties; stand number 1916, 5037 to its junction with a railway line so as to 

exclude them, them north westwards along the railway line to its junction with 

park road, then eastwards along park road to its junction with bridge road, the 

north westwards along bridge road to the eastern boundary of stand number 

992 so as to exclude it, then north eastwards along that boundary to the 

starting point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  468404.77,  7905725.19;   468120.26,  7906582.57;   

467141.08, 7906710.69;   466142.75,  7906652.90;   465144.42,  7906595.11;   

464150.37, 7906508.83;   463180.94,  7906263.75;   462216.16,  7906000.70;   

461265.44, 7905695.05;   460290.72,  7905482.53;   460395.48,  7904818.50;   

460906.55, 7903958.97;   461417.63,  7903099.43;   462178.31,  7903444.30;   

462748.06, 7903200.23;   462816.17,  7902220.71;   462329.13,  7901671.01;   

463097.00, 7901537.61;   463878.09,  7901774.59;   464027.42,  7902374.37;   

464786.68, 7902116.35;   465419.50,  7902753.00;   466023.01,  7903329.58;   

466621.61, 7903688.32;   466921.48,  7904266.27;   467680.66,  7904801.57;   

468157.03, 7905610.82 

WARD 13 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of fifth avenue 

and Herbet Chitepo street, then proceed north eastwards along Herbet Chitepo 

street to its junction with arcadia road, so as to include these stands lot 1 of 

101 A and 5036 then eastwards along Arcadia road to its junction with Vumba 

avenue, then southwards along Vumba avenue to its junction with upper fifth 

street so as to include the following properties: stand number 1609, 1611A, 
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551 and 667 then eastwards and southwards and southwards along the 

boundaries of the following properties: 2 752, 2 733, 2 738 so as to exclude 

them to the western boundary of stand number 2739 then southwards along 

the western boundaries of the following properties 2739, to 2747 so as to 

exclude them to plantation drive, then southwards along plantation drive  to its 

junction with a depression, then generally south westwards along that 

depression so as to exclude the following properties: stand number 2789, 2781 

to its junction with the southern boundary of stand number 5047 so as to 

include it, then westwards along that boundary to its junction with the eastern 

boundary of stand number 232 so as to exclude it, then along fifth avenue to 

the starting point.  An area bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 453554.17,  7904504.47;   453847.75, 

7903691.13;   454297.48,  7902797.97;   453439.06,  7902395.07;   

452450.41, 7902410.23;   451499.87,  7902685.44;   450526.67,  7902739.39;   

449668.98, 7902283.59;   450495.97,  7901832.54;   451444.97,  7901517.27;   

452393.97, 7901201.99;   453342.97,  7900886.72;   454291.97,  7900571.44;   

455240.97, 7900256.17;   456189.98,  7899940.90;   457138.98,  7899625.62;   

458087.98, 7899310.35;   459036.98,  7898995.07;   459980.41,  7898699.44;   

460840.00, 7898211.16;   461231.21,  7898737.91;   460687.58,  7899060.02;   

460062.35, 7899672.99;   459397.45,  7899884.35;   458490.00,  7899732.79;   

457693.78, 7900112.83;   457116.47,  7900637.62;   457354.36,  7901462.44;   

457307.77, 7902461.35;   458006.69,  7902471.02;   458890.20,  7902615.53;   

459839.92, 7902873.82;   460830.12,  7902826.63;   461343.96,  7903223.32;   

460832.89, 7904082.86;   460321.81,  7904942.39;   459611.88,  7905388.66;   

458621.31, 7905251.70;   457630.73,  7905114.74;   456640.16,  7904977.77;   

455649.58, 7904840.81;   454660.71,  7904693.04;   453676.08,  7904518.37; 

WARD 14 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of the railway 

strip to the northern boundary of ward 17, then north westwards, then north 

eastwards along the western boundary of Mutare sewage works, so as to 

include it, then generally north eastwards along an unnamed road, then 

generally northwards on the western side of Yeovil cemetery to Devonshire road 

then proceeding northwards to a point where a line is drawn westwards to 

Worera River, then generally northwards to Magamba drive, then 

southeastwards along Magamba drive to its junction with a water pipeline or 

municipal boundary, then northwestwards along the municipal boundary to 

the district boundary, then eastwards along the district boundary to 
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international boundary, then generally southwards along the international 

boundary, then to a point where a line is drawn to Tiger Kloof so as to include 

the following properties Cecil kop game, then generally southwards along 

plantation drive to properties no, 1831 so as to exclude it, then generally 

westwards along the boundaries of the following properties 2738, 2733, 2752, 

so as to include them, to Vumba road, then northwards, along Bvumba road to 

its junction with arcadia road, then generally southwards along arcadia road to 

Herbet Chitepo road to its junction with arcadia road, then avenue to an 

unknown depression, then down the depression to C avenue then generally 

northwestwards along C Avenue to Simon Mazorodze then generally 

southwestwards along Simon Mazorodze to its junction with Hosgood avenue, 

then generally north westwards along Hosgood avenue to an unnamed road, 

then generally southwards along that road to exclude the following the 

following properties 831, 838A, 838B, 845A to Meikles road, then generally 

south east along Meikles Road to Simon Mazorodze drive then southwards to 

riverside drive then generally westwards along an unnamed depression to the 

railway line then westwards along the railway line to the starting point.  An 

area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

462281.34,  7901646.82;   462826.90,  7902168.23;   462751.44,  

7903151.53;   462221.73,  7903475.66;   461560.54,  7902859.07;   

462071.62,  7901999.54; 

WARD 15 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the southern boundary of 

brickfield, then westwards along Magamba drive to its junction with an 

unnamed dust road then southwards along that dust road to the western 

boundary of hob house so as to exclude it then southwards a long that 

boundary to Sakubva River, then up Sakubva River to its intersection with Jelf 

road then southwards along Jelf road to its junction with Feruka road, then 

eastwards along Feruka road to Chimanimani road, then southwards along 

Chimanimani road to its junction with CSC road then further southwards 

along the western boundary of CSC to the tip of an unnamed hill to exclude the 

following properties, Mutare teachers’ college and cold storage commission, 

then south westwards to the northern boundary of Dangamvura, then 

westwards along that boundary to Sakubva River, then further westwards 

along the unnamed mountain to the municipal boundary, then north 

westwards along the eastern boundary of woodlands to the railway line so as to 

include to include Mutare prison farm, then north westwards and north 
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eastwards along the eastern and southern boundaries of Hallandale Irene, 

greater sisal, and to the eastern boundary of Devonshire so as to exclude the 

eastern boundary of Hallandale so as to include Mutare prison farm, then 

north westwards and north eastwards along the eastern and southern 

boundaries of Hallandale Irene, greater sisal, and to the eastern boundary of 

Devonshire so as to exclude the eastern boundary of Devonshire to the starting 

point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:   

457630.73,  7897792.28;   456647.56,  7897658.28; 455682.68,  7897450.47;   

454999.88,  7897063.27;   454441.64,  896295.02;  453918.82,  7895448.66;   

453527.04,  7894528.97;   453541.16, 7893948.68; 454470.23,  7894281.68;   

455330.99,  7894790.70;   456191.74, 7895299.72; 457034.03,  7895813.74;   

457997.38,  7895955.58;   458210.26,  7896558.54 and   457946.54,  

7897488.44 

WARD 16 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of the southern 

boundary of show ground and Magamba drive, then southwards along an 

unnamed depression to its junction with an unnamed river then down the river 

to a point where straight line is drawn eastwards to stand 1621 then along the 

north eastern boundaries of stand 1621 to 1613 so as to include them to 

Makoni road then western along Makoni road to its junction with Bonda road 

then south eastwards along Bonda road to the south western corner of Yeovil 

cemetery then generally southwards along the western boundary of Yeovil 

suburbs to the rail line then generally westwards along the rail line to the 

municipal pipeline then north westwards along the pipeline to Magamba drive 

then eastwards along Magamba drive to the starting point. Is an area of land 

bounded by a line drawn from north western of stand number 100 and 

Mapamba drive then north eastern wards along Magamba drive to a depression 

then generally southwards along the depression to aerodrome road then 

westwards along aerodrome road to its junction with an unnamed road then 

north westwards along the unnamed road to the starting point. An area bound 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

458352.18, 7902314.49;   459039.90,  7901632.80;   460022.86,  7901459.57;   

460916.35, 7901530.76;   461882.67,  7901588.93;   462049.87,  7902036.12;   
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461538.79, 7902895.65;   460591.57,  7902841.70;   459603.99,  7902828.45;   

458697.88, 7902473.37 

WARD 17 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the north eastern corner of 

stand 1621 then proceed south eastwards along the  north eastern boundaries 

of stand 1621 to 1631 so as to include then, to Makoni road then westwards 

along Makoni road to Bonda road then south eastwards along bond road to the 

south western corner of Yeovil cemetery then generally southwards along the 

western boundary of Yeovil suburb to the rail line then generally westwards 

along the rail line to the municipal pipeline then north westwards along the 

pipeline to an unnamed river then up the river to a point where a straight line 

is drawn eastwards to the starting point (stand 1621) An area bound by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   460471.74,  7900432.31;   

461090.57, 7900822.46;   461699.34,  7901260.87;   462392.91,  7901291.25;   

461904.93, 7901595.06;   460934.14,  7901545.47;   460045.72,  7901456.40;   

459062.11, 7901626.49;   458373.21,  7902304.96;   457460.91,  7902709.83;   

457335.61, 7901864.37;   457230.46,  7901023.51;   457421.54,  7900208.83;   

458272.30, 7900021.12;   459058.66,  7899700.98; and   459907.91,  

7900146.72 

WARD 18 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Sakubva River 

and Mutare municipal area boundary then up Sakubva River to its confluence 

with Nyamauru River then up Nyamauru River to a depression, then south 

eastwards along that depression to the municipal boundary, then generally 

south westwards to the starting point. An area bound by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   459801.97,  7898740.93; 459509.23,  

7897797.59;   458769.33,  7897138.99;   458044.45,  897267.15; 458271.36,  

7896316.87;   459001.71,  7895965.68;   460001.66,  895975.73;460590.33,  

7896325.46;   460411.24,  7897309.29 and    460232.15,  7898293.13. 

WARD 19 

Is an area of land bounded by a lie drawn from the north western boundary of 

Chikanga then eastwards along Magamba drive to municipal boundary, then 

south eastwards to railway strip, then westwards along the railway strip to a 

depression, then along the depression to the starting point.  An area bound by 
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the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:464927.06,  7899422.29;   

464263.32, 7899122.76;   463502.90,  7898474.79;   462548.08,  7898471.18;   

461589.67, 7898692.85;   461213.67,  7898200.73;   460310.07,  7898523.72;   

460320.83, 7897805.95;   460499.92,  7896822.12;   460725.95,  7895855.52;   

461225.80, 7894989.41;   461807.93,  7894839.74;   462322.12,  7894273.13;   

463050.80, 7893766.48;   464045.89,  7893771.84;   464938.39,  7894139.92;   

465459.20, 7893359.26;   466130.84,  7893333.09;   466928.10,  7893936.73;   

466986.38, 7894685.85;   466966.92,  7895672.81;   467061.24,  7896668.36;   

467456.74, 7897485.40;   466552.28,  7897868.95;   465700.78,  7898344.97 

and   465047.14,  7899067.67 

MUTARE RURAL DISTRICT 

WARD 1 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of the south 

western boundary of Heimate Estate and an Railway line; then generally 

northwards along the south western boundaries of Geluk Estate and Kostad 

Estate so as to include them; to the north western beacon of the last named 

property; then generally eastwards along the boundaries of the following 

properties so as to include them, the northern boundaries of Ongengund, Mt 

Shalom, Morriless and Delamore, the northern and north eastern boundaries 

of wilders and game valley; the north eastern boundaries of Nyamajura 

Resettlement across Odzi River to the peak of Mt Jenya; then south westwards 

to a point on Odzi River, then down the latter to the southern boundary of 

Nyamajura Resettlement so as to include it, then generally westwards along  

the boundaries of the following properties so as to include them; the southern 

boundary of Beeskraal, the south eastern and western boundary of Zaahoek, 

then westwards along the southern boundary of Lee Extension to the starting 

point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  

417050.41, 7917995.87;418478.69, 7916725.75;420179.68, 7915793.38 
421492.37, 7914414.28;423308.24, 7913880.54;425200.75, 7913233.71 
426926.34, 7912304.5;428405.37, 7910958.23;429746.02, 7910285.53 
430574.46, 7912105.88;431695.10, 7913593.61;433607.03, 7914180.59 
434740.68, 7913742.36;435819.32, 7912617.21;437767.45, 7912164.68 
439659.14, 7911835.89;440540.38, 7913483.03;442016.42, 7914611.66 
443414.94, 7915196.05;445023.64, 7916155.69;445734.86, 7917909.65 
445845.66, 7919639.82;445942.88, 7921568.15;446015.87, 7923553.49 
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446008.70, 7925514.89;444054.27, 7925634.12;442734.82, 7926454.46 
441648.63, 7927844.39;440222.46, 7926470.88;438775.53, 7925090.16 
438021.02, 7926206.89;437112.01, 7927521.9;436061.09, 7928663.61 
434210.30, 7928138.88;432580.68, 7927321.22;432141.00, 7929272.29 
431185.25, 7929476.22;431185.25, 7929476.22;429809.90, 7928103.92 
428353.00, 7926835.74;426417.53, 7926331.8;424482.06, 7925827.86 
422829.29, 7924768.85;421466.44, 7923305.08;419833.29, 7923026.71 
417938.09, 7923665.63;416276.89, 7923881.29;415593.42, 7922001.7 
415711.91, 7920262.32;416678.32, 7918564.31 
 
WARD 2 

 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the north western boundary of 

Mukuni Purchase Area and Save River to its intersection by the northern 

boundary of Eversley Manse, then eastwards and northwards along the 

boundaries of Eversley Manse and the western boundary of Lovedale to the 

Singwizi River to the northern boundary of Corona Farm so as to include it, 

then south eastwards along the boundary of the last named property to the 

peak of Achinashie western boundary of Ardrostan farm to the northern 

boundary of Rothnick Farm then westwards and southwards along that 

boundary to the northern boundary of Mukuni area to the starting point.   An 

area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

413376.33, 7908638.8; 414169.72, 7907324.36;414215.62, 7905609.19 
413422.95, 7904188.48;413566.18, 7902617.63;412779.04, 7901000.54 
411480.31, 7899762.41;410307.24, 7898843.29;411125.10, 7897351.59 
412588.29, 7895988.11;414348.36, 7895124.49;416245.73, 7894492.03 
417342.33, 7892941.86;418422.50, 7891610.99;419792.60, 7890888.38; 
420749.09, 7889131.93;421407.64, 7887498.06;421156.98, 7886051.09 
422457.68, 7885741.81;424241.73, 7886415.31;425832.34, 7885202.89 
427634.37, 7884448.49;429588.90, 7884024.45;431491.91, 7883869.57 
433421.50, 7884372.36;435394.79, 7884305.33;437394.59, 7884277.17 
439272.85, 7884422.04;441097.14, 7885241.76;442795.63, 7886215.36 
441665.86, 7886977.09;441174.89, 7888690.2;441461.96, 7890669.49 
441870.73, 7892626.94;440839.39, 7894017.96;439201.44, 7894696.94 
437382.82, 7895026.25;436407.46, 7893711.59;435551.86, 7891951.81 
433901.64, 7890821.86;432146.09, 7891572.05;430262.17, 7892074.12 
428505.55, 7892822.48;430120.96, 7893810.68;430417.20, 7895503.24 
429758.97, 7897380.08;428975.16, 7899220.1;427916.57, 7900696.41 
425999.80, 7900498.18;424303.98, 7899437.89;423211.52, 7899913.43 
422584.23, 7901812.51;423531.70, 7903244.66;425092.78, 7904494.87 
424938.35, 7906015.67;424377.48, 7907727.14;424045.41, 7908266.01 
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422285.86, 7907315.24;421654.93, 7908880.82;421194.79, 7910827.17 
421292.11, 7912755.73;421730.34, 7914193.12;421730.34, 7914193.12 
420324.73, 7915505.05;418708.97, 7916496.6;417197.01, 7917758.06; 
417101.71, 7916325.5;417897.15, 7914855.37;417342.70, 7913141.1; 
416526.49, 7911383.85;415599.71, 7909996.22;413599.80, 7909976.94 
412400.14, 7909812.53; 
 
WARD 3 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northern boundary of 

Wallacedale and Odzi River, then westwards along the northern boundaries of 

the following properties Wallacedale and Stonedale so as to exclude them to the 

southern boundary of Hull, then generally westwards and northwards along 

the western boundaries of the following properties so as to include them Hull, 

Ryesholm, Umvaouku, Whitgift and Tiverton to Sungwizi River then up 

Singwizi River to its intersection with a Railway line then generally eastwards 

along Railway line to the southern boundary of Hiemat. Then generally 

eastwards along the southern boundaries of the Beestkraal, and Odzi Falls to 

Odzi River, then down Odzi River to its intersection with the southern 

boundary of Ferncarry Extension then westwards along the latter to the tip of 

Mount Mainje Mountain then generally southwards along the eastern boundary 

of Sheerbrook Estate so as to include it to the northern boundary of 

Wallacedale then eastwards along the latter to the starting point. An area 

bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

 439606.78, 7911737.43;437658.65, 7912189.96;435710.52, 7912642.48 
434743.55, 7913854.02;433500.25, 7914147.81;431588.32, 7913560.83 
430528.19, 7912004.22;429699.76, 7910183.86;428322.77, 7911033.42 
426843.73, 7912379.69;425095.06, 7913269.83;423202.54, 7913916.66 
421603.02, 7913775.53;421019.77, 7911862.46;421409.65, 7909918.35 
421869.79, 7907972.01;423107.45, 7907759.19;424843.88, 7908685.84 
424359.60, 7906911.04;425445.29, 7905231.37;424363.86, 7903911.1 
422802.78, 7902660.89;422877.13, 7900925.76;423565.73, 7899159.68 
425095.81, 7899932.98;426852.17, 7900757.08;428531.79, 7900186.48 
429341.15, 7898360.93;430124.96, 7896520.92;430623.18, 7894592.38 
429342.38, 7893350.1;429255.92, 7892266.56;431195.13, 7892033.02 
432968.32, 7891129.29;434672.18, 7891349.47;435999.69, 7892726.52 
436764.65, 7894574.45;438139.58, 7894636.09;439925.84, 7894614.08 
441614.09, 7893649.98;441690.77, 7891787.1;441338.68, 7889819.48 
441147.95, 7887885.92;442310.55, 7886683.57;444011.98, 7887696.51 
445699.05, 7888770.66;447048.81, 7889943.59;446207.64, 7891758.1 
445366.48, 7893572.61;444525.32, 7895387.11;445371.74, 7896362.38; 
447311.05, 7896835.65;449163.23, 7897590.24;450240.69, 7898793.74 
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449916.04, 7900760.21;450038.41, 7902526.69;451926.22, 7902528.25 
453879.64, 7902493.93;453642.35, 7904099.05;451935.71, 7904681.53 
450056.07, 7905197.1;448180.50, 7905696.96;446207.24, 7905462.77 
444224.17, 7905203.11;442405.59, 7904419.76;440486.45, 7903959.67 
438512.81, 7903674.89;436603.21, 7903080.39;434656.75, 7902785.22 
433847.13, 7904510.27;434282.19, 7905259.29;436176.30, 7904617.13 
437749.10, 7905415.06;438355.92, 7907200.01;439060.04, 7908910.75 
439433.90, 7910799.49;   
 
WARD 4 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyamwina and 

Chisamba River then generally westwards along Nyamwina River to its 

confuence with an unnamed stream, up the latter stream to its confluence with 

Mukuni River to a point where a line is drawn north eastwards along the 

southern boundary of Rothnick property then generally eastwards along the 

southern boundaries of the following properties, Madzadza, Riftwood Crystal 

Creek so as to exclude them, then to the peak of Chidahunga Hills to Nyagundi 

River then generally westwards along Nyagundi River to its source, then from 

the source of unnamed streams to its confluence with Nyamwina River then 

along the latter to the starting point. An area bound by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

424095.62, 7886526.69;422292.00, 7885662.42;420637.91, 7884684.29; 
420313.53, 7883128.95;419866.32, 7881364.17;420422.09, 7879726.91; 
421384.09, 7879131.35;422948.97, 7879966.43;424822.24, 7880261.87 
426470.46, 7880776.05;428237.60, 7881292.2;430099.63, 7881893.4 
431734.18, 7882837.74;433286.26, 7883482.89;434986.65, 7884234.08 
433410.11, 7884372.61;431480.96, 7883866.46;429577.78, 7884026.87 
427623.25, 7884450.91;425823.28, 7885209.79;424232.67, 7886422.22  
 
WARD 5 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence  of Tsambe and 

Dora Rivers, then eastwards and northwards along the southern and eastern 

boundaries of Killridge and Caledonia Farms so as to exclude them to an 

unnamed hill, then generally eastwards along the southern boundaries of 

Transau and Dora Estates to its intersection with the western boundary of the 

groove, then southwards and eastwards along the boundary of the latter to its 

intersection with Sakubva River then down Sakubva River to its confluence 

with Dora River then down Dora River to the starting point. An area bound by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:    
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450854.10, 7893439.76;450633.68, 7895427.58;450413.25, 7897415.39; 
449269.57, 7897633.56;447417.38, 7896878.97;445483.95, 7896386.74 
444477.03, 7895491.29;445318.19, 7893676.78;446159.35, 7891862.27 
447000.52, 7890047.76;448549.15, 7889859.78;450181.43, 7890744.23; 
452025.38, 7891499;453057.25, 7893054.01;452180.27, 7893663.62 
 

WARD 6 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Gombakomba and the eastern boundary of Rowa East Purchase Area,  then 

generally eastwards to Dangare School so as to include it then northwards 

through Chemakuti hill to the southern boundary of Fern Valley, then north 

eastwards along that boundary to the tip of Dangare Hill, then south eastwards 

along the south western boundary of the Rhine to Mupudzi River so as to 

exclude  it then down the Mupudzi River to its intersection with the eastern 

boundary of Rowa East Purchase Area, then northwards along that boundary 

to the starting point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

462206.31, 7879943.54;462720.57, 7881595.84;463346.80, 7883083.56; 
464043.32, 7884889.08;465073.80, 7886270.45;465736.53, 7887872.73 
466519.66, 7889554.44;464967.09, 7890552.11;463258.46, 7891591.62 
461535.55, 7890627.76;461849.60, 7888842.29;462470.04, 7886940.96 
461595.11, 7885842.81;459694.20, 7885248.46;460203.69, 7883703.93 
461182.42, 7881964.12;462060.35, 7880167.11; 
 

WARD 7 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of the international 

boundary of Zimbabwe-Mozambique and southern boundary of Vlahala farm 

then generally eastwards to its junction with western boundary of Monkfield so 

as to include it then generally eastwards along the southern boundaries of the 

following properties so as to exclude them Eggardon Hill, Greendale Howth, to 

the western boundary of Sterkloop, then southwards and eastwards to the 

eastern boundary of Clydesdale so as to exclude it then southwards along that 

boundary to its intersection with the international boundary on beacon BB47 

then generally northwards eastwards northwards along the international 

boundary to the starting point. An area bound by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

477304.42, 7860348.86;478840.22, 7861592.63;480398.00, 7862786.56; 
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481596.36, 7864342.11;483137.28, 7865494.48;484121.17, 7867235.73 
484786.19, 7869026.2;484373.09, 7870983.07;484343.67, 7872863.96 
484621.00, 7874545.41;485331.88, 7876141.9;485535.23, 7878131.53 
485738.55, 7880121.17;485950.69, 7882109.87;485597.76, 7883753.28 
483740.39, 7884495.01;481843.96, 7884810.06;480630.75, 7883990.24 
481287.79, 7882101.25;480717.39, 7880517.41;478782.54, 7881023.73 
476847.69, 7881530.05;474994.51, 7881059.94;473170.67, 7880239.21 
471327.22, 7880661.81;469509.64, 7879827.31;467778.14, 7878920.41; 
469162.54, 7877740.67;469242.64, 7875742.27;469743.43, 7874086.45 
471676.61, 7873576.09;473599.23, 7873086.96;475522.72, 7872540.87 
476749.95, 7871680.09;475781.39, 7869972.36;474937.59, 7868159.07; 
475303.22, 7866753.98;476112.17, 7865098.72;476574.16, 7863153.32 
477078.80, 7861218.04  
 

WARD 8 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of the Tinya 

and Mukuni Rivers, along the Mukuni to its confluence with the Odzi River  

then to its intersection with the southern boundary of Mutanda re-settlement 

then generally along the south eastern boundary of Mutanda to Dowa Hill then 

generally north eastwards to Mukuni River, down the Mukuni River to the 

starting point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  

408624.19, 7867422.53;408589.91, 7869180.46;408649.58, 7870574.88 
409509.32, 7872340.61;410006.69, 7874060.15;410725.59, 7875438.52 
412230.37, 7876659.44;414057.67, 7877090.82;415803.98, 7878044.68 
417614.96, 7878681.54;418375.28, 7879857.29;419841.15, 7880891.03; 
420119.63, 7882728.11;420535.70, 7884239.46;419381.67, 7884163.82 
417499.72, 7883487.01;415615.63, 7882816.04;413896.32, 7881828.57 
412266.17, 7880669.86;410615.06, 7879541.79;408944.06, 7878442.82 
407760.31, 7876914.28;406679.67, 7875336.81;404813.90, 7874616.48 
403172.07, 7873531.85;401686.99, 7872192.25;400230.41, 7870822.11 
398787.63, 7869437.3;399822.51, 7868035.94;400671.84, 7866325.37 
402225.51, 7865175.77;403518.85, 7863872.06;404371.76, 7862343.84 
405619.64, 7863819.36;406975.50, 7865060.31;407834.03, 7866821.44 
 

WARD 9 

Is an area of land bounded by a line from the confluence of Mukuni River and 

Murozvi River then up Mukuni River to its confluence with Tinya River? Then 

generally southwards to Nyamwina River then up Nyamwina River, up 

Chisamba River passing through Makomwe dam generally westwards to the 

food of Chirinda Hills, down along unnamed stream to its confluence with 
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Chiwiridzana River down the latter to its confluence with Murozvi River, then 

down Murozvi River to the starting point. An area bound by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

 416642.56, 7871772.87;418404.60, 7872383.2;420072.89, 7873357.93 
420787.49, 7874764.41;422704.70, 7874682.92;424220.79, 7875561.45 
425049.72, 7877187.37;424493.47, 7879014.72;423073.91, 7879932.35 
421489.20, 7879176.87;420418.36, 7879598.96;419066.95, 7880404.54 
417692.27, 7879458.73;416650.46, 7878425.62;414839.22, 7877586.66 
413062.65, 7876831.71;411489.71, 7875904.26;410336.80, 7874683.03 
409571.70, 7873261.09;409088.57, 7871384.71;409184.93, 7869892.17 
408292.56, 7868258.99;409585.10, 7867666.15;411237.60, 7868568.41 
412464.49, 7870036.24;413946.76, 7871276.47;415166.91, 7872194.17 
416521.11, 7871700.18;416521.11, 7871700.18 
 
WARD 10 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyamwina 

and Nyamakava River, then up the Nyamakava River to its source, then 

generally southwards through Nyaruhwe, Mabvure, Bokisi and Chinyama tide 

with Muroti River, then down the Muroti River to its confluence with Chikadzi 

River then up Chikadzi River to its source, then generally westwards to the 

source of the Chiwiridzana River then down the Chiwiridzana River to its 

confluence with an unnamed river then up the unnamed river to its source 

then generally eastwards through Musiyadanga and Chirindo Hills to a point 

on the Mulosi River then up the Mulosi rive to a point near Uchena Business 

Centre then generally northwards along Chisamba River to its confluence with 

the Nyamwina River, then down Nyamwina River to the starting point. An area 

bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

423617.53, 7880039.98;424730.58, 7878516.37;425066.61, 7876635.44; 
423745.68, 7875272.83;422156.06, 7874684.73;420685.92, 7874383.33 
419612.78, 7873063.27;417900.14, 7872095.46;416874.17, 7871442.41 
418660.63, 7870709.69;420263.71, 7871592.84;421315.78, 7870384.53 
422442.78, 7868829.75;423282.77, 7867204.49;423349.17, 7865499.56 
424698.57, 7866014.35;426568.27, 7866113.68;428137.23, 7867042 
429430.57, 7868493.01;430194.71, 7870181;431355.25, 7871588.51 
431475.91, 7873023.14;430435.28, 7874217.66;430560.77, 7876123.67 
429374.10, 7877733.59;427859.21, 7878925.63;426438.16, 7880226.07 
424888.66, 7880292.53  
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WARD 11 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of the 
Nyamasari River and Mukuku River then up the Mukuku River to its 
confluence with the Shangara River then up the Shangara River to the foot of 
Nyahuwe hill, then generally northwards through Nyahuwe hill to Nyamakava 
River then down Nyamakava River to its confluence with Nyamwina River then 
down the Nyamwina River to the southern boundary of Nyagundi, then 
generally eastwards along that boundary to its junction with an unnamed 
stream, then generally southwards through Zimunya Hills and Chinyawenge 
hills to Nyamasasi River then down Nyamasasi River to the starting point. An 
area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 
South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 
439709.96, 7875840.57;440001.78, 7877756.53;440333.29, 7879622.2; 
441046.55, 7880966.05;440494.06, 7882647.12;440678.35, 7884635.18 
439504.60, 7884526.17;437648.64, 7884273.59;435648.84, 7884301.75 
433907.58, 7883742.53;432072.88, 7883400.75;430790.04, 7882056.29 
428882.78, 7881577.63;427132.46, 7880853.01;426142.91, 7880526.98 
427638.55, 7879259.45;429089.94, 7878049.58;430304.95, 7876470.74 
430590.35, 7874611.31;431053.95, 7873111.7;433005.89, 7872724.48 
434939.41, 7872883.64;436877.39, 7872847.26;438582.83, 7872217.44 
439547.07, 7873013.55;439744.08, 7874779.05 
 
WARD 12 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mutigwede 

River  and Odzi River then up the Mutsigwide River to its source then south 

westwards to a point on the Nyamasasi River then up the Nyamasasi River to 

its source then northwards through Chinyawenge hill to the source of an 

unnamed river then down the unnamed river to its confluence with the 

Mugurungwa River then eastwards through Maninga Hill to a point on the Odzi 

River then down Odzi River to the starting point. An area bound by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

440832.45, 7885122.83;440532.16, 7883190.06;440826.23, 7881394.98 
440780.15, 7879910.35;440000.48, 7878275.04;439768.57, 7876351.34 
440692.10, 7876602.4;441427.87, 7874864.87;442684.35, 7873345.59 
443903.55, 7871927.58;444737.50, 7870304.42;445896.63, 7870831.35 
446650.79, 7872611.9;447346.93, 7874443.42;447543.27, 7876352.1 
447628.24, 7878208.25;446518.54, 7879822.83;445984.84, 7881667.25 
446176.19, 7883551.1;445090.60, 7884940.36;443485.68, 7885877.58 
442206.53, 7885740.26 
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WARD 13 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of the 

northern boundary of Chinyauwera Purchase Area and Odzi River to the 

southern boundary of Dora Communal lands.  Then generally north eastwards 

along that boundary to Mawewe Mountain. Then generally north eastwards to 

the northern boundary of Zimunya Township, then south westwards to the 

peak of Chito hill, then generally southwards along he eastern boundary of 

Rowa West Purchase Area so as to include Farm Numbers 28 225 31 174 1771 

182 190 and 194 to the northern boundary of Chinyauhwera Purchase Area 

then westwards along that boundary to the starting point. An area bound by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:    

446204.79, 7883700.24;445899.12, 7881792.85;446442.97, 7879954.44 
447554.46, 7878341.6;447535.44, 7876503.85;447356.31, 7874593.81 
448482.56, 7873841.55;450452.23, 7873515.8;452407.77, 7873096.69 
453882.98, 7873441.8;453087.03, 7874878.63;453910.46, 7876019.88 
452390.33, 7876744.79;451172.02, 7878125.5;451660.96, 7879164.39; 
452757.09, 7878698.29;453926.66, 7879840.7;453552.01, 7881270.96 
454919.51, 7880725.37;455998.98, 7880622.13;455445.59, 7882339.62 
455362.67, 7882820.01;454539.00, 7884318.13;454693.07, 7886169.56 
455643.39, 7885897.11;456854.32, 7886961.4;457173.41, 7888801.33 
457861.21, 7889808.02;456206.11, 7890772.83;454368.33, 7890174.18 
453453.93, 7888638.69;452475.30, 7887088.59;450609.89, 7886402.34 
448724.29, 7885735.61;447217.39, 7884469.17 
 

WARD 14 

Is an area of land bounded by a  line drawn from the intersection of northern 

boundary of Chinyauhwera Purchase Area and the eastern boundary of Rowa 

West, then generally northwards along that boundary to the tip of Chito hill so 

as to include Rowa East Farms Number 24,40,41,43 and 46 generally 

southwards along the eastern boundary of Rowa East Farm Number 53, 56, 

12, 75, 79, 82 so as to include them, then westwards along the southern 

boundary of the latter to Mupudzi River then down Mupudzi River to its 

junction with the northern boundary of Chinyauhwera then westwards along 

that boundary to the starting point. An area bound by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

462206.31, 7879943.54;461310.14, 7881702.69;460362.62, 7883460.21 
459298.73, 7885091.72;458206.29, 7886767;457113.86, 7888442.29 
456857.70, 7887026.18;455706.43, 7885912.39;454719.14, 7886228.95 
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454526.97, 7884381.87;455338.20, 7882880.08;455399.74, 7882385.5 
455947.28, 7880661.3;454927.28, 7880660.97;453608.44, 7881302.95 
453956.63, 7879898.23;452795.79, 7878646.24;451718.39, 7879134.24 
451136.76, 7878179.94;452373.02, 7876807;453845.72, 7876015.77 
453089.32, 7874943.45;453825.65, 7873472.15;454982.20, 7872570.71 
456942.41, 7872173.73;458902.62, 7871776.75;459880.69, 7873246.48 
460699.79, 7874980.27;462100.13, 7875352.51;463850.10, 7875838.9 
463366.78, 7877450.12;462516.17, 7879260.22  
 
WARD 15 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of the south 

most beacon of the Rhine Farm and Mupudzi River, then generally southwards 

and eastwards along the boundary of the following properties so as to exclude 

them, the western boundaries of Shigodora Farm 2.  The northern and western 

boundaries of Howth Farm, then south westwards direct to Nyarupara 

Mountain then north westwards along the eastern boundaries of Rowa Small 

Scale Farms to its intersection with the Mupudzi River up the Mupudzi River to 

the starting point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

466515.75, 7889660.37;465812.29, 7887954.94;465153.82, 7886345.56 
464038.90, 7885000.78;463401.41, 7883181.1;462632.26, 7881656.94 
462267.59, 7880030.74;462998.57, 7878233.68;463849.18, 7876423.58 
464892.83, 7875895.67;466275.60, 7877340.64;467658.37, 7878785.61; 
467892.79, 7880718.67;467951.14, 7882717.82;468315.59, 7884400.37 
469560.22, 7885037.63;468883.88, 7886919.8;468115.48, 7888725.46 
 

WARD 16 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mutingezi 
and Maudzi Rivers then up Mutingezi River to a depression separating 
Chitakatira  village and Buwerimwe village, then northwards along the 
depression to the southern boundary of Mvududu village, then generally 
eastwards along that boundary to the northern boundary of Chitakatira Rural 
Service Centre so as to include it, then southwards along the boundary of the 
latter to the source of Nyamatsanga River, then down Nyamatsanga River to a 
depression so as to include Chitakatira Secondary and Primary Schools then 
up the depression to the western boundary of Howth then south westwards 
along that boundary direct to Nyarupara Mountain then north westwards along 
the north eastern boundaries of Rowa Small Scale Farms to its intersection 
with the Mupudzi River and then up the Mupudzi River to the starting point. 
An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 
South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 
421066.63, 7871165.42;419679.09, 7871021.47;417834.15, 7870858.23 
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416167.57, 7871929.31;414571.17, 7872260.58;413432.26, 7870806.52 
411931.69, 7869629.7;410721.05, 7868195.95;408879.22, 7867628.51 
407839.82, 7866877.67;406987.67, 7865115.52;405669.19, 7863846.59; 
404413.00, 7862382.11;404575.81, 7860507.39;405249.59, 7858712.33 
405775.00, 7856858.22;406558.48, 7855110.45;408119.96, 7854063.7 
409481.18, 7852741.51;410437.38, 7851042.21;411854.87, 7849674.38 
412722.92, 7848997.64;413349.75, 7850817.7;414434.65, 7852385.94 
415911.46, 7853244.12;416234.32, 7855207.12;416723.82, 7857146.3 
417387.55, 7858839.44;417900.87, 7860350.66;417840.72, 7862275.05; 
418446.22, 7863985.33;418948.47, 7865755.51;419290.64, 7867705.1 
420105.38, 7869407.31;421021.55, 7871119.85  
 

WARD 17 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mupudzi 

and Mutengedzi Rivers, then up Mupudzi River to a point where a line is drawn 

south east along the southwest boundary of the Rhine property then generally 

southwards along the western boundary of Zimunya Town so as to exclude the 

above mentioned properties to the crest of Hwangura Hills then westwards 

along the northern boundary of Howth to the southward along the latter 

property  so as to exclude it, then down a depression to Nyamatsanga River up 

Nyamatsanga River to its source so as to exclude Chitakatira  Township then 

westwards along the northern border of the latter so as to exclude it then 

generally southwards along an unnamed stream to its confluence with 

Mutengezi River then down Mutengezi River to the starting point. An area 

bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

431816.45, 7868471.04;430894.29, 7869644.06;429476.76, 7868913.04 
428445.37, 7867331.13;426819.46, 7866385.8;425067.55, 7866069.43 
423569.30, 7865499.66;423567.97, 7866902.23;422571.03, 7868445.61 
421432.11, 7869986.09;420733.16, 7870609.69;419620.52, 7869029.35 
419219.66, 7867086.63;418863.85, 7865145.22;417955.36, 7863602.46 
417856.08, 7861652.71;417964.64, 7859765.85;419770.13, 7859977.51 
421278.62, 7860166.58;423056.45, 7861019.09;424924.64, 7861306.88 
426678.56, 7861726.2;428302.17, 7862175.82;428896.61, 7863890.4 
429682.24, 7865630.72;430820.54, 7866882.08;431818.86, 7865845.77 
432895.10, 7864226.45;434066.82, 7864840.64;433165.09, 7866335.29 
432046.73, 7867625.5 
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WARD 18 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Save and  

Mukuni Rivers up to its confluence with Murozvi River, then up the Murozvi 

River to its confluence with Chiwiridzana River, then down Chiwiridzana River, 

then down Chiwiridzana River to Marange Business Centre, then generally 

southwards Chikurumadziwa River, then down Chikurumadziwa River to its 

confluence with Riti  River, then up Riti River to a point where a line is drawn 

generally south westwards through Chinyarima and Makuvisi Hills to the 

source of Nyamungu River, then down Nyamungu to its confluence with Save 

River then up Save River to the starting point. An area bound by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

439714.50, 7874844.79;439541.96, 7873085.26;438654.36, 7872227.37 
436949.45, 7872852.07;435008.95, 7872864.17;433075.95, 7872706.98 
431604.17, 7872227.55;430692.31, 7870658.15;429865.62, 7869570.98 
431445.82, 7869022.38;432361.13, 7869089.24;433687.85, 7868904.55 
435580.73, 7868588.58;436331.02, 7867728.51;437416.01, 7866172.02 
438585.77, 7864680.42;440069.62, 7863796.61;441702.43, 7864531.03 
443535.79, 7864519.72;443490.65, 7865859.25;444284.14, 7867673.73 
445097.56, 7869480.32;445308.96, 7869879.45;445308.96, 7869879.45 
444120.16, 7871092.71;443438.97, 7872923;441907.41, 7874145.32 
441140.59, 7875953.75;439950.40, 7876023.42 
 

 WARD 19 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Muroti River 

and Chempungu River then up the Chekurumadziwa River then generally 

northwards passing through the foot of Bondwe Hills so as to include them to a 

point near Marange Business Centre then down along Chikadzi River to its 

confluence with upper part of Muroti River, then up Muroti River to its 

confluence with Nyawashatu River then up Nyawashatu River to 

Chinyamatende hills then generally northwards to Bokisi hills then generally 

westwards passing through the foot of Nyagwiro hills to exclude them to 

Nyamaire River then up Nyamaire then generally southwards passing through 

the foot of Nyarusise and Tanga Hills so as to exclude them to a point near 

Munyoro Business Centre then generally southeastwards to Muchacha River, 

then up Muchacha River to a point on the southern boundary of Shawarimbiri 

Business Centre.  Then generally westwards to the Chipoka River then 

generally down along Chipoka River to its confluence with Muroti River, then 

down Muroti River to the starting point. An area bound by the following 
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Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

431668.06, 7866121.09;430520.94, 7866783.37;429450.71, 7865415.73 
428703.35, 7863647.79;428126.55, 7861929.75;428507.66, 7860370.33 
430354.83, 7860182.39;431851.19, 7859027.59;432805.42, 7860167.26 
434461.45, 7860156.93;436378.47, 7860222.17;438206.27, 7859644.66 
440096.25, 7859292.93;441832.16, 7859229.08;443531.48, 7860069.72 
444561.10, 7860912.13;444141.93, 7862771.76;443870.64, 7864487.25 
442136.18, 7864678.84;440441.28, 7863836.94;438830.31, 7864331.97 
437696.22, 7865801.07;436624.16, 7867378.62;436021.92, 7868653.07 
434140.32, 7868951.62;432579.46, 7868725.62;431816.45, 7868471.04 
432654.83, 7867165.31;433522.61, 7865738.13;433563.17, 7864216.35 
432442.55, 7864890.14 
  

WARD 20 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of the Odzi 

River and Mutigwide River then down Odzi River to its confluence with 

Nyahowa River then up Nyahowa River to its source then generally 

northwestwards to the southern boundary of Muchsi Business Centre then 

generally westwards passing through the northern foot of Utserenga hills so as 

to exclude them, then passing the southern part of Munyoro school so as to 

include it then to an unnamed stream to its confluence with Nyamaire River 

then generally westwards to the crest of Bokosi Hills then generally northwards 

passing through the crest of Nyabvure hills to Shangara River to its confluence 

with Mukuku River then down Mukuku River to its confluence with Nyamasasi 

River then up Nyamasasi River to the source of Mutigwide River to the starting 

point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  

444366.14, 7867889.55;443605.76, 7866053.96;444958.47, 7865041.74 
446934.10, 7864730.48;448909.73, 7864419.22;450885.36, 7864107.96 
452860.99, 7863796.7;454821.02, 7863551.31;456038.64, 7865062.16 
456856.47, 7866643.12;455217.06, 7867787.6;453584.18, 7868942.45 
451962.42, 7869938.7;450506.84, 7868567.1;448789.74, 7867679.22 
446844.97, 7867212.47;444937.53, 7867704.37; 
WARD 21 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyahowa 

River and the Odzi the down the Odzi River to its confluence with Nyarugodo 

River then up the Nyarugodo River to its source, then generally westwards 

through Nzvenga Clinic to Chipoka River so as to include Nzvenga clinic then 

up Chipoka River to the source of Muchacha River then down the Muchacha 
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River to a point near Makorenhema hill then generally northwards along the 

boundaries of the following properties so as to exclude them Munyoro Business 

Centre, Munyoro School, to Muchisi Business Centre, then generally 

southwards to a point on the Nyahowa River, then down the Nyahowa River to 

the starting point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

463715.08, 7862227.7;463621.01, 7864196.68;463301.01, 7866170.91 
462991.55, 7868146.8;462692.16, 7870124.26;462881.59, 7871974.32 
463666.09, 7873806.83;464198.09, 7875644.96;462553.34, 7875286.28 
461098.08, 7874946.52;459950.48, 7873715.54;459322.99, 7871918.38 
458422.33, 7870388.93;458351.35, 7868885.91;457470.35, 7867234.93 
456440.24, 7865649.28;455411.13, 7863974.09;455918.85, 7863314.94 
457894.48, 7863003.68;459870.11, 7862692.42;461845.74, 7862381.16 
463733.63, 7862150.84 
 
WARD 22  

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Odzi River 

and northern boundary of Chinyauhera Small Scale Farms, then eastwards 

along that boundary to Mupudzi River then southwards along Mupudzi River to 

a point where a straight line is drawn westwards direct to the southern 

boundaries of Chinyauhwera Small Scale Farms then generally westwards 

along that boundary direct to the source of Nyahuni River so as to include the 

following  farm numbers 43 to 50 then down Nyahuni River to its confluence 

with Odzi River then up the Odzi River to the starting point. An area bound by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

477486.84, 7858243.25;476614.13, 7860024.45;477032.56, 7861394.08; 
476528.57, 7863329.54;476074.59, 7865276.81;475142.13, 7866838.72 
475014.38, 7868324.09;475858.18, 7870137.38;476843.65, 7871826.63 
475347.55, 7872590.31;473420.53, 7873121.53;471502.69, 7873629.76 
469566.80, 7874130.43;469235.35, 7875924.14;469155.25, 7877922.54 
467639.26, 7878765.64;466256.49, 7877320.67;464873.72, 7875875.69 
463852.95, 7874272.87;463108.66, 7872416.53;462617.00, 7870620.71 
462916.39, 7868643.25;463220.68, 7866666.55;463540.68, 7864692.32 
463715.78, 7862702.36;462419.84, 7862290.71;460444.21, 7862601.97 
458468.58, 7862913.23;456492.95, 7863224.49;454517.32, 7863535.75 
452541.69, 7863847.01;450566.06, 7864158.27;448590.43, 7864469.53 
446614.80, 7864780.79;444661.66, 7865084;446385.73, 7864070.3 
448109.81, 7863056.61;449833.88, 7862042.92;451557.95, 7861029.23 
453292.28, 7860123.33;455011.38, 7859101.23;455922.26, 7857574.43 
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456080.11, 7855580.67;456237.96, 7853586.91;456175.94, 7851729.8 
454411.94, 7850872.69;452413.03, 7850806.91;450414.11, 7850741.12 
449574.54, 7849728.1;449358.15, 7847781.47;448906.66, 7845867.14 
447908.33, 7844209.65;448399.44, 7842848.97;449560.56, 7843414.94; 
450936.90, 7844136.09;452857.53, 7844085.13;453913.18, 7843755.71 
455659.42, 7843988.91;456844.62, 7843058.07;458685.60, 7843413.37 
460569.70, 7843515.97;462408.68, 7843769.31;464120.76, 7844737.51 
465136.98, 7846223.29;466636.61, 7847123.28;466863.97, 7848698.86; 
467937.24, 7850040.18;469803.80, 7850634.49;471689.53, 7851244.31 
473263.02, 7852478.86;474448.33, 7853980.55;474274.87, 7855934.61 
474775.24, 7857311.08;476630.81, 7858055.97; 
 

WARD 23 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Mupudzi 

River and the northern boundary of Mupudzi Resettlement Area then along 

Mupudzi River; then westwards along the southern boundary of Chinyauhera 

Small Scale Farms Number 232, 85, 86, 87, and 88 so as to exclude them then 

southeastwards to Nyarupara Hills then generally southwards along the 

western boundary of Clydesdale to the northern boundary of Mupudzi 

resettlement Area, then westwards to the starting point. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

421031.00, 7851998.22;422904.71, 7852323.22;424521.24, 7853241.78 
425522.32, 7854853.39;426861.09, 7855843.72;428199.76, 7854794.08 
429674.62, 7855932.32;430125.03, 7857701.01;431620.35, 7858725.13 
431501.13, 7859417.38;429832.58, 7860125.37;428228.75, 7860821.79 
427085.39, 7861814.64;425249.62, 7861493.12;423467.01, 7860953.85 
421613.42, 7860414.04;420099.89, 7860230.29;418248.48, 7859646.41 
417148.51, 7858313.94;416547.94, 7856449.52;416135.66, 7854496.51 
415553.94, 7852636.31;414050.41, 7851824.98;413148.86, 7850262.85 
414948.47, 7851003.27;416821.42, 7851228.1;418640.75, 7851835.05 
418954.93, 7850345.21;419986.93, 7851386.56  
 
WARD 24 

 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from boundary beacon BB47 on the 

Zimbabwe/Mozambique international boundary, then generally southwards 

along the boundaries of the following properties so as to include them, the 

eastern and southern boundaries of formerly Engwa Farm, the south eastern 

boundaries of formerly Andes, Berthloold Folly, Wengezi, Maparara and 

formerly Inyaruparu Farm, then generally westwards along the Munengeri 
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River to its confluence with the Odzi River then along the Odzi River to its 

intersection with the northern boundary of formerly Devon Farm; then east 

wards to Rumiti Hill, then north eastwards to a point on Chari Hill, then 

northwards direct to a point on Mutare Chimanimani road near Chimhenga hill 

then north westwards direct to the tip of Chinyamureza Hill then generally 

eastwards through Madanga Hill to an unnamed hill near Chitora River, then 

generally northwards and north eastwards through Shamanyoka and 

Nyarupara hills to a point near Chishakwe, then generally eastwards and 

southwards along the eastern boundaries of Murare and Mupudzi Resettlement 

Schemes to the starting point.  This area is bound by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

431028.07, 7845689.51;432985.13, 7845478.01;433313.57, 7846387.18; 
432360.04, 7847987.88;431610.96, 7849587.9;430501.16, 7851117.02 
430245.92, 7853001.74;431664.94, 7853876.13;431574.93, 7855590.84 
432113.45, 7857507.07;431937.68, 7858792.19;430377.01, 7857906.63 
429926.93, 7856129.14;428481.83, 7854903.73;427138.19, 7855709.35 
425816.32, 7854979.55;424649.26, 7853529.43;423191.26, 7852421.35 
421336.34, 7852082.95;419914.71, 7851355.6;418950.75, 7850423.67 
418562.29, 7851830.79;416758.17, 7851185.11;414885.40, 7850958.71 
413113.65, 7850201.75;412417.27, 7848395.02;413053.31, 7846530.2 
414059.95, 7844825.59;415130.42, 7843239.18;415976.61, 7841464.12 
417325.92, 7840154.89;418697.87, 7840073.52;420403.63, 7840739.41 
422068.94, 7841208.08;423662.54, 7841444.56;424845.77, 7842708.21 
425605.16, 7844466.07;427482.00, 7845055.82;428955.97, 7845260.09 
429456.71, 7844552.25;429456.71, 7844552.25;430744.65, 7845702.13  
 
WARD 25 

 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of  Muroti River 

and Mbondomi Rivers then along the Muroti River to its confluence with 

Chipoka River then along the Chipoka River to its confluence with 

Mvuramachena River then generally southwards to Nyamasoka River, then 

south westwards to Nyamanyimo River then down Nyamnyimo River to its 

confluence with Sungwizi River then along Sungwizi River to its confluence 

with an unnamed stream, then along the latter to the source of Mbondomi 

River, then down Mbondomi River to the starting point. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

447550.11, 7855353.77;446738.08, 7856941.33;446011.52, 7858489.85 
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444753.14, 7860015.47;443157.18, 7859861.78;441437.80, 7859094.38 
439679.02, 7859389.21;437817.98, 7859810.57;435950.75, 7860202.28 
434040.84, 7860117.34;432691.34, 7859759.64;432222.17, 7857879.93 
431750.69, 7855939.02;431441.53, 7854195.84;430633.06, 7853013.19 
431206.75, 7852296.26;432874.20, 7851332.35;434658.89, 7851261.62 
436603.39, 7851003.29;438422.74, 7851464.61;440281.89, 7851251.09; 
442040.91, 7852076.5;443981.45, 7852379.16;445974.99, 7852534.52 
447948.90, 7852707.86;448135.07, 7853764.19 
 
WARD 26 

 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Muroti and 

Save River, then along Muroti River to its confluence with Mhondomi River 

then along Mhondomi to a point where a line is drawn southwards along 

unnamed stream to Sungwizi River to its confluence with Nyamanyimo River 

along Nyamanyimo River to a point where a line is drawn southwards near the 

north eastern part of Chipurahwe Hills, then generally north eastwards passing 

along the southern and south eastern boundary of Chikuku and Tsaitsai 

villages to a point where a line is drawn generally southwards to St Andrews 

School so as to include it, then generally south westwards to the source of an 

unnamed stream.  Then along the latter stream to its confluence with Mungure 

River then along Mungure River to a point where a line is drawn westwards 

along an unnamed river to its confluence with Sungwizi River  to Chapungu 

Hills then generally southwestwards passing through the foot of Sandure and 

Nyahombe hills so as to include them to the source of Chikotokoto River down 

the river to its confluence with Save River then along Save River to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  

443459.38, 7865790.89;444001.44, 7863974.5;444130.64, 7862068.11 
444681.35, 7860222.53;445866.66, 7858656;446845.44, 7857131.99 
447424.67, 7855525.96;448912.84, 7856361.57;450534.99, 7857073.38; 
452022.69, 7858131.45;452967.60, 7859681.13;451806.77, 7860882.93 
450082.70, 7861896.62;448358.63, 7862910.31;446634.55, 7863924.01 
444910.48, 7864937.7  
 

 
WARD 27 

 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the  confluence of Nyamasoko 
River and Odzi River, westwards along Nyamasoko River, then along 
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Nyamasoko River to its confluence with Nyadzire River then up Nyadzire River 
passing through Zawe hills to a point where a line is drawn generally 
northwards passing through St Andrews School so as to exclude it to the 
northern boundary of Nzvenga Business Centre so as to include it then 
generally eastwards to the source of Nyarigodo river then along Nyarigodo River 
to its confluence with Odzi River then along Odzi River to the starting point. 
This area is bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 
36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 
447550.11, 7855353.77;448304.83, 7853583.21;449410.30, 7852003.4 
450108.68, 7850731.07;452107.60, 7850796.86;454106.52, 7850862.64 
455914.50, 7851571.56;456262.07, 7853282.26;456104.23, 7855276.03 
455946.38, 7857269.79;455274.05, 7858945.05;453554.96, 7859967.16 
452532.24, 7859210.37;451513.63, 7857680.76;449970.42, 7856691.45 
448380.49, 7855826.58 
 
WARD 28 

 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mupudzi and 

Odzi River, then along Odzi River to a point where a line is drawn generally 

southeastwards along the western boundary of Stewarton West, and its 

southern properties so as to exclude them to Mupudzi River then along 

Mupudzi river to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

448702.91, 7852950.73;446963.52, 7852565.09;444966.74, 7852464.84 
442997.38, 7852175.81;441081.90, 7851756.49;439328.93, 7851248.56 
437557.29, 7851211.49;435614.89, 7851076.57;433694.60, 7851072.25 
432119.65, 7851959.63;430233.67, 7852474.22;430812.39, 7850771.48 
431794.53, 7849187.17;432509.03, 7847573.19;433579.71, 7846000.49 
434939.97, 7845413.46;436533.60, 7845052.34;437507.07, 7843454.24 
438672.68, 7842089.85;440473.30, 7841588.59;442331.38, 7841609.65 
444096.73, 7842081.26;446002.46, 7842093.76;447746.02, 7841441.82 
448399.08, 7842847.53;447906.86, 7844209.6;448905.89, 7845865.88 
449357.97, 7847780;449575.24, 7849726.8;449454.10, 7851667.21  
 

WARD 29 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Odzi and 

Mupudzi Rivers, then along Mupudzi River to a point where a line is drawn 

southwest to the intersection with Chimanimani road then southwards along 

the western boundary of White Waters and Kings Brook properties to Chiari 

Hills then southwestwards to Rumiti Hills then westwards to Odzi River then 

along Odzi river to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 
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Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

433767.85, 7845323.43;431816.49, 7845626.97;429920.45, 7845444.75 
429710.45, 7843707.4;429745.50, 7841790.38;430012.90, 7839940.26 
429954.85, 7838055.07;431783.49, 7838026.28;433316.78, 7836862.6 
434244.30, 7835643.15;435290.54, 7834151.58;436263.96, 7832513.53 
436440.54, 7830670.72;436896.81, 7829558.15;438343.72, 7830902.98 
440062.85, 7830823.48;441641.65, 7829814.19;443107.41, 7829176.79 
444585.00, 7829888;445025.43, 7831779.08;445942.81, 7833447.53 
446552.71, 7835320.74;447259.79, 7837077.78;447815.34, 7838824.74 
448190.09, 7840786.21;447053.27, 7841586.12;445193.59, 7842101.78 
443486.41, 7841686.61;441541.64, 7841597.26;439676.01, 7841655.52 
438345.17, 7842747.43;437047.66, 7844051.72;436061.51, 7845550.48 
434201.45, 7845285.79 ; 
 
WARD 30 
 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of the Odzi River 

and Mangure River, along the Mangure River to its confluence with unnamed 

river then along the latter to a point on the southeast boundaries of St Andrews 

School so as to exclude it then eastwards passing through Zawe Hills to 

Nyadzire River then along Nyadzire River to its confluence with Nyamasoko 

River then along Nyamasoko River to its influence with Odzi River then along 

Odzi River to the starting point. This area is bound by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

 438710.20, 7816519.42;438195.43, 7817993.17;438740.18, 7819742.97; 
439949.71, 7821317.69;440524.26, 7823113.1;  442078.08, 7824124.71 
443207.09, 7825495.93;443284.42, 7827212.63;443829.09, 7828792.77 
442265.96, 7829111.05;440926.31, 7830371.19;439153.55, 7831297.06 
437520.59, 7830299.47;436575.12, 7829763.71;436376.99, 7831670.58 
435638.46, 7833303.78;434794.53, 7834920.09;434217.06, 7836634.23 
432549.72, 7837498.9;430786.63, 7838089.76;429892.07, 7839025.56 
429985.98, 7840933.27;429892.51, 7842770.09;429316.82, 7844553.93 
428150.42, 7845591.11;426411.22, 7844772.25;425321.26, 7843433.28 
424474.42, 7841681.53;422846.14, 7840907.63;421096.39, 7841131.71; 
419399.64, 7840480.31;418443.10, 7839485.57;418443.10, 7839485.57 
418829.10, 7837562.12;418973.99, 7835602.03;419587.89, 7833725.35 
419764.27, 7831756.98;421069.15, 7830319.35;421907.85, 7828579.6 
422663.95, 7826752.51;423069.81, 7824842.6;423969.96, 7823102.47 
424974.71, 7821375.36;426157.42, 7819810.65;427854.22, 7818811.35 
429388.93, 7817738.1;431344.75, 7817471.88;433268.01, 7817005.67 
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435193.64, 7816537.72;435861.67, 7814784.55;436952.54, 7813979.52 
438289.48, 7814746.01  
 

WARD 31 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Mangure and 

Odzi Rivers then along Odzi River to its confluence with an unnamed river, 

then up the latter to Masvisvi hills, then generally westwards to Chisawi River, 

along Chisawi River then generally north westwards passing through Rombe 

dam passing through the northern foot of Zvapupu hills to exclude it to south 

Tsungwesi River along the latter to its confluence with an unnamed river, then 

along the latter to its source, then generally eastwards to Mangure River down 

Mangure River to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

436159.49, 7903050.83;437143.70, 7904597.08;435560.11, 7904826.04 
433666.00, 7905468.19;434085.13, 7903904.71;435299.44, 7902886.66 
 
WARD 32 

 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Chikotoko 

River  and Save River then along Chikotoko River passing through Sandura, 

Chinyamutukwe hills to Singwizi River along Singwizi River to its confluence 

with south Tsungwezi River to then down the latter to its confluence with an 

unnamed stream along the stream to its source then generally south eastwards 

passing through Rombe dam to Chisawi River then along Chisawi River to a 

point where a line is drawn eastwards passing through Masviswi Hills to an 

unnamed river then along unnamed river to its confluence with Odzi River 

along Odzi River to its confluence with Save River then along Save River to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

462726.39, 7886155.39;462105.95, 7888056.72;461485.51, 7889958.05 
459982.16, 7889951.31;458131.29, 7889193.51;457331.88, 7888107.95 
458424.31, 7886432.66;459616.12, 7885200.41;461506.74, 7885818.39  
 
WARD 33 

 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Chikotoko 

River and Save River then along Chikotoko River passing through Sandura, 
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Chinyamutukwe hills to Singwizi River along Singwizi River, along Singwizi 

River to its confluence with South Tsungwezi River then along the latter to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream up the stream to its source then generally 

sough eastwards passing through Rombe dam to Chisawi River then down 

Chisawi River to a point where a line is drawn eastwards passing through 

Maswiswi Hills to an unnamed river then along unnamed river to its confluence 

with Odzi River along Odzi River to its confluence with Save River then along 

the river to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

469750.07, 7884509.32;467971.14, 7884156.25;467934.76, 7882156.67 
467863.34, 7880162.97;468607.00, 7879412.89;470424.59, 7880247.39 
472255.85, 7880394.99;474088.77, 7880652.36;475912.62, 7881473.09 
477821.67, 7881275.17;479756.52, 7880768.86;481273.14, 7881185.16 
480957.04, 7883052.15;480870.03, 7884615.27;482817.99, 7884863.36 
484675.37, 7884121.63;486161.28, 7883999.68;486961.22, 7885787.13 
487651.23, 7887637.84;487242.28, 7889443.63;486931.56, 7891334.9 
485268.27, 7891386.73;484278.00, 7893047.86;484123.87, 7895041.84 
483901.75, 7897027.32;482832.82, 7898201.47;480909.77, 7897652.03 
478984.77, 7897426.78;476993.81, 7897370.8;475836.61, 7896490.08 
473836.68, 7896473.42;472004.13, 7896709.49;470182.43, 7896895.35 
469971.23, 7898884.16;468898.99, 7900352.26;468257.74, 7898568.53 
468166.63, 7896765.41;467034.01, 7896380.97;467107.39, 7894428.79 
465900.70, 7893158.84;464698.20, 7893979.8;462774.10, 7893848.74 
461599.98, 7894799.49;460510.49, 7895980.85;458510.59, 7895960.74 
456614.47, 7895566.94;457222.29, 7893789.79;458013.07, 7891952.76 
458803.85, 7890115.74;460337.37, 7890096.74;462127.72, 7890976.56 
463845.60, 7891234.41;465554.23, 7890194.9;467206.32, 7889256.79 
468527.77, 7887910.79;469204.12, 7886028.62  
 
WARD 34 

 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of the Odzi and 

the southern boundary of Ferncarry Extension thence along the Odzi River to 

its intersection with the northern boundary of Wallacedale generally 

northwards along the eastern boundary of the state land to the pick of Mwenji 

Mountain, then generally eastwards along the southern boundary of Ferncarry 

to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 3 

406841.51, 7893767.04;406882.55, 7891889.32;405610.38, 7890472.98 
404095.22, 7889192.38;403607.59, 7887308.68;403916.80, 7885671.97 
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404152.89, 7884023.64;402625.89, 7883358.29;401068.15, 7882563.72 
399577.41, 7882010.61;398498.62, 7880855.61;398122.72, 7879087.44 
396993.81, 7877548.02;396587.09, 7875645.74;397058.18, 7873884.95 
397686.06, 7872010.24;398283.57, 7870164.64;399374.28, 7869995.64 
400813.20, 7871384.7;402288.48, 7872734.81;403773.56, 7874074.41 
405569.57, 7874908.23;407236.22, 7875845.94;408117.07, 7877641.52 
409620.85, 7878887.92;411291.85, 7879986.9;412926.41, 7881139.16 
414556.56, 7882297.87;416378.72, 7883087.8;418262.81, 7883758.77 
420104.80, 7884525.75;421264.49, 7885720.26;421074.44, 7887398.1 
420915.45, 7888826.42;419958.96, 7890582.88;418753.67, 7891717.44 
417496.03, 7892629.79;416575.74, 7894382.03;414678.37, 7895014.49; 
412842.78, 7895750.96;411379.59, 7897114.44;410118.26, 7898289.82 
410118.26, 7898289.82;409564.04, 7896425.17;408490.87, 7894855.95 
406871.38, 7893805.99 
 
 
WARD 35 

 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of road 

Gombakomba and the eastern boundary of Rowa East Purchase Area then 

north westwards to Chiito Hills then eastwards on the southern boundary of 

Dora Communal land to a point where a line is drawn southwards passing 

through Chemakuti Hills to Dangare School so as to exclude it then generally 

westwards to the starting point. This area is bound by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

442498.54, 7886732.91;443967.94, 7885538.99;445571.61, 7884724.42 
446758.22, 7884103.92;448281.64, 7885389.58;450056.72, 7886206.75 
451942.32, 7886873.48;452986.94, 7888405.27;453916.08, 7889803.33 
455625.70, 7890752.53;457434.89, 7890211.12;458995.15, 7889547.2 
458269.21, 7891357.74;457478.43, 7893194.76;456687.66, 7895031.79 
455192.78, 7894708.98;453384.01, 7893915.76;452696.62, 7892192 
451173.00, 7891062.6;449348.44, 7890270.29;447741.16, 7889447.72 
446030.66, 7888981.79444343.59, 7887907.64;442656.52, 7886833.49  
 

WARD 36 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the boundary beacon BB29A 

on the Zimbabwe-Mozambique international boundary to the boundary beacon 

BB 36 then generally southwards along the latter to its intersection with the 

southern boundary of Valahala Estate so as to include it, then generally 

eastwards to the western boundary of Monkfield so as to exclude it, then 

eastwards along the southern boundaries of the following properties; Eggardon 
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Hill, Greendale, Howth to the western boundary of Howth, then northwards 

and eastwards to the peak of Hwangura Hill then generally northwards along 

the western boundary of Shigodora and Rhine Farm, then southwards and 

westwards along the northern boundaries of Shigodora Farm, then generally 

eastwards and northwards so as to exclude Fern-Valley Township Nyakamete 

and Greenside to the starting point. An area bound by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

447162.39, 7873970.41;446354.23, 7872191.69;445637.67, 7870385.84 
444728.69, 7868636.72;445471.64, 7867531.28;447390.92, 7867343.5 
449335.70, 7867810.25;450915.46, 7868952.15;452409.69, 7869773.09 
454042.58, 7868618.25;455675.46, 7867463.4;457260.69, 7866917.48 
458137.07, 7868561.42;458304.02, 7870035.94;459136.24, 7871602.07 
457305.54, 7872100.19;455345.34, 7872497.17;453385.38, 7872895.28 
451426.85, 7873300.38;449473.99, 7873732.03;447485.44, 7873938.88 
 

MUTASA RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

WARD 1 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyawamba 

River and Eastern Highlands Plantations, boundary, then generally eastwards, 

northwards to its intersection with Nyamukomba River, down Nyamukomba 

River to its confluence with unnamed stream, then up unnamed stream to its 

source, then southwards to the source of another unnamed stream, then 

downwards to Pungwe, up Pungwe River to its confluence with Nyawamba 

River, then up Nyawamba River to the starting point. An area bound by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 498887.95, 7988405.26; 

500989.87, 7988405.26; 503765.47, 7974769.76; 501421.03, 7972209.73 and 

498780.16, 7977195.05 

WARD 2  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the north western part of 

Mapokana Hills, southwestwards along the Eastern Highlands Plantations 

property boundary to its intersection with district administrative boundary 

northwestwards, north eastwards, south eastwards and generally northwards 

along the district administrative boundary to a point north of Uswe Hills, south 

wards to the starting point. An area bound by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 
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1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 498886.38, 7984017.15; 498832.48, 

7972321.88; 490667.35, 7968737.84; 492068.63, 7972869.83 and 496083.82, 

7982103.87 

WARD 3 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Pfungwe river 

and district Administrative boundary then eastwards along the district 

administrative boundary and southern property boundary of Eastern 

Highlands to its intersection with Nyawamba river, down Nyawanda river to its 

confluence with Pungwe river, then up Pungwe river to the starting point. An 

area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

483082.90, 7965464.08; 495737.87, 7971039.61; 496801.62, 7967664.95; 

484109.97, 7960622.18 and 483156.26, 7965427.40 

WARD 4  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Pungwe river 

and Muzinga river then down Pungwe river to the Zimbabwe / Mozambique 

international boundary, then generally southwards along the Zimbabwe 

/Mozambique international boundary to its intersection with Honde river, then 

up Honde river to its confluence with Marirangwe river then up Marirangwe 

river with its confluence with Chiteka river, then Chiteka river to its confluence 

with Muzinga river, then down Muzinga river to the starting point. An area 

bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 503155.33, 

7966197.70; 502861.88, 7958458.00; 495612.39, 7956733.99; 492297.73, 

7960328.73 and 499047.05, 7964693.78 

WARD 5 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Pungwe river 

and Nyamanyoka river down Nyamanyoka river to the foothills of Mandeya 

Hills, It proceeds eastwards to a point on the Chiteka river down the Chiteka 

river to its confluence with Marirangwe river, down Marirangwe river to its 

confluence with Honde river, up Honde river to its confluence with Ruda river 

up Ruda river to Padziwa Hills, it proceeds westwards to the district 

administrative boundary, generally northwards and eastwards along the 

district boundary to its intersection with Pungwe river, then down Pungwe river 

to the starting point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 
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(S.A) coordinates: 483140.66, 7965422.67; 490183.42, 7962965.03; 

495612.22, 7956655.89; 489119.67, 7953941.49 and 480462.94, 7960580.76 

WARD 6 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Nyamakanga 

river and district administrative boundary, east and northwards along the 

district administrative boundary, then south wards across Padziwa Hills to the 

source of an unnamed stream, then down the down the unnamed stream to its 

intersection with Honde river, then westwards along Honde river to its 

intersection with Nyamakanga river then up Nyamakanga river to the starting 

point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 480536.30, 7960580.76; 483874.28, 7954565.07; 489156.35, 

7953941.49; 480609.66, 7950383.43 and 478848.97, 7953501.32 

WARD 7  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Nyamakanga 

river and District Administrative boundary, east and northwards along the 

district administrative boundary. Then south wards across Padziwa Hills to the 

source of an unnamed stream, then down the unnamed stream to its 

intersection with Honde river, then westwards along Honde river to its 

intersection with Nyamakanga river then up Nyamakanga river to the starting 

point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 473726.04, 7955174.86; 478848.97, 7953501.32; 480622.08, 

7950369.64; 471378.45, 7943840.41 and 468774.10, 7946188.00 

WARD 8 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Nyamakanga 

river and District Administrative boundary, east and northwards along the 

district administrative boundary, then south wards across Padziwa Hills to the 

source of an unnamed stream, then down the unnamed stream to its 

intersection with Honde river, then westwards along Honde river to its 

intersection with Nyamakanga river then up Nyamakanga river to the starting 

point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 484070.10, 7951394.83; 480145.23, 7937639.42; 478641.31, 

7945122.36; 475193.28, 7945855.98 and 480622.08, 7950404.44 
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WARD 9 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Honde river 

and Ngarura river at the Zimbabwe / Mozambique international boundary, 

southwards along the international boundary to the northeastern property 

boundary of Staple Ford estate, southwest wards along the property boundary 

to its intersection with Ngarura river, down northwards along Ngarura river to 

the starting point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(S.A) coordinates: 486894.55, 7952801.55; 490415.93, 7945135.21; 

481098.94, 7937652.27; 485097.17, 7946965.26 and 484070.10, 7951370.99 

WARD 10 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of an unnamed 

stream and the northern property boundary of Staple Ford Estate, westwards 

along the property boundary to Ruunji Hills then a line is drawn from Ruunji 

Hills beacon number 1954, northwards along the foot Hills of Ruunji to 

Masanga Hills, then a line is drawn to an unnamed stream from Masanga Hill, 

down the unnamed stream to its confluence with Honde river, down Honde 

river to its confluence with an unnamed stream, down the unnamed stream to 

a point a general line is drawn to another unnamed stream, down the 

unnamed stream to its confluence with Mupenga river, down Mupenga river to 

its confluence with an unnamed stream, then up the unnamed stream to the 

starting point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 475193.28, 7945832.15; 478604.62, 7945135.21; 480218.59, 

7937505.54, 474899.84, 7937065.37 and 468003.79, 7941907.27 

WARD 11 

An area of land bound by a line drawn from the intersection of Odzi river and 

district administrative boundary southwards, eastwards, southeastwards, 

north eastwards southeastwards along the district administrative boundary to 

its intersection with Buru river , south eastwards along Duru river to its 

confluence with Honde river, up Honde river to its intersection with property  

boundary of Manga communal land, north westwards along Manga communal 

land, south westwards, northwestwards along property boundary of state land 

to its intersection with then source of an unnamed stream down that unnamed 

stream to its confluence with another unnamed stream, up that unnamed 

stream to its sources, to meet the Nyanga / Mutare road up along Nyanga / 

Mutare road to meet another unnamed stream then to meet Odzi river, down 
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Odzi river to meet another unnamed stream up the unnamed stream to its 

source in the Gondo mountain, then a general line is drawn north wards, north 

eastwards to meet Odzi river up Odzi river, to its intersection with district 

administrative boundary then north eastwards along the district administrative 

boundary to the starting point. An area bound by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 461407.17, 7951194.14; 467863.03, 

7947672.75; 471347.74, 7943857.92; 462397.55, 7941950.50 and 459499.75, 

7941730.42 

 

WARD 12  

An This area is bounded by a line drawn from the interesction of Mubvumira 

rive and the district administrative boundary, then eastwards and north 

eastwards, southwards, south westwards, south eastwards along the district 

administrative boundary to an intersection with an unnamed stream, down 

that unnamed stream to a point where there is a confluence with Nyadiri river, 

down Nyadiri river to a point where there is a confluence with an unnamed 

stream, then up the unnamed stream and then a general line is drawn, 

northwards and westwards to a point where it meets Dora river, then up Dora 

river to ITSA sources and a general line is drawn westwards to meet the 

property boundary of St Triashill, then southwards and westwards to a point 

where it meets the district administrative boundary and Mubvumira river, the 

up Mubvumira river to the district administrative boundary which is the 

starting point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 455974.37, 7963633.01; 461439.85, 7951088.08; 459715.84, 

7947273.25; 451609.33, 7951271.49 and 450435.53, 7961578.78 

WARD 13 

An area of land drawn intersection of Mubvumira river and district 

administrative boundary, down Mubvumira river to its intersection with the 

district administrative boundary, generally northwest ward along the district 

administrative boundary to the summit of Chiwira mountains, then 

northwards, north eastwards, southwards to Dera mountains, eastwards, along 

the district administrative boundary to the starting point. An area bound by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 450435.53, 7961578.87; 
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447941.22, 7950757.95; 438991.04, 7956553.56; 441448.67, 7965687.15 and 

445410.23, 7967191.08 

WARD 14 

An area of land drawn from the intersection of Mubvumira river and district 

administrative boundary then south eastwards, summit of unnamed mountain, 

the line is generally drawn southwards, along  the summit of unnamed range of 

mountains to the source of unnamed stream, down that unnamed stream to its 

confluence with Dora river, down, Dora river to its confluence with Nyadire 

river, down Nyadire river to its confluence with Odzi river, down Odzi river to 

its confluence with Nyatande river which is also the administrative boundary to 

its confluence with Mubvumira river, up Mubvumira river to the starting point. 

An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

451578.64, 7951213.27; 450918.38, 7939401.97; 445012.73, 79312.73; 

440831.09, 7943473.56 and 445856.40, 7952093.62 

WARD 15 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Odzi river and 

the district administrative boundary then down Odzi river to a point where a 

general line is drawn westwards, southwards to meet an unnamed stream, 

then to meet Odzi river, then down Odzi river to  point where there is a 

confluence with Dora river, then up Dora river to its confluence with an 

unnamed stream, up the unnamed stream and then a general line is drawn 

northwards across Nyusero mountains and then another general line is drawn 

north eastwards, eastwards to the sources of Dora river, down Dora river and 

then another general line is drawn north-eastwards, southwards to meet 

Nyadiri river, then up Nyadiri river to the confluence with an unnamed stream, 

then up the unnamed stream to the district administrative boundary, down 

south-eastwards along the district administrative boundary to the starting 

point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 459644.85, 7947361.76; 459461.44, 7941676.19; 450914.75, 

7935953.94; 451515.01, 7951213.27 and 457260.58, 7947545.16 

WARD 16 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Zongoro river 

and Odzani river, then down Odzani river to its intersection with eastern 

property boundary of Koodesberg extension, then northwards along the eastern 
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boundary of Koodesberg extension, to the district administrative boundary on 

Jenya hills, westwards along the district administrative boundary to Odzi river, 

up Odzi river to its intersection with property boundary of Tsonzo small scale 

then southwards, eastwards along that property boundary to a point where a 

general line is drawn south eastwards along the crest of unnamed hills, to the 

summit of Rwatsumbu mountains, then to Zongoro river to the starting point. 

An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

450878.07, 7939360.64; 453115.62, 7924174.68; 449300.79, 7924174.68; 

445962.81, 7925605.24 and 445045.78, 7936022.67 

 

WARD 17  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Odzi river and 

Dora to its confluence with an unnamed stream, down the unnamed stream to 

its sources, then a general line is drawn in the Gondo mountains, and down 

the sources of another unnamed stream in the Gondo mountain to its 

intersection with Odzi river, up Odzi river to its intersection with Nyanga / 

Mutare road, down Nyanga /Mutare road to meet another unnamed stream 

down the unnamed stream and a general line is then drawn to meet Honde 

river, up Honde river to its intersection with property boundary of Nyakatsapa 

farm, then westwards along the property boundary of farm 34, 35, 36, 38, 46, 

47 and 49 so as to include them, to meet Nyanga / Mutare road, then meet 

Nyapande river, down Nyapande river to  point where a general line drawn 

westwards and north westwards along the unnamed mountains to the property 

boundary of farm 99, 102, and 103 and 100 so as to include them, then up 

Odzi river to the starting point. An area bound by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 462428.98, 7942008.10; 456376.60, 

7922383.73; 449260.48, 7924107.74; 450911.12, 7935955.73 and 459494.50, 

7941714.65 

WARD 18 

An area of land bounded by a line from the intersection of Zimbabwean / 

Mozambiquean international boundary with the western boundary of Maugara 

Estate, northwestwards along the property boundary to its intersection with 

Odzani river, down Odzani river to its intersection with property boundary of 

Inyashuti and North Bank so as to include them, up northwards, to the apex of 

Nyachuti, eastwards along the property boundaries to the summit of Shakuyu 
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mountain, up northwards along the property boundary of Stanley and Totland 

Extension so as to include them, then southeastwards along the property of  

Musaka, Kondwe and Simla so as to include them, then southwards along the 

Simla property boundary, then generally southeastwards along boundaries of 

the following properties Walmer, Eastbourne, Harrisville and Lambton so as to 

include them, then westwards along the property boundary of Lambton to its 

intersection with Mozambique / Zimbabwe international boundary, then 

westwards along the international boundary to the starting point. An area 

bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 486082.61, 

7924139.32; 472723.38, 7920249.92; 468326.67, 7925534.43; 486073.01, 

7930903.49; 463380.37, 7930057.97; 461224.29, 7933482.33; 466804.73, 

7935046.57; 469637.22, 7932763.64; 473695.72, 7934750.61; 476443.68, 

7931283.97; 475048.56, 7929677.48; 479529.82, 7927940.92; 485659.85, 

7927352.30 and 486082.61, 7924139.32. 

WARD 19 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the summit of Ruunji mountain, 

then down southwards along the property boundary of Simla so as to exclude 

them, westwards along the property boundary of Totland and Stanley so as to 

exclude them, northwestwards, southwards, westwards along the property 

boundary, then up Honde river to its intersection with unnamed stream, then a 

generally line is drawn southeastward to the starting point. An area bound by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 467964.71, 7941873.31; 

474897.43, 7937031.41; 466827.60, 7935160.68; 461215.39, 7933656.75 and 

461912.33, 7940332.71 

WARD 20 

An area of land bounded by line drawn from Nyachiuti mountain, then down 

the property of Inyashuti to the summit of Nyamudziwa mountain, then 

westwards along the Chirowarowa mountain to Bingaguru mountain, then 

northwards to Zongoro river, then a general line is drawn to Rwatsumbu 

mountain, then to Nyapande river, then down Nyapande river, then eastwards 

to property boundaries of farm 49, 47, 36 and 38, so as to exclude them and 

Jarai then northwards along the property boundary of farm 36 and 37 so as to 

exclude them then eastwards along property boundaries of farm 29, 30 and 31 

so as to exclude them, then southwards along property boundaries of 33 and 

35 so as to exclude them, then southwards along property boundary of 
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Nyakatsapa Mission so as to exclude it, then back to the starting point. An area 

bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 461809.03, 

7932537.96; 468044.82, 7930813.95; 464083.26, 7922744.12; 457517.35, 

7927842.79 and 459974.98, 7932574.65 

WARD 21 

An area of land bounded by line drawn from Tsvingwe Hills, eastwards along 

the southern boundaries of Umtali Mission farm and Nyagari farm so as to 

exclude them, southwards along the western boundaries of Nyaronga Manor 

Farm so as to exclude them generally westwards along the northern 

boundaries of the following properties, Triconnell Farm and Durris Farm so as 

to exclude them, northwards along the eastern boundaries of the following 

properties so as to exclude them, Fairview South Farm and Fairview Estate to 

the starting point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(S.A) coordinates: 461256.47, 7915261.43; 468020.64, 7912090.73; 

462271.10, 7911287.48 

WARD 22 

An area of land drawn from the intersection of Harare / Mutare road and 

district administrative boundary then westwards along the district 

administrative boundary to the intersection with property boundary of 

Alphatoen so as t include it, then up northwards that property boundary, then 

westwards, northwestwards along property boundary of greater Ferndale so as 

to include it, eastwards and northwards along property boundary of greater 

Ferndale so as to include it, Eastwards and northwards along property 

boundary of Fairview south so as to include it,  eastwards and northwards 

along property boundary of Durris to the intersection with Mutare / 

Penhalonga road, then  eastwards along Tryconnell property boundary, then 

northwards along Nyaronga Manor property boundary, eastwards along Inodzi 

striven property boundary to the intersection with Zimbabwe / Mozambique 

international boundary, then down southwards, w3estwards along the 

international boundary beacon BB27, then into district boundary back to the 

starting point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 470141.93, 7914726.88; 472763.05,7907624.50; 453612.00, 

7904580.63; 454880.28, 7907920.44; 456740.42, 7906483.05; 461602.17, 
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7908216.37; 460418.44, 7910372.45; 468070.41,7912148.04 and 467605.37, 

7914684.61. 

WARD 23 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from intersection of Odzani and 

Nyanga / Mutare road, then eastwards along Odzani river, north eastwards 

along Odzani river, southwards along Wye Estate and Enavany property 

boundaries so as to include them, then along Fairview Estate property 

boundary, westwards, southwards, westwards, eastwards along greater 

Ferndale property boundary so as to exclude it, southwards along Alphatoen 

property boundary so as to exclude it, to the intersection with the district 

administrative boundary, westwards along the district administrative boundary 

then up property boundary of Brooksville to the intersection with Battery 

Spruit river, up Battery Spruit to the confluence with Umtali river, then up 

Premier estate property boundary and Grange to Dangare mountains, then up 

Kelleys Park and Flintel property boundaries to the intersection with Odzani 

river, then eastwards along Odzi river to the starting point. An area bound by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 459995.68, 7922252.02; 

460418.44, 7910330.17; 461686.72, 7908174.09; 460672.10, 7906609.88; 

457628.22, 7905848.99, 454838.00,7907920.44; 453612.00,7904580.63; 

449003.90,7905722.08; 446678.72, 7908681.40; 450737.22, 7914726.88; 

448961.63, 79179715.46 

WARD 24 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Odzani river 

and Zongoro river, up Zongoro river, then a general line is drawn southwards 

from the Rwatsumbu mountains to Bingaguru mountains, then another 

general line is drawn eastwards along Bingaguru and Chirowarowa mountains 

so a to exclude village Charumuka and include Mapara Primary School, to the 

Inyashuti property boundary, then down that property boundary to the 

intersection with Odzani river, then westwards along Odzani river to the 

starting point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 457554.03, 7927769.42; 464523.43, 7926779.04; 464156.62, 

7922707.44 and 456416.92, 7922450.67 
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WARD 25  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Odzi river and 

the district administrative boundary, then upwards Odzi river and district 

administrative boundary to Jenya mountains, then southwards along 

Koodsberg extension property boundary , south eastwards along Odzani 

junction Estate property boundary so as to include it, then southwards again 

along Premier Estate property boundary so as to exclude it to the intersection 

with Umtali river, then up Battery Spruit river to the intersection with the 

district administrative boundary, then eastwards along the district 

administrative boundary up to Mutanda mountain then back to the starting 

point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:446049.31, 792571.20; 442515.95, 7925486.64; 448501.32, 

792903.11; 450741.95,7914663.97; 448543.60,7912930.66; 446810.28, 

7908364.84; 448966.36, 7905743.73; 436241.26, 7902995.78; 440849.35, 

7913903.00 and 445119.23, 7916228.19. 

WARD 26 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from Tsvingwe mountains south-

western of Umtali Mission farm, northwards to Chinyanzunda Hill, then to 

Chowe Hill, northwards to Odzani river, generally southeastwards, northwards, 

so as to exclude Inyashuti resettlement and Drennan Estate, along the south 

western boundary of Mahugara Estate to Zimbabwe / Mozambique 

international boundary then generally south westwards, south eastwards to 

the south eastern boundary of Nyagari Estate and Umtali farm, back to the 

starting point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 468277.02, 7975466.92; 471215.20, 7923416.54; 472779.42, 

7920224.69; 468720.92, 7916906.02; 470137.16, 7914771.08; 466163.21, 

7914792.22; 465317.69, 7915532.05; 464873.79, 7914538.56; 461153.50, 

7915151.57; 40096.60, 7920478.35; 460012.05, 7922148.25 and 426590.89, 

7921197.04. 

WARD 27 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from Ruunji Hill, eastwards along the 

Stappleford Forest Land, north westwards along the property boundary, north 

eastwards to the Zimbabwe / Mozambique international boundary hence 

southwards along the Zimbabwe / Mozambique boundary to its intersection 

with the southern property boundary of Lambton Farm, generally eastwards, 
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northwards, westwards and north westwards, northwards so as to exclude the 

following properties; Lambton, Harrisville, Walmer, East Bourne and Simla 

farm so as to include Charity Farm back to the starting point. An area bound 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 490395.04, 

7945043.00; 483719.09, 7924134.79; 475062.35, 7929636.95; 473448.38, 

7934845.66 and 474915.63, 7937046.53 

WARD 28 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Nyamkombe 

river and Aberfoyle property boundary, then northwards to the district 

administrative boundary, up northwards the district administrative boundary, 

hence eastwards to the Zimbabwe / Mozambique international boundary, 

generally southwards to unnamed stream, up the unnamed stream to its 

source, a general line is drawn westwards to Nyamkombe river, then along the 

Nyamkombe river to the starting point. An area bound by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 500903.86, 7988447.20; 503764.99, 

7974765.15; 5015027.44, 7972380.88; 498776.36, 7977296.15 and 

498886.41, 7988447.20.  

WARD 29  

An area of land drawn from the confluence of Rwera river and Nyatanda 

stream, down Rwera river along the international boundary to its confluence 

with Pungwe river, then up to Pungwe river to its confluence with 

Nyamukomba river up Nyamukomba river, to an unnamed stream, then 

eastwards to the source of Nyamatanda stream, then down Nyamatanda 

stream to the starting point. An area bound by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 503728.31, 7974748.61; 507066.29, 

7971704.08; 505342.27, 7967705.85; 503875.03, 7967485.76 and 501454.08, 

7972290.98 

WARD 30  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyamanyoka 

river and Pungwe river to its confluence with Muzinga river, up Muzinga river 

to its source at Mandeya Hills, then a line a drawn westwards to the source of 

Nyamanyoka river, down Nyamanyoka river to the starting point. An area 

bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) 
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based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:496758.90, 

7967595.80; 498959.77, 7964661.32; 495328.34, 7960422.99; 492320.49, 

7960259.59 and 490119.63, 7962973.99. 

WARD 31 

An area of land drawn from the confluence of unnamed stream and Ruda river 

down Ruda river to its intersection with Boundary of Ministry of roads so as to 

include it, ZPR camp, air strip boundary, westwards to the tarred road, down 

tarred road unnamed stream, up the unnamed stream and generally 

northwards and eastwards to the starting point. An area bound by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 484021.47, 7958093.55; 

485965.57, 7957690.00; 486185.66, 795613.11; 483929.77, 7954535.49 and 

482224.10, 7957158.18 

 

NYANGA RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

WARD 1 

An area of land bounded by a line  drawn from the intersection of Rwenya river 

and the Zimbabwe /Mozambique international boundary, generally south 

eastwards and south westwards along the latter to its intersection with 

Jambura river confluence with Nyakauta river, then up the Nyakauta river to 

its intersection with an unnamed river, generally north westwards along an 

unnamed river to an unnamed hill, then a straight line is drawn from an 

unnamed hill to an unnamed river then down an unnamed river to its 

confluence with Chikwondogwe river then down the Chikondogwe river to its 

confluence with Nyautarezi river, then down Nyautarezi river to its intersection 

with Rewenya river then down the Rwenya river to the starting point. An area 

bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

500071.98 8070583.99;500266.23 8072334.12;500897.06 8074050.26 
500855.63 8075882.97;501344.71 8077156.08;502184.34 8078576.94 
503016.48 8080257.86;504366.82 8081673.64;505399.06 8082884.4 
503771.6 8084046.9;502144.15 8085209.4;500516.7 8086371.89 
499777.45 8088080.66;499641.07 8090076;499504.68 8092071.35 
498431.09 8092445.06;496618.74 8091604.26;494654.16 8091290.41 
492660.3 8091138.97;491125.42 8090101.06;489310.36 8089770.34 
487450.94 8089432.16;485661.08 8088799.1;484690.32 8087186.79 
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483805.34 8085559.79;482588.86 8084274.1;483300.7 8082642.51 
483031.98 8081151.11;482708.42 8079679.65;483721.96 8078120.48 
483748.03 8077279.01;483748.03 8077279.01;484755.04 8075873.34; 
485750.81 8074263.23;486818.35 8072659.67;488586.47 8071881.59 
489482.8 8070405.89;490815.33 8069286.39;492094.13 8068605.23 
493128.49 8067666.29;494582.52 8066918.61;496178.54 8066573.13 
497102.28 8067884;498320.32 8069376.37;499574.28 8070769.25 
 
WARD 2 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from then confluence of Hwenya and 
Nyautarezi river, generally southwards along the Nyautarezi river to its 
confluence with Chokondongwe river, then up Chokondongwe river to its 
confluence with an unnamed river then up the unnamed river to Nyangaza 
Range, then direct to Nyazingwe hill then it proceeds generally southwestwards 
to Nyamutubu river, then the Nyamutubu river then the Nyamutubu river then 
to the business centre then it proceeds southwards to Nyaruchena river, then 
down Nyaruchena river to Ruwangwe ranges, then down the unnamed river to 
confluence of Rwenya river, then down the Rwenya river to the starting point. 
An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 
South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 
471199.67 8062011.26;470900.78 8063940.23;472315.65 8064158.99 
472866.91 8062367.75;474332.59 8061044.34;475628.79 8061037.79 
477013.74 8061664.76;478007.37 8062812.64;478375.87 8061526.45 
479386.45 8060836.69;479976.04 8061287.51;466003.77 8066048.68 
465832.75 8064219.38;465855.35 8062353.21;465735.67 8060840.16 
467305.02 8061422.88;468738.37 8060952.87;469926.96 8061159.36 
471201.31 8061998.3;480397.31 8066521.44;481183.13 8067780.4 
481594.41 8069605.98;482280.31 8071278.48;482873.43 8073105.44 
483102.79 8074994.08;482941.25 8076679.13;483750.02 8078244.51 
482681.77 8079803.4;482981.13 8081267.31;483251.03 8082758.53 
482708.83 8084311.09;482524.26 8085154.1;480777.9 8084490.22 
479239.8 8083361.56;477567.45 8082542.77;476062.27 8081242.43 
475108.02 8079598.42;474283.62 8078030.23;473589.39 8076159.13 
472645.83 8074566.98;471705.5 8073017.19;471700.57 8071190.1 
471605.42 8069538.9;469874.09 8068548.6;468687.09 8067091.13 
467582.47 8067201.41;465919.81 8066425.09;479976.04 8061287.51 
479554.85 8063122.77;479212 8064867.03;480191.13 8065776.26 
 
 

WARD 3 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersections of Jambura 

river and Chireze river then up the Gairezi to its confluence with Matisi river 

then up the Matisi river to its intersection with unnamed road then it proceeds 

north westwards and westwards along the road to Mangezi business centre, so 
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as to exclude it, to an unnamed river, then down the unnamed river to its 

confluence with the Nyamatubu river then it proceeds generally northwards 

through Nyazingwe hill, Nyamarimba hills, Nyangazi Range to Chokondongwe 

river then up Chokondongwe river to its confluence with an unnamed river 

then it proceeds south westwards to Nyakauta river then up the Nyakauta river 

to its confluence with Jambura river, then up the Jambura river to the starting 

point.  An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  

480173.66 8065408.94;479355.69 8064561.9;479701.25 8062769.97 
480091.53 8061650.49;481126.08 8061488.68;481778.47 8060393.67 
483115.91 8058940.42;484504.53 8057548.68;485430.81 8055817.98 
486663.73 8054292.92;488216.74 8053894.26;488602.18 8055506.84 
489694.29 8057093.54;491130.06 8057250.19;492386.04 8057916.49 
493730.39 8058593.26;494635.97 8059886.8;494949.29 8061708.34 
496614.37 8062572.55;496424.45 8064432.54;496178.58 8066360.12 
496178.55 8066541.53;492431.45 8068171.17;491342.72 8069409.9 
490018.19 8070289.47;488587.75 8071321.67;487367.91 8072531.35 
485917.99 8073715.57;484934.25 8075355.12;484009.01 8076890.9 
482636.92 8076404.16;483207.66 8074614.48;482724.97 8072722.76 
482321.13 8070897.26;481608.58 8069199.7;480853.27 8067555.35 
480443.9 8066127.27;496178.55 8066541.53;494578.41 8066887.88 
493110.15 8067682.53; 
 

 

WARD 4 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Munga river 

and Masurudze river then up Masurudze river across Ruwangwe and Chigura 

Ranges westwards to the confluence of Duza river and unnamed Left bank 

tributary of Duza river then down Duza river to the foothills of an unnamed hill 

then northeastwards on to Nyakuchena river then up Nyakuchena river to the 

foothill of an unnamed hill then northeastwards across Nyatutsanga river, then 

south eastwards aong the unnamed hills, then eastwards to Mangezi business 

centre so as to exclude it then southeastwards to domba range along Domba 

on to an unnamed hill into Nyatsanza river to its confluence with Musurudzi 

river then up Musurudzi river to the starting point. An area bound by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

474877.94 8049196.52;476813.67 8049514.79;478456.04 8050463.08 
480408.42 8050502.2;482207.76 8050943.72;483893.37 8050234.98 
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484808.47 8051372.65;486342.34 8052537.18;487097.13 8054134.83 
485668.38 8055425.82;484769.52 8057167.32;483419.44 8058588.48 
482146.2 8060110.24;481068.74 8061028.43;480448.66 8061734.49 
479130.83 8060607.77;478318.87 8061876.67;477900.9 8062481.61 
476760.49 8061911.36;475491.04 8060714.89;475100.88 8060356.2 
459576.66 8052358.12;461106.29 8051194.84;462635.42 8050109.99 
464105.54 8048835.86;465724.07 8047796.47;467381.66 8046742.33 
468654.23 8048011.29;470417.12 8048530.8;472397.19 8048676.09 
474249.92 8048675.49;465895.13 8060847.88;465742.88 8062224.44 
465787.69 8064061.1;466067.24 8065901.96;464793.93 8066197.32 
462862.32 8065685.73;461865.8 8064738.21;462300.92 8062869.69 
462183.72 8060887.74;461352.81 8059161.84;460305.94 8057662.92 
458675.41 8058288.25;457375.11 8057090.13;457115.26 8055745.15 
457727.37 8053876.81;459256.28 8052655.92;473121.68 8062075.43 
472383.57 8063787.53;471160.23 8064215.69;471095.51 8062385.55 
470287.17 8060986.8;468959.52 8061288.93;467593.16 8061155.21 
466070.57 8060993.36;475100.88 8060356.2;473630.98 8061624.37 
 

WARD 5 

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Matisi 

and Gairezi river, then up Gairezi river to its confluence with an unnamed river 

and proceeds generally westwards to a stream and up that stream 

northwestwards to Mapukutu Range, then along the same range to Manhoror 

hills and further north westwards along the unnamed range to Marembwe 

range to the un surveyed land, and north eastwards along the un surveyed line 

to an unnamed river and down that same river to its confluence with Matisi 

river then down Matisi river to the starting point. An area bound by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

490949.31 8047129;491211.81 8045579.9;493143.54 8046094.45 
494728.72 8045111.17;496205.08 8043782.89;497704.8 8042459.74 
499166.58 8041149.94;500658.37 8039853.05;501170.75 8041393.87 
502848.33 8040834.87;502146.94 8042206.54;501684.34 8043660.7 
502498.77 8045006.09;502516.25 8046361.54;502858.47 8047610.97 
503346.92 8048254.24;502776.34 8057112.63;501065.07 8057913.34; 
499371.82 8058109.2;498134.02 8059478.38;497595.82 8061269.64 
496563.3 8062523.5;494887.95 8061672.95;494589.59 8059833.28 
493659.57 8058593.26;492343.55 8057859.84;491130.06 8057179.38 
489640.81 8057047.12;488572.84 8055442.38;489740.49 8053882.34 
489811.96 8052374.78;490116.55 8050644.81;490200.39 8048800.1 
503346.92 8048254.24;503957.77 8049831.95;504683.16 8051187.63 
504972.44 8053024.76;505309.58 8054273.48;504268.92 8055795.38 
502842.86 8057095.53; 
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WARD 6 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Matisi and 

Nyakarowa rivers then up the Nyakarowa river to its confluence with an 

unnamed river ,then up the unnamed river to a point where a straight line is 

drawn from the unnamed river thus westwards to Marembwe hills then it 

proceeds north westwards along the Marembwe hills and Nyahure hills to an 

unnamed river,then down the unnamed river to its confluence with Monga river 

then up Monga river to a point where a straight line is drawn from Monga river 

to the Foothills mountain, then it proceeds generally northwards through an 

unnamed hill to Furisa river, then down Furisa river to its intersection with an 

unnamed dust road,then it proceeds eastwards to an an unnamed river then it 

proceeds eastwards through Chigura Range to an unnamed river then down 

the unnamed river to its confluence with Masarudzi river then down the 

Masarudzi river to its intersection with Munga river then down the Munga river 

to its confluence with Matisi river, then to the starting point.   An area bound 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

490949.31 8047129;491211.81 8045579.9;493143.54 8046094.45 
494728.72 8045111.17;496205.08 8043782.89;497704.8 8042459.74 
499166.58 8041149.94;500658.37 8039853.05;501170.75 8041393.87 
502848.33 8040834.87;502146.94 8042206.54;501684.34 8043660.7 
502498.77 8045006.09;502516.25 8046361.54;502858.47 8047610.97 
503346.92 8048254.24;502776.34 8057112.63;501065.07 8057913.34 
499371.82 8058109.2;498134.02 8059478.38;497595.82 8061269.64 
496563.3 8062523.5;494887.95 8061672.95;494589.59 8059833.28 
493659.57 8058593.26;492343.55 8057859.84;491130.06 8057179.38 
489640.81 8057047.12;488572.84 8055442.38;489740.49 8053882.34 
489811.96 8052374.78;490116.55 8050644.81;490200.39 8048800.1 
503346.92 8048254.24;503957.77 8049831.95;504683.16 8051187.63 
504972.44 8053024.76;505309.58 8054273.48;504268.92 8055795.38 
502842.86 8057095.53; 
 
WARD 7 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Rwenya and 
Nyamudira rivers then up Nyamudira river to an intersection with an unnamed 
dust road,then it proceeds north eastwards along the unnamed dust road then 
eastwards on to Fusire river then up Fusire river then southwards along an 
unnamed mountain to Nyabunje mountain then southwards to an unnamed 
river and down the unnamed river to its confluence with Nyamutoro river to 
unnamed foothill then northwards to Ditima hills so as to exclude it,then 
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westwards along Forosi river into Muforosi river then down Muforosi river to its 
confluence with Nyangombe river then down Inyangembe river to its confluence 
with Nyangadzi river then down along Rwenya river to the starting point. An 
area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 
South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 
485366.05 8045835.72;486614.51 8044382.42;488283.07 8043315.92 
488599.59 8044614.86;490231.75 8045337.33;490566.21 8046296.05 
490535.27 8048062.17;490263.97 8049816.06;489632.7 8051582.12 
489715.79 8053184.7;489029.4 8054719.89;488609.87 8054376.86 
487127.84 8053436.84;485655.8 8052160.79;484440.48 8050713.02 
483455.84 8050545.86;483455.84 8050545.86;481592.17 8051022.12 
479800.17 8050343.51;477859.53 8050267.35;476184.94 8049393.46 
474449.8 8048799.32;472638.7 8048674.01;471262.18 8048148.63 
470765.85 8046347.07;470761 8044460.2;472200.17 8043082.5; 
473196.7 8041841.89;472786.78 8040880.66;474732.18 8041344.79 
476677.58 8041808.92;478622.98 8042273.05;480568.38 8042737.18 
482510.03 8043208.7;483881.37 8044536.41;485021.74 8045325.83 
 

WARD 8 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from Goni mountain proceeds north 

west to Katangwe mountain and proceeds northwards across Nyabombwe river 

and along an unnamed range proceed generally eastwards down Nyamutoro 

river to its confluence with an unnamed river,up north eastwards into an 

unnamed dust road then along the dust road then proceed along the mountain 

range then southwards through Chipawe range,proceed south eastwards along 

an unnamed range across Nyabombwe river to Nyangui range, southwest along 

Nyangui range then westwards to the starting point. An area bound by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

461716.16  8032237.56;460770.21 8032997.64;459040.11 8032929.02 
457197.88 8032290.87;455328.56 8032022.98;453662.08 8031620.45 
453801.43 8030894.06;454225.69 8029693.48;454301.41 8028067.64 
455157.36 8026295.07;456387.29 8024893.18;457651.99 8023953.92 
459571.52 8023720.31;461105.87 8022600.06;462718.93 8021699.8 
464718.89 8021688.54;466709.85 8021695.34;468706.56 8021794.23 
470700.65 8021947.95;471896.12 8023014.86;471862.75 8024974.6 
471641.94 8026790.93;471361.89 8028771.22;471081.85 8030751.52 
470788 8032729.66;470451.94 8034701.23;470115.87 8036672.79 
469836.33 8038143.86;469836.33 8038143.86;467884.99 8037705.61 
466230.08 8036655.93;464999.67 8035118.89463304.2 8034207.2 
461865.29 8032950.29 
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WARD 9 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Munga and 

Matisi rivers proceed north eastwards to Nyahure hills,then south eastwards 

through Marembwe range,then generally northwards along the unnamed 

mountain range proceed southwards to the unsurveyed line then straight 

westwards along the plateau boundary so as to exclude it,then westwards 

along the unnamed range to the foot of Chipawe range and straight 

northwestwards along Chipawe range to Nyabunje mountain and north 

eastwards along the unsurveyed line across Munga river to the dust road and 

generally northwards along the road,then generally eastwards to the starting 

point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  

485190.49 8045894.34;484203.72 8044936.09;483129.24 8043735.02 
481358.86 8042925.77;479413.46 8042461.64;477468.06 8041997.51 
475522.66 8041533.38;473577.26 8041069.25;471631.86 8040605.12 
469686.46 8040140.99;469724.08 8038644.05;470107.79 8036720.2 
470443.85 8034748.64;470779.92 8032777.08;471075.12 8030799.14 
471355.16 8028818.85;471635.2 8026838.55;472493.66 8025775.15 
474419.7 8025937.96;476086.03 8024846.18;478019.29 8025211.34 
479948.59 8025703.29;481912.64 8025892.44;483911.56 8025857.86 
485895.53 8025957.17;487895.13 8025996.37;489435.46 8026801.7 
489134.42 8028529.42;489138.57 8030477.03;488318.87 8032255.12 
488323.62 8034190.19;489041.1 8035828.44;489620.66 8037663.83 
489856.32 8039571.63;490258.73 8041391.27;490385.73 8043084.34 
489181.97 8044659.88;488941.26 8045028.19;488941.26 8045028.19 
488765.95 8043519.45;487179.84 8044018.86;485720.43 8045281.67  
 

WARD10 

An This area is bounded by a line drawn from Manhoro hills,proceeds south 

eastwards to Mapukuta hills and proceed further south eastwards to an 

unnamed river then south westwards along the unnamed range then south 

westwards across Tsambanena river to an unnamed hill,then it proceeds 

northwards and southeastwards to Manhoro hills,then to the starting point. An 

area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

488415.43 8034501.57;488218.37 8032563.16;488921.56 8030712.9 
489081.77 8028852.93;489938.91 8027669.16;491441.13 8028755.26 
493097.75 8029850.54;493683.07 8031366.95;494367.59 8033062.28 
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494799.71 8034835.69;496331.33 8036008.87;498000.79 8037110.2 
499655.94 8038166.68;500981.63 8039254.24;499753.87 8040657.97 
498277.27 8041973.7;496782.41 8043279.28;495293.27 8044593.27 
493817.17 8045928.42;491953.87 8045770.38;491176.12 8045570.73 
491176.12 8045570.73;489247.73 8045101.6;489912.08 8043675.97 
490736 8041970.97;489799.7 8040314.65;489790.53 8038340.19 
489393.54 8036496.59;488331.86 8034871.86 
 
WARD 11 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of an unnamed 

river and Gaerezi river then up the Gaerezi river to the foothills of an unnamed 

mountain,generally northwards and north eastwards through unnamed hills to 

an unnamed hill,then down the unnamed river to the starting point. An area 

bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

494765.46 8034267.5;494390.11 8032477.59;493445.52 8030860.79; 
493456.4 8028956.45;494760.27 8027593.28;496380.35 8027292.52 
496232.96 8029073.85;495901.66 8030669.13;497022.77 8031986.22 
498170.42 8032325.35;499499.27 8032032.4;500881.11 8032415.8 
501497.79 8031667.79;501497.79 8031667.79;501416.45 8033053.9 
502024.04 8033901.11;502051.61 8035185.24;502576.94 8036660.52 
503090.84 8037989.25;501714.02 8037556.65;500622.64 8038494.61 
498871.89 8037705.72;497212.17 8036589.95;495544.14 8035486.94 
 

WARD 12 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Gaerezi river 

and an unnamed river then up the unnamed river to anunnamed hill then it 

proceeds northeastwards and northwards from Nyaruwaka river then it 

proceeds westwards and north eastwards through an unnamed hill to an 

unnamed hill then it proceeds southwards and eastwards to the Gaerezi 

river,then up the Gaerezi river to the starting point. An area bound by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

489780.89 8025760.65;490354.03 8023908.99;490257.89 8022268.48 
491665.41 8021712.19;493031.34 8021140.01;494737.23 8021424.68 
494900.47 8022535.4;495166.19 8024138.31;495920.08 8025408.87 
496069.17 8027006.83;494539.22 8027757.52;493430.88 8029232.96 
493643.59 8030121.71;493643.59 8030121.71;491939.39 8029132.64 
490255.22 8028200.85;489253.04 8026485.37 
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WARD 13 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence to an unnamed 

river and Gaerezi river then up the Gaerezi river to the confluence of an 

unnamed river then proceeds northwestwards through an unnamed range to 

the confluence of Morozi and an unnamed river then up Morozi river with 

Nyatunga river then up Nyatunga river to the eastern boundary of Nyangui 

forest so as to exclude it then it proceeds generally north westwards along the 

eastern boundary of Nyangui forest  to an unnamed  hill, then it proceed 

eastwards along an unnamed range to the unsurveyed line and eastwards 

along the surveyed line to an unnamed tributary of Nyaruwaka river then down 

an unnamed river to its confluence with Nyaruwaka river then across 

Nyaruwaka river southwards and then eastwards along an unnamed range to 

the starting point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(S.A) coordinates:  

484336.41 8025848.26;482336.93 8025893.45;480345.69 8025843.55 
478428.41 8025326.31;476488.55 8024859.25;477002.27 8023384.64 
478096.1 8021751.51;480030.23 8021253.32;478943.41 8019870.6 
480034.8 8019550.93;481775.48 8019907.07;483451.77 8020649.67 
485385.49 8021001.91;487158.71 8020927.09;488819.89 8020473.59 
490166.52 8019491.25;491869.2 8019673.53;493342.46 8019791.14 
495001.76 8020228.11;494993.18 8021507.09;494993.18 8021507.09 
493269.25 8021077.88;491837.29 8021518.59;490261.35 8021999.84 
490191.58 8023699.24;489847.24 8025507.78;488186.63 8026002.74 
486187.06 8025961.83 
 

WARD 14 

An area of land drawn from the confluence of Nyanhambwe and Gairezi River 

then up the Nyanhambwe river to its confluence with unnamed river then it 

proceeds westwards to Nyatsunzura hills then it proceeds northwards then 

westwards and northwards along an unnamed range to Nyatungu river to its 

confluence with Murozi river, then down Murozi river to its confluence with an 

unnamed range southwest wards into Gairezi river then up gairezi river to the 

starting point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  

490976.2 8013693.46;492020.55 8013226.75;493211 8013671.31 
494689.25 8014158.37;496384.04 8014118.71;497035.16 8015762.36 
497157.07 8017272.97;497191.25 8018959.53;497956.31 8019701.61 
496376.81 8019811.6;495213.7 8020230.86;491086.22 8019747.83 
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489317.68 8019669.44;488015.45 8020669.13;486425.9 8021197.19 
484927.85 8020249.51;483628.57 8018756.93;483725.05 8017006.55 
484471.23 8015150.96;485211.25 8013292.91;486079.06 8011686.22 
487785.3 8012012.95;488553 8011473.24;489062.07 8010612.3 
490502.36 8011321.87;491135.88 8012782.07;495213.7 8020230.86 
493576.83 8019791.77;492009.32 8019478.05 
 
WARD 15 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from thje confluence of Nyanhambure 

river and gairezi river then up the gairezi river to a point where a straight line is 

drawn to the northen boundary of toutbeck so as to exclude then proceeds 

northwards along the eastern boundary of Nyangui tour point on an unnamed 

mountain wher a straight line is drawn north eastwards to a point where 

Nyatsunzuru mountain point then it proceeds south eastwards to a unnamed 

river then down the unnamed river to its confluence with Nyanhambwe river 

then down the Nyanhambwe river to the starting point. An area bound by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 494270.97 8013555.19 

492606.77 8013890.53; 491878.29 8013878.84; 490901.55 8012999.1; 

490448.95 8011635.92; 489267.85 8010791.39; 488243.87 8011486.08; 

487971.92 8012197.4; 486325.73 8011883.3; 485332.92 8012991.39; 

484591.86 8014849.02; 483846.36 8016704.88; 483418.25 8018508.96;  

484747.61 8019982.42; 485398.62 8021001.15; 482098.18 8020103.05; 

480409.27 8019687.01; 478507.8 8019437.82; 479691.52 8018195.46 

480187.23 8016270.94; 480165.98 8014271.05; 480144.73 8012271.16; 

480106.3 8010271.61; 479591.74 8008459.09; 478507.54 8006923.07 

479351.46 8005424.53; 480643.86 8004500.34; 481034.55 8003124.83; 

481766.13 8001367.98; 483696.23 8001892.11; 485630.97 8002398.84; 

487565.27 8002907.21; 489497.21 8003424.52; 491429.15 8003941.83 

493353.04 8004476.65; 495124.02 8005079.23; 494658.55 8006624.76; 

493642.68 8006583.73; 493722.84 8007761.99; 493968.32 8009114.31;  

495323.03 8010334.73; 494091.86 8011320.69; 494075.92 8012362.98 

485398.62 8021001.15; 483464.92 8020649.44 
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WARD 16 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Chidya and 

Nyangombe River, then up the Nyangombe River to Nyangombe rapids, then it 

proceeds southwestwards and westwards with the eastern boundary of chiera 

so as to exclude it then it proceed northwards to the chinyika river then down 

the chinyika river to the starting point. An area bound by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

436196.37 7984134.73;437019.69 7982519.39;437544.14 7980617.15 
438558.39 7979603.01;438811.04 7981586.99;438929.48 7983551.47 
439165.19 7985532.82;439383.67 7987520.26;440654.44 7988512.75 
442618.34 7988891.07;444582.09 7989270.11;446545.68 7989650.01 
448424.8 7990166.51;450151.04 7991150.26;452148.73 7991246.39 
454100.19 7991557.92;455440.15 7992997.99;456683.01 7994519.17 
457481.71 7995522.99;456275.82 7996628.36;455698.78 7998048.03 
456032.84 7999644.64;455329.53 8001370.64;454396.17 8002855.34 
453717.83 8004618.72;;453662.53 8004700.04;446655.22 7998662.53; 
445425.61 7997316.96;444612.11 7995835.31;443561.18 7994223.88 
442191.47 7993070.96;440430.49 7992531.38;439124.7 7991056.65 
437588.19 7989901.64;436075.71 7988717.43;434829.27 7987458.07 
434955.43 7985888.34;436018.51 7984281.02;453662.53 8004700.04; 
452751.04 8003474.93;451972.98 8001967.88;450590.58 8000892.59 
449221.62 7999726.15; 447461.5 7998924.59; 
 

WARD 17 

An ara of land bnounded by a line drawn formthe confluence of nyangombe 
river and an unnamed river then up the unnamed river to the Chigura hills 
then it proceeds eastwards to Katangwe hill then southeastwards then it 
proceeds to Chadzo hills then it proceeds southwards along the eastern 
boundary of Nyajeze resettlement then it proceeds werstwards along the 
northen boundary of Nyanga south resettlement, then it proceeds north 
westwards to an unnamed river then down the unnamed river to its confluence 
with Nyangombe river, then down the nyangombe river to the starting point. An 
area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 
South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 
456994.32 8024245.98;456915.05 8022818;457275.53 8020925.74 
457215.25 8019265.03;457676.56 8017450.33;458217.27 8015583.42 
457709.99 8014112.86;458637.86 8012501.98;459802.78 8011161.16 
460133.46 8009296.97;461675.43 8008382.56;462812.12 8006926.64 
463913.19 8005386.9;464880.28 8003945.02;466201.23 8003561.42 
467997.69 8002682.37;467676.54 8004087.71;466897.57 8005929.78 
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466382.79 8007832.39;466281.87 8009829.84;466728.84 8011737.5 
466536.81 8013718.72;466483.6 8015716.23;466508.55 8017715.89 
465168.29 8018559.41;463193.54 8018876.18;461933.64 8019765.02 
462052.85 8021686.45;462052.85 8021686.45;460613.51 8023075.09 
458901.15 8023697.2;457054.47 8024236.72 
 
WARD 18 

And area of land bounded by a line drawn formt he the confluence of 

Inyangombe river and an unnamed river, then up the unnamed river to the 

northen boundary of Nyanga South resettlement then it proceeds 

southwestwards along the northern boundary of Nyanga south resettlement so 

as to exclude it to Nyangombe river then down the Nyangombe river to the 

starting point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 

 456437.28 8014032.53;456148.66 8012194.49;455163.25 8010759.25 
454778 8008855.81;454603.81 8007303;453837.26 8005658.37 
454218.62 8003912.99;454840.44 8002196.39;455837.62 8000699.38 
455784.39 7998925.4;456204.45 7997668.07;456537.31 7995864.94 
457844.83 7995056.45;459357.19 7996033.21;460874.88 7997335.75 
462391.83 7998639.15;463817.33 8000014.46;464663.57 8001825.48 
465314.28 8003362.86;465314.28 8003362.86;463885.21 8004707.27 
463299.28 8006427.26;462031.51 8007825.02;460767.35 8009179.58 
459811.3 8010444.19;459012.03 8011999.05;458000.29 8013517.78 
457187.45 8014237.99 
 
WARD 19 

An areas of land bounded by a line drawn from the southern boundary of 

Nyajezi resettlement with its intersection with the Rukotso Farm so as to 

exclude it  then it proceeds southwards along the werstern boundary of 

Rukotso to its intersection with an unnamed river then dow3n the unnamed 

river to its confluence with Ngarawi River, then down Ngarawi River, to its 

intersection with Nyanga south resettlemtne then proceeds notheaswards and 

northwards along the eastern boundary of nyanga south resettlement then 

eastwards along the southern boundary of Nyajezi Resettlement so as to 

exclude to the starting point. An area bound by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

474820.65 8002066.69;472834.18 8002130.85;470835.08 8002148.55 
468856.49 8002440;468998.73 8001031.4;469736.3 7999172.37 
471271.38 7998003.12;471254.29 7996754.82;470135.4 7995153.42 
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469545.24 7993242.47;467928.01 7992274.74;466074.12 7991524.34 
466322.32 7990916.43;468213.52 7991303.71;470050.44 7990845.75 
471850.83 7990297.66;473584.21 7991016.31;475206.94 7991931.69; 
475252.93 7993931.16;475308.72 7995930.37;475369.24 7997929.45 
475368.75 7999921.35;474868.66 8001857.81 
 
WARD 20 

An area of land bounded by a line from beacon618/S(2404.7)that proceeds 
eastwards along the northern boundary of Nyamoro farm so as to include it 
then south eastwards along the eastern boundary of the following properties so 
as to include them i.e Mudzoro,Gaerezi range, Pulpwood and Kwaraguza, then 
generally westwards along the northern boundary of Nyanga national parks to 
Chiera hills then northwards to the starting point(beacon618/S(2404.7). An 
area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 
South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 
476159.14 8024794.92;474503.37 8025906.79;472581.81 8025789.4 
471926.93 8024417.38;471775.28 8022463.25;472116 8020560.21 
472705.95 8018649.2;473295.9 8016738.19;473796.27 8014813.79 
474086.96 8012835.02;474144.17 8010903.76;473841.28 8009044.06 
474123.3 8007064.05;474398.66 8005083.09;474675.5 8003102.35 
475053.16 8001143.39;475409.32 7999190.95;475346.63 7997191.94 
475286.56 7995192.84;475235.96 7993193.49;475188.59 7991194.06 
475455.84 7989365.99;477054.35 7988164.02;478653.51 7986962.91 
480352.94 7985972.25;482293.22 7985487.16;484246.46 7985116.01; 
486239.47 7985283.11;488232.59 7985448.82;487318.92 7986193.28 
485524.57 7987076.63;483963.27 7988007.23;485245.46 7989541.99; 
486517.06 7991085.69;487800.37 7992619.59;487863.73 7994556.75 
487471.7 7996366.42;486954.14 7997978.17;486705.77 7999642.26 
485221.66 8000914.56;483554.42 8001853.6;481652.08 8001381.65 
480944.56 8003240.99;480751.42 8004566.25;479209.7 8005385.82 
478461.27 8007062.54;479690.48 8008567.91;480110.57 8010418.5 
480146.29 8012418.1;480167.54 8014417.98;480188.79 8016417.87 
479648.08 8018335.84;478608.46 8019543.6;479990.26 8020988.82 
478554.07 8021654.01;477247.58 8022985.81;476200.78 8024688.81 
 

WARD 21 

An This area is bounded by a line drawn from Nyamagaya range then it 

proceeds southwestwards along the northern boundary of Nyanga national 

parks to a point on Gaerezi river then proceeds down Gaerezi river to the 

border with Mozambique and along the border(along Jora river)to the northern 

boundary of Holdenby communal land and back to the starting point. An area 

bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  
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497442.55 7997301.55;497387.73 7997744.91;496763.29 7999201.63 
496381.48 8000322.9;496175.12 8001389.94;495215.13 8002637.95 
494727.67 8004100.25;495188.4 8004263.8;495176.56 8004987.75 
495176.56 8004987.75;493251.27 8004448.17;491327.07 8003914.5 
489395.13 8003397.19;487463.19 8002879.87;485528.73 8002372.11 
483989.98 8001792.01;485616.41 8000628.12;486853.69 7999177.5 
487207.66 7997791.42;487510.51 7995938.16;487891.52 7994069.81 
487484.12 7992248.29;486206.96 7990709.24;484935.36 7989165.53 
484167.81 7987744.57;485962.15 7986861.21;487754.93 7985974.75 
489577.41 7985818.04;491452.93 7986512.59;493296.02 7987288.98 
495138.06 7988068.02;497110.35 7988302.45;499092.59 7988412.28 
501004.44 7988511.21;501075.8 7990495.37;499986.43 7991911.88 
499176.91 7992705.05;497856.63 7993677.05;497463.82 7994848.21 
497585.52 7996077.83 
WARD 22 

An area of land bounded by a line  drawn from Chiera mountain,then it 

proceeds southwestwards along the northern boundary of Nyanga town and 

Nyanga national parks so as to exclude them then it proceeds north westwards 

along the eastern boundary of Nyanga south resettlement so as to exclude it to 

Nyarerwe river, then up the Nyarerwe river to its confluence with an unnamed 

river then up the unnamed river to the western boundary of Troutbeck,then it 

proceeds southwards to Chiera mountain the starting point.   An area bound 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

475205.78 7991881.35;473571.13 7990967.73;471803.73 7990285.74 
470000.29 7990850.2;468163.17 7991303.74;466273.66 7990903.63 
466206.44 7989779.2;466744.22 7987906.81;468077.3 7986415.88 
469410.39 7984924.94;470810.49 7985384.44;471036.24 7986617.27 
472470.5 7987352.41;472797.21 7989069.99;474378.51 7988842.77 
475169.12 7990530.21; 
 
WARD 23 

 

The ward boundary picks from a point of Nyamombe rivers confluencewith 

unnamed left bank tributary of Nyamombe river (grid reference 

VQ579948)proceed north eastwards to a point across Tsanga river on grid 

reference VQ637995 then further north east to a point on grid VQ656037 

proceed generally south eastwards to a point across Nyajezi river grid reference 

VQ684024 proceed south east to a point on grid reference VQ698986, then 

proceed to a point on grid reference VQ720975, then proceed southwest across 

Nyajezi river to appoint on grid reference VQ704957,again proceed southwest 

to a point on grid VQ695727,then proceed southwestwards to a point on 
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Ngarawi river then proceed south eastwards to a point on grid VQ665880,then 

proceed southeastwards to the foothills of the Nyamakanga hill.then proceed 

south westwards to a point on Nyamombe river on grid reference 

VQ625818.then southwestwards along the northern boundary of Glenspey so 

as to exclude it then along the western boundary of Sophendale to a point 

across Chidya river to an unnamed hill beacon number 380/S then to a point 

on an unnamed river down the unnamed river to its confluence with 

Nyamombe river to the starting point.  An area bound by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

457224.85 7994674.1;455822.65 7993486.94;454553.27 7991987.78 
452775.34 7991276.55;450777.66 7991180.42;448961.1 7990491.99 
447162.42 7989761.36;445198.01 7989389.27;443234.35 7989009.74 
441270.46 7988631.42;439427.35 7988146.08;439242.88 7986155.33 
438995.21 7984170.72;438859.73 7982202.84;438637.63 7980225.33 
438743.75 7978262.77;439727.02 7976709.65;441265.98 7975432.32 
441706 7974246.8;440005.71 7973193.69;438910.49 7971680.08 
438348.26 7969760.73;437786.04 7967841.38;439004.94 7967876.28 
440864.06 7968613.62;441276.14 7966726.99;442363.16 7966039.94 
444227.81 7966763.19;445959.25 7967712.67;447147.79 7969116.58 
446235.94 7970824.53;447521.16 7971155.83;447939.39 7970926.43; 
448957.45 7969746.86;450938.01 7970024.84;450504.52 7971246.2 
449555.14 7972793.28;451386.37 7973597.24;453221.37 7974392.7; 
453243.27 7975980.29;452671.75 7977892.3;453909.24 7978915.47 
455238.67 7979964.08;456766.69 7980934.63;458311.73 7982083.97 
459362.76 7981930.29;460067.07 7980058.64;461480.65 7980840.53 
462969.47 7982145.06;464557.2 7983332.61;466342.05 7984093.19 
468332.16 7984291.86;469519.67 7984802.72;468186.58 7986293.65 
466853.5 7987784.59;466290.62 7989638.5;465478.12 7991283.1 
467332.01 7992033.5;469185.9 7992783.89;469945.67 7994539.07 
470811.44 7996288.66;471829.9 7997684.58;470095.31 7998680.14 
469235.85 8000433.75; 468498.29 8002292.78;468285.25 8002541.66 
468285.25 8002541.66;466488.79 8003420.71; 465154.36 8002987.19 
464376.02 8001144.86; 463347.33 7999462.23461831.88 7998157.08 
460314.19 7996854.54; 458796.49 7995552;457406.22 7994717.81 
466784.46 7986174.61 
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WARD 24 

 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from Manyoli mountain on the 

intersection of the following properties; Susurumba, Erin forest, Britania, 

Liverpool, and the state land proceeds south westwards to the foot of an 

unnamed hill, then north westwards along the western boundary of Liverpool 

so as to include it, then generally eastwards, then north eastwards along 

Nyanga/Mutare tarred road, proceed westwards along the tarred road to a 

point to the intersection of Rodel Fairhaven and Airedale, then south eastwards 

and south westwards then north eastwards on the western boundary of 

Airedale so as to include the beacon on Donach ruins on the peak of an 

unnamed hill, proceed southwest then north west, then north westwards 

following the north western boundary of Fox rock township so as to include it, 

then generally southwards along the eastern boundary of the same property to 

Donach Fairhaven and plot 5 of Bronsbury then northwestwards and then 

north eastwards to the peak of an unnamed hill, then northeastwards then 

generally southwards to the peak of an unnamed range then eastwards along 

the range to the intersection of the following properties; Maybeck estate, Oak 

vale,York forest land then southwards to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

460311.75 7979758.04;459508.19 7981561.82;458626.65 7982318.03 
457037.52 7981211.66;455604.28 7980041.11;454245.78 7979114.45 
452868.3 7978078.01;453133.35 7976360.86;453584.82 7974550.25 
451749.81 7973754.79;449915.71 7972957.31;450254.15 7971553.17 
451330.62 7970077.51;449349.47 7969803.73;448920.8 7968964.36 
450229.37 7967451.89;451534.92 7965942.82;453450.06 7965519.64 
455104.45 7964744.33;455514.77 7965221.31;454190.44 7966347.56 
453013.61 7967962.94;453593.08 7969135.59;455388.1 7970017.51 
457184.76 7970896.17;457909.97 7969487.23;458436.18 7967557.7 
458973.25 7965631.28;460607.06 7966362.38;461958.53 7967566.53; 
461808.1 7969558.62;461578.19 7971545.36;461360.42 7973533.45 
461123.11 7975518.59460773.32 7977487.76;460378.9 7979448.25 
 

WARD 25 

A line drawn from Chiera hills generally eastwards along the northern 

boundary of Nyanga national park to the district boundary of Mutasa/Nyanga 

,then southwest along district boundary westwards and north eastwards so as 

to include Mutarazi Falls National Park then northwards, northwest of Nyanga 

national park then westwards to the beacon 377/S then northwards and 
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northeast to the middle of Nyangombe river, then down Nyangombe to the 

northern boundary of Warrendale, then northeast to the western boundary of 

Nyanga township, then along the southern boundary of Nyanga township 

before northwards to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

498853.93 7988423.65;496858.75 7988284.96;494905.77 7987969.78 
493063.74 7987190.74;491216.43 7986425.01;489340.9 7985730.45 
487389.14 7985379.51;485396.14 7985212.4;483413.5 7985211.49 
481472.2 7985692.42;479575.99 7986270.04;477976.83 7987471.15 
476377.02 7988671.4;475032.65 7989166.85;474609.28 7987212.28 
474351.25 7985262.81;473762.71 7983592.98;473647.97 7982199.9 
472055.94 7981299.85;470728.74 7981977.89;470462.12 7983164.17 
469813.61 7984406.54;467918.95 7984250.61;465928.84 7984051.94 
464214.7 7983097.8;462630.45 7981905.25;461174 7980560.51 
460481.16 7978964.78;460859.75 7977001.21;461200.87 7975030.81 
461412.78 7973042.07;461635 7971054.47;461859.73 7969067.23 
462113.28 7967186.84;463882.74 7968106.55;465654.05 7969034.59; 
467405.26 7969995.61;469008.38 7971158.21;470661.5 7972283.9 
472041.57 7973702.41;473318.68 7975241.5;474691.18 7976270.2 
476181.86 7975326.62;476148.75 7973390.8;475320.97 7971575.11 
474853.34 7969631.73;474428.93 7967677.34;474074.13 7965725.77 
474254.68 7963966.7;476213.34 7963711.79;477583.81 7962367.28 
478993.44 7961634.31;479124.73 7959668.82;478438.44 7958128.26 
476635.04 7957263.54;474831.64 7956398.81;473962.22 7955082.02 
475871.21 7954580.51;477753.92 7953905.65;479229.87 7953993.22 
479667.03 7955931.47;480184.32 7957863.39;480574.22 7959805.3 
480344.9 7961792.11;480093.64 7963776.21;481642.22 7964733.72 
483470.68 7965544.12;485298.79 7966355.29;487125.3 7967170.07 
488951.46 7967985.64;490589.5 7968879.92;489891.4 7970730.14 
489095.75 7972554.78;488086.72 7974261.99;487935.1 7975733.88 
489810.57 7976428.59;490871.41 7974779.48;491911.72 7973071.34 
493709.72 7973425.23;494362.59 7975220.14;495096.41 7977063.66 
496366.77 7978600.89;497304.87 7980297.69;496638.02 7981846.54 
496779.85 7983256.26;498156.91 7984235.08;498880.64 7985223.16 
498863.95 7987223.09 
 
WARD 26 

 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from Manyoli mountains,then north 

eastwards along the southern boundary of the following properties; Rufaro, 

Malcodale estate so as to exclude them and along the northern boundaries of 

Place fell farm so as to include it then it proceeds north eastwards along the 
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northern boundary of Bideford so as to include it then it proceeds southwards 

along the western boundary of Nyanga National Park then it, proceeds 

eastwards along the northern and eastern boundary of Nyamwanza farm so as 

to include it, then it proceeds southwards along the eastern boundary of 

Pamusitan so as to include it, then southwestwards along the northern 

boundary of Mutarazi National Park to intersection with Nyanga Mutasa 

boundary then it proceeds along the boundary of then; latter then eastwards 

along the southern  boundary of Nyamazi so as to exclude it to Bunga 

mountains then it proceeds north eastwards along the northern boundary 

Nyamasoka so as to include it then it proceeds northwards to Manyoli 

mountain the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

473675.27 7955169.84;475102.23 7956528.56;476905.63 7957393.28; 
478709.03 7958258.01;479118.84 7959968.85;478792.13 7961856.86 
477369.94 7962466.01;475946.96 7963805.74;473993.6 7964027.77 
474088.35 7966025.52;474491.45 7967970.84;474921.81 7969923.9 
475445.85 7971847.98;476268.93 7973665.77;476138.92 7975623.62 
474403.99 7976357.24;473125.76 7975011.65;471851.73 7973470.01 
470413.11 7972115.53;468765.88 7970982.82;467148.49 7969843.22 
465384.44 7968902.81;463618.46 7967964.39;462205.7 7966940.42 
463223.96 7965219.05;464242.23 7963497.67;465260.49 7961776.29 
465416.99 7959850.46;465255.09 7957866.15;463891.65 7956402.93 
462528.21 7954939.7;460760.15 7954085.01;459064.68 7953377.28 
460490.57 7951974.83;461831.28 7951592.48;462878.62 7952330.04 
463116.03 7950412.9;464028.7 7949303.09;465357.23 7947808.11 
466903.53 7947210.17;467994.86 7946816.39;469250.52 7946789.23; 
470297.09 7948493.55;471343.65 7950197.86;472089.83 7952048.17 
472798.06 7953918.57 
 

WARD 27 

An This area is bounded by a line drawn from Bonda hills to the south 

westwards along the Nyanga Mutasa boundary to Nyabambu hill; then it 

proceeds westwards then northwards along the Nyanga Mutasa boundary to 

the south eastern boundary of Harewood so as to exclude it; then it proceeds 

north eastwards along the southern boundary of Fox rock township so as to 

exclude it; then it proceeds south east wards to Nyanga –Rusape tarred road 

then eastwards along the Rusape-Nyanga road to the boundary of London 

farm; then south eastwards; then eastwards along the southern boundary of 

London so as to exclude it; then southwards along the western boundary of 
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Liverpool then eastwards to Manyoli hills southern boundary of Liverpool so as 

to exclude it proceed southwards along the western boundary of Britania and 

Taturikai so as to exclude them; then northwest along the north eastern 

boundary of Hubberholm and Chokwa so as to exclude them and then 

southwestwards to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

448293.18 7969650.49;447762.63 7971573.96;447203.14 7970891.84 
446539.26 7970294.8;446980.43 7968562.87;445443.41 7967283.19 
445671.02 7965365.05;446039.8 7963399.35;446595.59 7961647.39 
448590.11 7961581.53;450590.1 7961576.04;452590.08 7961566.54 
454285.83 7962485.89;455914.48 7963646.03;457620.66 7964689.08 
459028.77 7963444.97;460374.4 7962898;461568.4 7963726.98 
461614.27 7965657.05;461548.2 7966966.45;459850.5 7965926.21 
458732.6 7966470.79;458206.39 7968400.33;457697.68 7970334.33 
456400.16 7970512.46;454603.5 7969633.8;452813.72 7968741.34 
453550.42 7967273.98;454743.48 7965775.21;455839.76 7964549.09 
454564.88 7965361.19;452588.82 7965664.88;450966.04 7966604.91 
449658.39 7968112.81;448325.01 7969602.99; 
 
WARD 28 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from Banga mountain westwards 

along the southern boundary of Nyamazi so as to include it to its intersection 

with Nyanga /Mutasa boundary, then it proceeds along the latter to Bonda 

hills, then it proceeds northwestwards along the northern boundary of Chokwa 

farm so as to include it then it proceeds south eastwards and northwards along 

the western boundary of the following properties Britania, Racon lodge and 

Shanguriro to the foot hills of Manyoli ,then it proceeds south eastwards along 

the western boundary of Erin forest, then southwards along the western 

boundary of Beenen farm so as to exclude iot,then  proceeds southwest wards 

along the western boundary of Nyamasoka farm so as to exclude it to the 

starting point. An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  

462095.36 7967186.8;461553.24 7965398.57;461462.79 7963746.68 
460189.22 7962707.62;458845.32 7963637.02;457393.72 7964551.12 
456055.42 7963431.12;457210.14 7961798.14;457514.58 7960215.58 
456174.97 7958730.5;455721.16 7957150.26;456714.74 7955414.52 
458213.79 7954130.67;459910.02 7953790.26;461799.67 7954445.42 
463278.25 7955744.64;464641.69 7957207.87;465355.6 7958952.78 
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465492.05 7960948.12;464700.33 7962723.24;463682.07 7964444.62 
462663.8 7966166; 

 

WARD 29 

An area o f land drawn from the confluence of Nyarerwe river and an unnamed 

river at the boundary of Rhodes Nyanga National Park, then southwest wards 

along the boundary to the pick of Bepe hills and further southwestwards to 

Rochdale river, then south eastwards to Rochdale river; then south eastwards 

to the PTC Mast  then westwards along Northern boundary of Rhodes Nyanga 

National park, then Northwards, westwards and northwards along the 

boundary of the same property to an unnamed dust road along the dust road 

to a point on an unnamed tributary of Nyarerwe river then down the same 

tributary to its confluence with Nyarerwe river, then down Nyarerwe river to its 

confluence with an unnamed left bank tributary then proceed northeastwards 

so as to exclude the dip tank to the confluence of two unnamed streams then 

eastwards along the left stream to its source on a point on Rhodes Nyanga 

National Park so as to include Mangondoza township, proceed southwestwards 

along the western boundary of Rhodes Nyanga National Park which is the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(S.A) coordinates:  

471631.39 7986206.96;470212.45 7984797.55;470496.26 7983757.36 
471039.45 7982451.45;471487.45 7981360.17;473291.19 7981896.18 
473323.11 7983144.02;474474.48 7984646.67;473440.27 7985587.69 
471768.29 7986074.07 
 

 

WARD 30 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from Goni mountains, then eastwards 
to the foothills of Nyanguvi mountains, then it proceeds southwards along the 
eastern boundary of Nyangui forest  land so as to exclude it to the southern 
boundary of Sterkstroom farm so as to include it, then it proceeds westwards 
along the southern boundary of the Latter to the point on Nyajezi river, then it 
proceeds northwards to a point on Shiri river,  then westwards to Chadzo 
mountains, then it proceeds northwards to Gone mountains the starting point. 
An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 
South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 
471662.24 8022030.06;469677.29 8021869.06;467683.21 8021715.34 
465683.64 8021675.84;463692.52 8021694.32;462031.66 8021344.87 
461907.82 8019348.71;463605.39 8018810.12;465580.14 8018493.34 
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466497.71 8017298.91;466484.11 8015299.11;466577.14 8013303.56 
466706.77 8011332.64;466302.92 8009413.26;466403.84 8007415.81 
467060.03 8005545.61;467839 8003703.54;468986.04 8002421.75 
470965.02 8002136.86;472965.01 8002130.43;474803.68 8002195.08 
474524.66 8004175.52;474249.63 8006156.52;473970.49 8008136.94 
473688.47 8010116.95;474220.14 8011928.47;473929.45 8013907.23 
473574.27 8015871.3;472976.23 8017773.69;472386.28 8019684.7 
471796.33 8021595.7 
 
WARD 31 

An area of land bounded by a line from the confluence of Nyamudira and 

Rwenya river then Rwenya river to its confluence with an unnamed river then 

south eastwards along an unnamed river then westwards across Ruwangwe 

range to Duza river, then up Duza river to its confluence with an unnamed left 

bank tributary, then westwards on to Nyamudira river down Nyamudira river 

to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

475134.03 7989601.32; 473755.84 7988856.23; 472616.02 7988307.28 

471746.09 7987082.19; 471687.24 7986152.34; 473329.01 7985567.95 
474506.93 7986723.83;474919.24 7988680.84 
 

RUSAPE TOWN COUNCIL 

WARD 1 

This is an area in the Rusape Town council marked by a line drawn from the 

junction of Chaminuke road and Chimurenga street proceeding generally south 

along Chimurenga street for a distance of 17000m then south west along an 

unnamed stream for a distance of 2500m to the northern boundary of Zimati 

Kop farm boundary for a distance of 1000m then south west for a distance of 

1200m, then south for a distance of 5350m, then south-west along an 

unnamed stream for a distance of 6000m then generally west along the stream 

for a distance of 2300m then generally north for a distance of 1300m then 

north east along Old Tsanzaguru road for a distance of 9500m so as to exclude 

stands 1881 to 1893 of the NHF section then south west for a distance of 

1200m then northwest for a distance of 6600m so as to include stands 2381, 

2383, 2384, 2386, 2387, 2393 the whole of ZBS section then north east along 

Vengere road for a distance of 11000m so as to include stands 1337, 1338, 

1353 (Dhliwayo shops) Vengere stadium, Vengere hall, the BC section, the 

Messengers camp, the Vengere Police Residential Camp and Vengere Bus 
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terminus then northeast along Chaminuka road for a distance of 3400m to the 

intersection of Chaminuka road and Chimurenga Street. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 407581.78, 

7950465.64; 407850.60, 7949606.19; 408501.80, 7949114.00; 408123.19, 

7948951.20; 407396.26, 7948239.41; 407468.20, 7949151.86 and 406813.20, 

7949375.24. 

WARD 2 

This is an area within Rusape Town Council bounded by a line drawn from a 

point where Chiduku road meets Chisambahure stream, then generally south 

westwards for a distance of 1300m to a point where it meets Madziva Avenue,  

then south-westwards for a distance of 2300m to point where it meets 

Mwamuka street then north-west along Mwamuka street for a distance of 

7800m to a point on Rusape river then north along Rusape river for a distance 

of 450m to its confluence with Chisambamahure stream then generally east 

along Chisambamahure stream to Chiduku road. An This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 406324.64, 7950257,56; 

406867.94, 7950285.96; 497189.76, 7950198.88 and 407011.81, 7949860. 

 

WARD 3 

This is an area in Rusape Town Council bounded by a line drawn from the 

junction of Old Chiduku road (Vengere Main road) and Makanza road, then 

south west along Old Chiduku road for a distance of 4200m so as to include 

Vengere clinic then north-west along Makanza road for a distance of 2900m, 

then south west for a distance of 900m then northwest for a distance of 550m 

so as to include the Anglican Church (St Mathews) stand number 284 and the 

Apostolic Faith Mission Church stand number 296 so as to exclude the “R” 

section, then southwest for a distance of 400m, then north west for a distance 

of 4000m so as to include Vengere Primary School to a point on Rusape river, 

then northwards along Rusape river for a distance of 2400m then south east 

for a distance of 5000m to Mwamuka Street, then further south east along 

Mwamuka street for a distance of 2000m to Madziwa avenue, then north east 

along Madziwa avenue for a distance of 2500m to Chiduku road (Vengere Main 

road). An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 406335.99, 7950249.83; 407011.81, 9949859.86; 407127.29, 
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7950064.31; 406990.09, 7947674.34; 406608.59, 7949734.92 and 406262.17, 

7949996.16;  

 

WARD 4 

This is an area within Rusape Town Council bounded by a line drawn from a 

point where Makanza street intersects with Chiduku road (Vengere Main road) 

then south west along Chiduku road for a distance of 3400m to its intersection 

with south west along Chiduku road for a distance of 3400m to its intersection 

with Old Chiduku road so as to include township offices and council beerhall, 

then north-west along Old Chiduku for a distance of 10 000m, then south west 

for a distance of 500m to a point on Rusape river so as to include Old sports 

field and Vengere local government area, then along Rusape river north west 

for a distance of 2000m, then north for 800m then east for a distance of 3000m 

then north east for a distance of 4400m to a point on the middle of the river 

(Rusape river) where a line is drawn southeast for a distance of 4000m to 

Tikwiri street then north east for a distance of 400m along Tikwiri street then 

south east for a distance of 600m then north east for a distance of 900m to a 

point on Makanza street so as to exclude the Anglican Church (St Matthews) 

stand number 284 and the Apostolic Faith Mission Church stand number 296 

then south east along Makaza road for a distance of 3000m to the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 406261.81, 794994.29; 406996.32, 7949673.48; 

406818.37,7949378.16; 405678.75, 7949389.52; 405576.53, 7949452.32; 

405659.82, 7949673.48 and 405974.07, 7949631.83. 

 

WARD 5 

This is an area in Rusape Town Council bounded by a line drawn from Old 

Chiduku road Bridge on Rusape river then generally eastwards along Old 

Chiduku road for a distance of 11 300m, then south west for a distance of a 

distance of 25000m so as to include stands 1053 to 1060, 1211 (community 

centre- Muvhecha 1182 to 1187 along the Vengere road then south west for a 

distance of 400m, then south east for a distance of 40m, then south so as to 

include stands 2939 to 2952 of the U.V.E section to a point where it meets 

Rusape dam Servitude, then generally north-west along Rusape dam Servitude 

for a distance of 20 500m to a point where the old Chiduku road meets Rusape 
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river. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 405689.50, 7949383.26; 406817.76, 7949383.26; 406583.02, 

7948171.71 and 405969.67, 9748285.29. 

 

WARD 6 

This is an area in Rusape Town Council bounded by a line drawn from the 

intersection of old Chiduku road and Vengere main road, then north along 

Vengere road for a distance of 900m, then generally south east along the N.E 

main road for a distance of 6600m so as to include stands 1375 max village 

Tarven 1355 to 1364, 1540 to 1559, 1560 to 1567 of the N.E section, then 

north east for a distance of 1500m to a point on the middle of old Tsanzaguru 

road so as to include stands 1881 to 1903 of the NHF section and stands 3424 

to 3596 of the Garikai/ Hlalani Kuhle area, then generally south along 

Tsanzaguru road for a distance of 10 500m to a point on an unnamed stream, 

then west along the stream for a distance 12 500m then north so as to exclude 

stands 2939 to 2952 of the U.V.E section, then north west or a distance of 40m 

then north for a distance of 400m to the intersection of Old Chiduku road and 

Vengere main road. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 406825.33, 7949383.26; 407484.11, 

7949140.95; 407627.99, 7948800.20; 407408.39, 7948224.71 and 406590.60, 

7948171.71. 

 

WARD 7 

This is an area in Rusape Town Council bounded by a line drawn from the 

intersection of Chimurenga street and Nyabadza avenue, then east along 

Nyabadza avenue for a distance of 5000m then south for a distance of 4500m 

so as to include stands 41, 49, 50, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64 (town), then west 

along Manda avenue for a distance of 1200m, then southeast along Chingaira 

street for a distance of 13 200m, then south west for a distance of 2700m to a 

point on the middle of Chimurenga street then generally north along 

Chimurenga street for a distance of 2100m to a point on the intersection of 

Chimurenga street and Nyabadza avenue. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  407582.77,  7950464.81;   
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407702.18,  7949980.70;   407929.82,  7949558.57;   408333.64,  

7949440.38, 408289.06,  7949864.43;   408111.99,  7950331.70;   407939.65,  

7950801.05;   408006.15,  7951165.13;   407565.96,  7951172.83;   

407534.80,  7950760.62  

 

WARD 8 

This is an area in Rusape Town Council bounded by a line drawn from the 

intersection of Chimoi Street and Nyanga road for a distance of 9500m then 

south along Masasa Lane for a distance of 5700m, then east for a distance of 

1000m, then south east for a distance of 1800m, then west for a distance 

1200m so as to include the Mabvazuva water tanks, then south for a distance 

of 3200m, then east for a distance of 3000m to a point on an unnamed stream 

then generally south along the stream so as to include stands 2804 to 2817, 

2821, 2823, 2824, 2827, 2701, 2705 and 2708 of Mabvazuva infill 

development, then south west along an unnamed stream to a point on 

Chimurenga street, then north west along Chimurenga Street for a distance of 

3400m, then north east for a distance of 2700m the north west along 

Chingaira street, then a distance of 13 200m to the intersection of Manda 

Avenue and Chingaira Street then east along Manda Avenue for a distance of 

1300m then north for a distance of 2250m to the intersection of Nyanga road 

and Chimoi Street. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  408991.08,  7951263.98;   408501.15,  

7951172.85;   408036.45,  7951034.51;   407987.28,  7950674.77;   

408157.90,  7950204.78;   408346.77,  7949742.42;   408264.12,  

7949343.79;   408631.41,  7949216.16;   409090.54,  7949405.51;   

409378.99,  7949745.21;   409268.17,  7950205.91;   409057.21,  

7950495.90;   409030.02,  7950753.23;   408992.01,  7951251.78  

 

WARD 9 

This is an area in Rusape Town Council bounded by a line drawn from the 

intersection of Musasa Avenue and Nyanga road the east along Nyanga road for 

a distance of 7000m to the western boundary of Castle Kop farm, then south 

east along the western boundary of Castle Kop farm for a distance of 41000m 

so as to include stands 552, 553, 554, 541, 542 of Castle base, then north west 

along the northern boundary of Zimati Kop for a distance of 35 200m, then 
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north east along an unnamed stream for a distance of 10 500m, then north for 

a distance of 5500m, then west for a distance of 2400m, then north for a 

distance of 3100m then east for a distance of 1250m then north west for a 

distance of 1800m so as to exclude the Mabvazuva water tanks then west for a 

distance of 1000m then north for a distance of 5200m to a point on the 

intersection of Masasa avenue and Nyanga road. An This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

  408503.10,  7949111.84;   408558.71,  7948860.76;   409023.14,  

7948675.54;   409487.57,  7948490.32;   409950.72,  7948301.95;   

410413.35,  7948112.26;   410875.97,  7947922.58;   411338.59,  

7947732.90;   411519.02,  7947801.54;   411289.29,  7948245.64;   

411059.55,  7948689.74;   410829.82,  7949133.84;   410600.09,  

7949577.93;   410369.69,  7950021.69;   410138.99,  7950465.28;   

409908.29,  7950908.88;   409663.76,  7951327.08;   409165.95,  

7951280.38;   409015.74,  7950940.55; 409157.28,  7950583.00;   409080.31,  

7950204.70;  409347.51,  7949930.42;   409252.56,  7949500.60;   

408803.04,  7949290.48 

 

 

WARD 10  

This is an area in the Rusape Town Council bounded by a line drawn from the 

intersection of Chaminuka Road and Chimurenga Street, then west along 

Chaminuka road for a distance of 3400m then north-west along Chiduku road 

for a distance of 2000m, then west along Chisambamahure stream to its 

confluence with Rusape river, then generally north east along Rusape river for 

a distance of 46000m to a point where Rusape river meets the western 

boundary of Castle Kop farm, then south east along the western boundary of 

Castle Kop farm for a distance of 22 800m, then west along Inyanga road for a 

distance of 16 700m to the intersection of Chimoi street and Nyanga road then 

north along Chimoi street for a distance of 2000m, then west along Nyabadza 

avenue for a distance of 5100m to the intersection of Nyabadza avenue and 

Chimurenga street then south along Chimurenga street to the intersection of 

Chimurenga street and Chaminuka road, which is the starting point.  

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 
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coordinates:  407189.12,  7950197.04;   407542.78,  7950455.44;   

407509.30,  7950917.82;   407723.50,  7951196.17;   408074.43,  

7951061.40;   408558.20,  7951187.75;   409049.79,  7951269.49;   

409547.60,  7951316.19;   409524.63,  7951646.61;   409293.94,  

7952090.21;   409063.24,  7952533.81;   408832.54,  7952977.40;   

408589.28,  7953402.53;   408195.19,  7953272.06;   407780.14,  

7953037.05;   407699.36,  7952550.46;   407329.85,  7952321.24;   

406939.74,  7952037.18;   406626.89,  7951671.78;   406407.86,  

7951308.60;   406325.90,  7950840.05;   406344.78,  7950362.90;   

406723.37,  7950287.77 
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MANICALAND HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY CONSTITUENCY 

BOUNDARY DESCRIPTIONS 

 

1. BUHERA CENTRAL 
 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyazvidzi and 

Mainzo rivers, then up Nyazvidzi River along the Provincial boundary with 

Masvingo province to the confluence of Nyazvidzi and an unnamed river, then 

up the unnamed river in an easterly direction through Bedza Business Centre 

to the source of Mukonoi river, then down Mukono river to its confluence with 

Save River then down Save River to its confluence with Nyahono river, then up 

Nyahono River to its source then to the source of Mainzo river then down 

Mainzo river to the starting point.  An area bound by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   

415711.00,  7841803.00;   414359.12,  7844404.88;   412812.61, 7846896.57;   

411767.69,  7849689.61;   410018.75,  7851687.50;   408269.81,  

;853685.39;   406265.08,  7855498.92;   405446.54,  7858317.46;   

404507.32,  7861071.42;   404211.00,  7862303.00   404211.00,  7862303.00;   

403102.65,  7864821.06;   400587.30,  7866176.70;   399047.12,  

7868716.88.   380211.00,  7868303.00   378758.16,  7865826.58;  376457.76,  

7863968.59;   374018.96,  7862360.96;   372677.13,  7859803.00; 369795.11,  

7859074.03;   367434.40,  7857397.68;   364532.29,  7857660.10; 361744.84,  

7857569.92;   358871.21,  7856718.05;   356071.22,  7855673.07; 353315.91,  

7854657.91;   350925.33,  7854695.84;   348160.02,  7854815.74; 345436.91,  

7854803.00   398711.00,  7869303.00;   395830.49,  7869993.25;  392858.82,  

7870267.78;   389958.37,  7869676.69;   387193.85,  7869070.15; 384863.10,  

7867900.90   382223.99,  7868455.60.   345211.00,  7854803.00;  346211.00,  

7852803.00;   348272.82,  7851491.18;   349683.63,  7848857.75; 352137.69,  

7848545.67;   354611.58,  7848501.85;   356834.43,  7847772.14; 359744.11,  

7847564.04;   361211.00,  7846308.67;   361458.84,  7843322.40; 362166.73,  

7840803.00;   364719.23,  7839786.54;   366711.00,  7838237.73; 367358.08,  

7835317.62;   369811.31,  7834252.96;   372549.42,  7833303.00; 374539.11,  

7831638.95;   376905.86,  7829858.14;   376711.00,  7827023.77; 377990.23,  

7825303.00;   379555.45,  7823380.78;   380211.00,  7823303.00 
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2. BUHERA NORTH 

An area of land bound by a line drawn from the confluence of Save and 

Mwerahari rivers, then up Mwerahari river to a point on the provincial 

boundary with Mashonaland East Province, then north east along the said 

provincial boundary to the confluence of Ruwenje and Runde rivers, then down 

along the provincial boundary to the confluence of Macheke and Save river, 

then down Save river to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   

393211.00,  7885803.00;   390739.84,  7886288.58;   388103.23, 7885999.12;   

385233.30,  7885303.00;   383414.95,  7885849.05   380702.23,  7887061.77;   

378281.53,  7887767.73;   376227.40,  7889380.87;   374649.45, 7891303.00;   

373211.00,  7892864.55;   371250.76,  7894723.48;   368811.87, 7895542.91;   

365914.50,  7896303.00;   363826.06,  7894831.77;   361185.87, 7894057.19;   

358226.68,  7894550.39;   355718.96,  7895045.04;   353360.42, 7896723.12;   

351794.11,  7895470.56;   352583.47,  7892670.40;   351488.34, 7889885.01;   

349691.38,  7887533.38;   348265.06,  7884911.13;   346611.02, 7882453.02;   

345111.90,  7880253.45;   398711.00,  7869303.00;   397629.69, 7871959.53;   

396869.15,  7874854.09;   397326.79,  7877668.79 

 

3. BUHERA SOUTH 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Save and 

Devure rivers, then westwards up Devure river along the provincial boundary 

with Masvingo province to the confluence of Nyazvidzi and Mainzo rivers, then 

northwards along  Mainzo river to the confluence of Mainzo and an unnamed 

river, then up  the unnamed river then eastwards into Nyahono river and down 

the same river to its confluence with Rure river then down Nyahono river to its 

confluence with Save river then down Save river to the starting point.  An area 

bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   

436211.00,  7813803.00;   435224.19,  7816539.81;   432309.07, 7817233.39;   

429411.04,  7817986.32;   426819.92,  7819444.08;   424939.06, 7821346.88;   

423413.64,  7823897.71;   422571.15,  7826752.25   421370.54,  7829483.92;   

419850.85,  7831963.91;   419262.20,  7834899.39;   418671.44, 7837829.93;   

417307.33,  7840254.83.   380211.00,  7823303.00;   382155.54,  7821108.46   

384687.50,  7819850.00;   385822.03,  7817080.93;   387163.67, 7814397.65;   

389350.95,  7812483.03;   391652.39,  7810611.61;   392582.75, 7807815.99;   
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393688.98,  7805075.02;   396366.43,  7803725.28;   399299.48, 7803422.78;   

402070.72,  7803123.14;   404074.39,  7801076.23;   405575.35,  7798863.73   

408557.13,  7799150.16;   411553.11,  7799303.00;   414553.11, 7799303.00;   

416550.52,  7798034.43;   418164.47,  7795599.53;   420667.75, 7794096.25;   

423267.55,  7792700.82;   424849.44,  7790803.00;   427840.95,  7790649.67   

430248.58,  7789727.85;   431211.00,  7788803.00;   415711.00, 7841803.00;   

412731.41,  7841556.40;   410072.54,  7842242.74;   407424.14, 7841266.14;   

404760.56,  7840102.56;   402711.00,  7839620.76;   400215.62, 7838453.92;   

397356.22,  7838625.61;   395403.96,  7836803.00;   392749.16, 7836040.28;   

389988.98,  7836923.34;   387630.53,  7838593.23;   385117.42, 7838881.91;   

384395.12,  7835973.61;   383770.27,  7833040.08;   382769.11,  7830227.33   

382211.00,  7827298.02;   381291.63,  7825311.10   433573.04,  7796863.21;   

434417.96,  7799716.92;   435622.94,  7802450.76;   436350.55, 7805361.19;   

436491.70,  7808109.99;   436631.79,  7811095.10 

 

4. BUHERA WEST 

An area of land bounded by a line down from the confluence of Nyazvidzi and 

an unnamed river, then up Nyazvidzi river along the provincial boundary with 

Mashonaland East Province, then eastwards and northwards along the same 

boundary to the middle of Mwerahari river, then down Mwerahari river to its 

confluence with Mukono river, then up Mukono river to its source, then 

westwards along an unnamed road through Bedza Business Centre and 

generally westwards into an unnamed river to the starting point.  An This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   

344711.00,  7879803.00;   342711.00,  7881433.32;   340711.00,  7881753.82   

338946.19,  7882847.42;   337715.18,  7885548.82;   336211.00, 7888059.38;   

334447.92,  7886789.92;   331827.40,  7886244.80;   329401.90,  887921.20;   

327145.03,  7888975.16;   324284.64,  7888867.73;   322744.33, 7887386.35;   

323332.68,  7884444.61;   324042.37,  7881803.00;   321113.72, 7881303.00;   

321217.29,  7878777.84;   321711.00,  7875825.60;   320298.31, 7873984.22;   

317337.79,  7873499.68;   314367.94,  7873075.42;   311427.76, 7872482.19;   

310904.66,  7871754.58;   313626.57,  7870637.43;   315957.32, 7868806.68;   

318688.73,  7867683.57;   321147.87,  7866084.57;   323491.84, 7864272.16;   

326032.02,  7862731.98;   328362.77,  7860901.23;   330608.06, 7859008.88;   

332928.14,  7857373.71;   335397.29,  7856866.71;   336943.84, 7858803.00;   

338354.00,  7856410.00;   341047.53,  7857303.00;   343115.58, 7855818.90;   

345211.00,  7854803.00   380211.00,  7868303.00;   378148.69,  7870334.15;   
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375249.11,  7871045.38;   372262.02,  7871284.91;   369400.97, 7870742.97;   

366860.78,  7869202.78;   364090.73,  7868458.07;   361775.18, 7868270.91;   

359763.41,  7869000.59;   357058.47,  7869514.87;   354231.00, 7868563.00;   

352256.56,  7869666.32;   350868.48,  7872265.61;   349763.98, 7874303.00;   

347959.57,  7876304.43;   345446.68,  7877803.00. 

5. CHIMANIMANI EAST 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn beacon BB49A on the Zimbabwe- 

Mozambique international boundary, generally south-eastwards along the 

Zimbabwe- Mozambique international boundary passing through boundary 

beacon BB80 to the top of an unnamed hill, then generally westwards along 

the southern boundaries of the following properties so as to include them, 

Merrywaters, Joppa and Highlands to the latter’s south most beacon the 

northwards along the western boundaries of Highlands, Brackenburg to the 

south most beacon of zebra the northwards and eastwards along the 

boundaries of Zebra, then generally eastwards and northwards along the 

boundaries of the following properties so as to include them, Brooklyn, 

Ashbourne, Willowgrove, Cambridge and the Drifts, then westwards and 

generally northwards along the western boundaries of the following properties 

so as to include them Shinja West, Mosgrove, the Flats, Limecliffs then 

eastwards and northwards along the boundaries of the following properties so 

as to include them, Grasslands, Ruwaka and Quaggas Hoek to the middle of 

Umvumvumvu river, then down Umvumvumvu to the southern most beacon of 

Lisnacloon, then northwards along the western boundary of the latter to the 

Chimanimani – Mutare district boundary, then north eastwards along the 

district boundary to the starting point. An area bound by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   

486211.00,  7776803.00;   488576.84,  7778303.00;   490070.06, 7776938.91;   

492887.32,  7777803.00;   492561.90,  7780399.41;   491778.13, 7783254.39;   

494239.00,  7784458.60;   496979.08,  7784642.36;   499675.65, 7785794.16;   

502525.52,  7784895.74;   502418.37,  7786303.00;   500419.70, 7787361.70;   

497422.80,  7787497.92;   494526.92,  7788145.04;   491843.63, 7787119.32;   

489029.09,  7786473.48;   486235.19,  7787065.10;   483517.41, 7786746.59;   

484416.04,  7789038.01;   485247.18,  7790875.36;   486517.95, 7792706.48;   

489068.78,  7794231.89;   487606.79,  7795421.07;   486084.46, 7797321.52;   

485835.32,  7800311.16;   485897.42,  7803294.38;   488119.59, 7805007.30;   

488016.49,  7806900.25;   487656.12,  7809473.71;   488868.17,  7811447.65   

491720.35,  7812307.67;   494371.02,  7813585.00;   497265.66, 7814303.00;   
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498837.64,  7815344.12;   500065.67,  7816714.33;   497578.91, 7817831.36;   

495474.02,  7819789.98;   496929.13,  7821912.07;   498603.08, 7824160.92;   

497209.22,  7826806.56   494850.19,  7826192.19;   492349.02,  7824780.60;   

489590.05,  7823892.86;   486632.02,  7824197.74;   483754.54, 7824038.49;   

482718.73,  7826060.73;   483711.00,  7828728.52;   485124.90, 7830630.81;   

484013.40,  7832512.60;   484650.80,  7835441.79;   485211.00, 7838385.34;   

484033.07,  7840370.61;   483417.51,  7843172.53;   483711.00, 7846147.71;   

481366.29,  7846803.00;   478366.29,  7846803.00;   476910.61, 7848907.73;   

476760.53,  7851897.36;   477223.08,  7854827.16;   477555.26, 7857737.41; 

6. CHIMANIMANI WEST  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Odzi and 

Changadzi rivers, then up Odzi river to its confluence with Muwengesi river 

then  east along the same river to the northernmost beacon of Lisnacloon, then 

southwards along the western boundary of Lisnacloon to the middle of 

Umvumvumvu river, then eastwards along the same river to the northern west 

boundary of Quaggars Hoek, then southwards along the boundaries of 

Quaggara Hoek and Ruwaka so as to exclude them, then generally southwards 

along the boundaries of Limecliffs, the Flats, West End, Moosgwe and Shinja 

West then eastwards then southeast along the boundaries of Nyanyadzi, the 

Drifts and Cambridge Estate, then southwestwards along the boundaries of 

Cambridge Estate, Willowgrove, Ashbourne and Brooklyn to the southern most 

beacon of Brooklyn then northwest, southwest along the boundary of Zebra 

Estate then Chimanimani – Chipinge District boundary, then down Changadzi 

river to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   

463711.00,  7844303.00;   460970.76,  7843363.06;   458127.12, 7843372.35;   

455174.09,  7843760.38;   452711.00,  7843751.92;   450398.55, 7843646.77;   

448211.00,  7842303.00;   458211.00,  7797803.00;   460423.81, 7799457.27;   

462827.69,  7800169.69;   464949.01,  7802291.01;   467575.99, 7803519.25;   

470549.74,  7803907.84;   473386.76,  7804728.76;   474666.31, 7807392.38;   

472664.31,  7809599.69;   470833.55,  7811930.45;   469293.37, 7814470.63;   

466421.72,  7814368.82;   463525.12,  7814895.94;   461128.58, 7816635.42;   

459007.26,  7818756.74;   457281.08,  7821162.85;   456092.20, 7823909.41;   

455969.64,  7826837.54;   456769.02,  7829727.07;   458031.14, 7832443.29;   

459612.09,  7834954.09;   462192.87,  7836225.71;   465131.45,  7835649.59   

468076.61,  7835526.12;   470778.86,  7836803.00;   471143.66, 7839311.42;   

468372.51,  7839485.30;   465763.27,  7839407.55;   463488.13, 7838803.00;   
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463607.65,  7841476.17;   448211.00,  7842303.00;   447997.26, 7839310.62;   

446911.80,  7836606.22;   446100.09,  7833720.28;   445004.96, 7830934.89;   

443902.87,  7828361.13;   442733.63,  7826030.37;   442209.61, 7823803.00;   

440524.78,  7822313.20;   438991.30,  7820303.00;   438292.23, 7817646.87;   

438284.46,  7814773.37. 

7. CHIPINGE CENTRAL  

An area of land bounded by a line from the intersection of the Zimbabwe-

Mozambique international boundary and Dudzi river, then generally west along 

Budzi river and the southern boundaries of Busi, Chipinga, Chipinga West 

Annexe and Glendalough then northwards along the western boundary of 

Glenalough then westwards on the common boundary to Nafferton and 

Redwood, then north eastwards along the western boundaries of Nafferton, 

Ombersley and Baffels Drift estate to beacon 1098/5, then south westwards 

and north west along the boundary of the Drie Span Berg to the middle of 

Tanganda River, then up Tanganda River to a point on the western boundary of 

Beffels Drift, then north on the same boundary, then east on the northern 

boundary of New Year’s Gift Estate to a point on the Chimanimani-Chipinge 

district boundary, then eastwards along the same boundary to the Zimbabwe-

Mozambique international boundary, then south along the boundary back to 

the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   

486211.00,  7776803.00;   484870.44,  7778255.79;   485525.87, 7780997.61;   

484066.27,  7782141.82;   481199.17,  7781297.09;   478364.00, 7780341.25;   

475453.57,  7779613.64;   472711.00,  7778912.80;   473058.81, 7781813.96;   

471939.10,  7784281.10;   469728.61,  7784341.23;   466777.81, 7783819.70;   

463968.82,  7782805.61;   461242.20,  7781568.60;   458473.13, 7780434.07;   

457711.00,  7780303.00;   454718.72,  7780178.97;   452068.52,  778981.76;   

449517.70,  7777456.35;   447227.43,  7778569.43;   445078.32, 7777486.66;   

442775.36,  7776617.36;   444686.82,  7774577.18;   446234.81, 7773850.62;   

447993.22,  7775411.89;   450279.13,  7773518.93;   451826.39, 7771668.39;   

450350.45,  7769081.90;   449215.92,  7766312.83;   447874.27, 7763629.55;  

486211.00,  7758803.00;   486495.22,  7761405.65;   485097.71,  763424.10;   

484211.00,  7766024.05;   485865.85,  7767771.28;   486418.58, 7769930.26;   

486155.52,  7772692.05;   486351.44,  7775364.76 
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8. CHIPINGE EAST 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Musirizwi and 

Mwangazi rivers, then northwards up Musirizwi river to a point on the 

southern boundary of Umzelezwe, then generally westwards along the 

boundary of Umzelezwe and Nyagadza to a point on an unnamed hill then due 

south west to the source of an unnamed river then due north west through 

Dzika Primary School to the confluence of Chipanda and Nyamuvava rivers 

then up Nyamuvava River to its source then generally northwards along the 

eastern boundary of Chipinga Safari Area then eastwards on the boundaries of 

Nafferton, Redwood, then generally eastwards along the boundaries of 

Glendalough, Chipinge West Annexe, Chipinge, Busi to a point on the 

confluence of Nyamahumba and Budzi rivers, then down Budzi river to the 

Zimbabwe-Mozambique international boundary, then southwest along the 

same boundary to the starting point. An area bound by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   

486211.00,  7758803.00;   483420.04,  7757855.26;   480761.48, 7756603.48;   

478200.22,  7755346.13;   476901.38,  7757981.86;   475114.97, 7759456.97;   

472849.19,  7759026.62;   471571.50,  7758692.50;   469240.75, 7758523.25;   

467661.67,  7757477.89;   464895.68,  7758303.00;   462906.24, 7758857.76;   

460529.20,  7757992.40;   457770.53,  7758773.24;   455352.16, 7760482.42;   

452389.51,  7760803.00;   451344.15,  7762211.29;   448388.39,  7761803.00   

451287.51,  7723629.51;   453408.83,  7725750.83;   455868.26, 7727105.60;   

458865.16,  7727241.83;   461863.77,  7727303.00;   464863.77, 7727303.00;   

466734.40,  7729076.40;   468274.58,  7731616.58;   469684.74, 7734250.48;   

471354.95,  7736696.95;   472895.13,  7739237.13;   474444.75, 7741770.51;   

476337.71,  7744056.42;   478387.38,  7746229.38;   479637.03, 7748859.18;   

480688.87,  7751530.87;   482810.19,  7753652.19;   484640.94, 7755982.94;   

486659.74,  7758104.26 

 

9. CHIPINGE SOUTH 

An area of land bound by a line drawn from the middle of Save river and its 

intersection with the Zimbabwe-Mozambique international boundary, then up 

Save river to its confluence with Checheche river, then up Checheche river to 

its source, then east, North East to Mariya dip, then Eastwards, North 

Eastwards to the source of Tambarara river then down that river to its 
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intersection with the Zimbabwe-Mozambique international boundary, then 

down the international boundary to the starting point. An area bound by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   

449211.00,  7693803.00;   446597.60,  7692439.60;   444281.64, 7691588.32;   

441734.75,  7692255.51;   439272.55,  7693006.20;   436400.60, 7693698.60;   

433418.94,  7694029.90;   432624.16,  7695955.66;   432078.56, 7698097.15;   

431079.15,  7699684.85;   429248.40,  7702015.60;   429723.04, 7703305.01;   

431820.85,  7704882.56;   433681.66,  7707038.33;   435170.09, 7709466.62;   

433247.51,  7711534.75;   430274.67,  7711920.04;   427290.86, 7712227.56;   

424303.18,  7712499.17;  01.41;   418339.88,  7707197.38;   417751.53,  

7704255.63;  418621.67, 7702267.04;   417188.20,  7699878.73;   415723.38,  

7697852.52;  414810.27,  695001.54;   413182.50,  7692524.50;   412080.53,  

7689781.12;   410478.73,7687320.73;   410775.27,  7684520.86;   412676.66,  

7682371.67;  411811.20, 7679602.61;   413198.98,  7677303.00;   415847.40,  

7675916.60;  416007.44, 7673395.87;   416551.16,  7670712.84;   419215.73,  

7669550.63;  420946.00, 7667348.00;   423445.16,  7666808.28;   424745.81,  

7664663.77;  425471.04  7661752.81;   426059.39,  7658811.07;   427134.28,  

7656129.72;   428255.60, 654008.40;   430067.41,  7652090.19;   432339.96,  

7650395.76;  435216.03, 7649550.49;   437755.16,  7648008.84;   439242.84,  

7645803.00;  441202.72, 7644555.76;   443839.81,  7643238.60;   446142.70,  

7642166.40;  444937.66, 7644849.69;   443383.91,  7647380.09;   441553.16,  

7649710.84;  440639.03, 7651659.05;   438848.76,  7653915.24;   437262.89,  

7656397.33;   438683.90, 7658465.15; 437103.38,  7659755.54;   435754.82,  

7661509.18;   434353.95, 662803.00;   435673.66,  7665153.64;   437287.48,  

7667129.48;  439118.23, 7669460.23;   441137.17,  7671655.35;   443030.13,  

7673941.26;  444901.06, 7676243.06;   446632.27,  7678645.55;   447973.91,  

7681328.83;  449108.45, 7684097.90;   450242.98,  7686866.96;   450235.11,  

7689706.55;  449507.51,  7692616.98 

 

 

10. CHIPINGE WEST 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Save and 

Changadzi rivers, then East along Chimanimani-Chipinge district boundary to 

a point on an unnamed hill, then Westwards to beacon 1099/5 ,then due 

South West to the middle of Tanganda river, then down Tanganda river to a 

point on the Chipinge-Birchenough Bridge road, then generally South on the 
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Western boundary of Chipinge A controlled hunting area and Chipinge Safari 

Area to the source of Nyamuvava river, then Westwards down the river to its 

confluence with Chipanda river then South Eastwards through Dzika Primary 

School to a point on the western boundary of Sabi 61, then due south west 

along the same boundary to the middle of an unnamed river, then due 

westwards to the middle of Nyautsa river then due south westwards to the 

middle of Save River, then up Save along the Manicaland-Masvingo Provincial 

boundary to the starting point.  An area bound by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   

458211.00,  7797803.00;   456211.00,  7797384.14;   453406.69, 7797004.08;   

450580.91,  7797645.48;   447645.36,  7797574.88;   445012.50, 7796703.75; 

442909.17,  7794751.17;   440278.39,  7793336.70;   437619.38, 792644.62;   

435441.65,  7793687.68;   433023.28,  7795209.14;   431211.00,  788803.00;   

430926.57,  7785816.51;   430813.71,  7782834.05;   431585.14, 7780051.28;   

430752.02,  7777176.06;   430873.93,  7774345.27;   430602.33, 7771357.59;   

429915.61,  7768485.26;   429491.34,  7765515.41;   429208.82, 7762529.00;   

428843.49,  7759567.99;   428040.39,  7756699.93;   427453.49, 7753757.92;   

426959.63,  7750798.90;   426284.48,  7747890.81;   425865.91,  744922.65;   

425711.00,  7743303.00;   431711.00,  7794803.00;   431550.66, 7792123.68;   

431211.00,  7789245.30;   457711.00,  7780303.00;   459216.50, 7782813.99;   

460905.16,  7785247.16;   462267.32,  7787915.64;   460936.48, 7789827.52;   

458605.73,  7791658.27;   456484.41,  7793779.59;   457471.61, 7796324.21. 

11. CHECHECHE 

An area of land bound by a line drawn from the confluence of  Save and 

Checheche rivers, then up Save river to the southern most tip of ward 20, then 

eastwards to join Nyautsa river, then up Nyautsa river to its confluence with an 

unnamed river, then up the unnamed river due east then north east through a 

mountain range to the top of an unnamed hill on the western boundary of 

Chikore, then south along the boundaries of Nyagadza and Umzelezwe to the 

middle of Musirizwi river, then down the river to its confluence with Mwangazi 

river on the Zimbabwe-Mozambique international boundary then down the 

boundary to the middle of Tambarara river, then along Tambarara river to its 

source, then due west along Storinyanga river to Mariya Dip, then south west 

and westwards to the source of Checheche river, then down Checheche river to 

the starting point. 
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12. DANGAMVURA-CHIKANGA 

An area of land bound by a line drawn from the north western boundary of 

Eastlands Farm, with its junction with Vumba Road, the southwards along 

Burma Valley, so as to exclude Copplestone and Laurenceville, then south 

westwards to the tip of the Rhine so as to exclude the park farm, then generally 

north westwards along the northern boundary of Fern Valley and Dora 

Communal lands so as to exclude them. Then generally north along the 

municipal boundary to its intersection with the Mutare, Mutasa District 

boundary beacon 45/P, then eastwards along the same boundary to a point on 

the municipal water pipe line, then south westwards along the pipeline to its 

intersection with the railway line, then eastwards along the railway line to the 

middle of Chipanda River, then down the same river to its confluence with 

Sakubva River, then down same river to its intersection with Jelf Road, then 

south eastwards along the same road to its junction with Dangamvura 

(Feruka)Road,, then eastwards along the same road to its junction with 

Chimanimani road then up the same road and the generally eastwards along 

the southern boundaries of stands 5063, 5050, 2528, 5191, 5190, 5189, 2510, 

2523, 2463A and 996A so as to exclude them then into Vumba Road, then 

south west along the same road to the starting point. 

462211.00,  7901303.00;   460896.56,  7903931.87;   458570.98, 7905225.00;   

455616.90,  7904703.98;   453711.00,  7904303.00;   453711.00,  904303.00;   

453333.41,  7902390.76;   450411.78,  7902619.93;   450045.94, 7899953.57;   

450344.45,  7896968.46;   450711.00,  7893999.03;   452970.90, 7893742.97;   

455750.96,  7894822.98;   456711.00,  7895303.00;   467211.00, 7897303.00;   

465211.00,  7899059.29. 

13. MUTARE CENTRAL  

An area of land bound by a line drawn from the intersection of Jelf Road and 

Sakubva River, then up Sakubva River to its confluence with Chipanda River 

then up Chipanda River to stand 2869, then along Riverside Road, Unil Road, 

Simon Mazorodze then north along the western boundaries of stands 

845A,838D, 838C, 838 B, 838A and 831 into Hosgood Avenue, then along the 

same road into Simon Mazorodze Road, C Avenue to the middle of Chipanda 

River then up the same river to Fifth Avenue, then eastwards along the same 

road into Fourth Street, then down Fourth Street into Bridge Road, then 

generally south eastwards, south to  Vumba Road then up Vumba Road ,to the 

middle of an unnamed river, then down the same river into Helen Drive, then 

generally westwards along Helen Drive so as to include the following properties, 

stand 2510, 5189, 5190, 2528 and 5063, then north west into Chimanimani 
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Road to its junction with Dangamvura (Feruka Road) then west on the same 

road to its junction with Jelf Road then north west along the same road to the 

starting point.  An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:   

465211.00, 7899303.00;   465512.81, 7901906.61;   463740.33, 7901817.67 

14. MUTARE NORTH  

An area of land bound by a line drawn from the confluence of Save and Mukuni 

rivers, then up Save river to its confluence with Sungwizi river, then up to the 

Mutare-Makoni district boundary on Sungwisi river to the Mutare-Mutasa 

district boundary then eastwards along the same to a point on the Mutare 

Municipal boundary then generally south along the municipal boundary then 

east along the same to a point on the western boundary of Dora, Sun Valley, 

Plots K,J,H,G,F,E,D,C,B,A, then generally westwards along the southern 

boundary of Dora communal lands to the middle of Odzi River then down Odzi 

river to its confluence with Mutigwende river, then up Mutigwende to its 

source, then westwards to a point on Nyamasasi river then down Nyamasasi 

river to its confluence with Shangara river,  then up Shangara to its source, 

then north to the peak of Nyaruhwa  mountain, then north west into 

Nyamakawa river to its confluence with Nyamwina river then down the same 

river to its confluence with Chishamba river, then up Chishamba river to its 

source, then westwards into the source of Mulosi river then down Mulosi river 

then south west through the foot of Chirinda mountain into an unnamed river 

then down the same to its confluence with Murozvi, then down Murozvi to its 

confluence with Mukuni river then down Mukuni River back to the starting 

point.  An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:   

445211.00,  7925803.00;   442584.38,  7925682.87;   440891.73,  927303.00;   

439196.34,  7925038.34;   437288.38,  7926820.85;   435121.76, 7928288.13;   

432733.31,  7927758.37;   431017.92,  7928859.92;   428789.19, 7926912.40;   

425903.15,  7926101.04;   423138.33,  7924980.33;   420950.74, 7922966.25;   

418068.36,  7923463.66;   415740.60,  7922641.81;   415839.07, 7919924.93;   

417012.70,  7917406.40;   417605.59,  7914724.65;   416859.97, 7911898.88;   

415219.61,  7909911.37;   413011.25,  7909202.49;   413841.36, 7906683.36;   

413406.03,  7904138.08;   413211.00,  7901457.97;   411865.97, 7899803.00;   

410077.16,  7898464.65;   409283.22,  7895625.22;   406957.18, 7893791.55;   

406449.18,  7891291.18;   404327.86,  7889169.86;   403522.01, 7886619.97;   
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404139.78,  7883803.00;   401406.19,  7882748.19;   398724.92, 7881803.00;   

398211.00,  7880303.00;   446211.00,  7925303.00 

15. MUTARE SOUTH 

An area of land bound by a line drawn from the confluence of Muwengezi and 

Odzi rivers then up Odzi river to a point on the southern boundary of Dora 

Communal lands then due north east along the same boundary to the 

southern most beacon of Dora plots A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,J,K, Sun Valley and Dora 

to a point on the Mutare Municipal boundary then east along the same to the 

Zimbabwe-Mozambique international boundary then generally south along the 

same to beacon BB49A. Then west along the Chimanimani-Mutare district 

boundary on Muwengezi river back to the starting point.   An area bound by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   

477211.00,  7858303.00;   477602.43,  7860525.86;   480211.00, 7861806.93;   

481634.35,  7864264.68;   483539.98,  7866460.95;   484689.11, 7869215.44;   

484329.50,  7872145.49;   485009.86,  7874303.00;   485271.61, 7877098.50;   

485642.73,  7880075.10;   486107.98,  7883037.92;   486840.46,  7885941.39   

487486.41,  7888726.78;   486816.10,  7891303.00;   484786.99, 7891977.01;   

484208.36,  7894829.39;   483597.51,  7897666.49;   481016.86, 7897629.46;   

478040.12,  7897303.00;   476040.97,  7896320.00;   473059.20,  896646.11;   

470176.89,  7896939.45   469426.83,  7899837.17;   468711.00,  7900303.00;   

468067.03,  7897439.16;   467211.00,  7897303.00. 

16. MUTARE WEST 

An area of land bound by a line drawn from the confluence of Save and Odzi 

rivers, then up Save river along the Mutare-Buhera District boundary to the 

confluence of Save and Mukuni river then up Mukuni river to its confluence 

with Murozvi river, then up Murozvi to its confluence with Chiwiridzano river 

then up Chiwiridzano River to its confluence with an unnamed river then up 

the unnamed river  to its source, then generally east into Mulosi river then up 

Mulosi river to its source then down Chishamba river to its confluence with 

Nyamwina river then up Nyamwina river to its confluence with Nyamakava 

river then up Nyamakava river to its source then south east to Nyaruwe 

mountain, then south to the source of Shangara river then down Shangara 

river to its confluence with Nyamasasi river, then up Nyamasasi river to its 

source, then south east to the source of Mutigwinde river then down the same 

river to its confluence with Odzi river then down Odzi river to the starting 

point.  An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 
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Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:   

445211.00,  7869803.00;   443597.60,  7872166.40;   441703.98, 7874060.02;   

440585.40,  7876303.00;   439711.00,  7874177.40;   438594.10,  872442.61;   

435606.33,  7872703.33;   432613.96,  7872917.07;   430291.33, 7873963.66;   

429996.13,  7876732.73;   427895.23,  7878868.77;   425410.51, 7880303.00;   

424640.83,  7878583.67;   424563.69,  7875905.69;   421937.57, 7874803.00;   

419935.87,  7873277.87;   417273.74,  7871965.55;   414373.61,  872303.00;   

412676.25,  7870035.63;   410789.91,  7868131.91;   407943.17, 7867303.00;   

406869.71,  7864711.71;   404966.18,  7862823.71   448211.00,  7842303.00;   

448509.39,  7844899.78;   449351.30,  7847754.52;   449319.70,  850650.82;   

448382.49,  7853381.51;   447093.04,  7856038.92;   446037.03,  858303.00;   

444542.37,  7860640.27;   443771.11,  7863492.89;   443474.06,  

7865829.11, 444608.59,  7868598.18 

 

17. HEADLANDS 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point on Macheke river and 

the provincial boundary of Manicaland and Mashonaland East provinces, then 

northwards along the same boundary to the northern most beacon of 

Firmandale in the middle of Mafuri River, then along the northern boundaries 

of Firmandale, Wenselydale estate extension, St. Benedicts, Ususher Forde, 

Tynwald, Maruma, Rensdale, Claremont, Farm 26, Bryam, the south up 

Mukovi river to the southern boundary of Farm 22 Inyati Block, the south 

along the western and southern boundary of Farm 11, Inyati Block to the 

district boundary with Makoni and Nyanga districts. The southwards along the 

district boundary to the eastern most beacon of Katsipiti, then along the 

boundaries of Katsipiti and Timaru, lesapi Valley, Schombie, Dombo Inyagura, 

Inyati Kop, Tierkloof, Fam 8 Inyati Block, California A, Halsted, Lots 3 and 6 

Yorkshire Estate, Des Vos, Headlands, Eden Dale, Netzewa, Highfield, Ludo, 

Nechironga so as to include them. The south east along the western 

boundaries of Recondite and Lesapi Falls so as to exclude them, then 

southwest to the confluence of Mezi and Macheke rivers then up Macheke river 

to the starting point.  An area bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   

436211.00,  7988803.00;   433469.10,  7989263.92;   430470.60, 7989303.00;   

428890.12,  7991373.88;   427258.64,  7993398.29;   427821.27, 7996324.91;   
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427776.46,  7999094.76;   428147.59,  8002049.37;   429050.56, 8004892.56;   

427040.69,  8003882.69;   424507.87,  8002465.11;   421517.96, 8002303.00;   

421043.01,  7999615.21;   419405.18,  7998814.16;   416439.73, 7999249.81;   

413531.06,  7999732.94;   411479.90,  8001765.21;   409646.65, 8004085.18;   

407228.28,  8005794.36;   404789.19,  8007474.81;   401953.29, 8008272.71;   

399711.00,  8008303.00;   399711.00,  8008303.00;   397766.46, 8006108.46;   

395627.69,  8004011.34;   393314.39,  8002156.39;   391438.37, 8000325.63;   

393269.12,  7997994.88;   393909.59,  7995111.49;   392582.76, 7993803.00;   

389582.76,  7993803.00;   386583.16,  7993780.58;   383585.07, 7993673.50;   

380586.99,  7993566.43;   380906.23,  7991076.86;   380246.21, 7988514.28;   

379782.09,  7985550.60;   378950.95,  7982782.90;   379087.51,  979935.54;   

379427.96,  7977571.74;   379418.30,  7974601.89;   379431.86, 7971657.32;   

378537.40,  7968879.40;   376997.22,  7966339.22;   377501.17, 7963803.00;   

377711.00,  7962303.00;   441711.00,  7965803.00;   440782.35, 7968303.00;   

438022.25,  7967397.38;   438518.46,  7970032.84;   439501.53, 7972843.53;   

441996.87,  7974445.94;   440049.53,  7976214.47;   438565.50, 7978257.97;   

437430.78,  7980923.89;   436485.58,  7983753.83;   434669.12, 7986094.88;   

435583.63,  7988425.63. 

 

18. MAKONI CENTRAL 

An area of land bound by a line drawn from a point in the middle of 

Nyamapembere River and the western boundary of Tiny and Tiny Extension. 

Then generally northwards along the western boundary of Tiny Extension and 

Mount Tikwiri to the peak of Runyange Hill, the west to the middle of Rusape 

River. The northwards along the dam servitude of Rusape Dam to the southern 

beacon of Lesapi Falls. Then north eastwards along the boundaries of Lesape 

Falls, Recondite and Harisson Ville, Emerald, Emerald Extension, Sunrise then 

generally east along the northern boundaries Lawrencedale estates, Chimbi 

Zuranga and Diana, Diana’s Vow North, Chimbi Source, Silver Bow, Early Mo 

and Lesapidale, then eastwards along the southern boundaries of Lesapi 

Valley, Timaru and Wick so as to exclude them to a point on the district 

boundary of Mutasa and Makoni Districts, then southwards along the same 

boundary to the confluence of Mubvumira and Nyatanda Rivers then west to 

and around the foot of Gwidza mountain and along the northen boundaries of 

Mt. Zonga, Castle Zonga into the middle of Nyamapembe River then down the 

same river to the starting point.  An area bound by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   
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441711.00,  7965803.00;   438930.28,  7964792.76;   436144.89, 7963697.63;   

433370.82,  7963893.18;   430862.33,  7964128.67;   429169.37, 7965886.26;   

427750.28,  7968513.72;   424898.68,  7968326.46;   421999.67, 968908.66;   

424019.39,  7970283.54;   426951.08,  7969926.35;   427072.76, 7971733.88;   

429870.01,  7972712.01;   430711.00,  7975552.61;   428132.82,7976745.73;   

425286.77,  7975911.59;   422541.97,  7975718.48;   419991.14, 7974193.07;   

417440.32,  7972667.66;   414607.54,  7971820.24;   411642.72, 7972277.04;   

408716.15,  7972884.62;   406256.76,  7973098.76;   403585.60, 7973865.70;   

402304.20,  7972175.82;   400601.04,  7970025.51;   398148.74, 7968678.47;   

396885.87,  7966051.68;   396587.36,  7963066.57;   396041.38, 7960124.53;   

396839.01,  7958303.00;   398665.66,  7960280.33;   400638.29, 7961589.36;   

401211.00,  7959514.66;   399132.30,  7957974.30;   399878.07,  955468.86;   

400760.15,  7952606.40;   402116.06,  7949992.87;   402711.00,  7948303.00 

 

19. MAKONI NORTH 

An area of land bound by a line drawn from a point on the Mafuri river with the  

northern most beacon of Firmandale, then generally north east along the 

provincial boundary of Manicaland and Mashonaland East province to the 

confluence of Nyanyadzi and Inyangombe rivers, then south along the district 

boundary of Makoni and Nyanga districts then west along the southern and 

western boundaries of Farm 11 Inyati Block into the middle of Mukovi River, 

then along the same river to an intersection with the northern boundary of 

Farm 17 Inyati Block, then along te northern boundaries of Bryden  Farm 26, 

Claremont, Rensdale, Maruma, Tywald, Ussherforde, St. Benefict, Wenselydale 

Estate Extension and Firmandale to the starting point.  An area bound by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   

455211.00,  8053803.00;   453211.00,  8053384.14;   451666.99, 8052060.34;   

448708.71,  8052555.29;   446700.26,  8052020.77;   444665.24, 8051007.24;   

443125.06,  8048467.06;   440837.12,  8046926.88;   439537.69, 8046226.31;   

437102.51,  8045868.25;   434211.00,  8045279.62;   432348.45, 8043621.72;   

429930.08,  8041912.54;   427927.52,  8040303.00;   425372.42, 8039125.85;   

423447.31,  8037289.31;   421939.31,  8035303.00;   420229.99, 8033071.99;   

417689.81,  8031531.81;   415669.29,  8029917.57;   413683.39, 8028803.00;   

410754.74,  8028303.00;   410092.86,  8026275.54;   409345.86, 8023457.58;   

409700.25,  8021042.25;   409711.00,  8018253.27;   408211.00, 8016224.86;   

405958.00,  8014803.00;   404220.28,  8013062.28;   402389.53, 8010731.53;   

400058.78,  8008900.78;   456711.00,  8024303.00;   455161.88, 8026401.25;   
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453738.43,  8029025.57;   453213.55,  8031545.36;   452254.05, 8034268.25;   

452489.33,  8037189.69;   451219.50,  8039752.00;   451912.45, 8042657.35;   

451541.79,  8045479.83;   451211.00,  8048452.12;   453320.66, 8049705.42;   

455491.13,  8051393.40 

20. MAKONI SOUTH 

An area of land bound by a line drawn from the confluence of Macheke and 

Ruzawi rivers, then up Macheke river to its confluence with Rusape river, then 

up Rusape river to its confluence with Nyamapembere river, then up 

Nyamapembere river to a point on the northern beacon of Gibraltar,  then 

south and north east along the boundaries of Gibraltar to the peak of Zonga 

mountain then south east through Chinangura mountain to the foot of an 

unnamed hill then generally east to the foot and around Gwidza mountain then 

north and north east to a point on the Makoni-Mutasa district boundary then 

down Nyamatanda river to its confluence with Odzi river then down Odzi river 

to the Mutare-Makoni-Mutasa district boundary, then west and south along 

the Makoni-Mutare district boundary back to the starting point.  An area 

bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   

407211.00,  7936303.00;   405148.69,  7934271.85;   402553.74, 934710.26;   

401089.83,  7932803.00;   399436.08,  7933628.59;   399211.00, 7930644.59;   

396561.72,  7930174.53;   394487.90,  7929276.10;   394297.60, 7926649.41;   

394660.96,  7923703.30;   394114.41,  7921303.00;   391547.74, 7919889.74;   

391434.03,  7916964.82;   391853.12,  7914731.94;   390405.10, 7912691.19;   

388726.09,  7910272.82;   390001.68,  7907843.68;   445211.00, 7925803.00;   

445567.03,  7928666.84;   445532.19,  7931587.75;   444924.97, 7934411.08;   

444407.97,  7936909.06;   443164.44,  7939599.56;   441564.25,  7942096.49 

21. MAKONI WEST 

An area of land bound by a line drawn from the confluence of Macheke and 

Ruzawi river then up Ruzawi River along the provincial boundary of 

Mashonaland East and Manicaland Province to the middle of Macheke River 

then down Macheke River to its confluence with an unnamed river then 

generally north east to a point on the western boundary of Lesapi Falls, the 

generally south on the Rusape dam servitude into the middle of Rusape River, 

then down Rusape River and around the boundary of Tsanzaguru Township, 

Mt. Tikwiri and Tiny Extension into the middle of Nyamapembere River, then 

westwards along Nyamapembere River into Macheke River to the starting point.  
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An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   

407211.00,  7936303.00;   406299.43,  7939126.13;   404774.02, 7941676.96;   

403747.69,  7944449.74;   404169.84,  7947011.84   377711.00,  7962303.00;   

375077.04,  7961269.51;   372144.61,  7960639.72;   369293.36, 7959803.00;   

368731.34,  7956925.05;   368211.00,  7953988.29;   365640.66, 7952767.83;   

366992.64,  7950771.36;   368006.43,  7948712.15;   369863.58, 7946400.42;   

369025.83,  7944303.00;   368846.38,  7941917.62;   369413.92, 7939397.15;   

371260.21,  7937503.79;   372423.79,  7935765.79;   374254.54, 7933509.46;   

375855.84,  7931013.32;   377007.44,  7928256.56;   377982.35, 7926629.22;   

380753.29,  7927095.29;   382855.05,  7925514.91;   384196.69, 7922831.62;   

384719.73,  7920337.93;   384758.37,  7917613.50;   385221.00, 7915063.00;   

385846.20,  7912647.41;   386211.00,  7909686.74;   388737.47, 7908803.00;   

389711.00,  7907803.00;   402711.00,  7948303.00;   400383.54, 7946648.07;   

398507.77,  7944349.77;   396965.16,  7941811.33;   395870.93, 7941388.02;   

393570.69,  7943193.31;   391148.54,  7943730.08;   389211.00, 7944859.42;   

387485.76,  7946778.24;   385767.47,  7949190.05;   384242.06, 7951740.88; 

382406.07,  7953955.47;   381345.01,  7956650.98;   379978.65,;7959267.69;   

378297.45,  7961293.64 

22. NYANGA NORTH 

An area of land bound by a line drawn from a point in the middle of 

Inyangombe River, then north along the administrative boundary of Makoni 

and Nyanga Districts to the confluence of Inyangombe and Nyangadzi rivers, 

then north east along the district boundary of Nyanga and Mutoko districts 

then generally south along the international boundary of Zimbabwe and 

Mozambique to a point on the Gairezi river then generally north west through 

Nyangui Escarpment into the middle of Nyatunga river. Then up the same river 

to its source, then north, west, west southwest through Chirimanyimo, 

Nyangui forest land so as to exclude it. The west to the peaks of Goni, 

Katangwe and Chitura to the starting point.  An area bound by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   

495211.00,  8020303.00;   495085.03,  8023051.05;   496101.22, 8025863.89;   

496395.48,  8028696.15;   496713.57,  8031555.57;   499132.62, 8032342.19;   

501539.11,  8031959.22;   502116.81,  8034426.23;   502676.28, 8036785.64;   

502186.03,  8037815.49;   500711.00,  8039712.89;   498735.82, 8041528.18;   

496405.07,  8043358.93;   494149.81,  8045047.78;   492072.67, 8045825.33;   
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490548.20,  8047431.00;   490111.87,  8050397.76;   490106.65, 8053157.35;   

488767.39,  8055722.16;   490998.46,  8057374.87;   493817.93, 8058303.00;   

494711.00,  8060838.58;   496500.13,  8062459.52;   496194.26, 8065369.95;   

494118.39,  8067099.30;   491807.03,  8068956.97;   489281.65, 8070517.68;   

487373.24,  8072390.76;   485550.23,  8074535.31;   483915.99, 8076983.04;   

482774.55,  8079675.91;   483083.06,  8082570.61;   482904.75, 8085155.08;   

480418.11,  8083906.55;   477734.83,  8082564.91;   475605.61, 8080592.23;   

474191.73,  8077995.20;   473152.77,  8075186.55;   471895.28, 8072474.39;   

472211.00,  8069576.41;   469719.48,  8068307.24;  468213.26,  8066550.74;   

465709.97,  8066551.97;   462990.15,  8065479.38;   462039.54, 8063674.68;   

462010.36,  8060697.84;   460411.62,  8058253.62;   457904.36, 8057689.71;   

456434.93,  8055776.93; 

23. NYANGA SOUTH 

 

An area of land bound by a line drawn from a point in the middle of Gairezi 

River on the international boundary of Zimbabwe and Mozambique then up 

along the same boundary to beacon BBD, then generally south west along the 

district boundary of Mutasa and Nyanga districts to a point in the middle of 

Inyangombe River then east through the peaks of Chitura, Katangwe and Goni 

mountains to a point on the Nyangui Escarpment then generally north, north 

east, south along the same escarpment to the middle of Nyatungu River then 

east down the same river through Sanzvenga School then generally south east 

to starting point.  An area bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   

495211.00,  8020303.00;   492430.28,  8019313.24;   489815.71, 8019684.76;   

487841.67,  8020911.67;   484978.60,  8020930.93;   482083.90, 8020239.45;   

479260.47,  8019369.84;   479920.45,  8021125.64;   477565.49, 8022594.02;   

475795.47,  8024968.53;   472969.18,  8025803.00;   472024.64, 8024112.07;   

471150.08,  8021817.02;   468151.01,  8021892.00;  465151.95,  8021966.98;   

462152.89,  8022041.95;   459686.04,  8023559.24;  456805.84,  8024303.00;   

456711.00,  8024303.00;   457088.76,  8021791.96; 457221.26,  8019083.79;   

458012.62,  8016199.77;   456818.91,  8014106.96; 455538.54,  8011458.07;   

454716.74,  8008581.70;   453778.24,  8005754.72;   452683.11,8002969.33;   

450626.90,  8000968.90;   448318.71,  7999106.85; 445792.86,  7997634.86;   

444252.68,  7995094.68;   442152.35,  7993200.12;   439709.21, 7991551.21;   

437378.46,  7989720.46;   498711.00,  7983803.00;   498711.00, 7986803.00;   

500211.00,  7988303.00;   501011.99,  7990293.07;   499696.89, 7992805.35;   
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498139.99,  7994088.51;   497612.73,  7996258.19;   497093.10,  7998274.59   

495842.86,  8000921.14;   495700.46,  8003042.46;   495531.21, 8004373.21;   

494558.08,  8007011.77;   493572.87,  8008079.25;   495134.06, 8009803.00;   

493799.05,  8012141.05;   495522.30,  8014255.83;   496998.47, 8016065.26;   

497211.00,  8019050.16;   496917.85,  8019979.71; 

24. MUTASA CENTRAL  

An area of land bound by a line drawn from beacon BB4 on the international 

boundary of Zimbabwe and Mozambique then south along the same boundary 

to beacon BB12, then along the boundaries of Lambton, Harris Ville, Walmer, 

Simla, Mkondwe, Msaka, Stanley. Dilkusha, Stanley Totland Extension so as to 

exclude them the south along the western boundary of Inyashuti to the middle 

of Odzani River then down the same river to an intersection with the eastern 

boundary of Koodoosberg Extension, then north along the same boundary to 

the peak of Mt. Jenya, then along the district boundary of Makoni, Nyanga and 

Mutasa districts, then east along an unnamed river to its confluence with 

Honde River, down Honde River to its confluence with an unnamed river, then 

up the unnamed river, then north west down an unnamed river to its 

confluence with Mupenga river then up Mupenga River to a point on the 

northern boundary of Stapleford Estate, then north east on the same boundary 

to the starting point.  An area bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   

483711.00,  7924303.00;   485905.76,  7922455.62;   488769.94, 7921964.79;   

491398.86,  7923282.29;   493054.57,  7925490.15;   494197.03, 7928247.11;   

495211.95,  7931055.86;   496114.92,  7933841.25;   494474.42, 7936289.58;   

492934.24,  7938829.76;   491171.17,  7941172.49;   490345.96, 7943957.88;   

490211.00,  7945303.00;   489076.47,  7942533.93;   487734.83, 7939850.65;   

485455.16,  7938467.72;   482572.88,  7937643.47;   480137.05, 7937894.60;   

478843.32,  7940420.68;   478211.00,  7943244.55;   476982.64, 7943389.56;   

475947.60,  7944262.81;   474253.01,  7945400.34;   471656.92, 7943998.92;   

469900.64,  7945303.00. 

 

25. MUTASA NORTH  

An area of land bound by a line drawn from beacon BB4 on the international 

boundary of Zimbabwe and Mozambique, then south west along the northern 

boundary of Stapleford Estate, then north into Mupenga River to its confluence 
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with an unnamed river, then up the same river to its source then north into an 

unnamed river to its confluence with Honde river then up the Honde river to its 

confluence with an unnamed river, then up the unnamed river to a point on 

the district boundary of Mutasa and Makoni Districts, then generally north 

west along the same boundary to beacon BBD on the international boundary of 

Zimbabwe and Mozambique then generally south along the same boundary to 

the starting point.  An area bound by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   

498711.00,  7983803.00;   496466.44,  7982313.87;   497080.18, 7980233.17;   

495854.47,  7977696.47;   494411.89,  7975155.66;   492723.84, 7972890.61;   

490794.79,  7974469.21;   488898.62,  7975896.81;   487984.49, 7974256.02;   

489509.90,  7971705.19;   490644.44,  7968936.12;   488555.27,  7967475.13   

485821.09,  7966256.36;   483035.70,  7965161.23;   480447.64, 7963736.21;   

480562.71,  7960794.47;   480154.55,  7957883.64;   479623.29, 7954939.05;   

477789.05,  7953526.98;   475064.32,  7954768.56;   472995.96, 7953872.92;   

471890.59,  7951091.77;   470590.84,  7948432.84;   468711.00, 7946303.00;   

490211.00,  7945303.00;   488367.32,  7947115.64;   489531.30, 7949642.85;   

487503.85,  7951717.30;   488399.26,  7953282.42;   490335.11, 7954677.70;   

493039.89,  7954967.44;   495590.72,  7956492.86;   497711.00, 7957410.71;   

499479.79,  7956321.79;   502101.83,  7957748.41;   503124.59, 7960111.74;   

502911.77,  7962852.87;   502680.97,  7964522.97;   502361.16, 7966503.48;   

500480.97,  7965006.99;   498094.30,  7965503.18;   496773.05,  7967054.79 

495475.68,  7969008.97;   496829.43,  7971112.22;  498711.00,972758.36;   

498711.00,  7975758.36;   498711.00,  7978758.36;   498711.00,  7981758.36 

 

26. MUTASA SOUTH  

An area of land bound by a line drawn from the peak of Mt. Jenya, then south 

along the eastern boundary of Koodoosberg Extension to the middle of Odzani 

River, then up Odzani River to its intersection with the western boundary of 

Inyashuti, then north the same boundary so as to include the following 

properties, Inyashuti, Stanley, Dikusha, Totland, Stanley, Mkondwe, Simla, 

Walmer, Harris Ville, Lambton to beacon BB12 on the international boundary 

of Zimbabwe and Mozambique, then generally south along the same boundary 

to beacon BB27 then generally south along the Municipal boundary of the City 

of Mutare to its junction with Vumba Road, then generally north west along 

Vumba road to the western boundary of stand 2506, then north east to the 
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railway line, then north west to eastern boundary of stand 992, then northeast 

along Fourth Street to its junction with Fifth Avenue, then along Fifth Avenue 

to the middle of Chipanda River, then down the same river to a bridge on C 

Avenue, then generally west along C and Hosgood avenues to the northern 

beacon of stand 831, then generally south west to Miekle Road, Simon 

Mazorodze, Unil Lane, Riverside Drive, then west to the middle of an unnamed 

river, then down the river to is intersection with a railway line, then west along 

the railway line to a Municipal water pipeline, then north west along the same 

pipeline to the municipal and district  boundary of Mutasa and Mutare City 

then west along the same boundary to the middle of Odzi River, then north 

along the district boundary of Mutasa and Makoni districts to the starting 

point.  An area bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:   

468711.00,  7900303.00;   469589.17,  7901790.33;   468777.64, 7904669.71;   

469407.13,  7906602.03;   472311.04,  7907303.00;   471565.47, 7908885.13;   

470820.01,  7911662.01;   470446.71,  7914331.58;   468774.87, 7916361.40;   

470598.79,  7918303.00;   472254.14,  7919596.14;   474683.93, 7920289.47;   

477177.75,  7921794.69;   479788.65,  7923130.65;   482567.05, 7924024.21;   

483711.00,  7924303.00;   483711.00,  7924303.00;   486520.92,  7924922.83   

485464.58,  7927344.07;   482533.50,  7927633.62;   479579.72, 7927491.55;   

476862.06,  7928727.47;   475819.00,  7930518.99;   474854.78, 932909.22;   

472981.13,  7933823.13;   470149.76,  7933022.38;   467831.84, 7934432.16;   

464982.83,  7934310.28;   462197.44,  7933390.85;   462098.99, 7932027.02;   

463854.03,  7929874.52;   466673.69,  7930796.78;   468065.51, 

7929348.08;468077.55,  7926453.35   466794.09,  7924969.19;   464775.04,  

7922835.02;   462194.69,  7921380.90;   459519.46,  7922450.18; 456700.66,  

7922175.42;   454534.16,  7920595.63; 452010.70,  7920253.30;   449327.71,  

7920091.90;   448630.36,  7921980.44;   449500.31,  7924842.31; 447026.73,  

7925303.00 
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MANICALAND SENATORIAL CONSTITUENCY BOUNDARY DESCRIPTIONS 

BUHERA 

An area of land bound by the administrative boundary of Buhera District. Area 

bound by following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates 

404211.00,  7862303.00;   403102.65,  7864821.06;   400587.30,  866176.70;   
399047.12,  7868716.88;   397754.48,  7871335.62;   396985.53,  874229.40;   
396941.44,  7877185.66;   398211.00,  7879739.05   398211.00,  7880303.00; 

CHIMANIMANI 

An area of land bound by a line drawn from the confluence of Save and 

Changadzi rivers, then up Save river to its confluence wit Murozvi river then up 

Murozvi river to its confluence with Chiwiridzana river up Chiwiridzana river to 

its confluence with an unnamed river, then up the unnamed river to its source, 

then generally east into Malosi River, then up Malosi river to its source, then 

down Chishamba River to its confluence with Nyamwina river, then up 

Nyamwina river to its confluence with Nyamakava river, then up Nyamakava 

river, to its source, then south east to Nyaruwe mountain, the south to the 

source of Shangara River, then down Shangara river, then to its confluence 

with Nyamasasi river, then up Nyamasasi river to its source, then south east to 

the source of Mutigwide river, then down the same river to its confluence with 

Odzi River, then up Odzi river to a point on the south boundary of Dora 

Communal lands, then due north east along the same boundary to the 

southern most beacon of Dora Plots A, B, C,D,E,F,G,H,J,K, Sun Valley and 

Dora to a point on the Mutare Municipal boundary, then east along the same 

boundary to the Zimbabwe-Mozambique international boundary, then generally 

south along the same beacon 80B, then west along the administrative 

boundary of Chipinge and Chimanimani Districts to the starting point. Area 

bound by following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates 

486211.00, 7776803.00; 488576.84,  7778303.00;   490070.06,  776938.91;   
492887.32,  7777803.00;;   492561.90,  7780399.41;   491778.13, 783254.39;   
494239.00,  7784458.60;   496979.08,  7784642.36;   499675.65,  785794.16;   
502525.52,  7784895.74;   502418.37,  7786303.00;   500419.70,  7787361.70   
497422.80,  7787497.92;   494526.92,  7788145.04;   491843.63, 7787119.32;   
489029.09,  7786473.48;   486235.19,  7787065.10;   483517.41, 7786746.59;   
484416.04,  7789038.01;   485247.18,  7790875.36;   486517.95,  7792706.48 
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489068.78,  7794231.89;   487606.79,  7795421.07;   486084.46,  797321.52;   
485835.32,  7800311.16;   485897.42,  7803294.38;   488119.59,  7805007.30   
488016.49,  7806900.25;   487656.12,  7809473.71;   488868.17, 811447.65;   
491720.35,  7812307.67;   494371.02,  7813585.00;   497265.66,  7814303.00   
498837.64,  7815344.12;   500065.67,  7816714.33;   497578.91,  7817831.36   
495474.02,  7819789.98;   496929.13,  7821912.07;   498603.08, 7824160.92;   
497209.22,  7826806.56   494850.19,  7826192.19;   492349.02,  7824780.60   
489590.05,  7823892.86;   486632.02,  7824197.74;   483754.54,  7824038.49   
482718.73,  7826060.73;;   483711.00,  7828728.52;   485124.90, 830630.81;   
484013.40,  7832512.60;   484650.80,  7835441.79;   485211.00, 7838385.34;   
484033.07,  7840370.61;   483417.51,  7843172.53;   483711.00, 7846147.71;   
481366.29,  7846803.00;   478366.29,  7846803.00;   ;76910.61,  7848907.73   
476760.53,  7851897.36;   477223.08,  7854827.16;   477555.26,  7857737.41   
476953.11,  7860363.53;   479563.08,  7861729.04;   481072.42,  7863914.42   
483240.65,  7865862.31;   484526.78,  7868566.13;   484223.76,  7871489.18   
484379.67,  7874137.33;   485211.00,  7876432.56;   485548.07, 7879412.52;  
485976.72,  7882381.62;   486628.81,  7885306.43;   487698.06,  7888091.82   
487211.00,  7891028.60;   485063.64,  7891392.43;   484274.96, 7894163.40;   
483976.45,  7897148.52;   481666.18,  7897791.79;   478707.90,  7897330.43   
476211.00,  7896801.42;   473721.84,  7896551.92;   470739.66,  896803.00;   
469611.61,  7899200.56; 

CHIPINGE 

An area of land bound by the administrative boundary of Chipinge District.  

Area bound by following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates 

486211.00,  7776803.00;   484870.44,  7778255.79;   485525.87, 7780997.61;   
484066.27,  7782141.82;   481199.17,  7781297.09;  478364.00,  7780341.25;   
475453.57,  7779613.64;   472711.00,  7778912.80   473058.81,  7781813.96   
471939.10,  7784281.10;  469728.61,  7784341.23;   466777.81,  7783819.70   
463968.82,  7782805.61;   461242.20,  7781568.60;   458473.13,  7780434.07   
458947.23,  7782275.46;   460479.41,  7784821.41;   461998.06,  7787377.12   
461402.28,  7789457.36;   459031.47,  7791232.53;   456910.15,  7793353.85   
457202.34,  7795785.69;   457361.26,  7797977.87;   455466.83,  7797180.92   
452627.46,  7797344.77;   449747.35,  7797460.27;   446835.06,  7797761.02   
444248.54,  7796321.77;   442197.72,  7794296.36;   439514.43,  7792954.72   
437015.42,  7792357.42;   434684.67,  7794079.33;   432259.32,  7794827.16   
431211.00,  7788803.00;   430926.57,  7785816.51;   430813.71,  7782834.05   
431585.14,  7780051.28;   430752.02,  7777176.06;   430873.93,  7774345.27   
430602.33,  7771357.59;   429915.61,  7768485.26;   429491.34,  7765515.41   
429208.82,  7762529.00;   428843.49,  7759567.99;   428040.39, 7756699.93   
427453.49,  7753757.92;   426959.63,  7750798.90;   426284.48,  7747890.81   
425921.99,  7744912.89;   425623.48,  7741927.78;   425229.11,  7738962.43   
425625.56,  7735992.86;   425524.83,  7733005.18;   425486.77,  7730071.06   
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425603.93,  7727089.40;   424905.30,  7724191.61;   423660.22,  7721502.22   
422791.63,  7718819.21;   422793.96,  7715967.80;   421711.00,  7713266.90   
419673.90,  7711728.79;   419332.26,  7709045.51;   418174.13,  7706368.67   
417711.00,  7703414.53;   418482.74,  7701433.42;   416355.37,  7699803.00   
415518.41,  7697032.63;   414432.32,  7694245.64   412723.14,  7691827.27  
411803.45,  7688987.90;   410300.18,  7686498.88   411531.17,  7684142.91   
412394.81,  7681604.42;   412189.15,  7678846.71;   413956.15,  7676930.43   
416444.99,  7675319.01;   415781.21,  7672583.85   417311.59,  7670402.85   
419971.63,  7669172.68;   421608.25,  7666854.38   424211.00,  7666724.57   
424950.78,  7663843.89;   425636.78,  7660924.10   426225.13,  7657982.36   
427731.87,  7655532.13;   428709.04,  7653306.91;   430445.36,  7651334.29   
433159.84,  7650190.79;   435971.93,  7649172.54;   438208.76,  7647307.47   
439711.00,  7645426.04;  441833.65,  7644012.12;  444515.14,  7642748.86;  
445901.35,  7642922.30;   444559.71,  7645605.59;   442850.52,  7648023.96   
440887.90,  7650214.55;   440372.49,  7652391.51;   438251.17,  7654512.83   
437426.36,  7657199.08;   438991.26,  7658772.74;   436301.62,  7660022.79   
435010.53,  7661903.24;   434711.00,  7663291.07;   435711.00,  7665994.17   
437885.07,  7667727.07;  439715.83,  7670057.83;   441546.58,  7672388.58   
443408.08,  7674697.16;   445498.65,  7676840.65;   447010.22, 7679401.45;  
448351.86,  7682084.73;   449478.96,  7684856.88;   450574.09, 7687642.27;   
450030.14,  7690526.44;   449302.53,  7693436.87;   448648.82,  7696363.91   
448125.25,  7699317.52;   447818.44,  7702298.85;   447604.70,  7705291.22   
447222.56,  7708256.74;   447980.03,  7710226.89;   447096.95,  7712987.31   
446892.77,  7715644.16;   447211.00,  7718542.39;   448171.23, 7720382.55;  
449002.25,  7722344.25   451505.53,  7723847.53;   453626.85,  7725968.85;  
456176.27,  7727119.60;   459173.18,  7727255.83;   462172.10,  727303.00;   
465172.10,  7727303.00;   466952.43,  7729294.43;   468480.99,  7731842.98   
469822.63,  7734526.26;   471531.82,  7736944.63;   473057.23,  7739495.46   
474653.33,  7741995.33;   476484.08,  7744326.08;   478552.33,  746485.66;  
479687.72,  7749163.31;   480906.89,  7751748.89;   483003.51,  7753888.02   
484858.97,  7756200.97;   486448.80,  7758327.40;   486193.00,  761035.00;   
85559.92,  7763270.03   484213.28,  7765537.01   485403.65,  7767617.22   
86504.79,  7769452.66   485937.64,  7772256.28;   486233.28,  7774892.10 

 

MAKONI 

An area of land bound by the administrative boundary of Makoni District. Area 

bound by following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates 

445211.00,  7925803.00;   445567.03,  7928666.84;   445532.19,  7931587.75   
444924.97,  7934411.08;   444407.97,  7936909.06;   443164.44,  7939599.56   
441564.25,  7942096.49;   441771.13,  7944239.71;   442974.49,  7946316.49   
444744.90,  7948654.69;   445670.30,  7951465.80;   443740.46,  7953523.54   
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441329.89,  7955243.55;   439211.00,  7956844.93;   439782.66,  7959767.98   
440731.34,  7962614.03;   441628.99,  7965474.94;  441120.50,  7968303.00   
438324.70,  7967359.85;   438436.45,  7969704.78;   439335.41, 7972551.82;   
41694.42,  7974294.71;   440309.21,  7976003.89;   438599.15,  7977921.49   
437556.50,  7980612.01;   436636.81,  7983451.38   434908.23,  7985855.77;   
435344.52,  7988186.52;   437675.27,  7990017.27   440006.02,  7991848.02   
442550.56,  7993332.85;   444516.97,  7995414.93;   446089.67,  7997931.67   
448694.14,  7999294.57;   450923.71,  8001265.71;   452815.85, 8003367.54;   
453910.98,  8006152.93;   454799.06,  8008993.30;   455726.25, 8011833.51   
457194.35,  8014294.67;   457887.19,  8016598.25;   457354.00,  8019482.00   
456986.96,  8022199.18;   456711.00,  8024741.20;  455051.32,  8026622.36;   
453858.38,  8029200.38;   453135.37,  8031779.89;   452302.53,  8034510.66   
452368.78,  8037395.22;   451243.14,  8039995.86;   452002.90,  8042886.80   
451481.83,  8045719.66;   451211.00,  8048699.33;   453560.50,  8049765.37   
455569.31,  8051627.93; 

MUTARE 

An area of land bound by a line drawn from the confluence of Save and Mukuni 

Rivers, then north east along the district boundary of Mutare and Mutasa to 

the peak of Mt Jenya, then south along the eastern boundary of Koodoosberg 

Extension to the middle of Odzani River, then up Odzani River to its 

intersection with the western boundary of Inyashuti, then north along the 

same boundary so as to include the following properties, Inyashuti, Stanley, 

Dikusha, Totlands, Stanley, Mkondwe, Simla, Walmer, Harries Ville, Lambton 

to beacon BB12 on the international boundary of Zimbabwe and Mozambique 

then generally south to the beacon BB 27 then south to beacon BB29A, then 

generally south, west along the southern boundary of the City of Mutare to a 

point on the western boundary of Dora, Sun Valley, Plots, K,J,H,G,F,E,D,C,B,A, 

then generally west along the southern boundary of Dora Communal lands to 

the middle of Odzi River, then down Odzi River to its confluence with 

Mutigwende River, then up Mutingwede River to its source, then westwards to 

a point on Nyamasasi River to its source, then down the same to its confluence 

with Shangara River, then up Shangara River to its source then north to the 

peak of Nyaruhwe Mountain, then northwest into Nyamakawa River to its 

confluence with Nyamwina River then down the same river to its confluence 

with Chishamba river then up the same to its source, then west into the source 

of Mulosi then down the same and southwest through the foot of Chirinda 

mountain into a unnamed river then down the same to its confluence with 

Murozvi River then down Murozvi river to its confluence with Mukuni River 

then down Mukuni River to the starting point.  Area bound by following 
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Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates 

470711.00,  7934053.00; 468711.00,  7900303.00;   469589.17,  7901790.33;   
468777.64,  7904669.71;   469407.13,  7906602.03;   472311.04,  907303.00;   
471565.47,  7908885.13;   470820.01,  7911662.01;   470446.71,  7914331.58   
468774.87,  7916361.40;   470598.79,  7918303.00;   472254.14, 7919596.14;   
474683.93,  7920289.47;   477177.75,  7921794.69;   479788.65,  7923130.65   
482567.05,  7924024.21;   445211.00,  7925803.00;   442584.38,  7925682.87   
440891.73,  7927303.00;   439196.34,  7925038.34;   437288.38,  7926820.85   
435121.76,  7928288.13;   432733.31,  7927758.37;   431017.92,  7928859.92   
428789.19,  7926912.40;   425903.15,  7926101.04;   423138.33,  7924980.33   
420950.74,  7922966.25;   418068.36,  7923463.66;   415740.60, 7922641.81;  
415839.07,  7919924.93;   417012.70,  7917406.40;   417605.59,  7914724.65   
416859.97,  7911898.88;   415219.61,  7909911.37;   413011.25,  7909202.49   
413841.36,  7906683.36;   413406.03,  7904138.08;   413211.00,  7901457.97   
411865.97,  7899803.00;   410077.16,  7898464.65;   409283.22,  7895625.22   
406957.18,  7893791.55;   406449.18,  7891291.18;   404327.86,  7889169.86   
403522.01,  7886619.97;   4064139.78, 783803.00;    401406.19, 7882748.19; 
98724.92,  7881803.00;   483711.00,  7924303.00    486520.92,  7924922.83;  
985464.58,  7927344.07;   482533.50,  7927633.62;  479579.72,  7927491.55   
476862.06,  7928727.47;   475819.00,  7930518.99;   474854.78,  7932909.22   
472981.13,  7933823.13;   470149.76,  7933022.38;   467831.84, 7934432.16;   
464982.83,  7934310.28;   462197.44,  7933390.85;   462098.99,  7932027.02   
463854.03,  7929874.52;   466673.69,  7930796.78;   468065.51, 7929348.08;  
468077.55,  7926453.35;   466794.09,  7924969.19;   464775.04,  7922835.02   
462194.69,  7921380.90;   459519.46,  7922450.18;   456700.66, 7922175.42;   
54534.16,  7920595.63   452010.70,  7920253.30   449327.71,  7920091.90;   
448630.36,  7921980.44;   449500.31,  7924842.31;   447036.12,  
7925435.13; 

 

MUTASA - NYANGA  

An area of land bound by a line drawn from the peak of Mt Jenya on the 

district boundary of Mutasa and Mutare districts, then generally north along 

the district boundary of Mutasa and Makoni and Nyanga and Mutoko districts, 

the south along the international boundary of Zimbabwe Mozambique to 

beacon BB12, then along the boundaries of Lambton, Harris Ville, Walmer, 

Simla, Mkondwe, Msaka, Stanley, Dilkusha, Totland Extension so as to 

exclude them, then south along the Western boundary of Inyashuti to the 

middle of Odzani River, then down the same river to an intersection with the 

eastern boundary of Koodoosbero extension, then north along the same 

boundary to the starting point.  Area bound by following Universal Transverse 
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Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates 

483711.00,  7924303.00;   485905.76,  7922455.62;   488769.94,7921964.79;   
491398.86,  7923282.29;   493054.57,  7925490.15;   494197.03,  7928247.11   
495211.95,  7931055.86;   496114.92,  7933841.25;   494474.42,  7936289.58   
492934.24,  7938829.76;   491171.17,  7941172.49;   490345.96,  7943957.88   
489171.04,  7945592.96;   488853.57,  7948088.14;   488590.68,  7950173.32   
486759.93,  7952504.07;   489211.00,  7953575.20;   491329.11,  7954493.95   
494012.39,  7955453.69;   496384.73,  7957226.73;   497941.71,  7956360.87   
500391.04,  7956893.02;   502711.00,  7958268.22;   503211.00,  7961193.64   
501839.28,  7963031.62;   503179.59,  7965458.78;   502211.00,  7965440.56   
499413.88,  7964803.00;   497765.54,  7966107.54;   496711.00,  7968134.44   
495322.94,  7970026.87;   497801.93,  7971598.46;   498711.00,  7973845.64   
498711.00,  7976845.64;   498711.00,  7979845.64;   498711.00, 7982845.64;   
498711.00,  7985845.64   499253.64,  7988303.00   501107.25,  7989340.47   
499909.14,  7991906.72;   497831.81,  7993432.19;   497309.99,  7995349.96   
497682.26,  7997803.00;   496487.30,  8000224.10   495398.49,  8002365.51;   
494893.49,  8004667.98;   494860.82,  8006103.54;   493397.73,  8007239.73   
494233.11,  8009564.05;   494299.91,  8011464.09;   494625.38,  8013967.38   
496742.03,  8015146.10;   497211.00,  8018092.80;   497674.29,  8020089.71   
495179.75,  8020115.48;   495003.24,  8022887.49;   496056.87 8025686.48 
496425.54,  8028515.76   496584.26,  8031426.26;   498969.06,  8032423.97   
501455.19,  8031808.81;   502072.46,  8034248.82;   502512.72,  8036703.86  
502349.59,  8037872.30;   500711.00,  8039530.02;   498865.13, 8041398.87;   
596534.38,  8043229.62;   494194.16,  8044870.37;   492251.99,  8045861.20   
490566.40,  8047249.04;   490141.94,  8050217.37;   490186.04,  8053028.04   
488712.44,  8055548.68;   490821.05,  8057330.51;   493635.06,  8058303.00   
494675.28,  8060660.11;   496445.77,  8062287.77;   496238.62,  8065192.54   
494286.26,  8067027.91;   491936.34,  8068827.66;   489445.21,  8070435.89   
487502.55,  8072261.45;   485608.06,  8074361.83;   483960.34, 8076805.63;  
482856.33,  8079512.34   483113.13,  8082390.23;   483078.23,  8085097.26   
480581.67,  8083988.34;   477898.39,  8082646.69;   475687.40, 8080755.79;   
74249.56,  8078168.69;   473234.56,  8075350.11;   471931.14,  8072653.71   
472211.00,  8069759.28;   469883.04,  8068389.02;  468342.56,  8066421.44   
465883.10,  8066610.37;   463163.63,  8065537.21;   462016.86,  8063856.14   
462033.04,  8060879.30;   460540.93,  8058382.93;   458000.75,  8057842.75   

456496.41,  8055944.64;
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CHAPTER 4 

MASHONALAND CENTRAL 

WARD DESCRIPTIONS 

BINDURA MUNICIPALITY 

WARD 1 

An area of land situated in Bindura Town, bounded by a line starting from the 

junction of Harare Road and Mt Darwin Road, stretching for 3km along Mt 

Darwin Road, incorporating Bindura Primary School, the Provincial Police 

Headquarters and Mt Darwin Flats among others including low density 

residential stand to the southern boundary of Claverhill south so as to exclude 

it, then southwestwards for 3km to a point where it meets Matepatepa Road, 

but excluding Claverhill south, Remainder of Greenhill and Lot 34 of Greenhill, 

then southwards for 1,5 km to a pointon Harare Road being a stand 486, 

excluding Sandazi and Frda Rebecca Mine, then eastwards along Harare Road 

to the Starting piint, being atnd 199 excluding Bindura District Agricultural 

Shaw and the abutting properties. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 322362.19, 8086366.73 ; 321299.79, 

8088294.79 ; 321299.79, 8086248.68 ; 322381.87, 8086307.71. 

 

WARD 2 

An area of land situated in Bindura Town, bounded by a line starting from the 

junction of Harare Road and Mt Darwin Road, stretching for 3 km along Mt 

Darwin Road, so as to include Mayfair Lodge, Bindura University Hostels and 

Bindura Rural District Council workshop among others to share a boundary 

with Claverhill South so as to exclude it, Then eastwards for 500m along the 

boundary of Claverhill South, hence southwards for 6 km to a point on 
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Bindura –Shamva Road excluding the state land but including Ran Mine, then 

turning eastwards along Shamva –Bindura Road to the starting point excluding 

the Nandi Villas, the Tel-One exchange, the Bindura Civic Centre boundary of 

Claverhill south and the Bindura District Agricultural Shaw grounds. This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

318871.13, 8119533.37 ; 317554.88, 8127924.47 ; 315470.81, 8126608.22 ; 

314428.78, 8131489.31 ; 318432.38, 8138948.06 ; 326549.25, 8138015.72 ; 

325233.00, 8132860.41 ; 328030.03, 8137851.19 ; 330004.41, 8137686.66 ; 

327371.91, 8119204.31 ; 318816.28, 8119423.69. 

 

WARD 3 

An area of land situated in Bindura Town, bounded by a line starting from the 

junction of Atherstone Road and Bindura Harare Road, stretching for 2 km 

westwards along Bindura-Harare road, incorporating the Nandi Villas, Tel-One 

exchange, the Bindura Municipality Civic Centre and the Bindura Agricultural 

Shaw to the junction of Bindura- Harare Road and Oval Road, being stand 486, 

so as to exclude it, then southwards for 2 km to a point on Hildadale property 

excluding Batanai Village, Mount View Park, Coach House Inn and Shainai 

Plot, but including Brocks Plot, hence southeastwards for 1 km to Rifle Range 

but excluding it and proceeding in that direction for 1,5 km to the Atherstone 

boundary, incorporating the Bindura University and Chipindura High School, 

then northeastwards for 700m, excluding Atherstone, then northwards for 2 

km to the starting point incorporating, Ministry of Transport, red Cross, ZRP 

Plats and Hill View Pre-school but to exclude Chipindura Medium Density and 

the Chipadze long distance bus terminus. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 322361.21, 8086306.30 ; 
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321298.81, 8086247.28 ; 321298.81, 8083197.79 ; 321298.81, 8084673.35 ; 

323699.05, 8084004.43 ; 321318.49, 8083197.79 ; 322361.21, 8086306.30. 

 

WARD 4 

An area land situated in Bindura Town, bounded by a line starting from a point 

on the junction of Atherstone Road and Bindura-Shamva Road, hence 

generally southwards along Atherstone Road for 1,³ km to the junction of 

Atherstone Road and Chipadze Light Industry Road to include the Chipadze 

Stadium, stand 1232 but to exclude Chipadze Primary School to the junction of 

Meakanandi Drive and Musvosvi street, then stretching northwards along 

Musvisvo Street to a point on the Bindura-Shamva Road incorporating 

Salvation Army Primary School and abutting properties before turning 

northwestwards along Shamva-Bindura Road to the starting point.  This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

323260.85, 8085985.34 ; 323506.78, 8084696.69 ; 324136.35, 8084903.27 ; 

323919.93, 8085650.88 ; 323251.01, 8085975.51. 

 

WARD 5 

An area of land in Bindura Town, bounded by a line starting from the junction 

of Chapungu Street and Chipindura Street, so as to include Chipadze Beerhall 

which is stand 66, hence southwards along Chipindura Street to its junction 

with Chaminuka street, extending southwards across Nyamupandula Stream 

for 800m to the point on the Chipindura Local Distributor Road before turning 

westwards along the southern boundary of stands 950 to 946 to the Atherstone 

Road, then northwards to the junction of Atherstone and Chipadze Light 

Industry Road so as to exclude the Stadium but to include the Abattoir, 

Chipadze Primary School, proceeding along the northern boundary od stand 
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44, so as to include them and then southwards along Chipadze Street for 50m 

and then generally northeastwards along Chapungu Street to the starting point 

so as to include Tendai Hall and Marian Primary School but to exclude 

Chipadze Rent Office. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  324401.95, 8084952.45 ; 324411.79, 

8084499.95 ; 324215.04, 8084185.16 ; 323664.17, 8084017.93 ; 323506.78, 

8084696.69 ; 324411.79, 8084952.45. 

 

WARD 6 

An are land situated in Bindura Town, bounded by a line starting from the 

junction of Chaminuka Road and Chipindura Street, hence northwards along 

Chipindura Street to include stand 804 but to exclude Church on Stand 348 to 

the Chipindura Chapungu junction, then northeastwards along Chapungu 

Road  to include stand 349 but excluding Marian Primary School then 

southeastwards along the ZESA powerline to the junction of the powerline with 

Nyathi Street on the wesyern boundary of stand 1186 then southwards along 

Nyathi Street to its junction with Chaminuka Road so as to include stand 822 

turning westwards along Chaminuka Road to the point so as to include stand 

836 and 804. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 324338.58, 8084407.50 ; 324404.47, 8084503.05 ; 

3244387.99, 8084957.69 ; 324954.66, 8084839.09 ; 324951.36, 8084427.27 ; 

324328.69, 8084404.21. 

 

WARD 7 

An area of land situated in Bindura Town, bounded by a line starting from the 

junction of Chipindura and Chaminuka Streets, hence generally eastwards 
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along Chaminuka Street to its junction with Nyathi Street hence northwards 

along Nyathi Street, so as to include stand 1185 to its junction with ZESA 

powerline, hence, north-eastwards along the ZESA powerline to its junction 

with an unnamed road, so as to exclude stand 1233 being SOS Children’s 

Home, hence westwards along the unnamed road to its junction with 

Chiwaridzo Street, so as to exclude stand 1543, hence northwestwards and 

westwards along Chiwaridzo Street to the eastern boundary of Chipadze 

Cemetery, hence southwards and southwestwards along the boundaries of the 

Cemetery so as to include it to the eastern boundary of stand 1270, hence 

southwards along the eastern boundary of stands 1270 and 1275 so as to 

include them to a point where a straight line is drawn generally 

southwestwards so as to exclude stands 3222 and 3231 to an unnamed road 

so as to exclude stand 1482 and 1485, hence westwards along the unnamed 

road to the eastern boundary of stand 950 so as to exclude it, hence a straight 

line is drawn from this point south-eastwards to the junction of Chaminuka 

and Chipindura Street which is the starting point .  This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  324606.54, 8083984.72 ; 

3248441.92, 8083902.85 ; 325067.07, 8084240.57 ; 325445.72, 8084721.57 ; 

324954.49, 8084834.15 ; 3244954.49, 8084424.79 ; 324309.75, 8084414.55 ; 

324238.11, 8084209.87. 

 

WARD 8 

An area of land situated in Bindura Town, bounded by a line drawn from the 

junction of Chapungu and Chipindura Streets so as to include St. Marian 

Primary School hence northwards along Chapungu Street to ZESA Powerline 

33KV, hence a straight line is drawn from this point southeastwards along the 

ZESA powerline to the Bindura Urban boundary, so as to exclude Makusha 

Butchery, hence southwards along the said boundary to Bindura- Shamva 
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Road, then northwestwards along Shamva Road to Marian Primary School, 

hence eastwards along Chapungu to the starting point. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 324350.69, 

8085458.42 ; 324340.45, 8084956.95 ; 326192.80, 8084844.38 ; 326243.97, 

8084576.89 ; 324330.22, 8084956.95. 

 

WARD 9 

An area of land situated in Bindura Town, bounded by a line drawn from the 

junction of Mutohwe and Chwaridzo Roads, eastwards, hence northwards and 

south-eastwards to the eastern boundary of Chipadze Cemetery, so as to 

exclude it, hence southwards and southwestwards along the boundaries of the 

said Cemetery to the eastern top corner  peg of stand 1270 so as to exclude it, 

hence generally further westwards across Mukuyu road, so as to exclude the 

Cottage Industrial Stand, for about 500m before turning to the west, southwest 

and northwestwards along the northeastern boundary of stands 3436, 3435 

and then westwards along the northern boundary of stand 3434, so as to 

include it, and then northwest to the starting point. Coordinates:  325783.44, 

8083032.96 ; 325568.53, 8083882.38 ; 325425.26, 8084486.19 ; 325558.30, 

8083882.38 ; 325885.78, 8082981.79 ; 325261.51, 8082613.37 ; 324565.60, 

0804015.48. 

 

WARD 10 

An area situated in Bindura Town, bounded by a line drawn from the junction 

of Chiwaridzo and Mutohwe Roads, northwards along Mutohwe Road to a point 

where it meets the northern boundary of stand 1233, which is an orphanage, 

hence northeastwards along the northwestern boundary of the said orphanage 

so as include it up to the point where it meets the ZESA power line, then 
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south-eastwards along the ZESA power line so as to include stands 1724, 

1725, 1757 and 2013 up to the point where it meets the Bindura Urban 

boundary so as to exclude Brockdale farm, then south-westwards along the 

Bindura urban boundary to the southeastern boundary of stand 1323, so as to 

include it hence a straight line is drawn north-westwards along the southern 

boundary of Hermann Gmeiner Secondary and Primary schools up to the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  325435.49, 8084486.19 ; 325445.72, 8084711.34 

; 326254.12, 8084506.66 ; 326346.31, 8084035.89 ; 325537.83, 8083872.15 ; 

325415.02, 8084486.19. 

 

WARD 11 

An area of land in Bindura Town, bounded by a line drawn southwards from 

Bindura-Shamva road, junction eastwards and northwards to where it meets 

Bindura-Shamva road for about 700m the north-westwards the starting point.  

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  323911.36, 8085648.57 ; 3244054.96, 8084955.87 ; 324130.99, 

8084892.52 ; 324342.18, 8084964.32 ; 324325.28, 8085454.28. 

 

 WARD 12 

An area of land situated in Bindura Town, bounded by a line drawn 

southeaswards from Hermann Gmeiner Primary School south-westwards 

beacon adjacent to stand 1310, hence eastwards along the southern boundary 

of Hermann Gmeiner Primary and Secondary Schools, so as to exclude them, 

up to the point where it meets the Bindura Urban Boundary, so as to exclude 

Brockdale Farm hence southwards for 3 km along the eastern boundary of 
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stands 4219, 4304 5374, 5373, 7262 and 6702, hence southwestwards  along 

the southern boundary of stand 6702, so as to include it, for a distance of 1 

km up the southwestern boundary of stand 1431, hence northwestwards to the  

southern boundary of stand 5191, so as to exclude it, then eastwards for 1,5 

km along the southern boundary of stands 5192, 5200 and 6011, so as to 

exclude them, up to the western boundary of stand 4914, so as to include it, 

then northwestwards for 300m to the sothern boundary of stand 4920, so as to 

include it, hence westwards for 130m  then northwestwards for 800m along the 

western boundary of a primary school on stand 4920, so as to include it, hence 

eastwards  top the western boundary of stand 4672 so as to include it, then 

along the west and northern boundaries of the said stand so as to include, 

then northwards, eastwards and northwards for 500m to the southern 

boundary of stand 4091, so as to include it, then westwards to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  325553.43, 8083883.34 ; 326.64.39, 8084043.84 ; 326719.19, 

8082455.71 ; 325536.54, 8082092.47 ; 325266.22, 8082616.22 ; 325874.44, 

8082920.33 ; 325544.99, 8083891.79. 

BINDURA RURAL WARD DESCRIPTIONS 

 

WARD 1  

An area of land situated in Bindura district bounded by a line, drawn starting 

from the peak of Dombwiro Mountain, then north-westwards along the eastern 

boundaries of Dunkerry and Banwell farms , so as to include them up to the   

eastern verge  of Karengenya Mountain, then  westwards along the southern 

boundary of Walton farm ,  for about a kilometre on to south-east beacon of 

Chumbere Farm, so as to exclude  Walton farm,   then south westwards up to  

the north eastern beacon of Crewkerne farm, so as to include it, then north 

westwards along the western boundary of Walton farm, so as to exclude it but 

to include Chumbere and Lilstock farms , up to the peak of an unnamed 
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mountain , then north eastwards along the northern boundary of Walton and 

Ashcott farms, so as to exclude them up to the north eastern beacon of Ashcott 

farm, then further north eastwards along the north western boundary of Tara 

and Ruya Range farms, so as to exclude them, up to the Mt Darwin- Bindura 

district boundary (which is represented by the northern boundary of Audrey A 

farm), then  westwards along the said boundary which is the northern 

boundary of Audrey A farm and A Audrey farm, so as to include them, up to 

the point the boundary meets Ruya river, then generally south westwards and 

south wards along Ruya river which  is naturally Mazowe-Bindura district 

boundary, so as to include Bruton, Lilstock, Chumbere, Crewkerne and 

Dimitra Extension farms, up to the south western beacon of Dimitra  Extension 

farm on Ruya river, then eastwards along the southern boundary of Dimitra 

Extension farm, for about 2,5 kilometres,  so as to include it, then south 

eastwards along the north western boundary of Dimitra farm, so as to include 

it, up to the verges of Mapuru Range mountain, then north-eastwards along 

the southern boundary of Dimitra farm so as to include it, then south 

eastwards and north eastwards along the western and southern boundary of 

Dunkerry farm, respectively, up to the peak of an unnamed hill, so as to 

include it, then north eastwards along northern boundary of Butcombe B farm, 

so as to exclude it,  to the peak of Dombwiro mountain, which is the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:   

309716.38, 8121512.07; 311571.95,8121552.42; 312331.06, 8119702.08 

312979.28, 8118082.76 ; 314783.33, 8118917.94; 316333.26, 8118332.25 

317939.95, 8119234.87; 318718.3,  8120530.93; 318548.78, 8122522.15; 

318163.95, 8124484.78; 317779.12 ,8126447.4; 316962.29, 8127885.09; 

315564.41, 8126624.18 ; 315065.9, 8128323.46; 314632.04, 8130275.83 
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315258.93, 8131476.38; 317244.8, 8131713.72; 318223.87, 8132729.41; 

319224.12, 8133670.63 ; 319103.63, 8135082.17; 317994.06,8136453.42; 

318303.4, 8137383.8,318468.09, 8139077.34; 316484.63,  8139334.03; 

315924.47, 8137820.69;  314572.99, 8138125.02, 314060.82, 8136337.22; 

313893.94, 8134981.49; 312535, 8133771.12; 312180.96, 8132109.02; 

310971.05, 8130781.5; 309534.06 8129435.57; 308244.26, 8128030.66; 

308464.41, 8126302.56; 308628.94,8124405.51; 308793.24 ,8122573.68; 

309397.37, 8121386.62. 

WARD 2  

An area of land situated in Bindura district, bounded by a line drawn starting 

from the peak of Dondori Mountain, then north-westwards along the eastern 

boundaries of Dunkerry and Banwell farms, so as to exclude them, up to the 

eastern verge of Karengenya mountain, then westwards along the southern 

boundary of Walton farm, for about a kilometre on top of Karengenya 

mountain, so as to include Walton farm, then south westwards up to the north 

eastern beacon of Crewkerne farm, so as to exclude it, then north westwards 

along the western boundary of Walton farm, so as to include it but to exclude 

Chumbere and Lilstock farms, up to the peak of an unnamed mountain , then 

north eastwards along the northern boundary of Walton and Ashcott farms, so 

as to include them , up to the north eastern beacon of Ashcott farm, then 

further north eastwards along the north western boundary of Tara  farm, so as 

to include it, up to the northern beacon of Tara farm ,  then south eastwards 

along the  north eastern boundary of Tara farm , which is the Bindura- Mt 

Darwin district boundary, up to the north western beacon of Minto farm, so as 

to include it, then north eastwards along the said Bindura-Mt Darwin district 

boundary, which is  defined by the western of boundary of Katanya farm, so as 
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to include it, up to the north-western beacon of Katanya farm, along the said 

boundary, then eastwards for 1.5km along the northern boundary of Katanya 

farm, so as to include it, up to the peak of Kaoko mountain, then southwards 

along the Bindura- Shamva district boundary,  which is defined as the eastern 

boundaries of Katanya, Minto, Azikara Estate, Terragwaai  and Solomio farms, 

so as to include them, up to the south eastern beacon of Solomio farm, then 

south eastwards along the south eastern boundary of Kerry farm,  so as to 

include it, up to the peak of Chiumburukwa mountain, on trig 21/.S 1396,4, 

then westwards along the southern boundary of Kerry, Frinton and Butleigh, 

so as to include them, up to the peak of Dondori mountain, which is the 

staring point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   

318797.49 8119408.7;320786.57, 8119421.18;322784.04, 8119320.64;  

324781.51,8119220.1; 326778.98, 8119119.56;  327066.79, 8120279.67; 

326542.29, 8122180.38; 326963.61, 8124135.5; 327383.14, 8126082.78;  

327804.37,8128037.92; 328225.64, 8129993.05; 328649.29,8131947.67; 

329074.49,8133901.95; 329499.68, 8135856.23; 329611.91,8137606.64; 

327826.55, 8137425.59; 326840.52, 8135685.54;325854.5, 8133945.5; 

325010.2, 8133540.36; 324411.52, 8135448.65; 325561.24,8136972.7; 

325879.21, 8138076.75; 323895.83, 8138334.02; 321912.45,8138591.29; 

319929.06, 8138848.56; 318390.66, 8138559.7; 317752.5, 8137240.88; 

318375.05, 8136089.16; 319103.63, 8134497.85; 319104.31,8133295.54; 

317970.55, 8132305.48; 316664.62, 8131644.38; 314678.75,8131407.03; 

314758.79, 8129705.44; 315192.65, 8127753.06;  315949.18,8127063.92; 

317506.72, 8127836.64; 317891.55, 8125874.01; 318276.38,8123911.38; 

318618.65, 8121943.1; 318759.43, 8119948.06; 

WARD 3  

An area of land situated in Bindura district, bounded by a line drawn starting 

from Twana hill, on trig beacon 1324.9, then generally  north eastwards along  
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the north western boundary of Chomukuti farm and further north eastwards 

along Ruya river , which  naturally defines the  Mazowe-Bindura district 

boundary, so as to include Chomukuti, Dunaverty. Lagnaha, Maparu and 

Hinton farms, up to the south western beacon of Dimitra Extension, so as to 

exclude it, then eastwards for about 2,5km along the southern boundary of 

Dimitra Extension, so as to exclude it, then south eastwards along the north 

eastern boundary of Hinton farm, so as to include it, up to the verge of Mapuru 

Range, then north eastwards for about 2km along the southern boundary of 

Dimitra farm, so as to exclude it, then south eastwards along the north eastern 

boundaries of Felton and Dorper farms , up to the south eastern beacon of 

Dorper farm, on an Monoto Hill, at trig beacon 1422.4 so as to include them, 

then south westwards for about 1,5km along the north western boundary of 

Chenhenga farm, so as to exclude it, then north-westwards along the north 

eastern boundaries  of  Gotumba and Morioto farms, so as to include them, up 

to the a point where it touches Kaswa river close to the source of the same 

river, then north westwards up to Twana  hill, which is the starting point.   

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  

 

306896.82, 8114911.95; 306252.06,8113383.1; 305482.56, 8111884.62; 

304347.92, 8110556.62; 302781.6, 8109312.98; 301731.81, 8,107800.66; 

301597.04, 8105805.2; 301462.27, 8103809.75;300821.81, 8101946.53; 

300104.19, 8100115.48; 300836.59, 8098809.81;  301046.52, 8096820.86;  

301227.93, 8094829.16;  302465.77, 8094570.41; 303360.99, 8095766.3; 

304210.95, 8097459.9; 305476.6, 8098996.02; 306939.16, 8,100134.06; 

308713.99, 8101056; 310311.01, 8102214.12;311687.67, 8103664.91; 

312836.68, 8105249.11; 313429.49, 8107159.23; 314022.31,8109069.36; 

313962.5, 8110822.25; 314738.45, 8111785.7; 315696.25, 8113418.16; 

316588.31, 8111840.68; 318173.78, 8110811.09; 319297.9, 8112046.26; 

318310, 8113751.8; 317159.52, 8115364.39;317810.61, 8116941.91; 
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316129.28, 8118024.38; 314427.4, 8118778.58;312852.24, 8118434.84; 

312185.98, 8120055.71; 311251, 8121607.39; 309932.72, 8121080.1; 

310421.23, 8119391.45;  309879.6, 8117845.53; 308785.02, 8116462.52; 

307366.03, 8115269.31; 

 

WARD 4  

An area of land situated in Bindura district, bounded by a line drawn starting 

from the peak of Bidiamba Mountain on trig 1352.4, south-eastwards along the 

north eastern boundary of Trefusis farm, so as to include it, then eastwards 

along the northern western boundary of Conia and Bodele farms, up to 

Maurungunda Hill trig 1352.3 southeastwards to the north eastern beacon of 

Bodele farm, so as to exclude it, then eastwards the Bindura - Shamva district 

boundary, then generally northwards then eastwards, northeast, northwest 

and northeast to the point it meets Mufurudzi river which runs along the 

Bindura/Shamva administrative boundary hence northwest along the same 

river then southeast and southwest to the starting point.  This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 331934.45, 

 8110985.59 

330586.78, 8111823.6 ; 329736.06, 8112553.84;  328466.97, 8113119.66; 

327072.45, 8112877.99; 325795.15, 8113109.44; 325793.22, 8111544.74; 

326529.95, 8109685.38; 325420.57, 8108795.41; 325513.46, 8107101.82; 

324172.45, 8105618.01; 322831.43, 8104134.21;  321473.76, 8103623.47; 

320086.07, 8102183.22; 318916.21, 8100561.97; 317752.45, 8098935.42; 

318188.5, 8098201.63; 320174.04, 8098441.7; 322123.16, 8098591.62; 

324117.26, 8098503.5;  326072.07, 8098217.94; 327830.65, 8097265.38; 

329672.97, 8096523.17; 331605.12, 8096006.65; 333506.56, 8095585.83; 

334429.16, 8097050.98; 336136.5, 8097473.21; 337681.93, 8097900.3; 

337737.46, 8099899.53; 336278.81, 8100392.19; 334279.32, 8100346.75; 

332279.84, 8100301.31; 332855.04, 8102032.73; 333606.85, 8103886.05; 

333039.4; 8105195.42; 331199.84;  8105980.3; 331729.6; 8107399.8; 
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332930.55; 8108999.09; 332650.56; 8110132.31. 

 

WARD 5  

An area of land situated in Bindura district, bounded by a line drawn from the 

peak of Dondori mountain, then eastwards along the northern boundary of 

Butcombe A farm, up to the peak of Chiumburukwa mountain on trig number 

1396.0, then south westwards along the Bindura-Shamva district boundary, 

then southeastwards to a point where it leaves the Administrative boundary 

which is defined by the south eastern boundary ;of Butcombe A farm, so as to 

include it, then south eastwards then south  westwards to Biafamba Hill, to 

Bennda gate hence southwest to a point the line crosses Matepatepa road 

hence northwards to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 325560.02, 8113138.77;  

324228.85, 8114383.88; 324204.2, 8115877.25; 325669.05,  8117114.94; 

327019.09, 8118590.54; 326141.54,8119151.65;  324144.07, 8119252.19;  

322146.59, 8119352.73; 320149.12, 8119453.27; 318171.96, 8119281.9; 

316457, 8118534.07; 317312.31, 8117262.76; 317181.27, 8115822.42; 

317932.54, 8114208.73; 318976.36, 8112544.13; 318698.01, 8111004.53; 

316996.77, 8111436.6; 316005.28, 8113100.71; 315073.78, 8112155.98; 

313952.28, 8111414.83; 314197.98, 8109635.39; 313605.17, 8107725.27; 

313012.35, 8105815.15; 312095.62, 8104094.84; 310718.96, 8102644.04; 

309239.94, 8101329.21; 309907.88, 8100542.66; 311448.84, 8100428.2; 

313431.17, 8100656.91; 315348.06, 8101218.3; 316331.76, 8102059.86; 

317431.94, 8102476.37; 319378.08, 8102113.91; 320951.4, 8103081.32; 

322552.67, 8103515.25; 323667.65, 8105059.47; 325008.67, 8106543.27; 

325226.19, 8108200.06; 326280.15, 8109300.17; 326070.55, 8110844.83; 

325333.82, 8112704.19.   
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WARD 6  

An area of land situated in Bindura district, bounded by a line drawn from the 

confluence of Inyauri and Pote rivers, then generally westwards  and south 

westwards along Pote river on the southern boundaries of Kippendale, 

Atherstone, Kingstone, Hildadale, Lilburn, Brinkburn, Wiseacre, Gosforth and 

Glendavis farms so as to include them , up to a  point where Pote river meets 

the south-western beacon of Glen Davis farm so as to include it, hence 

northwards along the district boundary between Bindura and Mazowe districts. 

Which follows the western boundary of Glen Davis farm up to the 

trigonometrcial beacon number 51/T-4441then, north-westwards along the 

said district boundary which follows the north western boundary of Wolfhill 

farm, so as to include it, up to the south western beacon of Reit bok vlei, then 

north eastwards and eastwards along the boundaries of Wolfhill farm , so as to 

include it, up to the peak of an unnamed hill on the north-western beacon of 

Gosforth farm, then north eastwards along the southern boundary of Leopard 

Vlei, Erin and Pimento Park farms, so as to exclude them, then north 

eastwards along the south eastern boundary of Pimento Park farm so as to 

exclude it, hence further north east along the northern boundary of OttaBurn 

farm up to the  peak of unnamed hill on trigonometrical number 12/T 1336.1 

hence it cut across the top of the unnamed mountain along the northern 

boundary of Burnside estate  up to the point the north eastern boundary of 

Burnside Estate, so as to include it, then southwards along the eastern 

boundary of Burnside Estate and Ballantrae Estate, which forms the Bindura 

Rural and the Bindura Urban boundary, so as to exclude Rifle Range  but to 

include Burnside Estate and Ballantrae Estate, up to the north eastern beacon 

of Hildadale farm which is on top of the unnamed hill, then north eastwards  

along the Bindura Urban and Bindura Rural boundary,  which follows the 

northern boundary of Kingstone and Atherstone farms, so as to include them, 

but to exclude Ministry of Transport, Bindura University and Chipindura high 

school, then south eastwards along the said Urban -Rural boundary which 

follows the western boundary of Wild Dog Valley farm up to the south western 
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beacon of Wild Dog Valley farm so as to exclude it, then north eastwards along 

the southern boundary of Wild Dog Valley for about 1,5km  then northwards 

along the western boundary of Brockdale farm, so as to include it, but to 

exclude Chiwaridzo residential area up to the north western beacon of 

Brockdale farm, then north eastwards for about 1,5km along the northern 

boundary of Brockdale farm ,so as to include it, then south eastwards along 

the eastern boundary of Brockdale and Kippendale farms, so as to include 

them, up to a point where the boundary meets Pote river, then generally 

northwest wards along Pote river to the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   

328229.21, 8079187.25; 328305.84, 8080793.57; 327953.27, 8082755.19; 

327668.75, 8084611.75; 326259.33, 8084712.94;  326638.29, 8082806.52; 

325355.34, 8082426.01; 324472.9, 8084182.77; 322622.61, 8083657.38; 

321293.49, 8083816.72; 320205.88, 8084950.58; 318260.22, 8085298.59; 

316357.77, 8084681.58; 314455.32, 8084064.57; 312958.47, 8082991.87; 

311000.98, 8082581.73; 309043.48, 8082171.59; 307128.5, 8081611.65; 

305220.46, 8081018.55; 303357.22, 8080381.5; 302199.9, 8079067.03; 

303234.92, 8077404.5; 303331.17, 8075406.97; 304345.72, 8075387.25; 

305481.87, 8076153.78; 306872.6, 8076991.48; 308268.95, 8078081.31; 

309763.97, 8079036.23; 311559.11, 8079562.71; 313058.32, 8079744.63; 

314787.2, 8079888.35; 316539.61, 8080376.81; 318255, 8080695.43; 

319729.58, 8080485.36; 321524.61, 8080159.71; 323311.25, 8080159.71; 

325143.06, 8080327.97; 326674.59, 8079804.17; 328279.45, 8079077.78. 

 

WARD 7  

 

An area of land situated in Bindura district, bounded by a line drawn starting 

the north western beacon of Sunray farm on Mazowe river, then south 

westwards along the Bindura -Shamva district boundary, which is defined by 

the western boundary of Sunray, Koo Doo Vlei and Usaramo farms, so as to 
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exclude them, up to the peak of Chiwaridza mountain, then south westwards 

along the northern boundary of the Bend farm, so as to exclude it, up to the 

peak of an unnamed hill, on the north western beacon of the Bend farm, then  

further south-west wards along Bindura -Shamva district boundary,  which is 

defined by the eastern boundary of Avillion farm, up to a point it meets Pote 

river, then generally north westwards along Pote river up to the south western 

beacon of Woodbrook farm, so as to include it, then north-westwards along the 

western boundary of Woodbrook and Woodbrook North farm, so as to include 

them, up to the north western beacon of Woodbrook North farm, then south 

westwards for about 1,5km along  the northern boundary of Brockdale farm, so 

as to exclude it, then generally north westwards along the Bindura Shamva 

main road, up to the  top south western beacon of the  state land, so as to 

include it, then northwards along the Bindura-Rural urban boundary, which is 

defined by the western boundary of the stateland , so as to exclude Ran mine 

up to the point it meets the southern boundary of Clever hill South farm, so as 

to exclude it, then generally north eastwards along the southern boundary of 

Claverhill South, Melfort and Stella farms, so as to exclude them, up to a point 

it meets Mazowe river, then generally eastwards along Mazowe river, back to 

the starting point, so as to include Barassie, Uronga South, Uronga and 

Chipadze Estate. Coordinates:  337464.49, 8089846.48; 

 336823.77, 8091392.58; 335377.83, 8091394.45; 333961.58, 8092191.9; 

332361.14, 8092089.8; 331314, 8090680.57; 329551.77, 8090915.59; 

327697.84, 8090440.67; 325854.4, 8089664.96; 324208.82,8088935.16; 

324295.01, 8086937.02; 324832.1, 8085283.34; 326604.65, 8084838.85; 

327721.65, 8084248.02; 328039.41,  8082397.87; 328354.64, 8080429.27; 

328436.07, 8078945.87; 329944.49,8078311.7; 331195.87,  8078380.69; 

331948.03, 8080233.86; 332700.19, 8082087.04; 333576.52, 8083777.86; 

335561.98, 8084018.56; 336628.3, 8085246.45; 337009.94, 8087209.7; 

337343.98, 8089179.77.  
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WARD 8  

An area of land situated in Bindura District, bounded by a line drawn from the 

confluence of Pote and Nyauri rivers, then generally south -eastwards along 

Pote river for about 2km , up to the south-eastern beacon of Avillion farm, so 

as to exclude it, then further south- westwards and north eastwards along the 

same river which naturally forms the boundary between Bindura and Shamva 

districts , so as to exclude the Bend farm but to include SOS Maizelands 

school, then generally south eastwards along the same river for about 3,5 km 

up to the south eastern beacon of Glen- Avillion farm, so as to exclude it . Then 

it follows along the District boundary between Shamva and Bindura Districts 

as described - It follows the eastern boundary of Woodlands 1farm, south 

eastwards, for about 2km so as to include it, then south-westwards along the 

southern boundary of Woodlands 1 farm, then south-eastwards along the 

western boundary of Woodlands 2 so as to exclude it, then south -eastwards 

along the southern boundary of Woodlands 2 farm for about 2km so as to 

exclude it, then south eastwards along the western boundary of Ceres  A farm  

for about a 1km so a to exclude it, then south-westwards along the northern 

boundary of Woodlands Estate so as to exclude it , then south eastwards and 

south westwards  along the property boundaries of Woodlands estate so as to 

,exclude it up to the south eastern beacon of Hereford estate, then south 

eastwards along the northern boundary of Nyamambara farm so  as to include 

it up to the peak of Nyanji mountain then generally southwards along the 

eastern boundary of Nyamambara and Rusikana farms ,so as to include them 

up the peak of an unnamed mountain on the south eastern beacon of 

Rusikana farm, then south westwards along the southern boundaries of 

Rusikana and Ruwanga farms so as to include them, up to the northern verge 

of Ruwanga mountain, then Northeast wards along the western boundaries of 

Ruwanga, Bemberero and Eaglescliff farms so as to include them, then north-

westwards along the western boundary Burnside and Glamorgan farms ,so as 

to include them, up to the north western beacon of Glamorgan farm on top of 

unnamed hill ,then generally northwards along the western boundary of The 
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Vale farm, so as to include it, up to the peak of Tsimbaremombe mountain 

then North westwards along the western boundary of Bonny A farm , so as to 

include it, to the starting  point.   

330945.53, 8077734.03; 329318.56,8078474.97; 328701.73,  8077432.07;  

329090.98, 8075493.73; 328964.1, 8073499.58; 329546.26, 8071606.79; 

330167.09, 8069734.97; 329649.4, 8067865.84; 328746.65, 8066098.69; 

327963.38, 8064260.92; 327962.54, 8062939.7; 329958.4, 8063068.31; 

331952.67, 8063218.17; 333944.25, 8063401.26; 335935.37, 8063589.5; 

336607.61, 8065178.33; 337324.51, 8067044.05; 337727.74, 8068998.01; 

336828.01, 8070422.95;  337128.41, 8072188.49; 337457.97, 8073926.87; 

338504.86, 8075126.7; 337029.41, 8075387.19; 335925.15, 8076308.88; 

335961.5, 8077920.66; 337813.04,8078525.22; 337406.64, 8080167.24; 

335515.68, 8080399.05; 333804.98, 8081032.33; 332949.21, 8080268.06; 

332923.33, 8078904.28; 332424.52, 8077429.76; 331308.07, 8077733.83. 

 

WARD 9  

An area of land situated in Bindura, bounded a line drawn from the confluence 

of Pote and Inyauri rivers then southwards along the western boundary of 

Bonny A farm so as to exclude it up to the edge of Tsimbaremombe mountain 

then southwards along the western boundary of The Vale farm so as to exclude 

it up to the peak of an unnamed hill on Grid Reference: UR290732, on 1: 50 

000 map number 1731A4 then south-eastwards along the western boundaries 

of Glamorgan and Burnside farms so as to exclude them up to the south-

western beacon of Burnside farm, then south-westwards along the western 

boundary of Eaglescliff so as to exclude it up to the south-western beacon of 

Eaglescliff which is a mountain on Grid Reference UR298679 on 1: 50 000 map 

number 1731A4, then generally westwards up to a point on the verge of 

Murembe mountain , then generally northwards along Mujigwi river so as to 

include Chitauro village and Mutowa Dip Tank for about 7km then westwards 

passing through the peak of an unnamed hill up to Inyauri river, so as to 

exclude Taitezvi village, then northwards along Inyauri river so as to exclude 
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Jeta Dip Tank for about 2km, then generally north-eastwards along the same 

river so as to include Shamuyenhamva village and the paradise pools to the 

starting point. 

328469.04, 8078534.3; 327314.59, 8077988.34; 325672.18, 8077708.48; 

323776.09, 8077286.69; 322174.9, 8076258.4; 322933.3, 8075257.49; 

324870.46, 8075016.55; 324974.39, 8073051.24; 325341.5, 8071132.74; 

325471.15, 8069274.86; 326945.34, 8068176.9; 328936.44, 8067990.43; 

330015.73, 8069131.7; 329759.63, 8070976.9; 329090.36, 8072847.37; 

329049.38, 8074816.71; 328824.45, 8076783.18. 

 

WARD 10  

An area of land situated in Bindura bounded by a line drawn from the 

confluence of Pote and Inyauri rivers, then generally south-westwards and 

south along Inyauri river up to the confluence of Inyauri and Nyamatsatsi 

rivers, so as to include Manhenga Rural Service Centre and Jeta Dip Tank, 

then north-westwards along Nyamatsatsi river, so as to exclude Nyakudya 

village, then generally northwards through a pass between Jeta and 

Changarare mountains up to a point Nyamatsatsi river joins Mutorahwangwa 

river then north-eastwards along Mutorahwangwa river for about 1,5km up to 

its confluence with Serere river then generally north-westwards so as to include 

Gunyere village through a pass between Marize mountain and an unnamed hill 

for about 2km, then westwards for about 2,5km so as to include Chisvingo 

Ruins, then generally south-westwards for about 1,2km up to a point it meets 

Nhungudza river, then generally northwards along Nhungudza river , so as to 

include Nhungudza Ruins but to exclude Chiweshe village up to its confluence 

with Pote river, at a point  on the southern  boundary of Wiseacre farm, then 

generally eastwards along Pote river to the starting point, so as to exclude 

Wiseacre, Brinkburn, Lilburn, Hildadale, Kingstone , Atherstone and 

Kippendale farms.   This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates:    
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321998.1, 8075258.22; 322925.45,8076684.46; 324666.21, 8077472.52; 

326482.34, 8077703.47; 327932.73, 8078508.91; 327379.42, 8079294.72; 

325735.47, 8080095.88; 324046.46, 8080329.52; 322264.64, 8080205.42; 

320555.87, 8080262.84; 318951.49,8080213.99; 317257.57, 8080407.85; 

315426.18, 8080305.4; 313760.84, 8079847.3;  312385.2, 8079240.92; 

312439.47, 8077297.2; 313681.06, 8076602.02; 315356.91, 8076187.47; 

314824.93, 8074878.53; 315480.29, 8073035.75; 316219.61, 8071536.12; 

317873.3 ,8070920.3; 318567.73, 8069110.85; 319128.45, 8067323.8; 

320167.62, 8065983.46;  320482.66, 8067634.84; 320734, 8069471.03; 

321341.45, 8071254.13; 321656.05, 8073057; 321938.5, 8074777.52 

 

WARD 11  

An area of land situated in Bindura bounded by a line drawn from the 

confluence of Pote and Nhunguza rivers, then southwards along Nhunguza 

river, so as to include Chiweshe village, for about 3,5km then south-westwards 

passing through the peak of Mushayamvu mountain for about 6km up to 

Mawu river then southwards along Mawu river for about 2,5km, then south-

eastwards passing close to Chirikati mountain and cutting across the peak of 

Mudyambgwa mountain range till it meets Chipopoteke river then south-

westwards for about a kilometre along the provincial boundary between 

Mashonaland East and Mashonaland Central provinces  up to the peak of 

Nakowe mountain then generally north-eastwards along the said provincial 

boundary for about 9,8km so as to include Jingo School, Chitauro Clinic and 

Kagande village, then generally north-eastwards along Pote river , which is the 

boundary between Mazowe and Bindura districts,  for about 4km,  then 

generally north-eastwards along Pote river, which naturally acts as the south-

eastern boundary Glen Davies, Gosforth and Wiseacre farms, so as to exclude 

them to the starting point. Coordinates:  303311.56, 8074787.59  

303041.78, 8072969.34 ; 302379.53, 8071290.07; 303268.42, 8070106.45; 
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305121.34, 8069445.18; 307019.81, 8068868.11; 308923.39, 8068291.05; 

310810.65, 8067689.65; 312677.75, 8067606.78; 312576.77,8069300.06;  

311439.92, 8070655.41;  310406.63, 8069604.89; 308668.14, 8070278.49; 

307796.25, 8072030.92; 307223.65, 8073577.76; 308098.94, 8074881.72; 

310032.15, 8074750.57; 311524.09, 8075440.9; 310888.32, 8076944.89; 

311299.62, 8077123.42; 312464.67,8077936.11; 312438.25, 8079671.25; 

310828.42, 8079455.39; 309054.42, 8078844.49; 307963.1, 8077417.72; 

306326.71, 8076510.1; 305156.23, 8075745.86; 303833.39, 8074895.19. 

 

WARD 12  

An area of land situated in Bindura bounded by a line drawn from the 

confluence of Inyauri and Chipopoteke rivers, then generally north- westwards 

along Chipopoteke river, which naturally acts as the provincial boundary 

between Mashonaland Central and Mashonaland East Provinces, for about 

7km so as to include Chitomboshava and Rusumbe mountains but to exclude 

Chinamora Communal Lands, up to the confluence of Chipopoteke and 

Nyamarititi rivers, then generally north westwards cutting across a range of 

mountains which includes Mudjgambgwa mountain, so as to include 

Magodzombo mountain, up to a pass between Dindinyongwe mountain and an 

unnamed mountain, then northwards along Mawu river for about 3km ,then 

generally north eastwards, cutting through the middle of Mashayamvu 

mountain, so as include Agaswa mountain, then northwards for half a 

kilometre along Nhunguza river, then generally north -eastwards and 

eastwards for 4km cutting across a unnamed mountain through a pass 

between Marize mountain and an  unmanned mountain, so as to exclude 

Chisvingo ruins but to include Marize mountain ,then southwards through 

another pass between Marize mountain and another unnamed mountain for 

about 1,5 km, so as to exclude Gunyere village but to include Maravanyika 

Primary School up to a point it joins Serere river ,then south-eastwards along 

Serere river for about 500m to its confluence with Mutorahwangwa river, then 

south westwards along Mutorahwangwa river for about 1,5km, then south-
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eastwards along a pass between Changarara and Jeta mountains, so  as to 

exclude Jeta mountain, for about 2km, then south -eastwards along 

Nyamatsatsi river for about 4,5km, so as to include Nyakudya village, up to its 

confluence with Inyauri river ,then generally southwards along Inyauri river up 

to its confluence with Chipopoteke river, which is the starting point ,so as to 

include Nyamabiwa mountain but to exclude Chakona village.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   

319664.25, 8066027.08; 319020.98,8067890.89; 18373.81,8069609.31; 

317493.22, 8071354.67; 315882.64,8071935.3;  315185.38, 8073530.96 , 

315217.78,8075292.94; 314883.89,8076372.97; 313120.97, 8076462.59; 

311761.61, 8076985.17; 310940.25, 8077458.88; 311151.32,8075824.28;  

0512.12,8074933.71; 308623.51, 8074972.15; 307239.23, 8074099.92; 

307644.03,8072544.67; 308356.38, 8070694.6; 309904.61, 8069510.52. 

 

WARD 13  

An area of land situated in Bindura District, bounded by a line drawn from the 

peak of Mupembi Mountain, then south -westwards along the western 

boundary of Bemberero farm ,so as to exclude it ,up to  a point on Nyamasanga 

river, then generally westwards and north-westwards along Nyamasanga river 

for about 3 km, so as to include Gwezere village , then generally south-

westwards and westwards cutting across a range of unnamed mountains for 

about 5km up to a point on Inyauri river ,so as to exclude Chaitezvi Shumba 

village but to include Chakona village then generally northwards along Inyauri 

river for about 7km so as to include, Chiveso business centre, Chavadzimu 

mountain and some rock paintings, then generally eastwards for about 3km 

cutting through the peak of Hata mountain, so as to include Chaitezvi and 

Chidamba villages, then generally southwards along Mutowa river for about 

3km so as to exclude Mutowa dip tank but to include Chinyani village and 

Rusanze mountain ,then generally south eastwards and southwards along 

Mujigwi river, so as to exclude Chitauro village till it reaches the verges of 
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Murembe mountain, so as to include Murembe clinic and Murembe Primary 

school, then generally south-eastwards up the peak of Murembe mountain, 

which is the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

321998.1, 8075258.22; 321700.83,8073562.81;321200.46, 8071720.68; 

320971.68, 8069915.83;320354.4, 8068122.57;321337.22, 8067027.3; 

323293.38, 8066769.37;325222.65, 8066546.18;327137.66, 8066632.98; 

328972.83, 8066620.26;329175.32, 8067970.66;327183.81, 8068152.63; 

325588.25, 8069068.82;325352.4, 8070905.35;324962.42, 8072811.85; 

324911.79, 8074806.35;323173,4 8075257.31;  

WARD 14  

An area of land situated in the district of Bindura, bounded by a line drawn 

starting from the confluence of Inyauri River and Nyaungwe River, stretching 

northwards along Inyauri River to a point 500m to the west of Chakona Village, 

then eastwards along Nyamasanga River so as to exclude Chakona Village up 

to the boundary of Ruwanga farm, then southwards along the south-western 

boundary of Ruwanga farm, so as to exclude it ,to the foot of Ruwanga 

mountain, then eastwards for 1km along the southern boundary of Ruwanga 

farm, then southwards along the seasonal stream,  so as to include Nengara 

Village and Nhedega Village for 3km up to a point it meets another seasonal 

stream from the west then westwards along a stream which passes close to 

Damusi Dip Tank so as to  include it to the point the stream joints Inyauri 

River which naturally forms the provincial boundary between Mashonaland 

Central and Mashonaland East provinces, so as to include Kaseke and 

Chivhunga villages, then northwards along Inyauri River back to the starting 

point so as to include Muchazivepe Village.  This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   

320188.13, 8065998.32; 319986.18, 8064136.48; 319452.91, 8062491.3; 

320452.46, 8061272.34; 322164.05, 8060680.4; 324007.47, 8060363.49; 
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325979.17, 8060393.68; 327962.32, 8060516.01; 328288.79, 8062314.71; 

327469.3, 8063020.56; 328198.57, 8064881.23; 328848.85, 8066482.06; 

326929.92, 8066692.33; 325006.94, 8066552.28; 323077.33, 8066769.37; 

321133.3, 8067098.68. 

 

WARD 15  

An area of land situated in the district of Bindura, bounded by a line drawn 

starting from the confluence of Inyauri River and Naungwa River stretching 

eastwards along a stream which passes close to Damusi Dip Tank, so as to 

exclude it but to include Samvura-Kachere and Matange villages for 9,5km 

then south-eastwards for 3,5 km along a seasonal stream which flows from the 

edge of Ruwanga farm so as to include Mvere, Musekiwa, and Rukainga 

villages and Nyava School up to its confluence with Mundotwe River, then 

south-eastwards to its confluence with a seasonal stream, then westwards 

along a seasonal stream for a kilometre, so as to exclude Zonde Village, then 

south-eastwards along another seasonal stream so as to include Chindotwe 

Village up to its confluence with double Spruit River, hence south-westwards 

along Double Spruit River so as to exclude Masiiwa-Majero and James Ndoro 

villages and also Guwa Dip Tank, then generally north-westwards along Double 

Spruit River so as to exclude Gorwa, Chivheri, Gwara and Jonasi villages but 

include Chidziva and Rusere Kapapiro village to its confluence with another 

seasonal stream close to Chipuriro village, so as to exclude it, then generally 

further north-westwards passing through the peak of Nyambe mountain up to 

the point where it meets Inyauri River, so as to exclude Mushawatu and 

Marimo villages but to include Samvura-Motsi Village, Chakanyemba Primary 

School, then north-eastwards along Inyauri River so as to include 

Mudzimundiringe mountain to the starting point.   This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

319435.9, 8062102.45; 318829.46, 8060326.38; 320247.43, 8059071.47; 

322018.7, 8058183.36; 323590.91, 8058371.51;324053.45, 8056949.18; 
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323952.38, 8055333.8; 325903.53, 8055011.23; 327648.94, 8055359.43; 

329485.35, 8054874.22; 331226.39, 8054624.02; 330452, 8055933.94; 

331069.87, 8057449.85; 331795.01, 8058499.04; 332946.42, 8060046.93; 

331073.45, 8060277; 329226.6,8060685.39; 327791.54, 8060473.31; 

325803.28, 8060400.71; 323832.97, 8060366.05; 321988.12, 8060679.04; 

320291.67, 8061339.78. 

 

 

WARD 16  

An area of land situated in Bindura district, bounded by a line drawn from a 

point on the southern boundary of Ruwange farm, which is 700m from the 

south-western beacon of Ruwanga farm, then eastwards along the southern 

boundary of Ruwanga farm, Rusikana farm, Bython farm and Mumurgwi farm, 

which acts as district boundary between Shamva and Bindura, so as to exclude 

them, for a distance of about 14,8km up to the point it meets Umwindisi river, 

which naturally acts as the provincial boundary between Mashonaland Central 

and Mashonaland East provinces, then generally south-westwards along 

Umwindisi river passing through the centre of Stratclone dam and close to 

Umwindisi Dip Tank so as to include it, but to exclude villages in the 

Goromonzi district area (Mashonaland East Province) and then further down 

south-westwards along this river for a distance of about 3km from Umwindisi 

Dip Tank, then straight north-westwards along the provincial boundary 

between Mashonaland East and Mashonaland Central up to the peak of Rutope  

mountain, passing through the verges of an unnamed hill, then south-

westwards along the said provincial boundary, so as to include Motsi village up 

to the point it meets the throw-back portion of an unnamed dam, then north-

westwards along an unnamed stream for about 3km up to the confluence of 

this stream and Mundotwe river, so as to include Sikero, Sika and Dzangare 

villages but to exclude Madondo Tinarwo village, then south-westwards for 

about 1,2 km along Mundotwe river, then generally, north-westwards along a 

seasonal stream so as to exclude Rukainga, Mvere and Musekwa villages but to 
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include Mavhunga Madzima village, then further north-westwards along this 

stream to the starting point. so as to exclude Nhedega and Nengara villages.  

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  

336349.21, 8063626.43; 334357.99, 8063440.37; 332366.73, 8063253.69; 

330373.13, 8063095.04; 328477.84, 8062819.27; 328640.77, 8061035.08; 

330437.17, 8060193.24; 332300.42, 8060269.11; 332224.41, 8059028.7; 

331929.96, 8057551.53; 333392.55, 8057170.96; 334263.38, 8055797.02; 

335754.6, 8057129.71; 336928.19, 8, 056724.24; 337703.84, 8056048.62; 

337982.79, 8057618.22; 338948.79, 8059098.6; 339884.7, 8060688.01; 

340905.25, 8062178.76; 341395.49, 8063821.02; 340633.57, 8064413.43; 

338659.86, 8064090.26; 336698.98,8063696.64; 

 

WARD 17  

An area of land situated in Bindura district, bounded by a line drawn starting 

from a point along Inyauri river about 1,2km from Chavambonga mountain, 

then generally south-eastwards and then further south-eastwards passing 

through the peak of Nyambe mountain so as to include Marimo village, then 

south-westwards, so as to include Mushawatu village then south-eastwards so 

as to include Chipuriro village for about 5km up to a point it meets the 

provincial boundary between Mashonaland Central and Mashonaland East 

provinces on the north-western boundary of Saratoga farm so as to exclude it, 

then south-westwards along the north-western boundary of Saratoga farm for 

about 1,2km up to the peak Mwanga mountain, so as to exclude Bally 

Vaughan farm and the stateland which are in Mashonaland East Province, 

then north-westwards along the Mashonaland Central - Mashonaland East 

provincial boundary for about 4km up to the peak of an unnamed hill so as to 

exclude Mudzurungwe mountain which is in Mashonaland East, then south-

westwards along the said provincial boundary up to the peak of Svisva 

mountain, where the north-western beacon of Marden farm is located, then 
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generally north-westwards along the northern boundary of Swiswa farm, so as 

to exclude it then south-westwards for about a kilometre along the north-

eastern boundary of Munenga Estate up to a point it meets Nyamasanga river, 

then north-eastwards along this Nyamasanga river up to the point it joins 

Mukonowenzou river so as to exclude villages in Chinamhora area, which are 

in Mashonaland East Province, but to include Nzirawa and Muchemenye 

villages, then further north-eastwards along Inyauri river so as to exclude 

villages in Chinamhora area, but to include Chikowore Dip Tank and 

Chikowore village to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   

318767.69, 8060240.24; 318262,8058422.06;317996.03, 8056627.84; 

317505.83, 8055092.52;317479.89, 8053283.35;318052.05, 8051449.44; 

317742.57, 8049787.61;318206, 8048726.75;320184.04, 8048672.63; 

321504.29, 8049951.05;322667.44, 8051578.04;324077.59, 8052157.34; 

325317.86, 8051830.68;324967.07, 8053756.68;324308.4, 8055314.22; 

323839.11, 8056666.63;323938.38, 8058292.02;322356.25, 8058068.48; 

320541.24, 8058869.44;318945.04, 8060063.22; 

 

WARD 18  

An area of land situated in Bindura district, drawn from the confluence of an 

unnamed stream and Double Spruit river close to Chipuriro village, so as to 

exclude it, then generally south-eastwards along the Double Spruit river, so as 

to include Jonasi, Gwata, Chivheri and Gorwa villages, then generally 

eastwards for about a kilometre along this river, so as to include Guwa Dip 

Tank, then north-eastwards along the same river for about 2,5km so as to 

include James Ndoro and Masiiwa-Majero villages, then north-westwards along 

an unnamed stream for about 2km, so as to include Zonde village, then 

eastwards along this same stream for about 2km up to a point close to 

Madondo - Tinarwo village so as to include it, hence generally south-eastwards  

up to a point it joins a throw-back portion of a an unnamed dam in 
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Mashonaland East Province on the Mashonaland Central - Mashonaland East 

provincial boundary,  so as to exclude it together with Dzangare, Sika and 

Sikero villages hence generally south-eastwards along the said provincial 

boundary on the north-western boundary of Frascati, Marsala and Saratoga 

farms, so as to exclude them but to include Guwa Business Centre, up to the 

point this provincial boundary meets an unnamed stream, hence generally 

north-westwards along this seasonal stream to the starting point, so as to 

include Mashambanhaka and Kunaka village and also Mashambanhaka 

Primary School and Mashambanhaka Business Centre but to exclude 

Chipuriro village.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA)  

coordinates:  334106.91,8055661.86; 333309.56, 8057359.52;  

331750.1, 8057482.19; 330565.34, 8056581.59; 331317.83, 8055084.98; 

330001.84, 8054464.93; 328292.47, 8055164.34; 326490.03, 8055332.88; 

324753.61, 8055113.48; 325012.52, 8053168.1; 325572.83, 8051365.42; 

327340.27, 8050429.38; 328898.02, 8051431.88; 330470.91, 8052667.2; 

332043.8, 8053902.52; 333568.33, 8055196.54. 

 

WARD 19  

An area of land situated in Bindura district, bounded by a line drawn starting 

from the peak  of an unnamed hill on trigonometrcial beacon 10/S 1418, 1 

then north-eastwards  along the north western boundary  of Moneyquin farm,  

so as to include it, and also to include Money Box and Gold dust mines up to 

the north western beacon of Sidbury farm , then generally north eastwards 

along the northern boundary of Sidbury farm, so as to include it, up to the 

peak of an  unnamed hill, then further north eastwards along the north-

western boundary of Ledbury farm, so as to include it, up to the peak of 

another unnamed hill on the western boundary of Sydenham Estate, then 
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north-westwards for 1,2km along the western boundary of Sydenham Estate,  

so as to include it, up to the south western beacon of Craigside farm, so as to 

exclude it, then generally north eastwards along the southern boundary of 

Craigside farm,   so  as to exclude it, up to the peak of an  unnamed hill , 

which lies on the north western boundary of Guitingwood farm, so as to 

exclude it, then south westwards along the north-western boundary  of 

Guitingwood farm for about 4km , so as to exclude it, to the south western 

beacon of Guitingwood farm, then south eastwards along the north eastern 

boundary of Foothills farm, so as to include it together with Foothills Primary 

school up to the peak of  an unnamed hill, then south westwards along the 

south eastern boundary of Foothills farm, so as to include it ,  up to a point on 

Tsambe river, then south eastwards along Tsambe river up its confluence with 

Mazowe river, then  south westwards and northwards along Mazowe river up to 

a bridge along Matepatepa road, so as to include Riverview farm, then 

southwards along the same river for about 500 metres  to the south eastern 

beacon of Riverview farm along the said river, then south westwards along the 

southern boundary of Riverview,  so as to include it,  to the south western 

beacon of Riverview farm along the eastern boundary of Withington farm, then  

south westwards for  a kilometre along the eastern boundary of Withington 

farm , so as to include it, then west wards along the southern boundaries of 

Withington and Willow Dean farms,  so as to include them, up to the south 

western beacon of Willow Dean farm, then south westwards along the south 

eastern boundary of Jesmond Deane farm, so as to include it, up to its south 

eastern beacon, then westwards for about 1,8km along the southern boundary 

of Jesmond Deane farm, then south eastwards, westwards and north 

westwards  along the boundary of Simoona Estate so as to exclude it,  and then 

further south westwards and northwards along the boundaries of the same 

farm,  to the south eastern beacon of Glen Douglas farm, so as to include 

Middletown farm, then generally westwards along the southern boundary of 

Glen Douglas and Ireniedale farms, so as to include them, up to the south 

western beacon of Ireniedale farm, then northwards along the Bindura -
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Mazowe district boundary, which follows the western boundary of Ireniedale 

and Dunmaglass farms,  cutting across an unnamed dam, to the south eastern 

beacon of Duntarvie A farm, so as to exclude it, then north eastwards  and 

north western wards along the  boundary of Duntarvie A  farm, so as to  

exclude it, to the south eastern beacon of Duntarvie farm, then generally north 

eastwards along the  eastern boundaries of Duntarvie and Ashwell farms, so as 

to exclude them, to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 301936.03, 8090098.19;  

303917.47, 8089850.32; 305873.45, 8089710.65; 307873.45, 8089710.65; 

309087.4, 8089189.66; 310506.83, 8089782.86; 312117.27, 8090459.67;  

313750.4, 8090941.01; 315580.06, 8091083.48; 317253.49, 8091780.59; 

318656.65, 8092262.66; 318191.69, 8093559.05; 319034.68, 8095372.71; 

318298.04, 8096929.34; 317378.93, 8098413.36; 318542.69, 8100039.91;  

319706.45, 8101666.46; 318531.78,8102145.61; 316633.77, 8102495.77; 

316455.54, 8101539.48; 314534.69, 8100982.4; 312597.58, 8100528.48; 

310715.12, 8100271.8; 308899.78, 8100931.75; 307113.05, 8100224.39; 

305609.42, 8099140.1; 304307.62, 8097630.35; 303320.94, 8095890.68; 

302615.48, 8094696.84; 302159.21, 8092875.43; 301969.24, 8090913.61; 

 

WARD 20  

An area of land situated in Bindura district, bounded by a line drawn starting 

from the south western beacon of Greenhill farm, so as to include it, then north 

westwards along the western boundaries of Green hill and Athlone farms, so as 

to include them, up to  the peak an unnamed hill on trig 14/S 1170,0, then 

further generally westwards up to the confluence of Mazowe and Tsambe rivers, 

then further north westwards along Tsambe river for about 1 km, then north 

eastwards along the south eastern boundary of Foothills farm, so as to exclude 

it, up to the peak of an unnamed hill, then northwest wards to the peak of 

another unnamed hill on the north western beacon of Selwood farm, then 

north eastwards along the northern boundary of Selwood farm, up to the verge 
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of an unnamed hill, so as to include it, then eastwards along the northern 

boundaries  of Marston and Zvakwana farms up to the peak of Ngurungunda 

mountain on trig 24/S 1355,5, then south eastwards along the north eastern  

boundaries of Nan Terra and A. of Mountain View farms, so as to include them, 

up to a point it meets the western boundary of Glen Cairn, so as to include it, 

then north eastwards for about 2km up to the north western beacon of Glen 

Cairn farm, then eastwards along the northern boundary of  Glen Cairn and 

Vergenoeg farms, so as to  include them, up to the north eastern beacon of 

Vergenoeg B farms, which is on the Bindura-Shamva district boundary, then 

southwards along the said boundary, which is defined by the eastern boundary 

of Vergenoeg, farm, so as to include it, up to the point it joins, Mazowe river, 

then northwards and south westwards, northwards and generally westwards 

along Mazowe river, so as to exclude Chipadze Estate, Uronga , Uronga South 

and Barassie farms, then south westwards along the southern boundaries of 

Stella, Melfort, Clever hill South and Green hill farms, so as to include them to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates:    

337555.51, 8097437.67; 335556.19, 8097488.33; 

334181.27, 8096526.05; 333186.6, 8095582.46; 331296, 8096089.28; 

329363.85, 8096605.8; 327549.3, 8097417.78; 325790.72, 8098370.34; 

323798.21, 8098527.73; 321804.24, 8098565.76; 319856.38, 8098403.29; 

317870.84, 8098163.22; 318001.04, 8097243.28; 319216.84, 8095764.61; 

318373.85, 8093950.95; 319193.71, 8092772.21; 320149.09, 8091072.64; 

320900.77, 8089219.27; 322218.37,8088568.62; 324125.54, 8089170.87; 

326023.15, 8089735.97; 327866.59, 8090511.68; 329719.07, 8090853.09; 

331495.53, 8090688.96; 332472.77, 8092234.91; 334144.3, 8092203.32; 

335557.96, 8091361.7; 336785.41, 8091213.56; 337544.52, 8089762.17; 

339372.74, 8090071.89; 339999.18, 8090616.98;  339981.8, 8092591.16; 

339996.44, 8094572.55; 339998.11, 8096572.55;  338774.94, 8097392.88; 
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WARD 21  

An area of land situated in Bindura district, bounded by a line drawn starting 

from the north-western beacon of Simoona Estate, then generally eastwards 

along the northern boundary of Simoona estate, so as to include it, up to the 

north- eastern beacon of Simoona Estate, then north eastwards for about 1,2 

km to the north western beacon of Duiker Flat farm, so as to include it, then 

east wards along the northern boundary of Duiker Flat farm, up to its north 

eastern beacon, so as to include it, then generally north eastwards along the  

eastern boundary of Withington farm, so as to exclude it and the southern 

boundary of Riverview farm, up to  a point it meets Mazowe river, then  

generally north eastwards along Mazowe river, up to a point it meets the north 

eastern beacon of Pednor farm, so as to include it,  then south eastwards to the 

peak of an unnamed hill on trig number 14/S 1170.0, then further south 

eastwards along the western boundary of  Athlone and Green hill farms, so as 

to exclude them  up to the south western beacon of Greenhill farm, then 

southwards along the Bindura-Urban  and Bindura Rural boundary , so as to 

exclude Bindura low density residential area but to include Freda Rebecca 

Mine and Coach House Inn, up to the north eastern beacon of Burnside Estate, 

so as to exclude it, then north-westwards along the northern boundary of 

Burnside Estate, to the peak of an unnamed mountain on trig 13/T 1336,1, 

then generally south westwards along the south eastern boundaries of the 

following farms:- Insingizi Estate, Pimento Park, Erin, Leopards Vlei, Avonduur 

and Rietbok Vlei so as to include them, up to the south western beacon of 

Rietbok Vlei, on the Mazowe-Bindura district boundary, then north westwards 

along the said boundary, as defined by the western boundary of Rietbok Vlei 

and Rocky Spruit farms, up to a point it meets Mazowe river, then north 

eastwards for 800 metres along Mazowe river and eastwards along the same 

river, about a kilometre, so as to include Rocky Spruit farm, then northwards 

along the Mazowe Bindura District boundary as defined by the western 

boundary of Geluk farm and Simoona Estate to the starting point. This area is 
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bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

321284.27, 8088273.64;  320532.62, 8090127.03; 319780.92, 8091980.39; 

318772.77, 8092647.53;  317565.95, 8091956.73; 315707.18, 

8091464.86;  314151.87, 8090920.25; 312275.63, 8090829.17;  

310907.94, 8089809.6; 309479.86, 8089276.2; 308012.63, 8089447.83; 

306275.45, 8089710.65; 304310.07, 8089800.42; 302327.15, 8090039.28; 

301796.08, 8088500.24; 301629.4, 8086507.46; 301465.84, 8084514.16; 

300044.41, 8084621.99; 300458.4, 8082932.39; 301269.95, 8081104.63; 

302052.09, 8079266.3; 303512.79, 8080531.09; 305429.07, 8081073.9; 

307331.5, 8081684.96; 309254.73, 8082215.85; 311212.22, 8082625.99; 

313169.71, 8083036.13; 314660.62, 8084131.15;  316563.07, 8084748.16; 

318466.33, 8085347.1; 320416.31, 8084902.62; 321289.38, 8085805.28; 

321285.24, 8087805.28; 

 

CHAMINUKA RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL  

WARD 1  

Starting from the North-Eastern corner of Katanya Estate of Bindura District 

follow the District boundary Southwards up to Nyamaruru river, then follow 

Nyamaruru river in an Eastern direction up to its confluence with Mupfure 

river then follow Mupfure river Northwards up to Kaziro dip so as to exclude 

Ganza village then follow a straight line drawn from Kaziro dip North-

Eastwards to Kaziro hill, and another straight line drawn from Kaziro hill to the 

confluence of  Mupfure river andd Kamoyo river so as to include Humbasha 

and Mhaka villages. Follow a straight line drawn from Mupfure River generally 

North-westwards along Tsakari hill so as to exclude it.  The straight lines join a 

stream which goes in the northern direction to the District boundary with Mt 

Darwin.  Follow the District boundary westwards to the North-eastern corner of 

Katanya farm the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone .. South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  329882.53, 8137740.56 ; 327688.78, 

8127375.09 ; 334983.00, 8128910.72 ; 337615.50, 8131269.00 ; 337560.66, 

8133353.06 ; 344873.31, 8137027.59 ; 329882.53, 8137576.03. 
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WARD 2  

An This area is bounded by a line starting from a point where Senga river 

crosses Binya road north-westwards to a point where the line meets the 

Zimbabwe/Mozambique international border, hence southeastwards to a point 

where it leaves the international border hence southwestwards to the starting 

point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone .. South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 334871.91, 8137082.44 ; 340356.28, 8136588.84 ; 343701.75, 

8131981.97 ; 337504.41, 8131104.47 ; 334981.59, 8137027.59. 

 

WARD 3  

An This area is bounded by a line starting from the confluence of Joho and 

Nyarandi rivers follows Nyarandi river northwards up to the confluence of 

Nyarandi and Chipfigwi rivers hence crosses Nyarandi river northeastwards 

then northwards up to a point it meets the Zimbabwe/Mozambique border 

southeastwards up to the confluence of Mukumbura and Nyamweya rivers 

then follows Nyamweya river southwards to a point where the line leaves the 

river westwards to where it meets Nyamodi river hence northwestwards to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone .. South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 352314.25, 836066.92 ; 345647.27, 8129508.34 ; 

3436395.95, 8131947.48 ; 337516.80, 8131188.64 ; 338655.06, 8127502.83 ; 

342937.11, 8126581.38 ; 348140.61, 8124792.67 ; 352314.25, 8136012.72. 

 

WARD 4  

Starting from Kaziro dip, follow a straight line drawn eastwards to Kaziro hill 

and then Southeastwards to Hambadya hill.  To follow an unnamed stream 

Southwards so as to exclude Hambadya hill and Mungando village up to its 

confluence with Mupfure river.  Follow Mapfure River Westwards to its 

confluence with Gotora River.  Follow Gotora river Southwards up to 

Chidavaenzi village so as to exclude it, follow a straight line drawn generally 

South westwards up to Magaridzo river.  Follow a tributary Westwards up to 

the unnamed stream, follow the unnamed stream, Northwestwards up to 

Nyarukunda River.  Follow Nyarukunda River Northwards to its confluence 

with Mupfure River.  Then follow Mupfure River Northwards up to Kaziro dip 

the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone .. South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 
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(SA) coordinates: 335001.04, 8128932.21 ; 335311.89, 8130253.32 ; 

337565.55, 8131108.15 ; 338601.71, 8127585.20 ; 340544.51, 8127455.68 ; 

339197.50, 8124839.37 ; 338083.63, 8125331.55 ; 334405.25, 8123026.08 ; 

334742.00, 8127274.35 ; 334975.14, 8128984.02. 

WARD 5  

From the confluence of Kakovakemugano river and an unnamed stream follow 

northwestwards to Mupfure river to Muchenje Hill hence south-westwards 

hence south-eastwards to where the line crosses the Bindura road and 

continues eastwards to south west of Denda so as to include Madziwa 

Communal area hence northeastwards to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 348059.52, 

8124778.59 ; 340525.28, 8127488.74 ; 339143.10, 8124859.89 ; 341528.04, 

8119819.00 ; 346975.45, 8120090.02 ; 348032.41, 8124832.79. 

 

WARD 6  

Starting from the junction of the eastern boundary of Solomio farm of Bindura 

District and an unnamed stream, follw a line generally eastwards up to another 

unnamed stream so as to exclude the whole of Chiwizi and Hufura villages up 

to its confluence with Nyarukunda river, then follow Nyarukunda river 

Southwards up to its confluence with another unnamed stream, follow the 

unnamed stream eastwards, and southeastwards.  Then follow straight-line 

drawn southwestwards so as to exclude Chimombe village up to the confluence 

of Nyarukunda River and an unnamed stream.  Follow Nyarukunda River 

southwards to its confluence with an unnamed stream and follow Nyarukunda 

river westwards to its source.  Follow a straight line from Nyarukunda River 

Source westwards to the peak of Chiumburukwa mountain on the eastern 

boundary with Bindura District.  Then follow the district boundary northwards 

up to the eastern boundary of Solomio farm the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  327500.64, 

8119155.17 ; 326512.86, 8122066.52 ; 327058.73, 8124457.99 ; 330879.89, 

8123210.27 ; 337820.35, 8122976.73 ; 332595.51, 8118609.29 ; 327560.64, 

8119129.17. 
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WARD 7 

Starting from the peak of Haramba mountain follow a straight line 

Northeastwards to the source of Gwetera River so as to exclude Paison village.  

Follow a straight line westwards to the source of unnamed stream so as to 

include Gandanhamo and Chiwayo II villages, follow a straight line westwards 

to the peak of unnamed hill so as to include Kaingidza village. Then follow a 

straight line westwards to an unnamed stream then southwestwards so as to 

exclude Barwa and Dangarembizi villages to the confluence of Nyarukunda and 

an unnamed stream.  Follow Nyarukunda River Southwards to its confluence 

with an unnamed stream.  Follow the unnamed stream southeastwards up to 

the Harare/ Mt Darwin road and Chikoto village so as to include it.  Follow a 

straight line southeastwards from the Mt Darwin /Bindura road up to the peak 

of Haramba mountains the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  333873.99, 8119848.97 ; 

337543.91, 8120802.57 ; 341502.79, 8119848.97 ; 336908.18, 8116439.13 ; 

333671.72, 8116757.00 ; 332602.53, 8118606.40 ; 333931.79, 8119935.66 ; 

337601.70, 8120831.47. 

 

WARD 8  

Starting from the confluence of Mupfurudzi river and an unnamed stream 

follow the stream Northwards and then Northeastwards up to Harare/Mt 

Darwin road. Follow a stream generally North-eastwards and a straight line 

Eastwards and then Northwards up to another unnamed stream.  Follow the 

unnamed stream up to Harare/Mt Darwin road, follow the Harare/Mt Darwin 

road Northwards up to Mutamirepi village so as to exclude it, to follow a stream 

Westwards up to Bradley II school so as to exclude it, to follow Nyarukunda 

river Westwards so as to exclude the whole of Kanyera, Muchenje II and 

Mayemuka villages up to the district boundary with Bindura. Follow the 

district boundary Southwestwards into Mupfurudzi river up to the confluence 

of Mupfurudzi River and the unnamed stream the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  327443.95, 

81191002.47 ; 332760.99, 8118582.32 ; 333743.49, 8116732.91 ; 331605.12, 

8111242.49 ; 325594.55 8113149.69 ; 323976.32 8115923.80 ; 327617.33, 

8119160.26. 
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WARD 9  

Starting from the peak of the Haramba mountain follow a straight line 

Southeastwards to the source of an unnamed stream.  Follow it to its 

confluence with Chinzvinzvi River.  Follow Chinzvinzvi river to Eben dam then 

westwards along Mupfurudzi river and across Harare/Mt Darwin road to its 

confluence with the unnamed stream, then northwards along an unnamed 

tributary of Mupfurudzi river then eastwards across Harare/Mt Darwin road 

and follow a straight line eastwards to the source of unnamed stream.  Then 

northwards up to an unnamed stream follow the stream up to Harare/Mt 

Darwin road so as to exclude Munetsi and Chiboiwa villages. Follow Harare/Mt 

Darwin road northwards to Chikoto village so as to exclude it.  Then follow a 

straight line Southeastwards to Haramba mountain peak the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 333642.82, 8116699.20 ; 336965.97, 8116439.13 ; 341416.10, 

8114185.17 ; 342514.19, 8111353.27 ; 338092.95, 8109243.79 ; 333411.64, 

8109590.55 ; 331273.27, 8112306.87 ; 333671.72, 8116757.  

 

WARD 10  

Starting from the source of Gwetera River, follow the river eastwards and then 

to another stream eastwards to the point were the Western boundary of Denda 

farm crosses Madziwa/Simba road. Follow the farm boundary southwards also 

follow the western boundary of the State land to its southwestern corner up to 

Mupurudzi river then follow Mupfurudzi river westwards to Eben Dam.  Then 

follow the boundary of Eben Dam eastwards into Chinzvinzvi river 

northwestwards to its confluence with an unnamed steam, then follow the 

stream to its source and to the peak of Haramba Mountains.  From the peak, 

follow a straight line drawn northeastwards to Gwetera river source the starting 

point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 341015.45, 8120090.55 ; 346983.81, 8120090.55 ; 346549.75, 

8112114.65 ; 342154.87, 8112118.75 ; 336891.86, 8116567.89 ; 340961.20, 

8120148.91. 
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WARD 11  

Starting from the South-Eastern corner of Farm number 9 of Mupfurudzi range 

follow the Southern boundaries of the following farms:- Number 8,7,6,5,4,3 

and 2  so as to include them up to Grobblers road Southwards up to 

Harare/Madziwa Mine road, follow  Harare/Madzwa Mine road Southwards up 

to Zvirungurira river, to follow Zvirungurira river Eastwards up to Kanyemba 

village so as to exclude it, to follow an unnamed stream Southwards so as to 

exclude Dadiya and Chataika villages up to Bushu Dip tank so as to exclude it 

up to Zambayamba range.  Follow a straight line along Zambayamba range to 

the western boundary of Bushu communal land.  Then follow the western 

boundary northwards to the southeastern corner of the Farm number 9 the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  344616.27, 8107565.08 ; 357231.21, 8107158.14 ; 

355929.03, 8098721.05 ; 353378.91, 8099155.12 ; 352836.33, 8098178.48 ; 

351181.47, 8098585.41 ; 347491.94, 8099426.41. 

WARD 12  

Starting from spot height  Beacon 1 047 follow a stream Northwards up to its 

confluence with Zvirungurira river so as to include the whole of Chataika and 

Dadiya villages, follow Zvirungurira river Westwards up to Shamva/Mt Darwin 

road, then follow Shamva Mt Darwin road Northwards to its intersection with 

Gobbler’s road, follow Gobbler’s road up to the Southern boundary of Farm 

No.2 follow the Southern boundary of Farm No.2 and one in an Easterly 

direction to the Western boundary of Principe, then follow the Western 

boundaries of Principe, Beaulie and Valdagno farms Southwards up to Mungari 

mountain, to follow a straight line drawn along Mungari mountains to the 

source of unnamed stream.  Follow the unnamed stream up to spot height 

Beacon 1047 the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 349336.70, 8099507.79 ; 352375.14, 

8105638.93 ; 351317.11, 8105801.70 ; 352022.46, 8107375.18 ; 357258.14, 

8107239.53 ; 355901.90, 8098666.80 ; 352890.59, 8098205.61 ; 351317.11, 

8099019.47. 

 

WARD 13  

Starting from the North-Western corner of Wonder Valley Farm, follow the 

Eastern boundary of Mupfurudzi range up to Zambayamba mountains, then 
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follow a straight line along Zambayamba and Mungari mountains eastwards up 

to the western boundary of Valdogno farm (Sanye Resettlement), follow the 

western boundary of Valdagono up to  the northern boundary of Chipoli, then 

follow the northern boundaries of the following properties:- Chipoli, 

Glendalough A, Rustington Extensions, Lions Den Estate and Wonder Valley 

Estate to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

344333.38, 8096741.46 ; 350003.32, 8096226.02 ; 351983.73, 8095412.15 ; 
355890.30, 8096741.46 ; 355944.55, 8098640.49 ; 355022.17, 8099183.07 ; 
349352.23, 8099841.48 ; 344143.48, 8099400.10. 

 

WARD 14  

Starting from the northwestern corner of Puck Ridge follow the northern 

boundaries of Puck Ridge and Lions Lodge farms in an eastern direction into 

Gwetera river, then follow Gwetera river up to the Western boundary of 

Mupfurudzi Safari area southwards up to an unnamed stream, to follow this 

stream up to the eastern boundary of Darien farm.  Follow the eastern 

boundary of Darien farm northwards and then north westwards along its 

northern boundary, to follow the southern boundary of Odenferra and Paridon 

farms in a western direction, then down southwards and westwards along the 

eastern and southern boundary of Denda farm, then follow the western 

boundaries of the following properties:- Denda, Paridon, Kemphaven and Puck 

Ridge farms to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

355512,23, 8129889.67 ; 350146.13, 8130160.69 ; 347164.95, 8122409.64 ; 

346731.33, 8117422.95 ; 350417.14, 8115580.05 ; 351772.22, 8118994.84 ; 

351826.42, 8119049.05 ; 358439.20, 8117368.75 ; 359306.45, 8125878.64 ; 

355078.61, 8126258.06 ; 355458.03, 8129781.27. 

 

WARD  15  

Starting from the South Western corner of Nomansland of Bindura follow the 

Bindura/Shamva boundary northeast, northwest and then northeast to 

Mupfurudzi river so as to include the Derries farm, then follow Mupfurudzi 
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river Eastwards to Eben dam then follow the Eastern boundary of Farm No.9 

Southwards up to the North-Eastern corner of Caledon farm, follow the 

Northen boundary of Caledon farm westwards up to the South-Eastern corner 

of Nomansland, then follow the Eastern and Northen boundary of Nomansland 

to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  333459.96, 8109722.30 ; 344498.60, 

8111687.29 ; 344267.42, 8096660.87 ; 337736.71, 8097469.98 ; 337736.71, 

8100475.27 ; 332130.70, 8100301.89 ; 333980.10, 8104752.02 ; 330801.44, 

8106196.87 ; 333402.16, 8109606.71. 

 

WARD  16  

Starting from the South-Western corner of the Stateland.  Follow the western 

boundary of the Stateland up to the southwestern corner of Denda farm, to 

follow the southern and eastern boundary of Denda farm, and southern 

boundary of Paridon and Odenferra  farms the Northern and Eastern boundary 

of Darien farm, to follow a stream eastwards up to the western boundary of 

Mupfurudzi Safari Area, to follow the western boundaries of Mupfurudzi Safari 

area northwards up to Gwetera river, follow Gwetera River  eastwards up to its 

confluence with Mazowe river, to follow Mazowe river southwards up to the 

Northeastern corner of Chipoli Estate, to follow the Northern boundary of 

Chipoli Estate up to Southeastern corner of Beauleu farm.  Follow the eastern 

boundary of Beauleu farm northwards up to Mupfurudzi River. Follow 

Mupfurudzi River westwards to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  355593.13, 8129824.26 ; 

380328.93, 8140342.75 ; 394315.06, 8137684.23 ; 388651.26, 8129593.08 ; 

377439.23, 8102892.28 ; 364377.80, 8097228.48 ; 360332.23, 8097922.01 ; 

365302.51, 8102429.93 ; 363568.69, 8107515.80 ; 346692.86, 8112023.73 ; 

346692.86, 8117456.36 ; 359523.11, 8118843.41 ; 359407.53, 8125663.09. 

 

WARD 17  

Starting from the South Western corner of Caledon A farm, follow Mazowe river 

Eastwards, then Northwards and eastwards up to its confluence with Nyagui 

river.  Follow Nyagui river northwards to the southeastern corner of 

Mupfurudzi Area then westwards along the northern boundaries of the 
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following properties:- Chipoli Estate, Glendalough A, Rustington Extension, 

Lions Den, Wonder Valley, Caledon and Caledon A farms  then follow the 

western boundaries of Caledon A to Mazowe river to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

340093, 8090116.91 ; 355173.34, 8089520.08 ; 36407.62, 8096383.69 ; 

364478.91, 8097116.17 ; 360273.93, 8097984.30 ; 351968.56, 8095379.92 ; 

340093.60, 8097197.56. 

 

WARD 18  

Starting from the confluence of Mazowe and Pote rivers, follow Pote river 

Southwest-wards, westwards Southwards and Westwards to the Eastern 

boundary of Avilion farm of Bindura so as to exclude it, then northwards along 

the  Bindura/Shamva district boundary to Mazowe river then Eastwards along 

Mazowe river to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  337564.24, 8089781.27 ; 337735.97, 

809041.01 ; 342707.90, 8086024.67 ; 337390.86, 8080014.10 ; 332825.14, 

8080534.24 ; 332420.58, 8077413.37 ; 330802.35, 8077760.13 ; 333403.08, 

8083828.50 ; 337564.24, 8089896.86. 

WARD 19  

Starting from the confluence of Nyagui and Mazowe rivers, follow Mazowe river 

westwards up to its confluence with Mushambanyama river, then follow the 

eastern boundary of Richlands north and South farms so as to exclude them, 

then follow the southern boundary of MED farm eastwards to the eastern 

corner of the farm, then follow the northeastern corner of Grahamsdale farm to 

Nyagui river.  Follow Nyagui River Northwards to its confluence with Mazowe 

River, the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
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364020.77, 8096366.41 ; 356316, 8089855.47 ; 356912.99, 8085460.59 ; 
350347.80, 8082639.18 ; 348774.32, 8079709.26 ; 352409.59, 8080197.58 ; 
353114.95, 8077321.91 ; 360656.78, 8081065.70 ; 367656.04, 8088607.54 ; 
364183.54,8096366.41. 

 

WARD 20  

Starting from North-Eastern corner of Woodlands Estate follow the eastern 

boundary of the same farm southwards to the northwestern corner of 

Palmgroove farm.  Follow the northern boundary of Palmgroove farm and 

Nyamadomba farm, then follow the southwestern boundary of Zombi farm, 

then follow the northwestern boundary of Zombi so as to exclude it.  Follow 

thenortheastern boundary of Robinhood farm, then the western boundary of 

Rutherdale Estate so as to exclude it.  Follow the southern boundary of 

Robinhood and of Coryton farms, then follow the western boundary of Coryton, 

then the southwestern boundaries of Carse farm to Pote River.  Then follow 

Pote River westwards to the district boundary with Bindura district.  Follow the 

district boundary southwards to the northeastern corner of Rutherdale Estate 

the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

347167.34, 8085510.07 ; 346211.88, 8082834.87 ; 347963.56, 8082611.93 ; 

348950.87, 8079554.46 ; 345893.39, 8075700.76 ; 347103.64, 8073584.88 ; 

343249.95, 8070622.94 ; 339937.68, 8069667.48 ; 338727.43, 8074221.85 ; 

342899.61, 8076773.95 ; 344842.38, 8082952.61 ; 345606.75, 8084513.19 ; 

347231.04, 8085596.05. 

 

WARD 21  

Starting from the North-Eastern corner of Mukore Extension, follow the eastern 

boundary of Grahamsdale and the Northen boundaries of the following 

properties:- Grahamsdale, Chewarika , Zombi, Nyamadomba and Palmgroove 

Estate. From the North western corner of Palmgroove Estate, follow the Eastern 

boundary of Woodlands Estate up to the District boundary with Bindura, then 

westwards and southwards along the district boundary up to the south 

western corner of Bython, then along the Southern boundary of Bythorn and 

Mumurgwi farms into Umwindsi River, then North Eastwards along the river to 

the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 
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Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  360703.05, 8081191.43 ; 352167.59, 8070235.46 ; 

341657.51, 8064757.48 ; 336434.32, 8063802.02 ; 337453.48, 8074503.09 ; 

338854.82, 8074759.98 ; 340128.77, 8069534.79 ; 345925.24, 8075904.54 ; 

348919.02, 8079981.18 ; 352422.38, 8080172.27 ; 353250.45, 8077305.88 ; 

358409.95, 8081255.13 ; 360830.45, 8081064.03.  

 

WARD 22 

Starting from stand number 340 Wadzanai Primary School follow Chimanikire 

Street and Cemetery road Northwestwards up to Harare/Shamva road, then 

down Southwards up to the northern boundary of Samva North Farm then 

Eastwards along the Northern boundary of Shamva Mine properties.  Then 

northwards along the western boundary of Hexagon Extension up stand 340 of 

Wadzanai primary School the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  347970.20, 8088558.74 ; 

349212.30, 8087507.73 ; 349212.30, 8086615.97 ; 347301.38, 8086615.97 ; 

348002.05, 8088654.29. 

 

WARD 23  

Starting from northwestern corner of Samva North farm, follow the farm 

boundary eastwards to its eastern corner, then follow the western boundary of 

Shamva Mine properties northwards to the northwestern corner of the 

property, then follow the southern boundary of Wadzanayi Township 

Westwards to Shamva/Harare road.  Follow the road northwards to the 

northern tip pf Wadzanayi Township so as to exclude it. Follow the southern 

boundary of Annandale farm westwards to Pote River.  Then follow Pote River 

southwards to the northeastern tip of Lodore farm.  Follow the Northeastern 

boundary of Lodore farm so as to exclude it, to the northwestern corner of 

Samva North farm the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

348447.93, 8090375.71 ; 347173.98, 8085502.86 ; 345613, 8084451.85 ; 

345677.09, 8085853.19 ; 344243.90, 8088114.45 ; 347906.50, 8090439.41.  
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WARD 24  

Starting from stand number 340 Wadzanai Primary School follow Chimanikire 

Street and Cemetery road westwards up to the southwestern corner of 

Tipperary farm.  Follow the western boundary of Tipperary farm so as to 

include it up to Mazowe River, then follow the river eastwards to the 

Northeastern corner of Tipperary farm.  Follow the boundary southwards to the 

northern boundary of Hexagon Extension through the peak of Tipperary hill 

and then westwards to stand number 340 Wadzanayi Primary School the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 348429.28, 8090330.17 ; 350722.38, 8091190.08 ; 

353302.13, 8090680.51 ; 351454.91, 8089533.95 ; 350817.93, 8087272.69 ; 

349098.10, 8087527.48 ; 347856.00, 8088610.34 ; 348524.82, 8090330.17. 

 

WARD 25 

Starting from the confluence of Mupfure and Gotora rivers, follow Mupfure 

River northwestwards up to its confluence with Nyarukunda River.  To follow a 

line drawn generally westwards and northwards up to Nyamaururu river.  

Follow Nyamaruru River westwards up to the Eastern boundary of Terragwaai 

farm of Bindura district.  Follow the district boundary with Bindura 

southwards up to the eastern boundary of Solomio farm of Bindura.  Then 

follow a straight line drawn eastwards so as to include it up to an unnamed 

stream so as to exclude Chidabwe airstrip.  Follow the unnamed stream up to 

Nyarukunda river from Nyarukunda river follow as straight line drawn 

Eastwards so as to exclude Kapembeza village up to Gotora river.  Follow 

Gotora River up to its confluence with Mupfure River the starting point.  This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

327038.19, 8124426.12 ; 327662.05, 8127363.47 ; 329195.71, 8127883.35 ; 

335746.26, 8128871.13 ; 334732.48, 8127285.48 ; 334420.55, 8123022.43 ; 

327038.19, 8124426.12. 

WARD 26  

From the source of Gwetera river follow a straight line eastwards so as to 

include Shoni and Mavhunga villages then move to the source of an unnamed 

stream so as to exclude Chiwayo II village and move northeast to the peak of an 

unnamed hill so as to include Chimombe village and westwards to the 
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boundary with Ward 6 excluding Dangarembizi village.  Follow the boundary 

northeastwards of an unnamed stream and follow a straight line to the 

confluence of Gotora River and another unnamed stream.  Follow Gotora River 

northwards to its confluence with Muturi River.  Follow Muturi River south 

eastwards to its confluence with an unnamed stream and follow a straight line 

southeastwards so as to exclude Mupfeki village.  Follow Bindura/Mt Darwin 

road southwards to Chaminuka Rural District Council Premises so as to 

include them, then follow a straight line South Eastwards to the source of 

Gwetera river the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 333902.67, 8119954.35 ; 337840.08, 

8123036.93 ; 338073.22, 8125316.49 ; 339187.10, 8124824.31 ; 340067.83, 

8123555.01 ; 339679.27, 8122777.89 ; 341448.64, 8119940.04 ; 337504.71, 

8120861.52 ; 335072.00, 8119571.45. 

WARD 27  

Starting from the South western corner of Beaulieu farm, follow the Eastern 

boundary of Bushu Communal land up to its North eastern corner. Follow the 

Northern boundary of Bushu communal land westwards up to the Eastern 

boundary of Lot 9 farm of Mupfurudzi Ranch.  Follow the Eastern boundary of 

Lot 9 farm northwards up to Eben dam that spills into Mupfurudzi River, follow 

Mupfurudzi river Eastwards up to the western boundary of Mupfurudzi Safari 

Area.  Follow the boundary southwards to the northern boundary of Chipoli 

Estate.  Follow the boundary westwards to the southern western corner of 

Beaulieu farm the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  344487.95, 8111684.69 ; 348882.84, 

8112444.30 ; 363966.51, 8107072.77 ; 365160.18, 8102298.09 ; 360276.98, 

8097794.69 ; 355827.84, 809681.05 ; 357347.05, 8107344.06 ; 344596.47, 

8107506.84 ; 344325.18, 8111576.17. 

 

WARD 28  

Starting from the   North eastern peak of Lodore farm follow Pote river 

southwestwards to  the Southwestern corner of Carse farm.  Follow the 

southern boundary eastwards and then southwards to the southern western 

corner of Coryton farm, then follow the southern boundary of Coryton and 

Rutherdale Estate.  Then follow the western boundary of Rutherdale Estate 

southwards, then follow the north-eastern boundary of Robinhood farm south-
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westwards to the southern tip of Rutherdale Estate.  Follow the north-western 

boundary of Chewarika so as to exclude it.  Follow the south-western boundary 

of Maxton farm Northwards.  Follow the southern boundary of Navada 

westwards, then the western boundary of Navada and Shamva properties 

northwards to the north-eastern corner of Samva North farm.  Follow the 

northern boundary of Samva farm westwards to Eastern corner of Lodore farm.  

Follow the northern eastern boundary of Lodore farm to Pote River the starting 

point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  344460.20, 8086942.94 ; 345670.45, 8082738.91 ; 342804.07, 

8076878.74 ; 338663.73, 8074203.45 ; 335542.55, 8077770.51 ; 337134.99, 

8081210.17 ; 344523.90, 8086751.34 ; 345734.15, 8082802.61. 

 

WARD 29  

Starting from the confluence of Mazowe and Mushambanyama rivers, follow 

Mushambanyama river southwards, then follow the eastern boundaries of 

Richlands south and north farms, then follow the southern boundaries of the 

same properties westwards.  Follow the eastern boundary of Maxton 

southwards, then follow the southern boundary westwards to the peak of 

unnamed hill.  Follow the eastern boundary of Rutherdale Estate northwards, 

then westwards to the southeastern corner of Samva South farm.  Follow the 

western boundary of Shamva Mine properties southwards, then the southern 

boundary of Wadzanayi township, then the Eastern boundary of Wadzanayi 

Township, then Eastern boundary of Wadzanayi township northwards.  Follow 

the northeastern boundary of Wadzanayi township to the southwestern corner 

of Tipperary farm.  Follow the western boundary of Wadzanayi township 

southwards to Harare/Shamva road.  Then follow the southern boundary of 

Annandale farm westwards to Pote River.  Then follow Pote River 

northeastwards to its confluence with Mazowe River.  Follow Mazowe River 

eastwards to its confluence with Mushambanyama River the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

356424.67, 8089801.21 ; 353169.20, 8090723.59 ; 347363.62, 8086491.48 ; 

346278.46, 8082856.21 ; 348937.09, 8079600.74 ; 350402.05, 8082801.95 ; 

356912.99, 8085623.36 ; 356261.90, 80889909.73. 
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MAZOWE RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL  

WARD 1 

An area of Land bounded by a line drawn from where Dunduru river crosses 

the Mazowe/Muzarabani District boundary hence westwards along the district 

boundary to Rumanje hills hence southwards along the eastern boundaries of 

Rumanje farm and Fourstreams farm so as to exclude them hence eastwards 

along the southern boundary of Zivange village so as to include it to 

Munwahuku River at spot height 1435 hence north-eastwards along 

Munwahuku river to a point where a line is drawn northwards from 

Munwahuku river through Bari hills to the northwest Godobwi of Bare school 

and Bare clinic so as to exclude them hence eastwards along the northern 

boundaries of the following properties Bare clinic, Godobi, Munongerwa and 

Madzamba villages to Dunduru river, hence generally northwards, upstream  

along this river to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  304680.90,8139347.04 ; 294648.89-

8137452.59 ; 293486.38, 8129056.69 ; 298868.36,8130520.59 ; 

299102,23,8134912.29 ; 305107.51,8133689.50. 

 

WARD 2 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from where Dunduru river crosses the 

Mazowe/Muzarabani District boundary hence eastwards along the district 

boundary to Mazowe/Mt. Darwin District boundary to the summit of Chaona 

Hill; hence eastwards and then south-westwards, and eastwards along the 

district boundary to Ruya river hence generally southwards along Ruya river to 

its confluence with Monera river then southwestwards along Monera River; to 

its confluence with Dunduru River; hence generally north-westwards along 

Dunduru river to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 
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Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 305103,87-8140513.69 ; 315476.16, 

8143527.60 ; 313864.16, 8139738.69 ; 316447.51, 8139351.18 ; 312400.26, 

8133753.92 ; 305714.97,8132419.19 ; 307351.09, 8138619.24 ; 305155.24, 

8140513.69. 

 

WARD 3 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Ruya river and 

Monera river hence south-westwards upstream along Ruya river past its 

confluence with Chiraire river, then proceeds westwards along Chiraire river to 

the southwestern beacon of Matienga village , so as to inckude it hence 

generally northwards along the western boundaries of Matienga,Kudzibutira, 

Mavhunga and Maravanyika villages so as to include them hence eastwards 

along the northern boundaries of Bare clinic, Godobi, Munongerwa and 

Madzamba villages so as to include them, hence southwards along the eastern 

boundary of Madzamba village to the source Monera  river hence eastwards 

along Monera River to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 312391.30, 8133788.25 ; 308195.75, 

8127634.78 ; 305748.35, 8125676.86 ; 298825.70, 8134487.51 , 305748.35, 

8132319.81.  

 

WARD 4 

An This area is bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Chiraire river 

and an unknown stream moving generally northwards and north-westwards 

along the unknown stream to its confluence with Munwahuku; river hence 

generally south-westwards along Munwahuku river to spot height 1435 where 

a straight line is drawn westwards along the northern boundary of Chigwana 

village so as to include it to the north of Chitonzva hill; hence southwestwards 

along eastern boundaries of the following properties Forrester Estate B, 
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Forrester school, Elsinora farm and Forrester Estate A so as to exclude them; 

hence generally nnorth eastwards downstream along Chiraire river to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 290305.16, 8120406.79 ;  293482.49, 8129043.13 ; 

299006.63, 8130301.79 ; 303691.65, 8125616.77. 

 

WARD 5 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Ruya and 

Chiraire rivers hence south-westwards along Chiraire River to its confluence 

with Nyangura river and generally southwards along Nyangura river to its 

confluence with an unnamed river. Hence south-eatswards along the unnamed 

river to its confluence with Ruya river hence northwards along Ruya river to 

the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA)  308027.05, 8127504.76 ; 308586.46, 8121840.77 ; 

306908.24,8115057.97 ; 300544.99, 81203772.33 & 300754.77, 8123449.07. 

WARD 6 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Chiraire river 

and Nyangura river hence generally southwards along Nyangura river to its 

confluence with Dzomutizo river hence westwards along Dzomutizo river to a 

point where a road crosses Dzomutizo river hence Southwards along this road 

to southwestwards past Mutsvairo village so as include it and Mugwanhira 

village so as to exclude it. Hence westwards through Nharira and Chochi hills 

to a point where it meets an unnamed river hence westwards along the 

unnamed river to the eastern boundary of Frogmore extension farm so as to 

exclude it, hence northwards along the eastern boundary of  Forester estate so 

as to exclude it to Chiraire river hence north-eastwards along Chiraire river to 

the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse 
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Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  300637M.,89, 8123393.,87 ; 298889.74, 

8115981.74 ; 295183.68, 8112905.00 ; 288051.25, 8114443.37 ; 290288.87, 

8120317.14. 

 

WARD 7 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from Bindura/Mazowe district 

boundary on the southern foot of Twana hill hence generally northwards and 

westwards along a line drawn from this point to a tributary of Ruya river hence 

northwards along it to its confluence with Ruya river then generally 

southwards to its confluence with Mwananzou river  a line is drawn 

northwards from this point to the dust road hence northwards along the dust 

road to the source of a stream hence northwards along the stream to its 

confluence with Nyangura river and an unnamed river hence generally 

southwards along the river to Bindura/Mazowe district boundary then 

southwards along the district boundary to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  301823.06, 

8108515.96 ; 306870.49, 8114920.22 ; 300520.50 ; 8120347.57 ; 298295.29, 

8110361.25. 

 

WARD 8 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from Zomutizo river hence south-

westwards to a point where it crosses a dust road hence generally westwards to 

a point where a line is drawn south-westwards past Mutsvairo village so as to 

exclude it and Mugwanhira village so as to include it hence westwards past the 

summit of Nharira mountains and north-westwards through Chouchi 

mountains hence westwards along the northern boundary of Maodzwa village 

so as to include it to the eastern boundary of Frogmore Extension farm and 
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Forrester farms so as to exclude them to Ruya river hence generally eastwards 

along Ruya and north-eastwards along Ruya River and northwards along a line 

drawn from this point northwards to Zomutizo river to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

298844.42, 8115960.14 ; 292711.52, 8112975.10 ; 288044.00, 8114331.93 ; 

287012.81, 8108144.76 ; 292114.51, 8106679.38 ; 298410.23, 8110424.25. 

WARD 9 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where Ruya river crosses 

the eastern boundary of Frogmore farm hence south-eastwards along Ruya 

river and generally eastwards and south-eastwards along Ruya river to a point 

where a tarred road crosses Ruya river hence southwards along the tarred road 

past Rossa Business centre so as to include it and southwards along the tarred 

road past the western boundaries of Gatsi and Mupfunya villages so as to 

exclude them to a point where the road crosses Yobe river hence westwards 

along the river to its confluence with Sawi river hence generally westwards 

along Yobe river to the eastern boundary of ARDA farm so as to exclude it 

hence northwards along the eastern boundaries of Hasfar and Frogmore farms 

so as to exclude them to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  286958.54, 8108106.46 ; 

292114.51, 8106749.62 ; 291246.14, 8100236.81 ; 284190.59, 8100019.71. 

WARD 10 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from trigonomitrical beacon 1559.8 

hence westwards along a straight line drawn from this point to the tarred 

Glendale/Bare road hence northwards along this road up to the southern 

boundary of Rosa clinic hence eastwards and westwards along the boundary of 

Rosa Business Centre so as to exclude it to Glendale/Bare road hence 

generally northwards along the Glendale/Bare road to Ruya river hence north-
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eastwards along Ruya river to its confluence with an unnamed stream hence 

south-eastwards along this stream to Mazowe/Bindura District Administrative 

boundary hence southwards along this boundary to Changa river Hence north-

westwards to the eastern boundary of Kamoto village so as to include it hence 

south-westwards along the western boundary of Chinhema village so as to 

exclude it hence south-westwards along the south eastern foot of Mutarangoma 

mountain so as to include it hence westwards to an unnamed stream and 

along this stream generally westwards to the starting point.  Artea bounded by 

the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 298349.90, 

8110483.55 ; 292054.31, 8100877.15 ; 295256.31, 8100877.15 ; 3001195.19, 

8100497.24 ; 301714.85, 8108529.71. 

 

WARD 11 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from Ndire mountains hence 

northwards along the eastern boundaries of Banff and Skyetekke farms so as 

to exclude them to Yobe river hence eastwards along Yobe river to its 

confluence with Sawi river. Hence generally southwards along Sawi river to the 

northern boundary of Mwenje dam hence westwards along the northern 

boundary of Moores Grant farm and Ndire east estate so as to exclude it to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA)  281942.73, 8091759.21 ; 284113.67, 8099900.23 ; 287967.08, 

8099574.59 ; 289378.19, 8092247.68. 

WARD 12 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Sawi river and 

Mwenje dam hence northwards along Sawi river to its confluence with Yobe 

river hence eastwards along Yobe river to trigonometrical beacon 1559.8 hence 

northwards and eastwards along the summit of mount Nyota hence 
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northwards and eastwards along the summit to an unnamed river hence 

eastwards along the unnamed river and generally southwards along the 

eastern foot of Dambo mountain so as to include it hence further south and 

south east so as to include Kanyemba clinic and Kanyemba dip tank hence 

generally southwards past Chakanyuka village and Kanyemba school so as to 

exclude them to the northern boundary of Muripumbi farm hence westwards 

along the northern boundary of Veronica and Villa Franca farms so as to 

exclude them to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  289432.47, 8092193.40 ; 287858.54, 

8099574.59 ; 295836.73, 8100605.79 ; 294859.81, 8092736.14.  

 

WARD 13 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northern boundary of 

Muripumbi farm hence generally northwards and north-eastwards to 

Kanyemba road hence generally northwards along the road to Changa river 

hence north-eastwards along Changa river and further eastwards and 

southwards along the later river to Mazowe/Bindura District Administrative 

boundary hence generally southwards along the district boundary to the 

property boundary of Truro farm hence westwards along the northern 

boundaries of Truro, Moorefields, Bellrock Bally-Hooly farms so as to exclude 

them to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) crdinates: 294865.36 – 8092722.02 ; 295749.87 – 

8097569.13 ; 298547.20 – 8103668.74 ; 300068.55 – 8100555.27 ; 301306.86 

– 8094116.05. 

WARD 14 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northeastern beacon of 

Revelle fram due west along the line demarcating Chiweshe communal lands 
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from the commercial farms to the northwestern beacon of 22 A of Mooires 

Grant farm.  Then southwards along the western boundary of this farm and C 

of Moores Grand farm up to the southwstern beacon of  C of Moores Grant so 

as to include it.  Then eastwards along the southern boundaries ofGlendale 

Estates and Pisidya farm up to the northwestern beacon of Sachel farm then 

southwards along the boundaries of Satchel and Heyshot farms up to a point it 

touches Murowodzi river.  The boundary follows this river northeastwards to its 

confluence with Mwenje river then eastwards to a point where it meets Mazowe 

river.  Hence eastwards along Mazowe river to the southeastern beacon of 

Hillymead farm, then northwards along the Mazowe/Bindura district boundary 

to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   3012997.56, 8094132.78 ; 285782.47, 

8091549.06 ; 284413.62, 8087687,88 ; 290499,03, 8087510,98 ; 291834,38, 

8083341,97 ; 297636,75, 8084969,46 ; 301422,44, 8084226,47. 

WARD 15 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the south eastern beacon of 

Highwood farm hence northwards along the eastern boundary of Highwood 

farm so as to exclude it to the southern boundary of Potlock ‘A’ farm hence 

eastwards along the southern boundary of Potlock “A” farm so as to exclude it 

to a point where a straight line is drawn from the south eastern beacon of 

Potlock “A” farm south-westwards to a point where it crosses the railway line 

hence eatswards and generally southwards along the boundaries of the 

following properties, Amandas estate and Rockwood farm so as to exclude them 

hence westwards and northwards along the boundaries of G.M.B. silos, 

Concession hospital so as to include them to the tarred road hence westwards 

along the tarred road to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 280226.20, 8077984,37 ; 

281728.,41, 8080387 ; 283697.97, 8079091.23 ; 282095.62, 807584.90.     
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WARD 16 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mazowe and 

Mwenje river due south along Mazowe river up to the north eastern beacon of 

Lawrencedale farm then westwards along the boundary of this farm and 

Brawlands farm up to its nortwestern beacon so as to include the later then 

southwards along the farm boundaries of farm 13 of Glendale, Granite, Georgia 

west, Harmony and Bretten farm up to the south eastern beacon of Bretten 

farm so as to include them.  From this point a line is drawn due west along the 

southern boundaries of Bretten, Summerdale and Rockwood farms to the 

southwestern beacon of Rockwood farm so as to include these farms.  A line is 

drawn northwards along the eastern and then northern boundaries of 

Sommerset farm up to Murowodzi river so as to exclude the farm and then 

northwards along Murowodzi river up to the north western beacon of Highwood 

farm and then eastwards along the northern boundary of Highwood farm up to 

its northeastern beacon so as to include it then eastwards along the northern 

boundary of Amandas T/Ship Reserve up to its northeastern beacon then 

northwards along the boundaries of Portlock A and Esperanza B up to the 

north eastern beacon of Esperanza fram so as to exclude the two farms.  Then 

eastwards along the Murowodzi river up to its confluence with Mwenje river, 

then eastwards along Mwenje to the starting point.   This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  297583.09, 8084959.18 ; 

295071.09, 8076609.43 ; 290082.47, 8077493.93 ; 287384.10, 8071080.30 ; 

280308.03, 8072884.69 ; 277512.99, 8075750.50 ; 280214.75, 8080714.36 ; 

281151.88, 8080287.82 ; 284453.07, 8079456 ; 284453,07 – 8083365,91 ; 

297627,46. 

WARD 17 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northern most corner of 

Tsungubvi Primary School hence eastwards along Shawarunzi road up to 
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southeastern peg of stand number 341 so as to include it hence 

northeastwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with Zororo Avenue, 

then eastwards along Zororo Avenue up to the northeastern corner peg of stand 

1364, then northeastwards along an open ground to the Glendale/Chiweshe 

highway so as to include the old sewer ponds, then northwards along this road 

up the northeastern peg of Glendale district club and then westwards and 

southwards along the district club boundary up to the junction of west road 

and road 1033, then southwestwards along west road up to the junction of 

west road and the unnamed 20m wide road on the northern side of Westvile.  

Then westwards along this road to the northwestern peg of stand number 90 

and then southwards to a point it touches the Consession/Glendale road, then 

westwards along the Glendale/Concession road to the junction of this road and 

Cottco road.  A line is drawn from this point along Cottco due southwards and 

eastwards so as to include GMB, Quton up to the junction of Cottco and Sally 

Mugabe road.  Then southeastwards along an unnamed road so as to exclude 

stands 565, 566 and the Anglican church stand and include stands 455-470 

and 367-370.  Then northwards along the western boundary of Tsungubvi 

Primary School to the starting point.   This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  294287.02, 8081610.79; 292753.78, 

8081250.81 ; 293120.43, 8079317.60 ; 294846.98, 8080017.56. 

WARD 18 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mwenje river 

and Mazowe river hence eastwards along Mazowe river to Bindura/Mazowe 

district boundary hence southwards along the district boundary to the south 

eastern beacon of Brecon farm hence westwards and northwards along the 

property boundaries of Brecon, Watchfield, Bandari, Clifton, Virginia estates 

and Sleamish estates so as to include them to the starting point.   This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) cordinates:  299810.66, 
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8084214.40; 297634.03, 8084997.36; 295172.96, 8076653.38; 299907.02; 

8067031.07. 

WARD 19 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from north western point of Mazowe 

dam hence northwards along Mazowe river to its confluence with Nemhara 

river on the east of Yarrowdale farm boundary hence southwards westwards 

and northwards along the boundary line of Yarrowdale farm so as to include it 

to the western boundaries of the following properties Spitzkop, Cornucopia and 

Laurencedale so as to include them to Mazowe river hence southwards along 

Mazowe river to the north western beacon of Bloomfield farm hence eastwards 

and southwards along the boundary of Bloomfield farm so as to include it to an 

unnamed stream hence south-eastwards and north-eastwards along the 

northern and north-eastern boundary of Maggies dale farm so as to include it 

to northern property boundary of Surtic farm so as to include it to the 

Bindura/Mazowe district boundary hence southwards to the southeastern 

beacon of Valeria farm hence south-westwards along Valeria farm boundary so 

as to include it to Mazowe river hence northwards along Mazowe river, 

westwards and southwards along the later river to a point where a straight line 

is drawn westwards to the northern property boundary of University College 

dairy farm so as to exclude it and along the property boundary to Iron Mask 

range hence northwards along the crest of the range to the starting point.   

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  295097.32, 8076643.50, 286045.00, 8071380.52 ; 285045.03, 

8059872.90 ; 299991.89, 8066925.29. 

WARD 20 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the western from the western 

most beacon of Mgutu farm hence northeastwards and eastwards along Mgutu 

farm boundary so as to include it up to a  point it touches the southwestern 
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beacon of  Hidden Valley farm,then northwards to a point it touches the 

southwestern beacon of Spelonken Estate, then eastwards along its southern 

boundary so as to exclude it to a point it touches the Mazowe River, then 

northwards along the Mazowe river to the northwestern beacon of Thetford 

farm, then northeastwards along the Thetford farm boundary to its northern 

beacon. A line is drawn from this beacon due northeast along the Thetford farm 

boundary to its northerneastern beacon. Aline is drawn from this beacon due 

southwards along the Mazowe/Goromonzi District boundary up to the 

souheast beacon of A teviotdale farm, then westwards along the 

Mazowe/Harare District boundary to a point if touches the southernwestern 

beacon of Rendauch and then northwards and westwards along the 

Mazowe/Zvimba District boundary to the starting point.   This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  294259.23, 

8057781.57 ; 289066.53, 8056183.32 ; 28478.62, 8046191.61 ; 296655.85, 

8038961.78. 

WARD 21 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northeast beacon of Mbebi 

Jersey farm southwards along the eastern boundaries of Mbebi Jersey farm, 

Springvale, Muruwati, Stockade and Gwebi Wood properties so as to include 

them southeastern boundary up to the south most beacon of Gwebi Wood 

property. Then generally northwestards along the southern boundaries of 

Gwebi Wood, Sigaro and A of Branfield, Miegunyah and Ballineety to the south 

western most beacon of Ballineety, so as to include them; then generally 

northwards, westwards and eastwards, along the western boundaries. 

Ballineety, Mackey, Berea Extension to the west most of beacon of subdivision  

A of Navydale properties; then southwards, northeastwards, sosuthwards and 

generally eastwards along the western, eastern, northern boundaries of the 

subdivision A of Berea, Belgownie, Bellevue so as to include them to the 

starting point.  This  is an This area is bounded by the following, Universal 
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Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates 284584.45, 8059478.20 ; 277411.00, 

8044106.25 ; 164880.34, 8057550.56 ; 262223.12, 8052368.28 

 

WARD 22 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northeastern beacon of 

Normandale farm then due westwards along the northen boundary of 

Normandale farm to the northwest beacon of this farm; then northwards along 

the eastern boundary  of Belford  Estate North farm, and Riversidale, to the 

northeastern beacon of the Riversdale farm so as to include; then generally 

southwards, then southwards to the southeast beacon of Iron Mask Estate; 

then generally northeast along the boundaries of Belford Estate north farm up 

to the northeastern beacon of the same farm.  Then westwards along the 

northern boundaries of Belford Estate North, W and AV of The Great Riversdale 

Estates up to the northwestern beacon of VA of Great Riversdale farm so as to 

include them.  Then southwards along the eastern boundaries of Watakai and 

Purley farms to the southeastern beacon of the later so as to exclude them.  

Then eastwards along the southern boundaries of DA and VA of Great 

Riversdale farms up to the north most beacon of Tegwani farm.  Then 

southwards along the wstern boundary of Jumbo Reserve up to the southeast 

beacon of Tegwani farm so as to exclude the farm.  Then eastwards along the 

southern boundary of Jumbo Reserve up to the southeast beacon of Tegwani 

farm so as to exclude the farm.  The eastwards along the southern boundary of 

Jumbo Reserve up to a point it touches the raiway line, then southwards along 

the railway line up to the northwest beacon of farm number 9A, then eastwards 

along the northern boundary of this farm up to its northeastern beacon so as 

to exclude it. Then southwards along the boundary of Jumbo Reserve up to its 

south most beacon. From this point a line is drawn northeastwards along the 

boundary of Foyle Estate up to its north most beacon. Then southeastwards 
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along the western boundary of Iron Mask Ranch. Then northeastwards along 

the eastern boundary of this farm to a point it touches Mazowe River. Then 

northwards along Mazowe River to appoint it touches eastern boundary of 

Yarrowdale farm, then southwards along this farm boundary up to its 

southeastern beacon.  A line is drawn from this point due west up to the 

southwestern beacon of Yarrowdale farm. Then northwards along the western 

boundaries of Yarrowdale farm and Spitztop farm up to the starting point. Area 

bouned by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates 285977.68, 

8071505.69 ; 276940.35, 8072990.70 ; 284916.38, 8059411.81 ; 279664.36, 

8067939.99 ; 285646.81, 8064333.55 ; 283313.23, 8065309.41. 

 

WARD 23 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the southwestern Beacon of 

Marshfield farm on Mazowe/Zvimba district boundary hence northwards along 

the district boundary to the northwestern beacon of Barwick “A” so as to 

include it hence north-eastwards along the northern boundaries of Cairnsmore 

and Barwick estate so as to include them and southwards along the eastern 

boundary of Lazy Ranch and eastwards along the property boundary of 

Leeuwsrust farm so as to include them hence southwards along the boundaries 

of Klein Kopjes, Oudekraal, Netherlands, Mooileegte and Sandown farms so as 

to include them to Mazowe/Zvimba district boundary hence westwards along 

this boundary to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  246464.22, 8058005.34 ; 249271.15, 

8084502.72 ; 264933.80, 8080741.44 ; 264653.11, 8057612.37. 
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WARD 24 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the north western beacon of 

Ruorka Ranch hence south-eastwards along the northern  boundaries of the 

following properties Ruorka ranch, California estate, Horta estate, the Three 

Sisters and Msorodsoni farm so as to include them; hence southwards, 

through Musorodani Mountain southeastwards and southwestwards along the 

boundaries of Msorodoni, Mountain Home Estate, Barwick Estate so as to 

include them; hence westwards along the southern boundaries of Wychwood 

Estate and Barwick Estate so as to include them to Mazowe/Zvimba District  

boundary; hence northwards along this boundary to the starting point.  This 

area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

257293.92, 8101863.81 ; 296812.81, 8093499.17 ; 265041.04, 8080811.86 ; 

249266.11, 8084573.15. 

 

WARD 25 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the summit of Ndire mountain 

hence northwards along the eastern boundaries of  Banff, Skyetekke, Arda and 

Hasfa farms to the northerneatern beacon of Hasfa farm so as to include them 

and exclude Chiweshe Communal lands. Then generally westwards along the 

northern boundaries of Hasfa, Petra and Blighty farms to the northwestern 

beacon of Blighty farm. Then southwards along the western boundaries of 

Blighty, Machere, Wendiri and Kartu farms up to the southwestern beacon of 

Kartu farm so as to include them. Then southwestwards along the boundaries 

of Maori Range, Ethel Grange and Nangura farms up to the southwestern 

beacon of Nangura Farm. Then southeastwards along the southern boundary 

of Nangura farm to its southeasstern beacon then southewards along the 

western boundary of The Rivers farm to the summit of Musorodoni mountain. 
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Then southeastwards along the western boundaries of The Rivers A farm to a 

point it touches Garamapudzi river.  Then eastwards along Garamapudzi river 

up to the south most beacon of Glenbrook farm,then northwards along the 

eastern boundaries Glenbrook, Ndiri south Exntesion, Ndiri South, Ndiri and 

Ndiri B farms up to the northeastern beacon of Ndiri B farm so as to include 

the\m then eastwards to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 282031.07, 8091726.12 ; 

285474.83, 8105176.09 ; 278082.64, 8107892.88 ; 269886.98, 8088929. 

WARD 26 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the south most beacon of 

Mandindindi farm hence westwards along the northern boundaries of Hariana, 

Cairo and Brotheton farms, up to the north western beacon of Brotheton farm 

then southwards along the western boundaries of Brotherton farm and 

Whaddon Chase farm up to the southwestern beacon of Whaddon Chase farm, 

then westwards alomg the southern boundaries of B of Mondynes and 

Braidjule farm up to the Mazowe/Zvimba District boundary. Then northwards 

along the district boundary to the northwestern beacon of Eastwolds farm, 

then eastwards along the northern boundary of Eastwolds farm up to its north 

eastern beacon then southwards along the eastern boundary of Eastwolds farm 

up to southeastern beacon then eastwards along its boundary so as to exclude 

Mvurwi T/ship up to the northwestern beacon of Pembi Chase farm. Then 

eastwards along the northern boundaries of Pembi Chase, Blanco and Vigla 

farms to the northeastern becon of vigila farm so as to include them, then 

southwards along the eastern boundary of Vgila farm up to its south eastern 

beacon, then southwestwards to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA)  oordinates:  275517.50, 8110301.51 ; 

265476.91, 8110410.06 ; 264065.80, 8105905.36 ; 262491.87, 8107913.48 ; 

258909.83, 8109921.60 ; 261623.53, 814426.29. 
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WARD 27 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Mazowe/Muzarabani district boundary and Musengezi river; hence eastwards 

along the district boundary to the summit of Rumanje mountain hence 

southwards along the eastern boundaries of Rumanje, Four Streams, Forrester 

Estate B, Forrester Estate A, Frognmore Exntesion farms up to the 

southeastern most beacon of Frogmore farm so as to include them and exclude 

Chiweshe Communal land.Then generally westwards from this point along the 

northern boundaries of Hafa, Petra and Blighty farms up to the northwest 

beacon of the latter so as to exclude them; then northwards along the western 

boundaries of Frogmore and Forrester Estate A up to the point where the line 

meets Musengezi river beacon of Chigudu farm; they generally along the 

southern boundary of Donje farm so as to include it then northwards down 

stream along Musengezi river to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 284593,45, 8135871,07 ; 

294592.84, 8137409.44 ; 288019.82, 814489.44 ; 286970.93, 8108126.19 ; 

279209.17, 8109035.23 ; 278230.21, 8115608.25 ; 278370.06, 8125998.40. 

 

WARD 28 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Mvurwi-

Mutorashanga road and Mvurwi-Guruve road northwards along Guruve road to 

an unnamed stream; hence north-eastwards along this stream and southwards 

and generally eastwards along the boundaries of Eastwolds, Pembi A and 

Pembi Chase farm so as to exclude them; then south east and north-west 

eastern and south westernwards along the boundary of Mvurwi north so as to 

include it up to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  270819.56, 8116180.26 ; 270156.74, 
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8117727.05 ; 270645.20, 8117238.59 ; 271703.54, 8116804.41 ; 272599.05, 

8116614.45 ; 272164.86, 8115800.35. 

WARD 29 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of  

Mazowe/Muzarabani District Administrative boundary and Musengezi river;  

hence northwestwards to the northern foot of Umvukwe Range hence generally 

hence southwards along the district boundary to the southwestern beacon of 

Ealing farm hence eastwards along the south eastern boundaries of Ealing 

farm, Usaka Estate, Pembi A, Pembi Falls and Penath farms so as to include 

them; hence northwards and northeastwards along the property boundaries of 

Egdon, Arrowan, Chigudu and the Pines farms so as to include them; to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  284603.25, 8135831.05 ; 278450.04, 8125971.52 ; 

281736.55, 8124363.22 ; 278240.26, 8115692.43 ; 271877.02, 8117021.02 ; 

272995.83, 8119748.12 ; 263975.40, 8122685.00 ; 272925.90, 8140096.52. 

 

WARD 30 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the summit of Macumbiri 

mountain hence southwards along the eastern and southern boundary of 

Macumbiri farm then northwestwards along the boundaries of Omeath and 

Chiwira properties up to the northwestern beacon of Ruorka farm , then 

northwards along the Mazowe / Zvimba district boundary to the northwestern 

beacon of Rhimbick farm, then eastwards along the boundary of this farm and 

Omeath farm to the southwestern beacon of Whaddon Chase farm; then 

northwards along the western boundaries of Whadden chase farm and 

Brotherton farm; then roling northern boundary of Cairo and Hariana farms to 

a point the line touches Ruya River, then southwards along the river to a point 
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where it touches the southeastern beacon of Ruia Estate;, then southeastwards 

and southwestwards along the property boundary of this farm to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  275418.26, 8099252. ; 257283.47, 8101938.55 ; 258820.31, 

8109964.25  ;  274700.96, 8110476.53. 

 

WARD 31 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the southwestern beacon of 

HowickRidge Extention farm due northwestwards along the property 

boundaries of Howick Ridge Extension and Falling waters Extension, up to the 

northwestern beacon of Howickvale Estate, then south east along the 

boundaries of this farm, up to the east most beacon of Mountain Home 

Estates; then southeastwards along the boundary of The Rivers farm up to a 

point it touches the Garamapudzi river so as exclude The Rivers farm; then    

due east along Garamapudzi river up its confluence with Murowodzi hence 

eastwards along Murowodzi river up to the northern beacon of Esperanza  B 

farm then southwards along the boundaries of B of Esperanza and Portlock A 

farm so as to include them up to north eastern beacon of Amandas T/ship 

reserve,then westwards along the northern of Amandas T/ship  Reserve and 

sHighwood farms up to Murowodzi so as exclude these two properties, then 

southwards along Garamapudzi river  to the north western beacon of 

Sommerset farm. A line is drawmn from this point due east and then south 

along the boundary of Sommerset farm; then a line is drawn from this point 

due east and then south along the boundary of Summerset farm up to the 

south eastern beacon of the farm so as to include it. A line is drawn westwards 

along the boundaries of Sommerset. Manvewe Estate, Glendevon, Cranham 

Extension, Howick Ridge Extension so as to include them to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 
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Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 260269,80, 8072804,23 ; 267384,79, 8084757,41 ; 284460,76, 

8083505,18 ; 276890,41 – 8073031,91. 

 

WARD 32 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the southwestern beacon of 

Thorncreek Estates due east along Garamapudzi river to its confluence with 

Murowodzi river; then upstream eastwards to the southeastern beacon of 

Kilmer Estate; hence northwards along the boundaries of Kilmer and 

Craigengower farms up to the northeastern beacon of Craigengower farm, then 

westwards along the northern boundaries of Craigengower, Ardura farm. 

Ardura Farm, Ardura Extension, Roan Flats up the northwestern beacon of 

Roan Flats so as to include them; then a line drawn from this point to the 

western beacon of  Grant farm, then westwards along the northern boundaries 

of Moores Grant, and Ndiri East Estate, up to northeastern beacon of Ndire 

East Estate;  then southwards along the western boundaries of Ndire East 

Estate, Wormwood Estate, Thorncreek Estate so as to include them; then to 

the starting point. This This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  272087.93, 8084020.27 ; 297741.20, 

8080080.66 ; 285555.90, 8096663.66 ; 278134.77, 8096846.90. 

 

WARD 33 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where Harare/Bindura 

road crosses the railway line hence southwards along the road up to the 

southeastern peg of the Secondary school on stand number 1714, then 

northwestwards along the boundary of the school  Glendale council land 

boundary up the summit of an unnamed hill and generally northwestwards up 
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to Cotco road, then eastwards along up to its junction with Sally Mugabe road 

so as to include Sisk residential area. Then eastwards into an unnamed road 

so as to include stands 566 and Anglican Church and Rujeko Secondary school 

up the southwestern beacon of Tsungubvi Primary School. Then northwards 

along the western boundary of Tsungubvi Primary School up to its 

northwestern beacon. Then eastwards along the western boundary of 

Tsungubvi Primary school up to its northwestern beacon, then northwards so 

as to include stand 1378, 1377, 1376 and 1355. Then eastwards along Zororo 

road up the northeastern beacon of stand 1364 so as to include it, then 

northeastward to the Glendale/Chiweshe highway so as to exclude the old 

sewage ponds. Then northwards along Glendale/Chiweshe road up the railway 

road level crossing, then southeastwards along the railway line to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 295926.09, 8079759.11 ; 294780.52, 8078655.96 ; 293422.80, 

8078231.68 ; 293168.22, 8079377.25. 

 

WARD 34 

An area of land bounded by a straight line drawn from the summit of Rwatakai 

Hills, then due eastwards along the northern boundary of Watakai Farm up to 

its northeastern beacon.  Then southwards along its eastern boundary to the 

northwestern beacon of DA of Great Riversdale.  Then southwards along the 

eastern boundary of Purley Farm to its southeastern beacon so as to include it.  

Then eastwards along the southern boundaries of DA and VA of Great 

Riversdale Farms up to the north most beacon of Tegwani Farm, then 

southwards along the western boundary of Jumbo Reserve up to the south 

most beacon of Tegwani Farm so as to include the Farm. Then eastwards along 

the southern boundary of jumbo reserve up to a point it touches the railway 

line.  Then southwards along the  railway line up to the northwestern beacon of 
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Farm number 9A.  Then eastwards along the northern boundary of this farm 

up to its northeastern beacon so as to include it.  Then southwards along the 

boundary of Jumbo reserve up to its south most beacon.  A line is drawn 

northeastwards along the boundary of Foyle Estate up to its north most beacon 

so as to include it.  Then southwards along the western boundaries of 

Whitefield and Welbeck Township up to the south most beacon of the township 

so as to exclude them.  Then southwestwards along the western boundary of 

iron Mask Farm up to its west most beacon then southwestwards along the 

southern boundary of this farm up to the north eastern beacon of Umsasa 

farm, then southwards along the eastern boundary of this farm to its 

southeastern beacon.  Then westwards along the northern boundary of Mbebi 

Jersey to the southwestern beacon of Umsasa farm.  Then northwards to the 

northeastern beacon of Bellevue farm.  Then westwards to the northwestern 

beacon of Belgownie Farm, then southwestwards to the summit of Mvurwi 

Mountain. Then northwards along the western boundaries of tavydale, Belford 

Estate, pentland and Hilgroove A Farms so as to include them up to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordonates: 270539.62, 8073237.59 ; 276861.51, 8072983.01 ; 

279661.80, 8067764.28 ; 277158.51, 8061102.96 ; 268939.76, 8061846.11 ; 

267497.18, 8069483.29. 

 

WARD 35 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the southeastern beacon of 

Spelonken Estate due westwards, southwards, southwestwards and 

southwards along the eastern boundaries of Hidden Valley, along the northern 

boundaries of Christon Bank Estate and Hidden Valley so as to exclude them;  

then  southwards along the western boundaries of Hidden Valley and Maryvale 

plots up to a point it touches the most beacon of Mgutu Farm; then westwards 
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and southwards along the boundaries of Mgutu Farm to a point it touches the 

southwest most beacon of this farm so as to exclude it;  then southwards along 

the Mazowe/Zvimba District boundary its junction with Gwebi River;  then 

northwestwards along the District Boundary to the southwestern beacon of 

Selby Farm so as to include it; then northwards along the western boundaries 

of Selby, Dunbery, Boundsgreen, Pearson Resettlement, The Great boundaries  

of Mgutu and University Dairy Farm up to the north most beacon of University 

Dairy Farm; then southeastwards along the northern boundary of the 

University Dairy farm to a point it touches Dasura River northwards into 

Mazowe Dam, then southeastwards along Mazowe River to the starting point. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  289112.24, 8056277.28 ; 284954.22, 8059968.58 ; 276886.76, 

8047994.70 ; 277395.91, 8044048.83 ; 280365.92, 8041800.10 ; 280493.20, 

8046255.12. 

MUZARABANI RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL  

 

WARD 1 

 

Ward 1 starts at the confluence of Hoya and Musengezi Rivers generally south 

west wards along Musengezi River to its confluence with Musingwa River, then 

southwards along Musingwa River to where a straight line is drawn eastwards 

up to Nzoumvunda River hence crossing Nzoumvunda River to Hoya River grid 

reference UT 141019, northeastwards along Hoya River to the starting point.  

This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  298659.59, 8217716.61 ; 310091.91, 8212874.66 ; 310360.95, 

8212336.67 ; 311167.94, 8199828.32 ; 296373.12, 8199693.87.  
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WARD  2 

 

The Ward starts at the intersection of Nzoumvunda River and Muzarabani-

Hoya state road, due eastwards along Muzarabani-Hoya state road to 

Nyamhandu (Kamuramu) River, then northwards along Nyamhandu River to 

Hoya River hence south eastwards along Hoya River to its confluence with 

Gokoyo River then southeastwards along Gokoyo River up to Kaitano 

Muzarabani state road, the eastwards along the state road to Mt Darwin-

Centenary District Boundary where a straight line is drawn northwards then 

north eastwards up to Chionde River hence north westwards along Chionde 

River up to its confluence with Mukumbura River, where a straight line drawn 

from Mukumbura River to Nzoumvunda River grid, hence southwards along 

Nzoumvunda River up to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 313992.41, 8202114.79 ; 

331746.19, 8213009.16 ; 335646.65, 8203190.78 ; 332418.69, 8198214.34 ; 

333629.17, 8194851.88 ; 312512.92, 8195120.88 ; 311302.44, 8199693.82. 

 

WARD  3 
 

Ward 3 starts where Muzarabani/Hoya road crosses Nzoumvunda River, hence 

northwards down the river to a point where a straight line is drawn, hence 

westwards along the straight line up to Utete River so as to include Chinyama, 

Chirimbwa and Utuku Villages, hence generally southwards along Utete River 

up to the old Tsetse road, hence eastwards along the old Tsetse road up to 

Musingwa River, then generally southwards along Musingwa River up to 

Muzarabani/ Hoya road generally eastwards along Muzarabani/ Hoya road to 

the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  296494.78, 8199911.14 ; 311222.35, 8199776.65 ; 

312567.34, 8195069.20 ; 304161.19, 8195674.45 ; 303421.45, 8190563.51 ; 

296494.78, 8199978.39. 
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WARD   4 

The Ward’s boundary starts on the confluence of Musingwa and Musengezi 

River then southwestwards along Guruve/Muzarabani district administrative 

boundary line to Kadzurure River, then southwards along Kadzurure River past 

point 390 spot elevation so as to include it up to a straight line then due east 

along the straight line up to Utete River, then due north along Utete River down 

to Musingwa River, then further northwards along Musingwa back to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  289674.14, 8212161.01 ; 293372.84, 8214850.97 ; 

299089.02, 8216061.46 ; 300501.26, 8209000.29 ; 296533.55, 8199854.40 ; 

290010.38, 82000.15 ; 288463.65, 8207184.57. 

   

WARD 5 
 

Ward boundary starts at the confluence of Musengezi River and Utete River 

due north east along Musengezi River which is the Muzarabani/Guruve district 

administrative boundary to the confluence of Kadzurure and Musengezi River, 

then due south along Kadzurure River to a point where the unserviced road 

crosses the river then due west along the unserviced road so as to exclude 

Mahwenda Village up to Musengezi River then due northwards along 

Musengezi River back to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following, Universal Transverse Mercator UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 287804.81, 8212026.56; 

289687.79, 8211757.56; 289956.79, 8199854.45; 282485.42, 81999476.43; 

281476.68, 8195172.49. 

WARD  6 
 

Ward boundary starts where Musengezi River meets the northern foot of 

Mavhuradonha Range.  Generally northwards along Musengezi River to its 
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confluence with Utete River, then southwestwards along Utete River to its 

confluence with Nyangwena River further southwestwards along Nyangwena 

River to its confluence with Nyamucha River then proceeds southwestwards 

along Nyamucha River to the northern foot of Mavhuradonha Mountain Range 

hence east wards along the foot of the mountain to the starting point.  This 

area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

280602.45, 8197727.96 ; 282485.42, 8199678.18 ; 281678.43, 8195105.24 ; 

283023.42, 8185623.10 ; 280736.94, 8197996.95. 

WARD 7 

 

Ward boundary starts where Muzarabani/Guruve district boundary (Utete 

River) meets the northern foot of Mavhuradonha Range. Hence northeastwards 

along Utete River to its confluence with Nyangwena River then southwestwards 

along Nyangwena River to its confluence with Nyamucha River further 

southwestwards along Nyamucha River to the northern foot of Mavhuradonha 

Mountain hence westwards along the foot of the mountain to the starting point.  

This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 270711.49, 276225.92 ; 280731.62, 8198130.39 ; 278714.14, 

819221.46 ; 275082.68, 8185420.29 ; 265197.05, 8186765.27 ; 270509.74, 

8195036.92. 

 

WARD 8 

Ward boundary starts at the intersection of Kadzurure River and the 

unserviced road then due southwestwards along the unserviced road to 

Musengezi River so as to include Mahweda Village, then due south along 

Musengezi River to the northern foot of Mavhuradonha Range then due east 

along the foot of the range to Kadzurure River then due north along Kadzurure 
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River back to our starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 285170.06, 8195036.92 ; 292567.47, 

8190262.23 ; 292096.73, 8188312.00 295600.94, 8183940.81 ; 285977.05, 

8184075.30 ; 284228.57, 8189387.99. 

 

WARD 9 
 

An area of land commencing where Nyahuni River meets the northern 

boundary of Maclear Farm then northwards along Nyahuni River to the 

northern foot of Mavhuradonha Mountain then due westwards along the foot of 

the mountain range to Musengezi River hence generally southwards along 

Musengezi River to the northwestern post of Hereford Farm hence 

northeastwards along the northwestern boundary of Hereford Farm so as to 

exclude it up to the western boundary of Charmwood Farm then northwards 

along the western farm boundaries of Charmwood and Alfa so as to exclude 

them to the power line hence northwestwards along the power line to the 

Centenary/ Muzarabani state road where a straight line is drawn, grid 

reference TS 963762, further northwestwards to the top of the Banirembizi Hill.  

Then generally eastwards, southeastwards along the southern foot of 

Mavhuradonha Mountain Range to the northeastern post of Mvuradonha Farm 

hence southeastwards along the farm boundary to the northern boundary of 

Maclear Farm hence eastwards along the northern boundary of Maclear farm to 

the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 285902.30, 8184016.63 ; 305539.06, 8183344.14 ; 

306749.54, 8175879.48 ; 303387.09, 8175744.98 ; 301638.61, 8180923.17 ; 

294846.44, 8179174.69 ; 297939.90, 8168482.07 ; 295115.43, 8167069.83; 

285902.30, 8184083.88. 
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WARD 10 

An area of land bounded by line drawn from point where Nyahuni River meets 

the northern boundary of Maclear Farm then eastwards along the northern 

boundaries of Maclear, Matoro, Drumada and the Range Farms so as to 

exclude them to Karuyana River which is Centenary/Mt Darwin district 

administrative boundary hence eastwards along Centenary/Mt Darwin district 

administrative boundary to the northern foot of Mavhuradonha Mountain 

Range generally westwards along the foot of the range to Nyahuni River hence 

southwards along Nyahuni River to the starting point.  This area is bounded by 

the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 305486.94, 

8183230.85 ; 316784.81, 8183903.34 ; 339784.03, 8180809.88 ; 341129.01, 

8177649.17 ; 324047.72, 8180473.64 ; 316919.31, 8177649.17 ; 306428.43, 

8175900.69 ; 305486.94, 8183432.60. 

WARD 11 

Ward is bound by a line drawn from northern boundary of Whistlefield Farm 

hence eastwards up to its eastern boundary so as to include them then due 

southwards along the boundaries of Whistlefield and Shady Acres hence 

southwestward along Shady Acres up to the southern boundary of Sable 

Heights hence westwards along boundaries of Sable Heights, Vuka Farms so as 

to include them up to Musengezi River then hence northwards along Musengezi 

River up to its intersection with northern boundary with Hereford hence 

eastwards up to western boundary of Whistlefield hence northwards along the 

western boundary of Whistlefield as to point 1370.4, hence westwards along 

the boundary of Whistlefield Farm so as to include it up to the starting point.  

This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 297965.18, 8168334.47 ; 304353.85, 8167661.98 ; 304421.10, 

8171293.43 ; 307380.07, 8171495.18 ; 311146.02, 8163290.78 ; 307918.06, 
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8160869.81 ; 296014.95, 8162018.04 ; 295207.96, 8167123.98 ; 297965.18, 

8168468.97. 

 

WARD 12 

The Ward starts at the intersection of Mutwa River and the northern boundary 

of Chikale Farm generally southwestwards along Mutwa River up to 

Centenary/Mt Darwin district administrative boundary further 

southeastwards, southwestwards along the administrative boundary so as to 

include Glen Gyle, Kwarate Farms Erly, Dunsberry and Nova Doma along 

Kamorirare to the western boundaries of Nova Doma, Rockwood Farms hence 

northwards up to southeastern boundary of Shady Acres so as to exclude it, 

hence northwestwards along the boundary of Shady Acres Farm up to 

southern boundary of Chikale so as to exclude it, hence northeastwards along 

the boundary up to the starting point.   This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 309599.29, 8166585.99 ; 313365.25, 

8168334.47 ; 323133.40, 8162214.79 ; 318812.43, 8155288.12 ; 316525.96, 

8158919.58 ; 312625.50, 8156700.36 ; 314642.98, 8152867.15 ; 30178.32, 

8153270.65 ; 308187.06, 8161676.80 ; 311347.77, 8163290.78 ; 309599.29, 

8166451.49. 

WARD 13 

 

Ward is bounded by the northern boundaries of Mount Parnis and Always 

Farms hence eastwards along the northern boundaries of Always and Mount 

Parnis so as to include them up to Musengezi River then due southwards along 

the river up to the eastern boundaries of Silverstroom and Maddalo Farms so 

as to include them hence southwestwards along the southern boundary of 

Killkerran so as to include it hence northwestwards along the western 

boundary of Killkerran Farm and Silverstroom Farm so as to include them up 
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to Musengezi River.  Then southwards along the Musengezi River to southern 

boundary of Straithard and Rock Ridge Farm so as to include them, hence 

westwards along the boundary up to Guruve/Muzarabani district 

administrative boundary hence northwards along the Guruve/Muzarabani 

district boundary up to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  283536.34, 8157436.49 ; 

294228.96, 815562.76 ; 292951.23, 8153536.04 ; 3006171.64, 8147618.11 ; 

296044.69, 8144659.14 ; 291942.49, 8148357; 291068.25, 8146004.13 ; 

282056.86, 8147080.12 ; 283536.34, 8157234.74. 

 

WARD 14 

Ward 14 is an area of land bounded by line drawn from the northern most post 

of Tekwane Farm hence southeastwards along Tekwane’s northern boundary to 

the northwestern boundary of Ellan Vannin Farm then northeastwards along 

western boundaries of Ellan Vannin, Mwonga, Tzoro, Mharapara ,Kamawari 

Park so as to include them.  Generally eastwards along the northern 

boundaries of Kamawari Park, Ashford and Dundwe Farms so as to include 

them to the district administrative boundary with Mt. Darwin generally 

southwards along Mt Darwin/Centenary district boundary to Dora River hence 

generally southwestwards along Dora River to the eastern boundary of Oban 

Farm then southwards along the Oban Farm boundary so as to include it to 

district administrative boundary with Mazowe hence southwestwards along the 

district boundary to Mutorazvinhu River hence northwestwards along the river 

to the northern boundary of Chipiri Farm so as to include it hence 

northeastwards along this boundary of Chipiri Farm to the western boundary 

of Tekwane Farm hence northwestwards and northwards along the western 

boundary of Tekwane to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 295103.20, 8145398.89 ; 
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303778.35, 8147887.11 ; 307208.06, 8155401.54; 314739.97, 8152998.04 ; 

317429.94, 8149904.58 ; 309696.28, 8146609.37 ; 309830.78, 8142036.43 ; 

292345.99, 8137194.48. 

 

WARD 15 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from where the eastern boundary of 

Fifth Chapter Farm meets the northern boundary of Maddalo Estate, so as to 

exclude them hence southeastwards along the northern boundary of Maddalo 

Farm to the western boundary of Mwonga Farm so as to exclude it then 

northeastwards along the southern boundary of Eureka Farm hence 

northwestwards along Eureka Farm boundary to the western boundary of Fifth 

Chapter Farm, then southwestwards along Fifth Chapter Farm boundary to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 297763.43, 8149706.44 ; 298839.42, 8151051.43 ; 

301327.64, 8148966.70 ; 300386.15, 8147621.72 ; 297328.93, 8149706.44 ; 

291068.25, 8139548.21 ; 295977.44, 8144524.65. 

WARD 16 

The ward boundary starts from the northern post of Dundee Farm, then 

southwestwards and southeastwards along the western and southern 

boundaries of Dundee to the western boundary of Jutland then hence 

southwestwards, southeastwards along the western and southern boundaries 

of the Jutland Farm, to the western boundary of Stanmore Farm hence south 

westwards along this boundary to Mutwa River generally south eastwards 

along Mutwa River to Centenary/Mt Darwin district administrative boundary.  

Hence northeastwards, northwestwards, northeastwards and northwestwards 

along the district administrative boundary to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 318466.04, 
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8176169.69 ; 323845.97, 8173345.22 ; 320080.02, 8170050.01 ; 320954.26, 

8167965.26 ; 317322.80, 8164401.08 ; 315776.07, 8165947.81 ; 319004.03, 

8168974.02.   

 

WARD 17 

Ward starts at the intersection of Nzoumvunda River and the Northern foot of 

Mavhuradonha Mountain Range hence eastwards along Mavhuradonha 

Mountain Range to Hoya River hence northwestwards along Hoya River to its 

confluence with Gokoyo River, hence northwestwards along Hoya River to its 

confluence with Nyamhandu (Kamuramu) River, hence southwards along 

Nyamhandu River (Kamuramu) to its intersection with Hoya/Muzarabani state 

road hence westwards along Hoya Muzarabani state road to Nzoumvuma River, 

hence southwards along Nzoumvunda River up to the starting point.  This area 

is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

312509.43, 8195186.29 ; 317418.62, 8194446.55 ; 337526.13, 8180862.21 ; 

315266.65, 8183888.43 ; 312509.43, 8194984.54. 

WARD 18 

Ward boundary starts at the intersection of Hoya River and Muzarabani/ 

Kaitano state road, then due north along Hoya River up to the confluence of 

Hoya River and Gokoyo River, then generally due southeastwards along Gokoyo 

River up to a point it meets the state road  to Kaitano then due eastwards along 

the road to the district administrative boundary line with Mt. Darwin, then due 

southwards along the district boundary line to the northern foot of 

Mavhuradonha Mountains Range, then due west along the foot of mountain 

range up to Hoya River then due northwestwards along  Hoya River up to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 317687.62, 8194379.30 ; 333760.18, 8194984.54 ; 

340014.35, 8180794.96 ; 337458.88, 8180929.46 ; 317687.62, 8194312.05. 
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WARD 19 

Ward starts at the intersection of Utete River and the northern foot of 

Mavhuradonha Mountain Range hence northwards along Utete River hence 

westwards along the straight line so as to exclude Ganje Village and include 

Chidaushe Village up to Kadzurure River, hence southwards along Kadzurure 

River up to the northern foot of Mavhuradonha Mountain Range hence 

eastwards along the foot of the mountain range up to the starting point.  This 

area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

289984.35, 8199906.42 ; 296507.52, 8199906.42 ; 296574.77, 8193988.49 ; 

302290.95, 8183901.12 ; 295566.03, 8184035.61 ; 292136.32, 8188406.81 ; 

292674.32, 8195198.98 ; 289984.35, 8199839.17. 

 

WARD 20 

Ward boundary starts where the western boundary of Alfa Farm meets the 

power line hence northwestwards along the power line to 

Centenary/Muzarabani state road where a straight line is drawn further 

northwestwards to the top of Banirembizi Hill, then generally eastwards, 

southeastwards along the southern foot of Mavhuiradonha Mountain Range to 

the northeastern boundary of Mvuradonha Farm so as to include it then 

westward, southwestwards along the boundaries of Mvuradonha and Alfa 

Farms to Centenary/ Muzarabani state road then southwards along the 

western boundary of Alfa Farm to the starting point.  This area is bounded by 

the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 294846.44, 

8179376.43 ; 301638.61, 8180990.42 ; 302916.34, 8176619.22 ; 298007.15, 

8172853.26 ; 294846.44, 8179309.19. 
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WARD 21 

Ward 21 is an area of land bounded by a line from the northern most point of 

Mvuradonha Farm, at beacon .1392 hence southeastwards, hence eastwards 

along the northern boundaries of Mvuradonha, Maclear and Matoro Farms as 

to include them then southward along the eastern boundary of Matoro Farm 

hence westwards along the southern boundary of Matoro, Maclear Farms past 

state road Muzarabani to Centenary to southern boundary of Maclear so as to 

include it.  Then hence southwards along the eastern boundary of Charmwood 

to the northern boundary of Hereford Farm. Hence so as to exclude it hence 

northwestwards to the western boundaries of Altena then northwestwards 

along the boundary of Altena up to the state road Centenary to Muzarabani, 

then northeastwards along the boundary of Alfa Resettlement so as to include 

it up to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 2983.40, 8174937.99 ; 303454.33, 

8175677.73 ; 310381.00, 8175610.48 ; 311322.49, 8172987.76 ; 304328.57, 

8171172.03 ; 298343.40, 8174937.99. 

 

WARD 22 

The ward boundary starts at the junction of the eastern boundary of Oban 

Farm and the district administrative boundary line then generally 

northeastwards along the district administrative boundary line so as to include 

Chaona Estate, Chitsongo and Lions Cave Farms to Dora River, hence 

northwestwards, southwestwards along Dora River to the eastern boundary 

Oban Farm, then southwards along the said boundary so as to exclude Oban 

Farm to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 309763.53, 81, 8146542.12 ; 317429.94, 

8150039.08 ; 321397.64, 8147214.61 ; 317026.44, 8143314.16 ; 310032.53, 

8141969.18 ; 309763.53, 8146542.12. 
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WARD 23 

Ward 23 starts at the confluence of Hoya and Musengezi Rivers then due 

northwards along Musengezi River boundary with Guruve District up to 

international boundary with Mozambique.  Hence northeastwards along this 

international boundary up to the Ngore River. Then due southwestward along 

Ngore River up to Muvamba River, crossing it, following a depression up to 

Hoya River, hence northwestward along Hoya River up to the starting point.   

This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  295855.59, 8229117.75 ; 305539.47, 8231673.22 ; 322217.27, 

8223267.08 ; 318316.82, 8215197.17 ; 310314.16, 8213179.70 ; 300832.03, 

8217618.14 ; 296124.58, 8228916.01. 

WARD 24 

Ward starts at the intersection of Ngore River and Mozambique international 

boundary.  Hence southwestwards along the Ngore River to Muvamba River, 

crossing it following a depression up to Hoya River, then southwards along 

Hoya River up to where a straight line is drawn, hence northeastwards up to 

the confluence of Chionde River and Mukumbura River then northwestwards 

along Mukumbura River which is Mozambique’s International boundary, then 

to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 310223.52, 8212902.83 ; 322328.37, 

82233993.70; 331810.51, 8213071.33 ; 313316.98, 8201470.47 ; 310290.77, 

8212835.58. 

 

WARD 25 

Ward starts from a line drawn from the northern boundary of Drumada hence 

northeastwards along the northern boundaries of Drumada and the Range 
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Farms so as to include them to Karuyana River hence south eastwards along 

Karuyana River to the southern boundary of the Range hence southeastwards 

along boundary of Kingstone Deveril Farm hence southeast, southwestwards 

along this eastern and southern boundary Avalon Farm hence southeastwards 

along the eastern and southern boundaries of Avalon Farm up to Mutwa River 

hence northwestwards along Mutwa River to the southern boundary of 

Charlton Farm hence southwestwards along the boundary of Charlton Farm to 

its southern most post hence generally northwestwards along the boundaries of 

Charlton and Mutua Farms so as to include them then northeastwards along 

the northern boundary of Mutua Farm to Mutwa River hence northwards along 

Mutwa River to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 310463.38, 8175698.94 ; 317255.55, 

8177514.67 ; 318331.54, 8176236.94 ; 316246, 8174152.21 ; 316583.06, 

8170789.75 ; 315574.32, 8165880.56 ; 313287.85, 8168368.78 ; 309589.14, 

8166418.55 ; 307571.67, 817220.98 ; 311270.37, 8173008.98 ; 310463.38, 

8175967.94. 

WARD 26 

 

Ward starts at the intersection of northern boundary of Danbarton Farm and 

Musengezi River hence southwards along Musengezi River up to Banhururu 

hence southwestward along Silverstroom Farm boundary so as to exclude them 

hence northeastwards southeastward along the boundary of Centenary Town 

so as to exclude it up to the southern boundary of Dendere Farm.so as to 

include it, hence northeastwards along the eastern boundaries of Dendere-

Lochnager-Mashawa Estate and Kooroora Farms so as to include them , hence 

westwards along northern boundaries of Koroora and Danbarton Farms so as 

to include them up to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  296046.73, 8161870.58 ; 307882.58, 
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96 ; 8160794.59 ; 307985.31, 8154884.63 ; 303748.61, 8147957, 298839.42, 

815105.43 ; 292988.74, 8153472.40 ; 296014.95, 8162013.04. 

WARD 27 

 

Ward 27 starts at Mavhuradonha Mountain Range, hence northwards along 

Utete River up to old Tsetse Road hence eastward along old Tsetse Road up to  

Musingwa River then northwards down Musingwa River up to 

Muzarabani/Hoya Road generally eastwards along the road up to Nzoumvunda 

River then southwards along Nzoumvunda River up to the foot of 

Mavhuradonha Mountain Range the turning westwards along the northern foot 

of the range up to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  297650.76, 8190827.78 ; 303568.68, 

8190626.03 ; 303972.18, 8195400.73 ; 312445.58, 8195198.98 ; 315270.04, 

8184035.61 ; 302290.95, 8183228.62. 

WARD 28 

 

Its an area of land bound by a line drawn from a point where the northern 

boundary of Nyadevi Extension meets Guruve/ Muzarabani District 

Administrative boundary hence eastwards along the northern boundary of 

Nyadevi Extension up Musengezi River, hence along Musengezi River 

northwards up to the northern boundary of Birdwood Farm so as to include it.  

Hence southeastwards, southwards along Birdwood Farm boundary to eastern 

boundary of Aranbira Extension then southeastwards, southwestwards along 

Aranbira Farm boundary to Mutorazvinhu River then south along 

Mutorazvinhu River to Mazowe/Centenary Administrative boundary then 

westward along the administrative boundary to grid reference TS 073040 then 

northeast along Guruve/Muzarabani Administrative boundary up to starting 

point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator 
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(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  282297.33, 8147052.05 ; 291981.22, 8148262.53 ; 295343.68, 

8141672.11 ; 291106.98, 8139520.14 ; 292653.71, 8137031.92 ; 284651.05, 

8135888.68 ; 273016.94, 8140125.38 ; 282297.33, 814698146917.55. 

WARD 29 

 

Ward starts at the intersection of the Guruve/Muzarabani District 

Administrative boundary and the northern most boundary of Always Farm, 

hence eastwards along northern boundaries of Always and Mt. Parnis Farms so 

as to exclude them to Musengezi River, hence generally northwards along 

Musengezi River to the northern foot of Mavhuradonha Mountain Range, hence 

westwards along the foot of the said range to Utete River which is the district 

administrative boundary with Guruve hence generally southwards along the 

district administrative boundary up to the starting point.  This area is bounded 

by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  282297.33, 

8147052.05 ; 291981.22, 8148262.53 ; 295343.68, 8141672.11 ; 291106.98, 

8139520.14 ; 292653.71, 8137031.92 ; 284651.05, 8135888.68 ; 273016.94, 

8140125.38 ; 282297.33, 8146917.55.264771.83, 8186519.72 ; 285955.33, 

8184098.75 ; 296042.71, 8161839.26 ; 294273.57, 8155664.57 ; 283580.95, 

815713.05 ; 265625.42, 8162591.24 ; 270265.61, 8168240.17 ; 264715.19, 

8186369.84. 

PFURA RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL  

WARD DESCRIPTIONS  

WARD 1  

An area of land bounded by a line starting from  the confluence of Musingwa 

and Chemetera River, along Musingwa River northwards to a point where the 

line leaves the river in the Northern boundary of Kachuwaire village eastwards 
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to where the line meets Musingwe River then follows Murongwe River then 

eastwards so as to include it, then along Murongwe River southwards to its 

source, then west past beacon 513 to Chemetera River along this river to our 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone  36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  344183.78, 8193493.81 ; 341865.15, 8202825.70 ; 

343708.05, 8202310.77 ; 347881.70, 8195562.48. 

 

WARD 2  

Starting from the confluence of Tsenga and Mukumbura Rivers, hence follows 

Mukumbura River eastwards to its confluence with a stream called Pesve, then 

along Pesve stream to a point where it meets a footpath near its source, follows 

that footpath in a south-western direction across Nyatande River to a point 

where it meets Chipfungwe River, then along  Chipfungwe River southwards to 

a point where it meets Mt Darwin – Mukumbura road, follows the road 

northwards to its intersection with Gutsa road, then along Gutsa road 

westwards to Tsenga River and then follows Tsenga River northwards to its 

confluence with Mukumbura River which is the starting point.  An This area is 

bounded by the following,  Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA)  347224.91, 8210685.77 

; 36711745, 8205536.47 ; 358297.88, 8197466.47. 

WARD 3  

An area of land bounded by a line starting from the confluence of Pesve Stream 

and Mukumbura River, then follows the International boundary with 

Mozambique south eastwards to where it meets the confluence of Nyamweya 

and  Matongwe River,  then along Matongwe River southwards, to its 

confluence with Nyamweya River then along  Nyamweya River southwards to 

then due west to Nyarandi River then along Nyarandi River to its confluence 
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with Pesve Stream hence north eastwards along the later stream to our starting 

point.  An This area is bounded by the following coordinates Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) 36712.41, 8205447.66 ; 378237.05, 8195962.11 ; 

377749.22, 8190704.41 ; 370449,06, 8190690.78. 

WARD 4  

An area of land bounded by a line starting from the peak of Mavhuradonha 

mountain at Trigonometrical Beacon 1511.3 the boundary goes northwards to 

the confluence  of Joho and Nyarandi Rivers, then along  Nyarandi River 

northwards to the confluence of Chipigwi and Nyarandi Rivers, where it then 

follows Chipigwi River eastwards to a point where it meets the Mt Darwin-

Mukumbura road and along Mt Darwin-Mukumbura road Mavuradonha 

mountains then to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following 

coordinates Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 366433.67, 8183629.02 ; 367192.52, 

8194198.63 ; 365899.47, 8202210.70 ; 36839.75, 8199500.55. 

 

WARD 5  

Starting from the point where Gutsa road meets Chapfungwe River, along 

Chipfungwe River southwards to Chipari mountain then westwards along 

Chipari mountain to the top of Sungwa mountain, then northwards to the top 

of Chiridza mountain hence northwest wards to Murongwe River along the river 

to a point where it meets the southern boundary of Savieri II village so as to 

exclude it.  Follow the boundary eastward past beacon 504 to the northern 

boundary of Chinamira II village so as to include it into Gutsa roads then along 

Gutsa road eastwards to our starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following coordiantes, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
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363917.44, 8183737.62; 359917.44, 8182456.97; 363315.33, 8192270.41; 

355060.73,  8187019.55;  352680.10,  8189886.60; 363340.11,  8187917.515;   

355141.40,  8182596.10; 355748.30,  8197773.72;360378.65,  8197564.43;   

351900.44,  8194907.28; 363930.04,  8199522.14; 364102.20,  8196758.13 

350907.06, 8197256.40; 363930.04, 8199522.14; 51922.76, 8194125.59  

 

WARD 6  

Starting from where the district boundary meets Gutsa road, hence eastwards 

along the later road to join Murongwe River.  Then southwards along 

Murongwe River to Chiridza mountain, then it joints Sungwa mountain, further 

south along the mountain range to join the northern boundary of Chief 

Kandeya.  Hence generally westwards along this boundary to exclude Mutoro 

II, Mauswa and Kausiyo villages up to Chimwaya mountain.  Hence northwest 

along the district boundary to the starting point.  The This area is bounded by 

the following coordiantes, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  344202.09,  

8193462.09;   336834.59,  8187816.41 

346386.46,  8193486.04;   344202.09,  8193462.09;   339984.02,  8195184.35 

344127.21,  8193504.05;   334916.62,  8192421.41;   335363.95,  8195037.45 

349831.55,  8196571.17;   348455.85,  8179628.39;   353265.19,  8179906.27 

340496.65,  8178830.15;   343834.18,  8179595.15;   352700.23,  8190176.41 

351795.95,  8194441.30;   354756.63,  8182480.85;   355056.90,  8187381.42 

338897.14,  8183261.87. 

WARD 7  
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The boundary starts from the confluence of Chomaturi and Karuyana Rivers 

along Karuyana River westwards up to the district boundary and Muzarabani 

follow the district boundary up to St Alberts Mission so as to exclude it then 

hence north eastwards along the Muzarabani district boundary past Nyapfuta 

and Nyamharapara mountains to the source of Chomaturi river, along  

Chomaturi River southwards up to the starting point.  An This area is bounded 

by the following coordinates, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:     

327810.72,  8173070.33;   326169.28,  8178831.66 

322199.25,  8179685.75;   329999.96,  8171791.78;   329162.89,  8175575.40 

323809.40,  8173731.94;   325691.84,  8171652.46;   320373.88,  8175340.44 

317597.92,  8177729.28. 

WARD 8  

The boundary starts from the eastern foot of Mt Matindu in the Mavhuradonha 

mountain, follows the district boundary eastwards to Mt Chimwaya, further 

eastwards along the summit of the mountain range to a tributary of Musingwa 

River, then follows that stream southwards to Musingwa River and proceeds 

due south along another tributary of Musingwa River to its source and then 

further southwards to the source of Chinyati stream then follows Chinyati 

stream southwards to its confluence with Karoyi River, then north westwards 

along Karoyi River to Chakoma School Dam.  Hence south westwards past 

Nyandiro dam to Dotito-St Alberts road, then westwards along the Dotito-St 

Alberts road to the eastern boundary of Nohwedza village, due southwest to the 

northern foot of Divamombe mountain, then northwards along the foot of 

Divamombe mountain to Fusire River, then southwards along Fusire River to 

its confluence with Karuyana River, then along Karuyana River north-

westwards to its confluence with Kamugove River it proceeds northwards to the 

western boundary of Mugombedza village, then along the western boundaries 
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of Mugombeza, Nyanzara and Chimhanda villages so as to include them, then 

northwards to the eastern foot of Mt Mafindu which is the starting point.  This 

area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:     

348364.28,  8172995.82;   346288.22,  8171786.67 

348278.48,  8179646.69;   347968.55,  8177307.46;   341956.10,  8167655.22 

339303.01,  8169840.03;   343898.06,  8172626.01;   344384.47,  8169225.58 

336565.15,  8171149.31;   339958.16,  8178224.18;   343688.41,  8179492.46 

335297.84,  8175984.88;   335144.39,  8172840.05;   337766.00,  8169051.04 

348278.48,  8179646.69;   335298.47,  8178802.86. 

 

WARD 9  

The ward starting from the confluence of Karoyi River and Kamutombo 

stream,along the stream north westwards to its source, then to a plateau 

northwards so as to include Kagwambu and Gwashure village, to the northern 

boundary of Gwashure village, then east wards to Karoyi River, so as to include 

Kanosvamhira village, then along Karoyi River southwards to its confluence 

with Kamutombo stream which is the starting point.  This area is bounded by 

the following coordinates , Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:     

346246.61,  8167114.68;   349913.36,  8164824.55;   349937.28,  

8167627.87;   348278.78,  8169787.83;   350066.76,  8164684.45. 

 

WARD 10  
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An area of land bounded by a line starting from Sungwa mountain along 

Mavhuradonha mountain range, southwards and generally southwards along 

Chidzanya River to where it crosses the road from Chipokerere Dam to 

Chibarachidiki mountain. Hence, northwards along this range of mountains to 

Chinamanyika mountain, to a point where the line touches Chipokerere River 

then further north to join the eastern boundary of Chisunga village. Hence 

north-westwards to Mavuradonha Mountain then Westwards to the starting 

point.    This area is bounded by the following coordinates, Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 354879.73, 8182513.73 ; 354289.59, 

8168081.66 ; 364936.42, 8165863.27 ; 364177.58, 8172530.25 ; 259949.73, 

8182400.84. 

WARD 11  

An area of land bounded by a line starting from the western side of  

Mavhuradonha mountains, south-eastwards hence south-eastwards along 

Nyabote River to a point where the line leaves Donge River northwards to a 

point where the line meets Mukumbura River hence westwards to the starting 

point.  This area is bounded by the following, universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  359987.98, 8182400.84 ; 368167.58, 8175583.27 ; 381251.22, 

8173667.88 ; 380510,23, 8180822.69.  

WARD 12  

An area of land bounded by a line starting from the peak of Chibara Chidiki 

mountain past between beacon 1143 and 1185 due eastwards to Chironga Hill 

hence northeast to the confluence of Nyabote and Donge Rivers then along 

Nyabote River westwards to the confluence of Nyabote and Chipokerere Rivers 

hence southwards to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 
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Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 364899.73, 8165875.70 ; 376239.91, 

8165029.61 ; 377540.78, 8174352.55 ;m368272.05, 8175503.89. 
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WARD 13  

Starting from the point where the southern property boundary of farm 599 

meets Ruva River northwards to the northern property boundary of farm 610, 

then along the district southwards to the southern boundary of farm 541, then 

along the western boundaries of farms 541,542,540 stateland. 501-

505,514,511,345,346,348,349,586,589 and the southern boundaries of farms 

592-594,596-599 northwest to Ruya River so as to include them along Ruya 

River northeast to the starting point.   This area is bounded by the following 

coordinates, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:     396599.49,  

8153175.78;   395240.97,  8156738.08; 393600.82,  8147942.20;   397246.88,  

8148385.99;   389060.55,  8162731.01; 386850.84,  8165817.86;   391926.81,  

8156482.26;   389623.00,  8158675.96; 379109.98,  8161828.30;   382386.28,  

8160059.64;   383426.00,  8168847.09; 380467.56,  8165619.08;   388825.01,  

8152672.92;   389921.60,  8151230.64; 386239.11,  8159089.15;   386179.10,  

8155656.80; 

WARD 14  

Starting from the confluence of Ruya River and on unnamed stream west of 

Chimumvuri village and Bgwas Dip, along the stream generally Northwards to 

the western boundary of Mufundirwa village, then due northeast to an 

unnamed stream north of Nyamhembwe Dam, then along that stream 

northwest to Chibara Chidiki Hill then generally eastwards along the northern 

boundaries of Nyamazizi school, Kudyanyemba village, Muzanembi and Rowi 

villages then to the northern foot of Chironga Hill, then southeastwards to the 

confluence of Nyamutengeni and Ruya Rivers and then along Ruya River 

generally south-westwards to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by 

the following coordinates, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  376355.19,  

8164952.10;   371359.55,  8164931.55; 380777.24,  8164108.45;   364491.33,  
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8164204.39;   363582.44,  8161485.97; 380777.24,  8164108.45;   366387.15,  

8164959.38;   367623.48,  8155743.82; 371632.86,  8156023.72;   362942.28,  

8160248.04;   378946.52,  8159166.55; 380638.01,  8162894.12;   364146.08,  

8157498.79;   375238.15,  8157632.14;  

WARD 15  

Starting from the confluence of Ruya and Karoyi River, along Karoyi River 

Northwards to its confluence with a tributary on the western boundary of 

Chidzimba village, then along that tributary northwards to the northern 

boundary of Maguta village, then eastwards to an unnamed stream west of 

Nyatsanga Dam, follow that stream northwards to Chibara Chinamanyika Hill 

then along the top of Hill range eastwards to an unnamed stream north 

Nyamhembwe Dam, along that stream southwards to the northern boundary of 

Katsande village then along the western boundary of that village south 

westwards, so as to exclude it to an unnamed stream east of Chigora 1 village 

southwards to its confluence with another unnamed stream west of Masango 

village, along the stream southeast wards to its confluence with Ruya River, 

and then along Ruya River westwards to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following coordinates , Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:     365205.59,  8162513.82;   362947.37,  8160550.17;   

358389.26,  8166586.91;   365335.94,  8155242.30;   360749.84,  

8154668.57;   363343.08,  8166015.61;   364321.17,  8157764.35;   

350808.20,  8159595.87;   351933.62,  8163062.03;   356362.87,  

8154904.79;   356450.58,  8166620.14;   356450.58,  8166620.14;   

353167.73,  8157590.01;   353878.92,  8166201.48. 

WARD 16  

Starting from the confluence of Ruya and Karuyana Rivers, Karuyana River 

northwestwards to the Mount Darwin – Dotito road then along  the road 

northwards to Chiutsa River, then along Chiutsa River southwards to its 
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confluence with Karoyi River, along Karoyi River northwards to its confluence 

with Mubika stream, follow the stream northwards to its source at the western 

source to the western edge of the Chibara Hills, then along the top Hills 

eastwards to Chibara Chinamanyika, then along Nyamhamha River 

southwards to the southern boundary of Chibaya village, follow the southern 

boundary of that village westwards to a tributary of Karoi River which flows to 

the south, along that stream to Karoyi River to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following coordinates, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  352290.22,  8158151.57;  349652.05,  8160700.03 

351937.22, 8152930.87;   346705.45, 8154398.54;   349697.04, 8152407.75 

354950.07, 8155438.31;   347239.06, 8158201.67 

 

WARD 17 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northern most corner of 

Tsungubvi Primary School hence eastwards along Shawarunzi Road up to 

southeastern peg of stand number 341 so as to include it hence 

northeastwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with Zororo Avenue, 

then eastwards along Zororo Avenue up to the north-eastern corner peg of 

stand 1364, then northwestwards along an open ground to the 

Glendale/Chiweshe highway so as to include the old sewer ponds, then 

northwards along this road up the north-eastern peg of Glendale district club 

and then westwards and southwards along the district club boundary up to the 

junction of west road and road 1033, then south-westwards along west road up 

to the junction of west road and the unnamed 20m wide road on the northern 

side of Westvile.  Then westwards along this road to the north-western peg of 

stand number 90 and then southwards to a point it meets the 

Concession/Glendale road, then westwards along the Glendale/Concession 
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road to the junction of this road and Cottco road.  A line is drawn from this 

point along Cottco due southwards and eastwards so as to include GMB, 

Quton up to the junction of Cottco and Sally Mugabe road.  Then south-

eastwards along an unnamed road so as to exclude stands 565,566 and the 

Anglican Church stand and include stands 455,470 and 367,370.  Then 

northwards along the western boundary of Tsungubvi Primary School to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following coordinates, Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  347226.21, 8157124.08;   348922.95, 

8161120.38;   343319.02, 8157959.90;   344878.18, 8155231.00;   338331.13, 

8167769.39;   340436.81, 8170071.95;   339599.62, 8164327.89;   342960.05, 

8158556.11;  340343.20, 8161576.82;   350542.50,  8163583.36;   352083.59,  

8160523.29; 347774.39,  8166462.51;   343712.59,  8167374.53;   344228.17,  

8167075.41; 344228.17,  8167075.41. 

 

WARD 18 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mwenje River 

and Mazowe River hence eastwards along Mazowe River to Bindura/Mazowe 

district boundary hence southwards along the district boundary to the south-

eastern beacon of Brecon Farm hence westwards and northwards along the 

property boundaries of Brecon, Watchfield, Bandari, Clifton, Virginia estates 

and Sleamish Estates so as to include them to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following coordinates, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates.    335651.62, 8160498.97; 331656.53,  8157492.43;   339224.81,  

8166893.65;   327294.96,  8159288.72; 331730.30,  8161596.91;   339646.71,  

8163505.50;   328244.20,  8157442.43; 330033.33,  8171611.06;   330033.33,  

8171611.06;   325630.96,  8171509.17; 335604.11,  8171416.46;   338251.69,  

8169579.30;   327772.91,  8173244.36; 321085.81,  8167746.61;   325032.27,  
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8165399.69;   324273.93,  8172500.93; 331071.33,  8163560.06;   332211.79,  

8171127.32;   321622.08,  8171352.14; 328288.21,  8166378.54. 

 

WARD 19 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from north western point of Mazowe 

Dam hence northwards along Mazowe River to its confluence with Nemhara 

River on the east of Yarrowdale Farm boundary hence southwards westwards 

and northwards along the boundary line of Yarrodale Farm so as to include it 

to the western boundaries of the following properties Spitzkop, Cornucopia and 

Laurencedale so as to include them to Mazowe River hence southwards along 

Mazowe River to the north western beacon of Bloomfield Farm hence eastwards 

and north-eastwards and southwards along the boundary of Bloomfield Farm 

so as to include it to an unnamed stream hence south-eastwards and north-

eastwards along the northern and north-eastern boundary of Maggies Dale 

farm so as to the include it to the northern property boundary of Surtic farm so 

as to include it to the Bindura/Mazowe district boundary hence southwards to 

the southwestern beacon of Valeria Farm hence south-westwards along Valeria 

Farm boundary so as to include it to Mazowe River, hence northwards along 

Mazowe River,  westwards and southwards along the later river to a point 

where a straight line is drawn westwards to the northern property boundary of 

University College dairy farm so as to exclude it and along the property 

boundary to iron Mask Range hence northwards along the crest of the range to 

the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following coordinates, Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.    331303.59,  8161374.84;   331437.19,  

8163872.38;   326868.25,  8159066.66;   326892.52,  8153453.52;   

328019.65,  8157031.74;   317809.04,  8164974.53;   319776.68,  

8162711.67;   321469.59,  8167456.59;   328531.82,  8165963.75;   

325376.06,  8165736.16;   329561.89,  8151608.43;   318607.60,  
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8150397.28;   317719.64,  8152450.67;   321277.81,  8147558.56;   

314611.61,  8140487.85;   318081.72,  8144053.04;   327013.17,  

8146722.63;   326704.11,  8149902.91;   323750.30,  8144727.28;   

314730.08,  8153003.81;   320711.36,  8141899.29;   316933.40,  

8140440.78;   312580.08,  8156522.78;   314764.72,  8153489.98;   

319408.97,  8155852.49;   316569.03,  8158613.23;   319505.01,  8159625.72  

 

WARD 20 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the western beacon of Mgutu 

Farm hence north-eastwards and eastwards along Mgutu Farm boundary so as 

to include it up to a point it meets the south-western beacon of Hidden Valley 

Farm, then northwards to a point it meets south-western beacon of Spelonken 

Estate,  then eastwards along its southern boundary so as to exclude it to a 

point it touches the Mazowe River, then northwards along Mazowe River to the 

north-western beacon of Theford Farm, then north-eastwards along the Theford 

boundary to its northern beacon.  A line drawn from this beacon due 

southwards along the Mazowe/Goromonzi district boundary up to the 

southeast beacon of A Teviotdale Farm, then westwards along the 

Mazowe/Harare District boundary to a point it meets the south-western beacon 

of Rendauch and then northwards and westwards along the Mazowe/Zvimba 

District boundary to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

coordinates, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  328373.21,  8157130.21;   

332009.29,  8157757.91;   329815.32,  8151886.61;   326624.61,  

8153687.95;   340676.97,  8161126.13;   343210.15,  8157968.84;   

336004.38,  8160764.44;   335831.02,  8152328.71;   335563.26,  

8150228.95;   343269.79,  8157947.93;   339943.22,  8155172.98;   

326555.25,  8150264.65;   339999.47,  8163770.97;   332627.48,  

8148077.97;328484.68,  8146975.73 
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WARD 21 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the north-east beacon of Mbebi 

jesey Farm southwards along the eastern boundaries of Mbebi Jesey Farm, 

Springvale farm Muruwati Farm, Stockdale Farm and Gwebiwood Farm up to 

the south-eastern boundary up to the south most beacon of Berea Extension 

Farm.  Then northwards along the western boundaries of Berea Extension and 

A of Neitherfield Farm up to the nothern most beacon of A Neitherfield Farm.  

Then eastwards along the northern boundaries of Belgonie, Bellevue, tatagura 

and Mbeki Jesey Farm so as to include them to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following coordinates, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates.   340774.26, 8150147.40;   337194.65, 8149638.62;   346847.91, 

8154366.49;   345065.65, 8151528.29;   344588.48, 8157191.58;   346209.45, 

8154338.35;   336459.26, 8152763.24;   340571.45, 8155607.51. 

 

WARD 22  

Starting from a point where Ruya  River meets the eastern boundary of Tillson 

Estate, then southeast along this boundary to northeastern corner of Lismore 

village.  Then eastwards along the northern boundary of Tsakare C village.  

Hence southwards along the eastern boundary of Tsakare A, B and D villages 

to Mupfuri River.  Then generally southwest to the District boundary with 

Shamva, hence along the district boundary to a point where it meets join Ruya 

River then northeast along Ruya to the starting point.  This area is bounded by 

the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:     319263.11,  

8138934.95;   324221.57,  8138291.77 

321070.30,  8142518.30;   326016.44,  8134231.28;   328944.27,  8137678.82 

317623.96,  8140462.70;   340258.66,  8136778.35;   331695.67,  8147582.44 
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337760.04,  8143706.89;   324454.88,  8144928.27;   324668.76,  8135988.68 

340071.20,  8139846.72;   327462.53,  8147245.15;   337792.08,  8147562.94 

334575.89,  8149995.56;   333915.31,  8137141.41;   338886.34,  8136604.00 

WARD 23 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the south-western Beacon of 

Marshfield Farm on Mazowe/Zvimba district boundary hence northwards along 

the district boundary to the north-western beacon of Barwick “A” so as to 

include it hence north-eastwards along the northern boundaries of Cainsmore 

and Barwick Estates so as to include them and southwards along the eastern 

boundary of Lazy Ranch and eastwards along the property boundary of 

Leeusrust Farm so as to include them southwards along the boundaries of 

Klein Kopjes, Oudekraal, Netherlands, Mooileefte and Sandown Farms so as to 

include then to Mazowe/Zvimba district boundary hence westwards along this 

boundary to the starting point.   338667.06,  8150109.37;   337361.14,  

8148319.71;   347329.52,  8152472.62;   351937.22,  8152930.87;   

350143.37,  8147282.01; 351846.03,  8150186.02;   341324.80,  8146491.40;   

346290.20,  8146259.35; 343134.41,  8150568.94. 

 

WARD 24 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the north western beacon of 

Ruorka Ranch hence south-eastwards along the northern boundaries of the 

following properties, Ruorka Ranch CValifornia estate, Horta estate, the Three 

Sisters and Musoro Dhoni Farm so as to include them hence southwards, 

westwards and southwards along the boundaries of Mountain Home estate, 

Nyandiwi and Barwick estate so as to include them hence westwards along the 

southern boundaries of Wychwood Farm so as to include it to Mazowe/Zvimba 

district boundary hence northwards along this boundary to the starting point.    
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This area is bounded by the following coordinates, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  362195.01,  8150810.21; 350195.15,  8146655.43; 

367187.77,  8154887.01; 357127.56,  8145554.48; 360591.09,  8147926.70; 

364716.78,  8151866.03; 353745.07,  8144311.42; 353664.93,  8154082.29; 

358252.94,  8154681.45; 350789.60,  8147301.34; 367424.66,  8155643.76; 

367424.66,  8155643.76; 352290.71,  8150582.44;  362940.44,  8154393.38. 

 

WARD 25 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the summit of Ndire Mountain 

hence northwards along the eastern boundaries of Banff, Skyetekke, Arda and 

Hasfa Farms to the north-eastern beacon of Hasfa Farm so as to exclude 

Chiweshe Communal Lands.  Then generally westwards along the northern 

bondaries of Hasfa, Petra and Blighty Farms to the north-western beacon of 

Blighty Farm.  Then southwards along the western boundaries of Blighty, 

Machere, Wendiri and Kartu Farms up to the south-western beacon of Kartu 

Farm so as to include them.  Then south-westwards along the boundaries of 

Maori Range, Ethel Grange and Nangura Farms up to the south-western 

beacon of Nangura Farm.  Then south-westwards along the boundaries of 

Nangura Farm to its south-eastern beacon then southwards along the western 

boundary of The Rivers Farm to the summit of Musorodoni Mountain.  Then 

south-eastwards along the western boundaries of The Rivers A farm to a point 

it touches Garamapudzi River.  Then eastwards along Garamapudzi River up to 

the south most beacon of Glenbrook Farm, then northwards along the eastern 

boundaries with Glenbrook, Ndiri South Extension, Ndiri South, Ndiri and 

Ndiri B Farms, then northwards along the eastern boundaries with Glenbrook, 

Ndiri Extension, Ndiri South, Ndiri B Farms up to the north-eastern beacon of 

Ndiri B Farm so as to include the/m then eastwards to the starting point.  This 

area is bounded by the following coordinates, Universal Transverse Mercator 
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(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates. 374985.28,  8150672.14; 374821.37,  8154051.76;   367659.64,  

8147448.59;   374052.54,  8156986.98;   374052.54,  8156986.98;   

371567.30,  8149671.94;   364717.75,  8151833.37; 362162.39,  8150808.98;   

370878.26,  8155297.98;   363532.64,  8145777.14; 374368.34,  8155887.88;   

367170.41,  8154859.32;   360598.44,  8147894.86. 

 

WARD 26 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the south most beacon of 

Mandindindi Farm hence westwards along the northern boundaries of Hariana, 

Cairo and Brotheton Farms, up to the north-western beacon of Brotherton 

Farm then southwards along the western boundaries of Brotherton Farm and 

Whaddon Chase Farm up to the south-western beacon of Whaddon Chase 

Farm, then westwards along the district boundary to the north-western beacon 

of Eastwolds Farm, then eastwards along  the northern boundary of Eastwolds 

Farm up to its north-eastern beacon then southwards along the eastern 

boundary of Eastwolds Farm up to south-eastern beacon then eastwards along 

its boundary so as to exclude Mvurwi T/ship up to the north-western beacon of 

Pembi Chase Farm. Then eastwards along the northern boundaries of Pembi 

Chase, Blanco and Vigila Farms to the north-eastern beacon of Vigila farm so 

as to include them, then southwards along the eastern boundary of Vgila farm 

up to its eastern beacon, then south-westwards to the starting point. This area 

is bounded by the following coordinates, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates. 347269.90, 8142457.97;   350596.05, 8143712.03;   345789.79,  

8145970.53;   350154.21,  8146662.62. 
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WARD 27 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from Mazowe/Muzarabani District 

boundary on Musengezi River hence eastwards along the district boundary to 

the summit of Rumanje Estate A, Frogmore Extension Farms up to the south-

eastern beacon of frogmore Farm so as to include them and exclude Chiweshe 

Communal Lands.  Then generally westwards from this point along the 

northern boundaries of Hafa, Hasfa Pertra and Blighty Farms so as to exclude 

them, then northwards along the western boundaries of Frogmore and 

Forrester Estate A up the north-eastern beacon of Chigudu Farm.  Then 

westwards along the southern boundary of Donje Farm so as to include it , 

then northwards along Musengezi River to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following coordinates, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates.    357803.52,  8129986.88;   360565.84,  8130990.92 350363.70,  

8130745.61;   371797.04,  8140511.46;   369920.03,  8139395.59 354045.30,  

8129099.52;   356000.93,  8144518.17;   355556.28,  8140145.20 366866.13,  

8133703.22;   352088.19,  8135438.81;   365978.96,  8139678.22 366513.94,  

8136730.60;   351587.85,  8139810.32;   358778.12,  8146478.05 366664.73,  

8147728.73;   363361.13,  8132548.34;   362340.21,  8145991.40 372585.05,  

8146960.82;   371353.14,  8144304.15;   370811.16,  8148728.92 370811.16,  

8148728.92. 

 

WARD 28 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Mvurwi/ 

Mutorashanga Road and Mvurwi/ Guruve Road hence northwards along 

Guruve Road to an unnamed stream hence north-eastwards along this stream 

and southwards and eastwards along the boundaries of Eastwolds, Pembi A 

and Pembi Chase Farm so as to exclude them, then north-westwards along the 

boundaries remainder of Umvukwe north so as to exclude it and include GMB 
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Depot up to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

coordinates, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  380629.41,  8139511.11;   

378084.84,  8139443.51386016.02,  8141702.67;   371574.56,  8136843.29;   

368766.89,  8136102.64 83921.10,  8139467.82;   374216.69,  8139088.05;   

375664.08,  8150542.53 376724.48,  8152078.18;   375664.08,  8150542.53;   

381691.79,  8148136.36 384694.53,  8145519.14;   372072.31,  8150583.64;   

379651.82,  8152053.48 370518.29,  8139274.78;   372383.38,  8140835.12;   

365612.05,  8136905.59 366767.57,  8139830.84;   372294.92,  8147392.10;   

370692.31,  8145032.27.  

 

WARD 29 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from Mazowe/ Muzarabani district 

boundary on Musengezi River hence westwards and southwards along the 

district boundary to the south-western beacon of Ealing farm hence eastwards 

along the property boundaries Ealing farm, Usaka Estate Pembi A, Pembi Falls 

and Farm so as to include them hence northwards along the property 

boundaries of Egdon, Arrowan, Chigudu and the Pines Farm so as to include 

them to Musengezi River northwards along Musengezi River to the starting 

point.  This area is bounded by the following coordinates, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  374933.71,  8153447.29  376821.48,  8151600.98;   

375534.64,  8158747.41;   373624.62,  8155657.14383591.15,  8159347.53;   

386383.06,  8157899.80;   380657.38,  8153163.38 385138.29,  8154848.26. 

 

WARD 30 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the Summit of Macumbiro 

Mountain hence southwards along the eastern boundary of Macumbiri Farm 
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and westwards along Macumbiri Farm western boundary then north-

westwards along the boundaries of Omeath estate and Chiwira Farm up to the 

north-western beacon of Ruorka Farm, then northwards along the Mazowe/ 

Zvimba district boundary to the north-western beacon of Rhimbick Farm, then 

eastwards along the boundary of this  farm, and Omeath Farm to the south-

western beacon of Whaddon Chase farm, then northwards along the western 

boundaries of Whaddon Chase Farm and Brotherton Farm.  Cairo Farm and 

Hariana farm to a point touches Ruia River to a point where it touches the 

south-eastern beacon of Ruia Estate, then south-westwards along the 

boundary of the farm to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following coordinates, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

374933.71, 8153447.29;   376821.48,  8151600.98;   375534.64,  8158747.41;   

373624.62, 8155657.14;   383591.15,  8159347.53;   386383.06,  8157899.80;   

380657.38,  8153163.38;   385138.29,  8154848.26;   379413.18,  8160232.74 

 

WARD 31  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from confluence of Chiwonde River 

meets Mukumbura River which is the international boundary, then along 

Mukumbura River eastwards to its confluence with Senga River, then follow 

Senga River south eastwards to where it meets Gutsa road, then along Gutsa 

road westwards to the northern and western boundary of Chinamira 2 village, 

then village boundary westwards past Beacon 504 to the source of Murongwe 

River.  Then along Murongwe River northwards to the north eastern boundary 

of Kachuwaire village so as to exclude it, along  the northern boundary of 

Kachuwaire village westwards to Chiwonde River and follow Chiwonde River 

northwards to our starting point.  This Area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   
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 384438.21,  8143945.00382504.57,  8146919.36;   389836.28,  8138424.77;   

381802.86,  8153095.75386163.07,  8155447.32;   385997.18,  8139938.02;   

380209.74,  8150663.61393017.10,  8148617.52;   397233.73,  8146804.74;   

388432.37,  8153478.86397913.82,  8140022.20;   394102.61,  8137789.56;   

389084.92,  8151524.92398836.02,  8143526.47. 

 

WARD 32  

An area of land bounded by a lien drawn Starting from Confluence of 

Musingwa and Chemetera River, then boundary goes westwards straight to the 

Beacon-598 to the District boundary, with Muzarabani, then along  the district 

boundary northwards past Bhinga Hill to where it meets Chiwonde River 

andthen along Chiwonde River up to where a straight line is drawn south 

eastwards to the southern boundary of Dimingu village where it meets 

Musingwa River.  Then along Musingwa River southwards to the starting point.  

This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:       

336395.62,  8195046.33;   340999.64,  8195456.19;   334797.00,  

8201465.88332756.82,  8197298.29;   334813.24,  8205772.26;   340461.39, 

8203479.41335828.57,  8205360.09;   343951.45,  8197063.52;   342381.45,  

8199800.10 344318.14,  8194269.18 

 

WARD 33  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Matongwe and 

Mukumbura Rivers following the Zimbabwe/Mozambique international border 

south-eastwards to the top of Gungwa Mountain to the west of Ruya River then 

south-westwards to the Mavuradonha Mountain at Trigonometrical 1327.6 
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then northwards to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 378323.56, 8195932.00 ; 384308.00, 

8185936.02 ; 396605.69, 8182384.82 ; 374509.31, 8180938.03 ; 374467.78, 

8181011.77. 

WARD 34  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Chipfungwe 

and Nyarandi Rivers the boundary follows Nyarandi River southwards to a 

point where it diverges and meets Mt Darwin – Mukumbura road at the 

Aerodrome, then along the road southwards to Chiswiti turnoff and then 

Chiswiti road westwards to Jocho River then follow the river southwards to the 

mountain range at Beacon 273/P and along the range westwards of the source 

of Chafungwi River and along the river northwards to the  starting point.  This 

area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

377798.14, 8190669.31 ; 374335.01, 8181495.91 ; 366422.22, 8183556.75 ; 

365887.90, 8189541.19 ; 367170.28, 8194189.81. 

 

WARD 35  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn then The boundary starts from the 

confluence of Karuyana and Chomaturi River, along Chomaturi River 

northwards to its source at district boundary with Muzarabani, along the 

district boundary eastwards to the Peak of Mafindu Mountain Past Beacon 

1273 to the south of the northeastern boundary of Chimhanda store and 

Chizura School so as to include them, then to the southern boundary of the 

school to Kamugore River southwards to its confluence with Karuyana River 

then along Karuyana River westwards to the  starting point.  This Area is 

bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 
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(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:      

327155.24,  8177926.13;   329832.61,  8174349.22;   335191.80,  

8172325.96;   335205.19,  8175418.54;   330033.33,  8171611.06;   

334211.15,  8178857.44;   329436.79,  8179116.63;   332725.20,  

8171259.59. 

 

WARD 36  

An area of land bounded by a line starting from the northern foot of 

Divamombe Mountain, the boundary goes north eastwards along the western 

boundaries of Njenge, Nyamupfukudza and Kutsonga villages so as to include 

them to the Dotito-St Alberts road, following  the road eastwards to the eastern 

boundary of Kutsonga village then north eastwards past Nyandiro Dam to 

Chakoma School Dam, then along Karonga River eastwards to its confluence 

with Chinyati stream, then along that stream northwards to its source and 

continue northwards along two tributaries of Musingwa River to the top of 

Mavhuradonha Mountains, then follow the top of mountain range eastwards to 

Musingwa River, along Musingwa River southwards to its confluence with 

Chidzanya River, then along Chidzanya River southwards to its source and 

continue southwards along the eastern boundaries of Chisunga, 

Madzikangava, Mukombwe and Kanosvamhira villages to Mubika River, then 

along Mubika River eastern of Kanosvamhira village, along the western 

boundaries of Kanosvamhira and Gwashure villages so as to exclude them to 

Kamutombo stream;  then along the stream southwards and then westwards to 

its source, then west to the south western boundary of Chigogo villages so as to 

include it, to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  352788.50, 8178337.97 ; 348283.73, 

8178864.02 ; 347527.46, 8170700.79 ; 344107.78, 8171983.17 ; 344206.16, 
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8167116.71 ; 347231.53, 8170043.16 ; 348941.36, 8167215.35 ; 351867.82, 

8163197.21. 

 

WARD 37  

An area of land bounded by a line starting from a point on Donga River at then 

northwards to Mukumbura River to a point where the line meets Ruya River 

and Donga River; hence eastwards to the starting point.  The Area is  bounded 

by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  380500.21, 

8180794.66 ; 399439.96, 8182307.21 ; 391745.69, 8178887.53 ; 386418.88, 

8172574.28 ; 344206.43, 8167083.82. 

 

WARD 38  

An area of land bounded by a line starting from the confluence of Donga and 

Ruya Rivers, then along Ruya River southwards to Nhoro-Chironga road.  

Hence the boundary goes to the northern foot of Chironga hill, follow the foot of 

Chironga hill; then along to the northern boundaries of Rowi and Muzanembi 

villages so as to exclude them to a footpath, then follow the footpath north-

wards to where it meets Donga River and then follow Donga River eastwards to 

our starting point.  The area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  385166.37,  8172456.64380716.81,  8173719.03;   

388811.36,  8170923.72;   380635.39,  8164584.23376852.12,  8164948.29;   

382805.79,  8168091.27;   375243.14,  8168994.50386399.72,  8170563.40;   

376816.69,  8173536.79 

 

WARD 39  
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An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where the eastern 

boundary of Molesy farm meets Mupfuri River, hence generally southwest along 

Mupfuri River; to a point where the western boundary of Camperdown farm 

meets Mupfuri then northwest along this boundary to the peak of Thackeray 

Mountain; hence it follows the eastern boundary of Tsakare C village to join the 

northern boundary of Mazowe Agricultural Estate.  Then eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Mazowe Agricultural Estate to Thornhill road.  hence 

southwards along Thornhill road where the eastern boundary of Molesy farm 

meets this road,  hence southeast wards along the eastern boundary of Molesy 

farm to our starting point.  The Area is bounded by the following, Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:    

341417.88,  8146485.43 338084.44,  8144469.22;  347331.79,  8142384.30;  

342852.01,  8138434.54 344256.97,  8140803.85;  345749.12,  8145875.02;   

339508.98,  8140455.23 

WARD 40 

An area of land bounded by a line starting from a point where Mufuri River 

crosses Bindura/Mt Darwin Road South-westwards to point where the river 

leaves the map; hence southeastwards to where the line crosses the 

Shamva/Mt Darwin District Administrative boundary; hence further 

southwards to the north-east of Madziva School as to exclude it; hence north 

eastwards following the boundary to the west of Nyagukutu Dam so as to 

exclude it to a point on Mt Darwin  Mountain at Trigonometrical beacon 

1508.8; hence northwest wards along the property boundary of Muskam Farm 

hence south-east wards and northwards to meet Mutondwe River on the south-

west side of the dam, hence northwards to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following coordinates, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates. 353879.71,  8139075.77;   355694.20,  8142674.56;   351518.77,  
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8138493.57;   346752.50,  8131196.71;   350393.19,  8134552.19;   

343817.76,  8131847.47;   340669.57;  8136747.72;   342675.14,  

8132895.56;   343545.65,  8139217.84;   348598.52,  8143957.73;   

345775.32,  8141171.06;   351931.06,  8144800.30.                   

RUSHINGA  RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL  

WARD 1 

An area of land bound by a line drawn from, the confluence of Mazowe and 

Mpita Rivers, then northwards along Mpita River to  Nyakapanza hills then 

northwards along Nyakapanza to the source of Nyamvi River then follow it 

northwards up to Nyamatokwe Range of hills.  It then stretches 

northeastwards, then northwards along the range to the Zimbabwe-

Mozambique International boundary.  Then southeastwards, then southwards 

along the International Boundary to Nyakaka range of hills then south 

eastwards along the hills to Mazowe River.  Then follows Mazowe River 

westwards to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35.. South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

474071.78,  8153536.18 ; 472346.06,  8154466.43 470506.80,  8155252.01 ; 

468673.43,  8156045.67 ; 468431.72,  8157880.04 ; 468682.43,  8159864.26 ;  

468933.13,  8161848.49 ; 469183.84,  8163832.71 ; 468790.65,  8165456.84 ; 

466991.28,  8166329.93 ; 465191.91,  8167203.01 ; 463458.92,  8167901.80 ; 

463410.12,  8165990.16 ; 461818.52,  8165448.59 ; 459964.90,  8164798.35 ; 

460288.14,  8163234.09 ; 460086.37,  8161628.05 ;   460477.23,  8159815.03  

461558.99,  8158228.93 ; 461075.41,  8156482.52 ; 460962.26,  8154953.18 ;   

460659.89,  8153448.72 ; 460677.06,  8152391.54 ; 461369.42,  8151207.11 ; 

462843.98,  8151313.39 ; 464352.05,  8150205.04 ;  466053.66,  8149201.84  

467905.38,  8149732.47 ; 469568.81,  8150590.30 ; 471453.98,  8151096.45; 

473012.22,  8152244.83. 
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WARD 2 

An area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyamakuni 

River and Mazowe River stretching northwards along Nyamakuni River to 

Tsimburwe Hill.   Then northwest wards along the hill.  A straight line is drawn 

from Tsimburwe Hill to Nyamuzeya-Mukosa road so as to include Simbi 

Village.  Another straight line is drawn from the named road to the source of 

Chitoto River, then northwards along Chitoto River to the Zimbabwe-

Mozambique Internation Boundary.  Then winds southeastwards to 

Nyamakotwe range of hills.  A straight line is drawn from Nyamatokwe hills 

southeastwards to Nyamvi  River then soutwards along Nyamvi  River to its 

confluence with  Mputa River, then wouthwards along Mpita River up to 

Mazowe River.  It then turns westwards along Mazowe River to the starting 

point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone . South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  463526.92,  8168010.89; 461728.31,  8168885.51 ; 459937.99,  

8169777.01   458698.68,  8169253.62; 458131.28,  8167673.27 ;   457816.14,  

8166245.03  456882.66,  8164701.74;   455796.18,  8164255.87 ; 454007.68,  

8165057.30 453267.27,  8164053.54; 454623.44,  8162626.40 ; 454889.38,  

8160912.92 454321.16,  8159049.98; 453527.66,  8157350.82 ; 452632.10,  

8155949.31   452115.32,  8154357.79; 452024.88,  8152836.66 ;   451765.87,  

8151146.99  453398.97,  8150356.70; 455065.46,  8149347.46 ; 456950.15,  

8149282.97 458880.80,  8149735.97; 460719.42,  8150346.37 ; 461257.64,  

8151665.02 461196.88,  8152678.41; 460931.18,  8153906.50 ; 460672.75,  

8155490.43 461057.05,  8157061.32;   461399.59,  8158861.85 ;   460052.94, 

8160321.35 460383.20,  8162196.60 ; 459828.56,  8163704.54 ; 460568.50,  

8165064.93 ; 462482.23,  8165478.20 ;   463256.46,  8166632.03. 

WARD 3 

Bound by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyamakuni River and Mazowe 

River then northwards along  Nyamakuni River to Tsimburwe Hills, then 
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westwards along Donga River to its confluence with Nyagukutu River east  of 

Chitange School, then north westwards along Nyagukutu River to its 

northwards source on the Mary Mount Mukosa Road, then southwestwards 

along the road to Nyatura River then continues sotuwestwards past jerenje Hill 

to the source of Matonhora River, then wouthwestwards along Matonhora River 

to it confluence with Bopoma River so as to include  Mutemachani Village, then 

southwards along Bopoma River to Mazowe River, follow that river  eastwards 

to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone. South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

441410.62,  8153577.55 ; 443173.26,  8153762.00 ; 444890.83,  8153731.20 ; 

446652.51,  8153498.83 ; 448470.80,  8152789.10 ; 449956.40,  8151519.44 ; 

451815.93,  8151364.70 ; 451786.83,  8152795.39 ; 452199.38,  8154626.99 ;   

452892.57,  8155843.97 ; 453702.53,  8157566.87 ; 454468.55,  8159292.03 ;   

454943.41,  8161182.87 ; 454437.19,  8162840.24 ; 453189.22,  8163994.80 ; 

451477.11,  8164290.66 ;   449929.07,  8163985.94 ; 447940.77,  8163812.51  

447057.85,  8165127.15 ; 445735.08,  8165896.91 ;   444107.80,  8167022.43 

443479.20,  8165474.62 ;   443532.81,  8163576.54 ; 443710.04,  8161952.08  

442069.65,  8160892.05; 440781.77,  8159408.19 ; 440494.71,  8157499.98  

440310.70,  8155890.94 ;440470.57,  8154591.31. 

WARD 4 

This ward stretches from the confluence of Tsvinje River and Mazowe River, 

Hence eastwards along Mazowe River to Bopoma River, then northwards along 

Bopoma River to its confluence with Chimombwe River.  A straight line is 

drawn south westwards up to Tsvinge River.  It then stretches southwards 

along this river to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  
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435380.82,  8152090.70 ; 437245.12,  8152399.50 ;   439022.62,  8153186.33 

440953.26,  8153315.27 ;   440475.37,  8154550.63 ; 440287.06,  8155859.30 

440489.14,  8157459.07 ; 439412.33,  8158511.36 ; 438144.15,  8159884.58 ; 

436689.03,  8160643.29 ; 436023.55,  8161723.68 ; 435529.64,  8162511.40 ; 

4742.11,  8163927.17 ; 434296.97,  8165280.67 ; 432676.75,  8166019.97 ; 

430974.73,  8165353.73 ; 429146.55,  8165830.23 ; 428336.28,  8165166.20 ; 

428214.02,  8163477.29 ; 428752.13,  8161956.99 ; 430549.30,  8161262.12 ; 

430846.01,  8160436.22 ; 431809.19,  8158978.49 ; 432539.31,  8157326.18 ; 

433425.96,  8155956.57 ; 433997.26,  8154701.14 ; 434224.01,  8153218.19. 

 

WARD 5 

An area which stretches along Murova River southwards from its confluence 

with Kano River up to Janjimoyo Hill  then turns northeastwards across 

Jinjimoyo hill Mukonde Hill then follows Mukonde hill eastwards up to Tsvinje  

River, then southeastwards along Tsvingje River up to its confluence with an 

unnamed stream.  It then turns  northeastwards along this team, passing 

through Kasore Highlands up to the confluence of Bopoma and  Chimombwe 

Rivers, then follows Chimombwe River northwards up to Makuni-Nyanhewe 

Road.  It winds westwards passing through Bopoma dam, Ngoma Hill up to 

Tsokoto Hill, then stretches westwards across Tsokoto Hill to Kano River, then 

follows Kano River south west wards to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone .. South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

430375.11, 8160632.24;   429909.08,  8161373.63;   428554.66,  8162566.61  

428006.78,  8163892.23 ; 428283.17,  8165819.13 ;   427474.39,  8167328.62 

426062.96,  8168067.38 ; 427132.75,  8169606.38 ;   426879.50,  8171137.94  

427401.46,  8172653.14 ; 426172.44,  8171726.66 ; 424707.55,  8170399.34  

423124.11,  8169229.32 ; 421253.50,  8168636.14 ; 419634.48,  8168429.71  

420168.91,  8166647.93; 421703.53,  8165836.69; 423079.42,  8164757.58   
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422900.58,  8163655.30 ; 422003.04,  8162164.82;   423302.13,  8161729.16; 

25185.62,  8162401.84 ;   427043.38,  8162972.72 ; 428381.31,  8161486.13;  

WARD 6 

An This area is bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Kasenzi and 

Murowa Rivers, hence generally northwards along Murowa River up to Zvidowa 

Hills, then westwards along the Hills to Kasenzi-Katakura, then southwards 

along the road to katakurea-Ganganyama-Kasenzi Road junction, which is the 

source of Kasenzi River, and then southeastwards along Kasenzi River to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone .. South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

423261.52,  8160299.72;422099.10,  8161658.82; 422454.83,  8163446.19; 

423044.40,  8164652.50 ; 421781.84,  8165758.38; 420165.96,  8166537.21; 

419720.97,  8168360.53 ; 417846.19,  8168949.58 ;416120.05,  8168381.19; 

415169.52,  8167164.52; 416663.41,  8166101.96;   417451.52,  8164604.68; 

419019.69, 8163615.45; 419229.70,  8162448.84; 419550.02,  

8160933.50;421104.67,  8160391.89. 

WARD 7 

The ward is bound by a line drawn from the point where Kahira River meets 

the Zimbabwe-Mozambique International Boundary, hence, generally 

southwards along Kahira River to its source in the Zvidowa Range of hills, then 

westwards along the hills to Kasenzi-Katakura Road, then southwestwards 

along the road to the Katakura-Kasenzi-Ganganyama Road, hence a straight 

line is drawn to the source of Nyambiti River, then northwestwards along 

Nyambiti River to its confluence with its tributary on Grid Reference 718113,  

then northwards along that stream to Katakura-Ganganyama Road, then 

northwards along the road to the southeastern foot of Ganganyama Mountain 

on Grid Reference 806089, hence a straight line is drawn northeastwards to 
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meet the Zimbabwe-Mozambique International Boundary on Grid Reference 

825096 and then eastwards along the boundary to the starting point.  This 

area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone .. 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

418370.51,  8169826.91; 418766.64,  8171250.73; 419633.64,  8172235.91; 

419219.81,  8173637.52; 420360.45,  8174441.33;   420515.13,  8175464.90; 

420679.49,  8176512.11; 421136.43,  8177537.13; 421159.36,  8179067.40; 

421819.57,  8180209.41;   421083.84,  8181515.50; 420804.51,  8182834.79; 

421465.28,  8183431.65;  421465.28,  8183431.65;   419509.59,  8183214.14; 

417524.75,  8183110.75; 415532.14,  8183017.01; 413533.18,  8182953.32; 

411535.27,  8182861.94; 410905.23,  8181803.63; 410652.73,  8180178.55; 

410207.27,  8178467.74; 410386.65,  8176659.62; 411135.02,  8175267.18; 

411078.91,  8174014.07; 411672.21,  8172394.13; 411909.72,  8170934.00; 

412780.72,  8169386.95; 413255.76,  8167760.59; 414674.61,  8167106.49; 

415946.37,  8168334.52; 417484.78,  8169409.03. 

 

WARD 8 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn form the point where Mudzi River 

meets the Zimbabwe-Mozambique boundary then eastwards along the 

Zimbabwe-Mozambique International Boundary to the eastern foot of 

Ganganyama Hill on Grid Reference US 097826, hence a line is drawn 

southwestwards to meet Ganganyama-Katakura Road on Grid Reference US 

089810, then southwards along the road to a tributary of Nyambiti River, then 

southwards along that stream to its confluence with Nyambiti River, then 

southeastwards along Nyambiti River to its source, hence a straight line is 

drawn southwards to Katakura-Ganganyama-Kasenzi Roads junction, hence a 

straight line is  drawn southwestwards to the source of Nyadedzi River from 

which point another straight line is drawn west wards to  Runwa-Chimhanda-

Katakura Road Junction, then northwestwards along Runwa-Chimanda Road 
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to a point on Grid Reference 658045, hence another straight line is drawn 

generally northwards to meet Mudzi River on Grid Reference 744066, and then 

generally northwards Mudzi River to the starting point.  This area is bounded 

by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

404851.77,  8169139.61; 404322.02,  8167535.47; 404302.53,  8166083.66; 

405623.52,  8164926.62; 407082.55,  8164019.81; 409054.99,  8164161.01; 

410970.28,  8164556.13; 412859.77,  8165110.11; 414399.04,  8166315.74; 

413345.70,  8167618.43; 412915.16,  8169304.13; 411969.23,  8170774.14;   

411588.05,  8172244.75; 411192.35,  8173885.26; 411086.07,  8175135.64;   

410362.32,  8176489.71; 410287.13,  8178318.91; 410669.02,  8180028.82; 

410800.21,  8181671.93;   411235.75,  8182835.82; 411235.75,  8182835.82; 

409250.45,  8182660.17; 407251.11,  8182608.87;   405251.76,  8182557.57; 

403252.49,  8182503.94; 401253.25,  8182448.57; 401454.51,  8181283.40; 

402011.36,  8179927.44; 402467.77,  8179483.70; 401933.85,  8178173.45; 

401996.67,  8176958.31; 403405.22,  8176189.66; 404704.14,  8175744.34; 

406342.69,  8174873.41; 406801.60,  8173062.81; 406399.42,  8171130.50;   

405416.34,  8169808.02. 

 

WARD 9 

An This area is bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Shamva and 

Ruya Rivers on the Rushinga-Mount Darwin District boundary going 

northeastwards, along Ruya River to the Zimbabwe-Mozambique International 

Boundary, then eastwards along the International Boundary to Mudzi River. It 

then follows Mudzi River southwards to the  eastern foot of Rukutu Hills on 

Grid Reference 744066, hence a straight line is drawn southwards to a point 

on the  Chimhanda – Runwa Road on Grid Reference 658045, then another 

straight line is drawn to meet Machioko River on Grid Reference 639014, hence 

another straight line is drawn northwards to the source of Bungwe River, then 
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northwards along this river to the northwestern boundary of Kamwaza Village 

on Grid Reference 710004, then  sternwards along this boundary to Shamba 

River and then northwards along this river to our starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone.35 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

402648.27,  8165687.88;   403876.92,  8166235.16; 404584.35,  8167940.32; 

405178.59,  8169503.71; 406400.83,  8170744.25; 406751.04,  8172682.34; 

406612.29,  8174615.65; 404925.58,  8175494.17; 403629.99,  8176108.85; 

402260.33,  8176816.80; 401985.17,  8177845.50; 402184.02,  8179359.40; 

402360.29,  8179857.04; 401599.55,  8180989.87; 401048.98,  8182319.78; 

401013.70,  8182441.94; 397511.95,  8179752.68; 395652.22,  8179147.26;   

393689.84,  8178925.07; 391912.01,  8179037.65; 392660.46,  8177726.13; 

394102.99,  8176412.77;   395413.83,  8175563.84; 396219.51,  8174742.76;    

397631.38,  8173490.58; 398506.31,  8172439.19; 400061.91,  8171449.38; 

400653.22,  8169864.40; 400964.03,  8168142.61; 400783.58,  8166471.79; 

401346.69,  8165247.71; 401986.64,  8163588.93; 402471.04,  8164941.64; 

401013.70,  8182441.94; 399391.83,  8181930.22; 398531.42,  8180189.73. 

 

WARD 10 

An area of land bound by a line drawn from the Dokwe and Ruya River, on the 

Mount Darwin – Rushinga District boundary, hence northeastwards along 

Ruya River to its confluence with Shamva River, then southwards along 

Shamva River to the southern boundary of Chirombo Village, so as to include 

it, then a straight line is drawn southwestwards to meet Bungwe River on Grid 

Reference 710004, hence southwards along Bungwe River to its source, then a 

straight line is drawn southwards to meet Mchioko River on Grid Reference 

639015, then another straight line is drawn eastwards to the source Mwera 

River on the Rushinga-Nyamarodza Road, then northwards along the road to 

Dokwa River and then northwestwards along Dokwe River to the starting point.  
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This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone .. South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

398743.50,  8163521.76; 400324.36,  8162966.65; 401794.05,  8162098.76; 

402200.56,  8163562.68; 401372.35,  8165032.68; 400728.09,  8166259.06; 

400763.80,  8168067.86; 400772.02,  8169685.38; 400234.75,  8171337.75; 

398718.76,  8172387.20; 397737.02,  8173313.01; 396397.04,  8174640.71;    

395627.70,  8175557.98; 394281.12,  8176292.60;   392829.66,  8177586.55; 

391912.35,  8178089.04;   391912.35,  8178089.04; 390805.94,  8176669.40; 

389838.95,  8175423.71; 387979.66,  8174800.42; 387159.62,  8173146.66;   

387005.80,  8171763.57; 388812.87,  8171171.56; 390163.36,  8170810.05; 

391931.34,  8170548.86; 393448.93,  8170337.14; 394194.59,  8168831.47; 

394470.90,  8166872.06; 394489.46,  8165679.27; 395872.40,  8164289.81; 

397101.88,  8163799.30. 

 

WARD 11 

An This area is bounded by a line drawn the confluence of Ruya and Dokwe 

Rivers on the Mount Darwin-Rushinga District boundary, hence 

southeastwards Dokwe River to its confluence with Kakona River, hence a 

straight line is darwn south westwards to the eastern peg of Chesa Farm 

number 578 on the Rushinga-mount Darwin district Boundary, then 

northwestwards along the boundary to Ruya River and then northeastwards 

along Ruya River to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 388811.36,  8170923.72; 387423.51,  

8170322.63; 385539.17,  8170551.41; 384252.21,  8169328.42; 383919.60,  

8168004.13; 385514.96,  8166871.65; 387044.89,  8165609.97; 388417.78,  

8162960.59; 389980.76,  8161909.00; 391459.26,  8163157.22; 392762.15,  

8164607.77; 394192.35,  8165797.25; 394472.58,  8167040.63;   394146.24,  
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8168993.50; 393288.69,  8170371.94; 391778.21,  8170495.10; 390015.33,  

8170857.49. 

 

WARD 12 

It is an area demarcated by a line drawn from the confluence of Madiki River 

and Kakona River southwestwards up to the Mt Darwin-Rushinga district 

Boundary.  It then turns southwards and eastwards along the District 

Boundary up to Masvaire - Gwangwava Road, then follows the road eastwards 

to Mwera River to Rushinga Hills, then due west along the Hills to Mt Darwin 

Road, then due north to the southern boundary to Mukwatsa village so as to 

include it, then eastwards to the source of Mwera River, then northwards to the 

source of Madiki River and then northwestwards along Madiki River to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

394276.64,  8165813.79 ;392850.41,  8164649.73; 391520.98,  8163231.54; 

390039.60,  8161975.22;  390143.25,  8160410.24; 389617.05,  8158561.06; 

389649.24,  8156968.02;   391131.51,  8156094.13; 392773.61,  8156970.82; 

394458.14,  8158033.37; 396266.40,  8158282.13; 397703.82,  8159267.78; 

396294.52,  8159791.12; 394310.40,  8159917.36; 394232.11,  8161844.17; 

395593.37,  8162627.36;   397593.01,  8162589.63; 396896.84,  8163860.67; 

395682.82,  8164421.45; 394292.34,  8165799.41;  

 

WARD 13 

It is an area of land bound by a line drawn from the source of Mvera River on 

the Rushinga-Nyamarodza Road, hence a straight line is drawn northeastwards 

to Chimhanda - Runwa Road east of Runwa Dam, then southwards along the 
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Road Nyambvumbi River, then southwards along Nyambvumbi Dam wall, 

hence a straight line is drawn southwestwards to meet Maguwo River on the 

northern end of Maguwo Dam, then northwestwards along Maguwo River to its 

source, from which point a straight line is drawn northwards to the source of 

Mwera River which is the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

402334.91,  8163452.18; 401681.04,  8162249.64; 400212.22,  8163121.12;    

398596.70,  8163577.73; 397642.67,  8162565.35;   397708.21,  8160566.42; 

398134.42,  8159251.60; 399356.78,  8157988.46; 400512.39,  8156646.33; 

402349.53,  8157436.84; 403713.42,  8158239.65; 405439.30,  8158816.07; 

406839.72,  8160243.94; 406370.05,  8161498.68; 405625.38,  8163293.00; 

405337.58,  8165111.77; 404001.42,  8165991.07;    402432.31,  8165182.88;  

 

WARD 14 

An area of land bound by a line drawn from Zhunje Hill, hence northwards 

along the Rushing-Mount Darwin District Boundary to Musvaire Gwangwava 

Road, then eastwards along that road to Maguwo River, then southeastwards 

along Maguwo River to its confluence with its last tributary east of 

Zvindamwmwa Hills, then westwards along that tributary past Dumbwe range 

to Zhunje Hill which is the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone .. South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 401146.06,  8155598.98; 

399969.10,  8157043.71; 398864.24,  8158469.18;   397635.44,  8158956.81;   

395946.26,  8158193.53; 394788.94,  8157483.74; 396044.37,  8157023.16; 

396406.03,  8155314.57; 396586.20,  8153322.70; 396766.37,  8151330.83; 

396946.54,  8149338.96; 397039.56,  8147706.69;   398646.49,  8147280.31; 

400645.91,  8147328.46; 402512.39,  8146853.52; 403933.47,  8146982.25; 

404798.08,  8148357.20; 405588.16,  8149895.76; 405647.50,  8151894.88; 
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405706.84,  8153894.00; 404536.59,  8153804.96; 402701.33,  8153855.93; 

401460.05,  8154481.83;  

 

WARD 15 

Starting from Rumwa – Chimhanda and Kazenzi Business roads junction, the 

boundary goes eastwards to the source of Nyadedzi River, then southeastwards 

along the rover to its confluence with Nyamubvumbi River, then westwards 

along Nyamubvumbi River to the southern boundary of Chikurukudya village, 

then southwestwards to Runwa River, then southwards along Runwa River to 

its confluence with Maguwo River, then northwestwards along this river to the 

northern end of Maguwo Dam, the northeastwards to Chimhanda - Runwa 

Road so as to exclude Chimhanda Hospital and Chimhanda Primary School 

and then northwards to our starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone .. South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

401179.56,  8155136.23; 402064.57,  8153835.06; 403834.30,  8153614.78; 

405504.20,  8154249.68; 407277.02,  8153933.98; 408416.83,  8154111.80; 

408388.59,  8155007.94; 407814.34,  8155503.20; 408714.93,  8156748.45; 

409587.94,  8158331.92; 409784.38,  8159836.47; 408680.27,  8161363.91; 

407115.41,  8162362.98; 406409.08,  8164010.63; 406409.08,  8164010.63; 

405574.90,  8164267.34; 405861.33,  8162309.33; 407106.33,  8160846.56; 

406126.87,  8159517.12; 404626.97,  8158415.89; 403084.83,  8157821.32; 

401414.39,  8157034.45; 400702.39,  8155865.12 

 

WARD 16 

An areas of land bound by a line drawn from the confluence of Mwera and 

Mazowe Rivers on the Rushinga – Uzumba Marimba Pfungwe District 

Boundary, hence westwards along Mazowe River to its confluence with an 
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unnamed steam on Grid Reference VS 436093, northwestwards along that 

steam to its source, hence a straight line is  drawn northwards to a tributary of 

Magowo River on Grid Reference VS 524053, northeastwards along that stream 

to Maguwo River, then eastwards along Maguwo River to its confluence with 

Runwa River, northwards along Runwa River to its confluence with an 

unnamed stream, northwestwards along that stream to its source, hence a 

straight line is drawn to meet Nyamumbi River on grid reference VS 586099, 

eastwards along Nyamvumbi River to its confluence with Nyadedzi River, 

eastwards along Nyadedzi River to Rusambo – Mazowe Bridge Road, 

southwards along the road to the southwestern foot of Nyamhepo Hill, a 

straight line is drawn southwards to the source of a tributary of Mwera River 

on Kaziro Hill, southwest along that stream to its confluence with Mwera River 

and then southwards along Mwera River to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone .. South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 409056.81,  

8156889.40; 407876.19,  8155823.46; 408498.40,  8155344.44; 408743.81,  

8154136.88; 407277.61,  8153578.80; 405868.73,  8154317.03; 405664.96,  

8152483.04; 405605.61,  8150483.92; 405546.27,  8148484.80; 405938.00,  

8146607.77; 407249.05,  8145158.49; 408953.95,  8144366.90; 410294.50,  

8144371.77; 412012.30,  8145046.12; 413724.50,  8145852.36; 414388.16,  

8147224.21; 413896.16,  8148678.74; 414576.21,  8150223.84; 415561.55,  

8150868.73; 415415.94,  8152763.36; 414375.39,  8154322.46; 413029.40,  

8155539.12; 412602.96,  8157320.64; 413599.60,  8158465.03;   413599.60,  

8158465.03; 412137.01,  8158821.86;   410428.17,  8158895.21;   409383.38,  

8157596.65. 

 

WARD 17 

This ward is bound by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyabedzi and 

Kasenzi Rivers hence northeastwards along Nyabedzi River to its source; then a 
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straight line is drawn northeastwards to the source of Kasenzi River and then 

southeastwards along Kasenzi River to the starting point.  This area is bounded 

by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone .. South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

410466.28,  8158936.78; 412209.77,  8158803.09; 413651.52,  8158406.48; 

415193.00,  8157960.60; 416949.93,  8158296.38; 418537.10,  8157533.25; 

420013.30,  8158348.65;   421730.32,  8158007.65; 421722.74,  8159452.89; 

420516.70,  8160703.43;   418989.74,  8161333.13; 419056.84,  8163055.95; 

418361.19,  8163962.91; 417161.98,  8165237.29; 416033.02,  8166485.95; 

414993.50,  8167626.62; 414993.50,  8167626.62; 414132.50,  8165960.02; 

412468.05,  8164887.61; 410521.39,  8164501.45; 408608.09,  8164062.31; 

406624.89,  8164021.71; 407110.22,  8162478.92; 408598.41,  8161438.82; 

409706.90,  8159921.50; 

 

WARD 18 

Starting from the point where Nyabedzi River meets Rusambo – Mazowe Bridge 

Road the boundary follows Nyabedzi River southeastwards to its confluence 

with Mazowe River on the boundary with Uzumba Maramba Pfungwe District; 

then along Mazowe River westwards to the confluence of Mazowe River and 

Mwera River, then northwards along Mwera River to the confluence of Mwera 

River and an unnamed tributary river/ stream that follow that tributary to 

Kaziro Hill then a straight line is drawn northwards to Rusambo – Mazowe 

Bridge Road and then follow the road to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

414430.15,  8154248.52; 415485.17,  8152699.16; 415556.66,  8150775.08; 

414495.25,  8150175.27; 413976.82,  8148629.68; 414392.18,  8147129.88;  

415090.65,  8146192.70; 416824.77,  8145298.48;   418093.75,  8144801.01; 
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419597.79,  8145630.87; 421069.57,  8146789.29; 422344.53,  8148235.53;   

424158.13,  8148428.53; 426104.88,  8148707.82; 428043.96,  8148775.23; 

429877.71,  8149177.13; 431278.49,  8150558.94; 431876.01,  8151772.69;  

430312.47,  8152485.56; 428905.55,  8153637.79; 428099.41,  8154648.91; 

426773.08,  8154788.50; 425190.83,  8155789.15; 423744.17,  8157119.10; 

422584.46,  8157965.47; 421756.74,  8157997.04; 421756.74,  8157997.04; 

420038.30,  8158325.85; 418570.42,  8157537.63; 416981.72,  8158284.79; 

415225.47,  8157966.89; 413681.10,  8158390.84; 412497.22,  8157054.41; 

413103.04,  8155248.24. 

 

WARD 19 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mazowe River 

and Tsvinje River stratching westwards along Mazowe River up to Murowa 

River northwestwards up to its confluence with Nyabedzi River then turns 

along Murowa River to Shama Hills. It turns northeastwards along Janjimoyo 

Hills to Mukonde Hill, then eastwards along Mukonde Hill to Tsinje River, then 

follows Tsinje River south eastwards to the starting point.   This area is 

bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone .. South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 422096.76,  

8159122.51 

422096.76,  8159122.51;   421935.30,  8157766.77;   423398.93, 8157685.94;   

424632.92,  8156261.52;   426078.67,  8154989.64;  427723.32,  8154889.91;   

428216.32,  8153836.52;   429895.42,  8152956.36;  431360.88,  8151979.34;   

432545.90,  8151538.83;   434323.98,  8151692.47;  434903.05,  8152493.17;  

433923.93,  8153630.49;   433552.13,  8154801.20;  433186.23,  8156482.55;   

432397.74,  8158016.68;   431395.78,  8159639.77;  430255.69,  8160716.04;   

428731.62,  8161347.85;   427318.93,  8162666.56;  425573.52,  8162540.37;   

423690.03,  8161867.70;   422274.83,  8161362.27;  422274.83,  8161362.27;   

423112.10,  8159939.13; 
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WARD 20 

An area of land bound by a line drawn from a point where Chitoto River meets 

the Zimbabwe – Mozambique International Boundary, hence southwards along 

Chitoto River to its confluence with Nyamuzeya River then follow Nyamuzeya 

River westwards to Bopoma – Chimandau - Mukosa road jnction, then follow 

Bopoma – Chimandau road southwards to Tsumvurwi Hill which is the source 

of Donga River, then follow Donga westwards to its confluence with Nyagukutu 

River, then follow Nyagukutu River northwestwards to its source hence a 

straight line is drawn northwards to the source of Kananga River northwards to 

the Zimabwe – Mozambique International Boundary, and the eastwards along 

the boundaty to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone .. South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   

452171.43,  8173427.03;  450917.94,  8172214.85;   450199.41,  8170580.26;   

448506.30, 8169804.31;   446954.34,  8168930.17;   445175.14,  8168471.78;   

443816.29, 8167109.86;   445454.38,  8166047.78;   446975.21,  8165032.53;   

447624.27, 8163788.06;   449610.38,  8163968.24;   451232.33,  8164102.05;   

453069.65, 8164229.48;   454131.69,  8164997.87;   455932.87,  8164238.78;   

457163.51, 8165147.98;   457856.08,  8166844.20;   458562.95,  8167951.94;   

458724.17, 8169742.41;   458472.62,  8170506.89;   456682.44,  8171398.65;   

454892.25,  8172290.41;;   453057.33,  8173082.51. 

 

WARD 21 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the source of Hwenjere River on 

the top of Chirwe Hill, hence northwards along Hwenjere River to the Zimbabwe 

– Mozambique International Boundary, then eastwards along the boundary to 

Kananga  River and the follow  Kananga River to Bopoma – Nyamuzaya road, 

then along the road to Nyatura River then southwestwards past Jerenje Hill to 

Matonhora River so as to include Nyanhewe Dam, then southwest along that 
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river to its confluence with Bopoma River, then northwest along Bopoma River 

to its confluence with Chimombwe River then follows Chimombwe River 

northwards to Makuni – Nyanhewe road and then a straight line is drawn 

northeastwards to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone. South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   

452171.43, 8173427.03;   450307.35,  8174151.75;   448443.28,  8174876.47; 

446569.91, 8175575.47;   444715.11,  8176258.69;   442870.02,  8177021.12;   

442208.18, 8175685.19;   440771.89,  8174613.94;   440498.56,  8173286.64;   

439292.67, 8171749.56;   438503.21,  8169973.51;   438063.06,  8168234.94;   

436684.60, 8166878.84;   435015.75,  8166672.90;   433925.96,  8165575.28;   

434960.64, 8164388.54;   435110.51,  8162855.93;   436036.52,  8162210.14;   

436266.55, 8160633.11;   437840.01,  8160267.35;   439084.09,  8158898.61;   

440493.40, 8158596.67;   441455.79,  8160290.72;   443050.32,  8161399.62;   

443933.33, 8162838.09;   443722.84,  8164659.43;   443570.47,  8166581.07;   

444676.92, 8168061.83;   446347.79,  8168710.95;   448066.95,  8169488.04;   

449570.92, 8170402.23;   450839.14,  8171558.21;   451743.44,  8173006.99. 

 

WARD 22 

Starting from the point where Nyagwiti River meets the Zimbabwe – 

Mozambique International Boundary, then follow the boundary eastwards to 

the point where Hwenjere River then generally southwards along Hwenjere 

River to the top of Chirwe Hills then a straight line is drawn southwestwards to 

the point where Chimombwe River meets Makuni – Nyanhewe road, then 

westwards past Bopoma Dam and Ngoma Hill to the top of Tsokoto Hill which 

is the source of Kano River, then follow Kano River southwestwards to its 

confluence with Murowa River, then follow Murowa River northwards to its 

confluence with a tributary on grid reference 654228. Then a straight line 

drawn northeastwards to the source of Nyagwiti River and then follow Nyagwiti 
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River northwards to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone.  South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

426499.70, 8181254.84;   426170.59,  8179618.65;   426964.36,  8178012.94;   

427806.71, 8176464.31;   427543.43,  8174920.13;   427943.55,  8173405.18;  

427486.79,8171783.82;427402.67,8170446.08; 426657.10,  

8168907.86426664.44,  8167455.56;   427769.61,  8166619.38;   429334.14,  

8165576.74431310.39,  8165329.75;   433011.21,  8165982.81;   434593.72,  

8166469.05436344.40,  8166524.03;   437744.74,  8167895.18;   438605.36,  

8169486.90439148.50,  8171281.12;   440164.69,  8172916.07;   440473.78,  

8174231.07441828.78,  8175563.52;   442532.98,  8176991.65;   442560.54,  

8177151.24442560.54,  8177151.24;   440682.12,  8177837.91;   438828.30,  

8178585.99436975.27,  8179338.50;   435077.86,  8179965.45;   433150.58,  

8180499.86431223.30,  8181034.27;   429297.19,  8181572.86;   427372.18,  

8182115.42 

WARD 23 

Starting from the source of Kahira River on the Zvidova Hills the boundary 

follows Kahira River northwards to the Zimbabwe – Mozambique International 

Boundary, then eastwards along that boundary to Nyagwiti River and then 

southwards along Nyagwiti River to its source and then a straight line is drawn 

southeastwards to the confluence of Murowa River and its tributary, then 

follow a tributary of Murowa northwestwards to Zidowa hills which is the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone.  South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:   420859.35,  8176394.23;   420496.95,  8175678.53;   

420488.58,  8174632.09 419329.17,  8173865.71;   419414.15,  8172372.57;   

419045.89,  8171238.40 418333.56,  8170088.75;   417496.47,  8169047.50;   

419428.14,  8168558.94 421421.21,  8168636.14;   423285.36,  8169275.39;   

424810.51,  8170531.72 426291.03,  8171845.24;   427648.65,  8173275.80;   
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427646.52,  8174611.30 427839.82, 8176118.14;   427096.01,  8177715.43;   

426370.11,  8179329.43 426222.70,  8181058.13;   426907.19,  8182262.70;   

426907.19,  8182262.70 424962.71,  8182719.81;   423031.44,  8183239.62;   

421352.71,  8183060.99 421216.35,  8181979.79;   421661.09,  8180746.27;   

421619.38,  8179352.53 420733.30,  8178040.81;   421190.66,  8176533.25. 

 

WARD 24 

An area of land bound by a line drawn from the source of Mwera River, hence 

southwards along the river to the southern edge of Rushinga road, then 

northwards to the southern boundary of Mukwatsa Village so as to exclude it 

and then eastwards along Zvitoto hills to the source of Mwera River which is 

the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone. South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:   397729.90, 8159815.57;   397667.29, 8161814.48;   

396416.77, 8162611.82;   394418.03, 8162591.27;   394097.52, 8160685.74;   

395473.07, 8159849.79;   397464.32, 8159750.66. 

 

WARD 25 

An area of land bound by a line drawn from the confluence of Mukokwe River 

and Mazowe River, hence northwards along the district boundary to Hunje Hill, 

then eastwards past Dumbwe Range to a tributary of Maguwo River, it 

continues eastwards along that stream to the eastern end of Zvindamwamwa 

Hills, then due south to the source of a tributary of Mazowe River southeast of 

Nyamatikiti Primary School, then southeastwards along the stream to Mazowe 

River and then generally westwards along Mazowe River to the starting point.  

This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone …South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  409233.97, 8143825.00;   407880.44,  8145084.92;   406309.56,  
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8146105.24;   405527.38,  8147848.27404633.18,  8148187.51;   403805.66,  

8146804.36;   402302.77,  8146974.05400404.18,  8147322.64;   398404.76,  

8147274.49;   397379.82,  8146567.34398015.24,  8145055.54;   398773.65,  

8144141.40;   398388.92,  8142563.35400043.50,  8141971.43;   401949.48,  

8142002.01;   403667.66,  8141728.72404828.02,  8142803.74;   406571.23,  

8143657.18;   408452.19,  8143635.74 

GURUVE DISTRICT  

 

WARD 1 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn on a map from where the 

boundary of Bome Farm meets Dande River northeastwards along Bome Farm 

boundary as to include it.  It follows the boundary of Nyarugwe northwards 

excluding it then northeastwards excluding Amajuba Farm then eastwards 

following the boundary of Nainital Farm including it to ward 1 to the district 

boundary of Guruve and Mazowe.  Southwestwards along Nyarusvisvi 

mountains then eastwards along the district boundary including Nyabvuti, 

Camsasa and Ternanog Farms through Umvukwes Range, along the range 

mantaining the district boundary including Suwoguru gap to the boundary of 

Chikonyora Farm, then along the Chikonyora Farm fence westwards including 

Gurungwe Farm northwards to the grid store northwards from Grid Store 

across Karoi River to Dande River it then follows Dande River northwestwards 

to the boundary of Bome Farm the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:      

282930.05,  8151793.68; 284035.98,  8156219.41;   275472.98,  8159146.06 ; 

271194.00, 8161117.98 ; 267281.35,  8162708.27 ;   264315.91,  8163173.53;   

261315.43,  8160489.54 ; 259464.60,  8157557.17 ;   260950.09,  8155673.10 

263083.92, 8153871.49 ;  260950.09,  8155673.10 ;   266606.62,  8152250.39    

266756.70,  8147252.64 ;   265755.95,  8142717.33 ; 267505.49,  8141047.14  
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272439.08,  8140240.00 ;   276914.20,  8142245.07 ; 281086.76,  8144919.30    

282546.62,  8149325.06 

 

WARD 2 

It starts where the western boundary of Rungudzi farm meets Dande River 

generally southwards along Dande River, eastwards, southwards then 

eastwards along the same river, southwards, then eastwards to the confluence 

of Dande and Shinje Rivers, north eastwards along Dande to the Western 

boundary of Dunaverty farm so as to include Maringeni farm, northwards, 

westtwards, then northwards along the boundary of Rushpeak Farm so as to 

exclude it, north eastwards to the boundary of Mazooma Farm so as to exclude 

it, it stretches northwards along the boundary of Camperdown farm so as to 

include it, westwards excluding Bonheim farm then westwards along the 

boundary of Chiringe farm excluding it past Gota hill. Northwards, south 

westwards then westwards along the boundary of Celaveindra and Rungudzi 

farms to Dande River the starting point. This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:         

 

244976.50,  8167824.35 ;  245294.27,  8164013.77 ;   247794.04,  161155.23    

250336.25,  8158624.68 ;  252435.29,  8156680.79 ;   253953.22, 159423.70  

252675.03,  8163454.37 ; 251591.88,  8167581.55 ; 253496.38,  8170949.62 ;   

253418.10,  8173485.39 ; 249935.82,  8175678.58 ;  248419.19,  173964.47; 

247188.48,  8170947.69 ;244752.15,  8171818.53 ; 240122.26,  8170239.55 ; 

240090.46,  8170261.88 ; 240090.46,  8170261.88   243040.62,  8168316.12 

 

WARD 3 

Ward 3 starts from the boundary of Nyakapupu Farm No. 56 southern 

boundary, northwards along the boundary of farm 56, northeastwards along 

the boundaries of farms 52 to 55 in a northeastern direction, then along the 
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bondaries of farms 71 to 74 north-westwards, westwards along the boundary of 

farm no. 95 to the District Boundary of Guruve and Zvimba District. 

Northwards along Manyame River to a point it meets the western boundary of 

Nyakapupu Farms. Northwards in a straight line along the farm boundaries to 

Mupingi River southwards the eastern boundary of farm no. 43, 

southwestwards along the farm boundaries to Mavare River. Northwestwards 

along Mavare River to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

 

243485.35,  8155594.04 ; 242229.63,  8158907.13 ; 241940.85,  8161299.05 ; 

241478.89,  8164442.65 ;  240990.97,  8166985.73 ; 241139.51,  8168130.35  

235096.61,  8151535.62 ; 235407.17,  8148192.03 ;   236120.11, 8145197.88    

238673.78,  8141280.37 ; 237118.12,  8137023.49 ; 240223.05,  8135484.27    

242814.67,  8139760.15 ; 245427.54,  8144014.52 ;   248762.43, 8147674.04 

 247346.23,  8150759.83 ; 245474.85,  8154537.49 ;   243458.19, 8155131.70  

241139.51,  8168130.35 ; 239088.95,  8163570.17 ;   237038.39,  8159009.99  

234987.84,  8154449.81. 

 

WARD 4 

It starts at the confluence of Dande and Mupingi River then generally 

southwards along Mupingi River up to its confluence with Matazwu then along 

Matazwu North eastwards to Dande River, then north westwards along it to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

247812.08,  8162095.60 ; 244735.75,  8164927.17 ; 244225.86,  8168352.17 ; 

243523.54,  8155170.22 ;   245487.47,  8154446.42 ; 248509.32,  8153672.99 

; 248206.47,  8157783.88 ; 247730.96,  8161841.21 ; 241197.01, 8167550.76;   

240819.11,  8164841.63 ; 242399.38,  8162082.46 ; 242371.79,  8159801.32 ;  

243144.49, 8156282.42;   241202.79, 8168505.79. 
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WARD 5 

Starting from the confluence of Dande River and Matazwu Rivers on the north 

then along Matazwu due South on the west, then south to Impinge River along 

the Impinge River due south then east along a dust road and excluding 

Ruwinga hills on the east to Mupagowe River leading to Shinje River then along 

Shinje River on the east to Dande River, then along Dande River to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:    

253077.39,  8153257.94 ; 253344.67,  8156171.12 ;   251384.27,  8157572.37    

248763.44,  8159524.82 ; 248297.16,  8157025.92 ;   247894.02,  8152950.02    

247904.60,  8149977.98 ;   248077.49,  8149941.44 ;   248077.49, 149941.44   

251695.40,  8151306.95. 

 

WARD 6 

Starting from the confluence of Dande and Shinje Rivers generally southwards 

along Shinje River to Shinje Business Centre across Guruve-Raffingora road 

eastwards past Shinje Business Centre in the Northwards direction into a vlei 

from Shinje River. Northeastwards along the vlei to Muzika store including it to 

Guruve-Mvurwi road. Eastwards along the Guruve-Mvurwi road, then from the 

road it follows a tributary which flows eastwards then northwards to Dande 

River then along Dande River to its confluence with Shinje River the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

256023.22,  8153209.80 ; 259191.96,  8151633.71 ;   260735.84,  8154283.02    

259523.49,  8157093.46 ; 255783.57,  8157998.08 ; 253513.79,  8156842.48  

254124.08,  8154592.19 ; 254124.08,  8154592.19. 
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WARD 7 

From the confluence of Shinje and Mupagowe River in the North, then 

southwestwards along an unnamed road up to Mupingi River, then along it 

generally south-eastwards to Hwangwa River, northwards, eastwards so as to 

include St. Nicholas School, North-westwards along Shinje River to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  252380.51,  8143238.88 ;   255523.73,  8143358.48 ; 

256525.27,  8143644.28 257111.55,  8146132.89 ; 260478.07,  8149095.77 ;   

259754.59,  8151359.63  252945.71,  8153047.49 ; 249942.26,  8150150.39 ;   

248443.84,  8148292.17 250457.40,  8145463.39 ;   258808.49,  8152260.48 ; 

256069.71,  8153926.55  253556.09,  8153545.30 ; 259754.59,  8151359.63. 

 

WARD 8 

This is an This area is bounded by an unnamed tributary and Nyaruwa River 

on the south going eastwards, then southwards along Shinge-Mupingi road to 

the farm boundary then up north-eastwards to the intersection with Shinje 

River, up northwards till it meets a dust road to the west following it to the 

unnamed tributary which is the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 260422.28, 8149049.95 ; 

257054.19,  8146088.64 ; 256598.00,  8143644.57   259583.91, 8141277.29 ; 

262870.82,  8139584.98 ;   266013.19,  8143152.06  263286.68, 8146464.75 ;  

260791.36,  8148985.42 ; 260662.00,  8149294.44   260662.00,  8149294.44 

 

WARD 9 

It starts where Nyamasaki River and Nyakapupu Farm boundary meet in the 

north, southwards along the Nyakapupu Farm boundary, south-eastwards 

along Mavare River, generally eastwards along Muraswi River, then 

northwards, westwards, eastwards, northwards, then generally westwards 

along Nyamasaki to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following, 
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Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

246045.51,  8131076.57 ; 249598.93,  8132496.65 ;   251640.06,  8134976.77 

248974.81,  8135431.16 ; 245837.19,  8138243.53 ; 242382.38,  8136253.32 ; 

240133.69,  8133513.26 ;   242621.84,  8131287.31 ; 245673.35,  8130397.18  

245729.61,  8130367.57 ; 245729.61,  8130367.57. 

WARD 10 

Starting from the meeting northern side of Nyakapupu Farms where it meets 

Mupingi River, then along the Nyakapupu farm boundary due south west to 

Nyamasaki River and along Nyamasaki River due east across Nyamarongondo 

River, then due east excluding Mudhindo Business Centre then along the 

Raffingora - Guruve road up to Mwembezi River bridge then due north-west 

along Mwembezi River on the east to the starting point.    

245538.47,  8144195.57 ; 242924.71,  8139941.75 ; 240942.16,  8135996.48 ; 

244637.46,  8137868.66 ;   248731.06,  8136749.19; 250266.22,  8134620.25 

251240.07,  8137951.65 ; 249877.76,  8141310.42 ; 248378.92,  8144469.74. 

 

WARD 11 

Starting at the intersection of Mupingi and Mwembezi Rivers, then along 

Mupingi River generally southwards to the boundary of Impinge Ranch 

excluding it, then along the bounday of Impinge Ranch Farm southwards as to 

exclude Impinge Ranch where the boundary of Impinge Ranch meets 

Mwembezi River. The boundary then follows Mwembezi River generally 

northwards to it confluence with Mupingi River the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:    

248314.78,  8144445.40 ; 249933.45,  8141264.12 ;   251291.83,  8137903.55  

255212.81,  8136244.40 ; 259230.53,  8136196.17 ;   261921.59,  8139050.51   

259101.34,  8142537.37 ;   258045.39,  8143097.78 ; 258045.39,  8143097.78  

254269.78, 8142137.95 ;  250964.85,  8144143.40;   249686.87,  8147692.48    
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248498.19,  8144509.70 

WARD 12 

Bounded by Mwembezi River on the north and Guruve – Raffingora road on the 

west then generally south – westwards to Musarwi River so as to include 

Chininga village, along Muraswi River due south west to Mavare River, then 

along it on the south to Disi farm boundary on the east back to Mwembezi 

River, north – westwards to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

250669.32,  8133092.12 ; 247478.34,  8131378.21 ; 247037.20,  8129534.50 ; 

250227.08,  8128694.31 ;   254317.65,  8128954.16 ; 257097.16,  8132452.92  

259692.70,  8135744.28 ; 259692.70,  8135744.28 ; 255756.92,  8136075.00 ; 

251940.45,  8137562.21;  250860.18,  8133238.44 

 

WARD 13 

It starts from where the northern boundary of Muir of Ord meets Mavare River. 

The boundary stretches along Mavare River eastwards to the boundary of 

Birkdale Farm excluding it but including Musumbi Farm. The boundary follows 

the boundary of Birkdale Farm southwards crossing Didze River. Southwards, 

southeastwards, then southwards excluding Nrowe Farm. Southwards along 

the boundary of Delken Farm excluding Jester Mine to the District boundary of 

Guruve and Mazowe Districts. Westwards along the District Boundary 

including Eastwick Park and Matimba, westwards to Mutorashanga River, then 

along Mutorashanga River to the northern boundary of Musitwe River Estate. 

Eastwards along the boundary of the Estate, northwards then southeastwards 

along the boundary of Dyfryn Farm to Mavare River, the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:    
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246899.43,  8129699.45 ; 242773.11,  8130266.83 ; 238760.59,  8131765.35  

237237.02,  8130371.75; 235996.69,  8126966.21; 237335.87,  8123058.29 ; 

238964.25,  8120459.81; 238193.47,  8116929.81;  239777.99,  8113148.93  

243786.33, 8115205.33 ;   248368.47,  8116121.45;  251104.96,  115050.53 ; 

253488.02,  8113040.77 ; 257347.79,  8114004.25 ; 255755.97,  8117565.84 ; 

254086.68,  8121309.16 ; 254332.68,  8126303.11 ; 255034.22,  8129083.61 ; 

255034.22,  8129083.61 ; 250930.71,  8128659.23 ;   247228.59, 8129261.90. 

WARD 14 

This ward starts at the district boundary and Chikonyora farm in the east, 

follows the boundary of Chikonyora farm south westwards, southwards along 

the farm boundaries of Disi Estate, Birkdale Estate to the northern boundary 

of Norwe Farm excluding it eastwards into a river to the district boundary of 

Guruve and Mazowe then northwards along the said boundary to the northern 

boundary of Chikonyora Farm, then westwards along the boundary of the said 

farm to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following, Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

268049.08, 8140961.16; 263685.58, 8140424.06; 260410.59, 8136654.62;  

257314.50,  8132728.53 ; 254903.32,  8128695.27 ; 254208.70,  8123786.29 ; 

254210.41,  8119022.21 ;   256776.97,  8115897.79 ; 258496.05,  8112605.74  

261624.74,  8115516.29 ; 262426.53,  8120390.00 ; 264593.35,  8124835.40 ;   

267105.81,  8129044.16 ; 270150.66,  8132471.89 ; 272187.79,  8136758.28. 

 

WARD 15 

The ward starts at the junction of the district boundary and Berry’s Post Farm 

boundary in the north, then follows the district boundary southwards, then 

eastwards, northwards, southwards and eastwards into Mavare River then 

along the river north-westwards, then generally northwards along the eastern 

boundary of Maguti and Berry’s Post Estate to the starting point. This area is 
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bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

234448.76,  8137175.87 ;   236045.03,  8133932.57 ;   237116.10, 

8130390.95 ; 238690.82,  8131865.97 ; 242651.05,  8130257.12 ; 243612.22,  

8130772.04 ;   241336.72,  8132873.17 ; 239089.47,  8135483.69 ; 

237766.18,  8138553.24 ;   237976.93,  8142899.53 ;   234455.35,  

8145518.08 ; 232162.74,  8141426.23 ; 234039.98,  8138576.57.  

 

WARD 16 

It starts from the confluence of Manyame River and Bvochora River generally 

southwards along the said River to Chiruka Dam into an unnamed stream 

from Chiruka Dam to its confluence with Manyame River then southeastwards 

along Manyame River to the Boundary of farm no. 101, then northeastwards 

along the boundaries of Nyakapupu Farms to Mazunga Achipende River 

generally northwards, then westwards to Manyame River, then southwards 

along Manyame River to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:    

236745.04,  8164605.11 ; 234839.49,  8167283.19 ; 233161.12,  8171036.90 ; 

231127.68,  8174758.27 ; 227952.32,  8176608.87 ; 224214.88,  8177475.96 ;  

223041.58,  8174417.49 ; 221373.27,  8170979.77 ; 222913.62,  8167861.72 ;   

227096.40,  8166528.62 ; 228730.23,  8163003.14 ; 231166.52,  8159613.88 ; 

230364.25,  8156037.57 ; 231157.08,  8155142.85 ;   234964.92,  8154398.84  

237015.47,  8158959.02 ; 239040.06,  8163461.44 ;   239040.06,8163461.44 

WARD 17 

It starts from were the western boundary of Rungudzi farm meet Dande River 

northwards along Dande River to Rukonde hills then along the mountain range 

to Dawere River eastwards along the boundaries of Gota farms northwards 
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then north eastwards, westwards to the eastern boundary of Manovi farm, 

southwards along the boundary of Manovi farm, southeast following the 

boundary of Bornheim farm as to include it, then westwards along the 

boundary to Camperdown farm westwards to the boundary of Chiringe farm 

and Gota hill westwards along the boundary of Celaviendra farm so as to 

exclude it then westwards down the boundary of Rungudzi to Dande River so 

as to exclude it,  to Dande River the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

238261.40, 8177913.89 ; 238759.21,  8175011.79  ; 238936.37,  8171548.75   

241615.84,  8170595.90 ; 246274.38,  8172411.94  248718.28,  8171521.30  

247341.42,  8174617.02 ;  250380.93,  8174340.18 ; 252905.71,  8175902.37  

252318.41,  8179976.26 ;   250526.31,  8182286.00 ; 247634.26,  8179250.90    

242671.74,  8179803.78;   238523.45,  8180188.90. 

 

WARD 18 

It starts from Pinda-pinda Dam north eastwards along a stream (Vlei) towards 

Kachuta clinic across Mushongahande road leaving Kachuta clinic to the south 

into a vlei north eastwards to Dande River, generally southwards along Dande 

River into the boundary of Nyakapupu farms.  It follows the boundary of 

Nyakapupu farms southwards then northwestwards following an unnamed 

stream to Pinda Pinda Dam the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

239394.59,  8171350.91 ;   239100.76,  8174900.89 ; 238745.56,  8177845.75   

234503.26,  8175641.28 ; 231814.89,  8173736.15; 233314.05,  8169954.27 ; 

235498.27,  8167012.62 ; 237709.55,  8164024.47;   240302.47,  8166268.89  

241202.79,  8168505.79 ; 241202.79,  8168505.79 ;   239521.95, 8170610.79. 

WARD 19 

From Utete River on the east which is the district boundary then along 

Mavhuradonha mountains along them to Mahuwe road, then along Mahuwe-
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Guruve road southwards and then westwards to Bakasa Business Centre, then 

due south along the boundary of commercial farms and communal areas on 

the west and south to the district boundary which is the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

 

266838.86,  8175359.47; 265762.08,  8178295.78 ;   266018.64,  8179926.76    

265707.11,  8181984.66 ; 264260.75,  8183828.32 ; 264260.75,  8183828.32 ;   

259563.07,  8185333.67 ; 259331.76,  8182270.21 ; 254935.16,  8182558.45 ; 

254447.94,  8179617.02 ;   258173.12,  8176997.36;   258608.81,  172017.99  

259936.90,  8167662.37 ;   264736.62,  8166594.74 ;   266546.91, 163725.18   

269808.35, 8167515.03;   268124.56,  8170536.86 ; 266954.28,  8173803.08. 

 

WARD 20 

This ward starts were Mahuwe-Bakasa road meets Mavhuradonha mountain, 

then along Mavhuradonha westwards into Dande River, along it 

southeastwards to the Boundary of Gota Small Scale Farms, then north-

eastwards to Bakasa-Mahuwe road to the starting point.  

253372.07,  8185946.33 ; 248540.80,  8185651.84; 244742.62,  8188054.83 ; 

239971.03,  8188755.77 ; 235167.78,  8189722.34;  236471.86,  8186382.74 ; 

239071.00,  8184783.97 ; 238192.71,  8181109.78 ; 242795.15,  8179781.52;  

247759.34,  8179242.04 ; 250651.09,  8182298.43 ; 255473.24,  8182726.25 ; 

259600.72,  8182758.36 ;   257285.90,  8186015.14. 

 

WARD 21 

The ward boundary starts from where the southern boundary of Dunaverty 

Farm meets Dande River. The boundary follows the boundary of Dunaverty 

Farms northwards including the farms, then northwestwards along the 

boundaries of Rushpeak Farm northwards including Mazooma and 

Camperdown Farms. Westwards along the boundary of Chiringe as to include 

it, then generally northwards to include Manovi Farm to the Eastern boundary 
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of Manovi Farm as to include it. Eastwards, then southwards including 

Bonheim, Nyamuseve and Makombi Farms. The boundary then stretches 

eastwards along the boundary of Redlichen Farm. Southwestwards to the 

District Boundaries of Mazowe and Guruve. Westwards along the boundary of 

Redlichen Farms, southwestwards then eastwards as to include Amajuba Farm 

and Flame Lily Farms as to include them. Southwestwards along Nyarungwe 

farm boundary to Dande River, then along Dande River westwards to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  266198.64,  8163320.48 ;   265047.95,  

8166473.67 ; 260270.95,  8167662.37    258633.68,  8171684.87 ; 258218.76,  

8176667.44; 254765.66,  8179513.86 ; 252677.20,  8182546.30 ; 252292.58,  

8179729.48 ; 252878.31,  8175655.77 ;   254875.45,  8173393.04 ;   

253844.36,  8169649.92 ; 251357.24,  8166084.53   

253943.58,  8162625.58 ; 254332.52,  8158115.74 ; 257683.40,  8156668.64 ; 

261713.01,  8159334.13 ; 262464.19,  8162575.61. 

 

WARD 22 

It starts from where the western boundary of Gurungwe Farm meets Shinje 

River northeastwards along the boundary of Gurungwe to Grid Store then 

northwards along the said boundary to dande River, then westwards along 

Dande River, southwards along a vlei to Mvurwi-Guruve Road across the road 

into a vlei to Shinje River, then southwards along Shinje River to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 259754.59,  8151359.63 ; 261619.52,  8148782.63 ; 263775.44,  

8145649.48 ; 266833.56,  8143866.78 ;    266709.41,  8148827.52 ; 

265397.37, 8152916.87  262688.93,  8154326.15 ; 260643.24,  8154144.13. 
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WARD 23 

The block boundary starts from the confluence of Chiruka River and Manyame 

Rivers. The boundary follows Chiruka River northwards to Chiruka Dam then 

generally along a gravel road from Chiruka Dam wall westwards to where it 

meets an unnamed river, then along the river to its confluence with Manyame 

River, then generally southwards along Manyame River to its confluence with 

Chiruka River the starting point. This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   221118.05,  8168783.02 ; 219893.24,  

8164935.16 ; 221710.00,  8160846.54 ; 223819.25,  8157937.07 ; 227727.59,  

8156206.98 ; 230950.80,  8157216.15 ;  

231062.72,  8160818.67 ; 227873.31,  8163996.77 ; 225597.16,  8166626.14 ; 

221734.66,  8168364.41.  

 

WARD 24 

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn on a map from Pinda-pinda 

Dam eastwards along a stream (Vlei) towards Kachuta Clinic across 

Mushongahande road living Kachuta clinic to the south into a vlei north 

eastwards to Dande River then along Dande River northwards to 

Mavhuradonha range, westwards along Mavhuradonha range to Hunyani 

River, then southwards along Hunyani to the confluence of Hunyani River and 

Mazunga Achikwende to Pinda Pinda Dam the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:    

234828.16,  8189695.54 ; 230432.94,  8190183.84 ; 225629.78,  8190721.11 ;  

224460.44,  8189796.90 ;   226066.86,  8185541.85 ; 224116.01,  8181663.17   

223555.84,  8178091.70 ; 227116.09,  8176228.28 ; 230593.57,  8174953.25 ; 

234328.46,  8175563.60 ; 238050.02,  8178125.10 ;   238179.87,  8181109.78  

239061.92,  8184793.05 ; 236473.14,  8186395.52. 
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MBIRE RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL  

 

WARD 1 

Ward 1 starts from the confluence of Luangwa River and the Zambezi River, 

then westwards along the Zambezi River to the district boundary of Hurungwe 

and Guruve, generally southwards along the Hurungwe-Guruve district 

boundary to a point it meets Dande Safari boundary, then eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Dande Safari area to a point on the international 

boundary of Zimbabwe-Mozambique and then due north along the boundary to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates:    

208956.85,  8268667.84 ; 209056.40,  8263672.38 ; 212219.87,  8260417.49 ; 

213614.74,  8256483.95 ;  210059.12,  8252968.62 ; 206503.51,  8249453.28  

202929.84,  8245970.38 ; 199376.74,  8242452.51 ; 195819.15,  8238939.17 ; 

191922.71,  8235818.44 ; 187903.33,  8232847.05 ;  184460.70,  8229683.65  

188183.38,  8229084.90 ; 193183.16,  8229131.52 ; 198182.95,  8229178.13 ; 

203182.73,  8229224.75 ; 208182.51,  8229271.37 ;   213182.29,  8229317.99  

218182.08,  8229364.61 ; 223181.86,  8229411.22 ;   224047.49,  8233387.81  

223985.11,  8238387.43 ;   223922.72,  8243387.04 ;  223860.34, 8248386.65  

223798.65,  8253386.27 ; 223733.92,  8258375.62 ; 223712.56,  8263375.57 ;   

223657.48,  8268375.24 ; 222303.13,  8270847.49 ; 217942.00,  8268713.38 ; 

213308.17,  8268659.24. 

 

WARD 2 

Ward 2 boundary starts from a point on the Zimbabwe-Mozambique 

international boundary and then due west along the southern boundary of the 

Dande Safari Area so as to exclude Dande Safari Area up to a point it meets 

Guruve-Hurungwe District boundary, southwards along the District Boundary 
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to Mukanga Bridge, then along the Mukanga-Angwa road up to Angwa River,  

southwards along Ulungu River so as to include Hunters Camp up to 

Tondongwe Mountains, then due east along the District Boundary to Gwase 

River and along Gwase River up to its confluence with Chigonga River, then 

along a tributary due northwest then a straight line is drawn northeastwards to 

Chapoto Fly Gate, then along a road to Chikafa on the north eastern direction, 

then across several tributaries to the Zimbabwe-Mozambique international 

boundary, then westwards to the starting point.    231003.74,  8227756.86 ; 

230236.88,  8229477.01 ; 225237.10,  8229430.39 ; 220237.32,  8229383.77 ;   

215237.54,  8229337.15 ; 210237.75,  8229290.53 ; 205237.97,  8229243.92 ; 

200238.19,  8229197.30 ; 195238.41,  8229150.68 ; 190238.62,  8229104.06 ; 

185238.84,  8229057.44 ; 185521.98,  8227654.99 ; 187492.50,  8225164.30 ; 

189911.10,  8224081.56 ; 189160.24,  8221918.62 ; 187517.77,  8218674.51 ; 

188191.59,  8217817.59 ; 224832.72,  8210142.87 ; 226054.96,  8214562.50 ; 

226995.64,  8218346.16 ; 2228960.18,  8222084.91 ; 231640.22,  8224246.37  

233215.36,  8225645.90 ; 231266.42,  8226497.60 ; 203931.75,  8215952.91 ; 

207401.98,  8213856.88 ; 207724.45,  8210879.23 ;  208682.35,  8208117.33  

207651.74,  8204024.71 ;   207067.74,  8199881.55 ; 210625.76,  8198825.94  

212937.52,  8201441.13 ; 216548.28,  8202092.44 ; 220581.01,  8201873.06 ;  

224471.91,  8203689.17 ; 226958.61,  8205246.64 ; 225266.97,  8208643.77 ; 

188191.59,  8217817.59 ; 191498.21,  8217697.79 ; 195633.63,  8216906.71 ; 

199767.79,  8215933.93 ; 203752.18,  8216132.48.  

 

WARD 3 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from where the game fence meets 

Hunyani River northwards along Hunyani River to Zimbabwe – Mozambique 

international boundary then due west along the Zimbabwe-Mozambique 

international boundary in a straight line, then southwards along an unnamed 

River to Chapoto Fly Gate into an unnamed road to Chapoto Fly Gate 

eastwards from Chapoto Fly Gate. It follows Mushumbi-Chapoto road to a 
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game fence, then along the game eastwards to Hunyani River the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:   

 

237228.94,  8228364.47; 234627.69,  8229447.89; 230719.79,  8228453.05;    

231810.29,  8227162.93; 233274.40,  8226282.86;   232610.41,  8224262.06;   

229863.83,  8222428.13; 228593.17,  8221962.68; 228593.17,  8221962.68; 

226597.36,  8218282.48;   225927.49,  8214204.23; 229811.15,  8211907.97; 

234476.41,  8211957.50;   238505.78,  8211700.52; 240233.96,  8216009.29; 

241288.65,  8219708.11;   244248.94,  8222666.95;   240395.58, 8223401.50; 

238216.13,  8226943.78; 237228.94,  8228364.47; 234627.69,  8229447.89; 

230719.79,  8228453.05;   231810.29,  8227162.93;   233274.40, 8226282.86; 

232610.41,  8224262.06; 229863.83,  8222428.13;   228593.17,  8221962.68; 

228593.17,  8221962.68;   226597.36,  8218282.48; 225927.49,  8214204.23;   

229811.15,  8211907.97; 234476.41,  8211957.50;   238505.78,  8211700.52; 

240233.96,  8216009.29; 241288.65,  8219708.11;   244248.94,  8222666.95;   

240395.58,  8223401.50;   238216.13,  8226943.78 

 

WARD 4  

This is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from Gwase Fly Gate, 

southwestwards to Gwase River then generally northwards along Gwase River 

to an unnamed river behind Kapurira School. The boundary then follows the 

unnamed river northwards to the international boundary of Zimbabwe and 

Mozambique, then eastwards along the Zimbabwe-Mozambique boundary, then 

follows the international boundary to Karimwe River. South-eastwards along 

Karemwe River to its confluence with Kadzi River. The boundary then follows 

Kadzi River southwestwards to a point the boundary meets old Musengezi 

Road. The boundary then follows the old Musengezi road to Musengezi Fly 

Gate, then westwards along a game fence, then northwestwards to a point the 

boundary meets Gwase Fly Gate the starting point.  This area is bounded by 
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the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   

 

365592.28,  8186754.18;   365272.83,  8183345.52;   367248.72, 194001.27; 

363237.78,  8190800.23;   363740.12,  8195318.98; 367154.06,  8189452.82; 

365943.39,  8202273.81; 365943.39,  8202273.81;   364051.46,  8196284.09; 

366799.23,  8197916.32;   363387.30,  8186551.40; 363943.87,  8200077.39; 

366810.80,  8201416.32;  

 

WARD 5 

It starts from where Hoya River meets Musengezi River, northwards along 

Musengezi River to the international boundary of Mozambique and Zimbabwe, 

then along the said boundary to where an unnamed river meets Kadzi River 

southwards along the unnamed river to an unnamed road.  It crosses the 

unnamed road to Kopo River then along an unnamed river southwards to 

Musengezi River then along the said River to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:    

 

363917.44,  8183737.62; 359917.44,  8182456.97;   363315.33,  8192270.41;   

355060.73,  8187019.55; 352680.10,  8189886.60; 363340.11,  8187917.51;   

355141.40,  8182596.10; 355748.30,  8197773.72;   360378.65,  8197564.43;   

351900.44,  8194907.28; 363930.04,  8199522.14; 364102.20,  8196758.13;   

350907.06,  8197256.40; 363930.04,  8199522.14; 351922.76,  8194125.59;  

 

WARD 6 

The ward starts from the intersection of a game fence and an unnamed river, 

then southwestwards along it into drainage pattern which joins Kadzi River 

which stretches southwards to Mavhuradonha mountain range, Eastwards 

along the mountain range to Utete, then along Utete River to a straight line to 

Musengezi Fly Gate.  Then along the game fence to the unnamed river the 
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starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates:    

344202.09,  8193462.09;   336834.59,  8187816.41;   346386.46, 8193486.04;   

344202.09,  8193462.09; 339984.02,  8195184.35; 344127.21,  8193504.05; 

334916.62,  8192421.41;   335363.95,  8195037.45; 349831.55,  8196571.17; 

348455.85,  8179628.39;   353265.19,  8179906.27;   340496.65, 8178830.15; 

343834.18,  8179595.15;   352700.23,  8190176.41;   351795.95, 8194441.30;   

354756.63,  8182480.85; 355056.90,  8187381.42;   338897.14,  8183261.87 

 

WARD 7 

The ward boundary starts from where Chirunya River meets the 

Mavhuradonha escarpment.  Then eastwards along the mountain range to 

Hambe River northwards along the said river to a point where it meets 

Mahuwe-Chitsungo road.  Then along the said road to Skande River which 

joins Skande road.  Then eastwards along Mahuwe-Mushumbi road which 

stretches northwards to a game fence, northwestwards into an unnamed road, 

then along the unnamed road westwards to Hambe River, southwards along 

the river into Chirunya River then along the river to Mavhuradonha range the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

327810.72,  8173070.33; 326169.28,  8178831.66; 322199.25,  8179685.75; 

329999.96,  8171791.78;   329162.89,  8175575.40; 323809.40,  8173731.94; 

325691.84,  8171652.46; 320373.88,  8175340.44; 317597.92,  8177729.28;  

 

WARD 8 

 

Starting from the north where a dust road (Kabvuma road) crosses Dande River 

on the north then due south along the Dande River to Mavhuradonha 
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mountains on the south, due east along the escarpment to Chirunya River, 

then north along Chirunya River up to Hambe and along Hambe River to 

Kabvuma dust road on the north, along Kabvuma dust road to where the road 

crosses Dande River the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

348364.28,  8172995.82; 346288.22,  8171786.67;   348278.48,  8179646.69; 

347968.55,  8177307.46;   341956.10,  8167655.22; 339303.01,  8169840.03; 

343898.06,  8172626.01; 344384.47,  8169225.58; 336565.15,  8171149.31;   

339958.16,  8178224.18; 343688.41,  8179492.46; 335297.84,  8175984.88; 

335144.39,  8172840.05; 337766.00,  8169051.04; 348278.48,  8179646.69;   

335298.47,  8178802.86 

 

WARD 9 

It starts at a point where Mahuwe-Mushumbi road meets Hambe River, then 

along the said road south-westwards towards a game fence which follows an 

eastwards direction up to a point it meets Mushumbi-Kanyemba road 

westwards to Chapoto Fly Gate road due southwest to cross an unnamed 

gravel road to its junction with another gravel road, then south to Gwase River, 

it then follows Gwase River to its confluence with Manyame River, the 

boundary then crosses Manyame River, into a gravel path southeast, then 

westwards along the said gravel road to Dande River, it stretches generally 

north to its confluence with Hambe which also runs in a northern direction to 

the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   

346246.61,  8167114.68; 349913.36,  8164824.55;   349937.28,  8167627.87; 

348278.78,  8169787.83; 350066.76,  8164684.45 
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WARD 10 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn on a map from the confluence of 

Manyame and Monozi Rivers going generally southwards along Manyame River 

to Mavhuradonha mountain range hence westwards along this mountain range 

to where it meets Dande River, it then follows Dande River northwards to ARDA 

Mushumbi Compound on the eastern side of ARDA Mushumbi Compound. 

Westwards along the ARDA Mushumbi Compound fence to a gravel road 

(Tsetse Control road) then along the gravel road to a point it meets Manyame 

River. The boundary then follows Manyame River downwards generally 

southwards to the confluence of Manyame and Monozi rivers the starting point.  

This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:      

366007.02,  8169112.77;   367157.11,  8171415.75;   354355.27, 8173042.62; 

354287.71,  8168341.82; 353749.40,  8179822.18; 363415.68,  8166005.86;   

364311.68,  8168441.60; 352977.59,  8176971.43; 358462.51,  8166586.20;   

355203.90,  8182609.94; 362228.29,  8178941.71; 360013.12,  8182211.02; 

367457.34,  8175531.51;   365673.26,  8177213.64; 364437.05, 8174239.72;   

359981.19,  8182457.37; 359981.19,  8182457.37 

 

WARD 11 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point on Mukanga Bridge 

hence along Mukanga-Angwa road to the confluence of Angwa and Ulungu 

Rivers, hence up Ulungu River southwards to Hunters Camp No. 10, hence 

generally southwards to the district boundary, then the boundary follows the 

district boundary, westwards then northwards along the district boundary 

(Angwa River) to Mukanga bridge the starting point.  This area is bounded by 

the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  
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379121.47,  8180776.13;   374594.37,  8180296.78; 380137.93,  8173645.61; 

366060.35,  8183412.33; 370754.88,  8182497.63; 380912.96,  8177312.38; 

364003.78,  8183426.98; 364003.78,  8183426.98;   364992.54,  8177123.56;   

362360.95,  8178990.67; 372596.93,  8174985.44; 376625.90,  8175019.12; 

360021.76,  8182066.33; 368963.70,  8175518.86 

 

WARD 12 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn on a map from where a game 

fence meets Hunyani River then northwards along Hunyani River towards the 

Zimbabwe-Mozambique international boundary.  The boundary then stretches 

eastwards along the international boundary to a point where it meets an 

unnamed river which stretches southwards to Gwase River, then generally 

southwards to a game fence. The boundary then stretches along the game 

fence westwards then south-westwards in a straight line to Mahuwe-

Mushumbi road. Generally westwards along the said road to a game fence, 

then along the game fence to a point where the game fence meets Hunyani 

River the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   367656.62,  8170926.34; 365367.39,  

8168925.46;   366904.06,  8175597.01; 370309.49,  8164912.55;   375306.26,  

8164955.55; 364300.01,  8173535.31; 377512.20,  8174396.47; 376606.79,  

8173243.98; 374165.29,  8174770.56;   370304.83,  8175511.35; 365540.92,  

8165567.83; 377512.20,  8174396.47;   375237.33,  8168625.59 

 

WARD 13 

It starts from the confluence of Sapa and Musengezi Rivers then along Sapa 

River to a game fence.  Westwards along the game fence to Musengezi Fly Gate.  

Northeastwards along the old Musengezi road then northwards to Kadzi river.  

Northeastwards along Kadzi River to the international boundary of Zimbabwe 

and Mozambique then along Kadzi River to an unnamed river.  Generally 

southwards along the unnamed river to an unnamed road.  It crosses the 
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unnamed road to Kopo River, then along an unnamed river southwards to 

Musengezi River then along the said river to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:    

 

396599.49,  8153175.78; 395240.97,  8156738.08; 393600.82,  8147942.20; 

397246.88,  8148385.99; 389060.55,  8162731.01; 386850.84,  8165817.86; 

391926.81,  8156482.26; 389623.00,  8158675.96; 379109.98,  8161828.30;   

382386.28,  8160059.64; 383426.00,  8168847.09; 380467.56,  8165619.08; 

388825.01,  8152672.92;   389921.60,  8151230.64; 386239.11,  8159089.15;   

386179.10,  8155656.80 

 

WARD 14 

The ward starts from the intersection of Sapa and Musengezi Rivers, then along 

Sapa River, southwards into a game fence then westwards to Musengezi Fly 

Gate so as to exclude it, then a straight line is drawn southwards to Utete River 

so as to follow it eastwards, northeastwards into Musengezi River, then 

northwards along this river to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:      

376355.19,  8164952.10; 371359.55,  8164931.55;   380777.24,  8164108.45; 

364491.33,  8164204.39; 363582.44,  8161485.97;   380777.24,  8164108.45; 

366387.15,  8164959.38; 367623.48,  8155743.82; 371632.86,  8156023.72; 

362942.28,  8160248.04; 378946.52,  8159166.55;   380638.01,  8162894.12; 

364146.08,  8157498.79; 375238.15,  8157632.14 

 

WARD 15 

The ward boundary starts from where Kadzi River meets Mavhuradonha range 

then along Kadzi River northwards to Guruve-Mushumbi road into an 

unnamed river northwards to Mahuwe River.  Then along Mahuwe River to a 

game fence.  Then westwards along the said fence to Mushumbi-Mahuwe road, 
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then westwards along Skande road which joins Skande River Then along the 

said river southwards to a point it joins Mahuwe-Chitsungo road, which 

stretches a north westerly direction to Hambe River then southwards along the 

said river to Mavhuradonha escarpment then eastwards along the escarpment 

to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

 

365205.59,  8162513.82; 362947.37,  8160550.17;   358389.26,  8166586.91;   

365335.94,  8155242.30; 360749.84,  8154668.57; 363343.08,  8166015.61;   

364321.17,  8157764.35; 350808.20,  8159595.87; 351933.62,  8163062.03; 

356362.87,  8154904.79; 356450.58,  8166620.14; 356450.58,  8166620.14; 

353167.73,  8157590.01;   353878.92,  8166201.48 

 

WARD 16 

Starts from the confluence of Monozi and Manyame Rivers, southwards, 

southwestwards, then generally southwards along the said river to 

Mavhuradonha mountain range, then westwards along the Provincial 

Boundary of Mash-Central and Mash-West.  Westwards along the said 

boundary to Gwase River, across Rawari and Monozi Rivers. Then 

northeastwards along Gwase River to Manyame River then southwards along 

Manyame River to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:     352290.22,  8158151.57;   

349652.05,  8160700.03; 351937.22,  8152930.87; 346705.45,  8154398.54;   

349697.04,  8152407.75; 354950.07,  8155438.31; 347239.06,  8158201.67 

 

WARD 17 

It is an area of land which starts from a point where Mahuwe-Mushumbi road 

meets Hambe River then southwards along the said river which joins Dande 

River which extends in a southwards direction to a point it meets an unnamed 
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gravel road which extends eastern direction to join Mahuwe-Mushumbi road 

which runs in a north-westerly direction to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

 

347226.21,  8157124.08;   348922.95,  8161120.38;   343319.02,  

8157959.90;     344878.18,  8155231.00; 338331.13,  8167769.39; 340436.81,  

8170071.95; 339599.62,  8164327.89;   342960.05,  8158556.11; 340343.20,  

8161576.82;   350542.50,  8163583.36; 352083.59,  8160523.29; 347774.39,  

8166462.51; 343712.59,  8167374.53; 344228.17,  8167075.41; 344228.17,  

8167075.41 
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HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY CONSTITUENCY BOUNDARY 

DESCRIPTIONS 

1. BINDURA NORTH  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from intersection of Mazowe, Mount 

Darwin and Bindura  District Boundaries on the Ruya River, then generally 

east wards along the Mount Darwin District Boundary and the Boundaries of 

the following properties to Kaoko Hill on the Shamva district Boundary so as to 

exclude them, Chipa, Shumba, Bemberi and Ranch, then south east wards 

along the Shamva District Boundary to Pote River so as to  exclude Madziwa 

Communal lands, The  Derries farm, State Land , Umfurudzi Ranch, Celedonia 

Sunray, Kudu Kloof, Sisarawo, Alderaran, Glen Avilin and The Bend, then 

north-west wards along Pote River to the south western beacon of Woodbrook 

then north wards along the western boundary of Wood Brook to its north 

western beacon so as to include it, then south westwards along the boundaries  

of state land to its intersection with Bindura Municipality Boundary so as to 

include the State Land; then generally southwest wards, and northwards, to 

the south western beacon of Greenhill along the Bindura  Munipality Boundary 

so as to exclude the following properties, Brockdale, Kipperndale, Atherstone, 

Kingstone, Hilldadale, Blantrae, and Sandazi, then generally north wards along 

the  western boundaries of Greenhill and Athlone to Mazowe River so as  to 

include the two properties, then along Mazowe River to the south east beacon 

of Ridge View, then generally west wards along  the boundaries of the following 

properties  to the Mazowe District Boundary so as  to include them River View, 

Withington, Willow Dean, Jesmond Dean, Middleton Glen Douglas and 

Ireniedale, north westwards along the Mazowe District Boundary so the 

starting point as to exclude the Chiweshe Communal Lands. The area is  

bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
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333455.50, 8109472.00;   330286.05,  8112488.71;   326362.80,  8113040.54;   

324254.90, 8116046.85;   327215.42,  8119452.16;   326962.26,  8124269.30;   

328224.85, 8129088.13;   329209.09,  8133986.36;   329955.50,  8137472.00; 

2. BINDURA SOUTH  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of the south 

western beacon of Ireniedale  and the Mazowe District Boundary then generally 

north east wards along the boundaries of the  following properties to the 

confluence of Tsambe and  Mazowe River so as  to exclude them, Ireniedale, 

Glen Douglas, Middleton, Jesmond Dean, Wollow Dean, Withington and 

Riverview, then generally southwards to north western boundary of Greenhill 

Bindura Municipality, then south east wards along the boundaries of Athlone 

and Greenhill to the Bindura Municiplity Boundary, so as to exclude Athlone 

and Greenhill Farms, then south east wards, south wards along the Bindura 

Municipality Boundary to the north eastern beacon of Hildadale farm so as to 

include Sandazi Burnside, Ballntrae and Hildadale properties, then  generally 

eastwards, and south wards to Pote River along the boundaries of the following  

properties, Hildadale, Kingstone, Atherson, Brockdale and  Kipperndale so as 

to include them, then south east wards along the Pote River to the Shamva 

District boundary, then generally eastwards along the Pote River and the 

Shamva District Boundary to the north eastern beacon of Woodlands Farm so 

as to exclude The bend and Glen Avilin Farms, then generally south wards 

along the Shamva District Boundary to the Goromonzi District Boundary so as 

to include Woodlands, Hereford and Nyambara then, generally  south 

westwards, to Nyamasanga River along the  Goromonzi District Boundary so as 

to exclude Frascati, Marsala,  Saratoga, Bally Vaughan,  State land and 

Swiswa, then generally northwards along Goromonzi District Boundary so as to 

exclude the Chinhamora Communal Lands, then north west wards along the 

Goromonzi District Boundary to the Mazowe District Boundary so as to include 

the following properties Glen-Davis, Wolf Hill, Rietbok Vlei, and Rocky Spirit, 

then generally north wards along the Mazowe District Boundary to the starting 
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point. This area is  bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  330955.50,  8077972.00;   328147.08,  8080880.94;   

326688.92,  084422.27;   24978.64,  8083198.86;   321398.65,  8084609.03;   

320699.16,  089484.68;   318326.19,  8092178.90;   313542.86,  8090877.34;   

308926.69,  8089207.59;   304071.54,  8089707.49;   301955.50,  

8089972.00; 

 

3. GURUVE NORTH  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of the Musengezi  

and Sappa Rivers on the Muzarabani District Boundary, then southwards 

along the Muzarabani District Boundary to the Mbire- Guruve, then generally 

south wards along Muzarabani District Boundary to the peak of Nyarasuswi 

Hill and north eastern beacon of Naini Tal Farm so as to exclude Gutsa 

Communal Lands then generally south westwards to Dande River along the 

boundaries of Naini Tal and Bome Farms so as to exclude them, then generally 

south east wards along the Dande River to its confluence with an unnamed 

stream, then generally south west wards along  the unnamed stream to Shinje 

River so as to exclude Dauro, Date and Gezi Villages, then generally north 

westwards along Shinje River to its confluence with Mupagowe River so as 

include Mavhunga and Mukamba Villages, hence generally south westwards 

along Mupagowe River to its confluence with Mupingi River so as to exclude 

Kasinauya Village and Ruvinga Primary School, then generally north wards 

along Mupingi River to the north most corner of Nyakapupu Small Scale Farms 

so as to exclude them, then south westwards along the boundaries of 

Nyakapupu small scale Farms to the north western beacon of Farm 101 in the 

Mhanyame River and the Makonde District Boundary then generally 

northwards the Makonde District Boundary to the peak of Rukovakuona Range 

of Mountains so as to exclude Doma Safari Areas, then eastwards along the 
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peak of the Rukovakuona Range of Mountains so as to include Bakasa 

Communal to an unnamed Road, then northwards along Mahuwe River,  then 

generally northwards along the Mahuwe River Game Fence, then eastwards 

along the Game Fence to Sapa River, then generally north eastwards along 

Sapa River to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  224455.50, 8191972.00;   225504.99, 

8187573.54;   225092.56, 8183246.12;   223765.82, 8179730.72;   223046.32,  

8174857.72;   221606.71,  8170902.46;   220801.90, 8166261.19;   

220289.42,  8161888.08;   222545.96,  8158291.08;   226660.48,  

8156795.76;   231227.57,  8155009.99 

4. GURUVE SOUTH  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the peak of Nyarasuwi Hill on 

the Muzarabani District Boundary then south wards along the District 

Boundary to Nyapfuta Hill, then generally westwards along the  Muzarabani 

District Boundary to Umvukwesi Range of Mountains so as to exclude Tingwa  

Raphia Palim Botanical Reserve and the peak of Umvekwe Range of Mountains, 

then generally south westwards along the Muzarabani District Boundary to the 

Mazowe District Boundary at the peak of Mukwe Range of Mountains so as to 

exclude, Mawari Raptia Palm Botanical Reserve, Rockie Ridge,Chidikwamwedzi 

and Sulugulu, then generally south west wards along the Mazowe District 

boundary and the peaks of Mukwe Range of Mountains to the northern beacon 

of Umvukwe North Farm at the Zvimba District Boundary then generally 

westwards along Zvimba District Boundary to Mutorashanga River so as to 

exclude the following properties, Umvukwe North, Welmode and 

Dahwe,Umvukwe Ranch Extension, and Windsor  then generally north wards 

along the Zvimba District Boundary Makonde District, then generally north 

wards along the Makonde District Boundary to the Southwestern beacon of 

Nyakpupu Farm 101, then north eastwards along the boundaries of 

Nyakapupu Small Scale Farms to Mupingi River, so as to include them, then 
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southwards along the Mupingi River to its confluence with Mupogowe River, 

then generally north eastwards along Mupagowe River to its confluence with 

Shinje River so as to include Kasinauyo Village, then south eastwards along 

Shinje River to its confluence with an unnamed River, then north eastwards 

along the unnamed River to Dande River so as to exclude Tahwarira and 

Kanonama Villages, then north westwards along Dande River to its boundary 

with Bome Farm, then generally north east wards, along the boundaries of 

Bome and Naini Tal to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

265455.50, 8162972.00;   261572.88,  8160706.76;   259998.52,  8157765.02;   

260900.66  8153728.42;   258619.46,  8152514.00;   254756.30,  8154371.73;   

251744.23, 8151510.73;   247396.86,  8150206.55;   245775.28,  8153972.00;   

242534.81, 8156813.38;   242198.05,  8161457.09;   240501.54,  8164768.04;   

239520.38, 8164601.76;   237554.12,  8160017.87;   235669.57,  8155400.13;   

317455.50, 8163972.00;   272955.50,  8139472.00;   276942.55,  8142209.05;   

281146.34, 8144817.42;   282341.85,  8149017.41;   283958.95,  8153732.34;   

282543.62, 8157927.94;   278091.80,  8159150.02;   273109.07,  8159209.20;   

269528.93, 8162648.57; 

 

5. MAZOWE CENTRAL  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of the Chiraire 

and Ruya Rivers on the Bindura District Boundary, then generally south wards 

along the Ruya River and the Bindura District Boundary to Changa River so as 

to exclude Hinton, Maparu, Lagnaha, and Dunaverty Chomkuti  and Brockley 

Farms, to a point south of Bell Rock  then generally north-west wards up 

Changa River so as to exclude Nyemba and Chivanga villages, then generally 

south west wards to its intersection with Muriwo river then; them generally 

northwards along eastern boundaries of Gutsa, Mufuka, Mukomberanwa, 
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Mandaza, Vambe, Kawanzanwa, Nyamhunga and Gunguwe so as to include 

them.   Then north east wards along the Chaire River to the starting point.      

The area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  299955.50, 8100472.00;   301618.79,  8104951.73;   302868.07,  

8109634.57;   306122.83, 8112806.66;   308286.34,  8116554.71;   

310053.42,  8120428.25;   308645.35,  8123953.23;   307955.50,  8127472.00 

 

6. MAZOWE NORTH  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection Bindura Mount 

Darwin and Ruya River, then generally south westwards along the Ruya River 

to its confluence with  Chiraire River, then south west wards along Chiraire 

River to the eastern boundary of Forrester Estates so as to  include Chiweshe 

Communal Lands, then south west wards along the eastern boundaries of the 

following properties to the northern beacon Hasfa Farm so as to include them, 

Forrester A, Frogmore Extension and Frogmore, then, generally north west 

wards to the Zvimba District Boundary along the boundaries of the following 

properties so as to exclude them, Hasfa, Petra  Blight, Harianan Estates, Cairo, 

Brotherton, WoodChase  Omeath, Jonuella and Rhimbeck, then north  wards 

along Zvimba District Boundary to Dahwe on the Guruve Boundaries; then 

north east wards along the Guruve District Boundary to the Muzarabani 

District Boundary  to the Umvukwe Range of mountains so as to include 

Dahwe, Umvukwe North stock well, Galloway, stockbury and Edmonston them 

so as to include then generally north east wards along the Muzarabani District  

to the Mt Darwin District boundary so as to exclude Munera and  Mtorazeni, 

Chipiri, Goromomakwa, Kenwith, Oban and  Chaona Estate; then west wards 

and southeastwards along the Mount Darwin District to up stream Ruya River 

to the starting point.  The area is bounded by the following, Universal 
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Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

316455.50, 8139472.00; 316275.25, 8142041.75;   272955.50, 8139472.00;   

271843.29, 8134660.93;   269455.50, 8130454.50;   265816.93, 8127694.86;   

264062.18, 8123042.05;   261781.81, 8118700.93;   261042.16, 8113808.66 

7. MAZOWE SOUTH  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the north western beacon of 

Moores Grant across Sawi River to its intersection with Muriwo River then east 

wrds to the then, northwards generally southwards along the Bindura District 

boundary to the Goromonzi District Boundary to exclude the following 

properties, Duntarvie, Ireniedale, Geluk and Masembura and Chinhambhora 

Communal Lands to Rocky Spruit Rietbok Vlei, Wolf Hill and Divis , then 

generally its intersection with Nyamarombe river, then westwards to Rusumbi 

Hill; then southwards along the Goromonzi District boundary to  beacon of 

Hatcllif South Extension A at the Harare Province Boundary so as to exclude 

Sussexdale, Oaklands II, Buckland Estate and Hatclife South Extension; then 

generally northwest-wards, along the Harare Province boundaries to the 

Zvimba District boundaries so as to include, the following Highton, Bothashof, 

Bannockburn 2 Zizalisali 8, Zizalisali BB, Thornpark and Komanim, then 

northwards along the western bvoundary of Mount Hampden so as to exclude 

it; then generally north westwards to the north of the Mgutu, Hidden Valley 

and Christon Bank, then north wards along Mazowe River and Mazowe Dam to 

the northern boundary of Archie Handerson Research Station, then generally 

northwards to the north western beacon of Iron Mask farm along the 

boundariws  so as to include it, then generally north eastwards to the southern 

beacon of Welbeck 9 along the boundaries of Iron Mask Farm and Cartref so as 

to include them, then generally north wards to the Jumbo Township Reserve 

boundary along the boundaries of Welbeck Township and Whitefield so as to 

include them then south west wards, and generally north eastwards, along the 
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Jumbo along the boundaries of the Great Riversdale Estates to Marasawuta 

River, then generally northwards along the Marasawuta and Murowodze River 

to the north western beacon of The Great Riverside Estate so as to include it, 

then east wards, northwards and westwards to Murowodzi River along the 

boundaries of The Great Riversdale Estates, and Duncambe  so as to include 

them, then generally north eastwards along Muroodzi River to the north 

western beacon of  Highwood Farm  so as to include Highwood and Duncombe 

Farms, then South east wards along the boundaries of Highwood to the 

Amandas Township Reserve, then generally southwards, north eastwards along 

the Amandas Township Reserve to the Southeastern beacon of  Portlock A so 

as to exclude Amandas Township Reserve, then generally north eastwards, to 

Garamapudzi River along the boundaries of Portlock A and Esperanza B farms 

so as to exclude the two, then generally eastwards  along Muroodzi Dam and 

River to the Glendale Heyshot Road, then generally north west wards, along 

boundaries of Glendale Farm, north west wards, of 22A Moores and 22A 

Moores Grant, so as to include them to the starting point. The area is bounded 

by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  299955.50, 

8100472.00;   297292.19, 8103640.35;   295857.69, 8099776.37;   295535.81, 

8094962.94;   292543.82, 8092420.54;   287635.93, 8091502.07;   285955.50, 

8091472.00 

 

8. MAZOWE WEST  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of the western 

the beacon of Mondynes farm and the Zvimba District Boundary, then 

generally south eastwards, northwards and eastwards to the south north 

eastern beacon of Langham school along the boundaries of the following 

properties so as to include them,  Rhimbick, Whaddon Chase,  Brotherton, 

Cairo and Hariana Estate, then north Petra and Hasfa, then south west wards 

to the south eastern  beacon of Nyachuru farm  on the summit of Ndire 
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mountain along the boundaries of the following properties so as to include 

them, Hasfa, Arda, Skyetekke and  Banff, then eastwards to the north eastern 

becon of Moores Grant then generally southeastwards to Morowodzi  River 

along the boundaries of the following properties so as to include them, Moores 

Grant, Ardula Extension Ardura, Craignegwoer an Kilmer so as to include 

them, then west wards along the Murowodzi River across Umrodzi Dam to the 

North Eastern beacon of Esperanza B so as to include it, then generally south 

wards to the north eastern beacon of Amandas Township Reserve along the 

boundaries of Esperanza B and Porttock A Farm so as to include them, then 

generally southwards, northwards, southwestwards, south east wards  to the 

south eastern beacon of Spelonken Estate South of Mazowe Dam so as to 

include it, hence south  westwards talong the eastern boundary of Archie 

Henderson Research station, then south wards into Murowodzi River, generally 

southwards to the eastern boundary of Christon Bank along the boundaries of 

the following properties so as to include them Arche Handerson Research 

station and Spelonken Estate then generally south westwards to the 

intersection with Zvimba District Boundary along the boundaries to Christon 

Bank and Hidden valley and Mgutu so as to exclude them, then generally 

westwards along Zvimba District Boundary to the south western beacon of 

Marshfield farm so as to include the following properties Sigaro, Nalire, 

Miegunyah, Ballneety, Sandown, Mackay, Sandringham, Yate and Marshafield, 

then north wards,  to the Umvukwe Range of Mountains along the Zvimba 

District Boundary so as to include Mashfield Greennithe and Mooiriver Farms, 

then generally north east wards along the Umvukwe Range and the Zvimba 

District Boundary to the starting point so as to include the following properties, 

Barwick A Witch wood, Barwick Estate Ruorka Extension, Ruorka Ranch 

Omeath and Rhimbick to the starting point.  The  area is bounded by the 

following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
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285455.50, 8104972.00;   281853.62,  8106323.88;   277758.68,  8107989.73;   

274442.28, 8110472.00;   269450.42,  8110260.07;   264837.13,  8109498.52;   

262687.39,  8106394.70;   260045.10,  8109177.20;   258955.50,  8109472.00 

9. MBIRE  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of the Luangwa 

and Zambezi Rivers on the Zimbabwe, Zambia and Mozambique International 

Boundary, then southwards along the Zimbabwe, Mozambique International 

Boundary to Angwa River, then generally east wards along Zimbabwe 

Mozambique to Musengezi and the International Boundary to, then generally 

southwards along the Muzarabani  District Boundary so as to exclude  

Mukumbura Communal Lands, then generally south west wards along Sapa 

River to its intersection with a game fence, then generally westwards along the 

game fence boundary  to an unnamed River, then generally south wards along 

the Mahuwe River to an unnamed Road , then generally south wards along the 

unnamed road to the Rukovakuona Range of mountains, and Guruve District 

Boundary, then west wards along up to the Makonde District Boundry so as to 

exclude Kabasa and Kachuta Communal Lands, then generally westwards 

along the Makonde District Boundary to Angwa River so as to exclude Doma 

Safari Area, then generally  northwards along the Kariba District Boundary and 

the Angwa and Mukanga Rivers so as to exclude Chiwore Safari  Area, Zambezi 

Parks and Wild life Land and Chibende Spring, then generally north eastwards 

along the Kariba District Boundary then northwards along the Kariba District 

Boundary International Boundary to a  point along the Zambezi River and the 

Zimbabwe – Zambia International Boundary Grid then generally north 

eastwards along the Zambezi River and the Zimbabwe – Zambia International 

Boundary to the  starting point. This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
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295455.50, 8228972.00;   292892.38,  8229911.35;   289660.85,  8227972.00;   

287324.07, 8224178.19;   282848.64,  8224828.86;   280159.78,  8228869.86;   

275612.35, 8230215.65;   270613.21,  8230123.07;   265614.07,  8230030.49;   

260614.92; 8229937.92;   255615.78,  8229845.34;   250616.64,  8229752.76;   

245617.59, 8229655.24;   240618.59,  8229555.26;   235619.42,  8229472.00;   

230619.42, 8229472.00;   225619.42,  8229472.00;   223933.84,  8232808.01;   

223901.37, 8237807.90;   223868.90;  8242807.80;   223836.44,  8247807.69;   

223803.97, 8252807.59;   223771.50,  8257807.48;   223739.04,  8262807.37;   

223706.57, 8267807.27;   222455.50,  8271154.50;   218647.05,  8268860.31;   

213860.47, 8268420.34;   209009.82,  8268472.00;   208955.50,  8263526.32;  

211852.55, 8260324.95;   213431.52,  8256198.02;   209895.98,  8252662.48;   

206360.45,8249126.95;   202824.91,  8245591.41;   199079.95,  8242346.45;;   

195603.62, 8238768.24;   191993.20,  235490.85;   187926.19,  8232692.69;   

184377.38, 8229487.64;   185763.36,  8226414.14;   189193.25,  8224459.75;   

189215.04, 8221462.46;   187455.50,  8217551.81;   190300.57,  8215273.64;   

191399.59, 8210889.74;   193955.50,  8210667.18;   192122.95,  8206806.90;   

188955.50, 8203439.33;   189380.04,  8198773.82;   188760.94,  8194193.75;   

186149.55, 8190972.00;   185058.02,  8186709.39;   188937.77,  8184739.73;   

189951.81, 8187889.90;  194706.47,  8188534.74;   199311.62,  8190193.22;   

201607.38, 8193668.24;   201455.50,  8197453.69;   204733.45,  8199833.02;   

209000.44, 8199373.69;   211455.50,  8195901.93;   213772.54,  8192404.96;   

218221.97, 8191644.16;   222870.35,  8191972.00;   224455.50,  8191972.00; 

 

10. MT DARWIN EAST  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of the Zimbabwe 

– Mozambique international boundary and the Ruya River and the boundary of 

Mt Darwin, Rushinga Districts, then eastwards along the International 

Boundary in Rushinga District to a point on Ganganyama  Hill, then along a 

straight line westwards to a point on the Ganganyama – Katakura Road then 
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southwards along Ganganyama – Katakura Road to the source of an unnamed 

river then generally south west wards along the unnamed River to its 

confluence with Nyambiti River so as to exclude the following villages, Soda, 

Katiza and Ponya, then generally south-eastwards along Nyambiti River to its 

source on so as to exclude Mushewembiri, Manyazo and Rusambo villages then 

a straight line is drawn south-westwards to the Katakura Road  – so as to 

exclude Mushawembiri, Manyazo and Rusambo villages, then a straight line is 

drawn south-westwards to the Ganganyama Katakura Road – so as to include 

Madzinga, Machekacheka and Machinga villages, and Ganganyama, then north 

east wards along the Katakura Road to Kasenze Road junction, then  north-

westwards along the Ganganyama Katakura road south-westwards to a, then 

proceeding on a straight line drawn northwards to a point, north-eastwards 

along the road to Dokwe River, east-westwards along Dodkwe River to its 

confluence with Ruya River so as to include Maname Business Centre, 

Nyandoro, Chitenda and Mutiwokuziva villages, generally south-westwards 

along the Ruya River to its confluence with Chiutsa River so as to include 

Masoso Communal lands, then generally north up the Chiutsa River up to its 

confluence with an unnamed riiver so as to exclude Sosera Primary School, 

Chiromo Primary School and Manomano Dip, then north wards up the 

unnamed river to its confluence with Karoi River, then north-eastwards along 

the unnamed river thereafter following a straight line due north-east so as to 

include Conok Mine, and Chitumba Primary School, then northwards, along 

Chidzanya River, to its intersection with the Mamvuradonha Range of 

Mountains so as to include the following villages, Nyamhandu, Rukodzi, 

Hungwe and Mudzingadutu, then generally eastwards along the range of 

mountains up to the source of Mukumbura River so as to include the following 

villages, Muwayara, Murambirira, Pachanza A and Pachanza B, then eastwards 

along the Mukumbura River to its confluence with an unnamed stream, then 

eastwards along the unnamed stream to its confluence with Kapara River to 

north-eastwards along Kapara River then at the foot of Chikuhwa Range of 

Mountains so as to exclude Gotsi Isasa and Chidenga Mountains, then north-
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eastwards along the peak of the Chidenga range of mountains to its 

intersection with the Mozambique – Zimbabwe International Boundary so as to 

include Mupini village then south-eastwards along the international boundary 

to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

399455.50, 8182472.00;   395955.50,  8182472.00;   390960.65,  8182337.78;   

386046.10, 8181487.10;   381079.74,  8180940.69;   376223.86,  8180016.73;   

372779.15, 8181891.09;   367928.98,  8183059.75;   362966.95,  8183665.17;   

358540.28,  8182605.04;   355024.16,  8181197.38;   352955.50,  8179472.00 

11. MT DARWIN NORTH  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of the 

Mukumbura and Chiwonde Rivers and the Zimbabwe Mozambique 

International Boundary, then generally south-eastwards along the Mukumbura 

River and Zimbabwe – Mozambique International Boundary,to the peak of 

Gungwa Mountain, then generally westwards to the peak of Mavhuradonha 

Range of Mountains then generally westwards along the Mavhuradonha Range 

of Mountains up to the peak of Chimwaya Mountain  on the Muzarabani 

District Boundary so as to exclude the Kandeya and Masoso Communal Lands, 

then north-eastwards along the Muzarbani District Boundary to the peak of 

Bhinya Mountain, then north-eastwards to Chionde River then generally 

northwards to a starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

395955.50, 8182472.00;   391381.25,  8183990.56;   386530.54,  8185203.24;   

383826.91, 8188214.82;   383112.94,  8192157.13;   379703.94,  8195472.52;   

375936.05, 8197382.18;   373585.18,  8200564.58;   371455.50,  8202896.57;   

367628.60, 8205497.63;   364157.73,  8207519.77;   359688.88,  8209188.66;   
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354952.34, 8209723.58;   351078.82,  8210497.34;   346191.15,  8210472.00;   

342267.86,  8212117.88;   338396.50,  8213472.00;   333968.49,  8213343.75 

12. MT DARWIN SOUTH  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from  the intersection of the Ruya 

River and the Rushinga District boundary at the northern boundary of Chesa 

610, then generally south-eastwards along the Rushinga District boundary to 

Mukotwe River so as to include the Chesa Small Scale Farming Area, then 

generally south wards, along  the Mukotwe River and the District Boundary to 

Mazowe River, and the Uzumba Maramba District Boundary then generally 

south-westwards along the Uzumba-Maramba Pfungwe District boundary to 

Shamva District Boundary so as to exclude Pfungwe Communal Lands, then 

generally westwards to Ruya River along the Shamva and Bindura District 

Boundaries so as to exclude Mupfurudzi Safari Area, Lions Lodge, Mgadzi, 

State land, Katanya, Tara and Audrey A, then generally north-eastwards along 

the Ruya River so as to include the Chesa Small Scale Farming areas to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

398955.50, 8141972.00;   397555.58,  8146271.85;   396941.34,  8150849.43;   

396350.22, 8155814.25;   392975.63,  8156982.06;   388998.70,  8157765.20;   

390335.06, 8162101.56;   393870.59,  8165637.09;   397290.41,  8163804.54;   

401767.18, 8162033.68;   403890.13,  8165910.46;   408308.48,  8163986.71;   

413164.80, 8165125.10;   412984.25,  8168635.75;   411863.65,  8173155.71;   

410406.63,  8177265.21;   411024.23,  8181928.18 

13. MT DARWIN WEST  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Chidamanya 

River  and the peak of Mamvuradonha range of mountains, then generally 

southwards along the Chidamanya and Chidzanya Rivers so as to include 
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Kadohwata Business Centre, Chigango 2 village and Mutoro 1 village then 

southeast and later south-westwards to a point then further south westwards 

along an unnamed river so as to include Chisungo village, Chihoko Business 

Centre, Kamundarira village, Kambaza Village and Kandigi Village, then 

generally south-westwards along the unnamed river to its confluence with 

Karoi River then southwards along the Karoi River, to its confluence with 

Chiutsa River  so as to include, Mudimu Business Centre and Kapfudza 

Villages, then generally southwards along the Chiutsa River to its confluence 

with the Ruya River, then generally south-westwards along the Ruya River to 

its boundary with Bindura and Mazowe Districts so as to include the Karuyana 

Small Scale Farms, Llawleys Grant, Nyamaridza and Chitepo Villages then 

westwards along the Mazowe District boundary to a beacon on a hill so as to 

exclude Chiweshe Communal Lands, then north-eastwards along the District 

boundary with Mazowe to Muzarabani so as to exclude Chiweshe Communal 

Lands, Chaona Estate, Chitsongo and Lions Cave, then generally north-

westwards along Muzarabani District boundary to the peak of Mavhuradonha 

Range of Mountains so as to exclude Worlds View, Dundwe, Nova Doma and 

Dunsberry Farms, then generally eastwards along the foot of the 

Mamvuradonha Range of Mountains and Muzarabani District Boundary to the 

peak of Chimwaya Mountain, then generally eastwards to the starting point.  

This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

355455.50, 8154972.00; 352692.48, 8158458.98;   351901.09,  8159972.00;   

353204.61, 8163971.11;  354565.66,  8168772.80;   354312.44,  8173616.45;   

352455.50,  8178144.49 

 

14. MUZARABANI NORTH  
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An area of land bounded by a line drawn from where the Kaitano – Muzarabani 

Road cuts the Mount Darwin District boundary, then westwards along the 

Muzarabani – Kaitano Road to Gokonya River  so as to include Mugweni 

village, then north west wards along Gokonya River to its confluenc with Hoya 

River, then generally north westwards along Hoya River to its confluence with  

Komuramu River, then southwards along  Komusamu River to the Hoya 

Muzarabani Road so as to include Kamudyariwa Village, then north westwards 

along the Hoya – Kaitano Road to Nzoumvunda River, then southwards along 

Nzoumvuda River to the  peak of Mavhuradonha Range so as to  exclude 

Muchembere, Charunda and Fainoza  villages, then westwards along the peak 

of the Mavhuradonha Range of Mountains to Utete River and the  Mbire 

District Boundary, then generally north eastwards to the Zimbabwe – 

Mozambique International Boundary, along Utete and Musengezi River so as to 

exclude the Dande Communal Lands, then generally  north eastwards along 

the Zimbabwe – Mozambique International Boundary the  Mount Darwin 

District Boundary, then generally South eastwards along the  Mount Darwin 

District Boundary to  the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

331955.50, 8212972.00;   331270.80,  8215537.30;   328816.41,  8217861.09;   

325071.44, 8221106.06;   322139.61,  8224472.00;   320557.30,  8227166.59;   

316811.16, 8228866.34;   313051.51,  8229587.34;   308282.36,  8229834.19;   

304216.24, 8231531.82;   299771.44,  8231425.99;   295455.50,  8229176.44;   

295455.50,  8228972.00 

15. MUZARABANI SOUTH  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of the 

Muzarabani Kaitano Road with the Mount Darwin District Boundary, then 

south east wards along the Mount Darwin District Boundary to the Karuyana 

River, then southwards along the  District Boundary to the southern foot of 
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Mavhuradonha  Range of Mountains, then west wards along the foot of the 

Range of Mountains  to Nyapfuta Mountains so as to exclude Kandeya 

Communal lands, then south west wards along the Mount Darwin District 

Boundary up to the Karuyana River so as to include St Alberts Mission, then 

generally south wards along to the Mazowe District Boundary so as to include, 

Dundee and Ruiana  Farms, Kwarate Farm, Chiweshe Communal  Lands, 

Rumange Chipanza, Barrock and Chikonyora farms then, generally west wards 

along the Mazowe District to the Boundary to the Guruve District  Boundary so 

as to exclude Gurunwe, Ternanog and Penrose Farms, east wards and 

southeast wards to  Utete River along the Guruve District Boundary, then 

generally north wards along the Guruve District Boundary to the peak  of the 

Mavhuradonha Range of Mountains so as to exclude Bakasa Communal lands, 

then eastwards along the peak of the Mavuradonha Range of Mountains to 

Nzoumvunda River so as to exclude Mudziviri, Soka and  Jacharara villages, 

then northwards along Nzoumvunda River to the Kaitano, Chibaya Road, then 

eastwards along the Kaitano – Chibaya Road to Komudzimu River, so as to 

exclude Kamudyariwa village, then northwards along Komudzimu River to its 

confluence with Hoya  River, then generally south east wards along Hoya River 

to its confluence with Gokoya River, then east wards along  Gokoya River to the 

Muzarabani Kaitano Road, then eastwards along he Road to  the starting point 

so as to exclude Mugweni village.  This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

264955.50, 8186472.00;   265306.43, 8182270.14;   265127.55,  8178808.03;   

266822.49, 8175387.06;   268319.11,  8170812.83;   270160.07,  8167426.57;   

266904.41,  8163696.45;   265455.50,  8162972.00 

16. RUSHINGA  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of the Mazowe 

and Mukotwe River and the boundary of Mashonaland East and Mashonaland 
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Central, then generally north west wards along the Mukotwe River and the 

Mount Darwin  District Boundary to a point so as to exclude Chesa Small Scale 

Farms, then north wards along the Mount Darwin  District Boundary to the 

north eastern peg of Farm 522 Chesa so as to exclude the Chesa small Scale 

farms, then generally north west wards to  the north eastern beacon of Chesa 

Farm Number 577  along the Mountain Darwin District Boundary so as to 

exclude the  Chesa Small Scale Farms, then to a point Dokwe River  so as to 

exclude Nhepera Village,  then south eastwards along Dokwe River to 

Nyamarodza Business Centre Road so as to exclude Chitenda Village, then 

south  westwards along the Nyamarodza Business Centre Road, then South 

wards to a point, so as to exclude Nyamarodza Business Centre and 

Mutiwokuziva Village, then a straight line is drawn north eastwards to a point 

along Ganganyama  Katakura road so as to include  Chiputa Village, then 

south east wards  along the Ganganyama-Katakura road  to its junction with 

Kasenze road so as to exclude Kaingidza an Machekacheka Village, then  a 

straight line is drawn to a point on the source of Nyambiti River so as to  

exclude Madzinga, Machinga and Nhete  villages, then generally north  

eastwards along Nyambiti River to the Ganganyama –Katakura Road, then 

generally northwards along the Ganganyama  Katakura Road to a point so as 

to include Ponya,  Katiza and Soda Villages,  then a straight line is drawn to a 

point along the Zimbabwe. Mozambique International Boundary, then generally 

south east wards along the Zimbabwe-Mozambique International Boundary  to 

the peak of Chera Hill, then generally southwards along the  International 

Boundary to the peak of Nyakaka Hill, hence south wards along the 

International boundary to the  Mazowe  Rivers and Mudzi District Boundary  

then generally westwards up the  Mazowe River and the Mudzi District 

Boundary to the  confluence  of Nyadiri River and the Uzumba Maramba 

Pfungwe District Boundary so as  to exclude Mkota and Ngarwe  Communal 

Lands, then generally  westwards up the Mazowe River and  the Uzumba 

Maramba Pfungwe District  Boundary so as to exclude the  Pfungwe Communal 

Lands to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal 
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Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

398955.50, 8141972.00;   403861.67,  8141690.72;   407895.14,  8143502.18;   

411787.85, 8145138.54;   416545.47,  8145427.01;   420548.84,  8146315.34;   

424735.93, 8148547.78;   429709.70,  8148972.00;   433232.22,  8151860.36;   

437775.76, 8152686.05;   442545.69,  8153858.60;   447204.25,  8153347.21;   

451494.76, 8151182.74;   455909.94,  8149070.52;   460661.53,  8150325.01;   

464454.74, 8149722.76;   468915.94,  8150337.11;   473077.55,  8152216.09;   

470781.89, 8154946.54;   468718.87,  8158578.98;   469416.66,  8163527.78;   

466116.93, 8166641.29;   461644.79,  8168877.35;   457086.87,  8170906.32;   

452528.95, 8172935.28;   447971.02,  8174964.24;   443258.88,  8176620.87;   

438636.78, 8178494.91;   433954.03,  8180222.49;   429205.07,  8181784.61;   

424291.04, 8182674.07;   419448.03,  8183221.53;   414455.82,  8182972.00;   

411455.50,  8182972.00 

17. SHAMVA NORTH  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of the Gwetera 

and Mazowe Rivers at the Uzumba Maramba District boundary up the Mazowe 

River and District Boundary  to the Southeastern boundary of Umpfurudzi 

Safari Area, then westwards and generally northwards to Mupfurudzi River 

along the boundaries of Mupfurudzi Safari, then generally westwards along the 

Mupfurudzi River up to Eben Dam wall, then along the northern edges of Eben 

dam so as to exclude it then along the Mupfurudzi River up to its intersection 

with the Bindura District boundary, then generally northwards along the 

Bindura District Boundary to the Mt Darwin District Boundary at Kaoko Hill so 

as to include Madziwa Communal Lands, then generally eastwards along the 

Mt Darwin District Boundary  to the Gwetera River then generally north-

eastwards along the Gwetera River and the Mt Darwin District Boundary down 

to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 
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1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  394455.50, 8137972.00;   389516.93,  

8138714.32;   384818.20,  8139285.73;   380303.19, 8140081.25;   

376659.84,  8138824.17;   373132.72,  8137947.74;   369505.87, 8136171.63;   

367051.48,  8134317.98;   363846.04,  8132917.27;   360796.48, 8130881.02;   

356735.17,  8129904.81;   352059.73,  8128687.26;   350875.01, 8131980.52;   

350447.22,  8134213.72;   346754.76,  8131070.53;   344032.95, 8131317.10;   

341245.56,  8135391.87;   337111.60,  8136712.24;   332135.95, 8137203.96;   

364455.50,  8096972.00;   368455.50,  8098158.98;   372548.64, 8100315.14;   

376860.91,  8102690.47;   376186.34,  8106376.21;   378095.14, 8110809.81;   

381262.57,  8113548.77;   383766.30,  8117228.80;   382999.11, 8120207.46;   

384082.01,  8123285.26;   387486.69,  8126377.95;   390117.18,  

8129181.58;   393998.46,  8131350.87;   393574.08,  8136103.42 

18. SHAMVA SOUTH  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of the 

Mupfurudzi Safari Area and the Mazowe River on the border with Uzumba 

Maramba Pfungwe District, then southwards up the Mazowe, Nyagui and 

Umwidsi rivers along Uzumba Maramba Pfungwe  District Boundary, to a point 

on mumurwi mountain; hence, south-westwards to the top of an unnamed hill, 

south of Bythorn then generally northwards along the Bindura District 

boundary so as to exclude, Nyamhanyara, Hereford Estate and Woodlands to 

Pote River, then, generally eastwards along  Pote River and Bindura (District 

Boundary to the South eastern beacon of Avilion  Farm then generally 

northwards along the Bindura District Boundary to Mazowe river; then 

eastwards along the same river then generally nowthwards to Mupfurudzi River 

so as to exclude the following properties,Chiwaridzo, Koodoo Viei, Chipadze 

Estate, Vergenoeg, Shashi Estate and Umfurudzi Estate, then eastwards along 

the Mupfurudzi River, past the northern edges of Eben Dam so as to include 

the Dam to the western boundary of Mupfurudzi Safari Area, then generally 

southwards and eastwards along Mupfurudzi Safari Area boundary to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse 
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Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  364455.50, 8096972.00;   360610.91,  

8098782.83;   364510.34,  8101776.84;   363955.50, 8106512.74;   

360081.00,  8108159.25;   355868.82,  8108750.89;   351554.53, 8111122.97;   

347016.44,  8112016.42;   342349.81,  8111616.31;   338001.07, 8109585.61;   

333455.50,  8109472.00;   331779.13,  8105472.00;   332944.38, 8102449.76;   

334939.42,  8100473.34;   337525.14,  8098535.37;   339904.50, 8096043.93;   

339726.04,  8091047.11;   337274.08,  8087657.76;   335265.25, 8083972.00;   

332153.25,  8080867.50 
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MASHONALAND CENTRAL SENATORIAL CONSTITUENCY 

BOUNDARY DESCRIPTIONS 

1. BINDURA-SHAMVA  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn the confluence of the Gwetera and 

Mazowe Rivers on the Uzumba Maramba Pfungwe District Boundary, up the 

Mazowe and Umwindis Rivers along the District Boundary to the Shamva-

Goromonzi District Boundary so as to exclude, Pfungwe, Maramba, Uzumba 

and Chikwakwa Communal Lands, then generally south west wards along  the 

Shamva Goromonzi District Boundary to the  Bindura district Boundary then 

generally south westwards along the Bindura Goromonzi District Boundary so 

as to exclude Chikwaka Communal Lands, Saratoga, Bally Vangnan, Msinje 

and Munenga Farms, then north east wards and north west wards along the 

Bindura Goromonzi District Boundary to the Mazowe District Boundary so as 

to exclude Chinamora  Communal Lands, then generally north wards  along 

the Bindura-Mazowe District Boundary to the Mount Darwin District Boundary 

so as to exclude Virginia Dimwe, Hilly Mead, Truro Farms and Chiweshe 

Communal Lands then generally westwards along the Bindura Mount Darwin 

District Boundary to the Shamva District Boundary so as to exclude Chipa and 

Grant Farms then generally west wards along the Shamva Mount Darwin 

District Boundary to the Gwetera  River so as to include Madziwa Communal 

lands, then generally north east wards along the Gwetera River, and the 

Shamva Mount Darwin District Boundary to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

317455.50, 8164472.00;   317455.50,  8163972.00;   352455.50,  8135222.00;   

316455.50, 8139472.00;   312017.90,  8133159.60;   308484.91,  8125236.70;   

309396.44, 8117162.94;   304015.38,  8110281.88;   300686.87,  8101434.73;   

302163.05, 8092877.74;   299955.50,  8084424.83;   303342.29,  8075292.74;   

394455.50, 8137972.00;   384818.20,  8139285.73;   376659.84,  8138824.17;   
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369505.87, 8136171.63;   363846.04,  8132917.27;   356735.17,  8129904.81;   

350875.01, 8131980.52;   346754.76,  8131070.53;   341245.56,  8135391.87;   

332135.95, 8137203.96;   325146.16,  8133472.00;   321738.88,  8138499.08;   

302455.50, 8070472.00;   311914.13,  8067513.62;   320058.17,  8065030.01;   

317654.39, 8055369.78;   319810.37,  8048508.28;   327511.38,  8050485.97;   

335337.24, 8056412.87;   340356.58,  8061274.15;   345779.90,  8068124.03;   

353446.84  8093804.76;   368733.12,  8098999.62;   377381.76,  8103295.74;   

378375.05, 8111641.55;   383164.38,  8117819.04;   384896.92,  8123692.71;   

391001.08,  8128983.39;   393879.85,  8136820.69. 

2. GURUVE- MBIRE  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of the Luangwa 

and Zambezi Rivers on the Zimbabwe-Zambia-Mozambique International 

Boundary, then southwards and eastwards along the International Boundary 

to the Mbire-Muzarabani District Boundaries, then generally southwards along 

the Mbire-Muzarabani District Boundary to the  Muzarabani-Guruve Boundary 

so as to exclude Mukumbura Communal Lands then generally southeast wards 

along the Guruve Muzarabani District Boundary to the Guruve-Mazowe 

District Boundary so as to exclude Gutsa Communal lands, Tingura Rahia 

Palm Botanical Reserve, Mawari Raphia Palm Botanical Reserve, Rockie Ridge, 

Chidikamwedzi and Sulugulu, hence generally south-west wards along the 

Mazowe-Guruve Boundary to the Zvimba District Boundary so as  to exclude, 

Edmonsion, Stockbury, Pembi Junction, Galloway, Stockwell, Eastwards and 

Birkdale Farms, then generally westwards along the Guruve-Zvimba Boundary 

to Mutorashanga River so as to Umvukwe Ranch Extension and Windnsor, 

then generally north west wards along the Zvimba-Guruve District Boundary to 

the Guruve Makonde District Boundary, to the Mbire Makonde District 

Boundary, then generally westwards along the Makonde district Boundary to 

the Kariba District Boundary so as to exclude the Chiwore Safari Area, then 

generally north east wards along the Kariba District Boundary to the Zimbabwe 

Zambia International Boundary so as to exclude the Chiwore Safari Area, 
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Zambezi parks and Wildlife Land and Chibende Spring, then generally 

eastwards along the Zimbabwe-Zambia International Boundary to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

295455.50, 8228972.00;  289660.85,  8227972.00;   282848.64,  8224828.86;   

275612.35, 8230215.65;   265614.07,  8230030.49;   255615.78,  8229845.34;   

245617.59, 8229655.24;   235619.42,  8229472.00;   225619.42,  8229472.00;   

223901.37, 8237807.90;   223836.44,  8247807.69;   223771.50,  8257807.48;   

223706.57, 8267807.27;   218647.05,  8268860.31;   209009.82,  8268472.00;   

211852.55, 8260324.95;   209895.98,  8252662.48;   202824.91,  8245591.41;   

195603.62, 8238768.24;   187926.19,  8232692.69;   185763.36,  8226414.14;   

189215.04, 8221462.46;   190300.57,  8215273.64;   193955.50,  8210667.18;   

188955.50, 8203439.33;   188760.94,  8194193.75;   185058.02,  8186709.39;   

189951.81, 8187889.90;   199311.62,  8190193.22;   201455.50,  8197453.69;   

209000.44, 8199373.69;   213772.54,  8192404.96;   222870.35,  8191972.00;   

225903.30, 8184565.41;   223316.96,  8176417.84;   220567.38,  8167748.24;   

222288.06, 8159554.56;   229691.17,  8155354.17;   235416.48,  8150339.05;   

233240.20, 8143506.70;   235933.88,  8135755.83;   236118.55,  8126167.59;   

238025.11, 8118889.68;   242706.02,  8114347.26;   250190.51,  8114383.67;   

257339.07, 8112845.29; 

3. MAZOWE  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the Intersection of Mazowe, 

Mount Darwin and Bindura District boundary along the Ruya River, then 

generally southwards along the Mazowe Bindura District Boundary to the 

Mazowe Goromonzi District Boundary so as to include Chiweshe Communal 

Lands, Tsuro Hilly Mead, Dainagrein, Virginia Damwe and Inyala Farms then 

generally southwards along the Mazowe-Goromonzi District Boundary to the 

Harare Province Boundary so as to exclude Chinhamora Communal Lands, 

Sussexdale, Oaklands 11, Buckland Estate and Hatcliff south extension, then 

generally southwestwards along the Mazowe-Harare province Boundary to the 
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Mazowe Zvimba District Boundary so as to include the following properties, 

Highton, Botha Shof, Bawnnockburn 2, Zisalisali 8, Zisalisali BB, Thornpark 

and Kaomani, then generally north west wards and generally north eastwards 

along the Mazowe Zvimba district Boundary to the Maozwe Guruve District 

Boundary so as to include the following properties, Sigaro, Nalite, Miegunyati, 

Bellneety, Sandown, Sandringham, Yate, Mashfields, Greennite Miooriver, 

Barwick A, Wycwood, Ruork Ranch Rimbeck and Braidfule, then generally 

northeastwards along the Mazowe Guruve District Boundary to the Muzarabani 

Mazowe District Boundary so as to include eastwards Stockwell, Galloway, 

Pembi Junction, Stockbury and Edmonston Farms, then generally north-east  

wards along the Mazowe, Muzarabani district Boundary to the Mount Darwin 

District Boundary so as to exclude the following properties, Munera, Mtorazeni, 

Chipiti, Oban and Stateland, then south west wards and eastwards along the 

Mazowe-Mount Darwin District Boundary to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  317455.50, 

8164472.00;   317455.50,  8163972.00;   352455.50,  8135222.00;   

288384.23, 8136400.59;   278561.70,  8137320.45;   316455.50,  8139472.00;   

272955.50, 8139472.00;   269455.50,  8130454.50;   264062.18,  8123042.05;   

261042.16, 8113808.66; 

4. MOUNT DARWIN  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of the Mount 

Darwin and Muzarabani District Boundaries and the Zimbabwe-Mozambique 

International Boundary along the Mukumbura River, then generally south-east 

wards along the International Boundary to the peak of Gungwa Mountains, 

then west wards to a point on grid Reference US859809 at the foot of Chidenga 

Mountain along Kapara River, then westwards along the Kapara River to its 

confluence with an unnamed river, then westward along the unnamed river to 

its confluence with Mukumbura River, then westwards along Mukumbura 

River to the peak of Mavhuradonha Range of Mountains, then westwards along 
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the peak of Mavhuradonha Range of Mountains to the peak of Bungwa 

Mountains then southwards to a point on grid Reference US 549809 along the 

Mavhuradonha Range, then north eastwards to a point on grid Reference US 

555800, then westwards along the peak of Mavhuradonha Range of Mountains 

to Chidamanya River, generally southwards along Chidamanya to a point on 

grid Reference US 546713 so as to include Kadohwata Business Centre, 

Chigango 2 village and Mutoro 1 village, then a straight line is drawn southeast 

to a point on grid Reference US 5566698, then a straight line is drawn south-

west wards to a point on grid Reference US 548677, then further south west 

wards to a point on Grid Reference US 544670 along an unnamed river so as to 

include Chisungo Village, Chihoko  Business Centre, Kamundarira Kambaza 

Village and Kandigi Village, then generally south west wards along the 

unnamed River to its confluence with Karoi River, then southwards along Kaori 

River to its confluence with Chiutsa River so as to include Mudimu Business 

Centre and Kapfudza Villages, then southwards along Chiutsa River to its 

confluence with Ruya River, then generally west wards along the Ruya River to 

the Mount Darwin-Bindura Mazowe District Boundary so as to include 

Kanyana Small Scale Farms, Nyamaridza and Chitepo Villages, then westwards 

and north-east wards along the Mount Darwin-Mazowe District Boundary to 

the Mount Darwin-Muzarabani District Boundary, then generally north  

eastwards along the Muzarabani District so as to include Chibuli, Everton, 

Runyaroraro and Mutwa Farms Chiswiti and Mukumbura Communal Lands to 

the starting point.    This area is bounded by the following, Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

317455.50, 8163972.00;   318678.28,  8157999.22;   315528.18,  8158246.23;   

315975.89, 8152160.82;   321229.66,  8146996.16;   317455.50,  8143472.00;   

331955.50, 8212972.00;  335317.13,  8203748.74;   333501.02,  8195380.96;   

337558.94, 8186265.11;   339245.08,  8178310.80;  329401.67,  8178908.71;   

320238.74, 8178613.62;  323817.79,  8173972.00;   320251.25,  8167017.75;   
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317455.50, 8164472.00;   373955.50,  8199222.00;   399455.50,  8182472.00;   

389692.15, 8184412.84;   383838.02,  8189604.52;   378103.86,  8196147.82;   

373111.22, 8201394.14;   365976.86,  8206048.21;   358027.41,  8209698.03;   

349371.55, 8210838.79;   340676.78,  8212129.09;   332327.14,  8213093.64. 

5. MUZARABANI  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of the 

Zimbabwe-Mozambique International Boundary and the Muzarabani-Mt 

Darwin District Boundary, then generally southeastwards along the District 

Boundary to the peak of Chigwaya Mountain so as to exclude Mukumbura and 

Chiswiti Communal Lands, then generally westwards and southwards to the 

Muzarabani-Mazowe District Boundary along the Muzarabani-Mount Darwin 

Boundary so as to exclude Kandeya Communal lands, Mutwa Estate, 

Runyararo, Sherwood and Everton farms, then generally westwards along the 

Muzarabani-Mazowe District Boundary to the Muzarabani-Guruve District 

Boundary so as to exclude Chiweshe Communal lands, Rumange, Chipanza, 

Baroock and Edmonston Farms, then generally north-west wards along the 

Muzarabani Guruve District Boundary to the Muzarabani-Mbire District 

Boundary so as  to include Sulugulu, Chidikhamwezi, Nyadevi, Rockie Ridge, 

Mawari, Trosaachs, Bundi Farms and Gutsa Communal Lands, then generally 

north-east wards along the Mbire-Muzarabani District Boundary to the 

Zimbabwe-Mozambique International Boundary so as to include Muzarabani 

and Mukumbura Communal Lands, then generally north eastwards along the 

international Boundary to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

331955.50, 8212972.00;   328816.41,  8217861.09;   322139.61,  8224472.00;   

316811.16, 8228866.34;   308282.36,  8229834.19;   299771.44,  8231425.99;   

295455.50, 8228972.00.   295455.50,  8228972.00299349.20,  8225615.70;   

300698.05, 8220016.72;   295851.99,  8215321.12;   287702.89,  8211763.23;   
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283255.17, 8203922.33;   280011.64,  8198278.14;   271991.65,  8195258.15;   

266210.35, 8188476.85;   265919.60,  8180186.10;   267728.22,  8172926.57;   

268413.11, 8165387.21;   270736.93,  8161440.57;   279772.05,  8159426.14;   

283299.92, 8152160.84;   279883.24,  8143685.87;   272955.50,  8139472.00;   

340955.50, 8177722.00;   317955.50,  8152222.00; 

6. RUSHINGA 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of the 

Zimbabwe-Mozambique International Boundary and the Ruya and the 

Boundary of Mount Darwin and Rushinga Districts; then generally eastwards 

along the Zimbabwe-Mozambique International Boundary  to the peak of Chera 

Mountain, then generally south eastwards along the International Boundary  to 

Mazowe River and the Mudzi District Boundary up the Mazowe River and 

Rushinga-Mudzi District Boundary to the Uzumba Maramba Pfungwe District 

Boundary so as to exclude Ngarwe Communal lands; then generally southwest 

wards up the Mazowe River and Uzumba Maramba Pfungwe District Boundary 

to Mukotwe River and the Rushinga Mount Darwin District so as to exclude 

Pfungwe Communal Lands; then generally north wards up the Mukotwe River 

and Mount Darwin –Rushinga District Boundary to Ruya River so as to exclude 

Chesa Small Scale farms, then generally south east wards up the Ruya River to 

its confluence with Chiutsa River so as to exclude Chesa Small Scale Farms, 

then generally northwards up Chiutsa River to its confluence with an unnamed 

River so as to exclude Sosera Primary School, Chiromo Primary School and 

Manomano Dip; then northwards up the unnamed River to the confluence with 

Karoi River, then north-eastwards along the unnamed river to a, then along a 

straight line due north-east so as to include Conok Mine and Chitumba 

Primary School, then  north west wards along Chidzanya River, then generally 

north wards along Chidhanya River to its intersection with the peak of 

Mavuradonha Range of mountains so as to include the following villages, 

Nyamhandu, Rukodzi, Hungwe and Mudzingadutu, then generally eastwards 

along the Mvuradonha Range of Mountains to the source of Mukumbura River 
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so as to include the following villages, Muwayara Murambirira, Pachanza A and 

Pachanza B,  then  eastwards along Mukumbura river to its confluence with an 

unnamed River then eastwards along the unnamed river to its confluence with 

Kapara River, then north eastwards along Kapara River to a at the foot of 

Chikuhwa Range of Mountains so as to exclude Gotsi Isasa and Chidenga 

Mountains, then north-eastwards to the peak of Gungwa Mountains on the 

Zimbabwe-Mozambique International Boundary so as to include Mupini village, 

then eastwards to the starting point. The area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

259455.50, 8112472.00;   257598.95,  8102652.34;   252783.40,  8094385.95;   

250766.30, 8087215.20;   247288.43,  8078140.27;   247015.24,  8068520.69;   

246455.50, 8058676.27;   255657.50,  8057089.00;   264622.03,  8056805.06;   

265253.60,8048472.00;   273430.34,  8045984.58l;   280399.72,  8043219.98;  

283675.12, 8041745.40;   291956.73,  8038079.23;   295654.87,  8044073.25;   

294095.92, 8052424.12;   297212.43,  8059472.00;   300894.09,  8065406.23;   

302455.50, 8070472.00;   380455.50,  8194722.00;   394455.50,  8137972.00;   

402092.05, 8141767.43;   410455.50,  8144466.21;   418997.91,  8145402.80;   

427863.30, 8148933.98;   435963.15,  8152323.53;   445380.90,  8153651.10;   

454156.30, 8149655.07;   463432.31,  8151229.73;   471939.76,  8151216.75;   

468546.88, 8156765.11;   467770.28,  8165814.61;   458757.50,  8170121.33;   

449695.28, 8174308.74;   440336.96,  8177781.27;   430964.26,  8181219.08;   

421278.02, 8183461.64;   411310.61,  8182742.89;   401316.65,  8182472.00. 
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CHAPTER 5 

MASHONALAND EAST PROVINCE 

WARD BOUNDARY DESCRIPTIONS 

CHIKOMBA RURAL DISTRICT  COUNCIL  

WARD 1 

A line drawn from the north eastern beacon of Mexico, then generally 

northwards, eastwards and southwards along the western, northern and 

eastern boundaries of Charter Estate up to the Save river, then down the Save 

river to the southern boundary of Cold Stream, then generally west wards and 

south west wards along the southern boundaries of the following properties so 

as to include them; Coldstream, Charter Estate, Steinbuck, Hazeldene, Charter 

Estate, Schoolngeicht to the northernmost beacon of Wheatlands ranch, then 

generally south eastwards along the north eastern boundaries of Wheat Ranch 

up to a road alongside southern boundary of the said ranch, then generally 

southwestwards along the said road to the intersection of that road and 

Munyati river; then down Munyati river to the intersection of that river with 

Harare-Masvingo road, then generally northwards along the latter road to the 

intersection of that road withthe north western boundary of Calais; then north 

eastwards and generally northwards along the northwestern boundary of 

Calais and western boundaries of Dankirk up to the westernmost beacon of 

Sub A of Lushof; then generally eastwards along boundaries of the following 

properties so as to include them; northern boundary of Dunkirk, north western 

and north eastern boundaries of Ngesi and northern boundary of Mexico to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 292793.35, 796123.30; 310757.71, 7943430.53; 318205.67, 

7940226.18; 297420.65, 7939230.23; 290817.26, 7936825.99; 293891.71, 
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7934920.70; 290167.73, 7930893.60, 285144.68, 7931066.81, 276844.33, 

7925193.88; 276021.59, 7929350.88; 279722.36, 7943069.67.  

WARD 2 

Starting from the south eastern corner of Cold Stream farm on Save River, the 

boundary follows a straight line which is drawn west wards so as to exclude 

the following farms; Cold Stream, Charter Estate, Steinbeck, then generally 

southwest wards excluding Harzeldene  charter Estateand Schoongezicht to the 

south western beacon of Schoongezicht farm then, generally south eastwards, 

west wards and south wards so as to exclude Wheatlands Ranch up to its 

south western corner, then generally eastwards along the southern boundary 

of Farm 1069, then south eastwards, and generally south so as to include 

Farm numbers 1073, 1074, 1075 and 1339 and generally eastwards up to 

Farm 394 and direct south and north eastwards along boundary of Farm 394 

up to an unnamed River eastwards along the River, direct eastwards so as to 

include the following Farm numbers 406, 407, State Land, 330 and 329, then 

generally north eastwards, eastwards, north eastwards, north westwards and 

generally north eastwards so as to include Farm numbers; 496a, 509, 508 and 

generally northwards to include Farm number 507 and State Land, 518, 524, 

523, 650, 651, 652, 653 and 654, then northwards up to the confluence of 

Save River and an unnamed River generally northwest wards along Save River 

to the western corner of Cold Stream farm our starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 318253.47, 

7940263.27; 290822.62; 7936775.62; 290086,48, 7930929.83; 321216.44, 

7938033.95. 
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WARD 3 

The boundary starts from the south eastern boundary of Farm 626 on Save 

River and goes southwards along a straight line drawn to separate Wiltshire 

farms and the rural areas up to the south eastern corner of Farm 153. Then it 

goes westwards up to the south western corner of Farm 1221, then generally 

northwards along the boundary separating Nharira Communal Land up to the 

north western corner of Farm 170, then east up to State land then follows the 

northwest boundaries of the following Farms so as to include them 280, 275, 

274, 1254, 263 up to an unnamed River then a straight line is drawn 

northwards up to the western side of Farm 253 then generally north-westwards 

following the southern boundaries of  Farms 1249, 1261, 1265, 1288. It moves 

north-eastwards following the western boundaries of Farms 323, 320 and 

236a, then northwest wards following the south-western following the western 

boundaries of Farms 510a, 512, 513, 516, 517, 1305,525, 526, 649, 648, 647 

and 656 up to Save River, then generally eastwards along Save River up to the 

south-eastern corner of Farm 626, our starting point.     This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 328488.55, 

7934487.14; 320570.21, 7905521.56; 315782,08; 7915552.85; 321202.48, 

7938014.67. 

 

WARD 4 

This area is bounded by a line starting  from the north most boundary of Ulster 

farm going eastwards, the boundary goes up to the eastern boundary of a State 

Land and then southwards up to the southern boundary of Wiltshire Estate, 

and then it goes eastwards up to the unnamed tributary, then up this tributary 

northwards up to the boundary separating the rural area, along this boundary 

north eastwards up to Farm 150 and following the boundaries of the following 

Farms so as to include them 150, 286,145,142a, 
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350,1272,1259,286,285,1258,1257 up to an unnamed River then northwards 

to the north-eastern corner of Farm 1257, then generally northwest following 

the north eastern boundaries of Farms 1257, 295, 1262, 1264, 1268, up to the 

north eastern corner of Farm 1268, then generally west following the northern 

boundaries of Farms 1268, 335, 392, 393, 389, 83a, 82, 81, 80, 79, 64, 63, 62, 

61a, 60, 119 up to the north-western corner up to the western corner Farm 41 

then direct straight line southwards up to western corner of Farm 27, then 

southwest along western boundary of Farm 26 then eastwards, southwards, 

westwards excluding Allandale to Sebakwe River. It then follows Sebakwe 

River, then south-westwards along the north western boundaries of Farms 58, 

57, 56a and 55, then south eastwards along the western boundaries of Farms 

55, 54, 53, 50, 49, 44 and 41 up to starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 291646.79, 7901574,84; 

298228.71, 7901011.91; 307019.01, 7897244.63; 311481.38, 7912132.83; 

297228.47, 7903615.97; 292984.87, 7904482.01. 

WARD 5 

Starting from the south eastern corner of Farm 1043 on Shambara River going 

northwards, the boundary follows a line demarcating Manyene Communal 

Lands and Hampshire Commercial Farms going north-eastwards and south 

east and generally southward along the Farm boundary thus excluding the 

Farms 55,54,53,50,49,44,41,38,37,33a,32,31,30,29,28 and 27, generally west 

ward following a dust road up to Shambara River, north-westwards along this 

River up to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 284742.53, 7915008.61, 285883.79, 

7919525.80; 290080.89, 7924111.82; 295114.19, 7917423.25; 295693.81, 

7910519.98. 
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WARD 6 

Starting from Shambara River going southwards the boundary follows the 

eastern boundary of Hampshire Small Scalefarms up to northern corner of 

farm 20 then southeastwards following the eastern boundaries of 

Marondamashanu farm up to the northern corner of Girliesfontein B farm, 

then goes northwards up to the northern corner of Victor`s farm, then straight 

to the north western boundary of Farm 45a then eastwards following the 

properties so as to exclude them 45a,35,34,33,32a,31a and Totton farms, then 

north east ward along western boundary of Farm 26 along the dust road 

westward up to Shambara River then continues westwards along  Chambara 

River up to starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 284716.04, 7914963.97; 284030.99, 

7910267.83; 283273.20, 7910419.39; 285763.08, 7901109.43; 285226.47, 

7910111.30; 294493.12, 7908292.61; 295683.93, 7910501.01. 

 

WARD 7 

Starting from the north most corner of Christiana farm on Ngezi River, the 

boundary follows Ngezi River generally south westwards on the District 

Administrative boundary up to the north western corner of Annex, along the 

District Administrative boundary up to where it meets Munyati River, generally 

north-eastwards along the River to the south western corner of  Kwesfontein 

Farm, northwards and north eastwards along the boundary of this farm so as 

to exclude it up to the south western corner of Harvestone farm, northwards 

along the western boundary of farm up to the southern most corner of 

Philipsdale Ranch , generally north-westwards and north eastwards along the 

boundary of this farm and Wallasey, then north-westwards on the southern 

boundary of Dunkirk farm up to the District Administrative boundary, along 

the District Administrative boundary up to our starting point. This area is 
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bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 275389.55, 

7944681.85; 242508.42, 790825.60; 244631.06, 7904155.82; 252867.43, 

7910458.04; 257282.51, 7902816.57; 276876.51,7925144.51; 279643.85, 

7943035.24. 

 

WARD 8 

Starting from the confluence of Munyati River and Honeyspruit River on the 

south western corner of Farm 1068, a line is drawn east wards demarcating, 

the Hampshire Small Scale farms and Commercial farms up to the boundary of 

the Commercial farms and the Communal Lands, southwards along the 

boundary of Manyene Communal south eastwards up to the north west corner 

of Girliesfontein then northwards up to the north-western corner of  farm 45a, 

generally south eastwards up to the north eastern corner of Allandale farm, 

generally south wards and westwards along the boundary of this farm up to 

Sebakwe River, generally southwards along the River and the boundary of 

Redlands farm, generally south westwards along the western boundary of a 

Stateland and the following farms; Redlands, Swindon, Girliesdae Estate up to 

Sebakwe River, generally south eastwards and then southwards along the 

boundary of the following farms so as to include them; Glen Rhoda, Roadway 

Highway, and Seacombe farm up to the District Administrative boundary. 

generally westwards and southwards and westwards along the Administrative 

boundary up to Washbank River, northwards up to Sebakwe River up to 

Sebakwe River, eastwards along the River up to the northern corner of Swart 

River Junction farm, north-westwards along the District Administrative 

boundary, north-eastwards, generally nortwestwards up to the north western 

corner of Kleinfontein, generally north-eastwards along the southern 

boundaries of De La Quellerie up to Munyati River, north eastwards along this 

River up to its confluence with Honey Spruit, our starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 
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(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 271061.73, 

7911843.67; 283264.75, 7910392.07; 285732.54, 7901072.51; 285256.21, 

7910107.00; 298113.24, 7907594.43; 297225.55, 7903675.59; 269207.00, 

7870240.47; 260542.69, 7883133.64; 263336.54, 7883302.97; 256430.02, 

7902538.43. 

 

WARD 9 

The boundary starts from where Chivhu Town boundary crosses the 

Harare/Masvingo road near Ministry of Transport and goes generally 

westwards up to the southern boundary of the Cemetery , so as to include it, 

then it goes north eastwards along the water way up to the Harare/Masvingo 

Highway, then northwards following the Highway up to the southern boundary 

of Bellevue farm, following the boundary eastwards up to Muwonde farm, then 

generally southwards along the Town boundary so as to exclude Muwonde 

farm, Steyn Rust farm Rooipoort Estate and Singlethorne farms to the 

Harare/Masvingo road, our starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 274856.94, 7895177.67; 

273163.70, 7896532.26; 279062.56, 7896560.89; 279369.46, 7898910.26; 

280628.81, 7897862.57;277015.75, 7893491.96. 

 

WARD 10 

Starting from Stand Number 96 which is Chivhu Hotel the boundary follows a 

tarred road northwards which joins a dust road leaving Chivhu Hall to the east, 

then slightly along the dust road including Church Stand Number 243, open 

space and M-extension after about 1 500 metres, the boundary turns 

westwards then turns southwards so as to include Chivhu Primary School and 

part of D-Section and G-Section and I-Section, Shereni shops and some small 

business up to Stand Number 96, our starting point. This area is bounded by 
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the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:279066.50, 7896540.47, 

279119.41, 7896984.94, 278061.14, 7899979.86; 276302.56, 7901447.11; 

272544.47, 7897009.70;  

 

WARD 11 

Starting from the intersection of the Harare/Masvingo road with a tarred road 

from Chivhu Township, the boundary follows the highway northwards up to a 

tarred side road, westwards along this tarred side road so as to exclude the 

Cemetery  and include Stand Numbers 909 and 911 up to Stand Number 364 

so as to exclude the latter Stand Number up to a tarred road from Chivhu 

Township then southwards, eastwards along this road up to its intersection 

with the Harare/Masvingo highway, our starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 279114.34, 7896986.07; 

279276.98, 7898187.84; 278219.79, 7897528.22; 278418.57, 7897103.54. 

 

WARD 12 

Starting from Chivhu hall the boundary proceeds generally eastwards so as 

include Stand Number 364 then generally northwards so as to include Section 

J, I and M up to Harare/Masvingo highway and thus including the Cemetery, 

westwards along the Town boundaries of the following farms, BlackenHill , 

Mountain View and Ingolubi up to a road to Chivhu Hall, along this up to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 278232.48, 7897532.57; 279280.64, 7898192.19; 

2793711.00, 7898887.95; 278069.84, 7899975.91.  
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WARD 13  

 

Starting from the confluence of Munyati River and Honey Spruit on the south 

western corner of Farm 1068, a line is drawn eastwards along the southern 

boundaries of the following Farms 1068, 1065, 1049 and 1047, then generally 

northwards, north eastwards and south eastwards along the boundary of 

Manyene Communal Lands up to the western corner of Farm 55 slightly north 

eastwards to the south western corner of Farm 1339, then generally 

northwards and slightly north eastwards, westwards then north westwards to 

the north eastern  corner of Farm 1020, then generally westwards and slightly 

north westwards along the boundary of this Farm and Farm 1073, so as to 

exclude them up to the western corner of the latter Farm, generally westwards 

along the northern boundaries of the following Farms; 1019 and 1033 up to 

Nyatshungwe River, generally south westwards along the River up to its 

confluence with Munyati river, then along Munyati River south westwards up 

to its confluence with Honey Spruit, our starting point.  This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 271036.20, 

7911843.29; 284001.72, 7910316.03; 290096.33, 7924188.23, 290266.51, 

7937026.27; 285154.01, 7931008.25. 

 

WARD 14 

Starting from the north-western corner of Farm 379 on the District 

Administrative boundary, a line is drawn southwards, eastwards and 

northwards along the District Administrative boundary and the southern 

boundary of Lancashire farm up to the eastern boundary of Farm 100, 

generally north-westwards, westwards and north-eastwards along the 

boundary demarcating Lancashire Farms and Nharira Communal Lands up to 

Duvhurwi Hills, then South-westwards up to the north western corner of Farm 
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119 then southwards, westwards up to Nyazvidzi River. The boundary then 

follows Nyazvidi River generally north westwards up to the north most corner of 

Farm 279,  boundary then goes south westwards then westwards along the 

northern boundary of Farms 279, 280,281, 282, 283, 284, 281, 380, 379, up 

to the starting point.   This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 289571.34, 7880898.83; 259333, 

7869646.01; 321779.37, 7874103.92; 32089.90, 7889224.97; 300245.95, 

7878225.03; 297971.34, 7881288.17.   

 

WARD 15 

Starting from the south western corner of Gungubu farm on the District 

Administrative boundary, a line is drawn eastwards on the southern boundary 

of Gungubu farm and the boundary of Lancashire farms, generally north 

eastwards, south eastwards, north eastwards, north wards up to the north-

western corner of Farm 119 and slightly north-eastwards along the boundary 

of Lancashire farms up to Nyamatsanga River, generally north westwards along 

this River to the eastern boundary of Spurwing, northwards along the eastern 

boundaries of Spurwing , Aidre Hill up to the northeastern corner of the 

Stateland, then westwards along the northern boundary of Stateland, Ulster 

Farm up to the north western corner of Ulster farm, then northwards up to 

Sebakwe River, generally southwest wards up to the south western corner of 

tockdale, then westwards up to the northwestern corner of Gnoucchie farm 

then south wards along the western boundary of Gnoucchie Farm up to the 

western corner of Gnoucchie Farm then eastwards along Gnoucchie farm 

boundary generally south westwards up to the starting point along the western 

boundaries of Ochiltree, Kildoon and  Gungubu.   This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   289557.74, 7880897.46; 
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298053.71, 7881310.10; 305726.74, 7883948.65; 298203.58, 7901075.95; 

291592.03, 7901652.19; 289651.03, 7889399.60; 293654.35, 7886518.42. 

 

WARD 16 

Starting from the south eastern side of Spurwing farm on an unnamed 

tributary of Nyamatsanga River, the boundary follows this River up to its 

confluence with Nyamatsanga River , generally south eastwards, along the 

latter river to where it reaches the northern boundary of Lancashire farms, 

generally eastwards along the farms boundary up to the Mutorahuku River, 

then northwards along this River up to a dirty road, then north eastwards 

along the dirty road up to an unnamed River generally north westwards along 

this River up to the Nharira/Wazvaremhaka road, north eastwards up to 

Mwerahari River,  so as to include the following villages; Bungu, Musoni, 

Tsoronzuma , Zvavamwe, Mugabe  then Bungu and Bikwa villages generally 

north westwards along Mwerahari River up to an unnamed River (tributary), 

northwards along this River to the southern boundary of Wiltshire farms, 

westwards along the farms boundary up to the south most corner of Aidre Hill 

farm, southwards along the farms boundary up to an unnamed tributary of 

Nyamatsanga River on the east of Spurwing Farm, our starting point.  This  

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

297316.07, 7894302.79;  305716.97, 7883960.88, 309356.36, 7885204.33; 

310838.99. 7890611.02; 314195.38, 7892666.40; 307091.11, 7897076,82.        

 

WARD 17 

Starting from the south eastern corner of Farm 27 on an unnamed River, the 

boundary follows the boundary demarcating Wiltshire Small Scale farms and 

Nharira Communal Lands, generally north eastwards up to the south eastern 

corner of Farm 1257 and south eastwards following the boundary which 

demarcates Communal and Wiltshire Small Scale farms up to the south 
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western corner of Farm 1221, generally southwards following a dust road 

which goes to Wazvaremhaka up to the end of Chirambadare village, then 

generally south westwards up to Mwerahari River excluding the following 

villages Wazvaremhaka, Tirivarombo and Chirume village, west wards along the 

River up to its confluence with an unnamed tributary, generally northwards 

along this River up to the south eastern corner of Farm 27 our staring point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 307059.53, 7897080.11; 315776.84, 7915583.35; 310419.42, 

7895963.04; 308232.67, 7895465.07. 

WARD 18 

Starting from the north most corner of Daramombe Mission, going west wards 

up to Mwerahari, going northwestwards along Mwerahari, the boundary follows 

Mwerahari River up to a point north of Mbundire village so as to exclude it 

north eastwards up to a dust road to Wazvaremhaka, generally north 

eastwards up to a point south of Gwerevende village, so as to exclude it, 

generally north eastwards crossing Nyahoni River up to Nzvengende River, 

southwards along Nzvengende River to a point south of the Daramombe 

Mountain Range, south westwards along the Mountain Range up to Mwerahari 

River, so as to exclude Kurabwaseka village up to the northern boundary of 

Lancashire Estate, our starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 322721.23, 7888933.64; 314176.52, 

7892608.69, 310447.04, 7895984.10; 314361.58, 7902655.31; 318080.94, 

7903082.97. 
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WARD 19 

Starting from Mutorahuku River on the northern boundary of Farm 38, then 

northwards along the river up to a dirty road, then generally, north eastwards 

along the road up to  an unnamed river, northwestwards along the river up to 

Wazvaremhaka/Nharira road, north eastwards along this road up to Mwerahari 

River then south eastwards along the river up to the northern boundary of 

Daramombe Mission farm to the north most corner of this farm then generally 

southwards along the eastern boundary of the farm to the District 

Administrative boundary up to the southern boundary of Farm 100 of 

Lancashire Small Scale farms, northwards, northwest and south-eastwards  

along the Lancashire farms boundary. The boundary then follows the farms’ 

northern boundary southwestwards up to Mutorahuku River the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 309174.74, 7885117.80, 310923.40, 7890636.13; 314148.10, 

7892702.67; 322732.17, 7888932.94; 321322.88, 7878553.54; 320959.54, 

7889022.47. 

 

WARD 20 

Starting from the confluence of Dzidze and Mwerahari River on the District 

Administrative boundary, the boundary follows the latter River along the 

Administrative boundary; generally westwards up to the south eastern 

boundary of Daramombe Mission so as to exclude it, generally north eastwards 

along the tip of Daramombe Mountain Range so as to include the whole of 

Kurabwaseka village up to Nyahoni River, north westwards along this river to a 

point south of Matsamvi mountain, generally eastwards, north eastwards and 

eastwards so as to include the following villages Chirangwanda, Garutsa, 

Chitsaka, Zinyama and Zinatsa up to Nyokanhete River generally southwards 

along this river up to its confluence with Dzidze River generally south 
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eastwards along Dzidze River to Mwerahari our starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  336057.74, 

7888277.88, 322770.14, 7888940.09; 320037.57, 7896821.82; 331685.99, 

7899507.27. 

 

WARD 21 

Starting from the confluence of Nzvengende and Nyahoni Rivers, northwards 

along Nzvengende River up to the north eastern corner of Mhenyu village, so as 

to exclude it, then eastwards crossing Nyamaguru River, along the southern 

boundaries of Wiltshire Small Scale up to Farm 3153 then generally, north 

eastwards up to its confluence with Chipakata River, the River changes its 

name to Dzidzi River. It then precedes southwards following Dzidzi River up to 

its confluence with Nyokanhete River, then northwestwards following 

Nyokanhete River, so as to include Muzondo and Muvengauswa villages, then 

westwards following the northern boundaries of the following villages so as to 

exclude them; Zinyama, Garutsa, Chirangwanda and Muteweye, to Nyahoni 

River, northwards along Nyahoni River, to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 318185.72, 

7900634.97; 318069.96, 7903131.76;328245.96, 7909107.46; 332220.67, 

7901358.24; 331650.82, 7899479.70. 

 

WARD 22 

Starting from where Magangara River crosses the eastern boundary of Farm 

161 Wiltshire Small Scale farming area, the boundary follows the river east and 

south eastwards then turns northeastwards up to a point north of Masvaure 

School, then northwards so as to exclude the School. Then northwards up to 

Chipakata River up to a river to a point south of Domboremavara School then 
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south, and generally northeastwards so as to include the latter School, 

generally eastwards so as to exclude Hwindingwi, Gava and Mafukidze villages 

up to an unnamed stream, then follows the Stream up to the eastern boundary 

of Kwenda Mission, following Kwenda Mission boundary northwards and 

northwestwards up to Taombera River, then it follows this river downstream to 

its confluence with an unnamed river, then westwards up to the unnamed river 

to a point south of Rutanhira village and School, north of Garaba village so as 

to exclude the School and village but including Garaba village to the 

Rutanhira/Zvamatobwe road, then southwards following the road up to 

Zvamatobwe Business Centre and includes all the properties on the left side of 

the road plus Zvamatobwe Clinic, then westwards following 

Zvamatobwe/Masasa road up to the southeastern boundary of Farm 1342 

Wiltshire then it follows the Wiltshire farm boundaries southwards so as to 

exclude them up to Magangara River our starting point. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 325592.61, 

7909043.63; 329370.36, 7906140.96; 331145.75, 7912787.83; 336521.26, 

7912604.54; 339182.91, 7919810.49; 338295.22, 7923404.56; 332319.53, 

7922170.45; 326263.92, 7915938.37. 

 

WARD 23 

The boundary starts from the confluence of Save and Taombera Rivers, it 

follows Save River north-westwards up to Farm 626 so as to exclude it, then 

southwards along the boundary of Wiltshire Small Scale farms up to the 

southeastern corner of Farm 1342, then generally eastwards so as to include 

these properties, Masoka and Mubani villages and Zvamatobwe School, then 

northwards up to a point south of Rutanhira School so as to include it up to an 

unnamed river, then eastwards along this river to its confluence with Taombera 

River, then along Taombera River up to its confluence with Save River, our 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 
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Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 339681.50, 7924252.45, 3288509.55, 7934298.55; 

326277.50, 7915893.51; 332318.15, 7922150.66, 338296.37, 7923346.40.  

 

WARD 24 

Starting from the confluence of Save and Chinwavaenzi Rivers, the boundary 

follows the latter river southwards then along Rwohomba River in the southern 

and south-western direction up to its source, then generally southwards so as 

to include the following villages; Chitsunge and Tachiveyi, it crosses Nhuta 

River and goes up to  a range of unnamed mountains, generally westwards and 

north-westwards along the mountains so as to exclude the following villages; 

Mutengwa, Severa, Dune and Mafukidze up to Chikunzvi River, northwards 

along the river up to the boundary of Kwenda Mission, north eastwards and 

north-westwards along the property boundary up to Taombera River, generally 

north-eastwards along the river up to its confluence with Save River, generally 

south eastwards along this river to its confluence with Chinwavaenzi River, our 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 344787.21, 7921124.84, 342968.61, 7912781.06, 

341658.05, 7911576.19; 336505.48, 7912625.81; 339192.21, 

7919782.72,336191.37, 7921619.44; 338235.05, 7923326.82. 

 

 

WARD 25 

Starting from Dzidze River on Gwee Mountain Range, the boundary goes 

generally southeastwards along the mountain range, then north-eastwards and 

eastwards so as to exclude the following villages; Mudyangove, Dzviti and 

Masendu up to Ruwenje River, eastwards along the river to a point then 

generally northeastwards so as to include Chatikobo village, Tsati Hill and 

Business Centre, Pasipanodya and Chirenda villages then northwards so as to 
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exclude Chinyamungororo and Homa Hills, then slightly eastwards so as to 

include Guyo, Chitongo and Tumbwi villages, then generally westwards along 

some mountain range so as to include the following villages; Mutengwa, Tevera, 

Dune and Mafukidze up to Chikunzvi River, then generally westwards so as to 

include the following villages; Tendayi and Hwindingwi up to Chipakata River, 

generally southwards along the River to a point then westwards so as to 

include the whole of Huchu and Chirisa villages up to Dzidze River, generally 

southwards along the river up to Gwee Mountain Range, our starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 332205,22, 7901331.88; 342588,85, 7900362.37; 346055.49, 

7901144.47; 336530.23, 7912627.28; 331159.14, 7912786.60; 329442.42, 

7906098.80.  

 

WARD 26 

The boundary starts from the confluence of Mwerahari and Dzidzi Rivers, then 

follows Dzidzi River generally northwards up to Gwee Mountain Range then 

turns eastwards up to Ruwenje River then down Ruwenje River up to a point 

near St Mathias School then southwards so as to exclude the School, following 

a road from St Mathias School to St Simon Jude School up to an unnamed 

tributary of Murove River, turns westwards following the tributary then 

generally southwards so as to include Pokoteke Dip, turns westwards up to 

Chirokwe River then down the river turning southeastwards up to Mapfiri 

River, then westwards following the verge of Chizvere mountains up to 

Mwerahari River, northwards along this River up to its confluence with Dzidzi 

River, our starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 336043.38, 7888278.44, 332253.28, 

7901262.01; 346086.72, 7901067.26; 340356.38, 789162.47; 337604.87, 

7885913.42 
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WARD 27 

Starting from the confluence of Mwerahari River and Pokoteke River, the 

boundary line goes generally northwards along the District Administrative 

Boundary to Ruwenje River, follow Ruwenje River northwestwards up to a point 

on the western side of St Mathias School then generally southwards so as to 

include Nyaunwa Hill up to Murove River, then follows the river generally 

westwards up to an unnamed tributary of Pokoteke so as to exclude the Dip 

and generally westwards up to Chirokwe River, then south eastwards along the 

river and southwards up to Mapfiri River, turning northwards along Mapfiri 

River up to Chizvere mountains then along the verge of Chizvere mountains up 

to Mwerahari River, then down Mwerahari River up to its confluence with 

Pokoteke River, our starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 344656.11, 7880060.41; 351577, 68, 

7897481.14; 346086.80, 7901101,98; 340313.35, 7891150.51;340884.82, 

7886557.60; 337619.60, 7885901.28. 

 

WARD 28 

The boundary starts from the confluence of Runde and Ruwenje River and goes 

northwards along Rwenje River, then northwards so as to exclude Tsate Hills 

and include Chinyamungororo and Homa Hills, then generally southeastwards 

so as to exclude Chisangano, Mungurawu and St Columbus Schools, then 

southwards following a road from St Columbus School up to Matowe Business 

Centre crossing Chinyika River and following a road to Matowe Business 

Centre south westwards, then generally southwards up to the confluence of 

Runde and Ruwenje River which is the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:381725.95, 7897479.04, 
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346119.85, 7901107.43; 347501.23, 7910854.67; 357049.15, 7907317.86; 

356499.56,7903872.37; 351865.90, 7903493.41. 

WARD 29 

It starts from the confluence of Save and Tendeure Rivers going westwards 

along Save up to its confluence with Chinwavaenzi River, then up 

Chinwavaenzi River to its confluence with Rwohomba River, then generally 

southwards up Rwohomba River so as to exclude Chamakungwa Hills then 

proceeding south westwards crossing Nhuta River up to the verge of Homa 

Hills, then generally eastwards so as to include Chisangano and St Columbus 

Schools up to Save River, northwards along Save River to our starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 352951.50, 7922871.81; 344871.76, 7921033.46; 344322.17, 

7919714.77, 342963.60, 7912770.38; 359977.67, 7907883,43. 

 

WARD 30 

Starting from the confluence of Save and Ruwenje Rivers, the boundary follows 

Save River north westwards  along Save River following the District 

Administrative Boundary so as to exclude Dengedza and Dembgwe mountains 

up to a road to Matove Business Centre then it goes southwards following this 

road so as to include Matove Dip and Business Centre, westwards along this 

road up to its intersection with a road from Svinurayi School, following this 

road southwards up to Ruwenje River, turning eastwards following this River 

up to its confluence with Save River our starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 365306.77, 7896059.30; 

357079.65, 7907303.92; 351879.70, 7903541.35; 351725. 81, 7897434.25. 
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GOROMONZI RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

WARD 1 

Starting from Nyamhondo River at the District Administrative Boundary, the 

boundary line goes southwards past Chijane Hills, turns south-westwards to 

Mawa River, crossing it to Chidarikire village so as to exclude it, then crosses 

Mapfeni River following a line south-westwards past Chidagwe Hills and the 

Nyakudya-Munyawiri road so as to exclude Mandaza village, passes by the 

verges of Chemhanza Hill so as to include it, turns southwards into 

Masukandoro River, follows Masukandoro River up to MofiFe Business Centre 

so as to exclude it then turns north-westwards towards Mutonda Dam and 

Ngandu Hills so as to include Cheza village,  back to the District Administrative 

Boundary, then follows the District Administrative Boundary northwards and 

then eastwards back to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 309016.56, 8068258.66; 

308189.20, 8064408.79; 306895.12, 8062732.86; 305346.47, 8061841.85; 

304885.97; 300373.97, 8061036.36; 302244.46,807042.43;  

 

WARD 2 

Starting from the confluence of Chipokoteke and Nyagui Rivers go southwards 

along Nyagui River up to the northern boundary of Headman Shumba and then 

westwards so as to include Murungweni and Marimo villages and exclude 

Gombera village, pass through Ngomakurira mountain southwestwards so as 

to include Mutaki School, Mushayapekuvaka and Chakabvapasi villages up to 

Mwenda River then northwestwards along Mwenda River so as to exclude  

Gukwe village up to the boundary of Parirewa Business Centre then westwards 

into Chirodzero Nyukudya road so as to exclude Mafira and Matope Dams and 
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then follow Mafira River northwards and then westwards and southwards along 

the edges of Maro Mountains then west so as to exclude Murwira, Parirewa, 

and Mudzimu villages up to Musakandoro River then northwards along the 

river so as to include the following villages Bapata, Mandaza, Nyakudya and 

Chidarikire, pass through Chijane Mountain up to Nyanhombo River and the 

District Administrative Boundary then eastwards into Chipopoteke River up to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:320259.07, 8065852.00; 318218.86, 8057961.57; 313615.34, 

8058470.71; 310753.77, 8055287.28; 306494.40, 8059251.36; 304939.54, 

8059165.42; 305367.04, 8061838.43; 306894.47, 8062750.65; 308202.90, 

8064452.29; 309348.48, 8065810.01; 308987.83, 8068249.66;  

 

WARD 3 

Starting from where the northern boundary of Munenga Estate crosses 

Nyamasanga River going westwards the ward boundary line follows the 

northern boundaries of the following properties so as to exclude them Munenga 

Estate; Gandami Chibvuri and part of Rumani thence generally north 

eastwards, northwest so as to exclude Gutsa and Mashonganyika village, 

Nyamande School and Mwenda Dip up to Mwenda River then north eastwards 

so as to exclude Chakabvapasi, Mushayapekuwaka villages and Mwenda Dip 

up to Mwenda River then generally north eastwards through Guzingizi 

Mountain excluding Ngomakurira Business Centre and then eastwards 

excluding Murungweni village up to Inyagui River, turns south following 

Inyagui, Mukonowenzou, Chigariro and Nyamasanga Rivers up to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 317499.06, 8048596.85; 312747.04, 8048766.56; 312468.25, 

8052166.43; 319782.03, 8055302.50; 318270.71, 8057954.30;  
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WARD 4  

Starting from the northern boundary of Rumani farm the ward boundary line 

goes westwards along the northern boundaries of the following properties; 

Killarney, Sunray, Georgic, Riet Poort, so as to exclude them, turns generally 

southwards along the western boundary of Riet Poort then westwards along the 

northern boundary of Oaklands so as to exclude it, then northwards along the 

eastern boundaries of Lichfield, Willesden Farm and Elpidha to a point where a 

line is drawn eastwards passing through Runanga Hill up to  Molife Dam, 

turns north-eastwards so as to include Parirewa School and Parirewa Business 

Centre, up to a point turns eastwards following a straight line to Tiki dam then 

turning northwards and southwards following the verges of Maro Hills so as to 

include it and down to Matope dam, then goes south-eastwards into Mwenda 

River and follows Mwenda River southwards so as to include Gukwe, 

Kadungure, Marufu, Nyamande and Mashonganyika villages and back to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 309199.12, 8049006.35; 301519.75; 30077.83, 8054954.30; 

303493.35, 8054126.93; 304852.34, 8059111.87; 310743.48, 8055272.30; 

312751.77, 8048736.56; 310460.62, 8048588.06; 

 

WARD 5 

Starting from the tip of Rusumbi Mountain, the ward boundary line follows the 

District Administrative Boundary eastwards up to Pote River and then follows 

Pote River up to a road to Domboshava Training Centre and then southwards 

along the road to include Shereni village and exclude Cheza village. The 

boundary continues southwards passing through Gwandu mountain and turns 

south eastwards through Zvimvurwi Mountain so as to exclude Motsi village 
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and continues eastwards up to Masukandoro River, then southwards along 

Masukandoro River excluding Mungate village and straight down to Molife Dam 

and then westwards so as to include Tapfuma village and exclude Domboshava 

Training Centre passing through Runhanga Mountain up to the eastern 

boundary of Elpidha and then northwards following the boundaries of the 

following farms so as to exclude them, Elphidha and Balkiza up to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:294530.82, 8059380.34; 299898.06, 8059592.49; 300362.21, 

8060999.08;304542.708056532.50, 303481.98, 8054114,06; 300066,47, 

8054941,42; 300575,61, 8057550.79; 297457.76, 8056249.43. 

 

WARD 6 

Starting from the verges of Rusumbi Mountain, the ward boundary line follows 

the northern boundaries of Balkiza and Elpidha south eastwards and north-

eastwards respectively up to the southern boundary of Elpidha extension turns 

southwards following the eastern boundary of Elpidha, turns north and 

eastwards following the northern boundaries of Georgic, Sunray and Killarney 

so as to include them, then south-westwards follows the western boundaries of 

Rumani and Echo so as to exclude them, then turning westwards following the 

southern boundaries of Borrowdale and Glen Forest Estates up to the southern 

boundary of Calgary, then following the southern and western boundaries of 

Calgary to the north thus following the District Administrative Boundary back 

to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:294510.25, 8059354.00; 297501.48, 

8056277.91; 300683.63, 8057571.99; 298900.77, 8050319.07; 309162.06, 

8049020.28; 307217.85, 8042851.42; 295704.95, 8043550.42. 
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WARD 7 

Starting from the northern boundary of Munenga Estate with Musana 

Communal Lands, the ward boundary line goes westwards following the 

boundaries of the following farms so as to include them; Munenga Estate, 

Gandami, Chibvuti and Rumani and its western boundary includes Rumani, 

Echo, Chakoma, Woodland and Hunters Hill farms and its southern boundary 

is Springs Farm and to the west the boundary turns northwards including the 

following farms, the Grove Extension, Shepherd Hall Estate, Chabweno and 

Munenga Estate up to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 318645.29,8048790.37; 309183.68, 

8048981.30; 310117.11, 8039434.83;315272.21, 8043104.92; 317881.57, 

8043232.20. 

 

WARD 8 

Starting from Mwanga Mountain going westwards following the District 

Administrative Boundary, the ward boundary line includes Mudzurungwe 

mountain and Svisva mountain and thence southwards following the western 

boundaries of the following farms so as to include them; Swiswa, and the Grove 

Estate up to Mubvinzi River and then follows Mubvinzi River eastwards  up to 

the southwestern and southern boundaries of the following farms so as to 

include them; Tyrone Estate and Remari Estate up to the eastern boundary of 

Chifumbi, Chifumbi North and Mermaids Pool up to Mwanga Hill the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 327558.07, 8050346.29; 323378.84, 8052531.37;320578.54, 

8048649.14; 314602.75, 8041920.14, 325530.05, 8037624.35; 325814.61; 

8046614.70 
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WARD 9 

Starting from the top of Rutope Hill follows the eastern boundary of Frascati 

into Umwindisi River turn south-westwards following the mentioned River so 

as to include Frascati and Marsala then follow the north-eastern boundary of 

Strathlorne Farm southeastwards, thence along the eastern boundaries of 

Ivanhoe and Oribi so as to exclude them up to Nyachivi River, turn south-

westwards along the southern boundaries of Neptune, Fairview and Devonia 

(so as to include them) up to Marongwe Hill and turning northwards follow a 

straight line to Gubvu Hill so as to include Devonia then north westwards 

follow the south western and western boundaries of Bally Vaughan up to 

Mwanga Hill, turn north-eastwards following the District Administrative 

Boundary back to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 336076.33, 8056676.50; 337582.55, 

8055446.07; 334214.19, 8050225.86; 337264.56, 8039501.71; 328685.40; 

8045193.54; 325800.25, 8046678.55; 327582.26, 8050348.63. 

 

 

WARD 10 

Starting from the confluence of Nyagui and Mubvinzi Rivers go southwards up 

to the northern boundaries of Mavhudzi A and B villages and then turn 

eastwards following the boundaries of the listed villages so as to exclude them 

Mavhudzi A and B Ngandu, Tefere and Ngoshi up to Maseka River and then 

follow Maseka River up to its confluence with Inyagui River and thence 

northwards along Inyagui River up to the starting point. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:352449.31, 

8071303.18; 344109.12, 8055050.90; 346049.21, 8055341.25. 
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WARD 11 

Starting from the confluence of Maseka and Nyagui Rivers going westwards 

follow Maseka River and then up an unnamed tributary of Maseka River, 

passing an open space so as to include the following villages, Ngoshi, Tefere, 

Ngandu and Mavhudzi A and B up to Mubvinzi River and then turn 

southwards along Mubvinzi River up to the eastern boundaries of the following 

properties so as to exclude them; Strathlorne and Ivanhoe farms up to the 

northern boundary of Juru Growth Point and then turn eastwards along this 

boundary so as to exclude Juru Growth Point and cross Old Mutoko Road and 

straight to Nyagui River and then northwards along this River up to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:  346017.79, 80554354.45; 340070.58, 8060845.62; 

334191.66, 8050238.65; 336776.23, 8047081.37;339343.91, 8045505.42; 

344131.19 , 8045445.12. 

 

 

WARD 12 

Starting from the confluence of Chinyika and Nora Rivers go northwards along 

Nora and Nyagui Rivers up to Harare - Murewa Highway and then turn 

westwards along the road up to the eastern boundary of Juru Growth Point 

and then follow this boundary north and west so as to include Juru Growth 

Point up to its boundary with Ivanhoe farm so as to exclude it then following 

the eastern boundaries of the following properties so as to exclude them 

Ivanhoe, Stockholm, Oribi, Neptune, Mashona Kop, Mashona Vlei, Vanda A 

and Chinyika A farms up to Chinyika River and then eastwards along this 

River back to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 341644.95, 8032290.34; 343107.58, 
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8036086.18; 344120.32, 8045436.59; 33930.95, 8045515.90;336734.06, 

8047087.20; 337825.40, 8031399.95. 

WARD 13 

Starting from a point on the northern boundary of  Northfield and Chinyika A 

on Chinyika River go northwards following the eastern boundaries of Chinyika 

A, Mashona Kop and Vuta then westwards following the northern boundaries 

of the following properties so as to include then; Mashona Kop, Rudolphia and 

Atlanta North farms and then follow the western boundaries of the following 

properties southwards so as to include them Atlanta North, Atlanta, Riseholm, 

Keageri and Grazely Farms up to Chinyika River then eastwards along this 

river back to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 337844.02, 8031412.55; 337233.55, 

8039444.95; 326890.80, 8040712.27; 326917.65, 8030421.68. 

 

WARD 14 

Starting from the north-eastern boundary of Reedbuck Kop go southwards 

along its eastern boundary up to the eastern boundaries of Guernsey and 

Gilnockie, thence north-westwards along the boundary of Gilnockie up to the 

eastern boundary of Chishawasha Mission so as to exclude it, then along the 

eastern boundary of Chishawasha Mission north-westwards up to the western 

boundary of Stuhm then follow this boundary north and north-eastwards into 

Umwindisi River and along this River eastwards to the northern boundaries of 

Byrne View and Reedbuck Kop so as to include them and back to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 325519.26, 8037635.54; 319111.27, 8030700.98; 309507.96, 

8037684.24; 310080.68, 8039402.39; 314559.61, 8041898.85; 320789.81, 

8038793.18. 
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WARD 15 

Starting from where the northern boundary of Chishawasha Mission meets the 

boundary of Harare Municipality go southwards following this boundary up to 

the northern boundaries of the following farms so as to exclude them 

Caledonia, Gardiner and Gilnockie up to the western boundary of Arcturus 

Mine so as to exclude it and then follow this boundary northwest wards 

excluding the following farms Cromlet, Travellers Joy up to the northern 

boundary of  Chishawasha Mission and then westwards along the northern 

boundary of Chishawasha Mission so as to include it up to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 309502.92, 8037716.33, 310804.66, 8029164.68; 321458.00, 

8032400.42; 316320.44, 8037191.02. 

 

WARD 16  

Starting from the northern boundary of Bainshope going eastwards, exclude 

the following properties Bainshope, Middleton, Summersland and Warrendale 

Number 1 and then turn westwards following the southern boundaries of the 

following properties, excluding them; Bellevue, Grazely to the eastern boundary 

of Gilnockie and then turn southwards along the western boundary of Gardiner 

and James farms up to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 321142.02, 8024073.42; 

333180.64, 8026477.83; 319090.17, 8030700.70. 

  

WARD 17 

Starting from the confluence of Chinyika and Nora Rivers go westwards 

following Chinyika River up to the southern boundary of Grazely farm, so as to 

include it up to the eastern boundary of Guernsey farm then southwards 

following the southern boundaries of the following properties with Chinyika 

Communal Land so as to include them Bellevue and Belmont then turn south-
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westwards following the northern boundaries of Warrendale and Bains Hope up 

to James farm turning south-eastwards follow the eastern boundaries of James 

farm and Summer Island then turn southwards following the western 

boundary of Witness farm into Nora River then follow Nora River north-

eastwards back to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:341666.39, 8032262.98; 326942.81, 

8030396.29; 333176.82, 8026488.53; 327780.48, 8015666.53. 

 

WARD 18 

Starting from the confluence of Nora and Nyagui Rivers going southwards 

follow Nyagui River up to the northern boundary of Shangure Small Scale 

farms so as to exclude them and then turning westwards follow this boundary 

up to Nora River and then northwards along this River back to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:343092.10, 8036078.97; 347138.29, 8017485.12; 339025.84, 

8021133.42; 341687.65, 8032302.86. 

 

WARD 19 

Starting from a point on the northern boundary of Shangure Small Scale farms 

and Nyagui River going westwards, follow this boundary up to Nora River and 

then turn southwards along this River up to the southern boundary of the 

Shangure Small Scale farms so as to include them then follow the southern 

boundary of the Small Scale farms eastwards up to Chinyika River and follow 

this River into Nyagui River and follow Nyagui River back to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 347184.69, 8017421.41; 339005.13, 8021151.41; 336949.22, 

801905145; 342015.56, 8018111.60; 346949.73, 8014880.90; 347404.97, 

8015292.08. 
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WARD 20 

Starting from a point on the northern boundary of Mgargwi farm and Chinyika 

River, go westwards following this boundary so as to include Mgargwi and 

Glenroy up to Nora River and then follow Nora River up to the eastern 

boundary of Sellair farm then follow this boundary northwards up to where it 

meets the northern boundary of Binder farm then turning westwards follow the 

boundary to exclude Mamanora farm, Summer Island and Middleton up to the 

western boundary of Binder farm and then southwards following this boundary 

up to the Harare-Marondera road then following this road up to the southern 

boundary of Melfort Estate and turn eastwards so as to include the following 

properties Melfort Estate, Shangrila, Wooodleigh, Danga Lima, Blue-water and 

Datata Estate up to Chinyika River then down this River back to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 346960.27, 8014859.38; 336927.63, 8019022.41; 327726.70, 

8015596.50; 320840.93; 8014050.71; 323089.34, 8005865.07; 337480.98, 

8010076.65; 341133.69, 8012037.15. 

 

WARD 21 

Starting from the northwestern boundary of Randhurst Grange Estate go 

eastwards so as to include the following properties Randhurst Grange Estate, 

the Manor Estate, Idara, Brunton, Kiltullagh, Forres and Entre Rios Estate up 

to the District Administrative Boundary, then follow this boundary south-

westwards up to the Harare-Marondera road, turning north-westwards back to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 323600.30, 8006575.62; 337530.49, 8010051.79;341146.21, 

8012065.34; 344126.55, 8010210.29; 342156.31, 8007871.98; 331555.41, 

7994672.38; 323112.64, 8005828.17. 
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WARD 22 

Starting from a point on the Harare-Mutare Railway line at Nora Siding so as to 

exclude it, then following the railway line south-eastwards up to the north-

eastern boundary of Mimosa, turning south-westwards following the District 

Administrative Boundary up to Hunyani River then turning north-westwards 

following the District Administrative Boundary (Hunyani River) up to the south 

western boundary of Dunstan Estate so as to exclude it and turning north-

eastwards following this boundary and that of Banana Grove, Lisheen and 

CootHill so as to include them back to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 319323.18, 

8016238.73; 330670.70, 7995090.14; 330044.81, 7991672.26; 312116.95, 

8011218.38. 

 

WARD 23 

Starting from the north eastern beacon of Buena Vista so as to include it then 

southwards following its eastern boundary up to the District Administrative 

Boundary turning north-westwards following the District Administrative 

Boundary up to the north eastern boundary of Lyndhurst turning south and 

south eastwards following the boundaries of Lyndhurst, Nels Hope and Buena 

Vista so as to include them back to the starting point. An This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:312103.65,8011260.76; 310138.07, 8006411.32; 299441.40, 

8010433.16; 306165.57, 8017902.14; 304895.19, 8013664.87. 
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WARD 24 

Starting from a point on the Harare-Mutare Highway at Nora Sding so as to 

include it then westwards, southwards and south-westwards  following the 

southern boundaries of Mt. St. Vincent, Lisheen Extension, Twentydales and 

Koppies so as to include them up to the northern boundary of Buena Vista so 

as to exclude it and turning north-westwards following the boundaries of 

Beuna Vista, Nels Hope and Lyndhurst so as to exclude them up to Ruwa River 

, and along this River northwards up to the northern boundary of New Mexico 

turning eastwards following the northern boundaries of Dagbreek, Mandalay, 

Waterberry and Pinelands so as to include them up to the Harare-Mutare 

Highway turning southwards following the highway back to the starting point. 

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:319343.92, 8016264.56; 312113.89, 8011233.85; 308391.81, 

8018967.65; 315916.67, 8020820.44.  

 

WARD 25 

Starting from the north-western boundary of Caledonia farm and the Harare 

Provincial Boundary at Tafara Township so as to exclude it then following the 

northern boundaries of the following properties, eastwards so as to include 

them, Caledonia and Gardiner, then southwards along the eastern boundaries 

of Gardiner, Gardiner East, James  Farm, Grenane Broonsome, the Glebe and 

Sunrisings up to the Harare-Mutare road, then turning north-westwards along 

this road up to the western and southern boundary of Romany so as to include 

Mt. St Vincent, Faraway, Romany Clovadale  and Ruwa Estate then following 

the western boundary of Romany northwards into Ruwa River turning 

westwards along this River up to Tarisa Road and following Tarisa Road 

northwards so as to exclude Fairview, Cherigoma and Hunter’s Rest up to the 

southern boundary of Caledonia farm turning westwards following this 
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boundary up to the western boundary of Caledonia farm so as to exclude 

Tafara Township then northwards along this boundary back to the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 310839.37, 8029139.73; 322858.07, 8020372.53; 320851.15, 

8013958.67; 314843.88, 8021134.90; 311607.98, 8025581.11. 

MANYAME RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

WARD  1 

This is an area of land situated in Manyame Rural District Council starting 

from the confluence of an unnamed stream and Manyame River so as to 

exclude Rubatika village.  Then westwards along Manyame River into Seke 

Dam (Prince Edward Dam) then southwards and eastwards along  Chitungwiza 

Municipality and  Seke District Administrative Boundary  so as to include 

Guzha Township, Charigwati, Savanhu and Chitsvatsva villages into Harare-

Wedza road,  then generally eastwards along  Harare-Wedza road to a point 

where an unnamed stream crosses it. Then northwards along that unnamed 

stream so as to include villages Munatsi, Muzorori and Mangwende to the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:  311169.45, 8005035.97; 310108.55, 8006443.29; 

295537.41 8010704.84; 301339.89, 8006764.35, 307247.93, 8005121.14; 

31001926, 8002826.13.  

 

WARD 2 

This is an area situated in Manyame Rural District Council starting from a 

point where Muda River meets  Manyame River then southeast wards along 

Manyame River then southwest wards through a vlei into a loop isolating  

Dema Growth Point so as to include it and exclude Musoko village, southeast 

wards along  Harare- Wedza road into an unnamed road, southwards along the 

said road to Muteedzerwi River then southwest wards along Muteedzerwi River 
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to its confluence with Madedzungwi River, then northwards encompassing 

Rubatika, Mutendera, Zhangira, Chakwizira and Murape villages, Murape 

Primary and Secondary Schools to Harare-Wedza road.  Then southeast wards 

along the said road then northeast wards encompassing Rubatika village to the 

District Administrative Boundary, then southeast wards along the District 

Administrative Boundary to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:311649.30, 8004451.85, 

312703.12, 7999370.36, 312161.85, 7997898.09; 304519.02, 7996274.26; 

305276.81, 7999976.59; 308567.77, 7999846.68; 308847.24,  8004046.99, 

309975.09, 80028334.53. 

 

WARD 3 

This is an area of land situated in Manyame Rural District Council starting 

from where the eastern boundary of Goodwood farm meets Manyame River and 

then southwards along a track to a point it meets Munwahuku stream, 

downwards along the stream to its confluence with Nyarusheshi River.  Then 

westwards along Nyarusheshi River into Zhangira road.  Then northwards 

along Zhangira road into Harare-Wedza road and along Harare-Wedza 

northwest wards then northeast wards along an unnamed road to Manyame 

River so as to include Musoko village generally southeast wards along 

Manyame River to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 321156.20, 7995370.73; 317042.50; 

7991300.33;315050.61,  7991971.52; 3127898.90, 7997384.28; 312171.02; 

7997903.91; 312712.29, 7999376.18. 

 

WARD 4 

This is an area of land situated in Manyame Rural District Council starting 

from where the eastern boundary of Goodwood farm meets Manyame River and 
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then southwards along a track to a point it meets Munwahuku stream down 

along the stream to its confluence with Nyarusheshi River which is the District 

Administrative Boundary then generally eastwards, southwards, eastwards, 

northwards, westwards, northwards, eastwards, northwestwards and generally 

westwards along the District Administrative Boundary to the starting point. An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 321216.16, 7995402.47; 317037.50, 7991310.42; 327689.82, 

7986612.14; 326910.38, 7983472.73, 330807.57, 7985724.45; 330374.55, 

7989448.43; 331500.41, 7990877.40. 

 

WARD 5 

This is an area of land situated in Manyame Rural District Council starting 

from 43.4 km peg on Harare-Wedza road.  Then generally southeast wards 

along Harare-Wedza road then southwestwards and southeast wards through a 

vlei to Nyarusheshi River.  Then southwest wards along Nyarusheshi River to 

its confluence with Nyatsime River.  Then generally northeast wards through a 

vlei so as to exclude Dzumbunu School, Chatukuta, Chinyani, Mupandiri, 

Gaura, Juma and Nyere villages and include Dzumbunu, Murada, Shiri, 

Mashayahana, Kondo, Mudebhe, Chinyanga villages and  Zhakata Business 

Centre, to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 312875.75, 7997350.20; 314975.90, 

7996094.43; 315019.20, 7991980.73; 308978.56, 7988906.28; 309065.16, 

7992543.66;  

 

WARD 6 

This is an area of land situated in Manyame Rural District Council starting 

from Harare-Wedza road 43, 5 km peg, then southwards following vlei so as to 

exclude Seke Pan and to include Gaura, Mupandari and Zhanje villages 
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through a tributary and a vlei to a point where it meets Nyatsime River.  Then 

generally westwards along Nyatsime River to the southern boundary of former 

Guzha farm.  Then following the southern, western and northern boundaries of 

former Guzha farm to a point it meets Nyatsime River so as to include 

Tachanam and Dizha Business Centres then generally northwest wards along 

Nyatsime River to its confluence with Mudedzungwi River.  Then northeast 

wards along Mudedzungwi River to its confluence with an unnamed road.  

Then northwards along that unnamed road to Harare-Wedza road then south 

eastwards along Harare-Wedza road to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 312902.66, 

79997354.15; 312123.22, 7994041.54; 309092.07, 7992461.01; 308940.51, 

7988888.59; 3047761.86, 7992417.71; 304069.02, 7994344.66; 303246.28, 

7995881.88; 312166.52,7997743.87 

 

WARD 7 

This is an area of land situated in Manyame Rural District Council area 

starting from the confluence of Madedzungwi and Nyatsime Rivers.  Then 

generally northwestwards along Nyatsime River to its confluence with 

Musukandoro River.  Then northeast wards along Musukandoro River to a 

point it meets an unnamed road to Murape School.  Then eastwards along an 

unnamed road to Murape School so as to include Chirimba village and 

Madamombe Business Centre.  Then generally southwest wards through the 

fields so as to include Nyamadzawo, Madzivanzira, Makuvaza, Munemo, 

Chigumbu and Chipere villages to the starting point. An This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 303229.89, 

7995918.78; 298834.73, 7999837.62; 307235.34, 8005098.83; 308837.52, 

8003994.62; 308577.70, 7999837.62. 
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WARD 8 

This is an area of land situated in Manyame Rural District starting from the 

confluence of Musukandoro River and Nyatsime River.  Then generally 

westwards along Nyatsime River to its confluence with Duri River.  Then 

northeast wards along Duri River to Harare-Wedza road 27 km peg.  Then 

eastwards along Harare-Wedza road to a point where a line is drawn 

southwards so as to exclude Madamombe Business Centre and Chirimba 

village to a point it meets Musukandoro River. Then generally southwestwards 

along Musukandoro River to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 298822.57, 7999804.91; 

294477.53, 8004042.01; 301327.87, 8006733.94; 307303.56, 8005110.11. 

WARD 9 

This is an area of land situated in Manyame Rural District Council starting 

from a point where Nyatsime River meets the north eastern boundary of 

Braemar farm then southwards along Nyatsime River to the southern boundary 

of Mutozekwe farm then generally southwards following the property 

boundaries of Mutozekwe, Guildford, Nyarigondo,  Kildonan, Norham, 

Kinfauns, and Verdun to Muda River proceeding westwards along Muda and 

Mupfure Rivers to its confluence with Mutsike River then generally northwards 

along the said river to the northern boundary of Imbwa farm then eastwards 

along the northern boundaries of Imbwa and Braemar farms, the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 290178.16, 8007800.54; 294443.42, 8004098.21; 298860.23, 

7999789.64; 304053.07, 7994312.23; 298399.61, 7988990.92; 285846.87, 

7976420.33; 275470.80, 7980005.07;283653.17. 
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WARD 10 

This is an area of land situated in Manyame Rural District Council starting 

from a point where the southern boundary of Longlands farm meets Nyatsime 

River then northwest wards along Nyatsime River to its confluence with 

Manyame River. Then generally northwest wards along Manyame River into the 

northern boundary of Elladale farm. Then in the same direction along the 

northern boundaries of Elladale and Mlanje farms. Then southwards, 

westwards and northwards along the boundaries of Carolina farm to the 

northwestern boundary of Carolina farm. Then southwest wards along the 

northwestern boundary of Carolina farm to the western boundary of Carolina 

farm.  Then southwest wards along the northwestern boundary of Duicker farm 

to a point it meets the northern boundary of Marirangwe Small Scale Farming 

Area. Then eastwards along the northern boundary of Marirangwe Small Scale 

Farming Area to the eastern boundary of the said Small Scale Farming Area 

then southwards along the eastern boundary of Marirangwe Small Scale 

Farming Area to the southern boundary of Canterbury. Then southeast wards 

along the southern boundary of Canterbury farm to a point it meets Nyachidze 

River then northeast wards along the said River on to the northern boundary of 

Iridor farm so as to exclude it. Then northeast wards, southwards along the 

western boundaries of Ellerton and Killet farms so as to include them, then 

southeast wards along the southwestern boundary of Killet to a point it meets 

Mtsike River, then northwards along the western boundaries of following farms 

Stilton, Jefferstone, Harwen, Boronia, Imbwa and Braemar so as to exclude 

them to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:290142.56, 8007795.53; 277260.08, 

8014288.85, 270301.77, 8017343.72; 268057.43, 7995348.93; 282372.69, 

7992292.45. 
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WARD 11 

This is an area of land situated in Manyame Rural District Council starting 

from where the northern boundary of Marirangwe meets the District 

Administrative Boundary. Then generally southwards along the District 

Administrative Boundary to the southern boundary of Marirangwe Small Scale 

Farming Area, then eastwards along the southern boundary of Marirangwe 

Small Scale Farming Area then northwards along the Marirangwe Small Scale 

Farming Area to its northern boundary then westwards along the northern 

boundary to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:s.60, 8006513.50; 263524.32, 

7989748.68; 267269.95, 7990549.77; 268077.40, 7995290.05; 269597.93, 

8005920.72. 

 

WARD 12 

This is an area of land situated in Manyame Rural District Council starting 

from the confluence of Mupfure and Mtsike Rivers. Then generally northwards 

along Mtsike River so as to include New Retreat, Plumstead, Gowlands C, 

Greenwoods, Tweespruit, Verde, Mtsike and Albion farm to a point it meets the 

north eastern boundary of Houmoed farm. Then northwestwards along the 

north-eastern boundary of Houmoed farm then northwards along the eastern 

boundary of Iridor farm. Then westwards along the northern boundary of Iridor 

farm into Nyachidze River, generally southwest wards along Nyachidze River to 

a point it meets the southern boundary of Canterbury farm, then westwards 

along the said boundary so as to exclude it then southwards, westwards along 

the eastern and southern boundary of Marirangwe Small Scale Farming Area to 

a point it meets Marirangwe River Seke Administrative boundary -Chegutu 

Administrative boundary then generally southwards along Marirangwe River to 

its confluence with Mupfure River so as to include Cupar and Clare farms, then 
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generally eastwards along Mupfure River to a point it meets Rocklands farm so 

as to include Kerry and Sligo farms, then northwards along the western 

boundary of Rocklands farm, then eastwards along the northern boundary of 

Rocklands farm to its eastern boundary, then southwards, eastwards along its 

northern boundary to a point it meets Harare-Masvingo Highway,  then 

southwards along Masvingo-Harare Highway into Mupfure River, then 

eastwards along Mupfure River as to include New Retreat farms to the  starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  275404.62, 798001.95; 282451.38, 7992177.15; 267997.84, 

7995349.67; 256949.34, 7979958.80; 273052.04, 7984960.20, 273095.34, 

7979742.29. 

 

WARD 13 

This is an area of land situated in Manyame Rural District Council starting 

from a point where Harare-Masvingo Highway meets Mupfure River, then 

westwards along Mupfure River. Then generally northeast wards along the 

western and northern boundaries of Rocklands farm. Then southwards and 

eastwards along the eastern property boundary of Rocklands farm to a point it 

meets Harare-Masvingo Highway. Then southwest wards along Harare-

Masvingo Highway to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 273095.34, 7979742.29; 

269068.24, 7979958.80, 273052.04, 7984960.20. 

 

WARD 14 

This is an area of land situated in Manyame Rural District Council starting  

from where the western boundary of Eden Estate meets the southern boundary  

of Enondo farm, then westwards and northwards along the southern and  

western boundary of Enondo farm then southwest wards and southwards  

along the western boundary of Fridenthal Estate. Then southwest wards  
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along the southern boundary of Enondo B and Charleston farms so as to  

include to a point it meets  Seke Administrative boundary –Chegutu  

Administrative  boundary. Then generally along  Nanga River (the District  

Administrative Boundary) to its confluence with  Mupfure River, then  

generally eastwards along Mupfure River so as to  include Gwalia, Silver Oak,   

Talana, Gemini, Inyondo, Beatrice Central, Goldlands and Nengwa farms to a  

point it meets the eastern boundary of Nengwa farm. Then southwards,  

southwest wards, southeast wards, southwest wards and southeast wards  

along the western boundary of Corby Estate so as to exclude it to the eastern  

boundary of Alicedale east. Then southwards and southwest wards along the  

eastern and south-eastern boundary of Alicedale east farm then southwards,  

westwards, southwards, southwest wards and southwest wards along the 

western boundary of Eden Estate so as to exclude to the starting point. An area  

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South   

(S),  based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 274423.28,  

7965480.67; 265005.07, 7963099.06; 256979.49, 7979838.95; 277586.15,  

7978338.15; 273246.03, 7978242.32, 273835.56, 7970809.39;  

 

WARD 15   

This is an area of land situated in Manyame Rural District Council starting 

from the confluence of Muda and Mupfure Rivers, then southeast wards along 

Mupfure River to the southern boundary of Dunrobin farm then southwest 

wards along the said boundary, to the eastern boundary of former Taga farm 

then generally southeast wards along the eastern boundaries of Taga, Xekene 

Estate and Carnethy farms so as to include themto the western boundary of 

Lisbon Extension farm then northwards and eastwards along the western and 

northern boundary of the said farm, then southwards along the eastern 

boundary of Lisbon Extension, Lisbon and Logan Lee farms so as to include 

them to the north-western boundary of Welgetroos farm, then northeast wards, 

eastwards and southwards along the north-western, northern and eastern 

boundaries of the said farm to the District Administrative Boundary then 
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northwest wards and southwest wards along the District Administrative 

boundary to the southern boundary of Logan Lee farm then southwest wards 

along the southern boundaries of Logan Lee farm and Voorspoed Estate, then 

northwest wards and westwards along the western and southern boundary of 

Voorspoed Estate, then southwest wards along the north-western boundary of 

Ringa Resettlement , northwest wards, southwest wards along the eastern and 

northern boundaries of Twa-Glens farm, then generally northwards along the 

western boundaries of Maas-Plein, Enslindale, Eden Estate, Dunedin and 

Corby farms so as to include them to the southern boundary of Beatrice 

Central,  then southeast wards along the southern boundaries of Beatrice 

Central, Goldlands and Nengwa farms so as to exclude them, then northeast 

wards along the southeastern boundary of Nengwa farm then generally 

southeastwards along Mupfure River to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 285820.27, 

7976492.97, 286283.87, 7973973.97, 282002.20, 7972560.01; 276587.31, 

7963619.01; 275464.01, 7966348.02; 273880.09, 7970824.96; 273136.60, 

7978287.18; 277531.76, 7878222.22. 

 

WARD 16 

This is an area of land situated in Manyame Rural District Council starting 

from the confluence of Muda and Mupfure River. Then generally south 

eastwards along Mupfure River to the southeastern boundary of Muda Small 

Scale Farming Area then northeastwards along the southeastern boundary of 

Muda Small Scale Farming Area, Alfa farm and Carisbrook farm into 

Marirangwe River then westwards along Marirangwe River to the western 

boundary of Kenilworth farm, then generally southwards along that boundary 

to the northwest boundary of Muda Small Scale Farming Area then 

southwestwards along the said boundary into Muda River then further 

southwest wards along Muda River to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 
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(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:285820.27, 

7976492.97; 288559.87, 7973352.16;295709.21, 7979976.06; 298472.48, 

7988910.57; 292150.37, 7987200.14. 

 

WARD 17 

This is an area of land situated in Manyame Rural District Council starting 

from the point where the western boundary of Dunrobin farm meets the 

northern boundary of Mupfure Resettlement.  Then eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Mupfure Resettlement into Mupfure River. Then 

generally eastwards along Mupfure River to its confluence with Mserenge River. 

Then generally southwards along Mserenge River to a point it meets the 

northern boundary of Welgetroos farm.  Then westwards and southwestwards 

along the northern boundary of Welgetroos then northwest wards and 

northwards along the north-eastern boundaries of Logan Lee farm and eastern 

boundaries of Lisbon and Lisbon extension. Then westwards and southwards 

along the northern and western boundaries of Lisbon extension, then 

westwards along the northern boundary of Carnethy farm so as to exclude it. 

Then northwest wards along the eastern boundaries of Xekene and Taga Self 

Contained Resettlement to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 281997.78, 7972592.82; 

286306.34, 7974000.14; 294072.13, 7971583.44; 294331.94, 

7963594.20;289438.80, 7963594.20; 288702.67, 7969829.70; 282618.72, 

7970804.00. 

 

WARD 18 

This is an area of land situated in Manyame Rural District Council starting 

from the confluence of Mupfure River and Mserenge River. Then generally 

eastwards along Mupfure River then further southeast wards along the south-

western boundary of Chimbwanda Small Scale Farming Area. Then generally 

southwards along the eastern boundary of Rushefontein farm, then westwards 
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along the property boundaries of Wheatlen, Action Reynolds, Goede Hoop and 

Glenae farms to the western boundary of Glenae farm then northeast wards 

along the said farm boundary to the northern boundary of Welgetroos farm B, 

then northwards along the northern boundaries of Welgetroos farms B and A 

into Mserenge River, then northwards along Mserenge River to the starting 

point. 294206.40, 7971565.46; 298883.03, 

7969292.10; 310935.96, 7963819.52; 309940.01, 7958601.61; 294516.03, 

7958057.22; 294386.12, 7963534.94. 

  

  

WARD 19      

This is an area of land situated in Manyame Rural District Council starting 

from a point where the eastern boundary of Maltlavina farm meets the 

southern boundary of Sanctuary farm, then eastwards following the southern 

property boundaries of Sanctuary, Twa-Glens, Huntcroft Estate, Voorspoed 

Estate and Logan Lee farms then southwards along the eastern boundaries of 

Mara, Nhuta, Revelant farms and State Land so as to include Chihoro School, 

then westwards along the northern property boundaries of Mexico and Ngesi 

farms so as to exclude them, then northwards along the eastern boundary of 

Silfontein farm then generally northwest wards along the northern property 

boundaries of Silfontein, Quarries, Mayfield and Mantlvina farms to the 

starting point.   An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 279474.97, 7957726.27; 282274.19, 7958765.52, 

289434.46, 79460367.70; 291491.31, 7949455.57; 282527.77, 7954348.71. 

 

 

WARD 20 

This is an area of land situated in Manyame Rural District Council staring from 

the south-eastern Corner Post of Silfontein farm. Then southwest wards and 
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westwards along the northern boundaries of Ngesi and Dunkirk farms so as to 

exclude them. Then southwest wards, southeast wards and southwest wards 

along the north-eastern and south-eastern boundaries of Dover Estates so as 

to include it. Then generally westwards and southwest wards along the 

northern and north-western boundary of Christian Estate so as to exclude it. 

Then generally westwards along Ngezi River so as to include At Last and 

Hanerau farms to the western boundary of Hanerau farm. Then northwards 

along the western boundaries of Hanerau and Smalldeel farms, then eastwards 

along the boundary of Smalldeel farm, then northwards and westwards along 

the north-eastern and northern boundaries of Wheeldale Resettlement so as to 

exclude it to the District Administrative Boundary then northwards along the 

said boundary to the northern boundary of Orangia farm, northeast wards 

along the said boundary then northwards, northeast wards and southwards 

along the western and northern boundary of Friedenthal Estate to its eastern 

boundary, then southeast wards along the western boundaries of Enslindale 

and Maas-Plein farms so as to exclude them, then northeast wards along  the 

southern boundary of Maas-Plein then southeastwards along the eastern 

boundary of Twa-Glens farm so as to include it. Then westwards along the 

southern boundaries of Twa-Glens and Sanctuary farms. Then generally 

southeast wards along the north-eastern boundaries of Mantlavina, Quarries 

and Stilforntein farms so as to include them to the starting point. An This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

283716.61, 7950772.91; 275380.55, 79446631.24; 262370.58, 7937522.08; 

264620.73, 7945413.38; 264233.85, 7949632.45; 275520.23, 7966380.55; 

276600.23, 7963627.77;282868.27, 7958757.71; 284791.79, 7951622.51. 

 

 

 

 

WARD 21 
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This is an area of land situated in Manyame Rural District Council starting 

from a point where the northern boundary of Smalldeel farm meets the south 

and western boundary of Wemel farm. Then north westwards and westwards 

along the south western boundary of Wemel and southern boundary of Adams 

Rest farm so as to exclude them. Then southwards and southwestwards along 

the Seke-Chegutu Administrative Boundaries to the point it crosses Ngezi 

River. Then southeast wards and eastwards along Seke-Chikomba District 

Administrative Boundaries. Then northwards, westwards, northwards, 

westwards and northwards along Seke-Chikomba District Administrative 

Boundaries to a point it meets Ngezi River. Then northwards along the western 

boundaries of Hanerau farm and Smalldeel farm. Then eastwards along the 

northern boundary to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 269913.93, 7946017.77; 

264284.66, 7949395.34; 258097.43, 7937226.06; 261994.62, 7932549.43; 

267234.18, 7933069.06; 262254.44, 7935515.63; 262384.34, 7937637.43. 

 

MARONDERA MUNICIPALITY  

 

WARD 1  

It is an area of land bounded by the junction of Nyaguwe Street and Mutare-

Harare road northwards along Nyaguwe Street to its junction with Chikomo 

Drive, then eastwards along the drive to its junction with Mukamba Street 

proceeding with it to its junction with Rugare Road, then westwards along the 

latter to its intersection with Saimani Street,  then southwards along the latter 

to its junction with Dombotombo Road, proceeding along the eastern boundary 

of Zimbabwe Republic Police(ZRP) Dombotombo Residential Camp to Mutare 

road then westwards along the Harare-Mutare Highway to the starting point. 

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 
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coordinates: 347178.56, 7988912.74; 347526.89, 7989813.83; 347958.50, 

7989692.67; 347799.48, 7989389.78; 347693.47, 7989412.50; 347511.74, 

7989064.18; 347451.16, 7988882.45. 

  

WARD 2 

It is an area of land drawn from the junction of Chikomo  Drive  and Mukamba 

Street, generally  southwards along Mukamba Street to its junction with 

Rugare Street, then westwards along Rugare Street to its intersection with 

Saimani Street, further southwards along the latter to connect Dombotombo 

Road to the eastern boundary of Dombotombo ZRP Camp, then southwest to 

its junction with Harare-Mutare road, it proceeds with the highway eastwards 

and generally northwest so as to include the whole Dombotombo Cemetery  to 

its junction with Dombotombo Road so as to include Rudhaka Stadium . Then 

follows Dombotombo Road northwards to connect Dorowa Road, then 

westwards across the rock to its intersection with Tatenda Road and Nungu 

Street, then generally northwards along the latter (Nungu Street) to its 

intersection with Chikomo Drive then westwards along the drive to the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 347958.50, 7989685.10; 347799.48, 7989374.64; 347701.05, 

7989420.07; 347504.17, 7989071.75; 347428.45, 7988882.45; 348420.20, 

7988859.73; 347981.22, 7989102.04; 348268.96, 7989215.62; 348200.81, 

7989601.81. 

 

WARD 3  

It is an area of land drawn from the junction of Chikomo Drive and Mzeki Way, 

eastwards along the drive to its intersection with Nungu Street, then 

southwards along Nungu Street to its intersection with Tatenda Road, then 

generally southwestwards along the latter to a point southeast along the 

southern boundary of Ruware Primary School and then to the northern 
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boundary of Dombotombo Cemetery up to the Municipality boundary. It follows 

the Marondera Municipal boundary east and northwards so as to include 

Morningside then northwest into North Road. It proceeds northeast along North 

Road to the junction of Mugodo Crescent then proceeds along Mugodo Crescent 

so as to include Rusike Suburbs but as to exclude Stands 4080 to 4247 of the 

Suburb to Bute Road adjacent to Stand 1859 so as to include it, then proceeds 

with this unnamed road, southwards along Nungu Extension to its intersection 

with Mzeki Way generally westwards and southwards to Chikomo Drive then to 

the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 347905.50, 7989715.39; 348200.81, 

7989616.95; 348427.98, 7988859.73; 348549.13, 7988768.89; 349503.23, 

7989306.49; 349260.92, 7989647.24; 34867029,7990056.14; 347973.64, 

7989889.55;  

 

WARD 4  

It is an area of land drawn from the junction of Chikomo Drive and 

Chikwanikwani stream (vlei), northwards along the vlei to the Marondera 

Municipal boundary, then generally eastwards along the Municipal boundary 

to join Mugodo Crescent to its junction with Bute Road, adjacent to Stand 

Number 1819 so as to exclude it then westwards along Bute to Nungu 

Extension then to Mzeki Way, then follows the latter westerly and southwards 

to Chikomo Drive, proceeds westwards to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 347648.04, 

7989775.97, 348117.52, 7991199.54; 350230.16, 7990934.51; 349260.92; 

7989654.81; 348905.03, 7990154.58; 348397.69, 7990101.57; 347913.07, 

7989707.82. 
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WARD 5 

It is an area of land drawn from the junction of Horwe Avenue and Chipinda 

Street, proceeding southeast along Horwe Avenue to where it joins the vlei 

(Chikwanikwani), then northwards along the latter to the northern boundary of 

Rakodzi Secondary School, westwards along the School latter to its junction 

with Tapfuma Primary School boundary, then generally northwards along the 

Primary School boundary to its junction with an unnamed  road so as to 

include the following properties 1785, 1816, 1817, 1856 and 1857 proceeding 

southwards along Chipinda Street to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 347269.43, 

7990215.15; 347708.62, 7989965.27; 347913.07, 7990601.34; 347572.32, 

7990783.07;347443.59, 7990502.90. 

 

WARD 6  

It is an area of land drawn from the junction of Chipinda Road and Mukute 

Avenue, proceeds with Chipinda Road northwards to its junction with Tapfuma 

Road. Then turns eastwards along the latter to Tapfuma Primary School 

western boundary then southwards along the latter to Rakodzi Secondary 

School northern boundary. It follows the latter eastwards into Chikwanikwani 

vlei, then proceeds with the vlei northwards to the Municipal boundary, and 

then follows the boundary westwards to its junction with Longlands Road then 

southerly along the latter to its junction with Mukute Avenue. Finally follows 

the latter to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:347328.16, 7990438.95, 347428.57, 

7990777.16; 347914.74, 7990613.34; 348115.55, 7991205.21; 347301.74, 

7991321.46; 346952.96, 7990486.51. 
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WARD 7  

It is an area of land bounded by the junction of Longlands Road and Chikomo 

Drive along the latter eastwards and then southwards to Municipal Processing 

Yard across the road south eastwards to the southern boundary of Wholesale 

so as to include it downwards to Nyaguwe Street, following Nyaguwe Street 

generally  northwards to its junction with Chikomo Drive then eastwards along 

the drive to its junction with the Chikwanikwani vlei up along the vlei north 

westwards into Horwe Avenue then to its junction with Chipinda Street 

generally northwards along the street to its junction with Mukute Avenue. It 

then follows Mukute Avenue westwards to join Longlands Road proceeding 

southwards along Longlands to the starting point. An This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:346736.30, 7990016.19; 

346995.24, 7989973.92; 347079.79, 798942429.61; 347386.29, 7989397.90; 

347518.40,7989820.66; 347703.36, 7989968.63; 347259.46, 7990211.72; 

347381.01, 7990438.95; 346947.68, 7990491.80;  

 

WARD 8  

It is an area of land drawn from the northern boundary of Cherutombo 

Secondary School boundary so as to include it to another point eastwards 

along the southern boundary of the following properties : 925-943 so as to 

include them to Ruzawi Road, then generally northwards along the road to its 

junction  with Parirenyatwa -Chimurenga 2 Road, then eastwards to include 

Ruzawi Park to the Municipal boundary then proceeds westwards along the 

Municipal boundary to an unnamed tributary, follows the unnamed tributary 

to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 345440.09; 7986101.83; 346983.16, 

7986038.41. 347289.67, 7987253.85; 346148.21, 7987296.12;345482.36, 

7987835.14; 
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WARD 9  

It is an area of land drawn from the northern boundary of Cherutombo 

Secondary School boundary so as to include it to another point eastwards 

along the southern boundary of the following properties: 925-943 so as to 

exclude them to Ruzawi Road it proceeds southwards along the Municipal 

boundary to its junction with Ruzawi River generally proceed southwards along 

the River to the southern Municipal boundary, then proceeds westwards along 

the said boundary to an unnamed tributary which forms the eastern boundary 

of Stand 1083 so as to exclude it then northwards along the unnamed 

tributary to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 345440.09, 798641.83; 345825.29, 

7986079.45; 344229.37, 7983955.08;  

 

WARD 10  

It is an area of land drawn from the junction of Mutare- Harare road and 

Chicago Drive, proceeds westwards along Mutare road up to the Municipal 

boundary, then turns southwards along the Municipal boundary so as to 

include Brezano Plots then turns southeast along the boundary so as to 

include the whole of Paradise Park to its junction with an unknown tributary, 

proceeds along the tributary northwards then turns westwards into First 

Street. Proceeds eastwards along First Street to its junction with Marondera 

Crescent then proceeds along Marondera Crescent to its junction with Chicago 

Drive. The follows the drive to the starting point. An This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:345175.46, 7989104.08; 

344160.84, 7989421.15; 340017.82, 7988282.53; 342829.83, 7979718.07; 

343688.54, 7984043.77; 345434.39, 7986078.25;  
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WARD 11  

It is an area of land drawn from the junction north road and Harare-Mutare 

road proceeds westwards along Mutare road to its junction with Nyaguwe Road 

then proceeds along Nyaguwe Road so as to include the Bus Terminus , then a 

line is drawn westwards to a point into Chikomo Drive then generally 

westwards along the drive to its junction with Longlands Road proceeds 

northwards along the road to the Municipal boundary then turns westwards 

along the Municipal boundary , turns  southwest along the boundary then 

again eastwards  along the boundary into Harare- Mutare road then proceed 

with the road eastwards to its junction with Chicago Drive, proceeds with the 

drive into Marondera Crescent to its junction with First Street then turns 

southwestwards along the street to the southern boundary of Stand Number 

273 First Street then to the boundary of Nyameni Secondary School. It turns 

eastwards to Ruzawi Road, follows the road eastwards to the boundary of 

Stand numbers 1070 – 1079 so as to exclude them. Then southwards along the 

western boundary of Glensomers to the Municipal boundary then proceed 

northwards along the Municipal boundary so as to include Kingsdown to its 

intersection with Mutare-Harare road and north road which is the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 348558.45, 7988780.76; 347163.34, 7988897.02; 347300.74, 

79991317. 32; 343971.50, 7991866.91; 342304.90, 7990252.94; 345179.68, 

7989111.49; 347313.89, 7987246.04; 351883.55, 7983894.03; 352020.95, 

7986673.68. 

 

WARD 12  

It is an area of land starting at the intersection of Mbuyanehanda Road and the 

southern boundary of the following properties so as to exclude them Stand   

925 – 943 south and southwest along Mbuyanehanda Road to the intersection 

with Nhuta Road then south and southwest along the latter to its junction with 
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Makomo Road then south along the latter into Boterekwa Road then west along 

the latter to its intersection with Shava Street then southwest along the latter 

to its intersection with Mhukahuru Street then eastwards along the latter to its 

intersection with Mvurachena Street then south along the latter to its 

intersection with the southern boundary of the following properties 4130 – 

4140 then east along the latter to its intersection with Ruzawi River Municipal 

boundary then generally northeast along the latter to its intersection with 

Ruzawi road then generally northwards along the Municipal boundary to its 

intersection with the southern boundary of properties 925 – 943  so as to 

exclude them then west to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 347001.72, 7986018.00; 

346737.50, 7985151.34; 345881.41, 7983565.99; 344232.64, 7983957.04; 

345786.28, 7986102.55. 

MARONDERA RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

WARD 1 

  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northeastern beacon of Ulva 

then generally westwards along the northern boundaries of the latter to its 

Westernmost beacon; then generally northwestwards and northwards along 

boundaries of the following properties so as to include them; north eastern 

boundaries of Sub A of March and turn of March, the western boundaries of 

Forest range to the north eastern beacon of the latter; then westwards along 

the northern boundary of the latter property to Nyagui river, down the Nyagui 

river to its confluence with Chinyika river; then up the Chinyika river to its 

intersection with the western boundary of B of Entre Rios then southwards and 

eastwards  along the southern boundary of the latter to Nyambuya River then 

up the Nyambuya river to the north eastern boundary of Nyambuya farm then 

north westwards, south westwards and south eastwards along the north 

eastern, western and southern boundaries of Nyambuya then generally south 
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eastwards along the eastern boundaries of the following properties so as to 

exclude them; shortlands, cloverholme, Alfa Omega, Shunaree, Labour to the 

easternmost beacon of the latter property; then generally north eastwards 

along properties of the following properties so as to include them; south 

eastern boundary of Woodlands, south western and south eastern boundaries 

of Sable range extension, south eastern boundary of Bovey Tracey and 

southern and eastern boundary of Vlva to the starting point. An area of land 

bounded by  a line drawn from the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:359394.01, 8001599.95; 355803.24, 8000984.41; 348689.75, 

8008663.53; 347378.18, 80152237.09; 341151.47, 8012061.67; 342166.09, 

8007855.20;340073.43, 8009468.96; 340073.43, 8009468.96; 338424.66, 

8003021.86; 341881.49, 8001903.94;  350972.51; 7990837.36. 

 

WARD 2 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the south western beacon of 

Mukute Farm on the Harare-Mutare road, then generally south along the road 

and railwayline to south western boundary of Lendy Estate; then north 

eastwards along the latter boundary and eastwards along southern boundaries 

of Rufaro and Labour farms so as to include them; eastmost beacon of the 

latter property; then north westwards along the eastern boundaries of the 

following properties so as to include them of Labour, Shinaree, Alpha-Omega  1 

of Cloverholme and Shortlands, then southwestwards along the latter into 

Nyambuya river; then northwestwards down the Nyambuya river to the 

northern boundary of Waterford; then northwestern, southeasten along 

northern and western boundaries of Waterford to the northernmost beacon of 

Essexdale; then generally south westwards along boundaries of the following 

properties so as to include them; southwestern boundary of Essexdale, Sub A 

of Southampton, northern and southern boundaries of Mukute to the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 
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(UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:331575.47, 7994655.82; 344138.21, 7989404.84; 350942.79, 

7990868.48; 345938.46, 8005166.10; 341906.37, 8001906.85; 338440.28, 

8002988.30; 339020.08, 8002145.53. 

 

WARD 3 

The boundary is drawn from an area at the confluence of Chinyika and Nyagui 

Rivers then generally along the District Administrative to the easternmost 

beacon of Castlemaine farm; then  westwards along the southern boundaries of 

the following farms so as to include them Castlemaine, Gongwe, Applegath, 

Warwick, Buckingham; northwards along eastern boundaries of Buckingham 

an Dorset westwards along southern boundary of Conwal to Nyagui River; then 

northwards down Nyagui River to its confluence with Chinyika River the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 347417.82, 8015286.80; 347242.56, 80173996.97; 

361278.25, 8016713.54; 361966.41; 8010066.47;367671.36, 801015.03; 

370867.24, 8000284.81; 348721.93, 8008642.68. 

 

 

WARD 4 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the southernmost beacon of 

Rhodesdale Commercial land; then northwards, northwestwards and eastwards 

along the western boundary of the latter northern boundaries of Waddilove 

farm Marondera-Wedza road; northeastwards along the said road to the 

southern boundary of Sub C of Stow Estate; then generally northwards along 

the District administrative boundary to Harare-Mutare road, then eastwards  

Harare-Mutare road to Marondera Municipal boundary then southwards along 

the Municipal boundary  so as to exclude Brezano plots up to southern 

boundaries  of Landy; southwards to the southmost beacon of the latter 
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property and Mutoramandwe to the easternmost beacon of Keal; then generally 

southwestwards along eastern boundary of Keal and southern of boundaries of 

1 of Rhodesdale, Rhodesdale and Rhodesdale commercial land to the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:324725.45, 7974108.87; 330802.46, 7983218.14; 331668.50, 

7985729.67; 331451.99, 7990882.62; 330672.55, 7995169.53; 343923.00, 

7989410.35; 339982.51, 7988327.79.342017.71, 7977502.26. 

WARD 5 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the westernmost beacon of 

Rhodesvale; then north eastwards along the northern boundaries of 

Rhodesvale Sandra Extension up to easternmost beacon of the latter property; 

then northeastwards and south eastwards along the north west boundaries of 

Seven rivers, Aquabella and northeast boundaries of the latter property, Dudly 

Estate and Masikanyemba to the north eastern beacon of the latter; then north 

eastwads, southeastwards, southeastwards and southwestwards along the 

western, northern and western boundaries of Walterndale and B of Waltondale 

to the Mtoromanzi river; then down the Mtoromanzi and Ruzawi river to the 

southern boundary of Igudo; then generally northwards along the southern 

and western boundaries of Igudo to the northwerst beacon of the latter 

property; then north westwards along southern boundaries fo the following 

properties so as to include them; Membge, Ruware Exenstion and M of 

Carruthersville, generally south eastwards along the western and 

southerwestern boundaries of Murenzi; then southwestwards along south 

western boundaries of th following properties so as to include them, Merryhill, 

Anstey, 1 of Anstey and 2 of Hall to the southernmost beacon fo the latter 

property; then generally northeastward along western boundaries of the 

following properties so as to include them; 2 of Hull, Hull, Lifton, Lustleigh, 

Devon Estate, Rem of Doune Estate and Rhodesdale. An This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 35 South (S), based 
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on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 324742.15, 

7974110.91; 334522.71, 7981736.86; 342818.61, 7972001.86; 350035.18, 

7956843.50; 337369.34, 7964137.02; 331293.49, 7954493.95;  

 

WARD 6 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the Westernmost beacon of  

Nyazwitza; then C of Alexandra northwards along the western boundaries of 

Nyazwitza, Hopeful to the Zwetzindi and Meera; the Marondera Municipal 

boundary; then eastwards and wards north along the Marondera Municipal 

boundary to the northernmost beacon of Lot 1 of Wenimbi Estate; then 

generally southeastwards along the northern and eastern boundaries of 

Myembi Estate, northern boundaries of 14 and 18 of Wenimbi Estate; 

northwestward along the southern boundary of Pinewoods to the westmost 

beacon of that property; then generally southwards along the eastern 

boundaries fo the following properties so as to include them; Albanie, 

Wetevreden, Eirene and Tressmenan; then southwestwards along the southern 

boundary of Tressnana to Wenimmbi river; up Wenimbi rivers to norther 

boundary of Dindingwe Estate; then southwestwards along the latter boundary 

to the westernmost beacon of the latter property; then north westwards along 

the western boundaries fo the following properties so as to include them; 

Eirene, A of Eirene, Uitky Sambok to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 344718.85, 

7975324.23; 345910.87, 7983571.76; 346777.52, 7985199.39; 360704.74, 

7980672.81; 362945.35, 7980228.91; 362987.63, 7979129.73, 356698.74, 

7962760.19; 356423.94, 7965719.51;  

WARD 7 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn northmost beacon of sub 5 at 

Carruthersville; then south eastwards along the north eastern boundaries of 
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the following properties so as to include them; J of Carruthersville, K D 

Carruthersville, Mzewegutu and HG Carruthersville; then northwards along the 

northern boundary of Dindingwe Estate to Wenimbi river. Down Wenimbi river 

to northern and eastern boundaries of the latter and northern boundaries of 

Chipesa and Zenda to Wenimbi Resettlement; then generally, southwards down 

the western boundaries of the latter property to Ruzawi river; then  up the said 

river to the southern boundary of Mtetwa then north eastwards north 

westwards and southwards along the southern eastern and northern 

boundaries fo Mtetwa up to Ruzawi river; up Ruzawi and Mtoromanzi rivers to 

the north western boundary of J of Carrushville, and then north along the 

latter boundary to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 353223.74, 7951997.45, 350093.43, 

7956832.39; 342827.25, 7971931.98; 344687.40, 7975271.79; 353007.21, 

7964166.70; 356452.71, 7965667.50; 356692.56, 7962749.22; 366438.93, 

7945485.93; 355564.18, 7950169.34. 

 

WARD 8 

An This area is bounded by a line drawn from the southern most beach of Lot 2 

of Hull and  the District Administrative Boundary then westwards along the 

District Administrative Boundary so as to include the following properties 

Lifton, Mandy Pendeen Estate, A of mount Arther, Mount Arthur, Laurel, 

Budleigh, Corfe, Torre, Pas, Laasgedink, Pinhoe, Balmoral, Saitash and 

Mooifontein farms and then generally north east wards along Bickleigh so as to 

include it then along the eastern boundary of Chimbwanda Small Scale farms 

then generally northwards along the southeastern boundary of Chihota 

Communal Lands , ip to the northernmost beacon fo Paltimore alongside 

Marondera-Wedza road; then generally southwards along the said road to the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 
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(SA) coordinates: 331343.98, 7954556.22; 312161.15, 7950442.52; 

318050.23, 7964212.59; 324718.76; 7974085.48. 

 

WARD 9 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from Chudleigh Extension and the 

northern boundary of Chimbwanda Small Scale farms; then generally 

westwards along the northern boundery fo Chimbwanda small scale farms up 

to Umfuli River proceeding ; then down the Umfuli river to its confluence with 

Mavure river; then up the latter river which is the boundary of Chimbwanda 

small scale farms and proceeding along the saouthern boundary and north 

eastern boundaries of Chimbwanda small scale farms to the starting point. An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 318052.81, 7964232.08; 317359.98, 7965487.84; 310778.06, 

7965790.95; 2989255.12, 7969255.12; 311037.87, 7963842.36. 

 

WARD 10 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the tributary of Mnondo River 

and the western boundary of Mendamu Business Centre then northwestwards 

down the Mnondo River to a point at UTM coordinator 319837.07, 7977829.71 

then straight in a southerly direction to a point on an unnamed tributary of 

Chibide River then westwards downthe River to its eastern boundary of Munya 

and Chiwokomende villages then southwards along the boundary to 

Nyamapfupfu River then westwards along the River to Chimbwanda- 

Mahusekwa road up to Matswitswi Dip and southwards along an unnamed 

tributary of Nyampfupfu River up to Chiota Chimbwanda Dip, then eastwards 

along the northern boundary of Chimbwanda Small Scale then turns 

northeastwards along the western boundary  of the following properties 

Chudleigh extension, Endsleigh, Poltimore farms back to the starting point. An 
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This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  324721.34, 7974061.66; 324158.41;7975880.35; 319871.50, 

7977828.94; 309478.99, 7970121.17; 310734.75, 7965834?; 317316.68, 

7965574.44;  

 

WARD 11 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn form the confluence of Chibide and 

Mupfure Rivers; then eastwards up Chibide River and then northwards along a 

vlei to Mucherangombe River to its commencement and proceeds and proceeds 

southwards; then eastwards up Mucherangombe River and into Chibide River 

so as to exclude Chihota Rural Hospital southwards along an unnamed stream 

up  to its confluence with  Nyamapfupfu River then eastwards, along 

Nyamapfupfu River, then down Nyamapfupfu river to a point near Mutswitsi 

dip; dip; then proceeding south eastwards to a tributary of Umfuli rivers; then 

down that tributary and Umfuli river back to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:301578.46, 

7969395.13; 307775.88, 7971292.76, 307689.27, 7972938.24; 3060877.09, 

7979173.74; 313535.06, 7974518.77; 309486.31; 7969993.70; 310725.22, 

7965810.39. 

 

WARD 12 

The boundary starts at a point between the intersection of Chivake River and 

Mudzimurema B C road; it then up Chivake River up to the Chivake Dip and 

then a line is drawn southwest wards from the confluence of 

Mucherarengombe and Chivake Rivers to a point at Chibide River on UTM 

Coordinates reference 307737, 7971395,48; then southwest wards down the 

latter and Umfuli River up to the intersection of the latter river and the 

Charter-Mudzimirema BC road; then northwards along the Calter road to the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 
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Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 297800.71, 7978619.73; 306049.76, 7979139.35; 

307738.55, 7971344.97; 301618.96, 7969367.24; 298934.22, 7969302.29; 

297591.86, 7970709.61. 

WARD 13 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Mupfure River 

and Landas-Chivhu road; then westwards then down the latter river to the 

south western boundary fo Muda small scale farms; then a north westwards 

along the south western boundary of Muda small scales farms to Muda river; 

then up the river to the intersection of the latter river and the Landas Chivhu 

road; then southwards along the latter road to the starting point.. An This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

297589.20, 7970687.81; 295700.89, 7979975.80; 297865.99, 7980235.62; 

297757.74. 7978590.14; 

 

WARD 14 

An This area is bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyatsime and 

Nyarusheshe Rivers northwest wards along Nyatsime River, the District 

Administrative Boundary then westwards along the latter proceeding 

southwards up the District Administrative Boundary to Muda River then 

northeastwards along Muda River to its source then direct to the intersection of  

Nyatsime River and a road and northwards up Nyatsime River to the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:309248.86,7988776.12; 304895.90, 7992356.05; 297902.61, 

7991316.80; 295737.50, 7979993.30; 309204.46, 7988242.35. 
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WARD 15 

An area fo land bounded by a lien drawn from the intersection of Muda river 

and the Landas-Chivhu road; then up the Muda to its commencement and 

proceeding, north eastwards dired to the intersection of a road and Nyatsime 

river; then up the Nyatsime and Mupindi rivers and southwards dired to a 

junction of roads near Sadza BC; then westwards dired to the commencement 

of Chivake; down Chivake river, to the intersection fo the latter river and the 

Landas-Chivhu road; then northwards along the said road to the starting point. 

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:306041.98, 7979207.65, 312385.74, 7981654.22; 312495.96, 

7985368.58; 309205.00, 7988269.82;297867.78, 7980236.72; 297824.48, 

797569.59. 

 

WARD 16 

The boundary starts at the confluence of Mupindi and Mnondo Rivers then 

southeast wards up Mnondo River to a point on that river at UTM coordinates 

319827, 7977787.60 then down south direct to a tributary of Chibide River; 

then down the latter and Chibi river so as to include Chihota  Rural Hospital to 

the confluence fo the latter and an unnamed tributary; then generally 

northwards direc to the commencement of a tributary of Mucherengombe river; 

then down that  tributary and Mucherangombe River to its confluence with 

Chivake River then eastwards up Chivake River to a vlei  so as to include Sadza 

Business Centre to Mupindi River, then northwards down Mupindi River, to the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 312488.58, 7985401.29, 319871.59, 7977780.11, 
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319590.13, 7975983.07; 314177.36, 7974337.59; 313462.88, 7975788.22, 

306058.22, 7979209.08; 312293.72, 7981634.00.  

 

WARD 17 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn form the confluence of Mhondo river; 

then up Nyatsime river to its north western boundary Rhodesdale; then 

generally southwards along the north western and western boundaries fo 

Rhodesale to the intersection of the latter and Mno river; then down the latter 

river to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

311847,78, 7986958.02, 324189.88, 7975811.27; 322869.17, 7980271.39; 

325222.13, 7982328.24. 

 

WARD 18 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the  confluence of Nyatsime 

River and Nyarusheshe River generally southeastwards up Nyatsime River to 

the western boundary of BCE Rhodesdale farm; then northeastwards and 

northwards along the northwestern boundaries of Rhodesdale farm and 

Waddilove farm western boundaries of Stow A and Hdon Estate to the 

intersection of the latter and Nyarusheshe river then generally westwards down 

Nyarusheshe River to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 309270.08, 79888831.17, 

325236.46, 7982322.14; 326881.94, 7983512.95; 327683.03, 7986587.40. 

 

WARD 19 

An area fo land bounded by a line drawn from the beacon joining of  Albanie 

and Pinewoods farms; then southwards up to the property boundaries of 

Weltevreden and Tressmenan farms so as to exclude them up to the  unnamed 
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tributary of Wenimbe River and follows the latter to Dhirihori Business Centre 

so as to include it then eastwards along  southern boundary of the  Centre to 

Nyanema River; up the River northwards up to Masikana Dip and southern 

boundary of Wenimbe Resettlement then northwestwards along the  northern 

boundary of Masikana Range  up the southern boundary of Pinewoods farm 

which is the starting point . An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:357194.71, 7978243.17; 359012.58, 

7967103.43; 360999.56, 7970231.86; 365776.75, 7970126.17; 363345.88, 

7974290.36. 

WARD 20 

An area fo land drawn from the westernmost beacon of Rusinga; then 

eastwards  along the northern boundaries of Rusinga and Delta farms to the 

western boundary of Calne farm then northwards along the western 

boundaries of Calne farm and Bopoma Estate to the southern boundary of 

Huntley farm; then westwards along the southern boundaries of Huntley farm 

and Wenimbe Estate to a tributary of Nyanema River; then a generally 

southwards along the  latter to its confluence with Nyanema River to an 

unnamed tributary then westwards  follows the latter so as to include the 

whole of Jera village to Mupazviriho mountains then to an unnamed tributary 

of Wenimbe River to the eastern boundaries of Tressmenan farm then 

southwards along the  eastern boundaries of Tressmenan  and Chipesa farms 

to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 360778.44, 796374.81; 368818.45, 

7966344.79; 368437.96; 7973912.20; 363428.25, 7974292.69; 363407.11, 

7973320.34, 365774.57, 7970149.63; 365774.57, 7970049.63. 
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WARD 21 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of the District 

Administrative Boundary and the eastern boundary of ; then southwards  

along the western boundary of the latter  up to the  southern boundary of 

Wenimbe Estate, then said boundary up the  eastern boundary of 19A 

Wenimbe Estate;  then northwards  along the eastern boundary of 19A 

Wenimbe Estate then westwards and southwards along the northern western fo 

the latter boundaries so as to include it; then generally westwards 

southeastwards and southwestwards along  the northern  western and 

northern boundaries of 10 Wenimbe Estate and Hanley; then southwards 

alongwestern boundary of Bom and eastwards along southern boundaries fo 

Mon and Gwai up to white Gombola river; then down that river to its 

confluence with the Macheke river; then up the Macheke and Nyamakova river 

which is the District Administrative boundary to the starting point.  An This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

369839.75, 7986055.59; 368763.31, 7977033.00; 368634.81, 7969548.69; 

374616.87, 7969421.86; 377618.47, 7967392.61; 379658.47, 7984118.37. 

WARD 22 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from north western beacon boundary 

of Calne farm; then eastwards along the northern boundaries of Calne farm 

Bolventor Estate to White Gombora river; then down White Gombola River to 

its confluence with Macheke River the District Administrative Boundary; then 

southwards along the District Administrative boundary to Ruzawi River and 

northwestwards along Ruzawi to the western boundary of Chiswana farm;  

then northwest wards along the western boundaries western boundaries fo the 

following of the following properties so as to include then, Chiswana, Nyakurwi 

Estate, Alaudslangle, Sommers Lust;  and Nyakurwi Estate so as to and north 

westwards and north, then eastwards along the southernnorthern boundary of 

Risinga and Delta and northwards along the western boundaries of Calne farm 
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to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 368675.27, 7969537.43; 375016.68, 

7969389.46; 377637.80, 7967402.49; 377913.60, 7962312.66; 370381.35, 

7946364.13; 368182.99; 7943024.33;366470.81, 7945560.89. 

 

WARD 23 

An area fo land drawn form the intersection fo Shavanhowe river and southern 

boundary of  Castlemaine and then; westwards along the northern boundaries 

of Springfontein Magar, Tiller and Sunny Fountains, to the north eastern 

beacon of the latter property; then generally south westwards along the 

western boundary of Sammy Fountains, northwestern boundaries of 

Mangwendi,  Auchen Parich, northern boundaries of retreat, 1 of Retreat, 

springvale and Laggem to Marondera Municipality boundary; then 

southwestwards and south eastwards along the Municipal boundary and 

proceeding generally south eastwards along northern and eastern boundaries 

fo 1 of Wenimbi Estate, northern boundary fo 4 of Nyamagora, eastern 

boundaries fo 1 of of Wenimbi Estate, northern boundary of 4 of Nyamagora, 

eastern boundary fo 14 of Pinewoods, northern boundary fo 18 of Pinewoods 

and 19A Wenimbi Estate to the northeastern beacon fo the latter property; then 

soutwards along the eastern boundary fo the latter property; then southwards 

along the eastern boundary fo the latter property and then eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Hunley; then northwards along eastern boundaries of 

Wenimbe Estates and Nyamakovera up to the easternmost beacon of the latter 

which is the Dristrict Administration boundary; then generally north 

westwards, northeastwards and northwards along the District Administration 

boundary to the starting point.   An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:370838.18, 8000315.47; 35944479, 

8001583.75; 350246.92, 7990850.29; 349337.98, 7989624.28; 348619.29, 
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7988757.62; 360714.59, 7980668.95;363707.62, 7990586.90; 370239.12; 

7995877.86. 
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MUREWA RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

WARD 1: 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Muhume and 

Inyagui Rivers, then south westwards and generally southwards up Inyagui 

River along the District Administrative Boundary to its confluence with Mutowa 

River, then south eastwards up Mutowa River to a point directly north opposite 

Mazvadagara Hill so as to exclude it, then generally northeast wards along a 

vlei to a point on the eastern side of an unnamed Hill so as to include it. Then 

northwest wards into another vlei and then northwest wards and northwards 

along this vlei to a point directly opposite Nyamashato Secondary School, along 

Madamombe to Dandara road and then generally northwards, north eastwards 

along an unnamed knoll into a gorge centrally on this knoll then north 

eastwards down a vlei starting from this gorge into Bidi River, then north 

eastwards, northwards and generally north eastwards down Bidi River to its 

confluence with Muhume River, then generally north westwards and north 

eastwards down Muhume River to the starting point. An This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  356876.02,  

8078092.29; 353891.25,  8074839.34; 352615.36,  8072080.26 ; 353435.27,  

8068443.21 ; 356163.44,  8065390.63;357311.96,  8067060.35; 358514.32,  

8070646.94 ; 361125.92,  8073579.85; 361552.12,  8074678.93 ; 361552.12,  

8074678.93 ; 358301.22,  8077948.63. 

 

WARD 2 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Bidi and 

Muhume Rivers, then southeastwards up Muhume River to its confluence with 

an unnamed tributary to the north eastern side of Matenha Business Centre so 
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as to include it, then generally southwestwards up this tributary to its source 

and into a vlei, then generally southwestwards up the vlei to its junction with 

Matenha road and then generally southwards along this road to its junction 

with yet another vlei to the west of this road, then generally down southwards, 

up south westwards and southwards along this vlei to the source of an 

unnamed tributary to the north east of Dandara Business Centre so as to 

include it, then generally down southwards along this tributary to its 

confluence with Mutowa River, then eastwards up Mutowa River to its 

confluence with yet another tributary, then then generally north eastwards up 

this tributary to its source in the slopes of Muchinjike Mountains, then 

eastwards up Muchinjike Mountains to its uppermost beacon and again 

generally eastwards into the eastern slopes of these mountains to the source of 

another unnamed tributary, then generally southwards across Mutowa River 

into yet another unnamed tributary, then up southwards along this tributary 

to its source in the Chewunje Mountains, then then generally north westwards 

and westwards  along Chewunje Mountain range into a source of yet another 

unnamed tributary, then southwards down this tributary to its confluence with 

Chambara River, and then generally westwards down chambara River to its 

confluence with yet another unnamed tributary on the northern side of 

Kamutoriro Dip so as to exclude it, then north eastwards up this tributary to 

its source, then north eastwards to the uppermost beacon of Mapunga Hill, 

then then north eastwards into a  vlei then north east wards into an  unnamed 

tributary down to its  confluence with  Mutowa River and then southeastwards 

along Mutowa River to Mazvadagara Hill so as to include  it , then generally 

north  eastwards along a vlei to a point on the eastern side of an unnamed Hill 

so as to exclude it. Then northwest wards into another vlei and then north 

westwards and northwards along this vlei to a point directly opposite 

Nyamashato Secondary School along Madamombe to Dandara road and then 

generally northwards, north eastwards along an unnamed knoll into a gorge 

centrally on this knoll then north eastwards down a vlei starting from this 

gorge into Bidi River, then north eastwards, northwards and generally north 
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eastwards down Bidi River to its confluence with Muhume River, the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

364715.62,  8070511.29 ; 362025.42,  8074267.58 ; 360076.94,  8072168.70; 

356898.22,  8068639.92 ; 357971.33,  8065333.27 ; 355230.50,  8062949.83; 

359076.77,  8061408.17 ; 362846.37,  8062820.85 ; 361821.76,  8063878.01 

360156.70, 8067424.83 ; 364277.10,  8070242.42. 

WARD 3 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mutowa and 

Inyagui Rivers, then southwestwards up Inyagui River along the District 

Administrative Boundary up to its confluence with Shavanhowe River, then 

southeastwards up Shavanhowe to its confluence with Venda River and then 

south eastwards up Venda River to its confluence with an unnamed tributary 

opposite Nyamutumbu Business Centre so as to exclude it, then generally 

northeastwards up this tributary to its source and into a subsequent vlei which 

stretches to Chivake River, then south eastwards up Chivake River up to its 

confluence with an unnamed tributary emanating from Gararuwanga Hill so as 

to include it, and then generally southeastwards and northeastwards along a 

vlei to the northern side of Mutimbanyoka Business Centre so as to exclude it, 

then eastwards into the southern slopes of Rupange Hill , and then  

northwards to the trigonometric beacon 437/5 – 14441,6 then northwestwards 

along Rupange Range,  then westwards to a point on the southern part of 

Kadanzana Ridge. Then southwest wards to the source of an unnamed 

tributary. Then northwards and northwest wards along the unnamed tributary 

to its confluence with another unknown tributary, then northeast wards along 

the tributary that originated from Rupange School so as to exclude it, then 

northeastwards along a vlei to the west of Rupange School into a valley 

between a range of an unnamed Hill and then generally northwards along this 
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valley into the source of an unnamed tributary to the east of Mukaranga Hill so 

as to include it, then northwards down this tributary  to its confluence with 

Chambura River, and then generally westwards down Chambura River to its 

confluence with yet another unnamed tributary on the northern side of 

Kamutoriro Dip so as to include it, and then northeastwards up this tributary 

to its source, then northeastwards to the upper most beacon of Mapunga Hill, 

then northeastwards down Mapunga Hill into a vlei to Mutowa River, and then 

generally northwestwards down Mutowa River to its confluence with Inyagui 

River the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

352009.09,  8068386.60 ; 350994.25,  8064145.09; 349213.86,  8060364.57; 

349664.36,  8056238.75 ; 352373.07,  8052658.98 ; 355449.03,  8054547.67; 

358542.34,  8051495.56 ; 361797.66,  8052925.08 ; 359851.12,  8056722.70; 

359658.16,  8061420.39 ; 354957.30,  8062501.37 ; 356255.05,  8065417.46; 

356255.05,  8065417.46 ; 353533.66,  8068450.11 

 

WARD 4 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Muzhanje and 

Muhume Rivers, then generally southeast wards and eastwards up Muzhanje 

River  and then a straight line drawn from an unnamed tributary of Muzhanje 

River to the upper most beacon of Hombwe Hill, then southwestwards from 

Hombwe Hill into a vlei which stretches into Chambura River, then 

southwestwards across Chambura River into a footpath up to its junction with 

Muchinjike road, and then generally southwestwards into another vlei which 

stretches to Makwi Hill, then up Makwi Hill into a vlei which stretches down to 

the south of Chidembo dip so as to include it, then generally westwards to the 

eastern valley of Matedza Hill so as to include it and then generally 

southwestwards along a vlei to a point on the northern side of Rupange School 

so as to exclude it, and then generally northwards along a valley between a 

range of unnamed hills into the southern slopes of Mukaranga Hill so as to 
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exclude it, and then generally northwards into the source of an unnamed 

tributary down to its confluence with Chambura River then eastwards along 

Chambura River  to its confluence with an unnamed tributary from Chewunje 

Hills, then northeastwards up this tributary to its source, and then generally 

eastwards along Chewunje Hills to its eastern slopes a source of yet another 

unnamed tributary, then southeast wards through a valley to the source of 

unnamed tributary , then northwards along the tributary to its confluence 

Mutowa River and then  northeastwards into a vlei leading to a source of an 

unnamed tributary from Muchinjike Hill, then generally westwards  along 

Muchinjike Hill to its western  slopes and into the source of yet another 

unnamed tributary, then southwestwards to its  confluence with Mutowa River 

and westwards down Mutowa River to its confluence with yet another unnamed 

tributary near an unnamed Dam, then then northwards along this tributary up 

to its source, then generally northwards and northeastwards down a vlei to its 

junction with Matenha road, and then generally  northwards across  Matenha 

road into the source of Bidi River to its confluence with  unnamed tributary, 

then eastwards  to the  source of an  unnamed tributary ,  then generally 

northeast wards along this vlei to a source of yet another unnamed tributary 

and then northeast wards down this tributary to its confluence with Muhume 

River, then southeastwards up Muhume River to the starting point. An This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

365278.67,  8069213.04  ; 361852.26,  8068611.58 ; 361044.20,  8065141.65;  

364067.52,  8063885.67 ;  360406.70,  8061989.91 ; 359990.72,  8057718.28;  

363865.01,  8058137.71 ; 367142.03,  8059511.41 ; 369990.11,  8062025.51 

367582.27,  8063174.51  ; 366159.32,  8067634.75 

 

WARD 5 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Muzhanje and 

Muhume Rivers, then generally south-eastwards and eastwards up Muzhanje 

River and then a straight line drawn from an unnamed tributary of Muzhanje 
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River to the uppermost beacon of Hombwe Hill, then southwest wards from 

Hombwe Hill into a vlei which stretches into Chambura River, and then south 

eastwards and southwards down Chambura River so as to include Mutera and 

Horora Hills to a point directly opposite Chimbwanda Hill, then a straight line 

drawn southeast wards from this point to the upper most beacon of 

Chimbwanda Hill, from Chimbwanda Hill into a vlei which stretches into 

Muchenje River, then generally northeast wards down Muchenje River to its 

confluence with Chitora River and then northeastwards up Chitora River to its 

junction with Chitowa farms boundary, and then  northwest wards  and 

northwards along the farm boundary to the District Administrative Boundary 

(Muhume River) then generally northwestwards down Muhume River (District 

Administrative Boundary) to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

368791.03,  8067267.51 ; 365260.43,  8069197.61; 366663.12,  8065488.17; 

369536.52,  8062516.24 ; 368732.43,  8060136.80; 370149.86,  8056295.25;  

373187.17,  8056427.58 ; 377405.22,  8058051.61 ; 376830.51,  8062246.57; 

375694.98,  8065752.84 ; 375694.98,  8065752.84 ; 371389.73,  8065494.99. 

 

WARD   6 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the peak of Farm 129, southwest 

wards it follows the farm boundaries, then southwards it follows the same farm 

boundaries to a point where Chitora River enters the farms. Eastwards it 

follows the river up to the District Administrative Boundary. Northwards it 

follows the District Administrative Boundary to the starting point. An This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

378520.35,  8071624.39;  

376055.52,  8068839.86 ; 376188.83,  8064268.97 ; 377769.83,  8059536.70;  

381442.39,  8059861.21 ; 382600.29,  8063302.27 ;380370.84,  8067754.24. 
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WARD 7 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Chitora River and 

the eastern District Administrative Boundary, then westwards it follows 

Chitora River up to the farm boundary. Southwards it follows the farm 

boundaries then southeast wards along the farm boundaries to the District 

Administrative Boundary. Northwards it follows the District Administrative 

Boundary down to its meeting point with Chitora River the starting point. An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

383545.40,  8061405.70;    379741.10,  8058775.16 ;  379298.21,  

8055254.99;383238.87,  8053003.70 ; 387942.90,  8051327.00 ; 386699.11,  

8054997.03; 384496.44,  8059481.53. 

 

WARD 8 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn southeastwards from the uppermost 

beacon of Zhombwe Hill along the Chitowa farms boundary to its junction with 

Nyadire River, then generally south westwards up  Nyadire River to its 

confluence with an unnamed tributary to the south west of Manhando Hill, 

then northwest wards along this tributary to a point directly south of 

Manhando Hill, and then a straight line drawn northwards to the uppermost 

beacon of Manhando Hill, then northwards and northeast  from Manhando Hill 

to a vlei which stretches into an unnamed tributary, then generally northwards 

up to this tributary to its source, then northwestwards and generally  

northwards up a vlei emanating from this tributary to a point directly to the 

south of an unnamed hill, then a straight line drawn northeastwards to the 

uppermost beacon of Sanyama Hill, then another straight line drawn 

northeastwards from Sanyama Hill into an unnamed tributary down to 

Murehwa-Mutoko road, then northeastwards along this road up to its junction 

with yet another vlei to the north of this road, then generally northeastwards 

down this vlei up to the source of Mukurawa River, then northeastwards and 
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generally northwards along a range of unnamed Hills up to Mugarakanwa Hill, 

then generally eastwards along a range of Murovashiri Hills up to the 

uppermost beacon of Zhombwe Hill the starting point. An This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 388310.54,  

8051193.39; 383621.04,  8052882.55; 378812.82,  8054123.02 ;376074.25,  

8051239.30 ; 373117.06,  8047768.44; 372156.05,  8043047.91; 376190.04,  

8041496.41 ;378454.95,  8039908.25 ; 380893.56,  8042904.12 ; 384041.69,  

8046485.85 ; 386879.87,  8050261.48 

 

WARD  9 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Chitowa farm 

boundaries and Chitora River, then generally south westwards up to Chitora 

River to its confluence with Muchenje River, then generally south westwards up 

Muchenje River to its confluence with an unnamed tributary from Chimbwanda 

Hill, then northwest wards up this tributary to its source, and then a straight 

line drawn north westwards to the uppermost beacon of Chimbwanda Hill, 

then another straight line drawn north westwards from Chimbwanda Hill into 

the source of unnamed tributary then generally northwestwards down this 

tributary up to a point directly to the east of Matendera Hill so as to exclude it, 

then south westwards and southwards along a vlei on the south of Matendera 

Hill so as to exclude Matendera Hill and Muneno Primary School, then south 

westwards down this vlei to the source of Nyamasanga River, then generally 

southwestwards down Nyamasanga River to its confluence with an unnamed 

tributary which passes through the northern side of Murehwa District Hospital, 

then then a straight line drawn from the peak of an  unnamed hill to 

Hurungwe Hill across the source of Chitora River then southeastwards and 

eastwards  along the unnamed  tributary of Chitora River to its source then 

generally eastwards to a point on Harare-Nyamapanda Highway then generally 

northeastwards almost parallel to Harare Mutoko Highway to a point on the 

peak of Mugarakanwa Hill  then a straight line drawn from that point through 
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the peak of Murovashiri Hill to a point on the northwestern slopes of Zhombwe 

Hill, then northwestwards along Chitowa farm boundaries to the starting point. 

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 378189.86,  8058382.86;  373984.16,  8056517.62 ; 370898.35,  

8054508.35 ; 366960.04,  8052518.09 ; 367025.51,  8050165.86 ; 371737.92,  

8049939.12 ; 375860.77,  8050792.86 ; 378320.49,  8054185.40 ; 378707.26,  

8056989.70 

 

WARD  10 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a tributary of Chambura River 

between Matendera and Horora Hills so as to exclude Horora Hills, then 

northwest wards down this tributary to its confluence with Chambura River, 

then northwestwards down Chambura River to a point directly opposite a Hill 

marked 1245 feet on 1 : 500 000 scale map, so as to exclude this Hill, then 

southwestwards into a footpath up to its junction with Muchinjike road, and 

then generally westwards into a vlei which stretches  to Makwi Hill, then up 

Makwi Hill to its uppermost beacon, then southwest wards from Makwi Hill 

into a vlei which stretches down to the south of Chidemo Dip so as to exclude it 

then generally westwards to the eastern valley of Matedza Hill so as to exclude 

it, and then generally southwest wards along a vlei to a point on the northern 

side of Rupange School so as to include it, then southwards down this vlei into 

an unnamed tributary then generally eastwards between unnamed Hills and 

then up eastwards through Kabayanzara Hill up this tributary to its source on 

the southeastwards  slopes of Rupange Hill, then generally south to the source 

of an unnamed tributary then westwards along this tributary northwards  of 

Mutimbanyoka Business Centre so as to include it, then generally 

northwestwards into another unnamed tributary flowing into Chivake River 

then southeastwards up Chivake River to its confluence with Nyamasanga 

River, and then northeast wards up Nyamasanga River to the source of 

Nyamasanga tributary to the east of Chirimonoso Hill so as to  include it, then 
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northeast wards, northwards and northeast wards along a vlei which stretches 

from the source of this tributary to the east of Muneno  Primary School and 

Matendera Hill the starting point so as to include them. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 371016.27,  

8055097.36; 368413.35,  8058884.09 ; 365334.85,   8057843.74 ; 360829.63,  

8057118.49; 361167.52,  8054076.48 ;359761.45,  8051335.92 ; 359417.84,  

8049686.58  363477.76,  8048481.02;366671.23,  8051526.49 ; 370281.16,  

8053696.27 

 

WARD 11 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Venda and 

Shavanhowe Rivers, then southwards between Nyangwa and Chimbwana Hills 

and generally southwards up Shavanhowe River to a point where it crosses 

Harare-Mutoko old road to the northern side of  Shavanhowe Dip then 

southwards along Shavanhowe River to a point west of Marirangwe Hill so as to 

include it then southwest wards along Shavanhowe River across Harare-

Nyamapanda road then southwards, eastwards to a point southwest of 

Gomomowa Hills then north eastwards though the peak Gomomowa Hills and 

Chamapakati Hills then eastwards, north eastwards through Kanjanda Hills to 

a point north west of Pwanyi  mountains so as to exclude it then eastwards to  

its intersection to an unnamed tributary then eastwards to  a point where it 

intersect yet with another unnamed tributary then northwards on the eastern 

slope of Maripari mountain then northwest wards, eastwards  up to a point 

which is northeast of  Shamu School then northwards up the peak of Mirudzi 

mountain then northeast wards across Mutoko-Harare Highway up to  its 

intersection with Chivake River. Then northwestwards along Chivake River up 

to a point which is opposite north of Chemhuru mountains so as to include it. 

Then along the valley between Chemhuru and Dambatsoko westwards up to a 

point of unnamed tributary of Venda along the tributary to its confluence with 

Venda River up to the confluence of Venda River and Shavanhowe to the 
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starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

350709.99,  8051529.60 ; 350608.65,  8047203.56 ; 348446.87,  8043001.91 

350740.68,  8040239.39 ; 352987.89,  8038140.50 ; 357220.09,  8039909.46 

360232.06,  8042893.17 ; 361152.34,  8047500.35 ; 358418.52,  8050789.21 

357652.40,  8051589.32 ; 357652.40,  8051589.32 ; 354979.26,  8053784.10 

351704.60,  8053267.25 

 

WARD  12 

From the confluence of Shavanhowe and Nyagui River then southwestwards up 

to the confluence with Maseka River then generally southwards along Inyagui 

River (the District Administrative Boundary)to its confluence with an unnamed 

tributary at 41 degrees latitude then southeast wards along the unnamed 

tributary to its source then a straight line drawn from the source through a 

valley up to an unnamed tributary to its confluence with Shavanhowe then 

north eastwards down the Shavanhowe River across Harare-Nyamapanda  

Highway then north east, northwards, northwest wards  along Shavanhowe 

River to its confluence with Nyagui River which is the starting point. An This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

344346.04,  8046008.93 ; 343432.13,  8041834.16 ; 347349.94,  8040252.24 ; 

348735.68,  8044050.82 ; 351264.29,  8048033.27 ;350609.72, 8052527.70; 

349448.02, 8056590.90; 48655.75, 8059018.93348655.75, 8059018.93; 

345828.53, 8055149.46; 345051.20, 8050724.63344769.22, 8046420.75.  

 

WARD  13 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Shavanhowe 

River with an unnamed tributary to the north east of Musami Dip, then south 

westwards up this tributary to its junction with a vlei to the north of this 

tributary, then northwest wards up this vlei to the source of yet another 
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unnamed tributary, then northwest wards down this tributary to its confluence 

with two unnamed tributaries to the west of Zorizozo Hill so as to include it, 

then southwest wards into the source of yet another unnamed tributary, then 

westwards and southwards to its confluence with Inyagui River, then generally 

northwards down Inyagui River to its confluence with an unnamed tributary at 

41 degree longitude line, then generally eastwards along this tributary to its 

source near  Musami road, then a straight line drawn eastwards into the 

source of another unnamed tributary, then generally northwards down this 

tributary to its confluence with Shavanhowe River, then generally southeast 

wards, southwards, eastwards and southwards up Shavanhowe River to the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

346703.33,  8040086.67 ; 343011.54,  8039575.02 ; 342945.19,  8035219.82 ; 

346031.70,  8032788.43 ; 350425.05,  8033303.69 ; 352865.08,  8036383.22 ; 

351271.55,  8039756.74 ; 348766.20,  8041248.49 ; 348766.20,  8041248.49. 

 

WARD 14 

An area of land drawn from the confluence of Shavanhowe and Sukandoro 

Rivers, then then northwestwards down Shavanhowe River to a point directly 

opposite Ngomamowa Hill, then northeastwards along the uppermost beacons 

of Ngomamowa, Chidapakati, Kanjanda and Pwanyi Hills, eastwards then 

northwards from Pwanyi Hill to the uppermost beacon of Mharipari Hill, then 

northwestwards from Mharipari Hill into a vlei which stretches westwards to 

the source of an unnamed tributary, then nortwards, northeast wards along 

this tributary to its confluence with Chivake River, then southeast wards up 

Chivake River to its confluence with Nyamuzara River, then southwestwards up 

Nyamuzara River to its confluence with Zombe River, then southwestwards up 

Zombe River to its source and into a vlei stretching to Sukandoro River, then 

southwestwards down Sukandoro River to its confluence with Shavanhowe 

River to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 
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Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

363910.61,  8045043.45 ; 360832.48,  8047175.12 ; 360099.96,  8042427.02 ; 

356792.79,  8039681.56 ; 352907.71,  8037687.78 ;354957.14,  8034044.01 ; 

357490.52,  8030636.37 ; 360459.32,  8033595.48 ;  363501.37,  8037154.50  

365880.58,  8041357.96366185.96,  8043067.15 ; 366185.96,  8043067.15 

 

WARD 15 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyamuzara 

and Chivake Rivers, Westwards it follows Nyamuzara River up to the 

confluence of Nyamuzara and Zombe Rivers. Southwest wards it follows Zombe 

River to the source of Sukandoro River. It continues along Sukandoro River 

down to its confluence with Shavanhowe River. Southeast wards it follows 

Shavanhowe River up to its confluence with Chinomutuwe River. Northwards, 

northeast wards it follows Chinomutuwe River up to its source. Eastwards it 

follows a vlei up to Rusvingo Hills and Masaradzi Hills then a stream which 

leads to Nyadire River and the farm boundaries. Northwards, northwest wards 

then northwards it follows the farm boundaries up to Chivake River up to its 

confluence with Nyamuzara River the starting point. An This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

365905.63,  8041785.93 ; 363690.19,  8037531.02 ; 360800.03,  8033849.64 ; 

357714.23,  8030839.24 ; 360378.04,  8027714.04; S 363488.64,  

8029678.98 ; 367768.41,  8030910.06 ; 371202.85,  8030821.01 ; 369943.50,  

8035471.14 ; 370672.73,  8038753.13; 370672.73,  8038753.13 ; 367079.13,  

8042004.66 
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WARD 16 

An area of land bounded by a line from the confluence of Nyamasanga and 

Chivake Rivers, then southeastwards up Chivake River to its junction with the 

Commercial farm boundaries, then southeast wards along the farm boundaries 

to Nyadire River, then northeastwards down Nyadire River to the confluence of 

Nyadire with an unnamed tributary to the south Manhando Hill, then a line 

drawn northwards to the uppermost beacon of Manhando Hill, then another 

line drawn northwards from Manhando Hill into another tributary, then 

northwards up this tributary into a vlei stretching into another tributary 

flowing eastwards into Nyadire River, then northwestwards up this tributary to 

its source, then westwards and northwards along a vlei emanating from the 

source of this tributary to an unnamed Hill, then a straight line drawn 

northeast wards to the uppermost beacon of Sanyama Hill, then northeast 

wards from Sanyama Hill into an unnamed tributary up to Murehwa- Mutoko 

Highway, then southwest wards along this road up to a bridge to the west of 

Mwamuka Hotel, then northwards, westwards, northwest wards along an 

unnamed tributary to the Murehwa District Hospital boundary, then 

westwards and northwards along the hospital boundary to the same stream so 

as to exclude the hospital, then northwest wards along this stream to its 

confluence with Nyamasanga River, then generally westwards down 

Nyamasanga River to its confluence with Chivake River the starting point. An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

366302.65,  8049306.35; 362214.08,  8048131.35 ; 363533.57,  8045701.60 

366647.43,  8042356.26 ; 370277.36,  8039116.34 ;374809.62,  8037356.80 

376876.40,  8039712.97 ; 373631.03,  8042333.20 ; 372522.71,  8045943.57 

373153.34,  8048033.71 ; 373153.34,  8048033.71 ; 369614.74,  8047916.71 
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WARD  17 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Munyukwi and 

Nyadire Rivers, then southwestwards up Nyadire River to its junction with the 

Commercial Farms Boundary, then eastwards, southeast wards and northeast 

wards along the farm boundary to its junction with Munyukwi River, Northeast 

wards along Munyukwi River, southwestwards and generally northeast wards 

along the River up to its confluence with Nyadire River to the starting point. An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

383883.94,  8046174.96 ; 380871.13,  8042557.24 ; 378231.70,  8039637.57; 

378675.19,  8036798.73 ; 382661.05,  8034862.37 ; 385989.66,  8036314.87 

389218.32,  8038815.88 ; 387601.03,  8041859.98 ;389545.33,  8045008.87 

388430.69,  8048922.58 ;388597.65,  8051269.89 ; 388597.65,  8051269.89 

385348.84,  8048179.36 

 

WARD 18 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Munyukwi and 

Nyadire Rivers. Then southwards, it follows Munyukwi River to its confluence 

with an unnamed tributary which originates from Mukuwa Hill, it follows this 

stream southeastwards to Mukuwa Hill. It then proceeds eastwards to 

Nyazvikatsi River along a vlei. Then northwards down Nyazvikatsi River to its 

confluence with Nyamachesi River. Then southwards up Nyamachesi River to 

where it meets a vlei which stretches northwards to an unnamed tributary of 

Nyazvikatsi River, down the tributary to the District Administrative Boundary. 

Northwest wards along the District Administrative Boundary then northwards 

and then westwards to the confluence of Munyukwi and Nyadire Rivers the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 
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Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:  

395861.16,  8042239.95; 394777.14,  8045439.04 ; 394864.15,  

8049020.57;390234.99,  8050843.31; 388317.57,  8048201.12 ; 389575.61,  

8043820.22; 388113.95,  8040724.46 ; 392306.14,  8039317.93 ; 394621.20,  

8039529.06. 

 

WARD 19 

An This area is bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyamachesi 

and Nyazvikatsi Rivers, then southeast wards up Nyamachesi River to a vlei 

which ranches eastwards, then then eastwards up that vlei to its junction with 

Nyakademu River, then southwards up Nyakademu River to its source, then 

southwards down a vlei which leads into another tributary and then 

southwards down this tributary to its confluence with Muda River, then 

northwestwards up Muda River up to its source near  Mukarakate road, then 

southwest wards along a vlei to the south of Mukarakate - Gumbanjera road 

up to its junction with a tributary from Nyamachesi River, then 

northwestwards down this tributary to its confluence with Nyamachesi River, 

then southwestwards up Nyamachesi River to its confluence with an unnamed 

tributary, and then northwest wards up this tributary  into a vlei which 

stretches into a tributary of Nyazvikatsi River, then southwestwards down this 

tributary to its confluence with Nyazvikatsi River, then southwestwards up 

Nyazvikatsi River into a vlei which stretches to the boundary of Exeter and 

Subdivision ‘A’ of Athlone farms so as to exclude them, then northeastwards 

and southwestwards along, the eastern and northern boundaries of Exeter 

farm up to its junction with Munyukwi River, then  northeast wards up to the 

peak of an unnamed Hill , then westwards up to its junction with Munyukwi 

River following Exeter boundary, then northeast wards  down Munyukwi River, 

to its confluence with an unnamed tributary from Mukuwa Hill, then eastwards 

up this tributary to its source, then eastwards and northwards along a range of 

unnamed Hills up to the uppermost beacon of Mukuwa Hill, then generally 
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eastwards from Mukuwa Hill into an unnamed tributary of Nyazvikatsi River 

up to its confluence with Nyazvikatsi River, then northeastwards River to its 

confluence with Nyamachesi River the starting point. An This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

394175.75,  8038666.47; 391397.03,  8039228.44 ; 387628.29,  8037532.37 

384970.09,  8034411.15 ; 384715.89,  8030574.77 ; 388148.30,  8033324.86 

391121.99,  8036805.33 ; 394474.04,  8034203.62 ; 398400.19,  8031737.60 

399552.23,  8033828.68 ; 396255.20,  8035783.08 

 

WARD 20 

It is an area of land bounded by a line from the intersection of a tributary of 

Nyazvikatsi and the District Administrative Boundary. Southwest wards it 

follows this tributary to its source then along a vlei to Nyamachesi River. 

Southwards and then southeast wards it follows Nyamachesi River to its 

source then along a vlei to the source of Muda River. Then eastwards to 

Nyakademo River, then southwards to its confluence with Muda River then 

southeast wards to the farms boundary. North eastwards it follows the farms 

boundary to the District Administrative Boundary. It then follows the District 

Administrative Boundary northeast wards then northwest wards to the 

intersection of a tributary of Nyazvikatsi River, the starting point. An This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

405293.19,  8036542.84; 406681.07,  8040262.15 ; 401763.52,  8041166.27 

396845.51, 8042062.60; 394194.24, 8038705.68; 397052.03, 8034789.11 

399179.57, 8032607.75; 401534.01, 8029414.15; 403934.40, 8033590.88. 

 

WARD 21 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Muda River and 

the northern boundary of Journey’s End farm so as to exclude it, then 

northwestwards up Muda River to its source near Mukarakate road. Then 
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southwest wards along a vlei to the south of Mukarakate- Gumbanjera road to 

its junction with an unnamed tributary of Nyamachesi River, then northwest 

wards down this tributary to its confluence with Nyamachesi River, then 

southwestwards up Nyamachesi River to its confluence with an unnamed 

tributary which ranches westwards, then westwards and northwest wards up 

this tributary to its source, then northwest wards up a vlei which emanate 

from this source and into the source of yet another unnamed tributary leading 

northwest wards into Nyazvikatsi River, then southeastwards up Nyazvikatsi 

River to a vlei which stretches to the boundary of Exeter and Subdivision ‘A’ of 

Athlone farms so as to exclude them. Then southwest wards, eastwards and 

northeast wards along the Commercial farms boundary to the starting point. 

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

399842.43,  8030844.70; 396107.09,  8033900.36 ; 392255.00,  8036058.52 

389387.98,  8034499.59 ; 385833.22,  8031197.84 ; 386687.07,  8027617.15 

391681.42,  8027706.74 ; 396675.91,  8027597.25 ; 400886.93,  8028996.78 

 

WARD 22 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of the western 

boundary of Arizona farm with Mangwende Communal Land southern 

boundary. Then southwestwards and southeast wards along the western 

boundaries of Arizona farm and Whispering Hope so as to include them, then 

directly westward and then south westwards and southwards along the 

northern and western boundaries of Lot 1 of Whispering Hope (Salama farm) 

Glen Wyvis, Methven Ranch and Highover so as to include them, then generally 

south eastwards, eastwards and southeast wards along the southern 

boundaries of Highover, Kasipiti, Devauden and Chabwino farms to the District 

Administrative Boundary so as to include them, then generally northeast 

wards, northwest wards, southwest wards, northwards and northwest wards 

along the District Administrative Boundary to its junction with the western 
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boundary of Paradise farm and then southwards and generally westwards 

along the western and northern boundaries of Paradise, Journey’s End River 

Valley and Arizona farms to the starting point so as to include them. An This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

405293.19,  8036542.84; 403395.85,  8031966.54 ; 400307.20,  8028236.67; 

395670.88,  8027625.84 ; 390676.00,  8027713.22 ; 387663.94,  8024606.44 

386766.26,  8019736.48 ; 384248.80,  8015471.36 ; 382739.93,  8011040.99 

382271.68,  8006339.61 ; 386665.83,  8004523.69 ; 390740.38,  8001685.54 

394272.32,  8003152.76 ; 397773.66,  8005968.78 ; 400682.35,  8009540.16 

404057.29,  8012931.17 ; 407690.04,  8016231.79 ; 409306.33,  8019619.53 

409360.76,  8024149.15 ; 410875.53,  8028092.49 ;  415230.91,  8029771.83 

416781.82,  8030615.73 ; 416781.82,  8030615.73 ;   412660.13,  8033446.22 

408476.38,  8031685.99 ; 406580.15,  8035123.25. 

 

WARD  23 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of the northern 

boundary of Showers ‘B’ farm with the western District Administrative 

Boundary, then southeast wards and generally eastwards along the northern 

and eastern boundaries of the following properties so as to include them, 

Showers, Kanzargwe, Soft, Slim Park, Anwa, Howgate ‘B’, Moreson and 

Moncheri, then southeast wards, southwards and westwards along the eastern 

District Administrative Boundary to its junction with the Macheke River, 

northwest wards, westwards , and generally southwest wards and eastwards 

along northern boundaries of Lot 7 of Holton Estate and then westwards along 

northern boundaries of Lot 7 Holton, Lot 1A Percyvale and then northeast 

wards and generally northwest wards along the northern boundaries of Lot 1 of 

Percyvale to the District Administrative Boundary so as to exclude Macheke 

Growth Point, then southwards, and generally northwest wards, north 

eastwards, northwards, and northwest wards along the District Administrative 

Boundary to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 
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Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

405293.19,  8036542.84; 403395.85,  8031966.54 ; 400307.20,  8028236.67 

395670.88,  8027625.84 ; 390676.00,  8027713.22 ;387663.94,  8024606.44 

386766.26,  8019736.48 ; 384248.80,  8015471.36 ; 382739.93,  8011040.99 

382271.68,  8006339.61 ; 386665.83,  8004523.69 ; 390740.38,  8001685.54 

394272.32,  8003152.76 ; 397773.66,  8005968.78 ;400682.35,  8009540.16 

404057.29,  8012931.17 ; 407690.04,  8016231.79 ; 409306.33,  8019619.53 

409360.76,  8024149.15 ; 410875.53,  8028092.49 ; 415230.91,  8029771.83 

416781.82,  8030615.73 ; 416781.82,  8030615.73 ; 412660.13,  8033446.22 

408476.38,  8031685.99 ; 406580.15,  8035123.25. 

 

WARD 24 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northern peak of Glen Noe 

farm, eastward it follows the northern boundaries of the following properties 

Glen Noe, Alpha, Koodoo Range and Exeter, southwards then southeast wards 

along the eastern boundaries of Exeter and Athlone. Eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Kos then southwards it follows the eastern boundaries of 

the following farms; Kos, Waterloo, Springdale, Faroe Estate and Wheatlands 

then westwards along the southern boundaries of the following farms; 

Durlstone Estate, Warren, Richmond, Nyadema and Dawn then to the District 

Administrative Boundary. It then follows the District Administrative Boundary 

to the peak of the northern most of Rupture farm, eastwards it follows the 

northern boundaries of the following farms; Rupture, Bimi, Mignon then due 

north along the western boundaries of the following farms Mount Pleasant, 

Bellevue, Caskie Ben and Glen Noe to where it meets the eastern boundary, the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

376792.40,  8037084.24 ; 371957.63,  8038128.57 ; 369943.34,  8035509.76; 

371196.99,  8030859.18 ; 373285.99,  8026721.05 ; 372882.27,  8022078.47; 
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370025.61,  8018138.98 ; 366030.71,  8015170.36 ; 361467.71,  8016768.12; 

361692.82,  8012218.75  ; 364686.01,  8010117.56 ; 367462.82,  8008324.03; 

371192.09,  8005774.76 ; 375918.14,  8006899.39 ; 380910.19,  8006991.69 ; 

382735.63,  8010814.08 ; 384100.19,  8015299.84 ; 386672.00,  8019530.03 ; 

387629.48,  8024382.12 ; 387792.72,  8027665.68 ; 384689.49,  8030654.45 

384883.08,  8034389.31 ; 381300.46,  8036773.76. 

 

WARD 25 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Chinomutuwe 

and Shavanhowe Rivers. Northeastwards it follows Chinomutuwe River up to 

its confluence with an unnamed tributary. Eastwards it follows the tributary to 

its source then along a vlei leading to Masaradzi Hill so as to include it, and 

then it follows a tributary of Nyadire River from Masaradzi Hill to the farms 

boundary. It then follows the farms boundary southwards then southwest 

wards to Shavanhowe River. It then follows Shavanhowe River northeast wards 

then southwest wards down to its confluence with Chinomutuwe River the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

371318.93,  8030053.90 ; 367156.07,  8030845.81; 362789.64,  8029811.82; 

362458.84,  8026598.55 ; 366369.42,  8024958.01 ; 367233.94,  8021531.38; 

368273.10,  8017358.93 ; 371547.19,  8019622.02; 373612.46,  8024073.83; 

371892.65,  8028177.42 ; 

 

WARD 26 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Shavanhowe 

and Nyakambiri Rivers. Southeast wards then southwards, it follows 

Shavanhowe to its intersection with Commercial farms boundary. Southwest 

wards, westwards and then northwest wards it follows Bimi,  rupture and 

Mangwende Communal Lands boundary to its intersection with Shavanhowe, 

then northwest wards it follows the District Administrative Boundary to 
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Nyawerera River, northeast wards it follows Nyawerere River up to its 

confluence with Nyakambiri River then northwards along Nyakambiri River to 

the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

359412.23,  8029336.13 ;358738.31,  8027837.64 ;359707.95,  8024027.27 

358268.01,  8020964.14 ; 359541.59,  8017764.24 ;364018.46,  8015815.72 

368254.91,  8016766.45 ; 367605.91,  8021182.11 ;366469.64,  8024394.44 

362913.54,  8026242.45 ; 361223.18,  8027535.55 ; 361223.18,  8027535.55 

 

WARD 27 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Musami and 

Shavanhowe Rivers. Southeast wards it follows Shavanhowe River up to its 

confluence with Nyakambiri River. Southwards it follows Nyakambiri River to 

its confluence with Nyawerera River. It then follows Nyawerera River to the 

farms boundary. Northwest wards it follows the farms boundary to Nyagui 

River and the District Administrative Boundary. Northwards it follows Nyagui 

River down to its confluence with its unnamed tributary. Eastwards it follows 

the tributary. It then follows a vlei to Nyagambi River. It turns generally 

southeast along Nyagambi River then northeast along a vlei then to the source 

of Musami River. It then follows Musami River to the confluence with 

Shavanhowe River the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

352515.16,  8028003.64 ;350034.42,  8027751.17 ;346522.89,  8026329.35; 

346320.44,  8022798.17 ; 347115.90,  8018207.51; 350634.35,  8019666.97; 

355483.20,  8020074.11 ; 358589.04,  8021696.98; 359129.52,  8024325.52 

358321.29,  8028506.11 ; 357695.23,  8030689.71 ; 357695.23,  8030689.71 

354732.46,  8030939.49  
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WARD 28 

 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Shavanhowe 

River and its unnamed tributary. Southeast wards it follows Shavanhowe River 

to its confluence with Musami River. Southwards it follows Musami River to its 

source then along a vlei which leads to Nyagambi River. Near Nyagambi Dip, 

northwest wards it follows Nyagambi River briefly then westwards along a vlei 

leading to a stream which pours into Nyagui River. Northwards it follows 

Nyagui River the District Administrative Boundary to its confluence with 

Nyagambi River. It then follows a vlei to a Hill marked 1 242 on the 1:50 000m 

map. Eastwards it follows another stream to its source then crossing the 

Marondera- Musami road along a vlei to an unnamed tributary of Shavanhowe 

River. Northeast wards it follows the tributary passing through Musami Dip to 

Shavanhowe River the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

350005.58,  8033555.95 ; 345624.14,  8032829.33 ;344998.32,  8031747.51; 

345828.45,  8027354.71 ; 349193.81,  8028027.79 ;352231.80,  8026750.14; 

354692.16,  8030726.87;  354555.82,  8034375.77; 352792.34,  8036086.13 

352792.34,  8036086.13 ;350170.65,  8033483.89. 

 

WARD 29 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point at the intersection of 

farms boundary and Macheke River on the eastern side of Macheke Growth 

Point up stream it follows Macheke River across  Mutare – Harare Highway and 

railway line. Then westwards and then southwest wards along Macheke River 

to a point where it intersects with boundary of Springfield and Halsespring 

farms. Then eastwards across the railway line and Harare – Mutare road 
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southeast wards to an unnamed Hill along the farms boundary to the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:380813.88,  7991891.41; 379623.79,  7996543.06 ; 377463.11,  

7995962.38376768.41,  7992717.66 

 

WARD  30 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from Tsokoto Hill on the western side. 

Southwards it follows an unnamed tributary of Nyamasanga River to Chinzviru 

Hill then to Harare- Nyamapanda road. Eastwards it follows the Harare -

Nyamapanda road south of Chamakunguwo Hill so as to include it, up to a 

point which is westwards of a bridge. Along Muhume River then northwest 

wards it follows Chitora River to Hurungwe Mountain. It then follows the range 

of mountains along a vlei westwards through a valley up to a point which is 

east of Tsokoto Hill, the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 365539.73,  8049726.41 ; 

369634.09,  8047912.59;373170.17,  8048044.09; 373488.11,  8049879.93 ; 

368980.83,  8050498.72. 

 

MUDZI RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL  

 

WARD 1    

From the intersection of Mudzi River the Zimbabwean boundary to the west, 

follow the River northwest wards to its confluence with an unnamed tributary 

just after its confluence with Nyamapanda River, then the tributary northwards 

to unnamed Hill then the Hill generally north to Mambvumo River. Follow the 

River north-westwards to its confluence with an unnamed tributary, then the 

Nyahondo River. Follow the River generally northwards to Rogo Hills then the 

Hill generally northeast wards to the source of Nyahuku River then the River 

generally northwards to its intersection with the Zimbabwean northern 
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boundary Mazoe River then the Zimbabwean boundary eastwards to the 

eastern Zimbabwe boundary, then generally southwards along the Zimbabwean 

boundary back to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 482576.07,  8132345.33; 478201.55,  

8130931.01; 475346.38,  8129401.77; 477505.40,  8125580.62; 481780.62,  

8123786.15;485251.31,  8121614.64 ; 487336.76,  8118604.76 ; 489496.75,  

8118952.23;486701.73,  8123082.62 ; 483805.51,  8127158.34 ; 484427.05,  

8130072.27;489174.42,  8131641.50 ; 491963.19,  8135348.18; 493997.07,  

8139915.82 ;495954.16, 8144516.72 ; 497407.75,  8149293.02 ;498927.62,  

8154056.42;495069.13,  8153769.62 ; 491923.68,  8147956.96 ; 489143.25,  

8147020.71;488002.78,  8143559.73 ;  488071.71,  8139827.31 ; 488134.43,  

8136319.40;486010.91,  8134090.71 ; 494392.12,  8153925.93 ; 492595.13,  

8150833.87; 

 

WARD 2  

A line is drawn from the Mazoe River northern District Administrative 

Boundary along the Vhombozi due south to a point on the River, then 

eastwards along Vhombozi to a point where Nyahuku and Vhombozi meet, then 

southwest wards along Nyahuku River to the point where Nyahuku meets 

Nyamudumbu River, then generally northeast wards to Kondo Dam, then 

eastwards on the said. Then generally northwards along Kudzwe River to a 

point on the Nyadire River northern District Administrative Boundary then 

northeast wards along the said River to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

451261.68, 8140686.17; 451660.85,  8136697.51 ; 453635.69,  

8133394.35;453993.47,  8129719.34 ; 456336.09,  8130764.14 ; 460739.49,  

8130852.01;464474.11,  8129380.17 ; 468893.17,  8127623.43 ; 469782.38,  

8123516.00; 472618.36,  8126615.23 ; 469944.37,  8129479.92; 468289.64,   
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8134027.45 ;466004.24,  8137192.56 ; 467498.72,  8141004.58 ; 466853.49,  

8144166.91;465879.84,  8147670.39 ; 463790.23,  8150811.31 ; 459467.32,  

8149884.21;454696.17,  8149435.58 ; 452272.45,  8150629.00 ; 452272.45,  

8150629.00;449771.05,  8146701.14 ; 448893.75,  8143256.32. 

 

WARD 3   

From the confluence of Nyadire River District Administrative Boundary and 

Kudzwe River to the north, follow the latter generally southwards to its source 

in an unnamed Hill near Masarakufa Dam from the Hill follow an unnamed 

River southwards to Masarakufa Dam on Nyamuwanga River then 

Nyamuwanga River generally westwards to its sources in the Rukonde Range 

then the range westwards to the source of Nyagoko River follow the River 

generally northwards to its confluence with Nyadire River District 

Administrative Boundary then Nyadire River northeast wards back to the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

445014.51,  8119932.15 ;446684.37,  8116849.24; 449873.13,  8115446.60; 

453945.87,  8116653.05 ; 452654.85,  8120767.90 ; 452097.56,  8124636.96; 

452627.81,  8128142.76 ; 454023.18,  8129537.61 ; 451778.78,  8135837.81; 

451096.95,  8139845.23 ; 448865.71,  8142980.82 ;  447488.55,  8144493.70; 

443573.30,  8141498.78 ;  439429.79,  8139002.08 ; 438510.51,  8135585.31; 

440886.37,  8132763.06 ; 443266.08,  8129056.74 ; 442904.41,  8125205.72; 

444150.47,  8120795.69 ; 454023.18,  8129537.61 ;  453801.22,  8133313.46; 

 

WARD 4  

From the confluence of Nyadire River, northern District Administrative 

Boundary and Nyagoko River, follow the latter generally southwards to its 

source in the Rukonde range, then the range southwards to the source of 
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Shero River, then southwards along the River to its intersection with an 

unsurveyed line, old Nyamapanda road, follow the line south-west wards, then 

northwards to an unnamed range then generally south-west wards along the 

range of Maroro Hill. Follow the Hill southwest wards to Tembo River, then the 

River generally northwards to Honzwa mountain range, then the River 

generally westwards to an unnamed tributary of Nyamerere. Follow the 

tributary westwards to its confluence with Nyamerere (Nyamereri) River, then 

the River generally northwards to its confluence with Nyadire River, northern 

District Administrative Boundary, then Nyadire River northeast wards back to 

the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

450606.20,  8114097.40 ; 446971.64,  8116532.01 ;445263.64,  8119413.45; 

443166.61,  8123375.20 ; 443497.44,  8127451.51 ;442180.91,  8131542.59; 

438690.17,  8134110.44 ; 438246.24,  8137789.66 ; 438343.23,  8138387.57; 

432943.97,  8114674.43 ; 437156.15,  8115417.54 ; 438546.05,  8111844.54; 

441859.16,  8109518.91 ; 444405.57,  8112550.66 ; 448426.96,  8112421.68; 

434682.59,  8135110.97 ; 431698.58,  8132253.74 ; 428667.50,  8129724.78; 

427779.16,  8125750.73 ; 428076.05,  8122009.11 ; 428779.09,  8118981.27; 

430861.17,  8116178.21 ; 438343.23,  8138387.57 ; 435104.44,  8135758.28;  

424726.10,  8101385.28 ; 421333.36,  8103335.92 ; 416457.27,  8102504.82; 

418728.40,  8098351.22 ; 421708.21,  8095389.62; 423739.12,  8099596.88. 

 

WARD 5   

From the confluence of Nyamerere River and Nyadire River, northern District 

Administrative Boundary follow the latter south westwards to its confluence 

with Chatter River, western District Administrative Boundary, then Chatter 

River southwards to the intersection of a minor District Development Fund  

(DDF) road, then the road north eastwards to its intersection with the Suswe- 

Pfungwe State Road. Follow the State Road generally eastwards to its 

intersection with Mutoko-Nyamuzuwe State Road, then the latter generally 
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southwards to its intersection with Nyagwapare River, then the River north-

east wards to its confluence with an unnamed tributary. Follow the tributary 

south-east wards to Swipidza Range, then the Swipidza, Sanzari and Chitope 

Ranges along an old road, generally eastwards to Nyamadwiri River, then the 

River generally northwards to its confluence with Nyamerere River, then 

Nyamerere River generally northwards back to the stating point. An This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

413923.80,  8117992.74; 412650.12,  8114568.19; 415849.55,  8115243.35; 

420018.09,  8115012.23; 421267.01,  8112684.88; 425595.79,  8113011.83; 

428421.43,  8116240.84 ;428810.51,  8118941.52 ;428810.51,  8118941.52 

428118.48,  8121968.42 ; 427821.21,  8125714.99 ; 425289.12,  8127016.77 

421078.51,  8125093.37 ; 417927.31,  8122400.93 ;414657.19,  8118914.51. 

 

WARD 6  

From the confluence of Chitora River and Nyanyunje River, follow Nyanyunje 

River generally eastwards, up to an unsurveyed line which is the District 

Administrative Boundary of Mudzi and Mutoko up to Sherenge River, then the 

River up to its confluence with Nyamherere River (Nyamareri) River follow 

Nyamherere River up to its confluence with Nyamadwiri River, then this River 

up to its intersection with Suswe- Pfungwe road. Then follow a minor road to a 

point on the Nyagwapare River, then this River up to its intersection with 

Nyamuzuwe-Benson Mine Road, follow the road up to a point near Nyapfunde 

School so as to exclude it. Then due north northwest along an unsurveyed road 

to another unsurveyed road follow the road up to Chitora River, follow Chitora 

River generally westwards up to its confluence with Nyanyunje River to the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

413322.52,  8111151.00; 414650.39,  8106485.79 ;416848.32,  8102584.38; 

421721.82,  8103357.63 ; 424869.24,  8101687.17;  427263.68,  8105450.38; 
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430847.63,  8108458.17 ; 432199.10,  8111836.25; 431217.78,  8114820.58 ; 

431282.88,  8114896.25 ; 429786.60,  8118841.06; 428393.59,  8116301.56; 

425667.24,  8113009.71 ; 421309.94,  8112630.89 ; 420072.36,  8115059.14; 

415903.35,  8115290.80 ; 412714.69,  8114540.76 ;431282.88,  8114896.25 

429841.76,  8118486.62 ; 

 

WARD 7   

From the intersection of Mudzi River by the south western District 

Administrative Boundary, follow the latter westwards then northwest wards to 

its intersection with Sherenge River, then the river northeast wards to its 

confluence with Nyamerere River, then Nyamerere River northwards to an 

unnamed tributary from Honzwa Range, follow the tributary generally 

eastwards to the range, then the range generally eastwards to Tembo River, 

then the river generally southwards to Maroro Hill. From the hill southwards 

along Runagwa River to its confluence with an unnamed tributary of Mudzi 

River, then Mudzi River generally westwards back to the starting point. An This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

448215.08,  8101680.96 ; 452079.79,  8102338.88 ;455406.82,  8105187.27; 

454900.55,  8108797.44 ; 450230.57,  8108195.03 ; 445907.32,  8107494.71; 

442554.51,  8110288.49 ; 435176.06,  8096634.86 ; 438904.99,  8097864.08; 

442171.59,  8099530.68 ; 443694.91,  8100974.68 ; 446620.97,  8100931.29; 

438716.03,  8113913.18 ;  435410.45,  8115177.71 ; 431123.03,  8114545.50; 

431900.73,  8111563.98 ; 430517.65,  8108187.98 ; 431852.96,  8104066.50; 

434450.31,  8099834.41 ; 442554.51,  8110288.49 ; 438962.13,  8110646.89. 
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WARD 8   

 

From the confluence on Mudzi River and Nyamuwanga River, follow the latter 

northwestwards to Nyamuwanga Dam. Then generally westwards along the 

River to its source in the Rukonde Range then the range southwards to an 

unsurveyed line, Old Nyamapanda road, then the line south-westwards, then 

northwards to an unnamed range, then the range generally south westwards to 

Maroro Hill from the hill south eastwards along Runangwa River to its 

confluence with unnamed tributary, then the tributary south-eastwards to an 

unnamed hill. From the hill southeastwards along an unnamed tributary of 

Mudzi River then Mudzi River northeast wards back to the starting point. 

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

446015.99,  8107214.40 ; 450568.10,  8108234.64 ; 455222.07,  8108690.37; 

458261.07,  8107894.30 ; 461427.88,  8109165.50 ; 465184.43,  8110817.58; 

468689.48,  8112882.25 ; 470246.55,  8114749.89 ; 459537.20,  8117814.78; 

456028.28, 8116077.03; 452112.20, 8115374.54; 450663.61, 8113504.82; 

447184.41, 8112365.55; 443324.56, 8111684.14; 444961.35, 8108704.69; 

470246.55, 8114749.89; 466968.13, 8117403.29; 464523.54, 8118784.49; 

460945.29, 8118088.25; 

 

WARD 9   

From the confluence of Ruwiwa and Kudzwe Rivers follow the latter generally 

southwards to its source in an unnamed hill. From the hill follow an unnamed 

river to Masarakufa Dam. From the dam generally eastwards along 

Nyamuwanga River to its intersection by the Harare-Nyamapanda road, then 

the road north eastwards to its intersection with the Kotwa Grain Marketing 
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Board (GMB) road, then the GMB road northwest wards to its intersection with 

the Kotwa-Kondo road, then the latter north-westwards to an unnamed 

highland, then the highland north-westwards to Ruwiwa River. Follow the River 

north westwards to an unnamed range, the range generally eastwards to 

Nyamapanda River, then the River northwards to an unnamed range, then the 

range generally westwards so s to exclude Kondo Dam to Ruwiwa River, then 

the river north-westwards back to the starting point. An This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

 

453869.86,  8129376.34; 453035.21,  8125651.93 ; 451828.06,  8122455.23; 

453160.82,  8118146.35 ; 456299.40,  8116610.09 ; 460300.80,  8118736.93; 

463815.18,  8121072.87 ; 461659.80,  8123791.52 ; 458342.11,  8126442.22; 

458835.88,  8127194.07 ;  462257.81,  8128044.32 ; 464226.54,  8129437.29; 

464226.54,  8129437.29 ; 460630.59,  8131051.19 ;456088.03,  8130709.15; 

 

WARD 10   

From the confluence of Mudzi and Nyamuwanga Rivers, generally northwards 

along the latter to its intersection with the Harare- Nyamapanda road then the 

road north-eastwards to its intersection with the Kotwa-GMB road, then late 

northwest wards to its intersection with the Kotwa-Kondo road, then the latter 

north west wards to an unnamed highland. Follow the highland north 

westwards to Ruwiwa River, then the river westwards to an unnamed range, 

follow the range generally south eastwards to Nyamudumbu River, then the 

river generally southwards to its intersection by the Harare-Nyamapanda road, 

then the road westwards to Chijoto River, then the River generally southwards 

to its confluence with Mudzi, then the latter south west wards back to the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

460204.94,  8118096.29 ; 464154.36,  8118298.80 ; 466481.83,  8117790.93; 
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469704.61,  8115304.94 ; 471665.64,  8116578.66 ; 469427.92,  8120261.13; 

469992.44,  8123245.20 ; 469992.44,  8123245.20 ;  469256.22,  8127535.54; 

464872.37,  8129288.30 ; 461998.44,  8128228.97 ; 458579.23,  8127353.59; 

458658.17,  8126402.18 ; 461942.78,  8123745.03 ; 463983.36,  8120815.49; 

460041.41,  8118562.66 ; 459464.73,  8117574.85. 

 

WARD 11 

   

From the confluence of Mudzi and Chijoto Rivers generally northwards along 

the latter to its intersection by the Harare- Nyamapanda road, then the road 

eastwards to Nyamudumbu River, then the River northwards to an unnamed 

range, north-eastwards to the Rogo Hills, then the hills eastwards to the source 

of Nyahondo River then the river generally southwards to an unnamed range. 

Follow the range southeastwards to a tributary of Mamabvumo River then the 

tributary south-eastwards to Mamabvumo River, then the River south-

eastwards to an unnamed hill, then the hill southwards to a tributary of Mudzi 

River. Follow the tributary southwards to Mudzi, then the River generally 

westwards back to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

473147.87,  8115698.92;  477183.94,  8117574.97 ; 481363.62,  8117536.06; 

485987.85,  8118363.33 ; 485385.99,  8121691.83 ; 481608.95,  8123829.66; 

477469.73,  8125753.60 ; 475170.36,  8129403.96 ; 472762.94,  8127206.52; 

472762.94,  8127206.52 ; 470159.40,  8123393.13 ; 469469.41,  8120229.17; 

471716.03,  8116539.68 

 

WARD 12  

 

From the intersection of Mudzi River with the eastern Zimbabwean boundary, 

follow Mudzi River generally westwards to its confluence with Nyamaropa River, 

then the latter generally southwards to Chirambemwa Hill from the hill follow 
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an unnamed tributary of Nyamusanzara River southeastwards to the river, 

then the river north eastwards to its intersection with the eastern Zimbabwean 

boundary, then the boundary northwest wards back to the starting point. An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

471189.46,  8104053.21 ; 474869.83,  8105402.42 ;478530.16,  8107258.30; 

482244.38,  8109234.85 ; 484048.15,  8112563.65 ;487977.33,  8113671.07;; 

490559.34,  8117136.89 ; 490372.74,  8117686.93 ;456157.45,  8106390.39; 

454582.45,  8102188.23 ; 457194.58,  8098768.91 ; 461321.22,  8097500.30; 

465309.22,  8099106.53 ; 468632.78,  8100483.84 ;  470939.64,  8103949.22; 

479949.91,  8116590.27 ;  475806.46,  8116446.04;  471429.08,  8115123.81; 

468371.49,  8112658.91 ; 464953.07,  8110627.39 ; 461158.92,  8109413.69; 

457996.67,  8107599.41 ; 490372.74,  8117686.93 ; 486653.46,  8118767.73; 

482170.67,  8117555.74. 

 

WARD 13  

  

A line is drawn from a point on the south western District Administrative 

Boundary, then southeast wards along Zvinjanja River by the District 

Administrative Boundary, then the District Administrative Boundary southeast 

wards across Makosa Dam, generally southeast wards along the said boundary 

so as to include Katogo and Mangwende villages then generally northwards 

along the range, northwards then westwards, northwards to Mudzi River (by 

the northern ward boundary), then west wards, southwards, westwards along 

the said boundary, then southwards along the said boundary back to the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

442386.88,  8100311.96; 441696.65,  8097620.21; 443910.35,  8093512.79. 

445333.46,  8089152.77 ; 449511.94,  8088881.09 ; 453190.11,  8090493.30. 
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450020.69,  8093617.97 ; 446222.89,  8096763.55 ;442571.92,  8100163.60. 

 

 

WARD 14  

From the intersection of Nyamusanzara (Nyamusadzura) River by the western 

District Administrative Boundary, follow the river generally eastward to Djedje 

Range eastwards to the source of Nyahondo River then the southeastwards to 

its confluence with Nyamuzizi River, then the latter generally eastwards to its 

confluence with Rwenya River. Follow Rwenya River south eastward back to 

the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

479869.96,  8087078.42 ; 476185.51,  8086931.13 ; 473414.93,  8086618.06; 

469410.78,  8087422.00 ; 466721.26,  8090925.08 ; 462831.16,  8091446.49; 

459321.59,  8091266.36 ;  459321.59,  8091266.36 ; 454770.64,  8090456.94; 

452519.44,  8086632.68 ;  455277.77,  8083902.56 ; 460067.86,  8082511.02; 

464745.57, 8080809.63 ;468955.89,  8078112.74 ;  473091.97,  

8075818.95;474955.56,  8080046.04 ; 478101.56,  8083618.46 ;  480085.76,  

8086127.91. 

 

WARD 15   

From the confluence of Nyakono and Rwenya (southern District Administrative 

Boundary) Rivers follow the latter south westward to its confluence with 

Nyamuzizi, then the latter generally westwards to its confluence with Nyahondo 

River. Follow Nyahondo River north westwards to its source in the Djedje 

Range then westwards along the range to Nyamusanzara (Nyamusadzura) 

River, then the River. Northeast wards to its confluence with Zituvi River, then 

the latter generally southwards to Tswaya Range, then the range generally 

southwards to the Mutoko-Rwenya State Road. Follow the road south-

westwards to its intersection with a minor DDF road then the latter south river 

south eastwards back the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 
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following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

484629.94, 8087756.06;    485589.56, 8091301.04;   484005.41,  8093921.34; 

481279.58,  8097093.33 ;  478461.85,  8100171.50 ;   476360.89,  

8103635.39;478094.79,  8106872.95; 467522.48,  8089656.05 ; 470617.53,  

8086512.00;474364.30,  8086812.49 ; 477376.45,  8087553.80; 480515.87,  

8085723.49;484215.95,  8086580.37 ; 469528.60,  8102799.85 ; 467039.06,  

8100359.18;463146.98,  8098974.53 ; 460401.10,  8095879.98 ; 459436.53,  

8091460.27;463881.02,  8091206.58 ; 467376.08,  8090152.62 ;478094.79,  

8106872.95;474490.00,  8105000.34 ; 470733.70,  8103706.52. 

 

WARD 16   

From the confluence of Rwenya southern District Administrative Boundary and 

Nyakono Rivers, follow the latter north westwards to its intersection with a 

minor DDF road, then the road north westwards to its intersection with the 

Mutoko-Rwenya State Road then the latter to Tswaya Range, follow the range 

northwards to Zituvi River, then the river generally northwards to its 

confluence with the Nyamusanzara River. Then the latter north eastwards to its 

intersection with the eastern Zimbabwean boundary. Follow the Zimbabwean 

boundary generally southwards to its intersection with Rwenya River, district 

southern boundary then the River generally westwards back to the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

476360.92,  8103614.39; 478477.17,  8100157.14; 481297.05,  8097081.67; 

484011.75,  8093905.12 ; 485599.43,  8091282.52 ; 489125.45,  8090171.73; 

493312.92,  8091642.05 ; 498050.95,  8092806.23 ; 499143.80,  8096907.12; 

498291.58,  8101763.25 ; 496344.25,  8106368.46 ;  494396.33,  8110973.41; 

492001.72,  8115335.44 ; 490676.90,  8117250.88 ; 490676.90,  8117250.88; 

488138.77,  8113668.53 ; 484215.28,  8112680.94 ; 482436.98,  8109256.73; 

478666.97,  8107403.13 ; 476352.00,  8103776.86. 
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WARD 17  

A line is drawn from the Mazoe River and the northern District Administrative 

Boundary, along the Vhombozi due south to a point on the river, then generally 

north-east wards along Nyahuku River to a point on the river, then generally 

north-east wards along the said river to the intersection Mazoe River and the 

northern District Administrative Boundary, then, follow the River westwards to 

a point on the Nyangombe-Mazoe River, then westwards, south-west wards 

along Mazoe to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

488075.07,  8136369.58; 488026.22,  8139765.69 ; 488050.93,  8143499.68; 

489070.89,  8146988.07 ; 491882.52,  8147895.60 ;492563.74,  8150814.67 ; 

494372.84,  8153904.78 ; 494392.12,  8153925.93 ; 489570.51,  8152856.72; 

485331.56,  8153187.56 ; 480991.90,  8153339.69; 476507.56,  8153486.61; 

472529.66,  8151865.89 ; 468203.95,  8149941.89 ; 466411.26,  8146809.54; 

467718.23,  8143690.03 ; 466974.87,  8140188.14 ; 466290.05,  8136330.04; 

468560.02,  8133079.92 ; 470288.10,  8128559.98 ; 473858.31,  8128279.42; 

477446.50,  8130802.18 ; 481890.74,  8132147.94 ; 485686.57,  8133785.44; 

487871.09,  8136251.43 ; 494392.12,  8153925.93 ;  490078.12,  8153202.72. 

 

 

WARD 18   

A line is drawn from the confluence of Mudzi River, and Nyamaropa River 

southeastwards along Nyamaropa River, to a point on the Nyamusanzara and 

Nyamaropa confluence, then generally south-west wards along the 

Nyamusanzara River, then along the said river generally westwards to a point 

on the southern District Administrative Boundary. Then from the District 

Administrative Boundary north-west wards follow Runyange Range so as to 
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exclude Mangwende and Katogo villages, northwestwards, to a point on the 

Mudzi River northern ward boundary, then follow Mudzi River then follow the 

said river back to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

443808.84, 8100643.77; 442878.58, 8099917.74; 446494.07, 8096479.03. 

450370.96, 8093439.65; 453196.27, 8090100.69; 457265.56, 8090816.34. 

460040.80, 8093760.10; 461611.93, 8097250.64; 457612.03, 8098867.82. 

454459.92, 8101749.57 ; 454687.68,  8103972.84 ;  454687.68,  8103972.84. 

450877.46, 8101515.26 ; 447256.55,  8100854.89 ;444272.30,  8100847.75. 

 

MUTOKO DISTRICT  

 

WARD 1 

The ward boundary starts from the confluence of Nyamanoro and Nyadire 

Rivers, due east up to Matau Mountain and then into Nyamakamba River to its 

confluence with Chitora River, then northwards following Chitora River, to its 

confluence with Nyadire River. It follows Nyadire River, which is also, the 

District Administrative Boundary due west and due south up to the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

412450.92,  8114540.26 ; 409438.73,  8115923.87 ; 404881.20,  8116037.80 

402797.54,  8112694.32 ; 401625.60,  8108379.49 ; 399698.83,  8103989.26; 

401101.41,  8101543.19 ; 405810.32,  8101266.80 ; 409950.86,  8103110.58; 

412050.82,  8106656.62 ; 413820.63,  8109823.26 ; 412532.19,  8114263.71. 

 

WARD 2 

The ward boundary starts at the confluence of Nyadire and Nyamanoro Rivers 

and then eastwards along Nyamanoro River and then southwards to its source; 

it then follows a vlei to an unnamed tributary of Chitora River to its confluence 
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with Chitora River, then to its confluence with Nyamugono River to its source 

at Chirongoma Hills. It goes over the hills into a vlei and follows this vlei into 

Nyaudinzwi River, then along Nyaudinzwi River to its confluence with Nyadire 

River. It follows Nyadire River northwards to Nyamanoro River, the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

402001.03,  8101342.76; 398306.41,  8100836.52; 396770.84,  8096287.05; 

397616.30,  8092053.15 ; 399737.77,  8087906.97; 404073.68,  8088156.03; 

408795.77,  8088224.56 ; 412632.47,  8090305.15; 413984.48,  8094603.88; 

410270.23,  8094677.86 ; 407326.88,  8098114.23; 405218.96,  8101215.84; 

405218.96,  8101215.84 

 

WARD 3 

The boundary starts from the confluence of Chitora and Nyamasanga Rivers, 

following Chitora River due west up to the confluence of Chitora River and an 

unnamed tributary of Chitora River. It then follows this unnamed tributary due 

northwest to join an unnamed tributary down to its confluence with 

Nyamanoro River. From Nyamanoro River it goes through Mutau Mountain into 

Nyamakamba River. It follows Nyamakamba River down to its confluence with 

Chitora River, it then follows with Nyanyunje River. Then it follows Headman 

Kawazva due east and then follows to Nyamasanga River. Then following 

Nyamasanga due northwest down to its confluence with Chitora River, the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

416307.70,  8102474.39 ; 414466.63,  8107005.98 ;411821.19,  8105626.43; 

408913.43,  8103290.25 ; 405383.88,  8100786.63 ; 408045.98,  8096911.79; 

411445.97,  8093670.03 ; 415614.64,  8095988.18; 418506.22,  8098754.70 
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WARD 4 

Ward four covers the whole of headman Kawere area. The ward boundary 

starts from the District Administrative Boundary on Mudzi River. It follows the 

District Administrative Boundary up to Nyanyunje Rivers and then follows an 

unnamed stream near Muramba Hill into Mudzi River, following Mudzi River 

due north-east down to the District Administrative Boundary, which is the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

429745.40, 8107361.40;425739.49,8104838.92; 425440.68, 

8100428.86;427970.89,8096394.03;  431438.83,  8093177.25; 434173.54,  

8090847.58;35394.50, 8094204.37; 437223.97,  8097517.40; 434399.55,  

8097798.82;432981.21, 8102068.85 ; 430454.64,  8106297.05 ;429906.33,  

8107557.77;429906.33,  8107557.77. 

 

WARD 5 

The ward boundary starts from the confluence of Nyadinzwi up to Chitora 

River, follows Chitora River due north up to its confluence with Nyamuzuwe 

River. Follows Nyamuzuwe River due south up to Rukwiza Mountain to Tawani 

Mountain into Chitora River, then off Chitora to exclude Katsukunya Clinic 

and Primary School, then follows Katsukunya/Charewa road up to the 

boundary of Mutambwe farms, from the Mutambwe farm boundaries into 

Nyahove River. Follows Nyahove River due northwest into Nyadire River, follows 

Nyadire River up to its confluence with Nyadinzwi River and to the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 403121.33,  8088317.89; 400999.34,  8086031.94; 403860.63,  

8082278.09;406990.43,  8078526.06 ; 410184.53,  8075719.09 ; 412107.47,  

8078298.81;413455.51,  8080351.78 ;412743.54,  8084613.68 ; 412255.47,  
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8088881.28412568.66,  8089543.79 ; 412568.66,  8089543.79 ; 408049.08,  

8088450.39403387.66,  8088391.54. 

 

WARD 6 

The boundary starts from the confluence of Chitora and Nyandiya River. 

Following Nyandiya River due southeast into Chipara mountain, so as to 

exclude Chikomo, and Zano villages then into Nhonongora mountain up to 

Nyamuzuwe/Mutoko road. Follows this road up to Matswawu mountain along 

this mountain to exclude Nyatsine village then into Nyaburudzi River, following 

Nyaburudzi River due west up to Rupiza mountain then into Tawani mountain 

and to Nyamuzuwe River, follows Nyamuzuwe River into Chitora River, 

following Chitora River due east up to its confluence with Nyandiya River to the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

411939.48,  8087915.80; 413356.90,  8083787.28 ; 415808.41,  8081474.98; 

418383.97,  8085016.30 ; 418378.58,  8088966.55 ; 416408.94,  8091997.89; 

415107.75,  8095630.18 ; 415107.75,  8095630.18 ; 413263.64,  8092060.85. 

 

WARD 7 

Ward 7 starts from the confluence of Chitora and Nyandiya Rivers. Follows 

Nyandiya River due south into Chipawa mountain to include Chikomo, Katiyo 

and Zano villages up to Nhonongoro mountain to a point on Nyamuzuwe –

Mutoko road, then along this road to Matswawu mountain into Nyaburudzi 

River, follows Nyaburudzi River up to the bridge, along Nyamuzuwe-Kowo road 

so as to exclude Mungazi village and to include Mukomeka village. Straight into 

the following ranges of mountains, Chirimuka, Matabvu Rutumba, Gatu into 

Nyanyunje River, due north and then due south up to its confluence with 

Chitora River which is the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
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416103.73,  8093695.11; 417570.05,  8090479.04; 418772.02,  8086869.78; 

418226.23,  8083382.99 ; 420035.29,  8087425.37 ; 423009.96,  8090776.50 

424914.57,  8093837.40 ; 427860.54,  8096557.26 ; 425281.58,  8100541.14 

424791.68,  8101425.57 ; 424791.68,  8101425.57 ; 422910.28,  8096949.43 

420235.46,  8096891.57 ; 416611.67,  8096551.47 

 

WARD 8 

This is part of headman Mbudzi’s area from the confluence of Nyakarudzi and 

Nyamasanga Rivers, the ward boundary, follows Nyamasanga River due south 

up to an unnamed stream near Mawanga mountain, follows another stream 

into Nyanyunje River then off Nyanyunje River generally eastwards up to 

Nyamapanda highway then along a range of Hills into Mudzi River. It follows 

Mudzi River up to Nyatsoko mountain, and then follows an unnamed stream to 

Nyanyunje again, up along Nyanyunje River to a point near Gatu mountain, 

then through Matabvu mountain up to the bridge at Nyamuzuwe/Kowo road 

on Nyamasanga River, along Nyamasanga River from the bridge to the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

428462.09,  8095920.71; 424151.11,  8093394.17; 423745.58,  8090088.66 

427012.12,  8088025.46 ; 431620.80,  8089823.93431374.73,  8092941.03 

 

WARD 9 

Ward 9 starts from the confluence of Shambadya and Muramba Rivers on the 

Mutoko District Administrative Boundary, then due north and due west along 

Mudzi River. Follows Mudzi River up to a point near Masori Mountain, then off 

Mudzi River into an unnamed stream that passes near Makosa Clinic up to the 

District Administrative Boundary, then along this boundary to the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 
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441108.16,  8098535.10 ; 437445.62,  8097222.19; 435033.47,  8093469.28; 

436823.66,  8090555.40 ; 441096.34,  8090640.71; 442922.21,  8094796.97. 

WARD 10 

Ward bounded on its western side by Nyadire River which is also the District 

Administrative Boundary, From the confluence of Nyadire River with Nyahove 

River, follow Nyahove River due southwards up to the boundary of Budya West 

Small Scale Farming Area. It follows the Budya West farm boundaries up to 

Nyadire River and to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

402653.94,  8083432.13 ; 399413.83,  8081116.69 ;399547.63,  8076712.80 

402541.19,  8074338.51 ; 407445.34,  8075144.57 ; 407218.47,  8078233.45 

404114.75,  8082041.20 

 

 

WARD 11 

Ward 11 starts from Mutemwa Mountain due west along the boundary of farm 

319 to the boundary of Mutoko Growth Point. It then turns due north 

excluding Mutoko Growth Point to a point in Chikondoma River just south of 

Chikondoma Bridge. From this point it proceeds due northeast to the peak of 

Nyamahere mountain so as to exclude Mutoko Primary School and the District 

Administrator’s offices. From Nyamahere Mountain it turns due north to 

Nyamasidzi Hill and then due south to Runyange Mountain so as to exclude 

Messenger’s Camp. From Runyange Mountain it proceeds due north so as to 

include Gufu, Nyakudanga, Chidaushe and Kapango and to exclude, Magora, 

Nyowa, Ganda and Chawasarira villages, into Rukwiza Mountain. It then turns 

east to Nyaburudzi River and follows Nyaburudzi down to its confluence with 

an unnamed stream, near Nyatsime Dip. It then follows this stream due south 

east into Mupururu Mountain and then into Nyamasanga River. It then turns 

south wards over Chidzadza Mountain so as to include Chikondoma Township 

and then due southeast to Mutemwa Mountain, the starting point. An This 
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area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

418398.89,  8083572.66; 415220.00,  8081047.47; 413538.90,  8081683.68; 

412008.40,  8079483.48; 411790.92,  8075967.02; 416213.46,  8077667.89; 

420389.56,  8076036.20; 422385.23,  8078850.83; 419036.28,  8082507.95. 

 

WARD 12 

It is piece of land starting from summit of the Mutemwa Mountain. Then 

generally north-west, up to the summit of Murenje Mountain so as to exclude, 

Rutsito and Mugoma villages, northwards along the foot Hills of Mupururu and 

Mawanga Hills so as to include Nyakuna village up to Nyamatehwe River, then 

generally south east along Nyamatehwe River to its confluence with Sukandoro 

River, eastwards along Sukandoro River to Mudzi River, then south west along 

Mudzi River into Kawodza River, south wards along Kawodza River to the 

summit of Mutemwa, which is the starting point. An This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

428618.75,  8088662.34; 424642.00,  8088624.46 ; 422081.45,  8089479.28 

419913.74,  8085794.94 ; 419493.28,  8081889.95 ; 422276.03,  8078310.99 

423194.39,  8075740.45 ; 426739.12,  8077872.05 ; 428870.23,  8080521.16 

427473.38,  8082131.52 ; 427766.42,  8086436.48. 

 

WARD 13 

The Ward boundary starts from the confluence of Sukandoro and Mudzi Rivers 

due west and then due northeast follows Sukandoro River up to a point near 

Mawanga Mountain and then turns due north east to follow Nyanyunje River. 

It then turns due east of Nyanyunje River to follow a Ranch of Hills, and then 

into an unnamed stream, which is a tributary to Mudzi River. It follows this 

stream to its confluence with Mudzi River. It then follows Mudzi River due 

south, then south west to its confluence with Sukandoro River which is the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 
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Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

435581.53,  8090483.23;    431275.92,  8089705.59 ;  427805.06,  

8086746.18;427323.30,  8082366.03 ;  431404.10,  8083942.82 ;  435402.24,  

8086722.71. 

 

WARD 14 

This Ward starts from the confluence of Nyahunuri and Nyangaya Rivers and 

follows Nyahunuri River due south west and immediately turns due north west 

so as to exclude Chimoyo Primary and Secondary Schools, Kapondoro 

Business Centre and Kapondoro Clinic to a point near Chingwena Mountain . 

From Chingwena Mountain it follows a tributary of Nyamukombwe River to its 

confluence with Nyamukombwe River and follows Nyamukombwe River due 

north to a point near Rumwe Mountain. The boundary then turns eastwards 

over a Hill with Chisehwe Rock Paintings and then north wards along Murara 

River to its intersection with the boundary of ward 9 and 14. It then turns due 

east to Danje Mountain and then due south east to Maromasi Mountain and 

then into Kambanje River. It then follows Kambanje River to its confluence with 

Nyadiwi and then follows Nyadiwi River to its confluence with Nyangaya River 

and then follows Nyangaya River to its confluence with Nyahunuri River, the 

starting point.   An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:  

440735.31,  8089849.46 ; 435987.35,  8090645.44 ;436649.27,  8086649.77; 

438290.34,  8082954.58 ; 442176.16,  8079963.74 ;446134.02,  8079696.70; 

445277.56,  8083699.02 ; 442223.10,  8087260.41. 

 

WARD 15 

Ward 15 is bounded by the District Administrative Boundary on the north and 

northeast up to a point on Svusvamoyo Range then follow Nyamucheka River 

to Chigededza, Kazingizi and Buma Hills, then follows Nyakaribu River so as to 
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exclude Chinake village and to include Nyamashuka, Kapikinyu and 

Dangarembwa villages. From Nyakaribu River into Gumwa River following 

Gumwa River up to the confluence of Kambanje River and Nyanhiwi River up 

along Kambanje River due northwest, then along Maromasi Range to cross 

Mutoko -Makosa road up to Muramba River, following Muramba River up to its 

confluence with an unnamed River to the District Administrative Boundary 

near Makosa Clinic then follow the District Administrative Boundary up to the 

starting point at Svusvamoyo Range. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

443354.09,  8094312.26; 440829.96,  8090040.65; 443491.48,  8086590.12 

447071.96,  8084897.81; 451842.28,  8085478.98 ; 453059.62,  8089882.83 

448640.28,  8088263.62; 445090.86,  8090178.59 

 

 

WARD 16 

The boundary starts from Mudzi River near Mutemwa Leprosy Centre then 

follows Mudzi River due north up to a point near Ruchera Hill, then off Mudzi 

River due west to follow an unnamed stream due north then back into Mudzi 

River. The boundary then follows Mudzi River, up to its confluence with 

Chimbaure River, then to follow Chimbaure River due southwards near Rukau 

Business Centre so as to include it in Ward 16, then the boundary follows 

Mukondi Range of mountains up to the boundary of Budya East Small Farming 

Area at Mukondi Mountain, then from this point to follow the boundary of 

Farm Number 456 up to Mudzi River the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:438425.58,  

8082658.62 ; 436535.04,  8086375.78; 433560.84,  8085257.59429760.34,  

8082303.59 ; 428711.33,  8077936.77; 424345.52,  8076802.98;426659.47,  

8074056.46 ; 431229.86,  8074066.50 ; 434218.89,  8077301.35;437582.77,  

8080332.87. 
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WARD 17 

From Mukondi Mountain following the common boundary that divides 

Headman Kahunye and Manyange on the western side of Ward 17 up to the 

confluence of Chimbaure an unnamed stream up to Nyahunuri River. The 

boundary follows range of mountains along the boundary of block 080248 up 

to Jeta Mountain then follow Budya east purchase area boundary on the 

western side of Ward 17 up to Mukondi Mountain the starting point. An This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

  428422.85,  8073192.78; 432886.71,  8070998.75; 437378.61,  8068802.68 

441868.04,  8066601.53; 443338.55,  8068457.42; 443165.19,  8073296.45 

439775.89,  8074636.78; 437360.18,  8078858.91; 434234.18,  8077350.55 

431278.03,  8074084.78. 

 

 

WARD 18 

This ward starts from Svusvamoyo Range on the District Administrative 

Boundary following the District Administrative Boundary due east up to 

Nyamuzizi River, then follow Nyamuzizi River due west up to the farm 

boundaries then follows the farm boundaries up to Jeta Mountain, then follow 

a Range of Mountain along the boundary, up to Chikwedza then a range of 

mountain along the boundary, up to Chikwedza then into Nyahunuri. From 

Nyahuni River follow an unnamed stream up to Chimbaure River, then follow 

Chimbaure River up to the bridge on Makosa-Mutoko road then follow an 

unnamed stream, the boundary the crosses Nyamanure River near Kapondoro 

Dam. Then along the fence of Chimoyo Secondary and Primary into Nyahunuri 

River, then follow Nyahunuri River up to its confluence with Nyakatsvu River. 

Then follow Nyakatsvu River up to Svusvamoyo Range the starting point. An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 
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zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 452202.22,  8085462.76;  447378.18,  8085087.89; 445979.98,  

8081689.73; 

444475.49,  8078520.67 ; 440354.16,  8081304.90; 437558.44,  8080255.12; 

439040.38,  8076269.19 ; 442833.69,  8074544.61 ; 443341.70,  8070314.44; 

443723.33,  8065517.20 ; 447793.11,  8066023.54 ; 452077.63,  8067686.42; 

455323.98,  8070374.35 ; 457692.33,  8074198.86 ; 461436.12,  8076609.80; 

463671.93,  8080046.37 ; 460589.40,  8082342.63 ; 455795.91,  8083736.89. 

 

WARD 19 

The ward starts from the District Administrative Boundary on Nyamuzizi River, 

then due east up to Rwenya River which is the common District Administrative 

Boundary up to the confluence of Nyan'ombe and Nyagadzi Rivers. The 

boundary follows Nyagadzi River up to the farm boundaries. Then follow the 

farm boundaries up to Nyamuzizi River. The ward boundary follows Nyamuzizi 

River up to the District Administrative Boundary, which is the staring point. An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

446565.76,  8065338.45; 446037.58,  8062362.95; 449055.89,  8059598.99; 

447597.39,  8055477.58; 449329.56,  8052533.70; 452397.51,  8053518.68; 

455364.62,  8053544.66; 457511.33,  8057132.95; 460736.56,  8058677.03; 

462304.63,  8063012.43; 463624.36,  8066654.06; 468397.79,  8067979.50; 

471822.60,  8070888.80; 472890.76,  8075400.87 ; 472965.99,  8075590.61; 

472965.99,  8075590.61; 468736.28,  8078253.41 ;464525.96,  8080950.30; 

461809.02,  8077950.19; 458716.05,  8075158.93 ; 456636.27,  8071405.46; 

453547.54,  8068434.91 ;449503.08,  8066148.91. 

 

WARD 20 
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The ward covers the whole of Mutoko Growth Point. It starts from Nyamahere 

Mountain due north to Nyamasidzi Hill then due south to Runyange Mountain 

and due south to Runyange Mountain and due west to Chikwirawatunda Hill. 

It then follows the boundary of Farm numbers 325 and 347 due south so as to 

include Mutoko Barracks to an unnamed point at Nhamburo Business Centre 

then due northwest to Domboshava Hill and then west to Jerenje Mountain, to 

exclude Farm Number 79 then due northeast to a point near Farm Number 83. 

From its boundary with Farm Number 83 due north to Mutoko Hospital so as 

to include it, then due northeast to Mutemwa due northwest to Murenje 

Mountain and then west to Marirangwe Mountain up to Nyamahere Mountain 

the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

420613.14,  8075541.67; 416670.88,  8077777.08; 413734.56,  8075001.13; 

413783.99,  8071652.15; 417617.22,  8071443.95 ; 421206.68,  8073377.66 

 

WARD 21 

The ward starts from the confluence of Nyadire and Nyabopota Rivers then 

follow Nyadire River due northwards up to the boundary of the farming 

community and Chief Charewa near Farm Number 2. Then follow this 

boundary straight eastwards to include all rural areas of Headman 

Nyamutsahuni and Nyamukapa up to the boundary of Headman Nyamukapa 

and the farming community. Then follow the council boundary then southwest 

along Farm 346, then due southwestwards along the farm boundary which 

separated the farms to the north from the Resettlement Scheme to the south 

up to Nyabopota Dam. Following Nyabopota River due westwards back to the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

413750.05,  8076426.67; 408896.51,  8075413.84; 403994.35,  8074495.30 

399606.63,  8073380.43 ; 400131.60,  8070716.16 ; 403712.14,  8069142.02 
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407513.68,  8069623.21 ; 412282.43,  8071124.61; 413730.15,  8073340.04 

 

 

 

WARD 22 

This ward is an area commonly known as Nyahondo Farms. It is bounded by 

Mutoko Growth Point on western side and by Headman Kaunye's area on the 

eastern side, on the west and south it is bounded by Resettlement Schemes, 

also on the southern part it is bounded by Marira Farms, back to the rural 

area boundary. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

423577.43,  8075554.73; 421075.30,  8073757.36 ;417989.83,  8071530.27; 

417435.23,  8070245.89 ;419462.60,  8065675.90 ;423430.78,  8065385.97 

428047.79,  8066512.27 ;426952.09,  8070932.89; 426014.12,  8074372.54 

 

WARD 23 

The boundary follows Nyamuzizi River due north east up to Headman 

Nyamhanza's boundary. Then northwest along the farm boundaries to a point 

near Nyaroye River. It then follows an unnamed stream due south and then 

due southeast to include Chigoma Mountain and then back to Nyamuzizi River 

the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

 443612.37, 8065596.51;  439192.13,  8067913.50;   434700.77,  8070110.70;  

430236.74, 8072304.38;   426971.33,  8070989.13;   428104.04, 8066531.45;   

423484.81,  8065410.74;   420958.08,  8063024.91; 425225.36,  8061193.11;   

429449.39,  8060388.40;  433802.76,  8061093.30;   438110.40,  8062263.41;   

441968.89,  8063584.09. 
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WARD 24 

This ward is in an area of land known as Matedza farms, it is an This area is 

bounded by Nyamuzizi River on the north due west. Then southwards along its 

boundary with Nyamuzizi Resettlement Scheme up to its confluence with 

Nyagadzi River then along Nyagadzi River which is a District Administrative 

Boundary due north east up to a point where there is a fence marking the 

Matedza farm boundary, then along the farms boundary fence due northwest 

to Nyamuzizi River the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

445058.18, 8064550.89;   441097.57,  8062757.85;   437052.07,  8061665.91;   

432574.58, 8060766.90;   430075.55,  8058676.22;   433756.92,  8058044.98;   

436249.78, 8053980.05;   438586.04,  8049559.43;   441215.67,  8046910.62;   

443826.56, 8049937.59;   446737.74,  8052698.41;   448281.22,  8056941.41;   

448739.62,  8060911.48;   445707.69,  8063639.19. 

 

WARD 25 

The boundary starts from Nyadire Dam following Nyaitenga River due west 

which is the District Administrative Boundary, then follows the District 

Administrative Boundary from Farm Number 298 Chitowa farms due southeast 

up to a point marking the boundary between Nyadire and Hoyuyu Resettlement  

Scheme then due northeast along that boundary to Nyadire River, then follows 

Nyadire River due south to include Tabudirira Co-operative Scheme then due 

northeast to Nyabopota Dam so as to exclude it. It then followings Nyabopota 

River due northwest to its confluence with Nyadire River then northwards to 

Nyadire Dam the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

 

386658.06,  8072856.96;   382480.12,  8072612.57;   378835.36,  8070965.56 
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381006.17,  8066461.88;   383243.24,  8062013.26;   385460.21,  8057531.62 

389354.78,  8059120.84;   393715.86,  8061479.92;   398226.67,  8063556.88 

400120.24,  8061649.65;   403722.43,  8064867.35;   407438.77,  8067732.09 

405061.74,  8069774.40;   401247.47,  8070230.25;   398664.25,  8072643.87 

400190.93,  8074248.40;   400190.93,  8074248.40;   396784.62,  8074354.47 

392553.14,  8074011.87;   388497.29,  8072519.53. 

 

WARD 26  

The boundary starts from the District Administrative Boundary near Gangara 

River then follow an unnamed stream up to Nyamashumba River, then the 

boundary follows an unnamed stream up to Nyamashumba River. The 

boundary follows an unnamed stream then follows the road so as to include 

Village 48, up to Nyamanyedzi River into Nyadire River, up to the common 

boundary that divides Nyadire and Hoyuyu Resettlement Schemes then follows 

this common boundary due west up to the District Administrative Boundary 

due southwards up to he starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

403815.05, 8053468.24;   400286.26,  8055729.90;   398915.91,  8059404.02;   

400233.85,  8062853.35   396122.22,  8062848.15;   391713.99,  8060506.28;   

387486.81,  8057906.41;   387097.02,  8054138.68   390216.11,  8050852.03;   

394846.32, 8049032.64; 394768.97, 8045458.56; 395839.97,  

8042243.76;399289.59, 8044615.64;   402209.89, 8047155.33;   402035.40, 

8048836.03. 

 

WARD 27 

On the northern side it is bounded by Small Scale Farming Area and Mutoko 

Growth Point. Then on the eastern side it is bounded by Nyamuzizi 

Resettlement Scheme boundary, then follows the boundary of block 080749 on 

the southern side. On the western side Nyamanyedzi River up to the common 

boundary that divides Nyadire and Hoyuyu Resettlement Schemes up to Budya 
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East Small Scale Farming Area boundary, the starting point.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

416413.80,  8072439.58;   411663.81,  8070943.87;   407308.68,  8069167.13   

405015.12,  8065656.81;   401483.08,  8062332.74;   398600.87,  8059696.29   

399917.72,  8056051.54;   403340.68,  8053352.76;   402771.81,  051784.09;   

406532.11,  8050597.98;   410802.45,  8049566.87;   414461.71,  8051406.96 

415216.05, 8050674.87;   417420.55, 8049692.21;   418149.90, 8054412.55   

418284.04, 8059213.54;   418075.89, 8062809.27;   419402.47, 065815.50;   

417371.07, 8070383.69. 

 

WARD 28 

The western boundary of the ward starts from Mapingure Mountain due 

northwest along the fence  between Budya Small Scale Farming Area and 

Nyamuzizi Resettlement Scheme up to Farm 426, it then follows the same fence 

due west to Farm 323, then northwards up to Nyamuzizi River due west, the 

boundary stretches to Rukore Hill. The western boundary then starts from 

Rukore Hill down the fence down to Nyamatandi Dam. It then follows the same 

fence going south east then eastwards along that fence down to Hurumutumbu 

Mountain, then follow Inyandundu River due southwest up to Nyagadzi River, 

along Nyagadzi stretches back to the starting point. An This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

420674.70,  8050164.51;   424454.42,  8049587.31;   422992.82,  045282.55;   

426571.62,  8042941.36   430606.81,  8042928.17;   434538.39,  8045903.35;   

438926.43,  8047129.14;   438887.46,  8048989.42   436550.11,  8053409.47;   

434225.59,  8057836.27;   430159.11,  8058036.87;   427837.05,  8059759.21 

423454.41, 8061817.93;   420197.15, 8064300.63;   420197.15, 064300.63;   

418530.61, 8061876.79   417906.48, 8058366.37;   418158.06, 8053375.33;   

420114.05, 8050396.77. 
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WARD 29 

This is part of Hoyuyu Resettlement Scheme from the confluence of Nyamundu 

River and the District Administrative Boundary, the boundary follows 

Nyamundu River due northwest to the boundary with Nyamuzizi Resettlement 

Scheme up to an unnamed Hill. The boundary then follows Nyamuzizi River 

due west to a point at Minzwa and then follows an unnamed stream. It then 

follows an unnamed range due south to the District Administrative Boundary. 

It then follows the District Administrative Boundary due south to its confluence 

with Nyagadzi River. The District Administrative Boundary then follows 

Nyagadzi River due north east and back to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

 

408126.06, 8049514.81;   404024.56, 8051100.96;   401960.56, 8049688.79;   

403070.03, 8047155.33;   399407.62, 8045464.09;   397987.90, 8041856.78;   

402904.69, 8040953.75;   407207.35, 8039748.38;   406072.83, 035682.85;   

408194.13, 8031941.14;   412037.49, 8033873.81;   416159.18, 8031043.32 

419844.76, 8033303.03;   422607.94, 8036790.22;   425538.63, 8039904.80 

429002.99, 8042325.30; 424859.28, 8044011.06;   423289.93, 8047127.15 

423207.78, 8051019.27; 418801.58, 8050003.15; 418066.69, 8051898.30 

418066.69, 8051898.30;   416758.91, 8049127.00; 415842.65, 8052936.37 

412829.32, 8050209.09;   408427.81, 8049337.26. 

 

RUWA LOCAL BOARD  

 

WARD 1 

An area of land bound by a line drawn from the junction of Chiremba and 

Harare-Mutare roads then generally eastwards along Harare-Mutare Road to its 

junction with Setonleigh Road, then southwestwards along Setonleigh Road to 

its junction with Harare-Mutare Railway line, then westwards along the railway 
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line to a point directly adjacent Runyararo Road, then a straight line drawn 

southwards into Runyararo Road and then then southwards, southwestwards 

and westwards along Runyararo Road to its junction with the eastern 

boundary of Tibbs Properties then northwards along the boundary of Tibbs 

properties so as to exclude the properties up to Chiremba Road, then 

northwards along Chiremba Road to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 313581.74, 

8021494.97; 315945.56, 8020832.89; 315521.41, 8020284.61; 314745.54,  

8020869.10; 313364.49, 8021117.38. 

 

WARD 2 

An area of land bound by a line drawn from the junction of Setonleigh Road 

with Harare-Mutare Railway line, then generally westwards along the railway 

line to a point directly adjacent to Runyararo Road, then a straight line is 

drawn southwards into Runyararo Road, then southwards southwestwards 

and westwards along Runyararo Road to its junction with the eastern 

boundary of Tibbs Properties then following this boundary so as to include 

Tibbs Properties to Chiremba Road, then southwestwards along Chiremba 

Road to its junction with the southern boundary of Ruwa Local Board Stand 

Number 855 so as to include it, then a straight line drawn eastwards along this 

boundary into an unnamed road and then generally eastwards along this road 

to its junction with Chinamhora Road so as to include Stand Numbers 2850-

2867,2869-2889,2922-2932 and 2952-2964, then northwards along 

Chinamhora Road to its junction with Hwata Road, then generally eastwards 

along Hwata Road to its junction with the northern boundary of Chiremba 

Primary School so as to exclude it, then a straight line drawn eastwards along 

this boundary to the southwestern boundary of an unnamed proposed Primary 

School, then another straight line drawn southeastwards along this boundary 

to the Ruwa Local Board boundary then northeastwards, southeastwards 

northwards and northwestwards along this urban boundary so as to include 
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Sebassa and Tirivanhu farms to the starting point. An This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 315512.64, 8020303.85; 

314739.73; 8020871.32; 313363.64,8021124.07; 313218.55, 8020852.60; 

314355.93, 8020379.86; 314814.62, 8020487.51; 316060.36, 8018814.73; 

316472.25, 8019156.42;. 

 

WARD 3 

An area of land bound by a line drawn from the junction of Chiremba Road 

with the southern boundary of Ruwa Local Board Stand Number 855 so as to 

exclude it then a straight line is drawn eastwards along this boundary into an 

unnamed road and then generally eastwards along this road to its junction 

with Chinamhora Road so as to exclude Stand Numbers 2850-2867, 3869-

2889, 2922-2932 and 2952-2964, then generally northwards along 

Chinamhora Road to its junction with Hwata Road, then generally eastwards 

along Hwata Road to its junction with the northern boundary of Chiremba 

Primary School so as to include it, then a straight line drawn eastwards along 

this boundary to the southwestern boundary of an unnamed proposed Primary 

School, then then another straight line drawn southeastwards along this 

boundary to the Ruwa Local Board boundary then southwestwards along the 

northern boundary of the Remainder of Atheney CT 1045 so as to exclude it to 

its junction with Athelney Road up its junction with Chiremba Road, then 

northeastwards along Chiremba Road to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:312938.14, 

8020357.24;312938.14, 8020357.24;313623.99, 8020655.59; 313640.71, 

8020739.17;314359.50, 8020379.77; 313828.77, 8020154.10; 312938.63, 

8020354.20; 

 

WARD 4 
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An area of land bound by a line drawn from the junction of Athelney and 

Masotsha Ndlovu roads then generally southwestwards along Masotsha Ndlovu 

Road to its junction with Benjamin Burombo Road, then southwestwards along 

Chiremba Road to its junction with Athelney Road and then generally 

eastwards along Athelney Road to the starting point. An This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:313526.69, 

8020225.00, 313281.24, 8019897,74; 312769.89, 8020061.37. 

 

WARD 5 

An area of land bound by a line drawn from the junction of Athelney Road with 

the eastern boundary of Ruwa Local Board, then westwards along Athelney 

Road to its junction with Masotsha Ndlovu Road then then generally 

southwards along Masotsha Ndlovu Road to its junction with the northern 

boundary of T.C. Hardy Secondary School then eastwards and southwards 

along the northern and eastern boundary of T.C. Hardy Secondary School so as 

to exclude it then a straight line drawn southwards to the boundary of the 

Remainder of Galway Estate, then eastwards along this boundary so as to 

include the Remainder of Galway Estate to its junction with the eastern 

boundary of Ruwa Local Board then northwards along this eastern boundary to 

the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:313826.67, 8020156.82; 313526.69, 

8020225.00; 313288.06, 8019768.20; 312913.07, 8019509.12; 313028.98, 

8019434.12; 311386.30, 8017914.58; 313704.40, 8018848.64; 313486.23, 

8018910.00.  

 

WARD 6 

An area of land bound by a line drawn from the junction of Benjamin Burombo 

and Chiremba Roads then generally eastwards and northwards and 

northeastwards along Benjamin Burombo Road to its junction with Masotsha 
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Ndlovu Road then southwards along Masotsha Ndlovu Road to the northern 

boundary of T.C. Hardy Secondary School, then eastwards and southwards 

along the boundaries of T.C. Hardy Secondary School so as to include it and 

then straight southwards up to Chiremba Road and then northwards along 

Chiremba Road up to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 312783.98, 8020055.41; 

313288.51, 8019891.78; 312920.34,   8019503.16;313029.43, 

8019441.80,312831.71, 8018991.82; 312184.00, 8019114.54. 

 

WARD 7 

An area of land bound by a line drawn from the intersection of Chiremba and 

Harare-Mutare roads, then westwards along Harare-Mutare Road to its 

junction with the western boundary of Ruwa Local Board and then generally 

southwards, eastwards, northwards and eastwards along the boundary of 

Ruwa Local Board to its junction with Chiremba to the south then to the 

northeastwards along Chiremba Road to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:313567.96, 

8021497.24, 310915.78, 8022458.57; 310254.44, 8022363.12; 308310.85, 

8019037.26; 310390.32, 8018321.38; 310581.22 8018655.46;311624.36, 

8018260.02. 

 

WARD 8 

An area of land bound by a line drawn from the junction of Maumkomu River 

with northern boundary of Ruwa Local Board, then generally southeastwards 

and southwards along Maumkomu River to its confluence with Ruwa River on 

the western boundary of Ruwa Local Board and then northwestwards and 

northeastwards along the western and northern boundaries of Ruwa Local 

Board to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 
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1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 311405.29, 8025509.96; 311889.36, 

8024439.54311855.27, 8023812.29; 310900.76, 8022462.34; 308807.66 

 

 

 

WARD 9 

An area of land bound by a line drawn from the junction of Maumkomu River 

with northern boundary of Ruwa Local Board, then generally southeastwards 

and southwards along Maukomu River to its junction with Harare-Mutare Road 

to its junction with the eastern boundary of Ruwa Local Board, then 

northeastwards, westwards northwards and generally westwards along the 

eastern and northern boundaries of Ruwa Local Board to the starting point. An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 311405.29,8025509.96310910.38 8022462.30; 314814.85, 

8021137.78; 315800.29, 8024307.26315159.41, 8025214.05 

UZUMBA-MARAMBA-PFUNGWE RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

WARD 1 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Kasika River 

and Mazoe River then northeast wards down Mazoe River up to its confluence 

with Nyadire River which is the southern District Administrative Boundary, 

then southwest wards up Nyadire River with Nyakarowa River. and 

Nyakarowa River up to where Kasiku village ends and Matevere village starts; 

then northwards to include villages, Kasiku and Chakaipa excluding Mutize 

and Tsvekesu villages up to Nyakaranga Dam; westwards and then 

northwards to include Chakaipa village up to Kasiku River; then down 

Kasiku River to its confluence with Mazoe River the starting point. An This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 

36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
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420959.71, 8142431.23; 424874.53,  8134630.88   425525.96,  8131344.64;   

428846.69,  8131129.04   431918.80,  8133187.76   435198.07,  

8136183.99;   438718.47,  8138628.35;   443089.69,  8140871.31;   

446853.17,  8143998.21;   450102.78,  8147405.22;   452037.31,  

8150672.17;   448000.71,  8153067.89;   443528.27,  8153496.26;   

439007.81,  8153181.56;   434614.26,  8151653.26,   430538.89,  

8149922.44;   426113.70,  8148707.78;   421734.40,  8147512.42;   

420699.82,  8143283.04.  

 

WARD 2 

An area of land bounded by a  line drawn from the confluence of Dindi and 

Mazoe Rivers; then northeast wards down Mazoe River up to its confluence 

with Kasiku River, then southwards up Kasiku River and then southeast wards 

to include Chikwenya village up to the wall of Nyakaranga Dam; and then 

proceeds southwards from the dam to include Tsvekesu, Mutize, Musvaire, 

Muzarabani and Matevere villages and excluding Kasiku village up to 

Nyakarowa River; then northwest wards up Nyakarowa River to Nyakarowa 

Dam. Westwards to Nyakasoro Dam to include Matevere, Tubu, Mukombwe 

and Pondoro villages, northwest wards up Nyakasoro River to where it meets 

Nyamutumbu River and continues northwards along Nyamutumbu River to its 

confluence with Dindi River,  northwards down Dindi River to its confluence 

with Mazoe River which is the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

408959.04, 8140257.38   410227.54, 8136367.48;   411966.87, 8132856.49;   

414804.92, 8129923.40;   419209.60, 8131042.86;   423453.38, 8131026.83; 

424855.08, 8134316.95;   423507.08, 8138828.13;    421098.00, 8142156.28;    

421109.17, 8146246.62;   420757.93, 8146372.08;    420757.93, 8146372.08; 

417147.89, 8144959.29;    412761.30, 8145493.23;   408580.68, 8143695.82; 
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WARD 3 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from Fullback Mine and Nyadire 

River; then northeast wards down the Nyadire River to its confluence with 

Nyakarowa River; westwards up Nyakarowa River to Nyakarowa Dam, 

continues westwards of the dam to Nyakasoro Dam including Siyakurima, 

Tsoro and Nhadziso; villages northwest wards along Nyakasoro River to where 

it meets an unnamed stream northwest of Mutata School; and then turns 

southwest wards along the unnamed stream to where Gora River crosses the 

Chitsungo to Mutata road and northwards along Gora River to its confluence 

with Dindi River, then southwards along Dindi River to Dindi Dam excluding it; 

then southeast wards to new Fullback Mine so as to include Jamari, 

Chingwinyiso, Madya Kagwede and Dambakushamba villages; then along the 

new Fullback Mine boundary to Nyadire River which is the starting point. An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

409811.05, 8130296.19; 407872.95,  8133289.17;  405059.44,  8133524.42;   

406134.29, 8128874.12; 408846.82,  8124944.91; 411458.85, 8120841.71;   

414967.51,  8119235.19;   418342.95,  8122604.26;  421374.42,  8125405.36;   

425477.46, 8127431.04;  428814.87,  8130352.96;   429084.36,  8131098.83;   

429084.36, 8131098.83;  425723.29,  8131219.11;  421677.06,  8131678.41;   

417477.06,  8130252.01;   413427.40,  8130712.82;  410695.30,  8131022.27 

WARD 4  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mazoe and 

Mutya Rivers, then southwards along Mutya River and then southwards along 

Nyamutumbu River down to the point where Nyamutumbu River meets a 

stream from Nyakasoro Dam west of Mutata School; then southeast wards to 

where Gora River crosses the Chitsungo to Mutata main road.  Along Gora 

River northwards then north westwards to the confluence of Gora River and 

Dindi River and then along Dindi River southwards to include Dindi Dam;  and 
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then from Dindi Dam to Fullback Mine so as to include Chakupa, Chitsike, 

Zunzanyika Dambakushamba and Kunditsungira villages including them to 

where the new Fullback Mine enters the Nyadire River and then northwest 

wards to include Kunditsungira village to Sowa dam.  From the dam it turns 

northwest from the dam to Mupudzi Dam so as to include Dambakushamba, 

Munyangamira and Chiwapura villages.   Then continues northwest wards 

including Chitsungo Primary and Secondary Schools to Mutya Dam.  It 

continues to Chief Chitsungo’s Old Homestead so as to include it, the 

boundary then turns northwards along Nyamurara River which starts from the 

Old Chief’s Home to its confluence with Nyangoma River excluding Nyanjera 

village. It continues westwards to the confluence of Nyamurara and Nyangoma 

Rivers.  It follows the main River westwards to the confluence with Mazoe River, 

then northeast wards along Mazoe which is the District Administrative 

Boundary to its confluence with Mutya River which is the starting point. An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

412244.33,  8118784.75;   411043.46,  8121536.27;  408332.68,  8125608.12; 

405791.51,  8129593.02 ; 405175.25,  8134328.39 ; 408209.14, 

8132610.02;410452.46,  8130819.37 ; 410743.13,  8133719.64 ; 409733.68,  

8137676.19;408628.52,  8141811.22;  408556.87,  8143684.68 ; 397703.24,  

8140999.85;394937.78,  8138150.24 ; 393854.35,  8133989.36 ; 394737.16,  

8130003.06;398644.15,  8129107.00 ; 401783.49,  8126695.69 ; 404862.21,  

8123534.12;408071.26,  8120443.60 ; 408556.87,  8143684.68 ; 404548.96, 

8142040.13;400157.36,  8141965.31.  

 

WARD 5  

An area of land drawn from the confluence of Borera and Mazoe Rivers, then 

northeast wards along Mazoe River to its confluence with Nyarwenhenge River.  
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Southeast wards along Nyarwenhenge River to its confluence with Nyamurara 

River then southeast wards along Nyamurara River to Chief Chitsungo’s Old 

Homestead so as to include Nyanjera and Mupande villages, westwards along 

Mutya River excluding Chitsungo Primary and Secondary Schools and the 

Township crosses the Murehwa-Madicheche main road passing through the 

west of Mupudzi Dam down to Sowa Dam so as to include Kademeteme then 

south-east wards to a range of mountain east of new Fullback Mine up to 

where it enters the Nyadire River, westwards along the Nyadire River to its 

confluence with Nyamanyemba River. Northwards upNyamanyemba River and 

Ngwerengwende River to its source at Chigonda Mountain, then along 

westernside West of Chigonda Mountain to where Nyanjiwa River begins. 

Northwards along Nyanjiwa River to its confluence with Borera River.  

Northwards along Borera River to its confluence with Mazoe River which is the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:  

406536.44,  8116042.32;  411223.76,  8116535.45; 413801.21,  8118666.59; 

409407.79,  8120185.60 ; 405745.74,  8122429.00 ; 402150.23,  8125353.29 ; 

399824.34,  8128398.45 ; 395900.19,  8129806.09 ; 393851.32,  8130650.45 ; 

393851.32,  8130650.45 ; 391234.15,  8127535.94 ; 394523.95,  8125145.40 ; 

396758.22,  8121287.69 ; 400460.35,  8118309.69 ; 404459.05,  8116534.32. 

 

WARD 6  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyamurewa 

and Nyadire Rivers which is the eastern District Administrative Boundary;  

proceeds southwards up Nyadire River to its confluence with Chidye River;  

westwards up Chidye River so as to include Musora and Gadaga villages. 

Continues westwards to pass through  Mukumbi, Dakwi, Ndenge Range of 

Mountains to a point directly south of Barahwe Mountain, then northeast 

wards along Shamba River to its confluence with Nyamhondoro River, proceeds 
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along  Chibvuma, Mawere, Chetsuro, Chimhumhu range of mountains.  

Crosses the Murehwa-Madicheche road to Nyamaira Mountain; then 

northwards to pass through Duraseke Mountain up to Murondwe Loop;  

Eastwards through the Sauche, Zindanama and Pfumbidza range of 

mountains, and Crosses Murehwa-Madicheche road to pass through 

Humayewasikana and Hurungwe Mountains to Nyamurewa River and to its 

confluence with Nyadire which is the starting point. An This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

391386.39,  8113140.82 ;  390111.88,  8108639.12 ; 387552.09,  8105101.86; 

384135.22,  8102277.16 ; 386718.56,  8100034.33 ; 391463.01,  8099261.83; 

396182.32,  8099532.09 ; 398999.72,  8102687.60 ; 401075.39,  8107119.86; 

402753.06,  8111278.54 ; 403030.30,  8113739.57 ; 403030.30,  8113739.57; 

399112.80,  8114769.63 ; 394419.10,  8114301.55 ; 391148.74,  8113843.66. 

 

WARD 7  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyahondo and 

Mazoe Rivers; then eastwards Nyahondo River to Nyamunhungu Mountain and 

proceeding to Masiyandima River, then down Masiyandima river to its 

confluence with Shamba River.  Then southwards along Shamba River to its 

confluence with Nyamutunga River and then westwards up Nyamutunga to its 

confluence with Mugai River; and proceeding along Mugai River to 

Mukuruanopamaenza Hills, Then southwards along Mukuruanopamaenza 

Range to Nyagui River; then northwards down Nyagui River to its confluence 

with Mazoe River.  Then down Mazoe River to its confluence with Nyahondo 

River which is the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

380339.42, 8098310.83; 384507.83, 8100674.01; 381907.71, 8102420.89; 
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377312.59, 8103442.21; 372928.93, 8101232.67; 368732.78, 8099606.27; 

365011.84, 8098060.61; 366107.68, 8094155.94; 368831.57, 8095275.85; 

372685.74, 8098461.03; 376555.61, 8101626.84; 380247.61, 8098388.62. 

 

WARD 8  

The ward boundary starts at the confluence of Nyadire River and unknown 

stream to north east of Mukumbi Mountains;  then south wards along Nyadire 

River turning east wards to Chidye River to a point where an unknown stream 

joins Chidye River at a point directly north west of Karimbika Business Centre 

so as to exclude it.  It follows the unknown stream northwest wards crossing 

the Murehwa- Madicheche road following the stream leaving Mashambanhaka 

Business Centre to the west; it proceeds through Nyamatanda River into Katiyo 

Dam leaving Katiyo Business Centre to the west, to a point where it meets 

Shamba River. It follows Shamba River north-east- wards to a point where it 

meets an unknown stream from the Mbati Range of mountains.  It follows the 

unknown stream east wards passing through Mbati Range of mountains to a 

point where it meets Nyadire River, which is the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

374789.05,  8092385.34; 376338.95,  8087882.71 ; 380360.64,  

8088754.98;384545.65,  8091217.52 ; 388600.32,  8093342.05 ; 392653.15,  

8095709.65;396928.69,  8097076.29 ; 395668.49,  8099407.07 ; 390959.23,  

8099401.33 ;386192.83,  8100104.83 ; 384514.15,  8100689.45 ; 384514.15,  

8100689.45 ; 380349.60,  8098325.43 ; 376327.34,  8095773.17. 

WARD 9  

The ward boundary starts at the confluence of Nyagui and Muda Rivers then 

down Nyagui River northwards up to the Mukuruanopamaenza Range of 

mountains; then northeast wards along Mukuruanopamaenza Range of 
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mountains to Mugai River, it follows Mugai River eastwards to its confluence 

with Shamba River, proceeding briefly along Shamba River to its confluence 

with an unnamed tributary from Katiyo Dam so as to include Katiyo Township,  

then southwards along the tributary to Katiyo Dam proceeding to Nyamatanda 

River through Chinhinya and Mazongororo Mountains then to Chemhuka Hills 

so as to include Mashambanhaka School and Business Centre then along a vlei 

that leads to Chidye River;  then southwards along Chidye River to its 

confluence with an unnamed tributary;  Westwards up the unnamed tributary 

to Mutungagore Mountain and thenproceeding along a vlei to Muda River then 

along Muda River to its confluence with Nyagui which is the starting point.  An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

380339.42,  8098310.83 ; 376649.18,  8101683.80 ; 372778.62,  8098537.80; 

368924.46,  8095352.61 ;  367034.59,  8091627.62; 367909.89,  8087538.62 

372315.46,  8086760.16 ;  375763.88,  8084956.55 ; 376215.08,  8088040.70; 

374718.14,  8092554.26 ; 377220.84,  8096306.10. 

 

WARD 10  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the of Chidye and Mutoragadzi 

Rivers; then northeast wards downChidye River up to its confluence with 

Sukandoro River, then follows Sukandoro River to a point where Sukandoro 

River meets the Rudawiro to Katiyo main road; then directly southeast from 

that point to Nyarunji River up to the Nhakiwa- Nyadire road, then southeast 

wards along the Nhakiwa-Nyadire road to a point directly north of Kukendami 

Mountain; then directly southwestwards to the commencement of Mutoragadzi 

River ;  then northwards down Mutoragadzi River up to its confluence with 

Chidye River which is the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 
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following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

381618.81, 8084084.45; 382010.60, 8079597.47; 383459.97, 8075273.81 

387817.00, 8077082.42; 386166.43, 8079897.89; 385760.29, 8081747.25;  

389857.76, 8083719.40; 390940.77, 8087138.19; 389174.49, 8091675.34 

389454.13, 8093882.92; 389454.13, 8093882.92; 385479.98, 8091556.99; 

381211.32, 8089407.96; 381840.84, 8085362.86.  

 

WARD 11 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyarungwe 

river and Nyadire River, then up Nyadire River to directly east of Denje 

Mountains and then westwards to Denje Mountain including Mhako village; 

then southwards to Dangamvuri  mountain and continues southwest wards to 

Jenya Range of Mountains, and northwest wards to Mugabe Primary School 

excluding it, so as to include Tsomba and Kachombo villages up to Nyarugwi 

River; northeastwards down Nyarugwi riverto a point directly southeast of 

Matuku village west of Gonongedza Mountain so as to include Matuku village 

and into Sukandoro River; the northwards down Sukandoro River to Chidye 

River.  Then northeast wards along Chidye River to Chimhodzi Mountains and 

eastwards to Nyadire River; up Nyadire to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

389526.74,  8093430.11; 390333.27,  8089056.36 ; 391549.42,  8084840.82 ; 

389272.05,  8082087.83 ; 391352.86,  8077839.77 ; 394757.09,  8080841.91 ;  

398626.51,  8080503.91 ; 402082.69,  8082480.73 ; 400578.91,  8086464.83;  

397813.58, 8090395.69; 397702.51, 8094882.00; 396753.78, 8096460.49; 

396753.78, 8096460.49; 392041.84, 8095555.71. 

 

WARD 12 
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Ana area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyaitenga 

and Nyadire Rivers; then northwards up Nyadire River, which is the eastern 

District Administrative Boundary up to a point directly east of Denje Mountain; 

then westwards to Denje Mountain; then  northwest wards along the Denje 

Mountain and then southwest wards to Dangamvuri Range of mountains.  It 

continues south west wards to Jenya Range of mountains; and then proceeds 

then up to Mugabe Primary School so as to include it, then a stream to the east 

of Mugabe School and then northwards along the stream to Nyarugwi River; 

then southwest wards along the Nyarugwi River and continues southwest 

wards including Nyamukondiwa village up to Nhakiwa-Nyadire main road and 

then southeastwards along the road 13297 peg on the map 1: 2 500; to the 

west of the peg then southwest wards including Muskwe and Marongo villages, 

then crosses the Magunje- Nyadire main road to include Mupaya Primary 

School and southwards along a stream to Nyaitenga River; then eastwards 

along Nyaitenga River to its confluence with Nyadire River which is the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

388226.93,  8077387.41 ;  385178.80,  8074699.70 ; 387971.88,  8072630.62; 

391883.93,  8073587.66 ; 396143.62,  8074053.50 ;   399797.74,  8075945.43 

; 398917.89,  8080434.56 ; 398917.89,  8080434.56 ;   394908.85,  

8081107.90 ;  391647.63,  8077791.54 ; 389398.36,  8081808.85 ;   

386368.74,  8082004.94;385841.87,  8080425.82. 

 

WARD 13  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence fo Mutoradzi and 

Chidye rivers; then up the latter river to its intersection with the western 

boundary of Chitowa; then north eastwards and southwards along the western 

and eastern boundaries of Chitowa to Nyatenga river; then down the latter river 

is a point directly south of the source fo Mutoragadzi river; then northwards 
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direct to the commencement of Mutoragadzi river and down that river to the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:   

373445.79,  8075544.40 ; 373972.33,  8071798.57 ;  377749.29,  8071784.20 

381744.62,  8072171.31 ; 385010.69,  8073981.58 ; 382654.12,  8077008.08 

382194.85,  8081532.52 ; 381546.59,  8086105.88 ; 381148.18,  8089380.72 

381148.18,  8089380.72 ;  377516.97,  8086349.50 ;   375239.42,  

8082873.35;375268.81,  8078096.43. 

 

WARD 14  

 An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Muda River 

and Nyagui River; southwest wards up Nyagui River which is the District 

Administrative Boundary up to its confluence with Chenjera River; then south-

east wards along Chenjera River to its confluence and a stream east of Chibvi 

mountains then northwards along the stream to include Mukonzi village 

straight to Muda River.  then south-east wards tup Muda river to its  

commencement and direct to a dam Chidye River to include Tendai, Chidawa, 

Nhamburo and Zanga villages, then northwards along Chidye River including 

Chidye Dip  upwards to its confluence with Morris River; and then north-

westwards along Morris River.  It then turns westwards to Shayamabvudzi 

Mountain including Foto, Matema, Muchero and Mashanga  villages to the 

west of Shayamabvudzi Mountain and proceeding to Muda River and then 

downMuda River northwards to its confluence with Nyagui River which is the 

starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

372051.26,  8086914.18; 367795.48,  8087817.43 ; 364506.24,  8085521.46 ;   

361049.98,  8082277.23 ;  363273.66,  8078535.35 ;    365730.84,  

8074305.05 ; 369580.94,  8075551.65 ;  372102.06,  8075126.18 ;  
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375193.95,  8077714.70 ; 375451.05,  8082539.91 ;  375707.14,  8084832.10   

375707.14,  8084832.10 ; 372192.37,  8086833.73 

 

WARD 15  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyagui and 

Chenjera Rivers then south-eastwards along Chenjera River; then to a stream 

east of Chibvi Mountain then northwards along the stream to Gotora 

Townshipand proceeds northwards to Muda River; then south up Muda river 

and direct to southeast wards to Chidye River including Gotora, Jaji and 

Tambara villages across Chidye River southeast wards Chidye river to include 

Mbizi village to western boundary of Chitowa; then generally south westwards 

along the wester boundary of Chitowa to Mahuni river; then down Muhume 

and Nyagui rivers to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

364569.79,  8070829.90 ; 367327.06,  8068120.77 ; 371309.46,  8065562.98 ; 

375594.60,  8065762.68 ; 376810.41,  8070139.81 ; 373618.93,  8072541.60 ; 

370993.64,  8076346.77 ; 368324.98,  8075110.18 ; 364840.35,  8075688.12 

362250.65,  8079758.97 ; 360648.50,  8081308.06 ; 360648.50,  8081308.06 

358617.50,  8077482.32 ; 362038.68,  8074323.61 

 

WARD 16  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Murondwe and 

Mazoe Rivers; then northwards down Mazoe River to its confluence with Borera 

River; southwards Borera Nyanjiwa Rivers of along Nyanjiwa River to its source 

west of Chigonda Mountain; then east of Chigonda Mountain to the 

commencement of Ngwerengwende river; then eastwards down that River to 

and Nyamangemba r to Nyadire r up to latter river to a point east of Hurungwe 

mountain; then proceeds river. Westwards through Hurungwe, 

Humayevasikana, Pfumbidza, Zimbanana, Sauche Range of Mountains to 
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Murondwe River; and then westwards down Murondwe River to its confluence 

with Mazoe River which is the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

390771.26,  8114964.09 ; 395671.86,  8114163.38 ; 400224.25,  8115338.96; 

403220.66,  8114885.39 ; 403125.99,  8117884.74 ; 398747.28,  8119341.50; 

395845.78,  8123066.89 ; 393209.59,  8126013.40 ; 390840.48,  8128944.86;  

387661.57,  8127203.77 ; 385126.60,  8123944.79 ; 384295.25,  8120263.72 ; 

382614.94,  8117925.07 ; 384682.74,  8115386.65 ; 388475.75,  8114496.58. 

 

WARD 17  

An area of land starting from the confluence of Murondwe and Mazoe Rivers 

and then up Murondwe River and Deve rivers then southeast wards along 

Duraseke Range of mountain which stretches to the Murehwa-Madicheche 

tarred road; then southwards along  Chinunu, Chetsuro, Maware and 

Chibvuma Ranges down to the confluence of Masiyandima River and Shamba 

Riverthen westwards up Masiyandima River to its commencement and 

proceeds westwards across the Murehwa-Madicheche tarred road to  

Nyahurungu stream, north of Nyagande School and then down Nyahurungu 

stream and Mazoe River to the confluence of the latter riverwith Murondwe 

River which is the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

390771.26,  8114964.09 ;  386017.04,  8114098.58 ;  382637.51,  8114487.24 

378708.58,  8111844.65 ;  376763.64,  8107630.71; 377316.00,  8103840.28 ; 

381815.61,  8102401.99 ;  385334.28,  8104050.96 ; 389168.65,  8106663.82 

391250.10,  8110738.82 
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WEDZA RURAL DISTRICT  COUNCIL 

WARD 1 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Inyoka 

and Save Rivers. The boundary follows Inyoka River northwards then turns 

eastwards along the southern boundary of Fair Adventure Estate and then 

northwards along the eastern boundary of Fair Adventure Estate, continues 

northwards along the eastern boundary of Leap Year Uley farm so as to include 

it, up to the District Administrative Boundary then turns westwards and then 

southwards along the District Administrative Boundary up to Save River. It 

then follows Save River, which is the District Administrative Boundary 

southeastwards to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

331295.54,  7954550.47 ; 327927.63,  7958176.82 ; 324860.11,  7958696.35 ; 

320777.74,  7956006.74 ; 315799.73,  7956155.21 ; 313137.11,  7951936.83 ; 

310552.38,  7947657.14 ; 311234.79,  7942994.53 ; 314931.17,  7941580.23 ;  

318348.56,  7940085.61 ; 322180.61,  7937752.94 ; 325962.93,  7937506.28 ; 

328450.71,  7938881.59 ; 332180.59,  7942190.78 ; 332539.15,  7946449.62 

330961.81,  7951073.23. 

 

WARD 2 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the southern boundary of 

Rapako farm northwards along the eastern boundaries of Rapako and Mjange 

farms to the District Administrative Boundary then northwest wards along the 

District Administrative Boundary to the western boundary of Leeds farm, turns 

southwards along the western boundary of Leeds, Bolton, Bath Resettlement, 

Nyeri, Hefa and  Emma Boddard farms turns  eastwards along the southern 

boundaries of Nelson, Sutton Extension, up to the eastern boundary of Sutton 
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Extension farm, proceeds northwards and then eastwards along the  southern 

boundary of Rapako farm  which is the starting point. An This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

350079.98,  7956839.17 ; 347396.14,  7960202.61 ; 343813.84,  7962536.03 ; 

338981.49,  7963769.45 ;337737.73,  7961259.10 ; 336983.11,  7958186.09 ; 

332776.15,  7955492.95 ; 330918.16,  7951427.29 ; 332351.98,  7946753.32 ; 

334981.36,  7942501.53 ; 337626.20,  7938320.35 ; 342295.83,  7939917.76 

347224.83,  7939947.00 ; 350427.71,  7943191.39 ; 350611.91,  7947137.73 

354860.23,  7949739.99 ; 354070.31,  7952280.97 ;  354765.80,  7955640.40 

350251.48,  7956818.98 

WARD 3  

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Kurongonora 

and Ruzawi Rivers northwestwards following Ruzawi River, which is the 

District Administrative Boundary, to the eastern boundary of Mjange farm 

excluding it then turns southwestwards and southwards along the eastern 

boundaries of Mjange and Rapako farms excluding them up to the southern 

boundary of Sanganayi Zana and Wye Valley resettlements, then following the 

boundary of Wye Valley resettlement eastwards to the starting point. An This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

366433.27,  7945527.36 ; 361883.72,  7945886.67 ; 358414.26,  7948179.94; 

354709.81,  7949648.88 ; 350652.11,  7946966.52 ; 352598.68,  7943320.54; 

357343.38,  7941862.18 ; 362174.56,  7940725.27 ; 366373.96,  7938215.11; 

369015.27,  7941735.01 ; 366273.17,  7945099.11. 

WARD 4  

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from Save River going northeast 

wards along the eastern boundary of Rundu, Mungo, Injina and Mawiri 

Resettlements up to the southern boundary of Sutton Extension, Nelson and 
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Emma Goddard farms then turns northwest wards along the western 

boundaries of Emma Goddard, Hefa and Nyeri farms up to the eastern 

boundary of Fair Adventure Estate so as to exclude it, then southwards along 

the eastern boundary of Fair Adventure Estate into Inyoka River then 

southwards along Inyoka River into Save River then following Save River going 

southeast wards along Save River, which is the District Administrative 

Boundary back to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

347115.18,  7939830.59 ; 342129.96,  7939888.98 ; 337517.31,  7938388.88 ; 

334893.00,  7942644.82 ; 333353.60,  7943374.74 ; 329723.55,  7940008.26 ; 

325397.94,  7938707.07 ;  328121.01,  7935505.73 ; 330661.79,  7931881.82 

333410.35,  7928745.06 ; 337993.13,  7927670.79 ; 340073.20,  7924146.70 

342087.45,  7927681.58 ; 341588.08,  7930927.15 ; 344813.81,  7934621.62 

346841.62,  7939191.15 

WARD 5  

The boundary starts at the point along Nyamidzi River then it stretches north 

east wards so as to exclude Tuli and Chiparaushe Business Centres up to an 

unnamed stream, turns eastwards along the stream and generally southeast 

wards to the southern boundary of the Central Mechanical Equipment 

Department (CMED) depot then eastwards along the CMED depot and Grain 

Marketing Board (GMB) depot southern boundaries excluding them then 

stretches eastwards to Chitakanyi Hills then eastwards along the southern 

boundaries of Zana Resettlement, Mutokwe, Dendende and Ballinard extention 

and Mount Ruunze Resettlement to the Ruzawe River which is the District 

Administrative Boundary.  Then follows Ruzawe River southwards then turns 

westwards along unnamed Hills near Takundwa and Jojo Maforo villages 

including them, crosses the Wedza-Murambinda road going westwards so as to 

include St Peters Makwarimba Schools up to a point on Mare River, turns 

northwards along Mare River so as to include Matsine Primary and Secondary 
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Schools , Chikumbirike, Matemba and Nyamadzawo villages up to Jekwa River 

turns westwards along Jekwa River up to its confluence with Nyamidzi River 

which is the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

373752.83,  7933891.95 ; 371364.52,  7937283.38 ; 368528.34,  7940011.26 ; 

364711.35,  7939471.53 ; 360117.70,  7941058.24 ; 355377.97,  7942554.58 ; 

351546.76,  7941233.07 ; 350193.72,  7938113.05 ; 352833.59,  7934128.67 ; 

356808.47,  7934555.74 ; 360610.52,  7936505.81 ; 364450.84,  7935901.08 ; 

368194.17,  7933482.13 ; 371009.56,  7932540.24 

WARD 6  

The boundary starts at a point on Save River south of Wedza Mountains follows 

the southern edges of Wedza Mountains going northeast wards into Nyamidzi 

River then follows the said River into an unnamed tributary off Longone 

(Rangwani) village so as to include it then turns generally northwards off Tuli 

Business Centre so as to include it, then northwards along Wedza-

Chamatendere road up to an unnamed stream off Gadzingo Dip so as to 

include it up to the southern boundary of Wedza Growth Point so as to exclude 

it but including Chiparaushe and Ndudzo villages then turning westwards 

following an unnamed stream into Wedza Dam right up to the eastern 

boundary of Chemhanza Mission farm so as to exclude it then southwest wards 

along the eastern boundary of Chemhanza Mission farm, Mawire, Injina, 

Mungo and Rundu Resettlements so as to exclude them up to a point in Save 

River then southwards along Save River to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   

347115.18,  7939830.59 ; 345109.83,  7935250.98 ;342158.81,  7931324.22 ; 

341862.17,  7928247.59 ; 340574.85,  7924340.68343874.08,  7923441.84 ; 

346871.05,  7921541.58 ; 350444.99,  7924187.20 ;353250.38,  7927992.35 ; 
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356198.23,  7931584.54 ; 355155.00,  7933646.20351794.61,  7936315.46 ; 

348481.54,  7939368.27. 

WARD 7  

The boundary starts at the confluence of Save and Ruchenje Rivers the 

northeast wards along Ruchenje River to its confluence with Kurongonora 

River, then northwards along the eastern edges of Mutokwe, Ticharwa and 

Choto villages, Nyamemba Dip, Gomba, Masawi and Chirinda villages so as to 

include them, then across Mare River turning eastwards so as to include 

Chitongo and Maisiri villages up to unnamed stream that flows into Mare River, 

then upwards along the said River so as to exclude Nyamutsika and Gideon 

villages, then northwest wards so as to exclude Matsine School, Chikumbirike 

and Nyamadzawo villages and Nhekairo Business Centre to the north up to 

Jekwa River going southwest wards along Jekwa River up to its confluence 

with Nyamidzi River, then turns southwards along Nyamidzi River up to the 

southern edges of Wedza Mountains, then follows the southern edges of Wedza 

Mountains to Save River, then along Save River to its confluence with Ruchenje 

River which is the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

359088.04,  7935654.59 ; 356149.07,  7933360.29 ; 355386.74,  7929911.57 

351922.98,  7926502.33 ; 349254.28,  7922486.70 ; 351610.85,  7923371.62 

355350.74,  7921836.95 ; 358481.49,  7923553.55 ; 362230.87,  7925497.13 

363611.08,  7929711.58 ; 367093.52,  7932067.27 ; 368900.69,  7931946.01 

368900.69,  7931946.01 ; 366137.84,  7935608.53 ; 361665.69,  7937525.11. 

 

WARD 8  

The boundary on the confluence of Mare and Mumburu Rivers then upwards 

along Mumburu River across Chisasike Dam going eastwards so as to include 

Gusha and Mawiregumbo villages up to Ruzawi River then northwards along 
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Ruzawi River which is the District Administrative Boundary up to the northern 

side of Maradzika village so as to include it, then westwards across Mare River 

on the northern edges of Mhute and Goto Chikowore villages up to the 

northern edges of Manyanga Hills, then southwards on the western edges of 

Mayanga Hills, Mudhungwe and Mugwenhi villages so as to include them 

excluding Ticharwa, Choto and Mudekwe villages up to a point in Kurongonora 

River then along Kurongonora River to its confluence with an unnamed stream, 

then northeast wards on the western side of Sekanwe Hills then eastwards 

along the southern edges of Chogwenya Hills up to a point in Mare River, then 

following Mare River to its confluence with Mumburu River which is the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

373752.83,  7933891.95 ;  370080.54,  7931554.28 ; 365387.24,  7932144.36;  

363099.87,  7928197.94 ; 363283.73,  7924271.44 ; 367179.66,  7921256.43 ; 

370345.34,  7917642.66 ; 371894.21,  7919481.39 ; 374699.04,  7919875.12 ; 

376366.21,  7923853.95 ; 377217.37,  7926972.87 ; 375833.49,  7930881.40 

WARD 9  

The boundary starts from the junction of the northern boundary of Zviyambe 

Small Scale Farming Area Farm Number 181 and Masavadye River going 

northwards along Masavadye River to Chikuwa River, then continues 

northwards along Chikuwa River to St. Mathias Ruswa School so as to exclude 

it, then northwest wards along Kurongonora River to a point north of St. 

Augustine Chitida School so as to include Chiwenga, Gonzo and Mudonzvo 

villages, then westwards to Muchenje River continues westwards to Save River, 

the District Administrative Boundary, then turns southwards along Save River 

to the northern boundary of Zviyambe North Small Scale farms, then eastwards 

along the northern boundary  of the following Farms 220, 219 - 203 , 184 and 

181 to  the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 
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Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

362212.73,  7925480.20 ; 358463.19,  7923570.30; 355327.64,  7921845.87 ; 

356195.70,  7917705.95 ; 358154.63,  7913195.59; 359939.91,  7908570.60 ; 

362307.93,  7904804.22 ; 367261.84,  7905162.48 ; 369833.35,  7907998.67 ; 

370692.65,  7912844.33 ; 371603.13,  7916290.40 ; 368590.47,  7919805.80 ; 

364756.46,  7922788.08 

WARD 10 

The boundary starts at the confluence of Handiudzire and Ruzawi Rivers, then 

following Ruzawi River northwards along the District Administrative Boundary 

up to western boundary of Chiduku Tribal Trust lands so as to exclude it, then 

southwest wards so as to exclude Mawiregumbo village then across Chisasike 

dam so as to include Chivaka village into Mumburu River then along Mumburu 

River to its confluence with Mare River, then northeast wards along the 

northern boundaries of Machingura, Magadzire villages and St John’s Matsvayi 

School northwards and eastwards along the southern boundaries of Pfundirwa 

and Kambarami villages into Handiudire River, then eastwards along 

Handiudzire River to Mare River which is the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

385134.00,  7916220.75 ; 384907.00,  7920962.78 ; 383111.64,  7925380.43; 

379278.94,  7926478.00 ; 376133.52,  7923285.35 ; 374530.14,  7919302.93; 

377190.08,  7917297.82 ; 381572.11,  7917517.66. 

WARD 11  

The boundary starts from the northern boundary of Zviyambe North Small 

Scale farms and Mare River, northwards along Mare River to a bridge along 

Ruzane road, then northeast wards so as to exclude Manyadza, Machokoto 2 

and Chipenzi villages, then turns westwards excluding Munodawafa village up 

to Mare River and then turns southwest wards excluding Chandaengerwa 
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village along the edges of Chogwenya Mountains excluding Musekanehuku 

village into Chikuwa River, then into Musavadye River to the northern 

boundary of Ziyambe Small Scale farms turning eastwards along the northern 

boundary of Zviyambe Small Scale farms to Mare River which is the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

378425.29,  7917092.09 ; 374220.97,  7918155.77 ;371002.12,  7918388.63; 

370672.47,  7914860.67 ; 370289.32,  7910276.62; 369305.63,  7905482.94 ; 

374094.30,  7905734.83 ; 378153.89,  7906615.73 ; 376107.57,  7910165.55 

377717.25,  7913986.48  

WARD 12  

The boundary starts on the confluence of Macheke and Ruzawe Rivers, going 

northwards along Ruzawe River which is the boundary of the District to its 

confluence with Handiudzire River, then to Mushwau Hills excluding 

Kambarami village, then southwards so as to include Chipenzi, Machokoto 2 

and Manyadza villages up to a bridge on Mare River on Ruzane road, continues 

southwards along Mare River to the northern boundary of Zviyambe north 

Small Scale farming area, then eastwards along that boundary to the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

385134.00,  7916220.75 :381248.81,  7917887.92 ; 377946.74,  7915506.31; 

377539.34,  7910890.50 ; 377809.61,  7908171.44 ; 381110.38,  7906286.25 

385973.10,  7906476.93 ; 389424.16,  7908040.46 ; 386204.37,  7910276.00 

385422.47,  7915038.86. 

WARD 13  

The boundary starts from Save River Bridge Business Centre going eastwards 

along old Binya Road to Macheke River, then northwards along Macheke River 
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which is the eastern boundary of the District to its confluence with Ruzawe 

River and then turns westwards along the northern boundary of Zviyambe 

north Small Scale farming area to its junction with Save River, then turns 

southwards along Save River to the starting point. An This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 389591.04,   

7907248.40; 384739.40,  7906268.98;379896.32,  7906332.33 ; 374968.04,  

7905807.57 ; 370015.95,  7905321.94; 365060.63,  7904937.50 ; 362033.77,  

7903905.32 ; 363359.93,  7899294.76 ;365936.75,  7896448.84 ; 370567.86,  

7895249.03 ; 374311.85,  7894541.19;378548.27,  7897039.03 ; 382751.77,  

7899569.90 ; 387313.99,  7901263.92;391500.83,  7902830.45; 389468.80,  

7906866.1. 

WARD 14  

The boundary starts on the confluence of Macheke and Save Rivers going 

northwards along Macheke River which is the District Administrative Boundary 

up to Old Macheke bridge, then turns westwards along the Old Binya road to 

Mutiweshiri Business Centre, continues westwards along Old Binya road to 

Save Bridge Business Centre, excluding it, then turning southwards along Save 

River to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

391687.28,  7902694.49 ; 387075.58,  7901229.27 ;    382527.64,  

7899479.65 ; 378352.86,  7896896.92 ; 374091.67,  7894441.69;  

373916.30,  7892388.00 ; 376942.67,  7889446.87 ; 380686.72,  7887295.47; 

384715.70,  7885917.76 ; 389364.54,  7886171.38 ; 393013.84,  7886550.01; 

391770.50,  7891152.56 ; 392136.27,  7895678.26 ; 392185.62,  7900481.64. 

 

WARD 15 

The boundary starts at the southern boundary of Zana Resettlement at 

Chitakanyi beacon, excluding Zana, then southwest wards into an unnamed 
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stream off the aerodrome, turning eastwards following the stream to the 

eastern boundary of the Grain Marketing Board depot, including it. Then 

following the GMB depot fence up to Wedza-Murambinda road, crossing it, up 

to the southern boundary of CMED depot, including it, then west wards into an 

unnamed stream then southwest wards along the stream up to the Wedza-

Sadza road. Westwards along Wedza-Sadza road so as to include Charumbira 

village, then turning northwards along a gravel road, so as to include Zinwa 

water tanks and Wedza Dam, then northwards up to the southern boundary of 

Chemhanza Mission farm, excluding it. Turn eastwards along the southern 

boundaries of Chemhanza Mission and Rapako farms up to Chitakanyi beacon, 

our starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

351427.07,  7943222.50; 347675.60,  7940839.47 ; 350527.13,  7939470.92 ; 

352714.53,  7942713.41. 
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HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY CONSTITUENCY BOUNDARY DESCRIPTIONS 

1. CHIKOMBA CENTRAL 

The boundary starts from the confluence of Save and Taombera Rivers then it 

follows Taombera River westwards  to its intersection with the Kwenda Mission 

boundary and then it turns south east along Kwenda Mission boundary then 

turns southwest along south-eastern boundary of Kwenda Mission then into 

Chikunzvi River it then follows Chikunzvi River until it reaches Mafukidze 

Village it crosses Ruwenje River and passes through the northern boundary of 

Hwendingwe Village so as to exclude it, then it turns north-west so as to 

include Domboramavara School then turns  southwards to along Chipakata 

River up to Masvaure Village then southwards to a point north of Masvaure 

Village so as to exclude the village then turn north-west then turn generally 

westwards so as to include Kumunda Village up to Dzidzi River then follow 

Dzidzi River southwards to the district administrative  boundary, follow the 

district administrative boundary westwards up to the beacon of Gunguwi Farm  

and Lancashire Small Scale Commercial Farm, turn eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Lancashire Small scale Farms so as to include them up 

to Nyamatsanga River and follow the latter northwest up to its intersection with 

the eastern boundary of the state land then turn northwards along the 

boundary of the latter so as to exclude it up to the southern beacon of Wiltshire 

estate then turn generally northeast along the southern boundary of Wiltshire 

SME farms up to the eastern beacon of farm 26 turn generally north along the 

latter’s eastern boundary so as to exclude it, go northwards along its eastern 

boundary up to Mwerahani River, from there follow the eastern boundary of 

Wiltshire SME northwards up to the southern beacon of farm  252 then 

northwards along its western boundary up to the northern beacon of the latter, 

turn southwest along the southern boundary of farm  1249 to its southwest 

beacon then turn generally northwards along the western boundaries of the 
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following farms: 1261, 1265, 1288, 323, 320, 236A, 510A, 512, 513, 516, 517, 

1305, 526, 525, 649, 648, 647, 656, up to the district boundary so as to 

include the mentioned properties then turn eastwards along the district 

boundary up to the confluence of the Taombera and Save Rivers, our starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

 325740.46, 7937481.29; 320624.70,  7935398.41;    317964.43,  7929840.50;    

314849.90, 7923615.73; 313424.98,  7918290.81;    312595.41,  7913007.94;    

309387.08, 7906046.18; 306125.56,  7898300.97;  299832.89,  7895316.90;    

299121.83, 7889565.60; 305480.84, 7884315.9; 301331.93,  7878727.03;    

294782.39, 7880517.58;  289540.46,  7880931.29;   321665.46,  7875581.29 ;    

324285.49, 7881878.81;324599.88, 7888848.18; 331040.46,7886999.23 

334861.16, 7889839.88;   331535.28,  7897431.29 ;   329690.45,  

7904935.97; 331093.70,  7912544.28;  337179.66,  7915726.77;    336573.48,  

7921889.32; 337420.96, 7927662.79;   330936.11,  7931757.74;    289540.46,  

7880931.29; 289086.69,  7872138.82;  295471.29,  7870642.46;    304383.86,  

7871805.47;  313301.95,  7872986.50;    321759.19,  7874518.98. 

2. CHIKOMBA EAST 

The boundary starts from the confluence of Save and Taombera Rivers then it 

follows Taombera river until it meets the Kwenda Mission boundary and then it 

follows the Kwenda boundary South East then turns southwest along south-

eastern boundary of Kwenda Mission then into Chikunzvi River it then follows 

Chikunzvi River until it reaches Mafukidze Village it crosses Ruwenje River and 

passes through the northern boundary of Hwendingwe Village so as to exclude 

it, then it goes north-wet so as to include Domboramavara School then turn 

southwards to follow Chipakata River up to Masvaure Village then southwards 

to a point north of Masvaure Village so as to exclude the village then turn 

northwest then turn generally westwards so as to include Kumunda Village up 

to Dzidzi river then follow Dzidzi river southwards to the provincial boundary 
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follow the provincial boundary eastwards back to the starting point which is 

the confluence of Save and Taombera Rivers. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

 365290.46,  7896131.29;    362070.60,  7903765.86 ;    358622.16,  

7911817.88 ; 355361.10,     7920090.01 ;  349561.16,  7921485.58 ;    

343707.27,  7924078.92 ;    336342.31,  7921504.43 ;    337167.74,  

7915059.29 ; 331029.19,      7911893.92 ;    329875.02,  7904312.16 ;    

331713.16,  7896883.58 ;    335154.94,  7889333.86 ;    335990.46,  

7888281.29 ; 335990.46,      7888281.29 ; 340490.46,  7881364.78 ;    

346228.76,  7882157.91 ;    351205.73,  7889521.56 ;    351899.19,  

897197.55 ;    358256.27,  7894423.38 ;    365288.69,  7896124.23. 

3. CHIKOMBA WEST:      

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the north-western beacon of 

Pinhoe generally south – eastwards along the boundaries of the following 

properties, so as to exclude them:  the western and southern boundaries of 

Pinhoe, the southwestern boundaries of Corfe and Par, the northwestern 

boundary of Cloutsham and the western boundary of Espy to the Save River; 

then down the Save River to the point where it meets the starting point of the 

western boundary of Farm 656 and then turns  southwards along the 

boundaries of the following properties: Northwestern boundaries of Farm 647 

and 648, and then the northern boundary of Farm 649 and then turns south 

west to follow the western boundary of Farm 649 and then turns southeast 

along the boundary of Farm 649 then generally southeast to follow the western 

boundary of Farm 525 and then turns southwards along western boundary of 

Farm 526 and then turns west along the northern boundary of Farm 1305 then 

generally southwest along the western boundaries of Farms 1305 and 517.  

Turns west along the boundary Farm 516 then southeast along the western 

boundary of Farm 516 then it turns southwest along the northwestern 

boundaries of the following Farms: 513, 512, 510A, and then turns southeast 
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to follow the southwestern boundary of farm 510A.  It turns southwest and 

then west along the northern boundary of Farm 236A then generally turns 

southwest along the western boundaries of the following Farms: 329 and 323.  

It then turns southwards along the western boundary of Farm 323 and then 

south east along the southwestern boundaries of Farms 1288 and 1265, it then 

turns northeast along servitude road and turns southeast along the 

southwestern boundary of Farm 1261, turns southwards along the western 

boundary of Farm 1249.  It turns northeast along the southern boundary of 

farm 1249, then turns south to follow the western boundary of Farm 252 so as 

to exclude all the above mentioned properties.  It then turns westwards along 

an unnamed river, turns southwest along the river which forms the southern 

boundary of Farm 1257, south-eastern boundaries of the following Farms: 

1258, 285, 286, and 1259, then proceeds southwest along the eastern 

boundaries of Farms 1272, 350 and 142A then south east along the north 

eastern boundaries of Farms 145, 1286.   It turns south west along the eastern 

boundaries of Farms 1286, 150, 210, 70, 1205, 42, 32, 29 and 26.  It turns 

south west along the southern boundaries of the following properties:  Farm 

26, 17, 16 then follows the southern boundary of Mugari Business Centre, 

crosses Nyamatsenga River up to the state land boundary.  It turns 

southwards along the state land boundary until it reaches the northern 

boundary of Lancashire Farms to north eastern corner of Farm 282.  It then 

turns westwards in a straight line along the northern Lancashire farms 

boundary up to the meeting point with the District Administrative boundary.  It 

then follows the district boundary westwards until it reaches the northern 

point of Koedoe Poort farm then it follows the Seke District administrative 

boundary generally northwards up to the northwestern of Orangia farm so as 

to include the state land, Adlams Rest, Brakveld, Gorali and Orangia farms 

then it turns eastwards along the northern boundary of Orangia to the south 

western beacon of Duiker then northwards along the western, northern, then 

eastern boundaries of Duiker so as to include Duiker farm it then turns east 

along the southern boundary of Enondo then turns north west to follow the 
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eastern boundary of Enondo so as to exclude it, turns generally northeast to 

the south western beacon to Dumedin farm so as to include it, it then turns 

west along the southern border of Corby farm and follows the western and 

northern boundaries of Corby so as to include it, it then turns north east along 

the southern boundary of Nengwe up to Mupfure river then turns eastwards 

along the Mupfure River past the southwestern boundary of Muda so as to 

exclude it, it then joins the Seke District administrative boundary then follows 

the Seke administrative boundary south wards to the northwestern beacon of 

Pinhole Farm then follows the Chikomba administrative boundary back to our 

starting point which is the confluence of Save and unnamed river which is at 

the northeastern beacon of farm 655. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

311265.46, 7942931.29;   311760.67,  7950886.07;    303996.00,  7955017.40 

306427.37, 795938.91;    312094.36,  7962852.39;    304087.23, 7963065.64;    

298950.51, 7969050.88;    291747.64,  7972599.10  285665.74,  7975632.14;    

279346.23,  978075.14;   272698.88,  7977264.72;   276573.46,  7972434.12;    

273666.36,  7967029.47;  267493.10,7963519.45;    264940.46,  7963031.29;    

300640.46, 7878381.29    305425.00,  7883817.80;    299611.08,  

7889045.98; 299080.22,  7895141.23;    306673.93,  7897822.81;    

308997.51, 7905395.39 ;    311929.21,  7912645.05 ;    314107.69,  

7918022.67; 314261.35,  7923127.19 ;    317938.80,  7929154.64 ;   

319990.68, 7934986.34 ;    317506.61,  7940757.84 ;    252040.46, 

7909331.29;256457.19,  7903847.82 ;    258402.44,  7899518.28 ;    

257237.99, 7892286.21 ;    262104.09,  7884842.65 ;    261456.13,  

7879318.60;265901.73,  7873945.01;    272291.35, 7870730.84 ;    

280128.62, 7871173.28 ;    281081.69,  7876781.29 ;    286332.06,  

7880905.10; 295303.10,  7880496.58;   264940.46,  7963031.29;    

264125.40, 7954292.03 ;    264215.58,  7945341.63 ;    258207.49,  

7938723.32; 254372.50,      7931688.34 ;    251102.50,  7931183.10 ;   

246953.23, 7930080.19 ;    247141.89,  7921495.16;   242642.76,  
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7915810.77; 245032.23, 7907848.07 ;    246530.08,  7905945.91 ;    

281990.46,  7972581.29. 

4. GOROMONZI NORTH:       

The constituency boundary starts from the district boundary’s intersection 

with Mubvinzi River, going eastwards follow Mubvinzi river up to the south 

western and southern boundaries of Tyron and Remari Estates so as to exclude 

them, up to the eastern boundary of Chifumbi, Chifumbi north and Mermaids 

pool up to Mwanga Mountain.  Then it follows the district boundary north 

eastwards to its intersection with Nyagui River.  Turn generally southwards 

along Nyagui River (district boundary) to its confluence with Nora River.  Then 

follow Nora River to its confluence with Chinyika River.  Generally westwards, 

follow Chinyika River to the southern boundary to Belle vie and Betmont farms.  

Then turn westwards so as to exclude Warrendale No. 1, Summersland, Middle 

ton and Bains Hope Farm to the northern boundaries of Bains Hope.  Then 

turn northwards following the eastern boundaries of Gardiner Farm, so as to 

exclude it.  Turn generally eastwards following the northern boundaries of 

Gardiner and Caledonia Farms so as to exclude them, to the district 

(provincial) boundary, then turn generally northwards following the boundary 

to its intersection with Mubvinzi River, our starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

345840.46,  8052481.29; 348891.46,  8060033.29;    352190.04,  8066950.88; 

349742.44, 8069738.42;    343359.70,  8066525.53;    339162.17,  

8059628.00;335261.01,  8056676.85;    328408.71,  8050990.42; 328586.19,  

8044684.98;  326580.56,  8038401.34;    319716.25,  8039628.07; 313035.93,  

8041321.45; 310040.46,  8039431.29; 310040.46,  8039431.29;    310107.40,  

8031673.23;  313674.77,  8030371.97; 319472.18,  8028147.68;    324365.31,  

8025131.44;330969.57,  8025782.66;    327739.30,  8029807.44;    

334360.86, 8031205.30;    341926.21,  8033099.17 ;    343258.88,  

8040118.14;  345063.94,  8047678.26. 
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5. GOROMONZI SOUTH:       

The boundary starts at the intersection of the provincial boundary and the 

north eastern corner of Caledonia Farm.  Turning westwards following the 

northern boundaries of Caledonia and Gardina so as to include them.  Then 

turning generally southwards, follow the eastern boundary of Gardina farm, so 

as to include it, to the northern boundary of Bains Hope.  Turn eastwards, so 

as to include the following; Bains Hope, Middleton, Summersland and 

Warrendale No. 1 and turn west wards following the southern boundary of the 

following included properties: Belmont and Bellevue farms to its intersection 

with Chinyika River.  Then turn eastwards, following Chinyika River to its 

confluence with Nora River, following Nora River to its confluence with Nyagui 

River.  Turning southwards follow the district boundary then turn westwards 

still following the district boundary, then turn generally northwestwards 

following the provincial boundary to its intersection with the north eastern 

corner of Caledonia farm, our starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

 379390.46,8040856.29;372711.52,  8037882.60 ;    370971.38,  

8032445.73;373779.05,8024522.09 ;    368969.32,  8017235.15 ;    

361240.46, 8016599.78 ;    364225.01,  8010120.05 ;    369018.60,  

8005178.15;369905.42, 7997100.97 ;    363819.10,  7991945.61 ;    

368807.55, 7987672.74; 375742.40,  7986257.26 ;    379640.46,  7984081.29; 

396240.46,  8004856.29 ;    402127.19,  8010843.03 ;    408477.13, 

8016992.97 ;    409461.99,  8024324.37 ;    414488.10,  8029722.80; 

411641.76,  8033731.94 ;    406435.46,  8035261.29 ;    404478.80, 

8040668.62 ;    395623.12,  8042267.51 ;    395533.20,  

8048559.92;387360.81,  8050626.65 ;    381998.06,  8043913.90 ;    

379640.46, 7984081.29 ;    380746.12,  7992108.63 ;    387242.58,  

7993844.67; 393929.79,  7995645.26 ;    393543.91,  8002559.75 ;    

338865.46, 8006331.29 ;    343745.23,  8009927.24 ;    344258.92,  
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8013201.03 ;    347033.65,  8020008.50 ;    345249.45,  8028175.34 ;    

342931.91,  8035166.08 ;    339822.92,  8031982.36 ;    331252.88,  

8031208.07 ;    329934.71,  8027858.21 ;    327989.06,  8024839.16 ;    

322181.97,  8024977.05 ;    318409.32,  8030315.72 ;    311450.29,  

8029816.12 ;    310840.46,  8029131.29 ;    310840.46,  8029131.29 ;    

310487.99,  8022758.76 ;    306482.03,  8019262.21 ;    302067.13,  

8014486.31 ;    302918.79,  8009527.95 ;    309069.44,  8006131.29 ;    

312328.71,  8000542.66 ;    318951.58,  7997067.41 ;    325812.71,  

7993136.77 ;    330040.29,  7994506.12 ;    336286.16,  7999301.99 ;    

338668.98,  8006084.81; 

6. GOROMONZI WEST:       

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northern beacon of Bally 

Vaugan farm which is on Mwanga Hills on the district administrative 

boundary; then southwestwards along the eastern boundary of Mermaids Pool 

to the south western beacon of Bally Vaugan farm so as to exclude it and 

branches south east wards to a beacon on Gubvu mountain.  It stretches 

generally southwards on the boundaries of Chifumbi north and south and 

Henry John Reimer clinic so as to include them, up to a beacon on hill 

Marongwe.  It stretches generally northwest to a point on Makoni river it turns 

south wards to the intersection of Atlanta north and Atlanta so as to exclude 

them it turns south west to follow the Atlanta boundary up to the northern 

boundary of Reedbuck Kop it follows the northern boundary of Reedbuck Kop 

up to a beacon UTMenje hill it turns generally south west to the boundary of 

Remari Estate School and Gejo Rarubi School so as to include the former it 

turn northwest along the north eastern boundary of Kilmur and Annexe farm 

up to a point on Harare-Juru Road it follows Taironi estate boundary 

northeastwards up to Umwindsi River it follows the river generally 

northwestwards up to the confluence of Umwindsi and Muturi River it turns 

south west in a straight line following the northern boundary of Stuhm farm to 

join the Goromonzi administrative boundary.  It follows the administrative 
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boundary northwestwards to the starting point on the beacon on Nyanga Hills. 

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

322765.46,  8051681.29;;    317744.76,  8050331.29 ;    318273.90,  

8058439.73 ;    319719.96,  8066016.33;    311530.70,  8067426.21 ;    

303006.87,  8070167.49 ;    300847.85,  8065658.05 ;    299179.45,  

8059555.87 ;    294247.66,  8055116.25 ;    293464.51,  8048618.32 ;    

297361.87,  8045981.29 ;    303196.85,  8043049.89 ;    308063.41,  

8041967.77 ;    310040.46,  8039431.29 ;    317164.99,  8040643.56 ;    

323435.80,  8038282.45 ;    328330.51,  8041186.13 ;    326463.94,  

8048078.25. 

7. MARONDERA CENTRAL 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the south eastern beacon of land 

Glensomers farm then westerwards along its southern boundary, along the 

southern boundary of 1A Ruzawi to its intersection with eastern boundary of 

Marirangwe estate then northwards northeastwards along the eastern 

boundary of the latter.  It turns northwest along the north eastern boundary of 

Marirangwe estate and Atherstone so as to exclude them.  Turns generally 

southwards along Ruzawi road up to Ruzawi river bridge, then turns south 

west along Ruzawi river up to the northern boundary of Elmswood.  Turns 

westwards along the northern boundary of Elmswood, then turns southwards 

along the boundary of Elmswood so as to exclude it up to an unnamed 

tributary, it then turns northwards along an unnamed tributary so as to 

exclude Lendy, Barowdale and Clover hill up to the southern boundary of 

Roughlands Estate.  It then turns north east along the southern boundary of 

Lot 553A, then northwards along the latter’s eastern boundary; then turns 

northwest along the boundaries of Lot 553A, Rotsvlei and northern boundary of 

roughlands to exclude the mentioned properties.  From the northwestern 

beacon of roughlands it turns northwards along the western boundary of 
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Brezano up to the intersection of Bridge road and Watershed road (ten miles 

road) then turns eastwards along the northern boundary of Brezano and the 

southern boundary of Lendy Estate Outspan up to its intersection with the 

railway line, It then turns northwest along the railway line to the southern 

beacon of Sheppaton, then turns northeast in a straight line up to the 

southern beacon of progress.  It turns eastwards along the southern 

boundaries of Rufaro and Labour up to its intersection with north road; turns 

generally south along the north road up to the western beacon of 15A Rakodzi, 

it then turns south east along the northern boundary of Lot D Rakodzi and 

then southwards along the eastern boundary of the latter.  Follow the railway 

line westwards up to its intersection with north road it then turns south east 

along the northern boundaries of Kingsdown and Glensomers to northeastern 

beacon of the latter; then turns southwards along the eastern boundary of 

same up to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

 344690.45,  7975281.29 ;    350307.07,  7968398.06 ;    356566.92,  

7965629.82 ;    359620.72,  7965770.76 ;    356872.96,  7974101.30 ;    

361414.26,  7976465.52 ;    359491.19,  7981889.28 ;    352999.86,  

7986369.82 ;    349668.15,  7991002.83 ;    343119.37,  7989913.32 ;    

342761.13,  7987520.23 ;    342717.90,  7980171.52. 

 8. MARONDERA EAST    

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Ruzawi and 

Chizawana Rivers northwards along the Dowa Small Scale Farms boundary so 

as to exclude the latter up to it intersection with Macheke River, then 

northwards along the Macheke River up to its confluence with Nyomakovera, it 

then turns westwards along Nyomakovera up to the southern beacon of Home 

Park, it then turns northwest along the south western boundaries of home 

Park, Allen, so as to exclude them. It then turns north east along the 

boundaries of the following properties Gatzi, Highlands, lowlands so as to 
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include them, then generally north along the eastern boundaries of Lowlands, 

Springfontein, Castle Maine, Inandu, Dormervale Estate A up to the north 

eastern beacon of Dormervale A so as to include the mentioned properties it 

then turns northwest along the boundaries of the following properties Rupture,  

Dombi Estate, Sussex , Suffork so as to include them. It then turns southwest 

along the northern boundary of Kent, Ministead, InyaguiValley so as to include 

the mentioned properties, it then turns generally southwards along the 

boundaries of the following properties, Middlesex, Chinwiri, Entre Rios B, 

Liliepoort, Nyambuya, Waterford, Esssexdale, Mukute, Zwipadze, Musi, 

Lurkhill estate, up to the southwestern beacon of Larkhill Estate, then east 

along the southern boundary of the same so as to include it, it then turns 

southwards along the boundary of Stow Estate, then eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Waddilove so as to exclude stow A. It turns generally 

south along the Chihota Communal Land boundary up to the northwestern 

beacon of Rhodesdale so as to include Mendamu store. It then turns north east 

along the southern boundaries of Mendamu Lot F g Rhodesdale so as to 

include them it then turns north east along the boundary of Seven Rivers, 

Aquabella so as to exclude them. It then turns southeast along the northern 

boundaries of Aquabella and Dudley Estate up to its intersection with the 

eastern boundary of so as to exclude Dudley Estates. It then turns north, then 

east and then south along the boundary of Waltondale farm so as to exclude it. 

It then turns east, then south along the eastern boundaries of Caruthersville M 

and N to its intersection with the Marondera District Administrative boundary. 

It turns southern wards along the same up to our starting point. This 

description excludes wards 1 to 12 of Marondera Municipality (urban) which 

fall under Marondera Central and are bound by the municipal boundary. An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 
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358040.46,  7977681.29;;    357378.21,  7970443.02 ;    357784.12,  

7963403.12 ;    353115.02,  7964218.57 ;    348060.89,  7971385.85 ;    

342869.13,  7972038.65 ;    347740.46,  7967006.29 ;    351460.95,  

7960040.31 ;    354591.35,  7956079.50 ;    354989.73,  7950282.74 ;    

361194.37,  7945695.59 ;    367689.72,  7943251.94 ;    368190.46,  

7943031.29 ;    330290.46,  7992181.29 ;    330939.62,  7985666.94 ;    

325565.46,  7982681.31 ;    324513.60,  7975283.15 ;    331891.22,  

7976923.21 ;    337455.24,  7979998.90 ;    342505.25,  7980961.91 ;    

342391.80,  7988043.62 ;    342351.32,  7990181.29 ;    350182.41,  

7990699.10 ;    353783.24,  7986133.09 ;    360308.93,  7981912.45 ;    

360597.36,  7976409.85 ;    366840.46,  7988756.29 ;    365854.03,  

7992888.08 ;    370460.19,  7999144.47 ;    367839.68,  8007082.84 ;    

361962.23,  8010105.56 ;    359443.29,  8017829.87 ;    351234.41,  

8019795.08 ;    346027.95,  8013897.64 ;    342833.95,  8010774.04 ;    

339643.37,  8008115.04 ;    337887.70,  8000953.54 ;    331738.54,  

7995027.47 ;    368190.46,  7943031.29 ;    367948.74,  7949681.15 ;    

368200.65,  7955472.08 ;    373444.44,  7961019.79 ;    376586.99,  

7965924.37 ;    379920.42,  7973051.28 ;    379056.88,  7981114.14 ;    

375203.44,  7986287.78 ;    368325.62,  7987963.71. 

 

9. MARONDERA WEST       

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyatsime River 

and Nyarusheshe River, follows Nyarusheshe River generally north east to the 

boundary of Hedon Estate, then turns southwards along the western boundary 

of the latter and Stow A up to the southwestern beacon of Stow A, turn 

southwest along the northwestern boundaries of Waddilove and Rhodesdale 

Commercial Land so as to exclude them, then generally south along the 

western boundary of Rhodesdale up to the southern beacon of the latter, it 

then turns generally southwest along the Chihota Communal Lands boundary 
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up to the northeastern beacon of Farm 79 of Chimbwanda Small scale 

Commercial Farms. Turns southeast, southwest and then west along the 

Chimbwanda Small scale Commercial Farms boundary up to its intersection 

with the district administrative boundary. Follows the administrative boundary 

generally westwards and then northwest up to the intersection of the 

southeastern boundary of Muda Small Scale Farms and Mupfure river. It then 

turns northeast along the southeastern boundary of Muda Small Scale farms 

up to the southeastern beacon of Guildford so as to exclude Muda Small Scale 

Farms, Alfa, Carisbrook and Nyaringondo, then turns eastwards along the 

Marondera District administrative boundary up to the starting point. An This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South (S) based on  the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates. 

320690.46,  7988831.29 ;    313781.12,  7991107.46 ;    306240.85,  

7989631.29 ;    299229.05,  7991529.39 ;    296645.69,  7984102.25 ;    

292282.56,  7976702.34 ;    291665.97,  7972680.77 ;    298936.18,  

7969165.49 ;    303974.68,  7963039.85 ;    312234.81,  7963384.11 ;    

317886.18,  7966102.01 ;    323479.98,  7972810.35 ;    323300.91,  

7980716.74 ;    326890.46,  7983481.29 ;    326890.46,  7983481.29 ;    

322715.24,  7987031.92. 

10. MARAMBA PFUNGWE 

The boundary starts from a point where Nyagui River meets 

Mukuruanopamaenza Range of mountains. It then turns northeastwards along 

the range to Mugai River. It follows Mugai River eastwards to its confluence 

with Shamba River, proceeding briefly along Shamba River to its confluence to 

an unnamed tributary from Katiyo Dam so as exclude Katiyo Township. Then it 

turns southwest wards along the tributary to Katiyo Dam proceeding to 

Nyamapanda River passing between Chinhinya and Mazongororo Mountains 

then to Chemhuka Hills so as to exclude Mashambanhaka School and 

Business Centre then along a vlei that leads Chidye River, then turn north-
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eastwards along Chidye River to its confluence with Nyadire River. Turn 

generally northwards follow Nyadire River up to its intersection with Mazowe 

River. Follow Mazowe River (district boundary) westwards the south-west wards 

to its confluence with Nyagui River. Turn southwards along Nyagui River to a 

point where it meets Mukuruanopamaenza Range, our starting point. An This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South (S) based on  the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates. 

389090.46,  8093481.29;;    396788.93,  8096504.76 ;    399903.62,  

8104674.80 ;    402727.52,  8112429.53 ;    408217.60,  8115749.00 ;    

415543.01,  8119908.85 ;    421394.18,  8125406.56 ;    428476.93,  

8129354.24 ;    433382.94,  8134766.26 ;    439888.71,  8139168.35 ;    

447011.88,  8144081.29 ;    452040.45,  8150631.29 ;    385440.46,  

8124081.29 ;    382241.67,  8118781.29 ;    380677.68,  8112893.52 ;    

375909.49,  8106595.52 ;    373304.39,  8101470.23 ;    366293.65,  

8098578.16 ;    367001.97,  8093717.80 ;    373849.52,  8099410.82 ;    

380229.48,  8098009.35 ;    374798.95,  8092079.33 ;    379757.66,  

8088314.89 ;    387279.69,  8092514.14 ;    452040.45,  8150631.29 ;    

444462.74,  8153792.43 ;    436294.24,  8152320.31 ;    429032.50,  

8148990.87 ;    420992.55,  8146708.38 ;    414084.09,  8145987.50 ;    

406074.20,  8143453.04 ;    398507.16,  8141822.99 ;    393617.23,  

8136027.75 ;    391373.19,  8129032.84 ;    386491.02,  8124456.86; 

11. MUDZI NORTH 

From the intersection of Mudzi River with the Zimbabwean boundary , follow 

the river generally westwards up to its confluence with Nyamuwanga River, 

then generally along the latter to Masarakufa Dam then generally westwards to 

its source in the Rukonde Range. Follow the Range, generally north-westwards 

to the source of Nyagoko River, then follow the river generally northwards to its 

confluence with Nyadire River (the District Boundary), then follow Nyadire 

River north-eastwards tom its confluence with Mazowe River (Zimbabwe 
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Northern Boundary).Follow the river eastwards up to Baobab Beacon then turn 

southwards along the Zimbabwe boundary to its intersection with Mudzi River, 

our starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S) based on  the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates. 

450190.46,  8147506.29;;    443944.45,  8141810.29 ;    438496.07,  

8136739.43 ;    442428.52,  8130783.55 ;    443190.99,  8123254.68 ;    

446726.05,  8116913.06 ;    453209.40,  8116319.18 ;    460280.85,  

8118096.36 ;    466315.87,  8118287.89 ;    472148.06,  8115585.09 ;    

480046.92,  8116581.94 ;    487295.47,  8118651.28 ;    490390.45,  

8117631.29 ;    487640.46,  8121731.29 ;    482482.36,  8128964.39 ;    

490374.45,  8132017.62 ;    494094.75,  8140139.89 ;    497190.90,  

8148557.63 ;    496753.63,  8153670.76 ;    488989.32,  8152205.15 ;    

481130.44,  8153401.28 ;    473215.19,  8152680.50 ;    465608.55,  

8149347.24 ;    457846.24,  8149495.24 ;    450540.45,  8148567.56 ;    

490390.45,  8117631.29. 

12. MUDZI SOUTH 

From the intersection of Mudzi River and the eastern boundary of Zimbabwe, 

follow the Mudzi River westwards to its confluence with Shambawadya River 

then turn generally south-westwards along the district boundary up Rwenya 

River (provincial boundary), then follow the provincial boundary up to its 

intersection with the Zimbabwe – Mozambique boundary then turn generally 

northwards along the boundary to its intersection with Mudzi River our 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

 470640.46,  8114606.29 ;    464974.44,  8110285.23 ;    458414.95,  

8108030.79 ;    452758.87,  8102840.50 ;    446155.70,  8100952.03 ;    

442004.27,  8099726.04 ;    443915.88,  8093478.72 ;    448701.37,  
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8088267.20 ;    452363.33,  8086072.77 ;    459688.21,  8082607.41 ;    

467729.56,  8078867.19 ;    472990.46,  8075581.29 ;    472990.46,  

8075581.29 ;    477255.42,  8082871.25 ;    484284.82,  8086770.01 ;    

490885.47,  8090341.34 ;    498904.21,  8093244.21 ;    498296.40,  

8101769.39 ;    494809.96,  8110042.28 ;    490295.10,  8117655.13 ;    

483002.90,  8117736.64 ;    475509.03,  8116110.01; 

13. MUDZI WEST 

From the confluence of Mudzi and Nyamuwanga Rivers, follow Mudzi River 

westwards up to the Mudzi/Mutoko District boundary, then follow the district 

boundary generally northwards up to its intersection with Nyadire River. Follow 

Nyadire River (district boundary) generally northeastwards to its confluence 

with Nyagodo River, then turn generally southwards along Nyagodo River to its 

source in the Rukonde Range. Follow the range generally south-westwards to 

the source of Nyamuwanga River then follow the river generally eastwards to its 

confluence with Mudzi River, our starting point. (Zimbabwe Northern 

Boundary).Follow the river eastwards up to Baobab Beacon then turn 

southwards along the Zimbabwe boundary to its intersection with Mudzi River, 

our starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

411990.46,  8116681.29 ;    414093.49,  8108313.09 ;    418889.86,  

8102868.64 ;    425020.09,  8102890.56 ;    430579.97,  8105987.73 ;    

434634.98,  8098439.87 ;    440070.51,  8098231.29 ;    443826.37,  

8100581.29 ;    449913.95,  8100979.40 ;    455980.79,  8106196.62 ;    

461834.91,  8109453.52 ;    468361.12,  8112618.29 ;    470240.45,  

8114731.29 ;    469965.46,  8115131.29 ;    464650.45,  8119016.28 ;    

457884.84,  8116882.69 ;    450587.22,  8115495.00 ;    446078.95,  

8119354.30 ;    442466.40,  8126177.53 ;    440604.64,  8132954.05 ;    

437335.55,  8138137.99 ;    431701.54,  8132845.20 ;    426576.58,  
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8127793.52 ;    419747.34,  8123775.25 ;    413752.28,  8117804.93 ;    

470240.45,  8114731.29. 

14. MUREHWA NORTH 

The boundary start from the confluence of Nyagui (Provincial Boundary) and 

Muhume rivers and generally south-eastwards, follow the administrative 

boundary up to its intersection with Nyadire river, then south-eastwards along 

Nyadire river to its junction with the commercial farms boundary then north-

eastwards along the farms boundary joining with Chivake river.  Follow 

Chivake river to its confluence with an unnamed tributary, at its source, then 

south-eastwards to Shavanhowe river.  Then generally northwards follow 

Shavanhowe river to its intersection with Nyagui river then to its intersection 

with Muhume river, the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

351990.46,  8066206.29;    348713.46,  8059271.29 ;    352634.88,  

8052411.86 ;    357715.38,  8051431.44 ;    363527.36,  8045717.00 ;    

369408.61,  8039594.98 ;    376977.17,  8037966.44 ;    381946.41,  

8043843.20 ;    387298.09,  8050563.93 ;    385301.51,  8057809.17 ;    

381320.35,  8065871.51 ;    378540.46,  8071631.29 ;    378540.46,  

8071631.29;    375151.03,  8065871.43;    367645.46,  8067931.29 ;    

362603.43,  8073493.32 ;    358658.40,  8079300.31 ;    352750.34,  

8073946.41 ;    352181.59,  8067071.56. 

15. MUREHWA SOUTH 

The boundary starts at the intersection of district boundary and Nyadire River.  

South westwards follow Nyadire River to its junction with the commercial farms 

boundary at Alpha Farm so as to include it.  Then generally southwards, follow 

the western boundaries of Alpha, Caskie Ben, Belle Vie, Mt Pleasant, northern 

boundaries of Migmon, Bimi and Rupture Farms so as to include them.  At the 

north western  corner of Rupture Farm and the district boundary, turn 
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generally southwards and follow the district boundary to its intersection with 

the provincial boundary, then turning northwards,  follow the provincial 

boundary up to its intersection with Nyangadzi River, then turning 

northwestwards, follow the district boundary to its intersection with Nyadire 

River, our starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

379390.46,  8040856.29 ;    372711.52,  8037882.60 ;    370971.38,  

8032445.73 ;    373779.05,  8024522.09 ;    368969.32,  8017235.15 ;    

361240.46,  8016599.78 ;    364225.01,  8010120.05 ;    369018.60,  

8005178.15 ;    369905.42,  7997100.97 ;    363819.10,  7991945.61 ;    

368807.55,  7987672.74 ;    375742.40,  7986257.26 ;    379640.46,  

7984081.29 ;    396240.46,  8004856.29 ;    402127.19,  8010843.03 ;    

408477.13,  8016992.97 ;    409461.99,  8024324.37 ;    414488.10,  

8029722.80 ;    411641.76,  8033731.94 ;    406435.46,  8035261.29 ;    

404478.80,  8040668.62 ;    395623.12,  8042267.51 ;    395533.20,  

8048559.92 ;    387360.81,  8050626.65 ;    381998.06,  8043913.90     

379640.46,  7984081.29 ;    380746.12,  7992108.63 ;    387242.58,  

7993844.67 ;    393929.79,  7995645.26 ;    393543.91,  8002559.75. 

16. MUREHWA WEST 

The boundary starts at the confluence of Shavanhowe and Nyagui Rivers then 

follow the district boundary, southwards then generally eastwards up to 

northwestern corner of Bimi farm.  Northeastwards follow the boundaries of 

Bimi, Mignon, western boundary of Mt Pleasant, Bell vie, Caskie Ben, Alpha 

farms so as to exclude.  Then northeastwards follow Chivake River to its 

confluence with an unnamed tributary, at its source, then southwestwards to 

Shavanhowe then to its confluence with Nyagui River, our starting point. An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 
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344965.46,  8031481.29 ;    346180.86,  8023365.88 ;    349264.63,  

8018880.47 ;    357559.92,  8018986.82 ;    365499.37,  8015151.83 ;    

372326.16,  8020552.69 ;    371690.46,  8028278.40 ;    370210.12,  

8036820.61 ;    365911.45,  8043295.79 ;    360181.72,  8049048.76 ;    

354981.01,  8053712.41 ;    349717.91,  8056176.38 ;    348640.46,  

8059031.29 ;    348640.46,  8059031.29 ;    345456.08,  8051521.92 ;    

343312.92,  8043998.28 ;    342823.66,  8035681.29; 

17. MUTOKO EAST 

The boundary starts at the intersection of eastern Budya Farm boundaries and 

the district (provincial) boundary. Follow the district boundary, 

northeastwards, then northwestwards along the border to its intersection with 

Mudzi River. Follow Mudzi River, generally southwestwards up to its 

confluence with an unnamed tributary southwestwards to Harare – 

Nyamapanda Road. Westwards, a line is drawn up to Nyanyunga River 

including Madzinga and Chideu villages. Then follow an unnamed stream past 

Gumamidzi Mountain so as to include the following villages; Kadiki Kaisi, 

Kamuzangaza, Rutsito, Danje, Chisuro to Sukando River. Eastwards follow 

Sukando River to its confluence with Mudzi River. Turning southwestwards 

follow Mudzi River to its confluence with Kawodza River to an unnamed road, 

where a line is then drawn from the road to Mudzi River. Follow Mudzi River to 

its intersection with Budya Farms boundary. Turn southeastwards following 

the Budya Farms boundary to its intersection with the district boundary, our 

starting point). An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

452990.46,  8088381.29;;    446524.04,  8088222.70 ;    442529.27,  

8095339.84 ;    437420.08,  8097190.53 ;    433949.18,  8090795.97 ;    

427402.52,  8085818.36 ;    428999.18,  8080748.73 ;    424125.53,  

8075991.37 ;    431015.85,  8071893.59 ;    439100.01,  8067951.51 ;    

445314.86,  8063031.88 ;    448410.96,  8057026.79 ;    447090.46,  
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8053131.29 ;    447090.46,  8053131.29 ;    453374.71,  8054399.80 ;    

457894.49,  8057626.44 ;    462289.66,  8062812.22 ;    467255.93,  

8067817.20 ;    471838.50,  8073627.39 ;    467451.94,  8079050.55 ;    

459380.71,  8082742.87 ;    452456.66,  8086396.10; 

18. MUTOKO NORTH 

The boundary starts at the intersection of Nyadire River and the northern 

boundary of Budya farms. Briefly follow Nyadire River northwards to its 

intersection with the district boundary. Continue northwards following the 

district boundary then turn westwards along Nyadire River then southwards 

up to its intersection with Mudzi River. Turn southwards following Mudzi River 

up to its confluence with an unnamed tributary. Then follow the unnamed 

tributary south westward to Harare - Nyamapanda Road westwards, a line is 

drawn up to Nyanyunga River excluding Madzinga and Chideu Villages. Then 

follow an unnamed stream past Gumamidzi Mountain so as to exclude the 

following villages Kadiki, Kaisi, Kamuzangaza, Rutsito Danje, and Chisuro to 

Sukando River. Eastwards follow Sukando River to its confluence with Mudzi 

River. Turning southwestwards follow Mudzi River to its confluence with 

Kawodza River. Follow Kawodza River to an unnamed road where a line is then 

drawn from the road to Mudzi River. Follow Mudzi River to its intersection with 

the Budya Farms boundary. Then turn northwestwards to Mutemwa. A line is 

drawn westwards so as to include Mukuma Village to the eastern gazetted 

boundary of Mutoko Growth Point. Turn northwards to Chikukwa Village 

(including it). Turn generally westwards to Nyamahere Mountain excluding 

Mutoko Central Secondary School then turns northwestwards to Nyamasidzi 

Mountain. A line is drawn from Nyamasidzi Mountain southwestwards up to 

Magora/Chidzidzi Village. Turn generally westwards along the northern 

boundary of Budya Farms up to Nyadire River, our starting point. An This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
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405365.46,  8074731.29;;    414182.70,  8076490.90 ;    421545.87,  

8075715.53 ;    428984.11,  8078049.95 ;    426984.24,  8083393.71 ;    

431301.24,  8089686.68 ;    436061.34,  8094868.96 ;    434558.04,  

8098216.45 ;    430645.59,  8105760.75 ;    425087.65,  8103114.47 ;    

419120.10,  8102922.22 ;    414140.40,  8108081.52 ;    412022.91,  

8116449.24 ;    411990.46,  8116681.29 ;    403665.29,  8116018.71 ;    

401598.31,  8108101.31 ;    398037.10,  8100124.58 ;    397614.99,  

8092328.96 ;    401679.11,  8084967.63 ;    398792.37,  8079173.63 ;    

403797.90,  8074467.78; 

19. MUTOKO SOUTH 

The boundary starts at the confluence of Nyadenga and Chidye Rivers. 

Eastwards Follow Nyadenga River (district boundary) to its confluence with 

Nyadire River, then turn briefly southwards follow Nyadire to its intersection 

with Budya Farms boundary so as to include them, turn eastwards following 

the boundary up to Runyange Mountain then due northeastwards up to 

Nyamasidzi Hill. Turn southeastwards to Mutemwa then follow the farms 

boundary up its intersection with the district boundary then turn northwest, 

following the district boundary, up to its intersection with the confluence of 

Nyadenga and Chidye Rivers, our starting point. An This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

403990.45,  8074506.29;;    396546.83,  8074184.48 ;    389144.85,  

8072497.17 ;    381569.13,  8072070.63;   381041.55,  8066379.10 ;    

385041.10,  8058330.01 ;    389526.90,  8051009.68 ;    395087.40,  

8046871.58 ;    398030.96,  8041849.54 ;    406880.70,  8040218.24 ;    

408140.46,  8033966.44 ;    413671.21,  8032740.91 ;    416790.46,  

8030631.29 ;    416790.46,  8030631.29 ;    422453.70,  8036557.79 ;    

428670.93,  8041097.72 ;    435543.08,  8046178.80 ;    441664.54,  

8048076.97 ;    447010.06,  8053397.48 ;    448857.51,  8060850.61 ;    
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442920.30,  8066066.37 ;    434844.72,  8070029.16 ;    426760.56,  

8073971.24 ;    418881.34,  8076668.11 ;    410954.56,  8075839.30; 

 

20. SEKE 

From the southwest beacon of Charleston follow the district administrative 

boundary northwards past Mupfure River along the same boundary through 

the western boundary of Marirangwe Purchase Land and the western 

boundaries of the following farms Duiker, Carolina and then it turns eastwards 

to follow the district administrative boundary so as to exclude Chitungwiza 

Urban and generally southeast to the southwest beacon of Stow Estate then 

turns westwards up to the south west beacon of Guildford Farm and generally 

southwards along the eastern boundary of Muda Small scale Farms so as to 

include it then it turns westwards along the Mupfure river to the north eastern 

beacon of Nengwe farm then it turns southwest along the southern border of 

Nengwe then northwest and follows the northern and western boundaries of 

Corby estate then turns east along the southern boarder of Corby so as to 

exclude it then generally to the southwards to the southeastern beacon of 

Enondo so as to exclude Dunidin, Edene and then turns westwards along the 

southern boarder of Enondo and then follow the eastern northern and western 

boundaries of Duiker so as to include Enondo and exclude Duiker then the 

southwestern beacon of Duiker it turns westwards to our starting point (south 

western beacon of Charleston). An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

295990.46,  7981306.29;;   298257.42,  7989871.46 ;    305084.55,  

7991993.10 ;    311459.00,  7990168.14 ;    318679.42,  7990261.81 ;    

325233.01,  7986041.93 ;    329981.03,  7983276.92 ;    330409.31,  

7989312.00 ;    325616.32,  7993529.56 ;    318608.65,  7996924.98 ;    

312225.95,  8000960.30 ;    309060.59,  8006521.56 ;    302515.16,  
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8009687.61 ;    299440.46,  8010431.29 ;    266990.46,  7998781.29 ;    

262425.05,  7992950.48 ;    261790.45,  7986898.39 ;    256513.32,  

7981165.51 ;    260469.69,  7973427.05 ;    265492.85,  7967372.16 ;    

267965.53,  7963637.56 ;    273448.58,  7967465.03 ;    276094.59,  

7972522.27 ;    273064.17,  7977580.00 ;    279829.39,  7978045.18 ;    

285859.10,  7975266.74 ;    291931.69,  7976397.53 ;    299440.46,  

8010431.29 ;    298835.96,  8008583.54 ;    296730.13,  8004601.13 ;    

290782.59,  8007414.16 ;    285170.25,  8011021.19 ;    277506.46,  

8015240.28 ;    272998.80,  8016791.70 ;    268979.30,  8015795.13 ;    

266362.58,  8008328.42 ;    266148.84,  8000964.18; 

21. WEDZA NORTH:     

From the northwestern beacon of Nurenzi follow the Wedza administrative 

boundary generally south eastwards up to a point on the Ruzawi River turn 

southwestwards so as to exclude Maradzika village and generally turns 

westwards excluding Mute.  Then northwest along an unnamed river so as to 

include Nyamutsika, Gideon and then it turns westwards so as to include 

Matsine School, Chikumbirike, Matemba, Nyamadzawo, Nhekairo Business 

Centre and then turns southwestwards along Jekwa River so as to include 

Nyamidzi Dip Tank up to confluence of Nyamidzi and unnamed river then it 

follows Nyamidzi River to the confluence with an unnamed river and turns 

southwestwards so as to exclude Munzverengi (St Joseph) School, Masenda, 

Magwenzi up to the District boundary.  It then follows the district boundary 

generally northwest up to the southeast beacon of Spy turn generally 

northwards up to the northern beacon of Cloutsham it then turns north west 

to follow the Marondera District boundary up to the southern boundary of 

Chimbwanda farms it then turns eastwards to follow the southern boundary of 

Chimbwanda farms and then northwest along the eastern boundary of 

Chimbwanda farms so as to exclude it, then it turns northeast along the 

western boundaries of Endsleigh, Poltmore so as to include the it turns 

northeast from the northern beacon of Poltmore along the northern boundaries 
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of Rhodesdale and Sandra so as to include them and then it turns northwards 

along the western boundaries of Geven Rivers, Aquabella so as to include them 

from the northern beacon of Aquabella it turns southeast along the northern 

boundary of Aquabella and Dudley estate to the north eastern of Dudley estate 

it then turns northwards to the northwestern beacon of Waltondale it then 

turns eastwards to the eastern beacon of Waltondale and then southwards 

along the western boundary of Waltondale so as to include Waltondale then to 

the south eastern beacon of Waltondale it then turns generally southeastwards 

along Ruzawi River to the Marondera district boundary so as to include 

Karrutherus Villie , Muku Estate, Mharapara, Igudu, Mbima then turn 

eastwards to follow the Wedza administrative boundary up to the starting 

point.   An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

310790.46,  7948031.29 ;    314157.71,  7942239.92 ;    319967.16,  

7938392.94 ;    326907.69,  7936447.67 ;    332620.49,  7931076.26 ;    

338400.09,  7926934.98 ;    343873.57,  7922974.47 ;    350160.45,  

7923726.28 ;    355659.54,  7930269.47 ;    358879.97,  7935445.81 ;    

366240.48,  7935596.29 ;    371653.87,  7933119.71 ;    373740.46,  

7933831.29 ;    351440.46,  7962106.29 ;    346750.08,  7968946.67 ;    

343979.88,  7974060.15 ;    342837.06,  7979716.00 ;    336325.47,  

7980621.28 ;    330685.19,  7976453.66 ;    323196.46,  7972193.31 ;    

317384.20,  7965650.04 ;    311600.62,  7963626.21 ;    308740.38,  

7958886.31 ;    302605.99,  7956198.78 ;    310049.68,  7952501.68 ;    

373740.46,  7933831.29 ;    369184.62,  7939973.80 ;    364884.72,  

7945327.87 ;    358104.84,  7948724.10 ;    355424.92,  7952639.91 ;    

350004.20,  7957003.81; 

22. WEDZA SOUTH:      

From a point along the Ruzawi River, the boundary turns southwest to include 

Maradzika Village and then crosses Mare River.  It follows an unnamed  
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tributary from Mare River northwest so as to exclude Matsine School, Nhekairo 

Business Centre then turns southwestwards to follow Jekwa River to its 

confluence with Nyamidzi River so as to include Nhekairo, Chioko, 

Mufambanhando, Munzverengi Villages.  It then proceeds southwestwards 

until it joins the Wedza administrative boundary so as to include Masenda, 

Magwenzi, and Matsveru Villages.  It then follows the Wedza administrative 

boundary southeastwards up to the confluence of Save and Macheke Rivers 

and then turns northwestwards along the district administrative boundary up 

to the starting point.     An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

385015.46,  7921581.29 ;    379488.25,  7926654.09 ;    375155.95,  

7932059.79 ;    368833.94,  7932207.34 ;    362278.11,  7937208.76 ;    

356161.37,  7933560.87 ;    352630.46,  7927211.29 ;    350390.63,  

7921706.81 ;    355727.17,  7919096.15 ;    359055.22,  7910851.76 ;    

362490.57,  7902805.48 ;    365290.46,  7896131.29 ;    365290.46,  

7896131.29 ;  372943.26,  7893381.29 ;    378155.06,  7887752.64 ;    

385739.10,  7885431.40 ;    392925.46,  7886721.28 ;    392269.17,  

7894866.41 ;    391325.53,  7903241.00 ;    387498.06,  7909563.89 ;    

385011.42,  7916743.39. 

23. UZUMBA 

The constituency boundary starts at a point where Nyagui River meets 

Mukuruanopamaenza Range of mountains.  Turning northeastwards along the 

range to Mugai river, it follows Mugai River eastwards to its confluence with 

Shamba River, proceeding briefly along Shamba River to its confluence with an 

unnamed tributary from Katiyo dam so as to include Katiyo Township, then 

southwards along the tributary to Katiyo Dam proceeding to Nyamapanda 

River passing between Chinhinya and Mazongororo mountains then to 

Chemhuka Hills so as to include Mashambanhaka school and business centre 

then along a vlei that leads to Chidye River.  It turns north eastwards along 
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Chidye River up to its confluence with Nyadire River (The District Boundary.)  It 

then follows the district boundary to its intersection with Nyagui River (The 

Provincial Boundary), then northwards along Nyagui River to a point where 

Nyagui River meets Mukuruanopamaenza range, our starting point.   An This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:    

378190.46,  8096731.29;;    375749.67,  8100965.50 ;    368894.37,  

8095283.25 ;    366971.57,  8087987.40 ;    360875.74,  8081972.42 ;    

360722.30,  8075417.60 ;    365516.59,  8068981.29 ;    372467.65,  

8065298.69 ;    376968.06,  8070386.50 ;    383925.62,  8072981.29 ;    

391390.27,  8072930.92 ;    398832.94,  8074887.79 ;    399890.46,  

8075481.29 ;    399890.46,  8075481.29 ;    401303.50,  8082243.25 ;    

398961.83,  8088834.92 ;    396740.46,  8096424.02 ;    389011.64,  

8093446.68 ;    381422.38,  8089522.25 ;    375445.64,  8090160.54; 
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MASHONALAND EAST SENATORIAL CONSTITUENCIES 

1. CHIKOMBA – SEKE     

An area of land bound by the administrative boundaries of Chikomba and Seke 

Districts.  The boundary starts at the confluence of Ruenya and Save Rivers. 

Northwards, follow the Chikomba District boundary to its intersection with the 

Seke Boundary at the north western corner of Pinhoe Farm so as to exclude it. 

Turn eastwards following the Seke district boundary to its intersection with 

Chikomba District boundary at Koe Doe Poort Farm. Follow the Provincial 

boundary to the confluence of Rwenya and Save Rivers our starting point. An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

Coordinates 305565.46,  7991531.29;   308846.58,  7988822.15;   312659.76,  

7990890.94;   316882.00,  7991460.52;   320630.93,  7989000.33;   

323941.18,  7986055.56;   327185.01,  7985670.41;   329663.97,  

7983298.06;   331303.64,  7985692.95;   330519.82,  7989935.66;   

329964.62,  7993119.21;   329606.84,  7996457.12;   325999.39,  

7999597.36;   323665.23,  8003881.96;   322596.76,  8008668.68;   

321115.64,  8013380.93;   318556.00,  8015493.48;   315390.46,  

8013219.74;   311671.39,  8010243.15;   309357.97,  8006151.65;   

306199.05,  8008364.89;   302248.52,  8009733.71;   299440.46,  

8010431.29;   329640.46,  7932256.29;   327554.72,  7936249.14;   

323853.00,  7938318.84;   319692.62,  7938554.12;   316585.09,  

7941605.22;   312959.77,  7941871.63;   310605.09,  7945474.54;   

311975.51,  7950001.39;   308775.89,  7953213.57;   304160.48,  

7954982.28;   302764.49,  7958662.09;   307240.84,  7959196.21;   
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311573.45,  7960139.28;   310650.55,  7963726.32;   306186.08,  

7963545.41;   301936.47,  7964389.26;   299189.66,  7967937.64;   

296307.38,  7971329.17;   291827.19,  7972469.56;   289171.15,  

7973836.99;   292811.40,  7977227.24;   295906.41,  7980936.05;   

297146.11,  7985773.25;   298061.67,  7990450.22;   301943.79,  

7991948.51;   345815.46,  7881531.29;   348492.58,  7885685.53;   

351335.09,  7889720.57;   352290.94,  7894379.34;   352927.29,  

7896812.58;   355918.59,  7894584.43;   360212.60,  7894136.83;   

364449.21,  7894963.78;   363784.11,  7898643.21;   362414.71,  

7903082.77;   360285.54,  7907411.20;   358519.27,  7912023.67;   

356798.07,  7916648.67;   354956.66,  7921234.06;   351149.51,  

7923085.82;   347530.73,  7921841.36;   343905.27,  7922752.62;   

340712.44,  7923865.63;   338510.50,  7927686.24;   333791.97,  

7928706.04;   331035.17,  7931708.93;   265540.46,  7874106.29;   

268690.46,  7871368.10;   272777.11,  7870437.96;   277213.57,  

7869942.85;   279998.02,  7872740.56;   278654.40,  7876781.29;   

281674.44,  7878899.26;   284942.46,  7881225.89;   289474.05,  

7880574.26;   288601.69,  7875667.80;   289654.91,  7870902.38;   

292883.93,  7870134.98;   297788.60,  7871105.92;   302755.41,  

7871650.97;   307712.80,  7872259.08;   312672.36,  7872891.53;   

317631.04,  7873530.11;   321733.31,  7874881.26;   321123.35,  

7879833.94;   324226.13,  7882109.95;   322928.17,  7886816.90;   

325608.54,  7889303.62;   329291.52,  7887805.94;   332626.38,  

7885799.25;   336078.24,  7887970.76;   338724.81,  7884062.58;   

341219.03,  7882309.86;   344724.24,  7880123.18;   251440.46,  

7929831.29;   250028.52,  7928318.23;   46846.16,  7930458.46;   

248119.45,  7925639.29;   247119.44,  7920888.99;   244242.00,  

7917994.18;   242668.22,  7914204.39;   243909.68,  7909637.07;  

243029.79,  7906225.96;   245481.96,  7905047.79;   249415.41,  

7908031.24;   252600.12,  7910050.62;   254891.21,  7906454.02;   

257095.71,  7902431.29;   258250.01,  7900686.44;   256568.23,  
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7897284.07;   256663.68,  7893183.07;   259323.07,  7889016.05;   

262055.33,  7884901.55;   260644.83,  7883180.20;   261679.92,  

7878423.44;   263720.76,  7875225.98;   277090.46,  8014981.29;   

274296.85,  8016049.90;   271640.46,  8015704.43;   269701.75,  

8016667.59;   268428.94,  8012413.87;   266465.10,  8008430.93;   

264736.76,  8004609.98;   266099.70,  8000149.77;   264304.24,  

7997988.18;   262695.29,  7993840.95;   262745.40,  7990342.01;   

261790.45,  7986923.89;   258839.02,  7983646.24;   256818.61,  

7980265.51;   258511.06,  7975640.08;   261716.37,  7971929.47;   

264207.73,  7968614.93;   266510.42,  7965126.25;   264505.18,  

7961208.75;   264234.24,  7956219.15;   264143.71,  7951250.87;   

264226.58,  7946277.04;   261520.26,  7942340.90;   258161.86,  

7938677.69;   256297.89,  7935063.73;   53893.84,  7930738.06;   

251814.46,  7928335.28;   299440.46,  8010431.29;   295552.89,  

8010143.86;   299501.08,  8007995.67;   299337.17,  8005249.62;   

95136.60,  8003852.43;   292165.09,  8006331.65;   288705.77,  8008411.92;   

285783.37,  8010441.71;   281668.10,  8012617.47;   277506.46,  

8015240.28; 

2.     GOROMONZI      

An area of land bound by the administrative boundary of  Goromonzi District. 

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

Coordinates 329615.45,  7996431.29;   332568.97,  7996688.33;   336401.36,  

7999417.19;   338347.42,  8003099.33;   339313.01,  8007021.53;   

341997.26,  8007949.48;   342974.91,  8010749.40;   342348.12,  

8012983.28;   346629.42,  8014445.25;   347074.08,  8018991.68;   

346008.79,  8023587.95;   345273.30,  8028023.44;   344348.24,  

8032348.50;   342870.60,  8035786.43;   343346.18,  8040384.89;   

343599.52,  8045049.42;   345006.66,  8048837.30;   345855.29,  
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8053542.30;   347761.40,  8057473.18;   349326.48,  8061337.17;   

351765.52,  8065231.22;   352731.43,  8069671.57;   352440.46,  

8071231.29;   307565.46,  8042331.29;   310053.54,  8039724.10;   

308966.91,  8035524.02;   309538.47,  8031305.30;   311009.09,  

8028406.77;   309620.99,  8024696.56;   310441.83,  8021878.55;   

308291.32,  8018743.68;   304940.46,  8017555.99;   302946.32,  

8015162.15;   300257.82,  8011573.66;   302690.77,  8009631.13;   

306514.27,  8008383.66;   309774.46,  8006331.29;   311854.73,  

8010659.85;   315444.54,  8013672.10;   318606.98,  8015946.54;   

321303.81,  8012966.23;   322837.58,  8008287.05;   323809.52,  

8003449.09;   326342.98,  7999303.77;   326640.46,  8050781.29;   

322617.23,  8051484.84;   319152.39,  8048775.10;   318006.98,  

8051489.76;   317828.86,  8056067.88;   318927.39,  8060405.17;   

320061.97,  8064846.43;   316668.53,  8066860.97;  312248.33,  8067442.25;   

307491.88,  8068722.48;   302770.41,  8070246.31;   301016.86,  

8067934.09;   300477.02,  8064592.85;   300484.27,  8061499.57;   

296931.81,  8059470.78;   294151.48,  8056847.42;   294010.83,  

8051880.36;   294136.00,  8048954.06;   295076.19,  8044859.83;   

297611.12,  8045981.29;   300274.29,  8043325.45;   303443.50,  

8043709.34;   305963.03,  8042348.76;   352440.46,  8071231.29;   

349455.78,  8069163.95;   345221.51,  8068281.29;   342126.14,  

8065516.31;   340391.74,  8061360.14;   337906.07,  8057359.44;   

336157.83,  8057514.98;   332451.11,  8054216.95;   328580.49,  

8051146.33; 

3. MUDZI-UMP      

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where the Mazowe River 

meets with the Zimbabwe-Mozambique international boundary, then generally 

eastwards then southwards along the Zimbabwe-Mozambique international 

boundary up to the intersection of that boundary and Rwenya river; then up 

the Rwenya river which is the administrative district boundary and proceeding 
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northwards, southwards, and westwards  along this administrative district 

boundary to the confluence of Nyagwi and Mahuni river, then generally 

northeastwards down Nyagwi and Mazoe rivers which is the administrative 

district boundary to the Zimbabwe- Mozambique international boundary which 

is the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

416340.46,  8102381.29;   418809.29,  8098143.61;   421852.06,  

8095388.61;   423814.90,  8099680.74;   425530.54,  8104261.45;   

429418.52,  8106884.35;   431896.77,  8103968.66;   434475.64,  

8099771.10;   435836.09,  8096772.56;   439709.38,  8097975.22;   

442145.81,  8096120.57;   444833.94,  8092394.32;   446569.81,  

8088200.42;   451018.79,  8089138.91;   452711.73,  8087366.38;   

454588.75,  8084140.19;   459377.26,  8082744.02;   464115.90,  

8081180.84;   468279.73,  8078517.02;   472470.86,  8075891.09;   

472990.46,  8075581.29;   376215.46,  8069081.29;   378799.44,  

8071555.17;   383412.58,  8072930.33;   387702.05,  8072790.89;   

391687.05,  8073302.88;   395874.66,  8074018.32;   399838.21,  

8075717.49;   398841.15,  8080308.38;   402229.82,  8082595.65;   

400440.66,  8086630.89;   397793.76,  8090578.34;   397557.12,  

8095022.96;   397636.02,  8099472.42;   399654.37,  8103859.12;   

401605.62,  8108262.46;   402760.52,  8112561.54;   404793.82,  

8116000.46;   409332.13,  8115921.76;   412398.70,  8114631.54;   

413728.83,  8110104.53;   414997.40,  8105285.44;   384190.46,  

8120856.29;   382087.56,  8118187.09;   383066.78,  8114932.62;   

379302.06,  8112317.90;   377282.45,  8108281.29;   376546.52,  

8104528.26;   374486.80,  8102054.46;   370508.45,  8099698.29;   

366608.52,  8098497.26;   364927.55,  8095369.20;   366972.66,  

8091095.70;   366004.55,  8087009.48;   362489.90,  8083696.18;   

359800.34,  8080016.17;   359616.41,  8076393.31;   362750.66,  

8073296.08;   365205.58,  8069351.05;   368640.31,  8067331.29;   
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372721.50,  8065661.50;   375199.02,  8067348.42;   464890.46,  

8149806.29;   460791.21,  8150406.54;   456038.54,  8149134.63;   

451787.89,  8151108.85;   47589.41,  8153273.31;   443124.82,  8153771.92;   

438500.84,  8153074.69; 434028.43,  8151738.70;   430207.61,  8149523.44;   

425559.90,  8148573.65;   421312.65,  8147028.48;   417656.26,  

8144348.39;   413580.63,  8145776.38   09369.54,  8143830.84;  404762.84,  

8142728.68;   400833.49,  8142102.81;   397895.08,  8139799.77;   

393985.65,  8137301.49;   394518.57,  8132762.58;   391746.94,  

8129262.77;   387989.45,  8128103.29;   385999.19,  8124233.47;   

384224.88,  8121114.46;   494415.46,  8110981.29;   491998.84,  

8115297.90;   489199.19,  8119363.83;   486432.51,  8123447.17;   

483575.20,  8127471.54;   484797.22,  8130175.21;   489545.06,  

8131741.16;   492134.75,  8135689.17;   494140.58,  8140256.67;   

496093.85,  8144844.88;   497531.70,  8149630.02;   499011.48,  

8154370.78;   494654.34,  8153873.51;   490314.42,  8153243.27;   

486242.83,  8152953.92;   481813.56,  8153929.40;   477422.94,  

8153162.13;   473175.43,  8152561.21;   468943.48,  8150532.80;   

472990.46,  8075581.29;   474882.98,  8079883.87;   477957.31,  

8083515.01;   481974.63,  8085511.99;   484903.96,  8088508.30;   

488997.65,  8090134.89;   493285.27,  8091624.39;   498027.41,  

8092799.77;   499134.09,  8096889.00;   498296.40,  8101769.39;   

496354.73,  8106363.47;   494422.12,  8110961.30. 

4. MUREWA       

An area of land bound by the administrative boundary of Murewa District.  An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

 Coordinates  342990.46,  8036881.29;   344477.17,  8033360.14;   

345255.68,  8029151.97;   345853.25,  8024780.11;   347018.34,  

8020069.73;   348866.66,  8018582.49;   353446.62,  8020270.33;   
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357982.59,  8018735.22;   361165.10,  8015579.88;   361838.28,  

8010774.83;   366247.82,  8010155.54;   367998.47,  8006848.28;  70511.20,  

8002594.05;   369843.51,  7998065.46;   368073.35,  7994389.19;   

363798.43,  7991935.28;   365374.39,  7989614.32;   369682.91,  

7987160.06;   373159.50,  7986646.77;   377488.45,  7985557.29;   

379640.46,  7984081.29;  380990.46,  8066481.29;   378837.23,  8070987.74;   

376429.73,  8069459.84;   374875.89,  8065793.38;   370687.77,  

8066032.63;   367066.36,  8068872.28;   ;364188.45,  8071435.30;   

361329.32,  8074911.86;   358432.10,  8078181.24;   356517.36,  

8077452.99;   353328.85,  8074300.49;   352440.46,  8071299.47;   

352177.36,  8066786.01;   349996.56,  8062884.34;   348570.28,  

8058986.11;   345827.31,  8055057.59;   345061.86,  8050549.24;   

344562.29,  8046278.13;   343323.13,  8042100.61;   343066.58,  

8037377.92;   397040.45,  8005356.29;   400020.24,  8008936.08;   

403544.73,  8012310.56;   407014.92,  8015780.76;   409641.48,  

8019156.80;   409214.58,  8023436.52;   410550.33,  8027516.16;   

414545.25,  8029726.61;   414892.04,  8031904.71;   410762.34,  

8033167.23;   08148.68,  8033467.90;   405377.14,  8036804.66;   

406387.34,  8040306.91;   401473.83,  8041229.61;   396551.55,  

8042104.44;   394586.47,  8044852.30;   395481.98,  8048585.53;   

390956.38,  8050577.31;   387409.53,  8053393.15;   385256.30,  

8057899.60;   383061.65,  8062388.89;   379640.46,  7984081.29;   

380163.53,  7988535.14;   380590.46,  7993069.89;   384243.00,  

7993873.79;   389241.35,  7993787.57;   394238.53,  7993731.29;   

393139.81,  7998456.93;   392862.40,  8002017.26;   396177.64,  

8004845.82; 

5. MUTOKO:                  

An area of land bound by the administrative boundary of Mutoko District.  An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 
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zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

Coordinates 398790.46,  8079181.29;   399107.86,  8075014.99;   394794.50,  

8074040.97;   390854.59,  8072538.36;   386566.03,  8072897.77;   

382376.84,  8072542.68;   378913.62,  8070834.96;   381066.84,  

8066328.51;   383318.95,  8061874.29;   385513.60,  8057385.00;   

387637.14,  8052866.25;   391504.06,  8050401.76;   395815.24,  

8048230.87;   394461.81,  8044309.44;   397119.06,  8042009.86;   

402039.17,  8041123.17;   406953.52,  8040205.56;   405445.69,  

8036351.05;   408168.50,  8032892.90;   411248.36,  8033464.19;   

415361.70,  8031585.05;   416790.46,  8030631.29;   433190.46,  

8101631.29;   430632.52,  8105813.03;   427645.34,  8105611.18;   

424927.35,  8102083.45;   423050.72,  8097557.61;   420442.82,  

8096276.57;   417750.71,  8100160.78;   415333.59,  8104326.90;   

413922.29,  8109110.78;   412662.32,  8113650.11;   410309.52,  

8116090.82;   405746.71,  8115855.40;   402995.71,  8113552.31;   

401928.12,  8109205.97;   399930.46,  8104826.30;   398102.74,  

8100293.14;   396925.04,  8095712.12;   97870.39,  8091581.92;   

400069.45,  8087569.29;   402630.64,  8083479.42;   399415.22,  

8081130.82;   453665.45,  8054331.29;   455914.58,  8055510.31;   

459100.79,  8058445.96;   462107.06,  8060472.90;   461655.97,  

8065309.75;   65922.02,  8067533.48;   470482.37,  8069198.20;   

471661.50,  8073315.48;   471119.82,  8076766.61;   466925.84,  

8079388.60;   462571.99,  8081679.11;  457798.47,  8083141.79;   

453104.62,  8084763.46;   453141.77,  8088936.55;  449513.88,  8088879.71;   

445330.26,  8089136.88;   443920.91,  8093448.54;   441691.72,  

8097628.77;   438294.00,  8098181.29;   434344.91,  8096779.06;   

433522.87,  8101066.47;   416790.46,  8030631.29;   420471.20,  

8033692.78;   422957.15,  8037406.39;   426034.44,  8040329.28;   

429896.38,  8042359.25;   433908.68,  8045224.51;   438194.36,  
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8046633.24;   440888.53,  8047504.36;   443947.86,  8050810.92;   

447375.93,  8053172.65;   451738.67,  8052158.08. 

6. WEDZA – MARONDERA      

An area of land bound by a line drawn from the confluence of Save and 

Macheke Rivers then northwards along the Hwedza District Administrative 

boundary up to its intersection with the Marondera District Administrative 

boundary. It then proceeds generally northwards along the same up to its 

intersection with Macheke River, excluding the following areas Chiduku 

Communal Lands, Dowa Small Scale Farms, it then proceeds northwards to 

Murewa District Administrative boundary. It then turns westwards along the 

administrative boundary, then northeast, then generally north along the 

District Administrative boundary then northeast along the same up to its 

intersection with the Goromonzi District Administrative boundary. Then 

generally southwards along Marondera District Administrative boundary up to 

its intersection with the northern border of Waddilove; then generally 

westwards along the same so as to exclude Seke Communal Lands up to the 

south eastern beacon of Doune so as to exclude Guzha , Guildford and Doune; 

generally south west along the administrative boundary so as to exclude Muda 

Small Scale Farms, then generally south east along the administrative 

boundary up to the boundary of Bickleighh; then  south west, then south along 

the administrative boundary up to the western beacon of Laasgedink; then 

generally south east up to its intersection with Hwedza District administrative 

boundary, it then turns southwards then generally south eastwards along the 

Hwedza District administrative boundary up to the starting point which is the 

confluence of Macheke River and Save River. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

308090.46,  7953581.29;   312034.38,  7950612.37;   310518.83,  946250.91;   

312302.23,  7942244.51;   315865.29,  7941831.24;  319290.45,  7939081.29;   

323427.80,  7937693.04;   326829.84,  7936476.49;   329086.42,  7932697.45   
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332872.31,  7930217.57;   336385.52,  7928191.27;   339139.77, 7925258.33; 

343194.51,  7923958.32;   345529.14,  7920946.07;   350012.71, 7921384.07;   

353577.12,  7922862.96;   355857.01,  7918706.63;   ;57887.85,  914214.11;   

359602.44,  7909557.32;   361318.01,  7905076.17;   363389.77, 7900624.46;   

364944.56,  7896493.97;   365290.46,  7896131.29   330815.46,  7988231.29   

330440.46,  7984657.14   327828.30,  7983417.10   326886.34,  7986663.23   

322698.62,  7987081.79   319292.24,  7989754.51   315346.23,  7992009.18   

311327.75,  7990143.59   307127.87,  7989293.82   304167.92,7992284.72; 

3299225.80, 528.85;297974.11,7987857.26;296376.30,983135.53294444.01,  

7978759.84;   290824.70,  7975340.54;   290169.19,  972302.04;  294229.85,  

7971702.75;   298494.89,  7969972.41;   300343.81, 7965852.93;  303993.56,  

7963044.57;   308499.10,  7963175.58;   7 311972.16, 7961964.82309442.47,  

7958735.89;   304543.78,  7959431.84;  302585.91,  7955917.69;  306790.26,  

7954256.39;   362440.46,  7991281.29;   366755.80,  7993513.96; 370053.31,  

7996517.71;   371101.29,  8001109.61;   368831.09,  8005500.01; 367592.34,  

8010035.06;   62849.87,  8010086.60;   361465.27,  8014081.48;   59322.11,  

8017890.46;   354983.54,  8020258.59;   350133.64,  8019527.88; 347331.46,  

8016085.23;   344112.53,  8013176.64;   341293.17,  8011498.15; 342981.99,  

8009147.82;   339886.37,  8008944.04;   337500.36,  8004701.09; 337791.90,  

8000857.74;   333918.35,  7997938.26;   330915.01,  7994994.01; 330239.20,  

7992078.78;   330702.44,  7988557.32;;   383540.46,  7924506.29;380087.72,  

7926905.61;   376948.63,  7927947.64;   375050.28,  7932376.81; 372009.05,  

7935500.09;   369678.81,  7939112.11;   368477.69,  7943343.53; 369753.32,  

7947043.42;   367324.76,  7950771.99;   366818.86,  7953695.49; 368764.28,  

7957875.44;   371958.96,  7960649.99;   76783.04,  7961953.82;   76525.10,  

7965411.99;   378517.79,  7968983.63;   379833.02,  7973446.15; 379457.02,  

7978156.60;   378897.90, 7982390.81;   377434.17,  7985584.43;  373102.23,  

7986665.85;   369628.63, 7987187.20;   365320.10,  7989641.47;  ;65290.46,  

7896131.29;   369814.48, 7895359.18; 373335.35,  7892551.73;   376228.94,  

7889493.70;   380086.64, 7887654.38384067.40,  7886310.90;   388535.12,  

7886158.77;   392893.08,  885808.92;   391667.18,  7890305.48;  392269.17,  
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7894866.41;   392150.17,  7899671.76;   390856.33,  7903999.54; 389569.97,  

7907813.24;   386281.65,  7910116.50;   385458.39,  7914887.81; 384857.04,  

7919598.12;   383724.60,  7924113.00. 
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WEDZA RURAL DISTRICT  COUNCIL 

WARD 1 

It is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Inyoka 

and Save Rivers. The boundary follows Inyoka River northwards then turns 

eastwards along the southern boundary of Fair Adventure Estate and then 

northwards along the eastern boundary of Fair Adventure Estate, continues 

northwards along the eastern boundary of Leap Year Uley farm so as to include 

it, up to the District Administrative Boundary then turns westwards and then 

southwards along the District Administrative Boundary up to Save River. It 

then follows Save River, which is the District Administrative Boundary 

southeastwards to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

331295.54,  7954550.47 ; 327927.63,  7958176.82 ; 324860.11,  7958696.35 ; 

320777.74,  7956006.74 ; 315799.73,  7956155.21 ; 313137.11,  7951936.83 ; 

310552.38,  7947657.14 ; 311234.79,  7942994.53 ; 314931.17,  7941580.23 ;  

318348.56,  7940085.61 ; 322180.61,  7937752.94 ; 325962.93,  7937506.28 ; 

328450.71,  7938881.59 ; 332180.59,  7942190.78 ; 332539.15,  7946449.62 

330961.81,  7951073.23. 

WARD 2 

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the southern boundary of 

Rapako farm northwards along the eastern boundaries of Rapako and Mjange 

farms to the District Administrative Boundary then northwest wards along the 

District Administrative Boundary to the western boundary of Leeds farm, turns 

southwards along the western boundary of Leeds, Bolton, Bath Resettlement, 

Nyeri, Hefa and  Emma Boddard farms turns  eastwards along the southern 

boundaries of Nelson, Sutton Extension, up to the eastern boundary of Sutton 

Extension farm, proceeds northwards and then eastwards along the  southern 

boundary of Rapako farm  which is the starting point. An This area is bounded 
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by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

350079.98,  7956839.17 ; 347396.14,  7960202.61 ; 343813.84,  7962536.03 ; 

338981.49,  7963769.45 ;337737.73,  7961259.10 ; 336983.11,  7958186.09 ; 

332776.15,  7955492.95 ; 330918.16,  7951427.29 ; 332351.98,  7946753.32 ; 

334981.36,  7942501.53 ; 337626.20,  7938320.35 ; 342295.83,  7939917.76 

347224.83,  7939947.00 ; 350427.71,  7943191.39 ; 350611.91,  7947137.73 

354860.23,  7949739.99 ; 354070.31,  7952280.97 ;  354765.80,  7955640.40 

350251.48,  7956818.98 

WARD 3  

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Kurongonora 

and Ruzawi Rivers northwestwards following Ruzawi River, which is the 

District Administrative Boundary, to the eastern boundary of Mjange farm 

excluding it then turns southwestwards and southwards along the eastern 

boundaries of Mjange and Rapako farms excluding them up to the southern 

boundary of Sanganayi Zana and Wye Valley resettlements, then following the 

boundary of Wye Valley resettlement eastwards to the starting point. An This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

366433.27,  7945527.36 ; 361883.72,  7945886.67 ; 358414.26,  7948179.94; 

354709.81,  7949648.88 ; 350652.11,  7946966.52 ; 352598.68,  7943320.54; 

357343.38,  7941862.18 ; 362174.56,  7940725.27 ; 366373.96,  7938215.11; 

369015.27,  7941735.01 ; 366273.17,  7945099.11. 

WARD 4  

Is an area of land bounded by a line drawn from Save River going northeast 

wards along the eastern boundary of Rundu, Mungo, Injina and Mawiri 

Resettlements up to the southern boundary of Sutton Extension, Nelson and 

Emma Goddard farms then turns northwest wards along the western 

boundaries of Emma Goddard, Hefa and Nyeri farms up to the eastern 
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boundary of Fair Adventure Estate so as to exclude it, then southwards along 

the eastern boundary of Fair Adventure Estate into Inyoka River then 

southwards along Inyoka River into Save River then following Save River going 

southeast wards along Save River, which is the District Administrative 

Boundary back to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

347115.18,  7939830.59 ; 342129.96,  7939888.98 ; 337517.31,  7938388.88 ; 

334893.00,  7942644.82 ; 333353.60,  7943374.74 ; 329723.55,  7940008.26 ; 

325397.94,  7938707.07 ;  328121.01,  7935505.73 ; 330661.79,  7931881.82 

333410.35,  7928745.06 ; 337993.13,  7927670.79 ; 340073.20,  7924146.70 

342087.45,  7927681.58 ; 341588.08,  7930927.15 ; 344813.81,  7934621.62 

346841.62,  7939191.15 

WARD 5  

The boundary starts at the point along Nyamidzi River then it stretches north 

east wards so as to exclude Tuli and Chiparaushe Business Centres up to an 

unnamed stream, turns eastwards along the stream and generally southeast 

wards to the southern boundary of the Central Mechanical Equipment 

Department (CMED) depot then eastwards along the CMED depot and Grain 

Marketing Board (GMB) depot southern boundaries excluding them then 

stretches eastwards to Chitakanyi Hills then eastwards along the southern 

boundaries of Zana Resettlement, Mutokwe, Dendende and Ballinard 

Eextention and Mount Ruunze Resettlement to the Ruzawe River which is the 

District Administrative Boundary.  Then follows Ruzawe River southwards then 

turns westwards along unnamed Hills near Takundwa and Jojo Maforo villages 

including them crosses the Wedza-Murambinda road going westwards so as to 

include St Peters Makwarimba Schools up to a point in Mare River, turns 

northwards along Mare River so as to include Matsine Primary and Secondary 

Schools , Chikumbirike, Matemba and Nyamadzawo villages up to Jekwa River 

turns westwards along Jekwa River up to its confluence with Nyamidzi River 
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which is the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

373752.83,  7933891.95 ; 371364.52,  7937283.38 ; 368528.34,  7940011.26 ; 

364711.35,  7939471.53 ; 360117.70,  7941058.24 ; 355377.97,  7942554.58 ; 

351546.76,  7941233.07 ; 350193.72,  7938113.05 ; 352833.59,  7934128.67 ; 

356808.47,  7934555.74 ; 360610.52,  7936505.81 ; 364450.84,  7935901.08 ; 

368194.17,  7933482.13 ; 371009.56,  7932540.24 

WARD 6  

The boundary starts at a point on Save River south of Wedza Mountains follows 

the southern edges of Wedza Mountains going northeast wards into Nyamidzi 

River then follows the said River into an unnamed tributary off Longone 

(Rangwani) village so as to include it then turns generally northwards off Tuli 

Business Centre so as to include it, then northwards along Wedza-

Chamatendere road up to an unnamed stream off Gadzingo Dip so as to 

include it up to the southern boundary of Wedza Growth Point so as to exclude 

it but including Chiparaushe and Ndudzo villages then turning westwards 

following an unnamed stream into Wedza Dam right up to the eastern 

boundary of Chemhanza Mission farm so as to exclude it then southwest wards 

along the eastern boundary of Chemhanza Mission farm, Mawire, Injina, 

Mungo and Rundu Resettlements so as to exclude them up to a point in Save 

River then southwards along Save River to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   

347115.18,  7939830.59 ; 345109.83,  7935250.98 ;342158.81,  7931324.22 ; 

341862.17,  7928247.59 ; 340574.85,  7924340.68343874.08,  7923441.84 ; 

346871.05,  7921541.58 ; 350444.99,  7924187.20 ;353250.38,  7927992.35 ; 

356198.23,  7931584.54 ; 355155.00,  7933646.20351794.61,  7936315.46 ; 

348481.54,  7939368.27. 
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WARD 7  

The boundary starts at the confluence of Save and Ruchenje Rivers the 

northeast wards along Ruchenje River to its confluence with Kurongonora 

River, then northwards along the eastern edges of Mutokwe, Ticharwa and 

Choto villages, Nyamemba Dip, Gomba, Masawi and Chirinda villages so as to 

include them, then across Mare River turning eastwards so as to include 

Chitongo and Maisiri villages up to unnamed stream that flows into Mare River, 

then upwards along the said River so as to exclude Nyamutsika and Gideon 

villages, then northwest wards so as to exclude Matsine School, Chikumbirike 

and Nyamadzawo villages and Nhekairo Business Centre to the north up to 

Jekwa River going southwest wards along Jekwa River up to its confluence 

with Nyamidzi River, then turns southwards along Nyamidzi River up to the 

southern edges of Wedza Mountains, then follows the southern edges of Wedza 

Mountains to Save River, then along Save River to its confluence with Ruchenje 

River which is the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

359088.04,  7935654.59 ; 356149.07,  7933360.29 ; 355386.74,  7929911.57 

351922.98,  7926502.33 ; 349254.28,  7922486.70 ; 351610.85,  7923371.62 

355350.74,  7921836.95 ; 358481.49,  7923553.55 ; 362230.87,  7925497.13 

363611.08,  7929711.58 ; 367093.52,  7932067.27 ; 368900.69,  7931946.01 

368900.69,  7931946.01 ; 366137.84,  7935608.53 ; 361665.69,  7937525.11. 

 

WARD 8  

The boundary on the confluence of Mare and Mumburu Rivers then upwards 

along Mumburu River across Chisasike Dam going eastwards so as to include 

Gusha and Mawiregumbo villages up to Ruzawi River then northwards along 

Ruzawi River which is the District Administrative Boundary up to the northern 

side of Maradzika village so as to include it, then westwards across Mare River 

on the northern edges of Mhute and Goto Chikowore villages up to the 
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northern edges of Manyanga Hills, then southwards on the western edges of 

Mayanga Hills, Mudhungwe and Mugwenhi villages so as to include them 

excluding Ticharwa, Choto and Mudekwe villages up to a point in Kurongonora 

River then along Kurongonora River to its confluence with an unnamed stream, 

then northeast wards on the western side of Sekanwe Hills then eastwards 

along the southern edges of Chogwenya Hills up to a point in mare River, then 

following Mare River to its confluence with Mumburu River which is the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

373752.83,  7933891.95 ;  370080.54,  7931554.28 ; 365387.24,  7932144.36;  

363099.87,  7928197.94 ; 363283.73,  7924271.44 ; 367179.66,  7921256.43 ; 

370345.34,  7917642.66 ; 371894.21,  7919481.39 ; 374699.04,  7919875.12 ; 

376366.21,  7923853.95 ; 377217.37,  7926972.87 ; 375833.49,  7930881.40 

WARD 9  

The boundary starts from the junction of the northern boundary of Zviyambe 

Small Scale Farming Area Farm Number 181 and Masavadye River going 

northwards along Masavadye River to Chikuwa River, then continues 

northwards along Chikuwa River to St. Mathias Ruswa School so as to exclude 

it, then northwest wards along Kurongonora River to a point north of St. 

Augustine Chitida School so as to include Chiwenga, Gonzo and Mudonzvo 

villages, then westwards to Muchenje River continues westwards to Save River, 

the District Administrative Boundary, then turns southwards along Save River 

to the northern boundary of Zviyambe North Small Scale farms, then eastwards 

along the northern boundary  of the following Farms 220, 219 - 203 , 184 and 

181 to  the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

362212.73,  7925480.20 ; 358463.19,  7923570.30; 355327.64,  7921845.87 ; 

356195.70,  7917705.95 ; 358154.63,  7913195.59; 359939.91,  7908570.60 ; 
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362307.93,  7904804.22 ; 367261.84,  7905162.48 ; 369833.35,  7907998.67 ; 

370692.65,  7912844.33 ; 371603.13,  7916290.40 ; 368590.47,  7919805.80 ; 

364756.46,  7922788.08 

WARD 10 

The boundary starts at the confluence of Handiudzire and Ruzawi Rivers, then 

following Ruzawi River northwards along the District Administrative Boundary 

up to western boundary of Chiduku Tribal Trust lands so as to exclude it, then 

southwest wards so as to exclude Mawiregumbo village then across Chisasike 

dam so as to include Chivaka village into Mumburu River then along Mumburu 

River to its confluence with Mare River, then northeast wards along the 

northern boundaries of Machingura, Magadzire villages and St John’s Matsvayi 

School northwards and eastwards along the southern boundaries of Pfundirwa 

and Kambarami villages into Handiudire River, then eastwards along 

Handiudzire River to Mare River which is the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

385134.00,  7916220.75 ; 384907.00,  7920962.78 ; 383111.64,  7925380.43; 

379278.94,  7926478.00 ; 376133.52,  7923285.35 ; 374530.14,  7919302.93; 

377190.08,  7917297.82 ; 381572.11,  7917517.66. 

WARD 11  

The boundary starts from the northern boundary of Zviyambe North Small 

Scale farms and Mare River, northwards along Mare River to a bridge along 

Ruzane road, then northeast wards so as to exclude Manyadza, Machokoto 2 

and Chipenzi villages, then turns westwards excluding Munodawafa village up 

to Mare River and then turns southwest wards excluding Chandaengerwa 

village along the edges of Chogwenya Mountains excluding Musekanehuku 

village into Chikuwa River, then into Musavadye River to the northern 

boundary of Ziyambe Small Scale farms turning eastwards along the northern 

boundary of Zviyambe Small Scale farms to Mare River which is the starting 
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point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

378425.29,  7917092.09 ; 374220.97,  7918155.77 ;371002.12,  7918388.63; 

370672.47,  7914860.67 ; 370289.32,  7910276.62; 369305.63,  7905482.94 ; 

374094.30,  7905734.83 ; 378153.89,  7906615.73 ; 376107.57,  7910165.55 

377717.25,  7913986.48  

WARD 12  

The boundary starts on the confluence of Macheke and Ruzawe Rivers, going 

northwards along Ruzawe River which is the boundary of the District to its 

confluence with Handiudzire River, then to Mushwau Hills excluding 

Kambarami village, then southwards so as to include Chipenzi, Machokoto 2 

and Manyadza villages up to a bridge on Mare River along Ruzane road, 

continues southwards along Mare River to the northern boundary of Zviyambe 

north Small Scale farming area, then eastwards along that boundary to the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

385134.00,  7916220.75 :381248.81,  7917887.92 ; 377946.74,  7915506.31; 

377539.34,  7910890.50 ; 377809.61,  7908171.44 ; 381110.38,  7906286.25 

385973.10,  7906476.93 ; 389424.16,  7908040.46 ; 386204.37,  7910276.00 

385422.47,  7915038.86. 

WARD 13  

The boundary starts from Save River Bridge Business Centre going eastwards 

along old Binya Road to Macheke River, then northwards along Macheke River 

which is the eastern boundary of the District to its confluence with Ruzawe 

River and then turns westwards along the northern boundary of Zviyambe 

north Small Scale farming area to its junction with Save River, then turns 

southwards along Save River to the starting point. An This area is bounded by 
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the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 389591.04,   

7907248.40; 384739.40,  7906268.98;379896.32,  7906332.33 ; 374968.04,  

7905807.57 ; 370015.95,  7905321.94; 365060.63,  7904937.50 ; 362033.77,  

7903905.32 ; 363359.93,  7899294.76 ;365936.75,  7896448.84 ; 370567.86,  

7895249.03 ; 374311.85,  7894541.19;378548.27,  7897039.03 ; 382751.77,  

7899569.90 ; 387313.99,  7901263.92;391500.83,  7902830.45; 389468.80,  

7906866.1. 

WARD 14  

The boundary starts on the confluence of Macheke and Save Rivers going 

northwards along Macheke River which is the District Administrative Boundary 

up to Old Macheke bridge, then turns westwards along the Old Binya road to 

Mutiweshiri Business Centre, continues westwards along Old Binya road to 

Save Bridge Business Centre, excluding it, then turning southwards along Save 

River to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

391687.28,  7902694.49 ; 387075.58,  7901229.27 ;    382527.64,  

7899479.65 ; 378352.86,  7896896.92 ; 374091.67,  7894441.69;  

373916.30,  7892388.00 ; 376942.67,  7889446.87 ; 380686.72,  7887295.47; 

384715.70,  7885917.76 ; 389364.54,  7886171.38 ; 393013.84,  7886550.01; 

391770.50,  7891152.56 ; 392136.27,  7895678.26 ; 392185.62,  7900481.64. 

 

WARD 15 

The boundary starts at the southern boundary of Zana Resettlement at 

Chitakanyi beacon, excluding Zana, then southwest wards into an unnamed 

stream off the aerodrome, turning eastwards following the stream to the 

eastern boundary of the Grain Marketing Board depot, including it. Then 

following the GMB depot fence up to Wedza-Murambinda road, crossing it, up 

to the southern boundary of CMED depot, including it, then west wards into an 
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unnamed stream then southwest wards along the stream up to the Wedza-

Sadza road. Westwards along Wedza-Sadza road so as to include Charumbira 

village, then turning northwards along a gravel road, so as to include Zinwa 

water tanks and Wedza Dam, then northwards up to the southern boundary of 

Chemhanza Mission farm, excluding it. Turn eastwards along the southern 

boundaries of Chemhanza Mission and Rapako farms up to Chitakanyi beacon, 

our starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

351427.07,  7943222.50; 347675.60,  7940839.47 ; 350527.13,  7939470.92 ; 

352714.53,  7942713.41. 
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HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY CONSTITUENCY BOUNDARY DESCRIPTIONS 

1. CHIKOMBA CENTRAL 

The boundary starts from the confluence of Save and Taombera Rivers then it 

follows Taombera River westwards  to its intersection with the Kwenda Mission 

boundary and then it turns south east along Kwenda Mission boundary then 

turns southwest along south-eastern boundary of Kwenda Mission then into 

Chikunzvi River it then follows Chikunzvi River until it reaches Mafukidze 

Village it crosses Ruwenje River and passes through the northern boundary of 

Hwendingwe Village so as to exclude it, then it turns north-west so as to 

include Domboramavara School then turns  southwards to along Chipakata 

River up to Masvaure Village then southwards to a point north of Masvaure 

Village so as to exclude the village then turn north-west then turn generally 

westwards so as to include Kumunda Village up to Dzidzi River then follow 

Dzidzi River southwards to the district administrative  boundary, follow the 

district administrative boundary westwards up to the beacon of Gunguwi Farm  

and Lancashire Small Scale Commercial Farm, turn eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Lancashire Small scale Farms so as to include them up 

to Nyamatsanga River and follow the latter northwest up to its intersection with 

the eastern boundary of the state land then turn northwards along the 

boundary of the latter so as to exclude it up to the southern beacon of Wiltshire 

estate then turn generally northeast along the southern boundary of Wiltshire 

SME farms up to the eastern beacon of farm 26 turn generally north along the 

latter’s eastern boundary so as to exclude it, go northwards along its eastern 

boundary up to Mwerahani River, from there follow the eastern boundary of 

Wiltshire SME northwards up to the southern beacon of farm  252 then 

northwards along its western boundary up to the northern beacon of the latter, 

turn southwest along the southern boundary of farm  1249 to its southwest 

beacon then turn generally northwards along the western boundaries of the 
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following farms: 1261, 1265, 1288, 323, 320, 236A, 510A, 512, 513, 516, 517, 

1305, 526, 525, 649, 648, 647, 656, up to the district boundary so as to 

include the mentioned properties then turn eastwards along the district 

boundary up to the confluence of the Taombera and Save Rivers, our starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

 325740.46,  7937481.29; 320624.70,  7935398.41;    317964.43,  

7929840.50;    314849.90,  7923615.73;    313424.98,  7918290.81;    

312595.41,  7913007.94;    309387.08,  7906046.18;     306125.56,  

7898300.97;  299832.89,  7895316.90;    299121.83,  7889565.60;    

305480.84,  7884315.9 ; 301331.93,  7878727.03;    294782.39,  7880517.58;    

289540.46,  7880931.29 ;    321665.46,  7875581.29 ;    324285.49,  

7881878.81 ;    324599.88,  7888848.18 ;    331040.46,  7886999.23 ;    

334861.16,  7889839.88 ;   331535.28,  7897431.29 ;   329690.45,  

7904935.97;   331093.70,  7912544.28;  337179.66,  7915726.77;    

336573.48,  7921889.32;  337420.96, 7927662.79;    330936.11,  7931757.74;    

289540.46,  7880931.29; 289086.69,  7872138.82;    295471.29,  7870642.46;    

304383.86,  7871805.47;  313301.95,  7872986.50;    321759.19,  

7874518.98. 

2. CHIKOMBA EAST 

The boundary starts from the confluence of Save and Taombera Rivers then it 

follows Taombera river until it meets the Kwenda Mission boundary and then it 

follows the Kwenda boundary South East then turns southwest along south-

eastern boundary of Kwenda Mission then into Chikunzvi River it then follows 

Chikunzvi River until it reaches Mafukidze Village it crosses Ruwenje River and 

passes through the northern boundary of Hwendingwe Village so as to exclude 

it, then it goes north-wet so as to include Domboramavara School then turn 

southwards to follow Chipakata River up to Masvaure Village then southwards 

to a point north of Masvaure Village so as to exclude the village then turn 
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northwest then turn generally westwards so as to include Kumunda Village up 

to Dzidzi river then follow Dzidzi river southwards to the provincial boundary 

follow the provincial boundary eastwards back to the starting point which is 

the confluence of Save and Taombera Rivers. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

 365290.46,  7896131.29;    362070.60,  7903765.86 ;    358622.16,  

7911817.88 ;    355361.10,  7920090.01 ;    349561.16,  7921485.58 ;    

343707.27,  7924078.92 ;    336342.31,  7921504.43 ;    337167.74,  

7915059.29 ;    331029.19,  7911893.92 ;    329875.02,  7904312.16 ;    

331713.16,  7896883.58 ;    335154.94,  7889333.86 ;    335990.46,  

7888281.29 ;    335990.46,  7888281.29 ;    340490.46,  7881364.78 ;    

346228.76,  7882157.91 ;    351205.73,  7889521.56 ;    351899.19,  

897197.55 ;    358256.27,  7894423.38 ;    365288.69,  7896124.23. 

3. CHIKOMBA WEST:      

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the north-western beacon of 

Pinhoe generally south – eastwards along the boundaries of the following 

properties, so as to exclude them:  the western and southern boundaries of 

Pinhoe, the southwestern boundaries of Corfe and Par, the northwestern 

boundary of Cloutsham and the western boundary of Espy to the Save River; 

then down the Save River to the point where it meets the starting point of the 

western boundary of Farm 656 and then turns  southwards along the 

boundaries of the following properties: Northwestern boundaries of Farm 647 

and 648, and then the northern boundary of Farm 649 and then turns south 

west to follow the western boundary of Farm 649 and then turns southeast 

along the boundary of Farm 649 then generally southeast to follow the western 

boundary of Farm 525 and then turns southwards along western boundary of 

Farm 526 and then turns west along the northern boundary of Farm 1305 then 

generally southwest along the western boundaries of Farms 1305 and 517.  

Turns west along the boundary Farm 516 then southeast along the western 
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boundary of Farm 516 then it turns southwest along the northwestern 

boundaries of the following Farms: 513, 512, 510A, and then turns southeast 

to follow the southwestern boundary of farm 510A.  It turns southwest and 

then west along the northern boundary of Farm 236A then generally turns 

southwest along the western boundaries of the following Farms: 329 and 323.  

It then turns southwards along the western boundary of Farm 323 and then 

south east along the southwestern boundaries of Farms 1288 and 1265, it then 

turns northeast along servitude road and turns southeast along the 

southwestern boundary of Farm 1261, turns southwards along the western 

boundary of Farm 1249.  It turns northeast along the southern boundary of 

farm 1249, then turns south to follow the western boundary of Farm 252 so as 

to exclude all the above mentioned properties.  It then turns westwards along 

an unnamed river, turns southwest along the river which forms the southern 

boundary of Farm 1257, south-eastern boundaries of the following Farms: 

1258, 285, 286, and 1259, then proceeds southwest along the eastern 

boundaries of Farms 1272, 350 and 142A then south east along the north 

eastern boundaries of Farms 145, 1286.   It turns south west along the eastern 

boundaries of Farms 1286, 150, 210, 70, 1205, 42, 32, 29 and 26.  It turns 

south west along the southern boundaries of the following properties:  Farm 

26, 17, 16 then follows the southern boundary of Mugari Business Centre, 

crosses Nyamatsenga River up to the state land boundary.  It turns 

southwards along the state land boundary until it reaches the northern 

boundary of Lancashire Farms to north eastern corner of Farm 282.  It then 

turns westwards in a straight line along the northern Lancashire farms 

boundary up to the meeting point with the District Administrative boundary.  It 

then follows the district boundary westwards until it reaches the northern 

point of Koedoe Poort farm then it follows the Seke District administrative 

boundary generally northwards up to the northwestern of Orangia farm so as 

to include the state land, Adlams Rest, Brakveld, Gorali and Orangia farms 

then it turns eastwards along the northern boundary of Orangia to the south 

western beacon of Duiker then northwards along the western, northern, then 
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eastern boundaries of Duiker so as to include Duiker farm it then turns east 

along the southern boundary of Enondo then turns north west to follow the 

eastern boundary of Enondo so as to exclude it, turns generally northeast to 

the south western beacon to Dumedin farm so as to include it, it then turns 

west along the southern border of Corby farm and follows the western and 

northern boundaries of Corby so as to include it, it then turns north east along 

the southern boundary of Nengwe up to Mupfure river then turns eastwards 

along the Mupfure River past the southwestern boundary of Muda so as to 

exclude it, it then joins the Seke District administrative boundary then follows 

the Seke administrative boundary south wards to the northwestern beacon of 

Pinhole Farm then follows the Chikomba administrative boundary back to our 

starting point which is the confluence of Save and unnamed river which is at 

the northeastern beacon of farm 655. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

311265.46,  7942931.29;    311760.67,  7950886.07;    303996.00,  

7955017.40;    306427.37,  7959368.91;    312094.36,  7962852.39;    

304087.23,  7963065.64;    298950.51, 7969050.88;    291747.64,  

7972599.10;    285665.74,  7975632.14;    279346.23,  978075.14;   

272698.88,  7977264.72 ;   276573.46,  7972434.12;    273666.36,  

7967029.47;    267493.10, 7963519.45;    264940.46,  7963031.29;    

300640.46,  7878381.29;    305425.00,  7883817.80;    299611.08,  

7889045.98;    299080.22,  7895141.23;    306673.93,  7897822.81;    

308997.51, 7905395.39 ;    311929.21,  7912645.05 ;    314107.69,  

7918022.67 ;    314261.35,  7923127.19 ;    317938.80,  7929154.64 ;   

319990.68,  7934986.34 ;    317506.61,  7940757.84 ;    252040.46, 

7909331.29;    256457.19,  7903847.82 ;    258402.44,  7899518.28 ;    

257237.99,  7892286.21 ;    262104.09,  7884842.65 ;    261456.13,  

7879318.60 ;   265901.73,  7873945.01;    272291.35, 7870730.84 ;    

280128.62,  7871173.28 ;    281081.69,  7876781.29 ;    286332.06,  

7880905.10 ;    295303.10,  7880496.58;   264940.46,  7963031.29;    
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264125.40,  7954292.03 ;    264215.58,  7945341.63 ;    258207.49,  

7938723.32 ;    254372.50,  7931688.34 ;    251102.50,  7931183.10 ;   

246953.23,  7930080.19 ;    247141.89,  7921495.16;   242642.76,  

7915810.77 ;    245032.23, 7907848.07 ;    246530.08,  7905945.91 ;    

281990.46,  7972581.29. 

4. GOROMONZI NORTH:       

The constituency boundary starts from the district boundary’s intersection 

with Mubvinzi River, going eastwards follow Mubvinzi river up to the south 

western and southern boundaries of Tyron and Remari Estates so as to exclude 

them, up to the eastern boundary of Chifumbi, Chifumbi north and Mermaids 

pool up to Mwanga Mountain.  Then it follows the district boundary north 

eastwards to its intersection with Nyagui River.  Turn generally southwards 

along Nyagui River (district boundary) to its confluence with Nora River.  Then 

follow Nora River to its confluence with Chinyika River.  Generally westwards, 

follow Chinyika River to the southern boundary to Belle vie and Betmont farms.  

Then turn westwards so as to exclude Warrendale No. 1, Summersland, Middle 

ton and Bains Hope Farm to the northern boundaries of Bains Hope.  Then 

turn northwards following the eastern boundaries of Gardiner Farm, so as to 

exclude it.  Turn generally eastwards following the northern boundaries of 

Gardiner and Caledonia Farms so as to exclude them, to the district 

(provincial) boundary, then turn generally northwards following the boundary 

to its intersection with Mubvinzi River, our starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

345840.46,  8052481.29;;    348891.46,  8060033.29 ;    352190.04,  

8066950.88 ;    349742.44,  8069738.42 ;    343359.70,  8066525.53 ;    

339162.17,  8059628.00 ;    335261.01,  8056676.85 ;    328408.71,  

8050990.42 ;    328586.19,  8044684.98 ;    326580.56,  8038401.34 ;    

319716.25,  8039628.07 ;    313035.93,  8041321.45 ;    310040.46,  

8039431.29 ;    310040.46,  8039431.29 ;    310107.40,  8031673.23 ;    
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313674.77,  8030371.97 ;    319472.18,  8028147.68 ;    324365.31,  

8025131.44 ;    330969.57,  8025782.66 ;    327739.30,  8029807.44 ;    

334360.86,  8031205.30 ;    341926.21,  8033099.17 ;    343258.88,  

8040118.14 ;    345063.94,  8047678.26. 

5. GOROMONZI SOUTH:       

The boundary starts at the intersection of the provincial boundary and the 

north eastern corner of Caledonia Farm.  Turning westwards following the 

northern boundaries of Caledonia and Gardina so as to include them.  Then 

turning generally southwards, follow the eastern boundary of Gardina farm, so 

as to include it, to the northern boundary of Bains Hope.  Turn eastwards, so 

as to include the following; Bains Hope, Middleton, Summersland and 

Warrendale No. 1 and turn west wards following the southern boundary of the 

following included properties: Belmont and Bellevue farms to its intersection 

with Chinyika River.  Then turn eastwards, following Chinyika River to its 

confluence with Nora River, following Nora River to its confluence with Nyagui 

River.  Turning southwards follow the district boundary then turn westwards 

still following the district boundary, then turn generally northwestwards 

following the provincial boundary to its intersection with the north eastern 

corner of Caledonia farm, our starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

 379390.46,  8040856.29;    372711.52,  8037882.60 ;    370971.38,  

8032445.73 ;    373779.05,  8024522.09 ;    368969.32,  8017235.15 ;    

361240.46,  8016599.78 ;    364225.01,  8010120.05 ;    369018.60,  

8005178.15 ;    369905.42,  7997100.97 ;    363819.10,  7991945.61 ;    

368807.55,  7987672.74 ;    375742.40,  7986257.26 ;    379640.46,  

7984081.29 ;    396240.46,  8004856.29 ;    402127.19,  8010843.03 ;    

408477.13,  8016992.97 ;    409461.99,  8024324.37 ;    414488.10,  

8029722.80 ;    411641.76,  8033731.94 ;    406435.46,  8035261.29 ;    

404478.80,  8040668.62 ;    395623.12,  8042267.51 ;    395533.20,  
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8048559.92 ;    387360.81,  8050626.65 ;    381998.06,  8043913.90 ;    

379640.46,  7984081.29 ;    380746.12,  7992108.63 ;    387242.58,  

7993844.67 ;    393929.79,  7995645.26 ;    393543.91,  8002559.75 ;    

338865.46,  8006331.29 ;    343745.23,  8009927.24 ;    344258.92,  

8013201.03 ;    347033.65,  8020008.50 ;    345249.45,  8028175.34 ;    

342931.91,  8035166.08 ;    339822.92,  8031982.36 ;    331252.88,  

8031208.07 ;    329934.71,  8027858.21 ;    327989.06,  8024839.16 ;    

322181.97,  8024977.05 ;    318409.32,  8030315.72 ;    311450.29,  

8029816.12 ;    310840.46,  8029131.29 ;    310840.46,  8029131.29 ;    

310487.99,  8022758.76 ;    306482.03,  8019262.21 ;    302067.13,  

8014486.31 ;    302918.79,  8009527.95 ;    309069.44,  8006131.29 ;    

312328.71,  8000542.66 ;    318951.58,  7997067.41 ;    325812.71,  

7993136.77 ;    330040.29,  7994506.12 ;    336286.16,  7999301.99 ;    

338668.98,  8006084.81; 

6. GOROMONZI WEST:       

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northern beacon of Bally 

Vaugan farm which is on Mwanga Hills on the district administrative 

boundary; then southwestwards along the eastern boundary of Mermaids Pool 

to the south western beacon of Bally Vaugan farm so as to exclude it and 

branches south east wards to a beacon on Gubvu mountain.  It stretches 

generally southwards on the boundaries of Chifumbi north and south and 

Henry John Reimer clinic so as to include them, up to a beacon on hill 

Marongwe.  It stretches generally northwest to a point on Makoni river it turns 

south wards to the intersection of Atlanta north and Atlanta so as to exclude 

them it turns south west to follow the Atlanta boundary up to the northern 

boundary of Reedbuck Kop it follows the northern boundary of Reedbuck Kop 

up to a beacon UTMenje hill it turns generally south west to the boundary of 

Remari Estate School and Gejo Rarubi School so as to include the former it 

turn northwest along the north eastern boundary of Kilmur and Annexe farm 

up to a point on Harare-Juru Road it follows Taironi estate boundary 
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northeastwards up to Umwindsi River it follows the river generally 

northwestwards up to the confluence of Umwindsi and Muturi River it turns 

south west in a straight line following the northern boundary of Stuhm farm to 

join the Goromonzi administrative boundary.  It follows the administrative 

boundary northwestwards to the starting point on the beacon on Nyanga Hills. 

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

322765.46,  8051681.29;;    317744.76,  8050331.29 ;    318273.90,  

8058439.73 ;    319719.96,  8066016.33;    311530.70,  8067426.21 ;    

303006.87,  8070167.49 ;    300847.85,  8065658.05 ;    299179.45,  

8059555.87 ;    294247.66,  8055116.25 ;    293464.51,  8048618.32 ;    

297361.87,  8045981.29 ;    303196.85,  8043049.89 ;    308063.41,  

8041967.77 ;    310040.46,  8039431.29 ;    317164.99,  8040643.56 ;    

323435.80,  8038282.45 ;    328330.51,  8041186.13 ;    326463.94,  

8048078.25. 

7. MARONDERA CENTRAL 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the south eastern beacon of land 

Glensomers farm then westerwards along its southern boundary, along the 

southern boundary of 1A Ruzawi to its intersection with eastern boundary of 

Marirangwe estate then northwards northeastwards along the eastern 

boundary of the latter.  It turns northwest along the north eastern boundary of 

Marirangwe estate and Atherstone so as to exclude them.  Turns generally 

southwards along Ruzawi road up to Ruzawi river bridge, then turns south 

west along Ruzawi river up to the northern boundary of Elmswood.  Turns 

westwards along the northern boundary of Elmswood, then turns southwards 

along the boundary of Elmswood so as to exclude it up to an unnamed 

tributary, it then turns northwards along an unnamed tributary so as to 

exclude Lendy, Barowdale and Clover hill up to the southern boundary of 

Roughlands Estate.  It then turns north east along the southern boundary of 
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Lot 553A, then northwards along the latter’s eastern boundary; then turns 

northwest along the boundaries of Lot 553A, Rotsvlei and northern boundary of 

roughlands to exclude the mentioned properties.  From the northwestern 

beacon of roughlands it turns northwards along the western boundary of 

Brezano up to the intersection of Bridge road and Watershed road (ten miles 

road) then turns eastwards along the northern boundary of Brezano and the 

southern boundary of Lendy Estate Outspan up to its intersection with the 

railway line, It then turns northwest along the railway line to the southern 

beacon of Sheppaton, then turns northeast in a straight line up to the 

southern beacon of progress.  It turns eastwards along the southern 

boundaries of Rufaro and Labour up to its intersection with north road; turns 

generally south along the north road up to the western beacon of 15A Rakodzi, 

it then turns south east along the northern boundary of Lot D Rakodzi and 

then southwards along the eastern boundary of the latter.  Follow the railway 

line westwards up to its intersection with north road it then turns south east 

along the northern boundaries of Kingsdown and Glensomers to northeastern 

beacon of the latter; then turns southwards along the eastern boundary of 

same up to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

 344690.45,  7975281.29 ;    350307.07,  7968398.06 ;    356566.92,  

7965629.82 ;    359620.72,  7965770.76 ;    356872.96,  7974101.30 ;    

361414.26,  7976465.52 ;    359491.19,  7981889.28 ;    352999.86,  

7986369.82 ;    349668.15,  7991002.83 ;    343119.37,  7989913.32 ;    

342761.13,  7987520.23 ;    342717.90,  7980171.52. 

 8. MARONDERA EAST    

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Ruzawi and 

Chizawana Rivers northwards along the Dowa Small Scale Farms boundary so 

as to exclude the latter up to it intersection with Macheke River, then 

northwards along the Macheke River up to its confluence with Nyomakovera, it 
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then turns westwards along Nyomakovera up to the southern beacon of Home 

Park, it then turns northwest along the south western boundaries of home 

Park, Allen, so as to exclude them. It then turns north east along the 

boundaries of the following properties Gatzi, Highlands, lowlands so as to 

include them, then generally north along the eastern boundaries of Lowlands, 

Springfontein, Castle Maine, Inandu, Dormervale Estate A up to the north 

eastern beacon of Dormervale A so as to include the mentioned properties it 

then turns northwest along the boundaries of the following properties Rupture,  

Dombi Estate, Sussex , Suffork so as to include them. It then turns southwest 

along the northern boundary of Kent, Ministead, InyaguiValley so as to include 

the mentioned properties, it then turns generally southwards along the 

boundaries of the following properties, Middlesex, Chinwiri, Entre Rios B, 

Liliepoort, Nyambuya, Waterford, Esssexdale, Mukute, Zwipadze, Musi, 

Lurkhill estate, up to the southwestern beacon of Larkhill Estate, then east 

along the southern boundary of the same so as to include it, it then turns 

southwards along the boundary of Stow Estate, then eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Waddilove so as to exclude stow A. It turns generally 

south along the Chihota Communal Land boundary up to the northwestern 

beacon of Rhodesdale so as to include Mendamu store. It then turns north east 

along the southern boundaries of Mendamu Lot F g Rhodesdale so as to 

include them it then turns north east along the boundary of Seven Rivers, 

Aquabella so as to exclude them. It then turns southeast along the northern 

boundaries of Aquabella and Dudley Estate up to its intersection with the 

eastern boundary of so as to exclude Dudley Estates. It then turns north, then 

east and then south along the boundary of Waltondale farm so as to exclude it. 

It then turns east, then south along the eastern boundaries of Caruthersville M 

and N to its intersection with the Marondera District Administrative boundary. 

It turns southern wards along the same up to our starting point. This 

description excludes wards 1 to 12 of Marondera Municipality (urban) which 

fall under Marondera Central and are bound by the municipal boundary. An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 
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zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

 

358040.46,  7977681.29;;    357378.21,  7970443.02 ;    357784.12,  

7963403.12 ;    353115.02,  7964218.57 ;    348060.89,  7971385.85 ;    

342869.13,  7972038.65 ;    347740.46,  7967006.29 ;    351460.95,  

7960040.31 ;    354591.35,  7956079.50 ;    354989.73,  7950282.74 ;    

361194.37,  7945695.59 ;    367689.72,  7943251.94 ;    368190.46,  

7943031.29 ;    330290.46,  7992181.29 ;    330939.62,  7985666.94 ;    

325565.46,  7982681.31 ;    324513.60,  7975283.15 ;    331891.22,  

7976923.21 ;    337455.24,  7979998.90 ;    342505.25,  7980961.91 ;    

342391.80,  7988043.62 ;    342351.32,  7990181.29 ;    350182.41,  

7990699.10 ;    353783.24,  7986133.09 ;    360308.93,  7981912.45 ;    

360597.36,  7976409.85 ;    366840.46,  7988756.29 ;    365854.03,  

7992888.08 ;    370460.19,  7999144.47 ;    367839.68,  8007082.84 ;    

361962.23,  8010105.56 ;    359443.29,  8017829.87 ;    351234.41,  

8019795.08 ;    346027.95,  8013897.64 ;    342833.95,  8010774.04 ;    

339643.37,  8008115.04 ;    337887.70,  8000953.54 ;    331738.54,  

7995027.47 ;    368190.46,  7943031.29 ;    367948.74,  7949681.15 ;    

368200.65,  7955472.08 ;    373444.44,  7961019.79 ;    376586.99,  

7965924.37 ;    379920.42,  7973051.28 ;    379056.88,  7981114.14 ;    

375203.44,  7986287.78 ;    368325.62,  7987963.71. 

9. MARONDERA WEST       

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyatsime River 

and Nyarusheshe River, follow Nyarusheshe River generally north east to the 

boundary of Hedon Estate, then turn southwards along the western boundary 

of the latter and Stow A up to the southwestern beacon of Stow A, turn 

southwest along the northwestern boundaries of Waddilove and Rhodesdale 

Commercial Land so as to exclude them, then generally south along the 
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western boundary of Rhodesdale up to the southern beacon of the latter, it 

then turns generally southwest along the Chihota Communal Lands boundary 

up to the northeastern beacon of Farm 79 of Chimbwanda Small scale 

Commercial Farms. Turns southeast, southwest and then west along the 

Chimbwanda Small scale Commercial Farms boundary up to its intersection 

with the district administrative boundary. Follow the administrative boundary 

generally westwards and then northwest up to the intersection of the 

southeastern boundary of Muda Small Scale Farms and Mupfure RIVER. It 

then turns northeast along the southeastern boundary of Muda Small Scale 

FARMS  up to the southeastern beacon of Guildford so as to exclude Muda 

Small Scale Farms, Alfa, Carisbrook and Nyaringondo, then turns eastwards 

along the Marondera District administrative boundary up to the starting point. 

320690.46,  7988831.29 ;    313781.12,  7991107.46 ;    306240.85,  

7989631.29 ;    299229.05,  7991529.39 ;    296645.69,  7984102.25 ;    

292282.56,  7976702.34 ;    291665.97,  7972680.77 ;    298936.18,  

7969165.49 ;    303974.68,  7963039.85 ;    312234.81,  7963384.11 ;    

317886.18,  7966102.01 ;    323479.98,  7972810.35 ;    323300.91,  

7980716.74 ;    326890.46,  7983481.29 ;    326890.46,  7983481.29 ;    

322715.24,  7987031.92. 

10. MARAMBA PFUNGWE 

The boundary starts from a point where Nyagui River meets 

Mukuruanopamaenza Range of mountains. It then turns northeastwards along 

the range to Mugai River. It follows Mugai River eastwards to its confluence 

with Shamba River, proceeding briefly along Shamba River to its confluence 

Tithe an unnamed tributary from Katiyo Dam so as exclude Katiyo Township. 

Then it turns southwest wards along the tributary to Katiyo Dam proceeding to 

Nyamapanda River passing between Chinhinya and Mazongororo Mountains 

then to Chemhuka Hills so as to exclude Mashambanhaka School and 

Business Centre then along a vlei that leads Chidye River, then turn north-
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eastwards along Chidye River to its confluence with Nyadire River. Turn 

generally northwards follow Nyadire River up to its intersection with Mazowe 

River. Follow Mazowe River (district boundary) westwards the south-west wards 

to its confluence with Nyagui River. Turn southwards along Nyagui River to a 

point where it meets Mukuruanopamaenza Range, our starting point. 

389090.46,  8093481.29;;    396788.93,  8096504.76 ;    399903.62,  

8104674.80 ;    402727.52,  8112429.53 ;    408217.60,  8115749.00 ;    

415543.01,  8119908.85 ;    421394.18,  8125406.56 ;    428476.93,  

8129354.24 ;    433382.94,  8134766.26 ;    439888.71,  8139168.35 ;    

447011.88,  8144081.29 ;    452040.45,  8150631.29 ;    385440.46,  

8124081.29 ;    382241.67,  8118781.29 ;    380677.68,  8112893.52 ;    

375909.49,  8106595.52 ;    373304.39,  8101470.23 ;    366293.65,  

8098578.16 ;    367001.97,  8093717.80 ;    373849.52,  8099410.82 ;    

380229.48,  8098009.35 ;    374798.95,  8092079.33 ;    379757.66,  

8088314.89 ;    387279.69,  8092514.14 ;    452040.45,  8150631.29 ;    

444462.74,  8153792.43 ;    436294.24,  8152320.31 ;    429032.50,  

8148990.87 ;    420992.55,  8146708.38 ;    414084.09,  8145987.50 ;    

406074.20,  8143453.04 ;    398507.16,  8141822.99 ;    393617.23,  

8136027.75 ;    391373.19,  8129032.84 ;    386491.02,  8124456.86; 

11. MUDZI NORTH 

From the intersection of Mudzi River with the Zimbabwean boundary , follow 

the river generally westwards up to its confluence with Nyamuwanga River, 

then generally along the latter to Masarakufa Dam then generally westwards to 

its source in the Rukonde Range. Follow the Range, generally north-westwards 

to the source of Nyagoko River, then follow the river generally northwards to its 

confluence with Nyadire River (the District Boundary), then follow Nyadire 

River north-eastwards tom its confluence with Mazowe River (Zimbabwe 

Northern Boundary).Follow the river eastwards up to Baobab Beacon then turn 
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southwards along the Zimbabwe boundary to its intersection with Mudzi River, 

our starting point. 

450190.46,  8147506.29;;    443944.45,  8141810.29 ;    438496.07,  

8136739.43 ;    442428.52,  8130783.55 ;    443190.99,  8123254.68 ;    

446726.05,  8116913.06 ;    453209.40,  8116319.18 ;    460280.85,  

8118096.36 ;    466315.87,  8118287.89 ;    472148.06,  8115585.09 ;    

480046.92,  8116581.94 ;    487295.47,  8118651.28 ;    490390.45,  

8117631.29 ;    487640.46,  8121731.29 ;    482482.36,  8128964.39 ;    

490374.45,  8132017.62 ;    494094.75,  8140139.89 ;    497190.90,  

8148557.63 ;    496753.63,  8153670.76 ;    488989.32,  8152205.15 ;    

481130.44,  8153401.28 ;    473215.19,  8152680.50 ;    465608.55,  

8149347.24 ;    457846.24,  8149495.24 ;    450540.45,  8148567.56 ;    

490390.45,  8117631.29. 

12. MUDZI SOUTH 

From the intersection of Mudzi River and the eastern boundary of Zimbabwe, 

follow the Mudzi River westwards to its confluence with Shambawadya River 

then turn generally south-westwards along the district boundary up Rwenya 

River (provincial boundary), then follow the provincial boundary up to its 

intersection with the Zimbabwe – Mozambique boundary then turn generally 

northwards along the boundary to its intersection with Mudzi River our 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

 470640.46,  8114606.29 ;    464974.44,  8110285.23 ;    458414.95,  

8108030.79 ;    452758.87,  8102840.50 ;    446155.70,  8100952.03 ;    

442004.27,  8099726.04 ;    443915.88,  8093478.72 ;    448701.37,  

8088267.20 ;    452363.33,  8086072.77 ;    459688.21,  8082607.41 ;    

467729.56,  8078867.19 ;    472990.46,  8075581.29 ;    472990.46,  

8075581.29 ;    477255.42,  8082871.25 ;    484284.82,  8086770.01 ;    
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490885.47,  8090341.34 ;    498904.21,  8093244.21 ;    498296.40,  

8101769.39 ;    494809.96,  8110042.28 ;    490295.10,  8117655.13 ;    

483002.90,  8117736.64 ;    475509.03,  8116110.01; 
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13. MUDZI WEST 

From the confluence of Mudzi and Nyamuwanga Rivers, follow Mudzi River 

westwards up to the Mudzi / Mutoko District boundary, then follow the district 

boundary generally northwards up to its intersection with Nyadire River. Follow 

Nyadire River (district boundary) generally northeastwards to its confluence 

with Nyagodo River, then turn generally southwards along Nyagodo River to its 

source in the Rukonde Range. Follow the range generally south-westwards to 

the source of Nyamuwanga River then follow the river generally eastwards to its 

confluence with Mudzi River, our starting point. (Zimbabwe Northern 

Boundary).Follow the river eastwards up to Baobab Beacon then turn 

southwards along the Zimbabwe boundary to its intersection with Mudzi River, 

our starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

411990.46,  8116681.29 ;    414093.49,  8108313.09 ;    418889.86,  

8102868.64 ;    425020.09,  8102890.56 ;    430579.97,  8105987.73 ;    

434634.98,  8098439.87 ;    440070.51,  8098231.29 ;    443826.37,  

8100581.29 ;    449913.95,  8100979.40 ;    455980.79,  8106196.62 ;    

461834.91,  8109453.52 ;    468361.12,  8112618.29 ;    470240.45,  

8114731.29 ;    469965.46,  8115131.29 ;    464650.45,  8119016.28 ;    

457884.84,  8116882.69 ;    450587.22,  8115495.00 ;    446078.95,  

8119354.30 ;    442466.40,  8126177.53 ;    440604.64,  8132954.05 ;    

437335.55,  8138137.99 ;    431701.54,  8132845.20 ;    426576.58,  

8127793.52 ;    419747.34,  8123775.25 ;    413752.28,  8117804.93 ;    

470240.45,  8114731.29. 
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14. MUREHWA NORTH 

The boundary start from the confluence of Nyagui (Provincial Boundary) and 

Muhume rivers and generally south-eastwards, follow the administrative 

boundary up to its intersection with Nyadire river, then south-eastwards along 

Nyadire river to its junction with the commercial farms boundary then north-

eastwards along the farms boundary joining with Chivake river.  Follow 

Chivake river to its confluence with an unnamed tributary, at its source, then 

south-eastwards to Shavanhowe river.  Then generally northwards follow 

Shavanhowe river to its intersection with Nyagui river to its intersection with 

Muhume river, the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

351990.46,  8066206.29;    348713.46,  8059271.29 ;    352634.88,  

8052411.86 ;    357715.38,  8051431.44 ;    363527.36,  8045717.00 ;    

369408.61,  8039594.98 ;    376977.17,  8037966.44 ;    381946.41,  

8043843.20 ;    387298.09,  8050563.93 ;    385301.51,  8057809.17 ;    

381320.35,  8065871.51 ;    378540.46,  8071631.29 ;    378540.46,  

8071631.29;    375151.03,  8065871.43;    367645.46,  8067931.29 ;    

362603.43,  8073493.32 ;    358658.40,  8079300.31 ;    352750.34,  

8073946.41 ;    352181.59,  8067071.56. 

15. MUREHWA SOUTH 

The boundary starts at the intersection of district boundary and Nyadire River.  

South westwards follow Nyadire River to its junction with the commercial farms 

boundary at Alpha Farm so as to include it.  Then generally southwards, follow 

the western boundaries of Alpha, Caskie Ben, Belle Vie, Mt Pleasant, northern 

boundaries of Migmon, Bimi and Rupture Farms so as to include them.  At the 
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north western  corner of Rupture Farm and the district boundary, turn 

generally southwards and follow the district boundary to its intersection with 

the provincial boundary, then turning northwards,  follow the provincial 

boundary up to its intersection with Nyangadzi River, then turning 

northwestwards, follow the district boundary to its intersection with Nyadire 

River, our starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

 

379390.46,  8040856.29 ;    372711.52,  8037882.60 ;    370971.38,  

8032445.73 ;    373779.05,  8024522.09 ;    368969.32,  8017235.15 ;    

361240.46,  8016599.78 ;    364225.01,  8010120.05 ;    369018.60,  

8005178.15 ;    369905.42,  7997100.97 ;    363819.10,  7991945.61 ;    

368807.55,  7987672.74 ;    375742.40,  7986257.26 ;    379640.46,  

7984081.29 ;    396240.46,  8004856.29 ;    402127.19,  8010843.03 ;    

408477.13,  8016992.97 ;    409461.99,  8024324.37 ;    414488.10,  

8029722.80 ;    411641.76,  8033731.94 ;    406435.46,  8035261.29 ;    

404478.80,  8040668.62 ;    395623.12,  8042267.51 ;    395533.20,  

8048559.92 ;    387360.81,  8050626.65 ;    381998.06,  8043913.90     

379640.46,  7984081.29 ;    380746.12,  7992108.63 ;    387242.58,  

7993844.67 ;    393929.79,  7995645.26 ;    393543.91,  8002559.75. 

 

16. MUREHWA WEST 

The boundary starts at the confluence of Shavanhowe and Nyagui Rivers then 

follow the district boundary, southwards then generally eastwards up to 

northwestern corner of Bimi farm.  Northeastwards follow the boundaries of 

Bimi, Mignon, western boundary of Mt Pleasant, Bell vie, Caskie Ben, Alpha 

farms so as to exclude.  Then northeastwards follow Chivake River to its 

confluence with an unnamed tributary, at its source, then southwestwards to 
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Shavanhowe then to its confluence with Nyagui River, our starting point. An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

344965.46,  8031481.29 ;    346180.86,  8023365.88 ;    349264.63,  

8018880.47 ;    357559.92,  8018986.82 ;    365499.37,  8015151.83 ;    

372326.16,  8020552.69 ;    371690.46,  8028278.40 ;    370210.12,  

8036820.61 ;    365911.45,  8043295.79 ;    360181.72,  8049048.76 ;    

354981.01,  8053712.41 ;    349717.91,  8056176.38 ;    348640.46,  

8059031.29 ;    348640.46,  8059031.29 ;    345456.08,  8051521.92 ;    

343312.92,  8043998.28 ;    342823.66,  8035681.29; 

17. MUTOKO EAST 

The boundary starts at the intersection of eastern Budya Farm boundaries and 

the district (provincial) boundary. Follow the district boundary, 

northeastwards, then northwestwards along the border to its intersection with 

Mudzi River. Follow Mudzi River, generally southwestwards up to its 

confluence with an unnamed tributary southwestwards to Harare – 

Nyamapanda Road. Westwards, a line is drawn up to Nyanyunga River 

including Madzinga and Chideu villages. Then follow an unnamed stream past 

Gumamidzi Mountain so as to include the following villages; Kadiki Kaisi, 

Kamuzangaza, Rutsito, Danje, Chisuro to Sukando River. Eastwards follow 

Sukando River to its confluence with Mudzi River. Turning southwestwards 

follow Mudzi River to its confluence with Kawodza River to an unnamed road, 

where a line is then drawn from the road to Mudzi River. Follow Mudzi River to 

its intersection with Budya Farms boundary. Turn southeastwards following 

the Budya Farms boundary to its intersection with the district boundary, our 

starting point). An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 
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452990.46,  8088381.29;;    446524.04,  8088222.70 ;    442529.27,  

8095339.84 ;    437420.08,  8097190.53 ;    433949.18,  8090795.97 ;    

427402.52,  8085818.36 ;    428999.18,  8080748.73 ;    424125.53,  

8075991.37 ;    431015.85,  8071893.59 ;    439100.01,  8067951.51 ;    

445314.86,  8063031.88 ;    448410.96,  8057026.79 ;    447090.46,  

8053131.29 ;    447090.46,  8053131.29 ;    453374.71,  8054399.80 ;    

457894.49,  8057626.44 ;    462289.66,  8062812.22 ;    467255.93,  

8067817.20 ;    471838.50,  8073627.39 ;    467451.94,  8079050.55 ;    

459380.71,  8082742.87 ;    452456.66,  8086396.10; 

18. MUTOKO NORTH 

The boundary starts at the intersection of Nyadire River and the northern 

boundary of Budya farms. Briefly follow Nyadire River northwards to its 

intersection with the district boundary. Continue northwards following the 

district boundary then turn westwards along Nyadire River then southwards 

up to its intersection with Mudzi River. Turn southwards following Mudzi River 

up to its confluence with an unnamed tributary. Then follow the unnamed 

tributary south westward to Harare - Nyamapanda Road westwards, a line is 

drawn up to Nyanyunga River excluding Madzinga and Chideu Villages. Then 

follow an unnamed stream past Gumamidzi Mountain so as to exclude the 

following villages Kadiki, Kaisi, Kamuzangaza, Rutsito Danje, and Chisuro to 

Sukando River. Eastwards follow Sukando River to its confluence with Mudzi 

River. Turning southwestwards follow Mudzi River to its confluence with 

Kawodza River. Follow Kawodza River to an unnamed road where a line is then 

drawn from the road to Mudzi River. Follow Mudzi River to its intersection with 

the Budya Farms boundary. Then turn northwestwards to Mutemwa. A line is 

drawn westwards so as to include Mukuma Village to the eastern gazetted 

boundary of Mutoko Growth Point. Turn northwards to Chikukwa Village 

(including it). Turn generally westwards to Nyamahere Mountain excluding 

Mutoko Central Secondary School then turns northwestwards to Nyamasidzi 

Mountain. A line is drawn from Nyamasidzi Mountain southwestwards up to 
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Magora / Chidzidzi Village. Turn generally westwards along the northern 

boundary of Budya Farms up to Nyadire River, our starting point. An This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

405365.46,  8074731.29;;    414182.70,  8076490.90 ;    421545.87,  

8075715.53 ;    428984.11,  8078049.95 ;    426984.24,  8083393.71 ;    

431301.24,  8089686.68 ;    436061.34,  8094868.96 ;    434558.04,  

8098216.45 ;    430645.59,  8105760.75 ;    425087.65,  8103114.47 ;    

419120.10,  8102922.22 ;    414140.40,  8108081.52 ;    412022.91,  

8116449.24 ;    411990.46,  8116681.29 ;    403665.29,  8116018.71 ;    

401598.31,  8108101.31 ;    398037.10,  8100124.58 ;    397614.99,  

8092328.96 ;    401679.11,  8084967.63 ;    398792.37,  8079173.63 ;    

403797.90,  8074467.78; 

19. MUTOKO SOUTH 

The boundary starts at the confluence of Nyadenga and Chidye Rivers. 

Eastwards Follow Nyadenga River (district boundary) to its confluence with 

Nyadire River, then turn briefly southwards follow Nyadire to its intersection 

with Budya Farms boundary so as to include them, turn eastwards following 

the boundary up to Runyange Mountain then due northeastwards up to 

Nyamasidzi Hill. Turn southeastwards to Mutemwa then follow the farms 

boundary up its intersection with the district boundary then turn northwest, 

following the district boundary, up to its intersection with the confluence of 

Nyadenga and Chidye Rivers, our starting point. An This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

403990.45,  8074506.29;;    396546.83,  8074184.48 ;    389144.85,  

8072497.17 ;    381569.13,  8072070.63;   381041.55,  8066379.10 ;    

385041.10,  8058330.01 ;    389526.90,  8051009.68 ;    395087.40,  

8046871.58 ;    398030.96,  8041849.54 ;    406880.70,  8040218.24 ;    

408140.46,  8033966.44 ;    413671.21,  8032740.91 ;    416790.46,  
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8030631.29 ;    416790.46,  8030631.29 ;    422453.70,  8036557.79 ;    

428670.93,  8041097.72 ;    435543.08,  8046178.80 ;    441664.54,  

8048076.97 ;    447010.06,  8053397.48 ;    448857.51,  8060850.61 ;    

442920.30,  8066066.37 ;    434844.72,  8070029.16 ;    426760.56,  

8073971.24 ;    418881.34,  8076668.11 ;    410954.56,  8075839.30; 

20. SEKE 

From the southwest beacon of Charleston follow the district administrative 

boundary northwards past Mupfure River along the same boundary through 

the western boundary of Marirangwe Purchase Land and the western 

boundaries of the following farms Duiker, Carolina and then it turns eastwards 

to follow the district administrative boundary so as to exclude Chitungwiza 

Urban and generally southeast to the southwest beacon of Stow Estate then 

turns westwards up to the south west beacon of Guildford Farm and generally 

southwards along the eastern boundary of Muda Small scale Farms so as to 

include it then it turns westwards along the Mupfure river to the north eastern 

beacon of Nengwe farm then it turns southwest along the southern border of 

Nengwe then northwest and follows the northern and western boundaries of 

Corby estate then turns east along the southern boarder of Corby so as to 

exclude it then generally to the southwards to the southeastern beacon of 

Enondo so as to exclude Dunidin, Edene and then turns westwards along the 

southern boarder of Enondo and then follow the eastern northern and western 

boundaries of Duiker so as to include Enondo and exclude Duiker then the 

southwestern beacon of Duiker it turns westwards to our starting point (south 

western beacon of Charleston). An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

295990.46,  7981306.29;;   298257.42,  7989871.46 ;    305084.55,  

7991993.10 ;    311459.00,  7990168.14 ;    318679.42,  7990261.81 ;    

325233.01,  7986041.93 ;    329981.03,  7983276.92 ;    330409.31,  

7989312.00 ;    325616.32,  7993529.56 ;    318608.65,  7996924.98 ;    
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312225.95,  8000960.30 ;    309060.59,  8006521.56 ;    302515.16,  

8009687.61 ;    299440.46,  8010431.29 ;    266990.46,  7998781.29 ;    

262425.05,  7992950.48 ;    261790.45,  7986898.39 ;    256513.32,  

7981165.51 ;    260469.69,  7973427.05 ;    265492.85,  7967372.16 ;    

267965.53,  7963637.56 ;    273448.58,  7967465.03 ;    276094.59,  

7972522.27 ;    273064.17,  7977580.00 ;    279829.39,  7978045.18 ;    

285859.10,  7975266.74 ;    291931.69,  7976397.53 ;    299440.46,  

8010431.29 ;    298835.96,  8008583.54 ;    296730.13,  8004601.13 ;    

290782.59,  8007414.16 ;    285170.25,  8011021.19 ;    277506.46,  

8015240.28 ;    272998.80,  8016791.70 ;    268979.30,  8015795.13 ;    

266362.58,  8008328.42 ;    266148.84,  8000964.18; 

21. WEDZA NORTH:     

From the northwestern beacon of Nurenzi follow the Wedza administrative 

boundary generally south eastwards up to a point on the Ruzawi River turn 

southwestwards so as to exclude Maradzika village and generally turns 

westwards excluding Mute.  Then northwest along an unnamed river so as to 

include Nyamutsika, Gideon and then it turns westwards so as to include 

Matsine School, Chikumbirike, Matemba, Nyamadzawo, Nhekairo Business 

Centre and then turns southwestwards along Jekwa River so as to include 

Nyamidzi Dip Tank up to confluence of Nyamidzi and unnamed river then it 

follows Nyamidzi River to the confluence with an unnamed river and turns 

southwestwards so as to exclude Munzverengi (St Joseph) School, Masenda, 

Magwenzi up to the District boundary.  It then follows the district boundary 

generally northwest up to the southeast beacon of Spy turn generally 

northwards up to the northern beacon of Cloutsham it then turns north west 

to follow the Marondera District boundary up to the southern boundary of 

Chimbwanda farms it then turns eastwards to follow the southern boundary of 

Chimbwanda farms and then northwest along the eastern boundary of 

Chimbwanda farms so as to exclude it, then it turns northeast along the 

western boundaries of Endsleigh, Poltmore so as to include the it turns 
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northeast from the northern beacon of Poltmore along the northern boundaries 

of Rhodesdale and Sandra so as to include them and then it turns northwards 

along the western boundaries of Geven Rivers, Aquabella so as to include them 

from the northern beacon of Aquabella it turns southeast along the northern 

boundary of Aquabella and Dudley estate to the north eastern of Dudley estate 

it then turns northwards to the northwestern beacon of Waltondale it then 

turns eastwards to the eastern beacon of Waltondale and then southwards 

along the western boundary of Waltondale so as to include Waltondale then to 

the south eastern beacon of Waltondale it then turns generally southeastwards 

along Ruzawi River to the Marondera district boundary so as to include 

Karrutherus Villie , Muku Estate, Mharapara, Igudu, Mbima then turn 

eastwards to follow the Wedza administrative boundary up to the starting 

point.   An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

310790.46,  7948031.29 ;    314157.71,  7942239.92 ;    319967.16,  

7938392.94 ;    326907.69,  7936447.67 ;    332620.49,  7931076.26 ;    

338400.09,  7926934.98 ;    343873.57,  7922974.47 ;    350160.45,  

7923726.28 ;    355659.54,  7930269.47 ;    358879.97,  7935445.81 ;    

366240.48,  7935596.29 ;    371653.87,  7933119.71 ;    373740.46,  

7933831.29 ;    351440.46,  7962106.29 ;    346750.08,  7968946.67 ;    

343979.88,  7974060.15 ;    342837.06,  7979716.00 ;    336325.47,  

7980621.28 ;    330685.19,  7976453.66 ;    323196.46,  7972193.31 ;    

317384.20,  7965650.04 ;    311600.62,  7963626.21 ;    308740.38,  

7958886.31 ;    302605.99,  7956198.78 ;    310049.68,  7952501.68 ;    

373740.46,  7933831.29 ;    369184.62,  7939973.80 ;    364884.72,  

7945327.87 ;    358104.84,  7948724.10 ;    355424.92,  7952639.91 ;    

350004.20,  7957003.81; 
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22. WEDZA SOUTH:      

From a point along the Ruzawi River, the boundary turns southwest to include 

Maradzika Village and then crosses Mare River.  It follows an unnamed  

tributary from Mare River northwest so as to exclude Matsine School, Nhekairo 

Business Centre then turns southwestwards to follow Jekwa River to its 

confluence with Nyamidzi River so as to include Nhekairo, Chioko, 

Mufambanhando, Munzverengi Villages.  It then proceeds southwestwards 

until it joins the Wedza administrative boundary so as to include Masenda, 

Magwenzi, and Matsveru Villages.  It then follows the Wedza administrative 

boundary southeastwards up to the confluence of Save and Macheke Rivers 

and then turns northwestwards along the district administrative boundary up 

to the starting point.     An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

385015.46,  7921581.29 ;    379488.25,  7926654.09 ;    375155.95,  

7932059.79 ;    368833.94,  7932207.34 ;    362278.11,  7937208.76 ;    

356161.37,  7933560.87 ;    352630.46,  7927211.29 ;    350390.63,  

7921706.81 ;    355727.17,  7919096.15 ;    359055.22,  7910851.76 ;    

362490.57,  7902805.48 ;    365290.46,  7896131.29 ;    365290.46,  

7896131.29 ;  372943.26,  7893381.29 ;    378155.06,  7887752.64 ;    

385739.10,  7885431.40 ;    392925.46,  7886721.28 ;    392269.17,  

7894866.41 ;    391325.53,  7903241.00 ;    387498.06,  7909563.89 ;    

385011.42,  7916743.39. 

23. UZUMBA 

The constituency boundary starts at a point where Nyagui River meets 

Mukuruanopamaenza Range of mountains.  Turning northeastwards along the 
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range to Mugai river, it follows Mugai River eastwards to its confluence with 

Shamba River, proceeding briefly along Shamba River to its confluence with an 

unnamed tributary from Katiyo dam so as to include Katiyo Township, then 

southwards along the tributary to Katiyo Dam proceeding to Nyamapanda 

River passing between Chinhinya and Mazongororo mountains then to 

Chemhuka Hills so as to include Mashambanhaka school and business centre 

then along a vlei that leads to Chidye River.  It turns north eastwards along 

Chidye River up to its confluence with Nyadire River (The District Boundary.)  It 

then follows the district boundary to its intersection with Nyagui River (The 

Provincial Boundary), then northwards along Nyagui River to a point where 

Nyagui River meets Mukuruanopamaenza range, our starting point.   An This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:    

378190.46,  8096731.29;;    375749.67,  8100965.50 ;    368894.37,  

8095283.25 ;    366971.57,  8087987.40 ;    360875.74,  8081972.42 ;    

360722.30,  8075417.60 ;    365516.59,  8068981.29 ;    372467.65,  

8065298.69 ;    376968.06,  8070386.50 ;    383925.62,  8072981.29 ;    

391390.27,  8072930.92 ;    398832.94,  8074887.79 ;    399890.46,  

8075481.29 ;    399890.46,  8075481.29 ;    401303.50,  8082243.25 ;    

398961.83,  8088834.92 ;    396740.46,  8096424.02 ;    389011.64,  

8093446.68 ;    381422.38,  8089522.25 ;    375445.64,  8090160.54; 
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MASHONALAND EAST SENATORIAL CONSTITUENCIES 

1. CHIKOMBA – SEKE     

An area of land bound by the administrative boundaries of Chikomba and Seke 

Districts.  The boundary starts at the confluence of Ruenya and Save Rivers. 

Northwards, follow the Chikomba District boundary to its intersection with the 

Seke Boundary at the north western corner of Pinhoe Farm so as to exclude it. 

Turn eastwards following the Seke district boundary to its intersection with 

Chikomba District boundary at Koe Doe Poort Farm. Follow the Provincial 

boundary to the confluence of Rwenya and Save Rivers our starting point. An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

Coordinates 305565.46,  7991531.29;   308846.58,  7988822.15;   312659.76,  

7990890.94;   316882.00,  7991460.52;   320630.93,  7989000.33;   

323941.18,  7986055.56;   327185.01,  7985670.41;   329663.97,  

7983298.06;   331303.64,  7985692.95;   330519.82,  7989935.66;   

329964.62,  7993119.21;   329606.84,  7996457.12;   325999.39,  

7999597.36;   323665.23,  8003881.96;   322596.76,  8008668.68;   

321115.64,  8013380.93;   318556.00,  8015493.48;   315390.46,  

8013219.74;   311671.39,  8010243.15;   309357.97,  8006151.65;   

306199.05,  8008364.89;   302248.52,  8009733.71;   299440.46,  

8010431.29;   329640.46,  7932256.29;   327554.72,  7936249.14;   

323853.00,  7938318.84;   319692.62,  7938554.12;   316585.09,  

7941605.22;   312959.77,  7941871.63;   310605.09,  7945474.54;   

311975.51,  7950001.39;   308775.89,  7953213.57;   304160.48,  

7954982.28;   302764.49,  7958662.09;   307240.84,  7959196.21;   
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311573.45,  7960139.28;   310650.55,  7963726.32;   306186.08,  

7963545.41;   301936.47,  7964389.26;   299189.66,  7967937.64;   

296307.38,  7971329.17;   291827.19,  7972469.56;   289171.15,  

7973836.99;   292811.40,  7977227.24;   295906.41,  7980936.05;   

297146.11,  7985773.25;   298061.67,  7990450.22;   301943.79,  

7991948.51;   345815.46,  7881531.29;   348492.58,  7885685.53;   

351335.09,  7889720.57;   352290.94,  7894379.34;   352927.29,  

7896812.58;   355918.59,  7894584.43;   360212.60,  7894136.83;   

364449.21,  7894963.78;   363784.11,  7898643.21;   362414.71,  

7903082.77;   360285.54,  7907411.20;   358519.27,  7912023.67;   

356798.07,  7916648.67;   354956.66,  7921234.06;   351149.51,  

7923085.82;   347530.73,  7921841.36;   343905.27,  7922752.62;   

340712.44,  7923865.63;   338510.50,  7927686.24;   333791.97,  

7928706.04;   331035.17,  7931708.93;   265540.46,  7874106.29;   

268690.46,  7871368.10;   272777.11,  7870437.96;   277213.57,  

7869942.85;   279998.02,  7872740.56;   278654.40,  7876781.29;   

281674.44,  7878899.26;   284942.46,  7881225.89;   289474.05,  

7880574.26;   288601.69,  7875667.80;   289654.91,  7870902.38;   

292883.93,  7870134.98;   297788.60,  7871105.92;   302755.41,  

7871650.97;   307712.80,  7872259.08;   312672.36,  7872891.53;   

317631.04,  7873530.11;   321733.31,  7874881.26;   321123.35,  

7879833.94;   324226.13,  7882109.95;   322928.17,  7886816.90;   

325608.54,  7889303.62;   329291.52,  7887805.94;   332626.38,  

7885799.25;   336078.24,  7887970.76;   338724.81,  7884062.58;   

341219.03,  7882309.86;   344724.24,  7880123.18;   251440.46,  

7929831.29;   250028.52,  7928318.23;   46846.16,  7930458.46;   

248119.45,  7925639.29;   247119.44,  7920888.99;   244242.00,  

7917994.18;   242668.22,  7914204.39;   243909.68,  7909637.07;  

243029.79,  7906225.96;   245481.96,  7905047.79;   249415.41,  

7908031.24;   252600.12,  7910050.62;   254891.21,  7906454.02;   

257095.71,  7902431.29;   258250.01,  7900686.44;   256568.23,  
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7897284.07;   256663.68,  7893183.07;   259323.07,  7889016.05;   

262055.33,  7884901.55;   260644.83,  7883180.20;   261679.92,  

7878423.44;   263720.76,  7875225.98;   277090.46,  8014981.29;   

274296.85,  8016049.90;   271640.46,  8015704.43;   269701.75,  

8016667.59;   268428.94,  8012413.87;   266465.10,  8008430.93;   

264736.76,  8004609.98;   266099.70,  8000149.77;   264304.24,  

7997988.18;   262695.29,  7993840.95;   262745.40,  7990342.01;   

261790.45,  7986923.89;   258839.02,  7983646.24;   256818.61,  

7980265.51;   258511.06,  7975640.08;   261716.37,  7971929.47;   

264207.73,  7968614.93;   266510.42,  7965126.25;   264505.18,  

7961208.75;   264234.24,  7956219.15;   264143.71,  7951250.87;   

264226.58,  7946277.04;   261520.26,  7942340.90;   258161.86,  

7938677.69;   256297.89,  7935063.73;   53893.84,  7930738.06;   

251814.46,  7928335.28;   299440.46,  8010431.29;   295552.89,  

8010143.86;   299501.08,  8007995.67;   299337.17,  8005249.62;   

95136.60,  8003852.43;   292165.09,  8006331.65;   288705.77,  8008411.92;   

285783.37,  8010441.71;   281668.10,  8012617.47;   277506.46,  

8015240.28; 

2.     GOROMONZI      

An area of land bound by the administrative boundary of  Goromonzi District. 

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

Coordinates 329615.45,  7996431.29;   332568.97,  7996688.33;   336401.36,  

7999417.19;   338347.42,  8003099.33;   339313.01,  8007021.53;   

341997.26,  8007949.48;   342974.91,  8010749.40;   342348.12,  

8012983.28;   346629.42,  8014445.25;   347074.08,  8018991.68;   

346008.79,  8023587.95;   345273.30,  8028023.44;   344348.24,  

8032348.50;   342870.60,  8035786.43;   343346.18,  8040384.89;   

343599.52,  8045049.42;   345006.66,  8048837.30;   345855.29,  
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8053542.30;   347761.40,  8057473.18;   349326.48,  8061337.17;   

351765.52,  8065231.22;   352731.43,  8069671.57;   352440.46,  

8071231.29;   307565.46,  8042331.29;   310053.54,  8039724.10;   

308966.91,  8035524.02;   309538.47,  8031305.30;   311009.09,  

8028406.77;   309620.99,  8024696.56;   310441.83,  8021878.55;   

308291.32,  8018743.68;   304940.46,  8017555.99;   302946.32,  

8015162.15;   300257.82,  8011573.66;   302690.77,  8009631.13;   

306514.27,  8008383.66;   309774.46,  8006331.29;   311854.73,  

8010659.85;   315444.54,  8013672.10;   318606.98,  8015946.54;   

321303.81,  8012966.23;   322837.58,  8008287.05;   323809.52,  

8003449.09;   326342.98,  7999303.77;   326640.46,  8050781.29;   

322617.23,  8051484.84;   319152.39,  8048775.10;   318006.98,  

8051489.76;   317828.86,  8056067.88;   318927.39,  8060405.17;   

320061.97,  8064846.43;   316668.53,  8066860.97;  312248.33,  8067442.25;   

307491.88,  8068722.48;   302770.41,  8070246.31;   301016.86,  

8067934.09;   300477.02,  8064592.85;   300484.27,  8061499.57;   

296931.81,  8059470.78;   294151.48,  8056847.42;   294010.83,  

8051880.36;   294136.00,  8048954.06;   295076.19,  8044859.83;   

297611.12,  8045981.29;   300274.29,  8043325.45;   303443.50,  

8043709.34;   305963.03,  8042348.76;   352440.46,  8071231.29;   

349455.78,  8069163.95;   345221.51,  8068281.29;   342126.14,  

8065516.31;   340391.74,  8061360.14;   337906.07,  8057359.44;   

336157.83,  8057514.98;   332451.11,  8054216.95;   328580.49,  

8051146.33; 

3. MUDZI-UMP      

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where the Mazowe River 

meets with the Zimbabwe-Mozambique international boundary, then generally 

eastwards then southwards along the Zimbabwe-Mozambique international 

boundary up to the intersection of that boundary and Rwenya river; then up 

the Rwenya river which is the administrative district boundary and proceeding 
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northwards, southwards, and westwards  along this administrative district 

boundary to the confluence of Nyagwi and Mahuni river, then generally 

northeastwards down Nyagwi and Mazoe rivers which is the administrative 

district boundary to the Zimbabwe- Mozambique international boundary which 

is the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

416340.46,  8102381.29;   418809.29,  8098143.61;   421852.06,  

8095388.61;   423814.90,  8099680.74;   425530.54,  8104261.45;   

429418.52,  8106884.35;   431896.77,  8103968.66;   434475.64,  

8099771.10;   435836.09,  8096772.56;   439709.38,  8097975.22;   

442145.81,  8096120.57;   444833.94,  8092394.32;   446569.81,  

8088200.42;   451018.79,  8089138.91;   452711.73,  8087366.38;   

454588.75,  8084140.19;   459377.26,  8082744.02;   464115.90,  

8081180.84;   468279.73,  8078517.02;   472470.86,  8075891.09;   

472990.46,  8075581.29;   376215.46,  8069081.29;   378799.44,  

8071555.17;   383412.58,  8072930.33;   387702.05,  8072790.89;   

391687.05,  8073302.88;   395874.66,  8074018.32;   399838.21,  

8075717.49;   398841.15,  8080308.38;   402229.82,  8082595.65;   

400440.66,  8086630.89;   397793.76,  8090578.34;   397557.12,  

8095022.96;   397636.02,  8099472.42;   399654.37,  8103859.12;   

401605.62,  8108262.46;   402760.52,  8112561.54;   404793.82,  

8116000.46;   409332.13,  8115921.76;   412398.70,  8114631.54;   

413728.83,  8110104.53;   414997.40,  8105285.44;   384190.46,  

8120856.29;   382087.56,  8118187.09;   383066.78,  8114932.62;   

379302.06,  8112317.90;   377282.45,  8108281.29;   376546.52,  

8104528.26;   374486.80,  8102054.46;   370508.45,  8099698.29;   

366608.52,  8098497.26;   364927.55,  8095369.20;   366972.66,  

8091095.70;   366004.55,  8087009.48;   362489.90,  8083696.18;   

359800.34,  8080016.17;   359616.41,  8076393.31;   362750.66,  

8073296.08;   365205.58,  8069351.05;   368640.31,  8067331.29;   
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372721.50,  8065661.50;   375199.02,  8067348.42;   464890.46,  

8149806.29;   460791.21,  8150406.54;   456038.54,  8149134.63;   

451787.89,  8151108.85;   47589.41,  8153273.31;   443124.82,  8153771.92;   

438500.84,  8153074.69; 434028.43,  8151738.70;   430207.61,  8149523.44;   

425559.90,  8148573.65;   421312.65,  8147028.48;   417656.26,  

8144348.39;   413580.63,  8145776.38   09369.54,  8143830.84;  404762.84,  

8142728.68;   400833.49,  8142102.81;   397895.08,  8139799.77;   

393985.65,  8137301.49;   394518.57,  8132762.58;   391746.94,  

8129262.77;   387989.45,  8128103.29;   385999.19,  8124233.47;   

384224.88,  8121114.46;   494415.46,  8110981.29;   491998.84,  

8115297.90;   489199.19,  8119363.83;   486432.51,  8123447.17;   

483575.20,  8127471.54;   484797.22,  8130175.21;   489545.06,  

8131741.16;   492134.75,  8135689.17;   494140.58,  8140256.67;   

496093.85,  8144844.88;   497531.70,  8149630.02;   499011.48,  

8154370.78;   494654.34,  8153873.51;   490314.42,  8153243.27;   

486242.83,  8152953.92;   481813.56,  8153929.40;   477422.94,  

8153162.13;   473175.43,  8152561.21;   468943.48,  8150532.80;   

472990.46,  8075581.29;   474882.98,  8079883.87;   477957.31,  

8083515.01;   481974.63,  8085511.99;   484903.96,  8088508.30;   

488997.65,  8090134.89;   493285.27,  8091624.39;   498027.41,  

8092799.77;   499134.09,  8096889.00;   498296.40,  8101769.39;   

496354.73,  8106363.47;   494422.12,  8110961.30. 

4. MUREWA       

An area of land bound by the administrative boundary of Murewa District.  An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

 Coordinates  342990.46,  8036881.29;   344477.17,  8033360.14;   

345255.68,  8029151.97;   345853.25,  8024780.11;   347018.34,  

8020069.73;   348866.66,  8018582.49;   353446.62,  8020270.33;   
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357982.59,  8018735.22;   361165.10,  8015579.88;   361838.28,  

8010774.83;   366247.82,  8010155.54;   367998.47,  8006848.28;  70511.20,  

8002594.05;   369843.51,  7998065.46;   368073.35,  7994389.19;   

363798.43,  7991935.28;   365374.39,  7989614.32;   369682.91,  

7987160.06;   373159.50,  7986646.77;   377488.45,  7985557.29;   

379640.46,  7984081.29;  380990.46,  8066481.29;   378837.23,  8070987.74;   

376429.73,  8069459.84;   374875.89,  8065793.38;   370687.77,  

8066032.63;   367066.36,  8068872.28;   ;364188.45,  8071435.30;   

361329.32,  8074911.86;   358432.10,  8078181.24;   356517.36,  

8077452.99;   353328.85,  8074300.49;   352440.46,  8071299.47;   

352177.36,  8066786.01;   349996.56,  8062884.34;   348570.28,  

8058986.11;   345827.31,  8055057.59;   345061.86,  8050549.24;   

344562.29,  8046278.13;   343323.13,  8042100.61;   343066.58,  

8037377.92;   397040.45,  8005356.29;   400020.24,  8008936.08;   

403544.73,  8012310.56;   407014.92,  8015780.76;   409641.48,  

8019156.80;   409214.58,  8023436.52;   410550.33,  8027516.16;   

414545.25,  8029726.61;   414892.04,  8031904.71;   410762.34,  

8033167.23;   08148.68,  8033467.90;   405377.14,  8036804.66;   

406387.34,  8040306.91;   401473.83,  8041229.61;   396551.55,  

8042104.44;   394586.47,  8044852.30;   395481.98,  8048585.53;   

390956.38,  8050577.31;   387409.53,  8053393.15;   385256.30,  

8057899.60;   383061.65,  8062388.89;   379640.46,  7984081.29;   

380163.53,  7988535.14;   380590.46,  7993069.89;   384243.00,  

7993873.79;   389241.35,  7993787.57;   394238.53,  7993731.29;   

393139.81,  7998456.93;   392862.40,  8002017.26;   396177.64,  

8004845.82; 

5. MUTOKO:                  

An area of land bound by the administrative boundary of Mutoko District.  An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 
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zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

Coordinates 398790.46,  8079181.29;   399107.86,  8075014.99;   394794.50,  

8074040.97; 390854.59,  8072538.36;   386566.03,  8072897.77;   382376.84,  

072542.68;  378913.62,  8070834.96;   381066.84,  8066328.51;   383318.95,  

8061874.29; 385513.60,  8057385.00;   387637.14,  8052866.25;   391504.06,  

8050401.76; 395815.24,  8048230.87;   394461.81,  8044309.44;   397119.06,  

8042009.86; 402039.17,  8041123.17;   406953.52,  8040205.56;   405445.69,  

8036351.05; 408168.50,  8032892.90;   411248.36,  8033464.19;   415361.70,  

8031585.05; 416790.46,  8030631.29;   433190.46,  8101631.29;   430632.52,  

8105813.03; 427645.34,  8105611.18;   424927.35,  8102083.45;   423050.72,  

8097557.61; 420442.82,  8096276.57;   417750.71,  8100160.78;   415333.59,  

8104326.90; 413922.29,  8109110.78;   412662.32,  8113650.11;   410309.52,  

8116090.82; 405746.71,  8115855.40;   402995.71,  8113552.31;   401928.12,  

8109205.97; 399930.46,  8104826.30;   398102.74,  8100293.14;   396925.04,  

8095712.12; 97870.39,  8091581.92;   400069.45,  8087569.29;   402630.64,  

8083479.42; 399415.22,  8081130.82;   453665.45,  8054331.29;   455914.58,  

8055510.31; 459100.79,  8058445.96;   462107.06,  8060472.90;   461655.97,  

8065309.75; 65922.02,  8067533.48;   470482.37,  8069198.20;   471661.50,  

8073315.48; 471119.82,  8076766.61;   466925.84,  8079388.60;   462571.99,  

8081679.11;457798.47,  8083141.79;   453104.62,  8084763.46;   453141.77,  

8088936.55;449513.88,  8088879.71;   445330.26,  8089136.88;   443920.91,  

8093448.54; 441691.72,  8097628.77;   438294.00,  8098181.29;   434344.91,  

8096779.06; 433522.87,  8101066.47;   416790.46,  8030631.29;   420471.20,  

8033692.78; 422957.15,  8037406.39;   426034.44,  8040329.28;   429896.38,  

8042359.25; 433908.68,  8045224.51;   438194.36,  8046633.24;   440888.53,  

8047504.36; 443947.86,  8050810.92;   447375.93,  8053172.65;   451738.67,  

8052158.08. 
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6. WEDZA – MARONDERA      

An area of land bound by a line drawn from the confluence of Save and 

Macheke Rivers then northwards along the Hwedza District Administrative 

boundary up to its intersection with the Marondera District Administrative 

boundary. It then proceeds generally northwards along the same up to its 

intersection with Macheke River, excluding the following areas Chiduku 

Communal Lands, Dowa Small Scale Farms, it then proceeds northwards to 

Murewa District Administrative boundary. It then turns westwards along the 

administrative boundary, then northeast, then generally north along the 

District Administrative boundary then northeast along the same up to its 

intersection with the Goromonzi District Administrative boundary. Then 

generally southwards along Marondera District Administrative boundary up to 

its intersection with the northern border of Waddilove; then generally 

westwards along the same so as to exclude Seke Communal Lands up to the 

south eastern beacon of Doune so as to exclude Guzha , Guildford and Doune; 

generally south west along the administrative boundary so as to exclude Muda 

Small Scale Farms, then generally south east along the administrative 

boundary up to the boundary of Bickleighh; then  south west, then south along 

the administrative boundary up to the western beacon of Laasgedink; then 

generally south east up to its intersection with Hwedza District administrative 

boundary, it then turns southwards then generally south eastwards along the 

Hwedza District administrative boundary up to the starting point which is the 

confluence of Macheke River and Save River. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

308090.46,  7953581.29;   312034.38,  7950612.37;   310518.83,  946250.91;   

312302.23,  7942244.51;   315865.29,  7941831.24;  319290.45,  7939081.29;   

323427.80,  7937693.04;   326829.84,  7936476.49;   329086.42,  7932697.45   

332872.31,  7930217.57;   336385.52,  7928191.27;   339139.77, 7925258.33; 

343194.51,  7923958.32;   345529.14,  7920946.07;   350012.71, 7921384.07;   
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353577.12,  7922862.96;   355857.01,  7918706.63;   ;57887.85,  914214.11;   

359602.44,  7909557.32;   361318.01,  7905076.17;   363389.77, 7900624.46;   

364944.56,  7896493.97;   365290.46,  7896131.29   330815.46,  7988231.29   

330440.46,  7984657.14   327828.30,  7983417.10   326886.34,  7986663.23   

322698.62,  7987081.79   319292.24,  7989754.51   315346.23,  7992009.18   

311327.75,  7990143.59   307127.87,  7989293.82   304167.92,7992284.72; 

3299225.80, 528.85;297974.11,7987857.26;296376.30,983135.53294444.01,  

7978759.84;   290824.70,  7975340.54;   290169.19,  972302.04;  294229.85,  

7971702.75;   298494.89,  7969972.41;   300343.81, 7965852.93;  303993.56,  

7963044.57;   308499.10,  7963175.58;   7 311972.16, 7961964.82309442.47,  

7958735.89;   304543.78,  7959431.84;  302585.91,  7955917.69;  306790.26,  

7954256.39;   362440.46,  7991281.29;   366755.80,  7993513.96; 370053.31,  

7996517.71;   371101.29,  8001109.61;   368831.09,  8005500.01; 367592.34,  

8010035.06;   62849.87,  8010086.60;   361465.27,  8014081.48;   59322.11,  

8017890.46;   354983.54,  8020258.59;   350133.64,  8019527.88; 347331.46,  

8016085.23;   344112.53,  8013176.64;   341293.17,  8011498.15; 342981.99,  

8009147.82;   339886.37,  8008944.04;   337500.36,  8004701.09; 337791.90,  

8000857.74;   333918.35,  7997938.26;   330915.01,  7994994.01; 330239.20,  

7992078.78;   330702.44,  7988557.32;;   383540.46,  7924506.29;380087.72,  

7926905.61;   376948.63,  7927947.64;   375050.28,  7932376.81; 372009.05,  

7935500.09;   369678.81,  7939112.11;   368477.69,  7943343.53; 369753.32,  

7947043.42;   367324.76,  7950771.99;   366818.86,  7953695.49; 368764.28,  

7957875.44;   371958.96,  7960649.99;   76783.04,  7961953.82;   76525.10,  

7965411.99;   378517.79,  7968983.63;   379833.02,  7973446.15; 379457.02,  

7978156.60;   378897.90, 7982390.81;   377434.17,  7985584.43;  373102.23,  

7986665.85;   369628.63, 7987187.20;   365320.10,  7989641.47;  ;65290.46,  

7896131.29;   369814.48, 7895359.18; 373335.35,  7892551.73;   376228.94,  

7889493.70;   380086.64, 7887654.38384067.40,  7886310.90;   388535.12,  

7886158.77;   392893.08,  885808.92;   391667.18,  7890305.48;  392269.17,  

7894866.41;   392150.17,  7899671.76;   390856.33,  7903999.54; 389569.97,  
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7907813.24;   386281.65,  7910116.50;   385458.39,  7914887.81; 384857.04,  

7919598.12;   383724.60,  7924113.00. 
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CHAPTER 6 

MASHONALAND WEST WARD BOUNDARY DESCRIPTIONS 

CHEGUTU MUNICIPALITY  

WARD 1 

The boundary for Ward 1 is a line drawn from the south-eastern beacon of 

Dodhill Nurseries to Harare road so as to include Dodhill Nurseries then 

generally westwards along Harare road into Queen Street, westwardwards 

along Queen Street into Henry Hartley avenue up to its intersection with 

Kennedy Street, the westwards along Kennedy Street up to its intersection with 

Concession Hill road, northwards along Concession Hill road so as to exclude 

Chegutu Park up to its junction with Harare road, westwards again along 

Harare road up to the western boundary of Chegutu Town and the eastern 

boundary of Lionvlei Farm, then generally northwards and north-eastwards 

along the eastern boundary  of Lionvlei farm to Chakari road, south-eastwards 

along Chakari road up to Warwick road and then to a point along Harare-

Bulawayo railway line, eastwards along the railway line and cross Chinhoyi 

road to Mupfure River and then generally southwards along old Chinhoyi road 

up to the eastern boundary of Dodhill Nurseries so as to include it, then finally 

along this boundary to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 832760.48, 7992599.66; 834704.79, 

7994778.63; 834905.93, 7993186.30; 833095.71, 7992264.43; 833246.56, 

7992063.29; 832257.64, 799169.55; 830196.00, 790353.64; 829056.23, 

7991811.87; 829978.10, 7992633.18; and 829257.37, 7993588.57. 

WARD 2 

Ward 2 is depicted by a line drawn from the intersection of Queen Street and 

Henry Hartley road, then eastwards along Queen Street up to the point on the 

Chegutu Municipality and Lambourne Farm boundary, then generally along 
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the western boundary of Lambourne Farm to the northern beacon of Derus, 

along the northern and north western boundary of Derus properties up to 

Cattle Trail road so as to include the cemetery, generally westwards along 

Cattle Trail road up to its junction with Alexandra Avenue, northwards along 

Alexandra avenue into Kennedy Street, eastwards along Kennedy Street up to 

its junction with Henry Hartley Avenue, northwards along Henry Hartley 

Avenue and to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 833095.71, 7992264.43, 834922.69, 

7993152.78; 834453.37, 7990856.48; and 833162.75; 7991979.49. 

WARD 3 

Ward 3 is an area of land in Chegutu Municipality which is bounded by a line 

drawn from the intersection of Kennedy Street and Alexandra avenue, 

southwards along Alexandra avenue so as to exclude Hartley I Primary School, 

across Cattle Trail road up to the northern boundary of Clauden Band and 

Risboro A which incidentally is the southern  boundary of Chegutu 

Municipality area, westwards along this boundary up to Cattle trail road 

extension, then northwards along Cattle Trail road up to its junction with 

Harare road eastwards along Harare road up to Concession Hill road, generally 

southwards along Concession Hill road up to Kennedy Street and to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 833162.75, 791979.49; 834453.37, 7990856.48; 

832022.36, 7988334.43; 830195.38, 7990329.03; 832223.50, 7991720.21, 

and 832491.68, 7991452.03. 

 

WARD 4 

The boundary of Ward 4 starts from the junction of Chakari road and Hippo 

Pools road, then north-westwards along Chakari road up to its junction with 
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Chegutu road, generally northwards along Chegutu road and Mavudzi road 

into an unnamed road so as to include housing offices, along this road into 

Kamba Street so as to exclude stand numbers C299 and 300, along Kamba 

road into Gwanzura Street and then eastwards along Gwanzura Street into 

Hippo Pools road, then generally southwards along Hippo Pools road to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 832665.44, 7992731.39, 832204.61, 7992658.24, 

832226.55, 7993031.29, 832142.43, 7993345,83, 832252.16, 7993331.20; 

832252.16, 7993415.32; 832372.857993290.96; 832559.37, 7993323.88; 

832588.63, 7993426.29; 832727.61, 7993367.77; 832698.35, 7993093.47; 

and 832475.25, 7992958.14; 

WARD 5 

Ward 5 in Chegutu Town starts from the junction of Chakari road and Mugabe 

Way, eastwards along Mugabe was up to its intersection with Chindiya Avenue, 

then southwards along Chindiya avenue up to its junction with Chegutu road, 

southward westwards along Chegutu avenue up to its junction with Chakari 

road, then north-eastwards along Chakari road and back to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 831805.96, 7993126.38; 832222.90, 7992972.77; 832204.61, 

7992654.58; 8320032.71, 7992658.24; and 831590.17, 7992841.11. 

WARD 6 

The boundary for Ward 6 is a line drawn from the intersection of Mugabe Way 

and Chindiya avenue then generally eastwards along Mugabe Way up to its 

junction with Hippo Pools road, generally southwards along Hippo Pools road 

up to its junction with Gwanzura Road extension, north-westwards and 

southwards along Gwanzura road and Kamba Street respectively so as to 

exclude stand numbers C296 to C299, then westwards along an unnamed road 

so as to include Chegutu Primary School and exclude Municipal  Housing 
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Offices, southwards along Mavudzi Avenue into Chegutu road and then 

northwards along Chindiya avenue and back to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 831805.96, 

7993126.38, 832222.90, 7992972.77, 832138.78, 7993349.48; 832358.22, 

7993422.63; 832372.85, 7993298.28; 832555.72, 7993323.88; 832588.63, 

7993429.94; 832731.27, 7993364.11; 832775.167993788.37; and 832219.24, 

7993715.22. 

WARD 7 

The boundary for Ward 7 starts from the junction of Mugabe Way and school 

road to include stand number P236, northwards along Mugabe Way up to its 

junction with 8th Street in Pfupajena Township, eastwards along 8th Street and 

behind stand numbers P1357 to P1371 into Hippo Pools road, then generally 

northwards along Hippo Pools road up to the boundary of Chegutu Municipal 

area and Umvovo Farm then eastwards into Mupfure River, southwards along  

a tributary of Mupfure River to include sewage ponds and then along Fourth 

Street in Chinengundu Township and along the northern boundary of 

Pfupajena Secondary School so as to include the Police Station into Hippo 

Pools road, north-westwards along Mugabe Way and back to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  

831860.17, 7996262.52; 830324.07, 7997506.02, 831187.21, 7998222.87; 

831626.10, 7997579.17; 832898.86, 7998293.02; 833249.97, 7996672.14; 

832284.42, 7996335.67; 832781.83, 7993804.77; 832094.24, 7993541.44; 

831772.39, 7993907.17; 832284.42, 7994068.10; and 831860.17, 

7996247.89. 

WARD 8 
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Ward 8 is in Pfupajena Township.  It starts from the junction of Msana Avenue 

and an unnamed Street, then westwards along the unnamed road up to school 

road, southwards along school road to the southern Durawall of Pfupajena 

Primary School so as to include it, along the southern and western boundary of 

Pfupajena Primary School up to 5th Street so as to exclude stand numbers 

P349, P361 and P353 up to Msana road northwards along Musana road to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: Ward 08: 831320.49, 7993600.99; 831695.98, 

7993976.47; 831955.93, 7993564.88; 831813.92, 7993343.44; 831614.14, 

7993458.98; and 831546.75, 7993406.02; 

WARD 9 

The boundary for Ward 9 is depicted by a line from the intersection of Mugabe 

Way and Chakari Road, then north-westwards along Chakari Road up to 

Ameva Road, northwards along Ameva  Road up to a point where a line is 

drawn southwards which incidentally is the boundary between Pfupajena 

Township  and Umvovo Township, then along this line in an open space up to 

Msana Avenue, Southwards along Msana  avenue  and then eastwards  so as 

to exclude stand numbers P361 and P348, southwards again along the western 

fence of Pfupajena Primary School, the eastern fence and into school road, 

southwards along school road to Mugabe Way then finally westwards along 

Mugabe Way to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 831969.85, 7993585.88; 832082.98, 

7993585.11; 831591.96; 7992837.31; 831004.66, 7993075.60; 831250.17; 

7993359.62; 831151.49, 7993439.05; 831322.38, 7993699.32; 831614.14, 

7993458.98; 831611.21, 7993460.71; and 831815.80, 7993337.96; 

WARD 10 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where Chakari Road 

intersects with Warwick Road, going north westwards along an unnamed 
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tarred road (the western boundary of the Durawall site), then south eastwards 

along the northern boundary of Durawall site so as to include it up to the north 

eastern boundary  of stand number 2533, then north eastwards along a stream 

marking the common of ZMDC and Heroes Town ships into Mupfure River, 

then eastwards along Mupfure river up to its intersection with Chinhoyi road 

then southwards along the western boundary of Lambourne Extension farm, 

up to the railway line then south westwards  along the railway line to its 

intersection with Chakari road, then generally westwards along Chakari road 

up to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 832412.01, 7995664.54; 834832.01, 

7995319.97; 834711.81, 7994743.02; 832756.58, 7992595.47; 832492.14,  

992964.08; and  832724.52,  7993108.32; 

WARD 11 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of a 88kv 

Servicetude line and unnamed road to eastwards along 88kv Servicetude line 

up to church number 24179 so as to include it then south along an unnamed 

road so as to exclude Primary school number 26533 then south eastwards 

from stand number 26532 up to 26157 so as to exclude it then north 

eastwards along an unnamed road from stand number 26157 up to stand 

number 23597 so as to include it then north east up to stand number P407 so 

as to exclude it then north from stand number P1696 to P1734 so as to 

exclude them up to Hippo Pools road then northeast along Hippo Pools back to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 831269.77, 7993557.92; 830635.50, 7994021.43; 

831153.89, 7994503.23; 832166.29, 7994619.11; 832245.58, 7994076.32; 

831983.33, 7994058.02; and 831757.67, 7993887.25. 

WARD 12 
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An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Chakari road 

and an unnamed dust road proceeding northwards up to stand number 26104 

so as to include it, then west up to stand number 1207 so as to exclude 1207 

so as to exclude it, then northwards up to stand number 26157 so as to 

include it. Then westwards along the edge of the proposed primary and 

secondary schools up to its intersection with an unnamed road, the proceeding 

north wards up to the intersection with an 88kv power line up to its 

intersection with Hippo Pools Road, then northwest along Hippo Pools Road up 

to the Municipal boundary procedding up to the intersection with Bayhorse 

Road then along Bayhorse up to its intersection with Chakari Road then along 

that road up to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 830315, 7997481.30;  831852.21,  

7996237.15;  832157.14,  7994639.27;  831156.94,  7994517.30;  831193.54,  

7994517.30;  830632.45,  7994017.20;  831266.72, 7993541.49;  831022.77,  

7993090.18;  829254.12,  7993578.08;  and  827729.43,  7995297.94. 

CHEGUTU RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

WARD 1 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Umsweswe 

River and an unnamed river up stream to Rukuma Business Centre so as to 

include it, hence further northwards so as to include Shumbayaonda village, 

then generally eastwards and southwards so as to include the following 

villages: Mushure, Mandizvidza, Mutinhima, Mungate and Ngubhani up to the 

District boundary then southwestwards along the District boundary, hence 

westwards down Umsweswe river to the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 247996.95, 7949236.93; 

252227.96,7959097.64; 257088.38, 7959412.34 and 262263.50, 7949761.44. 
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WARD 2 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of the western 

boundary of Elandsfontein and Manyawanga River, hence south eastwards 

upstream along Manyawanga  river to Mudzingwa Dam then further south 

eastwards to include Rutize Village, Mushure Village and Rukuma School to 

exclude Gandidzanwa Kambarami Village Rukuma Dip Tank hence further 

southwards to include Chisango and Madziwa Villages up to the District 

boundary, Umsweswe river hence down the said river northwards along the 

eastern boundaries of Dawn Farm and Rutala Hills so as to exclude them  and 

back to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 233828.42, 7970078.03; 249362.11, 

7953457.59; 247996.95, 7949236.93 and 230409.98, 7952373.61. 

WARD 3 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of the eastern 

boundary of Elands Fontein Farm and Nyamawunga river, hence south 

eastwards along the river then north eastwards along tributary of the said 

river, to exclude Zibwowa Village, Mashayamombe Village and School up to 

Muza Dam river along it to the confluence of Nyangweni river and an unnamed 

stream downwards along Nyangweni river to Mupfure River and its intersection 

with Chirundazi River,  hence south eastwards down the Mupfure river to eht 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 233169.80, 7971088.25; 236495.80, 7969339.90; 

241561.89, 7976787.88; 239468.00, 7980018.78 and 227679.98, 798290.11 

WARD 4 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mupfure River 

and Nyangweni River then upstream along Nyangweni river, hence generally 

southwards into Tumbgwi river into Nyamawunga river then south eastwards 
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along the later river up to Mudzingwa Dam then downwards along Nyangweni 

river whilst including to a point where a straight eastwards to Nyundo river 

excluding Muhwati and Paradzayi Villages, Mutero-Motsi  and Mutero-

Kanengoni Villages, hence    northwards along Nyundo river into Mupfure river 

and back to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 239468.00, 7980018.78; 236495.80, 

7969353.83;243434.37, 7958009.86; 245217.69,7967520.89; 251232.02, 

7967590.82 and 243803.72, 7980048.36 

WARD 5 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of  Nyangweni 

river and an unnamed stream, then eastwards from the unnamed stream, to a 

point where the stream intersects with Mvurachena river to include the 

following villages Chipfuwa, Gandidzanwa, Kambarami, Maputo, Nyakudya and 

Shoniwa-Showane up to Nyundo River then northwards along the said river 

then westwards to include Munemo-Mutyambizi, St Boniface/Goroni School, 

Paradzayi Village and back to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 243434.18, 7957983.24; 

245217.50, 7967529.24; 251196.86, 7967634.14; 257088.38, 7959412.34 and 

249362.11, 7953457.59 

WARD 6 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the point where the District 

boundary meets the eastern tributary of Nyundo River then North westwards 

along the tributary to Nyundo River then further northwards along the said 

river then north eastwards so as to include the following villages Dzapata, 

Mubaiwa, Musarurwa, Kwaramba and Tsuro up to the eastern side of the 

District boundary then southwards along the District boundary back to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 
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Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 255214.05, 7963491.92; 261892.75, 7963456.95; 

26559925.25, 7967338.30;  264515.28,  7962792.58  and  262263.50, 

7949761.44. 

WARD 7 

 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyundo river 

and Mupfure river then south eastwards along Nyundo River then north 

eastwards so as to exclude Dzapata, Mubaiwa, Musarurwa, Kwaramba, 

Kabanda and Tsuro villages up to the District Boundary then north westwards 

along Doron’anga River to Mupfure river and to its confluence with Nyundo 

River finally the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 250551.32, 7973869.77; 255207.94, 

7963484.56; 261915.61, 7963449.59; 265587.15, 7967330.93 and 258943.41, 

7973764.87 

WARD 8 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyawiye River 

and Mupfure River then northwards along Nyawiye River up to the southern 

boundary of Beverley Farm then generally westwards and southwards so as to 

exclude the following farms, Beverley, Malham, Nugget, Emojeni, and Fort 

Martin farms up to Mupfure River then eastwards along the said river back to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  248127.87, 7978931.64; 248208.01, 7994884.74; 

241970.86, 7993788.10; 242553.45, 7985426.20; 245740.57, 7986420.03; 

244609.65, 7982102.00;241354.00, 7982239.08; and 241216.92, 7980457.04 
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WARD 9 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mupfure River 

and Nyawiye River then northwards along Nyawiye River up to the southern 

boundary of Beverley and Linden Park Farm then generally northwards and 

eastwards so as to exclude Linden Park, Chibero, Rock farms up to Nyadzwore 

River then southward along the said river up to Mupfure River then westwards 

to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 248208.01, 7994884.74; 253144.22, 

7996929.12; 256262.79, 7995661.12; 257667.87, 7996312.26 and 253178.49, 

7979314.30 

 

WARD 10 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mupfure River 

and Nyadzvore River then northwards along Nyadzvore River to the eastern 

boundaries of Rock Farm Nyadgori Farm and Serui Source farms to the district 

boundary then generally southwards along the district boundary to Mupfure 

River then westwards along Mupfure River to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 253178.49, 

7979314.30; 257667.87, 7996312.26; 264132.54, 8006060.07 and 256893.78, 

7979954.70 

WARD 11 

An area of land bounded by a line dawn from the confluence of Mupfure River 

and its tributary Chimbo River, then generally Westwards along Mupfure river 

so as to include Onverwag farm and Zimbo Junction Estate then north 

eastwards along Saruwe River so as to include Serui Drift and Strathmope 

farms then north westwards along the south western boundary of Virginia 

Farm and to include the following farms French Hoek, Stroomop Estate, 

Reydon Estate, Pilmuir, Alpha West, Stumps, Biri River Estate and Selous 
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Tobacco Estate then South eastwards along the north eastern boundaries of 

Spencer, Mandalay, Drumwhirn and Ndwizi Farms to Saruwe River, then 

generally south westwards along the later mentioned river back to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 222695.09, 7986222.62; 216080.97, 7989238.39; 

221975.42,7994687.33;219850.68,7998285.69;217815.82, 8001026.97; 

210927.54, 8011376.53; 221825.42, 8012061.93; 223915.89, 8007572.55; 

231167.68, 7997879.48 and 235862.68, 7995343.50 

WARD 12 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mupfure River 

and Chimbo River then generally eastwards and north eastwards along Chimbo 

River so as to include Dorothy Hill, Oxford, Zimbo Drift Cotswold and Marsden 

then further north eastwards along the western and northern boundaries of 

Braeside, Shingwiri extension, Lucastes then eastwards and southwards to 

include the Outspan Tilford, Wortley, Halton, Beverly, Linden Park then 

generally westwards and southwards to include Malham, Farnley Nugget 

Emojeni, Fort Martin to Mupfure River then generally westwards along the later 

mentioned river back to the starting point. This area is bound by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 222695.09, 7986222.62; 235862.68, 

7995343.50; 234034.54, 799911726; 239380.67, 8002407.18; 241470.38, 

8005428.20; 249523.85, 8004160.21; 250072.17, 7997717.44; 241961.11, 

7993807.91; 242543.71, 7985446.02 and 241232.14, 7980524.81. 

 

WARD 13 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where the northern 

boundary of Ardmore Farm meets Kafufu River then southwards along Kafufu 

River to Saruwe River then south eastwards along Saruwe River then south 

eastwards and south westwards of the following properties; Little Notts, 
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Glenside, A” Jenkinstown, Garthnor, Serui, Chingford, Bulfield, Duntocher, 

Mountain Estate,New Woodgift, Tre-Pol-Pen, Southwood, Northwood, Niklot 

and Rothwell Farms so as to include them, then eastwards and generally 

Southwards to include the following properties Hunyani  Estate 3A, Hunyani 

BA3, Stanhope, Cromdale and Ardmore farms to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 239333.60, 

8009930.51; 238286.95, 8006880.47; 241492.61, 8005441.13; 234056.07, 

7999135.43; 231181.92, 7997892.51; 225013.30, 8007967.91; 22826.19, 

8012080.32; 223924.33, 8013460.32;  and 235062.10, 8011781.09 

WARD 14                         

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the point where the southern 

boundary of Exe Farm meets Kafufu River then westwards and generally 

northwards so as to include the following properties Childerly, Makwiro Source, 

Pulham, Hunyani Estate 3B then to the Southern banks of Chivero/Hunyani 

Lake eastwards to south bank so as to include it then southwestwards 

excluding Hunyani Recreational  Park and Idaho Farm then westwards and 

southwards so as to exclude Kent  Estate, Sunny Side Extension, Daisy Eland 

Fountain, Lancaster, Rosdcommon and Bryn farms to Kafufu river to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 239961.80, 8009696.33; 235042.05, 8011835.35; 

233483.62, 8025769.56; 242498.08, 8022683.26; 246103.86, 8024027.79; 

249129.05, 8024839.46; 252826.51, 8025481.17; 248334.55, 8019583.57; 

243964.83, 8013930.44. 

WARD 15 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where the western 

boundary of Chibero meets Saruwe River then generally north Westwards and 

north eastwards so as to include the following properties, Franceys, Mapple 
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Leaf, Sunflower, Redwing, Sunnyside Extension, Knock Medlock of Austria, 

Merton Park Farms to Mansame River, then generally eastwards and south 

westwards and southeastwards to include Idaho, Maine, Carolin Extension 

Farms.  Then generally southwards to include Ceal Sherwood Greendale Serui 

source, Nyadgori, Rock to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 249524.07, 8004067.80; 

238278.12, 8006896.78; 239340.49, 8009946.82; 244379.73, 8016476.09; 

257573.70, 8014248.53; 267147.21, 8014831.12; 270231.51, 8017469.92; 

268757.90, 8010752.99; 257885.31, 7996411.24 and 250106.01, 7997747.77. 

WARD 16 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Msengezi river 

and small scale farms to the stateland then Southwards along the western 

boundaries of the small scale farm number 233 then eastwards along the 

southern boundaries of the small scale farms and the commercial farms to 

small scale number 22, then northwards along the western boundary of the 

small scale farm numbers 222,221,220,218,210, 209,182, 181A then 

eastwards along the northern boundary of farm number 181A, 185,188 and 

northwards along the eastern boundary of farm numbers 156, 273 and 

westwards along the southern boundaries of Chirinhengo Dam and 

Chirinhengo School and to exclude it then southeastwards  along the western 

boundary of the stateland so as to include it and  northwards along the 

western boundary of farm numbers 294, 320 and 319A to Musengezi River 

then westwards along Musengezi River to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 208516.52, 

8010254.15; 201568.08, 8010815.21; 199798.60, 8015433.12; 199669.12, 

8023935.28; 204114.41, 8023590.01; 205107.05, 8016986.82 and 208646.01, 

8016425.76 
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WARD 17 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the eastern boundary of farms 

164,165,377,376,170,173 so as to include them, then Eastwards along the 

northern boundaries of the following farms 174,178,149,129,and 119 so as to 

include them, then southwards along the eastern boundaries of the following 

farms 119,120,121,123 and eastwards along the northern boundaries of farm 

numbers 52,53, 54 then southwards along the eastern boundaries of farm 

numbers 54 , stateland, Mawanda Dam, Msengezi Secondary, Farm Number 

41A and then south westwards along Biri River then south eastwards along the 

eastern boundaries of the following farm numbers 32A, 31,29,28,27 and 

proceeding westwards along the southern boundary of the stateland and farm 

number 379 into Biri River including the  commercial  farms sharing boundary 

with the small scale farms westwards along the southern boundaries of farms 

345,34, 343, 342 and 163 to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 219055.52, 8010858.85; 

217976.57, 8011894.65; 219055.52, 8012800.97; 216552.35, 8016771.52; 

215292.35, 8016095.76; 213997.61, 8019159.99; 208387.05, 8077778.93; 

208516.52, 8010254.15 and 210 976.55, 8011333.10. 

WARD 18 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Msengezi 

River and the western boundary of the small scale Farm Number 318A 

proceeding along the western boundary of the following farms so as to include 

the farm numbers 317A,316,313,314, 312,295, and 298 then along the 

northern boundaries of farm numbers 273 and 271 then southwards along the 

southern boundaries of farm numbers 257,258,259,260 then proceeding 

eastward along the southern boundaries of the following farms 

180A,179,144,130 and 118 so as to include them, southwards along the 

western boundaries of the following farms 84,83,82,81 and the eastwards along 

the southern boundaries of the following farm numbers 81,94,93,95, 
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96,100,101 so as to include them then north westwards along  the northern 

boundaries of farm numbers 101,102,103,104,105,108,109 and 110 then 

proceeding into Msengezi River then westward along Msengezi River to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 208646.01, 806425.76; 205107.05, 8016986.82; 

204114.41, 8023590.01; 214903.94, 8022554.22; 218969.21, 8020526.27; 

219875.53, 8018756.79; 215292.36, 8016123.65; 213997.61, 8019159.99; 

208387.05, 8017778.93 and 208732.33, 8016339.45. 

 

WARD 19 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Msengezi river 

and the south western boundary of Marshall Hartley Estate then along the said 

boundary so as to exclude Msengezi Small Scale Farms then south westwards 

along the northern boundary of the following Msengezi Small Scale farm 

numbers 61,59,58,57,56 and 55 so as to include them; then southwards along 

the eastern boundary of the following Msengezi Farms 55,50A,42 so as to 

include them then south eastwards along Biri River then south westwards 

along the eastern boundary of farm number 26A and proceeding southwards 

along the southern boundaries of farm 26A and then proceeding westwards 

along the southern boundaries of the following farms 

26A,24,25,23,19,15,11,9,339,stateland and proceeding northwards along the 

eastern boundaries of Msengezi Farm numbers 1,2,3,4 and then eastwards 

along the western boundary of Marshall Hartley Plots and Kutama Small Scale 

Farm Numbers 5 and 3 so as to include them proceed northwards along the 

Eastern boundaries of Kutama Farms1 to 3 to Msengezi River then south 

westwards along Msengezi river to the starting point. This area is bound by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 214869.18, 8022554.71; 

225313.45, 8027733.68; 226521.88, 8025014.72; 223889.23, 8013491,50; 
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219055.52, 8010858.85; 217976.57, 8011894.65; 219055.52, 8012800.97; 

216552.35, 8016771.52; 219875.53, 8018756.79 and 218969.21, 8020526.27. 

WARD 20 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Shangwe 

Ranch western boundary and Shurushuru River then Northwards along the 

later mentioned river to Mupfure River and to the confluence of Mupfure and 

Msengezi River then generally Eastwards along Msengezi River to the northern 

boundary of former Luxor Farm then southwards along the eastern boundaries 

of the later mentioned farm and former Memphis, Eden Park then generally 

westwards so as to include the following former properties Molweni Extension, 

Lion Ridge, Nevada, Shamrock and Shamrock Estate to the starting point. An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 180957.56, 8013758.90; 192135.52, 8013888.38; 199860.82, 

8015355.75; 199645.03, 8023944.22 and 185834.43, 8021570.52 

WARD 21 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mupfure River 

and Saruwe River then generally north westwards Mupfure River to the western 

boundaries of AB Bedford South 2A Bedford 1A Bedford and Lydia plot then 

north eastwards along the north western boundaries of Lydia plot, Fairview, 

Violet Vale, Orange Grove, Goodwill Extension and Arbor Estate so as to 

include them; then southwards to include Railway farm 20 then eastwards and 

generally south westwards along later mentioned river to the starting point. An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(S.A)coordinates: 199842.95, 7996334.84; 216068.96, 7989303.61; 

198878.05, 8002981.52; 212513.08, 8005624.26; 212283.27, 8001449.49; 

217798.56, 8001066.48 and 221953.53, 7994675.90 
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WARD 22 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Mupfure river 

and the southern boundary of former Shamrock estate then northwards along 

the western boundary of Ezintabeni and Morningstar then generally eastwards 

to include Chakanga, Kilmorack then further eastwards to include Paradise, 

Balclutha, Mount Camel, Garamwe, then generally southwards and westwards 

along the Northern boundaries of Orange Grove, Fairview, Lydia Plot 1A 

Bedford and AB Bedford so as to exclude them  to Mupfure river to the starting 

point. This area is bound by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 199774.47, 7995930.46; 196019.71, 7998649.42; 180957.56, 

8013779.97; 192006.04, 8013823.13; 199860.82, 8015376.82;201543.99, 

8010802.06; 210895.57, 8011385.23; 212492.43, 8005602.04; 198854.46, 

8002969.40 and 199767.63, 7995938.35 

WARD 23 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of the District 

boundaries and the southern boundary of Suri Suri Game Reserve then 

generally eastwards along the southern boundary of Suri Suri Game Reserve so 

as to include it and the following Changafuma Sahngari La, Ameva Extension, 

Umvovo to Mupfure River then generally north westwards along the said river 

then Westwards along the southern boundary of former Shamrock Estate (now 

resettlements) to its intersection with the district boundary then southwards 

along the district boundary to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 831393.68, 7998502.80; 

825422.16, 7993233.81; 811176.38, 7996785.50; 809381.02, 8003810.81; 

807703.09, 8020129.16; 816629.53, 8013860.98;  and  831492.05, 

7998552.58. 
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WARD 24 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of the District 

boundary and the southern boundary of Suri Suri Game Park so as to exclude 

it then eastwards to include Dodington, Drummond, Cigaro, Cigaro East, and 

Ameva then south eastwards and south westwards to include Lion Vlei, New 

March, Headley, Thornby, Bosbury and Hallingbury to the district boundary 

then Northwestward back to the starting point. This area is bound by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 811145.46, 7996783.01; 

825430.26, 7993192.29; 827733.01, 7995338.91; 829957.69, 7992684.90; 

829060.01, 7991865.28; 833041.02, 7987064.65; 870660.22, 7984957.06; 

831089.55, 7980741.87;  824132.04, 7978679.21; and 818005.07, 

7987796.97 

WARD 25 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the boundary of Thorby and 

Oldham so as to exclude them, then proceeding northwestwards along the 

southern boundary of Ardlui, Elandslagate, Lawrence Kopje, Knysa and Borden 

so as to include  Oldham Estate and Borden Extension to the western 

boundary of Burnbank farm, then southwards along the boundary of 

Burnbank farm so as to include Corrie Estate then south-eastwards along 

Corrie Estate boundary, then southwest wards to Mtrikati then north to the 

southern boundary of Corrie to the eastern boundary of  Oldham Estate, then 

southwards up to the boundary of Mendick Estate so as to exclude  it, then 

southwestwards  to the boundary of Pickstone  North Estate so as to include it, 

then south-east up to the boundary of Stonegate and Crown Ranch  so as to 

exclude them, then generally south-eastwards so as to exclude Estancia farm  

to the boundary of Shepherd farm and Stewartonia Estate, then Southwest up 

to the boundary of Priminister so as to exclude it, then generally westwards so 

as to include the following properties, Stewartonia, Master Piece, Inez Mine and 

Clevedon up to the western boundary of Clevedon farm, then generally 
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northwards along the district boundary so as to include the following 

properties, Tiverton, Bexhill, Bodeux, up to the boundary of Sillary and 

Bordeux so as to exclude Sillary the north-east to include Larforte Estate and 

Tyree up to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 196509.75, 7981188.84; 203212.36, 

7986474.32; 215851.57, 7985133.80; 206199.81, 7978086.48; 209761.77, 

7970962.57; 192986.09, 7968741.13 and 191185.96, 7980614.33 

WARD 26 

An area of land bounded by line drawn from the District boundary then 

westwards along the district boundary so as to include the following properties, 

Rutara Hills, South End, Lenny Estate, Mopai, Alpha, Priminister and Larhrone 

Estate, the northwards along the district boundary up to the southern 

boundary of Master Piece, then eastwards so as to exclude the following 

properties, Master Piece, Shepherd and Chiramba, then northwards so as to 

include Kintra Estate then eastwards so as to exclude Chicago, then 

northwards so as to include Kirremuir, then eastwards excluding Naemoor, 

Ardgoin and Monte Bello then northeast so as to include Sivundazi up to 

Chirundazi river, then south east along Chirundazi river up to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 233386.82, 7959211.44; 225134.59, 7962778.08; 210035.23, 

7963273.77; 203216.66, 7964987.15; 203076.79, 7969497.90; 214580.95, 

7968973.39; 213916.57, 7972644.93 and 230037.12, 7980069.04 

WARD 27 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mupfure and 

Nyundo River, then proceeding generally eastwards along Mupfure River so as 

to include the following villages Mapira, Paradzai, Kakono and Kaguri up to the 

confluence of Mupfure and Doran’anga , then southwards along Doran’anga 

River where it meets Beatrice-Mubaira road, then westwards along that road 
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through Watyoka Business Centre so as to include the following villages, 

Zindoga, Magwaza, Chikunichawa, then south-west up to Nyokandove River, 

then along Nyokandove River, north-west wards up to its confluence with 

Nyundo River, the proceeding along Nyundo river to the  starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

243803.72, 7980048.36; 256316.33, 7979163.26; 258973.83, 7973743.37 and 

250441.87, 7973883.24 

  

WARD 28 

An area of land drawn from the boundary of Newmarch Farm and Risaboro 

Farm, so as to include Risboro, then north-east up to the boundary of the  

Downs and the periphery of the town, then proceed northeast so as to include 

Lambourne up to Mupfure River then eastwards along Mupfure River so as to 

include the following properties, Railway 16, Twyfrod Estate, Renigal, Totines, 

Clifton, Rock Ridge up to the western boundary of Melbury Farm so as to 

exclude it then southwards up to the southern boundary of Umfuli Drift and 

Borden Farm then westwards along the boundaries of the following properties 

so as to include then Borden, Kysna, Lawrence Kopje, Elandslagate, Ardlui 

Extension up to the  starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 197187.07, 7988833.87; 199842.95, 

7996334.84; 217039.93, 7988866.22; 217078.23, 7985725.57; 203098.50, 

7986491.58; and 196242.69, 7983733.94 

WARD 29 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Umpfure and 

Chirundazi then south eastwards along Chirundazi River then south west 

wards so as to exclude Sivundazi  then north-westwards along the western 

border of Monte Bello so as to include it then generally  westwards so as to 

include Ardowan, Naemoor up to the eastern boundary of Chicago Farm so as 
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to exclude it then  southwards along  the eastern border of  Chicago farm then 

westwards along the northern boundary of Kintra Farm so as to exclude it then 

southwards along then astern boundary of Kintra Farm then westwards  so as 

to include the following properties Chiramba, Shepherd Farm then generally 

northwards so as to include the following properties Shepherd Farm, Estantia, 

Stonegate, Crown Ranch, Burnbank and Melbury up to Umfuli River then 

southeast along Umfuli River so as to include the following properties Umfuli 

Drift, Bemersyde, Riversdale, Bourgainvillea back to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

227679.98, 7982907.11; 230043.28, 7980079.55; 226511.61, 7975359.00; 

224938.09, 7976687.75; 225008.02, 7973540.71; 213922.11, 7972666.54; 

214586.48, 7968960.03; 207687.69, 7969962.56; 206177.54, 7978092.98 and 

217052.29, 7988792.89. 

CHINHOYI MUNICIPALITY  

WARD 1 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from corner Robert Mugabe Road and 

Manchester Road, along Manchester Road into the railway link, Westwards 

along the railway line into the old Municipal boundary, along the Municipal 

Boundary so as to exclude Stand Numbers 3653, 3649 and 3650, 3553 and 

3552 up to Stand Number 353, at Highway Drive up to its junction with 

Fairview Road, along Fairview Road into Golden Kopje Road, along Golden 

Kopje Road into Robert Mugabe Road to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  201259.00, 

80765222.89; 19986.92, 8077894.40; 200727.54, 8078034.98; 200665.82, 

8077938.98; 201303.58, 807823.42; 201920.76, 8077476.09.  

WARD 2 
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An area of land bounded by a line drawn from Corner Shandore Road and 

Jongwe Road, along Jongwe Road into Beperere Road, along Beperere Road to 

a point where it crosses an unnamed stream, up along that stream to a point 

where it meets Gadzema Road, along Gadzema Road into Jongwe Road, along 

Jongwe Road to its junction with Robert Mugabe Road, along Robert Mugabe 

Road to its junction with Shandore Road, along Shandore Road to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 202443.74, 8077050.12; 202009.33, 8076796.71; 201647.32, 

8076832.91; 202004.16, 8077686.22; 202479.94, 8077458.67; 202867.81, 

8077634.50; 202878.15, 8077427.64. 

WARD 3 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from Corner Shandore and Jongwe 

Roads, along Shandore Road into Magamba Way, along Magamba Way to a 

point where it crosses Mhanyame River, up Mhanyame River to its confluence 

with an unnamed Stream from Spreckly Hill, up the unnamed Stream to a 

point where it meets Beperere Road, along Beperere Road into Jongwe Road, 

along Jongwe Road to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 202870.10, 8077636.22; 203455.30, 

8079130.73; 204141.62, 8079504.98; 203925.55, 8077047.15; 202485.05, 

8077038.15.  

WARD 4 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mhanyame 

River and the unnamed Stream which has its source from Spreckley Hill, up 

along Mhanyame River to its confluence with another unnamed Stream on the 

southern side of Chinhoyi Primary School, up along the Stream to the point 

where it meets the road to Brundish Business Centre to its junction with the 

unnamed road to Chikohonohono Post Office along that road to its junction 
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with Gadzema Road, along Gadzema Road to a point where it crosses the 

Stream which has its source from Spreckley Hill, down the unnamed stream to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 203925.55, 8077047.15; 203604.76, 8076447.79; 

203226.63, 8076600.84; 202992.55, 8075997.64; 202002.22, 8075988.63; 

202020.23, 8076798.91; 202479.38, 8077060.00. 

WARD 5 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Robert Mugabe 

and Tangwena Roads, along Tangwena Road to a point where it crosses an 

unnamed stream which has its source from St Ives Farm, up along the stream 

to a point where it meets the straight line that demarcates White City and 

Ruvimbo Phase 1, until it meets Ruvimbo Drive, along Ruvimbo Drive into 

Robert Mugabe Road, along Robert Mugabe Road to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

2010146.26,   8076046.96; 201224.01, 8073753.98; 03410.34, 807207.56; 

197562.37, 8072385.31.  

WARD 6 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from Corner Tangwena Road and 

Nemakonde Way, along Nemakonde Way into Chipuriro Road to a point where 

it meets an unnamed stream that has its source from Spreckley Hill, down the 

unnamed stream to its confluence with another unnamed stream that has its 

source from St Ives Farm, up along that unnamed stream to a point where it 

meets Tangwena Road, along Tangwena Road to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 201025.11, 

807604.06; 201220.73, 8075751.48; 201535.91, 8075768.35; 201905.43, 

8075474.91; 201720.67, 8075051.04; 201035.97, 8075127.12. 
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WARD 7 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from Corner Nemakonde Way and 

Chipuriro Road, along Nemakonde Way to a point where it crosses an unnamed 

stream from  Gun Hill Township, down the unnamed stream to its confluence 

with another unnamed stream which has its source from St Ives Farm, up the 

unnamed stream to its confluence with an unnamed stream that has its source 

from Spreckley Hill , up along that unnamed stream to a point where it meets 

Chipuriro Road, along Chipuriro Road to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 201905.43, 

8075474.91; 202731.42, 8075518.38; 202818.37, 8075072.78; 202220.61, 

8074746.73; 201720.67, 8075051.04. 

WARD 8 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of the Railway 

line and Magamba Way, along Magamba Way into Shandore Road, along 

Shandore Road into Robert Mugabe Road, along Robert Mugabe Road to its 

intersection with the Railway line, along the Railway line to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 202931.00, 80793134.55; 203455.30, 8079130.73; 202870.10, 

8077636.22; 202007.20, 8077678.20 and 202257.17, 8078602.00. 

WARD 9 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Robert Mugabe 

and - Manchester Roads , along Robert Mugabe Road to a point where it meets 

the Northern boundary of Avalon Farm, Westwards along the Northern 

boundary of Avalon Farm to the Eastern boundary of Divide Farm, then North-

Eastwards and North-Westwards along the Western boundary of Olympus 

Estate to the Northern most beacon of Alster Farm, North-Eastwards, and 
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South-Eastwards along the Western and Northern boundaries of Olympus 

Estate so as to include it to the southern most beacon of North Umzari Farm at 

Magamba Way, along Magamba Way to its junction, with Mzari Drive, along 

Mzari Drive to a point where it meets the old Municipal boundary, along the old 

Municipal boundary to a point where it meets the Railway line, along the 

Railway line to a point where it meets Manchester Road, along Manchester 

Road to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroids (S.A) coordinates: 201288.16, 8076528.99; 201023.02, 

8076040.56; 197534.23, 8072384.31; 196989.98, 8072342.45; 197101.62, 

8073277.44; 194673.43, 8076682.49; 196082.90, 8079082.78; 196863.45, 

8078312.30; 198835.33, 8078877.23 

WARD 10 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Magamba Way 

and Mzari Avenue, along Magamba Way to a point where it  crosses the  

Railway line, along the Railway line to a point where it meets Robert Mugabe 

Road, along Robert Mugabe Way to its junction with Golden Kopje Road, along 

Golden Kopje Road to its junction with Fairview Road, along Fairview Road to 

its junction with Highway Drive, along Highway Drive to a point where it meets 

the old Municipal boundary, along the Municipal boundary to a point where it 

meets Mzari Avenue, along Mzari Avenue to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 198835.33, 

8078877.23; 202929.82, 8079121.33; 202268.40, 8078570.15; 201921.94, 

8077499.28; 201299.90, 8078231.56; 200663.38, 8077737.31; 200726.93,  

8078029.28  and  199870.80,  8077898.03                                

WARD 11 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Magamba 

Way and Mhanyame River, along Magamba Way to the Western most beacon of 
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Veradale Estate Lot 1, then North-East wards, North-West wards and generally 

North-East wards along the North-Western boundaries of Veradale and Sinoa 

Citrus Estates to its Northern beacon, South-East wards along the Northern 

boundary of Sinoa Citrus Estate so as to include it to Mhanyame River, up 

Mhanyame River to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 204183.80, 8079416.16; 196863.45, 

8078312.30; 198243.28, 8079212.82; 197037.74, 8080418.36; 201608.29, 

8044713.20; 205980.17, 8084045.07. 

WARD 12 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Robert Mugabe 

Road and Tangwena, along Robert Mugabe into Jongwe Road, along Jongwe 

Road into Gadzema Road, along Gadzema Road into an unnamed road to 

Chikohonohono Post Office, along the unnamed road to an unnamed road 

linking Gunhill and Hunyani Townships to a point where it crosses an 

unnamed stream from Speckley Hill , down the unnamed stream to its 

confluence with Mhanyame River, up Mhanyame River to its confluence with 

an unnamed stream that has its source at St Ives Farm , up that stream to its 

confluence with its tributary from Gunhill, up that tributary to Nemakonde 

Way, up Nemakonde Way to its junction with Tangwena Road, up Tangwena 

Road to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 201025.97, 8076057; 201274.92, 

8076515.27; 202021.77, 8076794.10; 202011.82, 8075997.46; 202997.66, 

8075977.54; 203236.65, 8076604.90; 203764.43, 8076385.82;203316.32, 

8075220.73;202808.46, 8075071.36; 202738.75, 8075529.43; 201932.15, 

8075469.68; 201513.92, 8075768.42 and 201035.93, 8076057.20. 

WARD 13 
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An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Robert Mugabe 

Road and Ruvimbo Drive, along Ruvimbo Drive until it meets the straight line 

that demarcates Ruvimbo Phase 1 and White City , along that line into an 

unnamed stream from St Ives Farm, down that stream to its confluence with 

Mhanyame River, up  Mhanyame River to the Eastern most beacon of State 

Land, Westwards along the Southern boundary of State Land to a point where 

it crosses Robert Mugabe Road , along Robert Mugabe Road to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 203424.85, 8072193.38; 201214.17, 80737776.70; 201034.92, 

8075130.99; 201731.98, 8075051.33; 201980.93, 8074772.50; 202817.41, 

8075071.24  and  203305.35,  8075200.70. 

WARD 14 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the Northern most beacon of 

Cheltenham Farm at the Municipal boundary, along the Municipal boundary to 

the North-Western beacon of Olympus Estate, generally South-West wards to 

the Municipal boundary along the North-Western boundary of Olympus Farm, 

along the Municipal boundary to the South Western beacon of Cheltenham 

Farm at Angwa River, then North-Eastwards along the North-Western 

boundary of Cheltenham Farm to the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 194687.47, 8076573.75; 

191057.03, 8074839.81; 189377.28, 8072889.12; 185204.98, 8078741.17; 

187697.52, 8081883.94; 188618.68, 8078632.80; 191057.03, 8077223.97; 

195229.33,  8079933.26  and  196204.67,  8078957.91. 

WARD 15 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the Southern most beacon of 

Sangwe Farm at Angwa River, down Angwa River to the North-Western beacon 

of Shackleton Farm, North-Eastwards along the North-Western boundary of 
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Shackleton Farm to the Northern beacon of Shackleton Farm, South-

Eastwards along the Eastern boundaries of Shackleton and Sangwe A Farms to 

the Eastern most beacon of Sangwe A Farm to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 181491.16, 

8084316.63; 186022.78, 8086855.43;  187633.42,  8081832.43; 185176.52,  

8078747.65. 

HURUNGWE RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

WARD 1 

An area of land situated in the Hurungwe RDC starting from a point where the 

southern and western boundaries of Moy Farm meet them along the western 

boundaries of the said Moy farm and Ungwarati Farm so as to include them, 

then follow the western boundary of sub-division B of Grand Parade up to 

where it joins the southern boundary of Rekomitje A, then south westwards 

along the said southern boundary of Rekomitje A up to the boundary 

separating this farm from Chinanga farm,  hence  north westwards along the 

eastern boundary of Chinanga Farm so as to exclude it, then along the eastern 

boundary of Vuti purchase area so as to include Omega Farm up to where the 

Harare- Chirundu road crosses Chiuwa River, downstream along Chiuwa River 

up to where it joins Rukomichi River.  Up Rukomichi River up to the point 

separating Vuti Purchase Area from the large scale commercial farms, north-

easterly along this separating boundary so as to include Utopia, Torwood, 

Myrlen and Harmonde along the north boundary of Harmonde Farm up to 

where it meets the north west boundary of Nebo Farm, then north east along 

this Nebo Farm boundary up to the boundary separating Nebo and Rukwedza 

Farms.  Along this boundary up to the southern most point of Rukwedza Farm, 

along the boundary separating Rukwedza and Wirral Farms up to the 

Northeast boundary of Wirral Farm, along this boundary up to the southeast 

boundary of the said farm, along this south east boundary up to where it joins 
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the eastern boundary of Protea Farm.  South east along this Protea Farm 

boundary up to a point separating Protea and The Ridges Farms, south east 

along The Ridges Farm boundary so as to include it up to the point separating 

The Ridges and Helwyn Farms.  Along the north-west boundary of Helwyn 

Farm, up to Chipani Hill, then south-east along the eastern boundary of 

Helwyn Farm up to the river separating Helwyn Farm and Cheti Estate along 

the northern boundary of Cheti Estate up to the north-west boundary of 

Nyahoa Estate, north-east along this boundary up to the Estate’s north-east 

boundary, along this boundary up to the South east boundary of Nyahoa 

Estate, along this boundary so as to exclude Mukwichi Communal Area, along 

the northern boundaries of Mvami 3 and Chikanga’ Farms up to Chittenden 

mountain,  south-eastwards along the boundary separating Chikanga and the 

communal area up to Pouf River, then along the boundary separating Kelvin 

Farm from the communal area up to Nyakachichi River, up Nyakachichi River 

to where it crosses the south eastern boundary of Momba estate along this 

southern boundary of Momba Estate to a point where it joins the eastern 

boundary of Illewood Farm, hence north-westwards along this eastern 

boundary of Illewood farm up to where it joins the southern boundary of 

Sangalalo Estate along this southern boundary of Sangalalo Estate up to the 

Estate’s western boundary, north-eastwards along Sangalalo Estate’s western 

boundary up to Rukomechi River, down Rukomechi River to the south eastern 

boundary of Dundazi Farm, hence south westwards along this boundary then 

in a westerly direction and southerly direction so as to exclude Nduba Farm, 

then in a westerly direction along the southern most boundary of Muchbinding 

Farm up to the Harare-Chirundu road, then northwards along the Harare-

Chirundu road up to the store in Gainlands Farm, hence north-westwards 

along the north eastern boundary of Gainlans Farm to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

778537.59, 8152403.56; 773004.50, 8166821.53; 765928.52, 8174535.94; 

767098.98, 8177994.12; 774440.97, 8181718.32; 780027.27, 8175387.18; 
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782421.40, 8169375.26; 790561.43, 8162831.32; 800244.34, 

160437.19795243.28, 8156766.19; 785507.16, 815680.96.  

WARD 2 

An area of land in the Hurungwe Rural District Council starting from 

trigonometric beacon 1269 on Gwiwa Hill then going north along the boundary 

separating the communal area from the commercial farms up to the northen 

boundary of Baobab Farm, then in an easterly direction along this boundary   

up to the southern boundary of Lot 2 of Longueil Farm, then south eastwards 

along this boundary up to the northern boundary of Tulbagh Farm, then 

easterly along this boundary up to the western boundary of the Lot 1 of 

Woodlands Farm, then southwards along this boundary up to the northern 

boundary of Richard Farm, then westerly, southerly and south easterly so as to 

include Quo Vadis and Chitongo Farms, then south westwards so as to include 

Fumeria Estate then along the southern boundary of Thurlaston and Chirodza 

Farms, then northwards along the eastern boundary of Chirodza Farm, then 

easterly along the southern boundaries of Dugane and Quarrie Farms then 

south westwards along the eastern boundary of Le Don De Djue Farm up to the 

easterly boundary of Tengwe 30 Farm, south eastwards along this boundary to 

the southern boundary of the same farm then generally westwards and 

eastwards to Sungwi River so as to include Tengwe 30, Shagezan, Ramona, 

Masikati and Dane Farms then down Sungwi River to a bend along the river 

which, is north eastwards  of trigonometric beacon 1203, then north westwards 

in a straight line to meet the southern boundary of Meidon Estate then in a 

westerly direction along the southern boundaries of Meidon Estate and Tayesa 

Farms, hence generally northwards and south westwards to the starting point 

so as to include Tayesa, Sangalalo, Dendera Estate, Rigel Estate, Pollux Estate 

and Gwiwa Farms. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 768162.85, 8117550.44; 781569.96, 8107229.09; 
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794019.42, 8113719.83; 794445.05, 8099461.47; 794313.34; 8099461.47; 

776543.59, 8102334.43; 768137.55, 8117656.84. 

WARD 3  

An area of land situated in the Hurungwe RDC starting from trigonometric 

beacon 1238 on Pangwarati Farm then northeasterly along the south eastern 

boundaries of Pangwarati, Leconfield and Moyale up to the southern boundary 

of Collingwood Farm, then eastwards along this boundary, then south 

eastwards along Wezuva River, up to the northern boundary of Mafalo Farm, 

south eastwards along this boundary to Angwa River, down Angwa River then 

westwards along a stream that joins the southern boundary of the stateland 

constituting trig beacon 1208, then along this stateland southern boundary up 

to the eastern boundary of Collingwood, then north eastwards along this 

boundary including the eastern boundary of Sipofenerul Farm, then westerly 

along the northern boundary of Sipofeneral then north westwards along the 

western boundary of the stateland up to Mwami River, then up Mwami River to 

where it meets the eastern boundary of Chiedza Farm, then south eastern 

along the eastern boundary of Chiedza Farm, then along the southern 

boundary of Chiedza Farm where a straight is drawn along the northern 

boundary of Grippos Farm up to the eastern boundary of Chillington Farm, 

then northwards, then southwards so as to include Chillington Farm, the 

south westwards along the northern boundary of Broad Acres Farm then south 

eastwards along the western boundary of Broad Acres up to Chanetsa Road 

then north eastwards along Chanetsa Road to where it meets Mshalla Farm’s 

south west boundary, then south eastwards along this boundary to where it 

joins the western boundary of Karoi Farm, then south eastwards along this 

boundary up to Karoi River then down Karoi River up to the western boundary 

of Sable Ridge Farm then generally northwards to the starting point so as 

include the following farms, Springboek Heights, Zvakanaka Kwaso, Njcotiana 

and Pangwarati.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 
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Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 773400.72, 8102015.21; 767974.04; 8117656.84; 

780210.68.68, 8113181.80; 795993.10, 8142659.77; 805797.69, 8147103.23; 

811448.61, 8145895.77; 819514.46, 8138554.40; 819755.95, 8133821.14; 

812414.58, 8138312.90; 802416.80, 8132903.47; 788168.74, 8128749.80; 

786333.40, 8136863.95; 794012.86, 8140293.14; 810579.24, 8150532.42. 

WARD 4 

An area of land situated in Hurungwe Rural District This area is bounded by a 

line drawn from a point where Nyawodza River joins the North western 

boundary of Dornhoek Ranch, going westwards along Nyaodza River up to the 

boundary between Vhuti purchase land and Nyawodza Communal area NW 

along this boundary up to Chatigera generally north eastwards along the 

boundary between Vhuti purchase land and Charara Safari area then North 

Eastwards along the boundary between the state land and Vhuti purchase area 

up to the boundary of Mukwichi communal land then southwards up to the 

boundary of Nyangahwe farm then south westwards along Rukomechi river 

then southwards along western boundary of Rukomechi Chiuwa, Omega, 

Rukomechi A, up to the northern boundary of Toranhanga south westwards 

and southwards along this boundary up to the Chipapa River then south 

westwards along Chipapa and Nyawodza Rivers up to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

748680.32, 8161316.56; 745591.47, 8165712.23; 751828.56, 8170048.50; 

761095.11, 8177948.83; 778440.18, 8186027.35; 766975.80, 8177889.43; 

765906.59, 8174622.37; 770480.46, 8165652.83; 777846.17, 8158405.92; 

770124.05, 8156326.89; 763708.75, 8158684.12; 753075.98, 8155257.67. 

WARD 5 

An area of land situated in the Hurungwe RDC starting from the western most 

beacon of Enthrope farm going north eastwards along Enthrope Farm’s north 
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westerly boundary up to Chidzungwe Hill, then along the northwesterly 

boundary of Nassau Farm up to Mwami road, then north easterly along the 

eastern boundaries of Musha Wedu and Asuati Valley Estate Farms, then east 

along the southern boundary of Sangalalo Estate, then south eastwards and 

north eastwards so as to exclude Momba Estate, then south southeast along 

the eastern boundaries of Haslemere, Maunga, Chakwino and Demavend 

Farms up to Mwami River, then up Mwami River to where it meets the eastern 

boundary of Chiedza Farm, then south easterly along the eastern boundary of 

Chiedza Farm, then generally southweads along, boundaries of Chiedza Farm 

so as to include it.  Then along the north eastern boundary of Chikangwe 

T/Ship and its northern boundary up to Mvagazi Farm, then straight in a 

south westerly direction to meet Kyogle Farm’s eastern boundary, along Kyogle 

Farm’s eastern boundary to Chikangwe River, then in a south eastern direction 

up to Masawi River, then up Masowi River to New Forest Farm’s western 

boundary, along the western and southern boundaries of New Forest Farm up 

to Nyarumanda River, up Nyarumanda River to the southern boundary of Naba 

Estate, along this boundary in a south westwards direction so as to include 

Naba Estate, then along the eastern most boundary of Star Cross farm, then 

SW along Star Cross Farm’s boundary then continuing in this direction along 

an unnamed stream that cuts across Star Cross Farm up to the farm’s western 

boundary, then north along Lancaster’s eastern boundary, then SW along 

Lancaster Farm’s northern boundary, then north along the eastern boundary 

of Montesume Farm, then along the southern boundary of Lot 1 of Ungwa 

Farm and also along its eastern boundary of Chiumburukwe Road, then NE 

along Chiumburukwe Road then straight on along the eastern boundaries of 

Karoi Experimental station, Bonanza and Shawnigan, then SW along the 

western boundaries of Shawnigan and Bonanza Farms so as to exclude them, 

then in a NW direction to the starting point so as to include Enthrope Farm. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 787408.99, 8133059.15;  780756.08,  8128188.27;  777845.44,  
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8126168.64;  776301.01,  8132286.94;  781884.70,  8142503.90;  776396.17,  

8140938.37;  785009.30,  8152877.95;  787444.74,  8151095.93;  795939.08,  

8142839.20;  and 789345.57,  8136423.89. 

WARD 6 

An area of land situated in Hurungwe Rural District Council where a line is 

drawn from a point at the confluence of Mureche and Angwa Rivers going 

southwards along Angwa River up to Kuti Extensions eastern boundary beacon 

the north westwards then south westwards and eastwards along the 

boundaries of Kuti Extension so as to exclude it then southwestwards along 

the Makonde and Hurungwe District boundary to the south eastern boundary 

beacon of Dane Farm then north westwards along this boundary then, 

eastwards along the southern boundary of Masikati Farm then northwards 

along the eastern boundaries of Masikati and Le Don De Dieu then eastwards 

along the southern boundaries of Donkerhoek, Andilen, Milverton and 

Geluksvlie Farms. Then northwards along the eastern boundaries of 

Geluksvlei, Nyamapipi, Litombo, Pangwarati, Leocofield and Moyale Farms so 

as to exclude them then south eastwards along the southern boundary of 

Collinghood Farm up to Angwa River then Southwards along this river to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 818096.96,  8131551.66;  816341.02,  

8117223.25;  814514.85,  8108373.35;  806648.28,  8110831.65;  801872.14,  

8107319.79;  797938.85,  8098961.55;  792671.05,  8105072.20;  794286.51,  

8113711.38;  811073.23,  8116942.30;  810862.51,  8126494.57;  807491.12,  

8126564.81;  and 812407.74,  8138364.68. 

WARD 7 

An area of land situated in a Hurungwe Rural District Council as shown by a 

line drawn from the confluence of Nyawodza and Kasiga Rivers going 

northwards along the Kariba Hurungwe boundary then westwards along this 
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boundary to the Zambezi River then eastwards along Zambezi River up to the 

boundary between Chewore Safari area and Dande Communal area then 

southwards and south westwards along this boundary up to Mukanga River 

then south eastwards along this river up to Angwa river the south westwards 

along Angwa River up to Mukwiche River then westwards along Mukwichi 

communal land boundary then south eastwards and southwards along the 

state land boundary then south westwards along the Vhuti purchase land 

boundary up to Chatigere then South eastwards along this boundary to 

Rukwese Flygate then south Westwards along the cattle fence up to Nyawodza 

River then North Westwards along Nyawodza River to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

728798.20, 8162151.87; 733193.87, 8152588.32; 736460.92, 8179259.34; 

730246.12; 8189614.03; 697244.83; 8188532.14; 826753.50, 8230096.66; 

834570.55, 8209889.01, 825752.25; 8185990.34; 802820.37, 8185397.07; 

770284.46, 8198518.04; 778374.61, 8186009.75; 745728.38, 8165619.79; 

748612.85, 8161367.17. 

WARD 8 

An area of land situated in ward 8 in Hurungwe Rural District Council Area as 

shown by a line drawn from the confluence of Sapi and Mukwiche Rivers going 

south westwards along Mukwiche River and then southwards along Karoi River 

then northwards along the eastern boundaries of Helwyn, the Ridges, Protea, 

Wirral, Nebo and Harmonie Farms so as to exclude then northwest northwards 

and northwards along the western boundary along the Mukwiche the generally 

eastwards along the game fence to the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 812237.19,  8186949.79;  

790847.68,  873705.51;  798192.14,  8365525.16;  787337.94,  8169864.66;  
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783695.76,  8175361.04;  774490.99,  8181718.30;  779192.71,  8190856.85;  

770252.82,  8198604.75; and 789788.13,  8197147.88. 

WARD 9 

An area of land in the Hurungwe RDC starting from the confluence of Riquere 

and Angwa Rivers then going down along Angwa River to its confluence with 

Mukwiche River, then up Mukwiche River to its confluence with Karoyi River, 

up Karoyi River to where it crosses the eastern boundary of Helwyn Farm then 

south eastern along Helwyn Farm’s eastern boundary, then south eastern 

along Cheti Est Farm’s northern boundary, then north eastern along the 

stateland’s eastern boundary, then generally in an easterly direction along the 

boundary separating Mukwichi communal land from the commercial farming 

area up to Mpofu River, then in south eastern direction through Maxin Mine up 

to the Kapiri- Mwami Road, then along this road to Kapiri Business Centre and 

past up to where the road bends and proceeds in a northern direction then 

southwards along the road that passes through Rabata and Vagonda villages 

then eastwards to the source of Riguere River, then down Riguere River to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  812237.19,  8186949.79;  823576.17,  

8185214.86;  817218.91,  8161904.92;  806888.38,  8156735.65;  797220.05,  

8164156.45;  and  789538.37,  8165745.76. 

WARD 10 

An area of land situated in the Hurungwe RDC area starting from the 

confluence of Murereshi and Ruhove Rivers going eastwards along Ruhove 

River the north eastwards along a road to Chikwata village up to Chinyangwe 

village then westwards along Maumbe River up to a road passing through 

Hondo village then southwards along the commercial farms boundary to 

Kasawa River then westwards along Kasawa River and northwards along 

Murereshi River to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 
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Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 755182.62, 8136812.05; 761003.91, 

8144474.77; 765458.98, 8133604.40; 766290.60, 8127307.90; 

WARD 11  

An area of land situated in Hurungwe Rural District Council area as shown by 

a line drawn from the confluence of Chehanga and Murereshi Rivers going 

south eastwards along Murereshi River then eastwards along Kasawa River to 

the large scale commercial area boundary then south along the boundary to a 

road from Glen Isle Farm then north westwards along this road passing 

through Kweche Business Centre so as to include it, up to an unnamed Store 

then north westwards along a tributary of Kweche River then westwards along 

Kweche River to grid beacon 1142 then north along a road to Musukwi River 

then north along a river from Chidzimamoto up to a road then northwards 

along the road to Chiwane River then eastwards along an unnamed river north 

of Chiwane Dam to a road passing through a road to Chehanga River then 

eastwards along Chehanga River to the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 739831.51, 8132575.05; 

746306.22, 8136673.71; 752721.52, 8139049.37; 766383.73, 8127288.37; 

768046.96, 8116655.60; 750523.68, 8113210.34; 744227.18, 8116715.00; 

751474.10, 8122892.70; 743989.58, 8130139.61. 

WARD 12 

An area of land situated in Hurungwe Rural District Council area as shown by 

a line drawn from confluence of Badze and Mangoya Rivers going north 

eastwards along Badze River then northwards along a tributary of Badze River 

passing through East of Chirasasa village then North Westwards to a road to 

Ndhlumbi Business Centre then south westwards and northwestwards along a 

road to Gweche River then generally eastwards along Kweche River then south 

eastwards along a road to Samuriwo store then north eastwards along a road 
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to Nyamutora School then south eastwards along commercial farms boundary 

up to Siwa River then south westwards along Siwa and Tengwe Rivers then 

northwards along Zvarai River generally north westwards along a road north of 

Zvarai School to Mangoya then westwards along Mangoya River to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  690130.72,  817407.10;  697415.08,  8188377.92;  730260.89,  

8189437.46;  736353.26,  8179106.92;  721387.23,  8145466.45;  726287.61,  

8125335.14;  713837.99,  8122686.29;  and 706156.30,  8137917.21. 

WARD 13  

An area of land situated in Hurungwe Rural District Council as shown by a line 

drawn from a point at the confluence of Sanyati and Tengwe Rivers going 

westwards  along Sanyati River then northwards along Musukwi River and 

then eastwards along Musukwi River then south westwards along a river 

passing through Kagonga Dam then south westwards along a road to 

Ndhlumbi Business Centre then north eastwards and south eastwards to an 

unnamed tributary of Badze River southwards along this tributary to Badze 

River then Eastwards along Mangoya River then southwards up to Zvarayi 

River then southwards along Zvarayi and Tengwe River then westwards along 

Tengwe River to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   731455.47,  8107256.21;  

744302.42,  8116527.21;  750659.68,  8113216.14;  759655.79,  8101296.29;  

748937.92,  8098647.43; and 730528.37,  8101163.85. 

WARD 14  

An area of land situated in Hurungwe Rural District Council area as shown by 

a line drawn starting at the confluence of Tengwe River and Sanyati River going 

south eastwards along Tengwe to the large scale commercial farms then 

southwards along the commercial farms boundary up to Sungwi and Sanyati 
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Rivers to the starting point. 737494.75,  8086476.14;  770106.87,  

8109283.76;  757451.42,  8093777.36;  769411.52,  8079731.20;  757451.42,  

8078062.35;  707855.53,  8071526.02;  737425.21,  8086545.67;  and  

747229.71,  8100522.30. 

WARD 15 

An area of land situated in the Hurungwe RDC area starting at the confluence 

of Sanyati and Chiroti Rivers, then going up Sanyati River up to its confluence 

with Musukwi River, then up Musukwi River to the road to Rengwe Business 

Centre, then along this road to Rengwe Business Centre, then along a road 

from Rengwe Business Centre running parallel to an unnamed tributary of 

Vureche River in a westerly direction up to the junction with another road 

running parallel to Vureche River, then north eastwards along this road up to 

another unnamed tributary of Vureche River, along this tributary to Vureche 

River, past Vureche River along another unnamed tributary of this river, then 

north to Mahororo Dam, then north eastwards along the road from Mahororo 

Dam to where it crosses Chiroti River, then down Chiroti River to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:704466.82,  8107867.88;  723344.80,  8089670.05;  730206.07,  

8101087.05;  726973.13,  8099938.50;  722038.65,  8107978.31;  and  

725635.76,  8113209.46. 

WARD 16 

An area of land situated in the Hurungwe RDC area starting from the 

confluence of Murereshi and Chehanga Rivers going down Murereshi River up 

to the western boundary of Hurungwe district, then south westwards and 

south along this district boundary up to where it crosses Murapa River, then 

up Murapa River to the road to Karambazungu School, from Karambazungu 

School south to the confluence of Mushevedzera River and its unnamed 

tributary, then east through Marova and Mjikachi villages up to Mahororo 
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School so as to exclude them, then through Mujona and Makuwerere villages 

so as to exclude them up to the source of Chehanga River, then down 

Chehanga River to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 724648.56, 8130598.87; 728806.63, 

8162081.36; 733202.30, 8152517.81; 742468.85, 8151983.20; 752745.21, 

8139093.20; 746151.70, 8136657.76; 739855.20, 8132677.90; 734093.81, 

8140162.42; 

WARD 17 

An area of land situated in the Hurungwe RDC area starting at where Murapa 

River crosses Hurungwe District’s western boundary, then south eastwards 

along this district boundary to where it crosses Kanyati River, up along Kanyati 

River to Kapambara Village, then north along the road to Sengwe School, then 

NE along the road to Magunje Growth point, then west towards Sengwe River 

and north to Karambazungu School, then along the road from Karambazungu 

School going north westwards to where the road is at the source of Murapa 

River, then down Murapa River to the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 724641.88, 8130525.42; 

734086.63, 8140207.77; 739848.52, 8132485.65; 743828.38, 8130109.61; 

726661.51, 8124466.52; 

WARD 18 

An area of land situated in the Hurungwe RDC starting from a point where the 

southern and western boundaries of Moy farm meet then westwards along the 

northern boundaries of Gainlands and Trokiadza Farms, the southwards along 

Trokiadza’ s western boundary to Trokiadza River, then down along Trokiadza 

River to where it crosses the western boundary of Yawanda Farm, north along 

Yawanda’s western boundary up to Chipapa River, then down Chipapa River to 

the western boundary of laughing Hills farm, then south along Laughing Hills’ 
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western boundary, then westerly to Muchororinga, then southwards along the 

boundary separating the commercial farms from the communal area up to 

Kambeme River, up to Kambeme River to Tavy Farm’s westerly boundary, then 

south east along Tavoy Farm’s westerly boundary, then along Tavoy’s southerly 

boundary then north eastwards along Enthrope Farm’s north west boundary 

up to Chidzungwe Hill, then along the north west boundary of Nassau farm up 

to Mwami road, then north east along the eastern boundaries of Musha Wedu 

and Asuati valley Estate Farms then along the western boundary of Sangalalo 

Estate up to Rukomechi River, down Rukomechi River to the south east 

boundary of Dundazi Farm, south west along this boundary then in a westerly 

direction and southerly direction so as to include Nduba Farm then in a 

westerly direction along the southern most boundary of Muchbinding farm up 

to the Harare-Chirundu road, then north along the Harare -  Chirundu road up 

to the store in Gainlands farm, then north west along the north eastern 

boundary of the Gainlands Farm up to the starting point. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  759637.69,  

759637.69;  8156414.36,  763855.16;  8158552.79,  765399.58;  8154216.52,  

771161.47;  8152434.50,  777873.78;  8158315.19,  778467.79;  

81524334.50,  785892.90;  8155998.55,  772527.69;  813963.29,  765458.98;  

8133663.80,  and 759875.29;  8146850.81. 

WARD 19 

An area of land situated in the Hurungwe RDC area defined starting from 

trigonometric beacon 1269 on Gwiwa Hill then going south west along the 

boundary separating the communal area from the commercial farms of Tengwe 

I.C.A up to Chin here hill then south east along the boundary separating 

Piriviri Communal Land from the Tengwe I.C.A commercial farms up to Sungwi 

River then up along Sungwi River to the bend along the river, which is north 

east of trigonometric beacon 1203, then north west in a straight line to meet 

the southern boundary of Meidan Estate and Tayesa Farms, then north, north 
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west, south west and north west to the starting point so as to include Tara, 

Anker, Nevern Place and Ripponlea Farms. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 757405.18,  8093738.51;  

765135.80,  8098351.94;  769873.93,  8106331.94;  773365.17,  8101967.88;  

784212.99,  8095733.51; and 770497.36,  8079025.38. 

WARD 20 

An area of land situated in the Hurungwe RDC starting from trigonometric 

beacon 1238 on Pangwarati Farm then going SSE along the eastern boundary 

of Litombo Farm up to a tributary of Kangeira River, which also forms the 

northern boundary of Nyamapipi Farm, down along this tributary to the 

eastern boundary of Nyamapipi Farm, south south east along this boundary to  

the southern boundary of Nyamapipi Farm, then west along this boundary to 

the eastern boundary of Geluksveil Farm, then south east along this boundary 

to Mukwe River, then up Mukwe River to the northern boundary of Richmond 

Farm, then along this boundary then westerly so as to include the following 

farms; Mileston, Andilen, Quarrie, Dugane, then along the eastern boundary of 

Chirodza Farm, then along the southern boundaries of Chirodza and 

Thurlaston Farms, then north east along the north west boundary of 

Thurlaston Farm.  Then north along the western boundary of Vuna Farm, then 

NE along the southern boundaries of Richard, Loughry and Zamura Farms, 

then north along the eastern boundary of Zamura Farm and Sapi Valley Farm 

including sub-division A of Sapi-Valley up to the southern boundary of Jenya 

Farm, then easterly along this boundary up to the farm’s eastern boundary, 

then northerly along the eastern boundaries of Jenya, Gremlin and Newhaven 

Farms up to Chanetsa Road, then north east along Chanetsa road to where it 

meets Mshalla Farm’s south western boundary, then south east along this 

boundary to where it joins the western boundary of Karoi Farm, then south 

east along this boundary up to Karoi River, then down Karoi River up to the 

western boundary of Sable Ridge Farm, then north east, westerly, north east, 
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south west, then north east and south east to the starting point so as to 

exclude Springboek Heights, Zvakanaka Kwaso, Nkontiana and Pangwarati 

Farms. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:   786697.78,  8127640.02;  798993.78,  8126630.21;  802498.43, 

8132867.31;  807428,71,  8126630.21;  809448.34,  8120630.71;  794538.71,  

8113799.61;  787767.00,  8112136.38;  780698.29,  8107918.91;  787529.40,  

8114453.02;  and  789311.43,  8121105.92. 

WARD 21 

An area of land situated in the Hurungwe RDC starting from the western most 

beacon of Enthrope Farm then going in a south western direction along the 

northern boundary of Wingate Farm, the north west along Tavoy Farm’s 

boundary up to Kambeme River then down Kambeme River up to the boundary 

separating Hurungwe Communal Land from the commercial farms, then along 

this boundary up to the northern boundary of Baobab Farm, then in an 

easterly direction along this boundary up to the southern boundary of Lot 2 of 

Longueli Farm, then south east along this boundary up to the northern 

boundary of Tulbagh Farm, then easterly along this boundary up to the 

western boundary of Lot 1 of Woodlands Farm then southwards along this 

boundary up to the northern boundary of Richard Farm, then westerly, 

southerly, south east and north east so as to include Richard, Loghry, Zamura 

Farms, then north along the eastern boundary of Zamura Farm and Sapi 

Valley Farm up to the southern boundary of Jenya Farm, the easterly along 

this boundary up to the farm’s easterly boundary, then northerly along the 

eastern boundaries of Jenya, Gremlin, Newhaven, Four Winds and ----- Farms, 

then south west so as to exclude Naba Estate then along the eastern most 

boundary of Star Cross Farm, then south west along Star Cross Farms 

boundary then continuing in this direction along an unnamed stream cutting 

across Star Cross Farm up to the farms’ western boundary, then north along 

Lancaster Farm’s eastern boundary, the south west along the farm’s northern 
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boundary, then north along the eastern boundary of Montesume Farm, then 

along the southern boundary of Lot 1 of Ungwa Farm and also its eastern 

boundary to Chiumburukwe Road, then NE along Chiumburukwe then straight 

on along the eastern boundaries of Karoi Experimental Station, Bonanza and 

Shawnigan Farms up to Harare-Chirundu road, then north west along the 

Harare – Chirundu road to the western boundary of Shawnigan Farm, then 

south west along the western boundaries of Shawnigan and Bonanza Farms so 

as to include them, then in a north west direction to the starting point so as to 

exclude Enthrope Farm. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 765458.98, 8133663.80;  759875.29,  

8146850.81;  776419.81,  8141018.87;  781825.30,  8142563.30;  783547.93,  

8141018.87;  777845.44, 8126168.64;  785270.55, 8131811.73;  789309.82,  

8121119.56,  782775.71;  8111791.82,  780577.88;  8117852.51,  and 

767925.48;  8117555.50. 

WARD 22 

An area of land situated in the Hurungwe RDC starting from the confluence of 

Riquere and Angwa Rivers then going up Angwa River up to a stream west of 

this river, which joins the southern boundary of the stateland, then along this 

stateland southern boundary up to the eastern boundary of Collingwood Farm, 

then north east along this boundary including the eastern boundary of 

Sipofeneni Farm, westerly along the northern boundary of Sipofeneni Farm, 

then north west along the western boundary of the stateland up to Mwami 

River, then up Mwami River up to the eastern boundary of Demavend Farm, 

then north west along the eastern boundaries of Demavend, Chabwino, 

Maunga and Haslemere Farms, then north east along the easterly boundary of 

Strathyre Farm up to were it crosses Nyakachichi River, down Nyakachichi 

River up to the boundary separating Kevlyn Farm from the communal area, 

right up to Mpofu River, then south east through Maxin Mine up to Kapiri-

Mwami Road, then along this road to Kapiri Business Centre and past to where 
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the road bends and proceeds in a northern direction, then southwards along 

the road that passes through Rubata and Vagonda Villages then east to the 

source of Riguere River, then down Riguere River to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

795967.02,  8142820.01;  791209.02,  8151574.71;  795300.90,  8156903.66;  

800820.07,  8158045.58;  807100.72,  8156523.02;  807100.72,  8156618.18;  

814142.54,  8160139.09;  817187.66,  8161661.65; and 819471.49,  

8151098.91. 

WARD 23 

An area of land situated in the Hurungwe RDC area starting from the 

confluence of Murereshi and Ruhove Rivers going down Murereshi River up to 

the cattle fence separating Nyaodza Communal Land from Charara Safari area, 

then north east along this cattle fence up to the western boundary of Vuti 

Small Scale Farming Area, then south east along the boundary separating the 

communal area from the farms up to Nyaodza River, then up Nyaodza River to 

the western boundary of Laughing Hills Farm, then south along this boundary 

up to Muchororinga Village, then south east along the boundary separating the 

communal area from commercial farms up to Kuaka Village, then in a westerly 

and south west direction passing through Hondo Village up to the road to 

Magunje, then south along this road up to Ruhove River, then down Ruhove 

River to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  755216.08,  8136832.67;  749154.46,  

8144459.50;  752199.50,  8150919.54;  753167.08,  8150113.25;  754590.00,  

8150268.17;  753024.79,  8155178.83;  759712.50,  8156459.46;  761960.70,  

8147950.42;  759883.25,  8146641.34;  760964.66,  8144378.83;  and 

757293.54,  8140935.38. 
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WARD 24 

An area of land situated in the Hurungwe RDC area starting at the confluence 

of Sanyati and Chiroti Rivers, then going down Sanyati River to its confluence 

with Kanyati River, then up Kanyati River to the cattle fence, then SSE along 

the cattle fence to Musukwi River, then down Musukwi River to the road to 

Rengwe Business Centre, then along a road from Rengwe Business Centre 

running parallel to an unnamed tributary of Vureche river in a westerly 

direction up to the junction with another road running parallel to Vureche 

River, then north east along this road up to another unnamed tributary of 

Vureche River, along this tributary to Vureche River, past Vureche River along 

another unnamed tributary to the river, then north to Mahororo Dam, then NE 

along the road from Mahororo Dam to where it crosses Chiroti River, then 

down Chiroti River to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  731420.60,  8107190.57;  726193.32,  

8125486.06;  697324.46,  8115387.90;  704511.98,  8107843.98;  725955.71,  

8113427367; and 721381.84,  8099230.85. 

WARD 25 

An area of land situated in the Hurungwe RDC area starting at the intersection 

of the western boundary of Hurungwe District with Kanyati River, then up 

Kanyati River to Kapambara village, then north along the road to Sengwe 

School, the east along the road to Magunje, then south through Mazindora and 

Jera Villages so as to include them up to Chehoko River, along this river up to 

the road to Chidzimamoto School, along this road up to the said school, then 

south west to Musukwi River so as to include Madimba, Kamutsamombe and 

Nyamupinga Villages, then down Musukwi River to the survey boundary 

running north north west from Musukwi River, north north west along this 

survey boundary to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 92682.98,  8104681.88;  87386.58,  
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8121736.28;  105500.26,  8127668.24;  104335.06,  8127774.17;  110372.95,  

812531.90;  112491.51.51,  8120782.92;  105288.41,  8114427.25; and 

97449.74,  8106906.36. 

WARD 26 

An This area is bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Nyaodza river 

with the cattle fence going Northeastwards along the cattle fence (up to the 

point where the fence turns northwest) then southeastwards to Nyaodza river 

along the boundary then slightly south eastly to an unnamed road, then along 

the road northwestwards to Doro river, turn southwest wards to the coluence 

of Kechero and Mureresai rivers then move northwest along the river, crossing 

an unnamed road then down th the same river to its confluence with Nyaodza 

river, then along the river south westly and then northwestwards to 

intersection with cattle fence which is aour srating point.  This area is bound 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

733216.48,   81522483.91; 748675.70, 8161245.22; 752834.15, 8155309.11; 

754484.83, 8154229.82; 753183.33, 8150166.60; 751786.60 8150769.74; 

749183.60, 8143772.59, 742453.90; 8151976.00   

KADOMA MUNICIPALITY 

WARD 1 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Harare-

Bulawayo Road and Reformatory Road, then south-east along the Reformatory 

Road to its intersection with Twiza Road.  Turn left along Twiza road so as to 

include House No. 20 Old Ngezi.  Follow Twiza road to its intersection with 

Masese road, then go south-east along Mhembwe so as to include the water 

tower and exclude stand 4077.  Go southwards along Mhembwe Road to the 

western boundary of stand 3792 so as to exclude it.  Turn southeast along the 

south-western boundary of stand 3792 and Ngezi Phase 11 through the 
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sewerage ponds then south-east along the stream that drains the sewer ponds 

to prison farm then southwards along the stream to its boundary with Railway 

Farm 7’s northern boundary so as to exclude it.  Go northwest along the 

Railway Farm 7’s north-east boundary through north-eastern boundary of 

subdivision A of Railway Farm 7 (Woodner) to its intersection with Harare-

Bulawayo road to the southern beacon of Pamene Farm.  Follow Pamene 

Farm’s south-west boundary to White Waters River.  Go north-east along White 

waters (north-west boundary of Pamene, so as to include Pamene Farm to the 

north-western beacon of Victory Farm.  Proceed north-east along Victory’s 

north-west boundary to its intersection with Arundel Estate’s western beacon.  

Go south-east along the south western boundaries of Arundel Estate and 

subdivision 1 of Sub A of Sub X of Railway Farm 8 to Harare-Bulawayo road so 

as to indulge Victory and Greenwaite Farms.  Follow Harare-Bulawayo road to 

its intersection with Reformatory road at Tandara Bar which is the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  798855.23,  7959123.31;  791369.51,79618778.06,  793665.13;  

7966169.87,  793086.23;  7967467.40,  799374.24;   7970202.18,  801929.37;  

7965910.37;  803266.82,  7965590.97;  802807.69,  7964013.98;  and 

800631.84,  7965411.32. 

WARD 2 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of the newly 

surveyed road and Chitezi Road, and Masaza Street, then along Mubvuri 

Street, then along Mubvuri Street going eastwards so as to exclude House 

No.23 Masaza Street to the junction of Mubvuri and Marandu Street, then 

along Marandu Street to the junction with Parirenyatwa Street, so as to include 

Marandu and Chapendeka General Barracks, then along Parirenyatwa to the 

junction with Kwerete Street, then along Kwerete so as to include Pedzainyota 

Beerhall and the nearby Apostolic Church.  The boundary proceeds north-

eastwards to the eastern boundary of Rimuka High 1 School excluding it, to its 
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junction with the northern boundary of Rimuka Township and southwards to 

Chitezi Road, to include Beatties, then along this road up to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) 

Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  805426.10,  7969354.44;  805603.83,  7969613.41;  806329.96,  

7969791.13;  806985.00,  7969212.26;  806467.06,  7969105.63;  805786.63,  

769110.71;  and 805415095,  7969359.52. 

WARD 3 

An area of land bounded by Leonard Street to the north from Mutarimanja 

Street up to the railway strip reserve to include institutional stands 3863 and 

3871, the Railway strip reserve to the East, Greenwaite with Victory Farm to 

the south, excluding them to Arundale Estate, going eastwards along Arundale 

Estate’s northern boundary to Mutarimanja road to its intersection with 

Leonard Street, the start point, including Annex Hospital. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  804258.38,  

7968307.86;  803735.36,  7969150.86;  804365.01,  7969694.19;  804623.98,  

79695971.71;  804537.66,  7969414.91; and 805116.53,  7969277.81. 

WARD 4 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Leonard 

Street and Mutaramanja Street going to the northern direction along Mafuta 

Street up to its junction with Chapendeka Street.  Then eastwards along 

Chapendeka Street to the northern boundary of House No. 32.  From this 

point, the boundary goes southwards along the eastern boundary of house 

numbers 31 and 32 so as to include them, then east along Marandu Street 

then southwards into Sihwede Street so as to include house numbers 23, 32, 

24, 39 and 40, then east along Sihwede Street, then south along an unnamed 

road so as to include the church site and west to the eastern boundary of 

church site number 31 then south along Fazenda Street to Mupamombe Road.  
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From this point going east along Mupamombe road to its junction with Brading 

Street and south along Brading Street to Mukuru avenue, then south east 

along Mukuru Avenue to the eastern boundary of number 25, and south along 

the eastern boundary of house number 25, 26, 27 to include them.  Then west 

along Leonard Street to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  804872.80,  

7968754.79;  805238.40,  7969541.85;  805487.21,  7969455.53;  805207.93,  

7969155.94;  and 805197.78,  7968891.89. 

WARD 5 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Parirenyatwa 

Street and Chapendeka Road the boundary goes north along Parirenyatwa up 

to Chiridza Street, then north east along and an unnamed road to the northern 

boundary of Rimuka Township so as to exclude stand numbers 2373, 3365, 

3388.  Then south east along the northern boundary of Rimuka Township to 

an unnamed road from Kwerete Street.  It then follows a south westerly 

direction along the unnamed road into Kwerete Street, then south west along 

Kwerete to its junction with Parirenyatwa Street to the eastern boundary of 

house numbers 32 and 31, then west along Chapendeka to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) 

Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

Coordinates: 805238.40,  7969546.93;  805710.64,  7970394.93;  806330.13,  

7969790.67;  805598.93,  796912.94; and 805487.21.  7969460.61. 

WARD 6 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Mafia and 

Mupamombe Streets, the boundary goes south westerly direction along 

Mupamombe Street to Nyambo Street, then north along Nyambo Street to the 

western boundary of housed 256 and 255 into unnamed road, then north east 
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along this road to the northern boundary of Rimuka Township then east along 

the northern boundary of Rimuka Township up to the northern corner of stand 

number 3273 so as to exclude it.  The boundary goes south along the unnamed 

road to Parirenyatwa Street, then south along Parirenyatwa to Mafuta Street to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  8051116.53,  7969414.91;  804537.66,  

7969409.83;  804943.89,  797093.37;  805400.89,  7970689.44;  805705.56,  

7970394.93;  and 805512.60,  7970161.35. 

WARD 7 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Brading Street 

and Mupamombe Road going east along Mupamombe Road to its junction with 

Fazenda Street then along Fazenda into Mainge Street, then east along Mainge 

Road up to house number 12, then northwards along an unnamed rod to 

Chipunza Street and west along Sihwede Road up to house number 32, then 

northwards along Mumvuri road up to its junction with Mafuta Street, it then 

goes eastwards along Mafuta Street to its junction Chamunorwa Street, then 

north east along Mafuta Street to the Railway Line then south west along the 

Railway Line to an unnamed road at the northern boundary of stand number 

3871 so as to exclude it then westwards up to stand number 791 then 

southwest along an unnamed road to stand 3870 so as to exclude it, then 

south west along an unnamed road to its intersection with Mainge Road, then 

south west along Leonard Street to its junction road the northwards along 

Manjoro Road to its junction with Makuru Avenue to Brading Street, then 

north Brading to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  805421.20, 796935.05;  

805786.81.81,  7969110.24;  806467.24,  7969105.16;  805532.92,  

7968409.50; and 805030.21,  7968663.39. 
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WARD 8 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Mutaramanja 

Street and Mupamombe Road going eastwards along Mupamombe Road to its 

junction with Nyambo Road, then northwards along Nyambo Street to its 

junction with an unnamed road, then westwards along this road to stand 

number 1809 so as to include it.  It then goes southwards along Munda Road 

into an unnamed road leading to the southern boundary of Rimuka Township 

with Hofmaire Farm so as to include Kuwadzana Secondary School.  Jairos Jiri 

School and Rimuka Cemetery up to an unnamed road leading to Mutaramanja 

Road to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  804621.71,  7969589.30;  804362.74,  

7969695.94;  803738.17,  7969157.69;  803291.32,  7969878.74;  804327.19,  

7970630.26;  805129.49,  7970950.16; and 804936.53,  7970295.12. 

WARD 9 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Robert 

Mugabe and Kaguvi Road, move northwest along Kaguvi road excluding Police 

camp to the northern corner of Jameson High School, then southwards along 

the western boundary of the school to the western boundary of stand number 

3539, then southwest along a strip of land to include House R4, R14, Stand 

305 into Borrodaile Road, it then goes southeast along this road to 

Mashonganyika Ave, then southwest along Mashonganyika Ave to the southern 

boundary to stand 409, then southeast along the southern boundary of stand 

474-477 to Robert Mugabe Road to its intersection with Railway Line, then 

west along this line, then southwest along a strip of land to cherry groove.  

Move southeast along Cherry Bank’s eastern boundary then south along 

Cherry Bank and Prison Farm’s eastern boundary to the municipal boundary.  

Then move northeast along Hillside’s south eastern boundary, and then move 

North West through Hilltop’s eastern boundary to Blue Ranges.  Move west 
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along Blue Ridge’s southern boundary then north west along the southern 

boundary of Alta Vista Plots so as to exclude them, then south east along 

Moven Ndlovu Road into Visser Road, then north west along Visser Road, 

Harare-Bulawayo Road, then north east along Harare-Bulawayo road to 

Kadoma Ranch Motel, then move south west along its western boundary so as 

to include it to Robert Mugabe Street, then along Robert Mugabe Street to its 

intersection with Kaguvi Street, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  804998.81,  

7967687.97;  808114.59,  7970283.22;  808898.58,  7970710.85;  807544.42,  

7969214.16;  810074.55,  7966969.11; and 813085.76,  7964581.53,  

806885.17,  7961285.24;  807205.89,  7962799.75;  and 804943.30, 

7967699.64. 

WARD 10 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Robert Mugabe 

and Kaguvi road westwards along Kaguvi road and to a point on the north 

western beacon of Jameson High School so as to exclude it, then south east 

along Jameson High School boundary to exclude sports field, then south 

westwards along the symmetry lane to trigonometrical beacon 3890, then 

south eastwards to Mashonganyika road, south west along Mashonganyika 

road south eastwards to a pint in Rimuka township, then southwards along 

the road, then northwest straight along Westview and Rimuka boundary to 

Cotton Research boundary, then south westwards along Cotton Research 

boundary the west along its boundary to Pixy Combe, then northwards along 

northwards along Pixy Combe’s eastern boundary to Kadoma Chakari road, 

move west along Kadoma Chakari road to municipal boundary. Move north to 

include Oola and Lots 1-4 of railway farm 10a to Harare-Bulawayo road.  Move 

south along Harare-Bulawayo road to Kadoma Ranch Motel.  Move along 

Kadoma Ranch Motel’s boundary so as to exclude it, to Robert Mugabe Road, 

move along Robert Mugabe Road to its intersection with Kaguvi Road, the 
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starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  804595.04, 7973536.38;  809049.49,  

7978079.92;  812719.95,  7974819.26;  808934.72,  7970737.74;  807010.40,  

7968241.04;  and  804836.63,  7971254.45. 

WARD 11 

An area of land bounded by a line from the intersection of Visser and 

Dumbujena Road, move north east along Dumbujena Road to where it 

connects with Bonda Road, move south east along Bonda Road to where it 

connects with Chaona Avenue, move north east along Chaona Ave to where it 

connects with Robson Manyika Street, move south east along Robson Monika 

Street to Mshuma stream, move south along Mshuma stream to Visser road, 

then north west along Visser road to where to connects with Dumbujena road, 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  808180.43,  7968630.03;  808544.56,  

7968979.71;  808697.73,  7968838.10;  808949.15,  7969138.66;  809186.12,  

7968933.47;  and  809004.06,  7967881.54. 

WARD 12 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Josiah 

Tongogara and Robson Manyika road going northeast along Josiah Tongogara 

Street to the southern boundary of Sabonabona B Commonage then south east 

along the south western boundary of Sabonabona to Blue Ranges, going Blue 

Ranges’ northern eastern boundary to Conway Farm, then south east along 

Conway Farm’s eastern boundary, then west through Connway and Blue 

Ranges’ southern boundary to the old Municipal boundary then northeast 

along this boundary to its intersection with the western boundary of Alta Vista 

plots, then north west along its boundary to Mshuma River, then south along 

Mshuma River to where it meets Visser Road, going north west along Visser 
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Road up to the eastern boundary of Lot 1/62/6 so as to exclude it, then north 

east along the western boundaries of stand number 3397-3421 into Bonda 

Road so as to include them, then south east along Bonda Road to Mshuma 

River, then northwards along Mshuma River to Robson Manyika then 

northwest along Robson Manyika Street to its intersection with Josiah 

Tongogara Street, to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  817068.54,  7965460.27;  

815866.33,  79633856.40;  813115.11,  7964581.73;  810063.34,  

7966986.15;  and 809207.92,  7968974.43. 

WARD 13 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Nyambo and 

an unnamed road going northwards along Nyambo Road to an unnamed road 

northeast along the unnamed road to the northern boundary of stand number 

3227, then northwest along the eastern boundary of stand 3241, 3442, 3183, 

3140, 3158 so as to include them up to the fence boundary of cotton Research 

Institute going southwest along the fence so as to include stand 3052, 2683, 

2623, 2385, 2376, and further south to Railway Farm 8’s eastern boundary 

then northwest along Chakari Road, Pixy Combe’s eastern boundary  to its 

northern boundary then southwest along this boundary to Arundale Estate, 

then south along Arundale Estate’s north eastern boundary to the northern 

boundary of Hoffman Farm, it then goes northeast along this boundary to 

Munda Road, going along Munda Road to its junction with an unnamed road, 

the boundary goes eastwards along this road to its junction with Nyambo Road, 

to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  801183.87,  7971330.38;  804582.43,  

7973549.85;  805816.83,  7972392.50;  804082.87,  7971144.05;  804337.19,  

7970589.18;  and 802649.47,  7969410.09. 
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WARD 14 

An area of land bounded a line drawn from the intersection of 

Prison/Reformatory road and Harare-Bulawayo Road of Tandara Bar.  Follow 

Harare Road going north east to the north eastern boundary of reminder of 

Cherrybank of Annex turn off.  Go south east along that boundary to eastern 

boundary of Cherry Bank A so as to include Cherry Grove, remainder of Cherry 

Bank and Cherry Bank A, proceed south along the eastern boundary of Prison 

Farm.  Go North West along the south western boundary of Prison Farm, cross 

Mtshuma River along that boundary, then cross another unnamed stream.  Go 

north the unnamed tributary to Prison Dam, proceed North West along a 

stream to Ngezi ponds (so as to include them, get the boundary that 

demarcates church stand 3792 and Ngezi Phase 11 to as to include stand 

3792.  Turn north along the western boundary of stand 3792 to Mhembwe 

Road.  Follow Mhembwe Road towards the North West so as to exclude all 

Ngezi ZBS house to its intersection Masese Road to Twiza Road.  Go north 

along Twiza so as to include stand 4077 to Reformatory Road.  Proceed North 

West along the Reformatory Road to the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 802742.66,  

7964010.02,  802646.73,  7966380.88;  804935.37,  7967669.10;  807182.89,  

7962804.03;  and 806853.99;  7961241.72. 

WARD 15 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Eiffel Flats 

Road and north eastern boundary line of Sabonabona near the drive-in.  Follow 

Eiffel Flats Road so as to include the Refinery and Maranatha Ferochrome its 

intersection with Jongwe Drive at Chemukute Clinic.  Go north along Jongwe 

Drive so as to include the clinic to Air Strip Road. Proceed north east along Air 

Strip road to the Aerodrome’s south western then north east to Tannach Farm.  

Go along the south western boundary of Tannach to Harare-Bulawayo Road.  
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Go south west along the Harare-Bulawayo Road to the north east boundary of 

Remainder of Sabonabona (Mandalay farm) to Eiffel Flats Road which is the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  811806.50, 7975863.31;  813820.62,  

7975863.31;  815449.92,  7974037.51; and 813648.68,  7971867.83. 

WARD 16 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where Eiffel Flats 

Railway line crosses the Harare-Bulawayo Road.  Go north east along the 

Harare Road to the north eastern boundary of remainder of Sabonabona 

(Mandalay) follow that boundary south eastwards to its intersection with City 

Centre-Eiffel Flats Road (so as to include Sabonabona plots)  Go east along this 

road so as to exclude Maranatha and Refinery and include Park Town.  Get to 

the intersection of Eiffel Flats road and Jongwe Drive.  Go north along Jongwe 

Drive so as to include Eiffel Blue surbubs, get to Air Strip road to the 

Aerodrome.  Follow the south west boundary of Aerodrom and that of Tannach 

Farm to Harare-Bulawayo Road.  Go north east along the Harare Road so as to 

include Tannach, Eiffel and Western Farms to the south western boundary of 

Salop Farm of Railway Farm 12.  Proceed North West along Salop’s south west 

boundary to its north western boundary.  Follow that boundary to its north 

eastern boundary with Railway Farm 12 to Harare-Bulawayo Road so as to 

include Salop Farm.  Go south west along the Bulawayo Road to its 

intersection into the north eastern boundary of Martin Farm so as to include it, 

to the eastern boundary of Blagdon so as to exclude Blagdon extension to 

south east boundary of Lanteglos so as to exclude Lanteglos East Farm to 

include Hope Farm and Gatooma Municipal Farm by following their eastern 

boundaries.  Go west along southern boundary of Gatooma Municipal far, go 

North West along south western boundaries of Hope Farm and Sabonabona 

Plots to Harare-Bulawayo Road.  Follow Harare Road to the north east of the 

railway line to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 
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Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  817042.46,  7965501.80;  

810132.23,  7972117.28;  811806.50,  7975863.31; 815422.22, 793727.28; 

812147.23, 7980914.52; 819314.21, 7975379.79; 818685.45, 7974080.77; 

and 817342.71, 7966941.29.  

WARD 17 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Visser Road 

ad Josiah Tongogara Road, going north east along Josiah Tongogara Road to 

its intersection with Robson Manyika Street, move south east along Robson 

Manyika Street to where it connects with Chaona Avenue, move south west 

along Chaona avenue to where it connects with Bonda Road, move north west 

along Bonda road to its intersection with Dumbujena Road, south west along 

Dumbujena Road to where it connects with Visser Road, ten north west along 

Visser Road to where it connects with Josiah Tongogara Road, to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 807501.21, 7969201.44; 808151.24, 79698819.37, 808945.72, 

7969133.23; 808696.94, 7968840.31 and 808179.33, 7968627.65. 

KARIBA MUNICIPALITY  

WARD 1 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Hungwe  

Lane and Nyamhunga Drive, proceeding northwards along the latter to its 

junction with Kariba- Makuti road , then westwards along this road to a point 

on this road near Nyamhunga Secondary School, then directly southwards to 

the eastern boundary of Nyamhunga Secondary School to an unnamed road so 

as to exclude the school, proceeding along the road generally south eastwards 

to the northern boundary of stands 425-423 in descending order to the western 

boundaries of stands 423, 422 and 411, then along a line drawn from the 
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northern boundary of stand 410 to Nhoro Crescent so as to exclude stands 

2282-2283, 265-270 , proceeding along the crescent to Mhumbu Crescent and 

a line drawn from the latter to the ZESA way leave so as to exclude stands 279-

286, proceeding eastwards along the powerline to Kasese River, then upstream 

to a point on the River, then along a line drawn from the River to stand 604, 

proceeding generally northwards along the eastern boundaries of stands 604-

617 and the northern boundaries of stand 604 – 617 and the northern 

boundaries of stands 617, 590 and 566 to Hungwe Lane, then along the lane to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

638746.35,  8134666.20;  637404.81,  8137717.56;  636010.65,  8139453.68;  

641140.09, 8139190.63;  642613.16,  8140953.05;  646006.47,  8142031.55;  

644007.31,  8140505.87;  643981.00,  8138375.18; and 645033.20, 

8136112.97. 

WARD 2 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn along Kariba- Makuti road proceeding 

along this road southwards to a point on the boundary of Nyamhunga 

Secondary School so as to include it ,then along a line drawn from the school 

boundary southwards along the unnamed road to a point along the northern 

boundary of stands 426, 425 and 424 so as to exclude them, then generally 

westwards to stand 423 to an unnamed road, then proceeding southwards to a 

junction with Mbira Close and Nhoro Crescent, then proceeding southwards 

along the latter, then to the junction with Nzou Road, then along Nzou Road to 

its junction with Mhumbu Crescent, then southwards to its junction with the 

ZESA way leave, then north westwards along the way leave to its junction with 

an unnamed watercourse northwards to its junction with Makuti-Kariba Road 

so as to include Batonga to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on 
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the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 706877.67, 8141364.57; 

703543.80 8142128.58; 693880.70 8137257.83;  696632.20 , 8130208.00;  

692898.95, 8128645.25;  687452.79,  8139869.04 ;  707045.63,  8145017.69; 

639996.95, 8117291.25; 640660.71, 8113838.12; 643676.68, 8113879.81; 

and 647571.74, 8114140.43 

WARD 3 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Nyamhunga 

Drive and Makuti-Kariba road, then proceeding along the latter eastwards to 

the junction with Kasese River, then proceeding south eastwards along the 

River to a junction with a line drawn westwards to the eastern boundaries of 

stands 604-617, then along  the northern boundaries of 617, 590 and 566 to 

its junction with Hungwe Lane, then westwards along Hungwe Lane to its 

junction with Nyamhunga Drive, then along Nyamhunga Drive northwards to 

the starting point. The area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction 

of Nyamhunga Drive and Gadzi Road proceeding along the latter to its junction 

with Mukute Street, then along Mukute Street to its junction with Muwonde 

Crescent and a line drawn from the junction eastwards to Kasese River , then 

downstream to a line drawn form the River generally westwards to Negande 

Road, then along Negande Road to an unnamed road, then westwards along 

the road to its junction with Gadzi Road, proceeding along the latter to a line 

drawn westwards to the eastern boundary of stand 604, then generally 

northwards along the eastern boundaries of stands 604-617, then south-

westwards along the northern boundaries of stands 617, 590 and 566 to 

Hungwe Lane, proceeding along the latter to its junction with Nyamhunga 

Drive, then proceeding generally northwards along Nyamhunga Drive to the 

starting point. An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of 

Nyamhunga Drive and Makuti-Kariba Road , then proceeding eastwards along 

the latter to a junction with Kasese River, then proceeding south eastwards 

along this River to a line drawn south westwards, then westwards to Gadzi 

Road , then northwards along Gadzi to its junction with an unnamed road, 
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then eastwards along this road to its junction with Negande Street, then east 

and north westwards to its junction with Mukute Street, then southwards 

along Mukute Street to its junction with Gadzi Road, then proceeding 

westwards along Gadzi Road to its junction with Nyamhunga Drive, then along 

Nyamhunga Drive northwards to the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 639966.95, 

8117291.25; 630660.71, 8113838.12; and 626951.61, 8105678.97. 

WARD 4 

The area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point at the junction of Lake 

Drive and Kudu Crescent (as shown on map number KBA 2/2007 filed in the 

Registrar Generals Office, Harare) proceeding generally north-westwards and 

south-westwards along Lake Drive to its junction with Kudu Crescent, then 

generally eastwards, south-eastwards and north-eastwards along the latter to 

its junction with Lake Drive, to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 639966.95,  8117291.25; 

640660.71, 8113838.12;  and 647571.74,  8114140.43.  

WARD 5 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point at the junction of Lake 

Drive and Kudu Crescent, proceeding generally south eastwards along Kudu 

Crescent to its junction with Market Road ,then along the latter westwards to 

its junction with Charara Avenue , generally southwards along the latter to its 

junction with Buffalo Drive, then south westwards along Buffalo Drive to a line 

drawn northwards so as to exclude Customs and Immigration Houses and 

include Security Guards Compound to its junction with Lake Drive to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 
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640660.71, 8113838. 12; 645027.71, 8106927.24, 643798.16, 8105231.31; 

644495.83, 809746.87; 637513.54, 8101976.34, 630591.44, 8097975.29; and 

626591. 61, 8105678.97. 

WARD 6 

The area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point at the junction of 

Market Road and Kudu Crescent, then proceeding south eastwards along Kudu 

Crescent to its junction with Lake Drive, then southwards along Lake Drive to 

a line drawn south westwards, northwards so as to exclude Irvin and Johnson, 

then northwards along this line to its junction with Buffalo Drive, then along 

Buffalo Drive northwards to its junction with Charara Avenue, then along 

Charara Avenue northwards to its junction with Market Road to the starting 

point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 635976.70, 8076242.48; 631827.59, 8076609.15; 621246.01, 

8104289.50; 626591.61, 8105678.97; 631472.67, 8102446.34; 630591.44, 

8097975.29; 637513.54, 810976.34, 644495.83, 8097406.87, 642963.37, 

8091618.27.                                

WARD 7 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from Heights Drive and Peak Road,  

then proceeding north eastwards along Peak Road to a point where it intersects 

a game fence, then south eastwards along that game fence, then south wards 

along that fence to a point on the ZESA way leave, then north eastward along 

the  way leave  to its intersection with Lake Drive, then generally south 

westwards and north westwards along Lake Drive to where it intersects ZESA 

way leave, then generally north eastwards along the ZESA way leave to its 

junction with Lake Navigation Control Office road, then north westwards along 

Heights Drive to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 690018.25, 8172541.70; 
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690399.05, 8172423.23; 691359.52, 8172592.48; 691059.11, 8173197.53; 

691829.18, 8173675.65; 691778.41, 8173997.22; 692171.90, 8174001.45; 

692941.98, 8173277.92; 693390.36, 8172690.21; 691741.44, 8171697.47; 

WARD 8 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Lake Drive 

and Eagle Drive (as shown on map number KBA 2/2007 filed in the Registrar 

General’s Office, Harare) proceeding generally north-eastwards and southwards 

along Eagle Drive to stand number 670 so as to include it, then north-

eastwards along the boundaries of stands 675, 676, 990, 991 and 992 to the 

490 cintour line, proceeding generally southwards and eastwards along the 

cintour line to Chawara River, proceeding northwards upstream to a point on 

the River, then direct westwards to Kasese River proceeding downstream to its 

intersection with the ZESA wayleave, then westwards along the wayleave to a 

line drawn from the powerline along a watercourse north westwards to the 

Kariba Town Administrative boundary, then westwards along the 

Administrative boundary to a line drawn south-eastwards and southwards to 

Lake Drive, proceeding along the latter to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 693360.48, 

8172774.37; 695350.60, 8173794.72; 696126.40, 8172605.71; 699423.58, 

8172251.54; 697897.27, 8170834.85; 

WARD 9 

The area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Lake Drive 

and Eagle Drive  proceeding generally north-eastwards and southwards along 

Eagle Drive to the eastern boundary of stand 983 so as to include it, then 

north-eastwards to the 490 cintour line, proceeding generally westwards, 

southwards and northwards along the 490 cintour line to the dam wall, 

proceeding along the southern River bank of Zambezi River to a line drawn 

eastwards to another line drawn southwards to Peak Road, then generally 
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southwards and south-westwards along Peak Road and a line drawn from the 

road to Heights Drive, then generally north-westwards, westwards and south-

westwards along the latter to Lake Drive, proceeding along Lake Drive to a line 

drawn southwards to Buffalo Drive so as to include Customs and Immigration 

houses, then generally eastwards along Buffalo Drive and a line drawn from 

Buffalo Drive to  Lake Drive, proceeding south-eastwards and north-eastwards 

along Lake Drive to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 687972.09, 8172766.71; 

691781.81, 8173999.91; 691135.84, 8173442.04; 691363.39, 8172590.54; 

690027.43, 8172539.16; 

KAROI TOWN COUNCIL 

WARD 1  

An area of land situated in Karoi Urban Council as shown by a line drawn 

staring from a point at the intersection of Chikangwe crescent and Nematombo 

Street going northwards along Nematombo Street north eastward along a road 

passing between stands 56 and 661 up to stand 635 then northwards along a 

road which merges with a road eastwards to western boundary of Tambawadza 

Primary School then northwards and westwards to the south eastern boundary 

of Chikangwe Secondary School then south eastward along this boundary to 

Chikangwe Secondary School’s western boundary then northwards and 

westwards along this boundary up to Chikangwe River then eastwards and 

south eastwards along Chikangwe River up to Katemanje River then 

southwards along Katemanje River up to Chikangwe Crescent along this road 

to the starting  point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 787470.86, 8140123; 787428.03, 

8140239.92; 787629.81, 8140600.95; 787581.01, 8140766.17; 787360.76, 
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8140698.86; 787311.76, 8140919.15; 788498.88, 8140399.02; and 

787758.46; 8140301.11; 

WARD 2  

An area of land situated in Karoi Urban council as shown by a line drawn 

starting from the intersection of Chikangwe Crescent and Chundu Street going 

north eastwards along Chikangwe Crescent up to Katemanje River then 

southwards and southwest wards up to road from Lot 1 of Chiedza Farm then 

Westwards and Southwards along a road leading to stand 1461 then North 

eastwards along the south eastern boundaries of stands 1462, 1464 and 1465 

then northwards along the northern boundaries of stands 350, 349 and 348 to 

Nzou Street then south westward along Nzou Street to its intersection with 

Chundu Street then westwards along Chundu Street to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 

35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

788498.88, 8140399.02; 788541.72, 8140294.99; 788211.28, 8139946.20; 

788052.81, 8139927.84; and 787874.73, 8140337.83; 742138.80, 

8026470.36; 747931.23, 8023298.31; 747103.74, 8011547.95; 740235.58, 

8023298.31; 

WARD 3 

An area of land situated in Karoi Urban council as shown by a line drawn at 

the intersection of Chundu and Chikangwe Street going southwards along 

Chundu Street then north eastwards and southwards along Nzou Street then 

south westwards along the boundary of stands 1465 to 1462 then south 

eastwards along a road that leads Katemanje River then southwest wards along 

Katemanje River then northwards along an unnamed + 6 along Chikangwe 

Street to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 787336.24, 8140001.27; 787874.73, 
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8140337.83; 787923.68, 8140142.01; 788046.06, 8139927.84; 788217.40, 

8139958.44; 788009.35, 8139579.05; 787770.70, 8139836.05; 

WARD 4 

An area of land situated in Karoi Urban Council as shown by a line drawn 

starting from a point at the intersection of Chikangwe Crescent and Mhanzi 

Street going northwards along Mhanzi Street then westwards and Northwards 

along Mhanzi Street to Chikangwe River then north eastwards and southwards 

along Chikangwe River to the boundary of Chikangwe Secondary school then 

southwards and eastwards along the western and southern boundaries of 

Chikangwe Secondary School then south eastwards and southwards along the 

western boundaries of Tambawadza Primary School. Then westwards and 

generally southwards along a road to stand 635 than southwards along this 

road up to its intersection with Nematombo Street then south-eastwards along 

Nematombo Street to its intersection with Chikangwe Crescent then south 

westwards along Chikangwe Crescent to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 787397.43, 

8140080.82; 787360.72, 8140233.80; 787238.33, 8140233.80; 787244.14, 

8140656.02; 786914.01, 8140986.46; 787122.07, 8141206.75; 787256.69, 

8140857.96; 787354.60, 8149698.86; and 787428.03, 8140239.92; 

WARD 5 

An area of land situated in Karoi Urban Council as shown by a line drawn at 

the intersection of Mhanzi Street and Chikangwe Crescent going south 

westwards along Chikangwe crescent to the Karoi Township reserve boundary 

then north westwards up to Chikangwe River then north-eastwards up to a 

road to the rubbish dump then southwards and south eastwards along the 

rubbish dump to Mhanzi Street and generally southwards along Mhanzi Street 

up to Chikangwe Street to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on 
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the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  787073.11, 8139615.76; 

786705.96, 8139805.46; 786828.35, 8140429.61; 786730.44, 8140796.76; 

786914.01, 8140986.46; 787360.72; 8140233.80; and 787397.43, 

8140080.82. 

WARD 6  

An area of land situated in Karoi Urban Council as shown by a line drawn from 

the intersection of Chikangwe and Red Cross Street going south eastwards 

along Red Cross Street then north eastwards then south eastwards along Farai 

Street then southwards along the boundaries of stands 1148 and 1156 then 

southwards along an unnamed road to a point it meets Katemanje River then 

north westwards along the Karoi township reserve boundary to a point it meet 

Chikangwe Street then north eastwards along Chikangwe Street to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  

787177.14, 81397450.38; 787330.12, 8140001.27; 787770.70, 8139842.17; 

788009.35, 8139579.05; and 787948.16, 8139419.95. 

WARD 7 

An area of land situated in Karoi Urban Council as shown by a line drawn 

starting at the junction of Harare- Chirundu Road and Chiumburukwe road 

going south-westwards along Chiumburukwe road up to the boundary of Karoi 

township reserve then north westwards and eastwards along this boundary to 

Harare – Chirundu road then northwards, westwards, along this road to the 

western motel boundary then eastwards and southwards along the motel 

boundaries so as to include it, then north eastwards along the stables northern 

boundary up to James road then south westward along James road up to 

Harare – Chirundu road westward along this road to the starting point. This 
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area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 

35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

787073.11, 8139615.76; 786408.65, 8138777.36; 786212.84, 8138850.79; 

785184.81, 8137394.42; 787651.33, 8140784.45; and 786726.85, 

8139805.38. 

WARD 8  

An area of land situated in Karoi Urban Council area shown by a line drawn 

from a point at the intersection of Harare- Chirundu road and James Street 

going north eastwards along James up to Chikangwe African Township 

boundary then south eastwards along this boundary and Chiedza Farm’s 

southern boundary up to Katombodzi River then south westwards along this 

River to the eastern boundary of Karoi Dam then south-eastwards along the 

dam the southwards an unnamed River to Harare – Chirundu Road. Then 

south eastwards and then south westwards along the dam the southwards 

along the boundary of Grippos Farm up to the eastern boundary of Chiltington 

Farm then generally westwards along this boundary up to the eastern 

boundary of New Forest Farm then southwards then westwards then north 

ward along the boundary of New Forest Farm so as to include it up to 

Chikangwe River, then northwards along Chikangwe River up to 

Chiumburukwe Road, then eastwards along Chiumburukwe Road up to Harare 

Chirundu Road then south-eastwards along this road up to James Street to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   

786408.65, 8138777.36; 788169.67, 8139311.28; 787170.61, 8139747.23; 

787606.56, 8138702.76, 788305.91, 8137413.06; 789304.97, 8136395.83; 

788033.43, 8135342.28; 787479.41, 8136677.39; 786325.95, 8136804.54; 

785172.48, 8137376.73. 
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WARD 9 

An area of land situated in Chiedza Township of the Karoi Urban area defined, 

starting from the junction of the Harare – Chirundu Road and the 31,5 road to 

Mwami, then going along to Mwami up to a point forming a straight line with 

the 10m road giving access to stands 4098-4105, then along this road so as to 

include these stands up to where the 10m road forms a junction with a 15m 

road opposite church stand 6282, then north easterly along this 15m road so 

as to include the church stand 6282 up to where the 15m road forms a 

junction with the 25m road opposite stand 4305, then north –westerly along 

this 25m road so as to exclude the said stand 4305, but so as to include 

church stand 3328, water reservoir stand 2018, church stand 2622 up to the 

NW boundary of a primary school stand 1726 then west, then south-west, the 

south-east along this primary school boundary so as include it, then straight 

on generally in a south-east direct so as to include stands 2647, 2790, 2813, 

1834, 1835, crèche stand 1904, stand 1908, 1926, 1947 and 1986.  Then 

north-east along the back boundaries of stands 1986-1997 so as to include 

them, then south-east up to the north-west boundary of secondary school 

stand 3309, then south-west along this secondary school boundary straight on 

up to the Harare-Chirundu road then south-west along this secondary school 

boundary straight on up to the Harare-Chirundu road then south east along 

the Harare-Chirundu road up to the starting point. Karoi Town Council had 9 

wards. An additional ward was created increasing the total number of wards to 

10. Wards 1-8 have no changes. Ward 9 was subdivided to create ward 10 with 

blocks 020138 (585), 040138 (53), 070138 (100), 080138 (36), 100138 (13).  

The area covers Chiedza Township, a high density area that is currently 

developing.  Blocks 110138, 120138 and 090138 were created to cater for the 

new developments and their voter population figures were not available at the 

time of report writing. Ward 9 therefore remains with blocks 010138, with a 

voter population of 471, 030138 with a population of 14, 050138 with 

population of 93 and 060138 with a population of 20 total 598 registered voter. 
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This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) 

Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 789323.13, 8136386.75; 788305.91, 8137385.81; 787597.48, 

8138711.84; 788015.27, 8139165.96; and 789314.05, 8137912.59; 

WARD 10 

An area of land situated in the Chiedza T/ship of the Karoi urban area defined 

starting from a point along the 31,5m road to Mwami forming a straight line 

with the 10m road giving access to stands 4098-4105, then along this road so 

as to exclude these stands up to where the 10m road forms a junction with a 

15m road opposite church stand 6282, then north-east along this 15m road so 

as to exclude the church stand 6282 up to where the 15m road forms a 

junction with the 25m road opposite stand 4305, then north-west along this 

25m road so as to include the said stand 4305 and also including stands 2019, 

PFS stand 2380, church stand 3308, along the 25m road up to where if crosses 

Katombodzi River then generally north-east along Katombodzi River to a point 

in a straight line from which one can get the northern most beacon of stand 

1906 going in an easterly direction, then generally in an easterly direction so as 

to include stands 1620 and open space stand 1580, then easterly along an 

18m road marking the limit of the planned area up to where it forms a junction 

with a 25m road, then south west along this 25m road up to the north-east 

boundary of stand 2389, then south-east along this boundary so as to include 

cemetery stands 2390 and 5209. Then future residential expansion area up to 

a 15m road east of primary school stand 4802, then south along this 15m road 

up to where it forms a junction with the 25m road to the town centre, then 

south-east, then south along this 25m road up to where it forms a junction 

with the 31,5m road to Mwami, then south-west along the 31,5m road to 

Mwami up to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   
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148375.83,  8138461.16;  148655.52,  8138967.27;  148655.52,  8138993.91;  

149787.61,  8137768.59;  149827.57,  8136982.78;  148482.38,  8138208.10. 

MAKONDE RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

WARD 1 

An area of land bounded by line drawn from the South-western beacon of 

Glendower Farm at Angwa River, down Angwa River up to the unsurveyed line, 

along the unsurveyed line which forms the district boundary between Makonde 

and Guruve District until it reaches the road to Dande Communal Land then, 

South-westwards in zig-zag until it reaches Rukute River, up Rukute River to 

the southernmost beacon of Chipingebadza Farm then generally Westwards in 

a zig-zag so as to exclude Rosetta, Takoma and Ona Patari Farms up to the 

South Western beacon of Chipungu A Farm at Karoe River then, South-

eastwards, South-westwards, North-westwards, Westwards and South-

westwards along the Eastern boundary of Groenvlei Estate and southern 

boundary of Glendower Farm so as to include them to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 

35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

183677.98, 8143494.76; 184963.60, 8186037.17; 215117.29, 8192231.53; 

193378.58, 8174700.32; 207637.30, 8152727.86; and 191890.72, 8152922.25 

WARD 2 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mubvumi and Mhanyame Rivers at Dzivamhura Pools, up Mubvumi River up to 

the southern boundary of Chimanimani Lot 3, Westwards, Northwards, 

Westwards, Northwards and finally Westwards to Rukute River along the 

southern boundaries of Chimanimani Estate Lot 3, Tevrede and Fairways 

Farms, so as to include them, down Rukute River until it crosses the road to 

Dande Communal lands, then generally North Eastwards in a zig-zag along the 

road to Dande Communal land until it meets the unsurveyed line at the district 
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boundary, along the unsurveyed line up to Mhanyame River, up Mhanyame 

River to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 22206.07, 8159201.33; 223115.22, 

8131684.24; 219321.72, 8132873.25; 213150.19, 8127607.64; 204839.75, 

8126773.93; 201725.68, 8128076.18; 202235.25, 8134247.71; 193378.58, 

8174700.32; 215117.29, 8192231.53; and 224322.43, 8192043.80. 

WARD 3 

An area of land  bounded by a line drawn from the North Western beacon of 

Tettigura Resettlement at Angwa River, then South-eastwards, Northern-

eastwards, South-eastwards, Southwards, South-westwards, Southwards along 

the Northern and Eastern boundaries of Tettigura Resettlement and then 

Western boundaries of Robbsdale Farm to its Southwestern beacon South-

eastwards then South-westwards, Westwards, along the Eastern boundary of 

Gainful of Gudubu Farm and the Northern boundary of the Glen and Western 

boundary of Rivington Farms so as to exclude them to Munwa River, up 

Munwa River to the Northernmost beacon of Long Valley Estate at Munwa 

River, South-westwards and North-wards along the Northern boundary of Long 

Valley Estate and Eastern boundary of Mwanga B Farm to its Northern most 

beacon, South-westwards, Northwards and finally Westwards along the 

Northern boundaries of Mwanga B Farm and Finland Estate so as to. This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

180013.24, 8132425.38; 181269.99, 8129478.39;191674.75, 8132900.71, 

192435.28, 8127386.85; 188252.35, 8127672.05; 191769.81, 8122475.07; 

185653.86, 8118118.63; 188759.37, 8113557.03; 182421.60;8108120.58, 

181249.11, 811468.80; 184304.35, 8122073.87; and 178600.35, 8125654.71. 

WARD 4 
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An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northern most beacon of 

Oswa Farm, at Munwa River, down Munwa River to the western boundary of 

Rivington Farm, North-eastwards to the easternmost beacon of Gainful of 

Gudubu Farm along the Northern boundaries of Rivington and The Glen Farms 

to the south-eastern beacon of Gainful of Gudubu Farm, Northwards, North-

eastwards, and South-eastwards along the western and northern boundary of 

Piringani Estate to its easternmost beacon, then North-eastwards and South-

eastwards along the western and North-eastern boundary, South-westwards, 

South-eastwards, South-westward, South-eastwards, Southwards and finally, 

South-eastwards along the eastern boundaries of Whindale Ranch, Richmond, 

Ditchwe, Kaukwa, Inyati, Devonia Estate and Tchogi Farms so as to include 

them to the easternmost beacon of Tchogi Farm, South-westwards and 

Northwards along the eastern, southern and western boundary of Tchogi Farm 

to a point where it crosses Nyatanda River, generally Westwards along 

Nyatanda River and southern boundary of Nyatanda, Urume and Mungwe 

farms so as to include them to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 188844.31, 8118109.82; 

191802.17, 8122466.36; 188253.02, 8127663.33; 192466.93, 8127406.72; 

195794.26, 8128927.78; 199787.06, 8128959.47; 204789.19, 8126709.56; 

214137.41, 8130860.80; 223110.48, 8131645.87; 216069.22,  8116847.89;  

and 207196.34,  8103031.54. 

WARD 5 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the South-western beacon of 

Two Tree Hill Estate at Angwa River then North-eastwards, Southwards, North-

eastwards, Southwards and finally North-eastwards along the northern 

boundaries of Finland Estate, Mwanga B, Windsock Farms and Long Valley 

Estate so as to include them to Munwa River, up Munwa River to the 

northernmost beacon of Oswa Farm then generally South-westwards along the 

northern boundaries of Oswa, Muni and Sheepridge Estate A Farms so as to 
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exclude them into Angwa River then, down Angwa River to the starting point 

exclude them to Angwa River, down Angwa River to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 

35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

814497.43, 81.8434.58, 817805.47, 8125741.86; 823366.82, 8122002.34, 

820154.66, 8117447.79; 820969.69, 8108003.09; 82777.54, 813564.44; 

190964.30, 8106483.94; 190710.79, 8101383.72; 178795.77, 8096820.53; 

818463.18, 80899.94; 805998.16, 8091685.82; 806024.95, 8089264.86, 

801758.06, 8094826.21; 797826.76, 8098901.33; 801901.88, 8107339.23, 

806679.33, 8110785.92, 808592.03, 8106758.74. 

WARD 6 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the Northern beacon of Glyn-a-

mel Farm at Mhanyame River, up Mhanyame River to the Municipal boundary, 

along the Municipal boundary to Camperdown, then North-westwards, 

Northwards and generally North-eastwards, North-westwards and Northwards 

along the western boundaries of Kingspeak, Hilltop, Green Valley, Uplands 

Extension, Uplands Estate and Kapetaromwe Farms so as to include them to 

the southeastern beacon of Gandowasvika, then Eastwards, North-eastwards, 

South-eastwards, generally North-eastwards along the Northwestern 

boundaries of Noitgedag, Skiddaw and Glyn-a-mel Farms so as to include them 

to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 854840.99, 8115324.73; 843780.18, 

8083474.95; 828721.50, 8077078.34; 824723.62, 8085074.10; and 

837783.36; 8098267.11. 

WARD 7 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the Northern most beacon of 

Shackleton Farm, South-westwards along the Southern boundary of Hillpass 

Farm to the Angwa River, down Angwa River to the Southern boundary of Lions 
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Den Farm, South-eastwards along the Southern boundary of Lions Den Farm 

to Denga River, up Denga River to a point where the railway line crosses it, 

Southwards, Eastwards and finally South-east wards along the Southern 

boundary of Zawi Estate and North-western boundary of Avondale Farm so as 

to exclude them to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 186004.86; 8086820.15; 

183787.19, 8085681.35; 183167.84, 8088038.87; 180151.01, 809155518; and 

184086.87, 8089577.25. 

WARD 8 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the western most beacon of 

Fiona Estate at the District boundary, along the district boundary to the 

Southwestern most beacon of Norman Estate, South-eastwards, Northwards 

and generally South-eastwards along the southern boundaries of Norman 

Estate, Dumalan, Tendera Estate, Leadhills and Manengas Farms so as to 

exclude them to Angwa River, up Angwa River to the Northern beacon of 

Mawari Farm, South-westwards, Southwards, South-westwards, Southwards, 

South-westwards, Northwards, North-westwards, North-eastwards, North-

westwards then Northwards, Then Northwards in a zig-zag way to the Northern 

most beacon of Nyamatsitu, South-westwards, North-westwards and 

Westwards along the Southern boundary of Fiona Estate so as to include it to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

782921.26, 8085926.42; 797988.75, 8098787.06; 818595.91, 8090013.05; 

821702.66, 8085624.30; 814283.05, 8075883.69; 798464.23, 8074915.02, 

796942.26, 8065783.20, 787095.04, 8059419.60; and 770414.93, 

8078780.70. 

WARD 9 
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An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the South-eastern beacon of 

Portlet Estate, at Mhanyame River, generally westwards along the northern 

boundary of Chitomborwizi Small Scale farming area so as to exclude it, up to 

the southwestern beacon of Ounon Farm, north eastwards, north westwards, 

north eastwards along the western boundaries of Ounou Farm and Clifton 

Estate so as to include them, westwards, north eastwards, north westwards, 

northwards, north westwards, north eastwards, north wards, north westwards 

along the western boundaries of Og, Magogi, Alaska and Puri, Laighmains and 

Mawari farm, then along the northern boundary of Mawari farm to the 

Municipal boundary, up along the Municipal boundary to Mhanyame River, up 

Mhanyame River o the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 205733.96, 8061133.47; 

183157.69, 8059175.53; 183197.65, 8066367.97; 176769.58, 8075714.35; 

178767.48, 8083075.82; 181764.33, 8083994.86; 189356.35, 8072806.62; 

194670.77, 8076522.71; and 203421.57, 8072247.21 

WARD 10 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the Southeastern beacon of 

Farm 238 Chitomborwizi at the District boundary, generally Northwards in a 

zig-zag, along the Western boundaries of Farms 237, 201, 408,205,399, 467, 

179, 178, 177, 176, 133,131, 134, 135, 137, and 112 so as to include them to 

the Southern boundary of Hunnington Farm, North-eastwards and Eastwards 

along the Southern boundaries of Hunnington Farm and Portlet Estate to 

Mhanyame River, at the District boundary, along the District boundary to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

190510.73, 8049316.90; 190054.18, 8060569.67; 205738.23, 8061053.08; 

and 204207.42, 8052029.38. 
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WARD 11 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the south western beacon of 

Glendower Farm at the Angwa River, north eastwards, eastwards, south 

eastwards, north eastwards, north westwards along the Northern boundary of 

Ponderosa Farm and northern boundaries of Mpata and Wolwehoek Farms and 

the western boundaries of Chenene and Ona Patari Farms so as to include 

them, up to Karoe River, up Karoe River to the north eastern beacon of Ona 

Patari Farm, then south eastwards along the eastern boundary of Ona Patari 

farm up to Winde River, down along Winde River to the northern most beacon 

of Takoma Farm, then south eastwards, north eastwards, south eastwards 

along the northern boundaries of Takoma, Cecilmore and Rosetta Farms to 

Rukute River, up Rukute River to the south eastwards, then south westwards 

along the southern boundary of Broadlands Estate and northern and eastern 

boundaries of Brenville B and Estelle A farms so as to include them up to the 

south eastern beacon of Estelle A, north westwards, south westwards, north 

westwards, westwards, south westwards, north westwards, northwards, 

westwards, south westwards, north westwards, north eastwards, north 

westwards, south westwards and north westwards along the southern 

boundaries of Estelle A Farm, Mhangura Mine, Delarosa Farm, Ridziwi and 

Kanenje Farms so as to include them up to the Angwa River, down along 

Angwa River to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 183649.50, 80143490.62; 

193547.54, 8143338.34; 191893.51, 8152880.88; 207831.90, 8152779.36, 

204119.65, 8133630.18; 201588.00, 8128076.47; 192400.58, 8127416.60; 

191689.95, 8133000.12; and 179964.57, 8132492.53;  

WARD 12 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Washanje and 

Muche Rivers, up Washanje to the South-western beacon of State Land, 
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generally North-eastwards, South-eastwards, North-eastwards, along the 

eastern boundaries of Frampton Farm, Kachesi Lot 1, Kachesi, Dora, Myinga, 

Ounooi, Nyakaranga Estate and Hunnington Farms so as to exclude them to 

the North-eastern beacon of Farm 113 Chitomborwizi, generally southwards in 

a zig-zag along the Eastern boundaries of Farms 113, 130, 132, 181, 182, 183, 

401, 194, 195, 196, 197, 198, 199, 200 and 238 so as to include them to the 

District boundary, down along the District boundary to a point where it crosses  

Muche River, down along Muche River to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

807372.52, 8046736.94; 809631.60, 8050534.80; 817161.85, 8057803.13; 

819486.40, 8056722.71; 827241.71, 8060361.64; 827307.18, 8049066.26; 

and 817092.24, 8045595.80. 

WARD 13 

An area of land bounded by line drawn from the northern most beacon of Oswa 

farm, generally south eastwards, and north eastwards along the northern 

boundaries of Oswa Farm, Pfupi and Gandewasvika Farms, generally south 

eastwards along the eastern boundaries of Gandawasvika, Mupata, and Geluk 

Farms, south eastwards, south westwards, along the northern boundaries of 

Uplands Estate, Uplands Extension, Hilltop so as to exclude them up to the 

south western beacon of Highway Estate, south westwards, south eastwards to 

the Municipal boundary at Camperdown, along the Municipal boundary to the 

northern most beacon of Shackleton Farm, northwards, north westwards along 

the western and southern boundaries Avondale and Lions Den Farms up to the 

south western beacon of Lions Den Farm, then along the southern boundary of 

Lions Den Farm to Angwa River, down Angwa River to the south western 

beacon of sheepridge Estate A, then generally north eastwards along the 

northern boundaries of sheepridge Estate A, Muni and Oswa Farm to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 
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Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

191088.53, 8106707079; 207202.29, 8102786.78; 202314.45, 8094622.48; 

199360.36, 8098543.49; 200434.51, 8088499.25; 191786.87’ 8082806; 

180077.47, 8091561.39, 178788.37, 8096825.22; and 190766.26, 

8101605.63.                              

WARD 14 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mupfure and 

Mupatawachakwana Rivers, up along Mupatawachakwana River to a point 

where it meets the road to Zumbara Business Centre, along that Road to a 

point where it crosses Nyagari River, up along Nyagari River to the District 

boundary, along the District boundary to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

 801208.32, 8044933.53; 817241.66, 8045601.58; 800561.84, 802313.64; 

789909.30, 8029932.51; 792844.74, 8033053.74, 797192.17; 8033908.37, 

800276.25, 8037401.76; and 805134.12, 8043102.85. 

WARD 15 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mupfure and 

Washanje Rivers, up along Washanje River, to its confluence with Nyamupfuti 

River, up along Nyamupfuti River to a point where it meets the road to Shambi 

Ranch, along that road to a point where it crosses the straight line that 

demarcates Magondi Communal area and the Large Scale Commercial farming 

area, along that line to a point where it meets Washanje River, up along 

Washanje River to a point where it meets the road to Zumbara Business 

Centre, along that road to its junction with the road to Shupa School, along the 

road to Shupa School to a point where it meets Mupatawachakwana River, 

down Mupatawachakwana River to its confluence with Mupfure River, down 
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Mupfure River to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

781966.83, 8036316.35, 793411.35; 8052071.14; 805078.81, 8043079.02;  

805134.12, 8043102.85; 800276.25, 8037401.76; 797192.17, 8033908.37; 

792844.74, 8033053.74; and 789909.30, 8029932.51. 

WARD 16 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mupfure and 

Susuji Rivers, up along Susuji River to a point where it crosses the straight line 

that demarcates Mupfure Communal Area and Large Scale Commercial 

Farming Area, along the straight line until it crosses the road to Nyamupfuti 

Dip, then along that road to a point where it meets Nyamupfuti River, down 

Nyamupfuti River to its confluence with Washanje River, down Washanje River, 

to its confluence with Mupfure River, down Mupfure River to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) 

Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 764271.71, 8054452.95; 786541.19, 8060163.08, 793411.35; 

8052071.14; and 781966.83, 8036316.35 

WARD 17 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Piriviri and 

Sungwi Rivers, up along Sungwi River to a point where it meets the straight 

line that demarcates Mupfure Communal Lands and Large-scale Commercial 

area, along that straight line to a point where it crosses Susuji River, down 

Susuji River to its confluence with Nyamako River, up along Nyamako River to 

a point where it meets the road to Kenzamba Business Centre, along that road 

to a point where it meets Nyare River, down Nyare River to its confluence with 

Chisundomwa River, up  Chisundomwa River to a point where it meets the 

road to Kenzamba Business Centre, along that road to the starting point. This 
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area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 

35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

763673.55, 8075005.02; 769390.33, 8079673.73; 786540.69, 8060141.39; 

768580.45, 8054519.87; and 7727275.12; 8068097.23 

WARD 18 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mupfure and 

Sanyati Rivers, down Sanyati River to its confluence with Piriviri River, up 

Piriviri River to a point where it meets the road to Piriviri Communal Lands, 

along that road up to where it crosses Chisundamwa River, down 

Chisundamwa River to its confluence with Nyare River, up Nyare River to a 

point where it meets the road to Kenzamba Business Centre, along that road to 

a point where it crosses Nyamako River, down Nyamako River to its confluence 

with Susuji River, down Susuji River to its confluence with Mupfure River, 

down Mupfure River to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

733500.72, 8006832.01; 738669.58, 8008770.33; 735881.12, 8012748.99; 

and 733806.77, 8008906.36; 

WARD 19 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Washanje and 

Muche River, down Washanje River to the point where it crosses the straight 

line that demarcates Magondi Communal land and the Large Scale Commercial 

Areas, up along the straight line to a point where it crosses Susuji River, up 

Susuji River to a point where it crosses Kajalitizira Farm, north westwards, 

north eastwards, south eastwards, north eastwards, eastwards, south 

eastwards, north eastwards, south eastwards along the southern boundary of 

Kajalitizira Farm, western boundaries of Kajalitizira and Nyati A Farms, and 

northern boundaries of Nyati A, Chisanga, Poker Ranch R/E and Goredema 
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Farm, then Southwards, south eastwards, south westwards, eastwards, south 

westwards along the eastern boundaries of Alaska farms, Magogi farm, Og and 

Clifton Estate so as to exclude them, eastwards, south westwards up to the 

south eastern beacon of Mujinga Farm, along the northern and eastern 

boundary of Mujinga Farm, north westwards, generally south westwards along 

the northern boundary of Chitomborwizi Small Scale farming area up to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

799421.55, 8045217.53; 787049.73, 80594617.40; 796980.23, 8065865.66; 

794131.46, 8068022.59; 798445.32, 8074981.74; 803166.14, 8073598.05, 

806910.24, 8073272.47; 816225.61, 8074422.68; 816836.06, 8066568.20; 

817072.98, 8057904.10; 807396.13, 8046734.76; and 801169.52, 8045066.19 

 MHONDORO – NGEZI RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL  

WARD 1 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of an unnamed 

River and Umzwezwe Rivers which is also the district boundary, so as to 

include Muzanenhamo village, eastwards along Umzwezwe River, then to the 

north eastern direction following the district boundary so as to include office 

and Chivanga Villages, southwards following the district boundary then 

southwest to include Mangwiro village bounded by part of Msinambi River to 

include Machingura Village then to the north western direction to include St 

Michael’s Mission bounded by an unnamed River back to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) 

Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  

252563.59, 7948453.59; 264042.04, 7952466.38; 262102.32, 7943135.39 and 

254885.51, 7943975.28 
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WARD 2 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Chinove River 

and Umzwezwe River, then eastwards following Umzwezwe River as the 

boundary to the confluence of an unnamed River with Umzwezwe River, then 

southwards along the unnamed River meandering to its source then 

southwards into a road to Chinove Primary and Secondary Schools excluding 

Mandedza Business Centre, then northwards to the source of Chinove River, 

then the boundary meanders northwards along Chinove River to its confluence 

with Umzwezwe River back to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

244814.17, 7948905.24; 252746.43, 7948687.49; 254885.51, 7943975.28 and 

248826.96, 794190.72. 

WARD 3 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from trigonometrical beacon 1314 so 

as to include Chinove School along eastwards to include Mdzamba Village, 

then north west ward along the source of Muzhanje River to the boundary of 

ward and one trigonometrical beacon 1340 then southeastwards to include 

Machingura Village, Northeast meandering along Musinambi River to the 

District boundary, then southwest to include Murambwa Dip then meanders 

along Ngezi marking the ward boundary to the confluence of unnamed 

tributary of Ngezi River, northwest along a road to include Chizani Village back 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

247326.53, 7941268.97; 254885.51, 7943975.28; 262102.32, 7943135.39; 

257760.41, 7938249.82 and 252179.21, 7935420.87 
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WARD 4 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Chinove and 

Umsweswe River. Going southwards along Chinove River to include Chinove 

Primary and Secondary Schools, west wards along Mamina – Kadoma Road so 

as to include Manyewe Business Centre to the eastern boundary of Jondale 

and Bumbe resettlements so as to exclude them, then northwards to a point on 

Umsweswe River eastwards marking the ward boundary back to the point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 

35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

244814.17, 7948905.24; 248826.96, 7941190.72; 231663.66, 7941397.29 and 

234090.00, 7950822.69 

WARD 5 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Ngezi and 

unnamed tributary of Ngezi River, westwards along Ngezi River to include 

trigonometrical beacon PA236 then along Ngezi River to include Gomo village 

and Ngezi dip to the eastern boundary of Ngezi  National Park, then northwards 

along the boundary  Ngezi, Bumbe – Jondale resettlements to the junction of 

Kadoma – Mamina road, to the eastern direction along the road, a so as to 

include Manyewe and Mandedza business centre to the junction of Mamina – 

Mandedza road, then southwards along Mamina – Mandadza road back to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

247326.53, 7941268.97; 252179.21, 7935420.87; 223269.72, 7913743.06 and 

231663.66, 7941397.29 

WARD 6 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the eastern boundary of  Ngezi 

National Park to the eastern direction along Ngezi River to the crossing point 
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with Gavunga – Pondombiri road, to the northern boundary of Manyoni estate 

so as to include Gavunga School, then westwards along the marked boundary 

of Manyoni estate then, southeast so as to include Trigonometrical beacon 

1293 then southwest so as to include Mugunde village, then northwest 

direction straight to include Muni village then back to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 

35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

223269.72, 7913743.06; 242701.63, 7934469.70; 243883.69, 7927066.26 and 

237009.06, 7922649.07 

WARD 7 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Ngezi and 

Mwenezi River to the south-eastern direction to the marked eastern boundary 

of the district then southwards to part of the northern boundary of Manyoni 

estate then westwards so as to include Gavunga School, then northwards along 

Gavunga-Pondombiri road to the crossing point with Ngezi River back to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

242701.63, 7934469.70; 243448.19, 7934407.49; 246963.28, 7931110.16; 

247865.38, 7926630.76 and 243883.69, 7927035.15 

WARD 8 

An area of land boundary by a line drawn from the confluence of Ngezi and 

Mwenezi going eastwards so as to include Ziumbwa and Rwodzi Villages the 

Northeastwards so as to include Munemo Village then to the eastern boundary 

of the district then, southwards to exclude trigonometrical beacon 1540-7 to 

unnamed tributary then, northwestwards straight to join Mwenezi River 

marking the ward boundary then back to the starting point. This area is 
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bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

243448.19, 7934407.49; 256329.49, 7939214.13; 257760.41, 7938249.82 and 

246 963.28, 7931110.16. 

WARD 9 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point on Ngezi Recreational 

Park eastern boundary and Ngezi River going southwards so as to exclude 

Mugunde village, then eastwards to exclude trigonometrical beacon 1293 and 

then northwestward to cross an unnamed road then, straight eastwards to the 

eastern district boundary then, southwards to include trigonometrical beacon 

1336 and then, southwards to include trigonometrical beacon 1348 and then, 

westwards to include PA226 and trigonometrical 1315 to join with an unnamed 

road then southwards to include trigonometrical beacon 1281then, straight 

southwest to include Benadesded to Munyati River marking the provincial 

boundary with Ngezi Ranch and Ngezi Recreational Park so as to include then, 

northwards along the said boundary back to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

223269.72, 7913743.06; 225295.46, 7918199.67; 225295.46, 7923790.69; 

230668.17, 7935295.17; 237028.97, 7922614.09; 241647.64, 7924606.87; 

715.80, 7927361.86; 247886.90, 7926632.60; 248129.98, 7925538.70; 

247198.15, 7924201.72; 247036.09, 7918813.27; 242660.51, 7917557.32; 

242619.99, 7911196.52 and 239813.97, 7907511.07. 

WARD 10 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the eastern boundary of 

Damvuri Ranch and the district boundary going eastwards so as to include 

trigonometrical beacon 1269 to an intersection of two unnamed roads then 

southwards to Umsweswe River to the western boundary of ward (4) Mhondoro 
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Communal Lands then, southwards along this boundary to include 

trigonometrical beacon 11260 to a point on the northern boundary of Mambo 

Ranch so as to include trigonometrical beacon 1267 and then westwards so as 

to exclude Mambo Ranch and state land to a point on the eastern boundary of 

Rock Bar Ranch then, northwards so as to exclude Damvuri Ranch and 

include Solitude Plots back to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

226114.77, 7938761.01; 227330.21, 7952617.02; 218133.39, 7954237.60; 

216745.83, 7955090.91; 216097.59, 7961978.40; 223268.69, 7961330.17; 

225132.36, 7962788.69; 228778.68, 7959223.41; 230399.26, 7952376.43 and 

234045.58, 780836.87 

WARD 11 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point on the eastern boundary 

of Rock Bar Ranch along Umsweswe River then, eastwards along the 

Umsweswe River to the western boundary of Jondale/Bumbe Resettlement so 

as to include it then southwards to include Ngezi Recreational Park and Ngezi 

Ranch, to Munyati River then, westwards along Munyati River which is the 

district boundary then northwards along the eastern boundary of Nou then 

eastwards to include Turf Estate and Mulota Ranch then, northwards to 

exclude Nou Ranch and Rock ranch back to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

2181333.39, 7954237.60; 227330.21, 7952617.02; 226114.77, 793761.01; 

232063.08, 7938359.96; 223343.38, 7913750.41 and 199857.29, 7927332.90 

WARD 12 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Ward 11 and 

Ward 12 boundaries along Muzvezve River move southwards along the Eastern 
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boundaries of Rock Bar Ranch so as to include it. Then move westwards along 

its Southern boundary to Nou Toe Nou Farm. Then move southwards along 

Nou Toe Nous Eastern boundary to Battlefields Mamina Roads. Move 

westwards along the Southern boundaries of Stateland and Twintops to 

Overlaw Farm. Move Northwards along Overlaw farm Western boundary. Move 

Westwards along Doreen’s Pride Farm’s Northern boundary so as to an 

unnamed boundary leading to Empress Turn-Off. Move southwest along this 

road then westwards along this road to Railway Farm 5. Move Northwards 

along Railway Farm 5’s Eastern boundary then move southwest along its 

boundary to Cardigan Farm. Move Northwards along Cardigan Farm, Eastern 

boundary so as to exclude it to Muzvezve River. Move Eastward along Muzvezve 

River to the intersection of Ward 11 and Ward 12 boundaries, the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  

167410.33, 7957824.69; 169689.31, 7951671.47; 184274.74, 7952241.21; 

184388.68, 7941188.19; 198974.11, 7940390.55; 207976.06, 7936050.50; 

212420.05, 7945290.34 and 218003.54, 7954292.29. 

WARD 13 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the  intersection of Muzvezve 

River and Granduer Ranch Estate, Southwards it follows the western boundary 

of Bentley, Venice Est, Copiefera,Cluny, Thetis Farms to Munyati River. It then 

turns eastwards along Munyati River (the District boundary) to the eastern 

boundary of Diamond Aye Ranch, then turns northwards along the eastern 

boundary of Diamond Aye Ranch to Nou Toe Jiu Farm. It then turn westwards 

along the northern boundary of Diamond Aye Ranch and Kelvin Grove Farm to 

Doreen’s Pride Ranch, then it turns northwards along the eastern boundary of  

Doreen’s Pride Ranch turning westwards along the northern boundary of 

Doreen’s Pride Ranch to Bar Tina Ranch. It then turns northwards along the 
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eastern boundary of Bar Tina Ranch to Muzvezve River proceeding along 

Muzvezve River westwards to Grandeur Ranch Estate the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 

35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

184106.04, 7952284.32; 184403.82, 7940730.49; 198995.00, 7940313.60; 

205605.70, 7937097.59 and 199769.23, 7927270.87. 

WARD 14 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Damvuri’s 

eastern boundary and Muzvezve River, move Westwards along Muzvezve River 

to the intersection of Lion farm’s Southern boundary and Kanyemba Farm’s 

Eastern boundary. Move along this boundary to Pamene Farm. Move North-

eastwards along Pamene Farm’s eastern boundary to the intersection of 

Pamene and Victory Farm boundaries. Move south eastwards along woodener 

ande Railway Farm 7’s northern boundaries to Hillside Farm. Move North –

eastwards along Hillside Farm’s southern boundary to Barton Farm. Then 

move northwards along Barton Farm’s western boundary to Conway Farm, the 

eastwards to Linton Estate, then North along Conway Farm’s Eastern 

boundary to Kadoma Municipal farm. Move along Kadoma Municipal Farm’s 

Southern, Eastern and Northern boundaries so as to exclude it, to Hope Farm. 

Move northwards along the farm’s eastern boundary excluding it, to Blagdon 

Extension, the westward along its southwestern boundary to Blagdon Farm. 

Move north-east along Blagdon extension’s western boundary, and then move 

northwest along Balgdon’s northeast boundary to Harare – Bulawayo road. 

Move northward along this road to Kadoma District boundary. Move eastwards 

along Kadoma District boundary to its intersection with Damvuri’s eastern 

boundary. Then move southwards along this boundary to its intersection with 

Muzvezve River, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  
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189700.23, 7978905.24; 191928.54, 79766150.25; 196142.06, 7973395.25; 

192981.92, 7968776.58; 203110.58, 7969546.36; 203151.09, 7965049.23; 

210084.05, 7963194.67; 216120.73, 7961938.71 and 216687.93, 7955051.22. 

WARD 15 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Munyati 

River, the district boundary and Empress Mine road, move eastwards along 

this road to Venice Estate’s western boundary, then move southward along this 

boundary to Copiafera. Move eastwards along Copiafera’s southern boundary 

to Cluny farm. Move south eastwards along Cluny farm’s western boundary to 

Thetis farm, the move southwards Thetis farm’s western boundary to Munyati 

River, the district boundary. Move west along Munyati River to its intersection 

with Empress Mine road, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

788088.73,7951876.42; 787907.41, 7939655.18; 769521.15, 79444695.99; 

768868.39, 7957823.85; 788088.73, 7951840.16. 

WARD 16 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Empress Mine 

road and Munyati River, move northwards along Munyati River, the district 

boundary to its confluence with Muzvezve River, then move eastwards along 

Muzvezve River to its intersection with Grandeur Ranchy Estate’s boundary. 

Then move along this boundary to Empress Mine road, move west along the 

road, then move along Venice Estate’s north-eastern boundary the south west 

along it Northern boundary, then move south along Venice Estate’s Western 

boundary to Empress Mine road. Move Westwards along Empress Mine road to 

its intersection with Munyati River, the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  
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768850.91, 7957760.58, 772381.85, 7967323.55; 791581.34, 7961659.33; 

790183.68, 7958753.66; 793162.91, 7951986.02; 790882.51, 7953861.84,  

787976.81,  7951655.00;  768961.25;  7957613.46. 

NORTON TOWN COUNCIL  

WARD 1 

An area of land as on the Norton Composite Map NTN129(a)/32 filed in the  

Registrar General Office, Harare, bounded by a line drawn from the junction of 

John O’Groats Road and Norton Road then northwest wards and west wards 

along Norton Road, to its intersection with an unnamed stream then generally 

northwards along the stream to the Southern boundary of Lake Manyame 

National Park area (Norton Selous Rural Council area boundary) and generally 

eastwards, north-eastwards and South-eastwards along this boundary to its 

intersection with Nyashanu River then Southwards along Nyashanu River to its 

junction with Harare-Bulawayo Road, then westwards  along Harare-Bulawayo 

road to its junction  with Norton Road, then North-Westwards along Norton 

road to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   

254760.07, 8024176.53; 254619.02, 8022725.73; 257057.17, 8020892.08; 

and 257621.37, 8022443.63. 

WARD 2      

An area of land as shown on the Norton Composite Map NTN12(a)/32 filed in 

the office of the Registrar General, Harare bounded by a line drawn from the 

intersection of Nyashanu River and the Railway strip then Eastwards along the 

Railway strip to the Eastern boundary of the former Galloway Farm then 

North-Eastwards along this former farm boundary to its intersection with 

Southern  boundary of Lake Manyame National Park (Norton Selous Rural 

Council Area boundary) then generally Westwards along the Rural Council 
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boundary to its intersection with Nyashanu River then generally Southwards 

along Nyashanu  River to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

257621.37, 8022383.18; 261328.97; 802372.03; 258084.82,8020267.43. 

WARD 3 

An area of land as shown  on the Norton Composite Map NTN12(a)/32 filed in 

the office of the Registrar General, Harare bounded by a line drawn from the 

junction of Norton road and John O’ Groats road, westwards and North-

westwards along John O’ Groats road to its intersection by an unnamed  

stream, then northwards along the stream to its intersection by Kandengwa 

road and eastwards along Kandengwa road to its junction with Endeavor road 

then northwards along Endeavor road to its junction with Norton road, then 

eastwards and south-eastwards along Norton road to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 

35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

257057.17, 8022725.73; 255203.37,  8020549.53; 254357.07, 21758.53;  

254639.17,  8022705.58; and  256573.57,  8022383.18. 

 

WARD 4 

An area of land  as shown on the Norton Composite Map NTN12(a)/32 filed in 

the  office of the Registrar General Harare, the area is bounded by a line drawn 

from the intersection of the Harare-Chegutu Highway by the Nyashanu River, 

then generally southwards  along the Nyashanu River to the Railway strip, then 

Westwards along the Railway strip to where it meets Harare to Chegutu 

Highway then generally Southwards along his road to include the following 

properties Stand Numbers 5841 – 5874 on the right-side of the Harare to 

Chegutu Road to its junction with the Norton Council Boundary then 

Northwestwards along  the  Norton Council Boundary which runs along the 
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southern boundary of the former Knowe Farm to stand 5110 of the Knowe 

properties, then north-eastwards along the western boundaries of the following 

properties so as to include the following stands along the ZESA  Servitude 

5110, 5104, 5108, 5011 – 5019, 16840 – 16844, 16865, 16640 – 16654, 1597, 

1516, 1515, 1508, 1563, 1548, 1547, 1536, 1534, 1507,1226, 1225 and 1224 

to the railway strip, then eastwards along the Railway Strip to its junction with 

an unnamed stream then Northwards along the stream to its intersection with 

John O’ Groats Road, then generally southeastward along John O’ Groats to its 

intersection with Norton road then southwards along Norton road to its 

intersection with Harare to Chegutu Road then Eastwards along this road to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   

257218.37, 8020307.73;  256251.17,  8020348.03; 252039.82,8016297.88; 

248332.22, 8019803.98; 248674.77, 8020448.78; 254195.87, 8020448.78; 

and 254377.22, 8021798.83 

WARD 5  

An area of land as shown on the Norton Composite Map NTN12 (a)/32 filed in 

the office of the Registrar General, Harare, bounded by a line drawn from the 

intersection of Marsh road by an unnamed stream, south-westwards along the 

unnamed stream to its intersection by John O’ Groats road, then north-

westwards along John O’ Groats road to its intersection by Kandengwa road 

and north-eastwards along Kandengwa road to Marsh road, then eastwards 

along Marsh road to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   

253554.72, 8022279.25;254052.59,8022659.44; 254613.83, 8022686.60; 

254333.21, 8021772.33. 
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WARD 6 

 

An area of land as shown on the Norton Composite NTN 12(a)/32 Map filed in 

the office of the Registrar General Harare, the area is bounded by a line drawn 

from the intersection of March Road and the old Norton-Selous Rural Council 

boundary then generally Westwards along Mash-Road to the Western most 

beacon of stand Number 23292 then generally Northwards along the new  

Norton Town Council boundary which runs along the Western boundaries of 

the following properties 23294,23389-2339-23398,23463-23480 and 23491 so 

as to include them up to the Northern most beacon of Stand Number 23491 

then  Eastwards along the Northern Boundaries of the following properties 

23092 – 23079 then Eastwards along the southern boundary of Lake Manyame 

National Park Area.(Norton-Selous Rural Council Area boundary)  to its 

confluence with the unnamed stream then generally Southwards along the old 

Norton-Selous Rural Council boundary to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

251297.64, 8024379.02; 252827.47, 8025483.39; 252646.42, 8024650.58; 

253859.42, 8024578.17; 254619.81,8024179.87; 253542.59, 8022278.90; 

251994.66, 8023935.46. 

WARD 7 

An area of land as shown on the Norton Composite Map NTN 12(a)/32 filed in 

the office of the Registrar General.  The area is bounded by a line drawn from 

the junction of John O’ Groats road with Shonhiwa Drive, then South-

Westwards along Shonhiwa Drive to the South-Eastern boundary of 

Johannesburg farm (the old Norton Selous Rural Council Area boundary) then 

generally Westwards along an unnamed road so as to exclude the following 

properties 1173-11825,11836,12854,12953-12929,9102-9104,9114-

9133,15569-15583 and 16163-16171,16004 then generally North Eastwards 

along the Western boundaries of the following properties Stand Numbers 
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9134,9422-9433,9942-9955,10021 so as to include them to where it meets 

John O’ Groats Roads, then generally Eastwards along John O’ Groats road to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

252818.42, 8021627.14; 252655.48, 8021790.08;253343.44,  

8022360.37; 253461.12, 8022287.96; 253424.91, 8021943.97; and 

253099.03, 8021645.25. 

WARD 8 

 

An area of land as shown on Norton Composite Map NTN 12(a)/32 filed in the 

office of the Registrar General, Harare, bounded by the line drawn from the 

junction of John O’ Groats road with Shonhiwa dRiver, south-westwards along 

Shonhiwa drive to an unnamed Street to the south-east of Chiedza Primary 

School, then north-westwards along the unnamed Street to its junction with 

Behane Street and south-westwards along Behane Street to its junction with 

Chiweshe Avenue then north-westwards along Chiweshe Avenue to its 

Junction with Majuro Crescent, then generally northwards and north-

eastwards along Majuro Crescent and Nyandoro Crescent to its junction with 

Shonhiwa Drive, then generally north-eastwards along Shonhiwa Drive to its 

junction with John O’ Groats road and south-eastwards along John O’Groats 

road to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

253470.18,8022306.06;254094.78,802196.82;253669.32,8021428.00;253253.

97, 8021795.07;253498.38,8021405.83; and 253462.17,8022311.05. 

WARD 9  
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An area of land as shown on Norton Composite Map NTN 12(a)/32 filed in the 

office of the Registrar General, Harare, bounded by a line drawn from the 

junction of an unnamed Street, to the south-east of Chiedza Primary School, 

with Shonhiwa Drive, south-westwards along Shonhiwa drive to its junction 

with Gwatidzo Drive, then north-westwards along Gwatidzo Drive to its 

junction with Shonhiwa Drive and north-eastwards along Shonhiwa Drive  to 

its junction with an unnamed Street then south-eastwards along the unnamed 

Street to its junction with Nyandoro Crescent and south-westwards along 

Nyandoro  Crescent to its junction with Majuro  Crescent and along Majuro 

Crescent to Chiweshe Avenue, then south-eastwards along Chiweshe Avenue to 

its junction with Behane Street and north-eastwards along Behane Street to its 

junction with an unnamed Street to the south-east of Chiedza Primary School 

then south-eastwards along the unnamed Street to the starting point. This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

253247.71, 8021784.28;253485.59, 8021400.81;253670.14, 8021425.42; 

252950.37, 8020984.53; 252804.77, 8021632.53; and 253083.66,8021640.74. 

 

WARD 10 

An area of land as shown on the Norton Composite Map NTN 12(a)/32 filed in 

the office of the Registrar General, the area is bounded by a line drawn from 

the Northern Junction of Shonhiwa Drive and Gwatidzo Drive then generally 

Southwards along Gwatidzo Drive to its intersection with the Southern part of 

Shonhiwa Drive then South-westwards along Shonhiwa Drive to its intersection 

with an unnamed road, then North-westwards along the unnamed road to the 

old Norton Selous Rural Council boundary. Then generally Northwards along 

the Rural Council boundary to its intersection with an unnamed road then 

Westwards along the unnamed Road so as to include the following properties, 

stand numbers 13111, 13111, 13115, 11686, 11643, 11104, 12879, 14268-

14282 and 14867 then generally North-Eastwards along the Western 
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boundaries of the following properties so as to include them 14833 -  14867, 

14631, 14611 – 14607, 14557 – 14566, 14543, 15158 – 15170, 15934, 15958 

– 16001 to the Western most beacon of 16004 and an unnamed Road then 

South-Eastwards along the unnamed Road so as to include the following 

properties 16163 – 16171, 15565 – 15582, 9133, 9114 – 9132, 9104, 

9103,9102, 12929 – 12932, 12936 – 12954, 11836, 11794 – 11825 to  where 

the unnamed road meets Shonhiwa Drive then North-Eastwards along 

Shonhiwa Drive to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

2522802.28,8021639.36;252949.92,8020987.25;252572.60, 8020868.32; 

252634.12,8020573.02;251678.52, 8020441.78; 252457.77, 8021553.24. 

WARD 11  

An area of land as depicted on Norton Composite Map NTN 12/32 filed in the 

office of the Registrar General, Harare, bounded by a line drawn from the 

easternmost beacon of the northern  boundary of Knowe farm on an unnamed 

stream, westwards along the northern boundary of Knowe farm to a point to 

the south of ponds area and generally north-eastwards across the ponds area 

to Shonhiwa Drive then north-eastwards along Shonhiwa Drive to its junction 

with John O’ Groats road and south-eastwards along John O’ Groats road to 

its intersection by an unnamed stream, then southwards along the unnamed 

stream to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:   

252576.57, 8020864.66; 254094.06, 8021906.39; 254331.93,   8021758.74;  

254200.69;8020446.32; and 252642.20, 8020577.57. 
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WARD 12 

An area of land as shown on the Norton Composite Map NTN12(a)/32 filed in 

the office of the Registrar General.  The area is bounded by a line drawn from 

the intersection of Shonhiwa Drive and a line drawn Southwards along the 

ponds/marshy area so as to exclude Ngoni Park then southwards along the 

marshy area to the Railway Strip then generally Westwards along the Railway 

strip to its intersection with the ZESA Servitude then South-Westwards along 

the ZESA Servitude so as to exclude the following Knowe properties 5011 – 

5018, 5105 – 5108, 5110, 16840 – 16844, 16865, 16640 – 16654, 4861, 1597, 

1516, 1515,1508, 1563,1548,1547,1536, 1534,1507, 1226, 1225 and 1224  

then generally Westwards along the Norton Council boundary (along the 

Southern boundary o the former Trafalgar Farm so as to include it) then North-

Eastwards along the Norton Council boundary so as to exclude Clifford Estate 

to where the council boundary  intersect with an unnamed road, then 

Eastwards along the unnamed road so as to include the following properties 

18466 – 18493, 17159 – 17181, 17124, 16360 – 16396, 3244 – 3275, 3362 – 

3381, 3404 – 3423, 3759, 3775 to its intersection with the Old Norton Selous 

Rural Council boundary then Southwards along the old Norton Selous Rural 

Council boundary to Shonhiwa Drive then generally  Eastwards along 

Shonhiwa Drive to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 252576.57, 8020864.66; 

254094.06, 8021906.39; and 254331.93, 8021758.74; 254200.69,

 8020446.32;252642.20, 8020577.57. 

WARD 13 

An area of land as shown on the Norton Composite Map NTN 12(a)/32 filed in 

the office the Registrar General.  The area is bounded by a line drawn from the 

intersection of the old Norton-Selous Rural Council boundary and an unnamed 

road then generally Westwards along the unnamed road so as to include the 

following properties, Stand numbers 13111, 13115, 11686, 11643, 11642-
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11619, 11460,11401-1406, 12878, 11104, 12879, 14268-14282 and 14867 

then generally along the New Norton Council boundary to its intersection with 

an unnamed road then generally South-eastwards along the unnamed Road so 

as to include the following properties16163-16171, 15563-15582,  9133, 9114-

9132, 9104, 91039102, 12929-12932, 12936-12954, 11836, 11794-11825 to 

where this Road intersect with the old Norton-Selous  Rural Council boundary 

then generally South-Wards along this old Rural Council boundary to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 249423.73, 8021775.21; 250613.11, 8023866.88; 

251285.72, 8024375.44;252007.55, 8023940.70; 253336.38, 8022357.60. 

NYAMINYAMI RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

WARD 1 

An area of land bounded by a un-surveyed line drawn from a point facing  

island 135 in the Ume Basin of Lake Kariba, then proceeding south westwards 

to a point on the Bumi Hills – Karoi road, then proceeding westwards, then 

north westwards to Chalala Lagoon , then eastwards along the normal full 

supply level of Lake Kariba, to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

 645637.56, 8136229.83; 638846.26, 8134700.26;  937439.05,  813759.40; 

636031.85, 8139533.71; 641171.21, 8139166.61;  646065.84,  8142103.39; 

644046.80,  8138371.23.   

WARD 2  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point on the Gatshe Gatshe 

River following a un-surveyed line, then north westwards to a point, then 

proceeding south westwards direct to a point on that map, then proceeding 

south eastwards direct to a point, then south westwards direct to a point on 
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the Sanyati River, and down that River to the normal full supply level of lake 

Kariba, then generally north eastwards along that level to the mouth of the 

Gatshe Gatshe River, and upstream to the starting point. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 706877.67, 

8141364.57; 703543.80, 8142128.58; 693880.70, 8137257.83; 696632.20, 

8130208.00; 692898.95, 8128645.25; 687452.79, 8139869.04 707045.63, 

8145017.69 

WARD 3 

An area in Kariba District bounded by a line starting on Depa Mountain 

trigonometry number 229P south-westwards along Deta River to a point on this 

River then north-westwards to the source of Sibilobilo River generally north-

westwards along this River to lake Kariba, then northwards, south-eastwards 

and eastwards along this line to Lake Kariba, east and westwards along the full 

supply line of Lake Kariba to Ume River, south-westwards to its confluence 

with Bvura River, then south-westwards along this River to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) 

Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 639966.95, 8117291.25; 640660.71, 8113838.12; 643676.68, 

8113579.81 647571.74, 8114141.43 

WARD 4  

An area of land in Kariba District bounded by a line starting from the 

confluence of Deta and Sengwa Rivers. Northwards along Sengwa River into 

Lake Kariba.  Generally northwards along the full supply line of Lake Kariba to 

Sibilobilo fishing camp.  Southwestwards along Sibilobilo River to its source 

then to a point on Deta River, generally Southwestwards along Deta River to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 
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Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 621246.01, 8104289.50; 639966.95, 8117291.25; 

640660.71, 8113838.12; and 626951.61, 8105678.97. 

 

WARD 5   

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point facing trigonometrical 

station 229/P Ndepa mountain, then south eastwards directly to a point on 

Karoi-Bumi Hills road, then westwards and southwards along Karoi-Bumi Hills 

road to a point on an unnamed River, then westwards and north westwards 

along this unnamed stream to its confluence with Luengwe River,  then along 

Luengwe River to its confluence with another unnamed stream (Siakaginya), 

then generally northwards along that stream to the peak of Chiwa hill, then 

directly north west wards to a point on Deta River, then generally north 

eastwards up the Deta River to its source near this beacon 229/P Ndepa,  the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 640660.71, 8113838.12; 645027.71, 8106927.24; 

643798.16, 8105231.31; 644495.83, 8097406.87; 637513.54, 8101976.34; 

630591.44, 8097975.29; and 626591.61, 8105678.97 

 

WARD 6  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Karoi-Bumi 

Hills and an unsurveyed line, then generally south westwards along the Karoi-

Binga Road to a point where it intersects the Sengwa River, then generally 

north westwards down Sengwa River to its confluence with the Deta River, then 

generally north eastwards up the Deta River to a point on that River, then  

south eastwards to the peak of Chiwa hill, then generally southwards along the 

unnamed stream (Siakazumbu) to its confluence with the Luengwe River, then  

north eastwards along Luengwe River to its confluence with an unnamed 
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stream, then generally north eastwards and south eastwards along the stream 

to a point on the Karoi-Bumi Hills road , then southwards along the Karoi-

Bumi Hills road to its intersection with Karoi-Binga road, the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) 

Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates:  

635976.70, 8076242.48; 631827.59, 8076609.15;  621246.01,  8104289.50; 

626591.61, 8105678.97; 631472.67, 8102446.34; 630591.44, 8097975.29; 

637513.54, 8101976.34; 644495.83, 8097406.87; and 642963.37,  

8091618.27 

WARD 7  

An area of land in Kariba district bounded by a line drawn from a point facing 

trigonometrical station 229/P Ndepa, then eastwards along Bvura River to its 

confluence with Ume River, then up that River to a point, then eastwards along 

a un-surveyed  line to a point on Chifudze road, then south eastwards along 

this line to a point where it again intersects Chifudze road, then generally 

south eastwards along this road to its intersection with Chifudze River, then 

south westwards  along this River to its confluence with Wadze River, then 

generally  westwards along Wadze River to a point on this River, then directly 

westwards to a point on the Karoi-Binga road, then due westwards to a point 

where it meets the Karoi – Bumi hills road, then generally northwards along 

that road, then north westwards to a point shown on the map facing 

trigonometrical beacon 229/P Ndepa, the starting point. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A)  coordinates: 640660.71, 

8113838.12; 645027.71, 8106927.24; 643798.16, 8105231.31; 644495.83, 

8097406.87; 642963.37, 8091618.27; 657766.23, 8096585.63; 648181.15, 

8109895.97 and 647571.74, 8114140.43 
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WARD 8 

An area in Kariba District bounded by a line starting from a point where 

Wechanga River crosses an unsurveyed line, generally south westwards along 

the unsurveyed line to Kakware River, northwestwards along Kakware River to 

its confluence with Ume River then westwards along an unsurveyed line to a 

point where it meets Karoi-Binga road.  Northwards along Karoi-Binga road to 

a point where it crosses Ume River then eastwards to Wadze River up to its 

confluence with Chipfudze River.  Northeastwards along Chipfudze River to its 

confluence with Mangaire stream, then southeastwards to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) 

Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 

635976.70, 8076242.48; 642963.37, 8091618.27; 657766.23, 8096585.03; 

670129.34, 8103094.86 and 677743.13, 8097668.95 

WARD 9  

An area of land in Kariba district bounded by a line drawn from a point where 

the 17 degree latitude intersects the Sanyati River, then generally south 

eastwards up this River to its confluence with the Karongwe River then 

southwards and south westwards along the game fence to the Mwadza River, 

then generally south westwards up this River to its confluence with Wechenga 

River, then generally westwards up the Wechenga River to a point where it 

follows a gap in an escarpment, then directly north westwards to a point on 

Chifudze River, then south westwards along Chifudze River, to a point on 

Chifudze road, then generally north westwards along this road to a point on a 

un-surveyed line, then generally north westwards to a point on Chipfudze road, 

then westwards to a point on Ume River, then generally  north eastwards along 

this River to the normal full supply level of lake Kariba, then along this level 

generally west wards and south westwards to the mouth of Sengwa River, then 

directly northwards to the international boundary of Zimbabwe and Zambia, 
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then along this boundary north eastwards to the dam wall south westwards to 

Mica point, then eastwards, generally southwards and south eastwards along 

full supply level of  Lake Kariba to the mouth of Sanyati River, then upstream 

to the 17 degree latitude, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

677743.13, 8097668.95; 670129.34, 8103094.86; 657766.23, 8096585.03; 

647571.74, 8114140.43; 687986.97, 8172482.35; 698294.48, 8116409.44, 

699402.75, 8112977.01 and 692175.79, 8102985.07 

WARD 10  

An area of land in Kariba district bounded by a line drawn from a point at the 

confluence of Karongwe and Sanyati Rivers, then generally south eastwards up 

this River to the Karoi- Binga road, then generally westwards along this road to 

a point on the Mwadza (Wadze) River, then generally westwards up this River to 

a point where it meets the game fence, then generally north eastwards along 

the game fence to the starting point.   This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 704825.51, 810656.75; 

700658.54, 8102501.40; 692175.79, 8102985.07 and 699402.75, 8112977.01 

 

WARD 11  

An area of land in Kariba district bounded by a line drawn from a point where 

the Kariba- Sanyati road crosses the Kanyati River on the Kalumbula, then 

south westwards along the Kanyati River to its confluence with the Sanyati 

River, then north west along Sanyati River to a point on the map, then 

generally north eastwards along the south eastern boundaries of Gatshe-

Gatshe communal lands so as to exclude it to a point on the Gatshe Gatshe 

River and southwards direct to a point on the Gatshe Gatshe River, then up 
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stream along the Gatshe Gatshe River to its confluence with the Nyadara River 

directly southwards to a point along the Kariba – Kanyati  road, then along this 

road, to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 687986.97, 8172482.35; 706109.83, 

8137798.98; 711589.64, 8135909.39 and 713739.51, 8122483.09 

WARD 12  

An area of land in Kariba district bounded by a line drawn from the north 

western beacon of Hurungwe communal land, Kapfunde generally south 

westwards along its western boundary to its intersection with Kanyati River, 

then south westwards along Kanyatire River to a point where it is crossed by 

the Kariba – Sanyati road, then northwards along this road to a point on the 

map, then down the Nyadara River to its confluence with Gache Gache, then 

westwards and generally northwards along Gatshe Gatshe River to its mouth 

on Lake Kariba, generally northwards along the normal full supply level of Lake 

Kariba to Charara Banana Estate, then along the southern, eastern, northern 

and western boundaries of the estate and Charara camping site so as to 

exclude it, then generally north westwards along the normal full supply level of 

lake Kariba to the mouth of Chawara River, then northwards along Chawara 

River to a point on the National Parks, then westwards along the National 

Parks boundary  to the international boundary of Zimbabwe and Zambia, then 

generally northwards along the international boundary to the highest point on 

Kawan’ombe hill, then eastwards along an unsurveyed line to Chipatami Hills, 

then south eastwards along that line to Chidoma Hills, then south westwards, 

to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 692172.31, 8175149.94; 697210.93, 

818824.09; 730099.91, 8189498.05; 736486.39, 8179113.68; 721353.15, 

8145318.41; and 726351.74, 8125264.09 
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SANYATI RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

WARD 1  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Pamene’s 

western boundary and Lidform farm’s Eastern boundary along Harare-

Bulawayo road, move South through Lidford farm and Kanyemba Estate’s 

eastern boundaries of Muzvezve River.  Move west along Muzvezve River, 

Kanyemba estate’s Southern boundary to the intersection of Muzvezve River 

and Luwana Extension, North-western boundary then move north-east along 

this boundary to Sunfield.  Move north along Sunfield western boundary to 

Mazoe River.  Move north-east along Mazoe River to Mazarita Estate, then move 

east through Mazarita Estate, southern boundary, so as to exclude it, to 

Normandy North, then move north through Normandy north, Humeweeood and 

Kirkwood’s western boundaries to Milan wood, to exclude it.  Move east along 

Milan wood’s southern boundary to the district boundary.  Move through this 

boundary to Harare-Bulawayo road, then move southwest along this road to 

Salop farm.  Move through Salop farm’s northern, western and southern 

boundaries, so as to exclude it, to Harare-Bulawayo road.  Move south along 

this road to deal farm, then move north along Deal and Erin’s western 

boundaries to Maidavale.  Move south and south west through Maidavale, 

action, Benga Estate, Combe, Nertherburn, Vumba’s eastern boundaries so as 

to include them to Pamene farm, then move South-east along Pamene farm’s 

western boundary to its intersection with Lidford farm’s eastern boundary 

along Harare-Bulawayo road, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

793138.38, 7967677.62; 791465.82, 7961584.73; 777906.14, 7966901.07; 

781848.60, 7969111.24; 779160.56, 7973830.25; 796005.62, 7981954.10;  
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806757.78, 7982491.71; 807653.80, 7991212.91; 810759.98, 7990973.97; 

813686.96, 7986912.04; 817091.81, 7985478.42; 820138.25, 7981476.23; 

817211.28, 7978967.39; 814045.36; 7982611.18; 812193.60, 7980938.62; 

and 808967.75, 7978131.11; 

WARD 2 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of the district 

boundary and Milan wood’s southern boundary, move west alon this boundary 

to Kirkwood.  Move south through Kirkwood, Humewood to Alabama’s 

southern boundary, then move west along the western boundary to Mazoe 

River.  Move south-west along this River to its intersection with Westwood’s 

western boundary.  Move northwest along this boundary to Mari Mari River, 

then move northeast along this River to Woodstock.  Move north along 

Woodstick’s western boundary to CC Molina, going westwards along CC 

Molina’s southern boundary, then northwest, then northeast and then 

northwards through its boundaries to Carfax Estate.  Move south along Carfax 

Estate’s western boundary and east along Carfax Estate’s western boundary 

and east along its southern boundary to Saaiplaas Estate, going northwards 

along Saaiplaas Estate’s southern boundary, then east along its western 

boundary and then southeast to Victory farm.  Going southeast along Victory 

farm’s northern boundary to Currandooley Farm and northwards along 

Currandooley’s western boundary to Currandooley’s northern boundary, then 

eastwards along Currandooley’s northern boundary to Walescot farm.  Going 

northwards to Barcombe A, then northeast through Barcombe A and Polperro’s 

western boundary to Polperro’s northern boundary, going east along this 

boundary through Savoy, Florence and Luton farm’s northern boundaries to 

Mswenzi River, the district boundary south along Mswenzi River to its 

intersection with Milanwood farm’s southern boundary, the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 

35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  
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810881.34, 7991045.17; 807595.95, 7991104.90; 806699.94, 7982562.90; 

795947.78, 7982085.03; 794215.48, 7991224.37; 796724.32, 7990985.43; 

and 811120.27, 7996779.65; 

WARD 3  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Mswenzi 

River, the district boundary and Luton farm’s northern boundary going 

westwards along this boundary through Florence farm, Savoy, Inverness, 

Polperro, Barcombe A, Walescot, Currandooley’s boundaries, so as to exclude 

them, to Easterlea farm, going such along its eastern boundary and then 

northwest along Esterlea’s southern boundary through Maritzani farm’s 

southern boundary and then west along this boundary to its western 

boundary, going northwards to Easterlea Estate, going southeast along its 

northern boundary to Home farm’s western boundary, going north along its 

western boundary to Katanga Farm, going west, north then northeast along its 

boundaries, so as to include it, to Thomean farm, going northwards along its 

western boundary to Rhodesian Plantation 4A, going westwards through 

Rhodesian Plantation 4A’s southern boundary to Rhodesian Plantations B, 

going northwards along its western boundary to its northern boundary and 

eastwards along its northern boundary to Parma farm, going northeast along 

Parma farm and Blackmorevale A’s northern boundaries to Mupfure River, the 

district boundary, then south along this River to its confluence with Shuru-

Shuru River, then along Shuru-Shuru River to its confluence with Mswenzi 

River, then along Mswenzi River to its intersection with Luton farm’s northern 

boundary, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 811120.27, 7996779.65; 796724.32, 

7990985.43; 794215.48, 7991224.37; and 795947.78, 7982085.03; 
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WARD 4   

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Elgiyo farm’s 

Western boundary and Mari Mari River, move West along Mari Mari River to its 

intersection with Belfast Extension’s Western Boundary.  Move north along this 

boundary through State Land’s South-Western and Western boundaries, so as 

to include them to Lone Palm.  Move North-East along Lone Palm’s Eastern 

boundary to Everglades.  Move through Everglades’southern boundaries to 

Sakurgwe River, then move north along this River to its intersection with 

Valhalla’s Southern boundary.  Move east along this boundary to Hartley 9, 

then move South-East and Eastwards along Hartley 9’s Southern boundary to 

its Eastern boundary.  Move north along this boundary to its intersection with 

Rooibuilt’s Northern boundary, then move east along this boundary to 

Thomean farm.  Move South along Thomean farm’s Western boundary to 

Rooibuilt’s Southern boundary.  Then move West along Rooibuilt’s Southern 

boundary to its intersection with Kutanga Farm’s Western boundary, then 

move South along this boundary and East along its Southern boundary to 

Hume, then move South along Hume’s Western boundary, so as to exclude it, 

to it’s intersection with Estate A’s southern boundary.  Then move west along 

Estate A’s Southern boundary to it’s intersection with Maritzani’s Western 

boundary, then move South along Maritzani’s Western boundary, so as to 

exclude it, to Carfax Estate’s Southern boundary.  Move West and North along 

its boundary to Molina’s Northern boundary.  They move west along its 

Northern boundary so as to exclude it, through its boundaries to Woodstock.  

Move South along Woodstock’s Western boundary to Elgiyo farm to Elgiyo 

farm’s intersection of its Western boundary and Mari-Mari, the starting point, 

excluding Elgiyo. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 765208.64, 7977518.85; 764764.09, 7985372.69; 

754539.29, 7992411.50; 764764.09, 7996338.42; 772543.83, 7996931.16; 
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771580.62, 8002932.67; 781212.68, 8001154.45; 794253.01, 8003303.14; 

789807.44, 8001524.91; 787510.57, 7997746.18; 776026.19, 7994263.82; 

772914.29, 7985965.43; 782620.44, 7984187.20; 782175.89, 7974851.51; 

779138.08, 7973962.40; and 781879.52, 7968998.18; 

WARD 5 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Westwood’s 

Western boundary and Mazoe River, move west along Mazoe River, then 

Southeast along Sunfield’s Western boundary to Luwana farm.  Move 

Southwest along Luwana’s Northwestern boundary to Muzvezve River, the 

district boundary.  Move Northwest along Munyati River to its intersection with 

Sanyati Communal area’s South-eastern boundary.  Move North-east along 

this boundary to Lone Palm then move South-east along Lone Palm’s western 

boundary to State Land.  Move along State Land’s Western and South-western 

boundaries through Belfast Extension’s Western boundary to Mari-Mari River, 

then move east along Mari-Mari River to Elgiyo farm.  Move South through 

Elgiyo farm’s Western boundary to the intersection of Westwood’s Western 

boundary and Mazoe River, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 760563.01, 797539.49; 

734482.35, 8003791.12; 745892.64, 8005865.71; and 754487.40, 

7992306.24; 

WARD 6 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northwestern beacon of lone 

Palm then, going eastwards along the southern boundary of Sanyati communal 

land to a point on Sakugwe River, so as to exclude Sanyati communal lands 

then, southwards along Sakugwe River to a point on the southeastern 

boundary of Everglades then southwestwards boundary of Eveglades and Lone 

Palm then northwestwards along the western boundary of Lone Palm back to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 
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Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

754561.49, 7992380.83; 745744.46, 8005939.81; 766860.89, 8009792.63; 

772553.81, 7996986.01; and 759958.04, 7997801.03; 

 WARD 7 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Washanje and 

Umfuli which is the district boundary going southeastwards along Umfuli 

River, then southwestwards passing through Chipinda hills along the northern 

boundaries of the following properties, Blackmovale A, Parma, Perseverance, 

Rhodesian plantations B so as to exclude them to the northwestern beacon of 

Rhodesia plantation B then, southwards along the same property to the 

southeastern beacon of Hartley 9 so as to include it then, westwards along the 

southern boundaries of Hartley 9 and Valhalla to a point on Sakugwe River to a 

point near Sanyati spray race gate then, northeastwards cutting across 

trigonometrical beacon 1046 on Mawiru hill so as to exclude Sanyati 

communal land and Chenjiri purchase land back to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 

35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

782042.92, 8035874; 807851.13, 8019872.28; 799176.55, 8012814.09; 

787915.77, 8014484.35; 787539.74, 8001183.49; 778110.85, 8003230.91; 

and 771591.45; 8003015.39; 

WARD 8 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Sakugwe and 

Seke Rivers going along Sakugwe River to a point on the southwestern 

boundary of farm (No. 1) Chenjiri purchase area then, north eastwards along 

the southern boundaries of the following farms 1,20,22,23 and 24 so as to 

exclude them then, northwards along the eastern boundary of farm 24 to the 

southern beacon of farm 25 and 152 then eastwards along the southern 
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boundaries of farm 153, 154 and 174 so as to exclude them then, southwards 

along the western boundaries of 176 and 178, to the southern beacon of farm 

178 then, eastwards so as to exclude farm 178 and 179 so as to exclude them 

then, south westwards passing through Mawira hills to a point on Sakungwe 

so as to include Sanyati, Spray gate then, southwards along Sakugwe River to 

a point on the north eastern boundary of Grandeur, then westwards along the 

northern boundary of Grandeur to a point on Seke River so as to exclude 

Grandeur, then northwards along Seke River back to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 

35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

759008.69, 8016629.38; 766053.37, 8019731.62; 769995.80, 8018826.80; 

765891.79, 8012493.05; 766861.24, 8009810.91; and 760495.18, 

8008647.57; 

WARD 9 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Sakugwe and 

Kahanda Rivers going southwards along Sakugwe to its confluence with Seke 

River southwards along Seke River to a point on the northern boundary of 

Grandeur so as to include Chirikiti then, westwards along the northern 

boundary of Grandeur to a point on Hahanda River then northwards along 

Kahanda River so as to include Shoniwa, Freddy, Chideya village back to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 759008.69,  8016629.38;  760495.18,  

8008647.57;  755163.20,  8007710.43;  and 755130.89,  8019957.83.  

WARD 10 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Katsime and 

Sakugwe Rivers, eastwards along Sakugwe River then southwards to its 

confluence with Kahand Rivers so as to include Kasirisiri school, Goremusandu 

Devera and Bangura villages and then southwards along Kahanda River to a 
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point on the northern boundary of Grandeur, then westwards along the 

northern boundary of the same property to a point on Renji River then 

northwestwards along Renji River to its confluence with Katsime River, so as to 

include Zakaria, Moses and Rugare villages, then northwards along Katsime 

River so as to exclude business center and Hozhele business center backs to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 747911.39, 8923345.99; 755149.95, 8019952.91; 

755214.58, 8007673.20; 750949.00,  8006897.64; and 747038.88, 

8011518.69; 

WARD 11  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Sakugwe and 

Umnyati Rivers going southeastwards along Sakugwe to its confluence with 

Katsime River so as to include Hozheri two dam Isikwakwawaye.  Ndaba, Gata 

and Mutota villages then generally southwards along Katsime River to a point 

on the ARDA Sanyati/Kadoma road, then southwestwards to an unnamed 

stream to its confluence with Renje River then, northwestwards along Renji 

River to its confluence with Munyati River which is the starting point. This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  

740217.68,  8023402.68;  742089.93,  8026585.51;  744991.92,  8023917.55;  

747893.91,  8023215.45; and 747098.20,  8011560.70. 

WARD 12  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Munyati and 

Renji Rivers going southeastwards along Renji River to a point on the northern 

boundary of Lone Palm then westwards along the southern boundary of 

Sanyati communal land to a point on Munyati River, generally northeastwards 

along Munyati River which is the district boundary back to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) 
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Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 830315.31, 7997481.30; 831852.21, 7996237.15; 832157.14, 

7994639.27; 831156.94, 7994517.30; 831193.54, 7995417.30; 830632.45, 

7994017.20; 831266.72, 7993541.49; 831022.77, 7993090.18; 829254.12, 

7993578.08; and 827729.43, 7995297; 

WARD 13  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point on the northeastern 

boundary of farm 95 of Chenjiri purchase area near Chenjiri camp going 

southeastwards boundary of the following properties farm 95, 96 so as to 

include them then southwestwards to the southwestern beacon of farm 87, 

then northeastwards to the northeastern beacon of farm 118 so as to exclude 

part of Sachuru resettlement scheme then generally southwards along the 

eastern boundary of Sachuru resettlement scheme then generally southwards 

along the eastern boundary of farm 18 to the southwestern beacon of farm 126 

then, north westwards along the boundaries of the following farms so as to 

included them 123, 124 and 125 to the north eastern beacon of farm 126 then 

, north westwards along the boundaries of the farms 122, 121, 120, 119 to 

their northeastern boundary then southwards so as to include them to the 

southeastern beacon of farm 128 generally southwestwards along to the 

southern boundaries of the following properties 128, 127 stateland 115, 114, 

113, 112, 111 and 110 so as to include them, then southeastwards to the 

southeastern beacon of farm 3880 as to include farm number 71, 72 and 38 

then southwestwards to a point on Sakugwe River to its confluence with 

Munyati River so as exclude part of Sanyati land, then north eastwards along 

Munyati River back to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  745996.53,  8033588.70;  

74211.61,  8026520.95;  747915.58,  8023384.93;  754094.01,  8021793.52;  

752081.34,  8024789.12;  757417.26,  8029422.94;  752362.18,  8032886.60;  

753953.59,  8030125.04;  and 750489.93,  8028065.56. 
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WARD 14  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the southwestern beacon of farm 

number 1 of Chenjiri purchase area going northwestwards along Sakugwe 

River to a point from the north western boundary of farm 35 so as to include 

the following properties 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10 and 35 farms then, north eastwards 

to the northwestwards boundary of the following properties 35, 39 state land 

67, 68 state land so as to include them, generally northwestwards to the 

northwestern beacon of farm 130 then, southeast, to the northeast, then 

northwestwards along the boundaries of the following farms 130, 131, 132, 

133, 134 then, westwards along the northern boundary of Chenjiri farming 

area to the northeastern beacon of farm 140 then, generally southeastwards to 

the southern beacon of farm 24 so as to include the following properties 140, 

141, 142, 143, 157, 156, 155, 154, 153, 152 and 24 so as to include them 

then, southwestwards along the southern boundaries of Chenjiri farms back to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 754102.39, 8021760.44; 754878.19; 8022507.51; 

752148.53, 8024806.17; 758067.57, 8029575.88; 755366.65, 8031299.88; 

759532.97, 8032420.47; 759188.17, 8030955.08; 764848.62, 8031070.01; 

766026.90, 8027449.62; 761400.63, 8025438.30; 759561.70, 8018944.59; 

and 760423.70, 8016329.86; 

WARD 15  

An area of land bounded by line drawn from a point on the northwestern 

beacon of farm 201 going southeastwards along Umfuli River, to the 

southeastern beacon of farm 209 then generally southwestwards along Chenjiri 

purchase land boundary so as to include the following properties 209, 210, 

206, 204, 211, 212, 213, 214, 118, 183 and 182, 179 and 178 then generally 

northwards along the western boundaries of the following properties 178, 176, 

174, 173, 158 and then northeastwards along the Sachuru resettlement and 

Chenjiri boundary back to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 
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following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 775937.80, 8036739.45; 

781956.83, 8035964.47; 769979.83, 8018853.22; 766087.16, 8019815.45; 

764687.55 8020952.63; 762675.61, 8026026.22; and 771685.60, 8033942.76; 

WARD 16 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Mupfure 

River, the district boundary and the Western boundary of Chenjiri Farm no 205 

move south along this boundary through the outer boundaries of Chenjiri 

Farms, so as to exclude them to Gadza road, the Eastern boundary of Chenjiri 

farm no. 135.  Move north along this road to the confluence of Munyati and 

Mupfure Rivers, then move East along Mupfure River, the district boundary to 

its intersection with the Western boundary of Chenjiri Farm no 205, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: Ward 16: 

759605.13, 8032525.08; 753793.74; 8062211.64; 775863.20, 8036745.26; 

766177.55, 8027474.70; 764793.88, 8031210.60; and 753724.24, 759535.95; 

WARD 17 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Gadza road 

and Chenjiri farm no 135’s Northern boundary, move west along this boundary 

through the outer boundaries of Chenjiri farms, so as to exclude them, to 

Munyati River, the district boundary, move North along this boundary to the 

confluence of Munyati and Mupfure Rivers.  Then move east along Gadza road 

to its intersection with Chenjiri farm no 135’s Northern boundary, the stating 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 746114.40, 8033355.28; 744384.81, 8028581.63; 759605.13, 

8032525,08; and 753793.74, 8063311.64; 
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WARD 18  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the northern boundary of Arda 

Estate meets with Munyati Rivers before Gowe Pools Irrigation, then east 

westwards along the northern Boundary of ARDA Estate so as to exclude 

Muteyiwa village, then southeastwards along the north eastern boundary of 

ARDA Estate so as to exclude Musonza and Gora villages, then 

southwestwards along ARDA Estate boundaries so as to exclude Mugariri 

village then westwards along the southern boundary of ARDA Estate to Sanyati 

River so as to exclude Sanyati Communal Land so as to include Takavinga and 

Tafara village, then northwards along Munyati River to the Northern Boundary 

of ARDA Estate, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:  733486.38,  8007160.75;  

735171.40,  8014181.69;  739337.16,  8013058.33;  and  738213.81. 

ZVIMBA RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

WARD 1   

An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn 

from the confluence of Hunyani (Manyame) River and Karoi River, then South 

east up stream Manyame River to its confluence with Matoranhembe stream 

then South-west upstream Matoranhembe steam to its confluence with 

unnamed stream then north-west up stream unnamed stream to its source 

then to Chitomborwizi to the source of an unnamed stream at Chitomborwizi 

down stream unnamed stream to its confluence with Madze stream, down 

stream to its confluence with Karoi River, then north-east wards down stream 

Karoi River to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 204197.75, 8052065.68; 

205031.60, 8053443.34; 210397.23, 8045394.90; 205104.11, 8041914.49; 

201188.65, 8044343.52; and 200608.58, 8047280.12 
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WARD 2  

An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn 

from the intersection of Madze River and the unsurveyed line at Chitomborwizi, 

then south-east upstream Madze to its confluence with unnamed stream, then 

south-east upstream unnamed stream to its source then down stream an 

unnamed stream from Chitomborwizi to its confluence with Matoranhembe 

stream, then south-west upstream Matoranhembe to its intersection with the 

road at Chitomborwizi then north-west, south west and north-west along the 

road to its intersection with the unsurveyed line Chitomborwizi then north-east 

to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 204071.89, 8039216.48; 201033.27, 

8040369.06; 200037.86, 804246.66; 201242.83, 8044350.70 and 204962.52, 

8041888.37 

WARD 3  

An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn 

from the confluence of Nyakaranga and Manyame (Hunyani) Rivers south-

eastwards along the Manyame (Hunyani) River to its confluence with 

Munwahuku River, then south-westwards along Munwahuku River to its 

source then further south-westwards to Masiyarwa Business Centre road to a 

lane and further south-westwards and north-westwards along that lane to the 

source of an unnamed stream, then south-westwards along the unnamed 

stream to its intersection with an unnamed lane and generally northwards 

along the lane through beacon number 261/5 to its intersection with the 

Masiyarwa – Mabvure road, then further northwards along an unnamed lane to 

the source of an unnamed stream, northwards along the unnamed stream up 

to yet another unnamed stream source and northwards along the unnamed 

stream to its confluence with Nyamavanga River, then further north-eastwards 

along the Nyamavanga River to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 
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following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 220282.94, 8033646.28; 

216053.44, 8029459.94; 210442.89, 8028855.73; 209407.09, 803830736 and 

211694.47, 8042666.33 

WARD 4  

An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn 

from the intersection of Mabvure – Masiyarwa road and Mashonganyika – 

Mhonda Business Centre road track eastwards along the Mabvure – Masiyarwa 

road to its intersection with, a lane that leads southwards to a beacon (261/5), 

then further southwards along the lane to its intersection with an unnamed  

stream, generally eastwards along the unnamed stream to its source and 

intersection with an unnamed track south-westwards and eastwards along the 

unnamed track to its intersection with the Masiyarwa – Gomera Business 

Centre road, then south-westwards along the Masiyarwa – Gomera Business 

Centre road to its intersection with an unnamed track south-eastwards along 

that track to its intersection with Musengezi River, then westwards along 

Musengezi River to its confluence with Karoyi River, northwards upstream 

along Karoyi River to its confluence with an unnamed stream, then further 

northwards along the unnamed stream to its source and intersection with 

Mashonganyika – Mhonda Business Centre road, then northwards along the 

road to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:217587.60, 8022758.90; 215947.59, 

8029405.25; 210682.30, 8030829.47; 210034.93, 8032469.48 and 206884.39, 

8023017.85 

WARD 5  

An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn 

from  the confluence of Nyamavanga River and an unnamed stream 

southwards along the unnamed stream to its source, then south-eastwards 
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along a lane to its intersection with an unnamed River and south eastwards 

along the unnamed River to its source and further southwards to Masiyarwa-

Mabvure road, then north along the Mashonganyika – Mhonda Business 

Centre road to the source of an Negondo River, then further southwards along 

the Negondo River to its confluence with Musengezi River, then westwards 

along Musengezi River to its intersection with old Murombedzi – Chegutu road, 

then northwards along the old Murombedzi – Chegutu road to its intersection 

with Karoyi to its confluence with an unnamed stream and further northwards 

along the unnamed stream to its source to old Murombedzi – Chegutu road, 

then northwards along the old Murombedzi – Chegutu road to its intersection 

with an unnamed stream, then north-eastwards along the unnamed stream to 

its source and generally further north-eastwards to an unnamed track, then 

north-eastwards along the unnamed track to the source of an unnamed stream 

and generally south-eastwards along the unnamed stream to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) 

Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 206884.39, 8023017.85; 202011.28, 8023947.32; 202054.44, 

8025198.91; 202917.60, 8024637.85; 205722.88, 8030162.09; 204126.03, 

8029859.98; 203608.13, 8034909.49; 207190.26, 8035858.96 and 209391.32, 

8038318.98 

WARD 6  

An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn 

from the confluence of Munwahuku River and Manyame River, south 

eastwards along Manyame River to the intersection of Manyame (Hunyani) 

River with the eastern boundary of Rothwell extension and generally westwards 

along the boundaries of the following properties so as to exclude them, the 

northern boundaries of the north-western boundary of Rothwell, the north-

eastern boundaries of Kutama 3, 2 and 1 and the north-western and south-

western boundaries of Kutama 1 to its intersection by the Musengezi River 

then the Musengezi River to its intersection with the Chikambi – Moleli road, 
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then north-westwards along an unnamed track to its intersection with the 

Masiyarwa – Chikambi road, then along the Masiyarwa – Chikambi road to its 

intersection with Masiyarwa – Madzima road, then north-east along the 

Masiyarwa road to the source of Munwahuku River then north-eastwards along 

the Munwahuku River to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 220306.56, 8033624.75; 

227125.55, 8029664.20; 227341.34, 8026772.61; 226478.18, 8025003.12; 

225312.91, 8027722.09; 217587.60, 8022758.90 and 215947.59, 8029405.25 

WARD 7  

An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn 

from the intersection of unsurveyed line and track road at Chitomborwizi then 

southeast, northeast and southeast along the track road to its intersection with 

Matoranhembe stream then south west upstream Matoranhembe to its source 

then along the track road to the unnamed stream, then southwards down 

along the unnamed stream to its confluence with Munguwe River then down 

stream Munguwe to its confluence with Musengezi River, then downstream 

south-westwards and north-west along Musengezi River to its intersection with 

the eastern boundary of Murra Purra, north along the western boundaries of 

Murra Purra and Evelyn, north-eastwards along the north-western boundaries 

of Marawa, then north-west along the north-eastern boundary of Zowa 101 

(excluded) to the intersection with Shambavarungu River, then north upstream 

Shambavarungu to its intersection with the unsurveyed line, then north-east 

along the unsurveyed line to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 199675.52, 8023877.27; 

192678.45, 8023188.44; 192642.19, 8027611.46; 192642.19, 8027611.46; 

195578.79; 8030330.53; 194346.14, 8030983.11; 195651.30; 8034536.02 and 

199494.25, 8035877.43 
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WARD 8  

An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by a line from 

the intersection of Karoi River and the south-eastern corner of Chitomborwizi 

29, then South-West upstream Karoi River to its confluence with Kasipiti then 

upstream Kasipiti to its source their along a track road to Chitomborwizi, then 

along the track road to the source of unnamed stream, then down stream to its 

confluence with Chipiti River including Madhuve kraal head, then north west 

down stream Chipiti River to its intersection  with a track road at a bridge, 

then northwards along the track road to an unnamed stream across 

Musundasora River then north-west along the stream to its intersection with 

the southern boundary of Chitomborwizi 239, then north-eastwards along the 

Southern boundaries of Chitomborwizi 239 down to 229 Chitomborwizi 226 

down to 224 Chitomborwizi 93 up to and Chitomborwizi 27 up to 29 to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 204197.75, 8052065.68; 200608.58, 8047280.12; 

193248.96, 8044742.32; 191291.23, 8045503.66; 189369.75, 8045394.90; 

and 190058.58, 8049274.10. 

WARD 9  

An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn 

from the confluence of Karoi and Kasipiti Rivers, then south-eastwards along 

Karoi and Madze River to the intersection of Madze River and the unsurveyed 

line then south-westwards along the unsurveyed line to the intersection of 

Kemurara River, then north-west down Kemurara to its confluence with an 

unnamed stream then north upstream an unnamed stream to its source, to 

north-west down an unnamed stream to its intersection with a track road, then 

north-east along the track road to the intersection of two track roads, then 

north-west to the intersection of a track road and an unnamed stream then 

north and north-west along the track road to the north-west along a track road 
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to the east and north along a track road to the intersection with Chipiti River, 

then upstream Chipiti River to its confluence with an unnamed stream then 

north-east upstream on unnamed stream to its source then along the track 

road to the north-east down stream from the source of Kasipiti stream to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 195700.05, 8034603.03; 196108.61, 8035496.79; 

194013.01, 8035863.52; 196213.39, 8042517.05; 194536.91, 8041731.20; 

193279.55, 8044822.21; 200614.15, 8047232.15; 199933.08, 8042202.71; 

201138.05, 8040159.50 and 199513.96, 8035915.91 

 

WARD 10  

An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn 

from the intersection of track roads at grid map reference 925439 on the 1:50 

000 Chitomborwizi, then southeast along the track road to grid map reference 

934426, then southwest and southeast along the track road to grid map 

reference 949383 one the 1:50 000 Chitomborwizi including Musonza, 

Jokwane, Kandawasvika, Chabvutagongo, Wazvaremhaka and Chesango kraal 

heads, southwest along track road to its intersection with unnamed stream at 

grid map reference 944374 on the 1:50 000 Chitomborwizi, then south-

eastwards to the confluence of two track roads at grid map reference 953368 

on the 1:50 000 Chitomborwizi then south-westwards along the track road to 

its intersection with unnamed stream then south-eastwards upstream an 

unnamed stream the grid map reference 954354 on the 1:50 000 

Chitomborwizi then southwards from the source of an unnamed stream to its 

confluence with Kemurara River then south-eastwards upstream Kemurara 

River to its intersection with the unsurveyed line at map reference 956344 on 

the 1:50 000 Chitomborwizi, then south-westwards along the unsurveyed line 

to its intersection with Shambavarungu River, down stream Shambavarungu 
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River to the north eastern boundary of Zowa 101, then north-westwards along 

the north-eastern boundaries of Zowa 101 state land 100, 83, 81, 73, 72, 71 to 

the northern beacon of Zowa 71, then north-eastwards upstream Dzingwe 

River to its confluence with unnamed stream, then with along an unnamed 

stream to the grid map reference 909370 on the 1:50 000 Chitomborwizi, then 

north-west to the grid map reference 903371 on the 1:50 000 Chitomborwizi on 

the track road, then south-westwards and north-westwards to the intersection 

of two track roads on grip map reference 891372 on the 1:50 000 

Chitomborwizi then southwest along the track road to grid map reference 

887367 on the 1:50 000 Chitomborwizi, then north-westwards along the track 

road to grid map reference 886392 on the 1:50 000 Chitomborwizi, then north-

eastwards along a track road to grid map reference 888394, on the 1:50 000 

Chitomborwizi, then north-eastwards along the track road to grid map 

reference 899394 on the 1:50 000 Chitomborwizi, then northwards along the 

track road to grid map reference 902414, on the 1:50 000 Chitomborwizi, then 

southeast and north-east along the track road through Ngundu including 

Jokwane/ Munemo, Musonza and Masanga kraal heads to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) 

Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 194354.53, 8031061.32; 190634.84, 8032999.75; 186862.76, 

8038710.26; 188382.07, 8043006.24; 191315.91, 8045468.57 and 194511.70, 

8041748.88 

WARD 11 

An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn 

from the intersection of two track wards at grid map reference 886392 on the 

1:50 000 Chitomborwizi, then south-east along track road to the confluence to 

two unnamed streams and down unnamed stream to its intersection with track 

road at grid map reference 887367 on the 1:50 000 Chitomborwizi, then north 

eastwards along the track to its intersection with another track road at grid 

map reference 891372 on the 1:50 000 Chitomborwizi then south-east along 
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the track road to the north of Goredema school (included) then north-east 

along the track road to grid map reference 903371 on the 1:50 000 

Chitomborwizi, then South-east to an unnamed stream at grip map reference 

909370 on the 1:50 000 Chitomborwizi, then south-west down stream along 

unnamed stream and Dzingwe River to the north-eastern boundary of Zowa 

233, 70, 62, 61, 55, 43, 42, 41, 39A, state land 40A, 40, state land, 20, 19 and 

1 to the eastern boundary of Magondi Communal had then north-east wards 

along the eastern boundary of Magodi Communal had to grid map reference 

139396 on the 1:50 000 Gamanya 172902, then north-east along a track road 

including Chitega and Gwatidzo kraal heads to grid map reference 833400 on 

the 1:50 000 Chitomborwizi then southwards along and south-eastwards along 

the track road to Jari Business Centre, then southwards and south-eastwards 

from grid map reference 856383 on the 1:50 000 Chitomborwizi along the track 

road to grid reference 876373 on the 1:50 000 Chitomborwizi at Chabikwa then 

north-eastwards along the track road to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 190596.99, 

8032891.72; 177061.46, 8038254.86; 177742.49, 8039957.44; 187447.21, 

8040638.47 and 186936.44, 8038595.37 

 

WARD 12  

An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by the 

intersection of an unnamed steam with the southern boundary of 239 

Chitomborwizi so as to exclude it, then southwards down stream to its 

confluence with Musundasora River, then across the River along the track road 

southwards to its intersection with Chiputi River on the bridge, then north-east 

and south-east up stream Chiputi River to grip Map reference 933447 on the 

1:50 000 Chitomborwizi then South-West including Mudhuve and Nyampinga 

kraal heads following a track road through Ngundu, then north-west wards 
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alone a track road, then southwards along a track road crossing unnamed 

stream to gird map reference 898394 on the 1:50 000 Chitomborwizi then west 

along a track road to grip map reference 889394 then south-west along the 

track road to grip map reference 876373 north west along a track road 6 Jari 

Business Centre excluding sports fields, then north-west along track road to 

Mandevani then north wards along the road, then south-west along the track 

road to the south of Chinyabowa Store to the eastern boundary with Magondi 

communal land then north-east along the eastern boundary of Magondi 

Communal land and the eastern boundaries of Chitomborwizi 459 and 303 and 

the southern boundaries of Chitomborwizi 250 down to 239 to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 190065.35, 8049222.35; 182778.24, 8047844.68; 177732.85, 

8039977.51; 187485.25, 8040485; 188319.10, 8042805.34; 191255.89, 

8045524.41 and 189334.22, 8045524.41 

WARD13 

Starting from the confluence of Manyame and Musitwe Rivers along Musitwe 

south easterly to its confluence with Dora and then North westerly at the 

intersection of Dora and the southern boundary of Bakwe then southwesterly 

to include Raffingora following the boundary to its intersection with the 

Raffingora – Banket raod along the road to its intersection with boundaries of 

Mapumulo and Chinowe Extension then north east along the Chinomwe 

boundary to its intersection with the boundary of Bakwekop then south 

easterly along the boundary so as to include Chinomwe and Mission Vleis.  

Going generally south westerly from the intersection of boundaries of Mission 

Vlei and Nyarungwe following the boundaries so as to include Mission Vlei, 

Chimomwe, Mvurachena Estate, Berhills Rank, Zilawa and SS Ranch up to the 

intersection of the boundary of SS Ranch and Mukwadzi River and along the 

River to its confluence with Manyame River north westerly and along Manyame 

to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 
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Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 232444.59, 8140968.76; 236014.26, 

8125850.17; 228359.65, 8114917.88; 226764.52, 8115711.08; 226398.42, 

8114647.66; 228446.81, 8113436.06; 229553.81, 8113837.02; 231048.07, 

8111971.51; 234932.58, 8109809.97; 233867.47, 8107805.07; 232833.69, 

8108494.25; 231580.63, 8106959.25; 230264.91, 8108368.95; 227382.85, 

8108744.87; 226255.09, 8106301.38;224344.16, 8105925.46; 224939.37, 

8106708.63; 224563.45, 8109402.73; 221493.44, 8109058.13; 221744.05, 

8110210.70; 217798.47, 8108327.22; 218268.37, 8106353.64; 216827.35, 

8105727.11 and 215511.62, 8107606.71 

WARD 14  

An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn 

from the confluence of Dora and Musitwe Rivers, southwards along Musitwe 

River to its confluence with Mutorashanga River, then southwards along 

Mutorashanga River, to the eastern boundary of Wellow Estate, then 

southwards along the eastern boundaries of Wellow Estate and Kashao so as to 

include them, to the intersection with Drai River, then westwards downstream 

Susunje River to its intersection with the eastern boundary of Munaka Park 

Farm then southwards along the eastern boundary of Munaka Park, westwards 

along the southern boundary of Munaka Park, northwards along the western 

boundary of Munaka Park and western boundary of Kaswao, then westwards 

along the southern boundary of Gomo Farm, southwards along the eastern 

boundary of Mwonga, north-westwards along the southern of Mwonga Farm, 

north-eastwards along the boundaries of the following Farms so as to include 

them:- Mwonga, north-east Nyarapinda Extension and Chepstow, then north-

westwards along the southern boundary of Nyarugwe Farm, then north-

eastwards along the western boundary of Nyarugwe and generally north-

westwards along the southern boundaries of the following properties so as to 

include them:- Morton, Maradza, Mwala Oyela, Bakwe Kop and Bakwe, then 

northwards along the western boundaries of Bakwe, Bakwe Kop and Nyabonda 
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to the intersection with Mufutwe stream, then north-eastwards along Mufutwe 

stream to its confluence with Dora River, then north-eastwards along Dora 

River to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 235968.61, 8125765.58; 239202.72, 

8121252.04; 242231.36, 8108736.26; 245580.78, 8105329.88; 244041.50, 

807995.49; 240451.99, 8098386.42; 240309.83, 8096111.88; 237111.26, 

8096325.12; 237324.50, 8102935.50; 234019.31, 8102864.42; 233417.25, 

8099992.69; 229436.80, 8101343.20; 234702.21, 8107028.29; 233884.80, 

8107774.63; 234879.91, 8109835.93 and 228363.86, 8114942.68 

WARD 15  

An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn 

from the intersection of Mutorashanga River and the northern boundary of 

Windsor then generally eastwards along the boundaries of the following 

properties so as include them:- the northern and eastern boundaries of 

Windsor, then north-western, northern boundaries of Lot 1, of Lot 1 of 

Umvukwe Ranch Extension, to its north-eastern beacon, then generally 

southwards along the eastern boundaries of Umvukwe Ranch Estate, Lone Cow 

Estate and Kildonan of Barwich Estate, then north-westwards along the 

southern boundary of Kildonan of Barwich Estate, then northwards along the 

western boundary of Kildonan of Barwich Estate, passing through the 

subdivision of Carrick, then eastwards along the northern boundary of 

subdivision of Carrick and Kenmore Extension, then north-eastwards along the 

north-western boundary of Kildonan B of Barwich Estate, northwards along the 

western boundary of Kildonan A of Barwich Estate, then westwards along the 

southern boundary of Lonecow Estate, then generally northwards along the 

boundaries of the following properties so as to include them:- south-western 

boundary of Lonecow Estate, south western and western boundaries of Canon 

Kopje and western boundary of Maplanka to its intersection with 

Mutorashanga River, then north-westwards down stream along Mutorashanga 
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River to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 242071.00, 8113278.96; 242502.29, 

8114330.22; 244470.03, 8115677.99; 248432.48, 8116075.50; 248890.72, 

8113784.29; 251262.80, 8115132.06; 251936.68, 8112140.01; 254335.71, 

8113514.73; 259406.39, 8112396.05; 257252.11, 8101907.56; 253443.45, 

8094958.77; 250720.95, 8093017.98; 252419.14, 8092478.87; 246873.52, 

8078928.98; 241567.82, 8085023.89; 244101.63, 8093110.51 and 245611.13, 

8105402.01 

WARD 16 

Bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Raffingora –Mangura road 

and the boundary of Mapumulo following the boundary north easterly to its 

intersection with the boundary of Raffingora farm and southern easterly along 

the boundary so as to exclude Bakwe then taking a south westerly direction at 

the intersection with the north eastern boundary of Chimomwe Extension 

along the boundary to its intersection with Raffingora –Banket road then 

generally north westerly along the road to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 226398.42, 

8114647.66; 226764.52, 8115711.08; 228359.65, 8114917.88; 229553.81, 

8113837.02 and 228446.81, 8113436.06. 

WARD 17  

An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn 

from the intersection of Makwadzi River and the northern boundary of Arshire 

A Estate,so as to include it, then southwards along Makwadzi River to the 

centre of the dam, then westwards along the northern boundary of Ayshire 

Annexe A, then southwards along the eastern boundary of Fenemere, then 

south-westwards along the boundaries of the  following Farms so as to include 

them:- the south eastern boundary of Kingstone into Gwina River, then south-
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eastwards along the River to the intersection with the northern boundary of 

Newells Estate, then south-eastwards along the eastern boundary of Newells 

Estate, then south-westwards along the south eastern boundary of Newells 

Estate, then south-eastwards along the northern boundary of St Lucia, then 

south-westwards along the south-eastern boundaries of St Lucia and Mowe 

flats,  then south eastwards along the western boundary of Wigtown to a point 

at grid reference 196773 then south-westwards into the railway line at grid 

reference 189767, then south-eastwards along the railway line to the north-

western boundary of Wilmar Park then south-westwards along the south-

eastern boundary of Wigtown to the intersection with the north-western 

boundary of Bickleghvale then south-westwards along the south eastern 

boundary of Bickleghvale, then generally westwards along the southern 

boundaries of the following properties:- Mashlands, Mariondale, Ferungwe and 

Hillmotton Estate (all included) to the intersection with Manyame River then 

generally northwards along the Manyame River to its confluence with Musengi 

River then southwards upstream along Musengi River to the intersection with 

the north-western boundary of Holland Park, then north-westwards along the 

north western boundaries of Holland Park and Redmill to the intersection with 

Gwina River, then south-eastwards  upstream along Gwina River to the 

intersection with the north-western boundary of Kingstone then generally 

north-eastwards along the boundaries of the following properties so as to 

include them north western boundaries of Fenemere, western and northern 

boundaries of Aryhsire A to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinate: 220752.24, 8075784.90; 

217602.80, 8074165.19; 214183.41, 8068046.28; 203745.27, 8066426.57; 

202395.51, 8068316.23; 209144.31, 8072635.46; 207704.56, 8078754.38; 

212923.63, 8082353.73; 206444.79, 8085413.19; 208559.70, 8090511.00; 

210047.22, 8086096.43; 213118.22, 8089551.31; 214269.85, 8088351.70; 

218060.62, 8091134.80; 219260.23, 8097276.81; 223051.00, 8096653.01; 
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225690.15, 8091374.72; 222763.10, 80909990.84; 218156.59, 8088447.67; 

219356.20, 8082833.48 and 218348.53, 8076451.55 

WARD 18  

An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn 

from the intersection of the western boundary of Chikomo Chimunga and 

Mukwadzi River, then northwards along the western boundary of Chikomo 

Chimunga, then north-westwards along the north western boundary of 

Chikomo Chimunga, then south-eastwards along the north-eastern boundary 

of Chikomo Chimunga and the north eastern boundary of Bury hill Estate 

these generally southwards along the boundaries of the following properties so 

as to include them:- south-eastern boundaries of Bury hill Estate and 

Crocodile pool, eastern boundary of Henelly Park, the south eastern boundary 

of Henely Park, the north eastern, eastern and the southern boundaries of 

Riverside Annexe to the intersection with Munene River, then southwards 

along Munene River to the intersection with Mukutu A, then westwards along 

the southern boundary of Mukutu A, then westwards along the southern 

boundaries of Muneni Extension and Arshford of Woodleigh Farms to the 

railway line then north-westwards along the railway line to the intersection 

with the southern boundary of Parkmills A, then south-eastwards along the 

southern boundary of Parkmills A, then north-westwards along the south 

western boundary of  Parkmills A, then south-eastwards along the north 

western boundary of Parkmills A and the northern boundary of Ashford of 

Weymouth, then northwards along the western and north western boundaries 

of St Ninians, south western boundary of Weston Park to the beacon then 

north-eastwards along the north western boundary of Weston Park, then 

westwards along the southern boundary of Bessville grange into the road then 

southwards along the road to Banket to the intersection with the boundary 

with Kuwadzana township boundary, then westwards along the southern 

boundaries of Gwina then northwards along the western boundary of Gwina, 

south western, north western boundaries of Koodoohill, south western 
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boundary Kermanshah Estate, the southern boundary of Nooitgedacht to the 

intersection with Gwina River so as to include them then North-westwards 

downstream along Gwina River to its intersection with the north western 

boundary of Nooitgedacht then north-eastwards along the boundaries of the 

following properties so as to include them:- north western and northern 

boundary of Nooitgedacht, the western and northern boundaries of Dalkeith to 

the intersection with Mukwadzi River, then south-eastwards upstream along 

Makwadzi River to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 2242222.47, 8074234.53; 

226382.09, 8069240.42; 230251.40, 8069555.36; 231736.13, 8067530.72; 

232995.91, 8067350.76; 233445.83, 8069285.41; 231646.15, 8070680.16; 

229621.51, 8076439.14; 232321.03, 8076844.07; 230251.40, 8078913.70; 

231646.15, 8079588.58; 231826.12, 8082243.10; 236039.97, 

8086683.95;232305.64, 8089653.42; 230910.88, 8087493.81; 225646.82, 

8091363.12; 222812.33, 8091003.18, 222767.33, 8089383.47; 217503.27, 

8087583.79; 220607.72, 8084884.27; 218808.04, 8078000.50; 220697.70, 

8078900.34; 223307.24, 8077865.52; 223172.26, 8080070.13; 226231.72, 

8079935.15; 224387.05, 8077100.66 and 226951.59, 8076605.75. 

WARD 19  

An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn 

from the intersection of the northern and the eastern boundaries of Marussino 

then south eastwards along the eastern boundaries of Marussino, Molby and 

Lot 1 of Stratford A then eastwards along the northern boundary of Stratford A, 

southwards along the eastern boundary of Stratford A, south-westwards along 

the south eastern boundary of Stratford A, then south east wards along the 

eastern boundary of Squatodzi, then south- westwards along the south eastern 

boundary of Squatodzi then south eastwards along t he northern boundaries of 

Mfuti and Msasa, then south-eastwards along the north eastern boundary of 

Msasa, then south-westwards along the south eastern boundary of Msasa, 
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then southwards along the eastern boundary of Mounzi, then north-westwards 

along the southern boundary of Mounzi and the south western boundary of 

Mvebi, then south-westwards along the southern boundary of Mwanga Estate, 

then northwards along the western and north western boundaries of Mwanga 

then south-westwards along the south eastern properties so as to include 

them:-  Woodrow, Shields and Cookington Estate to the intersection with 

(Hunyani) Manyame River, then north-westwards down stream along Hunyani 

River to its intersection with the northern boundary of Nidderdale A, then 

north-eastwards along the northern boundaries of Nidderdale A and Nidderdale 

B, Nidd Valley, Cango and Clovelly Estate to the intersection with Urundi River, 

then south-eastwards upstream along Urundi River to its intersection with the 

western boundary of Marussino, then north-eastwards along the western 

boundary of Marussino, then south-eastwards along the northern boundary of 

Marussino to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 205100.08, 8055081.56; 

213150.89, 8060814.72; 218701.07, 8059838.86; 219249.99, 8061668.59; 

222482.51, 8061119.67; 224556.21, 8055691.47; 227300.80, 8055630.48; 

227544.77, 8054593.63; 225410.08, 8053495.80; 225715.04, 8050629.22; 

229069.54, 8050080.30; 227788.73, 8046237.87; 227544.77, 8044164.17; 

224495.22, 8045749.94; 221201.70, 8047701.65 and 211748.10, 8042944.35 

WARD 20  

An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn 

from the intersection of the western and north eastern boundaries of Rukoba 

Estate, then south-eastwards along the north eastern boundaries of the 

following properties so as to include them:- Rukoba Estate, Ushamba, 

Mapinga, Mapinga Extension and Sutton Estate then southwards along the 

eastern boundaries of Bainsham, Pucklehills, the eastern and northern 

boundaries of combine to its intersection with Gwebi River, then southwards 

along Gwebi River to its intersection with the southern boundary of combine 
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then north-westwards along the southern boundaries of combine and 

Oldlands, then south-eastwards along the eastern boundary of Albercorn then 

westwards along the southern boundary of Abercorn, then northwards along 

the western boundary of Arbercorn, then westwards along the southern 

boundaries of Gretton Extension, Gretton and Cowley Estate to the intersection 

with the railway line then south-eastwards along the railway line to its 

intersection with the southern boundary of Munondo, the south-westwards 

along the southern boundaries of Munondo Farm and Mzanzhi then north-

eastwards along the western boundary of Mzanzhi, then north-westwards along 

the western boundary of Muachi then north-eastwards along the southern 

boundary of Westcote, then north-eastwards along the western boundary of 

western, then north-westwards along the western boundary of Idbury, then 

north-eastwards along the north-western boundary of Idbury, then northwards 

along the western boundary of Stroud, then westwards along the southern 

boundary of Uitzight, then north-westwards along the south western boundary 

of Shipton then north-eastwards and north-westwards along the western 

boundary of Dunhorne, then north-eastwards along the northern boundaries of 

Dunlorne and Perranporth to the intersection with the railway then south-

eastwards along the railway line to the intersection with the southern 

boundary of Trewlaney Estate, then northwards along the western boundary of 

Ilsham then south-eastwards along the northern boundary of Ilsham to its 

intersection with Munene River, then eastwards along Munene River to its 

intersection with the north-western boundary of Stocksfield, then north-

eastwards along the north-western and northern boundaries of Stocksfield, 

then north wards along the western boundary of Rukoba Estate to the starting 

point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 227743.95, 8046241.38; 229390.71, 8048803.00;229085.76, 

8050022.82; 225609.27, 8050510.75; 225426.30, 8053560.30;227499.99, 

8054597.15; 227317.02, 8055633.99; 224572.42, 8055755.98; 222498.73, 

8061062.19; 223047.65, 8064050.75; 227134.04, 8064660.66; 230061.61, 
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8058134.63; 231525.40, 8057524.72; 232074.31, 8063440.84; 236282.69, 

8065453.55; 236282.69, 8068747.06; 246407.20, 8061062.19; 245126.39, 

8048376.07; 238783.32, 8050754.72; 240979.00, 8047339.22 and 237075.58, 

80499717.87 

WARD 21  

An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn 

from the intersection of the western and northern boundaries of Kasawe then 

north-eastwards along the northern boundaries of Kasawe and Virginia to the 

intersection with the railway line, then north-westwards along the railway line 

to its intersection with the north western boundary of Maryland, then north-

eastwards along the north western and northern boundaries of Maryland, then 

southwards along the eastern boundary of Maryland, then eastwards along the 

northern boundary of state land, then north-westwards along the south 

western boundary of Lot 1 of Greenside range, then south-eastwards along the 

northern boundaries of Lot 1 of Greenside range, and King’swood to the 

intersection with Gwebi River, then south-westwards downstream along Gwebi 

River to its confluence with Hunyani (Manyame) River, across lake Robertson to 

the northern eastern boundary of Hunyani ID and south-westwards along that 

boundary to its intersection with the south western boundaries of Hunyani 

Estate to its intersection with (Hunyani) Manyame generally north-westwards 

to its intersection with the north western boundary of Zalonyika then north-

eastwards along the north western boundaries of Zalonyika and Kentucky then 

south-eastwards along the north eastern boundary of Kentucky, then 

southwards along the eastern boundary Kentucky, then north-eastwards along 

the north western boundary Debera A, then south-eastwards along the north 

eastern boundaries of Debera A, Mkonono Estate and the northern boundary of 

Mpanda Extension, then northwards along the western boundary of Kasawe to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 211748.10, 8042944.35; 22120.70, 8047701.65; 
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224495.22, 8045749.94; 227544.77, 8044164.17; 227788.73, 8046237.87, 

229069.54, 8050080.30; 233826.84, 8046908.77; 233155.94, 8049287.42; 

237120.35, 8049653.36; 236937.38, 8047335.71; 241145.76, 8047335.71; 

238767.11, 8050690.21; 245110.17, 8048433.54; 241111.61, 8027463.72 and 

227388.64, 8028731.83 

WARD 22  

An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn 

from the south-eastern beacon of Gwina Farm, southwards along Ayrshire 

track to its intersection with the extension line of the southern boundary of 

stand number 716 Kuwadzana township into Nyerere Way and westwards 

along Nyerere Way to its intersection with Magamba road then southwards 

along Magamba road to its intersection with Tongogara road and south-

westwards along Tongogara road to the south-western most beacon of stand 

number 381 Kuwadzana township and northwards along the western 

boundaries of the following stands in Kuwadzana township so as to include 

them:- stands 381 to 387, then westwards along the southern boundaries of 

the following stands in Kuwadzana township so as to include them:- stands 

902, 903 and 904 to the eastern boundary of remainder of Kia Ora, then 

northwards along the eastern boundary of remainder of Kia Ora to its 

intersection with the southern boundary of Gwina farm, then south-eastwards 

along the southern boundary of Gwina farm to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

222594.30, 8077297.67; 222261.53, 80278271.85; 223238.71; 8077899.83; 

223317.94, 8077693.83; 223212.30, 8077641.01; 2232228.15, 8077535.36; 

222985.17, 8077487.83, and 222589.02, 8077287.11 

WARD 23  
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An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn 

from the intersection northern boundary and western boundary of North 

Banket, then eastwards along the northern boundary of North Banket, then 

south-westwards along the south-eastern boundary of North Banket, then 

south-east along the north-eastern boundary of York Estate then south west 

along the south eastern boundary of York estate then south-eastwards along 

the eastern boundary of Kilmay Estate then westwards along the southern 

boundary of Kilmay Estate to the intersection with the railway line then along 

the railway line to its intersection with the boundary of Milling Company then 

westwards along the southern boundary of the Milling Company then north-

westwards along the south-western boundary of the Milling Company to the 

south-eastern boundary of Wilmar Park then south-west along the south-

eastern boundary of Wilmar Park, then north-west along the south-western 

boundary of Wilmar Park, then north-east then north-western boundary of 

Wilmar Park to its intersection with the railway line, then north-west along the 

railway line to the bridge then north-east to the south-western boundary of Kia 

Ora at grid map reference 196774 on the 1:50 000 Banket then north-west 

along the south-western boundary of Kia Ora then north-east along the north-

western boundary of Kia Ora then southeast along the north-eastern boundary 

of Kia Ora, then southwards along the eastern boundary of Kia Ora to the 

north-western most beacon of stand number 905 Kuwadzana township and 

eastwards along the northern boundaries of the following stands in Kuwadzana 

township so as to include them:- stands 905 to 907, then southwards along the 

eastern boundaries of stands 907 and 908 Kuwadzana township so as to 

include them, to Tongogara road, then north-eastwards along Tongogara road 

to its intersection with Magamba road and northwards along Magamba road to 

its intersection with Nyerere way, then eastwards along Nyerere way to the 

extension line of the northern boundary of stand number 626 Kuwadzana 

township to its intersection with Ayrshire track (the western boundary of North 

Banket). This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 
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coordinates:223238.71, 8077899.83, 223163.74, 8080060.17; 226213.09, 

8079912.14; 226213.09, 8079912.14, 224392.36, 8077129.24; 226987.58, 

8076621.82; 225732.28; 8075479.71; 226267.33, 8073843.70; 223520.07, 

8074419.90;  223396.60, 8075016.69; 222738.08, 8074749.16; 220970.07, 

8075679.54; 218366.87, 8076358.64; 218818.68, 8077993.09; 220718.31, 

8078906.52, and 222261.53,  8078271085;  

WARD 24  

An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn 

from the intersection of the western boundary of Gwebi Agricultural College 

with the north-eastern boundary of Gwebi Agricultural College then 

northwards along that boundary to its intersection with the northern boundary 

of Gwebi Agricultural College then south-eastwards along the boundaries of the 

following properties so as to include them:- northern boundary of Arden Estate, 

St Marnocks, Shamwari, Kinvarra and Marconi to its intersection with the 

western boundary of Mt Hampden, then northwards along that boundary to its 

intersection with the northern boundary of Mt Hampden, then eastwards along 

that boundary to its intersection with the eastern boundary of Mt Hampden 

then generally southwards along the eastern boundary of Mt Hampden to its 

intersection with the northern boundary of Goodhope so as to exclude it, then 

along the following properties so as to exclude them: north and western 

boundaries of Goodhope, then along that boundary to its intersection with the 

railway line, then generally north-westwards along the railway line to its 

intersection with the north eastern boundary of Arden Estate so as to exclude 

it, then generally south-westwards along the following properties so as to 

exclude them; north eastern, north and western boundaries of Arden Estate to 

its intersection with the eastern boundary of GlenLussa so as to include it, 

then along that boundary to its intersection with the southern boundary of 

GlenLussa then westwards along that boundary to its intersection with the 

western boundary of GlenLussa, then northwards along the following 

properties so as to include them; western boundary of GlenLussa and Gwebi 
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Agricultural College up to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 270603.41, 8045982.12; 

271380.25, 8047363.18; 280227.67, 8041968.42; 280486.62, 8046154.75; 

283076.10, 8046370.55; 283852.95, 804162.10; 282475.02, 8036628.95; 

274663.40, 8041505.81; 271293.94, 8035839.96 and 269394.98, 8035883.12 

WARD 25  

An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn 

from the intersection of unnamed stream with the northern boundary of 

Chezani then eastwards along that boundary to its intersection with the 

western boundary of Wild buck then generally northwards along that boundary 

to its intersection with the northern boundary of Wild buck so as to include it, 

then generally south-eastwards to its intersection with the southern boundary 

of Sunnyside north so as to exclude it then along that boundary to its 

intersection with the western boundary of GlenLussa, then generally 

southwards along that boundary to its intersection with the southern boundary 

of GlenLussa so as to exclude it, then eastwards along the southern boundary 

of GlenLussa to its intersection with the eastern boundary of Sunnyside, then 

generally southwards along that boundary to its intersection with the western 

boundary of Doornfontein, then along that boundary into the railway line, then 

south westwards along the railway line to its intersection with the south-

eastern boundaries of the following properties so as to include them:- Kilworth 

Estate, Kintyre and Porta Estate to its intersection with Hunyani (Manyame) 

River then westwards downstream along Hunyani (Manyame) River into Lake 

Robertson then along Hunyani (Manyame) River stream inside lake Robertson 

to its intersection with Muzururu River inside Lake Robertson, then north-

eastwards upstream along Muzururu River up to the starting point. This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

263122.41, 8022763.62; 243614.93, 8026043.64; 261698.19, 8037696.33; 
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261568.72, 8039034.23; 266272.95, 8038861.60; 267006.64, 8041105.82; 

270372.97, 8039077.39; 269380.34, 8035883.69 and 271581.40, 8030402.61 

WARD 26  

An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn 

from the intersection of the western and northern boundaries of Little England 

then eastwards along the northern boundary past Gwebi River along the 

northern boundaries of the following so as to include them:- northern 

boundaries of Doynton and Bitton to its intersection with the eastern boundary 

of Bitton, then south westwards along that boundary to its intersection with 

the eastern boundary of Syston, then south-eastwards to its intersection with 

the boundaries of the following so as to include them, north eastern of the Lily 

north Killiemore A, north Moonrakers, north Penrose, north Paarl and north 

Derry to its intersection with the eastern boundary of Derry then southwards 

along the eastern boundaries of Derry and Sunnyside north to its intersection 

with the south western boundary of Sunnyside then along that boundary to its 

intersection with northern boundary of wild duck so as to exclude it then along 

that boundary to its intersection with the eastern boundary of Lilifordia, then 

south-westwards along Lilifordia to the eastern boundary of Highlands then 

into the railway line, then along the railway line to its intersection with the 

southern boundary of Highlands, then westwards along the southern boundary 

of Highlands southern boundaries of Worsely to the intersection with an 

unnamed stream then along the stream to its confluence with Muzururu River, 

then generally south-westwards downstream along Muzururu River into lake 

Robertson along Muzururu River to its confluence generally north-westwards 

with Gwebi River in the Lake Robertson, then generally northwards out of Lake 

Robertson through Gwebi River northwards upstream along Gwebi River up to 

its intersection with the western boundary of Tana so as to include it then 

westwards along the western boundary of Tana to its intersection with the 

western boundary of Little England then generally northwards along the 

western boundary of Little England up to the starting point. This area is 
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bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 243614.93, 

8026043.64; 261698.19, 8037696.33; 261568.72, 809034.23; 266272.95, 

8038861.60; 267006.64, 8041105.82; 270372.97, 8039077.39; 270617.72, 

8045965.77; 262331.36, 8052180.54; 264866.62, 8057484.72; 246438.10, 

8057959.46 and 241082.33, 8027509.38. 

WARD 27  

An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn 

from the intersection eastern boundary of Magondi communal land and the 

north-western beacon of Zowa 1 on Muchekawakasungabeta mountains, then 

south-eastwards along the northern boundaries of Zowa 1 Stateland, 19, 20, 

Stateland, 40A, Stateland, 39A, 41, 42, 43, 55, 61, 62, 70, 233 and then north-

eastern boundary of 69, 71, 72, 73,81, 83, 100, stateland and 101, then south-

west along the south-eastern boundaries of Zowa 101 – 105, then southwards 

along the eastern boundaries of Zowa 106A, 108A, 109, 110A, 112, 113 and 

114A to the intersection with Musengezi River then westwards down stream 

Musengezi River to the intersection with unsurveyed line then northeast along 

the unsurveyed line to the southwestern beacon of Zowa 228 then north east 

along the northwestern boundaries of Zowa 228 up to 2231, 2127 down to 214, 

7,6,4,3,2 and 1 to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 190544.65, 8032956.55; 

195569.95, 8030237.94; 192604.20, 8027519.33; 192604.20, 802325.47 and 

182306.44, 8022576.41. 

WARD 28  

An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn 

from the confluence of Manyame (Hunyani) and Matoranhembe Rivers then 

southeast and southwest upstream (Hunyani) Manyame River to its confluence 

with unnamed stream at grid map reference 117426 on the 1:50 000 
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Trelawney, then southwest upstream an unnamed stream to its confluence 

with another unnamed stream at grid map reference 080375 on the 1:50 000 

Chitomborwizi, then north-west upstream an unnamed stream to its source 

and intersection with a track road, then south-west, north-west and south-

west along the track road grip map reference 062383 on the 1:50 000 

Chitomborwizi then north-west along the truck road to its intersection with 

Matoranhembe River at grid map reference 011401 on the 1:50 000 

Chitomborwizi, then north-east down stream Matoranhembe River to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 210451.16, 8045392.56; 211695.10, 8042313.90; 

209271.85, 8038171.28; 207834.05, 8037508.93; 204053.78, 8039172.89; 

and 204990.77;  8041854.62 
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WARD 29  

An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn 

from the intersection of Robert Mugabe Highway with Matoranhembe River, 

then south-eastwards along the Robert Mugabe Highway to its intersection 

with an unnamed track then south westwards along the unnamed track, then 

southwards to the source of an unnamed stream and further south-westwards 

along the unnamed stream to its intersection with the old Murombedzi – 

Chegutu road and southwards along the old Murombedzi – Chegutu road then 

further southwards to the source of Karoyi River and along Karoyi River to its 

intersection with old Murombedzi – Chegutu road, then southwards along the 

old Murombedzi – Chegutu road to its intersection with Musengezi River, then 

westwards along the Musengezi River to its confluence with Munguwe River, 

then northwards along Munguwe River to its source and further northwards to 

Matoranhembe River and along Matoranhembe River to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 

35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

201986.85, 8023915.47; 199629.30, 8023967.86; 204868.30, 8038951.40; 

207802.14, 8037484.48 and 204082.45, 8029835.54. 

WARD 30  

An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn 

from the intersection of Mukwadzi River and the north-western boundary of 

Carn Galva, then north-eastwards along the north-western boundary of Carn 

Galva, then north-westwards along the western of Lot 1 of Carn Galva, then 

north-eastwards along north-western boundary of Lot 1 of Carn Galva and 

then generally eastwards along the boundaries of the following properties so as 

to include them:- north eastern, eastern, northern, south eastern boundaries of 

Lot 1 of Carn Galva, south eastern boundary of Carn Galva, northern boundary 

of Perth, north western and northern boundaries of Hovere, northern and 

north-eastern boundaries of Erewhon, north-western and north-eastern 
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boundaries of Katawa Extension, then generally southwards along the 

boundaries of the following properties so as to include them:- the south eastern 

boundaries of Katawa Extension, Katawa, Nyarapinda Estate and Bassett; the 

north eastern and south eastern boundaries of Ndare,and Nkuyu then south 

eastwards along the north eastern boundary of Nkuyu, north-eastwards along 

the northern boundary of Malewano, then southwards along the western 

boundary of Malewano then eastwards along the northern boundary of 

Malewano, then southwards along the eastern boundaries of Malewano and 

Gomo Estate, then eastwards along the northern boundary of Doonside 

Northwards along the western boundary of Kashwao Estate to Susuje River, 

then eastwards along Susuje River to then southwards along the eastern 

boundaries of Kashwao Estate and Kenmore, then eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Kenmore Extension then southwards along the eastern 

boundary of Kenmore then south-westwards along the south eastern boundary 

of Kenmore then westwards along the southern  boundary of Kenmore, then 

south-westwards along the north Weston boundary of Kilidonan of Barwich 

Estate then generally westwards along the boundaries of the following 

properties so as to include them:- the south-western boundary of Kanowa 

Aaskanowna, the south eastern and south western boundaries of Ndudza, 

south eastern boundary of Solario and the eastern boundary of Solario to the 

centre of Makwadzi River, then along Makwadzi River to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 

35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

241547.59, 8084995.27;239292.32, 8087730.39; 238188.68, 8086434.81; 

235693.49, 8088882.01; 234301.94, 8087634.42; 232310.62, 8089595.81; 

230871.09, 8087436.51; 216811.64, 8105718.59; 218251.17, 

8106342.39;217867.30, 8108309.75; 220314.51, 8110756.96;221514.12, 

8108981.53; 224537.14, 8109317.42; 221521.93, 8109038.30; 224544.51, 

8109371.49 and 224330.31, 8105872.92  

WARD 31  
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An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn 

from the confluence of Manyame (Hunyani) River and Makwadzi River, 

generally south-eastwards downstream along Mukwadzi River to its 

intersection with the southern boundary of Maquadzi, then north-westwards 

along the southern boundary of Maquadzi then generally southwards along the 

south-eastern boundary of Maquadzi, eastern boundaries of Panmure Pits and 

Wannock Glen, then south-westwards along the south eastern boundary of 

Wannock Glen to its intersection with Gwina River, then north-westwards 

down stream along Gwina River to its intersection with Msengi River, then 

north-westwards down stream Msengi River to its confluence with Manyame 

(Hunyani) River, then northwards downstream Manyame (Hunyani) River to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 208498.53, 8090512.94; 215504.26, 8107547.42; 

223037.82, 8096702.94; 219247.05, 8097278.75; 218095.42, 8091136.74; 

214304.65, 8088401.62; 213105.04, 8089505.27; and 209986.05, 8086146.36 

WARD 32  

An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn 

from the intersection of the north eastern and north western boundaries of 

Monga then south-eastwards along the north eastern boundaries of Monga and 

Templeton range then southwards along the eastern boundary of Kilmacduagh 

Estate to its intersection with the southern  boundary of Kilmaldaugh then 

generally north-westwards along the southern and south western boundaries of 

Kilmaldaugh Estate the southern boundary of Mimosa Estate.  The south 

western boundary of Mlembwe, the southern boundary of Weltevrede Estate, 

the south eastern, southern and south western boundaries of Weltevrede 

Estate into Munene River, then north-westwards along Munene River to the 

intersection with the southern boundary of Mukutu A, then northwards along 

the eastern boundary of Mukutu to the intersection with Munene River, then 

northwards along Munene River to its intersection with the north western 
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boundary of Gumbu, then north-eastwards along the north western boundary 

of Gumbu, then generally northwards along the boundaries of the following 

properties so as to include them:- the western boundary of Lion Kopje 

Extension, south-western and north-western boundaries of Lion Kopje, the 

western and north western boundaries of Haighton to its intersection with 

Mukwadzi River then south-eastwards along Mukwadzi to its intersection with 

the western boundary of Northwood, then north-eastwards along the western 

boundary of Northwood along the south-western boundary of Northwood, then 

generally eastward along the boundaries of the following properties so as to 

include them:- North-western, north eastern boundaries of Northwood, north-

western boundary of Monga to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates:22966.84, 8076381.21; 

232300.90, 8076773.52; 232244.86,8077726.26; 230227.28, 8078903.18; 

231628.37, 8079519.67; 236055.84, 8086693.27; 234374.52, 808789.97; 

235719.57, 8088935.02;238185.50, 8086413.05;239250.33, 

8087758.10;246872.29, 8078959.23; 246479.98, 8061081.25; and 231684.42, 

8070720.79. 

WARD 33  

An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn 

from the intersection of Manyame (Hunyani) River and the northern boundary 

of Clydesdale then eastwards along the northern boundaries of the following 

properties so as to include them:- Clydesdale, Annandale Estate and 

Strathdon, then north-eastwards along the north-western boundary of Gwarati 

and western boundary of Glen Athol to its intersection with Musengi River then 

north-westwards along Musengi River to its intersection with the north western 

boundary of Glen Athol then north-eastwards along the north-western 

boundaries of Glen Athol, Shankuru Estate and Wilmar Park to the 

intersection with the railway line, then eastwards along the railway line to its 

intersection with the north-eastern boundary of Wilmar Park then south-
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eastwards along the north eastern boundary of Wilmar Park, then south-

westwards along the eastern boundary of Wilmar Park then south-eastwards 

along the northern boundary of Shankuru Estate then southwards along the 

eastern boundaries of Shankuru Estate, GlenAthol, Samos, Preston, Cambria, 

Riverhead so as to include them, then north-westwards along the southern 

boundary of River head, then south-westwards along the eastern boundary of 

Sundown to its intersection with Urundi River then westwards downstream 

along Urundi River to its intersection with the south-eastern boundary of 

Paradijs, then south-westwards along the south eastern boundary of Paradijs, 

south eastern and southern boundary of Grootvlei Estate and the southern 

boundary of Grootveil to its intersection with Hunyani (Manyame) River, then 

northwards downstream along Manyame River to the starting point. This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 

South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

205278.62, 8054990.79; 203748.89, 8066328.77; 214277.01, 806748.48; 

217426.45, 8074067.39; 220980.82, 8075642.11; 222285.59, 8074967.23; 

221340.76, 8072402.69; 219811.03, 8068668.35; 222510.55, 8061109.70; 

219271.12, 8061739.59; 218686.23, 8059804.93; 213152.21, 8060884.74 and 

208068.12, 8055620.68 

WARD 34  

An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn 

from the intersection of the railway and the north western boundary of Parkmill 

A so as to exclude it then south-westwards along the north-western boundary 

of Parkmills A then south-eastwards along the south western boundary of 

Parkmills A then north-eastwards along the south eastern boundary of 

Parkmills A to its intersection with the railway line then south-east wards 

along the railway line to its intersection with the northern boundary of Carlton 

Curlieu  then north-eastwards along the northern boundary of Carlton Curlieu 

to its intersection with Munene River then southwards upstream Munene River 

to its intersection with the north-eastern boundary of Hartleyton Estate then 
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south-eastwards along the north eastern and northern boundaries of 

Hartleyton Estate, then north-eastwards along the western boundary of 

Nyahondu, then south-eastwards along the northern boundary of Nyahondu 

then southwards along the eastern boundary of Blencathra, then south-

westwards along the southern and south eastern boundaries of Blencathra to 

its intersection with Munene River, then south-westwards along Munene River 

to its intersection with the northern boundary of Ilsham (excluded) then north-

westwards the boundary of Ilsham then south wards along the eastern 

boundary of Trelawney Estate then north-westwards along the southern of 

Trelawney Estate to its intersection with the railway line then north-westwards 

along the railway line to its intersection with the southern boundary of 

Greycourt then south-westwards along the southern boundaries of Greycourt 

and Ponderosa north-eastern and south eastern boundaries of Bonanza, then 

north-westwards along the western boundaries of Bonanza, Ponderosa and St 

Johns then north-eastwards along the western boundaries Plumstead and 

Haydock Park Estate then south eastwards along the northern boundary of 

Haydock Park Estate to its intersection with the railway line, then south 

eastwards along the railway line to the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 222513.40, 

8061210.17; 219848.59, 8068736.48; 222045.26, 8072769.71;222333.35, 

8074930.37; 226366.58, 8069240.63; 230219.76, 8069600.74; 231696.21, 

8067584.12; 233532.77, 8069348.66;  236233.60, 8068772.49; 236269.61, 

8065387.45; 232092.33, 8063442.86; 231696.21, 8057537.05; 230039.71, 

8058077.22; 227194.84, 8064631.22 and 223161.60, 8064019.03. 

WARD 35  

An area of land within Zvimba Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn 

from the intersection of the north-eastern boundary of Arden Estate and the 

railway line, then south-eastwards along the railway line to its intersection 

with the eastern boundary of Homefield then southwards along that boundary 
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to its intersection with the southern boundary of Homefield then generally 

southwards along the following properties so as to include them:- southern 

boundary of Homefield and north-eastern boundary of Rainham, then 

westwards along the intersection of the north-eastern boundary of Rainham 

with the old Bulawayo road, then along the road to its intersection with the 

eastern boundary of Spitzkop, then south-east along the north-eastern 

boundary of White Cliff,  eastern and south-eastern boundaries of Heaney to 

the intersection with the railway line, then northwest along railway line, then 

south-west along the old railway line to the intersection with the southern 

boundary of Lot 1 of Tipperary Estate, then southeast along the eastern 

boundary of Strathmore and the northeastern boundary of Amalinda, 

southwest along the southeastern boundary of Amalinda, southwards along the 

eastern boundary of the Game Park, then northwest along the southern 

boundary of Game Park, then southwards along the eastern boundary of Game 

Park, south-westwards along the southern boundary of the Game Park, 

northwest along the western boundary of Game Park (False Greek), west along 

the southern boundary of Game Park, southwest along the southeastern 

boundary of Game Park, northwest along the southwestern boundary of Game 

Park, northeast along the northwestern boundary of Game Park to the 

intersection with Manyame (Hunyani) River, northwest down stream along the 

River to its intersection with Harare Bulawayo road, then North east along the 

road and along the old Bulawayo Road, northwards along that boundary along 

the following properties so as to include them, western boundary of Spitzkop, 

western boundary of Rainham, western boundary of Stapleford Estate A, north 

and north-eastern boundaries of Arden Estate up to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 

35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

274663.40, 8041505.81; 282475.02, 8036628.95; 278202.36, 8035032.10; 

27324.48, 8033305.77; 276303.41, 8033133.14; 276950.78, 8030975.23; 

276907.62, 8023336.24; 275181.30, 8022300.45; 281411.86, 8018404.71; 
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276146.57, 8075383.65; 260316.55, 8019035.19; 272746.09, 8033147.90 and 

271309.70, 8035865.77 
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HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY CONSTITUENCY BOUNDARY DESCRPTIONS 

1. CHAKARI  

An area of land boundeded by a line drawn from the point  where Harare-

Bulawayo loop-road crosses Muzvezve River to include Kanyemba Estate, then 

proceed along Muzvezve River  North Westwards   to include Luwana extension  

then upwards   Munyati River, in the north westwards direction to include 

Kudu River Ranch and exclude Gokwe Communal to the point where Munyati 

River intersects Sanyati Communal area south eastern boundary then north 

eastwards along this boundary to Lone Palm’s south western boundary, then 

eastwards along this boundary to a point where it meets its eastern boundary, 

going northwards along this boundary to Everglades’s southern boundary, then 

eastwards along these boundaries to Dakurgwe River, Everglades and 

Grandeur’s eastern boundary  then northwards along this boundary to Sanyati 

communal areas’s ward 20 then up Sakungwe River northern so as to include 

Valhalla farm, proceeds north east along Valhalla Northwards West boundary, 

to include Hartley A Parks and wildlife land and Hartley 7  excluding Chenjiri 

Purchase Land to the point where Washanje River intersects Umfuli River and 

Hartley A Parks and wildlife land eastern most beacon;  Then boundary Umfuli 

River in the south east direction so as to exclude Magondi Tribal Trust and 

Mugondi Communal land to the confluence Shuru-Shuru River and Mupfure 

River.  Then proceeds in the southwards direction along Shuru-Shuru River so 

as to include Blackmovale A and Chadshunt extension to the point of 

confluence with Muswenzi River then on the southwards along Muswenzi River 

so as to include Merchaisson, Stratspey, Luton, Milanwood to the confluency 

with Daganyama then along Daganyama River then northern boundaries of 

eastern of Bureha.  Then along Mureri River south westwards north-eastern 

boundary of Sable so as to include Sable Farm and then along the boundary 

southwards direction to Harare-Bulawayo road then along Harare-Bulawayo 

road then follow south-west direction so as to include Sable and Railway farm 

12, proceeds along north-east, north west and south west boundaries of Salop 
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farm so as to exclude Salop to the point it meets the Harare-Bulawayo road.  It 

then proceeds in the south-west direction along Harare-Bulawayo road to the 

southern most beacon of Deal farm, then along south-west boundary of Deal so 

as to exclude Deal farm, then along north western boundaries of Erin and 

Railway farm 3 3, Pixy Combe, Railway farms so as to exclude them in the 

south-west along White Water River and along the south-west boundary of 

Pamene so as to exclude it, then it follows Harare-Bulawayo road so as to 

include Lidford, Coryton and Kanyemba Estate up to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 

35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates 

810481.63, 7991955.79; 810502.71, 7999209.12;  809559.10,  8005549.14; 

807966.14,  8011483.43; 806552.42,  8018027.93;    807796.46,  8019793.09;  

748417.95,  7983235.58; 753419.57,  7979739.94;    759800.47,  7975522.06; 

766376.78,  7971611.90; 772264.52,  7967845.26;    778751.11,  7966364.79; 

783487.26,  7963593.00; 789263.20,  7962319.01;   793577.86,  7966327.06; 

798034.70,  7969495.88;  804738.30,  7973652.64;   810399.37,  7976853.54; 

814661.36,  7978100.01;  815127.96,  7981249.32;   819629.58,  7982074.19; 

817170.16,  7987516.77;  811335.71,  7990127.39;   768234.65,  8007631.54; 

770459.73,  8004769.78;  771805.57,  7999832.11;   769699.90,  7997063.60; 

763182.86,  7996699.97;  756695.09,  7994379.68;   751701.98,  7996241.50; 

747498.25,  8003047.73; 741174.06,  8005073.45;   734748.86,  8002565.61; 

737996.72, 7995947.67;   740672.58,  7988807.53;   747179.65,  7984646.17; 

807796.46,  8019793.09;  801292.68,  8022550.30;   796365.44,  8023394.66; 

794235.96,  8027872.27; 790269.61,  8028903.39;   785671.56,  8033468.87; 

780394.89,  8033981.80; 775877.18,  8027379.55;   771369.93,  8020782.68; 

766897.01,  8014179.87; 767190.54,  8008863.27;   777860.95,  7966818.81 

2. CHEGUTU EAST  

An area in Chegutu Rural District Council bounded by a line drawn from the 

Western most beacon of Balwearie East down  Muswenzi River to its 
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intersection with Shurushuru, generally North West along Shurushuru River to 

its intersection with Msengezi River, generally Eastwards up Msengezi River to 

a point where it meets unnamed stream from Chikambi up the stream to a 

point where it meets the South Western boundary of Rothwell Extension South 

Eastwards, and generally South wards along the Western boundaries of the 

following farms Niklot, Northwood, Southwood, Trepolpen, Molton Estate, 

Duntocher, Bulfield, Chingford so as to exclude them, thencae North 

Eastwards along the Northern boundaries of the following properties 

Curlewood, Braeside, Chingwiri Extension, Lucasteal to Saruwi River, then  

generally South East and North Eastwards along Saruwe River to the 

Northeastern beacon of Halton Farm Southwards along eastern boundary of 

Halton so as to include it to the Western beacon of Chibro Ball South 

Eastwards along the Southern boundary of Chibero Call so as to exclude it to 

Nyawiye River Southwards along Nyawire River to a point where it meets an 

unnamed stream generally Westwards along the Western boundaries of Linden 

Park, Beverly Malhan so as to include them to the North Eastern beacon of 

Nugget Southwards along the Eastern boundaries of Lot 1 of Nugget, Emojeru 

so as to include them, North East, South and Westwards along the boundaries 

of Lot 1 of Fort Martin and Fort Martin Farms so as to include them and South 

West to Mupfure River along the South Eastern boundary of Lothian boundary 

so as to include it to Mupfure River generally South Eastwards along 

Nyangwena River to St Andrews School, Southwestwards to Nyamawanga 

River, then Southeastwards along Nyamawanga rivaer so as to include the 

following villages Nyikadzino, Katunza, Chanakira and Chirenje then 

Southwards up to Mudzingwa Dam then South Eastwards so as to include the 

following villages Gwara, Rukuma School, then Northward and South 

eastwards so as to include the following villages Tafira, Paure, Chesango then 

Southwards so as to exclude Rukuma Business Centre then Southwestward so 

as to include the following villages, Mushurre and Chikamba up to Umsweswe 

River at the district boundary then proceed along Umsweswe River along the 

district boundary then northeastward along the district boundary so as to 
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include the following villages Chivhima, Ngodo, Mvemve, Mazhingi and Hunda 

up to the Northern boundary of Ratara Hills,  then Westwards along the 

Southern boundaries of Kutara hills then North West along the South Western 

boundary of  Southend and Walden Farm generally South West and Westwards 

along the Southern boundaries of Leny, Mopani East Mopani and Alfa so as to 

include them to Sokose River down stream to Southern West most beacon of 

La-Rhone Estate.   Northwards North East, South East and North East to 

include the following properties, La Rhone, Priminister promise Ranch and 

Shepherd farm Northwestwards to exclude Stewartstonia, Lot 1 of 

Stewartstonia and North Eastwards, North Westwards to exclude Pickstone 

and Pickstone North Estate.  North Eastwards, Northwards then Eastwards to 

an unnamed stream so as to exclude these properties, Old ham Estate A, 

Corrie, downstream to the intersection of Muchenarota River.  North West and 

Northwards into Mupfuri River so as to exclude Bolden and Rocky Ridge farms.  

Generally North West down Mupfure River to the North Eastern most beacon of 

Hippovale farm.  Generally South Westwards along the South East boundaries 

of the following properties so as to include them Hippovale and Ameva hence 

North West along Chakari Road to a point where it meets Mweri River up 

stream to the eastern most beacon of Northern boundary of Dodington Farm to 

Muswenzi River which is the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates 

806645.26,  8016055.54;   808431.49,  8009129.99;  809388.10,  8003569.05;  

811103.17,  7996976.50;   818383.78,  7995131.92;  825777.64,  7993519.45;  

831637.49,  7997582.47;   835183.52,  7995346.24;  841752.70,  7996572.87;  

842561.51,  7991477.25;   847263.18,  7987926.71;  851717.39,  7987255.79;  

823628.10,  8022196.14;   817701.20,  8022646.20; 811503.69,  8022393.59; 

806484.93,  8018317.24;   842349.23,  8021937.08; 835344.43,  8023485.59; 

830020.17,  8022714.28;   824412.16,  8021565.62; 878105.92,  8002121.60;  

872632.64,  8000318.73;   866630.42,  7996426.98;  861404.20,  8002129.22;   
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858585.00,  8008192.37;   858888.60,  8014605.82;  861013.53,  8021893.07;  

859536.90,  8024415.06;   852766.41,  8021782.65;  846149.20,  8021623.22;  

875289.54,  7972706.78;   874445.04,  7977967.88;  879564.73,  7981382.53;   

876828.50,  7984900.65;   877843.18,  7992021.71;  885700.18,  7992073.15;   

885189.31,  7995951.45;   883219.18,  8001256.88; 879290.30,  8000884.88;  

881079.98,  7946899.10;   881482.85,  7953413.46; 877079.05,  7956741.11;  

874399.73,  7962311.64;   871035.60,  7967941.97; 838370.29,  7964972.98;  

842518.37,  7964298.94;   847821.20,  7961110.42; 855756.01,  7960352.17;  

862160.38,  7958575.96;   866041.69,  7955064.64; 866348.04,  7949062.45;  

871986.42,  7947603.58;   877055.76,  7946765.54; 851717.39,  7987255.79; 

849282.80,  7982078.22;   844663.75,  7978420.82; 841556.83,  7974221.92; 

841344.47,  7969256.26;   837244.51,  7965011.80; 869182.19,  7997433.01. 

3. CHEGUTU WEST  

An area with land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Mupfure 

and Shurushuru Rivers, upstream Shurushuru River to mswenzi River up 

Mowenzi River to a point where it meets the boundary of Eureka and the 

stateland, Eastward along the Southern boundary of the stateland so as to 

include it to an unnamed stream Northwards to a point on the Northwest 

beacon of Bushy Park and Tebury so as to include them, South West along the 

North West boundary of Bushy Park then South West along the boundary of 

Bushy Park so as to include it, to the Railway line, North Eastern along the 

railway line to the North most beacon of Alanvale farm, then South westwards 

along this boundary to its Southern most beacon so as to exclude it, then 

North Eastwards along then South East boundary of Brunswick so as to 

include it, then generally Southwards along this Western then North Eastwards 

along the boundary of Sillery farm, Southwest along the boundaries of 

Bordeaw, Bexhill farms, South Westward to the Southwest most beacon of 

Devedon farm so as to include it, then generally Eastwards along the 

Westwards boundaries of Clevedon, Stateland, masterpiece so as to include 

them, Southwest North East, and North West so as to include Stenartonia, 
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Northwest, North East, Northwest to include Lot 1 of Stenartonia, Pickstone 

and Pickston North Estate so as to include them, North Eastwards, 

Northwards, Eastwards to an unnamed stream so as to include these 

properties.  Old ham East A, Corrie East Down Stream to the intersection of 

Muchenarota River North West and North wards into Mupfure River so as to 

include Borden and Rocky Ridge Farms generally North Westwards down 

Mupfure River to the North East beacon of Hippo Valley Farm generally South 

West along the South Eastern boundary of the following properties so as to 

exclude Hippo Vall and Ameva Extension hence North West along Chakari 

Road to a point were it meets Mweri River upstream to the Eastern most 

beacon of Northern boundary of Dodington Farm to the starting point.   This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 

35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates 

834841.11,  7995312.94; 831397.80,  7997784.81; 825522.58,  7993288.14;   

818044.93,  7995193.09; 811144.60,  7996201.93;  811799.59,  7989122.99;   

818050.33,  7987508.13; 820353.79,  7981489.21;  825748.81,  7980317.79;   

828582.60,  7975469.82; 827868.75,  7969498.57;  833807.73,  7968695.15;   

841685.04,  7969149.44; 841714.02,  7974546.17; 845013.73,  7978506.64;   

849642.42,  7982100.98; 851419.50,  7987458.53;  845078.89,  7988756.67;   

841688.22,  7993116.49; 840135.82,  7994722.23 

 

4. CHINHOYI  

 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the South-eastern 

beacon of Baguta Extension Farm at Mhanyame River, down Mhanyame River 

to the North-eastern beacon of Avalon Farm, Westwards, North-eastwards and 

generally North-westwards along the St Ives Farm and Olympus Estate so as to 

include them to the Northern most beacon of Ulster Farm, South-westwards, 

North-westwards, South-westward, South-eastwards and finally South-

westwards along the northern boundaries of Ulster and Argle Farms so as to 

exclude them to Angwa River, down Angwa River to the North-western beacon 
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of Shackleton Farm, Northern-eastwars along the North-western boundary of 

Shackleton Farm to its northern most beacon, South-east wards, North-

eastwards and finally North-estwards along the western boundaries of 

Avondale, Maningwa and Kanami Farms and Southern boundaries of Kanami, 

Highlands, Hillview and North Umzari Farms to its eastern most beacon.  

Northern-Westwards, North-eastwards and finally South-eastwards along the 

western and northern boundary of Sinoia Citrus Estate so as to include it to 

the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates 

832238.38, 8076032.45;   837431.47,  8071822.68;   841402.53,  8075443.46;   

842984.75, 8081904.56;   838181.91,  8082660.15;   834480.75,  8077824.60;   

828522.61, 8076951.68;   824843.62,  8083535.61;   819699.12,  8084517.54;   

822393.47, 8079088.65;   825866.25,  8072941.41;   831104.59,  8075540.41;   

838599.86,  8074506.35 

 

5. HURUNGWE CENTRAL  

An area of land situated in Hurungwe District defined by starting from where  

Mwami River meets the eastern boundary of Demavend farm, then NW along 

the eastern boundaries of Demavend, Chabwino, Maunga and Haslemere farms 

then NE along the easterly boundary of Strathyre farm up to where it crosses 

Nyakachichi River, down along Nyakachichi River up to the boundary 

separating Kevlyn farm from the communal area right up to Mpofu River, then 

straight on along the eastern boundaries of Landithy and Chigangas farms up 

to Chitenje hill then westerly along the northern boundaries of Chigangas and 

Landithy farms, then NW then NE, then NW, then SW so as to include Nyahoa 

Estate up to the northern boundary of Cheti East farm, then along this 

boundary, then NW along the easterly boundary of Hewlyn farm up to Chipani 

hill, then SW along the northern boundary of Helwyn farm so as to include it, 

then along the eastern boundaries of the Ridges and Protea farms, then NE, 

then NW, then SW along the boundaries of Wirral farm so as to include it , 
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then NW along the western boundaries of Rukwedza and Maseru farms, then 

NE along the northern boundary of Nyangau farm, then north up to the cattle 

fence then in a westerly direction along the cattle fence up to Chatigere hill on 

trig beacon 1277, the SE along the cattle fence to Rukweza Fly Gate, up to the 

SW beacon of farm 142, eastwards along Nyawedza River to its confluence with 

an unnamed stream then generally SW along Kamusengu River to Garango 

Mountain 1209 to Murereshi River  then up Murereshi River to its confluence 

with Ruhove River, then eastwards along Ruhove then Northeastward along 

Chikwata village up to Chinyangwe village then westwards we stern boundary 

of Glen Ellen farm, then NW along Maumbe River up to a road passing through 

Hondo village then southwards along the large scale boundary which separates 

the communal and commercial farms boundary to Kambeme River, then up 

Kambeme River to where it meets the western boundary of Tavoy farm, then SE 

along  Tavoy farm’s westerly boundary, then SE along Tavoy farm’s westerly 

boundary, then along Tavoy’s southerly boundary then SE along Entrope 

farm’s SW boundary up to the western most beacon of Bonanza farm, then NE 

along the westerly boundaries of Bonanza and Shawnigan farms, the SE along 

the Harare-Chirundu road up to the western boundary of Kyogle farm, then SW 

along the western boundaries of Kvogle, Runora, Chiumburukwe and Ungwa 

farms then SE along the western boundary of Ungwa farm, then SE along ghte 

western boundary of Ceres farm, the SE along the SW boundary of Ceres, 

including Lot 1 of Ceres, then NE along the western boundary of  Lancaster 

farm, then SE along the western boundary of Star Cross up to unnamed 

stream cutting across this farm, then up this stream to the southern boundary 

of  star cross farm, then along this boundary to the eastern boundary of Star 

Cross farm, then NW along this boundary to the eastern boundary of  Naba  

farm, then NE along this boundary up to Nyarumanda River, down 

Nyarumanda River to the western boundary of Chiltington farm then NE, then 

SE along Chiltington farm’s boundaries so as to exclude it, then NE along the 

western boundaries of Grippos and Halstead farms, then NW along the NE 

boundary of Chiedza up to Mwami River, then down Mwami River up to the 
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starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates  

792503.22, 8141475.25; 794859.41, 8144793.03; 795820.48, 8155273.08; 

800926.55, 8156702.96; 796278.88, 8161003.66; 793738.63,  8163330.13; 

789056.85, 8166136.38; 783622.13,  8168465.73; 783655.97,  8175024.01; 

778032.89,  8178019.23; 776413.51,  8182921.73;774662.27,  8186034.20; 

767167.36,  8183672.18;  761382.07,  8179518.44; 55778.82,  8175701.56; 

751493.28,  8171464.42; 746479.57,  8166698.38;749377.55,  8160241.50; 

754499.26,  8154253.86; 751834.16,  8149849.28;750256.29,  8146208.13; 

749335.22,  8144570.77; 752363.41,  8139850.25;756925.21,  8138332.86; 

758911.54,  8142897.92; 763339.61,  8140990.53;765566.46,  8133616.83; 

770206.58,  8139191.74; 776685.75,  8140394.06;782413.93,  8141924.97; 

779443.93,  8136081.96;  777852.03,  8129968.04; 79872.65,  8128930.99;  

785121.13,  8131741.42;  786989.12,  8136722.35;   792625.22,  8139203.70;  

750256.29,  8146208.13;  760974.24, 8144414.48;   787062.78,  8139604.83 

 

6.  HURUNGWE EAST  

An area of land situated in Hurungwe district defined starting from the 

confluence of Tengwe and Sanyati Rivers then going up Tengwe River up to the 

western boundary of Las Vegas farm, then NE along the boundary separating 

the communal and commercial farming areas up to Kambeme River, then up 

Kambeme River to where it meets the western boundary of Tavoy farm, then SE 

along Tavoy farm’s westerly boundary, then along Tavoy’s southerly boundary.  

Then SE along Entrope farm’s SW boundary up to the western most beacon of 

Bonanza farm, then NE along the westerly boundaries of Bonanza and 

Shwnigan farms, the SE along the Harare-Chirundu road up to the western 

boundary of Kyogle farm, the SW along the western boundaries of Kyogle, 

Runora, Chiumburukwe and Ungwa farms, then SE along the western 
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boundary of Ungwa farm, then SW along the western boundary of Ceres farm, 

including Lot 1 of Ceres, then NE along the western boundary of Lancaster 

farm, then SE along the western boundary of Star Cross farm, then along this 

boundary to the eastern boundary of Star Cross farm then NW along this 

boundary of Naba farm, then NE along this boundary up to Nyamuranda River, 

down Nyamuranda River to the western boundary of Chiltington farm then NW, 

then NE, then SE along Chiltington farm’s boundaries so as to include it, then 

NE along the western boundaries of Crippos and Halstead farms, then NW 

along the NE boundary of Chiedza up to Mwami River then down Mwami River 

up to the eastern boundary of Ruwanzi farm, then SE to the northern 

boundary of Sipofeneni and Collingwood farms, then in an easterly direction 

along the southern boundary of the state land up to the source of  an unarmed 

stream running in an easterly direction into Angwa River, then up Angwa River 

up to its confluence with Sikati River then up Sikati River to the eastern most 

beacon of Kuti extension farm, then north along Kuti Extension’s easterly 

boundary then SW along this farm’s northern boundary, then SE along the 

farm’s western boundary so as to exclude it, then SE along the farm’s western 

boundary NW to Sungwe River, then down Sungwi River up to its confluence 

with Sanyati River, then down Sanyati River to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates 

786517.22, 8132782.79;   781032.47,  8128275.15;   777076.54,  8128052.26;   

777923.47, 8134252.83;   783081.44,  8140367.03;   778577.69,  8139482.28;   

771842.93, 8140355.09;   767020.77,  8135269.03;   766147.32,  8128239.10;   

767505.29, 8120364.16;   768745.37,  8112542.24;   767158.97,  8108227.98;   

761778.57, 8103975.17;   759864.14,  8101165.60;   812025.90,  8145747.79;   

808719.13, 8149578.86;   804300.57,  8146467.17;   798797.57,  8142734.92;   

792802.28, 8141873.16;   790600.02,  8137499.72;   786866.74,  8134923.65;   

817288.51, 8126960.36;   818557.20,  8132351.15;   822232.31,  8135482.61;   

820828.56, 8137756.23;   814444.48,  8138927.74;   813986.52,  8145517.53;   
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809502.03, 8106285.12;   814231.04,  8107859.28;   815223.78,  8112594.60;   

816594.58, 8118824.77;   817666.86,  8124278.46;   787612.97,  8088560.08;   

785114.74, 8093204.36;   784903.83,  8096032.80;   790399.26,  8098052.17;   

796532.18, 8099349.95;   802704.04,  8103117.43;   804057.19,  8108820.87;   

808842.37, 8106660.73;   768488.47,  8078482.36;   772756.10,  8079685.03;   

776856.62, 8083038.19;   781383.28,  8085772.03;   786896.02,  8086963.66;   

753307.97, 8071907.28;   756838.19,  8075406.86;   760780.12,  8076041.25;   

764568.47, 8075899.45;   767480.15,  8077822.89;   740487.69,  8095888.83;   

740305.73, 8090576.72;   737968.70,  8087279.86;   741427.33,  8082117.80;   

744239.64, 8075511.15;   749719.78,  8071448.85;   759863.09,  8101082.02;   

753834.42, 8099616.50;   749181.37,  8098981.79;   744213.41,  8098668.54;   

741588.91, 8096503.13;   759864.14,  8101165.60 

7. HURUNGWE NORTH  

An area of land situated in the Hurungwe District starting from the confluence 

of Mukwiche and Angwa riers going up along Angwa River up to a stream west 

of this River, which joins the southern boundary of the state land, then along 

this state land southern boundary up to the eastern boundary of Collingwood  

farm, then NE along this boundary including the eastern boundary of 

Sipofeneni farm then westerly along the northern boundary of Sipofeneni farm, 

then NW along the western boundary of the state land up to Mwami River, then 

up Mwami River up to the eastern boundary of Demavend farm, then NW  

along the eastern boundaries of Demavend, Chabwino, Maunga, Haslemere 

farms, then NE along the easterly boundary of Strathyre farm up to where it 

crosses Nyakachichi River, down along Nyakachichi River up to the boundary 

separating Kevlyn farm from the communal area, right up to Mpofu River, then 

straight on along the eastern boundaries of Landithy and Chigangas Farms up 

to Chitenje hill, then westerly along the northern boundaries of Chigangas and 

Landithy farms,  then NW, then NE , then NW, then SW so as to exclude 

Nyahoa Estate up to the northern boundary of Cheti East farm, then along this 

boundary, then NW along the easterly boundary of Helwyn farm up to Chipani 
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hill, the n SW along the northern boundary of Helwyn farm so as to exclude it 

then along the eastern boundaries of the Ridges and Protea farms, then NE, 

then NW, then SW along the boundaries of Wirral farm so as to exclude it, then 

NW along the western boundaries of Rukwedza and Maseru farms, then NE 

along the northen boundary of Nyangau farm, then north up to the cattle fence, 

then in a westerly direction along the cattle fence up to Chatigere hill beacon 

1277, then SE along the cattle fence to Rukwesa Fly Gate, then SW along the 

cattle fence up to where it crosses Nyaodza River, then down Nyaodza River to 

the western boundary of Hurungwe district, then NE along the district 

boundary to Chidoma hill, then NW along the district boundary up to  

Chipatani hill, then west along the district boundary  up to Zambezi River then 

down along the Zambezi River up to where the district boundary departs the 

River in a SE direction passing through Kapsuku, Chirume, Maropa up to 

Membgwi, then SW along the district boundary up to Mukanga River, then 

down Mukanga River up to its confluence with Angwa River, then up to the 

starting point.   This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates 

796692.03,  8142538.11;  802491.47,  8145276.76;  806128.77,  8148425.24;   

810978.30,  8148327.01;  815253.08,  8143942.09;  817271.00,  8138774.01;   

822172.68,  8138171.86; 822440.92,  8138137.52; 733921.32,  8152189.20;   

739583.26,  8155723.06; 745856.29,  8159463.17;  746274.60,  8164660.55;   

750755.93,  8169673.91;  753270.72,  8175720.93;  760170.44,  8177996.46;   

764585.77,  8183442.88;  772110.06,  8185844.99;  778318.91,  8184435.25;   

776212.02,  8179261.70;  781881.93,  8176203.03;  781988.37,  8170365.58;  

787994.21,  8168509.47;  792194.96,  8162463.86;  796893.16,  8163178.28;   

800513.24,  8159208.63;  796981.60,  8154862.53;  793612.56,  8147067.13;   

728105.69,  8248411.55;  721668.02,  8243929.96;  717152.31,  8237501.16;   

709522.29,  8236925.66;  703598.05,  8233882.86;   699466.59,  8227323.06;   

698750.38,  8220479.74;   696847.06,  8213495.66;  696522.69,  8205789.43;  

696120.30,  8199765.58; 697033.94,  8193149.03;  699841.11,  8188553.66;   
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707824.50,  8188741.85; 715771.82,  8189098.51;  723767.77,  8189353.01;  

731012.73,  8188236.68; 735102.61,  8181361.15;  734186.30,  8174214.61;   

730971.55,  8166888.94;  729424.46,  8160434.05;  732675.40,  8155490.64 ;  

849504.85,  8270079.13; 843924.55,  8266041.12; 838554.35,  8271127.19;   

830792.34,  8270378.35;  823103.10,  8269251.71;  815820.01,  8270279.89;   

808358.35,  8272038.53;  800471.83,  8272550.84;  793127.19,  8270336.16;   

785503.29,  8268435.99;  778086.96,  8267661.18; 771716.35,  8266769.90;   

764693.07,  8264382.70; 757655.08,  8262108.19;  750514.61,  8260370.41;   

743518.99,  8257178.10; 736384.67,  8254571.13;  730206.88,  8249952.70;   

832074.54,  8214842.62;  830315.98,  8219841.83;  832137.71,  8223804.27;   

828019.64,  8226233.52;  827142.58,  8230454.66;  833719.01,  8235007.28;   

839962.36,  8239981.19;  845807.57,  8245443.18;  851672.69,  8250869.25;   

857335.92,  8256270.84;  852283.33,  8262036.05;  850496.72,  8268941.98;   

825789.36,  8187213.38;  828730.78,  8193364.50;  830484.15,  8199409.10;   

833060.50,  8205531.13; 834896.65,  8210603.58;  832062.91,  8213205.02;   

817775.85,  8163575.24;  818619.88,  8169034.67;  819653.09,  8173229.78;  

820973.58,  8178163.43;  822072.45,  8182504.00;  825775.81,  8186042.90;   

822440.92,  8138137.52; 822442.38,  8144344.50;  820482.83,  8150534.44;   

817161.71,  8155051.02; 817282.29,  8161225.79 

 

 

8. HURUNGWE WEST  

An area of land situated in Hurungwe district define by a line drawn from a 

point where Nyaodza River crosses the western boundary of Hurungwe district, 

then going up Nyaodza River to a point whwre it meets the cattle fence then NE 

along the cattle fance to Rukweza fly gare, the SE to the southern most beacon 

of farm 142 Vuti SSCFA then SE to Kemusenga River then generally 

southwards to Garango hills trig 1209 then southwards along Kechiro River to 

its confluence with Murereshi River, then up Murereshi River to its confluence 

with Chehanga River then up Chehanga River to its source in Makuerere 

village, then due west passing through Mahororo school, Mjikachi village up to 
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Chiwane dam, then down the Chiwane dam River to its confluence with 

Mashevedzera River, then in a southerly direction towards Sengwa River, then 

along Sengwa River up to its source on the raod to Magunje Growth point, then 

towards Magunje Growth point along this road, then in a southerly direction 

passing through Mazindora village, then SE along Chehoko and Jetecha Rivers 

up to Chidzimamoto School then generally in a SW direction to Musukwi River 

so as to include Madimba, Kamutsmombe and Nyamupinga villages then down 

Musukwi River to its confluence with Sanyati River, then down Sanyati River to 

its confluence with Kanyati River, then up Kanyati River to the cattle fence, 

then generally northwards along this fence which also forms the district 

boundary up to Kapfunde hill, then in a NE direction along the district 

boundary up to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates 

704385.44, 8108512.56; 706880.52,  8101376.73;   710611.05,  8094843.87; 

717772.44,  8092925.97; 723252.97,  8089571.23;   725753.89,  8094255.44; 

728241.64,  8097321.56; 730225.25,  8101036.35;   730221.99,  8101043.69; 

710490.83,  8122382.90;  706548.71,  8120424.30;   702122.54,  8117127.65; 

698209.63,  8114521.85; 703526.32,  8110448.09;   737748.13,  8154439.45;  

732684.76,  8153995.02;  730817.31,  8158854.49;   727596.06,  8159378.58; 

724324.04,  8152078.41; 721361.84,  8144730.95;   722491.59,  8136880.31; 

724980.77,  8129277.44; 724128.46,  8124704.90;   720213.89,  8126009.57; 

714005.86,  8122558.95; 751970.95,  8138269.60;   749362.94,  8142408.09; 

751716.57,  8149403.29; 754278.50,  8153972.01;   749654.10,  8159847.67; 

743550.89,  8158805.15; 737833.68,  8154405.24;   748206.56,  8124989.71; 

745808.09,  8127984.52; 746350.08,  8131433.54;   740598.95,  8130664.10; 

742844.24,  8134176.80; 747912.61,  8133799.34;   752230.02,  8137426.97; 

733947.58,  8108406.21;  738917.20,  8111644.83;   742982.76,  8116362.70; 

748875.19,  8119068.32; 748998.73,  8122624.72;   730221.99,  8101043.69; 

732110.45,  8107266.98; 
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9. KADOMA CENTRAL  

An area of land bounded by an area drawn by a line from North West beacon 

marking the boundary of Pixy Combe and Oala Farm along Sanyati road then 

northeast wards along   North Western boundaries of Oala Farm, Doa Estates 

(lot 4 Railway Farm 10A), Imperami (lot 3 of Railway Farm 10A) and Erin Farm 

(2 of Railway Farm 10A) so as to include them, to the north eastern boundary 

of Erin Farm then South Eastwards along this boundary and proceed along 

North East boundary of lot 1 (Orange Grove) to Harare-Bulawayo road,  then 

south westwards along the Harare-Bulawayo to the south western boundary of 

Sabonabona so as to exclude it then to south eastwards along   the south west 

boundaries of Sabonabona plots, and of Hope farm so as to exclude them 

including Blue Ranges Plots and Conway Farm to the intersection of Hope 

farm, Gatooma Municipality Farm, Linton and Conway Farms.  then South 

Westwards along Conway’s South Eastern boundary, then the South Western 

boundary to Hilltops’ South East boundary then along  this boundary  to 

Hillside’s South East boundary then Hillside’s southern boundary to the 

northern beacon of Prison Farm then Eastwards along Prison Farm’s south 

eastern boundary through Cherry Bank 1’s south east boundary to its 

intersection with railway Farm 9  then northwards along the eastern boundary 

of Cherry Bank Farms to Harare Bulawayo road at Rimuka Annex turn off then 

to south eastwards along Harare- Bulawayo road’ Railway line to its 

intersection with the north eastern boundary of Greenthwaite Farm, then  

north westwards along this boundary so as to exclude Ngezi Township, Cherry 

Bank, Greenthwaite and Victory then farms through the demarcating boundary 

of Arundale Estate and Victory north eastwards along Arundale Estate’s north 

western boundary then with Pixy Combie’s north western boundary to Sanyati 

road then starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates 
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802636.65, 7966388.47;   807176.45, 7962805.91;   812430.92, 7963628.26;  

815850.13, 7966244.28;   810259.87, 7971892.45;   809598.30, 7977566.38; 

803839.06, 7973068.51; 800744.71,  7967889.47;  805028.49, 7968656.48 

10. KARIBA  

An area in Kariba Rural District Council bounded by a line starting from a 

point on Zambezi River on grid 972884 Eastwards along an unsurveyed line to 

a point on Chipatani Hill beacon No 1209 down South along an unsurveyed 

line to Chidoma hill beacon 1186 South Westwards along the unsurveyed line 

up to Kapfundi Hill beacon 976 South wards along an unnamed road to 

Nyangwicha Hill then South East wards along cattle fence to a point where it 

meets Kanyati River down stream Kanyati River to its intersection with Sanyati 

River then upstream Sanyati River to a point where it meets Musambakaruma 

road grid ref 048066 generally South Westwards along to Musambakaruma 

Road to a point beacon 657 Westwards along Musakorina Road to a point 

where it meets Mwadza River upstream along Mwadza River to a point where it 

meets Wechanga River, generally North Westwards along Wachaga River to a 

point where  it meets an unsurveyed line generally South Westwards along the 

unsurveyed line to a point where it meets Gokwe Bumi Hills Road then South 

Westwards along Gokwe Bumi Hills Road to a point on Guyu/Kakware River 

hence North Westwards along that River to its confluence with Ume River then 

Westwards along an unsurveyed line to a point where it crosses cintour 800 

generally westwards along an unsurveyed line to a point where it meets Karoi 

Binga Road then following the unsurveyed line to a point where it meets 

Sengwa River generally North West down Sengwa River into Lake Kariba to its 

intersection with Zimbabwe/Zambia boundary on grid ref 105350 generally 

North Eastwards along the Zimbabwe/Zambia  boundary to the dam wall down 

Zambezi River to the starting point.    This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates 
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880118.73, 7999951.52;   884885.41,  8001641.12;   886999.81,  7994897.37;   

892915.12, 7995276.86;   897793.71,  8001473.48;   903451.30,  8007097.41;   

905453.94, 8013908.84;   900573.12,  8013118.72;   897528.76,  8017877.13;   

896254.54, 8021232.25;   892919.07,  8021907.34;   888834.66,  8023129.06;   

888835.65, 8023219.59;   876901.95,  8025392.00;   876905.81,  8022037.81;   

873104.33, 8020713.29;   868776.79,  8025058.07;   862434.95,  8023438.76;   

858700.41, 8016697.28;   857752.04,  8010117.67;   860967.92,  8004181.48;   

865182.44, 7997597.55;   870588.95,  8000136.70;   877041.25,  8003435.16;   

888835.65, 8023219.59;   884913.38,  8023068.72;   882010.43,  8022729.70;   

878397.51, 8025367.71;   887232.04,  8022143.87 

 

11. MAGUNJE  

An area of land situated in Hurungwe district defined by the confluence of 

Murereshi and Chehanga River to its source in Makuwerere village, then due 

west passing through Mahororo school and Mjikachi village up to Chiwane 

dam, then down the Chiwane dam River to its confluence with Mashevedzera 

River, then in a southerly direction towards Sengwa River then along  Sengwa 

River  up to its source on the road, then in a southerly direction passing 

through Mazindora  village, then SE along the Chehoko     and Jetecha Rivers 

up to Chidzimamoto school then generally in a SW direction to Musukwi River 

so as to exclude Madimba, Kamutsamombe and Nyamupinga villages, then 

down Musukwi River to its confluence with Sanyati River, then up Sanyati 

River up to its confluence with Tengwe River, then up Tengwe River up to the 

western boundary of Las Vegas farm, then NE along the boundary separating 

the communal and commercial farming areas up to the Maumbe River, then 

west, then south so as to include Hondo, Chiyangwe and Chikwata villages up 

to the road to Charles Clark Mission then along this road to a ponts where the 

road crosses Ruhove River, down Ruhove River to its confluence with 

Murereshi River then down Murereshi River to the starting point. This area is 
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bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates  

749082.17, 8099004.71;   753753.90,  8099678.42;   759808.05,  8101009.04;   

764075.88, 8106373.50;   769305.42,  8109083.26;   770113.92,  8109222.73;   

738719.70, 8087537.50;   740676.17,  8091321.00;   739965.48,  8096530.34;  

743367.43, 8097660.22;   747639.92,  8099733.90;   732146.75,  8107192.08;   

730271.06, 8101084.60;   728238.56,  8097246.55;   725753.06,  8094179.93;   

723456.66, 8089619.04;   730190.19,  8086141.36;   737559.59,  8086599.77;   

750823.39, 8122661.09;   747482.49,  8117857.81;   741659.35,  8115637.44;   

737188.92, 8110952.59;   732329.14,  8108267.66;   750067.65,  8133902.57;   

745279.09, 8135862.04;   739113.49,  8131477.30;   744076.97,  8130162.71;   

747895.57, 8129506.37;   749563.73,  8127370.26;  750816.92,  8122660.16;   

770113.92, 8109222.73;   768013.90,  8116849.29;   766752.27,  8124708.36;   

765467.18, 8132568.33;   763575.49,  8140220.25;   759500.13,  8142816.41;   

757163.58, 8139098.81;   752711.27,  8139009.11 

12. MAKONDE  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Mupfure and Sanyati Rivers, down Sanyati River to its confluence with Piriviri 

River, up along Piriviri River its confluence with Sungwi River, up along Sungwi 

River to the District boundary along the District boundary to the northern most 

beacon of Sadoma Extension Farm generally South eastwards, Northwards and 

South-eastwards along the Northern boundaries of Sadoma Extension, 

Sadoma, Marnette Estate, West Ranch and Upper Romsey and Romsey Farms 

so as to include them to Angwa River, up along Angwa River to the Southern 

boundary of Sinoia Drift Estate then North-eastwards, North westwards, North-

eastwards, South-Eastwards and Southwards along the Southern boundary of 

Sinoia Drift Estate, Strathcona and Olympus Estate so as to exclude them to 

the South-Western beacon of State Land then generally Eastwards along the 

Southern boundary of State Land so as to exclude it to Mhanyame River, up 
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Mhanyame River to the District boundary, along the District boundary to a 

point where it meets Mupfure River, down Mupfure River to the starting point.   

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) 

Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates   

807536.36, 8028627.20;   812594.04,  8034165.03;   814946.21,  8041471.95;   

819466.40, 8047723.02;   827280.89,  8049063.91;   835184.02,  8050304.79;   

841926.31, 8053065.39;   842882.91,  8060338.54;   839944.22,  8066760.98;   

838760.32, 8071741.08;   833134.37,  8075069.12;   827099.64,  8073516.07;   

823037.85, 8076845.99;   820869.80,  8083105.33;   820538.71,  8088135.14;   

813695.88, 8089316.62;   806143.03,  8091543.91;   800993.96,  8091289.58;   

800918.17, 8095640.58;   797903.67,  8098758.85;   766844.83,  8048037.22;   

770049.86, 8042537.87;   775255.01,  8037979.05;   780003.64,  8038292.99;   

784916.49, 8033042.39;   789927.52,  8029861.04;   793338.71,  8028301.70;   

795418.49, 8023489.12;   801599.22,  8024001.92;   807477.36,  8028569.66   

753304.63, 8072338.93;   747752.68,  8071485.25;   753614.93,  8066754.91;   

754344.93, 8062346.45;   758804.84,  8058520.62;   763522.19,  8055561.77;   

764828.88, 8048877.84;   768567.80,  8078208.23;   765580.29,  8076496.14;   

762869.56, 8075119.75;   757166.81,  8077227.63;   754021.77,  8074222.86;   

787411.78, 8088470.97;   785095.31,  8087062.08;   779014.17,  8084849.83;   

774708.13, 8082744.62;   770245.30,  8078885.65;   797903.67,  8098758.85;   

791446.15, 8098518.04;   785793.15,  8096408.53;   784286.41,  8093902.63;   

786720.42, 8089097.43 

 

13. MHANGURA  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the South-Eastern 

beacon of Baguta Extension Farm at Mhanyame River, down Mhanyame River 

to the North-Eastern beacon of Avalon Farm, Westwards, North-Eastwards and 

generally North-Westwards along the St Ives Farm and Olympus Estate so as to 

include them to the Northern most beacon of Ulster Farm, South-Westwards, 

North-Westwards, South-Westwards, South-Eastwards and finally South-
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Westwards along the northern boundaries of Ulster and Argyle Farms so as to 

exclude them to Angwa River, down Angwa River to the North-Western beacon 

of Shackleton Farm, Northern-Eastwards along the North-Western boundary of 

Shackleton Farm to its Northern most beacon, South-Eastwards, North-

Eastwards, South-Eastwards and finally North-Eastwards along the Western 

boundaries of Avondale, Maningwa and Kanami Farms and Southern 

boundaries of Kanami, Highlands, Hillview and North Umzari Farms to its 

Eastern most beacon.  Northern-Westwards, North-Eastwards and finally 

South-Eastwards along the Western and Northern boundary of Sinoia Citrus 

Estate so as to include it to the starting point. An area of land bounded by a 

line drawn starting from the confluence of Mupfure and Sanyati Rivers, down 

Sanyati River to its confluence with Piriviri River, up along Piriviri River its 

confluence with Sungwi River, up along Sungwi River to the District boundary 

along the District boundary to the northern most beacon of Sadoma Extension 

Farm generally South-Eastwards, Northwards and South-Eastwards along the 

Northern boundaries of Sadoma Extension, Kadoma, Marnette Estate, West 

Ranch and Upper Romsey and Romsey Farms so as to include them to Angwa 

River, up along Angwa River to the Southern boundary of Sinoia Drift Estate 

then North-Eastwards, North-Westwards, North-Eastwards, South-Eastwards 

and Southwards along the Southern boundary of Sinoia Drift Estate, 

Strathcona and Olympus Estate so as to exclude them to the South-Western 

beacon of State Land then generally Eastwards along the Southern boundary of 

State Land so as to exclude it to Mhanyame River, up Mhanyame River to the 

District boundary, along the District boundary to a point where it meets 

Mupfure River, down Mupfure River to the starting point. An area of land 

bounded by a  line drawn starting from the South-Eastern  beacon of Baguta 

Extension Farm at Mhanyame River, North-Westwards, South-Westwards and 

South-Eastwards, along the Southern boundaries of Baguta Extesnion and 

Kingspeak Farms and Northern-Eastern boundary of North-Umzari Farm to its 

Eastern most beacon, South-Westwards, North-Westwards and South-

Westwards along the Northern boundaries of Veradale Estate, State Land and 
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Strathcona Farm to the Southern most beacon of Kanami Farm generally 

North-Westwards and South-Westwards along the Western boundaries of 

Kanami, Maningwa and Avondale Farms and southern boundary of Hillpass 

Farm so as to include them to Angwa River, down Angwa River to the South-

Eastern beacon of Manengas Farm, South-Westwards, North-Westwards, 

Southwards and generally North-Westwards along the Southern boundaries of 

Manengas, Leadhills, Tenera Estate, Dumalan Farm, Norman Estate to the 

District boundary along the District boundary to a point where it meets Sikati 

River to its confluence with Ngonya River, down Ngonya River to its confluence 

with Angwa River, down Angwa River to a point where it meets the unserveryed 

line, along the unserverged line up to Mhanyame River, down Mhanyame River 

to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates 

850721.63, 8102565.67;   854646.57,  8107996.39;   855093.54,  8115459.19;   

856667.43, 8121303.02;   858581.01,  8124617.50;   862390.94,  8130155.47;   

862467.58, 8130271.62;   800424.24,  8093940.99;   803538.00,  8089790.63;   

808973.32, 8090633.67;   816642.44,  8089495.40;   821593.56,  8085724.44;   

825427.50, 8081536.48;   829599.62,  8078379.60;   835702.16,  8078933.09;   

839638.60, 8084032.24;   845116.25,  8086261.68;   846779.60,  8090800.68;   

848397.80, 8097725.72;   818101.56,  8123016.61;   816181.30,  8117279.68;   

814404.66, 8111489.56;   813823.57,  8107566.48;   808301.64,  8107197.80;   

803414.90, 8108348.77;   802124.69,  8102602.01;   799396.33,  8097033.48;   

823173.10, 8142455.32;   822525.14,  8136504.46;   819255.74,  8132930.18;   

817843.15, 8128420.31;   819560.85,  8168035.49;   817968.01,  8162303.90;   

817357.47, 8156387.33;   820249.83,  8151540.74;   822095.61,  8145625.61;   

830659.67, 8187543.48;   826464.30,  8185300.36;   822861.37,  8182415.22;   

821254.92, 8179031.22;   819419.58,  8174091.65;   819202.82,  8169800.31;   

866965.27, 8184003.76;   865416.71,  8190664.11;   857770.67,  8191067.03;   

852845.54, 8194739.22;   847823.78,  8197913.67;   842858.17,  8196008.24;   

841566.53, 8189866.95;   834292.57,  8187801.82;   865002.11,  8155823.37;   
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860993.51, 8160538.71;   861076.26,  8167107.01;   863614.76,  8172955.14;   

863907.83, 8179823.35;   867322.30,  8134473.86;   871964.56,  8139095.44;   

875082.06, 8145124.75;   874476.23,  8150893.79;   869886.20,  8153948.79;   

862467.58, 8130271.62;   865985.34,  8134528.23 

 

14. MHONDORO MUBAIRA  

An area of land in Chegutu District bounded by a line drawn from a point 

where the South Eastern boundary of Semi Source farm meets Swiswa River.  

Then South East and South West along Swiswa River to its confluence with 

Marirangwe River, then generally Southwards along Marirangwe River to its 

confluence with Mupfure River then South West along Mupfure to its 

confluence with Dorongana River then South Eastwards along Dorongana 

River to a point where it meets the Western boundary of Orangira farm.  Then 

Southwards and South West wards along the Western boundaries of the 

following farms so as to exclude them, Orangia, Govali, Brakveld, Adlams Rest 

Estate and Ngezi Communal land to a point where it meets Muzvezve River 

then Westwards along Muzvezve to a point where it meets an unnamed 

stream, then generally Northwards to Nyangweni River so as to exclude the 

following villages Mushure, Chesango, Paure and Tafira then Southwestwards 

to Rukuma School then North Westwards to Mudzingwa Dam, then along 

Nyamawanga River to an unnamed stream Northwards to the source of 

Tungwi River, then generally Northward to the confluence of Tungwi River and 

Nyangweni River, Northwest wards to its confluence with Mupfuri River, 

Westward to a ponint on the Eastern boundary of  Lothian farm then North 

Eastwards, Eastwards, North Eastwards, South Westwards, North Westwards 

and Northwards along the boundaries of  the following farms so as to exclude 

them, Lothian, Fort Martin, Emojeni and Nugget farms to a point where  it 

meets the Southern boundary of Farnley farm.  Then generally Eastwards 

along the Southern boundaries of the following farms so as to exclude them, 

Malham Beverley and Linden Park to a point where it meets Nyagiye River 
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then North Eastwards and Northwards along Nyawiye River to a point where it 

meets the Southern boundary of Chibero then Eastwards, Southwards, South 

Eastwards and North Eastwards along the boundaries of the following farms 

so as to exclude them, Chibero and Rock to a point where it meets Nyadzwove 

River then Northwards, Eastwards along the boundaries of the following 

properties so as to exclude them, Rock, Nyadgori and Semi Source to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates 

874580.83,7960441.10;   878468.39,  7955794.65;   882824.86,  7951514.51   

884314.96,7946987.75;   891502.89,  7944996.97;   896833.35, 7948320.00;   

898295.87,7956023.22;   900591.04,  7962712.90;   896856.50,  7968129.70   

893301.82,7971216.47;  886284.42,  7991918.22;   878434.57,  7992137.46;  

876657.83,7985478.58;  879749.55,  7981956.09;   875010.42,  7978089.59;   

875434.85,7973275.22;  871349.31,  7968137.72;   874153.77,  7962559.89; 

893809.68, 981643.02;   898390.25,  7987097.99;   898198.16,  7992499.84;   

901626.94,7996972.64;  899081.66,  8002944.43;   893964.72,  7996891.71; 

7888827.00,7994546.40;893301.82,  7971216.47;   891222.99,  7977289.19;   

884879.64,  7971595.74 

15. MHONDORO-NGEZI  

An area of land starting from a point where Munyati River and the Eastern 

boundary of Diamond Aye Ranch so as to exclude it, moving North Eastward as 

to the Northern boundary of Turf Estate so as to include it, then go South West 

to where it meets the western boundary of Mlota Ranch so as to include it, 

move north eastward up to a point where it meets the southern boundary of 

Rock bar Ranch so as to exclude, then go to the East to where it meets the 

western boundary of Tyrone so as to include it, move northward to where it 

meets Muzvezve River then generally along Muzvezve River to where the River 

meets the eastern boundary of Damvuri so as to exclude it, moving northwards 

up to the outer boundary of the District going generally eastwards along the 
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Northern boundaries of the following properties, so as to include them; 

Solitude, Rods Hope and Dawn up to a point where the Northern and Eastern 

boundaries of Dawn meeting going direct to the south to where the eastern 

boundary of Dawn so as to include, meets Muzvezve River, then moving along 

Muzvezve River generally eastward up to where Muzvezve River mouth meets 

track to include Mhondoro Ngezi communal lands to the south, then moving 

north-eastward along the track west of Mhondoro Ngezi communal lands so as 

to include them up to a point where it meets the western boundaries of Adlams 

Rest Estate and State land so as to exclude them then moving southward to 

where they meet the western boundary of State land so as to exclude it, going 

south westerly to its junction with Ngezi River then moving eastward along the 

River to where it meets the western boundary of Verwater so as to exclude 

going south west along the western boundaries of  Koedoe Poort Uithoek and 

Mooi Laagte so as to exclude them up to where they meet the eastern boundary 

of subdivision A of Manese Poort so as to exclude it, then moving north 

westward to where it meets the eastern boundary of Mhondor-Ngezi Communal 

lands (Ward 8) so as to include them moving south westward to where it meets 

the north eastern boundary of Glen Connor so as to exclude it then going north 

westward to the north western boundary streatch of Glen Connor so as to 

exclude it to a point it turns and moves south eastwards along the Eastern 

boundary of Mhondoro Ngezi communal lands so as to include them to it meets 

the Western boundaries of Lelleza and Abercon Ranch Extension so as to 

exclude them up to where it meets the northern boundary of Sterkstroom 

excluding it going generally westward to where it turns southwards moving 

along the western boundary of Sterkstroom so as to exclude it up to where it 

meets the North Eastern boundary of Benadesdeel so as to  exclude it, then 

moving North westward to a point where it meets the South Western boundary 

of Clydeside so as to include moving south westward to its junction with 

Munyati River the going generally north westerly along the Munyati River up to 

the starting point where the River meets the Eastern boundary of Diamond Aye 

Ranch so as to exclude it. This area is bounded by the following Universal 
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Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates 

838128.48, 7923710.48;   843365.32,  7919891.40;   848585.01,  7918428.21;   

853386.23, 7914028.24;   858073.59,  7911717.58;   863094.98,  7907894.81;   

870059.76, 7905551.33;   874947.82,  7910629.95;   878086.52,  7916287.28;   

880527.50, 7922961.93;   880644.02,  7924461.45;   890383.41,  7945149.40;   

883300.23, 7947378.86;   877055.39,  7946741.19;   871962.08,  7947604.06;   

866323.77, 7949060.52;   866052.23,  7955086.58;   862142.33,  7958592.29;   

855732.48, 7960358.40;   850161.50,  7958612.77;   851364.05,  7951502.06;   

849499.36, 7943751.05;   843826.51,  7940555.71;   839330.62,  7936114.39;  

834798.49, 7930115.51;   836100.26,  7925611.11;   880644.02,  7924461.45;   

882120.73, 7926855.41;   884705.37,  7925760.69;   888318.57,  7931255.84;   

892087.92, 7936994.88;   897674.72,  7942683.65;   897318.62,  7949202.52;   

892485.31, 7945043.97 

16. MUZVEZVE  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Muzvezve 

River and Harare Bulawayo Railway line-go north east along the Railway line to 

the south western Boundary of Pamene farm then westwards along this 

boundary to White Waters River, proceed north eastwards along White Waters 

River through Pamene and Victory’s north west boundaries to the south west 

boundary of Arundale Estate so as to exclude it then along the north east 

boundary of Greenthwaite until it intersects with it to Harare Bulawayo 

Railway line then along the Railway Line and the north eastwards to its 

intersection with the north east boundary of Cherry Bank farms at Rimuka 

Annex Turn off then along this boundary to its intersection with Hillside’s 

western boundary then follow this boundary to the northern beacon of 

Riverside farm so as to include Cherry Bank and Prison Farms then eastwards 

along Hillside’s southern boundary so as to exclude it to the northern beacon of 

Myflower Estate then to the north west boundary of Barton farm then south 
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eastwards along Barton’s north east boundary so as to include it to north west 

boundary of Linton then north eastwards so as to exclude Conway to southern 

beacon of Hope farm then north westwards along the south western 

boundaries of Hope farm and Sabonabona Estate to Harare Bulawayo 

Highway/Railway line then proceed north eastwards along the Railway line to 

its intersection with Salop farm’s south eastern boundary north westwards to 

Old Chegutu Road which marks the northwestern boundary of Salop farm then 

north eastwards along the same boundary to Harare-Bulawayo Railway line 

then north eastwards along the railway to the Chegutu Boundary Bushy Park 

and Brunswick so as to include them,  then along Brunswick’s southwest 

boundary to the northern boundary of Burgundy so as to include it,  north 

eastwards along this boundary to Sillery’s western boundary then along this 

district boundary along outer boundaries of Varkpan, Just Right Estate, 

Maratonga, Inezdale, Whalley Range and Damvuri to the eastern boundary of 

Damvuri  then along this boundary to Muzvezve River, then  eastwards along 

Muzvezve River to its intersection with eastern boundary of Rock Bar Ranch 

through its southern boundary to Nou Toe Nou’s south eastern boundary then 

Diamond.  Aye Range’s south eastern boundary to Munyati River,  then 

westwards northwards along Munyati River to it confluency with Muzvezve 

River then eastwards and along Muzvezve River to its intersection with the 

Harare Bulawayo Railway line which is the starting point. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates 

843723.10, 7962347.50;   840398.39,  7964509.54;   837255.30,  7965985.55;   

832158.24, 7968621.10;   828781.07,  7970874.81;   827637.99,  7976824.09;   

824612.88, 7979126.61;   819090.58,  7980425.90;   813595.43,  7982196.49;   

814535.72, 7976507.58;   811168.11,  7970785.36;   817022.02,  7965484.33;   

811673.00, 7962514.59;   806574.40,  7964011.00;   801678.47,  7966300.68;   

797050.85, 7968921.21;   792655.31,  7964644.79;   787529.20,  7962527.32;   

782020.30, 7964369.31;   795508.59,  7935131.17;   800516.58,  7932850.83;   

805366.54, 7929905.96;   810774.46,  7931376.86;   817021.08,  7930484.24;  
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822265.57, 7928807.31;   828347.70,  7927380.68;   834161.95,  7929130.97;   

838497.96, 7935853.97;   843268.47,  7939524.65;   848343.42,  7943946.78;   

851102.44, 7950359.23;   850228.61,  7957442.29;   845654.60,  7961815.72;   

773939.31, 7967039.46;   770982.47,  7961533.10;   769372.93,  7955152.35;   

768743.33, 7948056.19;   772740.80,  7944135.70;   778935.01,  7940047.21;   

785543.05, 7939795.35;   790000.37,  7936369.16;   795063.80,  7935894.85;   

777860.95, 7966818.81;   818685.07,  7974060.83;   841701.96,  7955524.31;   

806857.01, 7961305.07 

17. NORTON  

An area in Chegutu Rural District Council bounded by a line North Western 

beacon of Hunyani 3B Estate hence Eastwards along the shore line of Lake 

Hunyani to the rail line the South Westwards along the Eastern boundary of 

Hunyani Lot II South Eastern along the Eastern boundary of Idaho Farm 

Maune then North East, East then South West along the boundaries of 

Corolina Extension so as to include it generally Southwards along Eastern 

boundary of Cecil then South West along the boundaries of Cecil, Sherwood, 

Greendale and Seruwi source and Nyadogori to a point on the Eastern 

boundary of Rock Farm, Southwards at South Westwards to Western most 

beacon of Chibero College then Northwards along the Western boundary of 

Chibero College so as to include it South West along Saruwi River hence North 

West along Saruwi River to the North Eastern beacon of Little Notts far, 

generally South West to then Southern beacon of Chingford farm, then North 

West to the Western most beacon of Moulton Estate, then generally Northwards 

along the Western boundaries of the following farms New Woodsgift, Tre pol 

pen, Southwood, Northwood, Niklot and Rothwell so as to include them, then  

Eastwards to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates 
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880118.73, 7999951.52;   884885.41,  8001641.12;   886999.81,  7994897.37;   

892915.12, 7995276.86;   897793.71,  8001473.48;   903451.30,  8007097.41;   

905453.94, 8013908.84;   900573.12,  8013118.72;   897528.76,  8017877.13;   

896254.54, 8021232.25;   892919.07,  8021907.34;   888834.66,  8023129.06;   

888835.65, 8023219.59;   876901.95,  8025392.00;   876905.81,  8022037.81;   

873104.33, 8020713.29;   868776.79,  8025058.07;   862434.95,  8023438.76;   

858700.41, 8016697.28;   857752.04,  8010117.67;   860967.92,  8004181.48;   

865182.44, 7997597.55;   870588.95,  8000136.70;   877041.25,  8003435.16;   

888835.65, 8023219.59;   884913.38,  8023068.72;   882010.43,  8022729.70;   

878397.51, 8025367.71;   887232.04,  8022143.87 

18. SANYATI  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Munyati and 

Mupfure Rivers, north eastwards along Mupfure River to a point where it meets 

Chenjiri farm 209’s south eastern boundary then south westwards along 

Chenjiri’s south eastern boundary through Ward 8’s south eastern boundary to 

where it meets Sakungwe River then southwards along Sakungwe River, 

Grandeur and Everglades’s eastern boundary to Everglades’s southern 

boundary, then northwards along this boundary, then southwards, then 

westwards along its boundaries to Lone Palm’s south eastern boundary, 

southwest along this boundary to where it meets its south-western boundary 

then north westwards along this boundary to where it meets Sanyati 

Communal areas boundary then southwest along Sanyati Communal area’s 

south eastern boundary to Munyati River, then northwards along Munyati 

River, to its confluence with Mupfure River, the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates 

766942.68, 8047993.62;   764019.20,  8053440.73;   760852.67,  8058259.65;   

755096.62, 8060256.87;   751520.81,  8060474.60;   745686.57,  8055400.42;   

748426.65, 8049255.78;   748818.67,  8042754.92;   744079.12,  8037508.78;   

744949.36, 8033223.45;   742184.05,  8026762.82;   738452.67,  8020331.43;   
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735143.08, 8014047.89;   769167.62,  8007829.18;   767570.44,  8011136.51;   

768597.78, 8016581.44;   773033.51,  8023230.32;   777541.61,  8029826.62;   

782030.02, 8035941.31;   777199.84,  8037075.98;   772410.03,  8040767.87;   

767440.57, 8045278.53;   735143.08,  8014047.89;   733635.70,  8008308.16;   

737317.33, 8004346.48;   745184.89,  8005782.45;   749616.61,  7999568.93;   

753921.46, 7992834.85;   759590.20,  7997244.73;   765787.94,  7997393.43;   

771679.05, 7997218.78;   771686.11,  8002600.20;   769843.03,  8007365.90 

 

19. ZVIMBA EAST  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of the northern 

and the western boundaries of Little England, then eastwards along the 

northern boundaries  of Little England, Donyton and Bitton then south west 

along the eastern boundaries of Bitten and Syston, then south eastwards along 

the north-eastern boundaries of Ballineety Extension and Moon Rakers, the 

northern boundaries of Penrose, Paarl and Derry, north-westwards and north-

estern boundaries of Gwebi Agricultural College, northern boundaries of Arden 

Estate, St Mannocks, Shamwari and Marconi then northwards along the 

western boundary of St Hampden, north east along northern and Tsikwi, then 

north west along the southern boundary of Tsikwi southwards along the 

eastern boundary of Stateland, Haydon and Haydon B then south  west along 

the south-eastern boundary Homefields then South-east along the north-

eastern boundary of Gillingham to the intersection with the Old Bulawayo road 

then south west along the road to the intersection with the north-estern 

boundary of Spitzkop, then south east along north-eastern boundary of 

Spiptzkop south west along the south-estern boundary of Whitecliff, eastern 

and south-eastern boundaries of Heanye to its intersection with the railway 

line then north west along and south west the railway line and the old railway 

line to its intersection  with the south-eastern boundary of Rydale Ridge Park 

then south east along the north-eastern boundaries of Strathmore Estate and 

Amalinda, then south west along the south-eastern boundary of Amalinda, 

then south-eastwards along the north-eastern boundary of the Game Park then 
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north west along the southern boundary of the Game Park, then north-eastern 

boundary of the Game Park to the intersection with Manyame River, then north 

west  down stream Manyame River to its confluence with Gwebi River then 

Northwards up stream Gwebi River to its intersection southern boundary of 

Little England.  With the Southern boundary of Combine, North West along the 

Southern boundaries of Combine and Oldlands, then Southwards, Eastwards 

along the Eastern boundary of Abecom then West along the Southern 

boundary of Abercon with along the Western boundary of Abercon, west along 

the Southern boundaries of Gretton extension Gretton and Cowley Estate to 

the intersection with the  railway line , South east along the railway line to the 

intersection with the Southern boundary of Mnondo then South West along the 

Southern boundary of Mnondo and Mzazhi North east along the Western 

boundaries of Mzazhi North West  along the Western boundary of  Mnondo 

Southwest North East along the Western boundary of West,  North West along 

the Western boundary of Idbury, North East along the Northern boundary of 

Idbury North along the Western boundary  of Stroud, North West along the 

Southern boundary of Vitgt and Western boundary of Shipton North-East along 

the Western boundary of Dunlorne the Northern boundary of Dunlorne and 

Permapoith to the intersection with the railway line, South east along the 

railway line to the intersection with the north eastern boundary of Argo Halt, 

along that boundary then generally north wards along the western boundary of 

Ilsham, northern boundaries of Ilsham and Nyhawa, the North Western and  

Northern boundaries of Stockfield, Western boundary of Rukoba, then South 

East along the Northern boundaries of Rukoba, Ushamba, Mpinga, Mapinga  

Extension and Sutton Estate then Southwards along the eastern boundary of 

Brinshaw to the starting point.   This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates  

883197.99, 8025286.44;   886695.72,  8024374.29;   890741.89,  8022331.98;   

894004.06, 8022118.10;   898947.93,  8020256.54;   897528.65,  8014425.40;   
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904045.16, 8013918.17;   907548.75,  8013925.98;   913474.64,  8013203.27;   

914197.17, 8017256.52;   913129.24,  8021929.09;   912303.69,  8025690.53;   

881575.11, 8045337.12;   878132.93,  8038841.84;   878246.20,  8031888.44;   

878309.34, 8025373.98;   882017.08,  8022642.38;   912303.69,  8025690.53;   

915082.34, 8030294.13;   918876.00,  8033534.75;   920196.19,  8040078.17;  

916911.12, 8040774.76;   911943.31,  8042118.76;   905652.51,  8044003.65;   

899708.85, 8049061.83;   900693.22,  8055028.26;   892759.93,  8054966.10;   

884859.01, 8055844.82;   880722.10,  8061004.94;   874807.36,  8066230.45;   

871124.35, 8061983.20;   868612.47,  8056104.23;   864651.64,  8062139.34;   

859780.17, 8060348.19;   863179.87,  8054230.14;   862682.12,  8049150.50;   

864719.53, 8044780.36;   870089.61,  8047213.44;   874675.27,  8045507.23;   

876188.76, 8048610.54 

20. ZVIMBA NORTH  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of the Manyame 

(Hunyani) and Musitwe Rivers, up the Musitwe and Mutorashanga Rivers to 

the northern boundary of Windsor and generally eastwards along the 

boundaries of the following properties so as  to include them : the northern and 

eastern boundaries of Windsor, the north-western and northern boundary of 

Lot 1, of Lot 1 of Umvukwe Ranche Extension  and the northern boundary of 

Umbukwe Ranch Estate to its north-eastern beacon, then generally 

southwards along the boundaries of the properties as to include them; the 

eastern and south-eastern boundaries of Kildonan of Barwick Estate, then 

northwestwards along the boundaries of Kildonan of Barwick Estate, Kunonwa 

A and Kunonwa, the south-eastern and south-western boundaries of  

Mutombois and Ndudza,  south west along the north eastern boundary of Bury 

Hill Estate then southwestwards along the south eastern and south eastern 

boundaries of Henley Park then south east along the north eastern and eastern 

boundaries of Riverside Annexe west along the southern boundary of Riverside 

Annexe to its intersection with Munene River, then South Eastern and South 

West upstream Munene River to its intersection with the eastern boundary of 
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Mukutu A theme Southwards along the eastern boundary of Mukutu A there 

westwards along the Southern boundaries of Mukutu A Muneni, Muneni 

extension Ashford of Woodleigh to the intersection with the railway line, theme 

northwest along the railway line to its intersection with South Eastern 

boundary of Park Mills.  A then South West eastern boundary of Park Mills A 

theme North West along the South Western boundary of Park Mills A, the North 

East along the North Eastern boundary of Park Mills A, ten South East along 

the Northern boundary of Sshford of Weymouth, Northwest and Northeast 

along the western boundary of St Nintans Estate, Northwest along the 

Southwestern boundary of Weston Park then North East along the North 

western boundary of Weston Park, Westwards along the Southern boundary of 

Bessville Grange then Southwards along the Eastern boundary of Gwina then 

Northwest and Southwest along the Southern boundary of Gwinha, then 

Southeast along the South Western boundary of Kia Ora; Kia Ora excluded to 

grid map reference 196774 on the 1:50 000 Banket, then  South West to the 

intersection with the railway line on the bridge, then South East Wards along 

the railway lline to the intersection with south-estern boundary of Wigtown 

then Southwest along the South Eastern boundary of Wigtown to its 

intersection with Musengi River then South-East upstream River to its 

intersection with the Eastern boundary of Bickleighvale ten south westwards 

along the eastern and south eastern boundaries of the Bickleighvale then west 

wards along the Southern boundaries of Marshlands,  Mariondale, Ferugwe 

and Hillmorton Estate to its intersection with Manyame (Hunyani) River then 

north eastwards down stream Manyame (Hunyani) River up to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates 

848325.14, 8100287.96;  846206.43,  8093388.67;   847421.81,  8087087.60;   

843077.04, 8082100.88;   841373.49,  8075666.13;   840402.08,  8068557.40;   

844419.45, 8067004.12;   852060.07,  8067357.27;   855508.77,  8073163.70;   

856472.36, 8076814.58;   859621.76,  8127698.17;   859447.21,  8122296.44;   
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855881.53, 8118139.49;   855216.20,  8111598.29;   852315.90,  8105504.41;   

875604.73, 8128544.90;   874345.38,  8134602.27;   871962.37,  8139607.83;   

867808.25, 8134622.12;   864042.90,  8130921.38;   856472.36,  8076814.58;   

861686.63, 8078703.66;   864339.11,  8075258.69;   862456.78,  8070961.39;   

868016.70, 8067491.22;   869376.61,  8069303.90;   868193.14,  8075015.20;   

869513.97, 8079416.85;   873491.68,  8085266.39;   876765.17,  8085409.82;   

881768.17, 8080158.09;   886109.96,  8080171.25;   889514.93,  8087400.46;   

891399.44, 8092590.65;   895574.83,  8099377.19;   897447.63,  8107143.89;  

893192.98, 8111254.33;;  888220.66,  8111980.60;   882677.38,  8113304.58;   

877393.50, 8113140.41;   878358.17,  8119255.95;   875117.64,  8124290.10 

 

21. ZVIMBA SOUTH  

An area of land bounded by the line drawn from the intersection of Manyame 

and the northern  boundary of Chydersdale, then generally north-east along 

the northern boundaries of Chydesdale, Alandale and Strathdon, the north 

western boundaries of Gwatati, Glen Athol and Shankuru Estate, the south-

western, western, north-western and eastern boundaries of North Banket then 

generally southwards along the eastern boundary of North Banket, the north 

eastern, eastern boundaries of York Estate, the eastern boundary of  Kilmay 

Estate, Westwards along the southern boundary  of Kilmay Estate to the 

intersection with the railway line, south east along the railway line to the 

northern boundary of Calton Curlieu, east wards along the northern boundary 

and north western boundary of Weltenrede Estate, then generally north wards 

along  the western boundary of Weltevrede Estate into Munene River, along the 

River to the north western boundary of Gumbu, the north western boundary of 

Gumbu western boundary of Lion Kop Lithson, the South Western and north 

western boundaries of Lion Kop, the western and north western boundaries of 

Haighton, the western boundary of Northwood, the north western and north 

boundary of Northwood, the north western boundary of Northwood, then 

generally south-east along the north western and north eastern boundaries of 

Monga, the north eastern boundary of Templeton Ranch then south wards 
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along the eastern boundary of Kilmachuagh Estate, North west-wards along 

the Southerton boundaries of Blencathra, and Trelawney Estate to the railway 

line north west along the railwayline to the Southern boundary of Greycourt, 

west wards along that boundary then South-east wards along the north 

western boundaries of Marussino boundaries of Stratford, the north eastern 

boundaries of boundaries of Squatodzi, Mfuti, the north eastern and eastern 

boundaries of Msasa.  Then southwards along the northern boundaries of 

Kasawe and Virginia, the western, northern and eastern boundaries and the 

northern boundary of Stateland.  The north western River then southwards 

downstream to its confluence with  Manyame then westwards along Manyame 

River across the south western boundaries of Hunyani Estate, the boundaries 

of Rothwell Extenstion to the intersection with the source of Msengezi River 

north west wards along an unnamed track to its intersection with Masiyarwa –

Chikambi road and generally northwards along the Chikambi to Masiyarwa 

road to its junction with Gomera Business Centre to Masiyarwa Road then 

Northwards along the Gomera Business Centre to Masiyarwa Road to its 

junction with Masiyarwa to Madzima Road and generally west wards along 

unnamed road to the unnamed River to its source and further northwards 

along the unnamed River to its source and further northwards to the 

confluence of Karoi River and an unnamed stream and northwards along the 

unnamed stream to its source and generally north west wards to the source of 

yet another named stream and northwards along the unnamed stream to its 

confluence with Nyamavanga River and further northwards and north-

eastwards along Nyamavanga River to its confluence with Manyame River, then 

down stream along Manyame River to the starting point.   This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates  

847290.10, 8031540.15;   850283.70,  8028211.36;   850621.74,  8024842.43;   

855736.20, 8022226.67;   861688.21,  8025673.05;   863416.92,  8025225.72;   

860275.47, 8061339.40;   865161.06,  8061061.05;   868728.05,  8057299.10;   
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871894.03, 8062904.44;   875789.02,  8065539.51;   881701.07,  8060310.18;   

884673.63, 8064514.41;   885944.29,  8072290.11;   882492.59,  8079298.91;   

877492.96, 8085543.32;   872519.23,  8085829.67;   869634.04,  8080534.22;   

869311.10, 8075129.67;   869426.69,  8070181.79;   868613.18,  8066599.98;   

862845.23, 8069961.78;   864032.89,  8074700.13;   862882.74,  8078600.54;   

857571.08, 8077298.44;   856282.06,  8073483.16;   852603.91,  8067987.46;   

845197.66, 8067302.58;   841534.64,  8062366.87;   842720.06,  8055423.44;   

845089.60, 8049171.97;   848832.24,  8042736.19;   846316.36,  8036148.01;   

872592.62, 8022114.04;   875679.89,  8022353.89;   876613.53,  8024291.92;   

878216.39, 8031266.58;   877947.48,  8038269.46;   881245.51,  8044838.14;   

876401.22, 8048527.92;   874903.09,  8045498.96;   870033.06,  8047434.27;   

864945.45, 8044810.83;   862896.82,  8049073.88;   863407.61,  8054220.01;   

859755.61, 8060062.63;   863416.92,  8025225.72;   869633.09,  8024076.17 

22. ZVIMBA WEST  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Karoi River 

and  Manyame (Hunyani) River south-eastwards along Manyame (Hunyani) 

River to its confluence with Nyamavanga River, then south-westwards along 

the Nyamavanga River to its confluence with an unnamed River and further 

south-westwards along the unnamed River to its confluence with an unnamed 

stream, then generally westwards along the unnamed stream to its source and  

generally south-westwards along  truck to its source and generally south-

westwards along a track to its intersection with the Robert Gabriel  Mugabe 

highway and north-west wards along the Robert Gabriel Mugabe highway to its 

intersection with Matoranhembe River then south-westwards along the 

Matoranhembe River to its source and further south-westwards to the 

Murombedzi to Mabvure road (old Chegutu road) then generally southwards 

along an unnamed track to its intersection with an unnamed stream and along 

the unnamed stream to its confluence with Musengezi and west wards along 

Musengezi River to its confluence with Mupfure River and further westwards 

and north-westwards along Mupfure River to its intersection with the northern 
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boundary of Zowa small scale farm number 310, then eastwards and north-

wards along the boundaries of the following Zowa small scale farms so as to 

include them: Farms 310, 228 to 231,217, 216, 215, 214, 8,7,6,5,4,3,2, and 1 

then further northwards-eastwards along the unsurveyed line in the 

Muchekawasungabeta Range to its intersection with southern boundary of 

Chitomborwizi small scale farm number 459 and generally eastwards along the  

southern boundaries of the following Chitomborwizi small scale farms so as to 

exclude them: 459, 303, 250, 249, 248, 247, 246, 245, 244, 243, 242, 241, 

240, 239, 238, 237, 235, 234, 233, 231, 230, 229, 227, 226, 225, 224, 92 to 

96, 27 to 30 to Karoi River, then north-eastwards along Karoi River to the 

starting point.    This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (S.A) coordinates 

850895.10, 8025667.66;   849467.53,  8028305.43;   847290.04,  8032433.85;   

846905.61, 8038824.69;   846629.52,  8045164.36;   843003.12,  8051826.89;   

836266.78, 8050470.73;   828362.44,  8049237.56;   820463.61,  8047969.32;   

815463.76, 8042437.21;   813372.80,  8038428.81;   833940.18,  8023209.62;   

840850.19, 8022483.29;   847360.49,  8021616.63;   853395.64,  8022321.19;   

819785.95, 8022258.64;   825274.82,  8021706.86;   830736.21,  8022198.78;   

813372.80, 8038428.81;   810975.67,  8031325.49;   804856.00,  8026614.51;   

801621.84, 8022423.17;  808284.75,  8021319.21;   814697.25,  8022935.46 
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SENATORIAL CONSTITUENCIES 

1. CHEGUTU  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where the railway line 

crosses Manyame River then South Westwards and South Eastwards along the 

boundary of Robert Mcllwane recreation park so as exclude it to a point where 

it meets the North western boundary of Maine Farm then South Eastwards, 

North Eastward, Eastwards South Westwards and South Eastwards along the 

boundaries of the following properties so as to include them, Maine, Carolina 

Extension and Cecil Farms to a point where it meets the 80 kv Zesa Power 

lines, then South Westwards along the boundaries of the following farms so as 

to include them Sherweeod, and Grundale to a point where it meets Swiswa 

River, then South Eastwards along Swiswa River to its confluence with 

Marirangwe River, then along Marirangwe River to its confluence with Mupfure 

River then South Westwards along Mupfure to its confluence with Dorongana 

River then South Eastwards and South Westwards along Dorongana River to a 

point where it meets the North Western boundary of Orangia then Southwards 

and South Westwards along the boundaries of the following farms so as to 

exclude them Orangia, Gorali, Brakveld, Adlams Rest Estate and Ngezi 

Communal Land to a point where it meets Muzvezve River then generally 

Westwards along Muzvezve over to a point where it meets the Eastern 

boundary of Dawn Farm then North East, Westward., North West, South West 

and Westwards along the boundaries of the following farms so as to exclude 

them, Dawn, Rods Hope, Solitude and Damvuri to a point where it meets 

Sokose River, then generally Westwards along Sokose over to a point where it 

meets the Western boundary of La Phone Estate; then Northwards along this 

boundary to a point where it meets the Southern boundary of Masterpiece then 

Westwards, North East, Northwards, South Westward, North Westward, South 

Westwards, Northwards, South Westwards, North Westwards, South 
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Westwards, North Westwards, South Eastwards, Northwards and South 

Westwards along the boundaries of the following properties so as to include 

them, Clevedon, Bexhill, Bordeaux, Sillery, Hampton Brunswick, Bushy Park, 

Chiwere and Arbeidseden to a point where it meets Daganyama River, then 

generally Northwards along Daganyama River to its confluence with Mswenzi 

River then Northwards along Mswenzi River to its confluence with Shuru 

Shuru River, then Northwards along Shuru Shuru River to its confluence with 

Mupfure River then Northwards along Mupfure River to its confluence with 

Musengezi River then generally Eastwards along Musengezi River to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream on the Norton Eastern boundary of 

Marshall Hartley Estate then North Eastwards, along the Norton boundaries of 

the following farms so as to include them Kutama Lot and Lot 4 then South 

Eastwards, North Eastwards and Eastwards along the Southern boundaries o 

Rothwell Extension farms so as to exclude them to a point where it meets 

Hunyani River, then generally Eastwards along Hunyani River (as indicated on 

the Map) to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

 806893.12, 8016554.83;   808854.85,  8008342.17;   809632.02,  8000782.33   

810485.83,  7992163.72;   816844.24,  7987473.65;   820761.29, 7981832.25;   

825748.46,  7980320.92;   823841.25,  8021892.29;  816235.04,  8022584.28;   

808252.21, 8021285.45;   842718.16,  8022064.88;   834135.35,  8023179.07;   

827728.63, 8022696.55;   874205.15,  8020685.71   868317.27,  8025055.65;   

861559.05, 8025997.73;   853816.57,  8021495.64   845380.21,  8021741.48;   

885029.85, 8024389.11;   881885.76,  8022992.00;   876984.49,  8025473.34;   

875651.89, 8022666.28;   901567.07,  7995759.00;   899897.08,  8003807.45;   

903595.26,8011755.36;   901344.58,  8012774.73;   898416.64,  8018616.35;   

894201.64, 8022111.81;   889873.66,  8022240.51;   897842.60,  7950634.01;   

898885.13, 7960334.16;   897481.32,  7967188.03;   892194.19,  7973023.49;   

892553.82, 7980473.78;   898345.88,  7987174.63;   898462.27,  7994396.45;   
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843376.03, 7963799.10;   851786.55,  7960717.79;   860666.06,  7959927.80;   

866048.21, 7955078.21;   868044.60,  7949266.94;   874571.82,  7945776.85;   

881486.72, 7947055.55;   890392.70,  7945149.26;   897243.74,  7949066.33;   

825748.46, 7980320.92;   829786.52,  7974220.93;   829808.61,  7968515.61;   

837259.21, 7966337.51;   841272.29,  7964353.77; 

 

2. HURUNGWE  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a point on Zambezi River where 

its joined by an unserveyed line near Mawambombe Range then down along 

the Zambezi River upto where the district Hurungwe Administrative boundary 

departs from the Zambezi River to Kapusuku Trig no 1074, Chirume, Maropa 

up to Membgwi then South West along the district boundary up to Mukanga 

River then down Mukanga River up to its confluence with Angwa River then up 

Angwa River up to its confluence with Ngonya River, then  Ngonya River to its 

confluence with Sikati River, then up Sikati River to the Eastern most beacon 

of Kuti Extension farm, then northward along Kuti Extensions Easterly 

boundary then south westwards along this farm northern boundary, then 

South Eastwards along Kuti Extension western boundary so as to exclude it, 

then South Westward along the Western boundary of Borrowdale farm, then 

North Westward to Sungwi River then down Sungwi River up to its confluence 

with Sanyati River then up Sanyati River to its confluence with Kanyati River, 

then up Kanyati River to the cattle fence then generally northward along this 

fence which also forms the Hurungwe District Administrative  boundary up to 

Kapfunde Hill Trig. 976, then North Eastwards along the Hurungwe District 

Administrative boundary along the cattle fence to Chidoma Hill Trig. 186; then 

North Westwards to Chipatani Hill Trig. 1209 then Westward along this 

unsurveyed line to the Zambezi River, the starting point.  This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 
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755575.15, 8075117.34;   761376.10,  8075981.44;   765592.16,  8076272.05;   

768776.84, 8079022.58;   769515.98,  8079621.81;   705492.04,  8104532.29;   

709514.33, 8096141.68;   717957.01,  8092797.10;   724853.17,  8088347.73;   

734056.66, 8085383.29;   741456.26,  8081895.95;   745918.94,  8074078.02;   

752496.11, 8071801.64;   709739.04,  8122693.65;   705026.70,  8118934.18;   

698175.90, 8116321.60;   703017.98,  8110795.62;   700897.66,  8228888.94;   

698722.00, 8220643.42;   696354.03,  8211798.05;   698446.20,  8203131.37;   

695807.53, 8194696.42;   699672.94,  8188546.67;   709654.75,  8188787.12;   

719601.56, 8189220.41;   729596.50,  8189538.53;   735016.56,  8181505.81;   

733450.25, 8172537.32;   729407.98,  8163390.85;   725292.16,  8154277.13;   

721343.77, 8145132.97;   722990.71,  8135362.71;   726116.13,  8125863.72;   

721193.01, 8125696.39;   714327.38,  8122790.74;   841226.13,  8269365.08;   

832264.85, 8270209.59;   822615.75,  8269200.69;   813418.90,  8270889.74;   

803906.13, 8272636.24;   794534.82,  8270590.41;   785067.34,  8268167.54;   

776152.86, 8269149.15;   768033.81,  8264441.49;   758712.99,  8263146.36;   

750083.16, 8260140.33;   741171.10,  8256318.69;   733034.53,  8251825.53;   

725152.54, 8246125.98;   718272.80,  8239326.81;   709694.99,  8236917.52;   

702549.30, 8232456.70;   829346.16,  8217722.09;   832826.76,  8223828.65;   

827655.07, 8226922.65;   829761.62,  8232263.52;   837900.32,  8238061.92;   

845212.78, 8244883.04;   852537.31,  8251676.63;   855641.76,  8258965.49;   

852278.82, 8267215.56;   845756.77,  8266213.04;   829226.30,  8193420.29;   

830548.48, 8201776.85;   835834.37,  8208718.70;   832739.44,  8212011.50;   

818913.37, 8167429.90;   818920.87,  8173014.49;   821221.03,  8178983.60;   

823699.24, 8183564.38;   826770.01,  8190278.00;   823283.86,  8141234.07;   

821159.60, 8148524.89;   817253.08,  8154926.95;   817990.21,  8162481.60;   

817979.36, 8122054.94;   817984.40,  8129376.88;   820725.19,  8134480.46;   

822920.09, 8139818.28;   791762.04,  8098774.22;   799695.59,  8100393.74;   

802381.25, 8107589.01;   808772.55,  8106694.26;   814461.89,  8108480.33;   

815396.43, 8114591.63;   817903.19,  8121902.26;   785971.68,  8086480.98;   

785865.94, 8090706.98;   783914.98,  095162.56;   790398.07,  8097967.91;   

769515.98, 8079621.81;   775058.32,  8082783.05;   780765.66,  8086096.46 
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3. KADOMA  

An area of land in Kadoma District bounded by line drawn from the confluency 

of Munyati and Mupfure Rivers.  Then southeastwards along Mupfure River to 

its confluence with Shurushuru River.  Then southwards along Shurushuru 

River to its confluence with Mswenzi River then southwards along Mswenzi 

River to its confluence with Daganyama River then southeast along Dagangama 

to the northeastern boundary of Zhureka Farm.  Then south east, southwest 

and westwards along the boundaries of Eureka Farm so as to include it to the 

eastern boundary of Sable Farm then southwards along this boundary to 

Harare-Bulawayo then eastwards along this road to the eastern most beacon of 

Alanvale Farm.  Then southwards along the eastern boundary of Alanvale and 

Railway Farm B to the southern boundary of Brunswick then eastwards along 

this boundary to the western boundary of Sillery, then south westwards along 

this boundary to the eastern most beacon of Varkpan Farm, then generally 

southwards, eastwards, southwards and South westwards along the 

boundaries of the following farms so as to include them, Varkpan, Just Right 

Estate and Maratonga Farms to a point when the south western boundary of 

Maratonga meets the Northern boundary of Inezdale then generally eastward 

and southwest along the boundary of Inezdale Farm to a point where it meets 

Sokose River.  Then eastwards and southwards along Sokosa River to its 

concluence with an unnamed River on eastern most beacon of Whalley Range.  

Then south eastwards to Chemhou Mountain, then generally eastwards, north 

eastwards, south eastwards, eastwards and south westwards along the 

boundaries of the following farms to as to include them, Damvuri, Solitude, 

Rods Hope and Dawn Farms to a point where it meets Muzvezve River.  Then 

eastwards along Muzvezve River to a point where it meets a road from 

Mashongandebvu to Mhondoro Communal Lands then north eastwards along 

this boundary to the western boundary of Adlams Rest Estate so as to exclude 

it, then southwards along the western boundary of Adlams, Rest Estate to 

Mbudzirume Mountain ranges then southwestwards along the south eastern 

boundary of Ngezi Communal lands to Ngezi River, then generally eastern 
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wards along Ngezi River to the Eastern boundary of Mwenezi Mountain Ranges 

so as to include it then south westwards along this Mountain Range to a point 

on the south west boundary of Mooi Laagte Farm so as to exclude it, then 

north west, south west, north west, south west and south eastwards along the 

boundaries of the following forms so as to exclude them, Glen Connor and Glen 

Connor A to a point on the Western boundary of Manese Poort Farm then 

southwards along the western boundary of Lelleza Estate B to a point on the 

south west boundary of Lelleza Estate B then south westwards and southwards 

along the boundaries of Sterkstroom so as to exclude it to a point on the south 

western boundary of Sterkstroom then north westwards and south westwards 

to Munyati River along the boundaries of Benadesded Farm so as to exclude it.  

Then north westwards and northwards along Munyati River to the starting 

point.     This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) 

coordinates: 

772749.99, 8040805.09;   767925.31,  8046780.65;   764285.42,  8053687.84;  

759056.00, 8058537.42;   753238.14,  8062917.88;  747092.31,  8056110.75;   

748494.70, 8048898.99;   747255.36,  8041008.00;   746629.58,  8035653.61;   

745981.24, 8033572.41;   807009.83,  8015020.29   805025.23,  8020681.38;   

798444.19, 8024176.11;   794566.11,  8027865.32;   789699.61,  8030466.43;   

783009.15, 8034464.77;   777170.47,  8037033.27;   837638.20,  7963929.38;   

832703.49, 7968645.57;   829696.51,  7972003.95;   826147.20,  7977451.28;   

821038.22, 7982065.36;   817198.78,  7987523.70   810479.68,  7991807.46;   

809538.64, 8000512.14;   808766.82,  8008073.97;   879611.12,  7947114.97;   

872931.69, 7947497.11;   865964.50,  7949544.09;   867180.20,  7957532.62;   

858584.02, 7961006.11;   849038.73,  7960978.91;   842512.57,  7964636.71;   

851670.26, 7914947.41   857925.25,  7911825.60;   864665.36,  7907239.37;   

873270.24, 7906997.80;   875963.41,  7915769.45;   880424.17,  7922808.06;   

882231.29, 7926735.30;   885537.81,  7926126.86;   890916.88,  7934476.17   

896385.28, 7941410.41;   897239.97,  7949059.46;   890384.86, ;945149.38 
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881483.08, 7947048.61;   821767.64,  7929690.48;   829130.63,  7926962.74;   

837230.52, 7924423.77;   843871.39,  7919648.45;   850451.73,  7916776.95;   

782782.82, 7940295.31;   788871.17,  7936544.19;   795521.87,  7935303.25;   

801169.11, 7931210.36;   808346.38,  7929620.61;   814994.72,  7930667.94;   

736857.36,7998276.03;;   740286.31,  7989479.72;;   748293.98,  7984336.52   

754067.48, 7979208.16;   762313.60,  7974449.50;;   769846.36, 7968709.27;   

771055.23,7961419.97;   769617.41,  7953504.36;;   769529.98,  7944090.74;   

777502.13, 7940900.41;   745981.24,  8033572.41;   741883.50,  8025963.65;   

737520.49, 8017640.49;   734710.98,  8010109.47;   735252.92,  8001249.03;   

841701.96, 7955524.31;   864971.54,  7939811.10;   880567.79,  7939177.76;   

863711.97,7933733.90;   777934.59,  7966905.61;;   817199.27,  7978833.89; 

4. KARIBA  

An area in Kariba Rural District Council bounded by a line starting from a 

point on Zambezi River on grid 972 and 884 Eastwards along an unsuryed line 

to a point on Chipatani Hill beacon No 1209 down South along an unsurveyed 

line to Chidoma hill beacon 1186 South Westwards along the unserveyed line 

up to Kapfundi hill South wards along an unnamed road to Nyangwicha Hill 

then South East wards along cattle fence to a point where it meets Kanyati 

River down stream Kanyati River to its intersection Sanyati River then 

upstream Sanyati River to a point where it meets Musambakaruma unnamed 

road grid ref 048066 generally South Westwards along to a point beacon 657 

Westwards along Musakorina Road to a point where it meets Mwadza River 

upstream along Mwadza River to a point where it meets Wechanga River, 

generally North Westwards along Wachaga River to a point where  it meets an 

unserveyed line generally South Westwards along the unsurveyed line to a 

point where it meets Gokwe Bumi Hills then South Westwards and South 

Eastwards along Gokwe Bumi Road to a point on Guyu/Kakware River hence 

North Westwards along that River to its confluence with Ume River then 

Westwards along an unsurveyed line to a point where it crosses cintour 800 

generally westwards along an unsurveyed line to a point where it meets Karoi 
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Binga Road the following the unsurveyed line to a point where it meets Sengwa 

River generally North West down Sengwa River into Lake Kariba to its 

intersection with Zimbabwe boundary on grid ref 105 and 350 generally North 

Eastwards along the Zimbabwe boundary to the dam wall down Zambezi River 

to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

841701.96, 7955524.31;   864971.54,  7939811.10;   880567.79,  7939177.76;   

863711.97, 7933733.90;   777934.59,  7966905.61;   817199.27,  7978833.89;   

642937.46, 8077020.96;   652566.32,  8078891.80;   658190.64,  8077345.76;   

663713.86, 8075609.77;   669854.74,  8083263.71;   674155.30,  8090184.97;   

675820.23, 8092731.89;   622896.21,  8092896.34;   624430.94,  8090571.01;   

625184.07, 8085110.15;   631291.07,  8080386.41;   636303.70,  8076033.24 

613953.82,  8109104.15;   619257.64,  8105179.88;   621420.91,  8097935.68  

622164.87,  8093170.49;   652496.63,  8156825.49;   643564.87, 8157822.91;   

635668.66, 8153555.25;   630006.75,  8147392.00;   622411.48,  8140925.28;   

613477.83, 8136592.19;   609766.44,  8130821.72;   609067.97,  8121440.24;   

612527.24, 8116277.42;;   610369.16,  8108591.64;   708119.38,  8121250.18   

713960.12, 8122559.61;   720946.59,  8125374.23;   726257.56,  8125438.46;   

723129.50, 8134936.58;   721363.90,  8144685.25;   725110.15,  8153867.59;   

729223.54, 8162982.40;   733270.16,  8172126.93;   735245.67,  8181120.64;   

730044.44, 8189552.79;   720049.50,  8189234.67;   710102.91,  8188789.37;   

700120.75, 8188563.91;   694235.93,  8182393.23;   690589.49,  8174558.40;   

682350.38, 8169727.82;   672697.06,  8167350.02;   663503.60,  163415.52;   

656094.29, 8158919.39;   702152.88,  8103970.25;   702667.87,  8111482.12;   

698690.66, 8116752.11;   705423.33,  8119342.34;   676798.11,  8094055.69;   

681663.53, 8095904.28;   686741.77,  8102234.82;   694087.28,  8103331.52;   

675820.23, 8092731.89;   689695.62,  8172040.96;   699392.53,  8172196.46;   

697653.23, 8172589.59 
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5. MAKONDE  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Sanyati and 

Piriviri Rivers, then up along Piriviri River to its confluence with Sungwi River, 

then up along Sungwi River to Makonde district Administrative boundary along 

the Makonde district Administrative boundary to the northern most beacon of 

Sadoma Extension farm along the Makonde district Administrative boundary to 

a point where it meets Sikati River-then up Sikati River to its confluence with 

Ngonya River then up the River to its confluence with Angwa River, down 

Angwa River to a point where it meets the unserveyed line, along the 

unsurveyed line up to Mhanyame River; then  Mhanyame River to its 

confluence with Karoi River up Karoi River; South East most beacon of the 

sourthern boundary of Chitomborwizi SSCGFA, south westwards along the 

Southern boundary of Chitomborwizi to Mucheka-Wakasunga-beta mountains, 

then generally south westwards to Mupfure River down Mupfure River to its 

confluence with Sanyati River, down Sanyati River to its confluence with Piriviri 

River the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 

756898.19, 8076136.65;   752510.14,  8071787.22;   750180.64,  8069259.59;   

754421.54, 8064376.44;   758305.44,  8058584.35;   764237.19,  8054474.46;   

770787.03, 8078965.01;   766328.26,  8077461.64;   763052.99,  8075417.34;   

757187.79, 8076382.02;   785636.61,  8091842.43;   786791.34,  8086969.68;   

779857.53, 8085637.30;   774554.54,  8082377.54;   813635.62,  8107723.69;   

807535.54, 8108450.25;   802736.73,  8105948.61;;   798078.56,  8098923.72   

790376.74, 8097790.00;   783870.75,  8095006.95;;   817927.50, 8131650.75;   

817326.31, 8124399.43;   816120.17,  8117533.46;  815284.46,  8110222.14;   

820739.30, 8151274.14;   822825.15,  8143631.36;   822212.64,  8136478.81;   

818123.79, 8132269.55;   819989.92,  8174048.25;   818534.77,  8168973.22;   

817864.88, 8162180.45;  817463.02,  8154641.88;   842844.54,  8196846.61;   

840459.48, 8189647.60;   831294.90,  8187505.39;   825726.19,  8185735.21;   
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822246.73, 8180941.27;   820114.05,  8174850.19;   863629.48,  8171901.31;   

864679.79, 8180243.35;   865636.11,  8188189.05;   858813.05,  8190653.65;   

852939.99, 8195604.21;   845612.29,  8199133.23;   874919.69,  8152518.51;   

866843.29, 8155504.80   861017.94,  8160517.62;   861782.41,  8168687.95;   

859103.46, 8126456.15;   864709.46,  8132121.84;   870113.37,  8137328.97;   

874543.99, 8144370.82;   874684.67,  8151823.93;   848437.80,  8098954.25;   

852809.12, 8105871.48;   855321.66,  8114157.04;   857258.10,  8121495.19;   

842341.48,8059157.24;   839844.95,  8067256.21;;   841379.52,  8075632.22;   

844177.21, 8083551.89;   846743.37,  8089792.72;   848326.95,  8098425.72;   

771510.36,8040682.56;   777686.78,  8038006.31;   783528.65,  8033543.88;;   

790091.00, 8029403.40;   795598.48,  8028152.13;   799200.76,  8024989.65;   

806096.88, 8028004.94;   812558.39,  8034559.61;   815999.51,  8043622.55;   

823722.66, 8048492.60;   833598.74,  8050061.76;   841845.75,  8053439.90;   

764237.19, 8054474.46;   767264.29,  8047369.99 

 

6. ZVIMBA  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mhanyame 

(Hunyani) and Musitwe Rivers up Musitwe and Mutorashanga Rivers to the 

Northern boundary of Windsor and generally Eastwards along the boundaries 

of the following properties so as to include them, the Northern and Eastern 

boundaries of Windsor, the North-Western and Northern boundary of Lot 1 of 

Lot 1 of Umvukwe Ranch Extension and the boundary of Umvukwe Ranch 

Estate to its North-Eastern beacon, then generally Southwards along the 

boundaries of the following properties so as to include them, the Eastern 

boundaries of Kildonan then generally Southwards along the Eastern boundary 

of Kilmacduagh Estate, the Eastern boundary of Brinshan to the North 

Western beacon of Little England then eastward along the Northern boundaries 

of Little England, Donynton and Bitton then South West along the Eastern 

boundaries of Bitton and Syston, then South Eastwards along the North-

Eastern boundaries of The Lily  Extension, Kiliemore Moon Rakers, the 

Northern boundaries of Penrose, Paarl and Derry, North-Westwards and North-
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Eastern boundaries of Gwebi College, Northern boundaries of Arden Estate, St 

Mannocks, Shamwari, and Marconi; so as to include them then Northwards 

along the Western boundary of Mt Hampden, then North eastwards along the 

Northern boundary of Mt Hampden and then South Eastwards along the North 

Eastern boundary of Gillingham to the intersection with old Bulawayo road 

then south westwards along the road to the intersection with the North Eastern 

boundary of Spitzkop, then generally South Eastwards along  the North 

Eastern boundary of White cliff, Eastern and South East boundaries of Heaney 

to its intersection with railway line then North Westward along the railway line 

and the old railway line to its intersection with the South Eastern boundary of 

Rydale Ridge Park then South Eastwards along the North Eastern boundaries 

of Strathmore East, Amalinda, then South West along the boundary of the 

Game Park then North Westward along the Southern boundary of Game Park, 

then North Eastwards boundary of the Game Park to the intersection with 

Manyame River, then North Westwards down stream Manyame River with the 

Eastern boundary of Lazy River Farm, Hunyani D and Hunyani B South West 

along the South East boundary of Rothwell Extension, then  North Westwards 

along the South Western boundary of Lot 1 of Kutama so as to exclude it to its 

intersection with Musengezi River generally Westward down stream this River 

to its confluence with Mupfure River North Westward along Mupfure River to a 

point where it meets the unsurveyed line on Muchekawakasungabeta 

mountain range to its intersection with the Southern boundary of 

Chitomborwizi SSSCFA No 459 then along the South boundaries of these farms 

to Karoi River,  then along this River to its confluence with Manyame River 

generally Northwards down stream Manyame River to its confluence with 

Musitwi River the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (S.A) coordinates: 
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820156.26, 8059103.58;   820156.26,  8059103.58;   884980.61,  8023663.95;   

890370.67, 8022362.30;   894720.33,  8022103.45;   897938.99,  8018218.68;   

901912.23, 8012521.62;   907340.85,  8012955.68;   914202.84,  8013610.68;   

911846.10, 8018839.69;   911926.91,  8026587.18;914797.51,  8031974.41;   

919687.90, 8037774.88;   917020.39,  8041795.91;   911076.39,  8042559.64;   

903019.21, 8045382.81;   901203.10,  8053377.40;   893772.33,  8055141.05;   

873543.07, 8020255.08;   878351.78,  8021130.70;   879878.32,  8023943.05;   

883291.95, 8025239.13;   842377.67,  8021955.65;   850487.72,  8021189.05;   

859084.06, 8024096.35;   865124.35,  8025570.26;   872528.15,  8022715.17;   

823693.97, 8022195.51;   830642.72,  8022367.30;   837857.70,  8023250.41;   

841850.22, 8053224.53;   833385.81,  8050029.11;   823509.97,  8048458.45;   

815910.79, 8043426.26;   812577.78,  8034345.07;   805928.86,  8027870.13;   

801938.13, 8022351.71;   810469.51,  8021958.14;   818476.10,  8022453.45;   

847483.39, 8095095.94;   847375.89,  8087348.89;   842127.22,  8080904.31;   

840567.09, 8072385.07;   841362.75,  8064384.92;   842721.84,  8055576.11;   

859015.93, 8124132.60;   855593.71,  8119110.34;   855139.06,  8110772.07;   

850868.44, 8103671.58;   847543.56,  8095866.47;   875190.60,  8132546.22;   

872357.67, 8139322.10;   866967.24,  8134327.85;   861984.53,  8129501.99;   

888892.85, 8085853.04;   891669.79,  8092777.92;   896176.65,  8101617.04;   

896743.18, 8110330.14;;   889698.42,  8112760.90;   882400.27,  8113127.45   

876982.48, 8115389.76;   876417.41,  8121519.90;   875675.73,  8129962.81; 
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CHAPTER 7 

MASVINGO PROVINCE 

WARD BOUNDARY DESCRIPTIONS 

BIKITA RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL   

WARD 1   

Starting from a point on Chitiyo-Mashoko road where the road crosses the 

Bikita Zaka District boundary eastwards to the northern edges of Guse 

mountains so as to include it, proceeding south eastwards to cross an 

unnamed stream, then north eastwards over the summit of Chirundwe 

mountain then proceeding eastwards by passing southern part of Mashoko 

mission so as to exclude it, continuing eastwards to a point on the Mukazi 

River; then continuing eastwards along the Mukazi River to its confluence with 

an unnamed stream, the proceeding north eastwards to a point on the west of 

Refu mountain, then turning eastwards to an unnamed stream, following the 

stream north wards, then eastwards to the summit of an unnamed hill, then 

turning straight eastwards to the summit of Hoha mountain which is also the 

district boundary of Bikita and Chiredzi, turning south westwards following the 

district boundary up to Mkwasine River, then upsteam along the Mkwasine 

River to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

377083.31 7734113.04;373512.18 7732977.9;369201.8 7733163.75; 

364389.42 7733995.31;364981.53 7731284.55;366685.23 7727033.97 

369554.66 7725092.29;374100.61 7723894.2;378244.97 7726417.35 

380383.44 7730924.63;380222.9 7734315.7; 
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WARD 2 

Starting from a point on the Chitiyo-Mashoko road where the road crosses the 

Bikita-Zaka District boundary going eastwards to the northern edges of Guse 

mountain so as to exclude it, proceeding southwards to cross on unnamed 

stream, then north eastwards over the summit of Chirundwe mountain, then 

proceeding eastwards by passing the southern part of Mashoko mission  so as 

to include it, then eastwards to Mhara mountain following the watershed from 

Mhara mountain eastwards to a point on the Mukazi River, then continuing 

eastwards along the Mukazi River to its confluence with an unnamed stream, 

then proceeding northeastwards to a point just west of Refu mountain from 

there the boundary continues northeastwards along an unnamed stream then 

turning northwards through a pass in the Mutomuto hill to meet an unnamed 

stream, then turning northeast wards along the unnamed stream to its 

confluence with the Chinyere River, continuing north-eastwards along 

Chinyere River to its confluence with an unnamed stream; then turning north 

eastwards along the stream before turning north eastwards along the Manegere 

hills to the dam wall on Odzi River.  The boundary then turns eastwards along 

Odzi River upstream to its confluence with an unnamed stream west of Murozvi 

mountain, then follows the unnamed stream northwards then northeastwards 

passing through the western side of Guri mountain so as to exclude it.  The 

boundary then follows an unnamed stream then northeastwards to its 

confluence with Turwi River then turns westwards along Turwi River to its 

confluence with Mutsago River at the district boundary between Bikita and 

Zaka, then turns south westwards along the district boundary up to the 

starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

362239.94 7740367.12;363889.37 7735947.45;366034.65 7733798.42 

370756.68 7733070.23;375107.28 7732606.69;375851.85 7734914.45 

378022.35 7737434.44;379221.98 7741338.7;375079.21 7741072.08 
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370531.24 7740974.51;373175.37 7744947.86;372032.79 7747024.25 

367623.94 7747180.66;367623.94 7747180.66;364296.34 7744834.9 

362422.56 7740864.8; 

 WARD 3  

Starting from Hoha Mountain, going west wards passing Muneringwe hill so as 

to include it;  proceeding west wards to a hill then turning south west wards 

into an unnamed stream, following the unnamed stream down stream,  then 

west wards over the summit of Refu mountain, then north east wards along an 

unnamed stream, then turning north wards through a pass in the Mutomuto 

hill to meet an unnamed stream, then turning northeastwards along the 

unnamed stream to its confluence with Chenyere River continuing north east 

wards along Chenyere River to its confluence with an unnamed stream then 

turning north east wards along the stream thereafter turning north wards 

across Manengere hills to the dam wall on Odzi River.  The boundary then 

turns west wards along Odzi River upstream to its confluence with an 

unnamed stream west of Murozvi mountain, then theboundary follows the 

unnamed stream westwards, then north eastwards passing on the western side 

of Guvi mountain so as to include it, then following an unnamed stream north 

east wards to its confluence with Tugwi River.  The boundary then turns east 

wards down stream along Turwi River up to the Bikita – Chiredzi district 

boundary then turns south east wards along the district boundary up to the 

starting point.   An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

380860.01 7747453.9;376041.77 7747073.62;372834.25 7744386.71 

371152.72 7740933.01;375769.11 7741232.37;379305.76 7740622.24 

377658.95 7736892.09;376437.52 7734637.55;380698.32 7734513.34 

384932.85 7736508;389021.47 7739385.75;391483.9 7742141.81 

387218.62 7743787.59;383027.47 7746245.72                                     
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WARD 4  

Starting from the confluence of Mujiche and an unnamed River then 

southeastwards along Mujiche River up to Nyahunda farms boundary fence 

then westwards along the northern boundary of Nyahunda Purchase area 

farms 30 – 23.  From farm number 23 the boundary turns northwards to 

Nyarumwe mountain, then westwards following the farms 6-14 boundaries 

fence by passing Marirangwe and Siya mountains up to Turwi River following 

Turwi River, northwards then proceeds eastwards to an unnamed stream then 

eastwards to an unnamed stream, then proceeding downstream that River to 

its confluence with Mujiche River which is the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

363853.75 7765221.1;360390 7766028.37;355938.93 7766640.59 

352817.02 7765955.93;354368.36 7761904.43;355234.81 7758341.77 

359892.98 7760156.78;363864.45 7759401.09;365754.93 7761921.5 

 

WARD 5 

Starting from the confluence of Mujiche and Bvumbu Rivers following Bvumvu 

River westwards up to its confluence with Shanga River, then following Shanga 

River south westwards to Burirengwe Hill so as to exclude it then southwards 

to exclude Chikoka school to meet Chikoka River, then proceeds downstream 

Chikoka River generally southwards along the Tirwi River then eastwards to an 

unnamed stream, then follows an easterly direction crossing the Zaka Bikita 

road to meet an unnamed stream, then follows the stream downstream to its 

confluence with Mujiche River up to its confluence with Chinyika River,then 

proceeds northwestwards following the Nyamuzara River proceeding in a 

northeasterly direction to meet the Bvumvu River, then follows the Bvumvu 

River up to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following 
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Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

361115.77 7777005.23;357247.32 7776662.09;354632.58 7772646.05 

352820.88 7768471.65;356499.95 7766531.83;360860.68 7766310.65 

363614.48 7765684.04;361232.12 7769572.32;361369.29 7773472.98 

 

WARD 6  

Starting from Mujiche Bridge following Mujiche River southwards up to 

Nyahunda farms boundary fence following the farms boundry up to Chibvure 

River on the northern boundary of farm 202.  The boundary then proceeds 

northwards to meet the Nyamatombo River then westward by passing Garanje 

School so as to include it.  The boundary then proceeds to meet an unnamed 

stream hence to proceed generally south westwards up to Mujiche River which 

is the starting point.    An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

361250.47 7769493.76;;363624.36 7765603.35;365918.9 7761453.15 

370566.71 7760934.8;371766.82 7763147.07;369404.07 7767253.25 

366725.86 7770274.21;362039.77 7769884.33 

WARD 7  

Starting from Mhari mountain and proceeding along the Nyahunda farms 

boundary going southwards up to the summit of Chipotwe mountain then 

westwards up to Chibvuure River, then the boundary proceeds by passing the 

Matezano hill so as to include it.   The boundary goes northwest wards crossing 

the Mukore-Mutikizizi road, then the boundary turns north east wards up to 

Nyuamarombo River,then the boundary goes south eastwards to Dununu 

waterway and then to Baradzamwa hill and crossing the Mutikizizi-Mukore 

road to Mahere hill then proceeds to Nyamatope waterway then south 
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eastwards by passing Chitasa Clinic so as to include it,  then following the 

edges of Demakamwe hill south east wards up to Mhari mountain which is the 

starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

382191.28 7765193.52;79123.57 7768487.1;374904.12 7770397.52 

371290.06 7770161.99;;369963.95 7766654.18;372210.62 7762498.47 

376075.68 7760841.48;380482.65 7761639.22. 

 

WARD 8  

Starting from the confluence of Mukore River and Chinyamakave Rivers going 

westwards following Makoroe River up to its confluence with Mashora River 

then southwards crossing Mutora River up tot Machinda mountain so as to 

exclude it.  The boundary then follows the edges of Machinda mountain 

eastwards and then south east wards to Dumumu waterway to Badzanawa hill 

and crossing the Mutikizizi-Mukore then to Matere hill and proceed to 

Nyamatipe waterway then to Totwe River and then proceeds, by passing 

Chitasa Clinic so as to exclude it then the boundary proceeds to Chitasa 

Business Centre so as to exclude it, then following the edges of Demakamwe 

hill south east wards up to Mhari mountain at the resettlement boundary 

fence.  Following the Dewure resettlement fence going northwards up to 

Makore River, then the boundary follows Makore River westwards to the 

starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

379783.01 7773999.58;75545.17 7775215.39;371338.29 7775981.64 

371167.03 7772699.59;374060.66 7770318.21;378399.84 7768848.48 

381350.88 7765324.01;383884.16 7768981.87;385167.57 7771963.87 

385167.57 7771963.87;381072.2 7773777.06; 
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WARD 9  

Starting from the confluence of Rozva and Chirumba Rivers eastwards along 

Chirumba dam. The boundary proceeds northwards following Chirumba River 

up to Tafiraushe hill. The boundary proceeds northwards up to Chitora 

Matende River. Then the boundary turns eastwards following Chitoramatende 

River crossing the Bikita Silveira road up to Mujiche River, then following 

Mujiche River southwards up to its confluence with Bvumvu River on 

(UTM)36,360712.72, 7777617.18. The boundary turns westwards following 

Bvumvu River up to its confluence with Shanga River.  Then following Shanga 

River southwest wards up to Birivenge hills so as to include them.  From that 

point the boundary turns southwards crossing Mushanduri-Negovano road up 

to Machoorira stream. Down stream Machoorira stream. From there the 

boundary goes southwest to Zaka-Bikita tarred road so as to include 

Mushanduri business centre, then the boundary turns southwards following 

Mukumbo pan turns south westwards up to Chisina stream, following Chisina 

stream west wards up to Chikoka River, following Chikoka River up to Turwi 

River thence northwestwards along Turwi River up to its confluence with 

Dafana, following Dafana River the boundary proceeds eastwards up to 

Musekenende River and then Manonga mountain so as to include it.  From 

Munonga mountain the boundary follows the edges of the said moutain to the 

source of an unnamed stream, then, southwards along the unnamed stram up 

to its confluence with Rozva River, following Rozva River to the starting point.   

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

354994.2 7779705.44;52379.14 7778305.95;347546.09 7778409.81 

347092.73 7774583.16;350649.56 7771468.92;354021.41 7771869.53 

356624.94 7775849.61;360555.64 7777570.51;360647.71 7777596.9 

360647.71 7777596.9;359751.69 7782211.77;357701.67 7784717.02 
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356296.48 7780658.92; 

WARD 10  

Starting from the confluence of Turwi and Kaborwe Rivers going 

northeastwards along Kaborwe River up to Samachira mountain, the boundary 

turns southeastwards following an unnamed stream up to Chisiyana River. 

Following Chisiyana River going northwards by-passing Baramani mountain, 

Pamushana mission school boundary up to Rozva River, then following Rozva 

River going eastwards following Rozwa River southwards up to its confluence 

with Dongaire River the boundary follows Dongave River up to its source.  The 

boundary proceeds westwards up to the source of Dafana River then following 

Dafana River going further west up to its confluence with Turwi River, then 

turns westwards along Turwi River to the starting point.   An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

353714.9 7783503.09;352578.12 7786955.62;348145.06 7786346.8 

344231.27 7784751.12;343560.84 7781039.94;340830.48 7783311.74 

340736.51 7779338.85;345021.65 7778729.88;348142.6 7778316.57 

352980.77 7778390.36;353853.65 7779773.64;353853.65 7779773.64 

WARD 11  

Starting from the boundary between Glen-Isla farm and Mungezi pastures 

resettlement at Mungezi River, going southwards following Glen-Isla farm fence 

up to Glen Shee and Glen Clova farm, turning southwestwards following Glen 

Clova fence up to the district boundary. Then following the district boundary 

going southeastwards along Turwi River up to Kaborwe River from there the 

boundary follows Kaborwe River going northeastwards passing between 

Makuchete and Nenharira villages, then into Chisiyana stream and following it 

up to Baramani mountain so as to exclude it. The boundary then proceeds 

along an unnamed stream up to Pamushana mission so as to exclude it. The 

boundary proceeds up to Rozva River, then following Rozva River up to 
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Makotore business centre so as to exclude it, then the boundary turns 

northwestwards following an unnamed stream, northwards up to Mungezi 

small scale farms. Turning westwards following the farms boundary up to the 

boundary between Mungezi pastures resettlement and Mungezi small scale 

farms, following the boundary going northwards up to Mungezi River, then 

following Mungezi River up to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  (UTM) 36, 332962.72, 

7787559; 338066.16, 7791496.30; 339232.66, 7796596.22; 335806.06, 

7796669.13; 343023.79, 7800678.98; 342659.26, 7792586.38; 346742.01, 

77951283.91; 346596.20, 7788722.34; 343898.67, 7785004.12; 343315.42, 

7780702.65; 340982.41, 7783618.90; 339815.91, 7781285.90; 336535.13, 

7785514.46; 334931.19, 7783910.53; 332962.72, 7787559.94.   

WARD 12  

Starting from the confluence of Nhandare and Mungezi Rivers, going 

southwards following Nhandare River up to its source, then the boundary 

proceeds southwards up to Makotore business centre so as to include it,  

follows the road eastwards up to Dokotera River,  then following Nyangura 

River south-eastwards up to its confluence with Rozva River, then follows 

Rozva River northwards up to the Masvingo-Mutare old road, then follows the 

old road going northeastwards up to Dokotera River. Then following Dokotera 

River northwards up to its confluence with Vumbwe River, then Vumbwe River 

northwards up to its confluence with Mungezi River, thence following Mungezi 

River westwards up to its confluence with Nhandare River – which is the 

starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates.  (UTM) 36 

352355, 7787774; 347689.79, 7796669.13; 348491, 7800606; 355490, 

7802965; 357094, 7793341.86; 352355, 7787728.07. 
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WARD 13  

Starting on the bridge on the Masvingo-Mutare road across Rozva River, then 

following the road north-eastwards up to Dokotera River, following Dokotera 

River southwards and then south-eastwards following the boundary between 

Headman Mpakwa and Headman Charamba up to Chivaka River, then 

following Chivaka River westwards up to its sourcethen by-pass Mupakwa 

school so as to include it, and then proceeds to Mujiche River, then following 

Mujiche River southwards to its confluence with an unnamed stream 

westwards to cross the Bikita Silveira road and proceeds to Chitoramatende 

River, then following it up to Tafiroushe hill so as to include it, thence 

southwards up to Chirumba River up to its confluence with Rozva River. Then 

following Rozva River northwards to the bridge along Masvingo – Mutare road 

which is the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 south (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.   

357268, 7793399; 362803, 7787507; 359258, 7784701; 359054, 7785314; 

356126, 7779232; 353856, 7779743; 354494, 7780482; 352446, 7787777. 

WARD 14  

Starting from the confluence of Makore River and Mashora stream going south 

westwards along the unnamed stream.  Then the boundary proceed 

southwards crossing Mutora River up to Machinda mountain so as to include 

it.  Then, the boundary follows the edges of Machinda mountain eastwards,   

then southwestwards to upper Nyamarombo dam then Nyamarombo River.  

The boundary follows Nyamarombo River westwards,  Then turning 

northwestwards to the summit of Shore mountain and to Manungu mountain 

up to Chinyamatumwa River following Chinyamatumwa River northwards.  

Then, the boundary turns westwards by passing Garanje school so as to 

include it.  The boundary proceeds generally westwards to a point in Mujiche 

River.  Following Mujiche River northwards up to its confluence with 
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Nyamuzara stream.  Following Nyamuzara stream to Mudzami-Marecha road.  

Then the boundary follows Mudzami Macha road eastwards to Mujiche River.  

The boundary follows Mujiche River southeastwards to its confluence with 

Gande River.  Following Gande River Northeastwards up to Chingoma falls.  

Then, the boundary turns eastwards over the Chinyawarungu Ranch so as to 

include it.  The boundary proceed eastwards over the crest of Chinyavarungu 

Ranch so as to include it.  The boundary then proceeds eastwards over the 

crest of Chinyavarungu Ranch to the summit of Sanye and Madyiro mountain.  

Then, the boundary turns southwards to Makore River then following Makore 

River to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates. 

(UTM)36, 361308.96, 7769607.39; 361017, 7777116.74; 370203.53, 

777554.18; 369766, 7773763; 372755.25, 7771138.42; 369474.47, 

7769169.95; 361308.96, 7769607. 

WARD 15  

Starting from confluence of Mujiche and Bvuma Rivers then turning north 

eastwards up stream along Gande River south of Chingoma falls  the boundary 

then turns east wards over the range of Chinyavarungu and Sanye mountains 

so as to include them south of Madyiro moutain.  Then north east wards over 

the crest of Remedzo mountain range up to a point where it meets 

Chinyamakave River then following Chinyamakave River up stream north 

wards to its confluence with Chitoramasanhu River.  The boundary follows 

upstream to its source and continues northeast wards across an unnamed 

mountain ridge of Madowaire stream.   Then the boundary follows Madowaire 

stream down stream north east wards to its confluence with Chivaka River.  It 

then turns south west wards up stream along Chivaka River up to its source 

near Mupakwa School.  It continues southwest wards to the source of Mujiche 

River in Dzivaresekwa Pool.  The boundary continues southwards along 
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Mujiche River to its confluence with Bvumva River which is the starting point.  

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates.   

360674.19, 7177600.64; 366110.94, 7778094.89; 370142.98, 7777600.64 and 

374054.23, 7781236.21 

WARD 16  

Starting from the confluence of Makore and Chinyamakave Rivers going 

westwards following Makore River up to its confluence with an unnamed 

stream then the boundary turns north wards following the unnamed stream, 

then, the boundary turns north east wards over the summit of Madyiro and 

Rumedzo mountains and continues north east wards up to Chinyamakave 

Rivers then the boundary turns north wards along Chinyamakave River then 

the boundary turns northwards on the northern side of Rumiro mountain so as 

to include it.  From there the boundary proceed east wards up to the source of 

Mashenjere River.  Then the boundary follows Mashenjere River south wards 

up to its confluence with Dove River thence the boundary proceeds southeast 

wards following Dove River up to Dove Dam so as to exclude it .  From Dove 

dam the boundary continues south east wards along the dove River up to 

Dewure resettlement fence boundary, then turns south wards to the summit of 

Sidza Mountain and continues south wardsto Makore River, then the boundary 

turns west wards following Makore River up to its confluence with 

Chinyamakave River which is the starting point.  An This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  374838.96, 7775790.97; 

370676.35, 7775769.85; 379442.23, 7778527.24; 374604.33, 7780998.50; 

374552.31, 7780998.50; 374552.31, 772741.38 and 385065.18, 7771854.69 
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WARD 17  

Starting from where the confluence of Chikuku and Musaizi River going 

westwards along Musaizi River up to its confluence with an unnamed stream.  

Then the boundary turns southwestwards following the unnamed steam up to 

the source.  The boundary proceeds south west ward up to the source of Dove 

River following Dove River downstream up to Dove dam so as to include it.  

Form Dove dam the boundary proceeds southwards along the Dove River upto 

the Dewure resettlement boundary fence northeast wards along the boundary 

fence up to Hubvumi Mountains so as to exclude at (UTM)36, 389138.86, 

7788594.46. Then the boundary proceeds southeastwards along the west of 

Bikita mountain range to cross Chikuku – Runhengu road thence southwards 

to the confluence of Chikuku and Musaizi Rivers which the starting point.  An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates.  380299.36, 7787130.65; 377993.15, 7784191.56; 384997.48, 

7778220.77, 386350.17, 7776191.74; 389138.86, 7188594.46 and 382557.53, 

7787007.65 

WARD 18  

Starting from the Maranganyika business centre at the resettlement boundary 

fence so as to exclude Maranganyika business centre going southwards along 

the boundary fence up to Hubvumi mountain so as to include it. Then the 

boundary turns westwards following the edges of Hubvumi mountain and 

Bikita mountain, then the boundary turns southwards crossing Chikuku-

Runhengu road up to Musaizi River, then following Musaizi River westwards up 

to its confluence with Chikuku River, then the boundary follows Chikuku River 

northwards up to Masvingo-Mutare road. The boundary turns westwards along 

Masvingo-Mutare road up to Chiwaka bridge. From there the boundary turns 

northeastwards following Chiwaka River up to its confluence with Mushamba 

River. Following Mushamba River southwards up to Masvingo-Mutare road, the 
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boundary then follows the road eastwards up to the resettlement boundary 

fence at Maranganyika business centre which is the starting point.  An This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  

(UTM)36, 38763, 7797676; 387772, 770604; 390542m 7791260; 389157, 

7788563; 381429, 7787104; 380481, 7794031.00. 

 

WARD 19  

Starting from the confluence of Chivaka and Rupadzo Rivers going north east 

wards down stream along Chivaka River to its confluence with Gwehe River.   

Then turns north west wards following Gwehe River up to Muchiro mountain 

so as to include it.  The ward boundary then follows Gwehe River up to 

Muchiro mountain so as to include.  Then proceeding south west wards to the 

foot of an unnamed hill and into an unnamed stream, following the west wards 

to a point.  Then proceeding west wards to cross Nderuneru River.  Then the 

boundary proceeds south west wards to a point on the Mutare-Masvingo road 

Then the boundary turns west wards along the tarred road up to Dokotera 

stream.  Then the boundary follows Dokotera stream up to its source.  Then 

the boundary follows a water course  to as in the Mukoriro range.  Then 

proceeding south eastwards into an unnamed stream.  Then following the 

Unnamed stream south eastwards to its confluence with Rupadzo River.  

Following Rupadzo River down stream its confluence with Chivaka waiver 

which is the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  357204, 7793350; 368869, 7797214; 

378784, 7794152; 362745, 7787518. 
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WARD 20  

Starting from the confluence of Usika and Chivaka River, going northwards 

following Usika River up to its source at Matondwe mountain so as to include 

it, and then proceeds westwards up to Mamvuramachena River.  Following 

Mamvuramachena River south-westwards up to Mukukurume River.  Following 

Mukukurume River northwards up to its confluence with Dewure River.  

Following Dewure River eastwards up to where it crosses the Dewure 

resettlement area fence.  Following the fence southwards up to Chivaka River.  

Then following Mushumba River down stream up to its confluence with 

Chivaka River.  Then the boundary turns southwestwards up stream along 

Chivaka River up to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  (UTM)36 387671, 7797664; 

376662, 7805538; 392483, 7808090; 397222, 7803424; 390587, 7791248. 

WARD 21 

Starting from the confluence of Chiwaka and Usika Rivers going north-

westwards along Usika River up to its source at Matondwe mountain so as to 

exclude it.  The boundary then proceeds generally westwards up to 

Mamvuramachena River, following Mamvuramachena River south-westwards 

upto its source which is also the source of Mukukurume River.  The boundary 

turns northwestwards along Mukukurume River up to its confluence with 

Devure River then turns westwards along Devure River up to its confluence 

with Nyadanda. The boundary follows Nyadanda River up to Muchiviro 

mountain so as to include it. From Muchiro Mountain it proceeds in a south 

westerly direction crossing Makari River and by passing Makondo School so as 

to include it up to Makurumidze River.  The boundary then turns south 

eastwards along Makurumidze River up to its confluence with Chivaka River.  

The boundary then takes the north eastern direction along Chivaka River up to 

its confluence with Usika River which is the starting point.  An This area is 
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bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  376662, 

7805538; 385848, 7797008; 378922, 7794165; 369007, 9797154; 370101, 

7805830. 

WARD 22  

Starting from the confluence of Mungezi and Mutenewa Rivers going eastwards 

following Mungezi River up to its confluence with Dewure River. Then following 

Dewure River eastwards up to its confluence with Nyadanda River. Following 

Nyadanda River going southwards up to Vunye mountain so as to exclude it. 

From the edges of Vunye mountain the boundary goes southwestwards 

crossing Makari River, by passing Makondo school so as to exclude it, then the 

boundary proceeds to Makurumidze River. From there, the boundary follows 

Makurumidze River westwards up to its source. Then the boundary proceeds 

crossing Nderunderu River up to the source of Mutenewa River. Then following 

Mutenewa River northwards up to its confluence with Mungezi River - Which is 

the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  357093, 7793462; 355489, 7802940; 

370216, 7805856; 368777, 7797180. 

WARD 23  

Starting from the confluence of Mungezi and Nhandare Rivers going 

southwards along Nhandare River up to farm number D4, then following the 

farms boundary fence westwards up to farm number (2) two then the boundary 

turns northwards along the farm boundary fence up to the District boundary at 

Mungezi River. Then turns eastwards following Mungezi River up to its 

confluence with Nhandare River – which is the starting point.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.   342730, 
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7792441; 343095, 7800534; 347251, 78002502; 348417, 7800607; 347688, 

7796378.  

 

WARD 24  

Starting from where the Dewure River crosses resettlement area fence going 

south-eastwards following Dewure River up to where it crosses the Masvingo-

Mutare road, then westwards following the road almost parallel to the road up 

to where it meets the Dewure Ranch fence boundary between Dewure 

resettlement areas at village 8. Then the boundary turns southwards following 

the Dewure Ranch fence up to the boundary of village 10 and 11. Then 

following the boundary of villages 10 and 11, villages 12 and 13 westwards up 

to the Dewure resettlement area fence boundary. The ward boundary then 

turns northwards following the resettlement fence up to Dewure River – which 

is the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  388339.87, 7784684; 397213, 7803579; 422615, 

7793044; 404316, 7793263; 398921, 7784223.    

WARD 25  

Starting from Mhari mountain, the boundary follows the Dewure resettlement 

boundary fence northwards up to the boundary between villages 12 and 13. 

Following the boundary eastwards so as to include villages 11 and 13 up to the 

Dewure ranch fence. Following the Dewure ranch fence southwards up to 

Musambe River and then north-westwards following the boundary between 

villages 20 and 23 up to the boundary between villages 21 and 23. Then the 

boundary turns southwards following the boundary between villages 21 and 23 

up to Musambe River. Then the boundary turns north-westwards following the 

boundary between villages 21 and 22 up to the resettlement boundary fence. 

Then the boundary turns northwards following the resettlement boundary 
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fence up to Mhari mountain which is the starting point.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  388339, 

7784716; 398910, 7783205; 388849, 7761780; 382215, 7765323.   

WARD 26  

Starting from where the Dewure ranch fence crosses the Musambe River and 

going straight north-westwards following the boundary between villages 20 and 

23 up to where it crosses Musambe River. From there the boundary goes 

north-westwards following the boundary between villages 21 and 22 up to 

where the Nyahunda purchase area fence demarcates the farm area and the 

resettlement area. Following the fence southwards down to Turwi River 

eastwards up to where the Dewure ranch fence starts. Then following the 

Dewure ranch fence northwards up to Musambe River – which is the starting 

point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates.  380842, 7747603; 382373.74, 7765027; 388862, 7761965; 

391705, 7742062. 

WARD 27 

Starting from the confluence of Turwi and Save Rivers, going westwards 

following Turwi River up to where it meets the Dewure resettlement fence. Then 

following the fence northwards up to the Masvingo-Mutare road. Following the 

road generally parallel going eastwards till it meets the Bikita-Buhera district 

boundary (i.e. at the bridge on Dewure River along Masvingo-Mutare road). 

Following Dewure River up to its confluence with Save River, then following 

Save River Southwards down to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA Coordinates 392234, 7741858; 399014, 

7789487;404409, 7793351; 422654,7792950; 631403, 7786461; 

4254257730168. 
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WARD 28  

Starting from the confluence of Turwi and Mujiche River, going north-

westwards following Mujiche River  up to where it meets the Nyahunda 

purchase area boundary fence. Then following the fence generally eastwards up 

to Chipotwe mountain and then north-eastwards following the fence up to 

where it joins the boundary fence going southwards down to the confluence of 

Turwi and Mujiche River – which is the starting point.  An This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinator.  366301, 7760873; 

379862, 7760727; 382195, 7765320; 380810, 7747531, 370092, 7753947. 

WARD 29  

Starting from the confluence of Mujiche and Turwi River. Going westwards 

following Turwi River up to its confluence with Mutsago River (i.e. at the Zaka – 

Bikita district boundary). Following the district boundary northwestwards 

along Turwi River up to where it meets the Nyahunda purchase area fence. 

Then following the fence going eastwards (excluding farms 1,2,3, and 4 which 

are now reserves) up to where it meets the Mujiche River. Then following 

Mujiche River South-eastwards down to its confluence with Turwi River – 

which is the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinator.  366301, 7760873; 370092, 7753947; 

367541, 7747166; 354821, 7756454; 355040, 7758349; 360799, 7767760390. 

WARD 30  

Starting from where the District boundary meets the boundary between Glen-

Isla and Glen-Shee, following the boundary straight eastwards up to where it 

meets the state land boundary fence Southwards up to Marangaranga 

mountains so as to include it. From Marangaranga Mountain, the boundary 

follows the South-western direction up to the district boundary between 
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Masvingo and Bikita. Then following the Masvingo - Bikita district boundary 

going northwards up to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  334114, 7788977; 337905, 

7791529; 339144, 7796559; 335645, 7796486; 333530, 7791237.  

WARD 31  

Starting on the confluence of Chivaka and Madowaire stream, the following 

Chivaka River eastwards by passing Kufa dip tank and proceeding along 

Chiwaka River generally northeast wards up to Zeka dip tank so as to include.  

Then the boundary turns southwards following an unnamed stream up to its 

source, by passing Chikuku Business Centre to Chikuku stream; following 

Chikuku stream south east wards up to its confluence with Masaye River, then 

turn west wards following Musaye River and then southwards up to the source 

of Dove River then turns north wards up to the edges of Rumiro mountain, 

then turns westwards up to Chimhamakave River, then northwards following 

Muyamakave River up to its source, then across a ridge to the source of 

Madowaire stream, then following Madowaire stream northwards to its 

confluence with Chiwaka River which is the starting point.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  (UTM)36, 

371172, 7791839; 380557, 7794016; 381418, 7786943; 378698, 7786081; 

377882, 7780958; 373801, 7782001. 

WARD 32 

Starting from the confluence of Nhandare River and an unnamed stream 

following the unnamed stream south east wards up to Chikukutu School so as 

to exclude it.  The boundary continues southeastwards up to the source of 

Mutunguru stream, then following Mutunguru stream up to its confluence with 

Rozva River.  Then follow Rozva River south east wards, cross the Mutare- 

Masvingo tarred road proceeding along Rozva up to its confluence with 
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Nyangura stream, then following the Nyangura stream up to its confluence 

with Dopota stream then following Dopota stream south westwards across 

Musasi hill.  Then continue southwest wards crossing Mapudzi River, then 

crossing an unnamed stream going westwards on the edges of Chitungwiza 

hills, then turning south wards to an unnamed stream to the edges of 

Chitungwiza hills.  Then turning southwards to an unnamed stream thence  to 

Chiriyana River, then northwards by passing Baramani mountain and 

Pamushana mission so a to include them.  Then the boundary turns 

northwards to Rozva River, up to an unnamed stream.  Then going northwards 

through a pass so as to include Somakudo hill and an unnamed hill.  From 

here the boundary proceeds northeast ward through another pass between 

unnamed hills to the source of Nhandare River.  Then proceeds down stream to 

the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates. 347677, 7796464; 352908, 7787036; 

352032, 7786766; 349496, 7787485; 346444, 7784303; 343795, 7784954; 

343601, 7788456; 346601, 7788636; 344963, 7790521. 

CHIREDZI RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL  

WARD 1 

Starting from confluence of Save and Chirovamupande rivers, then following 

Save river (District Boundary) southwards up to its confluence with Mawawa 

river, southwards along Mawawa River into Chegwama River and down to 

Zinyane Borehole so as to exclude it, then westwards following Chidose River 

up to Mkwasine Ranch eastern boundary with Chief Gudo’s Area then north 

eastwards along Mkwasine Ranch boundary up to Save conservancy boundary 

with Chief Gudo’s Area and into Chirovamupande River and along this River 

eastwards to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified 
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Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  407289, 7697748; 416502, 771997; 

419520, 7711409; 415707, 7697907; 407289; 767748. 

 WARD 2 

Starting from the eastern boundary of Mkwasine Ranch and Chidose River of 

Bangaripinza mountain then following Chidose River downstream so as to 

include Zinyane Borehole and into Chegwama River up to its confluence with 

Mawawa River, then following Mawawa River  downstream to its confluence 

with Save River, then following Save River (eastern boundary) southwards up to 

its confluence with Mkwasine River then westwards along Mkwasine River up 

to the eastern boundary of Chizvilizvi Resettlement, then north-eastwards 

following the eastern boundary of Mkwasine Ranch back to the starting point.  

The area covered is both the block and ward boundary.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  399346, 

7689965; 407289, 7697748; 415866, 7697907; 410783, 7684564; 410148, 

7683929; 399823, 7688058; 399346, 7689965. 

WARD 3 

Starting from the confluence of Chabamu and Save Rivers going downstream 

along Save River, eastern district boundary up to Jack-Quintone Bridge then 

westwards along an old road from the Jack-Quintone to Chiredzi up to 

Chizvilizvi Resettlement eastern boundary, then northwards along Chizvilizvi 

Resettlement eastern boundary up to Chabamu River then downstream along 

Chabamu River to the starting point.   An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  399346, 7689965; 407289, 7697748; 

415866, 7697907; 410783, 7684564; 410148, 7683929; 399823, 7688058; 

399346, 7689965. 
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WARD 4  

Starting from the Jack-Quintone Bridge and going down stream, along Save 

River (eastern District Boundary up to its confluence with Nyarwamba River, 

then upstream along Nyarwamba River up to Chizvilizvi Resettlement eastern 

boundary, northwards along Chizvilizvi Resettlement eastern boundary up to 

old road from Chiredzi to Jack-Quintone Bridge, then eastwards along this 

road to Jack-Quitone Bridge which is the starting point.   An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  404588, 

7675192; 412054, 7678687; 415390, 7672651; 407448, 7667091; 404588, 

7675192.   

WARD 5 

Starting from the confluence of Nyarwamba and Save Rivers, then going down 

stream along Save River (eastern district boundary) up to Gonarezhou Game 

Fence,  then westwards along the Game Fence so as to include Mahenye to 

village heads areas, Southwards up to Ndali Gate, then westwards along the 

same Game Fence so as to include Chihunga Hills then south westwards up to 

Murondozi River, then northwards along the Gonarezhou Fence (Gonarezhou 

eastern boundary) up to Nyarwanda River, then down stream along 

Nyarwamba River up to its confluence with Save River which is the starting 

point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates.  407448, 7667091; 415231, 7672492; 421108, 7666553; 411577, 

7661373; 407448, 7667091. 

WARD 6 

Starting from the confluence of Chiredzi River then down stream along Runde 

River, up to Southern boundary of Chitsange Village Head so as to include the 

area then upstream along the southern banks of Mateze River up to the 
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Southern boundary of Bhivi borehole so as to include it then south-westwards 

following a straight line up to Wilson Borehole so as to include Mutomani and 

Dikiza borehole, then westwards following the northern boundary of Chingele 

School so as to exclude it, then following a straight line up to Runde River so 

as to include the following village heads: Uthlarhi, Nyasha, Opa, Sitalingi, 

Chitanga, Raiteni borehole and Chilonga irrigation scheme, then down stream 

following Runde River up to its confluence with Chiredzi River which is the 

starting point.    An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates.  360283, 7634028; 358783, 7634028; 360724, 7652815; 

381628, 7656431; 381980, 7651845; 360283, 7634028.  

WARD 7 

Starting from the confluence of Makambe and Runde Rivers, then down stream 

for 5,3 km along Runde River, then southwards to the confluence of Mfuti river 

and its unnamed tributary then straight to the intersection of  Mfuti river by 

the Malisanga and Chihanangani Schools road proceeding southward for 6,2 

km then due generally westwards for 12,9 km, then proceed northwards 

following a straight line for 16,9 km to the confluence of Makambe River and 

an unnamed tributary, then down stream to its confluence with Runde River 

which is the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  346082, 7631999; 344406, 7644877; 

355608, 7654226; 360724, 7652903; 358783, 7634028; 346082, 7631999.   

WARD 8 

Starting from the confluence Tshingwesi River and Runde Rivers, then going 

south-westwards along Tshingwesi River up to its confluence with Masvikota 

River, then following Mazvikota river proceeding  south-westwards 13,6 km 

from that confluence generally westwards following a straight line up to 

Chamakwande mountain so as to include this mountain, then due west wards 
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following a straight line so as to include the following villages, Mashamba and 

Mwando, then north-westwards following a straight line so as to exclude 

Chingele Primary School then northeastwards for 22 km to an unnamed 

tributary of the Runde River so as to exclude Chigova, Dikiza, Velemu, Bhivi 

and Hahlani boreholes and village Chitsange proceeding generally eastwards 

along that tributary then southwards down Runde River to the starting point.  

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates. 360283, 7677940; 381892, 7651756; 382951, 7650433; 387008, 

764594; 376247, 76290; 360283, 7633940.  

WARD 9 

Starting from a point west of Bisami Borehole, then following a straight line 

hence generally north then eastwards then southeastwards in a straight line 

up to a point south east of Chingele School hence generally north east wards 

along a straight line to the of Chamakwabe hill so as to exclude it, hence 

generally southwards to Mazvikota river then downstream following Mazvikota 

River up to the Gonarezhou Game Fence, then southwards following the Game 

fence up to a strip road off Game Park Fence, then following  the road south 

westwards past Pwahani pan up to Devenene pan up to a point west to that 

pan, then following a straight line north westwards, up to Mukachana 

Borehole, so as to exclude D2 and D3 Boreholes, then generally north 

eastwards so as to include Muchena borehole K.H. Musakanda to the starting 

point.  The area covered is both the block and ward boundary.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates. 356023, 

7616662; 346057; 7631921; 358846, 7634037; 376133, 7629010; 370236, 

7620366; 356023, 7616662 . 

WARD 10 
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Starting from a point on, on Makambi river, following a straight line due south 

up to, then generally southwards to a point west of Bisani Borehole past 

Muchena Borehole so as to exclude it proceeding generally south-eastwards 

past D2 and D3 Boreholes so as to include it, then past DB25 Borehole so as to 

include it again up to a strip road near Devenene pan, then following this road 

upwards up to a point, then to the Mbizi-Sango railway line, following railway 

line westwards up to the Mwenezi-Chiredzi district boundary , following this 

district boundary north eastwards into Makambe River, then down stream to 

the starting point.    An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates. 322813, 7624704; 344511, 7644990; 

346098, 7631848; 355972, 7616677; 344209, 7613792; 322813, 7624704.  

WARD 11 

Starting from the point where the railway line to Rutenga and the district 

boundary with Mwenezi meet, then generally south-eastwards along the 

railway line to its intersection with Chikombedzi River, then down stream along 

the Chikombedzi River up to the northern most beacon of Gonakudzingwa 

follows a straight line to a point, along the Mwenezi-Chikombedzi road, then 

north westwards along the road towards Mwenezi to the western boundary of 

Mwenezi-Chiredzi District, then along the boundary northwards back to the 

starting point.   An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates.  32344271, 7614318; 325925, 7595178; 321780, 7597736; 

321868, 7624196; 7624196.  

 

WARD 12 

Starting from where the railway line and Chikombedzi River meet, then 

southwards following the railway line up to where it meets Gonarezhou Game 
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Park Fence then following the Game Fence westwards to Chikombedzi River, 

then following Chikombedzi River upstream up to the railway line which is the 

starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates.   326013, 7595090; 344183, 7614318; 349563, 7595707; 

326013, 7595090. 

WARD 13 

Starting from the point, where Mase River meet Chiredzi-Mwenezi District 

boundary then down stream along Mase River up to a point, then  westwards 

to a point, 8,5km, then southwards in straight line to a point which is on the 

southern foot of Chikwilili Hills then south westwards in a straight line to a 

point 4,5km east of Bondela business Centre 300m north east of it, then north 

westwards in a straight line towards Gezani Business Centre to a point, then 

northwards in a straight line to a point along the Mwenezi-Chiredzi District 

boundary, then westwards to a point along the Mwenezi-Chiredzi District 

boundary at appoint, then along the boundary north eastwards to the starting 

point.   The area covered is both the block and ward boundary. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  302826, 

7563795; 321675, 7597764; 326526, 7594765;       331378, 7569275; 316736, 

7565931; 311797, 7550496; 302826, 7563795. 

WARD 14 

Starting from a point, which is along the  Mwenezi-Chiredzi eastern District 

boundary being along that boundary up to where it meets Bubi river, then 

following the Bubi River which is the district boundary down stream to its 

confluence with Limpopo River, then down stream following the Limpoppo 

River up Crooks Corner then north-eastwards following the Game Fence for 

4,5km, proceeds north-westwards in a straight line  past Gwaivi School so as 

to include it up to Chembani Borehole to the south-west  to Pukupela dip so as 
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to exclude it, hence north-westwards for 4km then eastwards for 1,2km north-

westwards up to Gezani Business Centre then northwards crossing Maribagwe 

river proceeding 4km in the direction hence westwards Chiredzi Mwenezi 

boundary which is the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates. 288012, 7553561, 302742, 7563704; 

311827, 7550386; 330173, 7522744; 326027, 7519922, 288012, 7553561.    

WARD 15 

Starting from the point on the district boundary, then north westwards along 

the district boundary, to a point then north westwards in a straight line to a 

point, then north eastwards to a point, then eastwards in straight to a point, 

then north westwards to Malibangwe River, then down stream along 

Malibangwe River up to its confluence with Mwenezi River then up stream 

along Mwenezi River to a point where Gonarezhou Game Park Fence crosses 

the River, then eastwards along the Game Fence to a point, then southwards 

along the fence up to the gate then northwards along the game fence to a point 

along the railway line following the railway line towards to Sango Boarder Post 

which is the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  330179, 7522715; 311745, 7550498, 

316383, 7565938; 331480, 7569378; 340124, 7542564; 360465, 7567195; 

363905, 7559169; 330179, 7522715. 

WARD 16 

Starting from  a point where the mwenezi-chiredzi District boundary splits with  

Mtilikwe river Esquilingwe Dam, the following Mtilikwe River down stream to 

the old Mtlikwe Bridge, then along the old road to Mbizi Road, then south 

westwards up to Mwenezi-Chiredzi District boundary hence follow along that 

district boundary to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the 
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modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.   296220, 7674694; 298003, 

7685604; 311746, 7691584; 312795, 7687509, 320034, 7695675, 332833, 

7673120; 320244, 7662105; 296220, 7674694. 

WARD 17 

Starting from Gwangwangwa Hills, then southwards following a straight line to 

a point on Dowani Hill, then south westwards in a straight line to a point, then 

in a straight line to Mharapara Hills, then in a straight line to a point along 

Chiredzi River, then southwards following Chiredzi River to the Crown Ranch 

fence, then westwards along the fence to a point, then south westwards along 

the fence to Chiromwana hills, then follow the southern boundary of Samba 

Ranch, the along Samba Ranch fence to a point along the Mutilikwe River, then 

northwards following Mutilikwe River to a point which is along the District 

boundary, then following the district boundary north eastwards to the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates.    324469, 7687614; 320073, 7695703; 318491, 7706780; 

339239, 7712758; 344865, 7593065; 358228, 7695175; 358756, 7686911; 

343459, 7682867; 332030, 7693417; 324469, 7687616. 

 

WARD 18 

The area covered by the ward consists of Bopoto village, Emanzini farm, Rufaro 

village, Runyararo village and Stonehenge Farm, Section 8 of Mazorodze, 

Nzimbe location, Railway compound, Ruponeso section, Section 9, 10, 14 and 

the area commonly known as Batanai covering Section 18.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  343650, 

7660895; 336441, 7666170; 340827, 7675313; 346639, 7676016; 348573, 

7672145; 3436, 7660895. 
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WARD 19 

Starting from the point where the boundary of Buffalo Range and ward 35/19 

meets, then north eastwards following the southern Buffalo Range boundary 

fence to a point, where it meets Chiredzi River, then down stream along 

Chiredzi River to its confluence with an unnamed stream, then following the 

unnamed stream upstream to a point where it meets the boundary of fields 

then along the boundary of fields 2242, 2240, 2238, 2236, 2234, 2232, 2230, 

of section 22 so as to include them and continue along the boundary of fields 

2315, 2313, 2311, 2309, 2307, 2305, 2303 and 2301 so as to exclude them, 

then along a canal to the dam so as to include 14, then north westwards 

following the foot of Sangabwe Hills so as to exclude them, then along 

boundary of fields 25 Couve, 22 De-waal, 23 yeatman, 26 J Dabbs, 32 Couve 

so as to exclude them to a point where 32 Couve and 629 filed meets then 

north westwards following the boundary of fields 629, 635, 636, 637, 638, 639, 

640, 641 of section 6 so as to exclude them, then northwards following the 

boundaries of fields 505, 516, 515, 514 and 512 of section 5, 468, 463, 464, 

466, 453, 452, 450, 449, 448, 446 of section 4, 250, 249, 248, 243, 237, 238, 

308, 307, 306, 305, 304, 303, 301 of section so as to include them to the 

starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates.   359842, 7666207; 354461, 763587; 357284, 7674205; 

361782, 7670941; 369897, 7676145; 378805, 766767; 359842, 7666355. 

WARD 20 

Starting from the Gwangwangwa Hill which is along the district boundary, then 

north eastwards along the district boundary to the foot of Manjirenji Hill then 

along an irrigation canal up to its intersection by the northern boundary of 

Ruware Ranch A, then eastwards in straight line to a point, then south 

eastwards to for 3km along the eastern boundary of Ruware Ranch following 
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the to a point then westwards in a straight line to a point, then Southwards in 

a straight line to a point, then south westwards following the boundary of Fair 

Range and Ruware Ranch extension to the point along Chiredzi River then 

following Chiredzi River upstream to a point, near Chikwerengwe hill then west 

wards to a point along Mungwezi River then following Mungwezi River up 

stream up to its confluence with Chitora River, then following Chitora River up 

stream for about 5km then westwards in a straight line to the western most 

beacon of Dawlish Estate then northwards to the starting point.     An This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  

358736, 7687300; 339223, 77121897; 355379; 7719192; 377829, 7692545; 

369436; 7676809, 358736, 7687300. 

WARD 21 

Starting from a point, where the southeastern boundary of Nyangambe 

Resettlement meet Mkwasine River (Senuko Pools) down stream along 

Mkwasine River to a point where the 132KV cable crosses the River then south 

westwards following the the north-westernboundary of Mkwasine Ranch then 

generallynorth-westwards along the northern boundary of Fair Ranch Estate 

then follow the south and west boundaries of Essanby Watershed extension 

then the point where the southern boundary of Ndanga Ranch meet a canal 

then eastwards following the Ndanga Ranch southern boundary to the starting 

point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates.  374706, 7704482; 385349, 7705118; 392486, 7696540; 378032, 

7692251, 374706, 7704482. 

WARD 22 

Starting from the confluence of Save and Gombe Rivers, then downstream 

along Save River up to its confluence with Runde River, then south westwards 

along the Chiredzi-Chipinge district boundary up to Sango Boarder Post, then 
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northwards along the railway line up to Gonarezhou Game Fence, then 

westwards following this Game Fence, then following Gonarezhou Fence due 

north up to Malipati Safari Area southern boundary, then following that 

boundary westwards up to a point near Malipati dip north-westwards following 

Malipati Safari area and Sengwe communal lands eastwards into Mwenezi 

River, then upstream following that River up to its confluence with 

Chikombedzi River then upstream following the southern boundary of 

Gonakudzingwa Small Scale Farming area up to the railway line, then following 

the railway line northwards up to the northern boundary of Gonarezhou fence, 

then following the fence eastwards and northwards into Mazvikota river, then 

following this river downstream up to its confluence with Tshingwesi River, 

then follow Tsingwesi River downstream into Runde River, then along this river 

upstream to the Cattle Game Fence, then following this fence north eastwards 

to a point east of Nyahanga river, then north eastwards along Chizvilizvi and 

Lone Start Ranch then north eastwards following the same boundary up to 

then north westwards along the same boundary, then northeastwards along 

the Mkwasine Ranch southern boundary with Chizvilizvi up to Mkwasine River, 

then southwards along Ward 25, 3, 4 and 5 western boundary with Chizvilizvi 

Resettlement up to its confluence with Gombe River which is the starting point.  

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates.   326912, 7594587; 349532,  7595696; 344131, 7614122; 

370341, 7620476; 382946, 7650582; 398989, 7676314; 393906, 7683145; 

399466, 7688228; 411538, 7661224; 431227, 7666943; 442195, 7644069; 

363923, 7559165; 360428 ,7567107; 340096, 7542804; 

331519,7569331;7569331;26912, 7594587. 

WARD 23 

Starting from the point where Mkwasine River, then down stream along 

Mkwasine River up to Senuko Pools, then westwards in straight line along the 

northern boundary of Mkwasine Central Estate up to near Zebra Waterhole so 
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as to include it at the Canal, then north westwards following that canal up to a 

point near Sangorwe hill so as to exclude it, then north westwards following 

Ruware Ranch Watershed extension, then eastern boundary with Nyangambe 

Resettlement, then north eastwards in a straight line up to the canal then 

westwards in a straight line up to the canal, then following that canal, up to 

the western verges of Bamba hills at the district boundary with Zaka, then 

following this district boundary up to, the starting point.  The area covered is 

both the block and ward boundary. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.   355645, 7719096, 360569, 7721479; 

372800, 771996; 385349, 7707118; 374547, 7704323355645, 7719096. 

 

WARD 24 

Starting from confluence of Save and Tugwi River then following Save River 

(District Boundary with Chipinde District) downstream up to its confluence 

with Chirovamupande River , then following Chirovampande River upstream to 

so as to exclude Pafeguyo Village head, then south westwards up to Chinokwe 

mountain, then  south west wards then upstream along Mkwasine River to the 

Chiredzi-Zaka district boundary which is also the boundary of Nyangambe and 

Ndanga Communal areas then eastwards to a straight line to the top of 

Siminoruki mountain, then north eastwards to the top of Nyamandwa 

mountain, then north eastwards to Choha mountain passing through 

Mauhanzva mountain so as to exclude Makungubwe mountain, then north 

eastwards in a straight line to a point along Tugwi River, passing through the 

peak of Makonde Mountain then downstream along Tugwi River to the starting 

point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates.    372631 7719255; 373107, 7723385; 391829, 7741960; 
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425345, 7738306; 419468, 771162; 399434 7690018. 392465, 7696690; 

392465, 7696690; 385317, 7705108; 372631, 7719255. 

WARD 25 

Starting from the confluence of Chabamu and Save Rivers following Chabamu 

River westwards up to the eastern boundary of Chizvilizvi Resettlement, then 

northwards along Chizvilizvi Resettlement boundary up to Mkwasine River, 

then eastwards along Mkwasine River up to its confluence with Save River,  

then following Save River back to the starting point.  An This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates. 402721.74, 

7679993.69, 399571.12; 76688336.52, 399898.79, 7688437.34; 401436.28, 

7686672.99; 407082.18, 7686370.53; 410560.46, 7684228.12; 407838.33, 

7681379.96; 405141.41, 7681858.86 and 402721.74, 7679993.69 

WARD 26 

Starting from the point, where Dawlish Estate Boundary meets Chiredzi Ranch 

north boundary, then east wards along Dawlish Estates boundary to Chitora 

River at a point then downstream along this River to its confluence with 

Mungwezi River then downstream along Mungwezi River to a point then 

eastwards in a straight line past Chikwengwere hill to Chiredzi River then 

downstream for 10km, then north westwards to a point which is on Mharapara 

Hill, then in a straight line westwards following Chiredzi Ranch South  

boundary fence to the southern most beacon of Chiredzi Ranch South then 

north westwards to Dowani Hills, then northwards to the starting point.  An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates.  339696, 7711319; 357982, 7704285; 358158, 7695142; 344795; 

7693208; 339696, 7711319. 

WARD 27 
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Starting from the confluence of Mwenezi and Chikombedzi up Mwenezi river 

then follow the Mwenezi –Chiredzi district boundary up to Matibi No.2 

communal area so as to include it then north-eastwards past Game Borehole 

so as to include it then westwards in a straight line to meet Chikombo river 

then proceeds southwards along that river to ite confluence with Mwenezi 

which is the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  320354, 766226262; 333014, 7672988; 

340575, 7675098; 343740 7661031; 320354, 7662262. 

WARD 28 

Starting from the old bridge along the Mtilikwi River on the Chiredzi-Ngundu 

road then along the road towards Chiredzi up to the boundary fence of Buffalo 

Range and Triangle Ranch, then north westwards to the intersection of the 

boundary fence of Crown Ranch, Buffalo Range and Triangle Ranch, then 

further north westwards to the peak of Chiromwana mountain following the 

boundary of Triangle Ranch and Crown Ranch then south westwards along the 

same boundary of Crown and Triangle Ranch passing through Jatala Hill, then 

downstream along Mtilikwi River to the starting point.  An This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  332663, 7673339; 

324750, 7687406, 332135 76932O8; 343564, 7682658; 346553, 7675977; 

332663, 7673339. 

WARD 29 

Starting from the inter-section of the boundary fence of Triangle, Crown, and 

Buffalo Range, then north eastwards along Runde River up to the boundary 

fence Buffalo Range and Crown Ranch up to a point, along Chiredzi River then 

downstream to a point where the boundary fence of buffalo Range and Hippo 

Valley North Estate meets the River, then following the fence up to the point 

where it meets the Chiredzi – Ngundu roads, the following the Chiredzi-Ngundu 
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roads towards Ngundu up to a point which is closest to the railway line then 

south westwards in a straight line following the same boundary fence of Buffalo 

Range to its inter-section with the boundary fence of Triangle Ranch, then 

north westwards following the boundary fence of Triangle Ranch, and Buffalo 

Range, to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates. 343564, 7682834, 358861, 7687054; 

369411, 7677208, 348312, 7672284; 343564, 7682834.   

WARD 30 

Starting from the confluence of Runde and Mtilikwe Rivers then down stream 

along Runde River to its confluence with Muteri River then along where a dust 

road meets Runde River, then along the dust road to the southern boundary of 

section 10 fields, then along the boundary of Fields 1953, 1995, 1946, D9, D8, 

1922, 1918, 1910, 1912, 1915, 1917, 19191 of sections 19 and 759, 763, 765, 

767, 769, 766, 774, 776, 778, 779. 780, 782, 784 of section 7, and 618, 625, 

627 – 629, 635 0 641 so as to include them and continue along the boundary 

of fields 514, 512, 506 of section 6, then along the boundary of 468, 464, 452, 

450, 449, 448, 447, 446, of section 4 so as to exclude them, then along the 

boundaries of fields 121, 1222, 1223, 1224, 1225, 1227, 1228, 1229, Cricket 

pitch of section 12 so as to include them along the boundaries of 128, 130, 

131, 134, 135, 142, 145, 146.  147, 153, 154, 155 of section 1 so as to include 

them to the boundary of Buffalo Range, then south westwards along the 

boundary of its inter-section with boundary fence of Triangle Ranch, then 

south westwards following the boundary fence of  Triangle Ranch to the 

starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates  343916, 7672284; 354466;7673339; 359916, 7666306; 

352004, 7658745, 343916, 7661031.   

WARD 31 
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Starting from the confluence of Mteri and Runde Rivers, where a dust road 

meets Runde River, then along the dust road to the southern boundary of 

section 19 fields then along the boundaries of fields 1953, 1955, 1946, D9, D8, 

1922, 1918, 1910, 1912, 1915, 1917 and 19191 of section 19, 759, 763, 765, 

767m 769, 766, 774, 776, 778, 779, 780, 782, 784, of section 7 and 618, 625, 

627 – 629 of section 6 so as to exclude them, then North eastwards along the 

boundaries of 32 Couve, 31 Wenham, 29A, Fayd’herbe, 26 J Dabbs, 23 R 

Yeatman, 22 De-Waal, 25 Crowley so as to include them, then  north eastwards 

following the northern foot of Sangangabwe Hills so as to include them to the 

canal through the Storage Dam so as to exclude it, then along the district canal 

then along the boundary of fields 2301, 2303, 2305, 2307, 2309, 2311, 2313, 

2315, 2319, 2321, 2323, 2325, 2327, 2333, 2339, 2347, 2349 and 2353 of 

section 23 so as to include them, then down stream along the stream to its 

confluence with Chiredzi River, then upstream along Runde to the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates.  351828, 7658745, 359916, 7666306, 378906; 7664724, 381719, 

7656459, 360795, 7652943; 351828, 7658745. 

WARD 32 

Starting at a point where the 132KV cable crosses Mkwasine River then south 

westwards following the Essanby Watershed extension boundary to a point 

where the boundary meets Chiredzi River, then downstream following Chiredzi 

River to its confluence with Runde River then downstream following Runde 

River to a point where it meets the Cattle Game Fence, then south eastwards 

following the Game Fence to a point then north eastwards in straight line to a 

point then following the boundary fence of Fair Range up to Mkwasine River 

then up steam following Mkwasine to the straight point.  The area covered is 

both the block and the ward boundary.  An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates. 369827, 7676851; 378246, 
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7692259; 392383, 7696389; 399372, 7690035; 399849, 7690035; 399849, 

7688288; 382852, 7650576; 381899, 7652006; 381740, 7656453; 369827, 

7676851.  

CHIREDZI TOWN COUNCIL 

WARD 1 

Starting from the junction of Inyati and Chitsanga roads going  northwards 

following Inyati Road up to a point close to the southern boundary of the Police 

camp, then following the boundary excluding the camp to the D.A’s Camp 

southern boundary, excluding it, then in a straight line to the railway line so as 

to exclude Junior School site, then northwards along the railway line to the 

western boundary along the boundary passing through the peak of Chitsanga 

hill and straight up to the north-eastern boundary of Hippo Valley Estate and 

generally north westwards following this boundary up to Tsessebe Drive and 

then turning north east following Tsessebe Drive up to its junction with Inyati 

Road up to its junction with Sable drive then westwards following Sable drive 

then westwards following  

Sable Drive up to its junction with Impala Drive then following impala drive 

northwards up to its junction with Marula Drive up to its junction with Roan 

drive and then turning west following Roan drive up to its junction with Mleme 

drive and then following Mleme Drive up to its intersection with Chitsanga road 

then east wards up to its junction with Inyati road which is the starting point. 

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates.  361222, 7671393; 362284, 7673285; 363268, 7672725; 361743, 

7670930; 361222, 7671393. 

WARD 2 

Starting from the junction of Tsessebe drive and Inyati road, then northwards 

following Inyati Road up to its junction with Sable drive, then westwards 
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following Sable drive up to its junction with Impala north drive, then 

northwards following Impala drive up to its junction with Marula drive, then 

following Marula north eastwards up to its junction with Roan drive, then 

North westwards along Roan drive up to its junction  with Mleme drive, then 

following Mleme drive northwards up to its junction with Chitsanga road then 

turning east following  Chitsanga this boundary so as to include the Police 

camp and  turning northwards  following the eastern boundary of the police 

camp and General hospital up to Lion drive and then turning north westwards 

following Lion drive up to its junction with Inyati road and then following Inyati 

road northwards up to where it crosses the 33kv power line, then 

southwestwards following the power line up to the northern boundary of Hippo 

Valley estate and following this boundary generally south eastwards up to the 

junction of Chiredzi drive and south east wards up to its junction with Tsetsebe 

drive, then northwards following the drive the Tsessebe drive to the starting 

point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates. 357150, 7674153, 361570, 7675137; 361763, 7673651; 362419, 

7673536; 362265, 7673364; 361821, 7673227; 361203, 7671393. 

 

WARD 3 

Starting from the junction of Lion Drive and Warth road, and following Warth 

Road north eastwards up to its junction with an unnamed road then turning 

eastwards following this unnamed road up to Railway line and then following 

this railway line south westwards up to a stream, and then north westwards 

along the stream up to the western boundary of the DA’s camp so as to include 

it and then turning north eastwards following this boundary up to Lion Drive 

then following  Lion drive south eastwards to the starting point. Starting from 

the junction Lion drive and West road following Lion drive east, then 

southwards up to where it crosses a stream and then turning westwards 
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following this boundary up to Lion Drive and then turning eastwards following 

this drive up to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  362265, 7673304; 362438, 7673536; 

362901, 7673265; 363229, 7673613; 363654, 7673343 363229, 7672744; 

362265, 7671393. 

 WARD 4 

Starting from the junction of Lion drive and West road, then going north 

eastwards following west road up to its junction with P.G Sithole road and 

turning south eastwards following P G Sithole road up to its junction with 

Warth road and North westwards following Warth road to its junction with 

Hlupeko Mbizvo road then going south eastwards following Hlupeko Mbizo up 

to the railway line then turning south westwards following the railway line up 

to an unnamed road then turning north westwards following this unnamed 

road to its junction with Warth road then south westwards along Warth Road 

to its junction with Lion  Drive, then north westwards along Lion drive to its 

junction  with West road which is the starting point.  An This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.   362573, 7673439; 

362901, 7673999; 363345, 7673767; 363558, 7674134; 363866, 7673960; 

363654, 7673362; 363229, 7673619; 362901, 7673304; 362573, 7673439. 

WARD 5 

Starting from the junction of West Road and Lion drive, then going north 

westwards following the Lion drive up to its junction with Inyati drive and 

turning northwards following Inyati drive to its junction with Tanganda – 

Ngundu road then along the road towards Tanganda to a point such that when 

a straight line is drawn southwards will meet Marinda road then following 

Marinda road up to the corner of Agritex Training Centre fence, then along the 

fence up to the northern boundary of stand 2531 then along Magwaza road 
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eastwards to its junction with West road, then south westwards along West 

Road to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  362593, 7673439; 361724, 7673690; 

361550, 7675157; 362265, 7675311; 363191, 7674423; 362593, 7673439. 

WARD 6 

Starting from the junction of West Road and p G Sithole road going South 

eastwards following P G Sithole road up to its junction with Warth road and 

then following Warth road generally north eastwards u to its junction with 

Hlupeko Mbizvo road and turning north westwards following Hlupeko Mbizvo 

road up to its junction with West road generally south westwards up to the 

starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates.  362921, 7674018; 363345, 7674693; 363751, 7674500; 

363326, 7673767; 362921, 7674018. 

WARD 7 

Starting from the junction of West Road and Magwaza road going north 

eastwards following  west road up to its junction with Tanganda –Ngundu Road 

and then turning westwards following Tanganda-Ngundu road towards Ngundu 

up to a point such that when a line is drawn will meet Marinda road and going 

southwards following Marinda Road up to then northern boundary of stand 

number 2531 and following this boundary eastwards so as to exclude stand 

number 2531 up to Elizabeth Mirosi road and then following this road up to its 

junction with Magwaza road and then following Magwaza up to the starting 

point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates. 362265, 7675311; 363287, 767556; 363345, 7673655; 363191, 

7674443; 362438, 7674539; 362265, 7675311. 
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WARD 8 

Starting from the junction  of Tanganda-Ngundu road and West road going 

eastwards following Tanganda-Ngundu road towards Tanganda up to Chiredzi 

River Bridge and southwards following the River to a railway line and then 

following this railway line southwards up to an unnamed road turning west 

along the unnamed road to its junction with Warth Road then turning north 

eastwards along Warth Road to its junction with Hlupeko Mbizvo road and 

then turning northwest following Hlupeko Mbizvo to its junction with West 

road and then northwards following West road up to the starting point.  An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  

363215, 7675578; 369568, 7677026; 369839, 7676292; 364512, 7674748; 

363856, 7673957; 363566, 7674131; 363759, 7674497; 363354, 7674710; 

363315, 7675578. 

CHIVI RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL  

WARD 1 

Starting from the meeting point of Musavezi River and the Southern boundary 

of Kismet Ranch then proceeding north east along the southern boundary of 

Kismet range up to the pick of Chamanhanzva hill then proceeding eastwards 

along the Chivi – Shurugwi district boundary to a point on Musokomi River 

then proceedings southwards to a point on Nyarutedzi River then proceeding 

Musokomi River then proceeding southwards to a point) on Nyarutedzi River 

then proceedings southwards downstream of Nyarutedzi River to a point) on 

Nyarutedzi River east of Watungwa dip tank then north west to a point north 

west along the Ruvanda range of hills to a point on Gwehuku stream then 

downstream of Gwehuku stream up to its confluence with Musavezi River then 

proceeding northwards up stream along the Musavezi River up to the starting 
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point.  Musavezi River up to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  205962, 7775447; 201196, 

7783570; 215092, 7786054; 214690, 7775783; 213011, 7775178; 205962, 

7775447.   

WARD 2 

An area of land defined by a boundary starting from the meeting point of 

Musavezana River and the Chivi-Shurugwi district boundary then going 

generally south east down stream of Musavezana River up to the meeting point 

of the old Bulawayo – Masvingo road and Musavezana River then going south 

west along the Bulawayo – Masvingo road up to its meeting point with 

Nyamushangwe River then going north west along an unnamed stream by-

passing Chomufuka mountain but excluding it then proceeding in a north west 

direction up to the fence of Jenya small scale farms then following the fence up 

to a point from where a straight line can be drawn westwards to an unnamed 

stream at point then proceeding north west upstream of an unnamed stream 

up to its confluence with Nyarutedzi River then going generally north upstream 

of Nyarutedzi River up to its source then going northwards up to the Chivi-

Shurugwi district boundary then going east along the Chivi-Shurugwi district 

boundary up to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  215227, 7785920; 219792, 7786524; 

230399, 7776051; 223014, 7772627; 214690, 7775850; 215227, 7785987.  

WARD 3 

Starting from the meeting point of Chivi Shurugwi district boundary and 

Musavezana River then going south downstream along Musavezana River up to 

the meeting point of Musavezana River and the old Bulawayo Masvingo road 

then going east along the old Bulawayo – Masvingo road up to the meeting 

point of the old Bulawayo –Masvingo road and Tokwe River) then going north 
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upstream along Tokwe River up to the confluence to Tokwe River and Shashe 

River then going north upstream along Shashe River up to its confluence with 

the Ngezi River then going west along Ngezi River up to the meeting with 

Veterinary fence of Gamwa Resettlement then following the veterinary fence of 

Gamwa Resettlement up to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 south (S) base on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates. 219792, 7786467; 232077, 

7788615; 232883, 7776934; 230399, 7776062; 219792, 7786467.   

WARD 4 

Starting from the meeting point of Musavezi River and the fence of Lundi 

Ranch then going north east along the fence of Lundi Ranch up to a point then 

going south east along the fence of Lundi Ranch up to the meeting point of the 

fence of Lundi Ranch and Nyaruitedzi River where a straight line can be drawn 

westwards by passing Watungwa dip tank but including it and by-passing 

Ruvanda mountain but including it up to an unnamed stream at point then 

going northwest downstream of an unnamed stream up to the confluence of the 

unnamed stream and Musavezi River then going south downstream of 

Musavezi River up to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 south (S) base on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  205962, 7775390; 213011, 

7775256; 214018, 7762232; 207171, 7767200; 202874, 7763239; 201934, 

7764112; 205962, 7775390.   

WARD 5 

Starting from the meeting point of the fence of Lundi Ranch and Nyarushangwe 

River then going north east upstream of Nyarushangwe River crossing the 

Masvingo Bulawayo road at by passing Chomufuka mountain but including it 

and Gwemashereni rocks up to the fence of Jenya small scale farms) then 

going north west along the fence up to a point from where a straight line can  

be drawn westwards to meet an unnamed stream then following the unnamed 
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stream downwards up to its confluence with Nyarutedzi River then going south 

west downstream of Nyarutedzi River up to the meeting point of Nyarutedzi 

River and the fence of Lundi Ranch then proceed south east up to the starting 

point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates.  213060, 7775190; 214738, 7775794; 222928, 7772639; 217557, 

7765791; 215611, 7761025; 214067, 7762233; 213060, 7775190. 

WARD 6 

Starting from the meeting point of Nyarushange River and the Bulawayo-

Masvingo road going south west downstream of Nyarushange River up to the 

meeting point of Nyarushange River and Chivi-Madzivadondo road then going 

east along Chivi-Madzivadondo and the fence of Jenya small scale farms) then 

proceed north east along the fence of Jenya small scale farms up to the 

meeting point of the fence of Jenya small scale farms and Chivi-Mandamabwe 

road then going north west along  Chivi-Mhandamabwe road up to the junction 

of Chivi-Mhandamabwe road and Bulawayo-Masvingo road then going south 

west along Bulawayo-Masvingo road up to the starting point.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  217557, 

7765791; 222995, 7772571; 225680, 7774384; 228970, 7768946; 222458, 

7766932; 222794, 7763710; 217557, 7765791.  

WARD 7 

Starting from the meeting point of Gwemahwematema stream near Vuravhi 

business centre and Chivi-Mhandamabwe road going north west along Chivi-

Mhandamabwe road up to the meeting point of Chivi-Mhandamabwe road and 

the fence of Jenya small scale farms and going west along the fence of Jenya 

small scale farms up to Nyagate River, then going south along downstream of 

Nyagate River up to its confluence with Rudhibha River  which is near Chida 

dam, then going generally south east crossing Chomushambigwa River at point 
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and by-passing Chigapa School, but excluding it up to Muchingami River  then 

going north east along Muchingami River up to its source then going northeast 

up to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  222794, 7763710; 222391, 7766932; 

228903, 7768946; 234273, 7760353; 230648, 7757198; 222794, 7763643.    

WARD 8 

Starting from the meeting point of Tokwe River and the old Bulawayo-Masvingo 

road going South west along the old Bulawayo-Masvingo road up to the new 

Bulawayo-Masvingo road then proceed along the new Bulawayo – Masvingo 

road up to the junction of Chivi-Mandamabwe road then going south east along 

Chivi-Mhandamabwe at point road up to the junction of Chivi-Mhandamabwe 

road and Tainga road then going North east along Tainga road at point and up 

to the meeting point of Tainga road and Chidende stream at point then going 

north east down stream of Chidende stream, up to confluence of the Chudende 

stream and Tokwe River then going north west along Tokwe River up to the 

starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates.  225680, 7774384; 230380, 7776062; 232931, 7776935; 

234139, 7775660; 239241, 7763643; 234341, 7760286; 228970, 7768879; 

225680, 7774384  

WARD 9 

Starting from the meeting point of Nyagate River and Chivi-Madzivadondo road 

going south west for 4,5 km to eastern boundary of Lundi Ranch then follows 

North-east for 3,8 km to Guwa Mountain then to the confluence of Nyarutedzi 

and Nyarushangwe Rivers.  The boundary then follows Nyarushangwe River up 

stream for 5 km then south-east for 5,6 km to the confluence of two unnamed 

Rivers, then proceeding southwards up to Bella School so as to exclude it 

hence south-west for 8, 8 km to meet the Chivi – Madzivadombo road which is 
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the tarting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  215634, 7760978; 217580, 7765812; 

222683, 7763730; 224294, 7758561; 222683, 7756816; 212747, 7752049; 

215634, 7760978.   

WARD 10 

Starting from the confluence of Phineas stream and Mushambigwe River going 

east along Phineas stream up to its source then going further east by-passing 

Mapakomhere, Gungurukwa Jonyera and Zihwa dam, then going east along 

Mushambigwe River up to its confluence with Shangwani River, then going 

generally north west up to the foot of the low Dyke than going west along the 

low Dyke up to its meeting point with Nyajeni River then going along 

Nyajecheni River up to the confluence to Nyajecheni and Mushambigwe River 

then going south along Mushambigwe River and Phineas stream which is the 

starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates.  222683, 77556816; 224294, 7758494; 230604, 7757219; 

236378, 7751848; 231611, 7748894; 223824, 7748760; 222683, 7756816.  

WARD 11 

An area of land defined by a boundary starting from the confluence of Tokwe 

River and Chidende stream at going South West up stream of Chedende stream 

up to its meeting point with Tainga road at point  then going further south west 

along Tainga road up its junction with Chivi-Mandamabwe road at point from 

where a straight line can be drawn westwards by-passing Chipara village but 

including it then going generally westwards up to the source of an unnamed 

stream on a point, then proceeding south downstream along the unnamed 

stream up to a  point then proceeding south east such that a straight line can 

be drawn excluding Taru Dam up to a point on Mushambigwe River, then 

proceeding north east along Mushambigwe River up to its confluence with an 
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unnamed stream at point then proceeding north east along the unnamed 

stream to a point from where a straight line can be drawn up to a point on 

Mutorahukustream, then proceeding north east down stream of Mutorahuku 

up to the meeting point of Mutorahuku stream and Chivi Mnandamabwe at 

road, then proceeding south east along Mandamabwe-Chivi road up to its 

meeting point with Mutune stream, at point then proceeding North east down 

stream of Mutune stream by-passing Mutume dam but including part of it, 

then proceeding further downstream along, Mutune stream up to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream at point then proceeding further north 

east down stream along Muchindawi River up to its confluence with Tokwe 

River at point, then proceeding up stream along Tokwe River up to a point 

which is the confluence of Tokwe River and Chidende stream which is the 

starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates.  230692, 7757164; 234250, 7760252; 239218, 7763676; 

47609, 776588; 241634, 7756426; 236465, 7751928; 230692, 7757164. 

WARD 12 

Starting from the confluence of Muchindawi River and Tokwe River then going 

south west along Muchindawi River up to its confluence with an unnamed 

stream at point  then proceeding generally south by passing Nyaningwe dip but 

including it up to Muchenami River then going south along Muchenami River 

up to the confluence of Muchnami River and Vabati stream at point then going 

further south along Vabati stream up to its meeting point with Chivi-Masvingo-

Beitbridge tarred road then going south west by-passing Chavasikana 

mountain but excluding it up to Chivi-Shokoni road then going south east 

along Chivi-Shokoni road up to the meeting point of Chivi-Shokoni road and 

the fence of Chibi Mission at point  then following the fence of Chibi Mission up 

to Muvhundusi road at a point then going north east along Muvhundusi road 

up to appoint from where a straight line can be drawn east  up to an unnamed 

stream, then following the unnamed steam south east up to its confluence with 
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Nyazhou River then going north east down stream Nyazhou River up to the 

confluence of Nyazhou River and Tokwe River then going up stream along 

Tokwe River up to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  241654, 7756498; 247696, 7760593; 

254879, 7753611; 255080, 7752470; 248434, 7753879; 244339, 7751328; 

246219, 7748979; 245010, 7746293; 242392, 7745891; 240848, 7150590; 

341654, 7756498.   

WARD 13 

Starting from the confluence of Runde River and Mushambigwe River  going 

north east upstream of Mushambigwe River up to the confluence of 

Mushambigwe River and Nyajecheni River then going north along Nyajecheni 

River up to a point where a straight line can be drawn west excluding Bella 

Church and Bella Store up to Nyagate River, then going south west down 

stream of Nyagate River up to a  point where a straight line can be drawn south 

west by-passing Dume dip tank but including it then proceeding southwards 

by-passing Guwa mountain but excluding it up to the fence of Lundi ranch 

then following the fence of Lundi ranch south up to the meeting point of the 

fence of Lundi ranch and Runde River, then going south west along Runde 

River up to the starting point. 

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 south (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  

212787, 7752000; 222655, 7756900; 223799, 7748845; 220306, 7745354; 

212787, 7752000. 

WARD 14 

Beginning from the confluence of Runde River and Mushambigwe River  going 

north east along Mushambigwe River up to its confluence of Runde River and 

Mushambigwe River going north east along Mushambigwe River up to its 
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confluence with Phineas stream then going south east along Phineas stream up 

to its source then going generally east by-passing Mapakomera mountain but 

excluding it by-passing Gungurukwa mountain, including it by passing 

Jonyera mountain but including it and then going along Zihwa mountain peak 

up to Zihwa dam then going generally south by-passing Chebvute rock 

paintings but including it pp to a point  where a straight line can be drawn 

south east wards by-passing Madya school but excluding it, then proceeding 

further south east up to the source with Gadzi River at point then proceeding 

down stream along Gadzi River up to its confluence with Muni River, then 

going south down stream of Muni River up to this confluence with Zavane River 

at point  then proceeding down stream of Muni River up to its confluence with 

Runde River grid reference then going north west up steam of Runde River up 

to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  220284, 77455326; 223775, 7748750; 

231629, 7748884; 238678, 7730356; 234650, 7726395; 220284, 7745326.   

WARD 15 

Starting from the confluence of Muni River and Zavare River going north east 

along Zavare River by-passing Shokoni Dam but including it up to Chivi-

Shokoni road then going north along Chivi-Shokoni road by-passing Chisvosvi 

mountain but including it then proceeding west wards by-passing Rusvinga 

mountain but including it then proceeding west wards again by – passing 

Gongwa mountain and Rusvinga mountain but including both then going 

further west up to Mushambingwe River up to Zihwa dam then proceeding 

generally southwards by-passing Chebvute rock paintings but excluding it up 

to point from where a straight line can be drawn south east wards by-passing 

Madya school but including it then proceeding further south east up to the 

source of Gadzi River then proceeding down stream along Gadzi River up to its 

confluence with  Muni River, then going south down stream of Muni River up 

to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 
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Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.   231697, 7748884; 236329, 7751905; 

240827, 7750563; 242303, 7745998; 243042, 7742171; 244452, 7738143; 

238611, 7730423; 231697, 7748884. 

WARD 16 

Beginning from the confluence of Tokwe River and Tugwana River going west 

along Tugwana River up to its confluence with Dinhe River then going further 

west along Dinhe River up to the meeting point of Dinhe River and Chivi-

Shokoni road then going north along Chivi-Shokoni road up to the meeting 

point of Chivi-Shokoni road and the fence of Chivi Mission then going east 

along Chibi Mission fence the meeting point of Chivi Mission fence and Chibi 

Mission – Chihava road then going North East along Chibi Mission – Chihava 

road up to the tarred road at a point then going north east along Muvhundusi 

road up to a point where a straight line can be drawn east to meet an unnamed 

stream at point then going south east down stream of the unnamed stream up 

to its confluence with Nyazhou River then east along Nyazhou River up to its 

confluence with Tokwe River then going south down Tokwe River up to the 

starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates.  242303, 7745998; 245056, 7746132; 246264, 7749019; 

2444452, 7751368; 248413, 7753718; 250427, 7751368; 255059, 7752442; 

259758, 7738747. 

WARD 17 

Starting from the confluence of Runde and Muni Rivers then proceeding north 

east up stream Muni River up to its confluence with Zavare River, at point then 

proceeding north east up stream Zavare River including Zihwa school up to the 

confluence of Zavare River and an unnamed stream at point, then proceeding 

north east such that a straight line can be drawn up to a point on Chivi-

Shokoni road which is also the junction of Shokoni – Dzimati road and Chivi – 
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Shokoni road then proceeding south wards along Shokoni – Chomuruvati road 

up to a point on tributary of Runde River, then proceeding south down stream 

the tributary passing Chirongwe school but including it up to a point which is 

the meeting point of the tributary and Shokoni – Maringire road in the valley 

between Sosoni and Mbire mountains, then proceeding south west crossing the 

tributary of Runde River passing along the pick of Mbire and Munaka 

mountain ranges up to a point  on Runde River then proceeding north up 

stream Runde River up to the confluence of Runde River and Muni River which 

is the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.   234602, 7726310; 238697, 7730338; 

244537, 7738125; 248767, 7727384; 344132, 7722214; 234602, 7726310.  

WARD 18 

Starting from the confluence of Turwana and Mupepete River at point  then 

proceeding south west up stream along Mupepete River crossing Masvingo – 

Beitbridge road including Jaka Secondary School, up to the meeting point of 

the foot of Maparanganda and Imbayechipiri mountains and Mupepete River, 

then proceeding further south west following the peak of Imbayechipiri, Sese, 

ngurunda, Bire, Chesvita and Sosoni mountains up to a appoint on Maringire – 

Shokoni road, then proceeding north east along the Murungire – Shokoni up to 

the tributary of the Runde River, turns north-west follows the said tributary, to 

pass through Chirongwe School so as to exclude it, past Muzowa Scool so as to 

include it, up to Shokoni Dam, following the Chirongwe to Deve School road, 

up to a point where the road meet an uunamed stream which is 1,3 km south 

of Deve School.  Hence the boundary follows a generally south-easterly 

direction through Mbindangombe Dam then follows Turwana River up to its  

meeting with Mupepete River, which is the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinate.    244593, 

7738155; 243049, 7742116; 259765, 7738692; 248822, 7727347. 
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WARD 19 

Starting from the meeting point of Runde River and Munaka range of 

mountains going east along the mountains ranges up to the meeting point of 

Mbire mountain and Shokoni-Maringire road then going south along Shokoni-

Maringire road up to the meeting point of Shokoni-Maringire road and 

Makamba stream then going south-west along Makamba stream up to the 

confluence of Makamba stream and Save River then going south along Save 

River up to the confluence of Save River and Mashizha River then going north 

west along Mashizha River up to the confluence of Mashizha River and an 

unnamed stream which flows from Muapagamuri School but excluding 

Mupagamuri School up to the source of the unnamed stream then going north 

such that a straight line can be drawn north west up to Mutowa River then 

going west along Mutowa River up to Runde River, then going north along 

Runde River up to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.   233990, 7722228; 248826, 7727330; 

256614, 7723101; 256009, 7719073; 246678, 7714776; 234661, 7716119; 

233990, 7722228. 

WARD 20 

Starting from the confluence of Turwana and Mupepete River at point  then 

proceeding south west upstream along Mupepete River crossing the Masvingo-

Beitbridge road including Jaka Primary School up to the meeting of the foot of 

Maparanga , Imbayechiripri and Mupepete River, then proceedings further 

south west following the peak of Imbayechiripri, Sese, ngurunda, Mbire, 

Chesvita and Sosoni mountains up to a point on Shokoni-Maringe road, then 

proceeding south along Shokoni-Maringire road up to a point on an unnamed 

stream, then proceeding south down stream the unnamed stream up to the 

confluence of the unnamed stream and Save River at point including 

Makamure school, then proceeding south down stream Save River up to its 
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confluence with Maminya River at point then proceeding north east upstream 

Maminya River up to a point on Maminya River on the foot of Mabvure 

mountain then proceeding south east passing the peak of Mabvure mountain 

up to a point on the foot of Sikanajena mountain but including it, then 

proceeding south up to a point  on Tende River, then proceeding south down 

stream Tende River up to a point where Rungai-mandiva road crosses Tende 

River then proceeding east along rungai-Mandiva road up to the junction of 

Mandiva-Berejena road with Rungai Mandiva road, the proceeding north east 

along Berejena-Mandiva road to a point where Berejena-Mandiva road crosses 

Tugwane River, then proceeding eastwards down stream Tungwane River 

crossing Beitbridge-Masvingo high-way, then proceeding eastwards down 

stream Tugwane River up to its confluence with Tokwe River at a point, then 

proceeding north up stream along Tokwe River up to its confluence with 

Turwana River, then proceeding west up stream along Turwana River up to its 

confluence with Mupepete River at point which is the starting point.  An This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates. 

234660, 7716112, 246744, 7714702; 252987, 7703558; 249496, 7700604; 

241575, 7711278; 234660, 7716112. 

WARD 22 

Starting from the confluence of Tokwe and Tugwana River, then proceeding 

upstream along Tugwana River crossing Masvingo – Beitbridge road then 

proceeding upstream along Tugwana River up to a point where it meets 

Mandiva-Berejena road then proceeding south west along the Mandiva-

Berejena road up to a point which is the junction of Mandiva-Berejena road 

with Mandiva – Rungai road, then proceeding west along the Mandiva-Rungai 

road up to its meeting point with Tende River then proceeding south down 

stream Tende River up to the confluence of Tende River and Birishave River 

then proceeding north east up to a point such that a straight line can be drawn 

east up to a point on an unnamed stream which flows from Zivuku Buness 
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Centre then proceeding north up stream along the unnamed steam up to a 

point on the Beitbridge – Masvingo road then proceeding north west along the 

Beitbridge – Masvingo road up to a point which is the junction of Beitbridge – 

Masvingo road and  Maringire sales pens but including them and excluding the 

rest camp up to point on the Muringire sales pens road, then proceeding north 

east such that a straight line can be drawn up to a point on Tokwe River, then 

proceeding north west up stream along Tokwe River up to the confluence of 

Tokwe and Tungwana Rivers which is the starting point.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  256086, 

7719057, 261457, 7725502; 265619, 7717983; 262330, 7717715; 264075, 

7711471; 261390; 7709122; 256086; 7719057.   

WARD 23 

Starting from the confluence of Runder River and Nyamembwe stream at a 

point then proceeding north east up stream of Nyamembwe River up to a point 

on Nyamembwe River, then proceeding north east by – passing Makovere South 

School but including it into Chasiyatende – Berejena road at point near Razi 

Business centre but including it, then proceeding north along the 

Chasiyatende-Berejena road at point  near Razi Business centre but including 

it, then proceeding north along the Chaisiyatende – Berejena road up to a point 

then proceeding east such that a straight line can be drawn passing the peak 

of Marichena mountain up to a  point which is the confluence of Tende River 

and Birishave River, then proceeding northwards up stream of Birishave River 

up to a point such that a straight line can be drawn eastwards up to a point on 

an unnamed stream which flows from Zivuku Business centre, then proceeding 

south east such that a straight line can be drawn up to the foot of Sviba 

moutain at a point  then proceeding further south east ina straight line by 

passing Dambashoko mountain including part of it, Chehudo mountain but 

including it Rushumbe but excluding it up to a point which is the foot of 

Barura mountain but including it, then proceed further south east up a point, 
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then proceeding south upstream of an unnamed stream up to an point on the 

foot of Bako moutain but excluding it, then proceeding south west along a 

gravel road up to a point on an unnamed stream which flows from Matenhese 

village, then proceeding along the gravel road generally south up to a point on 

an unnamed stream then proceeding along the gravel road generally south up 

to a point near Mazhata village but excluding it, then proceeding up to a point 

on the foot of Hawana mountain but excluding it then proceeding further west 

along the foot of Hawana and Tidi mountains up to a point which is the 

meeting point with Ngundu – Chasiyatende gravel road, then proceeding west 

along the Ngundu – Chasiyatende road excluding Gwaindepi village to a point 

which is a point of Musakwe River, then proceeding south down stream of 

Musakwe River up to its confluence with Runde River at a point, then 

proceeding generally north west up steam of Runde River up to a point then 

proceeding north west such that a straight line can be drawn dividing the 

island including part of it up to a point on Runde River, then proceeding north 

east down stream of Runde River up to a point which is the confluence of 

Runde, Save and Nyamhembwe Rivers which is the starting point.  An This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  

252988, 7703608; 261446, 7709113; 264132, 7711463; 270039, 7704481; 

269972, 7703877; 263125, 7703340; 261446, 7695821; 253391, 7700050; 

252988, 7703608. 

WARD 24 

Starting from the confluence of Kamamike River and Tokwe River then 

proceeding north west up steam Tokwe River up to a point then proceeding 

south west up to appoint near Maringire cattle sales pens but excluding the 

sales pens but including the Rest Camp then proceeding west along the 

Maringire Sales pens road up to a point which is the meeting point of Mringire 

sales pens road and Masvingo-Beitbridge road then proceeding south east 

down along Masvingo – Beitbridge up to a  point just after Zivuku Business 
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Centre into an unnamed stream, then proceeding downstream the unnamed 

stream up to a point on the unnamed stream, then proceeding south east such 

that a straight line can be drawn up to the foot of Sviba mountain, then 

proceeding further south east in a straight line by-passing Dambashoko 

mountain including part of it, Chehudo mountain but including it, Rushumbe 

mountain but including it up to a point which is the foot of Barura mountain 

but excluding it, then proceeding east by-passing Museva dam but including it 

crossing Masvingo-Beitbridge rod up to Kanamika River at a point, then 

proceeding downstream eastwards along Kanamike River up to the confluence 

of Kanamike River and Tokwe River which is the starting point.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  264132, 

7711463; 262453, 7717706; 265542, 7717907; 271584, 7718444; 272255, 

7712604; 277088, 779784; 269972, 7704414; 264132, 7711463.   

 

WARD 25 

Starting from the bridge which is the meeting point of Runde River and 

Beitbridge – Masvingo road at point  then proceeding north along the Beitbridge 

– Masvingo road up to a point between Bangaugwe and Chirongwe mountain 

then proceeding North east along the pick of mountain ranges Chirongwe, 

Mbugwi and Sikanajena mountains up to a point on Muchindawi River, then 

proceeding north along Muchindawi River up to the Bridge across Muchindawi 

River at point on Muchindawi River, then proceeding north along Muchindawi 

River up to the Bridge across Muchindawi River then proceeding north east up 

to a point on Banga River then proceeding up stream of Banga River up to a 

point which is the confluence of Banga River and an unnamed stream then 

proceeding north west along the unnamed stream then proceeding west 

crossing Masvingo-Beitbridge road then proceeding north west up to an 

unnamed stream at a point then proceeding south up steam of an unnamed 
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stream to a point on the foot of Bako mountain then proceeding south west 

along a gravel road up to a point on an unnamed stream which flows from 

Matenhese village then proceeding further south west down stream of the 

unnamed stream up to a point on an unnamed stream then proceeding along 

the gravel road generally south up to a point near Mazhata village but 

including it, then proceeding west along the gravel road up to the point on the 

foot of Hawana mountain but including it then proceeding further west along 

the foot of Hawana and Tidi mountain up to a point which is the meeting point 

of Chasiyatende – Ngundu gravel rod, then proceeding west along the Ngundu-

Chasiyatende road including Gwindepi village up to a point which is point on 

Masakwe River, then going south down stream of Masakwe River up to its 

confluence with Runde River at point  then proceeding south down stream of 

Runde River up to Hippo pool then proceeding east down stream of Runde 

River up to a point which is the Bridge on Runde road along Masvingo-

Beitbridge road which is the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  259701, 7686624; 263125, 

7703138; 269972, 7703877; 274403, 7700520; 273060, 7696895; 268764, 

7688705; 259701, 7686624. 

WARD 26 

Starting at the grid, the meeting point of Chiredzi-Ngundu road at point 800m 

south of Shangamiti proceeding down south along the veterinary fence up to 

the pick of Maswaya mountain at point then proceeding south west along the 

fence up to a point at the pick of unnamed hill at point which is near 

Manyanga mountain but including it, then proceeding further south west along 

the fence up to the pick of Dimbiti moutain at point near Dimbiti school but 

including the school, then proceeding south along the fence to a point which is 

the meeting point with Runde River then proceeding up stream of Runde River 

to the confluence of Runde River and Chivake River at point, then proceeding 

north west upstream of Runde River up to the meeting point of Runde River 
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and Masvingo-Beitbridge road, then proceeding north along Beitbridge-

Masvingo road for about 5,5 km then proceeding north east on the pick of 

mountain ranges Chirongwe, Mbugwi, Sikanajena and unnamed hill up to a 

point on Muchindahwi River then going South down stream of Muchindahwi 

River up to a point which is the confluence with Chivake River, then proceeding 

south east downstream of Chivake River up to a point which the confluence of 

Chivake and Tonhore Rivers, then proceeding north east upsteam of Tonhore 

River up to a point then proceeding east including Gwativenga village and 

excluding Matongo and Chikaratani village up to a point 800m south of 

Shangamiti on the Ngundu to Chiredzi road, which is the starting point. An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates.  268768, 7688682; 268164, 7694052; 273065, 7696738; 

2773132, 7692978; 281658, 7698483; 279778, 7690360; 273132, 7684721; 

268768, 7688749. 

 

WARD 27 

Starting on the peak of Shongamiti mountain then proceeding south along the 

Veterinary fence which is the boundary of Nyahombe resettlement and 

headman Gororo and Chief Chindi’s area up to the peak of Mawaya mountain, 

then proceeding south west along the Veterinary fence for about 3,9 km then 

proceeding generally south east for about 4,7 km downstream Machidza River 

to its confluence with Nyahombe River and then proceeding north up stream 

Nyahombe River for about 3,5 km then generally south-east for about 7,6 km 

on an unnamed tributary of the Runde River.  The boundary follows an 

unnamed stream which boarders village 5 but including village 5 and excluding 

village 7 up to a point which separates village 9, 10, 11 and 12 but including 

village 10 then proceeding north east upstream on an unnamed stream up to 

its source which is the boundary of Village 10 and 11 but including village and 
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excluding village 11, then up an unnamed stream proceeding downstream 

along the stream up to the confluence of the unnamed stream and Tokwe River 

then proceeding upsteam along Tokwe River up to a point which is the meeting 

point with the Veterinary fence, the proceeding south west along the fence 

which is the boundary of Nyahombe resettlement and headman Goro’s area up 

to the peak of Shomamiti mountain which is the starting point.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  279778, 

7690360; 281725, 7698416 288035, 7701840; 294803, 7690091; 290184, 

7686735; 283336, 7689823; 282732, 7686802; 279778, 769360. 

WARD 28 

Starting from the meeting from the meeting point of Tokwe River and the 

Veterinary fence then proceeding south west along the fence up to the peak of 

Shomamiti mountain then proceeding south up to a point at the grid along 

Ngunu-Chiredzi road then going south west including Shomamiti secondary 

school, Chikaratani and Matongo villages up to a point on Tonhore River then 

proceeding south downstream Tonhore River then proceeding south 

downstream Tonhore River up to the confluence, Tonhore and Chivake Rivers 

then proceeding north west along Chivake River up to the confluence with 

Muchindawi River then proceeding north upstream Muchindwi River up to a 

point on Muchindawi River which is between the mountain ranges of 

Dumbanyika and Manjanja mountains, then proceeding  north east along the 

peak of Manjanja Chomukonde, Nyuni, and Nyuni mountain ranges up to a 

point on Tokwe River then proceeding north-west up stream along Tokwe River 

to a point which is the meeting point of Tokwe River and the Veterinary fence 

which is the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  273132, 7696738; 274340, 7700497, 

281054, 707479; 288102, 7701840; 281725, 7698483; 272796, 7693112; 

273132, 7696738. 
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WARD 29 

Starting from the meeting point of Runde River and the veterinary fence the 

proceeding northwards up to the peak of Dimbiti mountain and then 

proceeding north east along the fence up to the peak of a hill, then going again 

north east along the fence up to a point on Machidza River, the proceeding 

south downstream Machida River up to its confluence with Nyahombe River 

and proceeding north upsteam Nyahombe River for about 3,3 km to a point 

then proceeding south east upstream along an unnamed stream which borders 

village 5 and village 7 but including village 7 and excluding village 5 up to a 

point which separates villages 9, 10. 11and 12, then proceeding north east 

upsteam along an unnamed steam up to its source  which is the boundary of 

village 10 and 11, but including village 11 and excluding village 10, then up to 

an unnamed stream, then downstream along the stream which also the 

boundary of village 11 and 10, up to the confluence of the unnamed stream 

and Tokwe River T, then proceeding downstream along Tokwe River up to a 

point which is the meeting point of Chiredzi, Chivi and Masvingo districts, 

them proceeding south west along the fence which is the district boundary of 

Chivi and Chiredzi up to the meeting point of the fence and Runde River, then 

proceeding north west up stream Runde River to a point  which is the meeting 

point of Runde River and the Veterinary fence which is the starting point.  An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates.  273065, 7684654; 279711, 7690293; 294883, 7689957; 298038, 

7685526; 296225, 7674785; 273065, 76884654. 

WARD 30 

Starting from the meeting point of Mushambigwe River and Chivi-Takavarasha 

road then proceeding northeast along Mushambigwe up to its confluence with 

an unnamed stream, then proceeding north east along the unnamed stream up 

to a point  such that a straight line can be drawn up to a point on Mutorahuku 
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stream, then proceeding down stream north east up to the meeting point of 

Mutorahuku stream and Mandamabwe-Chivi road then proceeding south east 

along the Madamambwe-Chivi road up to the meeting point with Mutune 

stream, then proceeding north east down stream Mutune stream by-passing 

Mutune dam but including part of it, then proceeding down stream along 

Mutune stream up to its confluence with an unnamed stream from Muchenami 

dam, then proceeding up stream along the unnamed stream by passing 

Nyamigwe Dip but excluding it, up the stream to its source, then proceeding up 

to a point on  Muchenami River, then proceeding upstream along Muchenami 

stream by-passing Muchenami dam but including it up to the confluence of 

Muchenami stream and an unnamed stream, then proceeding up steam 

southeast along the unnamed steam up to a point then proceeding south west 

crossing Chivi-Tokwe road by passing on the foot of Bembera moutain but 

excluding it and including Vurayayi Muchekeza village then proceeding further 

south west to the foot of Zvengururu mountain excluding it and including 

Chavasikana moutain, then proceeding south west taking part of Zvengururu 

mountain excluding it and including DA messenger’s camp up to a point on 

Chivi-Shokoni road, then proceeding north west along Shoko-Chivi road up to 

a point on the foot of Rusvinga mountain including the police camp, then going 

west along the foot of Rusvinga mountain up to Gongwa mountain taking part 

of it up to a point on an unnamed stream which flows from Gongwa mountain, 

then proceeding downstream along the unnamed stream to a point on Chivi-

Takavarasha road, the proceeding generally west along the Chivi-Takavarasha 

road up to a point on the road, such that a straight line can be drawn 

including Muzvidziwa village up to a point on the meeting point of Chivi – 

Takavarasha road and Mushambigwe River which is the starting point.  An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates.  236437, 7751840; 241606, 7756539; 242748, 7756136; 240801, 

7750632; 236437, 7751840. 
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WARD 31 

Starting from the confluence of Tokwe River and Kanamike River than 

proceeding down stream along Tokwe River up to a point on Tokwe River, 

which is the meeting point with the mountain ranges of Nyoni, hills, then 

proceeding south west along the peak of mountain ranges Nyoni, Nyuni, 

Chomukonde and Manjanja up to a point on Banga River then proceeding 

upstream along Banda River up to the confluence with an unnamed stream 

then proceeding north west along the unnamed stream up to a point then 

proceeding west crossing Masvingo- Beitbridge road at appoint then proceeding 

northwest by-passing Museva dip but including it up to a point near Barura 

mountain then proceeding east downstream Kanamike stream up to Kanamike 

River confluence with Tokwe River which is the starting point.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 south 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  274424, 

7700501; 270061, 7703857; 269994, 7704394; 276976, 7709765; 281003, 

7707549; 274424, 7700501. 

WARD 32 

Starting from the confluence of Runde an Save River, then proceeding North 

west upstream Save River up to the confluence of Save River and Mashizha 

River, then proceeding north along Save River up stream up to the confluence 

of Save River and 2 unnamed streams then proceeding east such that a 

straight line can be drawn up to the foot of Ruvanda mountain but including it, 

then further proceeding east such that a straight line can be drawn up to a foot 

of Ndhlaya mountain including it and Nemauzhe School up to a point on Tende 

River, then proceeding south downstream along Tende River including Gwizi 

mountains up to the confluence of Tende River and Birishave, then proceeding 

generally west such that a straight, line can be drawn passing on the 

peak/beacon of Marichena mountains including part of it up to a point where it 

crosses Mayive River, then proceeding further west up to a point on Berejena-
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Razi road, then proceeding south along Berejena-Razi road, then proceeding 

south along Berejena-Razi including Razi Business centre up to a point, then 

proceeding south west excluding Makovere south school up to a appoint on 

Nyamhembwe River, then proceeding south wards downstream along 

Nyamhembwe River up to the confluence of Nyamhembwe River and Runde 

River, the proceeding northwest upsteam along Runde River up to the 

confluence of Runde River and Save River which the starting point.  An This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates. 

253030, 770354; 246518, 7714756; 255984, 7719053; 261488, 7709050; 

53030, 7703545. 

GUTU RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

WARD 1 

Starting at Hilton, Markdale South, Shashe Fountain and Vroegeveld farms 

beacon eastwards following  the Gutu Mashonaland East Provincial boundary 

then southwards along the Daybrook, Afton Water, Voorspoed farms eastern 

boundary then turn east north boundaries to southern boundary of farm 222 

Lancashire then turn southwards along Denhere communal land to Sabakwe 

River then follow Sebakwe River downstream to its confluence with Nyazvidzi 

River, following Nyazvidzi River down stram to grid point (UTM)36, 329784, 

7867197; follow Shaka and Eastdale east farm boundaries south-westwards 

along the north-western boundary of Vervirby, Donhodzo and Airlie farms up to 

(UTM) 36, 306073, 7855037; at the northern boundary of Blair farm then turn 

northwest along the Telbkeir farm north eastern boundary then turn southwest 

along the north-western boundary of Telkebir farm the turn southwards along 

east dale eastern boundary to (UTM)299176, 7849186; on Atholl and Eastdale 

estate beacon then turn westward along Lwidgeon and Dalcross farms 

southern boundaries up to (UTM)36, 270994, 7851878; proceed southeast 

along Maxell  farm northern boundary to(UTM)36, 273161, 782150; then turn 
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southwards along Maxwell farm eastern boundary up to Collins and Beema 

farms northern beacon then turn westwards along Collins farm northern 

boundary up to Endama, Woodlands, Collins and Maxwell farms beacon, 

proceed westwards along Woodlands southern boundary then proceed 

northwards along Badza eastern boundary up to Amalinda and Badza beacon.  

Then westwards along Amalinda southern boundary into Shashe River, follow 

Shashe River down stream.  Follow northwards along Midlands province and 

Gutu District to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.   289594, 7880606, 290311, 7869724; 

304184, 7871399; 317219, 7868050; 319849, 7867094; 298324, 7849275; 

291746, 7849156; 280146, 7849394; 260415, 7846285; 258023, 7854058; 

280027, 7870920; 283256, 7881204. 

WARD 2 

Starting from the confluence of Sebakwe River with Nyazvidzi River, then 

following the Sebakwe River then northwards along the Eastdale East eastern 

boundary to Denhere Communal Area up to farm 222 Lanchashire farm 

southern boundary proceed eastwards along the southern boundary of 

Lanchashire farms up to farm 212 southern boundary into Nyazvidzi, then 

follow Nyazvidzi down to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  304303, 7871518; 317218, 

7868289; 316860, 7866376; 3040-64, 7866256.    

WARD 3 

Starting from Gutu District Boundary follow Nyazvidzi Small Scale Farming 

South Westwards to Mvimvi Hill, then westwards to Airlie Machingura 

boundary then southeast to meet Nyazvidzi, Gutu Communal Lands Boundary 

then south west to meet Dewure River.  Follow Dewure River northwest.  Follow 

Belmot farm fence towards Famaware hill, then northwest towards Noeldale 
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Eastern Boundary, then Northeast to meet Dewure River.  Follow the Dewure 

River to meet Eastdale estate southern boundary to Nyazvidzi River then to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates.   319827, 7866865; 323415, 7864234; 512293, 7857776; 

327840, 7843426; 315522, 2835413; 304759, 7840197; 298541, 7849166; 

306194, 7855265. 

WARD 4 

Starting from Gutu District boundary on Shaka farm and farm 247 Nyazvidzi 

River down stream to northern most beacon of Nyazvidzi 276 then turn south 

westwards along the southeastern boundary of Nyazvidzi small Scale farms and 

Gutu Communal Area up to farm 37 Nyazvidzi southern eastern boundary turn 

north westwards along the Nyazvidzi Small Scale farms southwestern boundary 

up to farm 233 and Airlie farm beacon then northeastwards along Donhodzo 

south eastern boundary up to Mvimvi hill up to Mvimvi trig beacon then north 

eastwards along Mvimvi and Shaka farms south eastern boundary to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates.  323176, 7863995; 344702, 7855385; 329873, 7844861; 

327960, 7843426; 312054, 7857657.   

WARD 5 

Starting from southern most beacon of widgeon and Eastdale estate farm 

proceeding east along southern boundary of Eastdale Estate up to western 

beacon of Lorn farm  then along western boundaries of Lorn, haig, Edkna, 

Denholm and fortress farms up to Pokoteke River then not along Pokoteke 

River up to Pokoteke – Dembe confluence, then follow Dembe River up stream 

to its source then west wards to a point where Grassland A farm boundary 

crosses a tributary of Nyamushangwe River, then follow Grassland ‘A’ eastern 

boundary to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal 
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Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.   280008, 7849127; 291847, 7849296; 

283834, 7837217; 276540, 7843975. 

WARD 6 

Starting from Pokoteke River meets with western boundary of Fortress farm 

then proceeds, southwest wards along western boundaries of Surat, Strathern, 

Fortress farm, then west along northern boundary of Chartsworth Estate, turn 

Northwest along Eastern boundary of Clare farm, then westwards along 

northern boundary of Clare farm up to Domborendawo hills, then north along 

eastern boundary of Lonely, Granby, Asemrowend, Chilly farms up Dembe 

River, proceeding along on Dembe River to the confluence of Dembe and 

Pokoteke River then downstream along Pokoteke up to starting point.  This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  

276659, 7843937, 283835, 7837001; 281204, 7832576; 279051, 7829467; 

272235, 7833653.    

 

WARD 7 

Starting from the eastern boundary of Argle farm then proceeds downstream 

along the Dewure River to the South ease to meet Belmont Noeldale Boundary 

then follow the boundary south west to Mazongororo Hill, turn south east to 

Mahachi then follow an unnamed tributary of Munhemde River south 

westwards as to follow Chomfuli farm southern boundary follow Mocum 

Eastern Boundary turn noth up to Wheatlands southern boundary follow 

wheatlands and Berrysprings southern boundaries to Munyapi River then 

northwards to Chindito, Chibakwe, Berrysprings Gongwe beacon.  Turn west 

towards Mutirikwi Damwall then South along Mutirikwi River to the Southern 

most beacon of Wrangley farm then West along Wrangley Merlin Boundary to 
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Pokoteke River, then follow Pokoteke North westwards to Northen Boundary of 

Ency Farm, follow boundary towards Serima communal area boundary with 

Strathern farm, then follow Serima communal land boundary north eastwards 

up to the Eastdale estate southern boundary to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  291847, 

7849199; 298425, 7849079, 304763, 7840111; 305001, 7828032; 281084, 

7832577.   

WARD 8 

Starting from Noeldale, Belmond and Nelville beacon going towards Ramaware 

hills along Belmond south western boundary, proceeding along south eastern 

boundary of Belmont into Dewure River then south eastwards along Dewure 

River then eastwards following Stateland fence up to Matsai River, turn 

southwards along Matsai River up to Dewure-Matsai confluence then follow 

Dewure southwards up to Dewure Mupako confluence, then west along 

Mupako River up to its source, turn westwards up to  Gutu township so as to 

exclude it to Matizha business Centre road, then proceed to the southwest to 

the eastern becon of Chomfuli farm then follow eastern boundaries of Chomfuli 

Tweespruit, Amatola to  Mazongororo hill then follow Nevile eastern boundary 

fence to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.   308148, 7829022, 317595, 7828763; 

316732, 7827038; 313195, 7826736; 310089, 7822638; 312677, 7820395; 

309097, 7815952, 309054, 7821042; 306811, 7825787; 308191, 7829021. 

WARD  9 

Starting from the southern boundary of farm 40 Nyazvidzi follow Gavi River 

south eastern towards Chomuparudi then turn south west to meet Ziro Basera 

road then follow Ziro Basera road to meet Vazizi River so as to follow Vazizi 

River south east towards Chikombingo di then follow the road to Munyaradzi 
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school south westwards, turn at Munyaradzi School north westwards along the 

road to meet the road from Shumbairerwa then follow road towards 

Shumbairerwa school then south westwards to an unnamed tributary of 

Dewure then southwards to its confluence with Dewure River turning north 

along Dewure to confluence of Dewure and Matsai River then follow Matsai 

River northwards to Soti sources Stateland southern boundary.  Follow 

southern boundary of Soti state land straight north east to the starting point.  

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates.  319767, 7837932; 329817, 7844920; 332966, 7839312; 328868, 

7838061; 329256, 7829306; 326108, 7831980; 325116, 7826933; 319767, 

7837932.  

WARD 10 

Starting from Nyazvidzi River  where the extended southern  boundary of farm 

276 Nyazvidzi Division meets the Nyazvidzi River going south east along 

Nyazvidzi River then south west following an unnamed River passing through 

Mutero village then along that south west up to the road past Mondo School so 

as to exclude then to turn south along an unnamed tributary of Chinyika up to 

Chinyika River then follow Chinyika north westwards up to Chinyika bridge, 

then south west along Chinyika-Chitikobo road up to Sote Bridge then 

following Sote River up to Ste-Gavi confluence then proceeding north west 

along Gavi up to the southern boundaries of Nyazvidzi farms up to farm 40 

then proceed along the southern boundaries of farms 53, 59 – 276 which is the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates.   329813, 784474; 344694, 7855456; 350129, 7848165; 

344003, 7838115; 367835, 7841739; 332875, 7839323; 329813, 784474. 
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WARD 11 

Starting from point at Vazizi Bridge, follow road towards Chatikobo Primary 

School North eastwards, then follow the School fence to the right so as to 

exclude the Primary School, then back to the road.  Following track towards 

Chomuparu dip into Sote River follow Sote River south east to the bridge over 

Chatikobo/Chinyuika road, then follow road North eastwards up to Chinyika 

River bridge, follow Chinyika River south eastwards to the confluence of Sote 

and Chinyika Rivers, then up northwest to the confluence of Vazizi finally 

follow Vazizi to the starting point.   This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.   344037, 7838003; 347014, 7834250; 

347359, 7831619; 346971, 7824545; 337220, 7830584; 332909, 7834423; 

238897, 783846; 333038, 7839254; 344037, 7838003. 

WARD 12 

Starting from the confluence of an unnamed River north of Mondo School with 

Nyazvidzi River going east along Nyazvidzi (District Boundary up to Nyazvidzi-

Mugo confluence then turning westwards along Mugo River then northwards 

then northeast before proceeding northwest along an unnamed tributary of 

Mugo River.  Then proceed northwest to Chita-Chinanga road turning 

southwards along the road turning westwards then southwards proceeding 

northwest along Chinyika River to confluence of Chinyika and an unnamed 

tributary of Chinyika turning northwards along the tributary past Chebundo 

village so as to exclude it, proceeding straight northeast Chitsa-Chinyika road 

near Mufuhore village then northeast into an unnamed tributary of Nyazvidzi 

then northeast wards along the unnamed tributary to the starting point.  This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.   

346998, 7834167; 344060, 7838103; 344286, 7844687; 350117, 7848111, 

361705, 7481377; 349064, 7837012; 346998, 7834167. 
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WARD 13 

Starting from confluence of Nyazvidzi and Mugo Rivers then southeastwards 

along Nyazvidzi up to the northern edge of Raurwi mountain so as to exclude it, 

proceed southwest following an unnamed River then proceed to meet the 

Nyamachere River then northwest along Nyamachere River turning southwest 

to Mushangwe-Gomba road then southeast along the road turning to follow an 

unnamed tributary up to its confluence with Nyamachere River proceed 

straight southwest then following an unnamed tributary of Chinondishovinya 

then along Chinondishovinya southwards to its confluence with Pembezi River, 

then northwest along Pemberi River up to Zimbizi-Dopta road proceeding along 

an unnamed tributary of Chinyika River then north along Chinyika River then 

along an unnamed tributary of Chinyika eastwards proceeding north along a 

crest then northwest to an unnamed tributary of Chinyika River proceeding 

north along the tributary then eastwards to meet Chitsa-Chinanga School road 

then north along the road proceeding southwest along an unnamed stream 

then straight southwest then southwards following an unnamed tributary of 

Mugo River proceeding along Mugo River up the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.   347305, 

7831555; 347042, 78341188; 349036, 7837010; 351067, 7834602; 361676, 

7841374; 369652, 7834113; 363482, 7829749; 360435, 7830840; 363482, 

7828771; 362128, 7824896; 458817, 7824519; 351933, 7830539; 347305, 

7831555. 

WARD 14 

Stating from a point 500m to the south of Manyengwa village on Gudza 

Mataruse road proceed northern northeast along an unnamed tributary of 

Nyazvidzi then eastwards along Nyazvidzi River up to Nyazvidzi-Nyamachena 

confluence, then west along Nyamachena River up to its source near the 

Maevangise Village then proceeding along the Mushongwe-Gomba road north 
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westwards, then turning eastward to meet the tributary of the Nyamachena 

River to the south Dabara 1 Busness centre.  They proceed downstream of the 

tributary then turning northeast straight to then straight south eastwards into 

an unnamed tribunal of Nyamachere then going north east along an unnamed 

River to the starting point immediately to the south of Manyenga village, which 

is the starting place.  This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 south (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.   This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.   369690, 7834119; 376575, 7826594; 

371722, 7825052; 363407, 7828701; 360398, 7830883; 363483, 7829754; 

369690, 7834119. 

WARD 15 

Starting from the confluence of Nyazvidzi and Nyamachere, south eastwards 

along Nyazvidzi towards Kubiku Dip Tank Turning wst following an unnamed 

River up to a point where the road to Chinhoyi school crosses the River, then 

turn southwest along a tributary of Dora River to follow an unnamed River into 

Zuwa Dam up to its confluence with Pembezi then proceed south eastwards 

along Pembezi River up to Pembezi-Dewure confluence then westwards along 

Dewure up to Mungezi-Dewure confluence.  Then northwest along Dewure-

Chimwangombe then follow Chimwangombe River up proceed northwards to 

Muchekayaora-Soro road then eastwards to follow an unnamed tributary of 

Pembezi River eastwards into Pembezi River, follow Pembei River up stram up 

to the confluence of Chinoshinya and Pembezi Rivers, then up stream along 

Chinoshinya then northeastwards to Mushangwe road then turn Northeast into 

Nyamachere River then follow Nyamachere River downstream to the starting 

point at grid point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates.   376589, 7826601; 204391, 776592; 204391, 7765792; 
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204391, 7765792; 366785, 7806496; 363436, 7809054; 204391, 7765792; 

204391, 7765792. 

WARD 16 

Starting from the confluence of Dewure and Nyazvidzi Rivers follow Dewure up 

to the confluence of Dewure and Pembezi Rivers northwest along Pembezi River 

follow an unnamed Pembezi tributary Zuwa dam then follow tributary to the 

Northeast for the Dam so as to meet Kurai-Chingai road follow another 

unnamed tributary to the south Chingai school up to its confluence with 

Nyazvidzi River at Kubiku. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.   372868, 7806017; 370761, 7811509; 

382274, 7821291; 392356, 7808124; 372868, 7806017. 

WARD 17 

Starting on Zimbizi-Ruti Road proceeding eastwards along Zimbizi-Ruti road 

then south to the source of Mutundu River then following Mutundu River to a 

point soon north of Mugariura road turning westwards straight along 

Chingombe-Gumindoga road then proceed southwards along an unnamed 

tributary of Dewure River into Dewure rive , then westwards along Dewure 

River to Sote-Dewure confluence proceeding north along Sote to Chinyika-sote 

confluence, then along Chinyika River turning east following an unnamed 

tributary of Chinyika River to turning southeastwards following an unnamed 

stream to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.   348038, 7818206; 346910, 7824526; 

347361, 7831599; 351800, 7830320; 350371, 7828966; 353757, 7821366; 

351424, 7820915; 352026, 7818206; 348038, 7818206.  

WARD 18 
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Starting from the confluence of Dewure and Sote Rivers, following Dewure 

River southeast up to the confluence of Dewure and Mungezi Rivers then follow 

Mungezi River westwards up to Farm 391 Dewure Small Scale purchase are 

follow farm 391 Western Boundary up to Gandabwe hill, western Boundaries of 

farm Numbers 54,384, 381, 380, southern boundary of 377, western boundary 

of 374, then towards east following northern boundary of 56, turn north along 

eastern boundary 159, 53 into Dewure River following Dewure eastwards to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates.   348414, 7800722; 342169, 7800978; 336300, 7806817; 

339912, 78118858; 343599, 7817727; 352101, 7818254; 366774, 7806441; 

355412, 7803055; 348414, 7800722.  

WARD 19 

Starting from suspension bridge on Sote River following Sote River south 

eastwards up to Sote-Dewure confluence turning west along Dewure River then 

north along boundaries of farm 61 and 62 to west along northern boundaries of 

farms 62 and 53 back to Dewure River turning northwards along Dewure rive, 

Dewure-Muchakarabwa River on confluence, proceeding north west along 

Muchakarabwa River to its source at North west so as to exclude Gonye 

Business Centre the north west then south west to turning along road to 

Mutero Mission to then north to proceeding north east to north along road from 

Mutero to Chesvingo then along unnamed tributary of Nyama River to the 

north to proceed to straight to along a tributary of Sote on the Sote River then 

along Sote River to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.   337128, 7830403, 346910, 7824459; 

48038, 7818364; 343524, 7817762; 340740, 7822126; 338106, 7822728; 

337128, 7830403. 

WARD 20 
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Starting from Zvamapere hill go north along western boundaries of farm 148 

and 149, turn east follow northern boundary of 149, Reserve M farm 139, 138, 

137 into Mukuro River, then eastwards following Northern boundaries off farm 

50 and 48 southern boundaries of farm 48, 45 and 39 Eastern boundary of 92 

then westward Dewure 3 farm southern boundaries to starting point.  This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.   

309037, 7815953; 312684, 7820407, 316162, 7880491; 330412, 7812645; 

329564, 7811979, 326129, 7815418, 324390, 7808277. 

WARD 21 

Starting from confluence of Dewure and Muchakarambwa follow Dewure River 

south-westwards, then north-westwards along an unnamed tributary of 

Dewure River up to Shumbairerwa Dam so as to exclude the Dam, proceeding 

northwards along Zvavahera-Shumbairerwa road, turn eastwards along the 

road from Zvavahera to Munyaradzi School so as to include Munyaradzi 

School, turning north wards following Munyaradzi Chesvingo Road towards 

Chikombingo dip Tank into Vazizi River turn eastwards along Vazizi River up to 

Vazizi-Sote confluence then south along Sote River then west along an 

unnamed tributary of Sote River up to its source at then southwards up on an 

unnamed tributary  of Nyama, then following the tributary southwards 

crossing Nyama River into road to Mutero then along the road southwards then 

Northeast turning south west to Gonye Business Centre so as to include Gonye 

Business Centre then south east following Muchakambawa River to the 

starting point.    This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates.  325062, 7826856; 332966, 7834505; 337861, 7830571; 

331876, 7822715; 334901, 7919916; 330363, 7823096; 325062, 7826856. 
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WARD 22 

Starting from the confluence of Mukaro and Tokwe River then proceed 

southwards up to the confluence of Tokwe and Mutora Rivers then following 

Mutora River westwards then following Mutambara-Mupata road, then south 

westwards along Nyama River up to its confluence with TEnde River, then up 

Tende River to a point 1,3 km to the west of trig beacon of Marinda  hill, hence 

proceeding north-eastwards to join of a road to Makamure School, then follows 

that road north-westwards for about 1,2 km then generally north-east past 

Negoma Mountaints and Mandira School so as to exclude them up to Tokwe 

which is the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  326674, 7807237; 334388, 7808340; 

327776, 7812963; 329858, 7811818; 330363, 7812708; 324892, 7865677; 

334690, 7817976; 334986, 7819960; 338209, 7822675; 357120, 7822081, 

332145, 7814998; 333357, 7895075; 326674, 7807237. 

WARD 23 

Starting eastern boundary of farm 73 Dewure then northwards following the 

southern boundary of Dewure farming area up to reserve D, then southwards 

following boundaries of farms 369 and 370, turning northwards to southern 

boundary of farms 58 and 64, then southwards along western boundary of 372 

then south along western boundaries of farms 380 and 381, turning 

southwards along western boundaries of 381 and 384 then Northwest along 

boundary of farms 54, then south east along boundary of farm 54 up to farm 

16, then southwards along western boundary of farm 391 into Mungezi River 

then following Mungezi westwards  then northwest to Dombomahuri then 

southwest to Mungezi dam, then northwest along Mungezi River past Mungezi 

dip to the mid point of farm 83 Dewure.  Then south eastwards straight 

following the southern boundaries of farms 90, 91 up to farm 73, the southern 

most beacon which is the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 
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Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  321101, 7809754; 330590, 7805441, 

336456, 7809409; 337319, 77814413; 339821, 7811825; 336284, 7806735; 

342236, 7800869; 335594, 7796383; 327657, 7796124; 325155, 7799575; 

321101, 7809754. 

WARD 24 

Starting from south of farm 3 Dewure following Southern boundaries of farms 

3, 7 and 89 then following the source of Mungezi River southwards to the 

confluence of Mungezi and Chingezana Rivers then northwest along 

Chingezana  up to a point soon downstream of rapids on the Chingezana River 

near Chigaba village then southwest following an unnamed stream up to 

Cheninga school so as to exclude the school then turning west following road to 

Chitando up to the source of Dovurwi River then proceeding along the 

westwards into Dovurwi River up to Chitando bridge then follow the road south 

westwards to Mazare bridge, the northwards along Mazare stram up to Domba 

Village so as to exclude it then following an unnamed tributary of Mazare to the 

east so as to include Bako School then proceeding northwards to meet Gutu-

Chiredzi road then along the road southeastwards then straight northeast to 

the source of Shuku River then proceeding straight northwards to the starting 

on the southern boundary of farm 3 Devure.  This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  316787, 7811825; 321101, 

7809841; 325069, 7799661; 321132, 7797591; 310403, 7796814; 316787, 

7811825.  

WARD 25 

Starting from the confluence of Chingezana and Mungezi River then south 

along Mungezi River to Gutu-Bikita boundary then following the District 

boundary southwestwards up to Chidza River then following  Chidza River 

northwards up to a point about 800m northwest of Kufunya School so as to 
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include.  Then westwards along Chitando-Kufonya road then north east along 

Dovorwi River towards Dovowi River source turning east along the road to 

Cheninga School so as to include Cheninga School to Chingezana River then 

following the Chingezana River downstream to its confluence with Mungezi 

River which is the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  313509, 7790689; 311180, 7797332; 

319820, 7801904; 325069, 7799575; 327743, 7796124; 313509, 7706689. 

WARD 26 

Starting from Zvamapare proceeding along southern boundaries of farms 148, 

147, 146, 123, 122, 121 and 3 to point , following Shuka River southwards to 

its source then turning straight south west to meet Gutu-chiredzi highway 

northwest along the road, proceeding straight south west to meeting an 

unnamed tributary of Mazare River  so as to exclude Bako School, then 

following the an unnamed tributary of Mazare River westwards up to its 

confluence with Mazare then West along Chitando-Chimedza dip road into 

Nyamukono River at then north along Nyamukono turning westwards through 

Chipumu hill then proceeding north to a point 200m, south of St Mary’s School 

so as to exclude it.  Then following to an unnamed tributary of Chimwangombe 

River then proceedings in a north easterly direction to the southern eastern 

beacon of farm 148 which is the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  308975, 7815858; 316629, 

7811890; 310355, 7796707; 304661, 7800244; 304575, 7812666; 30975, 

7815858. 

WARD 27 

Starting from on Nyamakono River south of Chimedza dip eastwards along 

Chimedza-Kufonya school road towards Kufonya school into Chidza River.  

Then south along Chidza River to the Gutu District boundary then south along 
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the Gutu District boundary then west into Mutirikwi River then north east 

along Mutirikwi River up to the confluence of Mutirikwi and Nyamukono River 

then east along Nyamukono rive then northwards along the same River to 

Chimedza dip which is the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  304748, 7800157; 310528, 

7796793; 314496, 7796361; 313633, 77905881; 311045, 7784111; 297329, 

7788511; 297329, 7789115; 298881, 7790323; 303454, 7790754.  

WARD 28 

Starting from Mutirikwi-Chinwangombe River confluence eastwards along 

Chimwangombe River up to St Mary’s School, turning south to a point 1,5km 

to the north of Mzhanda village then proceeding in an easterly direction 

through Chipumu hill before turning south along Nyamukono River source, 

then south along Nyamukono River up to Nyamukono –Mutirikwi confluence 

then north along Mutirikwi River to the starting point.  This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  297388, 7802381; 

298768, 7809877; 304462, 7812733; 304635, 7800138; 303513, 7790735; 

298941, 7790217; 297388, 7802381. 

WARD 29 

Starting from the south western most boundary beacon of Surat farm following 

the north western boundary of Surat farm then east along Strathern farm 

southern boundary into Pokoteke River then south along Pokoteke River up to 

the southern beacon of Marlin farm then turning east along southern 

boundaries of Merlin and Wragley farms, into Mutirikwi River then north along 

Mutirikwi River up to Chindito dam then eastwards along the southern 

boundary of Chindito farm up to  the south along the Western boundary of 

Berrysprings farms, then east along the southern boundary of Berrsprings and 

Wheatlands farms, then along south western  boundary of Myocum farm, then 
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east along the southern boundary of Mocum farm into Munhende River then 

northwards along Munhende River then eastwards along road to Derryvale 

farm then southwards  along the southern boundary of Dryvale farm eastern 

boundaries Turramura, Bethel, Marakeband Ebem farms up to Zvamapaere 

hill  then turn Southwest into Chimwanombe River then south west along 

Chimwangombe up to its confluence with Mutirikwi River northwards up 

rapids 500m north of Chikakano village on the Mtilikwe River along Mutirikwi 

River then westwards along northern boundary of Chikwanda communal area 

into Pokoteke River, follow Pokoteke River follow Pokoteke River north west 

wards up.  Then turn east along the southern boundary of Malton farm, the 

south along western boundary of Howden farm the east along southern 

boundary of  Howden farm farm then north along eastern boundary of Howden 

farm, then north west along northern boundary of Howeden farm then west 

along southern boundary of Morley, Keswick an Surati farms, the Northward 

along western boundary of Surat farm to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  298768, 

7809887; 288503, 7818945; 286087, 7822309; 285224, 7823928; 289647, 

7823101; 289388, 7828571; 292062, 7921771; 279122, 7829708, 281106, 

7832641; 292925, 7826688; 291544, 7829362; 295082, 7829104; 295858, 

7824877; 301897, 7825567; 3019893, 7821464; 304571, 78121771; 303450, 

7825653; 308997, 7815955; 204571; 782199; 298768, 7809887. 

WARD 30 

Starting from a point about 1km upstream of Swazva River from Swaza Dip 

near Mumanyi Village, then proceeding southwards along Svazva River into 

Mutirikwi River.   Then south along Mutirikwi River up to St Michaels 

Gorondondo so as to include the school, then northwards along an unnamed 

tributary of Mutirikwi River, then northwards through Nguvomhare mountains 

into another Mutirikwi tributary then northwestwards along the unnamed 

tributary to the west of Ruvuzhe and Nguvomhare mountain  to meet Nerupiri-
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Mutema road.  Then westwards along the road towards Mutema School so as to 

exclude the School then northwards, along an unnamed Pokoteke tributary 

towards Mukundi school so as to exclude it up to Nerupiri-Chagwiza road then 

northwards along the road for one kilometer before turning eastwards to the 

starting point on Swazwa River.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  297329, 7788420; 293512, 779499; 

273258, 7796096; 287363, 7895036; 285963, 7800889; 289186, 7800846; 

297297, 7789918; 297329, 778820. 

WARD 31 

Starting from a point on Pokoteke River, 1kilometre from the Pokoteke dip near 

Baradza village then proceeding eastwards following southern boundaries of 

Merrilies, Morpetha, Dysart farms up to Mutirikwi River the boundary then 

turns southwards along Mutirikwi up to Mutirikwi-Svazva confluence then 

southwards following an unnamed tributary of Svazva River into a track then 

south along Chagwiza-Nerupri road to the southwest along an unnamed 

tributary of Pokoteke River, west along Mutema-Zimuto road to the district 

boundary (Pokoteke River) then north along the boundary to the starting point.  

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  

297388, 7802295; 298941, 7790217; 297216, 7769096; 289193, 7801001; 

294886, 7809111; 297388, 7802295. 

WARD 32 

Starting from Gutu District/Midlands boundary, following Shashe River north-

eastwards up then east along northern boundary of Badza farm then south 

along eastern boundary of Badza arm then west following Northern boundaries 

of wilderness and Sevilla farms, then north along western boundaries of Collins 

farms then east along northern boundaries, of Collins farm then north along 

western boundaries of Felixburg Estate, that is, Felixburg’A’ then turn west 
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along southern boundary of Felix of Felixburge ‘B’ then east along northern 

boundary of Felixburg ‘B’ and grasslands ‘A’ up to the Western boundary of 

Serima Communal land, turn southwards along Serima Communal land 

Western boundary up to Domborendawi Hill, then turn east along northern 

boundary of Clare farm, then along eastern boundary of Clare farm along 

southwards, then east along northern boundary of Chatsworth Estates then 

south east along western boundary of Surat farm, east following northern 

boundary  of Ingogo farm, then south east along northern boundary  of 

Rocklands farm the east following the northern boundary of Malton and 

Howden farms, then south east along eastern boundary of Howden farm, turns 

west along southern boundary of Howden farm then west following the 

southern boundary of Malton farm into Pokoteke River then south along 

Pokoteke River to Gutu-Masvingo District boundary, then west along the 

District boundary to Shashe River then north along Shashe River to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates.  260560, 7846356; 266020, 7841809; 269419, 7841809; 

268492, 7845561; 271803, 7845429; 273128, 7851168; 271053, 7851874; 

280191, 7849358; 276615, 7843839; 272333, 7833553.  

WARD 33 

Starting from Eastwards along old Gutu United road then straight southwards 

along Mupandawana-Gutu Mission road eastwards turn southwards straight 

south then southeast following outline.  Then southwest and turn north 

westwards then along Zaka-Chiwara northwards up to Gutu garage then 

proceed eastwards along Chatsworth-Mupandawana road then proceeding 

northwards along old Buhera road tot he starting point.  This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  279132, 7829624; 

292146, 7821616; 289409, 7821970; 289497, 7823471; 285965, 7822146; 
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274840, 7818649; 271750, 7819939; 267600, 7807136; 262744, 7808461, 

265836, 7818349; 259389, 7815524. 

WARD 34 

Starting from southwards along old Buhera road then westwards following 

Gutu-Chatsworth road up to Gutu garage, turn southwards along Gutu-Zaka 

highway then Westwards along the southern boundary of Derryvale farm 

through up to Munhende River then northwards along eastern boundary of 

Moyocum farm  turn eastwards along southern boundary of Chomfuli farm, 

turn northwards along eastern boundary of Chomfuli farm into Munhende 

River tributary then eastwards along the tributary up then north eastwards  

then turn south east to starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  307594, 7823048; 303316, 7825521; 

305154, 7825889; 305054, 7827827; 360375, 7829264; 380951, 7827626; 

306859, 7826991; 307594, 7823048. 

WARD 35 

Starting from the confluence of Nyamashato and Mukuro River proceeding 

north along Nyamashato into an unnamed tributary of Nyamashato to its 

source up to Gutu mission Mushayavanhu road then following an unnamed 

tributary of Mupako River towards Chamisa dip into Mupako River then along 

Mupako River into Dewure River.  Then following Dewure River south east 

Dewure Mukuro River confluence then westwards along Mukuro River to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates.  317555, 7822630; 316673, 7826923; 317600, 7828767; 

321838, 7830356; 325149, 7826824; 330358, 7823116; 322544, 7822895; 

317555, 7822630. 
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WARD 36 

Starting on confluence of Pembezi and its unnamed tributary proceeding 

eastwards along Pembezi River to its confluence with Chindishovinya then 

south along Pembezi River then south west along a track then along 

Muchekavaora Alheit road south eastwards into Chimwangombe River turning 

south along Chimwangombe River to its confluence with Dewure River then 

northwest along Dewure River turning northwards following an unnamed 

tributary of Dewure River.  Then eastwards along a road into Mutudu River 

then south along Mutudu River turning eastwards along an unnamed stream 

to Alheit Basera road then north along Basera road then north east along an 

unnamed tributary of Pembezi River to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.   

351424, 7820934; 358757, 781310; 356815, 781310; 358798, 7824546; 

362184, 7824922; 368312, 7809046; 352101, 7810826; 351424, 7820934. 

WARD 37 

Starting on Chivhu-Gutu highway proceeding east along Gutu-Gutu Mission 

road then following Mupako River eastwards up then south along an unnamed 

tributary of Mupako, then southwest turning northwest then along a track 

southwest towards Chipangane school then proceeding along Mukuro River 

southeast, then following northwestern boundaries of Dewure farms then 

follow the western boundaries of farms 149 and 148 of Dewure then 

southwards to Zvamapere hills then northwest towards Dundumwe hill, 

proceeding along the eastern boundaries of Marakeb Bethel and Turramura 

and Derryvale farms up then northwards.   Then southeast then north east 

then northwest then northeast then north then along Gutu-Gutu Mission road 

westwards.  Then northwards to the starting point.  This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.   
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309058, 7815954; 707601, 7826322; 306851, 7826577; 307998, 7825226; 

309416, 7822619; 308219, 7828978; 317578, 7828713; 316740, 7826947; 

31308, 7826726; 310073, 7822665; 312722, 7820281; 309058, 7815954.  

WARD 38 

Starting from the confluence of Nyamashato and Mukuro Rivers proceeding 

west along Mukuro River near Chipangane school then proceeding north east 

along road to Gutu Mission so as to include Gutu Mission Dip tank and Dam, 

turning southeast straight then turning north east along an unnamed tributary 

of Mupako River then south along another unnamed tributary of Mupako River  

then south  proceeding south along unnamed tributary of Nyamashato River to 

its confluence with Nyamashato, then southwards along Nyamashato River to 

the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates.  312751, 7820395; 310146, 7826917; 331236, 7826753; 

361724, 7826929; 317563, 7822623; 316150, 7820440; 312751, 7820395. 

WARD 39 

Starting from a point on Zambezi to Ruti School road being a kilometer south 

west of Takanda village, then proceeding southwards along Pembezi River up to 

its confluence with an unnamed River to the immediate north of Ndakakurere 

village.  Then  southwest along an unnamed tributary of Pembezi River turning 

southeast following road to Alheit Mission to into unknown tributary of 

Mutudu River then along the tributary then proceeding north along Mutudu 

River up to source then north to meet Zimbizi school road at a point 500m 

from Dano village, then proceeds along that road to the starting point.  This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates. 351800, 

7830451; 358723, 7824621; 355261, 7822289; 353832, 7821310; 350446, 

7828985; 351800, 7830451. 
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WARD 40 

Starting from the southern most beacon of farm 92 then proceeding in a north 

easterly direction following the eastern boundaries of farm 92, 93, 39, 41, 45 

proceeding to the southern from boundary of farm 48, then eastern boundary 

of farm 50 so as to exclude then, from farm 50 turn in a north westerly 

direction following the northern from boundaries of 50, 47 and 44.  From 

midpoint of the southern boundary of farm 44 on the tributary of the Mutora 

River, the ward boundary follows Mutova River downstream to its confluence 

with Dewure, then proceeds along Dewure River past its confluence with 

Machakarabwa to a point 1 kilometre downstream from Musenda dip tank, 

then general south easterly along the western farm boundaries of 358, 11, 96, 

359, 88, 87 – 85, proceeding south easterly following the western farm 

boundaries of 84, 83, 66, 67, 69, 80 78, 10, 70 then along the northern from 

boundaries of 77, 76 and 75, then follows the western from boundary of 75 to 

92, which is the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates. 324393, 7808246; 326159, 7813146; 339602, 

7811822; 303441, 7812671; 325011, 781550; 334900, 7819545; 338255, 

7822636; 340727, 7822064; 332207, 7814956; 341501, 7811778; 330574, 

7803384; 326733, 7809085; 326733, 7807142. 

WARD 41 

Starting from a point on the Potepote River being 500m to the southwest of 

Munyara hills and also on Gutu district boundary proceeding eastward 

towards Mutema School so a to include it, turning southeast along an 

unnamed tributary of Mutirikwi River so as to exclude Nguvomhare and 

Ruuzhe mountains then following an unnamed River southwards to St 

Michaels Gorondondo School so as to include it, then to its confluence with 

Mtilikwe then southwards along Mutilikwi River to Gutu District boundary 

turning north west along the boundary to the starting point.  This area is 
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bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  286033, 

7800960; 289198, 7800844; 297380, 7789054; 27302, 7788398; 294099, 

7790945; 289391, 7790057; 289237, 7792180; 293520, 7794842; 293289, 

7796039; 287384, 7794997; 286033, 7800960. 

MASVINGO MUNICIPALITY 

WARD 1 

Starting at the bridge of Mucheke River and Beitbridge Road, then following a 

southern direction to the junction of Beitbridge Road and Charumbira Street, 

then following Charumbira Street westwards up to the junction of Charumbira 

Street and Dare Street, then southwards along Dare Street up to the junction 

of Dare Street and Bere Street, then following Bere Street, up to the 

intersection of Bere Street, Chiedza Street, Zimuto Street and Muzora Street, 

then following Muzora Street northwards up to the junction of Muzora and 

Makuva Street, then following Makuva and Madyira Street then along Madyira 

Street northwards up and into Mucheke River at a footbridge then proceeding 

following Mucheke River downstream up to the starting point Masvingo-

Beitbridge Road.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates.  271594, 779011; 271967, 7779218; 272100, 7779218; 

272100, 7778928; 272813, 7778820; 273377, 7778522; 273327, 7778389; 

272606, 7778505; 272241, 7778082; 2720025, 7778198; 272091, 7778513; 

271668, 7778513; 271594, 7799011. 

WARD 2 

Starting at the junction of Mucheke River and Madyira Street on a footbridge 

then, following Madyira Street in a southern direction to the junction of 

Madyira and Makuva Streets then following Makuva eastwards to the junction 

of Makuva and Muzora Street then proceeding along Muzora Street in a 
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southern direction to the intersection of Muzora, Zimuto, Chiedza and Bere 

Street, then following Dare Street up to the intersection of Dare and Guchete 

Street.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates. 270872, 7778911; 271594, 7779019; 271668, 7778522; 272100, 

7778502; 272241, 7778065; 272083, 7777593; 271569M 7777651. 

WARD 3 

Starting from the junction of Mazorodze Street and Victoria Ranch Masvingo 

Municipality boundary on the southern corner of Runyararo West High Density 

Surburbs, generally north eastwards to the junction of Mazorodze and Zunguza 

Street, the south  eastwards up to Sixth Street, then following Sixth Street 

north east into Chasura Street, then following Chasura Street north west up to 

Makuva Street, then westwards into Dikwindi stream, then following Dikwindi 

stream downstream into Mucheke River, then following Mucheke River up 

stream to the boundary of Victoria Ranch and Masvingo Municipality 

boundary, then following the Victoria Ranch and Masvingo Municipality 

boundary in the south easterly direction to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates. 269056, 

7779289; 270872, 7778891; 271586, 7777655; 271445, 7777481; 270831, 

7777904; 269935, 7776959; 269056, 7779289. 

WARD 4 

Starting from the junction of Mazorodze and Zunguza Street, then south 

eastwards to Sixth Street, then along Sixth Street in the south westerly 

direction to its intersection with Zana Street, then following Zana Street south 

eastwards to its junction with Mazambara Drive, then following Mazambara 

Drive south westwards to its junction with Smart Street, then following Smart 

Street south eastwards to the junction of Production Brigade Street and 

Munyaradzi Vudzijena Way so as to include Mucheke D Business Centre 
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(Yeukai Business Center) then following Munyaradzi Vudzijena Way by passing 

Mboroma Street, Batsire Street and Musaigwa Street so as to include them up 

to an unnamed Street then following unnamed Street in the North westerly 

direction up to the boundary of Victoria Ranch and Masvingo Municipality, hen 

following this boundary in the north west direction to its junction with 

Mazorodze Street, then following Mazorodze Street generally north eastwards to 

its junction with Zunguza Street which is the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.   

269938,7776963; 270826, 7777909; 271440, 7777478; 271133, 7776914; 

271017, 7776574; 270934, 7776043; 270287, 7776051; 269938, 7776963. 

WARD 5 

Starting from the junction of Beitbridge Road and Charumbira Street (Craft 

Centre) then following Beitbridge Road to its junction with Jairos Jiri Street, 

then following Jairos Jiri Street by passing Ndarama Secondary School, so as 

to include it up to Jongwe Street, then following Jongwe Street in north 

westerly direction up to its junction with Mushandike Street, then following 

Mushandike Street in a south westerly direction up to its junction with 

Production Brigade Street, then following Production Brigade in a north 

westerly direction by passing Munyaradzi Vudzijena Way so as to exclude it 

into Smart Street up to its junction with Mazambara Street by passing 

Mucheke D Business Centre so as to exclude it, then following Mazambara 

Street in the north eastern direction up to its junction with Zana Street, then 

north westwards along Zana Street into Sixth Street, then north eastwards 

along Sixth Streets into Chasura Street, then following Chasura Street 

generally south eastwards by passing Jongwe Street so as to include it, then 

into Dare Street then following Dare Street in a north eastwards into 

Charumbira Street then following Charumbira Street in a south easterly 

direction into Beitbridge Road which is the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 
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(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.   273281, 

7777345; 272467, 7776889; 271136, 7777187; 271755, 7776482; 271133, 

7776897; 271581, 7777660; 272087, 7777594; 272609, 7778531; 273339, 

7778374; 273281, 7777345. 

WARD 6 

Starting from the junction of Beitbridge ad Jairos Jiri Street, then following 

Jairos Jiri Street by passing Ndarama Secondary School so as to exclude it up 

to Jongwe Street, then following Jongwe Street in the north westerly direction 

up to its junction with Mushandike Street, then following Mushandike Street 

on the south westerly direction up to its junction with Production Brigade 

Street, then following Production Brigade Street in the north westerly direction 

up to its junction with Munyaradzi Vudzijena Way, then following Munyaradzi 

Vudzijena Way in the south westerly direction  up to an unnamed street, then 

following the unnamed street in the north westerly direction up to the Victoria 

Ranch-Masvingo Municipality boundary, then following the Victoria Ranch-

Masvingo Municipality boundary in the south easterly direction up to the south 

western beacon of Masvingo Municipality Area, then eastwards in a straight 

line to Masvingo-Beitbridge Road by passing Provincial heroes Acre so as to 

include it, then following Beitbridge Road north eastwards and north wards by 

passing Exor Service Station and Flamboyant Hotel so as to exclude them, then 

to the junction of Jairos Jiri and Beitbridge Road which is the starting point.  

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.   

273289, 7777343; 273414, 7775826; 272717, 7775112; 270693, 7774996; 

270278, 7776058; 270942, 7776033; 271240, 7776779; 271763, 7776472; 

272128, 7777186; 272460, 7776912; 273289, 7777343. 

WARD 7 

Starting from the junction of Mucheke River and Masvingo-Beitbridge Road on 

the bridge, then following Mucheke River downstream up to its confluence with 
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Shagashe River, then following Shagashe River down stream up to its 

confluence with its unnamed tributary, then following the unnamed tributary 

up stream into Mhizha Street, then following Mhizha Street in the south 

westerly direction into Old Great Zimbabwe Road by passing Shakashe Primary 

School so as to include it, then following Old Great Zimbabwe Road north 

westwards to its junction with Masvingo-Beitbridge Road, then northwards 

along Masvingo-Beitbridge Road back to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.   273279, 

7777337; 273395, 7778498; 274772, 7778797; 275486, 7777851; 274971, 

7777072; 274125, 7776790; 273943, 7777553; 273279, 7777337. 

WARD 8 

Starting at the intersection of Mucheke and Shagashe Rivers then following 

Mucheke River upstream up to the Town boundary and then following the 

Town boundary northwards up to Masvingo-Harare Road then following 

Masvingo-Harare Road in a south easterly direction up to its intersection with 

Bradburn Street and Josiah Tongogara Street then following Bradburn Street 

and Josiah Tongogara Street then following Bradburn Street in a south easterly 

direction up to its intersection with Robert Mugabe, then following Robert 

Mugabe Street up to its junction with Masvingo-Mutare Road, then following 

Masvingo –Mutare Road up to its junction with Shagashe River on a bridge 

then following Shagashe River back to the starting point.  This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.    

269068, 7779276; 268753, 7780089; 270926, 7782976; 273165, 7779492; 

274310, 7779873; 274758, 7778778; 269068, 7779276. 
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WARD 9 

Starting at the intersection of Mucheke and Shagashi Rivers then following 

Mucheke River upstream up to the Town boundary and then following the 

Town boundary northwards up to Masvingo-Harare Road then following 

Masvingo-Harare Road in a south easterly direction up to its intersection with 

Bradburn Street and Josiah Tongogara Street then following Bradburn Street 

north eastwards to its junction with Jaison Moyo Street then following Jaison 

Moyo Street in a south easterly direction up to its intersection with Robert 

Mugabe, then following Robert Mugabe Street up to its junction with Masvingo-

Mutare Road, the following Masvingo-Mutare Road up to its junction with 

Shagashe River on a bridge then following Shagashe River back to the starting 

point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates.  274310, 7779873; 273165, 7779525; 270926, 7782976; 271185, 

7783381; 274005, 7784161; 274310, 7779873. 

WARD 10 

Starting at the confluence of Mucheke River and Shagashe River, then following 

Shagashe River up to its intersection with Municipality boundary by passing 

Alpha Cottage, Helen McGhie School and Caravan park so as to include Alpha 

Cottage and Helen McGhie School and exclude Caravan park, then south 

eastwards along Municipality boundary to the north east common beacon of 

Municipality Area, Longlands farm, Newlake farm and Harrowood farm and 

Townlands farm, the  south west wards along Municipality boundary into 

Shagashe River, then along Shagashe River downstream up to the southern 

boundary of Flesk at Plot No. 85 A so as to include it, then following 

Ammethyst Drive south westwards up to Plot No. 4 of Morningside, then 

southwards along the Verges of the Morningside Plots so as to include them up 

to New Great Zimbabwe road, then following New Great Zimbabwe road in a 

north westerly direction to Beitbridge Road by passing Clipsham park so as to 
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include it.  Then following Beitbridge Road in a north easterly direction up to 

its junction with Old Great Zimbabwe Road at Flamboyant Motel, then 

following Great Zimbabwe Road east wards and south eastward up to its 

junction with Mhizha Street, the following Mhizha Street into an unnamed 

stream, then following this unnamed stream down stream to it confluence with 

Shagashe River, then following Shagashe River up stream to the confluence of 

Shagashe and Mucheke Rivers which is the starting point.   This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.   274026, 

7784181; 278970, 7782688; 275602, 7776621; 276879, 7774895; 273852, 

7771567; 273139, 7774669; 271878, 7774321; 273432, 7775913; 273278, 

7777331; 274008, 7777530; 274140, 7776833; 275501, 7777796; 274290, 

7779909; 274026, 7784187. 

 

MASVINGO RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL  

WARD 1 

Starting from a point where Munyambe River crosses the District boundary 

with Gutu District hence following the district boundary in a north-easterly 

direction on Pokoteke river, hence following Pokoteke river down stream hence 

in an easterly direction following the district boundary with Gutu district hence 

following the district boundary ina  straight line south eastwards direction 

hence following the district boundary in a straight line southeast wards 

direction on Pokoteke river hence north west wards following Pokoteke 

upsteam up to the confluence of Pokoteke and Munyambi rivers hence 

following Munyambi river upstream to the starting point.  This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.   289208, 7792241; 

284691, 7795944; 281433, 7820530; 286024, 7822159; 288690, 7818827; 
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286024, 7800906; 287431, 7795055; 293281, 779544; 293503, 7794833; 

289208, 7792241. 

WARD 2 

Starting from a point where Munyambi River crosses the Gutu Masvingo 

District boundary the following Munyaradzi River downstream to a point on the 

north eastern beacon of Umyambi farm then westwards along the northern 

boundary of Umyambi Farm to the summit of Namwi Hill, then proceeding in a 

south westerly direction along the northern boundaries of Koollala, 

Branksholm and Copota Farms but excluding along then to a point on the 

Masvingo-Gweru Railway Line to the north east of but excluding Zimuto 

Mission then following the Railway Line in a generally northern direction to a 

point on the Gutu-Masvingo District boundary, then proceeding eastwards 

along the district boundary to the southern beacon of Chatsworth and 

Swortboys Kop on the summit of Matsivo Hill, then proceeding north eastwards 

along the district boundary up to the starting point.  This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  275286 7794315 274916 

7818753 281581 7820530 284691 7796018 275286 7794315  

WARD 3 

Starting from where the Gweru-Masvingo railway line cuts the boundary 

between Masvingo and Gutu district hence following the Railway line ina  

southerly direction  where the railway line crosses the northern boundary of 

Copota farm but excluding it hence westward along the southern boundaries of 

farms 40 and 41 Mjushagashe SSCFA including them to Shagashe river up 

steam on the north-eastern beacon of riverside farm, hence westwards along 

the southern boundary of farm 249 Mushagashe hence following a straight line 

in a north-westerly direction to the western corner of farm 234 Mushagashe 

hence following a straight line in a north westerly direction to the western 

corner of farm 234 Mushagashe  hence following a North-westerly direction 
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along he south western boundaries of farm 9.10 and 16 of the western beacon 

of farm 16 then still in a north westerly direction along the south western 

boundary of farm 25  on the south western beacon of farm 25 on Shashe river, 

hence following the Masvingo-Gutu district boundary up stram along Shashe 

river in a northerly direction to a point where Shashe river meets the Masvingo-

Gutu district boundary, hence following the Gutu-Masvingo district boundary 

along the northern boundaries of farms 192, 187, 185, 181, 178 and 170 to 

Shagashe river where Shagashe river departs from the district boundary, hence 

following a straight line in a north-eastern direction along the Gutu-Masvingo 

district boundary at the southern western beacon of farm 233, hence in a north 

westerly direction along the Southern-western beacon of farm 233 hence 233, 

hence in a north westerly direction along the western boundaries of farms 233, 

229 and 228 Mushagashe  hence generally northwards along the western 

boundaries of farms 226, 225, 223 and 222 Mushagashe hence in a south-

easterly direction along the North eastern boundaries for farms, Mushagashe 

on Makoholi river, hence following river upstream at the confluence of 

Makoholi river and an unnamed stram hence following the unnamed stram in a 

northerly direction on the northern boundary of farm 166 hence following the 

Gutu-Masvingo district boundary in a straight line along the northern 

boundaries of farm 166, 167 and 169 back to the starting point.  The boundary 

covers the whole of Mushagashe small scale Commercial farms.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  275212, 

7794167; 256847, 7804756; 259512, 7815345; 265881, 7818234; 262771, 

7808459; 267733, 787052; 271806, 7819864; 274990, 7818901; 275212, 

7794167. 

WARD 4  

Starting at a point on Shashe just west of Chinovava Hill, then following 

Shashe River down stream through the middle of Muzhwi dam to the 

confluence of Shashe River and Ngezi at a point, then following Ngezi River up 
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stream to a point, of the north western beacon of farm 32 Zinyaningwe, then in 

a south easterly direction along the Masvingo – Chirumhanzu district boundary 

to a point, on the northern common beacon of farms 32 and 31 Zinyaningwe, 

then following the district boundaries in a north easterly direction to a point on 

the summit of Chizvinire Hill, then following a straight line in a south easterly 

direction to a point on the summit of Mashamba Hill then following the 

northern boundaries of farms 4, 3, 2 and 1 Zinyaningwe to the starting point. 

The area covers the whole of Zinyaningwe Small Scale Commercial Farms. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  231078 

7788325 233892 7804395 257811 7802396 248999 7799656 231078 

7788325 

WARD 5 

An area of land defined by the boundary starting from a point on Masvingo –

Zvishavane road, then proceeding along this road in an generally easterly 

direction to a point on the Musungwe river bridge, then proceeding upstream 

along Musungwe River up to a point on the common beacon of Nooitgedacht, 

Howickdale and Lochnivar A farms then proceeding in a westerly direction 

along the southern boundary of Nooitgedacht to a point on the summit of an 

unnamed hill on the south western beacon Nooitgedacht farm, then proceeding 

in a south-westerly direction along the northern boundary of Lochinvar A to a 

point then proceeding in a north westerly direction to  appoint, then proceeding 

in the northwesterly direction to a point, then still in a northwesterly direction 

to a point, then proceeding in a south westerly direction to a point, on a hill 

(Trigonometrical beacon ) then proceeding in a south easterly  direction to a 

point, then proceeding in a south easterly direction to a point then proceeding 

in the north westerly direction to a point to a point then proceeding south west 

wards to a point, then south eastwards to a point, then eastwards to a point 

then proceeding in the southerly direction to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 
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(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates. 248628 

7780829 235669 7779570 234558 7784309 237742 7787642 246703 

7785568 248628 7780829 

WARD 6 

Starting at point at Shashe river, then following the northern boundary of 

Redmond farm in a south easterly direction to a point, then following the south 

easterly direction along the northern boundary of Muzondo farm to a point, 

then going north easterly to Shangashe River at a point, then following 

Shagashe River down stream to a point, then following the northern 

boundaries of Zimuto Mission, Branksholm and Koollala Farm eastwards to 

Namwi Hill at a point, then following the northern boundary of Umyambi farms 

in an easterly direction to a point on Munyambi river, then following Munyambi 

river down stream to its confluence with Pokoteke River, then following 

Pokoteke River down stream to a point, then Eastwards along the northern 

boundary of Welkom Hock farm to a point, then southwards along the eastern 

boundary of Welkom Hoek farm to a point, then south westerly along the 

easterly boundary of Welkom Hoek Farm direction to Pokoteke river at a point, 

then following Pokoteke river down stream to a point on Masvingo – Mutare 

road, then following the road in westwards direction to a point on the northern 

corner of Beauty Farm, then southwards following the western boundary of 

Beauty Farm to a point, then north west direction along the northern boundary 

of Cairn/nacuihme farm  to a point then proceeding in the north westerly 

direction to a point, on the common beacon Townlands, Newlake, harrow wood, 

Longlands and fort Victoria Township the proceeding in the north westerly 

along the southern boundary of Longlands and lot A Brookland farm to a point, 

then in a westerly direction along the Municipal boundary to a point, then 

proceeding in a north westerly direction along the southern boundary of 

Richmond farm, then proceed in a south westerly direction along the eastern 

boundary of Cooden farm to Mucheke river at a point, the following Mucheke 

river upstream to its confluence with Vuvume river, then following Vuvume 
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river upstream to a point, then following the southern direction along the 

eastern boundary of Riebeek and Lamotte farm to a point, then westwards 

along the southern boundary of Lamotte farm to a point, then southwards 

along the eastern boundary of Cambria farm to a point, then following a 

straight line southwesterly to a point, through Gwenya mountain along the 

northern boundary of Valley Pass and Ckoran Farm then going in a westerly 

direction to a point, then in the same direction Mushandike dam at a point, 

then westwards to Sukwe mountain Trigonometrical beacon, then in a south 

westerly along Maybrook extension farm to a point, then north westerly along 

the eastern boundary of Edington farm to a point, westwards along the 

northern boundary of Edington farm to a point, north eastwards along the 

eastern boundary of water hall farm to a point, then north eastwards along the 

western boundary of Mushandike Sanctuary to a point, on top of Share 

mountain, then northwards to a point on a hill, then north easterly along the 

eastern boundary of Shane valley farm to Mutsungwe river at a point, then 

following Mutsungwe river upstream to a point, then westwards along the 

northern boundary of Lochinvar A farm to a point on a hill, then north 

westwards along the eastern boundary of Lochinvar A farm to a point, then 

proceeding in a north easterly direction along the eastern boundary of Shashi  

Ranch to a point, then northwards along the eastern boundary of Shashi 

Ranch to a point, then following Shashi river upstream to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  

246786, 7769936; 248564, 7780822; 246712, 7785488; 256765, 7804831; 

275278, 7794241; 284757, 7796019; 294031, 7790948; 290550, 7776211; 

278924, 7782580; 273962, 7784209; 252029, 7770382; 246786, 7769936.  

WARD 7 

An area of land defined by the boundary starting from Mushandike dam wall 

then proceeding eastwards and then northwards along the northern 

boundaries of Excelsior, Koran and The Valley Pass to the northernmose 
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beacon to a point, on Vuvume river, then following Vuvume river to its 

confluence with Mucheke river then following Mucheke river to a point, then 

south easterly direction to Shagashi river, then following Shagashe river down 

stream into lake Mutirikwe then through the middle of lake Mutirikwe up to a 

point, then proceeding generally westwards along the road to Masvingo to a 

point on the western corner of Muzero farm then going in a south easterly 

direction to a point, then following a southerly direction to a point then in a 

southwesterly direction, then following a south easterly direction to a point, 

then following a south easterly direction along the western boundaries of 

Clifton farm, then following a westerly direction on the northern side of 

Morgenster Mission then following a northern direction to Masvingo – Great 

Zimbabwe road, then following this road in a north westerly direction, then 

proceeding generally northwards, to a hill then straight line in a northeasterly 

direction to a point, then in a north westerly direction, then straight north 

westwards to a point, the straight line then to then straight line in a north 

westerly direction to a point, then straight line in a south westerly direction to 

a point then in straight line in a northern direction to a point, then straight line 

in a  south westerly direction to , then in  a straight line to a, then straight line 

in a northern direction to a point, then south westwards to a point, then 

straight line north wards to appoint, then south westerly to the top of 

Mukuruusinabvudzi mountain point , then straight line in the same direction 

to the top of Shazharume mountain on, then in a straight line to a, then 

straight line westwards to point, on an unnamed tributary, then following this 

tributary downstream to a, then westwards, then straight line northwards to a, 

then in a south westerly direction to appoint TN 579595, then in a straight 

line, then in a northern direction to a point at a canal then following this canal 

upwards to the starting point at Mushandike dam.  This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  260261, 7760559; 

252115, 7770260; 268704, 7780109; 274034, 7771667; 276998, 7775000; 
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294993, 7759967; 283218, 7756412; 280256, 7769445; 270111, 7768927; 

260261, 7760559.  

WARD 8 

An area of land defined by the boundary starting from the junction of 

Masvingo-Mutare road and Mtirikwe, then following the district boundary 

Mtirikwe river upstream to the point where Mtirikwe river crosses the Masvingo 

– Gutu district boundary , then following the northern boundary of Sandrift 

farm eastwards to the peak of Mwenje Hill then following the northern 

boundary of Springfield farm to the peak of Masvazva Hill, then eastwards 

along the northern boundary of Goodhope and Wepener farms to the 

easternmost of the latter form, then proceeding in a south easterly direction 

along the northern boundary of Dromone farm to ther southernmost beacon of 

Marowa farm on Chidza river, then proceed following Chidza river upstream to 

a point, where Chidza river meets the Masvingo – Gutu boundary, then 

following the district boundary up to the boundary with Bikita district hence 

following this boundary into the Masvingo – Zaka district boundary hence 

following this boundary up to Chitikite hill at a point, hence in a north westerly 

direction along the southern boundary Vlakfontein farm, then northwards 

along the western boundary of Vlakkontein farm, then in a  south westerly 

direction along southern boundary of Niekerks Rustfarm, then north westerly 

along the eastern boundary of Manebilly Estate A farm, then north eastwards 

along the eastern boundary of Sundown farm, then north westwards to the 

westernmost beacon of Bon accord, farm then northwards following the eastern 

boundary of Mudspruit farm the westernmost beacon of that farm, then 

northwestwards still along the north eastern boundary of Mudspruit farm the 

southmostmost beacon of Lothian farm, then south westerly along the 

boundary between Mudspruit and Elderson farms to easternmost beacon of 

Mudspruit farm, then southwesterly along the northern boundary of Greenhill 

Estate to a point at the corner of Green Hills Estate, Lymington and Mudspruit 

farm, then north westwards along the northern boundary of Green Hills Estate 
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to the easternmost beacon of Brakspuit, then in a south westerly direction 

along the northern boundary of Green hills Estate farm to the starting point.  

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  

317807, 7769211; 313153, 7770358; 312388, 7780432; 298552, 7776989; 

297404, 7788402, 311240, 7784130; 313663, 7790634; 335529, 7796535; 

333042, 7787481; 323542, 7782444. 324818, 7772944; 317868, 7774857; 

317752, 7768128; 317843, 7769269; 

WARD 9 

Starting from the southernmost beacon of Cavan, then proceed in the 

eastwards direction along the northern boundary of Austral Farm to the 

northernmost beacon of that farm, then southwards along the western 

boundary of Austral farm to the westernmost beacon of Tokwedale then south 

eastwards along the northern boundaries of Maybrook West and Westfield 

Farms to the easternmost beacon of Maybrook farm then in a north easterly 

direction along the easterly boundary of Edington farm to a point, on a hill 

then in the same direction to Sukwe mountain at Trigonometrical beacon then 

following westerly direction to the Mushandike dam wall then following a canal 

downwards to a point, then southwesterly direction along the western 

boundary of Umshandige Estate and Mistyvale Farm to the southernmost 

beacon of the latter, farm then in a north easterly direction to a point along the 

southern boundary of Mistyvale Farm, to a point on a canal, then following the 

canal down wards to a point on Masvingo Beitbridge road then in a south 

easterly direction to a point on an unnamed tributary of Wadanda River then 

following this tributary to its confluence with Wadanda river then following 

Wadanda downstream to the easternmost beacon of Sheringham, then 

westwards along Montevideo farm to its intersection with Tokwe river at, then  

Tokwe River upstream to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  225282, 76 71473; 
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242893,7658523; 223382, 765480; 215267, 7654897; 215670, 7633358; 

225282, 7671473 

WARD 10 

An area of land defined by the boundary starting at the intersection Tokwe 

river at with the northern boundary of Mountevideo, then eastward along the 

boundary westernmost beacon of Sheringam then following Wadanda River 

upstream to its confluence with its unnamed tributary then following this 

tributary upstream a generally northwesterly in the direction along the eastern 

boundary of Montivideo farm to a point on the junction of Masvingo Beitbridge 

road and a canal then following this canal upwards, then eastwards along the 

southern boundary of Chikore farm to its easternmost beacon then north 

easterly along the northwestern boundary of Welterede to its northernmost 

beacon then southwards along the western boundary of Sale Camp farm to its 

southmost beacon then eastwards along the southern boundary of Sale Camp 

farm then southwestwards along the western boundary of Brucehame then 

straight line in a north easterly direction along the soth western boundary or 

Brucehame Farm then south eastwards along the western boundary of 

Brucehame farm then southeastwards along the western boundary of 

Avonmore to its southernmost beacon then its northernmost beacon north 

eastwards along the northern boundary of Dindingwe farm, then south easterly 

along the north eastern boundary of Dindingwe farm to its easternmost beacon 

then south west wards, then, northwestwards, then south westwards, south 

eastwards, eastwards then south westwards to the northernmost beacon of 

Longdale, then follow its boundaries to its southmost beacon then follow its 

south western boundary for 200mtrs then turn westwards along the southern 

boundaries of Tendergate and Ben Repose to the immediate beacon thereof 

hence southwards and south eastwards along the western boundary of Victoria 

communal lands to the northern beacon of Msekwasha 353, hence south 

westwards to the easternmost beacon of Tokwe Grange then follow the eastern 

and the northern boundaries of Tokwe Grange to the intersection of the 
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northern boundary of Tokwe Grange and Tokwe river, hence up to that river to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates.  265039, 7146611; 257790, 7744614; 254980, 7753564; 

259344, 7753860; 260231, 7760442; 280127, 7769466; 2811310, 7767912; 

278204, 7765472; 277686, 7757558; 267701, 7758223; 262450, 7750679; 

265039, 7746611; 

WARD 11 

Starting at a point 2km on the eastern side on Umfurawasha mountain, hence 

generally southwards through a point between Chamazongo and Barapate Hills 

hence southwards including Charumbira School and excluding Masikati Village 

to a point on top of Ravaduta Hill, hence southwards crossing Muziro River, 

hence southwards excluding Jaya and Mhene Villages up to a point on 

Masvingise River, hence south west up Masvingise river to the confluence of 

Masvingise and Musogwezi river, hence west wards along Masvingise river to 

include Trigonometrical beacon and Shanye mountain excluding Jongoni 

Village up to a point hence southwards to a point on an unnamed stream of 

Tokwe River, hence following a straight line along the northern boundary of 

farm 353 Mushawasha proceeding in the north westerly direction to a point 

excluding Marefu mountain, hence following a straight line to a point 

northeastwards along the eastern side of Sheringham Farm to a point hence 

following the eastern boundary of Enterprise Farm excluding Bondolfi mission 

hence eastwards in a straight line through Trigonometrical beacon on 

Umfurawasha mountain to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA Coordinates.  275837, 7750679; 272731, 

7748904; 265852, 7746020; 262598, 7750605; 267775, 7758223; 272953, 

7758001; 275837, 7750679 
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WARD 12 

Starting at a point 2 from Umfurawasha mountain peak the proceed eastwards 

along the southern boundary of Tentergate farm to a point 200m from the 

southern-most beacon of Longate then proceed south eastwards to that beacon 

then proceeding in a north easterly direction along the eastern boundary of 

Longdale farm to a point on the corner of Longdale and Sikato farms then 

following a northern direction along the western boundary of Sikato farm to a 

point on Masvingo – Great Zimbabwe road to a point, then follow a southern 

direction to a point, then  proceed in a south westerly direction along the 

western boundary of Morgenster Mission at Bingura mountain at a point, then 

proceeding in a south easterly direction to a point on Mutezo river then 

following Muzero river upstream to a point then proceed south wards into 

Musuka River on its junction with Chirikutu river up to its upper reaches, then 

proceeding generally westwards to a point on Masvingise River so as to include 

Gomo Dip, Fukai and Mhene Villages then proceeding generally 

northwestwards up to the starting point through Ravaduta Hill and between 

Chamazongo and Barabate hills excluding Charumbira school and excluding 

Masikati Village.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA Coordinates.  310555, 7755080; 317837, 7759610; 325004, 7758635; 

327298, 7750034; 317494, 7748084; 310555, 7755080; 

WARD 13 

Starting at confluence of Musuka and Gadzi river then follow Musuka river 

upstream to its upper riches then north-eastwards to the confluence of Muzero 

river, to its unnamed tributary then going northwesterly to Bingura Hill at a 

point, then proceed in a northeasterly direction to a point along the western 

boundary of Morgenster Mission then proceed eastwards along the northern 

boundary of Morgenster Mission to a point, then following a generally north-

easterly and northwesterly direction along the western boundary of Le-Rhone 
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farm turn to its intersection with the Masvingo Great –Zimbabwe road hence 

generally north-eastwards, south-eastwards and north-eastwards along that 

road to its intersection with Mutirikwe river, then following Mutirikwe River 

down stream up to its confluence with Muzero River and follow Muzero River 

upstream to its confluence with Sabvumbi river following Sabvumbi river up to 

its source then going generally south westerly direction into Gadzi River and 

follow Gadzi to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA Coordinates.  310555, 7755080; 317837, 7759610; 

325004.  292024, 7748529; 279534, 7743781; 280120, 7751522; 283112, 

7756270; 294886, 7759978; 295536, 7755750; 292024, 7748529;  

WARD 14  

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 south (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  

Starting from Mutirikwi River at a point, then following Mutirikwe river 

upstream up to Lake Kyle at a point, hence following the outer edges of Lake 

Mutirikwi up to a point hence going in the south easterly direction following the 

southern boundary of Chevenden Farm to Huntungura Mountain at a point 

then going in a north easterly direction along the eastern boundary of 

Chevenden farm to a point then in an eastern direction along the southern 

boundary of Mukwari Estate to a point, then north easterly along the eastern 

boundary of Mukwari Estate to a point, then north easterly direction along the 

northern boundary of Sundown Extention to a point, then north easterly 

direction along the boundary of Mudspruit Extention to a point, then north 

westwards along the boundary of Menabikky Estate A to a point, then north 

easterly along the southern boundary if Nickerks Rust Farm to a point, then 

south eastwards along the southern boundary of Viakfintain farm to a point, 

on Chitikite Hill then Southwards along the district boundary to a point, at  

Nyabise River then following Nyabise River into Musika river into Chivaka Rive 

then following Chivaka River up to the junction of Chivaka River and its 
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unnamed tributary at a point, hence following this tributary up to a point then 

goings eastwards up to the starting point so as to include Mukwazhe and 

Hakireni Villages and Uzeze Dip and excluding Mutsya School.  3 An This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

south (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates 01809, 

7752702; 295617, 7755741; 294814, 7760213; 305020, 7764028; 313736, 

7769330; 313048, 7770420; 314940, 7771509; 317750, 7768241; 301809, 

7752702; 

WARD 15 

Starting at the confluence of Chivaka and Mavidze river, hence proceeding 

following Mavidze river upstream up proceeding generally north westwards, 

then proceeding generally south westwards up to confluence of  Mutirikwe river 

and its unnamed tributary then downstream Mutirikwe river to its confluence 

with mutero river then following Mutirkwe river downstream to its confluence 

with Madzive river then generally north-eastwards past Mashenjere Business 

Centre so as to include it to the confluence of an unnamed tributary of Madzive 

river proceeds downstream along that river up to its confluence with Chivaka 

river, then northwards up Chivaka river to starting point.  This area is  

bounded  by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  294801, 

7745549; 292064, 7748508; 295540, 7755682; 301753; 7752724; 303750, 

7744662; 294801, 7745549; 

WARD 16 

Starting from the confluence of Mavidze and Chivaka rivers, then following 

Chivaka river down stream to its confluence with Chenyu river, then following 

Chivaka river downstream to its confluence with Mutirikwe river, then following 

Mtirikwe river upstream up to a point excluding Urinda Hill and including 

Chihadyana Hill, then following generally in north easterly direction to a point 

including Tevera Village, Mazanhi Primary School and excluding Mashenjere 
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business Centre, Rambakutengwa Secondary School and Mucheki Village, then  

following Mavidze river up to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  301531, 7736765; 294801, 

7745640; 303824, 7744679; 310333, 7746528; 313883, 7735877; 301531, 

7736765 

WARD 17 

Starting at the confluence of Gadzi river and Musuka river hence generally 

north-eastwards following Gadzi river so as to include Mpasiwa Village 

excluding Chikarudzo business Centre up to Sabvumbi river up to the 

confluence of Sabvumbi and Muzero river downstream, hence following Muzero 

river down stream to the confluence of Muzero and Mtirikwe rivers, then 

following Mtirikwe river downstream up to the confluence of Mtirikwe and 

Madive rivers hence south-eastwards following Madzive river up stream in a 

south westerly direction up to a point on a hill, excluding Ndevo village, 

Shumba and Police Station, hence south easterly direction to a point on the 

northern boundary of Mushawasha westwards along the northern boundaries 

of Mushawasha 1, 32, 65 -58 to the easternmost beacon of Mushawasha 35 

hence north-eastwards up Musogwesi and Musuka ricers to the starting point.  

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  

283878, 7737155; 276778, 7737894; 279440, 7743737; 292088, 7748397; 

294750; 7745586; 283878, 7737229; 

WARD 18 

Starting on the eastern side of Gondoi Hill, then going in a north westerly 

direction to a point on a hill so as to exclude Mapakomere Secondary School 

and Machipasa Village, then north eastwards direction following Madzive river 

to the confluence of Madzive and Mtirikwe river, hence following Mtirikwe river 

down stream to a point westwards in a straight line along the northern 
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boundaries of farms 154, 152, 148, 147, 143, 138, 9, 8, 4, 2 and 1 

Mushawasha SSCFA passing through Chiteu Mountain, Chidyamupunga and 

Chibvibvi Mountain back to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.   301536, 7736793; 283859, 

7737162; 294805; 7745668; 301536, 7736571;  

WARD 19 

Starting at the confluence of rivers Musongwesi and Musuka then following 

Musongwesi river upstream up the confluence of Musongwesi and Masvingise 

rivers, hence north-easterly following Masvingise river upstream so as to 

include Homera village excluding Gono Dip then following Chirukutu river to 

its confluence with Musuka river then following Musuka river down stream to 

the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates.  277517, 7738856; 272710, 7748693; 280180, 7751577; 

279440, 7743885; 277517, 7738856; 

WARD 20 

Starting at the confluence of Musongwesi and Masvingise rivers then following 

Musongwezi river down stream then eastwards in a straight line along the 

northern boundary of farm 35 Mushawasha farming area to Gomupunga hill 

then in a north-Westerly direction in a straight line along the northern 

boundaries of arm 34 and 38 Mushawasha SSCFA then in a south westerly 

direction along the western boundary of farm 38 and 40 Mushawasha to 

Gwangwadza hill then to Ruzazi hill then still in a south-westerly direction 

along the northern boundary of farm 43 then westwards along the northern 

boundary of farm 45 and 50 to Renzombe hill then north westerly direction 

along the northern boundary of farm 51 to Rupombe hill then westwards along 
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the northern boundary of farm 52 to Nharira hill then following the northern 

boundary of farm 53 to Gwamakunguvu hill then following the eastern 

boundary of farm 111 and 112 in a north westerly direction  on the corner of 

the farms 123 and 122, then following the outer edges of Mushawasha then 

still following then going in a straight line to a  then in a north westerly 

direction along the eastern boundaries of farm  then in a north easterly 

direction so as to include village Tamirapi exclude Village Tamirepi excluding 

Mavhengere Business Centre and Gondo dip, hence going eastwards so as to 

exclude Shanye hill and  to the confluence of Masvingise and Musongwesi 

rivers at a point which is the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  265831, 7745956; 272710, 

7748767; 277517, 7738930; 276630, 7737894; 266571, 7737377; 265831, 

7745956; 

WARD 21 

Starting on the northern most beacon of Tokwe Grange on Tokwe river then 

following a South-Easterly direction along the northern boundary of Tokwe 

Grange farm, hence Southwards along the eastern boundary of Tokwe Grange 

to a point , hence North-Easterly along the north-eastern boundary of farm 

359,358,354,353 Mushawasha Small Scale Commercial Farming Area (SSCFA) 

to a point, at Marefu mountain, hence following a South-Easterly direction in a 

straight line along the eastern boundaries of farm 353,130 and 348 to a point, 

hence following the outer edges of Mushawasha SSCFA in a straight, line hence 

still on the outer edges of Mushawasha SSCFA in a straight line, hence going in 

a South-westerly direction to a point, hence following a straight line in a South-

Easterly direction to Gwamakunguvu hill, hence in a straight line to Nharira 

hill, then in a straight to Rupombe hill, then following a South-Easterly 

direction to Renzombe hill, then eastwards to a point, then North-easterly to 

Rusadzi hill, then still going in the North-Easterly direction to Gwangwadza 

hill, then in a straight line to a point, then in a straight line in a South-Easterly 
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direction to a point, then eastwards following along the northern boundary of 

farms 58,60,63,64,65,66,32, 28. 1,2,4, through Mapakomere hill, and Gondoi 

hill, proceeding through Bvibvi mountain and Chidyamupunga to a point, then 

Southwards to Bohera hill, then south easterly to the westernmost beacon of 

farm 9 then in a south westerly direction to Mandere hill, then in a south 

easterly direction along the western boundary of farm 10 Mushawasha then 

westwards along the northern boundary of Farm 90 then south westerly in a 

straight line to the westernmost beacon of farm 16 then Westwards along the 

southern boundary of Mushawasha SSCFA in a straight line through 

Dzomakwawo hill Mapanje hill, Gwarare hill, Ngundushava hill and Bvute hill 

to Musvogwesi river, then following Musvogwezi river down stream up to the 

junction of Musvogwezi and Tokwe river, the Northwards following Tokwe river 

upstream to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.   263476, 7723706; 261455, 7725639; 

257940, 7744443; 265057, 7746728, 269715, 7738907; 289661, 7736886; 

289573, 7732493; 272966, 7732844; 263476, 7723706 

 

WARD 22 

Staring at the confluence of Tokwe and Musogwezi rivers at a point, then 

following Musvogwezi river upstream up to the western mpst beacon of farm 

78, then in an easterly direction along the southern boundary of Mushawasha 

SSCFA through, Bvute, Ngundushava, Gwarare and Mapanje hills to a point on 

Mukosi river, then following Mukosi river down stream to its confluence with 

Tokwe river, then following Tokwe river upstream to the starting point.  This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  

280959, 7707423; 277005, 770970; 265406, 7717968; 263561, 7723503; 
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273051, 7732905; 285616, 7732466; 285416, 7732466; 279905, 7714277; 

280959, 7707423; 

WARD 23 

Starting at Nyamawanga river at a point at the corner of Farm 175 and 176, 

the following Nyamawanga river down stream to the confluence, of 

Nyamawanga river and Muteteni river, then following Muteteni river upstream 

to the confluence of Muteteni river and Tugwane river, then following Tugwane 

river upstream to a point, west of Mubato Village then in straight line north-

westerly direction to a point, then in a straight line to Chivavi hill, then 

westwards, then following a tributary of Nyamawanga river to its confluence 

junction with Nyamawanga river, then following Nyamawanga river to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates.  313277, 7721812; 307668, 7722155; 301815, 7725976; 

294978, 7728507; 297720, 7730074; 302080, 7728042; 307786, 77309956 

WARD 24 

Starting at Madziwa river north of Chehudo school at a point, the following 

Madziwa river upstream to a point, west of Kuchanya Village so as to include it 

then going North-eastwards to Marevesa hill, then going in a straight line to a 

point on Biri hill, then in a North-westerly direction to a point at Tugwane 

river, then following Tugwana river downstream the confluence of Tugwana and 

Mutetenu rivers, hence following Mutetenu river upstream to Nyajena dip at a 

point, hence southwards to a point, hence south-westerly including Zengeya 

dam, Makumbe Primary School and excluding Murindi village, Matake Village 

and Chehundo Primary School up to Madziwa River at point, which is the 

staring point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates.  288295, 7713971; 301854, 7726088; 307624, 7722145; 

301084, 7719452; 288295, 7713971; 
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WARD 25 

Starting at the confluence of Mutetenu river and Tugwana river following 

Mutetenu river up to a Confluence of Mutetenu and Nyamawanga rivers, hence 

following Nyamawanga river up to its Confluence with Mtirikwe river, hence 

following Mtirikwi river up to its Confluence with Gurutsime river (Bangala 

dam), hence following Gurutsime river upstream to a point north of Maparanga 

mountain hence Northwards following an unnamed stream of Gurutsime for 

about 1,5km, hence going northwards to Mutetenu then down that river to the 

starting point.   This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates.  301181, 7719548; 307527, 7722145; 313105, 7721760; 

314451, 778587; 308970, 7712144; 301181, 7719548. 

WARD 26 

Starting at a point at Madziwa river on Chipembana hill, then following 

Madziwa river upstream 1,5km, hence in North-easterly direction to a point 

including Chehudo Primary school Trigonometrical beacon 1027.1 and Murindi 

Village, hence northwards to Mutetenu river, hence following Mutetenu river 

down-stream up to a point south of Ngarawa Village so as to exclude it, hence 

southwards up to a point so as to include Vengesai and Mutubuki Villages, 

hence going in a South-easterly direction to Gurutsime river, hence following 

Gurutsime river up to its confluence with Gweshama river, hence following 

Gweshamba river up to a point, hence going westwards up to a point, hence 

going westwards up to a point, so as to exclude Marebe dip, Fusira Primary 

School and Maranga hill, hence south wards to Mubagwashe river at a point, 

then follow Mubagwashe river upstream to a point, hence in a North-westerly 

direction along the northern boundary of Tokwe river ranch up to a point, 

hence following a straight line along the northern boundary of Chehude farm 

westwards to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified 
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Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  287814, 7712528; 288295, 7713875; 

300988, 7719645; 308389, 7712240; 300123, 7706085; 287814, 7712528. 

 

 

 

WARD 27 

Starting from Bangala dam at a point, and then going in a South-westerly 

direction up to a point so as to exclude Zorogwe Mountain and Dirura 

Mountain.  Trigometrical beacon 833.0, hence going north-westerly direction 

up to a point 1km south of Mbangarwe ranch, hence going north westwardsup 

to a point so as to include Tondondo, Rusenga, Munyuki and Porusiri Villages 

and exclude Mubaiwa, Tevera and Gwatipedza Villages, hence going north 

westwards to Mubagwashe river up to a point, then 2km northwards to Matiza 

village excluding it a point, hence eastwards to Mubagwashe river at a point 

near Marebe dip, so as to include Fusira Primary School and Marebe dip, the 

following Mubagwashe river into Gweshamba river up to the confluence of 

Gweshamba river and Gurutsime river, hence following Gurutsime river up to 

Bangala dam, hence following Bangala dam up to the starting point.  This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  

300219, 7706182; 308585, 7712240; 315028, 7711567; 301373, 7704931. 

WARD 28 

Starting from a point on the western boundary of Tokwe river ranch 1,5km 

northwest of Chijimbwa Mountain, then proceeding in a North-easterly 

direction to an point, the proceeding in the same direction to a point, so as to 

include Gwatipedza, Tevera, Mubaiwa Villages, then proceeding South-

eastwards to, then going a North-easterly direction to Bangala dam at a point, 
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then  following Mtirikwe river down stream to a point east of Mavhuvha village, 

then going in a South-westerly direction on Musuka river, then proceeding 

generally Southwards through Dowa hill between Muwani and Dowana hills 

and Menga hill.  Trigonometrical beacon 759.9 up to point, so as to include 

Morile, Muperi, Mugwagwasi and Tizirai Villages, then proceeding along the 

eastern boundary of Tokwe river ranch in a North-westerly direction  past 

Chijimbwa mountain to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  301373, 7704931; 315221, 

7711759; 316567, 770695; 305989, 7700508; 301373, 7704931. 

WARD 29 

Starting at the confluence of Mtirikwe river and an unnamed river, hence 

following Mtirikwe river down stream to a point where Mtirikwi river meets with 

the Chiredzi-Masvingo district boundary, then following the district boundary, 

then following the district boundary with Chiredzi District in a South-westerly 

direction to a point a point south of Zivanai village so as to exclude it then in a 

straight line in the South-westerly direction following the district boundary to a 

point south of Gwenure village, then in a North-westerly direction following the 

district boundary to the top of the Zvitutu hill, then following a North-easterly 

direction to the top of Chinyamakuwa hill, the following an easterly direction to 

a point SOTH OF Rindi village, then in a straight line in the north westerly 

direction for 2km, then following a straight line in the northerly direction to a 

point in the southern foot hill of Ganda mountain, then following  a straight 

line in a North-easterly direction to a point on a hill, hence following a straight 

line in a Northern direction up to a point on the western side of Ganamwa hill, 

then following a North-easterly direction in a straight line to a point, then going 

generally in a North-westerly direction through Menga hill Trigonometrical 

beacon 759.9, between Muwani and Dowona hills and Dowa hill up to the 

point, then proceed generally northwest past Mugwagwas in the same line 

going back to Mupere, Morile villages so as to exclude them to an unanamed 
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tributary of Muturukwe then following that tributary to Mutirikwe to its 

confluence with Mutirikwe river to the starting point.  This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  306033, 7700420; 

315614, 7706766; 317765, 7704555; 320073, 7695708; 317188, 7687822; 

312860, 7685899; 306033, 7700420; 

WARDS 30 

Starting at the confluence of Tokwe and Mukosi rivers going in a North-

westerly direction following Mukosi river up to a point, hence going in a North-

easterly direction up to Gwenungu hill, hence going eastwards in a straight line 

to a point passing through Chipemba hill, hence following a straight line a 

south-easterly direction to a point south of Makuhwa village hence following a 

straight line along TokweA river ranch in a south easterly direction to the foot 

hill fo Gandahwa mountain, hence following straight line South-easterly 

direction up to a point where Matize river meets the Masvingo-Chiredzi 

boundary, hence following the masvingo-Chiredzi district boundary a, hence 

following this boundary to Tokwe river at a point, hence following Tokwe river 

up to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.  297968, 7685655; 294890, 7689983; 

288063, 7701907; 280850, 7707677; 279889, 7714216; 287774, 7712678; 

311623, 7691714; 297968, 7685655. 

WARD 31 

Starting at the confluence of Mutirikwe river and Nyamawanga river, then 

following Nyamavanga river upstream following a straight line in a north 

westerly direction along he southern boundaries of farm 171 to 176 to 

Shamanyuka Hill, then following the southern boundaries of Farms 19, 91 and 

16 in a westerly direction then northwards following a straight line, then to the 

top of Buhera Mountain, then following the northern boundaries of Farms8, 9, 
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22, 138, 143, 147,148,152, 153 and 154 through Chiteu Hill in an easterly 

direction to Mutirikwe river, then following Mutirikwe river up to the junction of 

Mutirikwe and Chivaka river, the following Mutirikwe river down stream up to 

the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates.  314533, 7718426; 307920, 7730916; 300622, 7728173; 

296116, 7729202; 293814, 7732190; 289602, 7732484; 289700, 7736941; 

314092, 7735520; 316835, 7732729; 319627, 7722541; 314533, 7718426. 

WARD 32 

Starting at the junction of Mutirikwe river and Masvingo-Mutare Road, then 

straight  north easterly along the southern boundaries of Mid rivers Brak 

Spruit farm, then in a south easterly direction along the western boundaries of 

Musali farm, then north westerly along the southern boundaries  of Musali and 

Zishumba farms to Zishumbe Mountain, then south easterly direction along 

the southern boundary of Chidza farm, then in the north easterly along he 

southern boundary of Limmington farm, then in a straight line north easterly 

along Elderson farm, then south westerly direction to a point on the corner of 

Born Accord, Mud Spruit, Sundowns farm, then in a southeasterly direction 

following the western boundary of Born Accord farm, then in a south westerly 

along the eastern boundary to Sudowns farm, then straight line south easterly 

along the eastern boundary of Manebilly Estate A farm so as to include it then 

south westerly direction along the northern boundary of Mudspuit Extension, 

then south westerly along the northern  boundary of Sundown Extension farm, 

then in the same direction westerly, then in a south westerly direction to a 

Huntungura Mountain, then along the western boundary of Clevenden farm in 

a north westerly direction go a point on Lake Mutirikwe then along he outer 

edges of the Lake downstream, then through the middle of the western wing of 

Lake Mutirikwe upstream, then northwestwards in a straight to the north 

easterly direction to Shagashe river then following the Municipal boundary to 

Shagashe river, then along the Municipal boundary in a north eastwards, then 
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south easterly along the southern boundary of Harrowood farm, then 

westwards along the southern boundary of that farm northwards along he 

eastern boundary to Masvingo –Mutare Road, then following Masvingo-Mutare 

Roads eastwards to a point at Pokoteke river, then following Pokoteke river 

upstream, then following the northern boundary of Sternmore farm north 

easterly to along the northern boundary of Thorngroove farm south easterly to 

Mutirikwe river, then following Mutirikwe river down stream to the starting 

point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates.  294864, 7760047; 275595, 7776689; 279223, 7782320; 290234, 

7776313; 294364, 7790828; 297367, 7788576; 298743, 776689; 314069, 

7779316; 313383, 7770307; 294864, 7760047. 

WARD 33 

Starting from a point on the Masvingo-Bulawayo road, then following this road 

to a point on the junction of Masvingo-Bulawayo road and Musungwe river 

then following this river down stream then proceeding in the South-westerly 

direction to a point on an unnamed hill, then proceeding in the southerly 

direction to a point on share mountain, then proceeding in a straight line 

southwesterly to a point on the western side of share mountain, then 

proceeding generally in the same direction to a point on an unnamed hill, then 

straight line in a easterly direction to a point then along the northern boundary 

of Edinghton farm to a point along the eastern boundary of Edinghton farm in 

a South-Westerly direction to a point then along the northern boundary of May 

brook west farm, in a northwesterly  direction to a point then westwards along 

the southern boundaries of Westfield.  Then northwards along the western 

boundary of Tokwedale farm to a point on the corner of Tokwedale and Cavan 

farm then in a  westerly direction along the southern boundary of Cavan farm 

to Shashe river at a point then following Shave river up stream on the corner of 

Barkly and Mayo farm, then going in a Southern direction on the outer edges of 

Shashi ranch to a point proceeding in a  south-westerly direction still on the 
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outer edges of Shashi ranch then along the eastern boundary of Locknvar A 

farm then along the southern boundary of Locknvar farm in a  Southeasterly 

direction to a point on the corner of Locknivar A and Locknvar extension the n 

in a northwesterly direction along the southern boundary of Locknvar 

extension to a point still on the southern boundary of Locknar extension in the 

same direction then proceeding along this boundary to a point the corner of 

Locknvar extension and Ballymore A farm then proceeding southwestwards 

then in a  south easterly direction  along the eastern boundary of Grimstone A 

farm then in south westerly direction along the eastern boundary of Grimstone 

A farm to a point then in a north westerly direction along the  western 

boundary of Grimstone farm hence westwards along the northern boundary of 

Sans source then southwards to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.   246754, 7769916; 245794, 

7768432; 234448, 7775763; 233488, 7789029; 249023, 7799676; 237939, 

7787633; 234535, 7784316; 235757, 7779691; 237764, 7781785; 248586, 

7780912; 242652, 7771312. 

WARD 34 

Starting from Mukosi river on the middle of the southern boundary of farm 24, 

then in a easterly direction along farm 12,15,16,91  then proceeding in a South 

easterly direction along the western boundaries of Farms 171-176 to 

Nyamawanga river , then following Nyamawanga river to its confluence with an 

unnamed tributary then following this tributary then in a  straight line in a 

southeasterly direction to Biri hill then in a south westerly direction to Maraves  

hill then straight line same direction to Madziwa river then following Madziwa 

river downstream up to the foot hill of Chapembana, straight to Gwenhungu 

Hill then South westwards in to Mukosi river then following Mukosi river up 

stream to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.   287754, 7712521; 279819, 7714235; 
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288048, 7729511; 285721, 7732438; 293803, 7732242; 302081, 7725385; 

291844, 7721026; 287754, 7712521. 

WARD 35 

Starting from the top of Administration then following the administration road 

eastward to its junction with Masvingo – Renco road, then following this road 

in the southerly direction to the ZRP office so as to include the ZRP office, then 

proceeding in the south westerly direction along Masvingo- Renco road to  its 

junction with a gravel road then proceeding in the south easterly direction 

along this gravel road though two unnamed hills to the golf course, then 

following the south eastern vegetation of the golf course to the Mitirikwe Club, 

then through the bowling course following the southern boundaries of 

Mitirikwe house s and across the Renco – Masvingo road in the south western 

direction excluding Mupondi village then proceeding in the north westerly 

direction to a point , then proceeding in the south westerly direction including 

the sewage works and across Nyabata river then proceeding in the north 

easterly direction across Nyabadza river to point where the mine boundary 

crosses Nyabata river for the third time, the proceeding in the south westerly 

direction along a high ground to the south western corner of Mashapa primary 

school including Zengeza Business Centre and Mashapa School, then 

proceeding in the northerly direction following  Mashapa Primary School 

western boundary to the north western corner of Mashapa primary School then 

proceeding in the north easterly direction to Mishapa river and following 

Mashapa river downstream to the south western corner of Nyabata secondary 

school are, the proceeding in a northerly direction to a beacon without number 

so as to include Nyabata secondary school, then proceeding northwards then 

proceeding in the northerly direction beacon to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates.   309880, 

7716916; 308116, 7716965; 307284, 7717847; 308116, 7720051; 310614, 

7720198; 310908, 7718386; 309880, 7716916. 
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MWENEZI RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL  

WARD 1 

An area of land defined by the boundary starting from the confluence of Runde 

and Makwi Rivers, South Westwards up stream along Makwi River to James 

Road which marks chieftainship boundary of Neshuro and Chitanga. Then 

North Westwards along the said road so as to include Masongwe Primary 

School and Masongwe Secondary School and exclude Mukahamari Village up 

to the point where it  meets the Shache River then North Eastwards along the 

said River into Chivake River and further eastwards along Chivake into Runde 

River.  Then generally eastwards down stream along Runde River to the 

starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates.  258429, 7680982; 258564, 7685816; 259638, 7686622; 

268836, 7688770; 273065, 7684675; 258429, 7680982.   

WARD 2 

An area of land defined by the boundary starting from the confluence of Pambe 

and Runde Rivers hence South Westwards along Pambe river through 

Masvosva dam so as to include Masvosva Business Centre, Clinic and Negari 

Primary School hence upstream along the said river to its confluence with an 

unnamed stream at then southwards cutting across Hebron-Pambe Road at 

then generally eastwards along the verges of Dondonye Hill into Chivake River,  

then downstream along Chivake River so as to exclude Zvirikure 1 Village, 

Zvirikure Primary School proceeding down stream along the said River in the 

southern direction to its confluence with an unnamed tributary then generally 

eastwards along Chivake River into Runde river hence northwards upstream 

along Runde River to its confluence with Musakwe River and proceeding north 

westwards along Runde river to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  245002, 7691590; 
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253260, 7700049; 261451, 7695819; 259638, 7686622; 258497, 7685883; 

245002, 7691590.  

 

 

WARD 3 

Ward 3 is bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Pambe and Runde 

Rivers proceeding south westwards along Pambe river through Masvosva Dam 

including Masvosva dip, Timire village, Shazhaume school and Pambe Dip 

hence along the said river, then north westwards along tributary excluding 

Sitera Dip and Pambe school to a point where the line meets the district 

boundary (Pioneer column) at (such that Muhwadzarira village and Chouronga 

Secondary School are included and generally northwards along the Pioneer 

Column including Matibi Mission and Mushonganeburi mountain, hence along 

the district boundary to Runde river then down Runde river to its confluence 

with Pambe river which is the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  235007, 7693800; 241519, 

7711256; 252932, 7703535; 245010, 7691585; 241452, 7689772; 235007, 

7693800. 

 

WARD 4 

An area of land defined by the boundary starting from a point where the 

Pioneer road (District boundary) crosses Mwenezi river then generally north 

eastwards along the Pioneer column (district boundary) to a point such that 

when a line is drawn south eastwards Muhwadzarira and Chamavona villages 

and Sitera, Bopi 1 and Munhundagwa villages are included up to Pambe river 

proceeding further south eastward into Shache river then downstream to its 
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confluence with Nora river then upstream along Nora in the south western 

direction cutting across Bulawayo – Chiredzi railway line hence proceeding 

south westwards such that Hombonyi and Rukau mountains are included up 

to a point where it meets Nunde river at then downstream along Nunde in the 

southern direction up to Mwenezi hence upstream along Mwenezi river to the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates.  225258, 7671398; 234402, 7680123; 235131, 7693758; 

241511, 7689824; 241415, 7679798; 235419, 7666186; 225344, 7671398.   

 

WARD 5 

An area of land defined by the boundary starting from point where Bulawayo-

Chiredzi railway line crosses the boundary between Sarahuru ranch and Matibi 

1 Communal area north eastwards along the boundary to Gungwe mountain 

then north westwards into Makwi river then downstream along Makwi up to 

James road hence generally northwards along the said road so as to exclude 

Masongwe Primary and Secondary School and Mafanele village up too Shache 

river at then north eastwards along Shache river to its confluence with Chivake 

River hence generally north westwards up Chivake river to a point near 

Zvirikure Primary School then proceeds generally westwards to include 

Zvirikure primary school and Zvirikure 1 village up to Dondonye hill hence 

northwards into Pambe river at and generally westwards along Pambe river to a 

point so as to exclude Chamaona village such that when a line is drawn south 

eastwards Makulani village is included and Bopi 1 village excluded,  then 

passing though the western verges of Matenda mountain into Shache river 

hence down stream along Shache up to its confluence with Nora river then up 

along Nora river crossing the Bulawayo-Chiredzi railway line and then proceed 

south westwards up to a point  such that when a line is drawn southwards it 

passes through Gwiradakanya mountain and an unnamed hill into Mwenezana 
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river to its confluence with an unnamed stream then upstream along the 

unnamed stream so as to exclude Chivesere dam and Mutahwa village so as to 

exclude Kugunga village such that when a line is drawn north eastwards up to 

Bulawayo – Chiredzi railway line at Neshuro siding at Makotore village is 

included then south eastwards along the railway line to the starting point.  An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates.  243944, 7666928; 241449, 7679785; 241533, 7689674; 245035, 

7691641; 258611, 7685836; 258468, 7680993; 251032, 7674085; 247242, 

7676292; 243944, 7666928.    

WARD 6 

An area of land defined by the boundary starting from the confluence of Nunde 

River and Mwenazi river upstream along Nunde river then generally north 

eastwards so as to exclude Rukau mountain and including Gwirabakanya 

mountain, hence proceeding to an unnamed tributary of Nora river, then 

Southwards passing through Gwirabakanya hill and an unnamed hill into 

Mwenezana river, proceeding downstream along Mwenezana river to its 

confluence with an unnamed tributary.  The boundary proceed then 

downstream along Mwenezana river into Mwenai river and hence upstream 

along Mwenezi river north westwards to  the confluence of Nunde and Mwenezi 

rivers northwards up Nunde river to a point such that when a line is drawn 

generally eastwards Rukau hill and Mangwau village are excluded and 

Gwirabakanya hill is included to the source of Nora river where a line is drawn 

southwards into Mwenezana river hence further southwards down the said 

river to its confluence with Mwenezi river hence generally westwards up 

Mwenezi river to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates. 243837, 7657564; 235298, 7666247; 

234818, 7677760; 241429, 7679861; 243971, 7666860; 243875, 7657564.  
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WARD 7 

An area of land defined by the boundary starting from a point at Neshuro 

siding then south easterly along the railway line passing through two unnamed 

hills to the boundary of Sarahuru Ranch and Matibi 1 communal area, hence 

south westwards along the said boundary to the apex of Sarahuru mountain, 

then generally southwards along the same boundary passing through Rusaza 

hill into Goronye river proceeding downstream along Goronye river to its 

confluence with Mwenezi river, then upstream along Mwenezi River to its 

influence with Mwenezana then upstream along Mwenezana river to its 

confluence with an unnamed tributary hence proceeding upsteam along the 

confluence unnamed tributary such that Chivesere Dam and Mutahwa village 

are included to a point such that when a line is drawn north eastwards 

Kugunga village is included and Makotore village excluded passing through the 

top of an unnamed hill up to the railway line which is the starting point.  An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates.  250547, 7650340; 243813, 7657534; 243929, 7666800; 247152, 

7676296; 251123, 7673994; 252101, 7665821; 250547, 7650340.   

 

WARD 8 

An area of land defined by the boundary starting from a point in Mwenezi river 

such that when a line is drawn south westwards rock paintings and Annania 

Dam are excluded and proceed into Chikupwi river at hence proceeding 

upstream along the said river passing westwards through Chikupwi Dam to a  

point such that when a line is drawn south westwards it meets Machena – 

Maranda road at hence south eastwards along the said road to the boundary of 

Maranda communal and Wanezi Extension Resettlement at then eastwards 
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along the said boundary up to a point then northwards into Mwenezi river 

hence north westwards along the said river up to the starting point.  An This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  

223382, 7654897; 242893, 7658466; 252562, 7645344; 226548, 7648682; 

223382, 765497.  

 

WARD 9 

An area of land defined by the boundary starting from a point at Manyuchi 

dam, then south eastwards along Mwenezi river up to a point such that when a 

line is drawn south westwards rock paintings and Annania Dam are included, 

and proceed into Chikupwi River hence proceeding upsteam along the said 

River Westwards passing through Chikupwi to a point  such that when a line is 

drawn south westwards it meets Machena – Maranda Road, hence north 

westwards along the said road to its junction with Shayamavhudzi-Dengenya 

road then south westwards along Shayamavhudzi – Dengenya road to a point  

such that when line I drawn north westwards passing through two unnamed 

hills into an unnamed tributary of Rusore river, Bangwe mountain is included 

hence northwards along the said tributary to its confluence with Rusore river 

at proceeding downstream north eastwards along Rusore river to a point near 

an unnamed hill/rock such that when a line is drawn northwestwards it cuts 

Mushawe river, further proceeding northwestwards up to the Pioneer Column 

hence north eastwards along the Pioneer Column to include Furidzi primary 

School, Furidzi mountain and exclude Karimosi Dam hence eastwards along 

the said route (Pioneer column) to Manyuchi dam which is the starting point. 

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates.  225282, 7671473; 242893, 7658523; 223382, 7654840; 215267, 

7654897; 215670, 7663358; 225282, 7671473.  
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WARD 10 

An area of land defined by the boundary starting from a point where the 

common boundary of Maranda communal area and Wedza block Resettlement 

meets Mwenezi river then South westwards along the common boundary of 

Maranda communal and Wedza Block Resettlement area up to Chamahonge 

hill then generally south westwards along the said boundary to the top of 

Zaningwe hill at a point then generally southwards along the commercial 

boundary of Wedza block and Maranda communal area passing through the 

top of Domboshava hill then due South to a point then south eastwards along 

the common boundary of Miranda communal area and Wedza Block up to a 

point where it meets the Pioneer column road then north eastwards along the 

Pioneer Column road so as to include Mlelezi Clinic and Nhamande Secondary 

School and excluding Mlelezi Primary School, Mulelezi Dam and Mlelezi 

Business Centre then proceeding along the Pioneer Column Road up to a point 

where the Pioneer Column meets Mwenezi river at then up stream along 

Mwenezi river to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  213083, 7671023; 210896, 7665959; 

194609, 7663944; 190484, 7649872; 194973, 7649182; 215666, 7663317; 

225335, 7671317; 213083, 7671023.  

WARD 11 

An area of land defined by the boundary starting from at a point where the 

pioneer Column meets the commercial boundary Maranda communal and 

Wedza Block near east of Mlelezi Primary School then north east along the 

Pioneer Column which is the boundary of Chief Maranda and Chief Mazetese 

so as to exclude Mlelezi clinic and Nhamande Secondary School, hence further 

north eastwards along the Pioneer Column to a point proceeding south 

eastwards crossing Mushawe river such that we exclude Beperi, Muzvari and 

Bhadhaki Villages up to Rusore river, then up stream along Rusore river to a 
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point such that when a line is drawn south westwards it meets an unnamed 

road hence north westward to Marimuka – Nhamande road hence south 

westwards along the said road to a point then south eastwards so as to include 

Vongwe B/C and Chirume mountain and exclude Makuvire Primary school and 

generally south wards into Maranda – Nhamande road at hence south 

eastwards to a point along the said road then generally south wards to meet 

the northern boundary of Wanezi Block at hence northwestwards along the 

said boundary up to the boundary of Wedza block and Maranda communal 

land further north westwards along the said boundary to the starting point.  An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates.   194967, 7649171; 197499, 7652855; 212060, 7662581; 

215686, 76633329; 217240, 765581; 205269, 7646754; 195082. 

WARD 12 

An area of land defined by the boundary starting from where Machena Road 

crosses the Northern fence of Wanezi Block hence north westwards along the 

said road to its intersection with Shayamavhudzi-Dengenya road at so as to 

include Muboyi Dam then south westwards along Shayamavhudzi-Dengenya 

road to a point such that when a line is drawn north westwards passing 

through two unnamed hills into an unnamed tributary of Rusore River Bangwe 

mountain is excluded hence northwards the said tributary to its confluence 

with Rusore river at proceeding generally westwards upstream along Rusore 

river to a point grid such that when a line is drawn south westwards it meets 

an unnamed road at hence north westwards to Marimuka – Nhamande road at 

hence south westwards along the said road to a point then south eastwards so 

as to exclude Vongwe Business Centre and Chirume mountain and  include 

Makuvire Primary School and generally Southwards into Nhamande –Maranda 

road at hence south eastwards along the said road to a point such that when a 

line is drawn generally southwards it meets the northern boundary of Wanezi 

“Block at grid then generally eastwards along the said boundary passing 
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through unnamed hills so as to include Chamunogwa and Masvina villages to a 

point grid reference TM265486 which is the starting point.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  205269, 

7646754, 215283, 7654984; 223456, 7654869; 226621, 7648653; 205212, 

7646754.   

WARD 13 

An area of land defined by the boundary starting from the confluence of Makwi 

and Runde rivers at then proceeding in a south Easterly direction down stream 

along Runder river to a point marked by the confluence of Makambi and Runde 

rivers then proceeding in a south westerly direction upstream along Makambi 

river then straight in a south westerly direction upstream along the boundary 

of Mwenezi District and Matibi 2 communal to a point where it crosses 

Sarahuru-Chiredzi railway line then proceeding north westerly along the 

railway line excluding Mbizi station and including the whole of Nuanetsi Ranch 

A, Chingwizi section and Bonora up to a point then south westerly along 

Tsembwe boundary and westerly along the said boundary and further 

Northwards along the boundary to a point when it joints the railway line then 

north westerly along the Rutenga railway line to a point where it joins the 

railway line then north westerly along the Rutenga railway line to a  point 

where the paddock fence of Marriotti Estate meets  Rutenga-chiredzi railway 

line going along the paddock fence of Marriott estate meets Rutenga – Chiredzi 

Railway line along the paddock fence north eastwards up to an unnamed 

tributary of Mukume river so as to exclude Rutenga Railway Station then 

straight south westwards to abandoned air strip they following the abandoned 

airstrip north westwards to a point where it crosses Masvingo-Beitbridge road 

then proceeding further northwestwards along Rutenga-Sarahuru road up to 

the point where it meets Bulawayo-Chiredzi railway line, then proceeding along 

the railway line up to the boundary of Rutenga East and Sonop Ranches then 

along this boundary north eastwards then north westerly along the boundary 
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of Sonop and Muzhanjire Ranches to include the whole of Muzhanjire Ranch 

and Westerly along the boundary of Sonop and Sarahuru Ranches up to the 

boundary northwards to the top of Sarahuru mountain, then north easterly 

along the said boundary passing through the verges of Gungwe mountain then 

westerly and northerly along boundary into Makwi river then proceeding 

downstream along Makwe river in a north easterly direction to its confluence 

with Runde River which is the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  252160, 7666271; 272803, 

7684717; 296300, 7674835; 354938, 7654412; 3224337,666271. 

 

WARD 14 

An area of land defined by the boundary starting from a point where the 

eastern boundary of Moria Ranch meets the southern boundary of Tsembwe 

Ranch then proceeding westwards along Tsembwe/Moria boundary and further 

northwards along Limburgia/Tsembwe boundary to a point where it meets 

Rutenga Chiredzi railway line then north westerly along the Rutenga railway 

line to a point where the common boundary of Oerwoud and Rinette Ranch 

meets the Chiredzi-Bulawayo railway line then proceeding south westwards 

along the said common boundary to the junction  of the said boundary and 

ZINWA pipe line then straight north westwards to the apex of Sikingalubi hill 

so as to include Oerwoud and Rinette A1 villages and exclude Rutenga 

business centre, Rutenga railway station Rutenga ZINWA and Rutenga houses 

then proceeds northwards along Oerwoud paddock fence to common boundary 

of Oerwoud and Rutenga Estate ranch at grid reference and exclude Ministry of 

transport houses then north eastwards along the said common boundary to 

Chiredzi-Bulawayo railway line then proceeding along the railway line up to the 

boundary of Rutenga east and Sonop Ranches at then along this boundary 

north eastwards then north westerly along the boundary of Sonop Ranches and 
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Muzhanjire to include the whole of Sonop and Rutenga west ranches and 

westerly so as to exclude the whole of Sarahuru Ranch up to the boundary of 

Matibi communal and commercial farms boundary then following the 

commercial farm boundary in south easterly direction to a point where it meets 

Goronye river then down stream along Goronye river to its confluence with 

Mwenezi river at then further down stream along Mwenezi river to a point 

where it meets the Rutenga – Beitbridge railway line.  Then in the south 

westerly direction along the railway line to a point so as to include Mwenezi 

Clinic and Mwenezi Rural Council Office (Masuture Secondary School).  Then 

south eastwards along the boundary of Sosonye 2 and Sosonye 3 up to 

Mwenezi river then north western and north easterly along the commercial 

farm boundary so as to include Mwenezi D A’s office and Police camp then 

eastwards along the boundary of Umbono and Nuanetsi ranches so a to 

include the whole of Umbono and Moria ranches up to a point where it crosses 

Mangondi river a then proceeding north easterly along the said boundary to the 

starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates.  262286, 7630972; 252559, 7645303; 250545, 7650425; 

252084, 7666049; 258473, 7668121; 263825, 9661157; 260199, 7659661; 

272170, 7643489; 272331, 7638858; 278661, 7636383; 275093, 7629592; 

266000, 7629650; 264561, 7628556; 262286, 7630972. 

WARD 15 

An area of land defined by a boundary starting from a point where Rutenga – 

Beitbridge railway line crosses Bubi river then down stream along Bubi river in 

a south easterly direction up to its confluence with Zwezwishi River at marking 

the boundary of Sengwe and Mwenezi District.  Then proceedings 

northeastwards along the boundary up to Shurungwe Hill and further north 

eastwards along the said boundary up to a point then generally north 

eastwards into Mwenezi river at then upstream Mwenezi river up to its 

confluence with Chomupani river then upstream along Chomupani river up to 
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a point then further north eastwards along the district boundary up to Rutenga 

– Chikalakwala railway line then generally north westwards along the railway 

line up to a point so as to include Mbizi station then south west wards along 

the boundary of Umbono and Nuanetsi ranches so as to exclude the DA’s 

offices, police camp, D.A’s camp and further westwards to Rutenga – Beitbridge 

railway line then proceeding along the south westerly direction along the 

railway line to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates. 244204, 7596657; 281499, 7639477; 

322016, 7624743; 321095, 7598039; 287484, 7553378; 244204, 7596657.  

WARD 16 

An area of land defined by the boundary starting from a point where Rutenga-

Beitbridge railway line crosses Bubi river upstream along Bubi river in a north 

westerly direction passing through Ripple Creek Dam to a point where the 

boundary of Wanezi Block A and Wedza block meets Bubi river then eastwards 

along the said boundary to an unnamed hill then north eastwards along the 

farm boundary cutting through the Pioneer Column Route then further north 

eastwards to the tip of an unnamed hill then eastwards along Maranda 

communal and Wanezi block boundary so as to include Munyamani 

Resettlement up to Mwenezi River then downstream along Mwenezi river to a 

point where it crosses Rutenga-Beitbridge railway line then down south 

westwards along the railway line up to the starting point.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates. 182719, 

7640358; 196553, 7648703; 251893, 7645628; 261994, 7630915; 243548, 

7597316.  

WARD 17 

An area of land defined by the boundary stating from a point from a point 

where the common boundary of Wedza Block and Wanezi Block A meets Bubi 
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river at Ripple Creek Dam then upstream along Bubi river then north easterly 

along the common boundary of Mwenezi and Mberengwa District up to 

Mwenezi river passing through Mweza Ranch (Sandawana) then proceeding 

downstream along Mwenezi river to include the whole of Wedza Block inclusive 

of the Old Resettlement area then south westwards along the common 

boundary of Maranda communal and Wedza Block Resettlement upto 

Chamahonge hill then generally south westwards along the said boundary to 

the crest of Zaningwe hill then generally southwards along the commercial 

boundary of Wedza block and Maranda communal area passing through the 

top of Domboshava Hill then due south to a point then south eastwards along 

the common boundary of Maranda communal area and Wedza Block up to the 

top of an unnamed hill then south westwards along the common commercial 

boundary of Wedza block and Wanezi Block A crossing Pioneer Road at then 

south Westwards up to an unnamed hill/Kopje then generally south westwards 

up to Bubi river which is the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates. 160186, 7672093; 184871, 

7685294; 213007, 7671066; 210912, 7666012; 194579, 7663855; 190623, 

764920; 196725, 7648734; 182303, 7640475; 160186, 7672093.   

WARD 18 

An area of land defined by the boundary starting from a point where the 

paddock fence of Marriot Estate meets Rutenga-Chiredzi railway line going 

along the paddock fence north eastwards up to the unnamed tributary of 

Mukume river to include Rutenga railway station then straight south 

westwards to the abandoned airstrip the following the abandoned airstrip north 

westwards to a point where it cuts the Masingo-Beitbridge highway at then 

proceeding further north westwards along Rutenga-Sarahuru road up to the 

point where it meets the Bulawayo-chiredzi railway line at  hence generally 

north westwards along the said railway line to the common boundary of 

Oerwoud and Rutenga Estate Ranch at so as to include Rutenga Growth point 
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and Ministry of Transport houses hence south westwards along the said 

common boundary to a point where it meets Oerwoud paddock fence at so as 

to exclude R/E of Oerwoud ranch hence generally southwards along the 

paddock fence and further south westwards along the same paddock fence up 

to the apex of Sikingalubi hill so as to exclude Oerwoud A1 villages and 

straight south eastwards to a point where Rutenga ZINWA pipeline turns north 

eastwards towards ZINWA offices at and proceed generally eastwards along the 

common boundary of Oerwoud and Rinette so as to include ZINWA offices up 

to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  262620, 7651417; 266454, 7651756; 

266510, 7649613; 262620, 7650008; 262564, 7651417.   

ZAKA RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

WARD 1 

Starting from the confluence of Chiredzi and Rurwi rivers. Then following 

Chiredzi river upstream to its confluence with Murari river.  Following Murari 

river going upstream north east to its confluence Makangari then proceeding 

with Makangari to its source near Chisiyana moutain. Then following 

Zaka/Bikita District boundary passing Domboshava, Muyeyi mountains then 

following Zaka-Masvingo District boundary going south west passing 

Chinyagara mountain going west. Then following Chiredzi river going 

downstream Zaka D.Z’s boundary covering Rondeboscht then to unnamed hill 

going   to unnamed hill again going south.  Then to Gowe mountain covering 

Cardigan farm then turning west to Rurwi River, then following Rurwi River to 

the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  332938, 7787608; 334979, 778388; 333755, 

7778630; 329775, 7772253; 328194, 7769754; 324215, 7772968; 324776, 
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777297; 323552, 7782456; 324623, 7781691; 329317, 7784037; 32265, 

7784701, 332122, 7785822. 

WARD 2 

Starting from the confluence of Chiredzi and Chinyika River then following 

Chinyika River going north-east wards for about 3,6 km then turns east 

following unnamed stream going down stream passing near Chinyika dip tank 

to unnamed stream, the following unnamed stream north east passing Mututu, 

Chinyamazizi and Ruvuzhe mountains then into the source of unnamed stream 

to its confluence with Zenye River Following Gadyana River going. Then 

passing Dakure hill northeast direction into unnamed stream to Turwi River 

then following Turwi River to Chisiyana mountain .Then into Makangare River 

up to its confluence with Murari River, then following down stream Murari 

River going southwards to its confluence with chiredzi River, then following 

Chiredzi River down stream to its confluence with Chinyika River which is the 

starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates.  329776, 7772355; 330949, 7777916; 333908, 777873; 

334928, 778384; 336662, 7785414; 340131, 7779344; 343192, 7778681; 

342069, 7773631; 339060, 7775671; 333755, 7771591; 332938, 7773733. 

WARD 3 

Starting from the confluence of Chiredzi and Rurwi Rivers. Then following 

Rurwi River upsteam going generally north west northwards Zaka-Masvingo 

District boundary going west to Chinyembe mountain then going south in a 

straight line excluding Vlakfontein, then following Nyadise River going east to 

its confluence with Chiredzi River, then following Chiredzi River going 

upstream to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  317870, 7768168; 317869, 7773065; 

324195, 7773065; 328225, 7769749; 329551, 7765158; 323226, 7767199.  
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WARD 4 

Starting form the confluence of Chiredzi and Nyamukunga Rivers.  Then 

proceeding generally northeast for 3,8 km to Nyatari River, then following 

Nyatare River going downstream to its confluence with an unnamed stream 

then following an unnamed stream up to its source and passing on the foot of 

Vangwe mountain into an unnamed stream then following unnamed stream 

eastwards into Gavorwe, then follows Gavorwe River up north east passing 

Mubyamaswa – Chinorumba road then following Tirwani River going south 

wards to its confluence with Musarambarambe River then following 

Musarambarambe River up stream, then into Musorowegudo River south west 

on the side of (trigonometrical and sport then follow Musorowegudo River. Then 

follows Nyarupiza River going north upstream. Then following Chinyika River 

going west wards downstream to its confluence with Chiredzi then following 

Chiredzi River downstream to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates 328225, 7769749; 

332928, 7773674; 335631, 7767909; 339531, 7770343; 344377, 7765701; 

337184, 7760090; 330349, 7761109.    

WARD 5 

Starting from the confluence of Turwi River and Mukahanana River, then 

following Mukahanana River going west upstream to  (Masarasara mountain) 

then following Mucheni River going south east down stream to its confluence 

with Nyamuzara rive to, then following Nyamuzara rive upstream north west to 

side of Chiramba mountain, then following Musorowegudo River to its 

confluence with Nyarupiza River, then following Nyarupiza rive going upsteam 

to Nyamurungu River into Musorowegudo River, then following an unnamed 

stream north east passing Mututu, Chinyamazizi and Ruvushe mountains then 

into the source of unnamed stream to its confluence with Zenye River, then 

following Zenye River south east wards down stream to its confluence with 
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Gadyana River, then following Gadyana River going north wards to its source, 

then to the peak of Dakure mountain, then northeast along the plateau of 

Dakure moutain, to Turwi River, then following Turwi River going down stream 

to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  343309, 7778733; 347441, 7776030; 

353104, 7770316; 353002, 7769245; 349278, 7769398; 352185, 7765521; 

350298, 7764552; 345746, 776912.  

WARD 6 

Starting from on Nyabise River then follow Nyabise River where it separates 

with farms and communal land going east downstream to  which is the 

confluence with an unnamed stream, then following the unnamed stream going 

south ward upsteam to  on Chivaka River, then following Chivaka River going 

west wards up stream to its confluence with Nyarutedzi near Chiropa, 

Domboshava and Bakonye mountains  then to  on Deketera River, then follow 

Deketera River to its confluence with Mushavutwe, then up Mushavutwe, for 

about 4,4 km, then generally west crossing Hichidza-Ndanga road into Chivaka 

River, then follow Chivaka River downstream to its confluence with Musikana 

River, then north eastwards following Zaka –Mavingo District boundary so as to 

exclude Koppesfontein, Tweefontein, Sundown extension, Mudspruit extension, 

Stateland to on Nyabise River which is the starting point.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  307138, 

7760429; 317806, 7768107, 323242, 7767224; 321407, 7765322; 324804, 

7758595; 317942, 7759682. 

WARD 7 

Starting from the confluence of Nyabise River and unnamed stream south-west  

of Ndanga Business Centre, then following the unnamed stream going south 

wards upstream to into another tributary of Chivaka River, then follow the 
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tributary down stream to confluence of Chivaka rive and unnamed stream, 

then following Chivaka River going west wards upstream to its confluence with 

Nyarutedzi near Chiropa, Domboshava and  Bakonye mountains  which is the 

source of Deketera River, then follow Deketera River to its confluence with 

Mushavutwe River, then going southwards to its confluence with Mawungwa 

River, then following Mawunga River to its tributary, then proceed further 

north east into unnamed stream to its confluence with Chiredzi River going 

upsteam to its confluence with Nyabise River then following Nyabise River 

going westwards upstream  to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  324940, 7758595; 

321407, 7765322; 323174, 7767360; 329425, 7765186; 333298, 7750849; 

328362, 7746612. 

WARD 8 

Starting from the confluence of Chiredzi-Mutare rivers, then following Chiredzi 

river upstream going northwards to its confluence with Nyamukunga, the 

following Nyamukunga River upsteam going northwards to its confluence with 

Gute stream then following Gute stream into the source of Mamvuramachena 

stream to its confluence with Nyatari River then following Nyatari River going 

southwards to its confluence with unnamed stream up to its source and 

passing high ground on the side of Vangwe hill into unnamed stream which 

flows into Govorwe rive then into Govorwe river to its confluence with Nyatari 

going southwards then following Nyatari river to the starting point, Nyatari-

Chiredzi River.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates. 340707, 7749922; 333300, 7750669; 331466, 7760929; 

337241, 7760046; 338940, 7752231.  
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WARD 9 

Starting from the confluence of Nyatare and an unnamed stream then following 

Nyatari River going northwards to its confluence with Govorewe River then 

following Govorwe River going north east to a point the passing Mbuyamaswa-

Chinorumba road on Turwani River then follows Turwani River going west up 

then proceeds south west into a tributary of Nyamadeve River on so as to 

include Vinga mountain then downstream along the Nyamadeve River to its 

confluence with Turwani River then down stream along Turwani River to its 

confluence with Makute River at  then follow Makute upsteam to into 

Nyagambu River then follows Nyagambu River downwards to the confluence 

with unnamed steam at  then follows unnamed stream to, then follows 

Kwerasimba River up  then follow Zaka-Bikita tarred road up to then to then to 

then follows Mupfuti River to, then follows unnamed stream to the starting 

point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates. 337105, 7760113; 345463, 7765753; 344172, 7764191; 347570, 

7761812; 341930, 7752639; 338940, 7752299.   

WARD 10 

Starting from the confluence of Makute and Turwani River then following 

Makute River going upsteam to then following Nyagambu River to the 

confluence with unnamed stream passing Zvanda hill to then following 

Nyagambu River going upsteam north to then follows Zaka-Bikita road to then 

to Marunga mountain  then follows unnamed stream going down steam to its 

confluence with Turwani and then follows Turwani River going south eat down 

stream to its confluence with Turwi River, then follows Turwi River going 

northwards upsteam to its confluence with Mukahanana River then following 

Mukahanana River going west upstream to (Masarasara mountain) then follows 

Mucheni River going south east downstream to its confluence with Nyamuzara, 

then follow Nyamuzara River then follows Musaramberambe River to Turwani 
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River  then to Vinga hill then  follow Nyamudeve River to its confluence with 

Turwani River then follow Turwani River to its confluence with Makute to the 

starting point .  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates.  352932, 7769268; 355649, 7761182; 354902, 7757921; 

349670, 7760570; 348855, 7756766; 345797, 7758872; 347632, 7761861; 

342739, 7768113; 345797, 7761132; 350486, 7764512; 352184, 7765599; 

349330, 7769404; 352932, 7769268.   

WARD 11 

Starting from the confluence of Chivaka and Shange Rivers, then flowing 

Shange River upstream to its confluence with unnamed stream, then following 

unnamed stream northwest to the following another unnamed stream, up 

stream to its confluence with Chitende River , the following Chitende River 

upstream to its confluence with Chivaka River , the following Chivaka River 

west, south and east to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  317813, 7759761; 307144, 

7760441; 303747, 7744745; 310338, 7746511; 310542, 7755141.   

WARD 12 

Starting from the confluence of Chitende and Chivake rivers proceeds following 

Mushavhutwe River going eastwards to the confluence with Deketera then 

following Mushavhute River going southwards to its confluence with unnamed 

stream the following unnamed stream between Mashava and Chabwara 

mountains  then  the following Veza River  to Chapfumbu mountain  Chivingwe 

mountain the Dongangombe mountains then, the following unnamed stream 

upstream to, then following unnamed stream northwest to, the following 

another unnamed stream to its confluence with Chitende River, then following 

Chitende River upstream to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the 
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modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates. 317540, 7748142; 310542, 

7755004; 317813, 7759761; 324947, 7758674; 327257, 7749840.   

WARD 13 

Starting from the intersection of Bikita-Zaka road causeway with Kwerasimba 

River, follow Zaka-Bikita tarred road up to a point, then follow Mupfuti River 

to, then follows unnamed stream to near Manokore school, then to, then 

follows unnamed stream downstream to its confluence with Nyatari River, the 

follows Nyatare River downstream to its confluence with Chiredzi River, the 

following Chiredzi River, down stream to its confluence with Mapini River then 

following Charedzana River to then to Zaka-Panganai road the Chinyabako 

dam then upstream Kwerasimba River to the starting point.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  345744, 

7743775; 342279, 7744387; 338949, 7752268; 348054, 7754307. 

 

WARD 14 

Starting from the confluence of am unnamed tributary of Chiredzana then 

following Chiredzana River going upstream, then to then Zaka-Panganai road 

then follow Zaka-Panganai road (Chinyabako dam) then following Kwerasimba 

River going north (Madondo School), the Zvadza mountain then Nyagambu 

River then following Nyagambu River upstream, then following unnamed 

stream going north to Mauvanga mountain then following unnamed stream 

then following Turwani rive to its confluence with Turwi River grid the following 

Turwi going downstream to its confluence with Kwerasimba River then 

following Kwerasimba River going westwards to (Matenga Dip) then following 

Mudzonga River going westwards to, then following Manhokwe River to Svinje 

mountain then into unnamed stream downstream passing near Musara dam to 

its confluence with Chiredzi River, to the starting point.  An This area is 
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bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  345700, 

7743738; 345972, 7755629, 349845, 7760589; 354941, 7757871; 355553, 

7756377; 352155, 7754678; 349777, 7745098; 346991, 7741700.   

WARD 15 

Starting from the confluence of Turwi and Kwerasimba River then following 

Kwerasimba River going west wards to, then following Mudzonga River going 

west wards to then following Mahokwe River then to Svinje mountain then into 

an unnamed stream then following the unnamed stream to Demba mountain 

then to unnamed stream then following unnamed stream to its confluence with 

Murerezi then following Murerezi River going southwards to its confluence with 

Nyamavanga River then into another Nyamawanga River to its confluence with 

Mutsago River then following Mutsago River going east wards to its confluence 

with Mupandimene with Turwi River, then following Turwi River going north 

wards to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  355552, 7756325; 367511, 7747220; 

355756, 7739338; 355959, 7745182; 349844, 7745182; 352358, 7754898.   

WARD 16 

Starting from the confluence of Mamvura and Chivaka Rivers upstream Shange 

River to, the following a straight line south east to Donangombe mountain to 

Chingwe mountain then in a straight line south easterly line to Chapfumbu 

mountain then into the source of Nyamukaka River then  Mamvura River down 

stream to its confluence with Chivaka River the  starting point.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates. 310590, 

7755005; 317520, 7748143; 318608, 7745221; 312356, 7740804; 308280, 

7751200.    
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WARD 17 

Starting from the confluence of Mushavutwe and Veza Rivers then following 

Mushavutwe going downward to the confluence of Mushavutwe and 

Cherechere Rivers, then following Cherechere River going north west to 

Chegudo mountain then to its confluence with Serwe River, then following 

Serwe River to its confluence with unnamed stream, then following unnamed 

steam to its source and following Chivayi, Magede mountain to then following 

Rembe River up stream to its confluence with Chenyu River, then following 

Chenyu River going east to then following an unnamed stream to Weza River 

then following Weza River down stream to the starting point.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  320021, 

7739480; 329126, 7741246; 331504, 7736354; 328379, 7733161; 322467, 

7736694; 320022, 7739480.    

WARD 18 

Starting from the confluence Mushavutwe rive and Mawonga then following 

Mushavutwe River going southwards up to the confluence of Mushavutwe and 

Chemhondoro River then following Chemhondoro River going east to include 

Mushangura school and exclude Makamba B.C. then proceed generally north 

eastwards to Siyawareva Clinic to include it hence generally north-westwards 

past St Anhtony Mission to include it, then to a point on the tail of Devure 

Dam, then proceed 2,2 km northwest to a tributary to the starting point.  An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates.  342214, 7738847; 2311478, 7736332; 328964, 7741360; 

329779, 7748495; 322214, 7738847.   

  

WARD 19 
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Starting from the confluence of Chiredzi River and an unnamed River a point 

1,2 km north-east of Mutambara School then proceed generally westwards 

across Jerera- Nemanku road near Mutambara School to include it, then 

proceed south-westwards for about 2,3 km to a point north of Majeru School so 

as to exclude it.  The boundary then follows a general south-east direction past 

the tail of devure, past Jerera BC so as to include it to Siyawareva Clinic so as 

to include it.  From Siyawareva Clinic the boundary proceeds eastwards for 

about 1,5 km then generally northwards to follow the Nyabira River for about 

11,4 km to a point south of Zaka Rural Centre, then proceeed south-west to 

join Chiredzi River.  The boundary then follows  Chiredzi River up to the 

starting point.    An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates.  329814, 7748424; 333211, 7750734; 340754, 779851; 

343675, 7738639; 342249, 7738843.  

WARD 20 

Starting from the confluence of chiredzi and Murerezi Rivers, grid reference 

UN526316, then following Murerezi going north east to its confluence with 

unnamed stream then following unnamed stream to, (Demba mountain to) 

then Dowa mountain to then, then, then following unnamed stream passing 

Musarava Dam to its confluence with Chiredzana River then following 

Chiredzana River going northwards to then following Mapini River going 

westwards to its confluence with Chiredzi River, then follow downstream 

Chiredzi River going southwards to the starting point.  An This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  352471, 7731434; 

348360. 7734610; 345799, 7738857; 343761, 7737685; 343008, 7744054; 

347237, 7741659; 349784, 7745103; 356016, 7745152; 355796, 7739293; 

364711, 7745789; 362092, 7740336; 365267, 7730488. 
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WARD 21 

Starting from the confluence of Nyamawanga and Mutsago Rivers, then 

following Mutsago River going southwards to Gona moutain then follow a 

straight line to Gakaye mountain then following Mkwasini River downstream to 

its confluence with an unnamed stream then following unnamed stream going 

westwards passing Rongwe, Ndirondongwe, Mushunzi, Ngazhe Trigonometrical) 

Gonarungwa mountains to the confluence of Chiredzi and Murerezi Rivers, 

then following Murere River going upstream to its confluence with 

Nyamavanga, then following Nyamavanga River upstream to the starting point.  

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates.  352471, 7731434; 355793, 7739303; 364696, 7745791; 362125, 

7740351; 365266, 7730453. 

WARD 22 

Starting from the confluence of Mitilikwe and Chiwanye Rivers, then following 

Chiwanye River, then passing Chiva and Magade mountain into Rembe river up 

stream following it and Matimba to its confluence with Chenyu River, the 

following Matimba up stream to its intersection with a road hence westwards to 

a tributary of Matimba river up to Mamvura river hence downstream to that 

river to its confluence with Chivaka River then following Chivaka downstream 

to its confluence with Mtilikwe River, then following Mtilikwi River to its 

confluence with Chivange river, which is the starting point.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates. 316840, 

7732777; 312390, 7740788; 320719, 7745874; 320019, 7739516; 322181, 

7736782; 316840, 7732841.   
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WARD 23 

Starting from the confluence of Mutlikwe and Nyanhondo Rivers then following 

Nyanhondo River upstream to its confluence with an unnamed stream then 

following an unnamed stream down stram to its confluence with Mushavutwe 

river reference then following Mushavutwe River upstream to its confluence 

with Cherechere River then following Cherechere River upstream to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream  then following an unnamed stream down 

stream to its confluence with Serwe River then followit  upsteam to its 

confluence with unnamed stream then upsteam an unnamed stream toits 

confluence with Chwanye river then following Chiwanye River down stream to 

its confluence with Mutilikwe River then downstream Mutilikwe to its 

confluence with Nyanhondo River, which is the starting point.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  316840, 

7732841; 322244, 7736782; 323071, 7734176; 324279, 7736846; 328475, 

7733031; 325678, 7724194; 319574, 7722478.  

WARD 24 

Starting from the confluence of Mushavutwe and Chemhondoro Rivers, then 

following Chemhondoro River going east wards to its confluence with 

Machirara, then following Machirara River going east wards to its confluence 

with an unnamed stream then following an unnamed stream to (Makambe 

dam) then following Makambe River to its confluence with Chiredzi river then 

following Chiredzi River going south wards to its confluence with Rupiri River, 

the following Rupiri River going west wards to its confluence with Mushavutwe 

River then following Mushavutwe River to the starting point.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  325712, 

7724131; 328382, 7733095; 342306, 7738753; 348218, 7734621; 335058, 

77288263.   
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WARD 25 

Starting from the confluence of Chiredzi and Rupiri Rivers, then following 

Rupiri River going upstream to the confluence of unnamed stream and Rupiri 

River, then following unnamed stream going east, upstream crossing Zaka-

Jerera tarred road to then following unnamed stream going downstream south 

to its confluence with Musuche River, then following Musuche River going 

down stream east passing Mabvute dam proceeding to its confluence with an 

unnamed stream then following unnamed stream, then following unnamed 

stream down stream to its confluence with Divinga River then following  

Divinga River upsteam to then following a track  up to the tributary of Chitora 

River, then following Chitora River to its confluence with unnamed stream then 

following unnamed stream to its source  then following Mushunji River 

downstream up to its confluence with Chiredzi River grid then following 

Chiredzi River going upstream hence to the confluence of Chiredzi and 

Musuche Rivers then following Musuche River upsteam to its confluence with 

unnamed stream, the following unnamed stream downstream to its confluence 

with Divinga River, then following Divinga River upstream to then following a 

track up to the source of Chitora River then following  Chitora River to its 

confluence with unnamed stram then following unnamed stream to its source 

then following Mahunje River downstream up to its confluence with Chiredzi 

River, then following Chiredzi River upstream up to the starting point.  An This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates. 

335180, 7728232; 348277, 7734653; 352409, 7731538; 354317, 7721620; 

338041, 7723146; 335180, 7728296.    

WARD 26 

Starting from grid reference following the Zaka – Chiredzi D.A’s boundary going 

east, Ngwana mountain and then going southeast in a straight line to 

Mkwasine river, then following Mkwasine River upwards to its conf;uence with 
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Samanyati, then follows Samanyati stream upwards to its confluence with 

Nyahokwe river, then follows Nyahokwe River to the starting point.  An This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

south (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  

366453, 7716115; 363274, 7721456; 360286, 7721519; 366580, 7727305; 

372620, 7723745; 372811, 7719294.   

WARD 27 

Starting from the confluence of Mutilikwe and Nyahondo River, then following 

Nyahondo River going north wards to then following unnamed stream to 

Mushavutwe rive then following Mushavutwe River going south wards to then 

follows Chiredzi Zaka D.A’s boundary going east up to Mutilikwe River, then 

following Mutilikwe River going north wards passing Bangala dam up to 

starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates.  317771, 7704527; 315037, 7711711; 309252, 7712093; 

310078, 7716352; 319678, 7722392; 325718, 7724109; 325973, 7718005; 

321014, 7715653.   

WARD 28 

Starting from the confluence of Rupiri River and unnamed stream and 

thenfollow the unnamed stream to then into an unnamed stream going south 

wards to Musuche River then following unnamed stream Dambara and Chikuvi 

mountains to Shangachena river, then follows Shangachena River to its 

confluence with Nyahava River, then following Nyahava River going westwards 

to, then crossing Zaka-Chiredzi tarred road into an unnamed tributary of 

Madyavanhu then following Madyavanhu River going north to 

Chisasarinendebu to Chikondorwana to then   into unnamed stream into 

Mushavutwe River then following Mushavutwe River going north wards to then 

following Rupiri River to starting point.  An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the 
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modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates.  325712, 7724131; 335122, 

7728263; 338110, 7723113; 338149, 7723129; 33839, 7718360; 332427, 

7717597; 326539, 7722350.  

WARD 29 

Starting from the confluence of an unnamed stream and Mushavutwe River, 

then following Mushavutwe River going south wards down stream to its 

intersection with the Zaka-Chiredzi District boundary then it follows the that 

boundary going east passing, then Huni mountain then following 

Musungusungu River to its confluence with Mudyavanhu River then following 

Madyavanhu to Chisasarinendebvu Zaka-Chiredzi D.A’s boundary to a point on 

Musungusungu River to Chikondomwana to then into unnamed stram to 

Mushavutwe River to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates. 326539, 7722350; 332427, 

7717597; 330456, 7716262; 325999, 7714461; 321740, 7711473; 318116, 

7705496; 321931, 7716559; 325999, 7728085.   

WARD 30 

Starting from the confluence of Musuche River and Nyamukunga river, then 

south-westwards following Musuche river into Shangachena river then follows 

Shangachena River to its confluence with Nyahave River, then following 

Nyanhava River going westwards  then crossing Zaka Chiredzi tarred road into 

Musungusungu River then following Musungusungu River then following Zaka-

Chiredzi District boundary crossing Zaka-Chiredzi tarred road then 

Gwangwava mountain then to the intersection of Zaka-Chiredzi District 

boundary with mungwezi river,  hence up that river to its confluence with an 

unnamed tributary then eastwards along that tributary and a range of 

mountains into Divinga river then following that river going north-eastwards to 

the confluence of Divinga and an unnamed stream then northwards up that 

stream to the confluence of chinyika and Musuche rivers up Musuche  to the 
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starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates.  330502, 7716196; 339403, 7712826; 355295, 7719392; 

354341, 7721617; 344805, 7721808; 338129, 7723143; 338320, 7718374. 

WARD 31 

Starting from the confluence of Mkwasini River and unnamed stream then 

following unnamed stream going westwards passing Rongwe, Ndirondongwe, 

Mashunzi, Ngaze mountain.  Then Govarungwa mountain to the confluence of 

Murezi and Chiredzi River, then following Chirezi River going south wards, 

passing lake Macdougall to Manjurenji dam wall then following Zaka-Chiredzi 

D.A’s boundary passing Bamba, Mateyanzeve, Muchene mountains then 

follows Nyanhokwe River northwards then into Sanyati Samanyati stream.  

Following Mkwasine River going Northwards to the starting point then into 

Samanyati stream then following Mkwasine River going northwards to the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates.   352432, 77311474; 365274, 7730457; 366546, 7727215; 

360251, 7721556; 355547, 7719077; 354339, 7721620. 

WARD 32 

Starting from the confluence of Chitora and Mashunji rivers then north-

eastwards up mashunji river into Lake Mac-dougall to its middle part hence 

southwards to the spillway on the Chiredzi-Zaka District boundary hence 

south-westwards along that boundary to its intersection with Mungwezi river 

hence up that river to its confluence with an unnamed stream hen eastwards 

along that stream past Mbanyele Tizira and Taruvinga so as to include them 

into Divinga river then up that river to a point 2,6km south of Magamba 

mountain then generally south-eastwards into Chitora river to the starting 

point.  This area is bounded by the following; Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 
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Coordinates.  317545, 7748154; 327336, 7749935; 329053,7741225; 319961, 

7739572; 320724, 7745866; 318626,7745294.  

WARD 33 

Starting from the confluence of Veza and Mushavutwe Rivers then following 

Mushavutwe River upwards.  Following unnamed stream going west then 

following Veza River gong north wards to (Chapfumbu moutain).  Nyamakaka 

River following Sabi River downwards then crossing Zaka-Veza road to  

Matimba river then downwards Matimba river to its confluence with Masekana 

River then following Masekana River to its confluence with Chenyu River then 

following Chenyu River up stream then following Zeza River going southwards 

to its confluence with Mushavutwe hence up that river to the starting point.  

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates.   317453.94, 7748197.59; 327308.56, 7749985.37; 328442.27, 

7746671.43; 328442.27, 7744164.47; 320026.61, 7739563.90; 320724.28, 

7745973.76; 318631.26, 7745276.09. 

WARD 34 

Starting from the confluence of Mushavutwe and Mawonga Rivers then 

following Mawonga River up stream then into unnamed stram, then following 

again an unnamed stream going eastwards into Chiredzi river and then 

following Chiredzi River going north upsteam to its confluence with 

Mamvuramachena then following unnamed stream, then following 

Mamvurachena river upstream to an unnamed stream to its confluence with 

Mushavutwe river hence downstream Mushavutwe to the starting point. An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates 

325310.77; 77575.44; 331546.21; 7759850.48; 331982.26; 7752263.30; 

333246.79, 7750737.14; 328668.32, 7746507.50 
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MASVINGO HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY CONSTITUENCY BOUNDARY 

DESCRIPTIONS 

1. BIKITA EAST 

An area of land from the confluence of Dewure and Hwarungu river then 

upstream southwards up to its source.  Then to the summit of Dadza 

Mountain, then to the summit of Badza mountain, then then from there to 

Makari River then following the Makari River up stream up to its source grid 

reference UN675965.  Then turn south eastwards to Makondu School as to 

exclude it, the turn north east wards passing through Amuchiro up to 

Makondu – Gangare road then following unnamed stream up to its confluence 

with Gweba River,  then following Gweba River downstream south westwards 

up to Chiwaka business centre – Musukutwa school road then following Gweba 

river downstream up to its confluence with Chiwaka river,  then follow Chiwaka 

river to Kufa Dip Tank so as to exclude it, then following Chiwaka river up to 

the bridge in (Masvingo – Mutare road) then follow Chiwaka upstream to 

Gondorwe mountain so as to exclude it, following Chiwaka upsteam to its 

confluence with Rupadzo River, then still following Chiwaka upstream to 

Mupakwa stream so as to include it, then bypass Silveira Mission – Mupakwa 

School road to Mujiche river, following Mujiche river downstream, generally 

south to its confluence with Bvumvu river, then southeast wards to Mudzami – 

Bikita road, then westwards following the boundary line of ward 5 and 14 so as 

to exclude 14 up to Nyamuzara River, following Nyamuzara down stream by 

passing its confluence with Chinyika up to the foot of an unnamed mountain 

then proceeding north eastwards following the ward boundary 6 and 14 so as 

to include ward 14, then following the said boundary, crossing 

Chinyamatumwa River, passing through the summits of Manunga and Shore 

mountain up to Nyamarombo river.   Following Nyamarombo River  upstream 

via upper Nyamarombo Dam up to where it meets the block boundary line of 

ward 8 then eastwards following ward boundary of 7 and 8 by passing 

Dzukuso Business Centre, Chinyamahambe Ruins and Totwe River bypassing 
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Chitasa Clinic so as to include it and Chitasa business centre so as to exclude 

it up a summit of Nhare mountain, tghen following the boundary farm no. 154 

up to its halfway, then turn eastwards through the summit of an unnamed 

mountain up to a point near Musambe river then turn south eastwards 

towards Makore River confluence up to a point where it meets ward 27 

boundary line following the boundary line of ward 26 and 27 southwards 

crossing Musambe River and Nyamangoma river up to the summit of an 

unnamed mountain, then going in the south west direction up to Turwi River 

then following Turwi River downstream up to its confluence with Save river,  

following Save River up stream up to its confluence with Dewure River, then 

following Dewure River upstream up to its confluence with Hwarungu River 

which is the starting point.  The Constituency covers wards 8, 14, 15,16, 

17,18,26, 21, 24, 25, 27.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates; 373303.42, 7805616.29;   382961.74,  

7807124.37;  392647.00,  7807572.41;   392647.00, 7808217.00;   400399.36,  

7803655.09; 407141.10,  7799217.00;   416550.98,  7798101.09;   423969.50,  

7792144.50,  425147.00,  7738217.00;   426303.90, 7748065.33;   428228.29,  

7757873.46; 429807.84,  7767682.04;   431139.40,  7787020.21;   431179.09,  

7777320.00; 

2.   BIKITA SOUTH  

Starting from the confluence of Mupandime and Turwi rivers following Turwi 

river up stream up to its confluence with an unnamed tributary.  Then 

following the boundary line of ward 4 and 5 by passing Dambarare hill so as to 

exclude it, then into an unnamed stream up to is confluence with Chamaonya 

River, following Chamaonya River downstream up to its confluence with 

Mujiche river, then following Mujiche River upstream b passing Mudumu Dip 

so as to include it where it meets ward boundary 6 and 4, then going generally 

north eastwards by passing Garange School so as to include it up to where it 

meets Chinyamatima River. Then following Chinyamatima River down stream 
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up to a point, then going generally south eastwards through the summits of 

Manunga and Foot hills to Nyamarombo river, then following Nyamarombo 

River upstream by passing upper Nyamarombo Dam up to a point where it 

meets block boundary line of ward 8.   Then following boundary of ward 7 and 

8 by passing Dzukuso Business Centre, Chinyamahambe ruins, Totwe Dip and 

Chitasa Business Centre so as to include them up to the summit of Mhare 

Mountain following the boundary of farm number 154 up to its halfway then 

eastwards passing through the summit of unnamed mountains up to a point 

near Musambe River.  Then turn north wards up to the unnamed stream, then 

turn south eastwards towards Musambe/Makore River confluence up to a 

point where it meets ward 27 boundary line then following the boundary line of 

ward 26 and 27 southwards crossing Musambe River and Nyamarombo River 

up to the summit of unnamed mountain going in the south eastern direction 

up to Turwi River following Turwi River downstream by passing Ndengani Dip 

so as to include it, then going southwest wards by passing Makonde hill up to 

Hoha Mountain then going in the south western direction by passing 

Manhanzwa  hill to Nyamandwe hill then southwest wards up to Siminoriki hill  

Then going west wards to Mukwasine River at a point following Mukwasine 

River up to its source at Gakaya hill then going in the North West direction up 

to Gona hill.  then to the source of Mustang River, then following Mustang 

River downstream to its confluence with Mupandime River, then following 

Mupandime River up to its confluence with Turwi River which is the starting 

point.  The Constituency covers wards 1,2,3,4,7,26,28 and 29.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates; 202017.40,  

7783717.00;   203435.34,  7769948.65; 203909.67, 764229.67;   205958.89,  

7778088.36;   206658.18,  7618149.90; 208145.64,  671467.68;   211755.06,  

7763412.97;   211794.58,  7785349.53; 213139.41,  7615217.00;   213979.72,  

7747400.46;   214398.81,  7755722.44; 216453.84, 7610160.16;   216472.01,  

7672798.25   220147.00,  7745217.00; 
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3. BIKITA WEST 

An area of land from the confluency of Dewure and Hwanguru Rivers grid 

reference UP 683053, then upstream south wards up to its source.  Then to the 

summit of Badza mountain, then from there to Makari River frid reference UN 

686984. Following Makari River upstream up to its source grid reference UN 

675965 then turn south eastwards to Makandu School so as to exclude it.  

Then turn north wards following the road from Makandu School to the foot of 

un named mountain grid reference UN 692673.  Then from there turn turn 

north east wards passing through Amuchiro mountain up to Makondugangare 

road grid reference UN 741974.  Then from there following un named stream 

south up to its confluence with Gweba River.  Then following Gweba River 

down stream south wards up to Chiwaka Business centre – Musukutwa School 

road grid ref: UN 770958.  Following Gweba River down stream up to its 

confluence with Chiwaka River.  From the confluence south west up stream 

Chiwaka River to Kufa Dip tank as to exclude it.  Following Chiwaka River up 

to the bridge (Masvingo – Mutare road) along Chiwaka up stream to Gondorwe 

mountain so as to to exclude it.  Following Chiwaka upstream up to its School 

so as to include it.  The following Chiwaka upstream to its source grid ref UN 

589856, then by pass Silveira Mission – Mupakwaa School road to Mujiche 

River.  Following Mujiche River down stream, generally south of its confluence 

with Bvumve River grid UN 606774 then turn south east wards to Mudzani – 

Bikita road then turn west wards following the boundary of ward 5 and 14 so 

as to exclude 14 up to Nyamuzara River. 

Following Nyamazara down stream up to its confluence with Mujiche River.  

Following Mujiche River up to its confluence with Chamaonya River.  The 

following Chamanonya River being the boundary of ward 4 and 5 up to 

Dambarara Mountain, by passing Makuvaza Business Centre and Mazungunye 

Business centre And Mazungunye School road Grid reference UN 555666.  

Then north westwards to an unnamed stream down to its source Grid Ref.  UN 

365855, then turn south west wards up to Chisiyana mountain.  Then 
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following the boundary of Riverton and Glen Clova farms to Masvingo Mutare 

road.  From the following boundary fence of Mungezi River ranch and Glen 

Clova to Mateza mountain and to Mungezi River.  Following Mundezi River 

downstream via its confluences with Nhandare, Vumbge, Mutora and Dewure 

Rivers.  Then following Dewure River up to its confluence with Hwarungu 

which is the starting point Grid Reference 683053.  This Constituency covers 

wards 5,9,10,11,13,19,22,23,30 and 32.  An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates; 333147.00, 7787217.00;  

335647.00,  7796217.00; 335647.00, 7796217.00;  342147.00, 7800717.00;  

342147.00,  7800717.00; 346110.66, 7801930.66; 354657.99, 802804.00; 

360402.07, 7778206.85; 361147.00, 7769717.00;  361520.64, 7786093.36;  

361635.36,  7805211.18; 369101.01, 7791421.01; 370147.00, 7805398.14;  

370147.00,  7805717.00; 370224.17, 7797217.00; 378501.86, 7794426.71; 

4. CHIREDZI EAST  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point UL639589 on 

the Boli to Sango Boader post railway line post, then proceeding north east 

wards along the boundary of Gonarezhou National Park up to a point on the 

Save River, then upstream along the Save River up to its confluence with 

Mukwasini River to a point on the south eastern beascon of Mukwasini Ranch, 

then south wards following the boundary of Mukwasini ranch to the Nothern 

beacon of Watershed extension then south east wards and generally south west 

wards alomg the boundary of Lonester ranch at a point, then upstream along 

the unnamed stream to a point then South west wards, south wards, and west 

wards to a point between Gozonya hill and Gozonya School then to proceeding 

north west wards and west wards and passing between Sabangwe and 

Dambalagwe hills to a point, then following the boundary of Hippo Valley 

estate, northwest wards, north wards, north west wards and south west wards 

to a point, then southwards following western Hippo valley settlement holdings 

to a point on an unnamed just south of Bani school then down stream on an 
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unnamed stream to a point, then generally westwards following the boundary 

between Hippo Valley settlement  holdings and Hippo valley south up to a 

point, then proceeding south southwest wards along a road to the north of 

Dendezi hill so as to include it up to a point, then proceeding to south west 

wards to a point on the Runde River then proceeding south down stream along 

Runde River to a point, then proceeding south wards in a straight line to a 

point, then proceeding south east wards to a point then proceeding generally 

southwards passing through Muchena, D2 and D2 boreholes to a point, then 

proceeding south west ward to a point on the Boli business centre and Sango 

boarder post Raolway line, then proceeding south east wards along the railway 

line to a point then proceeding generally west wards along the boundary of 

Gonarezhou National Park to a point on the Chikombedzo River.  The 

downstream along Chikombedzi River to its confluence with Mwenezi River, 

Then downstream along Mwenezi River to a point, then west wards, south east 

wards and north east wards, following the boundary of Malipati Safari area to a 

point, then southwards, north east wards and south east wards and south east 

wards following the boundary of Gonarezhou National Park to the starting 

point.  The Constituency covers wards 3,4,5,6,8,9,22,25 and 31.  An This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates; 

352147.00, 7658717.00;359040.36, 7660217.00;   362526.94,  7668976.87;   

364147.00, 7559217.00;   370462.14,  7668282.14;   370778.83,  7566480.65;   

377490.65,  7573810.65;   378647.00,  7664717.00   381059.53,  7664231.58;   

382629.53, 7656962.63;   383980.58,  7581300.58;   384153.65,  7651973.65;   

389307.44, 7659948.31;   390761.08,  7588581.08;   392909.05,  7669253.16;   

394358.90,  7683678.90   397304.67,  7596032.33;   399134.46,  7675979.54;   

401266.97, 7686717.00;   404031.51,  7603351.51;   410521.43,  7610841.43;   

410647.00, 7684217.00;   412523.43,  7677711.27;   416187.46,  7670926.54;   

417301.93; 7618121.93;   423543.07,  7666987.79;   423791.86,  7625611.86;   

426320.76, 7657598.22;   430324.14,  7633071.27   432214.32, 7650444.56;   

437062.29,  7640382.29;   440111.34,  7645002.66; 
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5. CHIREDZI NORTH 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on the Runde 

River, then proceeding generally east wards along the boundary of Lone Ranch 

to a point, then north west wards following boundary of Watershed extension to 

a point then north east wards along boundary on Mukwasine Ranch to a point 

on Mukwasine River to its confluence with Save River, then upstream along 

Save River to its confluence with Turwi River then upstream along Turwi River 

to a point, then west wards along the boundaries of Angus Ranch to the 

summit of Hoha hill, then west wards to the summit of Manhanzva hill, then 

further south westwards to the summit of Nyamandwi hill, then south west 

wards to the summit of Siminoruki hill, then west wards to appoint on 

Mkwasine River, then following the said River down stream to a point, then 

south west wards and north west wards following Chiredzi  - Zaka – District 

boundary to the summit of Ngwane hills, then westwards following the same 

Zaka – Chiredzi District boundary to a point on Mushavutwe River, then down 

stream along the said River to its confluence with Mutirikwi, then down stream 

along the said River to a point, then down stream along Mutirikwi River to a 

point, then proceeding north east wards along the southern boundary of 

Buffalo ranch to a point on the Chiredzi River, then downstream along Chiredzi 

River to its confluence with Runde River which is the starting point.  The 

Constituency covers wards 1,2,20,21,23,29,32,26,16 and 17.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates; 321823.59, 

7711143.59;   330147.00, 7716217.00;   334433.80,  7715823.60;   

343066.49, 7714426.75;   352494.52, 7717640.76;   361367.01,  7721380.33;   

367859.51,  7717323.26;   373147.00, 7723717.00   378982.91,  7727888.82;   

384353.52, 7735820.26;   392147.00, 7741717.00;   396789.85,  7742954.01;   

406730.24, 7743508.62;   410647.00, 7684217.00;   413754.82,  7693074.82;   

415446.69,  7740407.06   418337.85, 7701098.70;   419511.10,  7710374.70;   
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422890.98, 7718247.09;   425147.00, 7738217.00;   425472.55,  7737310.43;   

425567.86,  7727425.64; 

6. CHIREDZI SOUTH 

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on the Boli to 

Sango Boarder post railway line then proceeding south west wards alond 

Zimbabwe Mozambican Border to a point on the Limpopo River, then 

proceeding upstream along Limpopo River to its confluence with Bubi River 

then proceeding upstream along Bubi River to a point, then proceeding east 

wards and north east wards to the summit of Shurugwe hill, then proceeding 

upstream along Mwenezi River to its confluence with Chompani River up to 

point, then proceeding generally north wards along the Mwenezi – Chiredzi 

District boundary up to a point, Then proceeding south wast in a straight line 

to a point,  then proceeding generally north east wards along the Mwenezi – 

Chiredzi boundary up to a point on Makambe River, the n proceeding down 

stream along Runde River to a point, then proceeding south wards in a straight 

line to a point, then proceeding generally southwards passing through 

Muchena, D2 and D1 boreholes to a point then proceeding south west wards to 

a point on the Boli business centre and Sango Border post railway line, then 

proceeding south east wards along the railway line to a point, then proceeding 

generally west wards along the boundary of Gonarezhou National Park to a 

point on the Chikombedzi River.  Then down stream along Mwenezi River to a 

point, then west wards, south east wards and north east wards, following the 

boundary of Malipati Safari Area to a point, then southwards, north east wards 

following the boundary of Gonarezhou National National Park to the starting 

point.  The constituency covers wards 7,10,11,12,13,14 & 15.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates; 288147.00, 

7553717.00; 288147.00,  7553717.00;   289446.48,  7554566.83;  292929.97, 

7546684.03;   296147.99,  7541634.00;   297673.04,  7536440.96;   

298632.39,  7558209.69;   302647.00,  7532570.36   303925.93,  7565774.85;   
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308581.83, 7574586.67;   310339.40,  7529678.55;   313145.19,  7583465.19;   

317709.88, 7592342.76;   318552.55,  7615405.90;   318706.62,  7525976.94;   

318906.52, 7606207.48;  319193.12,  7599624.75;   322147.00;,  7624217.00; 

324679.87,  7520708.78;   327622.17,  7584816.32;   328730.63,  7591383.37 

328998.29, 7630318.29; 330047.53,  7575114.90;   332749.26,  ;7595367.57;  

332850.88, 7524170.88;   333244.59,  7565674.23;   336278.79,  7637098.79;   

337958.27,  7552084.64;   339304.70,  7561624.70   339340.81,  7531660.81;   

340421.00, 7542764.99;   342657.57,  7595472.29;   343315.87,  7644054.73;   

344076.59, 7608178.24;   346121.31,  7538941.31;   346547.08,  7550517.17;   

346570.12,  7632063.23   347794.68,  7598921.64;   348384.03,  7614651.26;  

349529.25, 7546221.81; 354682.81,00 7618431.19;355647.00, 54217.00 

355745.00, 7634052.43;   358638.66,  7641200.32;   359323.59,  7565643.59;   

359391.73, 7553711.73;   360376.01,  7650923.08;;   364147.00,  7559217.00 

7. CHIREDZI WEST  

An area of land bounded by line drawn from on the Runde River, then 

proceeding up stream along Runde River to a point, then proceeding north east 

wards along eastern boundaries of Caroluskoppies and Gwai Ranch extension 

to a point on the Tokwe River, then down stream along Tokwe River to a point, 

then north east wards along the northen boundary of Nyazugwi extension to 

the peak of Nyatutu hill, then south east tot eh north eastern beacon of 

Nyazugwi farm, then generally north east wards along the Masvingo – Chiredzi 

district boundary to a point on Mutirikwi River, then down stream along 

Mutirikwi River to a point, then north east wards to the summit of Chiromwana 

hill, then generally south east wards along the boundary of Triangle Ranch to a 

point, then proceeding north east wards along the boundary of Buffalo Ranch 

to a point on the Chiredzi River, then down stream along Chiredzi River to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream to a point, then upstream alomg the 

unnamed stream to a point then south west wards, south wards and 

westwards to a point between Gozinya Hil and gozonya school then proceeding 

north west wards and westwards passing between Sangabwe and Dambalagwe 
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hills to a point, then following the boundary of Hippo Valley settlement holding 

to a point on an unnamed steam just south of Bani School then donw stream 

along the boundary between Hippo Valley selltment holdings and Hippo Valley 

south up to a point, then proceeding south westwards along a road to the 

north of Dendezi hill so as to exclude it up to a pont then proceeding south 

westwards to a point on the runde River which is the starting point.  The 

constituency covers wards 1-8 (urban), 18, 19, 27, 28 and 30.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates. 

320147.00, 7662217.00;  320147.00,  7662217.00;   322934.01,;  7666860.51;   

325339.98, 7685717.00;   326953.84,  7657228.37;   330254.28,  7679287.87;   

330506.58,  7672093.64;   330870.55,  7692190.55   336807.24,  7658918.46;   

338451.88, 7687162.12;   344624.68,  7680261.64;   346340.43,  7659773.57;   

349338.74, 7672264.94;   352147.00,  7658717.00;   359066.78,  7674571.95;   

368787.50,  7676877.12   373992.65,  7671334.40;   378647.00,  7664717.00; 

8.  CHIVI CENTRAL  

An area of land bounded by a starting point taken from the confluence of Save 

River and Runde River, then generally northwest along Runde River up to its 

confluence with Mushambigwe river, then proceeding north east along 

Mushambigwe River up to its confluence with Pheneas stream then proceeding 

upstream Pheneas stream to a point which is between Mapakomere and 

Gungurukwa mountains, then generally proceeding south east by passing the 

peak of Jonyera mountain so as to include it, and passing the peak of Zihwa 

mountain such that straight line can be drawn up to Zihwa dam so as to 

exclude the dam then proceeding east along Mushambigwe River up to the 

Causeway at Chivi – Takavarasha, then proceeding north west such that a 

straight line can be drawn up to  Gwemahwematema stream including 

Muchochomi, Matavire, Mangwana and Chimbeva villages, then proceeding 

upstream along Gwemahwematema stream up to its meeting point, then 
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proceeding north east along Tanga road excluding Tambudzai Secondary 

School up to Chidende River then proceeding down stream along Chidende 

stream up to its confluence with Tokwe River, then proceeding downstream 

along Tokwe River up to its confluence with Tugwana River then proceeding 

south west along Tugwana River crossing the Masvingo/Beitbridge 

road/highway, then upstream along Tugwana River up to the causeway to 

where it meets Mandiva – Berejena road then proceeding south west along 

Mandiva Berejena road up to the junction of mandiva –Rungai road and 

Mandiva – Berejena road on the Tende such that a straight line can be drawn 

westerly up to the foot on Ndlaya mountain and the foot of Ruvanda mountain 

up to the confluence of Save River and two unnamed streams then downstream 

Save River up to the confluence with Runde River which is the starting point.  

This constituency covers wards 11. 12. 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 and 30.  

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates; 220147.00, 7745217.00;  220636.67,  7745456.67;   225111.37, 

738788.26;   228167.11,  7747222.03;   230923.10,  7731190.90;   

231436.06, 758295.11;   234181.07,  7723984.04;   235147.00,  7714808.75;   

35834.54, 7751654.54;   239147.00,  7763717.00;   239147.00,  7763717.00;   

241647.00, 711217.00;   244376.38,  7762557.21   250683.53,  7758704.82;   

255840.31, 7751330.37;   258667.63,  7743175.73;   260867.24,  7734306.27;   

261647.00, 7725217.00; 

9.  CHIVI NORTH 

An This area is bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Ngezi and 

Shahs Rivers, down the Shashe and Tokwe Rivers to the confluence of Tokwe 

River and a stream named Chidende, then south west upstream along 

Chidende stream up to meeting Tanga road, then south west along Tanga road 

up to the junction with Chivi Mhandamabwe road, then to Gwemahwematema 

stream but excluding Chibheva village, then downstream along 

Gwemahwematema stream up to a point from where a straight line can be 
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drawn Matavire and Muchochomi villages up to the causeway at Mushambigwe 

River where it meets Chivi – Takavarasha road, then proceeding southwest 

along Mushambigwe River up to Zihwa dam so as to include it, then further 

southwest bypassing Zihwa mountains so as to include it then proceeding 

along Jonyera Mountain  but excluding it,  then bypassing Mapakomhere 

mountain so as to include it and  Gukurukwa mountain but excluding it up to 

Pheneas stream then proceeding downstream along Pheneas stream and 

mushambigwe River, the proceeding south west along Mushambuigwe River up 

to its confluence with Runde River, up to runde  River to the south eastern 

boundary of Lundi Range and northwards, northwestwards and 

southwestwards along the eastern, northeastern and northwestern boundary 

on Lundi Ranch and the northwestern boundary of Grand View, so as to 

exclude them, to the confluence of Runce and Musavezi Rivers, then up the 

Musavezi River to the northern boundary of mashaba Communal land and  

generally eastwards along the northern boundary of mashaba Communal land 

so as to include it to the starting point.  This constituency covers wards 

1.2.3,4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 13.  An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates; 202017.40, 7783717.00;   203435.34,  

7769948.65;   203909.67,  7764229.67;   205958.89, 7778088.36;   

211755.06,  7763412.97;   211794.58,  7785349.53;   213979.72,  

7747400.46;   214398.81,  7755722.44   220147.00,  7745217.00;   

221532.53, 7787024.23;   231147.00,  7788217.00;   231816.38,  7778297.62;   

231899.27,  7784712.47   232147.00,  7788217.00;   233581.22,  7770348.56;   

239147.00,  7763717.00; 

10.  CHIVI SOUTH  

An area of land bounded by starting at a point taken from confluence of Tokwe 

River and Tugwana River, then proceeds south west along Tugwana River 

crossing the Masvingo – Beitbridge road/High way, then further upstream 

along Tugwana River  up to the causeway, where it meets Mandiva – Berejena 
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road then proceeds south west along Mandiva- Berejena road up to the 

junction of Mandiva – Berejena  road and  Mandiva Rungai road, then proceeds 

further south westerly following Mandiva – Rungai road up to the causeway 

where it meets Tende River, then generally south down stream Tende River up 

to a point on the Tende River, such that a straight line drawn westerly up to 

the foot of Ndhlaya mountain and the foot of Ruvanda mountain up to the 

confluence of Save River and two unnamed streams, then downstream Save  

River  up to its confluence with Runde River, then proceeding generally south 

easterly downstream Runde River up to its confluence with Chivake River, then 

upstream Chivake River up to its confluence withy Shache River, then 

upstream south-west Shache River up to a point at Shache and James road, 

then proceed south eastwards along James road (which marks Chieftainship 

boundary of Neshuro and Chitanga) up to Makwi River, then downstream 

eastwards Makwi River to its confluence with Runde River then generally south 

easterly downstream Runde River up to its meeting with the south eastern 

boundary of Caraluskoppies of Nuanetsi Ranch A so as to include it, then 

following the south eastern boundary of Caroluskoppies of Nuanetsi Ranch A 

up to Tokwe River, then generally north west up stream along Tokwe River up 

to its confluence withy Tugwana River which is the starting point.  The 

Constituency covers wards 22 – 29, 31, 32 and Mwenezi ward 1.  An This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates; 

247599.09, 7712312.82; 248723.78, 7719717.00;   251755.72, 7704717.00; 

253147.00, 7703717.00;  257234.61,  7720567.44;   261647.00, 7725217.00;  

263647.00,  7723717.00; 264063.52,  7722217.44   270264.26, 7718530.79;  

273685.13, 7711447.94;  281147.00,  7707717.00;   283022.96, 7705748.01;  

289159.72, 7701217.00;  293761.83,  7692892.87;   296147.00, 7674717.00;  

297680.51,  7684567.54;   298147.00,  7685217.00; 
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11.   GUTU CENTRAL  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of 

Chinyika River, and unnamed stream, then proceeding upstream along 

Chinyika River to the bridge on the Chinyika business centre – Chatikobo 

school road, then proceeding generally south westwards along the said road to 

a bridge just east of Chomuparo Dip (UP 319403)), then proceeding south 

westwards along a road from the bridge to its junction with the Chinyika 

business centre of Chatikobo School road, then proceeding down stream along 

the Vazizi River to a point just north of Chikombingo Dip, then proceeding 

southwards along the Nyamandi School – Maruta business centre road, then  

proceeding southwest wards along the Nyamandi School – Maruta business 

centre road, then proceeding southwest wards along the Munyaradzi School – 

Zvavahera business centre road, then proceeding north west wards along the 

Munyaradzi school – Zvavahera business centre road t its junction with the 

Zvavahera business centre – Shumbairerwa School, then proceeding south 

west wards along the Zvavahera – Shumbairerwa School, road to a point on a 

dam on an unnamed River to its north of Shumbairerwa School, then 

proceeding upstream along the Mapako River to its confluence with Mapako 

River to its source at a point on the northern beacon of Gutu township then 

proceeding south east wards along the eastern boundary of Turramurra farm 

and then southwest wards along the boundaries of Betherl and Merekeb farms 

to the peak Dundumwe hill the south east wards then proceeding north wards 

along the north western boundaries of farms 148 and 149 Dewure . Then 

proceeding south east wards along the northern boundary of farm 149. Then 

proceeding north eastwards to the northern beacon of Reserve N farm, then 

following the northwestern boundaries of farms 139 and 138 then proceeding 

south eastwards on the Mukuro River then proceeding down stream along the 

Mukuro River, then proceeding south east wards in a straight line along the 

north eastern boundary between Dewure small scale farms and Gutu 

communal land to the north on Mutora River, then proceeding down stream 
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along Muyora River to its confluence with Dewure River, then proceeding down 

stream along Dewure River, then proceeding north east wards along the north 

western boundary of farm 62, then proceeding south east wards along the 

north eastern boundaries of farms 62 and 61 on the Dewure River, then 

proceeding down stream along the Dewure River to its confluence with an 

unnamed stream then proceeding upstream along an unnamed stream, then 

proceeding north eastwards on the Mutubdu River, the proceeding upstream 

along Mutudu River to  Zimbizi School to Dopota School road then proceeding 

north east wards to point UP 518308 at the source of an unnamed stream to 

its confluence with Chinyika River, which is the starting point. The 

Constituency covers wards 11, 17, 19, 21, 33, 35, 37, 38 and 34.  An This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates; 

305147.00, 7827717.00; 306511.45,  7828755.15;   307861.04,  7822288.93;   

309147.00, 7816217.00; 316238.88,  7828819.03;   323154.77,  7827974.77;   

326613.65,  7831283.69; 331440.98,  7839066.25   332864.00,  7833783.00;   

339982.97,  7840188.34;   347147.00,  7834217.00; 

12.  GUTU EAST  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from the confluence of Mugo 

and the Nyazvidzi River then proceeding down stream along the Nyazvidzi River 

to its confluence with the Devure River then upstream along the Devure River 

to its confluence with the Mungezi River, then upstream along Mungezi then 

proceeding northwards along the western boundary of farm 391 Devure small 

scale farm then proceeding north west wards along the south western 

boundaries of farms 16, 18, 150, 407, 388, 20, 387 and 54 of Devure small 

scale farms then proceeding north eastwards along the north western and 

north eastern boundaries of farm 54, then proceeding north wards and wards 

and north east ward along the southern boundaries of farms 385, 384, 381 

and 340, then eastwards, north west along the southern boundary of farm 377, 

then north wards along the western boundaries of farms 376 ad 374 then east 
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wards along the northern boundaries of farms 374, 56 and part of 56, then 

proceeding north east wards along the western boundaries of farms 400A and 

55 on Devure River, then proceeding down stream along the Devure River to 

the confluence of Devure River and unnamed stream, then proceeding 

generally eastwards so as to include Mutihero and Mugariwa villages on the 

Mutudu River, then proceeding upstream along the Mutudu River to its source, 

then proceeding upstream along the Mutudu River to its source, then 

proceeding generally north wards to the east of Zimbizi Secondary School but 

excluding it to Zimbizi School to Ruti School road, then proceeding north east 

wards along the said road, then down stream along the unnamed stream to its 

confluence with Chinyika River then down stream along Chinyika River to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream, then proceeding up stream along the 

unnamed stream just to the south of an unnamed hill, then proceeding 

generally wets wards t6hrough the summit of the unnamed hill to the summit 

of another unnamed hill, then east wards to the Cheninga School to Chitsa 

business centre, then proceeding north wards along the said road, then 

proceeding east wards to the source of Mugo River, then proceeding down 

stream along the Mudgo River to its confluence with Chinyika River which is 

the starting point. The Constituency covers wards 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 36 and 

39.   An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates; 343647.00, 7817717.00;   346746.79,  7817566.79;  347147.00,  

7834217.00;   348147.00, 7834504.46;   350573.98,  7829180.49; 352910.33,  

7821217.00;   354714.95,  7836750.98;   361647.00,  7841217.00;  

364759.86,  7839878.41;   370280.89, 7834090.73;   376887.29,  7828668.47; 

381246.40,  7822367.60;   386803.20,  7815404.60;   392647.00,  

7808217.00; 

13. GUTU NORTH  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on the Nyazvidzi 

River  then proceeding down stream along the Nyazvidzi River to its confluence 
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with Mugo River. Then proceeding upstream along Mugo River to its source 

onn the Chitsa – Cheninga school, the proceeding south wards along the said 

road on the junction of the road from Hwekwete, then proceeding on westwards 

to the peak of an unnamed hill,  then proceeding southwards to the source of 

an unnamed stream, then proceeding down stream along the said stream to its 

confluence with Chinyika River, then proceeding upstream along Chinyika 

River to the bridge on the Chinyika business centre – Chatikobo school road, 

then proceeding generally south – westwards along the Sadi road to a bridge 

across the Sote River, then proceeding north wards upstream along the River to 

a bridge just east of Chomuparo Dip, then  proceeding south westwards along 

a road from the bridge to its junction with the Chinyika business centre to 

Chatikobo School road, then proceeding south – west wards along the said 

road to a bridge across the Vazizi River to just north of Chikombingo Dip, then 

proceeding southwards along a road from the dip to Marutsa business centre 

to its junction with the Nyamandi – Maruta business centre road then 

proceeding a south west wards along the Nyamandi school – Maruta business 

centre road to its junction with the Munyaradzi school to Zvavahera business 

centre road, then proceeding north west wards along the Munyaradzi school to 

Zvavahera business centre road to its junction with the Zvavahera business 

centre to Shumbairerwa school, then proceeding south west wards along the 

Zvavahera  - Shumbairerwa school road to a dam on an unnamed River just 

north of Shumbairerwa school then proceeding down stream along the 

unnamed River to its confluence with the Devure River, then proceeding 

upstream along the Devure River to its confluence with Mapako River, then 

proceeding up stream along the Mapako River to its confluence with Mapako 

River, then proceeding up stream along the Mapako River to its source on the 

western beacon of Gutu township, then proceeding south west wards along the 

north eastern boundary of Gutu township then  proceeding north west wards 

along the north eastern boundaries of Chomfukli and Amatola farms to north 

eastern beacon of Amatola farm, then proceeding north eastwards along the 

south eastern boundaries of Nelville and Moeldale farms to the north eastern 
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beacon of Noeldale farm on the Devure River, then proceeding upstream along 

Devure River to the north eastern beacon of Argyle farm, then proceeding 

eastwards along the Atholi farm boundary  then proceeding north eastwards 

along the north western boundary of Atholi farm and the western boundary of 

Tel el Kebir farm to the north western beacon of Tel el Kebir farm, then 

proceeding north east wards and then south east wards following the boundary 

of the said farm to the farms eastern beacon, then north east wards following 

the north – western boundaries of Airlie, Donodzo, Vervirby and Shaka farms to 

the starting point on Nyazvidzi River. The Constituency covers wards 3, 4, 8, 9, 

10 and 12.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates; 299793.54, 7852303.18;   302141.47,  7844969.76;   

303835.08,  7837593.17;  304516.84, 7828477.33;   304925.06,  7856188.94;   

305147.00,  7827717.00;  313015.80,  7859901.40;   319647.00,  7867217.00   

322308.96,  7865305.04;  329823.50, 7859790.50;   336569.58,  7858717.00;   

344178.25,  7855560.75;   350092.86,  7848521.14   357747.76,  7847217.00; 

14.  GUTU SOUTH  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn starting from a point on the Mungezi 

River on the southern beacon of farm 391 Dewure, then proceeding upstream 

along Mungezi to a point then north west wards and south west wards 

following the northern boundaries of Mara Ranch, Yettom, Cleverland, Mushaid 

and Marowa farms up to a point on the Chidza River to a point then proceeding 

generally westwards along the northern boundaries of Dromore , Wepener,  

Goodhope, Springfield, Sanddrift, Thorngrove, Welkom Hoek farms up to a 

point on the Pokoteke River then upstream along Pokoteke River to a point the 

following the southern, eastern and northern boundaries of Dromone, 

Wepener, Goodhope, Springfield, Sanddrift, Thorngrove, Welkom Hock farms 

up to a point a point on the Pokoteke River then upstream along Pokoteke  

River to a point then following the southern, eastern and northern boundaries 

of Verlos farm to a point TN 871949 on a tributary of Munyambi River, then  
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upstream along the tributary to a bridge at a point TP853008, then following a 

road from the bridge east wards to another bridge at a point TP885006 on an 

unnamed stream, then upstream, along the unnamed  stream to a point TP 

923077, then   north east wards to a point TP949087 on Swazwa River then 

downstream along the Swazwa River to its confluence with Mutirikwi River, 

then upstream along Mutirikwi River to its confluence with Chimwangombe 

River to a point UP091156, then northwards along the north western 

boundaries of farms 148 and 149 Dewure. Then proceeding south east wards 

along the northern boundary of farm 149. Then proceeding northeastwards to 

the northern beacon of reserve N farm, then following the northwestern 

boundaries of farms 139 and 138 to a point UP 129203. Then proceeding south 

eastwards to a point UP 133201, on the Mukuro River then proceeding south 

eastwards to a point UP 133201, on the Mukuro River then proceeding down 

stream along the Mukuro River to a point UP 157207, then proceeding south 

east wards in a straight line along the north eastern boundary between Dewure 

small scale farms and Gutu communal land to the north up to a point UP 

245157, on Mutora River, then  proceeding down stream along Mutora River in 

its confluence with Dewure River, then  proceeding down stream along Dewure 

River to a point UP 409185, then proceeding north eastwards along the north 

western boundary of farm 62, then proceeding south east wards along the 

north astern boundaries of farms 62 and 61 to a point UP 437177 on the 

Dewure River then proceeding downstream along the Dewure River to a point 

UP 438178. Then proceeding south west wards along the eastern boundaries of 

farm 53 and 159 Dewure on the south eastern beacon of farm 159 Dewure 

then proceeding generally west wards along the southern boundaries of farms 

159, 408 and 158, then proceeding generally south west wards along the 

eastern boundaries of farm 373 and 377 up to a point on the northern beacon 

of farm 380 then south west wards along the north western boundaries of 

farms 380 and 381 then proceeding south west wards along the western 

boundaries of farms 381 and 384 up to the southern beacon of farm 385 then 

north west wards, south west wards and south east wards, following boundary 
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of farm 54 then south east wards along the boundaries of farms 387, 20, 388, 

407, 150, 18, 16 and 391 of Dewure in appoint UN 412998 which is the 

starting point. The Constituency covers wards 20, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 30 and 

40.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates; 289147.00, 7801691.04; 293651.69,  7795217.00;   294714.20,  

7809217.00;  297647.00, 7803749.96;   301077.26,  7810897.26;   309147.00,  

7816217.00;  315733.02,  7819898.00;   324387.32,  7815726.68   333112.34,  

7818208.34;  336652.17, 7807217.00;   339639.66,  7822218.83;   340848.06,  

7812613.81;  342147.00,  7800717.00;   343647.00,  7817717.00 

15.   GUTU WEST  

An area of land bounded a line drawn starting from a bridge on the Mutema 

school to Mahoto Business Centre road on an unnamed tributary of the 

Pokoteke River at a point, then proceeding upstream in a northerly direction 

along the tributary to its source at appoint on the Chagwiza school to Nerupiri 

business centre road, then proceeding north east wards along a watershed to a 

point on the Swazwa River, then proceeding upstream in a northerly direction 

along the tributary to its source at appoint on the Chagwiza school to Nerupiri 

business centre road, then proceeding north east wards along a watershed to a 

point on the Swazwa River, then  proceeding down stream along the Swazwa 

River to its confluence with the Mutirikwi River then proceeding upstream 

along the Mutirikwi River to its confluence with the Chinwangombe River to its 

source on the south western beacon of farm 148 Dewure, then proceeding 

north westwards to the summit of Dundumwe hill, then proceeding north east 

wards to a point, then proceeding northwest wards to a point of the said road 

then proceeding north west wards and south west wards along the northern 

boundary of Turramura up to a point on Munhende River then proceeding up 

stream Munhende River then proceeding north west wards to the southern 

beacon of Chomfuli farm then proceeding north east wards and north west 

wards along the boundary of Chomfuli farm to the western beacon of Gutu 
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township then proceeding north westwards along the eastern boundaries of 

Chomfuli Twees spruit and Amatola farms to the north eastern beacon of 

Amatola farm then north eastwards along the eastern boundaries of 

Mazongororo. Netville and Noeldale farms to a point on the Dewure River, then 

proceeding upstream along the Dewure River to northeastern beacon of Argyle, 

proceeding eastwards along the Athole farm boundary, then proceeding 

northeastwards along the northwestern boundary of Atholi farm and the 

western boundary of Tel el Kebir farm to the northwestern beacon of Tel el 

Kebir farm, then proceeding northeastwards and then south east wards 

following the boundary of the said farm to the farm’s eastern beacon, then 

north east wards following the north-western boundaries of Airlie, Donodzo, 

Verviby and Shaka farms to a point on Nyazvidzi  River, then proceeding 

upstream along Nyazvidzi River to the southwestern beacon of farm 174 

Lancashire, then proceeding generally westwards along the boundary between 

Lancashire farms and Eastdale up to the southwestern beacon of farm 328, 

then proceeding north west wards along the eastern boundary of Voorspoed to 

the northeastern beacon of Voorspoed, then proceeding northwards along the 

boundaries of Afron Water and Daybrook farms to the north eastern beacon of 

Daybrook farm, then proceeding westwards along the northern boundaries of 

Daybrook and Lansdowne farms then proceeding southeastwards along the 

north-eastern boundaries of Lansdawne and Chipisa farms then southwards 

and westwards along part of the western boundary of Inyatsitzi farm then 

south west wards and south eastwards along the boundaries of Markdale North 

and then southwards and westwards along the boundary of Markdale south 

then southwestwards along northwest boundary of Shasha Fountains then 

eastwards along the southern boundary of Rome farm to a point on the Shashe 

River then proceeding down stream along the Shashe River to a point on an 

unnamed dam, then proceeding north west wards, south westwards along the 

boundary of Sessibi farm, then south east wards and south wards along the 

western boundary of Nyombi Estate to a point on the Shashe River, then 

proceeding downstream along Shashe River to a point on the south western 
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beacon of Trickling Waters farm, then north east wards along the southern 

boundaries of Trickling Waters and Annadale farms to a point on the Shagashe 

River (north eastern beacon of farm 170 Mushagashe) then proceeding down 

stream on the Shagashe River to a point then proceeding north east wards and 

northwards along the boundary of Dreewton farm then proceeding south east 

wards along the Southern boundary of Chishasha farm to a point on  Makoholi 

River then proceeding upstream along Makoholi River to the south western 

beacon of Swartsboys Kop to the summit of Matsivo hill then proceeding north 

east wards along the southern boundaries of Chatsworth, Ingogo and 

Rocklands farms to a point on Pokoteke River then proceeding downstream 

along Pokoteke River to a point north western beacon of Verlos farm then north 

east wards, south wards and south west wards along the boundary of Verlos 

farm to a point on the Pokoteke River, then proceeding downstream Pokoteke 

River up to a point then north east wards along the northern boundary of 

Welkom hock farm to the farms north eastern beacon, then proceeding south 

east ward sand east wards along the north eastern boundary of Thorn Groove 

farm to a point on Mtilikwe River then proceeding up stream along Mtilikwe 

River to its confluence with an unnamed stream at a point then proceeding 

upstream along the unnamed stream to its source at a point then proceeding 

north wards and north east wards through the summit of Nguvamhare hill to a 

point then north westwards by passing Ruvhuzhe and Nguromhare hills so as 

to exclude them up to a point on the Nerupiri business centre to Mutema 

school road then proceeding south west wards along the said road to a bridge 

on an unnamed tributary of Pokoteke River on a point TP 885006 which is the 

starting point. The Constituency covers wards 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 29, 31, 32 and 41.    

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates; 258647.00, 7820498.74;   258967.19, 7829436.23; 259147.00, 

7815217.00; 259452.21, 7855119.60;   259731.09, 7837219.26; 259875.05, 

7846848.73;  264627.22,  7851677.43;   267204.38, 7861245.69  274824.09, 

7867555.55;  279641.09, 7874228.83;   282759.17, 7880441.34;  289103.46, 
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7878042.84;  291630.65, 7870217.00;   291978.85, 7790799.96;  293647.00, 

7794717.00;  297147.00,  7788217.00   301566.39, 7871331.92;  311420.04,  

7871542.65;  319647.00,  7867217.00; 

16.  MASVINGO CENTRAL  

The This area is bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Musongwezi 

and Tokwe Rivers, then following Musongwezi upstream to a point where it 

meets the northern boundary of Mukosi River Ranch, then turn east to a point 

grid reference TN 896323 by passing Bvute, Ngundu Shava, Gwarare, Mapanje 

and Dzomakwavo mountains including Mushawasha West Small Scale farms , 

then turn northwards then turn north east along the northern the northern 

boundary of farm No. 16, then eastwards along the northern boundary of farm 

No. 90, then turn north west along the eastern boundary of farm no. 10 then in 

the north western direction along the southern boundary of farm no. 8 to 

Bohera mountain, then northwards along the eastern boundary of farm no. 4 of 

Mushawasha West Small Scale Farms then following the boundaries of farms 

no. 4, 2, 1, 32, 65, 64, 63, 62, 61, 60, 59 and 58 crossing Musongwezi River to 

Gomupunga hill, then  north west along the northern boundaries of farms No. 

35 and 34, then turn south westwards along no. 38, 43, 50, 51, 52 and 53 so 

as to exclude them then to the summit of Gwamakuguvu mountain , then 

going north west direction along farm no. 111 and 112 to Chimera hill, then 

turn north east direction to a point near Rukova hill, then generally 

northwards up to a point grid reference, then north west along the north 

eastern boundary of farm no. 348 and 130 up to a  appoint on an unnamed 

stream then follow unnamed stream upstream to a point grid reference, then  

turn north east to Bika School so as to exclude it, then into unnamed stream 

up stream to its source then into Musogwezi River, generally eastwards to its 

confluence with Masvingo River, then following Masvingo River upstream so as 

to exclude Homera Village and including Gono Dip tank, then following 

Chirukutu River downstream to its confluence with Masuka River, then 

following Musuka River downstream to its confluence with Gadzi River, then 
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following Gadzi River upstream by passing Banira dip tan so as to include it 

and exclude Banhra hill up  to its source then into Sabvumbi River then 

following Sabvumbi River up to its confluence with Muzero River then following 

Mutero River by passing Mugova Village so as to include it up to its confluence 

with Mutirikwe River, then following Mutirikwe River upstream by passing 

Ganda and Handini hills so as to include them, then generally north east to a 

point on an unnamed tributary of Chivaka river, then following this unnamed 

tributary downstream to its confluence with Chivaka River, the Masvingo – 

Zaka district boundary then following Chivaka River downstream by passing 

Monga and Menomaviri mountains so as to include them up to its confluence 

with Mutirikwe River then following Nyamawanga River upstream by passing 

Maweza Secondary School and Makobo Dip Tank so as to include them up to 

its confluence with an unnamed stream, then following the unnamed stream, 

then  eastwards to Chivavi hill, then south eastwards to a beacon, then south 

east to Biri hill, then south westerly direction by passing Maravesa and 

Dimukwe hills so as to include Dimukwe hill to a point on Madziwa River, then 

following Madziwa River downstream to its intersection with the northern 

boundary of Shehudofarm, then in the north westerly direction following the 

northern boundary of Shehundo and Woodridge farms up to a point on 

Gwenhungu, then south western direction to a point on Mukosi River, then 

following Mukosi down stream to its confluence with Tokwe River on the 

Masvingo – Chivi district boundary, then following Tokwe River upstream to the 

starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates; 263647.00,  7723717.00;   266665.58,  7744717.00;  

267172.92,  728808.97;   268608.30,  7737954.10;   270876.20,  7748791.40; 

272811.67,  7737631.67;   274573.57,  7732717.00;   279152.35,  

7744483.06;  280147.00,  751717.00;   282118.05,  7737409.88;   284571.65,  

7732590.50;  286114.37,  748717.00;  290359.65,  7735679.65;   290948.81,  

7750165.19;  296304.40,  7755717.00   301647.00,  7752217.00;   301779.32,  

7749834.68;  307909.22,  745782.56;   312647.00,  7740717.00; 
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17.  MASVINGO NORTH  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Shashe and 

Ngezi Rivers grid reference then proceeding north along Ngezi River up to  a 

point grid reference where it meets the northern boundary of farm number 32 

of Zinyaningwe small scale commer5cial farming area (S.S.C.F.A.) then proceed 

generally eastwards along the northern boundaries of Zinyaningwe S.S. F. C. A. 

up to Shahs River then upstream north along Shahs River up to a point where 

the River meets the northern boundary of Mushagashe S.S.C.F.A. so as to 

include the S.S.C.F.A. up to Shagashi River at point then down stream 

Shagashi River, on Shagashi River such that a straight line can be drawn north 

east on the northern boundary of Makoholi experimental station so as to 

include it but excluding Drewton farm up to a point where it meets Elwood and 

Chishasha farms so as to exclude them, then then south east along the 

southern boundary of Chishasha farm up to Makoholi River at grid reference 

TP688108, then generally north upstream Makoholi up to its confluence with 

its unnamed tributary, then northwest along the eastern boundary of Thornhill 

farm but excluding it so as to include farm number 166 of Mushagashe 

S.S.C.F.A up on the southern boundary of Thornhill Extension so as to exclude 

it, then generally south east following the southern boundaries to Thornhill 

Extension, Swartboys Kop crossing the Railway line up to Matsivo hill 

Trig/322.4, then generally north east along the southern boundary of 

Chatsworth estate, Ingogo farm and Rock lands farm up to Pokoteke River so 

as to exclude all the 3 farms and include Zimutu Communal lands, then 

downstream generally south Pokoteke River up to its intersection  with the 

commercial boundary of Verlos farm at Grid reference, then west, south, 

southwest along the commercial boundary of Verlos so as to include it and 

exclude Chikwanda Communal land up to Pokoteke River, then downstream 

south along Pokoteke River up to its intersection the commercial boundary of 

Welkom Hoek farm, then north east along the northern boundary of Welkom 
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Hoek so as to include it, then south east along the northeastern boundary of 

Thorngrove so as to include it up to Mutilikwe River, then east along the 

northern boundary of Sanddrift farm up to Mwenje hill trig beacon 487/T then 

south east along the northern boundaries of Springfield, Good Hope, Wepner 

farms so as to include them, crossing Mazare River on the north-eastern 

boundary of Dromore farm including it up to Chidza River, then generally 

northwards upstream Chidza River up to its intersection with the commercial 

boundary of Marowa farm so a to include the farm, then north east along the 

north boundary of Marowa, Retvlei, Ushaid farms so as to include the farms 

taken from Mvurachena mountain, then south east along the south eastern 

boundary of Cleveland farm so as to include it such that a north easterly 

direction is taken on the north eastern boundary of Yetton, and Marah Ranch 

farms crossing Mungezi River so as to include Marah ranch dam, then south 

east along the eastern boundary of Marah ranch up to Mungezi River, then 

down stream Mungezi River so as to include, Ashcombe farm, Mungezi River 

Ranch such that a straight line can be drawn south east up to the beacon at 

Matezwa mountain. Trig beacon 1 130/S, then southwest along the 

northeastern boundary of Mungesi River ranch up to its intersection with 

Masvingo-Mutare road then southeast along the north eastern boundary of 

Riverton farm so as to include it, then proceeding south  west along the north 

eastern, southwestern boundary of Riverton farm up to Chiredzi River, then 

downstream Chiredzi River up its intersection with the commercial boundary of 

Bon Domi, then proceeding, south west along the north eastern boundary of 

Bon Domi farm, then further southwest along the commercial boundary and 

then north east along the commercial boundary Bon Domi so as to exclude 

Rondebosh farm so as to include Cheek Estates, Kuppure farm, then south 

east along the north eastern boundary of Iram farm so as to include it, on 

Gowe mountain, then North east along the southern boundary of Iram farm up 

to the peak of Chinyimbe Mountain Trig beacon 159/S, then southwards along 

the eastern boundary of Vlakfontein farm so as to include it up to Nyabise 

River, then up stream southwest along Nyabise River such that a straight line 
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can be drawn in the same direction into Chivaka River, then further southwest 

along Chivaka River up to its confluence with its tributary, then up stream 

north west the unnamed tributary of Chivaka River so as to include 

Manongore, marimba, Mukwazhe villages up to the confluence of the said 

tributary with an unnamed stream, then proceeding east upstream the 

unnamed stream so as to include hakireni, mupisiri villages and Uzeze dip, 

then generally eastwards into a tributary flowing into Mtilikwe River so as to 

exclude Mutya School, Mashava mountain but including doroguru mountain 

trig beacon 149/S then down stream generally south along Mutilikwe River up 

to it confluence with Mutero River, upstream generally eastwards Muzero River 

up to its confluence with Sabvumbi stream, such that a straight line can be 

drawn south west up to a point so as to include Chikarudzo business centre, 

Chikarudzo Secondary, Kraalheads Havari and Chikutwa, then downstream 

south west an unnamed tributary of Gadzi River into Gadzi River, then down 

stream Gadzi River in the said direction  up to its confluence with Musuka 

River so as to include Gwana School, then northwards upstream Musuka River 

to a point, such that a straight line can be drawn north east up to a point on 

Mutero River then south east down stream Mutero River so as to include 

Gwenhe and Buvungudzire villages up to the intersection of Muzero River and 

Morgenster farm, commercial boundary of Morgenster farm so as to include the 

whole of Morgenster Mission up to the top of a mountain named Bungure, then 

north east along the commercial boundary of Morgenster to a then south east 

along the said commercial boundary which is also the southern boundary of 

Zimbabwe 1 housing the Great Zimbabwe National Monument so as to exclude 

the whole of the monument, then north east along north eastern boundary of 

Zimbabwe 1, then so as to include LE Rhone farm, then generally north along 

the eastern boundary of Shephards plots, then north west along the north 

eastern boundary of the Sheperds plot up to the Masvingo-Mutirikwi dam 

tarred road, then northeast, south west and north east along the tarred road 

up to Muririkwi dam wall then proceeding north west along the centre of the 

dam into Shagashi River, then up stream along Shagashi River to a point 
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where the River intersects with the commercial boundary of Less Plot then 

north west, north east along the said boundary so as to include the whole of 

Less Plot up to Shagashi River, then north east along the south eastern 

boundary of Victoria Townlands farm so as to include it up to the intersection, 

then proceeding in the north westerly direction along the southern boundary of 

Longlands Brooklands Lot A, up to Shagashi River then proceed in a south 

westerly direction along the south eastern boundary of Richmond farm on the 

common beacon of Richmond, Cooden and Victoria township lands, then 

proceeding southwest along the south eastern boundary of Cooden, then north 

west along the south western boundary of Cooden, then proceed south west 

along the south eastern boundary of Glyn Tor to Clovelly surburb so as to 

exclude Clovelly, the proceed south along Rock street up to Masvingo – 

Bulawayo road so as to include Green Valley A, then east along the Bulawayo – 

Masvingo road, then south west along the south eastern boundary of Lots 1, 2, 

3 and 4 of Glyn Farm up to Mucheke River, then upstream west along 

Mucheke River up to its confluence withy Vuvume River, then upstream west 

along Vuvume River, then generally south, along the eastern boundary of 

Riebeek, Lamotte so as to include then up to the common beacon of Lamotte 

and Meyers rust so as to exclude then up to the common beacon of Lamotte 

and Meyers Rust so as to exclude Meyers Rust Farm, then east along the 

southern boundary of Lamotte up to a point on the  eastern boundary of 

Cambria farm so as to include it, then south west along the eastern boundary 

of Cambria up to the common beacon of Cambrian, Meyers Rust, St Swithen.  

The Valley pass and Mushandike Sanctuary so as to include the whole 

Sanctuary and the dam, then south west, west, southwest, north west and 

west along the southern boundary of the sanctuary up to beacon on top of an 

unnamed hill which is a common beacon of Erdington, Water hole and the 

Sanctuary so as to exclude Erdington and Waterhole farms, then proceeding 

north east along the north eastern boundary of Water Hole, then further north 

east along the north eastern boundary of the State Land housing Induna 

mountain, Shane alley up to Mutsungwi River, then generally northwards 
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upstream along Mutsungwi River, so as to include Amavula and HJowickdale 

farms, then proceed east along the southern boundary or Nooitgedacht farm so 

as to include it up to a beacon which is the common point of Lochnivar A, 

Noortgedacht, then proceed north-west along the northwestern boundary of 

Nooitgedacht up to the common beacon of Nooitgedacht, Lochnvar A, 

Kenelworth, and Shahs Ranch, then north east along the commercial boundary 

of Kenelworth and Shashe Ranch to the common beacon of Shashe Range 

Kenelworth and Beacon field, so as to include Kenelworth and Beaconsfield 

farm, then northwards along the commercial boundary fence of Shahs range 

and Beacons field and Barkly farm into Shahs River, so as to include Barkly, 

then downstream generally southwest along Shahs River into Muzhwi Dam, 

this separating the dam into 2 halves, then further downstream Shahs River in 

the said direction up to its confluence with Ngezi River which is the starting 

point.  The Constituency covers wards 1-4, 6, 8, 13.14 and 32.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates; 230310.58, 

7791130.58;   231147.00,  7788217.00;  234841.24,  7804053.78;   

235089.61, 7797544.82;   244697.62,  7803756.88; 254419.62,  7801876.08;   

256943.22,  7807809.43;   259147.00,  7815217.00;  263249.32,  7810569.32;   

263550.92, 7816918.96;   267009.15,  7808492.70;  269255.42,  7813584.36;   

274146.96, 7818967.01;   283780.52,  7821125.38;  285888.17,  7807646.38;   

286645.63,  7797725.23   290143.56,  7815723.88;  293647.00,  7794717.00;   

293647.00, 7795217.00;   297147.00,  7788217.00; 304213.00,  7787706.00;   

311883.52,  7785676.55;   318067.62,  7791940.54;   326501.99,  7794821.99   

335647.00,  7796217.00; 

18.  MASVINGO SOUTH  

The This area is bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mutirikwe and 

Nyamawanga Rivers, then following Nyamawanga River upstream by passing 

Masarasara Secondary School and Makoho Dip Tank so as to exclude them 

and all so by passing Mhara dip tank and Mavizhu School so as to include 
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them up to its confluence with an unnamed tributary, then following the 

unnamed tributary, then eastwards to Chivavi hill, then south eastwards, then 

south east to Biri hill, then south westerly direction by passing Maravesa and 

Dimukwe hills so as to exclude Dimukwe hill to a point on Madziwa River, then 

following Madziwa River downstream to its intersection with the northwestern 

boundary of Shehudo farm, then in the north westerly direction following the 

northern boundaries of Shehudo and Woodridge farms up to a point on 

Gwenhungu hill, then south western direction to a point on Mukosi River, then 

following Mukosi downstream to its confluence with Tokwe River on the 

Mavingo – Chivi district boundary, then following Tokwe River down stream up 

to a point, then turn north east to generally follow north-eastwards crossing 

Ngundu – Triangle road to point on Matiza River, then following Matize River 

downstream then to Chinyamakuwa hill, then turn south west to Matutu hill, 

then south east to the junction of Nyazugwi and state land boundaries, then 

north east following the Masvingo – Chiredzi district boundary so as to include 

Chikuza School, then turn north eastwards straight to a point on Mutirikwe 

River, then following Mutirikwe River upstream through Bangala dam to  

the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates; 279673.45, 7713387.65;   287866.93,  

7713656.86;  292581.16,  7721278.39;   295189.11, 7729217.00;   298147.00,  

7685217.00;  301767.70,  7725087.70;   303707.95, 7728997.47;   305003.05,  

7687823.05;  310167.88,  7715946.12;   310502.28, 7727111.72;   312827.66,  

7690647.66;  314185.52,  7711476.63;   314647.00,  7718217.00   316269.41,  

7687278.21;  317647.00,  7704217.00;   319740.40,  7696030.21; 

19.  MASVINGO URBAN  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from the common beacon of farms 

Townlands, Harrowood, Newlake and lands, then generally south west wards 

along the north western boundary of Town lands farm to its intersection with 
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the Shagashi River, then cross it, and proceed south west along the south 

western boundary of Less Plot then south Shagashi River, then along Shagashi 

River up, then east along the northern boundary of Riverside Farm so as to 

include Flesk, then proceed south western along the boundary of Riverside 

farm, then proceeding further southwest along the south western boundary of 

junction farm up to Masvingo – Great Zimbabwe road to as to include 

Morningside, then north west along the eastern boundary of Clipsham farm so 

as to exclude it, and then north west along the eastern boundary of Clipsham 

farm up to Masvingo – Beitbridge road, then north east along the Beitbridge – 

Masvingo road so as to include Clipsham Park surburb, then east along the 

northern boundary of Clipsham farm up to a point separating Clipsham, 

Netridge and Victoria Ranch but excluding all of them, then north west along 

the eastern boundary of Victoria Ranch so as to exclude the whole of Glym 

Ham up to the Masvingo- Bulawayo road, then west along the Masvingo- 

Bulawayo road, then north along rock street separating Clovelly residential 

surburb with Green Valley A so as to include Clovelly and exclude Green Valley 

A such that a line is drawn east, north so as to include stand No. 15 of Clovelly 

surburb and then north east following the eastern boundary of Glyn Tor on the 

south western boundary of Cooden, and then south east, north east along the 

boundaries of Cooden so as to exclude the whole of Cooden up to a point on a 

hill on the southern boundary of Richmond farm then generally north east 

along the southern boundary of Richmond farm up to its meeting with 

Shagashi River grid reference TN737842, then proceeding south east along the 

southern boundaries of Lot A of Brooklands farm, Longlands farm but 

excluding both up to the starting point.  The Constituency covers urban wards 

1 – 10.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates;  268647.00,7779717.00; 269490.57, 7781810.57;  

273303.93, 7773496.22;   277147.00, 7774717.00; 278588.61, 7782746.19 
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20.  MASVINGO WEST  

Starting from the confluence of Shashe and Ngezi River, then proceeding 

general south along Shashe River up to its confluence with Tokwe River, the 

following Musongwezi River up to a point where it meets the northern 

boundary of Mukosi River ranch, then turn east by passing Bvute, 

Ngundushava, Gwarare, Mapanje and Dzomakwavo mountains including 

Mushawasha West Small Scale Farms, then turn northwards, then north East 

along the northern boundary of farm number 16, then eastwards along then 

northern boundary of Farm No. 90, then turn Northern West along the eastern 

boundary of farm no. 7 to point on Mandere hill, then turn North East along 

the western boundary of Farm No. 10, then in the North Western direction 

along the Southern boundary of farm no. 8 to Bohera mountain, then 

Northwards along the Eastern boundary of Farm No. 8 to where it meets the 

Northern boundary of farm no. 4 of Mushawasha West Small Scale Farms then 

following the boundary of Farm No. 4, 2, 1, 32, 65, 64, 63, 62, 61, 60, 59 and 

58 crossing Musogwezi River to Gomupnga hill, then North West along the 

Northern boundaries of farms no. 35 and 34, then turn South Westwards along 

farms No. 38, 43, 50, 51, 52 and 53 so as to include them then to the summit 

of Gwamakunguvu mountains, then going North West disrection along 

Northern boundaries of farms No. 111 and 112 to Chimera hill, then turn 

North East direction to a point near Rukowa hill, then generally Northward, 

then North West along then North Eastern boundaries of farms No. 348 and 

130 up to a point on an unnamed stream, then following unnamed stream 

upstream, then North West to Bika School so as to include it, then into 

unnamed  stream upstream, then into Musogwezi River, generally eastwards to 

its source, then into Musogwezi River, generally eastwards to its confluence 

with Masvingo River, then following Masvingise River upstream so as to exclude 

Homear Village and including Gono Dip tank, then following Chirukutu River 

downstream to its confluence with Masuka River, then following Musuka River 

upstream, then following Muzero River downstream generally south eastwards, 
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then turn north west to Bungura mountain so as to exclude Morgenster Farm, 

then north east along the boundary of Morgenster farm, then south east along 

Morgenster boundary which is all so the southern boundary of great Zimbabwe 

National Monuments so as to include it then North East along the north east 

along the north eastern boundary of Great Zimbabwe, so as to include LeRhone 

Farm, then generally north along the eastern boundary of Shepherds’ plot up 

to the Masvingo – Mutirikwe dam tarred road, then north east , south west and 

north east along the tarred road up to Mutirikwe dam wall, then proceeding 

north west along the centre of the dam into Shagashe River the upstream along 

Shagashe River, where the River intersects with the commercial boundary of 

Flesk plot hen Westwards along the Flesk and Riverside boundary so as to 

exclude Flesk and include Riverside, then turn South westwards along the 

boundaries of Riverside and Morningside so as to include them, then north 

westwards up to the northern boundary of Clipsham Farm so as to include it 

and exclude Clipsham Farm so as to include it and exclude Clipsham Park 

then turn westwards along the northern boundary of Clipsham farm to the 

common beacon of Clipsham Netridge and Victoria Ranch, then north west 

along then eastern boundary of Victoria Ranch, then northwest along then 

eastern boundary of Vitoria Ranch up to a point at Mucheke River, then along 

Mucheke River westwards up to its confluence with Vuvume River, then 

upstream west along Vuvume River, then generally southwards along the 

eastern boundary of Riebeck farm and lamotte farm so as to exclude them up 

to the common beacon, of Lamotte, Meyers Rust and Victoria Ranch so as to 

include Meyers Rust and Victoria Ranch excluding Lamotte then turn west 

along the southern boundary of Lamotte, on the eastern boundary of Cambria 

farm so as to exclude it, then south wst along the eastern boundary of Cambria 

up to the common beacon of Cambria, Meyers Rust, St Swithen, The Valley 

Pass and Mushandike Sanctuary so as to exclude the whole Sanctuary and, 

then south west, west, southwards, north west and west along the southern 

boundary of the Sanctuary up to a beacon on top of an unnamed hill which is 

a common beacon of Erdington, Waterhole and the Sanctuary so as to include 
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Erdington and Waterhole Farms, then proceeding north east along the eastern 

boundary of waterhole farm, then further north east along the eastern 

boundary of the State land including Induna mountain Shan Valley farm up to 

Mutsungwi River, then generally northwards upstream along Mutsungwi River, 

so as exclude Amavula and Howickdale farms, then proceed along the southern 

boundary of Nooitgedacht Farm so as to exclude it up to a beacon which is a 

common point of Lochinvar A. Nooitgedacht, then proceed north west along the 

north western boundary of Nooitgedacht up to the common beacon of 

Nooitgedacht. Lochinavar A Kenelworth and Shashe Ranch, then north east 

along boundary of Keneleworth and Shashe Ranch to the common beacon TN 

490956 of Shashe Ranch, Kenelworth and Beaconfield so as to exclude 

Kenelworth and Beaconfield, then northwards along the boundary fence of 

Shashe Ranch and Beaconfield and Barkely farms into Shashe River, so as to 

exclude Barkeley farm, then downstream generally south west along Shashe 

River into Muzhwi dam, then further downstream up to its confluence with 

Ngezi River which is the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates; 234874.49, 7790194.49;  

241937.22, 7794975.66; 245908.68, 7770705.32; 246403.99, 7792230.98; 

246945.14, 7776813.27; 248016.32,  798171.53; 248676.70, 7784437.30; 

254891.74, 7770217.48; 264147.00,  7773338.09; 268647.00,  7779717.00;  

277873.45,  7774641.52; 280147.00,  751717.00;  284108.71,  7768793.58;   

286082.11,  7756902.11;   289099.47,  762816.18;  293380.45,  7758408.64 

21.  MWENEZI EAST   

An area of land, bounded by the line drawn from the intersection of the Runde 

River by an unsurveyed line, down the Runde River to its confluence with the 

Makambi River and up the Makambi River to its intersection by the Southern-

eastern boundary of Stelmarcoe A, then generally South Western wards along 

the boundaries of the following farms, so as to include them, the south eastern 

boundaries of Stelmarcoe A B.J. B. Estate of Nuanetsi Ranch A up the 
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intersection of the afore said boundary and the railway line at a point, then 

generally north west along the railway to as to include the following Bonora 

Estate of Nuanetsi Ranch A on the railway line bordering the boundaries of Lot 

1 of Sembwe Ranch so as to include it, Lot 2 Sembwe Ranch so as to include it, 

then straight on the south western boundary of Lot 2 of Sembwe Ranch so as 

to exclude Nuanetsi Ranch B up to a point bordering Moria Ranch so as to 

exclude it and Nuanetsi Ranch, so as to exclude it, then straight following the 

north Western boundary of lot 2 of Sembwe Ranch so as to include it and 

excluding Moria Ranch up to a point bordering Moria Ranch so as to exclude it, 

Lumbirgia Ranch so as to exclude it, Lot 2 of Sembwe Ranch so as to include it 

, then straight on the North western boundary of Lot 2 of Sembwe Ranch so as 

to include it up to a point on the Railway line then proceed North east along 

the railway line so as to include Morotte Estate up to a point on the railway line 

then proceeding south west along the northern boundary of Rinette Ranch so 

as to exclude it but including Rutenga Growth point an Rutenga  Railway 

Station up to a point where Rutenga ZINWA pipeline turns north eastwards, 

then proceed northwest such that a straight line can be drawn to the Peak of 

Sikingabull hill then straight north east to a point then northwards in straight 

line to a point on the common boundary of Oewood and Rutenga Estate of 

Nuanetsi Ranch A, then north eastwards along the afore said common 

boundary up to Chiredzi-Bulawayo railway line, then north  west along the 

railway line up to the southern boundary of Sonop Ranch Grid Ref TM   so as 

to exclude Sonop ranch, then north west along the north eastern boundary of 

Sonop Ranch, then western along the northern boundary of Sonop Ranch so as 

to exclude it, then south wards up to Goronye River, then downstream Goronye 

River up to its confluence with Mwenezi River then north west along Mwenezi 

River upstream up to Manyuchi dam, then generally north east following the 

Approximate route of the Pioneer Column which is the District Boundary of 

Mwenezi and Mberengwa up to Mwenezi River, which is the starting point.  The 

Constituency covers wards 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 13 and 18.  An This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base 
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on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates; 225147.00, 

7671217.00;   230196.76,  7675717.00;   234299.42,  7683741.21;   

235151.46, 7693507.13;   237390.69, 7703204.37;   241647.00,  7711217.00;   

242066.30,  7709894.20;   244924.87, 7702189.13   253147.00,  7703717.00;   

254979.51, 7698556.90;   259017.84,  7686596.16;   261647.00,  7695380.06;   

261713.81,  7682217.00   271022.78,  7684042.16;   280111.06,  7681722.99;   

289147.00, 7678459.67;   296147.00, 7674717.00;   298147.00,  7671819.31;   

304647.00,  7666085.32;   311522.42,  7661129.46; 

22.  MWENEZI WEST  

An area of land bounded by the line drawn from Manyuchi Dam then proceed 

in the north western direction upstream along mwenezi River up to its 

confluence, with Mutsime River, then upstream along Mutsime River, then 

south westerly such that a straight line can be drawn along the Mweza 

mountain range (Sandawana) and this being the boundary of mberengwa and 

Mwenezi District (block of Sovelele) then south west along the Wedza block 

boundary with Mberengwa Communal land, then southwest along the same 

boundary, then follow all the way downstream east Bubi River up to the 

confluence of Bubi and Zwezwishi River, then proceed north east to the 

boundary of Battlefield farm so as to include it and Sengwe Communal land up 

to the top of Shurugwe mountain Trig 581.6, then proceed further in a north 

easterly direction along the boundary of Battlefields farm, Lot 12 A of NRA, 

Adendof, Scheneider, Ranch Louis, Albert Ranch, Lot 3 of Lot 12A of NRA, so 

as to include all of the farms and Sengwe Communal Land but excluding it up 

to Mwenezi River, then north west upstream along Mwenezi River up to its 

confluence with Chomupani River, then generally north upstream Chomupani 

River, then north east along the commercial boundary of Lot 12 of NRA so as to 

include it and Matibi No. 2 Communal land, then proceed in the same direction 

along the commercial boundary of Jabula Ranch of Nuanetsi Ranch A up to the 

Rutenga Chiredzi railway line, then proceed generally north west along the 

railway line so as to include Jabula, Naandice Ranch A, Mbizi station and 
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excluding Bonora Estate of Nuanetsi Ranch A, or the railway line bordering the 

boundaries of Lot 1 of Sembwe Ranch so as to exclude it, Lot 2 of Sembwe 

Ranch so as to exclude it, and Nuanetsi B but including it, as point then 

bordering Moria Ranch so as to include it, and Nuanetsi B so as to include it 

and Lot of Sembwe Ranch so as to exclude it, then straight following the north 

western boundary of Lot 2 Sembwe Ranch so as to exclude it, and including 

Moria Ranch up to the point bordering Moria, Lumbirgia, so as to exclude it, 

then proceed straight on the north eastern boundary of Lumbirgia, so as to 

exclude it, then proceed straight on the north eastern boundary of Lumbirgia 

ranch so as to include it up to a point on the railway line, then proceed north 

east along the railway line so as to include Lumbirgia, and Rinette Ranch up to 

a point on the railway line then proceed south west along the northern 

boundary of Rinette Ranch so as to include it but excluding Rutenga Station 

and Growth point up a point where Rutenga ZINWA pipeline turns north 

eastwards, then proceed northwest such that a straight line can be drawn to 

the peak of Sikingalubi hill, then straight north east to a point on the paddock 

fence, then northwards in a straight line following the Paddock fence of 

Oerwood up to a point on the common boundary of Oerwood and Rutenga 

Estate of Nuanetsi Ranch A so as to include Oerwood and Rutenga Eatate, then 

northwards along the said common boundary up to Chiredzi-Bulawayo railway, 

then along the railway line up to the southern boundary of Sonop Ranch so as 

to include Sonop Ranch, then north east along the said boundary of Sonop 

Ranch, then northwest along the north eastern boundary of Sonop Ranch, then 

westwards along the northern boundary of Sonop Ranch, then southwards up 

to Goronye River up to its confluence with Mwenezi River, then north west 

upstream along Mwenezi River up to Manyuchi dam, which is the starting 

point.  The Constutuency covers wards 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16 and 17.  An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates; 161717.71, 7671699.32;   163322.49,  7664741.84;  169835.55,  

7658872.72;   170362.89, 7673717.00;   173475.68,  7652052.66; 177000.06,  
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7680320.06;   177176.56,  7646055.69;   182635.49,  7639263.04;  

184839.95,  7685031.32;   189560.97, 7633053.03;   192949.06,  7679866.31;  

194839.52,  7625274.48;   199148.75,  7620220.49   200058.00,  7674830.50;  

206658.18,  7618149.90;   208145.64, 7671467.68;   213139.41,  7615217.00;  

216453.84,  7610160.16 216472.01, 7672798.25;   225147.00,  7671217.00;  

225734.34,  7609054.34; 231447.51, 7668066.74;   234016.45,  7606193.11; 

237518.77,  7663255.80;   241046.74,  7603167.09;   243647.00,  

7596229.96;  243870.47,  7656796.58;   249530.41, 7594658.71;   250976.27,  

7650745.45;  251581.02,  7658453.09;   252616.98, 7666217.00;   255601.89,  

7592217.00;  258765.18,  7588612.47;   260662.75,  7665185.51   260734.58,  

7658204.27;  262738.43,  7582421.28;   264039.67, 7649669.44;   267336.92,  

7576777.08;   270180.33,  7570433.67;   271684.25, 7643429.75;  275475.28,  

7566131.14;  277127.82,  7636726.59;   281181.73, 7559078.07;   284979.73,  

7637300.64;  286972.69,  7555444.08;   294056.86, 7633330.38;   303220.08,  

7629869.45;  312701.17,  7627189.91;   322147.00,  7624217.00 

23.  ZAKA CENTRAL  

An area of land, bounded by the confluence of Chivaka and Mamvura Rivers, 

then following Mamvura River upstream, then Harava business center so as to 

include it, then following a track to Nyakunhuwa Dip so as to include it, then 

to unnamed stream following unnamed stream up to Sabi River and following 

unnamed stream upstream to its source then in a northwest direction to 

Nyamukaka River then following Nyamukaka River to Chipfumbu mountain, 

then turn northeast so as to include Chapfumbu and Chitenga mountains to 

Veza River, then following Veza River south, generally southwards, then turn 

northeast, then turn southeast crossing Veza Jichidza road, then to unnamed 

stream downstream to its confluence with Mushavutwe River then following 

Muchavutwe River downstream to its confluence with Chemhondoro River to 

its confluence with Machirara River, then following Machirara River upstream 

to its confluence with unnamed stream then following unnamed stream 

upstream to its source then to Makumbe dam then following Makumbe River 
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upstream to its confluence with Chiredzi River, then following Chiredzi River 

upstream to its confluence with Mapimi rier, then following mapimi River 

northeast.  Then turn westward to Chiredzana River grid reference UN458438, 

then following Chiredzana River downstream passing Zibgowa Dam 

downstream to its confluence with unnamed stream, then following unnamed 

stream north eastwards passing Musarava dam and School so as to include it, 

then turn northeast to Dowa mountain, and then to Demba mountain then 

into unnamed stream downstream to its confluence with Murerezi.  Then 

following Murerezi downstream to its confluence with Nyamavanga River, then 

following Nyamavanga River upstream northeast passing Goko Dam and 

crossing Panganai Dip to an unnamed stream, then following unnamed stream 

to its confluence with Mutsago River downstream to its confluence with 

Mupandime, then following Mupandime River downstream to its confluence 

with Turwi  River, then  following Turwi River upstream to its confluence with 

Turwani River, then following Turwani River to its confluence with unnamed 

stream then following unnamed stream passing Nhema Business Center and 

Nhema School to Mauvanga Hill then turn southwards to Bikita-Zaka tarred 

road passing Nhema Council Clinic so as to exclude it to Nyagambu River then 

following Nyagambu River down stream to its confluence with unnamed 

stream, then following unnamed stream westwards crossing Bikita-Zaka tarred 

road so as to exclude Zivanda hill to Madondo Primary School as to include it 

then to Bikita-Zaka tarred road, then turn southwards to the junction of 

Chinyamabako business center, then turn westwards to unnamed stream, then 

following unnamed stream upstream, then into Mupfuti River and following 

Mupfuti River downstream to Manokore-Chinorumba road, then following 

Manokore road to unnamed stream northwest, then following unnamed stream 

to Manokore School so as to exclude it, then turn southwest to 

Shambawangwara River, then following a track northwest to unnamed stream, 

then following unnamed stream to its confluence with Chiredzi River upstream 

to its confluence with Mamvuramachena River upstream to a track to Kakogwe 

River, then following Kakogwe River to Mujinga mountain, turn southwest to 
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Mushavhute River, then following Mashavute River upstream to its confluence 

with Deketera River, then following Mushavutwe upstream Cheshumba 

mountain k then to the summit of Chiseke mountain to Chivaka Rivers 

downstream between Zambamba and Chinyani mountain to its confluence with 

Musikana Rivers, then following Chivaka downstream to the starting point.  

The Constituency covers wards 13, 14, 15, 9, 8, 7, 18 and 19.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates;  322762.28, 

7766447.56;  325551.26,  7759525.52;   327147.00,  7749717.00;   

327147.00, 7750083.84;   329921.84,  7763468.60;   336101.89,  7760217.00;   

342790.52, 7765252.88;   347049.63,  7761174.90;   348970.40,  7758878.70;   

355147.00, 7757717.00;   355811.76,  7756217.00;   362326.69,  7751377.16;   

364647.00,  7745717.00 

24.  ZAKA EAST  

An area of land bounded by the confluence of Nyamavanga and Mutsango 

Rivers,proceeding generally south eastwards along a series of straight lines 

through hills Gona and Gakave mountain to a point on the Mkwasine River, 

then downstream with Mkwasine River to its intersection by northern 

boundary of Mkwasine central, then westwards and generally north westwards 

along the northern boundaries of Mkwasine central and Eguna Ranch, so as to 

exclude them to easternmost bacon of the latter property, then northeastern 

and north western boundaries of subdivision A of Ngwane to the intersection of 

the latter boundary by the eastern boundary of Ngwane Ranch, then generally 

northwards and westwards along the eastern and northern boundaries of the 

following properties so as to exclude them to the eastern most beacon of latter 

property, then northeastwards, north westwards and south westwards along 

the south eastern and north western boundaries of subdivision A of Ngwane 

Ranch then generally northwards and westwards along the eastern and 

northern boundaries of the properties so as to exclude them, Ngwane Ranch 

and Ngwane Estate to the eastern most beacon of Manjirenji 1A: then generally 
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westwards along the southern and western boundaries of Manjirenji 1A and 

the southern boundary of Manjirejni Dam reserve to its southwestern beacon 

then generally westwards along the northern boundaries of the following 

properties so as to exclude them.  The remainder of Ngwane Extension of 

Glendevon, Chiredzi A, Dawlish Estate Lot 2A Faversham, to the northern most 

beacon of Lot 2A Faversham, then generally north eastwards direct to the 

confluence of Musungusungu River, then following Musungisungu River on the 

western side of Zvozva Hills.  Then following unnamed stream north east 

crossing Chivamba- Dambwa road, to Dzivaresekwa River passing Muzondidya 

business Center to the confluence of Shangachena and Nyahava Rivers hen 

following Shangachena upstream passing between Dambara and Dhikuvi 

mountain, then crossing Bota and Chipfunde schools road, then turn 

northwest to Rudhanda business Centre crossing Chiredzi to Zaka tarred road 

then turn northeast to Rupiri Dip as to include it then to Rupiri River, then 

following Rupiri River upstream to its confluence with Chiredzi River, then 

following Chiredzi River upstream to its confluence with Mapimi River, then 

turn eastwards to Chiredzana River then following Chiredzana River 

downstream southeast passing Zibwowa Dam, turn northeast to Dowa 

mountain, so as to include it, then turn southeast, then turn southwards to 

Murerezi River down stream to its confluence with Nyamavanga River, then 

following Nyamavanga River upstream to the starting point.  The Constituency 

covers wards 20, 21, 25, 26, 30 and 31.  An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates; 330147.00, 7716217.00;   

336693.66,  7717816.74;   337299.90,  7723390.55;   338550.00, 7730668.50;   

343152.65, 7742714.17;   343647.00,  7738717.00;   347022.78,  7734185.95;   

348396.15,  7743214.46   354046.01,  7744366.84;   357155.02, 7739975.02;   

363668.40,  7735988.40;   364349.20,  7743717.00;   364647.00, 7745717.00;   

364647.00,  7745717.00;   366329.50,  7728419.49;   373147.00,  7723717.00 
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25.  ZAKA NORTH  

An area of land bounded by a line drawn from a beacon on a hill Muyeyi on the 

south eastern boundary of Riverton, southwestwards, so as to exclude it.  Then 

following Bon domi and Chipinda resettlement boundary fence south 

westwards,, then southwest to a point where Bon Domi, Mbungo and Cheek 

Estate boundary fence meet, then turn generally southwards to Gowe 

mountain, then turn northwest to the summit of Chinyembe mountain, then 

turn southwards to Nyuabise River then following Nyuabise River southwest 

along the boundary of Zaka-Masvingo District passing Mudspruit Extension, 

Sundown Extension, Tweenfontein Koppiesfotein to its confluence with Chivaka 

River, then proceeding downstream along Chivaka River to its confluence with 

Mambura River, then following Mambura River upstream to its source to the 

east of Harava Business Centre so as to include it then proceeding north east 

wards to Nyakunuwa dip by passing Barahjanga hills so as to include them on 

the Save River then upstream along the Save River to its confluence with 

Nyumukaka River then upstream along Nyamukaka River to its source, then 

on the foot of Chapfumbu hill, then proceeding north east wards by passing 

Chapfumbu and Cjitenga hills so as to exclude them on an unnamed tributary 

of Veza River, then proceeding down stream along the tributary to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream, the proceeding upstream along the 

stream to its source, then proceeding southeast wards down stream along an 

unnamed stream to its confluence with Mushavhutwe River then proceeding 

upstream along Mushavhutwe River, to its confluence with Deketera River then 

upstream along Deketera River to its confluence with an unnamed stream, 

then proceeding upstream along the unnamed stream to its source, then 

proceeding northwest wards downstream along Nyarutedzi River by passing 

Domboshava and Chiropa hills so as to include them , then down stream along 

Nyarutedzi River to its confluence withy Chiwaka River, then down stream 

along Chiwaka River to its confluence with unnamed stream, then upstream 

along the unnamed stream to its source between two unnamed hills, then 
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proceeding north east wards along the unnamed tributary of Nyabuse River up 

to their confluence.  Then proceeding down steam along Nyabuse River to its 

confluence with Chiredzi River then downstream Chiredzi River to its 

confluence with Nyamukanga River then upstream along Nyamukanga River to 

its confluence with Gute River then upstream along Gute River to its source, 

then northeastwards crossing Mhanhubvu business Centre and Mashingaidxe 

School road at a poing UN324622, proceeding north eastwards and west wards 

down stream along Mvurachena stream, then proceeding down stream 

Mvurachena stream up to its confluence withy Nyatari River, then down stream 

along the stream to the starting point. The Constituency covers wards 1, 2, 3, 

4, 5 and 10. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates; 

301647.00, 7752217.00;   302167.70,  7752217.00;   306319.11,  7759561.23;   

314182.64, 7765502.64;   317612.81,  7773759.72;   324628.24,  7774598.34;   

325578.09,  7782182.54;   333147.00,  7787217.00   335766.35,  7784455.71;   

341494.50, 7779130.12;   347581.37,  7773999.82;   353147.00,  7767717.00; 

26.  ZAKA WEST  

Starting from the confluence of Chivaka and Mamvura, then following Chivaka 

River downstream to Muririkwi River, then following Mutirikwi River 

downstream excluding farms 262 to farm No 246 of Mushawasha West Small 

Scale farms, then following Muririkwi Rivers passing through Bangala dam 

wall, then following Mutirikwi River downstream to the boundary of Bangala 

Ranch, then following the boundary of Zaka and Chiredzi Districts north 

eatwards passing on the summit of Sadzaune mountain, Huni Mountain to 

Musungusungu River, then following Musungusungu River on the western side 

of Zvozva hills, then following unnamed stream northeast crossing 

Chivambadambwa road to Dzivaresekwa River passing Muzondidya Business 

Center to the confluence of Shangachena and Nyahava Rivers, then following 
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Shangachena upstream passing between Dambara and Chikuvi mountain, 

then crossing Bota and Chipfunde School road, then turn northwest to 

Rudhanda Business Center crossing Chiredzi-Zaka tarred road, then turn 

northeast to Rupiri Dip as to include it then to Rupiri River, then following 

Rupiri River up stream to its confluence with Chiredzi River, then following 

Chiredzi River upstream to its confluence with Makambe River, then following 

Makambe River upstream south west to Makambe Dam, then to unnamed 

stream, then following Machirara River to its confluence with Chenhondoro 

River, then following Chenhodoro River down stream to its confluence with 

Mushavutwe River, then following Mushavutwe River upstream to its 

confluence with unnamed stream, then following unnamed stream upstream 

westwards crossing Jichidza – Veza road, turn northwest, then following 

unnamed stream southwards to Veza River, then following Veza River 

upstream to grid reference 227499, then proceed southwest passing on the 

south of Chitakai, Chitenga and Chipfunde mountains as to exclude them, 

then proceed southwards to the confluence of unnamed stream to 

Nyakunhuwa dip so as to exclude it, then following a track to Harava business 

Centre so as to exclude it, then to Mamvura River then following Mamvura 

River downstream to the starting point.  This Constituency covers wards 17, 

22, 23, 24, 27, 28, 29 and 32.  An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates; 312647.00, 740717.00;  314203.95,  

7741485.98;   314647.00, 7718217.00;   316708.30, 7732905.70;   317977.55,  

7748217.00;   319456.41,  7723360.57;   327147.00,  7749717.00;   

327575.18,  7748826.10   330373.97,  7740558.01;   335800.74,  7736678.57;   

343647.00,  7738717.00 
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MASVINGO SENATORIAL CONSTITUENCY BOUNDARY  

DESCRIPTIONS 

BIKITA   

An area of land, bound by the administrative boundary of Bikita District.  An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates 

335647.00, 7796217.00;   333868.83,  7791604.33;   333147.00,  7787217.00;   

392647.00, 7808217.00;   387707.62,  7807547.09;   382961.74,  7807124.37;   

378110.85,  7806033.26;   373301.86,  7805601.51   368328.20,  7806113.53;   

363670.18, 7806455.41;   360168.04,  7803988.04;   356147.00,  7804712.05;   

352808.03, 7802257.26;   348199.68,  7800717.00;   344437.67,  7801063.89;   

341048.58,  7798241.61   336552.75,  7797169.87 

CHIREDZI  

An area of land, bound by the administrative boundary of Chiredzi District.  An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates 

288147.00, 7553717.00;   289178.55,  7548935.45;   292929.97,  7546684.03;   

294403.24, 7543338.88;   296147.99,  7541634.00;   295437.23,  7539757.23;   

297673.04, 7536440.96;   299511.26,  7534217.00   302647.00,  7532570.36;;  

305565.80, 7529048.20;   310339.40,  7529678.55;   314247.55,  7527366.45;   

318706.62, 7525976.94;   322519.37,  7524472.26;   324679.87,  7520708.78;   

328697.66,  7521492.33   332850.88,  7524170.88;   336095.84,  7527915.84;   

339340.81, 7531660.81;   342876.34,  7535196.34;   346121.31,  7538941.31;   

349377.57,  7542678.13;   352901.81,  7546221.81;   356146.77,  7549966.77 
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359391.73, 7553711.73;   362636.70,  7557456.70;   365881.66,  7561201.66;   

369417.20, 7564737.20;   372662.16,  7568482.16;   375907.13,  7572227.13;   

379242.11,  7575907.21;   382687.62,  7579507.62   385932.59,  7583252.59;   

389177.55, 7586997.55;   392713.09,  7590533.09;   395958.05,  7594278.05;   

399203.02, 7598023.02;   402447.98,  7601767.98;   405983.51,  7605303.51;   

409228.48,  7609048.48   412473.44,  7612793.44;   415718.41,  7616538.41;   

418963.37, 7620283.37;   422208.34,  7624028.34;   425743.87,  7627563.87;   

428988.84,7631308.84;   432233.80,  7635053.80;   435478.76,;  7638798.76;   

438971.19, 7642365.37;   442163.01,  7644128.33;   438246.68,  7647017.63;   

434354.50,  7649790.13;   430035.74,  7652078.26   427514.76,  7655875.06;   

425751.52, 7660298.91;   424607.39,  7665165.04;   420922.82,  7667691.18;   

418228.67, 7670308.83;   416100.81,  7673420.81;   414283.52,  7676754.83;   

411771.34,  7680342.66   410995.25,  7684217.00;   411548.81,  7688368.81;   

413508.57, 7692828.57;   415597.32,  7697317.97;   418182.11,  7700787.22;   

417938.16,  7705381.62;   419621.23,  7710044.32;   421679.05,  7713281.10  

422974.02, 7717908.92;   424124.28,  7722398.83;   425533.21,  7727079.12;   

425322.00, 7731992.01;   425501.47,  7736963.39;   425147.00,  7738217.00; 

 

GUTU  

An area of land, bound by the administrative boundary of Gutu District.  An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates 

392647.00, 7808217.00;   390203.09,  7811910.91;   386803.20,  7815404.60;   

384663.75, 7819916.75;   381246.40,  7822367.60;   378171.73,  7825217.00;   

376887.29, 7828668.47;   374158.94,  7831711.03;   370280.89,  7834090.73;   

367075.31, 7836503.76;   364759.86,  7839878.41;   361587.26,  7842455.95;   

361147.00, 7847418.68;   357516.67,  7848217.00;   353184.63,  7848985.82;   

349286.54, 7849437.91;   346153.63,  7852840.34;   342971.07,  7855802.19 
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338614.32, 7856434.32;   335891.33,  7857949.98;   332303.16,  7857427.96;   

328724.54, 7860217.00;   325325.51,  7863127.74;   321250.74,  7865915.13;   

317287.34, 7868086.89;   313492.75,  7870621.25   308816.59,  7872188.73;   

303859.85, 7871601.76;   298896.50,  7870998.19;   293927.49,  7870442.61;   

289423.42, 7870887.74;   288751.92,  7875766.16;   289647.00,  7880656.80;   

284713.36,  7880963.68   281711.99,  7877976.98;   278149.99,  7875964.01;   

280147.00, 7871619.27;  276629.38,  7868949.38;   272814.86,  7865800.93;   

268930.02,  7862750.02;   265185.06,  7859505.06;  261230.66,  7856550.66;   

259064.06, 7853783.59; 264006.57;,  7853047.05;;   264006.22,  7849252.19;   

259798.61,  7849126.64;   260520.06,  7844371.08   260441.34,  7839382.16;   

259579.76, 7835183.38;   257993.66,  ;831523.67 ;  259467.45,  7826801.18;   

259647.00,  7821808.08;   258737.44,  7817812.59; 

MASVINGO  

An area of land, bound by the administrative boundary of Masvingo District.  

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates: 

 335647.00,  7796217.00;   331059.95,  7794814.84;   326501.99, 794821.99;   

322547.59,  7792566.41;   318067.62,  7791940.54;  313561.21,  7790373.83;   

311883.52,  7785676.55;   308745.95,  7785868.05;   304213.00,  787706.00;   

299370.42,  7788522.85;   295077.08,  7790036.92;   290607.18,  790453.73;   

290646.14,  7792966.57;   293147.00,  7795839.81;   288640.18,  795340.30;   

286492.44,  7798644.38;   285908.95,  7803609.45;  286281.90,  7808486.80;   

288228.80,  7813007.90;   289627.94,  7816486.06;   287611.64,  820984.68;   

282876.51,  7820899.38;   278093.66,  7819453.66   273262.94,  7819261.69;   

270434.99,  7817217.00;   269139.84,  812659.72;   66870.49,  7812504.92;   

267442.66,  7807671.34;   263162.54,  7807217.00;   63625.63,  7811402.88;   

265277.86,  7816002.18;   262717.47,  7816502.23 

MWENEZI  
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An area of land, bound by the administrative boundaries of Mwenezi and Chivi 

Districts.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates 

298147.00,  7685217.00;   295944.87,  7689525.54;   293761.83,  692892.87;   

291758.00,  7697356.00;   289159.72,  7701217.00; 286210.39,  7703529.20;   

283022.96,  7705748.01;   279379.83,  7707583.41; 276222.10,  7710191.97;   

272389.95,  7712752.27;   271834.32,  7717405.04; 268125.37,  7718887.27;   

265105.40,  7719591.80;   262994.75,  7724043.13;   61363.71,  7727850.16;  

261593.69,  7732430.22;   260546.95,  7736917.09;   259591.79,  741437.84;   

257723.46,  7745849.29;   257580.32,  7750405.89;   254646.27,  753970.66;   

252147.00,  7757736.51;   249807.26,  7760896.47;   246257.83,  761856.17;   

242345.37,  7763316.19;   237746.83,  7763717.00;   235325.14,  767288.86;   

232698.21,  7771415.79;   234071.27,  7775542.73;   230826.31,  7779287.69   

230740.21,  7782732.53;   231558.64,  7786070.45; 

MASVINGO  

An area of land, bound by the administrative boundary of Masvingo District.  

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates: 

 335647.00,  7796217.00;   331059.95,  7794814.84;   326501.99, 794821.99;   

322547.59,  7792566.41;   318067.62,  7791940.54;   313561.21,  790373.83;   

311883.52,  7785676.55;   308745.95,  7785868.05   304213.00,  7787706.00;   

299370.42,  7788522.85;   295077.08,  7790036.92;   290607.18,  790453.73;   

290646.14,  7792966.57;   293147.00,  7795839.81;   288640.18,  795340.30;   

286492.44,  7798644.38;   285908.95,  7803609.45;   286281.90,  808486.80;   

288228.80,  7813007.90;   289627.94,  7816486.06;  287611.64,  7820984.68   

282876.51,  7820899.38;   278093.66,  7819453.66;   273262.94,  819261.69;   

270434.99,  7817217.00;   269139.84,  7812659.72;   266870.49,  812504.92;   
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267442.66,  7807671.34;   263162.54,  7807217.00   263625.63,  7811402.88;   

265277.86,  7816002.18;   262717.47,  816502.23; 

ZAKA  

An area of land, bound by the administrative boundary of Zaka District.  An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates: 

333147.00,  7787217.00;   329215.85,  7784717.00;   325578.09,  782182.54;   

323484.84,  7779453.47;   324628.24,  7774598.34;   321567.64,  773861.84;   

317612.81,  7773759.72;   317434.35,  7768762.90   314182.64,  7765502.64;   

310117.32,  7762702.16;   306319.11,  7759561.23;   303423.13, 7756243.13;   

302167.70,  7752217.00;   302379.09,  7748270.72;   304752.96,  744855.24;   

309538.96,  7746189.99   311945.84,  7743217.00;   312778.04,  7738811.81;   

314579.21,  7734170.36;   317220.85,  7731097.76;   318688.63,  726342.11;   

319647.00,  7721458.17;   315917.46,  7718852.23;   311289.23,  7717038.11   

309322.70,  7713365.60;   312645.40,  7710966.20;   316147.00,  710330.71;  

316814.45,  7705377.39;   317647.00,  7704217.00;   373147.00,  723717.00;   

368830.78,  7724915.65;   366329.50,  7728419.49;   364707.58,  732353.50;   

363668.40,  7735988.40;   362252.35,  7740361.65   364349.20,  7743717.00;   

366584.78,  7747185.89;   364470.58,  750143.42;   360899.70,  7752717.00;   

357717.46,  7755576.09;   354952.59,  7757494.93;   354406.78, 7761717.00;   

353085.36,  7765405.36;   353147.00,  7769769.74;   349647.14,  772466.86;  

46855.25,  7775591.74;   344053.94,  7778649.18;   339976.69,  7780238.88;  

337326.39,  7784358.23;   334511.87,  7784987.25; 
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CHAPTER 8 

MATABELELAND NORTH PROVINCE 

WARD BOUNDARY DESCRIPTIONS 

BINGA RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

WARD 1    

Is an area demarcated by a line drawn from a point at the junction of Tshunga 

River and the boundary of Binga-Kariba District Administrative boundaries to 

move along the district boundary south-westerly to a tributary of Tshunga 

River and up along the River to its confluence with Tshunga River and then 

straight westwards to beacon on a map scale 1:250 000 and then north-west to 

the International boundary of Zimbabwe-Zambia to include Chipampa Fishing 

Camp, then follows the International boundary generally northwards and then 

southwards to Kariba-Binga districts boundary and follows same to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 617071.68, 8103991.95; 620757.58, 8096093.60; 

613912.34, 8100880.48; 610417.92, 8100258.18;  and  598259.24, 

8112991.28. 

WARD 2 

A line is drawn from a point at the junction of Chizarira National Park property 

fence and a tributary of Kavumbu Stream, then follows the park boundary 

westwards to an unnamed River (Nakasako) then northwards along the same to 

it’s confluence with Nabusenga River cutting across Binga-Gokwe Road, then 

northwards along Nambulu Hills to the Chete Safari area boundary then 

follows the park boundary north-westwards to an unnamed path and follows 

the path eastwards to Siabuwa-Tyunga Road, then southwards along same to 
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Binga-Gokwe road to follow eastwards to its junction with Kavumbu stream, 

then follows the River to its confluence with a tributary, then Southwards along 

the tributary to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 603886,67, 8084752.27; 605627.22, 

8083644.65; 615556.28, 8087369.47; 612378.44, 8068507.16; 607420.51, 

8066977.58; 604466.86, 8068032.46; 604255.88, 8083539,16; 603992.16, 

8084172,09; 603833.93, 8084857,76; 605627.22, 8083644,65 and 615556.28, 

8087369.47. 

WARD 3 

It is an area demarcated by a line drawn southwards from the confluence of 

Nabusenga and an unnamed River (Nakasako) to follow the latter southwards 

cutting across Siabuwa-Binga Road to Chizarira National Park boundary, then 

follows the park boundary westwards to an unnamed River (Chilamba) and 

follows this River northwards to its confluence with Nabusenga River and 

further north through Siakasusa Pan and Sinambulu Hills, then follows the 

same southwards to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 6040013.07, 8084172,52; 604466,86, 

8068032.46; 607343.13, 8066990.27; 610818.13, 8057816.55; 604541.61, 

8055337.58; 603117.52, 8059346.12; 596893.75, 8066519.29;  583179.24,  

8074889.59; and 604013.07,  8084172.52. 

WARD 4 

An area demarcated by a line drawn from a point where the International 

boundary of Zimbabwe-Zambia meets Lwizilukulu River passing through 

Siachizinga Island, follows Lwizilukulu southwards meet Chete Safari Game 

fence, follows the game fence generally southwards up to Siabuwa-Gokwe Road 

and follows the latter eastwards to the tributary of Ngodwe River, follows it 

southwards to Chizarira National Park boundary and follows it eastwards to 
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Binga-Gokwe District boundary to join a tributary of Sengwe River, follows it 

northwards to meet Binga-Gokwe Road and follows the latter up to where it 

meets Chete Safari area Boundary and follows the boundary generally 

northwards and eastwards along Makandabwe River and northwards through 

the International boundary of Zimbabwe-Zambia to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 

35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 

585172.28, 8105665.68; 603932.19, 8084780.83; 596995.88, 806641.67; 

603020.45, 8059473.74; 604602.77, 8055359.71; 628183.25, 8061609.71; 

606873.19, 8008526.24; 605445.08, 8009772.77; 603651.79, 8009614.54; 

602913.38, 8008454.17; 598957.59, 8008717.89; 598693.87, 8009772.77; 

598060.94, 8009983.75; 568593.75, 8041765.26; 573498.93, 8043400.32; 

572813.26, 8053896.36; 566298.93, 8052095.63; 561393.75, 8067655.08; 

561341.01, 8078346.85; 566035.21, 8084095.93; and  585172.28,   

8105665.68. 

WARD 5 

It is an area demarcated by a line drawn from a point at the junction of Binga-

Siabuwa Road and the western side of Sijarira Forest area property boundary, 

to follow the latter northwards to the International boundary of Zimbabwe-

Zambia and northeastwards along the international boundary to Makandabwe 

River to follow it southwards to its junction with Sijarira Forest area and 

follows the property boundary southwards to its junction with Chete Safari 

area boundary and Binga- Siabuwa Road, then follows the road eastwards to 

an obituary of Sengwe River, then follows the latter southwards to the 

boundary of Chizarira National Park and westwards along the park boundary 

to an unnamed path, then move along the path northwestwards cutting across 

Chizarira Hills and Nsenga Hills to the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 561341.01, 

8078346.85; 561330.61, 8068075.17; 566288.58, 8051996.97; 572813.26, 
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8053876.36; 573498.93, 8043400.32; 565212.23, 8037465.26; 562073.97, 

8041157,33; 555599.12, 8039047.58; 549507.99, 8058282.03; 546475.22, 

8065428.82 and  561341.01,  8078346.85. 

WARD 6 

It is an area demarcated by a line drawn from a point at the confluence of 

Masumu River and Sikanyosi River south-eastwards along the former cutting 

across Chizarira Hills through Beacon 1142 to the National Park boundary to 

follow it to a game fence, then follows the game fence to Binga-Muchesu Road, 

then follows the road to Kamativi-Binga Road to follow the same to its junction 

with Simatelele Road, then follows it eastwards to an unnamed path, then 

follows the path cutting across the Binga-Kamativi Road to its junction with 

Masumu River, then southwards along the River to the starting point. This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 

549479.60, 8057382.93; 555706.44, 8039091.58; 562127.88, 8041102.33, 

565176.43, 8037470.01; 563749.45, 8036497.06; 565954.79, 8031437.75; 

552528.16, 8027805.42; 540204.20, 8027416.25; 541047.41, 8030724.26; 

545782.41, 8043891.44; 537609.68, 8047134.59  and  549479.60,   

8057382.93. 

WARD 7 

Is an area demarcated by a line drawn southwards from the Simatelele-Manjolo 

and Binga-Kamativi Road junction to follow the later southwards then west 

wards to an unnamed stream? Follows the stream northwards to its confluence 

with Logola River, follows Logola River northwards to an unsurveyed area 

fence, follows the fence southwards to an unnamed stream, follows the stream 

southwards to its source and meets a path, then follows the path southwards 

to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 545782.41, 8043891.44; 544095.97, 
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8034032.27; 538388.03, 8033383.64; 530150.44, 8037405.65; 537609.68, 

8047134.59; and  545782.41,  804389.44. 

WARD 8 

It is an area demarcated by a line drawn from a point at the junction of 

Zimbabwe-Zambia boundary and an unsurveyed area fence and follow the 

fence eastwards to its junction with Logola River, then follows the River 

southwards along its tributary to meet Binga-Kamativi Road and follows the 

road generally south-westwards to meet Sebungwe River and follows the latter 

westwards to its junction with Maborota River and continues to the 

International boundary of Zimbabwe-Zambia to follow the boundary 

Northwards to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 526940.41, 8046571.56; 534153.00, 

8042793.53; 530150.44, 8037396.35; 538716.07, 8033274.87; 544064.19, 

8034010,85; 541071.21, 8030723.48; 534692.72, 8029742.17; 527431.06, 

8022676.77; 518059.59, 8025522.56; 516244.18, 8028172.08; and 

526940.41, 8046571.56. 

WARD 9 

Is an area demarcated by a line drawn from a point at the junction of Binga-

Kamativi and Mlibizi Road to follow the latter to it’s junction with an unnamed 

track (Old Siachilaba Road), follows the unnamed track north-eastwards to 

Maborota River. Turns generally southeastwards along Junamina Mountain 

Range, southwards and northwards to the starting point. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 South (S) 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 523012.77, 

8024411.67; 525001.31, 8021397.38; 525982.62, 8021152.05; 526718.60, 

8012909.08; 517298.06, 8009180.12; 512980.32, 8015067,96; 516241.05, 

8028235.40;  518059.59,  8025522.56;  and  523012.77, 8024411.67. 
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WARD 10 

It is a line drawn from a point at the confluence of Sebungwe River and 

Maborota River to move eastwards along Sebungwe River to its junction with 

Binga-Kamativi Road, to follow the road northwards to its junction with a game 

fence, then follows the game fence generally eastwards to meet an unnamed 

path and follows the path westwards to its junction with a mountain range, 

then follows the mountain range generally southwards to meet a tributary of 

Manseme River to continue with it southwards and southeastwards to meet a 

tributary of Manseme River and follow it south-eastwards cutting across a 

mountain range through beacon 9618 (Siafwa) to Tinde River, then follows the 

River south-westwards to meet an unnamed track, to follow the track generally 

westwards and northwards and westwards cutting across Junamina Mountain 

Range through to Maborota River, then westwards to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 

35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 

541118.03, 8030692.02; 540038.60, 8027355.58; 540038.60, 8016512.16; 

532727.87, 8010624.32; 527625.08, 8004393.03; 517321.37, 8009152.36; 

526005.00, 8021222.42; 524926.49, 8021467.75; 523012.95, 8024411.67;  

and 541118.03,   8030692.02. 

WARD 11 

It is an area demarcated by a line drawn from a point at the junction of 

Muchesu River and Kariyangwe-Lusulu Road to follow the latter southwards to 

its junction with Lubu River, then follows the River south-eastwards to its 

obituary, and follows the obituary southwestwards to old Kariyangwe Road, 

then southwards along a mountain range to Manseme River, then westwards 

and northwards along the River to a mountain range, then northwards along 

the same to Sebungwe River, then eastwards along the River to a game fence, 

then continues southwards along the same to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35  

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 
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553494.07, 8027877.30; 553517.92, 8020731.54; 559475.88, 8020300.01; 

558440.26, 8017495.21; 553909.42, 80110286.98 553305.31, 8009986.96; 

540014.85, 8016502.74; 540058.00, 8026945.24; and 553494.07, 

8027877.30. 

WARD 12   

It is an area demarcated by a line drawn from a point at the junction of old 

Lusulu-Kariyangwe Road and a game fence to follow the latter north-eastwards 

and southwards to its junction with Mbelele River and follows the river to its 

confluence with Lungwalala-Lubu River, then northwards along Lubu River to 

its confluence with Muchesu River, then westwards and northwards to join old 

Kariyangwe-Lusulu Road and northwards along the same to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates: 553494.07, 8027877.30; 564025.15, 8018509.27; 561781.30, 

8018013,03;  553517,92,   8020731.54; and 553494.07, 8027877.30. 

 

WARD 13 

Is an area demarcated by a line drawn from a point at the confluence of a game 

fence and Mlibizi River to follow Mlibizi River generally westwards to an 

unnamed track, and follows the track (Lubanda eastern ward boundary) 

westwards to meet Chikuyu stream, follows stream northwards to game fence 

and continues northwards along the fence to meet Mlibizi River and generally 

northwest to the International boundary of Zimbabwe-Zambia, follows the 

international boundary northwards to where it meets Nachibwe basin to follow 

it southwards to join Binga-Kamativi Road and Nachulwe Mountain Range and 

follows the range generally southwards joining an unnamed path eastwards 

and southwards to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  507927.20,  8019796.24;  
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527663.07,  8004239.73;  535325.22,  8003930.15;  536408.76,  7996190.60;  

507308.04,  7999054.23;  512029.17,  8010121.79;  805992.31,  8016855.21;  

and  507927.20,  8019796.24. 

 

WARD 14  

It is an area demarcated by a line drawn from a point at the junction of old 

Lusulu Road and Pashu-Kariyangwe Road, to follow Lusulu Road eastwards to 

Situmba Mountain Range, then south-westerly to Sikalala River, then 

northwards and westwards along Sikalala River to an unnamed track, then 

follows the track northwards and westwards to its junction with Tinde River, 

then north-eastwards through Beacon 9618 (Siafwa) to Manseme River, then 

follows the river eastwards to Old Lusulu road, then follows the road 

southwards  and eastwards to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 569488.07, 7989489.35;  

572119.52,  7978499.19;  553312.40,  7977260.86;  535975.80,  7983375.11;  

537291.52,  7996687.14;  572429.10,  799628.17; and 569488.07,  

7989489.35. 

WARD 15 

Is an area demarcated by a line drawn from the confluence of Mbelele and 

Lungwalala Rivers, southwards to follow the latter down to the Dete River and 

follows the river to its confluence with an unnamed stream, then follows the 

stream to Old Lusulu Road and follows the road to Kariyangwe Airstrip so as to 

include it up to Lubu-Kariyangwe Road, then northwards along the road to an 

unnamed path, to follow the path generally north-eastwards to Sebungwe 

River, then follow the latter to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 561848.49, 8018013,68; 

561594,34, 8012168.40; 559129.16, 8008559.58; 553055.16, 8008559.58; 
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553665.10, 8013972.81; 554427.53, 8016793,79; 558646.29, 8017759.53; 

559510,38, 8020250.13; and 501848.49, 8018013.68. 

 

WARD 16 

It is an area demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of a game fence and 

Chizarira National Park property boundary, to follow the latter eastwards to its 

junction with an obituary of Kabuba River to follow it southwards to the 

Chambizi Nachibende Mountain Range, then follows the range generally 

southwards through Situmba Escarpment to Lusulu-Kariyangwe Road, then 

follows the road generally westwards to Pashu-Kariyangwe Road then follows 

the road northwards to an obituary of Lungwalala River, continues northwards 

along the latter to Lungwalala River, then northwards along the latter to 

Mbelele River, then eastwards along Mbelele River to a game fence and 

Northwards along the fence to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  579067.56,  8017294.35;  

574052.59,  8002097.47;  583170.71;  7999665.96;  568733.68,  7989636.02;  

572076.99,  7999817.93;  536364.32,  7996474.62;  535452.51,  8004073.06;  

527398.16,  8004680.90;  539403.70,  8016382.53;  558095.86,  8006200.62;  

566606.11,  8024284.91;  and 579067.56,  8017294.35. 

 

WARD 17 

It is an area demarcated by a line drawn from a point at the junction of Gokwe-

Binga District boundary and a game fence, to follow the game fence generally 

westwards, southwards and then westwards to its junction with Lusulu-

Lubimbi Road, then follows the road generally northwards to Chizarira Road 

then follows the road northwards to its junction with Chizarira National Park 

property fence, then follows the boundary eastwards, southwards and 
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eastwards to its junction with Binga-Gokwe Districts boundary, then follows 

the boundary generally southwards to the starting point. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 606517.32, 

8008836.27; 609038.27, 8002886.82; 600890.61, 8001676.76; 575260.51, 

8010638.58; 575423.33, 8012673.86; 579738.14, 8016988.67 and  

606517.32,   8008836.27. 

WARD 18 

It is an area demarcated by a line drawn from a point at the junction of Mlibizi 

River and a game fence, to follow the latter generally southwards and 

westwards to meet Manziasiya Stream, then follows the stream southwards to 

its confluence with Tinde River, follows the river south-eastwards passing 

through Tinde Business Centre including it through to the Binga-Hwange 

District boundary, then follows the boundary westwards and northwards to an 

unnamed path, then north-eastwards along the path to Mlibizi River, follows 

the river eastwards to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 537439.85, 7996787.61; 537886.54, 

7986401.93; 524820.68, 7982493.34; 520465.40, 7972219.33; 512536.54, 

7984391.79;   515105.04,   7986355.41 and  519683.68,  7993772.41. 

WARD 19 

Is an area demarcated by a line drawn from junction of Mlibizi River and a 

game fence. Follows the latter eastwards to Situmba Hills, follows the range 

southwards to a game fence and follows the game fence to Mzola Forest. 

Follows the game fence to an unnamed track, follows the track northwards to 

Pashu Lubimbi Read Binga-Hwange Districts boundary, follows the road 

northwards to Manyanda River and follows the river northwards to a game 

fence follows the game fence northwards to Mlibizi River, continues along the 

river to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 
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Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 553281.24, 7977527.04; 538159.79, 

7967398.52; 531169.69, 7966399.93; 527745.96, 79686882.41; 528378.34, 

7972039.62; 520389.65, 7972324.93; 524883.29, 7982596.10; 537936.24, 

7986661.78; 536081.72, 7983166.73; 541431.29, 7982453.45; and 

553281.24, 7977527.04. 

WARD 20 

It is an area demarcated by a line drawn from the edge of Mzola Forest land 

and follows Binga-Lupane Districts Boundary generally eastwards, south-

westwards, westwards and northwards to an unnamed track i.e. Pashu 

southern ward boundary, then follows same eastwards to Mzola Forest land 

boundary, to follow it generally south-west to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 535183.33, 

7965098.41; 536213.81, 7961749.37; 548579.49, 7962006.99; 540850.94, 

7955308.91; 532864.77, 7954793.68; 523848.12, 7955308.91; 531384.09, 

7962108.92 and 535248.37, 7965586.76. 

WARD  21 

A line is drawn from a point at the junction of Lubimbi-Lusulu Road and 

Binga-Lusulu Road, then due east along the game fence to where it meets Busi 

River, then southwards along the river to its confluence with Chipale River, to 

follow the latter further south to Binga-Lupane Districts boundary, then follows 

the same westwards and north-west then westwards to a game fence, 

northwards and eastwards to Kabwindi Fly Gate and then turn Northwards 

along an unnamed path and then follows the path to its junction with Lubimbi-

Lusulu Road, then follows the road generally north-eastwards to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates: 609161.17, 8003208.31; 605341.81, 7983590.67; 535412.35, 
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7964814.67; 531072.16, 7964220.24; 531245.77, 7966303.53; 538016.46, 

7967171.56; 572217.13, 7978803.26; 569613.02, 7989393.32;   584543.26,  

8000677.81;  and  608674.70,  80003108.31. 

WARD 22 

It is a line drawn from a point at the confluence of Lake Kariba International 

boundary and Mlibizi River generally southwards along the latter to its junction 

with a game fence, then follows the game fence southwest to Lubanda River, 

then southwards along the latter to its confluence with Chikuyu Stream, then 

follows the stream generally eastwards to an unnamed track, then southwards 

along the track to Mlibizi River, then follows the river generally eastwards up to 

an unnamed path, follows same generally southwards to Hwange-Binga 

Districts boundary, then northwest along same via Devil’s Gorge along Zambezi 

River to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 613912.34, 8100880.48; 620757.58, 

8096093.60; 615746.26, 8093005.26; 617595.09, 8087369.11; 603932.19, 

8084780.83; 585172.28, 8105605.68; 598259.24,  8112991.28;  and  

610417.92,  8100258.18. 

WARD 23 

Is an area demarcated by a line drawn from a point at the junction of Busi 

River and a game fence to follow the latter eastwards to Lusulu-Chitete 1 Road, 

then follows the road generally southwards to Binga-Lupane Districts 

boundary, to follow the same south-westwards to Chipale River then follows 

the ward boundary Chipale River and Busi River generally northwards to the 

starting point. It is an area demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of 

Gokwe-Binga Districts boundary and a game fence to include Ntivule, then 

follows the districts boundary generally southwards to Lusulu-Chitete 1 Road, 

to follow thee same northwards to a game fence i.e. Lusulu southern ward 

boundary and follows same eastwards to the starting point. This area is 
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bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 631743.24, 

8076879.38; 628288.34, 8061741.01; 617716.36, 8061533.71; 615505.23, 

8060013.56; 611773.94, 8067959.82; 611704.85, 807224.87; 615746.26, 

8087369.11; 615556.25, 8087149.17; 620757.58, 8096093.60; and 

631743.24,   8076879.38. 

 

WARD 24 

Is an area demarcated by a line drawn from a point at the International 

boundary of Zimbabwe-Zambia and Kampaka Island to exclude it, generally 

southwards to include Chisayi Island and Kalulwe Fishing Camp along 

Masumu River to it’s confluence with an unknown stream, follows the stream 

westwards to its junction with an unknown path, follows the path southwards, 

westwards and southwards to where it meets an unsurveyed area fence, follows 

the fence generally northwestwards to the International boundary of 

Zimbabwe-Zambia and follows the boundary northwards to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates: 546419.70, 8065415.60; 549468.26, 8058313.11; 549468.26, 

8057275.30; 537572.21, 8047210.82; 534296.63, 8042767.71; 526999.54,   

8046562.19;  and  546419.70,  8005415.60. 

WARD 25 

It is an area demarcated by a line drawn from a point at the intersection of the 

Zimbabwe-Zambia boundary at Devil’s Gouge with the Binga-Hwange District 

boundary, generally northeastwards along the International boundary, through 

Tumba Island so as to include it and Siansula Island up to Kanonge Island so 

as to exclude it, generally southwards to the confluence of Mzibizi and Zambezi 

River southwards along the Mlibizi River up to its confluence with Lubanda 

River then along the said river, generally southwards up to an unnamed path 
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then eastwards along the path to its intersection of the Kamativi-Binga Road 

up to an unnamed path close to trigonometry 2346 so as to include it, then 

westwards along the path generally eastwards cutting across a game fence, 

then eastwards to the sources of rivers across the mountains up to the Mlibizi 

River, then eastwards along Mlibizi River up to its confluence with an unnamed 

stream southwestwards along the stream to its source, then continues to the 

source of an unnamed stream southwestwards along the stream to its 

confluence with Tinde across Tinde River though the confluence of another 

stream up to the Binga-Hwange District boundaries, then generally westwards 

along the district boundary and generally northwards along the boundary to its 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) co-ordinates: 506054.14, 8016896.02; 519793.84, 7993590.70; 

513793.59, 7986546.93; 512576.15, 7983938.13; 491966.59,  8012895.86;  

and  506054.14,   8016896.02. 

BUBI RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

WARD 1 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from intersection of Nkayi-

Bulawayo road and Whites Farm going Eastwards following the Whites 

Elarmarna  and Fattykil Farms northern boundaries, then Southwards along 

the Western boundary Fattykil, Wolhunters Turn, and Mancott B, then 

eastwards along the northern boundary of Glenmore  Ranch, then Southwards 

along the eastern boundary of Glenmore Ranch, then Southwest along the 

Exchange Farm, southern boundary, then generally westwards and along the 

southern boundary  of Glenmore Breamar, Darnes Dairy so as to include them 

then follow Motapa Mine Road eastwards up to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  686385.55,  

7833527.42;  686642.38,  783587;  688014,  7825407.34;  680038.20,  
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7827808.56;  672490.57,  7824120.51;  666143.70,  7837414.64;  667172.92,  

7845048.03;  671547.12,  7845705.72;  675749.78;  7844876.50;  and  

686385.55,  7833527.42. 

WARD 2 

This area of land is boundeded by line drawn from the intersection of Good 

wood Block and Molo Forest boundaries going east to a point it meets with 

Emkhonyeni-Siganda Old Road, then southwards to its intersection with 

Inkosikazi Road then west along Inkosikazi Road up to its intersection with 

Ngazimbi Road, then northwards along Ngazimbi Road up to Forest area then 

west along Forest area then north along the Molo boundary the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates:  658965.98,  7869940.60;  655014.48,  7860669.78;  650303.07,  

7861733.64;  651594.91,  7865685.14;  638258.60;  7868696.79;  and 

658965.98,  7869940.60.   

WARD 3  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of   

Beeslack, Nkosikazi Communal Area and Molo Forest Area then eastwards 

along the Forest area up to Ngazimbi Dip Road, then south along Ngazimbi Dip 

Road up to Nkosikazi Road then east to its intersection with Siganda–Balanda 

Road then up to an unnamed road to its intersection with Beeslack and 

Nkosikazi Communal Area boundary then north along the Nkosikazi 

Communal Area to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  639502.32,  7848783.19;  

638447.12,  7868982.77;  651712.51,  7865892.53;  650355.82,  7861897.84;  

654878.12,  7860767.27;  652315.48,  7857450.92;  635959.86,  7862500.81;  

629628.65,  7867399.96;  632266.65,  7875238.61;  and 639502.32,   

7848783.19. 
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WARD  4 

This area of land is boundeded by line drawn from the intersection of 

Mbembesi Forest  and Mbembezana River going eastwards through the 

Resettlement  Area between Village 20A and Village 20B, Village 20B is 

excluded and Village 20A and 19 included then continues eastwards to a point 

where it turns southwards along Gukuta River to Mbembesi River then west 

along the Mbembesi  River to its intersection  with Mbembesi Forest lands 

northeastern boundary  then  north along the Mbembesi Forest boundary to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) co-ordinates:  649925.68,  7857891.90;  648267.50,  7854274.06;  

626786.61,  7863243.28;  629424.61,  7867464.08;  636057.31,  7862414.19; 

and 649925.68,  7857891.90. 

WARD 5 

An area of bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Mbembesi 3 

Resettlement  Village 18  and Mbembesi River  going east along the river to 

Village 11A eastern boundary then southwest along  the village 11A to the 

District boundary, follow the District boundary up to its junction with Village 

13 boundaries then north along the village boundary of Village 13 and 14 to its 

junction with Village 13 and 14 to its intersection with Village 18 southern 

boundary then west along Village 18 then north to the staring point. This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  

656935.23,  7846963.02;  654372.60,  7843345.19;  649247.33,  7841159.41;  

643142.24,  7844475.76;  645026.53,  7850957.71;  640730.35,  7851033.08;  

641936.29,   7856535.21;  and  656859.86,  7846963.02. 

WARD 6  
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This area of land is boundeded by line drawn from intersection Inkosikazi 

eastern boundary and Mwawa Ranch Northern boundary  going generally east 

along Mwawa Northern boundary to its intersection with Red Land and 

Courtleigh C and Courtleigh A then turns generally south along Mwawa 

eastern boundary  to its intersection with Ventor and McLays boundary, then 

westwards to Nkosikazi Communal Area ,to unnamed tributary Magololo River 

,then northeast to Mwawa Ranch western boundary of Mwawa Ranch to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) co-ordinates:  664623.13,  7860228.41;  667261.13,  7858042.62;  

661005.29,  7852088.29;  656709.56,  7856182.70;  659484.40,  7857088.10;  

and 664518.41,  7860238.89. 

WARD 7  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of Park 

Gate Dam and Goodwood Block southern boundary follow Goodwood Block 

Boundary eastwards to its intersection with Redlands Valley western boundary 

then south along Redlands Valley western boundary to an intersection with an 

unnamed stream then southwest along the same boundary to Mwawa western 

boundary to a point where it turns northwest  to an unnamed river then 

southwest to a point near the confluence of Magololo River and Hauke River 

then southeast along Small Scale Farming Area and Nkosikazi Communal Land 

boundary  then  westwards up to Majiji Road  up to the forest area, then 

northwards so as to include Mbeji-Makeke village to Inkosikazi Road then 

follow Nkosikazi Road eastwards to its intersection with Siganda–Emkhonyeni 

Road then generally north following the Siganda–Emkhonyeni  Old Road to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) co-ordinates:  666492.67,  7866141.94;  666189.11,  7861740.37;  

660300.11,  7856306.70;  657112.76,  7856245.99;  652286.21,  7857338.79;  

658903.75,  7869966.76;  and  666492.67,  7866141.94. 
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WARD 8 

This area of land is boundeded  by a line drawn from the intersection of Court 

Leigh A and McKay’s A boundary going southeast along Courtleigh western 

boundary to the intersection of Dagmar then turns southwest to the 

intersection of McKays, Britwell and Dagmar then turns southeast along 

Britwell boundary to Motapa Mine Road then turns westwards along Motapa 

Road following Danes Dairy boundary Southwards then southwest up to 

Gwenhembe River to the northern boundary of Mgodi Ranch then turn 

northwest to include Fossisker Ranch to Mbembesi River follow the river 

westwards to an unnamed tributary then turn north along the western 

boundary of Ventor to its intersection with Mwawa western boundary then 

Mwawa southern boundary eastwards to the intersection of Ventor and McKays 

Ranch boundaries then follow Mwawa  eastern boundaries generally North-

East to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  664081.87,  7855246.25;  667552.63,  

7851057.40;  665039.32,  7847985.58;  670424.99,  78456174.14;  

660132.39,  7839248.84;  654427.58,  7843318.01;  656781.31,  7847028.13;  

654786.62,  7847387.18;  657220.14,  7853411.14;  660930.26,  7851974.96;  

664081.87,  7855166.46;  668031.36,  7851536.13;  and 664959.54,  

7848264.84. 

 

WARD 9 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of the 

District Boundary and Village 27 northern boundary follow Village 27 

boundary east and then southeast up to Gwenhembe River then turn northeast 

along Gwenhembe River to its confluence with Mbembesi River, continue 
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northeast along Mbembesi River then south along the Braemar Block western 

boundary to its intersection with Mar Bletchingly block then turns southwest 

to its intersection with Bletchingly Block V then turns southwest along the 

Bletchingly Block V boundary to SA Farm boundary then turns southeast 

along the SA boundary to its intersection Bletchingly Block U and B so as to 

exclude them to the District boundary then follow the District Boundary 

northeast then northwest to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  666435.61,  7843158.43;  

666076.56,  7837294.05;  6661488.78,  7833831.85;  665677.63,  

7830480.77;  662805.27,  7822468.12;  656940.88,  782611.07;  661129.73,  

7833273.34;  649321.17,  7841092.52;  654507.36,  7843326.57;  661289.31,  

7838299.95;  and  666435.61,  7843158.43. 

 

WARD 10   

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of Ward 9, 

Braemar Block and Bletchingly  Block boundaries going southeast wards where 

it shares a common boundary with Ward 1 up to Portwe  Estates where it 

continues south eastwards  sharing a common boundary  with Ward 22  

crossing Bulawayo–Nkayi Road up to the intersection of Eastern boundary of 

Roberts Block 20 and western boundary of Induba Farm then south along 

Gravesend eastern boundary to its intersection with generally southwards 

along the eastern boundary of Gravesend Extension to its intersection with 

Mayo boundary then westwards to Hambakahle boundary then generally 

southwards to Esiphongweni   River then northwards along the Hambakahle, 

Waterfalls western boundaries so as to include them up to its intersection with 

Felix and Retreat Farms then southwest along the Felix southern boundaries to 

its intersection with the Paddys Valley then northwest along Felix  western 

boundary so as to include it, to its intersection with Shiloh western boundary 
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then northwest to the District boundary so as to include Shiloh then follow the 

District boundary northwest to a point it crosses Khoce river then north 

following the District boundary to a point just below  Zamasokana  then 

northwest then southeast following the District boundary then northeast along 

the eastern boundary of Bletchingly V boundary so as exclude it then northeast 

to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  684961.76,  7810257.84;  682408.56,  

7807704.63;  683366.01,  7806029.09;  685999.00,  7808901.45;  686397.94,  

780100.48;  679137.27,  7799326.94;  674350.01;  7811614.23;  670520.21,  

7809619.54;  668365.94,  7814566.37;  662302.09,  7806587.61;  659828.67,  

7809619.14;  656796.74,  7826614.29;  662780.81,  7822465.34;  665653.16,  

7830444.10;  661504.21,  7833954.75;  666131.89,  7837385.62;  674988.31, 

821188.74; and 684961.76,  7810257.84. 

 

WARD 11  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Ingwingwizi River, Exchange, Glenmore Farm, Wynslay, Lortondale and 

Pollards Farm then follow Ingwingwizi River generally southeast to its 

intersection with Fincham Farm northern boundary then westwards along the  

northern boundary  of Fincham Farm  so as to exclude it to its intersection 

with Huntsman western boundary then northwest along the eastern Huntsman 

boundary to its intersection with Lortondale southern boundary then 

westwards along the Lortondale’s southern boundary then northwest then 

northeast along the Lortondale boundary so as to include it to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates:  688039.33,  7828696.79;  697261.55,  7920734.19;  688804.10,  

7818124.98;  682595.97,  7825142.86;  and  688039.33,  7828696.79. 
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WARD 12  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Crescents Bubi Block eastern boundary and Dromoland northern boundary 

going south east, then east to its intersection with Longwe River then generally 

south along Longwe River to its intersection with Richland A southern 

boundary then east then south along  Dromoland boundary to the District 

boundary   then southwest and northwest along the District boundary  then 

Dromoland to its intersection with Pollards boundary, then follows the Pollards 

southern boundary to Ingwingwizi  River, then west along Ingwingwizi River to 

its intersection with, Polards, Wynslay and Exchange boundaries then 

northeast along the Pollards boundary to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  719813.30,  

7856670.23;  720443.11,  7812133.66;  710096.23,  7816902.22;  708926.58,  

7814023.09;  700559.10,  7818251.82;  697590.00,  7824369.97;  698669.67,  

7827878.91;  695250.70,  7830848.02;  689312.50,  7827788.94;  688052.88,  

7828778.64,  677679.97,  7841374.84;  699479.43,  7837595.98;  716574.27,  

7848032.84;  and  719813.30,  7856670.23. 

WARD 13 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Fincham Farm and Bloxham Extension Farm boundaries going north  up to  

Ingwingwizi River  then east along the river so as to  include  Half –Ration 

Ranch  then north along Allendale A  so as to include them to the district 

boundary then follow the District boundary southwards up to the boundary of 

Gravesend and Annally, it follows the boundary northwards ,including Annally 

up to Peach Mine, then north east along Famona Farm to its intersection with 

Robins 1 Farm then northwest to its intersection with Diglis Park and Robins 1 

boundary then northeast along Robins 1 western boundary to its intersection 
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with Bloxham Extension then follow Bloxham Extension  western boundary to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) co-ordinates:  720443.11,  7812133.66;  707466.15,  7792343.96;  

704497.04,  7798372.14;  695949.62,  7797652.36;  693610.33,  7805839.89;  

699008.70,  7808089.21;  694060.19,  7811328.24;  696669.40,  7813487.59;  

697029.29,  7817536.36;  700718.18,  7818256.15;  709175.63,  7814117.40;  

709895.41,  7816906.55;  and  720443.11,  7812133.66. 

 

WARD 14  

An area of  land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of the District 

boundary and Paddys Valley western boundary follows the Paddy’s Valley north 

wards to its intersection with Felix Farm and south along the Paddys Valley up 

to its intersection with Retreat Farm then north east along the Retreat Farm 

then south along eastern boundary of Retreat Farm and Dingaan Farm so as to 

include them up to its intersection with Mayo then follow the Mayo boundary 

north then east and then south along the eastern boundary of Mayo and 

Maldon Farms to the District boundary then south, north and south again 

then  generally northwest along the District boundary to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates:  6863334.44,  7801068.89; 686334.44, 7787752.90;  683635.25,  

7790901.95; 678236.88, 7788022.82;  673378.34, 7791891.65;  662131.74,  

7806557.56; 642697.60,7813575.12; 678990.97,7799461.80;  and  

686334.44,  7801068.89. 

 

WARD 15 
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This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Ingwingwizi River, and Inyathi Mission Grants boundary follow Inyathi Mission 

Grant boundary Northwards then northeastwards to  its intersection with 

Pollards  Farm southern boundary then follow the Polads Farm southern 

boundary to its intersection with Dromoland southern boundary then 

southeast along Dromoland’s southern boundary to western boundary of 

Fairburns then follow  the Fairburns western boundary to its intersection with 

Ingwingwizi River then follow Ingwingwizi River generally northwest to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) co-ordinates:  699725.90,  7822618.97;  698339.51,  7819714.17;  

689229.00,   7827768.39;  692199.82,  7829550.88;  694708.51,  7829352.83;  

695434.71,  7830739.21;  698603.59,  7827966.45;  697613.31,  7824335.44;  

and  699725.90,  7822618.97. 

 

WARD 16 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of Majiji 

road and Gukuta River then follows Majiji Road eastwards up to Hauke River, 

then south along the Mbembesi River up to its confluence with Gukuta River 

then northeast along Gukuta River to the starting point. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  657161.21,  

7853388.95;  654842.89,  7847310.68;  648082.77,  7854304.59;  649816.63,  

7857811.28;  657102.76,  7856194.31;  and  657161.21, 7853388.95.    

 

WARD 17  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn  from the intersection of  

District boundary and Bulawayo–Victoria Falls Road  going east and along 
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Falls Road to a point where to turns north to Mbembesi River then follow 

Mbembesi river eastwards to its intersection with Glernaton West and 

Mbembesi Forest land then follow the Mbembesi Forest boundary south then 

east and south to the Bubi District boundary follow the District boundary 

northwest then south then northwest then northeast to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  

642006.08,  7856493.37;  640759.25,  7851038.51;  645278.99,  7850570.95;  

645097.05,  7844336.83;  612471.92,  7859298.72;  612004.36,  7847298.03;  

598678.92,  7853999.73;  614653.86,  7867169.30;  619563.26,  7863740.53;  

620576.28,  7866078.33; and  642006.08,  7856493.37. 

WARD 18 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of Bubi 

District boundary and Gwayi boundary going eastwards then southwards, it 

continues southwestwards following the Mbembesi Forest area’s eastern 

boundary up to the Mbembesi River then turns west along the Mbembesi River 

up to the boundary of Sishawe Village and Magama  Village, then southwards 

from the river up to the Bulawayo–Victoria Falls Road, then turn 

northwestwards along the Bulawayo–Victoria Falls Road to the District 

boundary, then turns northeastwards along the District boundary to the 

starting  point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) co-ordinates:  632414.42,  7876438.51;  626803.71,  7863113.07;  

620413.73,  7865996.35;  619244.83,  7863658.56;  614413.89,  7867009.40;  

627660.90,  7877997.04;   and  632414.42,  7876438.51. 

WARD 19 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of  

Shangani River and Bubi District boundary  follow the District boundary 

southeastwards then turns southwest crossing Shangani River then follows the 
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Longwe Block and Sunny Ranch southern boundaries to its intersection with 

Kenilworth Extension southern boundaries then follow the Kenilworth 

Extension eastern boundary northwards to the Kenilworth Block western 

boundary then slightly northwest to the District boundary then follow the 

District boundary northeast to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  710737.22,  7876531.09;  

719720.83,  7856613.93;  709901.53,  7841223.39;  702867.85,  7856126.45;  

692700.34,  7865527.91; and  710737.22,  7876531.09. 

WARD 20  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection Nkosikazi 

Communal Land ,Goodwood Block and Redland Valley going eastwards along 

the Goodwood and Outlays southern boundaries; up to the intersection 

Gwizaan, Gourlays  Redlands Valley boundaries then southwards along 

Redlands Valley and Courtleigh C eastern boundaries, then eastwards along 

Courtleigh Northern boundary, then southwards along the eastern boundary of 

Courtleigh Cathouse east along Courtleigh C to northern boundary excluding 

Loxley Coombe, then south excluding Tara Ranch to Bulawayo–Nkayi Road, 

then follow Bulawayo –Nkayi Road to its intersection with Motapa Mine Road, 

then westwards to the intersection of Dagmar Farm and Britwell then north-

west, and north-east along Dagmar Farm to its intersection with Courtleigh A 

western boundary, then northeast to its intersection with Redland Valley 

western boundary northeast then north to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  672186.32,  

7873823.63;  668791.99,  7865301.70; 673847.37, 7862774.01; 675797.30, 

7843924.67;  665108.79, 7848113.41; 666553.18, 7866023.90; 657236.84,  

7870718.18;  634920.95,  7874618.04;  636004.40,  7883934.39;  659692.31, 

787961.20; and 672186.32, 7873823.68. 
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WARD 21  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Goodwood Block, Gourlays Block and Bubi District boundary, follow the 

District boundary to its intersection with Kenilworth and Bubi Crescens Block 

northern boundary, then southwards along the eastern boundaries of 

Gourlays, Inunwa North Extension, Inunwa Ranch to Alfalfa Estate. Vrede and 

Koppies up to its intersection with the eastern boundary of Pothunters 

Wolhunters turn, then north along the eastern boundary of Pothunters, 

FatttyKil to Lonely Mine then westwards along the northern boundaries of 

Fattykil, Elarmana and Whites Estates so as to exclude them to Nkayi–

Bulawayo intersection then turn generally north along the western boundaries 

of Spy Park to Tara Ranch, Fairview, Loxley Coombe, Gwizaan and Gourlays so 

as to include them to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  692812.40,  7865678.75;  

709892.24,  7841301.89;  687920.99,  7828798.72;  668595.92,  7865o37.25;  

672043.97,  7873697.45;  and  692812.40,  7865678.75. 

WARD 22 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Braemar Block, Portwe Estates and Bletchingly Block N boundaries going along 

the northern boundary of Portwe Estates to its intersection with Exchange 

Farm then southeast to its intersection with Huntsman Estate then follow 

Huntsman Estate eastern boundary to its intersection with Lortondale 

southern boundary and Robert Block 5A then east along the northern 

Huntsman  boundary then south east along the Huntsman eastern boundary 

to its intersection with Fincham northern boundary then west along the 

Huntsman Farm southern boundary to Huntsman Quarry then  crosses 

Bulawayo-Nkayi  road along Gabriella Farm northern  boundary to Mbembesi 

River then southeastwards along the Mbembesi River to Hunts Halt Road then 
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follows the southern boundary of Robert Block 19 to Queens Mine Farm then 

generally northwest so as to include Robert Block 19, 18, Dorothy Farm, 

Robert Block 16, 14, 13, 12A, Happy Valley, Maidensvale to the western 

boundary of Portwe Estates then follow Portwe Estate’s eastern boundary to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) co-ordinates:  688136.87,  7818804.69;  684666.31,  7810510.65;  

672195.84,  7824039.94;  680195.77,  7827745.78;  and  688136.87,  

7818804.69. 

WARD 23 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Gabriela Farm ,Huntsman Quarry and Fincham Farm boundaries, follow 

Fincham Farm northern boundary to Ingwingwizi River then south east along 

Ingwingwizi River along Inyathi Mission Grant southern boundary then 

northeast along the Inyathi Mission Grant to its intersection with the Fairburns 

western boundary then follow the Fairburns western boundary to its 

intersection with St Ninians western boundary to Ingwingwizi River then south 

western boundary to the intersection of Bloxham and Fincham  southern 

boundary then follow the southern boundary of Fincham to its intersection 

with Stoney Acres then generally south along the eastern boundaries of Stoney 

Acres, State Land, Famona, Mucklenuck and Annally so as to include them to 

the Bubi District  boundary then north along District boundary generally 

westwards to its intersection to its intersection with Maldon eastern boundary 

then north along the Maldon, Mayo, Gravesend Extension, eastern boundaries 

so as to exclude them up to Roberts Block 20 southern boundary then 

northwest along the western boundary of Robert Block 120 to its intersection 

with Robert Block 19 southern boundary then south along the southern 

boundary of Robert Block 19 up to Mbembesi River to its intersection with 

western boundary of Gabriella Farm then generally north at along Gabriela’s 

western boundary to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 
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Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  701077.92,  7819869.86;  

696901.49,  7817451.76;  694489.75,  7804687.18;  695901.50,  7796922.55;  

687172.11,  7790899.00;  686054.47,  7802781.24;  684583.90,  7810545.87;  

688172.10,  7818781.09;  and 701077.92,  7819869.86. 

 

HWANGE RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

WARD 1  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Matetsi 

and Mbizha River proceed straight southeast to the eastern most corner of 

Railway Farm 51 then proceed south-eastwards up to the most northern 

boundary of Deka Bridge Farm proceed further southeast along the northern 

boundary of Deka Bridge Farm straight up to the northern most point of 

Manshiri Farm then along its northern boundary of Deka Safari Area then 

proceed southeast along the northern Deka Safari Areas up to the western 

boundary of the Reduced Wankie Coal Concession Boundary (R.W.C.C.) then 

more due southwest then southeast along the western boundary of the 

R.W.C.C. boundary up to the game fence generally proceed northeast following 

the game fence crossing the Deka River along the northern boundary of Matetsi 

Safaris Area up to the northern most part of Panda Masuwe Forest and proceed 

along the game fence westwards along the game then generally northwards 

along the game fence up to the point where it meets the southern boundary of 

Zambezi National Park then northeastwards to the point it meets Bulawayo-

Victoria Falls Road then proceed generally southeastwards along Bulawayo-

Victoria Falls Road up to the southern most point of Mvutu Forest land and 

eastwards along the northern boundary of Fuller Forest land up to the western 

most point of Holfontein then proceed along the boundary of Greenacres up to 

the point it meets Matetsi River then proceed down the stream up to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 
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Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) co-ordinates:  377884.46,  8016137.54;  378505.04,  8014648.90;  

376557.91,  8010351.77;  376960.76,  8003771.80;  373612.11,  7992021.86;  

408316.33,  7996117.55;  406941.52,  7989620.75;  41171.51,  7985793.62;  

418960.04,  7990157.89;  442019.22,  7975517.98;  435920.94,  7956436.24;  

378445.37,  7974576.40;  359553.52,  7998865.93;  and 377884.46,  

8016137.54. 

WARD 2  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from a point where the Victoria 

Falls National Parks fence meets the Victoria Falls–Bulawayo Main Road it 

follows the game fence eastwards then northwards up to the International 

boundary boarder (Zimbabwe and Zambia) then along the International 

boundary generally eastwards up to the boundary so as to exclude 

Vukuzenzele Village but to include Chisuma Village generally southwards then 

westwards then westwards then generally southwards the southeastwards then 

generally southwards so as to include Mizpah Primary School up to the Victoria 

Falls westwards and northwestwards up to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 377884.46,  

8016137.54;  377004.52,  8003585.73;  382594.16,  7996224.73;  390703.07,  

8009529.64; and 377804.46,  8016137.54. 

WARD 3  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from a point along the Zambezi 

River where Ward 2 boundary separates Chisuma and Vukuzenzele Villages 

eastwards so as to include Batoka on International boundary (Zimbabwe – 

Zambia) up to a point it meets the boundary of Vulindlela and Jabula Villages 

it then stretches southwards so as to include Ndlovu Village then it stretches 

southwards so as to include Mvutu Forest land up to point it meets the Victoria 

Falls – Bulawayo Main Road then along the main road westwards up to Ward 2 
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boundary then along Ward 2 boundary then along Ward 2 boundary 

northwards up to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  401862.12,  8012230.65;  

393439.17,  7991931.82;  382496.08,  7996222.46;  383401.45,  8002166.37;   

390801.81,  8009527.37; and  401862.12,  8012230.65. 

WARD 4  

An This area is bounded by a line drawn from a point where Ward 3 boundary 

that is Zimbabwe – Zambia (international boundary) separates Vulindlela and 

Jabula Villages it stretches eastwards along Zambezi River (International 

boundary) Zambia–Zimbabwe up to a point where Chikamba and Sikumbi 

villages meet it follows the boundary of the two villages southwards then 

eastwards then generally southwards so as to exclude Jambezi Business 

Centre up to a point it meets Mbizha Road it then follows Mbizha Road 

westwards to a boundary separating Siamwele and Chewumba villages then it 

stretches generally northwards along Ward 3 boundary up to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates:  412208.93,  8020002.26;  415751.65,  8002288.63;  408351.29,  

7997958.62;  403076.56,  799903.35;  412208.93,  8012286.99; and 

412208.93,  8020002.26. 

WARD 5  

An This area is bounded by a line drawn from a point where Ward 3 boundary 

and Mbizha road meets at the Victoria Falls to Bulawayo Main Road it then 

follows Ward 3 boundary northwards so as to exclude Bethesda School up to a 

point it meets the boundary of Ntiba and Takazvipila Villages it follows this 

boundary southeastwards then  eastwards then generally southwards to 

Railway Farm 55 fence then along Railway Farm 55 fence northwards up to 

Fuller Forest fence then along Fuller Forest fence northwards then westwards 
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then meanders generally southwards then westwards then southwestwards up 

to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  400950.93,  8003154.63;  412681.29,  

7992605.17;  410791.84,  7985834.62;  393550.92,  7992290.26;  401029.65,  

8002997.17;  and  400950.93,  8003154.63.   

WARD 6  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from a point where Matetsi 

River meets Railway Farm 55 fence and stretches northwards then generally 

northwestwards up to Ward 9 boundary then generally eastwards along the 

Ward 4 boundary up to Ward 7 boundary then southwards as to exclude 

Jambezi and Zhulandangalilo Villages then generally eastwards and 

southwards so as to include Kwarara Villages up to Matetsi River then along 

Matetsi River it meanders generally westwards up to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  

423939.29,  799996.99;  424332.93,  7991975.35;  411342.92,  7987802.81;  

408272.56,  7997801.17;  416617.65,  8001894.99;  and  42393.29,  

7999296.99. 

WARD 7  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from a point where the 

northern boundary of Jambezi Village meets the western boundary of 

Chikamba proceed along the Jambezi Village northern boundary of Jambezi 

due west passing through the northern boundary of Nyikanyolo Village and the 

north-east boundary of Zhulandangalilo Village to a point where the line meets 

the eastern boundary of Zhulandangalilo Village proceed southwards along the 

eastern boundary of Zhulandangalilo to a point where the line meets the 

northern boundary of Kworara Village south-west up to where it meets the 

eastern boundary of Shantani Village of Ward 6 proceed northwards to a point 
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where the lie meets the eastern boundary of Gondwa Village of Ward 6 then  

northwest up to where the line meets the eastern boundary of Musani Village of 

Ward IV from here draw a straight line up to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  429607.35,  

8017561.72;  418979.47,  7997250.08;  412366.38,  80200080.99,  

429607.35,  8011756.92;  and  429607.35,  80175617. 

 

WARD 8  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Matetsi 

and Zambezi Rivers and follows Matetsi River southeastwards up to Ward 6 

boundary then  northwards and generally northeastwards and northwards up 

to International boundary (Zambia-Zimbabwe) then along Internationally 

boundary eastwards up to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  457469.91,  8004631.57,  

445644.21,  7992621.09;  424302.51,  7991974.37;  429753.42,  8017658.32;  

and  457469.91,  8004631.57. 

 

WARD 9  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from a point along Matetsi River 

and Ward 6 boundary and State Land fence it follows State Land fence 

southeastwards up to Concession area boundary then along Concession area 

boundary northeast then eastwards then generally southwestwards so as to 

include Mashala and Zwabonukuyu Villages then generally eastwards then 

northwards across Deka River westwards and northwards so as to exclude 

Mwemba Village up to the confluence of Lukunguni and Matetsi Rivers it now 

meanders along Matetsi River generally westwards up to the starting point. 
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This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates:  455252.59,  7991789.60;  452852.50,  7987632.12;  444166.00,  

7975252.09;  418851.60,  7990496.16;  and  455252.59,  7991789.60. 

WARD 10  

This area of land is boundeded by line drawn from the confluence of Gwayi and 

Zambezi rivers then southwards along Gwayi River (district boundary) then 

south westwards up to the confluence of Lukosi and Gwayi Rivers hence follow 

Lukosi River southwestwards then leave Lukosi River and continue 

southwestwards then generally northwards and northwestwards up to Deka 

River then due northwards following the grid line 66 up to boundary that 

separate Wankie Communal Land and State land proceed westwards about a 

km then due northwards up to where it meets the Zambezi River-International 

boundary hence down the Zambezi river to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  491914.19,  

8012782.93;  485908.95,  7988946.75;  452649.17,  7987930.48;  447290.65,  

7994951.99;  457453.36,  8004745.15;  and  491914.19,  8012782.93. 

 

WARD 11  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from where Gwayi River meets 

the district boundary along Kavira Forest fence then stretches eastwards along 

district boundary and follows the district boundary up to as point it meets 

Kamativi State Sand fence along Gwayi Siver then along stateland fence 

generally northwards up to Nyantue River then meanders along Nyantue River 

northeastwards up to a point it meets Gwayi River then along Gwayi River 

northwards then generally northwards along Gwayi River to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 
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Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates:  512549.85,  7984162.83;  515968.22,  7949886.78;  516153.00,  

7949979.08,  486773.52,  7972244.09;  486034.41,  7988967.03;  and 

512549.85,  7984162.81. 

WARD 12 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Lukosi 

and Gwayi Rivers turn along Gwayi River southwestwards up to Bhale and 

Kabandama village boundary and its stretches along this boundary 

southwestwards then northwards across Lukosi River then southwestwards up 

to Concession Area boundary then along Concession Area boundary 

northwestwards then eastwards and northeastwards so as to exclude Zwabo-

Makuyu and Mashala Villages up to Deka River it then follows  Deka River 

northeastwards then south-eastwards so as to exclude Nkandebwe and 

Simangani Villages then southwards then generally eastwards up to Lukosi  

River it then meanders along Lukosi River generally eastwards up to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) co-ordinates: 456465.70,  7988621.40,  466510.80,  7994918.34;  

486076.32,  7988546.43;  474831.78,  7977226.93;  457890.01,  7972204.37;  

450768.47,  7982774.24;  and  456465.70,  7988621.40. 

WARD 13 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Gwayi 

and Inyantue Rivers following the Inyantue River up to the confluence of 

Inyantue River and Lambo River then follow the Lambo River up to the 

northern boundary of Lambo Village proceed along the northern boundary of 

Lambo Village due west up to the Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Road proceed 

southwest along the northern boundary of Nengasha Village to a 330KV Power 

Line following the power line westwards up to the eastern border of Phongola 

Village then draw a straight line northwards to the Bulawayo-Victoria Falls 
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Road proceed generally northwards along the boundary between Mubola and 

Dinde Villages up to Inyantue River proceed northwards up to the southern 

boundary of Nekatambe Village then draw a straight line up to the confluence 

of Gwayi and a small stream proceed along Gwayi River south-east to starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates:  482927.85,  7982774.24,  491923.48,  7973553.71;  470858.71,  

7962534.07;  469284.47,  7973178.90;  474831.78,  7977301.89;  and  

482927.85, 7982774.24. 

 

WARD 14 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from a point where stateland 

meets Nyantue River then generally northwestwards then northeastwards then 

eastwards then southeastwards so as to exclude Kamalala Village up to Dete – 

Kamative Road then Dete-Kamative-Binga road southwards then westwards 

across Victoria Falls–Bulawayo Main Road so as to exclude Ndangababi 

Primary School then generally southwestwards up to stateland fence then 

along stateland fence northwestwards up to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  484759.50,  

7968815.95;  493605.20,  7962968.79;  478462.56,  7951874.18;  469616.85,  

7957871.26;  and  484759.50,  7968815.95.  

WARD 15  

This area of land is boundeded by a line  drawn from a point near Dete where 

stateland fence meets Kamativi–Dete Road then along this fence 

northwestwards then northeastwards so as to exclude Mambanje Village across 

the Victoria Falls-Bulawayo Road up to Dete–Kamative Road then along this 

road northwards then eastwards then generally southwards up to Bulawayo–
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Victoria Falls Main Road then along this main road southeastwards then 

southwards up to the game fence it then follows the game fence eastwards then 

generally southwards to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  492484.33,  7959046.72;  

494133.53,  7950350.95;  487611.69,  7945253.42,  478466.14,  7951775.26;  

488586.22,  7958297.09;  and  492334.40,  7958971.76. 

 

WARD 16  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from a point where Victoria 

Falls – Bulawayo Road meets Sikumi Forest fence then westwards along this 

fence then northeastwards so as to exclude Jwape up to Victoria Falls – 

Bulawayo Main Road it follows the main road westwards then generally 

northwards so as to include Ndangababi Village then westwards so as to 

exclude Malonga Village up to Kamativi-Dete Road it follows Dete–Kamativi 

road northwards then northwestwards up to Chentali River then along Chentali 

River northeastwards up to its confluence with Nyantue River and State Land 

fence it follows the stateland fence generally northeastwards then southwards 

so as to exclude Sianyanga village then southwestwards then southwards to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) co-ordinates:  486862.06,  7972090.39;  503953.76,  7958372.05;  

49831.49,  7950800.73;  494208.49,  7950350.95;  492259.44,  7958821.83;  

484688.11,  7968717.03;  and  486862.06,  7972090.39. 

WARD 17 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from where Kamativi State 

Land fence meets Gwayi along the District boundary it follows Gwayi River 

(district boundary) generally southwards then southeastwards the westwards 
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along District boundary up to a point where Sikumi Forest fence and game 

fence meets the Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Road from this point it moves 

northwards the northwestwards and northeastwards up to Kamativi State Land 

fence then along State Land fence southeastwards then eastwards to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) co-ordinates:  503994.32,  7958387.14;  516251.33,  7949862.95;  

498478.66,  7950810.08; and  503994.32,  7958387.14. 

 

WARDS 18  

This area of land is boundeded by line drawn from a point where Last Hope 

Estate and Dete Annex fence meet along the Victoria Falls-Bulawayo Railway 

line then generally northwards then eastwards the southeastwards so as to 

exclude Sikumi Forest then eastwards the southwards and generally 

southwestwards across the Victoria Falls-Bulawayo Railway line then 

westwards the northwards to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  531551.58,  7924239.96;  

549266.26,  7924006.87;  574206.66,  7888810.61;  523160.42,  7864336.38;  

468246.43,  7801377.57;  372300.92,  79387874.57;  438478.09,  

7745971.62;  523748.59,  7954995.87;  and  531281.09,  7954790.4. 

 

WARD 19  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from a point between 

Maitengwe Communal Land, Botswana, Tsholotshlo and Hwange National Park 

on the Manzanyama River generally northwards follow the border of Zimbabwe 

and Botswana up to the Zambezi River then eastwards follow the Zambezi River 

up to Kalunda Island proceed southwards along the western boundary of 
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Victoria Falls up to Masuwe River line then follow the Masuwe River eastwards 

up to the Zambezi River up to game fence follow the R.W.C.C. boundary 

anticlockwise towards east up to where the southern boundary R.W.C.C. 

boundary ends then draw a straight line to the source of Bongora River draw a 

straight line north-east up to a point between Dinde Phongora and State Land 

then clockwise follow the unsurveyed line up to the game fence follow the game 

fence proceed eastwards along the game fence up to the boundary between 

Gwayi river up to the Bulawayo-Falls Road there follow the boundary between 

Gwayi Farm 20 and Dete south-west up to the game fence then follow the game 

fence clockwise up to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  375086.21,  8021661.41;  

373889.19,  8012908.24;  360146.49,  7991169.16;  38486.77,  7983687.82;  

378999.46,  7974261.33;  411019.59,  7977852.38;  435556.95,  7956085.72;  

469109.14,  7964238.59;  487296.31,  7945110.70;  483847.02,  7941974.98;  

438692.67,  7945424.28;  371901.86,  7938212.12;  316086.06,  8031970.12;  

and  375086.21,  8021661.41. 

 

WARD 20  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the Lukosi River Bridge on 

the Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Road northwest to a point where it meets the 

southern boundary of Kashilka village of Ward 12 proceed due northeast to the 

southern boundary of Luseche village of Ward 12 proceed along the southern 

boundary of Luseche village due east and continue along the southern 

boundary of Nekabandama village up to where it meets the western boundary 

of Bhale village from then draw straight line up to the Inyantue river then 

proceed due west along the border between Mubola and Dinde village up to a 

point where it meets a 330 KV Power Line following the boarder of Phongola 

due west up to Lukosi River up to the starting point. This area is bounded by 
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the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  469134.57,  

7964174.11;  450764.34,  7957875.74;  436009.83, 795517.79;  448198,  

7960608.49;  452047.48,  7979386;  459862.12,  7974371.58;  469076.39,  

79733438.49;  469542.94,  7976354.40;  and 477007.67,  7975421.31. 

HWANGE TOWN COUNCIL 

WARD 1 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of Victoria 

Falls Railway line and Baobab Road and a line is drawn from this point to a 

point where it crosses 33 KV Zimbabwe Electricity Supply Authority (ZESA) line 

westwards along the ZESA line up to Stand 191 then northwards to the 

Hwange Local Board boundary then it follows this boundary to a point where it 

meets the Railway line then along the railway line to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  

44756.45,  7980166.60;  447950.67, 7973326.27;  448054.62,  7971871.33;  

446620.10,  7971912.91;  444479.51,  7975280.91;  and  44756.45,  

7980166.60. 

WARD 2 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from intersection of Bulawayo 

Victoria Falls Railway line and Baobab Road that is, Hwange Local Board 

boundary northwards along Baobab Road to its intersection with Mukwa Drive 

and then northwards along Empumalanga Road then northeast wards along 

the same road to its intersection to an unnamed road so as to exclude Stand 

No. 649 then southwards along this unnamed road so as to exclude Megawatt 

Primary School up to Stand No. 490 and southeast cutting across 33KV ZESA 

line to where it links with Victoria Falls-Bulawayo Railway line then west wards 

along this line to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 
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Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  448865.43,  797371.65;  448699.11,  

7973035.58;  449593.09,  7972702.94;  449634.67,  7972141.60;  447971.46,  

7972245.55;  and  448865.43,  7973721.65. 

 

WARD 3 

An This area is bounded by a line drawn from a point where a river crosses a 

Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Road at 5 Miles Garage then proceed along Victoria 

Falls Road westwards to its junction with Bulawayo to Victoria Falls Railway 

line then generally northwest ward cutting across 33 KV ZESA power line up to 

a point it meets Mukwa Drive so as to include Stand No. 490 and northward 

along Mukwa Drive up to a point it meets Empumalanga-Baobab Road then 

generally south east wards along a stream so as to exclude Nengasha Stadium 

up to a point where it crosses Empumalanga Vehicle Inspection Department 

(VID) Road so as to exclude Empumalanga Phase 3 and then generally 

northeast wards up to the Local Board boundary and generally southwards 

along Local Board boundary to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  452046.35,  7975488.82;  

451817.63,  7971829.75;   449717.83,  7972141.60;  448740.97,  7973056.37;  

449010.50,  7973721;  449946.50,  7973285.0; and  452046.35,  7975447.2. 

 

WARD 4 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from a point where Ward 1 

boundary and Local Board boundary meets near Chibondo Mountain Range 

then proceeding generally north and northeast wards following the lower part 

of Chibondo Range up to a point where Ward 4 and Ward 5 boundary meets 

then southwest wards on a straight line along this boundary so as to exclude 
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the proposed Community Hall and along the stream east wards up to the 

bridge then along the road southwards to Nechibondo Primary School so as to 

include this School and crosses Empumalanga-Baobab Road up to Ward 3 

boundary north west wards linking up with Ward 1 and 2 boundaries to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) co-ordinates:  448862.71,  7982226.74;  448987.45,  7973661.20;  

447594.51,  7973598.83;  447656.88,  7980210.09; and  448862.71,  

7982226,74. 

 

WARD 5 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from a point where Ward 4 

boundary separates from Hwange Local Bard boundary along Chibondo Range 

east wards along Local Board boundary then generally eastwards along this 

boundary to a point where it meets Ward 6 boundary generally southwest 

wards along ward 6 boundary up to a point where it links with an unnamed 

stream so as to exclude Gajitunde Beer Hall and along the stream to link 

Gajitunde Road south east wards crosing the Empumalanga-Boabab Road to 

meet Ward 3 boundary and along this boundary westwards up to Ward 4 

boundary then along Ward 4 booundary northeastwards to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates: 454693.37,  7988793.00,  456356.58,  7988418.78;  450784.82,  

7982722.28;  450660.08,  7980934.33;  452115.39,  7979187.96;  449662.15,  

7973449.88;  448913.71,  7973782.52;  448705.81,  7982971.76; and 

454693.37,  7988793.00. 

 

WARD 6 
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This area of land is bounded by a line drawn from a point where Ward 5 

boundary links with the Local Board boundary on the Chibondo Range along 

the Local Board boundary eastwards to a point where it links with Ward 3 

boundary then southwest wards along Ward 3 boundary to a  point where it 

links with VID-Empumalanga Road so as to include Empumalanga Phase 3 

and generally westwards across a bush area to a point where it links Ward 5 

boundary to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  452032.23,  7978231.61;  451990.65,  

7975487.31;  449620.57,  7973283.56;  449911.64,  7975071.51; and 

452032.23,  7978231.61. 

 

WARD 7 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from a point where the Ward 3 

boundary meets the Hwange Local Board boundary at Five  Miles Garage 

southwestwards along the Local Board and generally westwards to a point 

where the concession area boundary so as to include the Industrial Sites and 

then northwards along the Local Board boundary and generally northwest 

wards to link with Ward 2 boundary then eastwards along the Ward 2 

boundary to link with Ward 3 boundary and east wards along Ward 3 

boundary to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  451658.01,  7971740.89;  449828.48,  

7963300.09;  449371.09,  7967582.86;  448040.52,  7969661.88;  448082.10,  

7972239.85;  and  451658.01,  7971740.89. 

WARD 8  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from a point where Soonga 

meets the Bulawayo to Victoria Falls Road then proceed along the Bulawayo-
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Victoria Falls Road due east to a point where a road crosses ZRP stream then 

follow the stream southeast wards to the Hwange Golf Pond Foot Bridge then 

draw a straight line southwards to a point where there RWCC boundary 

intersects the Old Victoria Falls Railway line then proceed due west along the 

Railway line up to where the Rail way Line, 4 Mile Drive and Soonga Road meet 

then follow Soonga Road to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  447793.08,  7971747.19;  

449096.59,  7970102.28;  445434.34,  7968798.77;  445123.98,  7969101.37;  

444725.25,  7972053.66, and  447793.08,  7971747.19. 

 

WARD 9 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Rundure River and Bulawayo to Victoria Falls Road due east along the 

Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Road then follow Soonga Road southwards to a point 

where it connects to 4 Mile Drive then proceed due west along 4 Mile Drive to a 

point where intersect Rundure River then down that river up to a starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates:  445192.66,  7972400.17;  44523.21,  7969700.04;  440273.45,  

7970010.40;  440645.88,  7972679.50;  and  445192.66,  7972400.17. 

 

WARD 10  

And area of land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Bulawayo-

Victoria Falls Road and rail then proceed along the Bulawayo-Victoria Falls 

Road westwards to a point where the road intersects the Reduced Wankie Coal 

Concession (RWCC) down the river northwards and proceed to a point where 

the RWCC boundary meets the Bulawayo Victoria Falls Road then follow the 
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Bulawayo to Victoria Falls High Way due west to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 444489.20,  

7975249.86;  447127.26,  7971711.75;  443418.45,  7973217.00,  440113.12,  

7972487.65;  438561.32,  7973185.96;  441789.07,  7975405.04;  442114.94,  

7975032.60;  444349.53,  7975079.16;  and  444489.20,  7975249.86. 

WARD 11 

A line is drawn from the intersection of Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Road Highway 

and Rundure River following Rundure River southwards to a point where there 

is a confuence of two streams following the western stream southwards to a 

point where the stream intersect 4 Mile Drive Road then southwards to a point 

where the converyor intersects the road to the Old Open Cast Mine workings 

then generally northwards to a point where the RWCC boundary meets with 

the boundary of the National Parks and follows the RWCC boundary north east 

wards to a point where the Deka River intersects with the Bulawayo-Victoria 

Falls Highway then following the Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Highway east wards 

to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  441003.72,  7972444.58; 440289.89,  

7970054.81;  439141.56,  7968503.01;  434967.22,  7968720.26;  438551.88,  

7972056.63;  437962.19,  7972568.72;  438582.11,   7973220.48;  and  

441003.72,  7972444.58. 

 

WARD 12  

An area of land where the 4 Mile Drive Road intersects Rundure River Proceed 

eastwards along 4 Mile Drive Road to a point where the 4 Mile Drive Road 

intersects the ZPC railway line follow the ZPC rail line southwards to a point 

where the ZPC rail line intersect the old Bulawayo to Victoria Falls Road 
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proceed along old Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Road then to the south east to a 

point where the old Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Road intersects the RWCC 

boundary proceed with the RWCC boundary clockwise to a point where it 

meets the eastern boundary Makwika (No. 3 Village) proceed northwards 

following the eastern boundary of Makwika No. 3 Village which include 

Kabandama River to a point where you meet the southern boundary of 

Madumabisa, TJ & Citrus farm proceed eastwards along Madumabisa TJ & 

Citrus farm southern boundary to the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  444464.23,  

7969744.45;  444324.57,  7968425.42;  443114.17,  7967587.44;  440507.14,  

7966858.10;  438055.30,  7967478.82;  438257.03,  7968534.04;  440292.41,  

7970033.73;  and  444464.23,  7969744.45. 

 

WARD 13 

This area of land is boundeded by a straight line drawn from where 

Kabandama river intersects with the southern boundary No.  2 Colliery 

(Madumabisa) TJ & Citrus farm proceeds southwards along Kabandama River 

to a point it intersects the Old No. 3 Colliery (Makwika) Road then generally 

east wards along that Old Road up to where it meets the RWCC boundary then 

move along that boundary southwards, southwest wards and south east wards 

to a point of map reference MK 455655 then proceed southwest along th 

boundary and northwest until reach to a point where it meets Kwizizi River 

then proceed northeast wards and northwest wards along the generally south 

and north boundary of Deka Safari Area so as to exclude it up to a point where 

it meets Deka River then straight to the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  438260.14,  
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7968525.82;  433077.13,  7962691.05;  431649.47,  7966229.16;  434970.32,  

7968681.00;  and  438260.14,  7968525.82. 

 

WARD 14 

An area of land where a line is drawn from the intersection of ZESA Rail Line 

and 4 Mile Drive heading eastwards to a point where it meets Old Victoria Falls 

Railway line then follow the Old Victoria Falls Railway line southwards and 

then eastwards to a point where the rail line meets the RWCC boundary 

following the boundary clock wise to a point where it meets ZPC 33KV Pylons 

then follow the ZPC 33KV Pylons then southwest-west to a point where it meets 

330 KV power line then proceed to the 330 KV line west wards to a point where 

330 KV line meets the RWCC boundary southwestwards to a point where it 

intersects with a stream then draw a straight line to a point where the ZESA 

Rail Line intersects with the Old Victoria Falls Road following the ZESA Rail 

Line northwards up to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  448061.53,  7969695.34,  

449445.81,  7967313.09;  443635.04,  7966202.44;  442588,  7966749.72;  

443168.25,  7967876.46;  444327.18,  7968423.73;  444439.86,  7969743.63;  

445164.19,  7969679.25;  445421.73,  7968777.85; and  448061.53,  

7969695.34. 

WARD 15  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from a point of map reference 

MK43346725 proceed southeast wards along the fire break MK43766653 

proceed southwest to a point to reference MK43656634 generally west north 

west along Mulibizi Road to Old Victoria Falls Road hence north east wards to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 
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(SA) co-ordinates:  449423.55,  7967231.81;  449938.64,  7963272.12;  

448168.04,  7960085.05;  435947.26,  7956396.38;  433017,  7962480.79;  

438039.78,  7967470.65;  443126.22,  7967535.03;  443609.11,  7966150.75;  

and  7967231.81. 

KUSILE RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL  

WARD  1 

Aline drawn eastwards from a point where Bila River meets the Cattle Fence, 

then generally eastwards along the fence to a point Kamasowe River, then 

southeastwards along the fence to a point where the fence crosses Mzola 

tributary, then along the tributary southwards to its confluence to Mzola River 

then in a southerly direction to a point Cattle Fence, then generally westwards 

along the fence past Magoli as to exclude it up to a point Sidago Flats as to 

include it, then westwards along the fence past Lubimbi Fly Gate  then north 

wards to Bila River which is the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 554664.57,   7969378.99; 

560620.94, 7962860.70;   561182.86,  7955892.88;  556237.95, 7953757.57; 

554102.65, 7959489.17;   548932.97,  7961512.09;  536233.55,   7961849.24;  

535334.47,   7964658.85;  and 554664.57,  7969378.99. 

  

WARD 2 

A line drawn from a point where Gegema River intersect with vet fence, then in 

a southerly direction along the river, then westwards to a point where Gegema 

intersects with Dandana Road, then generally westwards along the said cattle 

fence to a point Mzola River  then along Mzola River to a point where it meets 

another tributary then northwards along the tributory to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-
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ordinates:   579838.66,   7965670.31;   583322.57,   7962748.32;   583210.19,   

7960163.48;  578490.05, 7959826.33;  578490.05,  7956005;   560958.10,   

7955892.88;  560845.71,   7962748.32;  and 579838.66,   7965670.31. 

 

WARD 3 

A line draw from a point where Gegema River intersects with Veterinary fence, 

then generally westwards along the fence, then generally along the fence to a 

point Kenyanda River, then across the river in a southerly direction along the 

cattle fence to a point Mbungu River  then along the said river in a westerly 

direction to its confluence with Chitabola River, then along Chitabula River 

westwards to Dandana Pan as to split it then generally westwards along Mzola 

River up its to confluence with Gegema River then along Gegema River in a 

northerly direction to the Veterinary Fence which is the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  

605656.24,   7983686.75;   605543.86,   7961771.86;   602397.10,   

7963682.34;   590596.75,   7958175.51;   582954.61,   7959748.89;   

580145.00,   7965817.64;   590147.21,   7967166.26;   591046.28,   

7973684.55;   and  605656.24,   7983686.75. 

 

WARD 4   

A line drawn from northwards from the intersection of Kana River and Kana 

boundary northwards along Kana Block boundary to a Cattle Fence eastwards 

along the Cattle Fence to a point Sibombo-Lupaka Road then southwards along 

the road to Kana River then westwards along Kana River past Kana Fly Gate as 

to include it to intersection of Kana River and Kana block boundary which is 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 
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(SA) co-ordinates: 579157.52, 7955891.16; 578576.09, 7951704.83; 

553923.28, 7950193.10; 557179.31, 7955542.30;  and  579157.52, 

7955891.16.    

WARD 5 

A line drawn from the confluence of Mzola and its tributary generally 

southeastwards along the tributary along the cattle fence eastwards along the 

Cattle Fence to the District boundary then southwards along the District 

boundary to Kana River then along Kana River westwards to Danda-Sibombo 

Road then generally northwards along the road to the intersection of Sibombo 

and Gegema Roads then southwards along Gegena to its confluence with Mzola 

River then generally eastwards along the Mzola to its confluence with the 

tributatry which is the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 579273.81, 7949146.52; 603694.05, 

7944029.90; 602531.18, 7940076.15; 589739.63, 7936820.11; 578924.95, 

7937982.98; 562761.08, 7939611.00; 551830.11, 7947402.22; 557295.60,  

795577.87;  and  579273.81, 7949007.44. 

WARD 6 

A line drawn from the confluence of Mabhempenene and Kana River, then 

eastwards along Kana River to a point Lupaswana River, then southwards 

along the said river to a point where Lusulu Road crosses Lupaswana River 

then along the in a westerly direction past Sigoba- Sina–Danga Pan as to 

include it, generally westwards to a point Mabhempenene River then along 

Mabhempenene River in a generally northerly direction to its confluence with 

Kana River which is the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 621137.07, 7948099.94; 624615.89, 

7940657.58; 602521.39, 7940076.15;  603800.55, 7943913.61; 596474.48, 

7949262.81; and 621137.07, 7948099.94. 
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WARD 7 

A line drawn eastwarrds from the  confluence of Paswana and Kana River aong 

Kana River along its intersection with the District boundary, then southwards 

along the District boundary to the source of Ndimimbili River then straight 

westwards up to its intersection with Ndimimbili Road, then westwards along 

the said road to a point where an imaginary line is drawn northwards up the 

source of Paswana River then along the said river up to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 

621060.74, 7948449.13; 635945.46, 7947169.98; 636759.47, 7940774.20; 

624433.06,  7940541.63;  and  621060.74,  7948449.13.  

 

WARD 8 

A line drawn generally northeastwards from the intersection of the cattle fence 

of Shangani River to a point Sibombo and Sobendle boundary then along the 

boundary in an easterly direction so as to include Sobendle School and 

Tshongokwe Mission then across Tshongokwe River to a point Shangani River 

then generallly westwards to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  579097.57,  7938366.39;  

575550.82,  7937959.39;  568282.89,  7929005.30;  546188.39,  7941389.85;  

548048.98,  7942203.86;  549967.72,  7946680.90;  551886.45,  7947262.34;  

562642.98,  7939761.83;  562759.27,  7941913.14;  5787923.14,  

7947785.63;  and  579097.57,  7938366.39. 

WARD 9  

A line drawn from a point Shangani River and Sobendle Ward boundary 

generally northwards to a point Sibombo and Sobendle boundary then 

generally eastwards through the Crest to a point Lusulu and Sibombo 
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boundary then in the southern direction along Lusulu boundary to a point a 

Lupaka and Lusulu then along the boundary across Lusulu Road to a point 

Lupaka boundary then generally westwards along Lupaka boundary to the 

source of Ngadlwana River then along the said river to its confluence with 

Shangani River then westwards along the river to an intersection of Shangani 

River and Sobendle ward boundary which is the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  589484.51,  

7936737.10;  588612.35,  7922782.68;  568205.35,  7929134.15;  575531.42,  

7937913.81;  579136.31,      7938262.67;  and 589484.51,  7936737.10. 

 

WARD 10 

A line drawn from the confluence of Shangani and Ngadlwana Rivers to a point 

Tshongokwe and Ward boundary then along Tshongokwe ward boundary 

generally eastwards across Sikobo-Sina-Danka as to split it to a point Pupu 

Lusulu ward boundary then generally southewards to the source of 

Tshebetshebe River along Tshebetshebe River to its confluence with Shangani 

River then generally westwards along Shangani River across Benzis Bridge to a 

point confluence of Shangani and Ngadlwana Rivers which is the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates:  613730.31,  7939586.13;  608381.12,  7926736.43;  612393.01,  

7926329.43;  611637.15,  7919177.79;  588612.35,  7922782.68;  589484.51,  

7936737.10;  and 613730.31,  7939586.13. 

WARD 11 

A line drawn from the confluence of Shangani and Tshebetshebe River then 

generally northwards along Tshebetshebe River and Lupaka Ward boundary to 

a point Lusulu and Lupaka boundaries then eastwards along Lusulu boundary 
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to a point Ndimimbili Gomoza Ward boundary then southwards along Gomoza 

boundary past Insika School (Manguni) as to include it then eastwards to a 

point Gomoza River then in a southerly direction along the said river to its 

confluence with Shangani then generally westwards along the said river to its 

confluence with Tshebetshebe River which is the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  626975.72,  

7940432.71;  622789.40,  7934792.80;  625115.13,  7933106.64;  625347.71,  

7927350.44;  627208.30,  7928164.45;  628080.45,  7920663.95;  611742.15,  

7919094.07;  612323.58,  7926362.00;  608253.54,  7926710.86;  613660.88,  

7939502.41;  and  626975.72,  7940432.71. 

 

WARD 12 

A line drawn from the intersection Gomoza and Shangani Rivers then along 

Gomoza Rivers to a point track then westwards to a point Pupu Ward boundary 

then along the boundary in a Northerly direcrion to a point Pupu –Ndimimbili 

boundaries then eastwards to a point Nkayi –Lupane District boundary then 

southwards along the boundary to a point Shangani River then generally 

westwards to its confluence with Gomoza and Shangani Rivers which is the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) co-ordinates:  636918.25,  7940723.43;  637267.11,  792054.66;  

628313.02,  7920722.09;  627208.30,  7928164.45;  628080.45,  7920663.95;  

625289.56,  7927350.44;  622789.40,  7934792.80;  626975.72,  7940432.71;  

and  636918.25,  7940781.57. 

WARD 13 

A line drawn from the intersection of the property boundary 117 then along 

property boundary 117 generally northwards to the intersection with 
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Veterinary Fence then along Veterinary Fence to a point Shangani River then 

generally eastwards along the river to its confluence with a tributary then 

generally southwards along the tributary to a point Zinapi Jotsholo Track then 

along the track to its intersection with the Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Road then 

along the said road in a westerly direction to a point propery boundary 117 as 

to exclude it which is the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  578739.76;  7924903.69;  

573216.14,  7915484.46;  561936.31,  7924322.26;  544784.00,  7929497.02;  

544202.57,  7927403.86;  549086.62,  7924147.83;  571936.98,  7911414.42;  

and 578739.76,  79224903.69 

WARD 14 

A line drawn from the intersection of Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Road and 

Property 117 boundary then generally eastwards along the said road to Zinapi-

Jotsholo Road then along Zinapi Jotsholo Road southwards to a point Gwayi 

River then generally westwards along Gwayi River to a point Property  

boundary 117 then northwards along the Property boundary 117 to the 

intersection of Bulawayo–Victoria Falls Road which is the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  

574611.58,  7913449.44;  571995.13,  7911414.42;  549086.62,  7924205.92;  

544260.71,  7927520.14;  544725.86,  7929497.02;  563564.33,  7923450.10;  

and  574611.58,  7913449.44. 

WARD 15 

A line drawn from the confluence of Gwayi and Shabulana Rivers then 

northwards to a point Zinapi Road and generally northwards along Zinapi Road 

to a point Shangani River then eastwards to a point Benzis Bridge and then in 

a southerly direction along Benzis Road to a point Heroes Acre boundary then 

westwards to a point Shabulana source then along Shabulana River to its 
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confluence and Gwayi River then along Gwayi River westwards to its 

confluence with Gwayi River westwards to its confluence with Shabulana River 

which is the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  595720.53,  7920750.94;  593627.36,  

7917204.19;  587871.17,  7917611.20;  585487.29,  7906680.23;  586185.01,  

7905866.22;  580545.09,  7906273.23;  572056.16,  7911273.56;  574672.61,  

7913483.01;  573335.31,  7915576.18;  576707.63,  7922553.39;  578219.36,  

7822553.39;  578800.79,  7924995.41;  and  595720.53,  7920750.94. 

WARD 16 

A line drawn from the intersection of Benzis and Fighting Roads northwards to 

a point Giyamqolo Road then eastwards to a point Benzis Bridge on Tshangani 

River then eastwards along the river to a point confluence of Kabela and 

Tshangani Rivers then southwards along Kabela River upto its source then 

generally southwards along the track to its intersection with Fighting  Road 

then westwards along Fighting Road to its intersection with Benzis Road which 

is the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  618855.88,  7918736.93;  619030.31,  

7907864.11;  585597.84,  7908387.40;  587400.29,  7917748.49;  593156.49,  

791734.1;  595714.80,  79207713.81;  and  618855.88,  7918736.93. 

WARD 17 

A line drawn from the intersection of Mbubulo Road and Fighting Road 

northwards along Mbubulo to Shangani Rivers then eastwards along Shangani 

River to a point District boundary Lupane-Nkayi, then southwards along the 

District boundary to a point Fighting Road then westwards along Fighting Road 

to its intersection with Mbubulo which is the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  637255.21,  
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7920671.79;  638185.51,  7907996.52;  618999.18,  7907996.52;  

6190r56.32,  7908054.66;  618823.75,  79189694.91;  and  633010.74,  

791956.06. 

 

WARD 18 

A line drawn from the confluence of Bubi and Lupane River eastwards along 

Lupane River to a point Strip Road then along the Strip Road to a point 

Provincial Heroes Acre boundary then northwards along the boundary to a 

point Fighting Road then in an easterly direction to a point Silwane-Daluka 

Road then along Daluka Road generally southwards to a point Daluka and 

Jibajiba Ward boundaries then generally westwards along Daluka Raod 

boundaries to a point Bubi River then along Bubi River westwards to its 

confluence with Lupane River which is the starting point. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  606255.21,  

7907253.05;  607650.66,  7901845.71;  589684.34,  7896496.52;  581776.83,  

7903997.02;  580904.68,  7906090.18;  585381.72,  7905799.47;  585730.59,  

7908299.63;  and  606255.21,  7907253.05. 

 

WARD 19 

A line drawn north eastwards from the intersection of St Luke’s Strip Road and 

an unnamed track then along the said track up to its intersection with 

Gwampa River then eastwards along Gwampa River to a point where an 

imaginary line is drwan further east with its intersection with Daluka then 

southwards along the said road to a point where an old road branches 

eastwards along its this old road track so as to meet the Lake Alice Forest Land 

boundary, then southwards along the boundary to its intersection with a track 

that boarders Mbembesi 1 Resettlement then westwards along the track to a 
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point Mbembesi and Ken-Maur Property boundary then along Property 

boundary Ken-Maur as to include it and then along the strip road to its 

intersection with the river and Bulawayo–Victoria Falls Road then along 

Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Road with its intersection with St Luke’s Strip Road 

northwards to its intersection with Gwampa River which is the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates:  607708.80,  7901962.00;  607883.23,  7898531.54;  614220.86,  

7898008.25;  614104.58,  7889112.30;  602185.17,  7892949.77;  601894.46,  

7887019.14;  589684.34,  7896670.95;  and  607708.80,  7901962.00. 

 

WARD 20 

A line drawn from the intersection of Fighting Road and Eastern District 

boundary along the District boundary southwards to a point Silwane-Daluka 

Road and then generally westwards long the said road to a point where it 

meeets Fighting Road then eastwards along Fighting Road to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates:  638183.73,  7907867.06;  638358.16,  7900366.56;  627776.06,  

7900482.85;  619112.69,  7903506.30;  606379.28,  7904727.32;  606088.56,  

7907285.63;  618996.40,  7908041.49;  and   638183.73,  7907867.06. 

 

WARD 21 

Aline drawn southwards from the intersection  of  Gwamba Road with the 

Eastern District boundary then along the boundary to its intersection with 

Gwamba River, then westwards along the said river to its intersection with the 

western boundary of Lake Alice Forest Land, then along the Forest boundary 

southwards to a point where an Old Road branches off to west, then along this 
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road to its intersection with Daluka Road and northwards along Daluka Road 

so as to join Gwamba Road easwards up to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  638309.13,  

7900376.68;  638483.56,  7893341.32;  650984.40,  7890085.29;  650984.40,  

7881363.78;  635983.40,  7883980.23;  635053.10,  7874619.14;  632262.22,  

7875200.58;  633018.08,  7883108.08;  614063.33,  7889155.00;  614295.90,  

7897992.80;  607144.26,  7899039.38;  606620.97,  7904737.43;  and  

638309.13,  7900376.68. 

WARD 22 

A line drawn from the confluence of Bubi and Gwayi Rivers then eastwards 

along Bubi River to a point where Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Road crosses the 

river then along the Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Road generally eastwards to a 

point Ken-Maur Plot then Ken-Maur property boundary generally eastwards 

along the track to a point District boundary to a point Umguza-Lupane 

Districts boundary then along the district boundary generaly southeastwards 

to a point confluence Umguza and Gwayi Rivers then generally northwestwards 

along the river to its confluence with Bubi River which is the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates:  581474.08,  7903911.67,  577752.90,  7896818.17;  593916.78,  

7882049.74;  573682.86,  7868444.18;  577985.48,  7907516.56;  and  

581474.08,  7903911.67. 

 

WARD 23 

A line drawn eastwards from the intersection of Lake Alice Forest land 

boundary with a track southwards along Lake Alice Forest boundary then 

generally westwards as to join the track along the track westwards to a point 
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Ken-Maur plot boundary as to exclude it then northwards along the property 

boundary then eastwards along the track to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  632872.87,  

7883328.90;  632291.43,  7876584.26;  601707.90,  7886584.93;  and  

632872.87,  7883328.90. 

 

WARD 24 

A line drawn at Sidago Flalt eastwards along the Cattle Fence and generaly 

southwards along the fence to a point farm 117 property boundary and 

generally westwards along the property boundaries 116, 115 as to exclude 

them along Immergroen Estate boundary to the intersection of Gwayi and the 

District boundary generally norhtwards along the District boundary across the 

Shangani River to the starting point which Sidago flats. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:   

WARD 25 

A line drawn from the District boundary and the property boundaries of Gwayi 

Farms and Clay Farms as to include them, then along the sourthern 

boundaries of Hankano Immergroen and Gundwani as to exclude them up to a 

point Cattle Fence then along the Cattle Fence to a point property boundary 

117 as to include it along the property boundary southwards to Gwayi River 

then eastwards along Gwayi River to a point Veterinary Fence then generally 

southwestwards along the Veterinary Fence to a Game Fence then along the 

game fence in a westerly direction as to include Gwayi Valley I.C.A. and to a 

point Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Road then along the road eastwards to where it 

crosses Gwayi River then along Gwayi River then to the property boundary of 

Clay Farm which is the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 
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Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 

 

WARD 26 

A line drawn from where the Veterinary Fence meets the District boundary 

generally northwards along the fence to its intersection with Gwayi River then 

generally along the river to a point District boundary then generally westwards 

along the District boundary to a point where a game fence meets the District 

boundary which is the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 

WARD 27 

A line drawn from a point where Kana River intersects with Cattle Fence then 

generally eastwards along Kana River to a point confluence Kana River and 

Kazungula Tributary then southwards along the tributary road to the Sobendle 

and Sibombo boudary then generally westwards along the boudary of the cattle 

fence then northwards  along the fence to its intesection with Kana River which 

is the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  605667.66,  7961637.66;  605487.80,  

7949408.92;  578512.66,  7951926.60;  578872.33,  7960378.82;  590381.73,  

7958040.97;  and  605667.66,  7961637.66. 

 

WARD 28 

A line drawn southeastwards from the intersection of Gwayi River with a road 

that runs to the east of the railway line parallel, along this road through the 

following properties so as to include, Sunbeam A and B, Matupula and Umguza 
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to its intersection with the southeastern District boundary, then along 

southwest boundary to its intersection with Umguza River, then along the river 

westwards to its confluence with Gwayi River and then along Gwayi 

northwards to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  627258.03,  7878088.45;  

585536.44,  7844998.92;  581220.41,  7843919.91,  573667.36,  7868557.23;  

594168.49,  7881685.14;  577803.55,  7896971.07;  581580.08,  7903984.61;  

589672.63,  7896251.73;  601721.54,  7886540.67;  and 627258.03,  

7878088.45. 

NKAYI RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

WARD I 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Mangwizi River and Bhanyupanyu; then heads northwards along 

Bhanyupanyu Stream to where it meets an unnamed road; then eastwards 

along this unnamed road to Gababi River; then northwards along Gababi River 

up to the Gokwe South District boundary; then eastwards along the district 

boundary; then south- eastwards along this boundary then southwards up to 

where it meets Nkayi Kwekwe District boundary then upwards along this 

boundary to where it meets another unnamed road; then northwestwards along 

this road to the starting point so as to include the following villages: Dingilifa-

Maqeda, Sibangani, Ziyabhonga, Matshaya, Maphalala, Masunduza. The area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  

720606.95,  7944860.75;  724745.60,  7940860.75;  724055.83,  7938514.81;  

702534.82,  7930651.36;  700327.53,  7933548.42;  700741.40,  7937825.03;  

705983.70,  7940722.09;  710536.22,  7940446.18; 709018.71,  7944998.70;  

and  720606.95,  7944860.75. 
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WARD 2 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Nyaje 

and Gweru River; then stretches generally northwards along Nyaje River up to 

Nkayi-Gokwe South boundary; then stretches eastwards along the Nkayi-

Gokwe South District boundary up to where if meets Gababi River; then turns 

southwards along the river to join an unnamed road; then turning westwards 

along this road up to Bhanyuphanyu Stream; then southwards along 

Bhanyuphanyu Stream to its confluence with Mangizi River; then turns south- 

eastwards along an unnamed road to the Nkayi-Kwekwe District boundary 

then westwards along this boundary; up to where it meets Gweru River; then 

generally along Gweru River to the starting point so as to include the following 

villages Jani, Gobalemuka-Sunduza, Mangundela-Mncinyane, Huba, 

Mkhanyiso, Khuphuka. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  709018.71,  7944998.70;  710536.22,  

790446.18;  705983.70,  7940722.09;  700741.40,  7937825.03;  700327.53,  

7933548.42;  702534.82,  7930651.36;  696878.65,  7928995.90;  691498.40,  

7940170.27;  690256.80,  7945826.43;  and  709018.71,  7944998.70. 

WARD 3 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluences of 

Setshanke and Gweru Rivers; then stretches northwards along Setshanke River 

to its intersection with Nkayi-Kana Road and turns northwestwards along the 

road to its intersection in Zamazama-Jabulisa Road; then turns northwards 

along Zamazama-Jabulisa Road up to Somakhowa escarpment then general 

north- eastwards to the Nkayi Gokwe South District boundary; then eastwards 

up to Nyaje Riverl; then turns south along Nyaje River up to its confluence with 

Gweru River then west wards along Gweru River to the starting point so as to 

include the following villages David, Duha, Majutha, Maphenkani, Mazembe, 

Mhlawuli.  The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-
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ordinates:  683634.95,  7944170.97;  684186.78,  7934927.97;  687162.09,  

7933542.36;  688146.50,  7928882.80;  695628.03,  7930917.26;  691296.62,  

7940105.11;  690115.32,  7945749.07;  683946.34,  7946011.58;  and 

683634.95,  7944170.97. 

 

WARD 4 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Gweru 

and Gwelutshena Rivers stretches northwards along Gwelutshena River up to 

Somakowa Escapement; then turns eastwards along Somakowa escarpment to 

the Jabulisa Zamazama Road; then southwards along this road to its 

intersection with Nkayi-Kana Road; then southeastwards along Nkayi-Kana 

Road to its intersection with Tshanke River; then southwards along Setshanke 

River;  to its confluence with Gweru River; then westwards along Gweru River 

to its starting point so as to include the following villages Hojeni, Mapane, 

Mloyiswa/ Thamsanqa, Wilson. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  683634.95,  7944170.97;  684186.78,  

7934927.97;  687162.09,  7933542.36;  688146.50,  7928882.80;  679089.90,  

7927439.00;  679024.28,  7936758.10;  677121.08,  7944699.03;  and   

683634.95,  7944170.97. 

 

WARD 5 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn on Godfrey Huggins Bridge 

heading north westwards along Tshangani River up to its confluence with Nyaje 

River; up the Nkayi-Kwekwe District boundary; then southwards along this 

boundary to its intersection with a Ridge Road 27; then northwestwards along 

this road up to Nkayi Gokwe Road then generally southwards along Nkayi-

Gokwe Roads; to the starting point so as to include the following villages 
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Gezekhaya, Nkwebu-Tubu, Gobhi, Nkabe, Sibangilizwe, Sibhalwa, Tshutshu.  

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates:  696809.33,  7929014.06;  699696.94,  7916479.21;  691821.64,  

7918513.66;  688343.38, 7912082.16;  679746.18,  7920548.11;  670755.21,  

7925470.17; and 696809.33,  7929014.06. 

WARD 6 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Gwelutshena and Nkayi – Kana Road; then heads northwestwards along Nkayi-

Kana Roads; then northwards along this road up to its intersection with Ridge 

Road then southwestwards along this Ridge Road up to Saziyabana River then 

north- wards along Saziyabana River; and a straight line is drawn to the source 

of Sozambanyana Stream and along this stream to its confluence with Kana 

River; then turns eastwards along Kana River to its intersection with a Ridge 

Road and Somakowa Escapement; then generally southwards along this road 

up to where it meets a Ridge Road on Somakowa Escapement then west along 

this Ridge Road up to the source of Gwelutshena River; then south wards along 

Gwelutshena River to the starting point so as to include these villages Jamu, 

Jonasi, Mandindi, Mkhulunyelwa, Gayela, Nzula, Silindeni, Tshayani, Wakufa 

Bulawayo-Victoria Falls. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  683800.22,  7946014.46;  683603.34,  

7943980.01;  677040.58,  7944701.91;  677565.60,  7940436.12,  679075.04,  

7936695.35;  675399.90,  7937089.12;  669427.79,  7940304.87;  668574.64,  

7943258.10;  664768.24,  7940895.51;  662536.91,  7945620.69;  and  

683800.22,  7946014.46. 

WARD 7 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of Nkayi – 

Kana Road and Gwelutshena River; then stretches southwards along 

Gwelutshena River to its confluence with Gwelo River; then stretches generally 
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west wards along Gwelo River up to its confluence with Shangani River to its 

confluence with Gwamayaya River; then northwards to its confluence with 

Saziyabana River then north wards along Saziyabana River up to Tshwapha 

Dam then turns northwestwards along the ridge road to its intersection with 

Nkayi-Kana Road then south wards along Nkayi-Kana Road; then south east 

along the same road up to Ngenungenu river then; eastwards up to the starting 

point so as to include the following villages Koto, Madlozi, Majuwe-

Ngungunyabe, Nhlanganiso-Ginyilitshe, Kafa-Mablantaya, Mutshuwede, Senza, 

Tiya-Tshwapa. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) co-ordinates:  679075.04,  7936629.73;  678878.15,  7927441.88;  

67085.97,  7925538.68;  667327.71,  7926260.58,  667130.83,  7938139.16;  

664833.87,  7940961.14;  668705.89,  7943126.85;  669296.54,  7940436.12;  

675399.90, 7937089.12; and 679075.04, 7936629.73. 

WARD 8 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from where Kana Ridge Road 

meets Nkayi-Lupane District boundary; then stretches northwards into Kana 

River; then east wards along Kana River up to Somdidi Stream up to Kana 

Ridge Road turning westwards along Ridge Road to the starting point so as to 

include the following villages Jonathayi, Mabhalabhala, Mampisi, Mawala, 

Mgwenya, Nhlabathi, Sando. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  655378.07,  7946923.89;  652490.46,  

7938917.34;   638708.69,  7935767.22;  636083.59,  7946858.26;  and  

655378.07,  7946923.89. 

 

WARD 9 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Somdidi 

stream with Kana River then stretches eastwards along Kana River up to its 
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confluence with Sozambanyana Stream then turns south wards along this 

stream into Saziyabana River then south east along Saziyabana River up to 

Nkayi-Lupane Road then west wards along this road into an electric power grid 

then turning north west wards along this power grid to a ridge road then north 

east along this road into Somdidi Stream along this stream to the starting point 

so as to include the following villages David, John, Magodi, Nzamani, Zulu. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates:  662728.36,  7947514.54;  664631.55,  7944758.18;  664762.81,  

7840951.79;  667059.77,  7938129.81;  652490.46,  7938982.96;  655378.07,  

7946858.26;  and  662728.36,  7947514.54. 

 

WARD 10 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of Sivalo 

and Nkayi-Lupane Road and stretches northwards up to Kana Ridge Road, 

then turns eastwards along this road up to Kana-Sebhumane Road turning 

southwards for a short distance along this road up to the electric power grid 

and turns eastwards along the electric grid up to Sombengo River turning 

southwards along this river up to its intersection with Gwelutshena-Lupane 

Road then generally west wards along this road up to Somlimo River then 

northwards along this river for a short distance, then turns westwards to 

Sebhumane-Nkayi Road then turns westwards along Nkayi-Lupane Road to the 

starting point so as to include the following villages: Macala, Msweli, Maboko, 

Poro, Mafohla.   The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) co-ordinates:  652490.46,  7939048.59;  661547.06,  7937801.67;  

663581.51,  7934651.55;  658790.71,  7933207.74;  658790.71,  7934257.78;  

643630.75,  7932879.61;   642580.71,  7937145.39;   and  652490.46,  

7939048.59. 
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WARD 11 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Shangani River and Sipemba River then following Sipemba River heading 

northwards up to Kana Ridge Road and turns eastwards along this ridge road 

and then turns south wards along Nkayi-Lupane Road; then eastwards 

following Nkayi-Lupane Road up to the source of Somakantane River then 

southwards along Somakantane River to a point south of Sivalo Primary School 

then a straight line is drawn south wards to Shangani River then west wards 

along Shangani River up to the starting point so as to include the following 

villages Solewa, Maluba, Sethuli, Mbizo, Mlungisi, Mavolontiya, Nkulumo, 

Bhukutsha. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) co-ordinates:  646912.13,  7932551.47;  647699.66,  7918704.07;  

637461.77,  7919819.73;  638774.32,  7935898.47;   642515.08,  7937014.14;  

643630.75,  7932813.98;   and  646912.13,  7932551.47. 

WARD 12 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn northwards to Somakatana 

Road near south of Sivalo School; then heads generally north eastwards along 

Somakantana and northwards along some river to where it meets Gwelutshena 

Lupane Road then turns east along this road past near Sebhumane Primary 

School up to Somlimu Stream then southwards along Somlimu Stream up to 

near Somlimu borehole then southwards into Somahabahaba Stream, then 

south along the stream to its confluence with Shangani River; then generally 

westwards along Shangani River to the starting point so as to include the 

following villages; Nengu-Njokonya, Madliwa Mnkantsho, Gamulani-

Mazambane. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) co-ordinates:  659053.22,  7933339.00;  658921.96,  7923429.25;  

647830.91,  7918704.07;  646912.13,  7932551.47;  658659.45,  7934257.78;  

and  659053.22,  7933339.00. 
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WARD 13 

An area land bounded by a line drawn from the boundary of Nkayi-Lupane 

district; then stretching eastwards along the Shangani River up to 

Mangalabane stream confluence with Shangani River west of Bhodabhoda 

stream then turn southwards along this stream past Isiduli Sika  into a cut 

line and along the cut line to its intersection with Nkayi-Lupane Road s then 

stretches west wards along this road up to Nkayi-Lupane boundary turning 

north to the starting point so as to include the following villages Ncwadi, 

Khethiwe, Amon, Sila, Farani, Mbangiso. The area is  bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  652327.63,  7920095.59;  

651015.08,  7903491.84;  638217.72,  7905066.90;  637495.82,  7919833.08;  

and  652327.63,  7920095.59. 

WARD 14 

This area of land is boundeded by line drawn from the confluence of 

Mangalabane stream and Shangani River then east wards along Shangani 

River to where it meets an unnamed road then south wards along this road to 

its intersection with Nkayi-Tshakalisa Road then south east wards along Nkayi-

Tshakalisa Road to an unnamed road then south along this unnamed road to 

where it meets Lukampa River up to its confluence with Maphane stream then 

southwards  along Maphane stream to its intersection with Nkayi Nkayi-

Lupane Road (Fighting Road) then west along Fighting Road up to its 

intersection with an unnamed road to Manqalabane stream; then along this 

stream to the starting point so as to include the following Villages Magwayi, 

Mncemo, Mgezelwa, Ntuva, Ngilandi, Mpoko. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  657380.95,  7922983.20;  

661318.60,  7914057.86;  664599.98,  7900538.60;  650883.83,  7903491.84;  

652393.26,  7920095.59;  and 657380.95,  7922983.20. 
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WARD 15 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from Mkalathi River near 

Mkalathi Dip;  then south westwards along an unnamed stream then 

southwards  to its source; then into a track then south westwards  along this 

track to where it meets Maphane Stream then generally north wards along 

Maphane Stream; to its confluence with Lukampa River then north wards 

along this track up to Nkayi-Tshakalisa road then into Sikobokobo Clinic Road 

the fairly northwards along this road up to Shangani River then east wards 

along Shangani River to its confluence with Mkalati River then east wards 

along Mkalati River and south wards to the starting point so as to include the 

following villages Luthe-Mpunde, Monkie, Mgazula. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  664796.86,  7924492.64;  

669325.16,  7917733.00;  665978.15,  7914123.49;  661384.23,  7914057.86;  

657315.32,  7923048.83; and 664796.86,  7924492.64. 

WARD 16 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mkalati 

and Shangani River then south eastwards along Shangani up to its confluence 

with Dolahali then south westwards along Dolahali River  to Baleni Dam; then 

north west along Mkalati River up to the starting point so as to include the 

following villages Khimbi, Mfazo, Mabhada, Mawindi, Mfanovelayo, Mzaca.  The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  

679759.93,  7920358.10;  675362.89,  7910776.49;  671800.38,  7910054.59;  

669259.53,  7917929.89;  664796.86,  7924492.64;  673984.71,  7926723.97;  

and 679759.93, 7920358.10. 
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WARD 17 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the Tohwe River on Nkayi-

Tshakalisa Road and stretches south wards along Tohwe River to Zenka-

Lukampa Road then stretches westwards long this road; then north wards at 

the intersection of Manomano-Sesemba Road and follows this road up to 

Dolahali River; then north eastwards along this river to Nkayi-Tshakalisa road 

turning south eastwards  along this road to the starting point so as to include 

the following villages Mandani, Mfanyana, Phawu, Mthoniselwa.  The area is  

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  686637.31,  

7907354.99;  683290.30,  7904073.61;  685324.76,  7893376.33;  680205.81,  

7894492.00;  676399.42,  7903614.22;  675677.51,  7910505.11;  677186.95,  

7909126.93;  683618.44,  7909914.46;  and 686637.31,  7907354.99. 

WARD 18 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from Shangani River and 

Nkayi-Kwekwe boarder; then north west wards along Shangani river up to the 

Godfrey Huggins Bridge; then stretches north eastwards along Nkayi-Gokwe 

Road up to its intersection with Donsa-Sihlengeni Ridge Road then eastwards 

along this road up to the Kwekwe-Nkayi district boundary up to the starting 

point so as to include these villages Hwaya-Bandama, Mfunda-Jajela, 

Msongelwa, Siphelile.  The This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  699631.55,  7916477.21;  703962.97,  

7897051.47;  688277.99,  7911948.91;  691821.88,  7918511.66;  and  

699631.55,   7916477.21. 

WARD 19 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Shangani-Tohwe Rivers then south east wards along Shangani River  to the 
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confluence of Nkayi Shangani River then heads southwards along the Nkayi 

River past Nkayi Dam to the source of Nkayi River; then south westwards to 

upper Nkayi Dam then west wards long Zenka Ridge to the source of Tohwe 

River then north west along Tohwe River to exclude dip tank then north east 

along Tohwe River to Tohwe Dam then generally north to the starting point so 

as to include the following villages Buzumili, Mdlawuzweni, Menda, 

Mantshololozane, Zhende. The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  697137.71,  7904467.38;  691625.00,  

7891604.39;  685193.50,  7893376.33;  683421.56,  7904270.16;  686506.05,  

7904467.38;  and  697137.71,  7904467.38. 

WARD 20 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from Noel Hunt Bridge 

stretches southwards along Shangani River then southwards along this river; 

then a straight line is drawn from Shangani River westwards past Mthonjeni 

up to Chief Nkalakatha’s boundary with Chief Tshugulu then north east along 

Shangani River to the starting point so as to include the following villages 

Jingeni, Guqeni, Matshuzula, Zinyangeni, Nkuzini. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  703912.37,  7897182.72;  

710803.26,  7884647.87;  699777.83,  7884779.13;  and 703912.37,  

7897182.72. 

WARD 21 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from Lunkudze Pan and 

Gwampa Valley stretching north wards crossing Old Sikobokobo Gwitshi road 

then turns east along this road past Mthonjeni into Shangani River then turn 

south wards along Shangani River where it meets Kennilworth Resettlement 

boundary then south west wards along this boundary up to the source of 

Gwampa Valley then turn south west in a straight line to the starting point so 
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as to include the following villages; Entonjeni, Gwitshi, Ntamoynkunzi, Guwe, 

Bembe, Esinangeni, Jongela, Madundulwini. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  710878.89,  7884737.05;  

710548.11,  7876632.83;  700128.40,  7870513.32;  699797.62,  7884737.05;   

and  710878.89,  7884737.05. 

WARD 22 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the Gwampa School then 

turns west wards for a short distance; then turns north wards in a straight line 

to meet Zenka-Lukampa Road then turns fairly south east wards along this 

road to upper Nkayi Dam the turns north east to a point near Mathendele 

School then turns south eastwards cross Bulawayo-Nkayi Road to the source 

of Mtshayibhuma stream then turns south wards sharing boundary with ward 

20 and 21 then turn northwest wards along Gwampa Valley to the starting 

point so as to include the following villages Zenka, Mpumelelo, Esigodini, 

Mtshatshane, Dandadema, Majoyi, Dikimbela and Katasa. The area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  700128.40,  

788887.86;  699136.05,  7875475.09;  681769.87,  7879775.29;  680281.34,  

7894991.37;  691528.00,  7891683.53;  693016.54,  7894164.40;  and  

700128.40,  788887.86. 

WARD 23 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Manomano Zenka Road and Ridge Road; then stretches south wards up to 

near Gwampa School into old Bulawayo Nkayi; Road then south westwards  

along this road up to the district boundary with Bubi; then turns north west 

along Bubi Nkayi District boundary up to a point where it turns north east 

wards past near Bhubhu School to near Fudu Dip; turns east along the Ridge 

road to the starting point to include the following villages Mabhada, 
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Mabhongwane, Mabayi, Samasi, Tunke. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  680612.12,  7894495.19;  

681769.87,  7879940.68;  676973.49,  7872167.25;  661095.84,  7879279.11;  

673996.43,  7897472.78;  and 680612.12,  7894495.19. 

WARD 24 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Gwampa Valley and district boundary; then south east for a short distance to 

an unnamed road them stretches north wards past near Mpakama School up 

to its intersection with Nkayi-Lupane Road (Fighting Road) then east wards 

along Fighting Road up to intersection with ridge road then south east along 

the Ridge Road up to its intersection with unnamed road then south west along 

this unnamed road up to past near Fudu Dip and ear Bhubhu School up to the 

intersection with Nkayi Bubi boundary then north westwards along the 

boundary then north along the same boundary to the starting point so as to 

include the following villages Ben, Lutsha, Mkhubo, Majaha, Petani, Zwelabo. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates:  673996.43,  7897472.78;  661095.84,  7879279.11;  650996.93,  

7881382.48;  650901.72,  7890046.49;  657851.97,  7902138.02;  and 

674418.32,  7897377.57. 

 

WARD 25 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the District boundary with 

Bubi and stretches west wards along the District boundary past near Law 

School and past near Singeni School; then northwards along the district 

boundary with Lupane up to its intersection with Lupane Nkayi Road; then 

east wards along Fighting Road up to its intersection with an unnamed road 
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then south west along this road to its intersection with Gwampa Valley then 

north west wards along Gwampa Valley to a starting point so as to include the 

following villages Dlawa, Magazi, Singeni, Muziwaphansi, Mtshangana, Mlume. 

The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates:  657851.97,  7902138.02;  650901.72,  7890046.49;  638429.36,  

7893569.22;  638238.94,  7905279.91;  650996.93,  7903566.15;  and  

657851,97,  7902138.02. 

WARD 26 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Shangani River and Somahabahaba stream; then north eastwards  along this 

stream joining Somlimu stream up north wards Somlimu borehole; then 

turning east along Nkayi Lupane Road up to Sombengo river then turns north 

wards following this stream up to a power line then east wards along power line 

up to Saziyabana River, then south wards along Saziyabana River to its  

confluence with Gwamayaya River then joins this river south wards up to the 

confluence with Shangani River then turns west wards along Shangani River 

up to the starting point so as to include the following villages Dobhane, Faniya-

Mloyiswa, Majoqo-Sigilikidi.  The area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  667063.53,  7938103.97;  667405.07,  

792504.82;  658577.81,  7923924.43;  661937.97,  7927239.65;  660215.45,  

7928118.38;  659097.06,  7933270.94;  663490.72,  7934668.93;  661573.49,  

7937824.38;  and 667063.53,  7938103.97. 

 

WARD 27 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

unnamed stream and Mkalati River; then south wards along Mkalati River 
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crossing Nkayi-Tshakalisa Road;  then south eastwards past Baleni Dam then 

south east wards along a cut line and south wards to the Nkayi-Lupane Road 

then crosses this road up to the intersection of Zenka Manomano Road and 

Ridge Road then west along Zenka Manomano Road up to Nkayi Lupane Road 

then west wards along the same road to an unnamed road then north wards to 

Maphane Stream then north west along this stream for a short distance then 

north east along a track to cross Lukampa River then north east along this 

track to the source of an unnamed river then along this river to the starting 

point so as to include the following villages Magole-Mathoba, Madilika-Mjena, 

Johane-Maguswini. The area is  bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) co-ordinates:  669155.53,  7917689.40;  680366.66,  7894412.06;  

664595.07,  7900397.66;  661554.76,  7913984.03;  and  669155.53,  

7917689.40. 

WARD 28 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the Tohwe Bridge and 

Nkayi Tshakalisa Road; then the westwards along Nkayi-Tshakalisa road to its 

intersection with Dolahali River then turns north east wards along Dolahali 

River up to its confluence with Shangani River then turns south east along 

Shangani River to its confluence with Tohwe River then turns south wards 

along Tohwe River to the starting point to include the following villages 

Nhlekisa, Ndleko, Amos, Njombolo.  The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  686542.28,  7912843.91,  

686732.30,  7907333.36;  685402.16,  7893271.95;  680271.65,  7894507.07;  

and  686542.28,  7912843.91. 

WARD 29 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Nkayi 

Shangani River south east wards along Shangani River to where it meets Nkayi 
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Kwekwe District boundary then south westwards along the cut line up to the 

source of Mtshayibhuma stream then north westwards past Nkayi Bulawayo 

road up to Nkayi River near Try Again Store then turn north wards along Nkayi 

River past Nkayi Dam to the starting point so as to include the following 

villages Sinyombo, Makhohliso-Mantoni, Growth Point.  The area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  703834.02,  

7896977,32;  700318.66,  7888806.50;  693192.95,  7893746.99;  and  

697278.36,  7904388.06. 

WARD 30 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from intersection of Bulawayo-

Nkayi Old Road to Nkayi-Bubi District boundary then proceeds generally north 

east wards along this road to near Gwampa School then east wards along 

Gwampa Valley past Bulawayo Nkayi tarred road then proceeds up to ward 21 

boundary then turn southwards along Ward 21 boundary up to Kennilworth 

Nkayi boundary then turns south westwards along this boundary; up to the 

corner of Crescents Bubi block boundary; then turns fairly north west along 

the Bubi Nkayi District boundary to the starting point so as to include the 

following villages Mahlikihliki, Kholi.  The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  699273.66,  7875164.07;  

700128.75,  7870033.55;  692765.15,  7865568.00;  676803.90,  7872123.00;  

and  681791.90,  7879914.00. 

TSHOLOTSHO RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

WARD 1 

This area of land is boundeded by line drawn from the intersection of 

Chemumi(Sehume) River and Ndodane-Sihazela Road; then south-east wards 

meeting Ndodane-Mangutana Road, then generaly southwards towards Ntakwa 
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line so as to exclude it then crosses Gwabazabuya river to include Gxoboholo, 

Nengodzwana and Lupondo lines, following Nkabindaba-Ningombeneshango 

Road to Sikobo School so as to include it, curving south-westwards to include 

Ebabeni line in Southwards meeting Folosi-Pumula Mission Road so as to 

exclude Pumula Mission; hence along the Pumula Mission-Salankomo Road 

hence along the shrine road to Pelandaba line so as to exclude it and curving 

back to the road to the Tsholotsho-Hwange District boundary, then generally 

north east wards along the Tsholotsho-Hwange Distict Boundary to the starting 

point.  The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates: 484046.25, 7872084.95; 523896.80, 7863919.85; 527539.69, 

7846961.57; 518769.66, 7839173.32; 516253.93, 783696.00; 499454.50, 

7838669.56; and 484076.25, 7872084.95. 

 

WARD 2 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Gwabazabuya River and Somthola-Ngoma Dam at Sendaga Dam so as to 

include it; then southwards so as to include tributaries of Gwabazabuya 

River,then west wards so as to exclude Gigima Dam; then northwest wards so 

as to include Gombalume line and school, proceeding north-eastwards to meet 

the Somulotha-Mtapane Road, stretching along the road southwards up to 

where it meets Gabazabuya River; then westwards so as to include Bemba line; 

north northwards so as to include Nkosikazi line and so as to exclude 

Gxoboholo then northwards so as to include Ntakwa line exclude Makeni and 

Ndodana lines up to the District boundary, then east wards paralel to 

Semetshe river towards Mashula and Mukobatshinadanga line so as to exclude 

them, stretching north-east wards crossing Semetshe river, then northwards 

near Mashula line south-eastwards along Nyelesi, Ntutula and Pumula line so 

as to exclude them until it meets the Tabagwa-Kapane Road, following the road 
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southwards so as to exclude Tabagwa line and  Tshiyakwakhiwe line so as to 

include it, then southwards to include Zimande line and to exclude Garigari 

line curving westwards, then generally southwards, across Dlamini-Hangapu 

road, continuing southwards up to the starting point.  The area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 523763.17, 7864386.35; 

541901.69, 7860977.77; 545797.21, 786511.76; 557848.98, 7859030.01; 

555901.22, 7853186.72; 556266.42, 7849291.20; 553223.04, 7848073.85; 

554075.19, 7844787.01; 549692.73, 7843447.92; 547136.29, 7831152.69; 

538736.58, 7837117.70; 541049.54, 7842230.57; 527293.49, 7846856.50;  

and  523703.17,  7864386.35. 

WARD 3 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Bulawayo-Hwange Railway line and the game fence then along the game fence 

to Tsholotsho-Hwange District boundary then generally southwards towards 

Tshefutshefu line so as to exclude it, then stretching west wards so as to 

include Kapane line; then southeast wards then generally southwards towards 

Manyika line so as to exclude it then northwestwards then southwest, then  

generally northwestwards so as to include Pumula, Ntutula and Nyelesi lines 

then eastwards southwards so as to Xabamude and Mashula lines so as to 

exclude it, then to include it, then westwards up to the game fence then follows 

the game fence so as to include Nkobatshinadanga up to the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 

523763.17, 7860438.35; 541414.75, 7874003.41; 549293.49 7868538.30; 

561466.99, 7889025.24; 559519.23, 7881112.11; 557449.73, 7869912.84; 

563779.25, 7862730.00; 562684.34, 7858104.55; 554649.83, 7861878.33;  

and  523763.17, 7860438.35. 

WARD 4 
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This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Gwayi 

and Insuza River; then along Gwayi River generally southwards to where it 

meets the northern boundary of the Gwayi forest land so as to exclude it 

following the Gwayi River westwards to Sipongweni and Sikale lines so as to 

include them; then along  westwards and then southwards meeting the 

Bulawayo-Hwange Railway line; then along following the railway line north 

west wards and curving westwards meeting Tshayakuhle-Mpindo Road to 

Mpindo line so as to exclude it, then north east wards so as to exclude 

Somkaya line then northwest wards so as to exclude Funda and Tshefutshefu 

lines, then generally northwards then to the Tsholotsho-Hwange District 

boundary then generally southwards up to the starting point.  The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 574127.43, 

7888903.51; 573153.55, 7870521.52; 571084.05, 7869304.17; 567918.94, 

7872104.08; 563293.01; 7874588.78; 563658.22, 7874286.44; 559884.43, 

7880869.00; 561832.19, 7888781.77; and  574127.43, 7888903.51. 

WARD 5 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of Gwayi 

River and Bulawayo-Hwange railway line, generally along the Gwayi River 

southwards then turning southwestwards along Gwayi tributary so as to 

exclude Mbanyana line then generally southwards to meet Tshino-Mcetshwa 

road along Tshino-Mcetshwa Road northwest wards to Manyika line and 

Mcetswa so as to include them, then generally north wards so and to include 

Silambapoba-Jakalasi then generally north west wards so as to include 

Emqolweni and Fumabatshena lines then generally southeastwards so as to 

include Tshefutshefu and Funda lines then southwest wards so as to include 

Somkaya and Mpindo Line then generally turning south west wards  to the 

Bulawayo-Hwange railway line so as to include Tshakapika and Egcekeni lines, 

then southwest wards along the railway line then north west wards and east to 

Gwayi River, then following the river southwards to the starting point. The area 
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is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 

559884.43, 7880869.00; 557814.94, 7880382.06; 558788.82, 7877703.89; 

557328.00, 7869791.11; 563779.95, 7862608.74; 562684.34, 7857739.34; 

564753.83, 7855061.17; 570353.64, 7864313.03; 573153.55, 7868330.29; 

573275.28, 7870521.52; 571449.26, 7869060.70; 567918.94, 7872104.08; 

563293.01, 7874538.78; 563658.22, 7879286.44;  and  559884.43, 

7880869.00. 

WARD 6 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confuence of Gwayi 

and Umguza Rivers,  then along Tsholotsho and Umguza boundary southwards  

to Pikelela so as to include; it then west wards up to Zabagwali line so as to 

include it, then along  the Zabagwali- Malindi Road northwest wards to 

Luhojana line so as to include it and then northwards, westwards towards 

Malindi line so as to exclude it, northeast wards, and west wards and northeast 

wards so as to include Mako and Manzimahle lines and then west wards to join 

Tshino-Mpanedziba Road; then northwards across Tshino-Jimila Road then 

generally northeast, southwest so as to include Bhangamakuni, Mbanyana the 

along the Gwayi tributory up to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 570231.91, 7864442.31; 

581309.80, 7843869.09; 581918.47, 7835712.84; 577049.07, 7834373.76; 

572179.67, 7840947.45; 57035353.64, 7841312.66; 572057.93, 7843503.89; 

569501.50, 7843138.68; 570231.91, 7845329.91; 566579.80, 7851051.45; 

564875.57,   7850807.99;   564632.10,     7854946.98;  and  570231.91,    

7864442.31.   

WARD 7 

This area of land is bounded by a line drawn from a point where it meets the 

international boundary then, along the game fence north east wards meeting 
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Ningombeneshango-Pelandaba Road, hence generally along the road curving 

north east wards so as to include Pelandaba Line and back to the Salankomo-

Pelandaba Road up to Salankomo line so as to exclude it then Salankomo-

Pumula mission road, generally southwards and southeast to Pumula Mission 

so as to include it, then east wards up to its junction with Pelela-Empisini road 

then north east wards then generally eastwards meeting Ningombeneshango- 

Folosi Road then s;pmh this road southwards then generally east wards up to 

Butshena line so as to excluce it, then along to Butabubili-Lagisa Road then 

following this road west wards up to Nata-Manzamyama River hence 

meandering along the river west wards to the starting road. The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 516205.51, 

7836742.88; 514501.22,   7811421.99;    468363.64,   7801196.25;   

484189.20,   7844290.45;  490519.42, 7841247.07;   506710.17,   

7838812.37;   509631.81,  7834429.91.  and 516205.51,  7836742.88.      

WARD 8 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from intersection of Empisini- 

Tulamila Road and Ningombeneshango-Cuseculu Roads then along the 

Matimba Raod generally southeast wards so as to exclude Mabele line and 

include Tshitatshawa, Ngoku, Mbahulana, Sasedza lines as well as the School 

Mazibisa-Gwalangamathe Road.  Then falon the road southwest up to 

Gwalangamathe-Mgodimasili Road along the road west wards up to 

Mgodimasili line so as to include it hence turning southwest wards up to 

Manziamyama River along the river west wards northwards so as to exclude 

Gariya Dam and include Butabubili, Dzobodzi, Butshena, Lubizi and Folosi 

lines and exclude Sikobo (Nengombeneshangu) line to the starting point.  The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  

518615.41,  7839268.71;   559883.58,   7819912.84;   554040.30;   

7814069.56;   535414.84,    7814313.03;    532128.00,    781562.12;    
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522876.14,   7809565.37;    514111.21,   7811269.66;   516058.97,   

7836955.75;   and 518615.41,   7839268.71. 

 

WARD 9 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from point where Mabhele- 

Dlakapiya Road crosses Gwabazabuya River near Sendaga Dam so as to 

exclude it, then north wards towards Dlakapiya so as to exclude it then east 

wards, northwards Zimande line as to exclude it then north east then east 

wards and curving north east wards so as to include Garikari, Zemalapala and 

Tabagwa lines turning southeast wards Manyika line so as to exclude it to 

joining Mcetshwa-Tshino Road along  the road southeast wards southwards 

and south west joining Mpanedziba-Tshino Road turning southeast so as to 

exclude Tshino, Manzimahle and Mako lines generally east wards and 

southwest so as to exclude Jimila line but so as to include Malindi line 

generally turning south eastwest wards up to Zabagwadi line so as to exclude 

Luhonjana and Zabagwadi line then turning southwest joining Jimila-Mkubazi 

Road following the road up to Mkubazi line so as to exclude it generally west 

ward then southwest ward so as to exclude Susumani line curving southwest 

joining Emkayeni-Siwila Road so as to Zibungululu line and School hence 

crossing the road southwestwards up to Gwabazabuya River then along  

Gwabazabuya north west so as to include Mkhayeni line and School, Mathole, 

Ngoma and Nyamazana line to the starting point.  The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  562741.34,   7857812.09;   

564445.63,   7855133.92;   570288.91,   7845029.91;   577227.81,   

7839438.96;   567489.01,   7829569.56;   562863.08,   7821413.32;   

548498.34,   7834804.17;   557263.27,   7859029.44;  and  562741.34,   

7857812.09. 

WARD 10 
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This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Sedlwini-Sitapawakwa Road and Thwalangamathe-Mgodimasili Road then 

southwards to the Tsholotsho-Plumtree District boundary; then along the 

boundary generally west wards so as to include Zibalongwe East, Zibalongwe 

West Sontuli, Maganwini, Sikente and Mkandume villages up to the western 

boundary of the Mkandume village then turning northeast wards up to 

Mgodimasili; then line so as to exclude Mgodimasili, generally east wards so as 

to exclude Budli, Jalume, Ntulula line and School up to the starting point. The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  

551131.81,   7814064.80;   551983.96,  7804812.94;   552767.56,   

7809804.08;   532141.15,   7815647.36;   535549.73,   7814186.54;   and  

551131.81,  7814064.80.    

WARD 11 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from a line at the intersection of 

eSedlwini-Sitapawakwa Road then east wards so as to include Tula-

Malilandoda Villages to the northeastern corner of the Malilandoda Village then 

generally southwards so as to include Ngubomlilo-Dimbugwa Villages up to 

Tsholotsho-Plumtree district boundary then along  the district boundary west 

wards up to the south eastern corner of the Zibalongwe East Village hence 

stretching northwards to the starting point. The area is  bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  551131.81,   7814064.80;   

561235.82,   7813699.60;   564644.40,   7808708.46;   559044.54,   

7799821.80;   551983.96,   7804812.94; and  551131.81,   7814064.80. 

WARD 12 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of Ntula-

Gwalangamathe Road and Gwalangamathe-Empafeni Road, hence generally 

along Gwalangamathe-eMpafeni road north east wards up to eMpafeni line so 
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as to include it and then north wards meeting the eMkayeni-Mbuthe Road at 

Zibungululu line so as to exclude it then east wards, north east and north 

wards to Susumane line to include it and meeting the Susumane-Joweni Pan 

Road then east wards to meets Pondo-Nembe Road at Mkubazi line so as to 

exclude Mkubazi, then generally turning southwards along Mkubazi-Dombo 

Road including Nembe School up to Dombo School to exclude it then curving 

southwest wards up to Siwila line to include it then southeast wards to 

Tsholotsho Rural Service Centre to exclude it but including Tsholotsho High 

School then along the Mbuthe-Hampeni Road towards eHampeni line to 

exclude it but include Mbuthe line and Lutiba line, then northwest wards along 

Tsholotsho-Mgodimasili road, to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:   570731.15,   7830255.56;   

578887.40,   7820760.23;   578400.46,  7814186.54;   574504.94,   

7805056.41;   561357.56,   7813943.07;   554175.19,   7814064.80;   

559653.27,   7819908.08;   563061.85,   7821490.64;   and 570731.15,   

7830255.56. 

WARD 13 

This area of land is bounded by a line drawn from the confuence of Gwayi River 

and Khami River, then south west wards along the boundary of the estate land 

so as to exclude it then cross the Tsholotsho-Nyamandlovu Road then Godzo 

River then north west wards so as to exclude Nhlangano line and including 

Godzo line then curvning north west wards so as to exclude it hence curving 

southwest towards Dikili line so as to exclude it.  Then turning west wards 

towards Hampeni line so as to exclude it then turning north east so as to 

exclude emambanjeni and Mbuthe lines up to the intersection of Tsholotsho- 

Mgodimasili and the Tsholotsho-Plumtree Roads. Then it follows the 

Mgodimasili-Tsholotsho Road up to its intersection with old Tsholotsho- 

Bulawayo road, then curving along the old Tsholotsho-Bulawayo Road up to 

main Tsholotsho-Bulawayo Road it then turn northwards along the old 
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Tsholotsho-Sipepa Road so as to exclude the line up to the Madoda Lukukwe 

Road.  Then turning northeast wards up to the Gwayi River and district 

boundary and then southeast to meander along the river up to the starting 

point. The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates:   586556.80,   7816377.80;   5954433.36,   7806030.29;   

587043.60,   7800917.42;   582295.98,   7804326.00;   578043.93,   

7802865.18;   574626.67,   7804934.67;   578278.72,   7814064.80;   

583878.53,   7817716.85; and  586556.80,   7816377.80. 

WARD 14  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from where Nanda, Mafusini 

crosses the Manzamnyama Rive and the Tsholotsho-Plumtree District 

boundary streching generally northwards then curving eastwards and  

northwards to the northeastern corner of Malilandoda Village boundary so as 

to include Dubani, Bulala then southeastwards up to Matshudula School so as 

to exclude it then westwards so as to include Vukani then generally 

southwards southwestwards so as to include Makaza School and village up to 

the Tsholotsho-Plumtree district boundary then the district boundary 

northwestwards up to the stating point. The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  574504.94,   7804812.94;   

570365.95,   7804326.00;   569879.01,   7796048.02;   562453.17,   

7790448.21;   559166.33,   7799700.07;   564400.93,   7808708.46;   

561479.29,   7813943.07;   and  574504.94,   7804812.94. 

WARD 15 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from te junction of Guswini 

Road and Bubude-Makhaza Road following the Bubude-Makaza Road 

northeastwards then northwards meeting Malanda-Dinyane Road to exclude 

Masekesa line and EHambeni line; hence generally southeastwards  towards 
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Nqaye to include it then southwards then southwestwards and southeastwards 

so as to exclude Sigaqana line to where it turns north east then along the 

Godzo River passing the Godzo Dam up to the northwest boundary of the State 

Land then long  the boundary of the State Land southeast so as to include 

Silande and Gotshane lines up to the Mbalibali River, then following the 

Mbalibali river northwest and  southwestwards towards Mbuzini Deep so as to 

exclude it then westwards then southwards to the starting point.  The area is  

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:   586313.23,   

7800552.21;   592034.78,   779882.91;   583269.86,   7789717.80;   

570365.95,   7795682.81;   570365.95,   7804326.00;   574626.67,   

7804812.94;   578765.66,   7802986.91;   585339.35,   7802256.50;   

587287.11,  7800917.42;   and  586343.23,   7800552.21. 

WARD 16 

This area of land is boundeded by line a line drawn from where  Eguswini Road 

joins Bubude-Makhaza Road northwards southeastwards towards Bubude 

School so as to exclude it then generally southwestwards so to include Shaba 

East, Shaba Central, Dikili West to Tsholotsho-Plumtree District boundary 

then along the boundary northwestwards so as to include Shaba west and 

Malalangendlala Villages  to the southwestern corner of Malalandlala Village 

boundary then generally northeastwards towards Makhaza School so as to 

exclude it then generally turning southeast wards so as to include Dogwe 

Village towards Fog Store so as to exclude  it generally turning southwestwards 

to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  569392.07,   7795926.28;   583391.59,   

7789717;   575600.55,  7779126.85;   564279.20,   7789596.06;   and  

569392.07,   7775926.28. 

WARD 17 
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This area of land is bounded edby a line drawn from where the western 

boundary of the State Land  crosses the Zuzumba River, then  southwestwards 

towards the Mathe Primary and Mathe Secondary so as to exclude them, the, 

westwards, southwestwards and northwestwards to include Ndume dip and 

meeting Chefunye-Bubude Road to include Bubude East and Bubude Central 

Villages, then streching north wards and curving northwestwards to include 

Mbuzini dip hence northwards, turning southeast to Zoomba Farm’s western 

boundary then generally stretching southeastwards to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  

592156.52,   7793126.38;   594834.69,   7789352.59;   589478.34,   

7785578.81;   586434.97,  7783509.31;   585095.88,   7787039.63;   

583391.59,   7789717.80;   and  592156.52,   773126.38. 

WARD 18 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the Somnene – Tshabanda 

Road and the western boundary of the Somnene Purchase Area along the road 

towards Tshabanda School so as tom exclude it , then northwards, then north 

eastwards then generally turning northwestwards so as to inlude Phambuka 

Village hence southwestwards then generally northwards to Ndume deep so as 

to exclude it hence turning northeast wards so as to include Tshawela , 

Kukhanya , Mathe Central up to the western boundaries of the State Land  

following the boundary of the State land southeastwards towards Burton 

Grand Store so as to exclude it hence joining the western boundary of the 

Somnene State Land then southwestwards so as to include Nsukamini and 

Vukuzenzele up to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:   594641.15,   7789247.45;   

598780.14,   7781943.35;   596345.44,   7775126.19;   588432.67,   

7782917.23;   589406.55,   778535.93;   and  594641.15,   7789247.45. 
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WARD 19 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Manzamnyama River and Nathane River then along  the Tsholotsho-Plumtree 

district boundary generally northwestwards up to the Dikile East Village along 

south eastern corner boundary of Dikili West Village so as to include Jibi, 

Denge, Chefunye East, Chefunye West and Dikili East Villages hence generally 

northeast towards Bubude School so as to exclude it hence south then curving 

east then southwards towards Moya Store so as to exclude it, hence northeast, 

southeast wards hence generally south west hence  generally southeast up to 

western boundary of Somnene State Land so as to include Tsholotsho Village 

following the Somnene State Land boundary to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:   596223.71,   

7774882.72;   593423.80,   7768065.56;   575772.22,   7779265.18;   

584902.35,   7786691.00;  and  596223.71,   7774882.72. 

WARD 20  

This area of land is bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Gwayi and 

Khami Rivers which is also the district boundary following the district 

boundary along Gwayi River then turning generally northwest so as to include 

New Cross, Lewisham, Ladywell, Impanya, Catford, Sydneyham, Bromly, Eden, 

River bank up to the north eastern boundary of the Somnene State Land 

turning northwest following the district boundary to the northern eastern 

boundaries up to the south eastern boundary of Ward 13 turning northeast to 

the district boundary to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 595493.30,   7806412.09;   

617162.13,   7781334.67;   618622.95,   7778656.50;   603893.01,   

7775126.19;   586484.91,   7800325.34;  and 595493.30,   7806412.09. 
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WARD 21 

This area of land is bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of eMpisini-

Tulamila Road and Ningombeneshango-Cuseculu Road and generally north 

east wards then north so as to include Tulamila and Nakabindani up to 

Gwabazabuya River then turning southeast to meet Bemba-Tapeni Road then 

following the road southeast wards towards Tapeni line so as to exclude it 

hence generally southeast wards towards Mbuhulu Pan so as to exclude it then 

southwest, southeast and generally southeast hence east curving north east up 

to Gwabazabuya River lines hence following the river up to a point where it 

turns southwards hence southwest wards so as to include eMpafeni line to 

Matimba Road then turning generally north west wards so as to include 

Mhlatshwa line and Tshakabanda line then proceeding to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates:  548566.53,  7834673.81;  562987.65,  7821310.25,  559911.14,  

7819868.13;  518378,  7839096.29;  527511.70,  784697.83;  541355.98,  

7842172.79;  541067.55,  7834096.97;  and  548566.53,  7834673.81.  

WARD 22 

This area of land is bounded by a line drawn from where the Lukukwe-Madona 

Road crosses the Gwayi River at the district boundary following the road 

southwest wards to turn southwards so as to include Madona Line.  It 

continues southwards to join the old Sipepa-Tsholotsho road up to the 

Tsholotsho-Bulawayo Road to curve south-west wards along the old Bulawayo-

Tsholotsho Road.  Then generally west wards up to the intersection of 

Tsholotsho-Mgodimasili and the Tsholotsho-Plumtree Roads, stretching 

northwest wards towards Siwila line so as to exclude it and Tsholotsho High 

School then curving northeast wards up to the Tsholotsho-Mkubazi Road to 

run parallel the road so as to include Nembe line, Nembe Primary School then 
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Nembe Secondary School then following Tsholotsho-Mkhubazi Road up to 

Mkubazi Primary School so as to include it and Mkubazi line turning generally 

northeast wards up to the Gwayi River which is the district boundary, 

meandering along the river to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  582080.67,  7835483.84;  

583732.87,  7817842.64;  578509.80,  7814005.28;  578722.98,  7820933.85;  

570728.48,  7830047.58;  577230.68,  7834364.61;  and  582080.67,  

7835483.84. 

UMGUZA RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

WARD 1 

A line drawn from a point where Bulawayo-Gwanda Road meets Maggie 

Wolluter Road then southwards along Bulawayo-Gwanda so as to include 

Umguza 100 Acre Lots up to Umzingwane Road turning south westwards along 

the GUTMree plots property fence so as to include the plots and exclude 

Claremont plots and southwards along the property fence of Christmas Box 

Valley Estate so as to include it and westwards along the Umguza-Umzingwane 

District boundary on the Happy Valley estate property fence so as to exclude 

Bonsor mine turning north westwards along the same district boundary so as 

to include Hope Fountain  mission and Douglasdale plots up to the point where 

the district boundary meets Bulawayo District then easterly along the 

Douglasdale Plots property fence up to the Reservoir Road so as to exclude the 

Bulawayo Water Criterion then southwards along Reservoir Road and 

northwards along the same road then generally easterly along the same road 

up to the point it crosses Old Esigodini Road along Chandler Road to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) co-ordinates:  681953.36,  776334.77;  679039.64,  775975.95.95;  
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679872.13,  7758686.60;  674104.16,  7754940.39;  668157.79,  7762194.96;  

677374.66,  7766654.73; and 681953.36,  776334.77. 

WARD 2 

A line drawn from a point where Bulawayo-Gwanda Road meets with Maggie 

Wolluter Road north eastwards along the Umguza Bulawayo District boundary 

so as to include Willsgrove plots along the same boundary to the property fence 

of Woodville Park plots so as to exclude them then northeasterly along the 

same property fence to a point where it meets the Bulawayo-Harare Rail and 

Road so as to include Cement Siding then generally easterly along the rail and 

road so as to include Sharona Park, Nkulumane Junction then north easterly 

along an unnamed dust road and south westerly along another unnamed dust 

road to a point where it crosses Harare Road so as to exclude Whites Run Farm 

then southerly along the Umguza-Umzingwane District boundaries, south 

easterly along the same boundary so as to exclude Kirtons Farm, Wislondale 

Farm, Esiphezini Communal Lands up to Umzingwane Road then north 

easterly along the Umguza 100Acre Lots property fence to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates:  689980.95,  7782709.92;  694500.19,  7779142.10;  687424.01,  

7773433.59;  685818.49,  7773730.91;  686175.28,  7771709.14;  681953.36,  

776334.77;  677374.66,  7766654.73;  672617.57,  7770936.11;  675174.50,  

7775217.50;  and  689921.49,  7782709.92. 

WARD 3 

A line drawn from a point where Umguza-Umzingwane District boundary meets 

the property fence of Clonmore Estate so as to exclude it Clonmore Estate, then 

south westerly along the district boundary to include Mbembesi Communal 

Lands and Stateland to meet Ntabazinduna Communal Lands boundary so as 

to exclude them then northerly up to Ngwenya Dam so as to exclude St Adians, 

then easterly to leave out Battlefield Block to the starting point. This area is 
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bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  698422.08,  

7783230.62;  695805.68,  7797858.68;  704130.59,  779857.24;  707341.63,  

7792506.95;  and  698422.08,  7783230.62. 

WARD 4 

A line drawn from a point along Bubi-Umguza district boundary so as to 

exclude St Adians Mission, moving along the same boundary to Ngwenya Dam 

following a fence southwards that separates Chief Kayisa and Chief Ndondo’s 

areas then along a dust road that goes past Ntabazinduna Council Hall leaving 

the road to join Ngwenya River up to an unnamed road northwards up to 

Khoce Dam and north eastwards to the starting point at St Aidans Mission. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates:  696757.10,  791198.75;  690572.88,  7789058.06;  690216.10,  

7792269.07;  690810.74,  7795836.91;  695805.68,  7796788.33;  and  

696757.10,  7791198.75. 

WARD 5 

A line drawn from a point where an unnamed road meets the boundary of 

Ward 3, moving southerly to exclude Fingo Dam and State Land to the point 

where it meets the District boundary, then west to exclude White Run Farm to 

a point where it meets the Bulawayo – Harare rail then northerly to meet the 

unnamed dust road turning easterly along the same road leaving out 

Ntabazinduna Council Hall and back to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  696076.03,  

7791317.68;  700681.70,  7782398.13;  691286.44,  7783111.09;  696876,  

779Q1436.60;  and  698803,  7783230.62. 
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WARD 6 

A line drawn from a point on the eastern boundary of Maxim Hill and Imbesu 

Park so as to exclude them and following the district boundary with Bubi 

district crossing Khoce Dam and following southwards an unnamed road up to 

the Bulawayo- Harare rail line then north westwards along an unnamed road 

and southwestwards to touch the Harare Railway line at Nkulumane Junction 

to Maxim Hill starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  690216.10,  7792269.09;  691167.52,  

7782873.84;  684150.81,  7783468.47;  690691.81,  7795717.99;  6958o5.68,  

7797026.19;  and  69116752,  7782873.84. 

WARD 7 

A line drawn from a point where the Bulawayo Airport Road meets the Umguza 

– Bulawayo district boundary then northwards along the same road ( so as to 

exclude Upper Nondwani extension and Mopani Farm) to a point where it 

meets the Umguza – Bubi district boundary then southeastwards so as to 

include Broadcres and north eastwards so as to include Three Fountains Farm 

then south eastwards to the Imbesu Park Plots property fence so as to include 

them then south westerly along the same fence and southerly so as to include 

Maximhill Farm to the Harare – Bulawayo Rail and Road and westerly along 

the same rail /road so as to include Shanora Park extension, stateland up to 

Montgomery plots property fence so as to include the same plots and westerly 

along the same fence and northerly so as to exclude Woodville plots and 

westerly along the Woodville property fence and southerly along the same 

property fence so as to include Upper Nondwane then easterly to the starting 

point at the Airport Road. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  69116752,  7782873.84;  675112.33,  

7775262.49;  672733.79,  7775738.20;  676777.31,  7789890.58;  677966.50,  
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7787987.71;  683556.17,  7790841.97;  686053.64,  7787749.86;  684269.73,  

7783587.40;  and  675112.33,  7775262.49. 

 

WARD 8 

A line  drawn from a point where Umguza District and Bubi  District 

boundaries meet, then generally southeastwards along Umguza-Bubi District 

boundary so as to exclude Paddy’s Valley, Sailors Hope, Raaf up to Bulawayo-

Nkayi road so as to include Umfazimithi, Fundisi, Little Imbesu then southerly 

along Bulawayo-Nkayi Road then northwesterly so as to exclude Mopani and 

Woodvale Farms then southwards so as to include the whole of the Helenvale 

Block and to exclude Redbank, Secret Valley and Spring Grange and back to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) co-ordinates:  676804.75,  7789576.67;  672761.22,  7781846.40;  

674426.21,  7786127.78;  668004.13,  7792074.15;  647310.78,  7786365.64;  

663960.60,  7806464.35;  and  676804.75,  7789576.67. 

 

WARD 9 

A line drawn along the Umguza – Bubi District boundary so as to include 

Geletas Kraal and exclude Zamasokana generally southerly along the District 

boundary up to Khoce River to join Spring grange Farm property so as to 

include it, and Dovenby, Cranmore Estate then generally westwards along 

Cranmore Estate property fence then generally south westerly so as to include 

Redbank A then generally north westwards so as to include Compleston Farm, 

Content Lots, up to the property fence of Accute and Crews Block so as to 

exclude it then northwards along the same fence so as to include Rochester, 

Auchenbeg  excluding Epping Forest then south-eastwards along Epping 

Forest property fence then northerly so as to include Mpandeni corporative 
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then generally north-westwards so as to include Cawston Block, Moana, 

Wainon then easterly so as to exclude Losikeyi then northerly up to Umguza 

river and easterly along the same river so as to exclude Merryland, Umguza 

Block, up to a point where the river crosses the Geletas property fence then 

north easterly along the property fence to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  663960.60,  

7806464.35;  653710.12,  7792335.36;  638725.28,  7803395.60;  638606.35,  

7809698.75;  641936.31,  7807914.84;  642768.80,  7811720.51;  630400.37,  

7814574.77;  630995.00,  7816596.53;  625524.35,  7816715.46;  628497.53,  

7821829.33;  633611.40,   7820758.99;    635395.31,  7824921.44;  and 

663960.60,  7806464.35. 

 

WARD 10 

A line drawn from a point where Merryland property fence meets Umguza river 

north eastwards along the property fence up to the property boundary fence of 

Winter Block Farm, northwest wards along the same property fence up to the 

property fence of Spring Block farm  (lnsuza Resettlement), so as to exclude it 

then northeasterly along the same fence to the district boundary with Bubi, 

southeastwards along the district boundary to Blenchingly Block so as to 

exclude it, southwesterly along the same property fence up to Umguza Block, 

southeasterly along the property fence of Umguza Block to Zamasokana so as 

to exclude it turning southwestwards along property fence of Geletas Kraal to a 

point where it meets Umguza River then northwestwards along Umguza river to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) co-ordinates:  640856.79, 7845623.97;  660955.50,  7833374.46;  

656555.19,  7824573.84;  660241.94,  7816130.00;  660123.01,   7810064.71;  

641808.21,  7823027.78;  644305.68,  7830876.98;  636575.41,  7834920.51;  

627893.72,  7824098.13;  614217.08,  7828498.44;  613027.80,  7833017.68;  
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585198.82,  7845029.33;  598756.53,  7854067.81;  634672.57,  7836109.78;  

and  640856.79,  784562397. 

 

WARD 11 

A line drawn from a point on the northern side of Mindora Farm where the 

property fence of this farm meets the property fence of Umguza Forest Land so 

as to exclude it and generally northeasterly along the same fence up to the 

property fence of Springblock Farm and northeasterly so as to include it up to 

the point it meets the District boundary with Bubi District, then southeasterly 

along the District boundary to the property fence of winter Block Farm so as to 

exclude it, generally southwestwards along the same property fence to the 

same starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 641061.81,  7845415.79;  634621.80,  

7835940.84;  611822.68,  7847488.44;  612562.91,  7859480.18;  641061.91,  

7845415.79;   

WARD 12 

A line drawn from a point on lnseze river so as to exclude Dilkosh Farm and 

generally northwestwards along the river so as to exclude Matabeleland 

Concession, Seafield Valley and Estate, lnseze Forest Land so as to include 

Bushy Park then northwestwards along Bush Park property fence then north 

eastwards so as to include Buda A and northerly to join Umguza River then 

southwestwards along the river up to the Stateland property fence so as to 

exclude it and generally eastwards so as to exclude Whites Farm and southerly 

so as to exclude Majindani, then southeastwards to the property fence of 

Wainon, Moana so as to exclude them, then northeasterly then easterly and 

southerly to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 
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1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  628012.64,  7820530.31;  623731.26,  

7814702.87;  589242.34,  7828498.44;  599470.70,  7837893.69;  612789.95,  

7833017.68;  and  628012.64,  7820530.31. 

WARD 13 

A line drawn from a point where Drysdale Farm and Khami River meets, so as 

to include Drysdale, lnseze Extension Forestland and Seafield Estate along the 

Khami River to its confluence with Gwayi River so as to exclude Emhlangano 

moving along the Gwayi River so as to exclude Emhlangano moving along the 

Gwayi River and district boundary with Tsholotsho district up to a point where 

it joins with lnseze Forest land fence moving northwards so as to include 

Woodlands, then south eastwards so as to include Teakdale then north easterly 

along the forest fence up to lnseze river, then southeastwards along lnseze 

River to a point where the river meets the property fence of Matebeleland 

Concession fence then southwesterly along the fence and Blackwreath fence so 

as to exclude them to the point where they meet Khami River to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates:  620336.10,  7815523.87;  612238.10,  7802914.12;  595579.34,  

780626.01;  586671.54,  7816217.99;  587018.59,  7820498.36;  596157.77,  

7814367.01;  598818.54,  7924778.74;  and  620336.10,  7815523.87. 

WARD 14 

This area of land is bounded by a line drawn at a point where the Lonsdale 

farm property fence meets with Gwayi River then north westwards along the 

river so as to include Lonsdale Farm, Bantu Farm, Sailor Jack Farm, Ibana 

Farm, Gwayi Farm, Kauzan and  Glengarriff to the confluence of Gwayi and 

Khami River, then South Easterly along Khami River so as to include West East 

Junction, Porter East and Dingwall then southerly along the Dingwall property 

fence to a point where it meets the Chesa Forest land fence so as to exclude it 

then South Westwards along the forestry fence to meet the Lonsdale Farm 
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property fence then Southerly along this fence to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  595695.03,  

7806384.70;  645936.00,  7789494.57;  645671.29,  7779892.65;  640002.68,  

777676.13;  636994.85,  7788337.71;  632367.42,  778741.23;  633755.56,  

7781512.52;  626698.82,  7779661.28;  618485.13,  7788684.77; 617096.90,  

7781512.25;  and  595695.03,  7806384.70. 

WARD 15 

A line drawn from a point on the outskirts of Nyamandlovu Business Center 

moving along an unnamed road north westerly so as to include Acute and 

Crews and to exclude Fountain Farm, then northwards easterly so as to 

exclude Epping Forest A then eastwards to include Epping Forest B and 

exclude the Cawston Block then southerly to exclude Umguzaan Block, 

Empandeni, Auchenberg, Rochester and westerly so as to exclude Hilton Farm 

back to the starting point so as to include the whole of Nyamandlovu Rural 

Service center. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) co-ordinates: 642558.11,  7811619.73;  637343.48,  7801482.50;  

632712.90,  780183.10;  630835.63,  7804903.29;  636175.41,  7813038.11;  

and  642558.11,  7811578.01.  

WARD 16 

A line drawn from a point where Slights Farm property fence meets with 

Richardsons Farm so as to exclude it then southerly along the Slights Farm 

property fence to a point where it meets Khami river, then southerly along the 

Slights Farm property fence to a point where it meets Khami River, then 

southerly along Khami River up to Khami Dam, then westwards so as to 

exclude Khami Ruins, then southeasterly so as to include Kwezamanyembana 

Lower and Upper Rangemore, then south westerly to the Bulawayo-Plumtree 

rail line and district with Bulilima-Mangwe then south westerly along the 
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District Boundary so as include Fairview Farm, Khami Farm, Klispring Farm 

and Honeybird Kop then northwesterly along the same boundary which is also 

Gwayi River so as to include Lettersdett, Welcome B and Eversley Farm up to 

the point where the river and district boundary meets the property of Ascot 

Estates so as to exclude it, then northeasterly along this property fence so as to 

exclude Mnondo Estate, Billars Farm to the property fence of Slights Farm so 

as to include it, then northerly westerly along this fence to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates:  647137.80,  7786389.32;  656232.10,  7762110.02;  640296.21,  

7748343.41;  636625.12,  7757103.98;  617268.43,  7781383.28;  618519.94,  

7788892.33;  633788.36,  7781383.28;  636958.85,  7788308.30;  639545.31,  

7776961.27;  and 647137.80,  77785721.84. 

WARD 17 

A line drawn from a point on the Umguza River southeastwards so as to 

include the state land up to the property fence of lrrira Farm  so as to include 

it, generally northeastwards along the same, property fence so as to include 

Aberelwyn, Mindoro to meet the property fence Spring block Farm so as to 

exclude Winter Block along its property fence up to Maraposa Farm so as to 

exclude it turning southwestwards so as to exclude Maraposa Extension, 

Merryland to a point where it meets Umguza River then generally westwards 

along Umguza River to the property fence of Cawston Block so as to exclude it, 

generally southwestwards along the same fence up to Wainon property fence so 

as to exclude it then westerly along the same fence to the property fence of 

Majindani so as to include it then northwards along the same property fence so 

as to include Sandstone Creek, Whites Farm, then westwards to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates:    
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621938.85, 786113.99; 630105.69, 7823534.99, 629675.86, 7826605.23, 

636798.82, 7834894.88 ; 644658.63, 7830657.95; 641342.77, 7823105.16; 

635754.93, 7824947.30; 633482.96, 7820771.78, 638939.00, 7821815.66 

628079.33, 7820341.94; 621938.85, 7822798.13 

 

WARD 18 

A line drawn from a point on the confluence of Gwayi and Umguza River, 

moving eastwards along Umguza River  up to where it meets the property fence 

of lnseze Forest Land so as to exclude Franklands, Umzibani Forest Land, 

Groote schuur number 2, Bartley, Grants Farm and Umguza Forest land then 

southwards to follow the property fence of lnseze Forest land up to where it 

meets lnseze River, then eastwards along the same river so as to exclude 

Umguza Resettlement Scheme, then leaving the river then southwestwards to 

follow the property fence of lnseze forest Land up to where it meets Gwayi River 

so as to exclude Seafield Estate, Teakdale and Woodlands, then moving 

northwards along Gwayi river to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 

780183.10; 630835.63, 7804903.29; 636175.41, 7813038.11; 642558.11,  

7811578.01.  

WARD 19 

This area of land is bounded by a line drawn from a point where Shirville Farm 

property fence meets with Khami river, then northwestwards along the river so 

as to include Shirville Farm, Cedar Park, Sevue, Halsden, Fountain Farm, 

Mount Pleasant and Blackwreath, then northwestwards along Blackwreath 

property fence so as to include Matabeleland Concession, up to a point where 

the property fence of Matabeleland Concession meets, lnseze River then 

eastwards along same river up to a point where it meets the property fence of 
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Dilkosch Farm turning slightly northeast turning generally eastwards so as to 

include it and Epping Forest A then southerly along Epping Forest property 

fence then southwesterly so as to include Tenela and exclude Acute and Crews 

then southeastwards to the Periphery of Nyamandlovu Business Centre so as 

to exclude it, then easterly along the Periphery of the business center so as to 

include Hilton Farm along its property fence then southerly along Shirville 

property fence to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 

640002.68,  777676.13;  636994.85,  7788337.71;  632367.42,  778741.23;  

633755.56,  7781512.52;  626698.82,  7779661.28;  618485.13,  7788684.77; 

617096.90,  7781512.25;  and  595695.03,  7806384.70. 

VICTORIA FALLS MUNICIPALITY  

WARD 1 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Reynard Road and Livingstone Way and boundary streches along Reynard 

Road generally northwards up to its intersection with west drive and east 

wards along west drive to its intersection with Sopers Cresent up to its 

intersection with Gibson Road it stretches along Gibson Road northwards up to 

a point where a straight line to meet Park Way drive so as to exclude water 

works then along Park Way Drive generally northwards up to a point a straight 

line is drawn northwards along this unnamed road across Sprayview 

Airodrome to its intersection with yet another proposed road so as to exclude 

Army Camp and PTC Mast and east wards along this proposed road up to 

Reynard Road along Reynard Road southwards to where a straight line is 

drawn southwestwards and southwards to Livingstone Way as to exclude 

proposed Flats 1178 and 1179 and include water storage tanks; then east 

wards along living stone way to the starting point. The area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the 
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modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  374613.55,  8019389.47;  

375200.31,  8018274.10;  375750.06,  801815.09;  57568179,  8018015.09;  

375681.34,  8017930.51;  575935.07,  8017645.60;  375395.89,  8017486.48;  

375459.32,  8017290.89;  375121.01,  8017227.46;  373907,  8016495.61;  

373899.24,  8017561.00;  and  374613.55,  8019389.47. 

WARD 2 

This area of land is boundeded by a straight line drawn from the intersection of 

Livingstone way and Reynard Road then following Livingstone Way generally 

east wards towards the town centre to its intersection with Pioneer road 

turning right into Pioneer Road so as to include customs and immigration 

offices it stretches generally southwards along Pioneer road to the town council 

boundary following the council boundary generally north east wards  to a point 

it meets ward 1 boundary and then following Ward 1 boundary generally 

southeast wards right to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  375013.06,  8021371,  

37723.62,  8021056.98;  378314.16,  8019725.19;  378104.31,  8018510.19;  

378532.08,   8017420.59;  378451.37,  8016363.51;  376812.93,  8015031.56;  

376328.66,  8014176.42;  376683.79,  8017277.01;  376134.95,  8016994.52;  

374585.29,  8019107.62; and 375013.06,  8021370.79. 

WARD 3 

This area of land is boundeded by a straight line drawn from the intersection of 

Livingstone Way and Kazungula Road the boundary stretches northeast wards 

along Livingstone Way and northwards, northeast wards and northwards again 

and west wards and finally southwards along ward 1 boundary to Kazungula 

Road to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  375919.01,  8017351.62;  376136.93,  

8016980.34;  375588.10,  8016592.93,  375047.33,  8016754.35;  375103.83,  
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8016939.99;  375434.74,  8016996.49;  375394.39,  8017190.19;  and  

375919.01,  8017351.62. 

WARD 4 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from a point at the intersection 

of Kazungula Road and Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Road the boundary stretches 

southwards along Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Road to a point where a straight line 

is drawn eastwards and joining an unnamed road so as to include Stand No. 

5093 and exclude 4218 and along this road to a point it meets another 

unnamed road following this road northwards then immediately turns 

eastwards into Intundla Road at point it meets 5th avenue then along 5th 

Avenue so as to exclude stand no 1319  to Mvangazi Street and along Mvagazi 

and into 5th Avenue so as to include Stand No. 1251 and 1271  to Nkuswi 

Street and follow Nkuswi Street northwest wards into Fourth Avenue then 

along 4th  avenue southwest wards  to a point it meets an unnamed road and it 

follows this unnamed road so as to include Stand No. 5013 and exclude 4976  

to a point a straight line is drawn to Livingstone Way; the along this Main Road 

southwards to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  376064.29,  8016964.20;  

375983.58,  8016318.51;  376104.65,  8016173.23;  375410.53,  8016140.94;  

and  376064.29,  8016964.20. 

WARD 5 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Livingstone Way and Pioneer Road; along Pioneer Road southwards  to a point 

it meets an unnamed road westwards along this road so as to exclude 

Chinotimba Open Theatre and then northwestwards into Chinotimba Road so 

as to exclude Chinotimba Housing Offices and along Chinotimba Road 

northwards and  into Nkuswi Street and along Nkuswi north west wards up to 

a point it meets Fourth Avenue and along Fourth Avenue southwest wards to a 
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point it meets an unnamed road northwest along this road so as to include 

House No. 4931 and along a straight line stretching into Livingstone Way then 

along Livingstone Way North east wards to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  376701.91,  

8017206.33;  376580.85,  8016140.94;  375964.41,  8016302.37;  376056.22,  

8016939.99;  and  376701.91,  and  8016939.99. 

WARD 6 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of Fifth 

Avenue and Chinotimba Road; then northwest wards along Fifth Avenue  to 

Mvumila Sreet then along Mvumila Street  to a point it meets Mulamba Street 

southwest wards and west wards into Eigth Avenue so as to include House No. 

4040, 4041, 4044  to a point it meets an unnamed road so as to exclude House 

No. 4261 and include House No. 4255 then along this road westwards it follows 

a straight line up to Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Main Road then follow this main 

road northwards up to a point it turn east wards in a straight line so as to 

connect an unnamed road and to include house number 4218 and exclude 

House Number 5093; north wards along this road and eastwards into Intundla 

Road so as to include House Number 4013 to a point it meets Fifth Avenue and 

along east avenue; north east wards so as to include House Number 1319 up 

to Mvagazi Street and along Mvagazi to Fifth Avenue then along Fifth Avenue so 

as to exclude House Numbers 1251 and 1271 it follows this avenue up to Ward 

5 boundary and follows this boundary  to a point it leave ward 5 boundary and 

follows an unnamed road to include Chinotimba Housing Office and then 

Chinotimba Road southwards to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  376564.70,  8016130.98;  

376274.14,  8015872.70;  375983.58,  8015735.49;  375862.51,  8015775.85;  

375862.51,  8015848.49;  375337.89,  8015937.27;  375402.46,  8016139.05;  
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375919.01,  8016098.69;  376056.22,  8016276.26;  and  376564.70,  

8016130.98. 

WARD 7 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of Fifth 

Avenue and Gonde Street the north eastern corner of Chinotimba Primary 

School and stretches along Gonde Street southwards, southeast wards and 

south west wards into Eigth Avenue and stretches east wards up to Mpani 

Street into Ninth Avenue turning to the west then south into Thaka street 

leaving out House Number 1554 and stretches past the 10th avenue 

intersection and turns westwards along an unnamed road so as to include 

Stand Number 4130  to a point it meets an unnamed road and following this 

road generally northwards so as to include Stand Number 4100 then turns to 

the left following another unnamed road so as to include House Number 4369 

and exclude Chinotimba Tavern and stretches west wards  to Stand Number 

4411 turning right so as to include it and stretches along the unnamed road to 

Stand Number 4422 and turn left so as to include it the boundary stretches 

southwards into an unnamed and to the west into Bulawayo-Victoria Falls 

Road then along this road northwards  to ward 6 boundary and turning east 

wards along this boundary to the starting point. This is This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  376266.13,  

8015872.25;  376274.20,  8015145.85;  375676.94,  8015379.91;  375604.30,  

8015234.63;  375152.32,  8015436.41;  375313.74,  8075928.75,  and 

376266.13,  8015872.40. 

WARD 8 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of Thaka 

Street and tenth avenue the boundary follows tenth avenue southeast wards so 

as to include Anglican Church and crossing Chinotimba Road into 11th Avenue 

so as to exclude the new Apostollic Church and Methodist Church then along 
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11th Avenue southeast wards  to a point it follows a stormy water drain into 

Pioneer Road then turning northwards along Pioneer Road  to a point it meets 

an unnamed road and turns along this unnamed road so as to include 

Chinotimba Open Air theatre to a point where it meets Ward 6 boundary then 

along Ward 6 boundary west wards so as to exclude Chinotimba Housing Office 

and include Chinotimba Post Office and following ward 6 boundary  to a point 

it meets Ward 7 boundary at Gonde Street and follows Ward 6 boundary to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) co-ordinates:  376580.91,  8016146.67;  376419.48,  8015024.00;  

376282.28,  8015137.78;  376266.13,  8015912.61;  and 37658091,  

8016146.67. 

WARD 9 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 10th 

avenue and Chinotimba Road and then follows Chinotimba Road southwards 

to 13th Avenue turning right so as to include Stand Number 2643 and exclude 

Stand Number 2673 and along 13th Avenue to Vundla Street along it 

southwards then southwest wards into 16th Avenue generally west wards 

southwards, into 18th avenue so as to exclude Stand Number 3154 and 3155 

and stretches southwards into 18th Avenue adjacent to Mosi-oa-tunya 

Secondary School fence so as to exclude it to a point it meets an unnamed road 

generally southwards so as to include Stand Number 4464  to a point it meets 

another unnamed road along it generally eastwards so as to include Stand 

Number 4051 and exclude Stand 4743  to a point turns right towards the 

cemetery and immediately turns right so as to exclude the cemetery and a 

straight main road generally southwest wards to Victoria Falls-Bulawayo Main 

Road and along this main road generally northwards up to Ward 7 then 

eastwards along Ward 7 boundary to the starting point. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  375168.46,  
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8015436.41;  375612.37,  8015218.49;  375676.94,  8015379.91;  376007.86,  

8015347.63;  376419.48,  8015032.85;  376371.00,  8014540.51;  375798.01,  

8014936.00;  375636.58,  8014492.09;  374894.04,  8014685.79;  and  

375168.46,  8015436.41. 

WARD 10 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Chinotimba Road and 10th Avenue and stretches southeastwards to include 

the new Apostolic and Methodist churches up to 11th Avenue proceeding  to 

Pioneer along it southwards and southern east upto the Council boundary and 

then along that council boundary southwestwards and northwest wards into 

Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Main Roads then northeastwards along this main road 

about ward 9 boundary generally eastwards along this boundary to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates:  374902.11,  8014693.87;  375604.30,  8014475.94;  375789.94,  

8014944.07;  376362.99,  8014548.58;  376330.70,  8014185.38;  376120.85,  

8013781.83;  375273.38,  8013281.42;  and  374902.11,  8014693.87. 

WARD 11 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from a point where Kazungula 

Road meets with council boundary proceeding  eastwards along Kazungula 

Road to a point it meets the Bulawayo-Victoria Falls Road to a point it meets 

the Moringa Road and move towards Moringa Road and move westwards to 

where it meets the council boundary then  northwards along the council 

boundary to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  373925.50,  8016501.80;  375596.23,  

8016598.65;  374821.40,  8014508.23;  375265.31,  8013289.49;  373965.86,  

8012183.76;  and  373825.50, and  8016501.80.  
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MATEBELELAND NORTH HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY  

CONSTITUENCY BOUNDARY DESCRIPTIONS 

1. BINGA NORTH  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from a point on the Zimbabwe – 

Zambia international boundary grid reference number PM09345 southwards 

direct to a point on the former Sengwa river course, then proceeding generally 

southwards up the Sengwa river to the eastern boundary with Chizarira National 

Park, then generally southwestwards along the eastern boundaries of Chizarira 

national park, then westwards along the southern boundary of Chizarira 

National Park up to the game fence, then southwestward along the game fence 

where it meets the Mbelele river and follows the river to its confluence with 

Lungwalala-Lubu river, then northwards along Lubu river, then follows the river 

southwestwards to old Kariangwe road, then southwards along a mountain 

range to Maseme river, then westwards and northwards along the river to a 

mountain range, then northwards along the same to its tributary and follow it 

southeastwards cutting across a mountain range through beacon 9618 to Tinde 

river, then follows the river northwestwards to meet an unnamed track then to 

follow the track generally westwards and northwards and westwards to where it 

meets the source of Siansundu river, then westwards along the mountain range 

up to trig 1983 so as to exclude it, then generally northwestwards up to trig 

1786 so as to include it, then northward to the junction of Kamativi-Binga and 

Mlibizi road along the same up to the airstrip so as to exclude it then follows a 

track northwestwards into an unnamed stream and follows it to Nanchibwe 

basin to join the Zimbabwe-Zambia international boundary to its starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 

36K South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:    

622174.04,  8097709.38; 620121.39,  8104977.76; 614567.55,  8108466.43; 

612007.30,  8111617.97; 612027.16,  8113520.30; 631961.35,  8076362.84; 
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626961.34,  8082566.97; 624104.79,  8087820.58; 622199.78,  8092391.38; 

620885.42,  8096094.15; 627442.04,  8052415.89; 628207.94,  8059187.39; 

630213.55,  8067612.00; 632665.55,  8075949.83; 613153.11,  8018383.94; 

615587.42,  8027411.15; 615436.39,  8035848.66; 621761.81,  8039248.70; 

626657.56,  8046687.08; 589437.19,  8016992.86; 595371.95,  8016799.01; 

598713.86,  8009852.09; 606677.23,  8008718.11; 611665.00,  8016439.95; 

561628.89,  8017906.56; 567089.72,  8023699.03; 573656.45,  8020008.75; 

581385.02,  8016756.88; 523505.41,  8004467.79; 529538.39,  8006758.24; 

536570.55,  8013726.24; 544936.20,  8013993.20; 553562.40,  8010389.28; 

557664.43,  8017271.43; 611672.75,  8117423.63; 602047.15,  8115433.54; 

593528.97,  8110233.34; 584741.31,  8105474.54; 576096.07,  8100592.57; 

568537.70,  8094091.20; 566151.98,  8084806.09; 560144.02,  8076985.33 

552745.53,  8070396.86 ;544890.99,  8064209.47; 537048.02,  8058049.99; 

530255.30,  8050809.25; 524135.59,  8042900.66; 517997.16,  8035016.60; 

514718.62,  8026754.18; 508059.65,  8019617.68; 514929.82,  8012965.72; 

520116.93,  8004872.73; 612027.16,  8113520.30; 537587.35,  8047167.78 

2. BINGA SOUTH  

An This area is bounded by a line drawn from a point on the eastern boundary of 

Binga district where Busi communal lands meet the Chizarira National park, 

then westwards along the southeastern boundary of Dandanda communal lands, 

then generally westwards along the boundaries of Dandanda communal land to 

its westernmost point, then southwards along the westernmost boundary of 

Dandanda communal land, then eastwards along the northern boundary of 

Lubimbi communal land to Shangani river, then follows the Shangani river so as 

to exclude Kana block, then up the Shangani river, then proceeding northwest 

wards, then proceeding generally northwards along the western and 

northwestern boundaries of Lubimbi communal land, then generally 

northwestwards along the southwestern and western boundaries of Manjolo 

communal land to the southern boundary of Kavira forest land, then westwards 

along the southern boundary of Kavira forest land to the Gwayi river, then 
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generally northwards down the Gwayi river to the Zimbabwe-Zambia 

international Boundary, then northeastwards along the Zimbabwe-Zambia 

international boundary to the Nenchigwe basin.    This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 

512714.44, 7976561.67; 519866.95,  7973030.87; 528210.71,  

7972087.17;530892.95,  7966022.09; 493690.22,  8013195.47; 487847.08,  

8008212.41; 486086.15,  8000477.15; 486292.12,  7992224.86; 496289.50,  

7992446.50; 499132.98,  7985825.15; 507251.29,  7984276.07; 513154.00,  

7979830.28; 523441.81,  8004828.43; 516985.83,  8009515.86; 511086.21,  

8017086.22; 504727.57,  8014951.16; 495808.43,  8013819.77; 561238.09,  

8018113.13; 554857.92,  8016802.31; 551269.79,  8010697.25; 542400.73,  

8015316.73; 534351.22,  8011922.14; 527694.34,  8004594.55; 586105.74,  

8017432.69; 577010.37,  8017120.95;570980.46,  8021561.04; 564342.10,  

8020203.07;601781.85,  7983049.27; 609366.17,  7987007.99; 616472.78,  

7989046.04; 611754.46,  7993550.68; 613213.00,  8002577.66; 607063.40,  

8006908.68; 599743.75,  8008676.49; 595093.26,  8015302.52; 591166.97,  

8017139.51; 531343.74,  7962268.25; 525023.58,  7957231.81; 529343.08,  

7953995.68; 537289.36,  7954901.82; 545930.00,  7958805.84; 543302.97,  

7961506.96; 535208.80,  7964407.67; 544743.70,  7966901.05; 554433.27,  

7969325.76; 561427.66,  7962810.16; 571303.10,  7964323.68; 581184.64,  

7965807.37; 590289.24,  7967953.68; 593265.87,  7976748.31; 599727.97,  

7981340.25; 530892.95,  7966022.09; 553442.92,  7977440.28 

3.    BUBI  

The constituency borders with Nkayi District on the Northen side starting on the  

north western boundary of former Kenilworth Block estate, then southeastwards 

along Silobela communal lands generally southwards along the boundary to a 

point where Manyami and Silobela communal land meet then southwards to 

Shangani river, then southeast along the Shangani river to the southeastern 
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boundary of Lynes Farm so as to include it, up to the northeastern boundary 

with Joseph’s block following its boundary with Matabeleland South on the 

western boundary of Insiza district to the Harare-Bulawayo railway line, then 

southwestwards along the railway line generally southwestwards to its boundary 

with Umguza-Umzingwane district, then due northwards along Ntabazinduna 

communal lands boundary so as to exclude them, then westwards along the 

northern boundary of Nthabazinduna communal lands southeastwards to Khoce 

dam to Kanyana river, generally southwards along its boundary with Umguza 

district along Khoce river to its confluence with Umguza river, then northeast 

wards along its boundary with Umguza district to take wards 3, 10,11, 17, 19 

and 20 from Umguza district to include Umguza Forest land along its southern 

boundary, then westwards along the Umguza river, and along the Umguza river 

southwestwards to its boundary with Lupane district and follows it to 

northeaststwards to the eastern most beacon of former Kenilworth Block estate 

and the northern boundary of Gourlays Block and Goodwood Block so as to 

include them up the western boundary of Gwampa Forest land to the Gwampa 

river; then generally eastwards to the starting point.  This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  

603311.87, 7836713.61; 610131.42, 7833295.36; 616212.53, 7828074.83; 

622371.64, 7822583.71; 631156.13, 7821248.29; 637888.11, 7825067.75; 

641169.09, 7823191.92; 586818.78, 7844032.76; 593233.19, 7841187.09; 

600312.67,  7837564.72; 655209.51,  7814734.66;   660026.01,  7809503.36;   

666384.28,  7803910.98;   669702.93,  7798732.09;   672283.08,  7793836.06;   

678044.90,  7788112.85;   685617.02,  7788145.29;   690399.24,  7794322.09;   

696506.03,  7793870.70;   698180.27,  7784012.71;   704643.42,  7789839.09;   

707296.44,  7798002.72;   705151.10,  7807110.10;   714449.58,  7803773.66;   

719325.93,  7810257.46;   720092.81,  7819808.40;   715874.20,  7825527.60;   

723062.22,  7831993.90;   728480.76,  7836269.27;   719369.33,  7839483.79; 
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 725099.98,  7843226.11;   732962.00,  7840507.10;   730432.84,  7847565.27;   

724364.81,  7854665.73;   717660.46,  7860501.34;   712344.03,  7867524.31;   

711124.96,  7875937.52;   702766.77,  7871625.54;   694217.53,  7866452.53;   

685099.99,  7868694.46;   675831.10,  7872346.39;   666701.62,  7876390.39;   

657453.31,  7880021.73;   647626.74,  7881874.76;   637800.31,  7883681.01;   

635124.95,  7875886.53;   628290.79,  7877799.63;   620467.58,  7872069.51;   

612756.23,  7865725.95;   605099.59,  7859293.66;   597333.50,  7853000.81;   

589234.73,  7847158.42;   641169.09,  7823191.92;   648494.00,  7820652.35;   

654299.86,  7816868.29;   657261.93,  7853420.60;   657261.93,  7853420.60;   

684627.73,  7810478.14;   667319.98,  7844956.93;   638277.94,  7868841.50;   

670467.49,  7845686.06;   666131.88,  7837411.81; 

4.     HWANGE CENTRAL  

The Hwange colliery concession area and the Hwange Local Board  including An 

area of land with a line drawn starting from Bulawayo-Victoria falls road  at a 

point on Deka river, then northeastwards along the river, then eastwards along 

the northern boundary of Wankies farm annexe to its boundary where it meets 

an unnamed stream, then northeast to Soong pump station so as to include it, 

generally northeastwards, then northeastwards to Deka river and follows the 

river northeastwards then southeastwards, so as to exclude Kandebwe and 

Simangani villages, then southwards then generally eastwards up to Lukozi river 

it then meanders along Lukozi river generally eastwards up to the confluence of 

Gwayi-Lukosi rivers, then turn southwestwards along Gwayi river to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream, then follow Gwayi river southeastwards to 

it confluence with Nyantuwe rive, then southwestwards along Nyantuwe river up 

to its confluence with Lambo river then follow the Lambo river to the northern 

boundary of Lambo village, then generally northeastwards along stateland fence 

up to the Kamativi-Binga road, then southwestwards along the same road to 

where it meets the power line (330v) to where it meets an unnamed stream, 

follow the stream eastwards then southwards along the same stream up to the 

Bulawayo-Victoria Falls road, then southeastwards along the same road exclude 
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Lupote business center, to the game fence then eastwards along the fence, then 

southeastwards to where it meets the Bulawayo-Victoria-Falls road, then 

southeastwards along the road up to Zengweni river, then southwestwards along 

the boundary of Dete valley 3 and State land so as to exclude the Dete valley 3, 

generally eastwards along the game fence to where it meets the Ngamo Forest 

land boundary following the boundary in a southwesterly direction to the railway 

line, then along the railway line to Dete station so as to exclude it, then follow 

the boundary of Sikumi forest land westwards up to Kamativi road, then 

northwestwards so as to include Marist Brothers and exclude Nemasha school, 

then northwards along a track to where it meets an unnamed stream, generally 

northwestwards to where it meets the Power line (330v) proceeding westwards 

along the Power line to where it meets a track, then southwestwards along the 

northern boundary of state land, crossing the railway line to Surichengi beacon, 

then generally northwestward on the western boundary of reduced Hwange coal 

concession to Mambane river, then along the northwest boundary of reduce 

Hwange coal concession westwards to Deka river northeastwards to its starting 

point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates: 

 468037.22,  7993838.52   460883.99,  7990081.27;   452546.30,  7987092.67;   

446939.48,  7979185.95;   440167.48,  7974046.23;   434927.84,  7968710.46;   

491427.98,  7976575.00;   485841.66,  7982113.20;   486650.08,  7987911.39;   

481951.66,  7987237.98;   453755.44,  7958977.71;   462768.40,  7960194.39;;   

470766.87,  7962880.28;   478873.90,  7967136.96;   486139.86,  7970688.35;   

492299.55,  7974924.81;   434927.84,  7968710.46;   433922.32,  7960823.79   

440590.54,  7958384.49;   449572.92,  7959869.70;   449882.00,  7963248.26;   

438055.53,  7967529.30;   448051.33,  7969678.24; 
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4.    HWANGE EAST                   

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from a point the at Zambezi river 

and Victoria Falls National parks fence, then westwards to where it meets the 

Victoria falls-Bulawayo main road following the  Fuller forest fence eastwards, 

generally northwards, then generally eastwards meandering eastwards then 

southwards along Fuller forest fence generally southeastwards to Railway Farm 

55 and moves eastwards along Railway Farm 55 fence so as to include it, up to 

the confluence of Matetsi-Mbija river proceeding eastwards along Matetsi river to 

where it meets the Lukunguni river, then southeastwards to exclude Mwemba 

village, then eastwards to Deka river and follow the boundary of Hwange central 

to where it meets the Zingweni river, then eastwards along Bulawayo-Victoria 

Falls road to where it meets the Gwayi river, then northwards along the Gwayi 

river up to its confluence with the Shangani river along it to the game fence and 

the district boundary of Binga along the game fence to the northern international 

boarder at Zambezi river along the boarder to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates:  417115.28,  

8022927.26’;   413452.14,  8016909.51;   414087.79,  8009621.96;   

416434.73,  8000761.48;   422619.29,  7998794.06;   424008.33,  7999166.10 

452099.22,  8011712.94;   443387.04,  8014172.23;   434775.91,  8017027.24;   

425622.39,  8018259.68;   417943.27,  8022251.39;   491429.50,  8010494.09;   

485784.39,  8010961.36;   479158.26,  8008127.53;   470793.96,  8005541.41;   

463699.53,  8003678.03;   456570.00,  8007408.23;   513819.00,  7976686.04;   

512302.23,  7983986.41;   504190.81,  7986139.76;   495789.79,  7988617.89;   

491411.73,  7992336.87;  485253.24,  7995676.86;   488106.10,  8004013.91;   

491062.06,  8010475.40;   531093.92,  7963850.63;   528462.49,  7970947.85;   

520561.72,  7971869.42;   513857.62,  7976698.57;   563526.85,  7918291.89;   

556451.77,  7921665.58;   547989.15,  7924947.77;   544956.66,  7931603.91;   

543703.15,  7940394.44;   550354.33,  7946782.29;   556096.32,  7953887.70;   

550946.55,  7961104.96;  543014.18,  7956473.49;   533594.00,  7954654.46;   
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526319.76,  7955152.73;   526021.20,  7960550.65;   548350.74,  7877485.54;   

547390.27,  7886131.27;   556220.80,  7888589.55;   566174.41,  7888886.49;   

573497.83,  7890155.93;   575553.26,  7896905.17;   579100.23,  7903992.93;   

574298.73,  7910828.57;   566748.49,  7915104.10;   524434.50,  7864583.98;   

529381.13,  7871028.22;   536870.93,  7874156.25;   544926.56,  7875814.06;   

489493.37,  7857641.82;   496748.10,  7862310.61;   505372.62,  7863405.63;   

513998.40,  7864461.81;  523542.10,  7864154.16;   430594.90,  7829002.14;   

435724.81,  7825492.07;   440484.54,  7817302.88;   449821.20,  7814599.05;   

456681.54,  7808180.69;;   463103.16,  7801704.97   470656.17,  7804957.28;   

473129.15,  7814520.70;   477070.60,  7823401.49;   480129.71,  7832848.52;   

483560.48,  7842213.30;;   486247.61,  7851150.33;   393029.35,  7883983.45;   

399261.95,  7876182.00;   402778.93,  7867424.66;   406738.14,  7858429.19;   

409999.27,  7849525.78;   412475.10,  7840033.14;   420538.13,  7834877.31;   

429351.71,  7833739.49;   372473.74,  7936435.26;   ;372971.56,  7927612.91;   

375910.07,  7918368.06;;   383488.71,  7912696.28;   390858.44,  7906706.21;   

394126.71,  7897468.19;   390897.07,  7888791.03;   475272.69,  7949660.18;   

466874.79,  7948177.47;   458941.31,  7951200.07;   450757.72,  7950816.97;  

442015.79,  7947353.75;   433444.45,  7949443.22;   423903.89,  7952211.69;   

414378.67,  7954602.95;   404746.10,  7952591.72;   395238.68,  7949520.06;   

386352.31,  7945390.32;   379786.34,  7939261.98;   491065.95,  7973091.99;   

484675.16,  7969110.88;   476725.14,  7965613.78;   469986.17,  7959383.60;   

476685.20,  7953362.78;   484315.60,  7946963.29;   483410.04,  7942278.56;   

476822.30,  7948048.70;   482111.73,  7986232.20;   485904.31,  7986648.16;   

487131.50,  7981461.88;   492270.69,  7975397.46;   457052.23,  7988783.18;   

464364.79,  7993836.86;   470178.72,  7990081.03;   476360.34,  7987381.33;   

424008.33,  7999166.10;   422394.64,  7990395.61;   423503.76,  7986584.85;   

431796.54,  7981403.98;   440351.09,  7976830.11;   446635.88,  7978699.50;   

452145.84,  7986682.26; 
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5.   HWANGE WEST  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from a point the at Zambezi river 

and Victoria Falls National parks fence, then westwards to where it meets the 

Victoria falls-Bulawayo main road following the  Fuller forest fence eastwards, 

generally northwards, then generally eastwards meandering eastwards then 

southwards along Fuller forest fence generally southeastwards to Railway Farm 

55 and moves eastwards along Railway Farm 55 fence so as to exclude it, up to 

the confluence of Matetsi-Mbija river proceeding eastwards then along its 

northern boundary up to where it meets Deka river, then up the Deka river 

towards its source until it meets the northern boundary of Deka safari area, then 

proceed southeast along the northern Deka safari areas up to the western 

boundary of the Reduced Wankie Coal Consession boundary, then moving due 

southwest then southeast along the western boundary of  the Reduced Wankie 

Coal Concession boundary up to the game fence, then along the Bulawayo-

Victoria falls railway line along Hwange National Park fence to where it meets 

with the Tsholotsho District boundary along it to the international border with 

Botswana, then northeastwards along the boundary to the Zambezi River, along 

Zambezi river on the international boundary to Victoria Falls, so as to include 

Victoria falls Municipality, and along the boundary to Victoria Falls National 

Park fence and to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates   412210.30,  8019194.21;  404917.96,  

8018238.24;   403371.47,  8011713.50;   394652.51,  8012293.69;   386172.10,  

8009904.75;   379718.56,  8014645.60;   377907.90,  8016147.64;   441874.14,  

7975436.34;   434662.31,  7980886.08;   425830.36,  7984833.35;   419769.52,  

7990359.11;   424659.81,  7996331.99;   418575.50,  7998547.55;   414839.75,  

8005339.69;   414069.50,  8014258.56;   471452.81,  7950158.36;   478072.78,  

7945434.97;   485651.66,  7942847.03;   481806.28,  7948729.85;   474233.44,  

7955198.01;   470920.11,  7962327.68;   463294.56,  7960476.26;   454332.16,  

7958913.04;   447228.33,  7960501.22;   438089.16,  7957295.82;   432860.97,  
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7963298.57;   436915.07,  7970527.42;   366834.19,  7943745.29;   373404.47,  

7937896.95;   381128.90,  7942315.31;   389530.19,  7946329.14;   398443.35,  

7950678.10;   408046.34,  7953430.06;   417682.01,  7953941.57;   427213.38,  

7951377.67;   436302.53,  7947577.84;   445065.74,  7948885.06;;   

453304.25,  7949049.12;   461051.69,  7949023.10;   470119.29,  7948801.52;   

313378.73,  8018898.27;   318129.06,  8010578.42;   322009.29,  8001856.72;   

328580.70,  7996292.20;   334201.23,  7988790.55;   337896.31,  7980034.61;   

342652.78,  7971451.75;;   347729.18,  7963286.71;   354099.69,  7955820.56;   

360070.23,  7949096.40;   377907.90,  8016147.64;   373333.29,  8022311.30;   

366165.57,  8027076.06;   358614.16,  8030009.19;   349757.09,  8027462.73;   

341070.46,  8025043.45;   332146.89,  8026350.77;  323218.98,  8027935.70;   

315980.79,  8031077.79;   313533.94,  8021773.61; 

7.     LUPANE EAST  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the westernmost point of 

Dandanda Communal Lands proceeding generally eastwards and 

northeastwards along the northern boundaries of Dandanda communal lands to 

its intersection with the western boundary of Gokwe communal land, then 

southwards along that boundary to Kana River, then westwards along Kana river 

to its confluence with Mabembenene river, then southeastwards along 

Mabembenene river, then southwards and eastwards along the crest, then 

southwards Lupaka boundary, then westwards to the source of Ngandlwana 

river along it to its confluence with Shangani river, then northeastwards along 

Shangani to Benzies Bridge southwards generally along Benzies road up to its 

junction with Fighting road, then eastwards along Fighting road to a point where 

it meets an unnamed river, then southwards to Lupane river, then westwards 

along the river to where it meets Bubi river so as to include Lupane local board, 

then northwards along the boundary of lot 147at  Umguza river to its confluence 

with Gwayi river, then generally northwards and northwestwards down the 

Gwayi river up to its intersection with the southern boundary of Ngamo forest 

land, then westwards along that boundary to the intersection with the 
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Nyamandlovu-Dete railway strip, then northwestwards along the railway strip to 

the intersection with the western boundary of Ngamo forest land, then 

northeastwards along that boundary of Chamankanu, then generally westwards 

along the southern boundaries of Lugo ranch and Sikumi estate so as to exclude 

Sikumi forest land, up north the latter’s western boundary to its intersection 

with the southern boundary of Kalisa, then northwest of the latter and Good 

Luck ranch to its western most beacon and generally north along the western 

boundary of Dete valley 1 to its intersection with the game fence, then northeast 

by the intersection with the Zingweni river and down the latter to its confluence 

with Gwayi river down the latter to its confluence with Shangani river and up the 

latter to its intersection with the northern boundary with Karna block, then 

eastwards, northeast to the northern most beacon with Karna flats then 

westwards along the northern boundary of Lubimbi communal land and 

northwestwards to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 

571627.83,  7856702.09;   575893.41,  7854533.32;   575795.30,  7847533.86;   

582823.46,  7844578.23;   591026.10,  7848440.61;   599093.00,  7854347.64;   

606791.63,  7860725.82;   614465.66,  7867137.29;   622170.22,  7873489.03;   

630412.08,  7877156.08;   632473.94,  7876530.56;   589453.93,  7917847.39;   

585819.94,  7910220.21;   581361.78,  7905767.32   578181.41,  7904980.46;   

576948.51,  7897037.55;   573793.95,  7891100.08;   573183.03,  7886314.79;   

574020.47,  7877919.75;   577492.28,  7870423.91;   572169.25,  7867129.91;   

570532.06,  7862243.76;   569842.88,  7858757.72;   596037.79,  7938357.02;   

589007.09,  7933866.41;   588422.16,  7924630.90;   595626.13,  7920748.11;  

601564.37,  7949512.10;   598156.88,  7946350.41;   602559.79,  7940439.20;   

620971.39,  7948483.11;   612917.72,  7948517.80;   603926.45,  7949279.81;   

638820.29,  7935423.70;   636340.55,  7944624.55;   629440.78,  7947144.55;   

620996.43,  7948460.63;   641299.16,  7883058.35;   651107.28,  7881243.52;   

649886.55,  7890513.39;   640625.30,  7893062.53;   638309.34,  7900951.76;   
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638108.53,  7910945.15;   637202.33,  7920791.10;   639365.24,  7928547.18;   

632473.94,  7876530.56;   635991.04,  7879768.98; 

8.     LUPANE WEST  

 A line drawn along the boundary of Franklands  farm to the Umguza river, then 

generally westwards down the river, then eastwards up that river to a point due 

north of a road junction, then due south to the road junction, then generally 

southwards along the road to the commencement of the Sipemba river, then 

down the Sipemba river to its confluence with the Shangani river, then to the 

intersection of the Shangani river and a cart line, then southwards along the 

eastern boundaries of ward 17,20,and 21 so as to include them, to the 

intersection with the Gwampa river, then up the latter to its intersection with the 

eastern boundary of Lake Alice forest land, then southwards along that 

boundary to the northern boundary of Goodwood Block, then westwards and 

southwards along the northern and western boundaries of Goodwood Block to 

the northern boundary of Molo forest land and West Gate to the eastern 

boundary of Mbembesi forest land then northwards, westwards and south 

westwards along the eastern, northern and northwest boundaries of Mbembesi 

forest land to the northern beacon of Franklands farm, then southwestwards 

along the northwestern to its starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 

605522.22,  7950196.78;   605634.97,  7959893.70; 605787.14,  7969864.52;   

605596.02,  7979682.32;   600603.84,  7981744.35;   594163.24,  7977345.49;   

590374.57,  7969054.41;   582463.83,  7965987.93;   572578.30,  7964530.61;   

562699.03,  7963039.39;   555424.15,  7968660.08;   545995.35,  7967220.89;   

536288.38,  7964821.75;   542011.34,  7961532.42;   551575.25,  7960752.54;   

556060.30,  7953574.41;   554115.60,  7950168.49;   603515.55,  7944056.04;   

596975.86,  7949374.51;   605380.36,  7949224.71;   595469.74,  7920190.86;   

588626.69,  7924055.90;   589081.16,  7933236.62;   595424.49,  7938195.44;   
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603073.30,  7941992.44;;   563048.26,  7920034.07;  567612.22,  7914763.80;   

574927.91,  7909322.83;   580587.63,  7905266.05;   585548.84,  7908204.87;   

587585.03,  7917680.63;   554115.60,  7950168.49;   548332.31,  7942709.48;   

543544.32,  7935878.90;   544275.33,  7927418.90;   551937.95,  7923263.19;   

560525.10,  7921384.20; 

9.     NKAYI NORTH  

This area of land is boundeded by a line from a point on the intersection of 

Gweru river by the western boundary of Zhombe communal land, then 

southeastwards along the eastern boundary of Nkayi communal land, 

southeastwards along the eastern boundary of Nkayi communal land to the 

Shangani river, then northeastwards along Shangani river, then proceeding 

along Shangani river up to its confluence with the Sipemba river, then 

northwards up the Sipemba river to its mouth near an unnamed road then 

generally northward along that road to the road junction, then due north to 

Kana river, then generally eastwards along the northern and eastern boundaries 

of Nkayi communal land to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 

681259.54,  7946991.08;   672105.53,  7947518.99;   662963.56,  7947491.17;   

655469.94,  7946804.10;   684051.41,  7914575.10;   690746.52,  7908634.83;   

698742.51,  7904239.04;   703873.49,  7897536.16;   701711.33,  7907274.59;   

699538.60,  7916997.63;   697356.29,  7926752.72;   704298.66,  7931041.12;   

713626.27,  7934514.79;   722939.74,  7938141.49;   719862.97,  7944715.00;   

709888.58,  7944805.68;   699907.97,  7945298.80;   689916.64,  7945705.46;   

638477.98,  7921887.13;   643561.48,  7919726.17;   652937.38,  7920337.29;   

661734.55,  7924439.99;   671352.92,  7925753.38;   679210.66,  7922586.52;   

638741.39,  7947116.08;   637052.92,  7939874.82;   638964.28,  7931529.16;   

638863.84,  7922431.96;   655469.94,  7946804.10;   647079.21,  7947428.26; 
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10.     NKAYI SOUTH  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the Shangani River to its 

intersection by the north western boundary of former Kenilworth Block estate, 

then southwest along that boundary to the western most beacon of former 

Kenilworth Block estate and the northern boundary of Gourlays Block and 

Goodwood Block so as to exclude them, up the western boundary of Gwampa 

Forest land to the Gwampa river; then generally westwards along the Gwampa 

river, then generally westwards along the Gwampa river, then northwards along 

the Nkayi-Lupane Communal land boundary to the intersection with the 

Shangani river, then eastward along the same river to its starting point.  This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 

679143.27,  7936732.40;   670777.91,  7925450.20;   661099.38,  924302.02;   

652324.75,  7920161.28;   642929.43,  7919696.72;   638008.19,  7915879.03;   

638218.38,  7905886.15;   638443.04,  7895909.85;   645438.89,  7892107.71;   

651004.30,  7886176.62;   656069.03,  7880285.69;   665430.08,  7876997.91;   

674531.10,  7872866.77;   683803.95,  7869227.02;   693011.34,  7865723.81;   

701584.98,  7870857.88;   710071.33,  7876140.02;   710873.94,  7884714.83;   

709274.53,  7892782.18;   703962.52,  7897135.56;   696982.92,  7904590.67;   

689234.72,  7909557.44;   682833.26,  7915980.91;   677328.01,  7923834.79;   

703962.52,  7897135.56;   698339.07,  7904308.12;   671954.65,  7909662.89 

11.     TSHOLOTSHO EAST  

Starting from the confluence of Gwayi and Insuza river the boundary follows the 

Gwayi river southwards forming the eastern boundary to a point at Phikelela line 

so as to include it then westwards up to Zabagwadi line, then southwestwards 

joining Jimila-Mkubazi road following the road up to Mkubazi line so as to 

exclude it, generally westwards, then southwestwards so as to exclude 

Susumane line curving southwest to join Emakayeni-Siwila road so as to include 

Zibungululu line and school, then crossing the road southwest up to 
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Gwabazabuya river, then westwards to cross Matimba road, then 

southwestwards following a track up to Ngcalangamathe-Mgodimasili road, then 

following the road westwards up to Mgodimasili line so as to include it, then 

southwestwards to meet Amanzamnyama river westwards along the river to 

where it meets the Hwange national park game fence, following the game fence to 

Sehume River up to Bulawayo Hwange railway line stretching eastwards along 

the south boundary of Ngamo forest land to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 

 471224.61,  7807107.65;   471373.94,  7801450.73;   479485.88,  7806092.72;   

488741.40,  7808980.20;   497985.31,  7809356.73;   507385.05,  7809617.97;   

516740.02,  7810326.70; 

12.     TSHOLOTSHO WEST  

A line drawn from a point at Phikelela line southwards along Gwayi river until it 

meets the Mandawu river stretching westwards to include Bromley, Roseband 

valley, Riverbank and Mananzwa farm, heading northwestwards to include 

Mananzwa farm up to Zuzumba river, stretching along the Samename to 

Berton’s farm road, following the road southwards up to Nata river following the 

Nata river up to where it meets the Mgodimasili road, going northeast to follow 

the boundary of Tsholotsho East Constituency to its starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South 

(S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 

601276.43,  7794398.54;   596712.92,  7801527.53;   594122.39,  7809621.89;   

588083.31,  7812913.83;   583738.90,  7818000.96;   582864.67,  7772261.86;   

590033.36,  7768845.97;   595518.06,  7772982.53;   599031.76,  7781524.89;   

605406.67,  7775697.25;   615045.85,  7777804.05;   615330.77,  7782835.88;   

608625.30,  7789938.58;   602102.46,  7794138.87;   560129.27,  7794184.73;   

566519.30,  7787253.05;   573129.32,  7780687.23;   579232.54,  7774199.43;   

527713.85,  7808288.99;   535888.21,  7810769.58;   544396.88,  7808249.95;   
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552901.61,  7804554.45;   559094.64,  7798765.34;   581290.31,  7827434.55;   

582209.81,  7835276.20;   574275.56,  7831224.83;   568491.51,  7826911.69;   

563478.71,  7822066.10;   556521.91,  7817608.70;   548701.71,  7814078.00;   

538703.00,  7813959.52;   529634.35,  7814016.85;   524272.75,  7809348.09;   

583738.90,  7818000.96;   580637.75,  7825100.86 

13.     UMGUZA  

An of land bordering most of the greater Bulawayo area on the southern side of 

the district, and sharing its northern boundary with Bubi, and has a common 

boundary with Matabeleland South on the eastern side, and with Tsholotsho 

West constituency on the western side to exclude Bromley, Roseband valley, 

Riverbank and Mananzwa farm, heading northwestwards to exclude Mananzwa 

farm up to Zuzumba river, stretching along the Samename to Berton’s farm 

road, following the road southwards up to Nata river. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 

606169.98,  7791288.52;   612809.42,  7784727.88;   618987.54, 778415.84;;   

624464.95,  7772697.64;   629880.55,  7765087.68;  635954.10,  7758297.04;   

638638.80,  7750893.99;   643046.84,  7753894.43;   650998.43,  757522.42;   

657411.02,  7764242.63;   54064.19,  7769545.36;   648316.70,  7768839.22;   

648601.29,  7772248.12;   647747.07,  7778586.12;   649460.16,  784827.93;   

657173.90,  7781164.02;   662512.10,  7782255.93;   667417.53,  790644.09;   

673949.58,  7786430.86;   674242.17,  7780348.79;   674630.39,  774171.70;   

675517.94,  7767449.32;   673936.39,  7762079.75;   669254.65,  760898.99;   

676050.61,  7755955.13;   681371.74,  7762544.48;   682036.68,  763322.24;   

586549.79,  7814152.13;   591909.80,  7809780.05;   596302.32,  803794.49;   

600443.04,  7796310.51;   605864.73,  7791458.37;   581369.33,  837561.30;   

581979.56,  7830510.50;   581617.98,  7822067.65;   586659.09,  816134.98;   

594778.98,  7840117.82;   588363.48,  7844027.47;   581796.12,  843069.96;   

609479.44,  7833327.30;   603011.25,  7837102.65;   596535.40, 7839117.00;   
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652631.54,  7817937.99;   646156.49,  7821113.83;   639288.47, 7824296.60;   

633559.71,  7820722.31;   624660.72,  7821681.92;   618532.54, 7827257.06;   

;12304.67,  7833344.04;   682036.68,  7763322.24;   685984.06,  771947.12;   

690118.96,  7775468.85;   691177.46,  7781783.71;   98286.25,  7783247.06;   

696639.68,  7793109.39;   690525.04,  7795084.73;   686114.65, 7787783.36;   

678606.41,  7788085.96;   672732.84,  ;793694.92;   669148.06,  798424.23;   

665985.40,  7803452.47;   660369.78,  7809047.21;   655406.61,  815153.35. 
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MATEBELELAND NORTH SENATORIAL CONSTITUENCY 

BOUNDARY DESCRIPTIONS 

1.  BINGA 

An of land bound by the administrative boundary of Binga District.  This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-ordinates: 

621409.57, 8104338.79;   615540.39,  8107370.68;   611509.66,  8110302.79;   

612199.78, 8117438.95;   602512.99,  8115684.59   593994.02,  8110485.86;   

585227.73, 8105682.96;   576537.96,  8100883.72;   568918.99,  8094458.16;   

566182.43, 8085334.40   560483.29,  8077391.46;   553137.50,  8070747.04;   

545308.66,8064534.40;   537467.32,  8058372.85;   530580.25,  8051226.92   

524462.27, 8043316.97;   518321.66,  8035434.62;   515103.32, 8027117.55;   

508119.17, 8020013.78;   505959.40,  8016767.08;   623657.00,  8086414.37;   

621417.43, 8091846.67;   621396.90,  094967.04;   620580.25,  8100730.42;   

627796.35, 8056423.38;   630237.84,  8064402.19;   632150.13,  8072848.45;   

630809.12, 8081114.05;   624753.95,  8084384.20;   613404.89,  8032943.46   

618765.36, 8039813.60;   625523.38,  8043976.70;   627455.25,  8052523.30;   

598585.12, 7980513.14;   605786.94,  7984462.10;   614707.63,  7986857.54;   

611156.74, 7989725.78;   613379.00,  7998056.13;   609095.99,  8002904.55;   

608508.50, 8011779.36   613228.84,  8019051.51;   615387.46,  8027985.09;   

531092.29, 7966559.60;   526593.64,  7960997.70;   525633.74,  7955266.92   

532847.86, 7954597.43;   542429.82,  7956006.05;   547784.30,  7961418.64;   

537786.24, 7961615.69;   540396.86,  7965810.36;   550088.55,  7968271.67;   

558301.12, 7965586.29;   566879.27,  7963602.71;   576759.95,  7965139.70;   

586648.28, 7966578.58   591028.49,  7973376.19;   596293.41,  7979745.96;   

512317.02, 7976961.89;   519306.80,  7973174.93;   527643.27,  7971946.60   

495122.91, 8013484.08;   487992.67,  8009197.00;   487236.17,  8001317.80;   

485607.36, 7993411.38;   494812.46,  7992424.70   498041.38,  7986468.88;   
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505961.16, 7984314.13;   512901.65,  7981153.02;   505959.40,  8016767.08;   

497834.05, 8013665.78 

2.  BUBI-UMGUZA 

This area of land is bounded by the administrative boundaries of Bubi and 

Umguza Districts.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) co-ordinates: 

630583.66, 7764246.74;   636337.48,  7757132.77;   638878.25,  7749557.23;   

643803.41, 7755022.20;   652029.47,  7758406.21;   657769.07,  7765269.66;   

653201.80,  7769962.88;   645381.20,  7769686.34   648738.04,  7776873.80;   

649323.64, 7785070.62;   658092.28,  7781478.30;   665175.43,  7782712.24;   

670100.06, 7777261.98;   675925.20,  7774737.65;   677913.26,  7767055.24;   

672947.04,  7762381.39   670765.73,  7759021.24;   678081.53,  7757255.51;   

683158.93, 7764070.32;   684894.33,  7772320.53;   691176.48,  7776368.31;   

690076.30, 7782629.18;   699297.14,  7784243.08;   706339.73,  7791323.77;   

706693.64, 7800181.49;   707265.52;  7806310.32;   716096.33,  7805322.40;   

720391.33,  7812214.22;  718428.48,  7821338.24   717717.25,  7826528.59;   

725107.14, 7832957.60;   726442.47,  7837246.91;   718524.28,  7841514.56;   

727340.96, 7842928.73;   733770.02,  7842618.38;   729258.48,  7849381.62;   

722288.91,  7855217.00   719759.16,  7856685.31;   602550.47,  7793621.29;   

609027.67, 7789379.02;   615878.95,  7782414.00;   621191.22,  7775767.96;   

626558.88,  7769477.13;   584771.62,  7817743.49;   589469.09,  

7811714.39594947.59,  7807388.83;   598695.06,  7800312.23;   579896.17,  

7841056.50;   581303.40,  7833367.63;   580795.70,  7825361.82;   

583648.48,  7818280.18;   719759.16,  7856685.31;   714136.66,  7863763.43 

713226.18, 7871907.11;   706789.63,  7874136.91;   698279.75,  7868906.74;   

689493.74, 7866911.61;   680246.62,  7870685.60;   670994.22,  7874373.16;   

661947.41,  7878626.71;   652292.33,  7881005.83   642460.77,  7882832.29;   

635377.91, 7880606.89;   632444.26,  7876157.20;   624115.63,  7875105.38;   
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616428.92, 7868731.36;   608722.19,  7862359.86;   601051.61,  7855947.97;   

593075.77,  7849922.51;   585062.66,  7845084.79 

3.  HWANGE 

This area of land is bounded by the administrative boundary of Hwange 

District.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates: 

487797.97, 8005287.92;   491924.68,  8011238.29;   484734.55,  8010840.88;   

478558.44, 8007411.55;   470021.99,  8004826.03;   462744.94,  8004063.74;   

457531.24,  8004619.52;   517003.16,  7974149.07   513149.35,  7979504.87;   

507572.15, 7984214.58;   499445.94,  7985918.87;   496616.17,  7992450.18;   

486618.78, 7992229.67;   485900.86,  8000213.14;   527648.83,  7961411.49;   

530755.13,  7967512.51   525856.07,  7971438.87;   517790.50,  7974171.53;   

547677.28, 7876876.50;   546833.82,  7885379.83;   544637.48,  7892187.17;   

536871.72,  7898487.40;   530376.18,  7904912.34;   536768.34,  7912602.61   

535109.02, 7920910.31;   525421.92,  7923378.04;   516192.21,  7925977.73;   

510538.82, 7931788.89;   504688.35,  7937971.49;   511011.59,  7944895.52;   

515682.81,  7949451.17;   523065.66,  7954690.96   523858.85,  7864290.08;   

529362.23, 7870388.31;   536231.52,  7874170.50;   544266.74,  7875695.41;   

88947.91,  857029.25;   496018.50,  7862153.81;   504540.17,  7863296.25; 

513427.24,  7864012.50   522700.17,  7864079.22;   432004.98,  7830836.92;   

433457.92, 7824922.82;   438880.91,  7819012.83;   447736.98,  7815456.84;   

455817.28, 7810387.76;   460760.66,  7802059.38;   469529.93,  7802886.32;   

472620.73,  7812326.90;   476430.99,  7821129.11;   9676.63,  7830536.92;   

482767.93,  7839976.95;  485806.34,  7849393.32;   391302.37,  7887156.00;   

396930.48,  7879069.80;   401248.70,  7870587.33   405012.30,  7861654.52;   

408265.58, 7852355.91;   411550.42,  7843570.48;   417674.11,  7837207.59;   

426688.56,  7835649.53;  372090.98,  7939497.64;   372567.98,  7930671.54;   

375145.01,  7921241.42   381138.35,  7914695.83;   389310.92,  7909378.20;   
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393424.48, 7900485.69;   391226.91,  7891814.27;   316605.46,  8014537.16;   

319604.61,  8005299.43;   326384.34,  7999203.29;   332396.24,  7992588.32   

336881.83, 7984027.80;   340646.66,  7975040.22;   344805.39,  7966409.25;   

351196.41, 7958861.54;   357953.97,  7952690.58;   363870.31,  7944973.83;  

371927.95,  7939947.51;   365634.09,  8027310.23   358151.96,  8029655.02;   

349183.14, 8027562.61;   340725.16,  8025461.43;   331582.86,  8026194.89;   

322665.80,  8028128.49;  315977.25,  8030494.70;   313631.38,  8021213.53;   

412491.43,  8020169.48   404196.61,  8017544.62;   402465.42,  8012156.50;   

393643.99, 8012184.99;   385250.91,  8009841.07;   378990.46,  8015189.35;   

375001.41,  8021681.02;   367744.16,  8026436.84;   445320.28,  8012221.77   

437566.52, 8017004.16;  427889.80,  8017428.05;   419210.74,  ;8020071.67;   

457531.24,8004619.52; 452798.36,  8011738.53  

4.   LUPANE 

This area of land is bounded by the administrative boundary of Lupane 

District.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates: 

 595877.26, 7979443.03;  590669.25,  7972563.27;   585954.24,  7966480.61;   

576065.93,  965041.60;   566187.84,  7963487.81;   557852.92,  7966125.17;   

549409.98, 7968096.10;   539714.69,  7965649.31;   538487.02,  7961601.88;   

548485.08, 7961404.83;   541882.47,  7955568.23;   532353.35,  7955062.01;   

524996.56,  7954974.88   517195.97,  7950896.29;   512800.28,  7944738.41;   

505719.79, 7939877.24;   508740.58,  7932998.06;   516445.41,  7928129.86;   

523263.91,  7923574.82;   533000.87,  7921411.76;   538153.51,  7914269.07   

531761.34, 7906578.80;   535188.90,  7899852.64;   542954.66,  7893552.41;   

551139.95,  7888473.14;   561132.95,  7888813.66   571090.98,  7888968.49;   

574553.90, 7889026.24;   611427.15,  7949123.99;   605770.37,  7952415.67;   

605609.27, 7962317.78;   605577.66,  7972135.64;   605589.62,  7982106.80;   

598739.47,  7980582.47   631235.42,  7946826.36;   622569.54,  7948482.82;   
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614558.02, 7949745.20;   638843.90,  7922135.44;   639158.16,  7931197.24;   

637125.55,  7939498.32;   633755.29,  7947114.67;   576008.43,  7846900.74   

583554.19, 7844520.77;   591676.17,  7848910.61;   599714.19,  7854855.20;   

607403.93,  7861244.07;  615087.80,  7867643.14;   622787.23,  7874001.68;   

631179.72,  7876923.20;   635117.13,  7878904.80   640772.56,  7883152.07;   

650595.13, 7881324.55;   650370.86,  7890286.37;   641148.33,  7892997.50;   

638319.72, 7900416.99;   638125.31,  7910410.54;   637316.41,  7920268.87;   

576517.40,  7873006.34   573673.15,  7869601.06;   570603.35,  7863536.43;   

570417.86, 7860139.09;  573421.16,  7857554.24;   575049.95,  7852835.90;   

574553.90,  7889026.24;   574103.68,  7883806.17;   575100.42,  7875376.86 

5.  NKAYI 

This area of land is bounded by the administrative district of Nkayi District.  

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 South (S) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) co-

ordinates: 

638171.12, 7908191.21;   638421.84,  7898215.25;   643242.67,  7892410.08;   

651019.55, 7888486.65;   653799.84,  7880718.38;   663337.52,  7877976.50;   

672399.72,  7873756.91;   681666.56,  7870103.39   690912.03,  7866325.40;   

699593.30, 7869700.33;   708099.55,  7874936.47;   710780.26,  7882868.68;   

710599.11, 7891037.72;   704741.64,  7896363.51;   702084.85,  7905771.88;   

699868.11,  7915485.96   699627.39,  7916508.89;   648880.78,  7947394.57;   

640400.33, 7946534.00;   636817.89,  7941781.61;   637994.93,  7933173.75;   

676632.84,7948187.07;   667593.46,  7947428.84;   658273.78,  7947203.34;   

650129.28, 7946989.73;   699627.39,  7916508.89;   697469.68,  7926269.03;   

703833.09,  7930867.74;   713163.73,  7934333.50   722469.86,  7937980.18;   

720359.53, 7944699.60;   710381.47,  7944743.40;   700404.58,  7945285.03;   

690412.83,  7945680.87;   680705.08,  7947304.61; 
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6.   TSHOLOTSHO 

This area of land is bounded by the administrative boundary of Tsholotsho 

District.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates 

575139.52, 7779382.52;   580728.68,  7773420.56;   587965.02,  7769252.69;   

594206.93, 7770833.31;   595816.35,  7775139.52;   549048.02,  7805415.00;   

556918.04,  7801412.79;   560621.85,  7793180.94   567523.21,  7786769.71;   

574179.91, 7780291.11;   505231.09,  7809869.84;   514545.15,  7811250.94;   

523376.66, 7809495.21;   531394.96,  7811423.44;   540661.53,  7810731.41;   

548475.36,  7805678.19   488645.70,  7856348.44;   485401.56,  7848061.79;   

482284.10, 7838611.72;   479244.90,  7829174.83;   475948.98,  7819763.24;  

472235.29,  7810931.02;   468770.86,  7801652.73;   475999.08,  7804556.87 

484953.94, 7808336.55;   494506.44,  7809314.55;   503756.04,  7809622.86;   

522906.85, 7864085.71;   513576.49,  7864141.66;   504745.56,  7863319.06;   

496155.10,  7862306.34;   489052.38,  7857201.57   547797.62,  7875898.22;   

539281.02, 7874477.79;   531705.81,  7873326.09;   525091.42,  7867544.07;   

573884.78, 7855877.91;   569790.73,  7858803.34;   570464.22,  7862222.28;   

572189.28,  7867199.99   577557.27,  7870390.93;   574008.20,  7877991.60;   

573143.21, 7886375.84;   571416.91,  7888973.92;   561458.58,  7888828.51;   

551465.85,  7888479.55;  547150.14,  7882261.82;   581450.68,  7833576.43;   

580123.32, 7841193.51;   576655.44,  7846870.89;   575301.53,  7853653.36;   

589293.95, 7811086.49;   585067.97,  7817103.32;   580199.30,  7823305.29;   

582794.31, 7831774.81;   608741.11,  7789758.92;   602264.58,  7794000.15;   

597462.42, 7800414.66;   594571.82,  7808554.17;   595816.35,  7775139.52;   

599626.25, 7780545.32;   606210.45,  7776324.80;   615918.60,  

7778201.13;13400.31,7783974.90 
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CHAPTER 9 

MATABELELAND SOUTH 

WARD BOUNDARY DESCRIPTIONS 

BEITBRIDGE RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL  

WARD 1 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the confluence of the 

Limpopo and Bubi Rivers generally west wards along Limpopo River to its 

confluence with Chabili River then generally west wards along Limpopo River to 

its confluence with Chabili River then northwards and westwards along this 

River to its junction with Chabili at Last Ranch road then generally east wards 

along this road to the southern boundary of at Last Ranch then east wards 

along this boundary to a point where it meets Bubi River then generally south 

east wards along this River to the starting point. An This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 south (s) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 887912.17, 7552495.27; 

922844.65, 7526071.98; 887912.17, 7529654.80; 879402.98, 7542642.51 

 

WARD 2 

 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the confluence of Samtete 

and Limpopo Rivers north wards along  Samtete River to a point where it joins 

a road then north west wards along this road then north wards to the eastern 

part of Shingwanyana Hills then north wards to the intersection of Diti-

Chamnanga road then north east wards along the eastern side of Malezikwe 

Hills generally south east wards to the intersection of Nuli-Diti road and an 

unnamed track north east wards along this track to its junction with Diti River 

north west wards along this River to its confluence with an unnamed tributary 

north east wards along this tributary to the western end of Bodekwa Hills 
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south east wards across the Bodekwa Hills to the northern side of Lukumbwe 

Hills then generally east wards and south wards along the Chalumbimbi River 

to its confluence with Chabili south east along Chabili River to its confluence 

with Limpopo River west wards and north west wards along Limpopo River to 

the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 831465.98, 7545187.40; 839145.65, 

7525302.55; 883086.52, 7529142.38; 878778.22, 7545461.67; 853270.75, 

7551084.29. 

WARD 3 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Chalumbimbi River and at the Last Ranch-Chabili road then north west  wards 

to a point where it crosses an unnamed track then south east wards then 

generally west wards to a point where it crosses an unnamed road west wards 

on the northern side of Lukumbwe Hills north west wards to the southern side 

of Bodekwa Hills then south west wards and south east wards to a point where 

it meets Nuli-Diti road and Diti River north west wards to a point where it 

crosses an unnamed road then west wards then north wards along Nuli Range 

of mountains then east wards to Marambo Hills then generally north east 

wards along the southern boundary of Lesanth Ranch fence to a point where it 

meets the eastern boundary of Bar  Ranch then south east wards along the 

southern boundary of Kayanse Ranch then east wards along the southern 

boundary of at Last Ranch where it meets the Chabili at Last Ranch road then 

south west wards, west wards and south west wards to the starting point. An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 247298.33, 7579266.95; 260268.97, 7557286.18; 223802.33, 

7565856.09; 221221.00, 7546762.78; 231788.31, 7546924.11; 

262764.23,7548134.11; 268249.55, 7556281.42. 
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WARD 4    

It is This area of land is bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of the 

southern boundary of Jopempi Resettlement then west wards along this 

boundary then south wards to meet the north eastern boundary of Jopempi 

Resettlement then west wards along this boundary to Beitbridge-Bulawayo 

road then south wards along Beitbridge-Bulawayo road to the southern 

boundary of Jopempi Resettlement then along this boundary to a point where it 

meets Mtetengwe River then south wards along Mtetengwe River to its 

confluence with Tongwe then north east wards along Tongwe River to a point 

where it meets an unnamed track west wards then generally south wards along 

this unnamed track to a point where it meets Mtetengwe-Lutumba road and 

Lutumba road and another unnamed track then north east wards along this 

track to a point where it meets Tongwe-Chapfuce road then south east wards 

along this Tongwe-Chapfuce road then a line is drawn west wards to cross 

Beitbridge-Bulawayo road and the railway line so as to exclude Chapfuce 

School and village then further west wards to meet the south most boundary of 

Lesanth Ranch Resettlement then north west along this boundary so as to 

exclude Lesanth Ranch Resettlement to meet the boundary of Kleinbegin 

Ranch and Beitbridge-Masvingo road then south west wards along Beitbridge-

Masvingo road to the western boundary of Kleinbegin and Safari Ranches to 

the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates 797041.50, 7585404.02; 800605.47, 

7573424.11; 818722.34, 7584735.53; 210564.06, 7590969.16; 232607.91, 

7565896; 213256.00, 7567579.13; 194746.34, 7564718.48. 

WARD 5  

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Beitbridge-Bulawayo road and the Veterinary fence then northwards along the 

road to its junction with junction with an unnamed track at Bonga Mafana 
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Ridge then north east to Chapfuce-Tongwe road then south east wards along to 

an unnamed track east wards so as to exclude Bubibutshena Hills and include 

Chapfuce village to intersect Beitbridge-Masvingo road and the railway line 

further east wards towards the north most point of Nuli Range of mountains 

south east wards to cross an unnamed track further south west wards along 

the tributary of Lukawe River to Chamnanga-Diti road then west wards along 

Chamnanga-Diti road to cross the railway line to Beitbridge-Masvingo road 

then south wards along this road to the Veterinary fence then westwards along 

the fence to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 820423.94, 7568435.46; 813836.15, 

7562517; 808253.27, 7547778.83; 817855.81, 7550123.64; 840522.27, 

7564974.08; 842067, 7565085.74. 

WARD 6  

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of Limpopo 

River to the western boundary of River Ranch Resettlement generally north 

wards to the junction of an unnamed track north wards to the confluence of 

Mutshilashonkwe and Mpande River north east wards to an unnamed track 

generally north east wards to the southern boundary of Masera Communal 

Land then south east wards to a point where it meets Umzingwane River north 

east wards along Umzingwane River then west wards north west wards north 

west wards then east wards to a point where it crosses Beitbridge-Bulawayo 

road north east wards to Mtetengwe River then south ward along Mtetengwe 

River to its confluence with Tongwe River then west wards along Tongwe River 

to its confluence with an unnamed tributary then east wards along Tongwe 

River to its junction with an unnamed track then south west wards along this 

track to its intersection with Mtetengwe-Lutumba road then south wards then 

south west wards along an unnamed track to its intersection with Bulawayo-

Beitbridge road south wards along this road to the Veterinary fence then west 

wards along this fence to its junction with Limpopo River then generally west 
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along Limpopo River to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  781455.49, 7567318.89; 

778552.39, 7563969.16; 793626.15, 7550681.93; 800325.60, 7543982.00; 

807136.70, 7552468.45; 7563857.50, 8144059; 803786.98, 7569105.40 

WARDS 7    

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junctioon of 

Muchilashokwe River and the north western boundary of River Ranch 

Resettlement then west wards and north west wards along Muchilashokwe 

River then south west wards along the northern boundary of Sentinel Ranch to 

a point where it meets an unnamed track then north west wards and north 

east wards to a confluence of unnamed tributaries of Muchilashokwe River 

then along this tributary then east wards along an unnamed track then 

generally eastwards to a point where it crosses Umzingwane River to a point 

where it meets the northern boundary of Jopembi Lot 7A then south wards to a 

point where it meets the north western boundary of River Ranch Resettlement 

then south west wards along this boundary to the starting point. An This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

782720.20, 7581153.09; 781441.11, 7567807.90; 777220.10, 7563600.26; 

767674.38, 7569015.08; 757697.46, 7564580.90; 757484.28, 7580087.18 

WARD 8 

It is This area of land is bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Limpopo 

River and the southern part of Sentinel Ranch so as to exclude Sentinel Ranch 

west wards along Limpopo River then north west wards along Limpopo River to 

meet an unnamed track then eastwards along this track so as to include 

Maramani Communal Lands generally north wards along this track so as to 

include Bili Dip and exclude Machuchuta Dip then north eats along this track 

to meet Pazhi River generally south east wards along Pazhi River to meet the 
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western boundary of Sentinel Ranch then south west wards along this 

boundary to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) basedd on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 744837.81, 7577479.71; 737245.10, 

757457.62; 737803.39, 7567318.89; 729094.11, 7564974.08; 744391.18, 

7544987.40; 753547.09, 7556599.77 

WARD 9 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of Shashi 

River and the International boundary with Botswana then generally south west 

wards along this International boundary then east wards along the Beitbridge-

Gwanda Administrative boundary to a point where it crosses Shashi River then 

north wards and north east wards along the Beitbridge- Gwanda 

Administrative boundary then east wards, south east wards to the junction of 

Shobi Block fence and an unnamed track then south east wards to a point 

where it meets unnamed track then westwards and south west wards along 

this unnamed track then south east wards a tributary from Muchilashokwe 

River then south west wards, south east wards and south west wards to a 

point where it meets Pazhi River then generaly north west wards along Pazhi 

River then south wards crossing tributaries of Pazhi, Bili and Shashi Rivers 

then south west wards and south wards along Shashi River to the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 725974.29, 7577202.05; 710492.83, 7566332.86; 731542.96, 

7591264.33; 759970.06, 7588128.99; 701526.15, 7580673.84; 753722.63, 

7556787.49; 731831.62, 7559390.06 

WARD 10 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of 

Umzingwane River and Beitbridge Administrative boundary then south east 

wards, south west wards and generally south east wards along Umzingwane 
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River to a point where it meets an unnamed tributary of Umzingwane River 

then south east wards along the shores of Zhovhe Dam then west wards to a 

point where an intersection of an unnamed track and Chapofu River then 

north west wards to a point where it meets an named tributary of Mapadzi 

River  then south south west wards then west wards then generally north west 

wards and west wards to a point where it meets Gwanda Administrative 

boundary then north east wards and east wards along the Administrative 

boundary to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 754013.30, 7616300.99; 779910.57, 

758140.07; 730924.73, 7591415.45; 744312.56, 7614121.73 

WARD 11 

It is an area of land demarcarted by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Umzingwane River and an unnamed tributary then north west wards, north 

wards generally north wards along Umzingwane River to a junction of an 

unnanmed track and Majini-Zezani road then north east wards along Majini- 

Zezani road then north east wards along Majini-Zezani road and unnamed 

track then east wards along Majini-Zezani road to its junction where it meets 

Bulawayo- Beitbridge road then south west ward along Bulawayo- Beitbridge 

road to the northern boundary of Lot 12 Jopembi Block then south west wards 

along this boundary to a point where it meets Mtshabezi River then generally 

south east wards to a point where it meets the western boundary of Lot 12 

Jopembi Block  then south west wards  to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 774728.73, 

7592055.63; 758457.77, 7616453.17; 787003.11, 7617125.25; 773501.85, 

7600632.70 
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WARDS 12  

Is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Beitbridge Administrative boundary with Gwanda District and Umzingwane 

River, then north east wards and north west wards then east wards along this 

boudary to its junction with Beitbridge-Bulawayo road south east wards this 

road to its junction with Majini-Zezani road then westwards along Majini- 

Zezani road, then south wards along this road so as to include Mtangamcena 

village  then west wards, south west wards along this road to Umzingwane 

River then generally north west wards along Umzingwane River to the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 758594.85, 7610450.45; 754581.15, 7616456.66; 761165.37, 

7619034.61; 758768.30, 7625758.17; 785072.87, 7621124.83; 768731.72, 

7617048.89. 

WARD 13 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of at Last 

Ranch fence and Bubi River west wards along the southern boundary of at Last 

Ranch to Madawulo Hills then north west wards along the western boudnaries 

of Bubani Ranch, Mopani, Kayalami, Bea and part of the western boundary of 

Bar Ranch so as to include the ranches and generally south west wards to the 

peak of Marambo Hills then north west wards along the north west boundary of 

Lesanth Ranch fence to a point where it crosses a railway line to its junction 

with Beitbridge-Masvingo road south westwards along the north west ward 

along the north western boundary of Kleinbegin Ranch and Safari Ranch to its 

junction with Gongwe Mugaladivha village then north eastwards along this 

fence to its junction with Beitbridge- Masvingo road and Bubi River then 

generally south east wards this River to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 210998.33, 
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7591344.89; 240866.90, 7597823.43; 286556.21, 7554497.56; 260305.33, 

7557778.90; 247264.32, 7579486.20; 233563.51, 7565351.22; 223046.41, 

7576625.54  

WARD 14 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from Bulawayo-Beitbridge 

road and the Beitbridge-Gwanda Administrative boundary along this boundary  

to the top of Jopempi Mountain then along the northwest boundary of Jopempi 

Block to the southern boundary of Ripple Creek then north east wards to as to 

exclude Ripple Creek Ranch to its jucntion with Ripple Creek Dam generally 

southwards along Bubi River to its junction with Masvingo-Beitbridge road 

then generally south west along Masvingo-Beitbridge road to its junction with 

southern boundary of Jopempi Resettlement then west wards along this 

boundary to meet Bulawayo-Beitbridge road generally south wards along this 

road to the southern boundary of Bishopstone Estate so as to include it and 

exclude Mtetengwe Communal Land south west wards along this boundary to 

meet Umzingwane River then east wards along this River to meet the boundary 

with River Ranch Resettlement then north west wards along this boundary to 

meet the western boundary of Bishopstone Estate then along this boundary to 

meet the southern boundary of Jopempi Lot 8 so as to include it and exclude 

Masera Communal Lands then south west wards along this boundary to meet 

Umzingwane River and then north wards to meet (UTM)shabezi River then 

northwards along this River to meet the northern boundary of lot 12 Jopempi 

then along this boundary through Jopempi mountains to meet 

Bulawayo/Beitbridge road and generally north wards to the starting point. An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 801368.38, 7645396.76; 796062.16, 7641376.90; 790273.56, 

7620473.62; 773872.53, 7600695.90; 782877.01, 7581239.77; 792203.09, 

7562105.23; 787700.85, 7567572.24; 800564.40, 7574164.82; 796866.13, 

7585581.22; 241358.13, 7598345.45 
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WARD 15 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Limpopo River and Samtete River generally west wards and north west wards 

along Limpopo River to a point where it meets the the eastern boundary of the 

Veterinary fence generally northwards along the fence crossing the railway line 

and further north wards along the fence then west wards along the fence to a 

point where it meets Beitbridge-Masvingo road then north east wards along 

this road crossing Chamnanga River to a point where it intersects the 

Chmnanga-Diti road then generally eastwards along Chamnanga-Diti road to 

cross Lukawe River further west wards to a tributary of Lukawe River north 

eastwards along this tributary crossing Lutumba-Nuli road then east wards to 

the ward boundary to the north most point of Nuli Range of mountains then 

south wards through the middle of Nuli Range of mountains to cross the 

Lutumba road further southwards to cross Nuli-Diti to an unnamed track from 

this point north westwards to the southern end of Malezikwe Hills then along 

these hills to Diti-Chamnanga road then generally southwards and through the 

middle of Shingwanyana Hills and further southwards to a point where it 

crosses a power line, unnamed track and a tributary of Limpopo River then 

further southwards along this tributary then eastwards to a point where it 

intersects a power line and Samtete River then generally eastwards along 

Samtete River then southwards along this River to the starting point. An This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

813105.32, 7546832.53; 826832.88, 7552582.29; 840805.96, 7564865.48; 

843096.94, 7564658.78; 840037.66, 7545347.51; 832141.42, 7546008.98; 

833257.64, 7531235.82; 822291.19, 7529876.28; 815056.41, 7535994.84 
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BEITBRIDGE TOWN COUNCIL  

WARD 1 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from Limpopo River then 

eastwards to the western boundary of Beitbridge Prison, then south east wards 

along Beitbridge Prison fence into Limpopo View Road, then north east wards 

along Limpopo View Road to the junction of Bulawayo – Beitbridge road and 

Granite Road, generally east wards along the same road to a point where it 

meets Hagelthorn Road, then generally east wards along Hagelthorn Road to a  

junction with Pine and Bennie Knot Road, then north east wards along Old 

Masvingo Road (continuation of Hagelthorn Road) so as to exclude Beitbridge 

Government School, to a junction with Marshal Road, then north east wards 

along Marshal  Road to the eastern side of Zimbabwe Broadcasting 

Coorporation (ZBC) boundary, then south east wards to the railway servitude, 

then generally east wards along the railway servitude, then generally north east 

wards along the same railway servitude to the eastern side of the Town Council 

boundary, then south wards along the Town Council boundary, then west 

wards along the Town Council boundary to a point where it meets the old Town 

Council boundary, then south west wards along the Town Council boundary 

then south wards along the same boundary, then west wards and generally 

south wards along the Town Council boundary to the Limpopo River, then west 

wards along the Limpopo River and north west wards along the same River to 

the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 814574.12, 754205.66; 805724.24, 

7540545.37; 814844.40, 7536135.64 

WARD 2 

It is area of land bound by a line drawn from the intersection of Bulawayo-

Beitbridge Road and Granite Road, then north east wards along Bulawayo-

Beitbridge Road to its intersection with Marshal Road then east wards along 
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Marshal Road, and north east wards along the same road to its junction with 

old Masvingo Road then south east wards along old  Masvingo Road and south 

west wards along the same road so as to include Beitbridge Primary School, 

then south west wards along the same road to a point where it meets 

Hagelthorn Road then generally south west wards along Hagelthorn Road to a 

point where it meets Granite Road then south west wards and north west 

wards along Granite Road to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 807784.34, 7540537.12; 

808403.20, 7541792.05; 809554.99, 7542453.90; 8090556.46, 7541035.66. 

WARD 3 

It is This area of land is bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Bulawayo – Beitbridge Road and Marshal Road then north east wards  and 

north west wards along Bulawayo–Beitbridge  Road to its junction with 

Beitbridge - Masvingo Road, then generally north west wards along Bulawayo-

Beitbridge Road to a point on the northern side of the Town Council boundary, 

then generally east wards along the town boundary to a point where it meets 

Masvingo – Beitbridge Road, then generally  north east wards along Beitbridge 

– Masvingo Road to a point on the north eastern side of the Town Council 

boundary, then south wards along the Town Council boundary into the  

railway servitude then south wards along the railway servitude, then north 

west wards and generally south  west wards along the railway servitude to the 

eastern side of the Railway Reserve boundary then north west wards along the 

same boundary to a point on the eastern side of ZBC boundary into Marshal 

Road, south west wards along the same road to its junction with  old Masvingo 

Road then south west wards along Marshal  Road to its junction with Bennie 

Knot generally south west wards along the same road so as to include the new 

Zimbabwe Republic Police (ZRP) camp, then generally westwards along the 

same road to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified 
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Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 808212.93, 7547440.80; 808419.22, 

7451818.36; 814730.82, 7545205.42; 814705.03, 7546219.73. 

WARD 4 

It is This area of land is bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Bulawayo-Beitbridge Road and an unnamed road, then south west along 

Bulawayo-Beitbridge Road to the southern boundary of Beitbridge Prison then 

west wards along Beitbridge Prison boundary so as to include it to the western 

boundary of the prison, then a straight line is drawn from that boundary  along 

the Town Council boundary in the Limpopo River then west wards along 

Limpopo River to a point where a straight line is drawn eastwards to the 

intersection of Makakavhule Road and an unnamed road so as to include stand 

No. 3678 and 3679 then along this unnamed road so as to exclude Stand No. 

879 then generally eastwards along another unnamed road so as to include 

Stand No. 625 to a junction with the extension of Limpopo View Road then 

southwards along this road so as to include Travelers’ Rest Lodge to a junction 

with an unnamed road and generally eastwards along this unnamed road so as 

to excludes and No. 1951 (Caltex garage) to a junction with Bulawayo- 

Beitbridge Road which is the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 803612.30, 7502122.11; 

805688.66, 7540746.85; 808215.71, 7542259.64; 808215.71, 7542173.68. 

WARD 5 

It is This area of land is bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Limpopo 

View Road and unnamed road then generally west wards along this unnamed 

road so as to include stand No. 997 and Beitbridge Beer Garden then generally 

west wards along this road to its junction to another unnamed road generally 

northwards so as to include stand No. 899 and exclude stand No. 3678 and 

3679 to the junction with Makakabule Road then a straight line is drawn 

westwards to a point on the Town Council boundary along the Limpopo River 
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then westwards and then north eastwards along the Town Council boundary to 

a point where a straight line is drawn south eastwards to a junction with 

Mazabeli Road on the north eastern boundary of stand number 2851 so as to 

include it, the south westwards along this road then south eastwards along 

Mazibeli Road so as to include stand number 2369 then south eastwards along 

the same road to a junction with the extension of Limpopo View Road then 

generally southwards along this road to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 801893.22, 

7543652.90; 803612.30, 7542122.11; 808219.44, 7542259.64; 805537.67, 

7545783.75. 

WARD 6 

It is This area of land is bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Bulawayo – Beitbridge Road and an unnamed road, west wards along this 

unnamed road to its junction  with Limpopo View Road so as to include Caltex 

Service Station generally north wards along Limpopo View Road to so as to 

exclude Travellers Rest Lodge then generally north east wards along the 

extension of Limpopo View Road to at junction with Mazibeli Road then north 

west wards along Mazibeli Road so as to exclude stand numbers 2383 then 

north west wards along the same road to the eastern boundary of stand 

number 2383 then north east wards along the same road to the eastern 

boundary of stand No. 2851 so as to exclude it then a straight line is drawn 

north westwards  along the Town Council boundary, then north eastwards 

along the Town Council boundary to a point where it meets Bulawayo- 

Beitbridge Road then generally southwards along Bulawayo- Beitbridge Road to 

its junction with Beitbridge- Masvingo Road then south westwards along the 

Bulawayo- Beitbridge Road to the starting point. An This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  805532.96, 7545856.91; 

808214.72, 7547404.08; 809228.98, 7544051.88; 808335.05, 7541834.27. 
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BULILIMA RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

WARD 1 

This area of land is bounded by a line drawn from a point where the western 

boundary of Tshedu farm meets Tshankwa River, generally northwards along 

Tshankwa and westwards along the same River to the northern boundary of 

Tshankwa farm, generally westwards along the boundary of Tshankwa farm to 

the north eastern boundary of Burnside farm, generally westwards along the 

northern boundary of Burnside farm to the north eastern boundary of 

Westfield farm and then south westwards along the northern boundary of 

Westfield farm so as to exclude it to the western boundary of Thekwane 

Mission farm then north eastwards along Thekwane Mission farm boundary to 

the south western boundary of Thekwane Dam then northwards along the 

same boundary and eastwards along the same boundary so as to include 

Thekwane Dam to a point where it meets Mangwe River and then generally 

north westwards along Mangwe River to a point where it meets an unnamed 

road generally eastwards along this unnamed road to a point where it meets 

Natane River then south westwards along Natane River to the north western 

boundary of Pandis farm, then generally southwards along Pandis farm so as 

to exclude it to the northern boundary of Lydears’ Rest then south westwards 

along the north western boundary of Lydears farm so as to exclude it to the 

northern boundary of Tshedu farm, then generally southwards along the 

western boundary of Tshedu farm to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 597288.52, 

7742886.95; 714411.29, 77444486.26; 604148.51, 7747405.17; 597433.36, 

7754054.70; 590676.76, 7752586.62; 587899.51, 7743135.66; 591878.85, 

7743964.69 
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WARD 2 

This area of land is bounded by a line drawn from a point on the north eastern 

side of Tegwani Mission farm and western side of Thekwani Dam generally 

north westwards along Thekwani Mission farm boundary to a point where it 

meets Thekwane River then north eastwards along the River so as to exclude 

Thekwani Mission farm, then north westwards along the River to its confluence 

with Ngaya River then north eastwards along Ngaya River to the intersection of 

Ndolwane and Matjinge Roads then generally northwards along Matjinge Road 

to a junction with an unnamed road on the northern boundary of Moza Store 

so as to exclude it then generally north westwards along this unnamed road to 

a point where it meets Maneha River then southwards along Maneha River to a 

point where it meets another unnamed road then generally eastwards along 

this unnamed road to its intersection with Gwambe-Imbila Road then 

southwards along Gwambe-Imbila Store to the north eastern boundary of 

Gwambe School then generally westwards along the unnamed road to the 

Mangwe tributary, generally north eastwards along this tributary to Mangwe 

River, then generally south westwards along the same boundary then 

southwards along the same boundary to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 581110.93, 

7761780.15; 579160.69, 7761028.50; 577364.47, 7753026.29; 586242.13, 

7749247.69; 587196.93, 7745302.10; 579538.17, 7747963.37; 579822.58, 

7746581.95; 586506.22, 7742254.85; 590618.58, 7752493.62; 581659.60, 

7736321.79. 

WARD 3 

This area of land is bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Manzamnyama River and Maneha River then generally south westwards along 

Manzamnyama River and eastwards along the same River to the north western 

boundary of Sandown farm then south westwards along the same boundary so 

as to exclude Sandown farm then south eastwards along the same boundary to 
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the north westwards along the same boundary to a point where it meets Natane 

River then southwards along Natane River to a point where it meets an 

unnamed road then generally westwards along the road to Mangwe River then 

generally southwards along the Mangwe River tributary to a point where it 

meets an unnamed road, then westwards along this unnamed road to its 

intersection with Gwambe-Imbila road then northwards along the Gwambe-

Imbila to a T-junction with an unnamed road then generally westwards along 

the road to a point where it meets Maneha River then generally southwards to 

the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 582509.83, 7772156.94; 670421.33, 

7751024.74; 603526.70, 7766353.72; 600002.71, 7761047.92; 696140.05, 

7757170.30; 597722.50, 77511824.51; 597142.55, 7754220.50; 586738.21, 

7756168.73; 582095.64, 7756239.54. 

WARD 4 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from a point where Thekwane 

River meets the south eastern boundary of Excess farm, generally north 

eastwards along the River to a point where it meets a footpath then generally 

north eastwards along the footpath to a point where it joins Moza River then 

generally south eastwards along Moza River to its confluence with Matobo 

streams then generally south eastwards along Matobo streams along Matobo 

streams to a point where it meets Ndolwane, generally south eastwards along 

the road to its junction with an unnamed road generally south westwards along 

the unnamed road to a point where it meets Thekwane River then generally 

north westwards along the River to the starting point. An This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 564987.88, 

7753084.04; 568662.71, 7745249.69; 570072.07, 7745226.32; 571688.88, 

7744646.00; 571047.23, 7739405.02; 564807.72, 7740648.57; 561491.60, 

7744876.63; 557843.86, 7746824.85. 
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WARD 5    

This area of land is bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Manzamnyama and Maneha River then generally southwards along Maneha 

River to an unnamed road then generally south westwards along an unnamed 

road to its intersection with Ndolwane Road, then generally northwards along 

Ndolwane Road to a point where it meets Moza-Matobo River generally north 

westwards along Moza-Matobo Rivers to a point where it meets an unnamed 

road then generally westwards along this unnamed road to a point where it 

meets Ntoli River its confluence with Manzamnyama then south westwards 

along Manzamnyama River  to the starting point. An This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 564298.86, 7788693.40; 

562474.99, 7782125.98; 566744.50, 7781587.11; 577439.00, 7753073.74; 

579097.06, 7760990.98; 581459.80, 7762524.69; 582413.19, 7772260.51. 

WARD 6 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Manzamnyama and Ntoli Rivers then southwards along the Ntoli River to a 

point where it meets an unnamed road then generally eastwards this unnamed 

road to a point where it meets Moza River and its confluence with Chimusinzwe 

River then generally southwards along Chimusinzwe River to a point where it 

meets an unnamed track then generally north westwards along this track to its 

junction with Ndolwane road then generally northwards then eastwards, 

southwards along this road to a point where it meets Manzamnyama River then 

southwards along the River to the starting point. An This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 550382.09, 7795988.87; 

556641.27, 7782309.86; 559045.46, 7782392.76; 565884.97, 7777086.97; 

567252.87, 7779864.22; 562444.49, 7782185.51; 564144.00, 7788734.85; 

559791.59, 7795698.71 
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WARD 7  

This area of land is bounded by a line drawn from a point where Tekwane River 

and Tokwana Road meet then generally north westwards along Tegwani River 

to point where it meets Temateme –Luvuluma Road then north eastwards and 

eastwards along the same road to its junction Ndolwane Road then generally 

south-eastwards along Ndolwane Road to its intersection with an unnamed 

road then generally eastwards along this unnamed road to a point where it 

meets Chonsusu River, then generally north-eastwards along Chonsusu River 

to its confluence with Moza River then generally south-eastwards along Moza 

River to point  where it meets Tokwana Road then generally south eastwards 

along Tokwana to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 547126.76, 7780799.53; 552142.40, 

7787449.85; 558940.45, 7782309.86; 563209.96, 7778496.32; 571085.76, 

7769423.73; 557448.20, 7763413.25. 

WARD 8 

This area of land is bounded by a line drawn from a point where 

Manzamnyama River meets an unnamed road generally south eastwards along 

Manzamnyama to a point where it, meets a foot path then south westwards, 

north-westwards and south-westward along the same footpath to a point where 

it meets an unnamed road then south westwards along the unnamed road to a 

point where it meets Zuzaphi –Khame road then north westwards along 

Zuzaphi-Khame Road to a point where it meets yet another unnamed road then 

generally north-eastwards along same  unnamed road to the starting point. An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 543632.00, 7808499.07; 559571.61, 7795888.46; 554609.59, 

7793555.88; 553082.81, 7797669.69; 542225.74, 7798390.67. 
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WARD 9  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Manzamnyama and Thekwane Rivers to a point where it meets an unnamed 

track then southwards and southwestwards along the unnamed track to 

Gwamagwama Dupute Road then generally westwards along this road to its 

intersection with Ndolwane- Gwamagwama Road then southwards along the 

Gwamagwama- Ndolwane Road to a point where it intersects with an unnamed 

track, then generally southwestwards along this track to a point where it meets 

Tekwani River then generally northwestwards along Thekwane River to the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 541118.85, 770921.09; 544381.57, 7777494.52; 536887.60, 

7799917.45; 524037.52, 7771113.01; 493372.75, 7809578.23. 

WARD 10 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from a point where Tegwani 

River meets an unnamed track then south westwards along this unnamed road 

to a point where it meets Madlambudzi- Mbimba Road then south westwards 

along Mbimba- Bambadzi Road to a point where it meets Maitengwe River 

generally northwestwards along Maitengwe River to its confluence with 

Manzamnyama River then northeastwards along Manzamnyama River to its 

confluence with Tegwani River then generally southeastwards along Tegwani 

River to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 500921.60, 7788386.26; 524432.42, 

7776199.02; 530478.05, 7780325.41; 539210.64, 7789729.74; 517235.23, 

7796735.00. 

WARD 11 
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This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from Kupa farms along 

Thekwane River and the northern boundary of Braemore farm, then south 

westwards along the western boundary of Braemore farm where it meets the 

northern boundary of Martindilla farm south westwards along the same 

boundary so as to exclude Martindilla farm to a point where it meets an 

unnamed tributary, then westwards and southwestwards along the tributory to 

Chibaba River and then generally north westwards along Chibaba River to a 

point where it meets an unnamed track, then north westwards along this 

unnamed track to its junction with Mangubo- Madlambudzi Road then 

eastwards along Mangubo- Madlambudzi Road to its intersection with 

Mpimbila- Madlambudzi Road then north westwards along Madlambudzi- 

Mpimbila Road to a point where it meets an unnamed track, then generally 

north westwards along this unnamed track to a point where it meets 

Bambadzi-Mbimba Road then generally northeastwards along Bambadzi- 

Mbimba road to the intersection with Madlambudzi Road and an unnamed 

road then north eastwards along this unnamed road to a point where it meets 

Thekwane River then generally south eastwards along Thekwane River to the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 530569.30, 7780067.49; 536338.77, 7790327.99; 

551249.99, 7772465.45; 548487.15, 7765924.02; 544789.82, 7764989.53. 

WARD 12 

An area  of land bounded by a line drawn from Maitengwe River and 

Zimbabwe- Botswana International boundary then north westwards along the 

International boundary to a point where it meets Maitengwe River and 

generally north westwards along Maitengwe River to a point where it meets 

Bambadzi- Mbimba Road, then south eastwards along Bambadzi- Mbimba 

Road to a point where it meets an unnamed road, then generally south 

eastwards along the unnamed road to its junction with Mpimbila- 

Madlambudzi Road, then westwards along Madlambudzi road to its junction 
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with an unnamed track then generally south westwards along this track to 

Chibaba River then generally westwards and northwestwards to its confluence 

with Maintengwe River, then generally southwards along the Maintengwe River 

to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 524399.71, 7775930.24; 530567.99, 

7780186.36; 544816.73, 7764950.70; 544199.90, 7761496.46; 530074.53, 

7769021.76; 529087.60, 7764457.23. 

WARD 13 

An area of a land bounded by a line drawn from a point where Thekwane River 

meets a foot path generally northeastwards along the foot path to junction with 

Ndolwane Gwamagwama Road then northwards along Ndolwane Gwamagwama 

Road to a point where it meets yet another footpath, then north eastwards 

along the footpath to a point where it meets Manzamnyama River, generally 

south eastwards along Manzamnyama Road to a point where it meets another 

footpart generally southwards along the footpart to it junction with Zuzaphi 

Khame Road then south eastwards along Zuzaphi Khame Road to its junction 

with Khame –Ndolwane Road and an unnamed road then south westwards 

along the  unnamed road to a point where it meets Thekwane River  generally 

north westwards along Thekwane River to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 529721.21, 

7793861.55; 533707.79, 7798187.41; 537015.81, 78000087.09; 536591.70, 

7805430.80; 541553.72, 7809799.07; 543716.65, 7808611.58; 542189.88, 

7798348.26; 543038.09, 7797457.64; 537906.43, 7794616.14. 

WARD 14 

This area of land is bounded by a line  drawn from  a point where Maitengwe 

River meets  with the Zimbabwe- Botswana International boundary then 

generally northwards along Maitengwe River to its confluence  with Chivava  
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River then generally south eastwards along the River  to its  confluence  with 

its tributary, then  northwards and north eastwards  along the tributary to  a 

point where  it meets the  western boundary of Martindilla farm then  south 

eastwards  along the boundary of Martindilla farm so as to exclude it  then 

generally southwards along the western boundaries of  Cromartie and Mtoli 

farms  to the northern boundary of Bird Spring farms then  westwards along 

the northern  boundary of Hillocks  and Gungwe farms to a point where it 

meets Zimbabwe- Botswana International boundary, then south westwards  

along the same boundary and generally northwards along  the International 

boundary to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 529308.01, 7764324.01; 530181.56, 

7768757.16; 536235.43, 7763231.47; 543193.07, 7761967.47; 547296.70, 

7759976.59; 549771.58, 7753613.52; 552070.25, 7749338.41; 539454.62, 

7748424.23; 537890.36, 7737135.97. 

WARD 15 

This area of land is bounded by a line  drawn from Kupa Falls along Thekwane 

River on the northern boundary of Braemore farm then generally south 

eastwards  along Thekwane  River to a point where it meets the northern 

boundary of Imane farm then south westwards along the same boundary so as 

to exclude  Imane farm then generally south westwards along the  boundary of 

Maldon and Cheezu farms so as to exclude them then generally westwards 

along the northern boundaries of  Chiesleys, Mavukwaan Ranch so as to 

exclude them to the southern boundary of Hillocks farm then northwards along 

the  boundary then eastwards along the northern  boundaries of Hillocks  and 

Maitengwe then north westwards along the eastern boundaries of Mtoli and 

Cromartie so as to include them, then south westwards and generally north 

eastwards  along the western boundaries of Martindilla and Braemore farms so 

as to include them to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the 
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modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 551090.90, 7772464.57; 

564429.69, 7753328.13; 553106.11, 7742156.56; 539191.55, 7744411.70; 

539335.49, 7748442.12; 662194.47, 7749257.80; 544757.38, 7764803.73; 

548403.95, 7765803.26. 

WARD 16 

This area of land is bounded by a line drawn from  a point where the 

Zimbabwe-Botswana International boundary meets  the Bulawayo-Botswana 

Railway Line, generally south eastwards along the International boundary so as 

to include Redhill, Bushill, Kessington, Hungerford, Chieseley, Khumalo and 

Adelaide farms to a point where it meets the  western boundary of Gungwe 

farm, generally north eastwards along Gungwe farm boundary to a point where 

it meets Maitengwe streams generally north eastwards along Maitengwe River 

so as to exclude Hillocks and Birdspring farms and to include  Mavukwaan 

Ranch then generally north eastwards  along Maitengwe streams to a point 

where it meets the  southeastern boundary of Cheezu farms then generally 

south eastwards along this boundary so as to include Credition, Kensington, 

and Mnigaus farms to a point where  it meets the northern farm then generally 

northwards along Maakwa farm boundary so as to include Maakwa, Advance, 

Success and Excess to a point where it meets Tegwani River generally 

southeastwards along the River to a point  where it meets the northwestern  

boundary of Wesley and Tegwani  Mission farm then south westwards along 

the Mission  boundary so as to exclude Fairfield, Sunridge, Brantwood and 

Dryden  farms to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 539012.65, 7743885.03; 537935.95, 

7737018.56; 545310.30, 7735474.62; 549210.79, 7737099.82; 560204.49, 

7734174.45; 575516.06, 7731854.07; 579071.18, 7746875.82; 568446.43, 

7750313.53; 571595.26, 7739395.41. 
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WARD 17 

This area of land is bounded by a line drawn from a point where Gwayi River 

meets a point on the southern boundary of Norwood farm then south 

westwards along the same boundary  so as to include Norwood then generally 

north westwards along the boundary of Norwood, Penguin and Beckenham so 

as to include them then north eastwards along the boundaries of Bickley farm 

then eastwards along the northern farm boundary of Bickley farm so as to 

include it then generally south eastwards along the Gwayi River to the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 624743.27, 7774911.61; 626758.48, 7769009.92; 623639.70, 

7766370.95; 621240.63, 7770881.19; 613515.65, 7775487.39. 

WARD 18 

This area of land is boundeded  by a line drawn from a point where the 

northern boundary of Sandown north meets Manzamnyama River then 

generally westwards  along the Manzamnyama River to tis confluence with 

Natane River then north eastwards along the southeastern boundary of 

Tsholotsho Communal Land so as to exclude Tsholotsho to the western 

boundary of Ipanya farm then south eastwards along the western boundary of 

Ipanya farm then south eastwards along the western boundary of Ipanya farm 

and Mananda farms so as to exclude them then south eastwards along the 

western boundaries of Luchabi Outspan so as to exclude it then south 

westwards along the western boundaries of Samenani and Sandown north 

farms so as to exclude them to the starting point. An This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 599505.13, 7782156.78; 

607470.01, 7771121.09; 603919.40, 7766370.95; 593555.45, 7767474.52. 

WARD 19 
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This area of land is bounded by a line drawn from a point where the northern 

boundary of Westfield farm meets the northern part of Questeds Dam, 

generally along the northern boundary of Westfield farm so as to include 

Burnside, Tlankwa and Holdstock farm to a point where it meets Tshankwa 

River and the western boundary of Tjedu farm, generally north eastwards along 

the boundary so as to include Lydias Rust and Pandis to a point where it meets 

Natane River generally, north westwards along Natane River to a point where it 

meets the northern boundary of Kirby Block generaly north eastwards along 

the boundary to a point where it meets the western boudnary of Sandown 

North farm then generally north westwards and north eastwards along the 

boundary so as to include Sandown and Sandown North farms to a point 

where it meets the western boundary of Peace and Goodhope farms generally 

north westwards along Peace and Goodhope farm boundary so as to include 

Luchabi Outspan to a point where it meets the northern boundary of Luchani 

Outspan farm generally north eastwards along the boundary so as to include 

Rosebud Valley and Vunda farms of Bickley farm generally south westwards 

and south eastwards along the boundary so as to exclude Bickley, Beckenham 

and Norwood Resettlement, to a point where it meets the northern boundary of 

Ascot Estate West farm, generaly north eastwards along Ascot Estate West 

boudnary to a point where it meets Gwai River, generally south eastwards 

along the River so as to include Hoombi, Springrontein, Paul’s Rest and 

Mcgeers Luck to a point where it meets the eastern boundary of Doublevale 

farm, generally south eastwards along the boundary so as to include 

Doublevale,  Newlands, Maritburg and Marcedale farms, generally south 

westwards along the boundary so as to include Springvale and Leighwoods, 

generally south westwards, north westwards and south westwards along the 

boundary so as to exclude Sandown Estate, Wlfredshope and Marula to include 

Stretton, Manda, Mananda, Natane, Watershed, Coldridge and Orange Groove, 

to a point where it meets the northern bound of Webster’s  farm, generally 

north westwards along the boundary so as to include Warwick Rootfield and to 

exclude Plumtree Town Council Area to the starting point. An This area is 
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bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 586996.63, 

7741820.86; 602062.74, 7742300.67; 604221.90, 7747418.50; 597264.61, 

7756774.85; 601582.93, 7758454.19; 607436.64, 7771073.26; 603934.01, 

7774855.70; 614010.07, 7777494.67; 623678.00, 7766602.92; 626844.77, 

7768906.02; 637294.91, 7757966.30. 

WARD 20 

This area of land is bounded by a line drawn from a point where the 

northwestern boundary of Excess farm meets the Tegwani River then south 

eastwards along the southwestern boundary of Excess farm so as to exclude it, 

then south eastwards along the southern boundary of Success farm so as to 

exclude the State Land to the eastern boundary of Credition farm then north 

westwards along the boundaries of Cheezu and Credition farms so as to 

exclude them to the southern boundary of Sevaka farm then generally south 

eastwards along the eastern boundary of Sevaka and Tjompani farms so as to 

exclude them to the Tegwani River then south eastwards along the River  to the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 557389.98, 7763193.47; 574042.15, 7748515.25; 

577353.73, 7752902.93; 574472.54, 77566611.43. 

WARD 21 

This area of land is bounded by a line drawn from a point where the eastern 

boundary of Thekwane Mission farm at Questeds Dam, generally south 

westwards along the boundary so as to include Sunridge and Brantwood farms 

to a point where it meets the northern boundary of Dryden farm then north 

westwards along the boundary to a point where it intersects with the western 

boundary of Fairfield farm then generally north westwards along the Fairfield 

boundary so as to include Fairfield farm and western Tekwana Mission farm so 

to a point where it meets Tegwani River then  generally north westwards along 
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Tegwani River to its confluence  with Ngaya River then generally north 

westwards along  Ngaya River generally south eastwards along Maneha River to 

a point  where it joins a footpath then generally north westwards  along the 

footpath to a point where it joins Tegwane Road generally southwards along 

Tegwane Road to a point where it meets Tegwani River then generally south 

eastwards along Thegwani River to the starting point. An This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 577265.50, 

7752818.66; 574096.36, 7748431.62; 579256.37, 7746825.73; 576899.83, 

773397.47; 576290.38, 7737038.86; 586764.41, 7741751.95; 579776.04, 

7746586.92; 579552.58, 7747495.88; 587251.97, 7745203.66; 586256.53, 

7749205.41. 

WARD 22 

An area  of land bounded by a line drawn from a point where an unnamed road 

meets Thekwane River, generally south eastwards along the unnamed road to 

its junction with Zuzaphi-Khame Road generally south eastwards along 

Zuzaphi-Khame Road to a point where it meets yet another unnamed road the 

south eastwards along the unnamed road to a point where it meets Ngwaleni 

Pan tributaries then south eastwards along the tributaries to a point where it 

meets Kungubo-Gonde Road, generally south westwards along this road to a 

point where it meets Tegwani River then generally north westwards along 

Thekwani River to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 536464.47, 7791528.98; 543207.73, 

7797254.38; 548509.03, 7795133.86; 550205.45, 7795982.07; 551053.66, 

7784828.13; 543250.14, 7785082.59 
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GWANDA MUNICIPALITY  

 

WARD 1 

This ward is bounded by the southern boundary of the Council Area from the 

Mtshabezi River Bridge through Mt Cazalet right up to the Railway Line 

opposite J M Nkomo Polythechnic, then northwards along the Railway Line up 

to Jahunda Road crossing, then westwards along the Jahunda Road up to 

Soudan Street, then north wards along Soudan Street up to 5th Avenue,  then 

westwards along 5th Avenue up to the Gwanda Waterworks, along the Gwanda 

Waterworks fence so as to include the Waterworks  right up to Mtshabezi River, 

then along the River upstream up to the Prison farm boundary, then south 

wards along that boundary up to the Old Gwanda Road, then down wards 

along that road to the Mtshabezi Bridge. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 707301.98, 7682610.54 

Mtshabezi River bridge; 708174.35, 7681381.30 Town Boundary; 709661.35, 

7682114.88 Town boundary/Bulawayo road/rail; 708848.46, 7683225.17 

Railway/Jahunda; 707678.69, 7683304.47 Mtshabezi River; 707341.64, 

7683978.58 Mtshabezi River/prison farm; 706746.84, 7683165.69 Old 

Gwanda road/Prison yard. 

WARD 2 

The ward is bounded by the railway line from the Jahunda Road Crossing, then 

along the Railway Line northwards up to the Ward 10 boundary in Hampden 

Plots, and to the north by the Ward 10 boundary which runs south wards up 

to the Prison farm where the boundary line meets the Ward 1 boundary, then 

to the west and south by the Ward 1 boundary from the Prison farm right up to 

Soudan Street-Jahunda Road, and finally to the Jahunda Road Railway 

Crossing. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA). Coordinates: 708808.80,7683244.99 Junction of Jahunda/Bulawayo 
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Road; 708114.87,7685386.27 Sudan 5th Avenue; 707460.59,7683938.93 

Mtshabezi River; 707460.59,7683899.27 Mtshabezi River-Prison farm; 

708194.18,7685465.57 Bulawayo-Gwanda Railway Line. 

WARD 3 

The ward is an area bounded to the west of Ward 2 boundary, i.e. the Railway 

Line from Mukwa Road crossing up to the boundary with Ward 10 on the Small 

Hill, and to the north by the common boundary of the Council Area with Judds 

farm, south east wards up to the Zesa Power Line, and then along that power 

line up to the dust road that goes towards the Central Business Development 

(CBD) and then west wards along that dust road up to Kalipati Road,  then 

along Kalipati Road, and turning into Mukwa Road and along that road up to 

the Railway Crossing. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south(s) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 705551.06, 7684196.67 Bulawayo Road-

Railway Line; 706582.04, 7684176.84 Eastwards; 709938.92, 76855564.71 

Northern boundary; 708570.88, 7685981.06; 708214.00,7685425.92 Railway- 

Bulawayo Road. 

WARD 4 

This ward is an area bounded to the south by the Railway Line from the 

Manzamnyama River rail crossing up to Mukwa Road Crossing and to the 

north by Mukwa Road up to Kalipati Road intersection between Jaggers and 

the Mthwakazi Simunye buildings, than by a section of Kalipati up to the dust 

road that goes to the Spitzkop Medium Density Extension Housing Area to the 

north by the dust road east wards up to the north east – south west inclined 

ZESA 33kv Power Line that forms the eastern boundary of Ward 3, to the 

Eastby that ZESA Power Line south east wards up to Bigben Road, and to the 

south by the Bigben Road, west wards up to the Stadium Road turn off, then 

the Stadium Road past Pelandaba Stadium up to the Manzamnyama River, 

and the River up to the Manzamnyama River Railway Crossing. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south 
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(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 708570.88, 

7684137.19 railway-Bulawayo road; 709026.90, 7684057.68; 708987.24, 

7684176.84. 

WARD 5 

The eastern side of the ward is bounded by the Municipal Council boundary 

from Sptizkop Phase II dust road that links up with the surfaced road about 

100m to the west, up to the corner of the Common boundary with Doelfontein 

and Judds farms, whilst the northern side is bounded by the Common 

boundary with Judds farm from the corner referred to earlier on up to the 

ZESA 33 kv Power Line Crossing the eastern side is bounded by the ZESA 33kv 

Power Line up to the Spitzkop-Jacaranda extension road, whilst the western 

side shares a Common boundary with Ward 6 from the ZESA 33 kv Power Line-

Spitzkop-Jacaranda extension road, along that road up to the Spitzkop 

Medium Density stands next to the hill, and along the northern boundary of 

that Layout Plan up to the intersection of the Spitzkop Phase II - Spitzkop 

North Extension Road and finally along that road up to the boundary. An This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 

709938.92,768556.71 Municipal- ZESA 33kv; 709938.92,7684870.77 ZESA-

Jacaranda Road; 710275.97, 7684176.84; 711505.22, 7684394.94 Municipal 

Area; 710295.80,7684137.19; 709760.48, 7684850.95 North western 

boundary. 

WARD 6 

This ward is bounded to the west and to the south by the ZESA 33kv Power 

Line from the Jacaranda Phase II Road up to the Bigben Road, and to the 

south east by the Bigben Road from the ZESA Power Line up to the Common 

boundary with Doelfontein, and to the east by the Common boundary with 

Doelfontein from the Bigben Road up to the eastern corner of the Ward 5 

boundary and to the north by the southern boundary of Ward 5. An This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 
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south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 

709760.00,7684870.77; 709601.87,7684236.22; 710157.01,7683720.83; 

711525.05, 7683911.10; 711455.39,7684414.76. 

WARD 7 

This ward is an area bounded to the north-east and north west by Ward 4 

boundary i.e. Bigben Road from ZESA 33kv Power Line opposite the road camp 

up to the Jacaranda Primary School - Stadium Road intersection, then by the 

Stadium Road past Pelandaba Stadium up to the intersection of that road and 

the dust road that is located to the south of the Stadium, to the south and 

south west by the dust road up to its intersection with the surfaced Ring Road, 

and the Ring Road that goes past Phakama Business Centre, Phakama Clinic 

and joins the Bigben Road. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates:  710533.72,7683701.01 Jahunda Hall; 

710117.36,7683720.83; 709780.31,7683443.26; 709800.13, 7682888.12; 

710414.76, 7683086.38. 

WARD 8 

This ward is bounded to the north by the common boundary with Wards 4 and 

7 from the Railway Line Bridge over Manzamnyama River up to the Senondo 

Primary School turn-off on the Ring Road immediately after Phakama Business 

Centre to the west by the Railway Line from the Manzamnyama River Railway 

Line Bridge up to the Council boundary opposite the J M Nkomo Polytechnic to 

the south by the Common Municipal Council-Doelfontein farm boundary up to 

Hlalani Kuhle/Senondo Primary School Road and to the east by that Road up 

to the Jahunda Ring Road. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 709879.44, 7681956.77 Bulawayo- 

Beitbridge Railway- southern boundary of Municipal Area; 

708987.24,7684176.84 Railway Line-Manzamnyama River; 710494.06, 
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7683126.04 Phakama Shopping Centre; 711009.55, 7682491.58 Town 

boundary. 

WARD 9 

The ward is bounded to the east and south–east by the Common Municipal-

Doelfontein boundary from the beacon on the hill adjacent to the Imani Mine 

up to the Bigben Road on the Council-Doelfontein boundary  to the north by 

the Bigben Road from the said boundary west wards up to the Clinic Road 

(Ring Road) turn off, to the west by the Ring Road from the Bigben Road turn – 

off up to the Senondo-Hlalani Kuhle road turn off to the south west by the 

Senondo-Hlalani Kuhle Road that runs from the Ring Road turn off past 

Senondo Primary School up to the Common Municipal Council-Doelfontein 

boundary near Imani Mine and to the south by the Common Municipal 

Council-Doelfontein boundary from the grid up to the beacon on the hill 

adjacent to the Imani Mine. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 710157.01, 7683760.83 Ring Road-Braken 

Road; 711525.05, 7683919.10 Braken-Town boundary; 711069.03, 

7682511.41 Town Building Road; 710494.06, 7683205.34 excluding Phakama 

Building Centre. 

WARD 10 

This ward consists of Hampden Plots 1 – 5 and A – H, the Prison farm, and the 

entire of the Council Land west of the Mtshabezi River. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 706766.66, 

7683126.04 Old Gwanda Road- Makwe Road; 702841.00, 7684870.77 

Bablevale-Town boundary; 702781.52, 7685762.97 Town boundary; 

707064.06, 7684533.72 Town boundary- Mtshabezi River; 707658.86, 

7686674.99 Town boundary; 708570, 768417.25 north west-east town 

boundary.  
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GWANDA RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL  

WARD 1 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Silikwana and Umzingwane River west wards along Silikwana River to its 

junction with Insidindi Ranch boundary then south eastwards along the 

eastern boundary of Insindi Ranch so as to exclude the said ranch up to 

Masholomoshe mountain and then generally eastward along the northern 

boundary of Exchange farm, Caputhol Block and Echuca Ranch so as to 

exclude them to a point where it meets Umzingwane River and then generally 

northward along the said River to the starting point.  An This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 735928.21, 

7693623.09 Silikwane River-Umzingwane River; 713807.57, 7696173.11 

Slikwa River/Insindi Ranch; 715466.52,7689475.47 Masholomoshe Mountain; 

726772.72, 7688185.10 Nkaze River; 738447.51, 7688430.88 Umzingwane 

River. 

WARD 2 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Umzingwane and Shake River west wards along Shake River to its confluence 

in an unnamed stream. Then generally south wards to the junction of Silikwe 

River and unnamed road form Mkwidze School west wards along Silikwe River 

confluence with Umzingwane then north west wards Umzingwane River to the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA).  Coordinates: 730621.99, 7708614.39 Shake-Umzingwane confluence; 

723314.72, 7708614.30 Matshetshe- Umzingwane River; 723102.94, 

7701128.17 Silikwe River-Insindi Ranch; 712816.12, 7702738.75 Silikwe 

River-western Matshetshe; 713949.49, 7695849.04 Silikwane River-
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Matshotsho Communal Land; 76025.48, 7693612.13 Slikwane River-

Umzingwane confluence. 

WARD 3 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Shake 

and Umzingwane River generally northwards along Umzingwane River which is 

also the District boundary and then westwards along the said boundary and 

then south west wards along the said boundary up to Sinkukwe Mountain then 

southwards along an unnamed River up to a point where it meets Shake River 

generally eastwards along the said River to the starting point and This area of 

land is boundeded by a line drawn from the upper most beacon of Sinkukwe 

Hills east wards along the southern boundary of Stanmore to a point where it 

meets with an unmanned road, then south wards to a point where with 

Mazhuluzhukwe Hills, then generally south wards along the unnamed road to 

a point where it meets with Makolokoto River cutting across the River then 

south wards to a point where it meets with the ward boundary then north ward 

along the ward boundary to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates: 730621.99, 7708614.39 

Shake-Umzingwane confluence; 727495.36, 7725246.08 Umzingwane River-

District boundary; 724990.01, 7725693.46 District boundary; 722365.36, 

7722174.05 District boundary; 713828.50, 7720503.81 Sinkukwe Mountain; 

713398.68, 7716000.15 Makholokotho River; 720646.29, 7710380.38 Shake 

River. 

WARD 4 

Area of land bounded by a line drawn confluence of Shashe and Tuli River 

generally north west wards along Shashe River to a point where it meets the 

confluence of Shashe and Shashani River, then generally north west along 

Shashani River to point where it meets Shashani and an unnamed stream then 

generally north wards along the District boundary to a point where it meets 
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with the southern boundary of Tuli Small Scale Farming Area to a point where 

it meets with an unnamed road and the eastern boundary of Tuli Small Scale 

Farming Area, then north wards along the said boundary to a point where it 

meets with Betsa Mountain then generally westwards along the said boundary, 

then generally northwest along the same boundary to a point where it meets 

with Malele Mountain to Shape River, then generally eastwards along Shape 

River to its confluence, with Mwewe River, then generally northwest wards 

along Mwewe River to a point where it meet with northern boundary of Farm 

No. 74, then southwest wards along this boundary to its junction with the 

District boundary, then generally north west wards along the District 

boundary, the north east wards along the same boundary, then south east 

wards, then north east wards, then north west wards, then north east wards 

along the same boundary to a point where it meets with Tuli River farm 

southern boundary, then south east wards along this boundary, then generally 

southwards along the western boundary of Meeting farm to a point where it 

meets with Tuli River, then generally south wards along Tuli River to its 

confluence with Shashi River which is the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates: 

712921.82,7702978.23 Insindi Ranch-Silikwe River; 723105.94, 7701128.17 

Silikwe River; 723214.47, 7708704.74 Shake River; 715785.07, 7716340.09 

Makholokotho River; 713399.03, 7720575.32 District boundary; 705823.33, 

7719799.86 Granite Kopje-District boundary. 

WARD 6 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from Thuli River and the 

District boundary general north east wards along the District boundary, then 

generally south east wards along the same boundary to a point where it meets 

with the north western boundary of Mtshabezi Mission farm and unnamed 

road, then generally south west wards along the said boundary then south east 

wards along the southern boundary of Mtshabezi Mission farm to a point where 
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it meets south western boundary of Draaispruit farm, then south east wards 

along this boundary to a point where it meets with the western boundary of 

Insindi Ranch, then south wards along this boundary of Insindi Ranch, then 

south wards along this boundary to a point where it meets with the northern 

boundary of sheet farm, then south west wards along this boundary to a point 

where it meets with the northern boundary of Mt Orquel Ranch, then generally 

north west wards along the Mt Oquel Ranch to Gongongwe Mountain then 

south west wards along the same boundary to a point where it meets with an 

unnamed road generally north west wards along that road to a point where it 

meets with Tuli River, then generally north west wards along Tuli River to the 

starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates: 682591.77, 7716473.25 Thuli River-District boundary; 

685993.70, 7718632.73 District boundary; 689602.70, 7714668.75 District 

boundary; 693693.44, 7707498.75 Mtshakazi Mission southern border; 

701997.54, 7702809.01 Drainspruit; 702175.03, 7701241.16 Drain Spruit; 

694756.45, 7701776.27 Gongwe Mountain; 686207.26, 7702870.80 Wenlock 

Communal Land, Thuli River. 

WARD 7 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from Thuli River and the 

District boundary generally south wards along Thuli River to a point where it 

meets with an unnamed road generally north west wards along that unnamed 

road to the District boundary then north wards along the District boundary, 

then generally north east ward along the District boundary to a point where it 

meets with the Thuli River which is the starting point.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates: 682496.68, 

7716266.17 Thuli River-District boundary; 686046.52, 7696658.59 Thuli 

River; 675988.65, 7698909.45 District boundary; 672468.39, 771151.12 

District boundary; 680544.27, 7712718.97 District boundary. 
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WARD 8 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from Makwe Range Peak and 

then north wards along the District boundary up to a point where it meets an 

unnamed road and then generally east wards to a point where it meets Thuli 

River then north wards along Thuli River to a point where it meets an unnamed 

road and generally east wards along the said road to the western boundary of 

Mt Orqueiel Range and then south west wards along the said boundary to the 

north western beacon of Sizenzi farm and then south wards along the said 

boundary to Beta Mountain and the south west wards along Thuli River farm 

western boundary to the District boundary along the District boundary to the 

starting point.   An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates: 676669.03, 7682970.03 Makwe Range Peak; 675929.48, 

7698879.87 District boundary; 685987.35, 7696572.47 Tuli River; 686371.92, 

7702782.06 Tuli River; 693784.65, 7700445.08 Orqueil Ranch; 687187.87, 

7686517.24 Tuli River; 686537.07, 7681461.35 Golden Quarry; 683194.30, 

7677793.19 District boundary. 

WARDS 9   

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mwewe 

and Tuli River’s generally northwest wards along Mwewe River to a point where 

it meets with Southern boundary of Connemara, then generally south west 

wards along this boundary to a point where it meets with the District boundary 

then northwest wards, then north east wards, then south east wards then 

north east wards, then north west wards then north east wards along the 

District boundary to a point where it meets with the south eastern boundary to 

a point where it meets with the south western boundary of Tuli River farm, 

then generally south east wards along the southern boundary of Tuli River to a 

point where it meet with the western boundary of Meeting farm, then generally 

south eastern wards along the same boundary, then south wards along the 
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same boundary to a point where it meets with Tuli River then generally south 

east wards along Tuli River to its confluence with Mwewe which is the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates: 694088.75, 7657479.07 Tuli-Mwewe River confluence; 

676863.65, 7668564.54 Mwewe River; 675499.28, 7668138.17 District 

boundary; 673879.10, 7671080.09 District boundary; 676607.83, 7673084.00 

District boundary; 678569.10, 7669502.54 District boundary, 683216.47, 

7671250.63 District boundary; 680956.74, 7675471.64 District boundary; 

683173.80, 7677602.45 District boundary; 688844.47, 7675726.45 

Zvishavane; 690080.93, 7668435.62 Tuli River. 

WARD 10 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the District boundary and 

Dulanegwang Mountain then north east wards then north west wards along 

the District boundary to Ratanyana mountains then north east wards along the 

District boundary, then north west wards along the same boundary to 

Maribeha beacon, then north east wards to the southern beacon of Conemara 

farm and then north eastwards along the southern boundary of Conemara 

farm to its junction with Mwewe River then generally south east wards along 

the same River to its confluence with Shape River, then west wards along 

Shape River to a point where it meets the eastern boundary of Farm 85 then 

south east wards to Besta Mountain along the Mission boundary and then 

generally south wards along the same boundary and then generality westward 

to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 668549.53, 7652190.52 District Boundary- 

Dulan Negwang; 657677.19, 7668136.54 Ratanyama Mountain; 676948.92, 

7668520.27 Mwewe River; 690166.20, 7658458.07 Mwewe River-Shape; 

685049.83, 7657989.07 Shape River; 692980.21, 7652234.77 Bedza 

Mountain; 691360.02, 7648354.26 Gobatema. 
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WARD 11 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn form the confleucne of Pelele 

and Tuli Rivers then generally north west wards along Pelele River to its 

junction with an unnamed stream and the west wards along he said stream to 

its junction with Mawaza-Ntalale Road and then south west wards along that 

road up to a point where it meets Mlenzana River and then generally west 

wards along that River to the District boundary then northwards and then 

north west wards along the District boundary to a point where it meets the 

southern boundary of the Tuli Small Scale Farming Area, then generally 

eastwards along this boundary to a point where it meets with the south eastern 

boundary of Gobatema Mission, then north wards along the said boundary to a 

point where it meet with the boundary of Gobatema, then generally north west 

wards along this boundary, then north wards along the same boundary to a 

point where it meets with Malele Mountain and Shashi River, to its confluence 

with Mwewe River to its confluence with Tuli River, then generally southwards 

along Tuli River to its confluence with Pelele River which is the starting point. 

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 702326.48, 7632751.35 Confluence Tuli-Pelele River; 696186.84, 

7637014.99 Pelele River; 681392.01, 7638080.90 District boundary; 

674453.65, 7647076.17 Tuli Small Scale; 691528.11, 7648014.17 Gobatema 

Mt; 692980.21, 7652234.07 Bedza Mt; 685049.83, 7657989.07 Shape River; 

694043.65, 7657563.72 Tuli-Shape River. 

WARD 12 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn form the western side of the 

District boundary and Kafusi River north eastwards along the District 

boundary generally north west along that boundary to a point where it meets 

an unnamed road then southeast wards along the said road to a point where it 

meets Mlenjana River then eastwards along that River then southeast wards 
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along Pelele River to its confluence with Thuli River then south wards along 

Thuli River to a point where it meet an unnamed road then westwards along 

that road then south west wards along that road to a point where it meets 

Kafusi River north west wards along Kafusi River to the starting point. An This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 

35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates. 

679845.73, 7615272.44 District boundary-Kafusi River; 681465.92, 

7637952.99 District boundary; 702144.57, 7632324.98 Pelele-Tuli River; 

704148.48, 7622690.17 Tuli River; 682361.28, 7613183.26 Kafuti River. 

WARD 13 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Thuli 

River and Sengezane River generally north wards along Thuli Rivers to a point 

where it meets with the western boundary of Ntshetshe farm, then south 

eastern wards along this boundary, then generally north east wards along the 

southern boundary of Georgia farm up to Zhokwe Mountain and then south 

eastwards along the southern boundaries of Choka and Makunkubi farm up to 

the point where it meets the western boundary of Double Cross and then 

southwards along the said boundary to a point where it meets with Ntepe 

River, then generally west wards along the said River to its confluence with 

Sengezane River, Then generally south west wards along Ntepe River to its 

confluence with Sengeza River then generally south west wards along 

Sengezane River to its confluence with Thuli River which is the starting point. 

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

((UTM)) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates: 702178.07, 7640041.17 confluence Tuli-Sengezane; 691561.55, 

7664257.63 Zhokwe Mountain; 717868.21, 7661656.81 Double Cross; 

710151.02, 7649037.45 Ntepe River. 
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WARD 14  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Thuli 

and Sengezane River then north east wards along Sengezane Rivers to its 

confluence with Ntepe River then north east wards along Ntepe River to a point 

where it meets an unnamed River and the western boundary of Sweetwaters, 

then southern east wards along the said boundary to a point where it meets 

with south western boundary of Dilibashaba Communal Land, then 

southwards and westwards along the said boundary to a point where it meets 

Thuli River then north wards along that River to the starting point. An This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 

35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates: 

702178.01, 7640041.17 confleunce of Tuli-Sengezane River; 707081.20, 

7647502.54 confluence of Tuli-Sengezane River; 716266.83, 7648441.54 

Sweetwaters; 721131.29, 7627848.16; 712344.28, 7626782.25; 704413.91, 

7625375.25 Tuli River. 

WARD 15 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from an unnamed road and 

Sukwi River generally northwards along an unnamed road to the western 

boundary of Oakley Block to exclude it then generally south eastwards along 

the southern boundary of Oakley Block then south eastwards to the eastern 

side of Makapakap Dam so as to include it then eastwards along the boundary 

of Oakley Block  so as to exclude it to a point where it meets with Mtshibinizi 

River then a straight line is drawn south eastwards to a point where it meets 

with Sukwi River then generally southest wards to an unnamed dam then 

general north west wards to a point where it meet with Umguza District 

boundary and an unnamed road then generally west wards along Sukwi road 

to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 741719.76, 7624938.90 Sukwi River; 
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739758.48, 7633380.90 Sikizini River; 733490.93, 7634489.45 Makapaka 

Dam; 732339.75, 7637047.63; 720486.83, 7639222.09 Mtshibizine River; 

7203087.65, 7628904.08 Sukwi River. 

WARD 16 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from Thuli River and the south 

eastern boundary of Mapate generally southwest wards along the said 

boundary to its beacon then west wards along the southern boundary of 

Mapate to a point where it meets with District boundary then generally north 

east wards along the District boundary to a point where it meets with Kafusi 

River, then generally, south east wards along Kafusi River to its confluence 

with Simolwane River then east wards along Simolwane River, and then 

generally northeast wards along the same River to a point where it meets with 

Makokwe-Kafusi Road, then north wards along this road, to a point where it 

meets with an unnamed track, then east wards along, this track to the 

northern side of Dautswe Kopjes to a point where it meets with an unnamed 

stream, then eastwards along this stream to its confluence with Thuli River, 

then southwards along Thuli River to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 705938.20, 

7609718.17 Tuli River-south eastern Mapate; 678560.09, 7610230.34 Kafusi 

River-District boundary; 682354.73, 7613215.90 Kafuni River-Sinolwane River; 

704014.02, 7622680.17 Tuli River 

WARD 17 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn formt he confluence of Thuli 

River and Mnyabetse River generally northwards along Thuli River to a point 

where it meets southern boundary Garanyemba Communal Land, then north 

west wards along the said boundary then generally eastwards along the same 

boundary to a point where it meets Guyu Nhwali Road then generally south 

east wards, to a point where it meet Buvumba- Nhwali Road then generally 
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southwards along Nhwali Buvuma Road to a point where it meets unnamed 

road, the southwest along the unnamed road to a point where it meets 

Mnyabetsi River, then generally southwards along the Mnyabetsi River to the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA)  Coordinates: 710521.47, 7596801.89 Thuli-Myabetsi River; 

704424.47, 7625408.90 Garanyemba communal land; 722075.94, 7627412.81 

Dibilishaba communal land; 715893.66, 7610742.99 Mnyabesti River. 

WARD 18 

Area of land bounded by a line drawn from the district and Dendele River 

generally westwards along Dendele River, then south west wards along a track 

to Buvuma-Nhwali road then north wards along Buvuma-Nhwali road to a 

point where it meet with the south eastern boundary of Garanyemba 

communal land, then north wards along the boundary to a point where it 

meets with an unnamed road then eastwards along the unnamed road to a 

point where it meets with Sukwi stream then south east ward along Sukwi 

stream, then north east along the track to a point where it meets with an 

unnamed road, then generally south east along the unnamed road to a point 

where it meets with Sukwi River, then east wards along Sukwi River, to a point 

where it meets the western boundary of Doddiburn ranch then, generally south 

wards along the said boundary to a point where it meets the district boundary 

then south west wards along the district boundary to the starting point. An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

Coordinates: 742484.93, 7611083.07 District boundary-Dendele River; 

752259.83, 7613982.35 Garanyemba Communal Land; 722360.55, 

7627626.00; 727562.19, 7627583.36 Sukwi stream 741760.11, 7624769.36 

Sukwi River; 744360.93, 7614280.80 Gewa-District boundary. 
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WARD 19 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Thuli 

River and Shashi generally north west wards along Shashe River to its 

confluence with Shashane, then north wards along Shashane to a point where 

it meets with the southern boundary of Gwanda Communal Land, then east 

wards along the ward boundary to Msendame beacon, then north east wards 

along the south eastern boundary of Gwanda Communal Land to a point where 

it meets with Thuli River, then generally south east wards along the Thuli River 

to its confluence with Shashe River which is the starting point.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 713003.85, 

7588317.25 Tuli-Shashe River confluence; 683840.55, 7597910.44 Shahs-

Shashane confluence; 678724.18, 7610104.45 Msendami beacon; 706565.75, 

7609678.09 Tuli River. 

WARD 20 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from a confluence of Mnyabetsi 

and Thuli River and north east wards along Munyabetsi River to a point where 

it meets with an unnamed road then north east ward, along the unnamed road 

to a point where it meets Dendele River, then generally east wards along 

Dendele River to the District boundary, and then southwest wards along the 

District boundary to a point where it meets an unnamed road and generally 

south west wards along that road to a point where it meets Mankomkoni - 

Nhwali Road and then generally southwest wards along the said road to Thuli 

River and then generally north west ward along Thuli River to the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

((UTM)) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 710690.38, 7596759.26 Tuli/Tshanyaungwe River confluence; 

716120.46, 7610870.90; 728740.83, 7614921.36 Dendele River; 74200075, 

7610742.99 District boundary; 738461.93, 7603073.36 District boundary. 
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WARD 21 

This area of land is boundeded by a line draw from Thuli and Southern 

boundary of Ntshetshe farm generally north west along Thuli River to a point 

where it meets with the north west bnoundary of Ntshentshe, then northwards 

along this boundary to a point where it meet with south western boundary of 

Meeting farm then north west wards along the said boundary to a point where 

it meets with southern boundary of Tuli River farm then generally north east 

wards to a point where it meet with Wnelock Communal Land south eastern 

boundary, then north east wards along the same boundary to the southern 

boundary of Draaispruit, Gongwe Mountain then south eastwards to the north 

west boundary of Sheet farm and then north eastwards along the boundary of 

Sheet farm to the western boundary of Insindi Ranch and then eastwards along 

the same boundary to the southern beacon of Draaisprute then generally north 

east wards along this boundary to a point where it meets the Hollins Block 

Estate southern boundary, then east wards along the said boundary to a point 

where it meets with Gwanda- Bulawayo Road, then north wards along the road 

to its meeting point with the south eastern boundary of Hollins Block then 

generally eastwards along this boundary to a point where it meets with 

Matsetshe Communal Land boundary then southwards along Matshetshe 

Communal Land boundary and Exchange Western boundary then generally 

southwards along these boundaries to a point where it meets with north 

eastern boundary of Doefoutain Ranch, then north west wards along this 

boundary to a point where it meets with Sablevale and State Land western 

boundary then generally south east along the said boundary to a point where it 

meets with Deneys western boundary, then generally south east wards along 

this boundary so as to exclude it to a point where it meets with Nelson’s North 

western boundary, then south west wards along this boundary to as to exclude 

it, to a point where it meets south east and north western boundary of Galo 

farm and Shoka so as to a point where it meet Garanyemba Communal Land 

north western boundary, then generally south west wards along this boundary 
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then north west wards along this same boundary to the starting point. An This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 

35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

690225.01, 7670895 Thuli River, Ntsetshe farm; 688775.37, 7675841.72 

Ushongwe; 683317.91, 7677717.72 Tuli River farm; 694629.33, 7701627.95 

Drauspruit Gongwe Mountain; 696529.02, 7696742.43 Sheet Farmland; 

702229.02, 7702861.49 Chawezi River; 708350.67, 7703434.48 Bulawayo 

Road-Railway Lines; 70850.67, 7705847.08 Bulawayo Road-Railway Line; 

712602.88, 7706480.39; 714593.28, 7683629.76 Gwanda Urban boundary; 

707837.99, 7686705.82 Bulawayo Road-Railway Lines; 702862, 7685740.78 

Sablevale. 

WARD 22 

Area of land bounded by a line drawn down Umzingwane River and Oakley 

Block and south eastern boundary, south west wards along the southern 

boundary of Oakley Block farm generally west wards along that boundary to a 

point where it meets Pourriperri farm boundary then north west wards along 

Pourri Perri farm boundary so as to include it to a point where it meets Sweet 

Waters western boundary then north wards along Sweetwaters boundary 

Doubleperri farm boundary so as to include it to a point where it meets Sweet 

Waters western boundary then north  wards along Sweet Waters boundary 

Double Cross Ranch to a point where it meet Jahunda farm boundary then 

north west wards along the southern boundary of Jahunda, Makunkubi, and 

Shoka to a point where it meets Zhombwe Mountain then north wards along 

the western boundary of Shoka to a point where it meets  Galo boundary then 

west to a point where it meets Zhombwe Mountain then north wards along the 

western boundary of Shoka to a point where it meets Galo boundary then west 

wards along that boundary then north east wards along that same boundary 

then south eastwards along the same boundary to a point where it meets the 

north western boundary of Nelsons then north east wards along that boundary 

to a point where it meets Koodoovale then north west wards along that 
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boundary to a point where it meets the southern boundary of Judds farm then 

south east wards along that boundary to a point where it meets the western 

boundary of Exchange then northwards along Exchange boundary to 

Masholomoshe Mountain which is also the Southern boundary of Matshetshe 

Communal Land then eastwards along that boundary so as to include Capithal 

Block and Echuca Ranch to a point where it meets Umzingwane River generally 

south wards along Umzingwane River to a point where it meets Olmypus 

northern boundary, to a point where it meets Burnt Kraal eastern boundary 

then south wards along Sissyvale boundary to Malilangwe Mountain then west 

wards along Sissyvale to a point where it meets a Cut Line then south ward 

along Oakely Block boundary to a point where it meets Umzingwane River then 

south wards along Umzingwane River to the starting point.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 south 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 747574.76, 

7634231.62 Umzingwane River-Oakley Block; 733547.38, 7634402.16 

Makapaka Dam; 716194.37, 704301.63 Sweet Waters; 703223.37, 7666462.72 

Zhobwe; 709842.32, 7681871.10 Bulawayo Road-Railway Line; 715481.78, 

7689500.95 Masholomosha; 738595.17, 7688294.65 Umzingane River; 

744749.21, 7673027.72 District boundary/ Umzingwane River; 739311.11, 

7663691.35 Malilamangwe beacon; 735559.11, 7648344.26 Dombwe; 

743489.48, 7647917.90 Umzingwane River. 

WARD 23 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the District boundary and 

the south western boundary of Dobbieburn ranch generally north wards along 

the said boundary to a point where it meets with the southern boundary of 

Oakley Block and generally east wards along the said boundary to a point 

where it meets with Umzingwane River, generally north wards along 

Umzingwane River to a point where it meets with northern boundary of Oakley 

Block, then generally west wards along Oakley Block boundary to Dombwe 

Mountain and a cut line then generally north wards along that Sissyvale 
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eastern boundary to its meeting point with Jessie Mine south eastern boundary 

then generally east wards along the said boundary to a point where it meets 

with eastern boundary of Burnt Kraal farm then generally south east wards 

along this boundary to the District boundary, then east wards along the 

District boundary to its point where it meets with Bubi River, then generally 

south east wards along Bubi  to a point where it meets with south western 

boundary of Boulder Greek, then south west wards along this boundary, then 

generally south east wards and then generally south west wards then north 

western boundary of Jopempi Block to a point where it meets with southern 

boundaries of Double Ranch and Manyole Ranch, then generally north west 

wards along the said boundaries, then southwards along the District boundary, 

then generally south west wards along the District boundary to the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

((UTM)) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 744137.74, 7632656.08 Dobbleburn Ranch; 747761.83, 

76340063.09 Umzingwane River; 743412.92, 764791.90 Umzingwane River; 

735525.18, 7648344.26 Dombwe Mountain; 739319.82, 7669276.72 

Malilangwe Mountain; 739319.82, 7669276.72 Jessie Mine; 742389.64, 

7673625.63 District boundary; 783820.39, 7673284.54 District Boundary-

Bubi 

WARD 24 

This area of land is boundeded by a line from the meeting point of Shashe River 

and the international boundary then north west along Shashe River to the 

confluence of Shashe and Tuli River north wards along Tuli River to a point 

where it meets an unnamed road from Mankonkoni Irrigation Scheme, then 

north east wards along that road to a point where it meets Nhwali-Buvuma 

Road, then east wards to a point where it meets Shanyaugwe-Nhwali Road, 

then north east wards along Tshanyaugwe Road so as to include Bulobela 

Village, then north wards along Tshanyaugwe-Nhwali Road to a point where it 

meets and unnamed road then east wards along that road then south east 
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wards along the same road to a point where it meets with District boundary, 

then south west wards along the District boundary to the International 

boundary and the generally northwards along that said boundary of the 

starting point.   

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

((UTM)) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 714666.92, 7586230.08 Shashe-International boundary; 

712918.83, 7588191.36 Shashe/Tuli confluence; 713345.19, 7592625.54; Tuli 

River; 738346.11, 7604903.82 District boundary; 725938.92, 7577234.81 

District boundary-Shashe River. 

INSIZA RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL  

WARD 1 

It is a line drawn from Umzingwane River at a point southwest of Mlomoliwoto 

Hills so as to include them, then northeastwards to an unnamed point at the 

centre of the southern area boundary where it further stretches generally 

northwards leaving Geneva farm on its northeastern side, then westwards and 

northwards, northwestwards to Umzingwane River at an unnamed point on the 

northeast of Mlowezi School, from this point it stretches southwards along 

Umzingwane River which is also the District boundary to a point southwest of 

Mlomoliwoto Hills to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator ((UTM)) Zone 35 south (s) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 731909.89, 7706502.35; 

727658.52, 7724621.86; 729384.34, 7724032.56; 729805.25, 7722811.87; 

737971.26, 7714940.51; 736666.38, 7714224.93; 737718.70, 7710384.69. 

WARD 2 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from a point on the western 

side of Croft Mine from Insiza River then westwards and generally southwards 

so as to exclude Pangani Mine on its western side then southwards and 
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southwestwards, southwards along Silalatshani Road to an unnamed point on 

the far southwest of Mahole Business Centre then northeast to join Insiza River 

and northwards along Insiza River to a point on the western side of Croft Mine 

to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 741128.22, 7725379.53; 743822.16, 

7714940.51; 737844.98, 7710352.39; 736666.38, 7714267.02; 738265.91, 

7715445.62; 736750.57, 7721843.73; 736750.57, 7721843.73; 739065.67, 

7725253.25. 

WARD 3 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the northern boundary of 

Nyamine farm then northwards along Insiza River to the southwestern junction 

of Georges farm and Stateland so as to exclude them then southwestwards to a 

point on the eastern side of Mlomoliwoto Hill, southwards  and  westwards 

leaving Sibasa Hills and Singwango No. 1 School on its eastern side so as to 

exclude them and further generally southwards to a point on the eastern side 

of a bridge which is at the junction of the northern boundary of Nyamine farm 

and Umzingwane River then eastwards along the northern boundary of 

Nyamine farm to Insiza River the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 743834.56, 7714820.58; 

747370.36, 7698649.58; 746612.69, 7689277.21; 741203.76, 7686898.96; 

737357.03, 7699763.01; 737577.11, 7708754.52; 735589.94, 7708754.52. 

WARD 4 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the confluence of Insiza 

and Sidzibe Rivers then northwards along Insiza River on the western 

boundary of Waterfall Extension so as to include it to its junction with the 

western boundary of Georges farm, then northeastwards along the same farm 

boundary so as to include it to its junction with the southwestern boundary of 
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Eskdale farm, then eastwards and northwards along the same farm boundary 

so as to exclude it to its junction with the northwestern boundary of 

Nooitgedacht farm , then eastwards, southwestwards and southeastwards 

along the eastern boundaries of Nooitgedacht and Weltevreden farm so as to 

include them to its junction with the northern boundary of Godlwayo 

Communal Lands, then northeastwards along the southern boundary of 

Highlands farm to an unnamed point north of Umangwe Hills, then south 

wards to the uppermost beacon of Umangwe Hills so as to exclude it to its 

junction with the northern boundary of Godlwayo Small Scale Commercial 

farms,  then southwestwards and generally southeastwards along the same 

farm boundary to its junction with Mani River, and generally southwestwards 

along the same River to its confluence with Sidzibe River, then  generally 

southwestwards along the River to the starting point. An This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 746789.45, 

7696799.13; 744179.70, 7714856.96; 746073.87, 7718655.11; 733440.12, 

7719254.21; 753355.93, 7722705.82; 759333.12, 7722790.00; 759375.21, 

7712940.28; 761816.59, 7713782.14; 761004.98, 7709310.50; 759868.48, 

7708805.39; 761510.10, 7703070.96. 

WARD 5 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the confluence of Insiza 

and Siwazi Rivers then northwards along Insiza River to the confluence of 

Insiza and Sidzibe Rivers and further eastwards along Sidzibe River and 

northwards along Zilwane River and eastwards along Mani River to Hlatshwayo 

School so as to include it.  Then southeastwards leaving an unnamed dam on 

its eastern side so as to exclude it thereby joining Siwazi River and further 

southwestwards to its confluence with Insiza River the starting point.  An This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 
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746785.71, 7689258.63; 746869.90, 7696835.34; 761528.93, 7702906.50; 

760476.61, 7693856.54. 

WARD 6 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of the 

northern boundary of Atherstone farm and the District boundary then 

northeastwards along the District boundary to its junction with Makoshi River 

and further northeastwards and northwards along this River to its junction 

with the west Nicholson-Mberengwa Road at Crossroad Business Centre, then 

north wards along Crossroad - Avoca Road to its junction with Siwazi River, 

then southeastwards and westwards along this River to its confluence with 

Insiza River then generally westwards along Insiza River to its junction with the 

northern boundary of Nyamine farm then westwards along northern  boundary 

of the same farm to its junction with the District boundary, then 

southeastwards, generally southwards, southeastwards, northeastwards and 

northeastwards along the District boundary to the starting point. An This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 

758173.52, 7676741.27; 760193.98, 7693746.78; 746219.16, 7689369.12; 

745124.75, 7672952.92; 753543.31, 7670174.79; 759688.87, 7673458.03; 

755395.40, 7674636.63. 

WARD 7 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Makoshi and Mbembesi Rivers then northwards along Makoshi River to Siwazi 

Hills where it joins Siwazi River leaving the hills on its western side so as to 

exclude them.  From this point the boundary stretches generally eastwards 

along Siwazi River to Zhombili Hills, then northwards, eastwards and 

southeastwards to join the District boundary then southwards along the 

District boundary to the confluence of Makoshi and Mbembesi River the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 
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Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA). Coordinates: 758878.64, 7676993.83; 772148.35, 7687096.11; 

776376.16, 7670033.52; 760446.54, 7693830.96.   

WARD 8 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the eastern District 

boundary on the southern part of Mangava Business Centre, then 

northwestwards and northwards , westwards,  northwards and southwards to 

Zhombili Hills so as to exclude them, then northwestwards along farm  

boundaries and eastwards, generally northwards, westwards generally 

northwards and eastwards along the farm boundaries to Mwenezi River, then 

southeastwards along the River to an unnamed point at the eastern District 

boundary then southeastwards along the District boundary and to an 

unnamed point on the southern part of Mangava Business Centre the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA).  

Coordinates: 773456.86, 7691102.14; 777624.05, 7707443.95; 773625.23, 

7710811.38; 766132.71, 7710853.47; 759987.16, 7708706.74; 761586.68, 

7703150.48; 796668.8, 7702519.09; 761797.15, 7702771.65; 769584.32, 

7702519.09; 768995.02, 7695343.72. 

WARD 9 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of the 

northeastern boundary of Godlwayo Small Scale farms and the District 

boundary, then westwards, generally northwestwards, westwards and 

southwestwards along the northern boundary of Godlwayo Small Scale 

Commercial farms to the western beacon of Umangwe Hills so as to include 

them, then northwards to its junction with the southern boundary of 

Highlands farm, then southwestwards, northwestwards, northeastwards along 

the southern and western boundaries of Highlands and Impala farms so as to 

include them, then generally eastwards along the northern boundary of Impala 
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farm and Inyeze Resettlement so as to include it to its junction with the District 

boundary, then southeastwards, southwestwards, generally southeastwards, 

northeastwards, southeastwards and southwestwards along the District 

boundary to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 761165.76, 7709441.91; 773498.96, 

7710873.07; 777708.24, 7707758.20; 778508.00, 7712135.85; 777413.59, 

7713945.84; 771520.59, 7712598.87; 769458.04, 7719796.75; 772951, 

772951.75; 771520, 7722911.62; 759524.14, 7722869.52; 759229.49, 

77313061.89; 761797.15, 7713861.66. 

WARD 10 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of the 

eastern District boundary and (UTM)shingwe River then generally 

northwestwards along the River to its confluence with Shangantope  River then 

southwards along the eastern boundaries of (UTM)shingwe farm and the State 

Land so as to exclude them to its junction with Bulawayo-Masvingo road then 

further southeastwards along the eastern boundaries of Ntsoma Ranch and 

Wanezi farm  so as to  exclude them to its junction with the District boundary, 

and then generally northeastwards and northwards along the district boundary 

to its confluence with (UTM)shingwe River the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 771027.82, 

7723188.87; 787640.07, 7749283.52; 773370.60, 7755092.33. 

WARD 11 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the western junction of 

the northern boundary of Nyamine farm and Umzingwane River then 

northwestwards along Umzingwane River to a point on the southwestern part 

of Mlomoliwoto Hills then northeastwards to a point on the eastern side of 

Mlomoliwoto Hills then southwards, southeastwards leaving Sibasa Hills on the 
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eastern side so as to exclude them and further generally southwards to the 

northern boundary of Nyamine farm and westwards to its junction with 

Umzingwane River the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA).  Coordinates: 727582.66, 7724522.58; 735542.68, 

7708785.11; 737100.11, 7699893.72; 741098.93, 7687181.69 

WARD 12 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from a point close to 

Hlatshwayo School so as to exclude it then northeastwards along Mani River to 

a fence that separate the ward with Godlwayo Small Scale Farms and further 

stretches eastwards and generally southwards along Godlwayo Small Scale 

Farms boundary to the northern beacon part of Zhombili Hills and then 

northwestwards, southwestwards and westward so as to exclude Vocola 

Business Centre to an unnamed dam on the  southwestern side of Avoca 

Business Centre so as to include the dam, then northwards to a point close  to 

Hlatshwayo  School making a complete boundary. An This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 760623.87, 7693950.96; 

761802.47, 7702874.64; 769547.56, 7702453.72; 770347.32, 7694708.64; 

764454.32, 7694582.36. 

WARD 13 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction  of the 

northwestern corner of Liscard farm and the eastern District boundary, then 

northeastwards, southeastwards, northeastwards, southwards along the 

District boundary to its junction with the northern boundary of Umgazi farm, 

then southwestwards along the same farm boundary to its northwestern most 

corner then generally southwestwards to its junction with northeastern most 

corner of Inyabu farm, then generally southwards along the eastern boundaries 

of Inyabu and Inhlanhla farms so as to include them, then northwestwards, 
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generally southwestwards along the southern boundaries of Inhlanhla, Wabai 

Parvum and Goedgedacht so as to include them to its junction with the eastern 

point of Greystone farm, then generally southeastwards, southwards eastwards 

and generally southwards along the northern and eastern boundaries of 

Greystone, Isicinga, Waylands, Phumilanga and Cleveland farms so as to 

include them to its junction with (UTM)shingwe River, then generally 

northwestwards and southwestwards along the River to its junction with the 

northeastern boundary of Highshapparal, then southwards, generally 

northwestwards along the eastern and southern boundaries of Highshapparal, 

Pleasant View and (UTM)shingwe block to its junction with northwestern 

corner of Montrose 8 farm, then southwestwards, northwestwards along the 

same farm boundary to its junction with the northeastern corner of Mesandra 

farm, then southwestwards, northwestwards and northeastwards along the 

same farm boundary to its junction with the southern boundary of Montrose 8 

farm, then generally northwestwards, generally southwestwards along the 

southern boundaries of Montrose 8,9,11 and Dwala farms so as to include 

them, to its junction with the eastern boundary of Cala Estate, then 

northwards along the eastern boundaries of Cala Estate so as to exclude it to 

its junction with southwestern corner of Infiningwe farm, then generally 

northwards and northwestwards along the western boundaries of Infiningwe, 

Vishia, Journeysend and the Pioneer Block farms so as to include them, to its 

junction with southwestern corner of Pioneer Block A, then southeastwards 

along the same farm boundary so as to exclude it to its junction with the 

southwestern corner of Pioneer Block B, then northeastwards, southeastwards 

and northeastwards along the northern boundaries of Pioneer Block B, Wole 

Crag, Brae Valley so as to include them, to its junction with the southwestern 

corner of the Glade, then northwestwards generally eastwards along the same 

farm boundary so as to include it to its junction with the southwestern corner 

of Bonaccord farm, then northeastwards, northwestwards along the same farm 

boundary so as to exclude it to the starting point. An This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on 
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the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 746277.99, 7754251.79; 

768334.63, 7751726.22; 773385.77, 7758629.45; 763956.98, 7771594.04; 

779110, 7788094; 782309.45, 7796513.00; 772543.92, 7793482.32; 

758905.84, 7791125.12; 743415.67, 7788094.43. 

WARD 14 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of the 

District boundary and the south western boundary of York farm then 

northeastwards along the northwestern boundary of York farm to Insiza  

River so as to include it then northwestwards along that River northwestern 

boundary of Centerbank so as to include it then northward along the western 

boundary of Makovani Estate to Upper Insiza Dam, then southwestwards, 

northwestwards, northeastwards, southeastwards, generally eastwards, 

northeastwards, along the western and northern boundaries of Innisfallen 

Estate, so as to include it to its junction with the western most corner of 

Riversdale farm, then northeastwards, eastwards, southeastwards, eastwards 

and southeastwards along the northern boundaries of Riversdale, Engomeni 

and Ruins farms so as to include them to the northern most corner of Pioneer 

Block A farm, then south westwards, northwestwards along the farm boundary 

of Pioneer Block A farm, so as to include it to its junction with the eastern 

boundary of Perlycross and generally southwards along the eastern boundaries 

of the following properties so as to include them; Perlycross, Mount Royal, 

Great Kyalani and Lancater Estate to the northern boundary of Cala Estate, 

then westwards along the northern boundaries of Cala Estate, Indutshwa and 

Fairview Estate to Insiza Dam so as to exclude them Northestwards along the 

southwestern boundary of Hamilton so as to include it to its junction with the 

District boundary then northeastwards along the District boundary to the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA).Coordinates: 745464.47, 7756926.14; 743275.64, 7788599.55; 747653, 

7787420.95; 749168.64, 7792387.90; 740750.07, 7795250.21; 732247.32, 
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7796513.00; 725812.47, 7789693.96; 721050.63, 7794576.73; 715746.93, 

7795418.59; 729805, 7786663.28; 734688.70, 7769236.84. 

WARD 15 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of Insiza 

River Bridge and Bulawayo-Masvingo Road, then northwards along Insiza River 

to the southwestern boundary of Riversdale farm, then northwestwards, 

northeastwards along the same farm boundary so as to include it, then 

eastwards along the northern boundary of Insingadale farm, to its junction 

with the southwestern corner of Swaart Spruit then northeastwards, generally 

northwards, westwards along the eastern and northern boundary of 

Mosenthals farm so as to exclude it to its junction with the District boundary, 

then northwestwards, northeastwards and northwestwards along the District 

boundary to the northern most corner of Bradford farm, then southeastwards 

along the same farm boundary so as to include it to the western boundary of 

Fairview Estate, then generally northeastwards and eastwards along the same 

farm boundary so as to include it to its junction with the western boundary of 

Indutya farm, then northwestwards, eastwards along the western and northern 

boundary of Indutya farm so as to include it, then southwestwards, westwards 

along the same farm boundary to its junction with the southern boundary of 

Fairview Estate, then southwestwards along the same farm boundary to its 

junction with the northern boundary of Chelo farm, then southeastwards, 

southwestwards along the eastern boundaries of Chelo farm and Swaart Spruit 

so as to include them to its junction with the northwestern boundary of 

Fletchers farm, then eastwards, southeastwards along the same farm boundary 

so as to include it to Slope East Mine, then southeastwards and 

southwestwards along the eastern boundary of Goldfields farm so as to include 

it to its junction with the eastern boundary of Arcadia farm, then 

southeastwards and southwestwards along the eastern boundaries of Arcadia 

farm and Wallingford a farms to its junction with Insiza River so as to include 

them, then generally northwards along the River to its junction with southern 
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boundary of Arcadia farm, then westwards along the same farm boundary to its 

junction with the eastern boundary of Celigny farm, then southwards, 

southwestwards, northwestwards along the same farm boundary to its junction 

with southern boundary of Geneva farm, then northwestwards along the 

southwestern boundary of Geneva farm so as to include it to its junction with 

the southern boundary of Lot 1 Stateland (Eldorado) then westwards, 

northwestwards, northeastwards along the Stateland boundary so as to include 

it and further northeastwards along the same farm boundary to Insiza River, 

then northeastwards along Insiza River to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 736831.29, 

7721894.60; 729759, 7722736.55; 728623.18, 7727240.48; 735315.94, 

7733816.76; 731738.05, 7735542.57; 732748.28, 7736426.52; 734221.53, 

7736131.87; 734474.00, 7745285.61; 728539.00, 7752020.46; 728749.46, 

7757544.42; 735863.15, 7753503.50; 741040.57, 775713.49; 742050.80, 

7751693.51; 737841,51, 7746917.43; 746428.45, 7727829.78; 746596.82, 

7724504.45 

WARD 16 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from Umzingwane River bridge 

along Mbalabala Road then generally northwards, eastwards and 

northeastwards along the District boundary to the northeastern corner of 

Mosenthals farm, then eastwards, generally southwards and westwards along 

the northern, eastern and southern boundaries of Mosentals farm so as to 

include it to its junction with the northern most corner of Riversdale farm, then 

southwestwards, southeastwards and generally southwestwards along this 

farm boundary so as to exclude it to its junction with the northern boundary of 

Winnifred farm, then it continues southwestwards to the south eastern corner 

of Comedy farm, then southwestwards, southeastwards and north westwards 

along the southern boundaries of Comedy, and Fair Grove Ranch so as to 

include them, to its junction with the District boundary, and then generally 
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northwestwards and north wards along the District boundary to the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). 

Coordinates: 724707.82, 7725945.40; 721466.67, 7741856.49; 734423.15, 

7745233.72; 734254.78, 7736310.04; 731434.56, 7735532.77; 728698.52, 

7727376.56; 729203.64, 7724115.82. 

WARD 17 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from junction of Insiza River 

and the southwestern boundary of Walling Ford a farm, then northeastwards, 

northwestwards along the same farm boundary so as to exclude it,  to the 

eastern corner of Arcadia farm then north westwards to the southern corner of 

Goldfield B farm, then generally north westwards, westwards, northwards, 

northwestwards, westwards and generally north eastwards along the western 

boundaries of Huntley farm, Gruyges, Anglesey and Cala Estate so as to 

include them to its junction with southeastern corner of Indutywa farm, then 

northeastwards along the same farm boundary so as to exclude it to its 

junction with the southeastern boundary of Lancaster Estate, then eastwards 

along the same farm boundary so as to exclude it to its junction with the 

northwestern boundary of Dwala farm, then southwards and generally 

northeastwards along the same farm boundary so as to exclude it to its 

junction with northwestern corner of Heathfield farm, then generally 

southeastwards, southwestwards along the same farm boundary so as to 

include it to its junction with the southwestern corner of Mesandra farm, then 

southeastwards, northeastwards along the same farm boundary so as to 

exclude it to its junction with the northwestern corner of Lynwoods farm, then 

southeastwards, southwestwards along the same farm boundary to its junction 

with the northern most corner of Hilton farm, then southwestwards, 

southeastwards along the same farm boundary so as to exclude it to its 

junction with the northwestern corner of Shamba Block, then southwards, 

southeastwards along the same farm boundary so as to exclude it to its 
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junction with the southeastern corner of Drumbulchan farm, then westwards 

along the same farm boundary so as to include it to its junction with the 

eastern boundary of Eskadale farm, then southwards, westwards along the 

same farm boundary so as to include it to its junction with eastern boundary of 

the State Land then southwestwards along the same farm boundary so as to 

include it to its junction with Insiza River, then generally northwestwards along 

the River to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 743721.29, 7715056.33; 740690.61, 

7722254.21; 746985.52, 7724251.86; 743091.51, 7736168.12; 738292.93, 

7748107.68; 743975.46, 7756771.40; 745448.71, 7753235.61; 751467.99, 

7756266.29; 757066.33, 7751046.78; 753320.07, 7744242.54; 759339.35, 

7723035.16; 753235.89, 7722824.69; 753320.01, 7719330.99; 746086.10, 

7718825.87. 

WARD 18 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of the 

district boundary and southern boundary of Lot A Longila, then 

northeastwards, generally southeastwards, northwestwards, along the 

boundaries of Lot A Longila, Lochard Estate, Innisfallen Estate respectively so 

as to exclude them to Upper Insiza Dam, do exclude them to Upper Insiza 

Dam, then southwards and south eastwards and southwestwards along the 

western boundaries of the following properties Mokovane Estate, Centerbank, 

Bulembe Estate and York farm  so as to exclude them to the District boundary, 

then westwards, northwestwards and northwards, generally northwestwards, 

westwards and northwards along the District boundary to the starting point. 

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). 

Coordinates: 734415.16, 7770069.81; 729747.86, 7786452.81; 726585.89, 

7785063.75; 715347.11, 7792303.72; 711474.57, 7786957.93; 715094.55, 

7776308.44; 718419.88, 7770935.36; 7766052.59. 
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WARD 19 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the south eastern corner 

of Wanezi Mission farm and the District boundary, then westwards along the 

southern boundary of Wanezi farm and Shamba Range to its junction with the 

south eastern corner of Drumbulchan farm, then northwestwards along the 

same farm boundary so as to exclude it to its junction with the southeastern 

corner of Congese Block, then northwards, northwestwards along the same 

farm boundary so as to exclude it to its junction with the eastern boundary of 

(UTM)ata farm, then northeastwards along the same farm boundary so as to 

exclude it to its junction with the eastern boundary of Lynwoods farm then 

northeastwards, northwestwards along the same farm boundary so as to 

exclude it to its junction with the southeastern corner of Montrose 8 then 

northeastwards along the same farm boundary to its junction with the 

southern boundary of Mtshingwe Block, then generally southeastwards along 

the southern boundaries of (UTM)shingwe Block, Pleasant View, Highshapparal 

so as to exclude them to its junction with the southeastern corner of 

Highshapparal, then northeastwards along the farm boundary to its junction 

with Shangantope River, then generally eastwards along the River to its 

junction with the northwestern corner of Gwatemba Small Scale Farm, then 

southwestwards along the same farm boundary so as to exclude it to its 

junction with the northwestern corner of Malole Small Scale Farms then 

southeastwards along the same farm boundary so as to exclude it to the 

southeastern corner of Wanezi Mission farm and the District boundary at the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA). Coordinates: 771474.27, 7723158.90; 759477.82, 7723032.62; 

753229.01, 7744329.53; 757089.88, 7751018.04; 761130.80, 7756364.43; 

769633.55, 7751271.19; 771696.10, 7755690.90. 
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WARD 20 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of the 

eastern District boundary and the northern boundary of Wedgehill farm then 

southeastwards along the District boundary to its junction with Shangamtope 

River, then generally south eastwards along the River to its junction with the 

eastern boundary of High Shapparal farm, then northwards along this farm 

boundary to its junction with (UTM)shingwe River, then northeast wards and 

southeastwards along the River to its junction with the western boundary of 

State Land, then northwards along the River to its junction with western 

boundary of the State Land, then northwards along the State Land boundary 

so as to include it to its junction with the eastern boundary of Cleveland farm, 

then northwards along the eastern boundaries of Cleverland, Phumilanga and 

Waylands farms so as to exclude them, then northwestwards along the 

northern  boundary of  Waylands farm to the northeastern boundary of 

Greystone farm, then further northwestwards along the northeastern boundary 

of the same farm  so as to exclude it, then eastwards along the southern 

boundary of Goergedcht so as to exclude it and generally northeastwards  

along the southeastern  boundaries of the Parvum and Wabai  farms so as to 

exclude them to the southwestern boundary of Inhlanhla farm, then 

southeastwards along the southwestern boundary of the same farm then 

northeastwards to Ngezi River along the eastern boundaries of Inhlahla and 

Inyabu farm so as to exclude them, then generally southeastwards along Ngezi 

River to its junction with the District boundary, then southwestwards and 

southwards along the District boundary to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 791051.36, 

7758684.97; 787636.04, 7749266.50; 770627.58, 7756169.52; 770910.49, 

7758383.20; 773324.66, 7757685.35; 773607.57, 7764658.90; 765892.39, 

7769336.36; 763798.85, 7771486.48; 775177.10, 7781187.19; 792848.38, 

7775666.05; 795262.56, 7770422.77. 
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WARD 21 

It is an area of land demarcated by line drawn from the northeastern corner of 

Umgazi farm and the District boundary, then northeastwards, southwards, 

eastwards, southwards and southwestwards along the District boundary to its 

junction with Ngezi River, then generally northwestwards along the River to its 

junction with the eastern boundary of Inyabu farm then northward along the 

farm boundary to the northeastern most corner of Inyabu farm, then generally 

northeastwards to its junction with northwestern most corner of Umgazi farm, 

then generally eastwards along the farm boundary so as to include it to the 

northeastern corner of the same farm and the district boundary which is the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA). Coordinates: 794659, 7770546.70; 792810, 7775601; 775084.73, 

7781297.31; 798781,43, 7788365.16; 792625.21,7792401.36; 793040.15, 

7786139.60; 800010.00, 7784593.02. 

WARD 22 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of the 

western District boundary and the Gweru-Bulawayo Railway Line then 

northwestwards, southeastwards, northeastwards, northwestwards, 

northeastwards, northwards along the District boundary to its junction with 

the western uppermost corner of Ensangu Estate, then northeastwards, 

eastwards, southwards, eastwards, southwards, eastwards, northwards and 

generally southeastwards and southwestwards along the same farm boundary 

so as to include it to its junction with the eastern uppermost corner of Insiza 

State Land, then generally southeastwards and westwards along the southern 

boundary of Insiza State Land so as to include it to its junction with the 

eastern boundary of Magodlo farm, then northwards and southwestwards 

along the northern boundaries of Magodlo farm and Tekwe Estate so as to 

exclude them to its junction with the eastern boundary of Unguguese Estate, 

then southeastwards, southwestwards, along the southern boundary of same 
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farm so as to include it to its junction with the northeastern corner of Field 

farm, then southwestwards and southeastwards along the same farm boundary 

so as to exclude it to its junction with the eastern most corner of Lochard 

Estate, then southwestwards, along the eastern and southern boundaries of 

Lochard Estate and Longila farm so as to include them to its junction with the 

District boundary, then northwestwards and northesatwards along the District 

boundary to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 710858.69, 7790583.32; 705367.57, 

7807052.79; 714281.45, 7803741.92; 720478.71, 7819448.53; 729986.37, 

7822759.40; 736184.14, 7822334.93; 739410.12, 7820637.05; 732533.69, 

7814864.24; 722685.97, 7808242.50; 724129.17, 7804337.37; 715809.55, 

7799498.41; 721072.98, 7749744.33. 

WARD 23 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of the 

District boundary and the northwestern boundary of Bonaccord farm, then 

southeastwards and westwards along the boundaries of Bonaccord and Ripley 

farms so as to include them to the eastern boundary of Orangedale farm, then 

southeastwards along the eastern boundary of Koodoosrand farm to its 

junction with the northern boundary of Brae Valley farm then southwestwards 

and northwestwards along the boundaries of Ferncreek and Nellysvlei farms so 

as to include them, then northwestwards, westwards, northwestwards, 

generally westwards, southwestwards and generally northwestwards along the 

northern boundaries of the following properties: Ruins, Engomeni, Riversdale 

and Innisfallen Estate so as to exclude them to its junction with the 

southwestern boundary of Field farm, then northwestwards, northeastwards 

along the same farm boundary so as to include it to its junction  with the 

southeastern corner of Greenlands farm and southwestern corner of 

Ungunguese Estate, then northeastwards, northwestwards along the southern 

and eastern boundary of Ungunguese Estate so as to exclude it to its junction 
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with northeastern corner of Tekwe Estate, then northeastwards along the 

northern boundaries of Tekwe Estate and Magodlo farm so as to include them, 

then southwards, eastwards and generally northwestwards along the western, 

southern and eastern boundaries of the Insiza Siding State Land so as to 

exclude it to its junction with northwestern boundary of Esmnyangeni Block A, 

then generally northeastwards along the northwestern boundaries of 

Esmnyangeni A and D farms to its junction with southeastern corner of 

Esmnyangeni Block A, then northwestwards along the same farm boundary to 

its junction with northeastern boundary of Lot 35 A Ensangu Estate  then 

southwards, westwards, northwards, westwards,  northwards, along the same 

boundary to its junction with the southern boundary of Esmnyangeni G, then 

westwards and southwestwards along the northern  boundary of Ensangu 

Estate so as to exclude it to its junction with the District boundary, then 

northwestwards, eastwards, northeastwards, northwestwards, westwards, 

northwestwards, generally northeastwards, southeastwards,  northeastwards, 

generally southeastwards, northeastwards, generally southwards and 

northeastwards along the District boundary to the starting point. An This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 

718739.24, 7841608.29; 732492.09, 7839485.94; 734614.44, 7844409.80; 

752781.79, 7800092.66; 756517.13, 7801875.44; 763223.76, 7797885.42; 

757450.96, 7796781.79; 758724.57, 7791093.83; 744562.05, 7794594.52; 

739601.55, 7797583.56; 725803.33, 7789546.17. 

 

MANGWE RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL  

 

WARD 1 

This area of land is bounded by a line drawn where Mkaya-Macingwana Road 

meet the western boundaries of Kwiti farm.  Then south east along the 

boundaries of Kwiti farm, and Glenmore farm so as to exclude them,  then 

generally south wards along the western boundaries of Dowsons farm, 
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Klipfontein farm so as to exclude them to a point where it meets the northern 

boundaries of Shrigley farm and Home farm.  Then south east along the 

northern boundaries of Home farm so as to exclude it to a point where it meets 

Ingwizi River, then northwards along Ingwizi River to a point where it meets 

Empandeni-Plumtree Road.  Then northwest along Empandeni-Plumtree Road 

to the Cadastrial boundary of Empandeni Estate.  Then south west along the 

boundary and northwest along the same boundary and north east along the 

same boundary to a point where it meets a stream.  Then south west along the 

same boundary so as to include Empandeni Estate to Empandeni-Plumtree 

Road.  Then north west along Empandeni-Plumtree Road to a point where it 

meets an unnamed road,  then generally north eastwards along an unnamed 

road across Ingwizi River to a stream where it meets yet another unnamed 

road.  Then south-eastwards along the unnamed road to the starting point. An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). 

Coordinates: 597667.39, 7701119.06; 597833.20, 7706673.56; 590703.53, 

7716568; 594392.72, 7720299.04; 604175.29, 7712091.03; 604258.19, 

7703937.76. 

 

WARD 2 

This area of land is bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Makombela River and Ramaquabane River,  then northwards along 

Ramaquebane River to a point where it meets the southern boundary of Plot 

161 of Izimnyama Small Scale Farming Area.  Then generally south east wards 

along the southern boundaries of Izimnyama Small Scale Farming Area so as to 

exclude it to a point where it meets Mpoengs-Plumtree Road, then south wards 

along Mpoengs-Plumtree Road to a point where it meets the Cadastrial of the 

State Land, then south west wards along the Cadastrial boundary of the State 

Land so as to exclude it.  Then west along the Cadastrial boundary to 

Raquabane River.  Then generally northwards along the Ramaquabane River to 
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the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 576014.99, 7708278.09; 580408.85, 

7708153.73; 581362.24, 7724805.17; 579289.66, 7725882.91; 578792.24, 

7725385.49; 578875.14, 779157.59; 576139.34, 7730098.88. 

 

WARD 3 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from a point where Embakwe 

River meets the western boundary of Manifest farm then generally northwards 

along Embakwe River to a point where it meets an unnamed road then 

westwards along this unnamed road to a point where it meets Ramaquebana 

River then generally northwards along Ramaquebana River to a point where it 

meets another unnamed road then generally eastwards along the unnamed 

road to a point where it meets Embakwe River then southwards along 

Embakwe River to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 576479.50, 7706810.01; 574108.21, 

7694871.96; 581237.88, 7694457.45; 584844.17, 7713222.91; 581113.53, 

7714466.46; 580367.40, 7708124.37; 576512.40, 7706756.47. 

WARD 4 

An This area is bounded by a line drawn eastwards from the Zimbabwe-

Botswana International boundary along the boundaries of Blackwaters and 

Rockshave farms so as to exclude them, to the Embakwe River then 

northwards along this River to a point opposite Chanerey farm then westwards 

from this point through boundary to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 572325.80, 

7686037.59; 571745.48, 7671222.11; 585383.04, 7673045.98; 581320.78, 

7687032.43; 577714.50, 7685830.33 
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WARD 5 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from  a point where Mpoengs-

Plumtree road meets Embakwe River,  then north-east wards along Embakwe 

River to a point where it meets the southern boundary of Brokewheel south 

farm.  Then north east along the boundaries of broken wheel south farm and 

Romney Estate farm so as to include them to a point where it meets Ingwizi 

River,  then generally south-west along Ingwizi River to an unnamed road, then 

south-west along the unnamed road to Mphoengs-Plumtree road to the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). 

Coordinates:  593798.37, 7673128.88; 585362.42, 7658342.72; 593508.21, 

7660539.70. 

 

WARD 6 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of Brunapeg-

Mphoengs Road and Nkedile and Togotsweu Road,  then north-east along the 

Nkedile-Togotsweu Road to its junction with an unnmaned road,  then south-

west along the unnamed to Ingwizi River,  then north-west along Ingwizi River 

to a point where it meets the southern boundary of Ingwizi farm,  then south-

east along the southern boundaries of Ingwizi farm, Mayo Ranch Division farm, 

Ingwizi farm, Sheshamangwe farm so as to exclude them to a point where it 

meets Mangwe River,  then southern-west wards along the boundaries of 

Lewisdale farm so as to exclude it to a Cadastrial boundary up to a point where 

it meets Brunapeg-Mphoengs Road,  then west along Brunapeg-Mphoengs 

Road to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates:  594001.97, 7673045.98; 

593481.45,7660942.13; 598621.44, 7666620.99; 599947.89, 7659752.12; 

605253.69,7660249.54; 613626.90, 7670156.46. 
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WARD 7 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from where Ramaquebana River 

meets Maninji–Ngulubeni Road then generally northwards along Ramaquebana 

River to a point where it meets an unnamed road then generally north 

westwards along an unnamed road to a point where it meets the western 

boundaries of Lewisdale, South Devon Okehalptol so as to exclude them to a 

point where it meets the western boundary of Monty farm then southwest 

wards along an unnamed track to its intersection with Hlanganani-Khalanyoni 

Road then generally southwards along Hlanganani –Khalanyoni Road to a point 

where it meets an unnamed road then north-westwards  along the same 

unnamed road up to  a pint where it meets the tributary  of Lihowe Dam  then 

generally  south-westwards along the unnamed road to a point where it meets 

Ramaquebana  River to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 593314.06, 7645783.09; 

597515.41, 7635531.81; 617009.64, 7656118.39; 611127.76, 7666971.5. 

 

WARD 8 

This area of land is bounded by a line drawn from a point where Maninji-

Khalanyoni Road meet Sanzukwi River,  then generally south-wards along the 

Sanzukwi River to its confluence with Ramaquabane River, then generally 

north-east along Ramaquabane River to a point where it meets a Cadastrial 

boundary, then north-east along the Cadastrial boundary to an unnamed road, 

then north-east along the unnamed road to its junction with Maninji-

Khalanyoni Road, then south-west along Maninji-Khalanyoni Road to the 

starting. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA)Coordinates: 598439.70, 7635349.87; 696842.39, 7695001.48; 619446.42, 

7612480.67; 610707.63, 7630896.44; 611884.00, 7638963.02; 604489.64, 

7641735.91. 
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WARD 9 

An area of bound by a line drawn from the confluence of Shashe and Simukwe 

Rivers, then generally westwards along Shashe River to its confluence with 

Sanzukwi River, then generally northwards along Sanzukwi River to a point 

where it meets Maninji –Khalanyoni Road, then generally eastwards along 

Maninji-Khalanyoni Road to its junction with Mkologwe-Khalanyoni Road, then 

generally south eastwards along Kkologwe-Khalanyoni Road to its junction 

with Mkologwe –Mambale Road to a point where it meets  Simukwe River,  then 

generally southwards  along Simukwe  River to its confluence with Shashe 

River to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 644083.26, 7609400.88; 634546.21, 

7612383.83; 627866.07, 7621828.80; 631899.36, 7627164.50; 637067.02, 

7626198.19.  

 

WARD 10 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Malaba 

and Semukwe Rivers, then generally southwards along Semukwe River to the 

point where it meets Mambale- Mkologwe Road, then generally southwards 

along the same road to its junction with Mkologwe - Khalanyoni Road, then 

generally northwards along Mkologwe - Khalanyoni Road to  the point where it 

meets the western boundary of Monty farm, then south eastwards along the 

boundary of Monty farm then north eastwards along the southern boundary of 

Monty farm so as to exclude it to a point where it meets  Semukwe River, then 

generally southwards along Semukwe River to its confluence with Malaba River 

to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 633305.74, 7632484.10; 636876.89, 

7626350.14; 627459.90, 7622156.85; 619735.40, 7632400.07; 625995.41, 
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7633030.27; 626121.45, 7638483.96; 622844.40, 7640248.53; 

618280.24,7640458.59; 615381.31, 7654138.86; 617229.90, 7656113.50; 

618406.28,7654180.88; 624750.31, 7655399.27. 

WARD 11 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Simukwe and Mangwe Rivers to a point where it meets the southern boundary 

of Pleasant View farm, then generally south westwards along the southern 

boundary of Pleasant View farm and Monty farm so as to include them, then 

generally north westwards along the western boundary of Monty farm, 

Okenhampton, South Devon and Lewisdale so as to include them, then 

generally north eastwards along the northern boundaries of Lewisdale farm to a 

point where it meets  Mangwe River so as to include them, then  north 

westwards  along Mangwe River to a point where it meets  the southern 

boundary of  Sheshamangwe farm then generally north westwards  along the  

southern boundaries of Sheshamangwe –Ingwizi farms, Mayo Ranch Division to 

a point where it meets Ingwizi River, generally southwest wards along  the 

eastern boundaries of Romney Estate, Brownwheel South, Mansfield and 

Penelope farm to a point where it meets Ramaquebana River to a point where it 

meets the northern boundary of Black Waters farm and then along the 

northern boundaries of Blackwaters farm and Rockhaven farm so as to include 

them to a point where it meets Embakwe River, then generally northwards 

along Embakwe River to a point where it meets the northern boundary of 

Manifest farm, generally south eastwards along the northern boundary of 

Manifest, Wilberforce farms to a point where it meets Uzibabi Mountain so as 

to include them, then north eastwards of the northern boundary of Shrigley 

farm so as to include it then northwards along the western boundary of 

Klipfontein, Dawsons, Glenmore, Colinvale, Kwite, Sterkfontein and 

Stylefontein so as to include them to a point where it meets the northern 

boundary of Summerton farm, then generally north eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Summerton farm, Okdale, Haygrange, Zareba, 
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Syringavale ,Wifred’s  Hopes, Sandown estate, Brookland, Dave and Welldelle 

farms so as to exclude then generally south westwards along  the eastern 

boundary of Vreigvight, Harvondale Westbourne south, Hannvale and Three 

Stream extension farms so as  to exclude them to a point where  they meet the 

northern boundary of Darnaway then generally  south-eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Darnaway then generally south eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Darnaway, Naudes Rest farm so as to include them to a 

point where it meets the western boundary of Shashane Estate so as to exclude 

it then generally south westwards along the eastern boundary of Naudes Rest 

so as to include it to a point where it meets Shashane River, generally south 

eastwards along Shashane River to a point where it meets the eastern 

boundary of Taylor’s Block B farm,  then generally south-westward along the 

eastern boundary of farm B so as to include it , then to a point where it meets 

Simukwe River to its confluence with Mangwe River to the starting point. An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM)  

Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). 

Coordinates: 585159.64, 7702744.44; 596102.85, 7719988.28; 592620.92, 

7731097.30; 636393.75, 7742703.73; 623958.29, 7727449.56; 636062.14, 

7695946.38; 627771.83, 7671531.22; 618486.69, 7654618.99; 613346.69, 

766707.35; 594444.79, 7673686.70; 576206.11, 7663572.52; 585491.25, 

7673355.09. 

 

WARD 12 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from a point where Plumtree-

Botswana road meet the Zimbabwe-Botswana International boundary, then 

generally south east along the southern boundaries of Dryden farm, Luscombe 

farm, Wartrail Estate, Summerton farm and Sterkfontein farm so as to exclude 

them to a point where it meets Empandeni-Plumtree Road, then generally 

north west along an unnamed road to a point where it meets the eastern 

boundaries of Izimnyama Small Scale Farming Area.  Then south west along 

the boundaries of Izimnyama Small Scale Farming Area so as to include it to a 
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point where it meets the tributaries of Embakwe River, then north west along 

the Northern boundaries of the State Land so as to exclude it to a point where 

it meets the Mpoengs-Plumtree Road,  then north wards along the Mpoengs-

Plumtree Road to its junction with an unnamed road, then generally north east 

wards along the southern boundaries of Izimnyama Small Scale Farming Area 

so as to include it to a point where it meets the Zimbabwe-Botswana  

International boundary.  Then north wards along the International boundary to 

the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM). Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates:  579103.54, 7730713.07; 581383.37, 

7729925.49; 580512.89, 7727231.14; 585279.82, 7722920.18; 587932.72, 

7726443.56; 598149.81, 7721220.67; 591268.85, 7720889.06; 585589.99, 

7713066.80; 581196.12, 7714683.41; 581320.48, 7724909.86; 577451.44, 

7726650.82 

 

WARD 13 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from a point where Plumtree 

and Empandeni Road meets the north-eastern boundaries of Izimnyama Small 

Scale Farming Area,  then north-east along the boundaries of Izimnyama Small 

Scale Farming Area to a point where it meets the eastern boundary of Plot No. 

184 of Izimnyama Small Scale Farming Area.  Then south east wards along an 

unnamed road across Ingwizi River to a point where it meets a stream, then 

generally south wards along an unnamed road to a point where it meets 

Empandeni-Plumtree Road, then south-east along Empandeni-Plumtree Road 

to a Cadastrial boundary of Empandeni Estate so as to exclude Empandeni 

Estate, then south-east along the Cadastrial boundary of Empandeni Estate to 

a point where it meets Empandeni-Plumtree Road, then south-east along 

Empandeni-Plumtree Road to Ingwizi River, then south wards along Ingwizi 

River to a point where it meets the northern boundary of Home farm, then 

generally west along the northern boundary of Home farm so as to exclude it to 

a point where it meets the northern boundary of Bennachie farm so as to 
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exclude it.  Then north-west along the northern boundaries of Wilberforce farm 

and Manifest farm so as to exclude them to a point where it meets Embakwe 

River, then generally north-wards along Embakwe River to the Cadastrial 

boundary of the State Land.  Then north-east along the Cadastrial boundary to 

the tributary of Embakwe River, then north-east wards along the eastern 

boundaries of Izimnyama Small Scale Farming Area so as to exclude them to 

the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 592527.72, 7709943.25; 590703.85, 

7716451.14; 592734.98, 7717072.91; 593812.72, 7720389.04; 583905.80, 

7710730.83; 585735.79,7702064.86; 592160.78, 7700241.00. 

 

WARD 14 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from a point where an 

unnamed road meets Ramaquebana River then eastwards along this unnamed 

road to where it meets Embakwe River then northwards along Embakwe River 

to a point where it meets another unnamed road then northwards along this 

unnamed road to its junction with Ingwizi-Plumtree Road then north-

westwards along the same road to a point where it meets Ramaquebana River 

then generally northwards along Ramaquebana River to the starting point. An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM). 

Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). 

Coordinates: 574092.89, 7694642.43; 581181.11, 7694157.10; 581554.17, 

7687193.24; 572351.93, 7686156.95. 

 

WARD 15 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Ingwizi 

and Ramaquebana River then north westward along Ramaquebana River to an 

unknown road then north westwards along Ramaquebana River to an 

unknown track then north-eastwards along this track to where it meets Ingwizi 

River to a point where it meets Togotshwebu then north eastwards along 
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Togotshwebu to its junction with Mbambanyika Road then road then generally 

southwards along Mbambanyika road to its junction with Makhubu-Brunapeg 

Road then eastwards along Makhubu Road to its junction with an unnamed 

road then south west wards along this unnamed road to where it meets 

Ramaquebana River then north-westward along Ramaquebana River to he 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA). Coordinates : 592598.55, 7645634.56; 584554.96, 7657496.31; 

589493.12, 7657150.90; 589493.12, 7657201.81; 598809.42, 7666467.21; 

599878.51, 7659798.16; 605122.11, 7660205.43. 

 

WARD 16 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from a starting point where 

Khalanyoni-Plumtree Road meets a Cadastrial boundary, then south-west 

along Khalanyoni-Plumtree Road to its junction with Maninji-Khalanyoni Road 

and an unnamed road to Simukwe River stream then generally south-west 

wards along an unnamed road across a stream to Mkologwe River then west 

along an unnamed road across Khalanyoni-Plumtree Road to a point where it 

meets Sanzukwi River.  Then northwards along Sanzukwi River to a point it 

meets Maninji-Khalanyoni Road, then north-west along Maninji-Khalanyoni 

Road to its junction with Maninji -PlumTree Road, then south-west along an 

unnamed road to a Cadastrial boundary to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM). Zone 35 south 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 612489.47, 

7631929.09; 611522.21, 7639463.59; 604496.79, 7641703.58; 615442.18, 

7654147.23; 618445.80, 7640339.99; 625980.30, 7638660.00; 625165.76, 

7632194.59. 

 

WARD 17 
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This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Mkologwe and Shashe River then eastwards along Shashe River to its 

confluence with Sanzukwi River then generally north eastwards along 

Sanzukwi River to a point where it meets Maninji –Khalanyoni Road then 

northwards along the same road to its junction with Khalanyoni –Mkologwe 

Road then generally south eastwards along Khalanyoni- Mkologwe road to 

where it meets Shashe River then westwards to the starting point. An This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 

634109.94, 7612294.96; 620269.07, 7612187.66; 611037.22, 7630944.01; 

619678.12, 7632374.93; 633601.75, 7616113.12 

 

MATOBO RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL WARD BOUNDARY DESCRIPTIONS 

WARD 1 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of Shashani 

River and the District boundary, then north west wards along that River to its 

junction with the eastern boundary of Naseby Ranch east, so as to exclude it 

then north west wards as long as the boundary to its junction with Mbongolo 

Communal boundary, then north east wards along this Communal boundary 

to its junction with the District boundary then south east wards and south 

west wards along the District boundary to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 678251.11, 

7610362.63; 668530.01, 7630186.54; 681193.02, 7639949.27; 683069.02, 

7626306.63. 

 

WARD 2 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of Shashani 

River and the northern boundary of Naseby Ranch east, then northwards along 

Shashani River to its confluence with an unnamed River, then northwards and 

eastwards along that River to its junction with homestead –Lubhangwe Road, 
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then north east wards to the source of an unnamed River then northwards to 

the southern boundary of Maribeha Communal Land, then north east wards 

along that boundary to its junction with the northern boundary of  Sear Block  

Communal Land, then south west wards along that boundary to its junction 

with the northern  boundary of Naseby Ranch west then west wards and north 

west wards along the northern boundary of Naseby Ranch so as to exclude it to 

the starting point. This ward consists of two blocks. An This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM). Zone 35 south (s) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 655844.37, 

7632573.17; 658228.57, 7647650.75; 668025.74, 7652072.26; 675870.84, 

7650494.72; 774463.84, 7647126.44; 681157.76, 7640134.07; 668366.84, 

7630414.99. 

 

WARD 3 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Mataula and Shashani Rivers up to the source of Mataula River then generally 

north east wards and northwards to an unsurveyed Communal Land boundary 

between Mbongolo and Semukwe Communal Lands, then south westwards and 

generally northwards along the eastern Communal Land boundary of Mbongolo 

to the southern boundary of Alicedale farm, then generally north westwards 

along that boundary to its junction with the north western boundary of 

Mbongolo Communal Land to its junction with Shashani River, then generally 

south wards along Shashani River to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 656185.46, 

7670513.18; 658530.46, 7670086.81; 661557.65, 7649920.80; 655247.46, 

7642331.52; 651538.09, 7657382.17. 

 

WARD 4 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from Rata Dam, then generally 

northwards along unsurveyed boundary separating Maribeha Communal Land 
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and Mbongolo Communal Land to its junction with the southern boundary of 

Alicedale farm, along the boundary of the said farm to its junction with the 

southern boundary of Devendale farm then south eastwards along the 

southern boundaries of Lismore, Lyndhurst, Hulunghwesi and Msulungwe 

farms so as to exclude them then northeast wards along the boundary of  

Msulungwe to its junction with the  District boundary then south eastwards, 

southwest wards along the District boundary to its junction with Kafusi River 

then south west wards to the starting point. This area consists of two blocks. 

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). 

Coordinates: 659596.37, 7663947.17; 658743.65, 7670257.36; 66898.74, 

7669361.99; 662751.47, 7673838.82; 671662.48, 7669575; 673879.57, 

7671110.09; 675371.84, 7667997.63; 669743.84, 7661772.71; 671875.66, 

7656229.98; 668208.93, 7652008.98; 661813.47, 7650005.07. 

 

WARD 5 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the confluence of Takani 

and Shashi Rivers then generally west wards along Shashi River to its 

confluence with Semukwe River then northwest wards along Semukwe River to 

its junction with the northern boundary of Mambale Communal Lands then 

east wards along that boundary to Shashani River then south-west wards and 

south-east wards along the western boundary of Naseby Ranch west to its 

junction with Takani River then south wards and south-east wards along 

Takani River to the starting point . An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 661645.07, 7606474.57; 644164.47, 

7609147.32; 633424.53, 7632330.68; 655514.61, 7632700.74; 648918.50, 

7628037.25. 
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WARD 6 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Semukwe and Simpati Rivers then north west wards along Semukwe Rivers to 

its confluence with an unnamed tributary, then east wards to Ntelele Weir then 

eastwards to the junction of Nyashongwe – Sigangatsha Road and 

Nyashongwe-Sunyet Sen Old Road, then south-eastwards along that road 

following the Pipeline to Shashani River then southwards along that River to its 

confluence with Nyoka River then northwards along Nyoka River to its junction 

with southern boundary of Semukwe Communal Land then westwards along 

the same boundary to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 632974.20, 7632524.63; 

626126.01, 7641767.59; 640368.56, 7642187.72; 655581.05, 7632860.74. 

WARD 7 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the Pump House (visible 

on 1:50000 map) at Shashani River then north westwards along the Pipeline to 

the junction of Sunyet Sen –Nyashongwe Road and Sigangatsha –Nyashongwe 

Road, then west wards to Ntelele Weir then generally southwest wards through 

a straight line to the confluence of Semukwe River and an unnamed tributary 

then generally northwards along Semukwe River to its junction with Brunapeg 

Road then north east wards along that road to its junction with Nyashongwe – 

Bidi Road then north eastwards along a line  produced from there to the source 

of an unnamed River, then south eastwards  along an unnamed River to its 

confluence with Malaba River to its confluence with Mbilaga River, generally 

south eastwards along this River to its confluence with Shashani River then   

south wards along Shashani River to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM)  Zone 35 south 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 655214.54, 

7639028.66; 640593.86, 7642305.00; 624099.03, 7642893.90; 644486.61, 

7652969.07; 653015.34, 7648137.52. 
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WARD 8 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of Brunapeg 

and St Joseph’s Mission Roads then north east wards, northwest wards along 

St Joseph’s Road to its junction with Mzola River then northeast wards along 

Mzola River to Mzola Dam then east wards along Mzola River to its source, then 

south east wards along an unnamed River to its junction with Nyashongwe 

Road then south east wards along that road to its junction with a footpath, 

north east wards, then eastwards along that footpath to its junction with 

Mhabhinyana River to its junction with Shashani River, then south  eastwards  

and south wards along Shashani River to its confluence with an unnamed 

River to its source  then westwards  to the junction of Nyashongwe and 

Nyashongwe and Brunapeg Road then south west wards along Brunapeg Road 

to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 630087.69, 7646919.13; 630423.79, 

7658632.82; 638466.35, 7655397.79; 649393.93, 7659935.24; 653186.15, 

7648364.90; 644405.34, 7652944.37. 

 

WARD 9 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of Brunapeg 

Road and Semukwe River then northwards along Teat River to its confluence 

with Mbembeswana River, then north east wards along that River to its 

confluence with an unnamed tributary then north-eastwards along that 

tributary to its source, then draw a line northeast wards to its junction with 

Mabikwata River then generally eastwards along that River to its source then 

eastwards along a line drawn from that source to the junction of Brunapeg and 

Nyashongwe Roads, then generally southwards along Nyashongwe Road to its 

junction with Marinoha Road  then north  eastwards along Marinoha Road  to 

its junction  with Mabinyane  River, then south eastwards and generally 

eastwards along  this River to its junction with Mabonyana- Tshelanyemba 
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Road and Bidi Road  then southwest wards along Bidi Road to its junction with 

Bidi-Nyashongwe Road, then north westwards along that road to its junction  

with unnamed River then westwards  along that River to its source  and 

generally westwards to the source of Mzola River through Mzola Dam to its 

junction with Mbembeswana-St Joseph Road then generally southwards along 

this road to St Joseph’s Mission, then  south west along an unnamed road to 

its junction with Brunapeg Road then south westwards along that straight road 

to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 625863.59, 7645255.91; 627838.22, 

7664027.86; 636030.84, 7665792.42; 645554.07, 7660330.68;  638369.77, 

7655541.14; 630219.16, 7658482.08; 632025.74, 7650297.52; 630009.10, 

7646936.45. 

WARD 10 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Mabinyane and Shashani Rivers then generally northwards along Shashane 

River to its confluence with Mabonyane River, then north west wards along 

Mabonyane River to Hakuna Dam, then south westwards along a line drawn 

from Hakuna Dam wall to the junction of Marinoha and Mbembeswana Road 

then north eastwards along Marinoha Road to its junction with Mabhinyane 

River, then generally south east wards along this River to the starting point. An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). 

Coordinates:  

649010.04, 7660238.59; 649514.20, 7667674.97; 639767.08, 7674221.01; 

636237.96, 7665860.34. 

 

WARD 11 

It is an area demarcated by a line drawn from the confluence of Mbembeswana 

River and an unnamed River then northwards along Mbembeswana River to its 
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confluence with an unnamed River then north eastwards along that River to its 

confluence with its tributary, then generally eastwards along this tributary to 

its source and junction with a footpath, then eastwards, south eastwards along 

the footpath to its junction with an unnamed River, then south westwards 

along this River to its source, then generally southwards to the source of 

another River then south eastwards along this River to its confluence with 

Hakuna River, then eastwards along Hakuna River to Hakuna Dam ,then 

south-westwards through a straight line drawn from the dam wall to the 

junction of Marinoha and Mbembeswana Roads then northwest  wards along 

Mbembeswana Road to its junction with Mabonyane –St Anna Roads ,then 

westwards to the source of Mabikwata River,  then westwards along this River 

to its confluence with its tributary, then south westwards through a straight 

line drawn from that confluence  to the source of a tributary, of Mbembeswana 

River, then south west wards along this River to the starting point. An This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates 

628045.34, 7664599.93; 633170.98, 7679010.54; 638254.60, 7677792.15; 

639557.02, 7674473.09; 36111.92, 7666078.39. 

 

WARD 12 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of 

Mbembeswana River and District boundary, then northwest wards along that 

boundary to its junction with Semukwe River, then north westwards and north 

eastwards along Semukwe River to the south west boundary of Marula I.C.A, 

then generally south east wards along the southern boundaries of Marula 

I.C.A, Mount Pleasant and North Croft so as to exclude them, southwards 

along Shashani River to its confluence with an unnamed River, then 

southwards  along a straight line drawn from that confluence to the confluence 

of Hakuna and an unnamed River, then  north west wards  along this 

unnamed River to its  source, then generally northwards  to the source of an 
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unnamed River, then northeast wards along this River to its junction with a 

footpath, then northwest wards  and westwards  along this path to the source 

of an unnamed tributary then westwards along this tributary to its confluence 

with another River and southwest  wards along this River to its confluence with 

Mbembeswana River, then south westwards along this River to the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). 

Coordinates: 633867.22, 7667911.01; 624792.32, 7672658; 626144.82, 

7685835.82; 640917.06, 7683514.53; 641497.38, 7678540.34; 639673.51, 

7674448.73; 633165.62, 7679049.85. 

WARD 13 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Shashani and unnamed River, then northwards and north west wards along 

Shashani River to its junction with the southern boundary of Mt Edgecombe 

farm, then east wards and south eastwards along the south western 

boundaries of Kezi Rosenfels and Hollys Hope farms so as to exclude them to 

the junction of Kezi-Bulawayo Road then west wards and southwards along 

Kezi Donkwe -Donkwe Road then westwards to an unnamed tributary then 

southwards along that River to the starting point. An This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on 

the Modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 641347.24, 7684765.67; 

636373.06, 7695862.60; 631937.74, 7699137.27; 644621.91, 7696111.30; 

653078.03, 7687240.67; 644704.82, 7690100.83. 

WARD 14 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of Shashani 

River and Tabas Nyoni farm, northwest wards and then north wards along 

Shashani River to its confluence with an unnamed River and north east wards 

along this River (Shashane) to Kezi – Donkwe-Donkwe Road then north east 

wards along this road to its junction with Kezi-Bulawayo Road then south east 

wards along Mwewe River to its junction with Montana Vista farm then south 
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west wards along the western boundaries of Montana Vista, Navada and Tabas 

Nyoni farms so as to exclude them to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 641430.14, 

7678636.48; 640518.21, 7687963.07; 644994.98, 7689994.20; 652912.22, 

7687258.40; 656864.16, 7684439.69; 644801.76, 7675776.32. 

WARD 15 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from south western beacon of 

Cardross Park farm, then eastwards along the southern boundaries of 

Cardross Park and Merine Walk farms so as to exclude them to the south 

western beacon of Florencedale, then south westwards along the western 

boundaries of Besna –Kubila and the Society Brethren in Christ farms to its 

junction with the District boundary, then west wards and south east wards 

along the District boundary to its junction with the northern boundary of 

Matopos National Park, then south west wards and westwards then north west 

wards along the northern boundary of Matopos National Park to the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). 

Coordinates: 660103.77, 7745003.47; 669171.48, 7740195.09; 673036.65, 

7735718.32; 671876.01, 7732070.59; 665077.96, 7732236.39. 

 

WARD 16 

It is an of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of the District 

boundary and Tuli River, then south eastwards and south west wards along 

the District boundary of Tuli River, then west wards along the northern 

boundaries of Senungu and Malaje so as to exclude them, then north, 

southwest wards, south east wards and southwest wards along the northern 

boundary of Manyoni and Maleme farms so as to exclude them then westwards 

along the northern boundary of Alallie Estate to Bulawayo Road then north 

westwards along that road to its junction with an unnamed River, then 
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eastwards along a straight line drawn from that junction to Rhodes Matopos 

National Park fence, then southwards  along that boundary, then generally 

eastwards, north east wards along Rhodes Matopos National Park fence so as 

to exclude this property to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 682259.62, 7716280.49; 

685584.96, 7718848.15; 676282.44, 7723225.81; 669000.38, 7724109.76; 

667316.67, 7727308.81; 662812.73, 7726719.51; 661041.78, 7716701.42; 

657253.43, 7714428.41; 657000.87, 7716154.21; 654306.93, 7716238.40; 

657505.98, 7711776.56; 664409.21, 7715186.08; 662304.57, 7717164.44; 

670681.04, 7719774.20; 672031.07, 7716869.79. 

WARD 17 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of 

Shambenyama River and Driefontein farm, then eastwards, southwards south 

eastwards, northwards, southeast and south wards along the boundaries of 

Driefontein and Matopos National Park then westwards along a straight line 

drawn from Matopos National Park fence to the junction of Bulawayo-Kezi Road 

and an unnamed River, then south eastwards along Bulawayo Road to its 

junction with the northern boundary of Alallie, then west wards along the 

boundaries of Alallie, Gumella and Unduza Estates, to its junction with an 

unnamed River, then north west wards along this River to the Dewe Hills then 

northwards along Shambenyama starting point. An This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 639875.00, 7723262.75; 

650487.01, 7719615.02; 650984.43, 7723428.56; 657450.87, 7716298.89; 

655129.58, 7712651.66; 642528.31, 7712982.77. 

 

WARD 18 

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of the 

boundary and the north western boundary of Mount Edgecombe, then 
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northwards and north eastwards along the District boundary to its junction 

with southern boundary of Shashani farm, then south eastwards and north 

east wards along the boundaries of Shashani farm and Ravenswood so as to 

exclude them to its junction with the western boundary of Driefontein, then 

southwards and eastwards along the boundary of the said property to its 

junction with Shumbenyama River then south eastwards  along that River to 

its junction with the north western boundary of Undza farm, then south west 

wards, north west wards and south east wards along the boundaries of Undza 

farm, Mavuli Store and Mt Edgecombe farms to the starting point. An This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 

627839.51, 7708501.96; 626388.71, 7715673.08; 630326.31, 7722388.23; 

630906.92, 7721310.49; 639819.01, 7728884.04; 639321.59, 7723619.69; 

642347.55, 7712564.22; 640523.68, 7710947.61; 638409.65, 7713227.44; 

627922.41, 7708543.42. 

 

WARD 19 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Shashani River and Mabonyane River, then generally westwards and north 

westwards along Mabonyane River to its confluence with Hakuna River, then 

north eastwards along a straight line drawn from that confluence to the 

confluence of Shashani River and unnamed River, then south eastwards along 

Shashani River to Antelope Dam then south east wards, eastwards and north 

eastwards along boundaries of Tabas Nyoni and Alicedale farms to its junction 

with western boundary of Mbongolo Communal Land, then south westwards 

along this boundary to its junction with Shashani River then generally north 

west wards and northwards to the starting point. An This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 651460.78, 7657253.22; 
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649696.21, 7667840.61; 639781.04, 7674310.68; 641503.59, 7678680.07; 

649402.12, 7672672.15; 654149.64, 7671957.92; 656166.28, 7670739.53. 

WARD 20 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Shashani and Shashi Rivers then north westwards along the latter to its 

confluence with Takani River then north westwards along Takani River to its 

junction with the southern boundary of Naseby Ranch then northwards and 

north eastwards along the western boundary of Naseby Ranch west, then south 

eastwards along the northern boundary of Naseby Ranch east to its junction 

with Searblock Communal boundary then south eastwards along that 

boundary to its junction with Shashani River then south eastwards again along 

that River to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 683592.86, 7598428.16; 661537.95, 

7606798.84; 649074.78, 7628058.81; 655550.74, 7632499.94; 659888.41, 

7630361.65; 668380.47, 7630056.18; 683715.04, 7598550.34. 

WARD 21  

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the confluence of Mwewe 

and Babuli Rivers, then westwards and north west wards along Mwewe River to 

the north western boundary of Holy’s Hope farm then north eastwards along 

this boundary to its junction with the south western boundary of Kezi 

Rosenfels farm, then north westwards to the boundaries of Kezi Rosenfels and 

Valley farms so as to include them then south west wards along the southern 

boundary of Mt Edgecombe then north eastwards along this boundary, then 

north east wards along then north western boundaries of store farm and 

Mavuli farm so as to include them Verhenoeg, south east wards along the 

north eastern boundary of Gumella Estate, then north eastwards along the 

eastern boundary of the same Estate then south eastwards, south westwards  

south eastwards, eastwards, south eastwards, westwards, south eastwards  

along the boundaries of  Pagati, Sala, Verhenoeg, Dope, Betzeba and Walmer 
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farms so as to include them to it’s junction with the boundary of Anton Ranch 

then south west wards along the boundaries of that ranch and Lismore so as to 

exclude them, to its junction with the boundary of Devondale, then north 

westwards along this boundary then north eastwards, north westwards, south 

westwards, north westwards and north-east wards along the boundaries of 

Devondale, Mwewe and Navada so as to exclude them up to the starting point.  

 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of the 

southern boundary of North Croft farm and Shashani River then westwards 

along that boundary, then north westwards along the southern boundary of 

Marula Intensive Conservation Area (I.C.A) so as to include it to the boundary 

up to its junction with Shashani River then south eastwards and south wards 

along this River to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM)  Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 636336.71, 7695834.10; 641310.90, 

7684061.86; 627383.18, 7686880.57. 

WARD 22 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of 

Msulungwe farm and the district boundary then south westwards and north 

westwards along the boundaries of Msulugwe, Hulughwesi, Lyndhurst and 

Lismore Estates so as to include them, then southwards and northwards along 

the boundaries of Alicedale Estates so as to include it, then southwest wards 

and northwest wards along the boundaries of Tabas Nyoni Estates so as to 

include it, then northwest wards along Shashani River to its junction with 

north western boundary of this Estate, then north east wards  along the 

boundaries of Tabas Nyoni and Navada so as to include them, then  south 

eastwards  along  the boundary of Montana Vista so as to exclude it to its 

junction  with south eastern boundary of Mwewe farm, then south westwards 

along this boundary to its junction with the boundary of Devondale, then south 

eastwards, north eastwards and eastwards along the boundaries of Devondale, 
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Lismore and Anton Ranch  so as to include them up to its junction with the 

District boundary, then south eastwards, south westwards, south eastwards, 

southwards, north west wards and south west wards along the District 

boundary to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 682981.92, 7671499.77; 687705.34, 

7669483.67; 676567.05, 7672966.03; 671801.73, 7669666.95; 662882.01, 

7673821.00; 661782.32, 7669422.58; 648097.28, 7674249.00; 648097.28, 

7678831.04; 656711.53, 7684085.12; 667769.53, 7678159.01; 671557.35, 

7682496.68; 676994.71, 7682679.86; 683165.20, 7677914.63; 681149.10, 

7675470.88. 

WARD 23 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of Makwe 

range and the District boundary, then west wards along the northern boundary 

of Anton Ranch so as to exclude it to its junction with a footpath then north 

westwards along the southern boundary of Shukwe, then westwards, 

eastwards, north westwards, south westwards, northeast wards, north west 

wards and north eastwards, north west, northwards along the boundaries of 

the following properties: Wild East, Mpondweni, Buluma, Woodlands, Vimbi, 

Born Accord, Neco Park and Maleme so as to include to its junction with the 

boundary of Alalie Estate then eastwards along the northern boundary of 

Maleme then north westwards,  northeast wards, south eastwards and 

generally eastwards along the boundaries of the following properties: Manyoni, 

Malaje and Senungu so as to include them to its junction with Tuli River and 

the District boundary then south west wards south east wards and south 

wards to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 640375.14, 7748183.73; 

638425.13,7713019.22; 636518.36, 7710697.32; 640746.42, 7706221.45; 

645306.09, 7708293.74;648788.02,7705475.04; 695139.61, 7646726.93; 
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657306.09, 7698842.79; 669990.26, 7675775.79; 669990.26, 7695775.37; 

669161.23, 7691458.59; 667005.75, 7686235.69;676373.80, 7683168.28; 

672477.35, 7711106.62; 681884.44, 7716169.54; 670443.83, 7719734.37. 

 

WARD 24 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of Maleme 

River and the southern end of Mineral King farm, north westwards along that 

River, then westwards and northwest wards along the boundary of that farm, 

then south west wards along the south eastern boundaries of Whitby, 

Ravenswood and Shashani farms so as to include them, then north west wards 

to the District boundary, then generally north east wards along the District 

boundary up to its junction with the north eastern boundary Vreighvight north   

and La  Concorde so as to include them north eastwards,  generally north east 

wards south wards and south eastwards along the boundaries of Bedza,  

Gladstone, Leopard Run, Far Lamona and Mineral King so as to include them 

then west wards then north west wards  to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 623576.28, 

7727411.31; 632032.40, 7734085.01; 632364.01, 7737152.42; 635472.88, 

7738603.23, 638998.20, 7748817.59; 653989.33, 7742558.40; 656020.45, 

7731710.18; 649346.75, 7731668.73; 646610.95, 7733907.12; 630818.21, 

7721495.82. 

 

WARD 25 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of Matopos 

Park boundary fence and Tuli River then north westwards along the National 

Park fence so as to include it, then southwest wards, south wards, southwest 

wards, south wards, generally west wards and north wards along this fence to 

Driefontein farm then westwards, northwards and south east wards along the 

boundaries of this farm so as to include it to its junction with the Park fence, 
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then north wards to its junction with the southern boundaries of Ravenswood, 

then north-east wards  eastwards, south eastwards,  eastwards and south 

eastwards along the boundaries of Whitby and Mineral King so as to exclude 

them to its junction with Maleme River and the source of an unnamed road, 

then eastwards and generally southwards to its junction with the southern 

boundary of longsdale the westwards along the boundaries of the following 

properties: Longsdale, Lucydale and Irene so  as to include them to its junction 

with the District boundary, then generally north eastwards along that 

boundary to the junction with the southern boundary of Rangemore, south 

eastwards, north eastwards, south eastwards, then eastwards to the southern 

boundary of Emangeni farm southwards, north eastwards, south eastwards,  

south westwards,  south eastwards along the district boundary to its junction 

with Gulathi Communal Land boundary, then north eastwards, westwards, 

south eastwards, eastwards and north eastwards along this communal 

boundary so as to exclude it to its junction  with the District boundary, then 

south eastwards to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 650682.59, 7724117.43; 654892.03, 

7718056.06; 660616.65, 7717045.83; 662805.48, 7726979.74; 680821.21, 

7721255.12; 674086.36, 7734556.45; 681663.07, 7732199.25; 683872.35, 

7745837.33; 667519.88, 7763179.58; 65068274, 7756613.10; 653881.80, 

7742469.91; 656070.63, 7731862.51; 651019.49, 7731694.14. 

PLUMTREE TOWN COUNCIL  

 

WARD 1 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of Baring 

Road and Park Road generally south eastwards along Park Road to the western 

boundary of Van Rooyens Rest and the intersection with Mangwe Road then 

south eastwards along Mangwe Road to the eastern boundary of Huntingdon 

then south west wards along the eastern boundary of Wartrail Estates so as to 
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include it to the northern boundary of 176 of Izimnyama Small Scale Farming 

Area so as to exclude it then north eastwards along the northern boundaries of 

Plots 174,173 and 172 of Izimnyama Small  Scale Farming Area so as to 

exclude them to the western boundary of Wartrail Estates then generally north 

eastwards along the western boundary of Wartrail Estates to a point where  the 

boundary meets Empandeni  Road then generally northwards  along the 

Empandeni Road-Baring Road to the starting point. An This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 581999.04, 

7726220.77; 585267.23, 7723016.04; 590407.50, 7790313.94; 584696.09, 

7733962.89; 584251.87, 7731805.25; 584981.60, 7731519.68; 584061.49, 

7728854.36. 

 

WARD 2 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of Baring- 

Empandeni Road and an unnamed Access Road then southwards along 

Empandeni Road the western boundary of Wartrail Estate and generally 

southwards along this boundary to the northern boundary of Plot 172 of 

Izimnyama Small Scale Farming Area then northwest wards along the property 

boundary so as to include Mthunduluka Township into Izimnyama Road to the 

western boundary of Railway Pump Site to the north-eastwards and southeast 

wards  along this boundary to the Plumtree Pipeline then northwards along the 

Pipeline to an unnamed access road  then eastwards along the access road to 

the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 581399.40, 7729981.64; 580669.61, 

7727110.07; 581891.21, 7726205.77; 584001.26, 7728839.36; 585000.75, 

7731504.68; 583477.71, 7732186.87. 
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WARD 3 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of Park 

Road and Plumtree Pipeline generally southwards along the Pipeline to the 

northern boundary of Railway Pump Site then northwest wards and south 

westwards along the said property boundary so as to exclude the Pumpsite into 

Izimnyama Road then generally southwards along Izimnyama Road to the 

northern boundary of Plot 172 then generally northwest wards along the 

northern boundaries of Plot 169 to the southern boundary of Plot 166 then 

northwards  along the  boundary to the southern boundary of Plot 162 then 

westwards  along the same boundary to the Francistown-Bulawayo Road then 

generally north eastwards  along this road  to its junction with Park Road  then 

eastwards  along Park Road  to the starting point. An This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 584302.69, 7734376.32; 

580209.52, 7731615.81; 580209.52, 7730394.21; 582303.70, 7729870.66. 

 

WARD 4 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of Barring 

and Park Roads to its junction with an unnamed access road then westwards  

along this  access road to its intersection with the Plumtree Pipeline then 

northwards along the Pipeline to its intersection with Park Road, then generally 

south eastwards  along this road to the starting point. An This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 583509.44, 

7732234.63; 584270.96, 7731758.96; 584588.26, 7734122.56; 584382.02, 

7734376.40. 
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WARD 5 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Bulawayo – P(UTM)ree Road and Station Road generally south westwards along 

the Bulawayo-Plumtree Road to the southern boundary of Dryden farm then 

generally northwards and eastwards along the boundary of Dryden farm so as 

to include it then north eastwards along the same boundary so as to exclude 

Brantwood farms to Dombodema Road then generally south eastwards along 

Dombodema-Station Road to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 576267.16, 7737009.99; 

575569.10, 7731822.14; 580074.76, 7730441.80; 580169.95, 7731615.81; 

583818.90, 7734392.19; 5833025, 7738628.22; 580868.01, 7736327.80. 

WARD 6 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of Station- 

Dombodema Road and the Bulawayo- Plumtree Road generally northwest 

wards along the Dombodema Road to the eastern boundary of Sunridge farm 

then northern boundary of Holmwood farm southeast wards along the 

boundaries of Holmwood and Highfield farms so as to include them to the 

northern boundary of Webster farm then eastern boundary of Huntingdon farm 

then southwest wards along Mangwe Road into Park Road to the Bulawayo-

Plumtree Road then westwards  along the Bulawayo – Plumtree Road the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA). Coordinates: 583808.66, 7738660.03; 586745.47, 7741674.38; 

590394.42, 7737676.40; 590172.31, 7733884.31; 596727.80, 7734392.19; 

594379.78, 7731441.30; 590524.59, 7730299.02. 
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UMZINGWANE RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL  

WARD 1  

The boundary is drawn from the intersection of Gwanda-Heany Junction 

Railway Line north western District boundary and the southern boundary 

Wilsondale generally south eastwards along the Railway Line to its junction 

with the western boundary of Maguga Falls then south wards along the 

western boundary of Maguga Falls to where it meets the northern boundary of 

Maguga 7 then   north westwards along this boundary to where it meets the 

eastern boundary of Esiphezini Communal Lands, then generally south 

westwards to its junction with Lunga River, then generally northwards along 

this River  to the western District boundary, then north eastwards  along the 

District boundary then westwards and generally north eastwards to its junction 

with Gwanda–Heany Railway Line then southwards still on the District 

boundary to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 687126.46, 7774042.85; 6922630.18, 

77683.96; 692195.67, 7767706.33; 689267.77, 7768683.96; 687778.22, 

7766873.53; 685316.03, 7769299.51. 

WARD 2 

Ward 2 is bound by a line drawn from the western boundary of the District and 

its junction with an unnamed River, south east wards along the unnamed 

River and generally east wards along the same River to an unnamed Dam, then 

south west wards along the south western boundary of Springvale north east 

wards along the same property boundary south east wards along Springvale 

Estate to its junction with Hilton farm and Woodlands so as to exclude the two 

properties then south west wards along the north western boundary of Hilton 

to its junction with the north eastern boundary of Worringham and then north 

west wards along the same boundary to its junction with the 33kv Power Line, 
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then generally west wards along the  northern boundary of Worringham estates 

to the western boundary of the District boundary, then north wards along the 

District boundary  to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 685316.03, 7769299.51; 

687850.63, 7766728.70; 691290.46, 7762781.95; 688393.76, 7760392.18; 

687814.43, 7762419.87; 683179.72, 7764013.05. 

WARD 3  

Ward 3 boundary is a line drawn from the intersection of Umzingwane River 

and the eastern boundary of Ballat farm northwards along the eastern 

boundary of Ballat farm to a part where it the Biano, Woodlands and Fernhill 

farm and further eastwards along the same fence to where it meets the 

southern boundary of the following properties Denton farm, Sherbrok, 

Ntshonalanga, Southline, St Paul’s and Agricultural College fence to a point 

where it meets the western boundary of Umzingwane High, southwards along 

the same fence, eastwards northwards, northwards to where it meets Ncema 

Pipeline then eastwards along this Pipeline to its junction with Gwanda-Heany 

Junction Railway Line, then south eastwards along the Railway Line to its 

intersection the western Subdivision of Lot 83A southwards along the same 

fence  to where it meets Umzingwane River, westwards along  Umzingwane 

River to a point where it meets  Gwanda –Bulawayo Road southwards along 

this road to where it meets northern boundary of Mawabeni Township  and 

Esibomvu-Mawabeni Road westwards along this road to where it meets the 

eastern boundary of Esibomvu Township and Diana’s Pools  Road generally 

northwards along this road to its  intersection with Umzingwane River 

generally north westwards along this River to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 689106.65, 

7753589.02; 701929.40, 7749666.36; 705711.51, 7749849.37; 712116.70, 
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7743810.19; 707907.57, 7743779.69; 697750.78, 7744176.20; 687691.10, 

7749696.86. 

WARD 4 

The boundary is a line drawn from the intersection of Umzingwane River and 

the eastern boundary of Ballarat farm generally eastwards along Umzingwane 

River to its intersection with Diana’s Pools Road then southwards along this 

road to the northern boundary of Esibomvu Township, southwards along the 

western boundary of Esibomvu as to exclude Esibomvu Township then 

southwards along the same boundary to its intersection with Nsezi River and 

Diana’s Pools Road generally south-westwards along Diana’s Pools Road  to 

where it meets the northern boundary of Matopo Communal Land north 

eastwards along this boundary to the western District boundary then north 

westwards along the District boundary to where it meets the  southern 

boundary of Ballart farm then further north eastwards  along the eastern 

boundary of Ballarat farm to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 687782.60, 7749422.36; 

696780.36, 7745762.25; 697451.38, 7742102.14; 694797.81, 7739936.58; 

684336.00, 7738808.05. 

WARD 5  

The Ward boundary is a line drawn from the intersection of Diana’s Pools Road 

and Esibomvu –Mawabeni Road generally westwards along Esibomvu-

Mawabeni Road to its intersection with Bulawayo-Gwanda Road northwards 

along the Bulawayo –Gwanda Road to its intersection with Umzingwane River, 

eastwards along Umzingwane River to where it meets the western boundary of 

Lot 83 eastwards along this boundary to where it meets the northern boundary 

of Mbalabala Ranch westwards along Mbalabala Ranch to where it meets the 

northern boundary of Enyema farm southwards along the western boundary of 

Enyema  farm to where it meets the eastern boundary of Stanford farm, then 
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westwards along the southern boundary of Stanford farm to its junction with 

the northern boundary of Madilihola State Land as to include Stanford farm 

generally westwards along the western boundary of Madiliwola to the eastern 

boundary of Matopo Communal Land, northwestwards along this boundary to 

the southern boundary of Mzinyathini Communal Land, westwards along this 

boundary to its junction with Diana’s Pools Road generally north eastwards 

along this boundary to its intersection with Nsezi River and the southern 

boundary of Esibomvu Township, north westwards  and north eastwards along 

this fence  to its  intersection with Diana’s Pools Road so as to include  

Esibomvu Township, eastwards along the same boundary to the starting point. 

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA).  

Coordinates: 712245.21, 7742970.85; 708005.59, 7743641.87; 696781.26, 

7743916.38; 694737.70, 7740042.77; 697665.79, 7740286.77; 697665.79, 

7740286.77;  698794.32, 7738182.21; 706846.55, 7738853.23; 709500.13, 

7741476.31; 712184.21, 7741598.31. 

 

WARD 6 

The boundary is a line drawn from the beacon of Tshakambeba Mountain and 

the western boundary of Irisvale Resettlement,  south wards along the western 

boundary of Irisvale Resettlement to its junction with Nswazi River, generally 

south wards along Nswazi River to its intersection with Mathendele Road, north 

west wards along Mathendele Road to its junction with Nonkwane River, then 

south west wards along the same River to its junction with an unnamed 

tributary to the northern boundary of the Grange and west wards along the 

northern boundary of the Grange so as to exclude it to the eastern fence 

boundary of Matopo Communal Lands, then north wards along this boundary  

to its junction  with the southern boundary of Robinhill farm, then  northwest 

wards along the western boundary of Robinhill to its junction with  Mzinyathini 

Communal Lands  then south eastwards  along the northern boundary of 
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Robinhill generally eastwards  along the same  boundary then south eastwards 

along the same boundary to its intersection with Divide and Mziki farm  then 

south eastwards along the boundary of Mziki to its  junction with Clarks farm 

further south eastwards  along the northern boundary  Mziki so as to include it 

to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 709134.12, 7734736.83; 710384.66, 

7733882.80; 709835.64, 7724610.53; 706694.05, 7727355.61; 699373.84, 

7724946.04; 700532.87, 7735011.34; 698733.32, 7738152.93. 

  

WARD 7 

The boundary is a line drawn from the intersection of the south eastern 

boundary of the District and the fence separating Nswazi and Matopo 

Communal Lands then north west wards along the southern boundary of 

Nswazi Communal Lands to the beacon of Telenele Mountain, then north 

wards along the same boundary to an unnamed tributary, then north east 

wards along the northern boundary of the Grange to its intersection with 

another unnamed tributary then south east wards along the same tributary to 

its junction with Nonkwane River then generally north east wards along 

Nonkwane River to its junction with Mathendele Road, then south east wards 

along Mathendele Road to its junction with Nswazi River then north east wards 

along the same River to its junction with the western boundary of Irisvale 

Resettlement then south east wards along the same boundary to the southern 

boundary of the District, west wards along the District boundary to its junction 

with the southern corner of the Grange, then north west wards along the 

District boundary and generally south wards still on the District boundary to 

the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 706747.43, 7727166.92; 709980.53, 
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7724543.84; 713305.12, 7720548.22; 705893.41, 7719907.71; 703941.35, 

7721493.75; 703514.34, 7720151.71; 699152.71, 7721463.25; 699427.22, 

7724909.85. 

WARD 8 

The boundary is a line drawn from the intersection of Mtshabezi River and the 

northern boundary of Matopo Communal Lands, east wards along the same 

boundary to its intersection with an unnamed tributary of Nsezi River, south 

east wards along the same boundary to the beacon of an unnamed hill, then 

south wards along the eastern boundary of Matopo Communal Lands to the 

south of Ntshene Mountain, west wards north wards west wards north west 

wards to its intersection with Nyololo River and the Estate of Bali Range of 

Mountains to the intersection with Lumene River, then generally south west 

wards on the east of an unnamed range of mountains to its intersection with 

Basalangana River, south west wards along the same River, then generally 

south west wards to its intersection with Mtshabezi River, north west wards 

along the same River to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 692502.78, 7722432.00; 

699700.99, 7728410.17; 700463.51, 7735028.87; 697718.43, 7740138.33. 

WARD 9 

The boundary is a line drawn from the intersection of the western boundary of 

the District and Tuli River and an unnamed tributary of Tuli  north west wards 

along the District boundary to a point where it meets the eastern boundary of 

Gulati Communal Lands then east wards along the northern boundary of 

Matopo Communal Land to its intersection with Morning Glory and Absent 

farm so as to exclude them south wards, generally north east wards and north 

east wards to the beacon of Silothe Mountain then north west wards along the 

District boundary to its intersection with the southern boundary of  

Mzinyathini Communal Lands, then east wards along  the southern boundary 
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of Mzinyathini Communal Lands so as to exclude  it to its intersection with 

Mtshabezi River, then generally south wards along Mtshabezi River to its 

confluence with Matshabatshaba River, then generally west wards and south 

west wards to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 673038.66, 7735417.42; 680846.89, 

7734319.39; 681090.90, 7732001.32; 684873.01, 7738407.31; 684406.45, 

7738695.99; 686145.00, 7738955.81; 689042.58, 7732398.12; 686990.35, 

7726587.13. 

WARD 10 

The ward boundary is a line drawn from the intersection of an unnamed 

tributary of Tuli River and the western District boundary, then generally north 

east wards along the unnamed tributary of Tuli River to Tomboshombo 

Mountain, then south east wards east wards to the west of Tanamombe 

Mountains then north west wards along this range of mountains to the east of 

Rushongwe Mountain then east wards across the Sotshe Range of mountains 

generally north to Mtshetshe Dam. then south east wards along an unnamed 

tributary to its confluence with yet another unnamed tributary then north 

wards along this tributary to its confluence with yet another unnamed 

tributary, then south east wards along this unnamed tributary to its 

intersection with yet another unnamed tributary, generally north east wards to 

the east of the Rock Paintings south wards along the unnamed range of 

mountains to its junction with an unnamed track, then south west wards 

across an unnamed mountain and then generally south wards to its junction 

with Old Gwanda Road, then south wards along the same road to its junction 

with an unnamed tributary then north west wards  to its junction with 

Mazhowe River, then generally south wards along the River to the District 

boundary, then north west wards to further north west wards still along the 

District boundary to the stating point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified 
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Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 681051.35, 7720504.09; 677787.75, 

7726512.77; 687243.03, 7730233.88; 686328.00, 7722608.65; 684467.45, 

7719375.56. 

WARD 11 

The ward boundary is a line drawn from the intersection of an unnamed 

tributary of Tuli River and the southwest District boundary generally north 

eastwards along the tributary to its intersection with Sotshe Road then 

southwards along this road to its intersection with Old Bulawayo-Gwanda 

Road the generally northwards to its intersection with the eastern boundary of 

Sotshe Hill the generally north eastwards to its intersection with an unnamed 

tributary and generally northwards  along this tributary  to its intersection with 

Mtshabezi River  then generally southwards along this River to where it meets 

the southern District boundary then generally north westwards to the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). 

Coordinates: 684441.74, 7719434.16; 686027.79, 7728478.24; 689016.88, 

7732321.35; 694964.55, 7712662.96; 689108.38, 7714767.53; 685966.79, 

7718793.64. 

WARD 12  

The ward boundary is a line drawn from the intersection of the southern 

District boundary with Mtshabezi River, then generally north wards along 

Mtshabezi River to its confluence with Basalangana River, north east wards 

along the same River, then generally east wards along the same River to the 

east of the Rock Paintings and generally north wards along the unnamed range 

of mountains to its intersection with Lumene River and generally east wards 

along the south of the Bali Mountains then north wards along the same 

mountains to its intersection with Nyololo River then south wards along the 

west of Dubesha Mountains then, south wards and east wards on the west of 

Ntshene Hills to the south of the same mountains and generally south wards 
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along the south of Ntshene Hills to the intersection with the western  boundary 

of Nswazi Communal Lands, then south wards along the   boundary to Telenele 

Mountain and south east wards to the eastern boundary of the District, then 

south west wards along the District boundary to the fence  separating 

Matshetshe  Communal Lands  and Matopo Communal Lands then north west 

wards along the District  boundary to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 695037.81, 

7122601.96; 692719.74, 7722331.75; 698392.90, 7729956.97; 703486.55, 

770074.68; 700375.46, 7710390.08. 

WARD 13 

Its boundary is a line drawn from Sinkunkwe Mountain, on the southern 

boundary of the District north west wards along the western boundary of 

Strathmore farm to its junction with Nswazi River ad Irisvale Resettlement 

north wards along the western boundary of, Irisvale Resettlement to the beacon 

of Tshakambeba Mountain boundary then eastwards along the southern 

boundary of Portbury to its intersection with Mzingwane River which marks the 

eastern side of the District boundary, generally south wards along Mzingwane 

River which is also the District boundary south east wards  along the eastern 

boundary of Penal Vern Range which incidental forms the District boundary 

then south westwards along the eastern boundary of the District to the  

junction of Penal  Vern and Strathmore farm then  generally west along the 

southern boundary of the District to the starting point.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 713489.76, 

7720586.13; 710012.65, 7724734.25; 715807.82, 7733306.13; 722335.02, 

7737728.76; 724988.59, 7725543.09. 
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WARD 14 

The boundary of the ward is bound by a line drawn from the intersection of the 

northern boundary of Lot 65 and the District boundary then south eastwards 

along the boundaries of Lot 65, 66 and 69 to where it meets the northern 

boundary of Lot 72 eastwards along the District boundary and generally 

southwards still on the District boundary to its intersection with the northern 

boundary of Inyankuni Block then southwards along the boundary to its 

intersection with the southern boundary of  Lot 76 then south-eastwards  

along the  western boundary of Inyankuni  Block to its  intersection with  the 

northern boundary  of Lot 80 southwards south-eastwards, south-eastwards 

and south westwards  still on the same  boundary to its intersection with the 

western boundary  of Lot 82, south westwards still on the  same boundary  to 

the northern boundary of Limerick then westwards  along  the boundaries  of 

Limerick  and Mbalabala Ranch to its  intersection with the eastern boundary 

of Mzinyathini Communal Land northwards along the  boundary of Mzinyathini 

Communal Land to where it  meets  the Gwanda–Heany Railway Line then 

generally northwest wards  along the Railway Line to where it meets  the 88kv 

Powerline and the  southern boundary of Mnyama south eastward along the 

boundary of Mnyama to its intersection with the southern  boundary of  Lot 

78A and Malungwane Range generally northwards along Malungwane Range to 

the southern boundary of Lot 57 and 60 then north westwards  along this 

boundary to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 718335.26, 7770831.54; 725658.33, 

7766089.55; 730880.52, 7765909.48; 728350.18, 7757868.37; 721092.14, 

7753906.71; 722592.77, 7745418.41; 720551.91, 7741696.85; 712898.70, 

7741636.82; 709057.00, 7747759.39; 714124.22, 7749500.12; 710287.61, 

7764018.32; 713588.99, 7768160.06. 
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WARD 15 

The boundary of the ward is bound by a line drawn from the intersection of the 

88kv Power Line Bulawayo-Gwanda Road and the southern boundary of Lot 48 

then northwards along this boundary to the southern boundary of Benville 

farm then generally eastwards along this boundary and northwards along the 

same boundary to where it meets Sihlangano River then north westwards to 

where it meets the western boundary of Dorcas Kopje so as to include it then 

northwards along Dorcas Kopje and the western boundary of Lot 37 to the 

northern boundary of Lot 32 and 33 then westward to where it meets the 

eastern boundary of Lot 34 northwards along this boundary to the western 

boundary of Lot 46B to its intersection with an  unnamed track then north 

eastwards  to the northern boundary  of high acres as to include the mentioned 

properties then eastwards along the northern boundary of Lot 44 and Lot 43 to 

the  western boundary of Malungwane Range then generally southwards along 

Malungwane Range to the  western boundary of Lot 79A and Lot 50 then south 

westwards along the boundaries of Lot 50 and Mnyama Extension to where it 

meets the 88kv Power Line and generally north westwards along this  Power 

Line to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 702880.36, 7752528.31; 

704170.91,7752708.38; 704170, 7758110.65; 701799.91, 7762732.58; 

711884.14,7759821.36; 713985.02, 7749647.10; 708942, 7747936.38. 

 

WARD 16 

The boundary of the ward is bound by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Bulawayo-Beitbridge Railway Line and Ncema Road eastwards, along Ncema 

Road and generally south wards along the same road to its junction with the 

southern boundary of the Sports Field, north east wards along the boundary of 

the mentioned property so as to exclude it to its intersection with Geza River 

then north east wards along Geza River to its confluence with Sihlangano River 
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and east wards along Sihlangano River, then south east wards along this River 

and generally north east wards still on the same River to its junction with the 

eastern  boundary of Essexvale Pound south wards along the same fence 

boundary to its intersection with the fence boundary separating Essexvale 

Pound and Dorcas Kopje so as to exclude Dorcas Kopje then westwards along 

the same fence boundary to its intersection with western fence boundary of  

Beniville farm, then southwards along the fence boundary so as to exclude 

Beniville farm  to its intersection with the northern boundary of Lot 48 then 

west wards along the southern boundary of Lot 48 to its intersection with the 

Bulawayo-Gwanda Railway Line, then generally along the Railway Line to the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA). Coordinates 702850.35, 77526878.37; 702550.23, 7756189.84; 

704110.88, 7752738.40. 

 

WARD 17 

The boundary of the ward is a line drawn from the intersection of Bulawayo –

Beitbridge Railway Line and the eastern boundary of St Paul’s farm then east 

wards along the fence to its intersection with the western boundary of Benville 

farm and Lot 49, south wards along the western boundary of Lot 49 to a point 

where it meets the 88kv Powerline and the southern boundary of Lot 48, then 

west wards along the southern boundary of Lot 48A and the southern 

boundary of Lot 48, further west wards along the fence to the eastern boundary 

of Umzingwane High School, then south wards along the fence west wards still 

on the same fence boundary, then northwards  along the same fence to the 

agricultural college southern fence boundary westwards along that fence 

boundary of the Agricultural College and the following properties Southlyn, 

Ntshonalanga, Shebrook, Denton and Fernhill Estate so as to include all the 

mentioned properties to its intersection with Ballarat, Hilton and Biano farms 

so as to exclude them,  then north east wards along the western boundary of 
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Fernhill Estate to its intersection with Springvale and Crocodile Valley farms, 

northeast wards along the western boundary of Crocodile Valley to its 

intersection with the western boundary of Lot 1 north-eastwards along this 

boundary to where it meets the southern boundary of Ncema Bridge farm then 

south-eastwards along this boundary to its intersection with the western 

boundary of High Acres then south westwards along the boundary to its 

intersection with the western boundary of Lot 46B as to include Crocodile 

Valley, then eastwards  along an unnamed road to its intersection with yet 

another unnamed  road track and the western boundary of Lot 37, then south 

wards along the same boundary to its intersection with Sihlangano River then 

generally west wards along Sihlangano River to its confluence with Geza River, 

further south west wards  along the River to the southern fence boundary of 

the Sports Field further west wards along this fence to its junction with Ncema 

Road, then generally west wards along the same road to its junction with 

Bulawayo – Beitbridge Railway Line, south wards along this Railway Line to the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA). Coordinates: 702102.65, 7755439.53; 704383.61, 7750247.35; 

689077.19, 7753758.82; 698820.44, 7763600.32; 700061.80, 7764320.62; 

701742.50, 7762699.94; 701682.48, 7758258.08; 704203.53, 7756067.16; 

702732.92, 7752708.38. 

WARD 18 

The ward boundary is drawn from the intersection of the western boundary of 

the District with the southern boundary of Ballarat farm, generally north wards 

along the District boundary to its intersection with Emangeni farm, south east 

wards along the same boundary and generally north wards still along the 

District boundary north west wards along the same boundary then north east 

wards along the same boundary to the intersection with Claremont and Tuli 

Outspan, north west wards along the District boundary north east wards still 

along the same boundary to its junction with the western boundary of 
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Worringham Estates, generally north wards and north east wards to its 

junction with the southern boundary of Esiphezini Communal Lands east 

wards along the southern boundary of Esiphezini Communal Lands to its 

intersection with the 88kv Power Line then generally south wards along the 

same boundary to its junction with the north western boundary of Hilton then 

north east wards along the same boundary to its intersection with Springvale 

Estates then north west wards along the same boundary, then south west 

wards along the same boundary, north west wards, then north east wards 

along the same boundary and north west wards along the same boundary to its 

junction with Maguga farm then northeast wards along the same boundary to 

its junction with the Bulawayo – Beitbridge Railway Line then north west wards 

along the same railway line to its junction with the southern boundary of 

Wilsondale farm,  east wards along the same boundary to its intersection with 

Bushpark further east wards along the southern boundary of Bushpark to its 

junction with Longridge farm then south wards along the boundary of 

Longridge farm to its intersection with the Ncema Bridge and Lot 1, then south 

west wards along the northern  boundary of Lot 1 to where it meets the north 

western  boundary of Crocodile Valley then south-westwards along the same 

boundary to its  intersection with the  eastern boundary of Springvale  estate 

so as to exclude Crocodile Valley south-westwards along the eastern boundary 

of Woodlands to its intersection with Biano, Hilyon and Ballarat so as to 

include them then south-westwards along the eastern boundary of Ballarat  

farm to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 686382.09, 7745505.30; 684911.47, 

7749376.92; 679299.12, 7748026.36; 674377.86, 7754779.19; 683050.69, 

7763842.99; 687762.67, 7762309.72; 688322.91, 7760418.92; 691304.15, 

7762759.91; 691544.25, 7770590.56; 698653.43, 7768609.73; 700034.01, 

7764467.99; 688930.70, 7753761.39. 
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WARD 19 

The boundary of the ward is a line drawn from the junction of the western 

boundary of the District with Bulawayo-Beitbridge Railway Line north-

eastwards along the District boundary to its junction with the southern 

boundary of Whitesrun then northwestwards still on the District boundary to 

its junction with the western boundary of Zimbili north eastwards still along 

the District boundary then south eastwards on the same boundary to its 

junction with the western boundary of Fouxvale southwards then eastwards  

then southwards along the northern District boundary and southwards along 

the same boundary, then  further southwards along the same boundary still 

south-eastwards along the District boundary to its junction with Lot 65 of 

Essexvale Estate then south westwards along the northern boundaries of Lot 

65 and 64 of Essexvale Estate so as to exclude them to its junction with 

Spitzkop and Lot 60 of Essexvale Estates, south eastwards along the western 

boundary of Lot 64 to its junction with the northern boundary of Lot 61, south 

westwards along the northern boundary of Lot 61 to its  junction with 

Malungwane Range south eastwards along Malungwane Range so as to include 

Lot 59 and Lot 60 Essexville Estate, then north westwards along the southern 

boundaries of Lot 59,58 and Long Ridge farm so as to include them and Long 

Ridge farm, then north west wards to the intersection with Ncema  Bridge 

further north  westwards along the south-western of Long Ridge farm to its  

junction with the  southern boundary of Bush Park, generally westwards along 

the southern boundaries of Bush Park and Wilsondale to its intersection with 

the Bulawayo –Beitbridge Railway Line to the starting point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 south 

(s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA).  Coordinates: 687608.67, 

7773223.24; 690129.92, 7782827.36; 707717.09, 7792311.24; 718341.55, 

7775564.22; 711438.65, 7760317.83; 698773.35, 7768781.38. 
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WARD 20 

The boundary of the ward is a line drawn from the intersection of the eastern 

District boundary with the northern boundary of Inyankuni Block south 

eastwards along the District boundary then southwards on the same boundary 

to the beacon of Mbabanga Hill south-eastwards along the District boundary 

then south-westwards along the same boundary to its intersection with Lot 

80A of Essexvale Ranch westwards to its junction with Mzingwane River then 

generally southwards still on the District boundary to its intersection with New 

Brightons and Portbury farms then south westwards along the southern of 

Portbury farm to its junction with Swaithe farm and Irisvale Resettlement 

westwards along the southern boundary of Swaithe farm to its intersection 

with Nswazi Communal Lands, Mziki and Clarks farms north-westwards along 

the southern boundary of Clarks farm to its junction with the southern 

boundary of Divide farm then north-westwards along the western boundary of 

Divide farm to its intersection with the southern boundary of Stanford farm 

eastwards along this boundary to its intersection of the western boundary of 

Enyema and north-eastwards along this boundary to its intersection with the 

northern boundary of Mbalabala ranch so as to exclude Stanford farm then 

eastwards along the  northern boundary of Mbalabala Ranch to its junction 

with the southern boundary of Lot 82 then northwards along the eastern 

boundary of Lot 82 to its junction with the southern boundary of Lot 79A and 

Lot 80 eastwards along the southern boundary of Lot 80 to the western 

boundary of Lot 80A generally northeastwards along the same boundary to its 

junction with the western boundary of Inyankuni Block northwestwards along 

the same boundary to its intersection with the southern boundary of Lot 76 

northeastwards along the southern boundary of Lot 76 to the starting point.  

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 35 south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). 

Coordinates: 729044.69, 7751808.21; 732795.96, 7745355.50; 721421.20, 

7741816.51; 722291.56, 7737740.06; 715451.51, 7733355.59; 703926.68, 
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7738187.62; 709659.08, 7741368.95; 721062.35, 7742389.38; 721122.38, 

7753698.86. 

HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY DESCRIPTIONS 

1.  BEITBRIDGE EAST  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from an intersection of Chipise 

and Sengwe communal lands boundary with Limpopo River, then upstream  

along Limpopo River up to the southeast  most beacon of Nottingham, then 

generally along the North eastern boundary of Nottingham  so as to exclude it, 

then North eastwards along Masera communal land and generally south 

eastwards along the River ranch boundary to its intersection with Umzingwane 

River, then upstream along Umzingwane River, then generally North eastwards 

along the Mtetengwe communal land boundary to its intersection  with 

Mtetengwe River, then downstream along the said River, then up stream along 

Tongwe River up to an unnamed road, then generally Northwards to map 

reference TL008690 on the 1:50 000 map Gongwe 2130C3 Edition 3, then 

southeastwards along another track to map reference TL 042661 on the same 

map series, then generally eastwards  in a  straight line to southern most 

beacon of Lesanth Ranch, then along the boundaries of Lesanth Ranch, 

Kleinbegin  ranch, Safari ranch, Safari Estate, and Swanscoe ranch so as to 

include them, then downstream along Bubi River to the starting point. An This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 

south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates:     

861993.00, 7595860.50;   842311.35,  7592394.17;   822845.44,  7588148.61;  

804767.19, 7585155.10;   800178.69,  7574353.43;   790463.70,  7563580.42;  

780592.03, 7566609.53;   790076.25,  7553327.25;   793793.00,  7545760.50;  

793793.00, 7545760.50;   810055.96,  7539026.80;   824901.33,  7530811.69;  

840852.55, 7525040.27;   859983.05,  7528312.99;   877315.68,  7528515.04;  

896789.33, 7529962.34;   913682.69,  7526265.65;   918877.17,  7529826.33;  
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913726.66, 7538211.47;   906061.96,  7551936.35;   894557.67,  7562621.48;  

887237.88, 7573665.62;   879196.09,  7586376.50;   869201.07,  7592402.43 

 

2.  BEITBRIDGE WEST 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of the 

Southern boundary of Ripple Creek and Bubi River, then generally south 

eastwards down the latter River to the intersection of the northern boundary of 

Swanscoe Estate, then generally westwards along the northern boundaries of 

the following properties so as to exclude them: Swanscoe Estate, Safari Estate 

and Kleinbegin of Safari ranch up to the western beacon of the latter property; 

then generally south eastwards along boundaries of the following boundaries 

so as to exclude them, western boundary of Kleinbegin western& southern 

boundaries of Kleinbegin Ranch, western boundary of Lesanth Ranch to the 

southernmost beacon of the later property; then generally westwards in a 

straight line to a point on a track at map reference TL 042661 on the 1:50 000 

map Gongwe 2130 C3 Edition 3: then north westwards along that track is 

another track at map reference TL 008690 on the 1:50 000 map GONGWE 

2130C3 Edition 3, then generally northwards and westwards along the latter 

road and its prolongation to Tongwe River; then down the Tongwe River and up 

the Mtetengwe River to the intersection of the latter River and the northern 

boundary of Mtetengwe communal land to Mzingwane River, then down 

Mzingwane River to the north eastern boundary of the former River Ranch 

which is now state land, then generally north westwards and south eastwards 

along the north eastern, northwestern and western boundaries of the former 

River Ranch farm up to the tutler’s boundaries with the Limpopo River then 

generally westwards up the Limpopo River and the Botswana –Zimbabwe 

international boundary up to the Beitbridge RDC boundary then generally 

north eastwards along the latter boundary to the starting point.   An This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 35 
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south (s) based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA). Coordinates: 

801593.00, 7645360.50;   797525.39,  7631225.28;   783823.39,  7621384.42; 

764109.23, 7624747.25;   754278.41,  7616353.20;   744393.00,  7614060.50; 

861993.00, 7595860.50;   852276.00,  7605527.50;   835793.28,  7608870.53; 

828202.47, 7619208.13;  815886.65,  7625779.28;   804944.59,  7640047.78;  

710393.00, 7566360.50; 726772.89,  7557650.48;   740515.41,  7548188.09;   

757649.47, 7546491.68;   773647.15,  7551264.65;   791426.91,  7546077.02. 

3. BULILIMA EAST 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the boarder post railway 

Vakanga going north following the eastern boundary of Dryden and Fairfields 

properties then east along the boundary of Tegwane Training institute to a 

bridge on Tekwane River, then going westwards along the River to its 

confluence with Ngaya Stream and along the stream to its source and to a 

point whre it intersects with an unnamed road, then along the road in a North 

westerly direction and northwards at the intersection of the said road and an 

unnamed stream then along this unnamed stream to its confluence with 

Matobo stream, generally northesterly along Matobo stream into Moza River 

and long this River to its confluence with Chomsusa along chomsusa in 

southerly direction to a point where it takes a northwesterly direction cutting 

through Nata communal lands to a point where it intersects an unnamed road 

then along the road so as to include Kunguwo school to a point where it 

intersects with an unnamed road then across it to a point Ngwaleli dam the 

westwards  into another unnamed road then northwards following a track into 

a River Amanzamunyama River then south eastwards along the said River tis 

confluence with Changwa River then eastwards along Natane River to a point 

where it meets the boundaries of Samenani  farms so as to inclue then, 

following these boundaries to include the following properties, Luchani 

Outspan, Rosebud, Vunda, Bickley and into Gwai River then generally south 

along Gwai River to its intersection with the boundar of Doublevell along the 

boundary so as to include them, southwards to a point where it crosses the 
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railway line and along the boundaries of Springvale, Welldone, Leighwoods, 

Stretton, Mananda, Helvetica A, B, C, and D, Natane, Kethlee, Watershed, 

Websters Farm, Huntington, Wartrail, Kelvin Groove , Luscombe so as to 

include them and along the boundary of Luscombe to the starting point.  An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator ((UTM)) 

zone 36 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 638993.00,  7748760.50;   630684.36,  7763646.88;   619503.81, 

7776899.69;   602449.56,  7776553.94;   594169.38,  7769266.01;   

579572.10, 7773750.05;   567299.75,  7787003.75;   556657.68,  7801645.82   

543793.00,  7808660.50;   543793.00,  7808660.50;   537036.83,  

7792848.16;   547923.48, 7782184.81;  558796.50;  7780407.00;   570769.57,  

7773733.93;   574618.77,  7756347.62   577419.75,  7744114.00;   

581131.25,  7729013.50; 

4.  BULILIMA WEST  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Plumtree-Francistown railway line with Zimbabwe – Botswana international 

boundary, then eastwards, northwards, northeastwards along the said 

international boundary up to its intersection with Amanzamnyama River then 

generally eastwards up stream along the said River  up to its intersection with 

an unnamed road at map reference NJ443084 on Ndolwane 1927C4 1:50 000 

Edition 1, then generally South Eastwards torwards a spot height at map 

reference NJ 376024 on the same map edition, then generally Southeastwards 

along an unnamed road to map reference NH 504943 on the same map edition, 

then generally southwards along Ndolwane – Plumtree road, then generally 

southeastwards towards Chonsusu River then downstream along the said River 

to its intersection with Moza River, then upstream South Eastwards along 

Moza River up to its intersection with Matobo River then downstream along the 

later River towards Mpangana dam, then towards an unnamed Rivers source at 

Map reference then downstream along the said unnamed River to its 

confluence with Tegwani River then south eastwards along Tegwani River then 
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along the eastern boundaries of the Retreat, Maakwa and Red hill so as to 

include them, then back to the starting point.   An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mecator ((UTM)) zone 36 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates; 543793.00, 7808660.50; 

527122.75, 7808434.82;   508814.60, 7810054.82; 490081.75, 7809323.98;  

472654.00,  7802282.49;   480546.73, 7793871.20; 498557.37, 7787277.63;  

514921.20,  7779903.45;   527322.39, 7768222.34; 531174.92, 7749924.33;  

533271.77,  7735003.42;   552027.15, 7736371.48; 570402.14,  7734046.88;  

573493.00,  7720359.18;   575893.00, 7708160.50. 

5.  GWANDA CENTRAL  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Mzingwane River and the Northern boundary of Olympus Block, then generally 

South Eastwards along the boundary of Asherstone up to its intersection with 

Mberengwa communal land boundary then along the said communal lands 

boundary eastwards, then along the district boundary of Gwanda generally 

southeastwards, southwestwards until its common beacon with Dendele and 

Dibilishaba Communal lands then along the northern boundary of Dibilishaba 

communal lands westwards, so as to exclude it up to where it meets Thuli 

River, then upstream along Thuli River up to the Southern most beacon of 

meeting then generally north westwards along Gwaranyemba communal  land 

boundary, then generally northwards along Makwe communal land boundary 

to the northern most beacon of corner, then generally northeastwards along 

Wenlock communal land boundary up to the northwest most beacon of Insindi 

Ranch, then along the said Ranch’s boundary up to its Eastern most beacon , 

then eastwards along the boundary of Matshetshe communal land up to its 

intersection with Mzingwane River, then downstream along the said River to 

the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator ((UTM)) zone 36 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:    801593.00,  7645360.50; 794895.21,  

7657560.50;   784559.57,  7670310.78;   766916.91,  7671550.17; 759593.00,  
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7672860.50;   738493.00,  7688360.50;   719015.06,  7689106.82; 712627.64,  

7705614.12;   698963.67,  7698495.84;   689181.39,  7691737.28; 687163.56,  

7676420.31;   693544.55,  7658757.41;   701505.01,  7640936.48; 702393.00,  

7632360.50;   759593.00,  7672860.50;   744287.20,  7676369.89. 

6.  GWANDA NORTH  

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from a point where the 

northern boundary of former Echuka Ranch meets with Gwanda and Insiza 

district boundary and then generally Eastwards along the Northern boundaries 

of Echuca, Copthal block 2 and exchange farms so as to exclude them to the 

south Eastern boundary of Isindi Ranch and then generally Northwards along 

the said boundary so as to exclude Insindi Ranch to the Southern boundary of 

Enyandeni Ranch and then generally Southwards along the  Southern of 

Enyandeni Ranch so as to include it to the North Eastern boundary of mount 

Orquil Ranch and then generally Northwards and then Southwards along the 

same boundary so as to exclude mount Orquil, Sizenzi and Tuli River farms so 

as to exclude them and then generally South-Eastwards along Tuli River to its 

confluence Pelele River and then generally Northwestwards along the later 

River to where it join an unnamed road and then generally westwards along the 

said road to the Gwanda and Matobo district boundary and then generally 

Northwards along the named district boundary so as to include Tuli purchase 

land, Makwe communal land and Wenlock Communal Land and then generally 

Eastwards along the Gwanda and Mzingwane district boundary to Mzingwane 

River so as to include Matshetshe communal land and then generally 

Southwards along Umzingwane River to the starting  point. An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator ((UTM)) zone 36 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  725093.00,  

7725560.50; 706987.29, 7719943.36;   695859.64,  7712121.62;   685893.00,  

7718760.50; 685893.00, 7718760.50;   673227.93,  7708120.78;   677164.34,  

7688759.20;   682196.94,  7673252.62;   674093.00,  7670960.50;   

727493.00,  7724660.50 
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7.  GWANDA SOUTH  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence  of Shashe 

and Shashani Rivers, then upstream along shashani River, then along the 

northeastern boundary of seear block communal land, then generally 

eastwards towards Pelele River, then downstream along Pelele River, then 

downstream along Pelele River to its confluence with Thuli River, then 

downstream along Thuli River up to its intersection with Gwaranyemba and 

Dibilishaba unsurveyed boundary, then eastwards, northwards along that 

unsurveyed boundary up to its intersection with western boundary of lot 3 of 

Oakley block, then generally eastwards, south eastwards along Dibilishaba 

communal land boundary up to its intersection with Beitbridge and Gwanda 

districts boundary, then southwestwards along the the said district boundary 

up to its intersection with Botswana-Zimbabwe international boundary, then 

generally north westwards along the said international boundary to the starting 

point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator 

((UTM)) zone 36 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 681493.00, 7637960.50; 680828.78,  7618403.62; 682882.79,  

7602720.71;   683593.00,  7597760.50;   702393.00,  7632360.50; 687950.73,  

7636999.93;   683593.00,  7597760.50;   701967.30, 7591391.93; 711695.73,  

7582765.95;   710393.00,  7566360.50;   744393.00,  7614060.50; 739808.90,  

7633373.65;   722169.63,  7638716.34;   717014.96,  7627002.70; 702085.94,  

7630688.74;   710393.00,  7566360.50;   725802.35,  7577655.83; 731107.63,  

7591989.76;   741181.03,  7609036.55 

8 INSIZA NORTH  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of the 

Insiza district boundary with the Bulawayo-Harare railway line, then North 

westwards, southeastwards and north eastwards along the Insiza district 

boundary then northwards along boundary of subdivisions B and C of 

Allendale then northwards along the eastern boundary of Allendale North then 
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along boundaries of Bulawayo syndicate Block& Josephs Block so as to include 

them up the later’s northern most beacon, then generally south eastwards and 

generally south westwards along the Midlands provincial boundary then up to 

its common beacon with Inyeze, then eastwards along Inyeze, Impala, 

Nooitgedacht, Kangezi and Georges Farm so as to exclude them up to the 

later’s northern beacon at Insiza River then generally northwards upstream 

along the said River then along the northern boundary of Glassblock 

communal land, then along southern and north eastern boundary of Lot 1 of 

Eldorado, then north easterly along Glassblock communal land boundary then 

north easterly along Matshetshe communal land boundary then generally 

northwards along the eastern boundary of Insiza district up to its intersection 

with Bulawayo-Harare railway line then north westwards along the railway line 

back to the starting point.   An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator ((UTM)) zone 36 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 771593.00,  7722860.50; 784948.53,  

7736186.76;   790266.86,  7755003.64;   796757.11,  7773688.72; 794044.11,  

7786260.13;   782173.80,  7789667.05;   771285.22,  7794818.28; 755451.03,  

7801368.53;   754179.48,  7814796.98;   747188.02,  7826015.48; 738576.00,  

7839619.00;   726308.74,  7843008.25;   727282.42,  7836715.79; 717014.81,  

7825694.86;   719444.50,  7811163.50;   705578.76,  7806948.58 

9.   INSIZA SOUTH  

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

insiza and Mzingwane Rivers then generally Northwest wards  along Mzingwane 

River which is also the district boundary to the Southwestern beacon of Irisvale 

resettlement then generally Southeastwards along the Southern boundaries of 

Irisvale, Eldarodo and Geneva Farms so as to exclude them to the Southern 

beacon of Celigny farm then generally North East wards along the same 

boundaries so as to exclude it to Insiza River then generally Southeastwards 

along the said River to the Western boundary of Georges farm then generally 

Northeastwards along the western boundaries of Georges farm so as to include 
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them to the Northwestern beacon Eskdale farm then generally eastwards along 

the northern boundaries of Eskdale, Nooitgedacht, Impala and Inyeze so as to 

include them to the northeastern beacon of the Inyeze farm then generally 

southeastwards along Inyeze farm boundary to the northern boundary of 

Scaleby farm and then generally westwards along the said boundary so as to 

exclude it to the northeastern beacon Inkwakwene farm the generally 

southwards along the eastern boundary of Inkwakwene farm so as to include to 

the southwestern beacon of Ingwenya farm so as to exclude it the generally 

eastwards along the southern boundary of Ingwenya farm to Doro ranch then 

generally southwards along the district boundaries to the southwestern 

boundary of Asherstone and then generally northwestwards along the southern 

boundary of Asherstone so as to include it to Umzingwane River then generally 

northwards along Mzingwane River to the starting point.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator ((UTM)) zone 36 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   727493.00,  

7724660.50;   731986.73, 7705573.04;   738493.00,  7688360.50;   

771593.00,  7722860.50;   753321.52, 7721218.23;   741952.35,  7719225.93;  

731792.29,  7722870.43;   759593.00, 7672860.50;   767996.29,  7683462.15;   

775643.86,  7700864.80;   771466.34,  7712640.47 

10.  MANGWE  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Shashe 

and Simukwe Rivers, then generally Eastwards, Northeastwards along the 

Botswana-Zimbabwe international boundary up to the eastern most beacon of 

Ramaquaba then westwards to the east most beacon of Avoca then along the 

boundary of Avoca so as to include up to its intersection with Umpakwe River 

then northeast wards along the boundary of Mpande Communal Lands then 

generally eastwards, north westwards along the latter Communal Land 

boundary so as to exclude it, up to the west most beacon of farmer 

Summerton, then northwards, eastwards along  farmer Summerton boundary, 

then generally along northern boundaries of Hay Grange, remainder of 
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Zareba,sub- division B of Zareba, Seringavale, up to its common beacon with 

Mananda, then along the southern boundary of Mananda then along the 

boundary of stretton up to the east most beacon of subdivision B of Leighwoods 

then along the  southern boundary of subdivisions B and A of Leighwoods up 

to its common beacon with subdivision B of Springvale then Southeastwards to 

the later’s common beacon with subdivision A then along the Northern 

boundary of Subdivisions A and C of Springvale then along the Plumtree-

Bulawayo Highway  up to its intersection with Mangwe and Matobo district 

boundary then southwards along the said districts boundary back to the 

starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator ((UTM)) zone 36 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:   636493.00, 7743160.50;   623897.23, 7739584.44;   

608411.49, 7733939.45;  592017.36,  7730685.29;   587993.00,  7726360.50;  

587993.00, 7726360.50;  592421.58,  7720624.78;   580538.95,  7710459.37;  

627693.00, 7663960.50;  624034.03,  7678369.47;   633091.37,  7692908.87;  

628430.01, 7706386.47;  628694.91,  7723708.59;   632321.88,  7736349.28;  

575893.00,  7708160.50;  572200.87,  7691086.88;   573069.04,  7674282.39;  

580504.10,  7660573.47 ; 591523.62,  7646995.19;   598553.36,  7630781.23;  

603027.61,  7620686.87;  616502.63,  7612858.90;   635794.90,  7611681.66 

11.  MATOBO NORTH  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of District 

boundaries of Bulilima, Mangwe & Matobo then in a clockwise direction along 

the Matobo district boundary, then north westwards , south westwards along 

Mara Connemara boundary so as to exclude it, then generally westwards along 

the northern  boundaries of Maribeha Communal lands and the northern 7 

western boundaries of Mbongolo communal land up to Shashani River then up 

the Shashani & Mabonyane Rivers to Hakuna dam and then generally 

westwards in a straight line to the intersection of two tracks at map reference 

PG 359666 on the 1:50 000 map Antelope mine 2128A2 Edition 3, then 

generally westwards along one of the tracks up to Mabiakwata River, then 
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down until the junction with the track hence westwards  along the track  to a 

point on a track at map reference PG 319649 on the 1: 50 000 map Antelope 

mine 2128A2 Edition 3 up to an unnamed River hence confluence with 

Mbembeswana River up to  Matobo RDC boundary to the starting point.  An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator ((UTM)) 

zone 36 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  685893.00, 7718760.50; 680686.40,  7728637.15;   685302.96,  

7738812.16; 679089.25,  7749636.72;   674293.00,  7754860.50;   661075.20,  

7759889.32; 645601.18,  7755906.41;   638993.00,  7748760.50. 

12.  MATOBO SOUTH  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Shashe 

and Shashani Rivers, then upstream along Shashe River to its confluence with 

Simukwe River, then generally north eastwards along Simikwe River up to its 

confluence with Mbembeswana River, then upstream along the later River to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream at map reference PG 279644 Brunapeg 

2128A! on 1: 50 000 map Edition 3 then generally eastwards along the 

unnamed stream to its intersection with a cut line, then eastwards along the 

cut line to its intersection with Mabiakwata River, then upstream along the 

said River to its source, then generally south eastwards along a cut line to map 

reference PE 358666 on Antelope mine 2128 A2 1:50 000 map series edition 3, 

then  northeastwards to Hakuna Dam, then downstream along Mabonyane 

River to its confluence with Shashani River, then down the later River to its 

intersection with western boundary  of Mbongolo communal land, then up the 

western boundary  of the later, then eastwards, northwards, south eastwards  

along the northern  boundaries of Mbongolo communal land, Malibeha 

communal land so as to include them, then generally southwards along the 

Matobo and Gwanda district boundary up to its intersection with Shashani 

River, then downstream along the said River back to the starting point.  An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator ((UTM)) 

zone 36 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 
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coordinates: 681493.00,  7637960.50;   671782.51,  7651238.12;   672955.93,  

7665173.43;  674093.00, 7670960.50;   659823.76,  7669802.81;   650023.64,  

7658318.58;  643486.92,  7671713.54;   630520.19,  7664442.30;  627693.00,  

7663960.50; 624513.12,  7647909.90;   631802.40,  7632844.69;   642304.71,  

7619498.79; 643693.00,  7609160.50;   660506.74,  7606227.75;   677060.98, 

7600843.51. 

13.  UMZINGWANE  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from intersection of Nswazi 

communal land, Matshetshe communal land and Umzingwane River, then 

generally southwest, north east along Umzingwane district boundary up to its 

common beacon with Matobo District, Umzingwane District and Bulawayo 

province, then generally northwards, Southwards, eastwards along 

Umzingwane District boundary up to Umzingwane River, then southwards 

downstream along the same River back to the starting point.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator ((UTM)) zone 36 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 725093.00,  

7725560.50; 721393.00,  7741645.97;   729103.15,  7751819.88;   725980.83,  

7766089.51; 714608.78,  7778834.26;   707593.00,  7792160.50;   712293.00,  

7804410.50; 707930.46,  7795710.67;   695332.83,  7781580.93;   684794.22,  

7768562.94; 674293.00,  7754860.50. 
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MATABELELAND SOUTH SENATORIAL CONSTITUENCY BOUNDARY 

DESCRIPTIONS 

1. Beitbridge 

An area of land, bound by the administrative boundary of Beitbridge District.  

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator ((UTM)) 

zone 36 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

813514.64, 7630256.11;   806302.81,  7636125.05;   802723.42,  7644714.02;   

797564.78, 7640231.09;   798215.72,  7632289.27   792786.97,  7623896.62;   

784918.21, 7621208.40;   775063.30,  7622905.64;   765207.07,  7624595.28;   

759752.74,  7622567.70;   755242.54,  7616877.54;   745607.90,  7614327.29   

739674.11, 7606728.43;   734835.19,  7597986.88;   730410.78,  7590007.50;   

727793.08, 7583303.94;   724492.27,  7576032.85;   716249.03,  7570371.90;   

711851.34,  7563880.86   719911.14,  7558298.59;   729707.27,  7558364.89;   

735637.01, 7552936.14;   742360.34,  7545669.96;   748977.27,  7546132.14;   

845064.36, 7607672.99;   835675.17,  7608858.08;   832961.65,  7613592.69;   

827836.77, 7619372.18;   822149.85,  621181.58;   815370.06,  7626267.31;   

865684.26, 7594198.52;   863126.20,  7600558.84;   856533.41,  7604204.45;   

848489.11, 7608235.34;   879008.94,  7583784.99;   877609.39,  7590576.87;   

871181.93, 7591231.12;   865788.61,  7593630.21;   893248.32,  7565832.61;   

889641.41, 7571366.45;   883944.99,  7576723.18;   79874.97,  7583206.67;   

921057.22, 7528441.08;   915919.40,  7532297.97;   915189.68,  7537511.53;   

912603.60, 7542248.95;   907291.83,  7548679.10;   902289.77,  7552986.03;   

897979.04, 7560854.31;   893437.77,  7565473.05;   835124.61,  7529048.28;   

842463.99, 7525192.61;   852209.19,  7525945.28;   861495.09,  7527671.24;   

870866.94, 7527668.10;   879106.04,  7528459.06;   888793.70,  7529092.25;   

898496.21, 7529553.96;   907205.13,  7527555.90;   915196.58,  7525543.00;   

923594.97, 7524814.26;   748977.27,  7546132.14;   758571.91,  7546093.60;   

766880.41, 7549476.73;   774882.55,  7551027.34;   783992.95,  7549416.55;   
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792824.17, 7545784.98;   802025.64,  7543845.05;   809270.38,  7538940.28;   

816366.11, 7534637.28;   824235.81,  7530599.50;   833573.73,  7530419.40; 

 

2. BULILIMA-MANGWE 

An area of land, bound by the administrative boundaries of Bulilima and 

Mangwe Districts. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator ((UTM)) zone 36 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

569170.31, 7783919.72;   562353.32,  7790502.94;   559187.51,  7799377.87;   

552331.86, 7804707.51;   543876.11,  7808596.78;   541629.20,  7809830.26;   

589705.41, 7768722.09;   582443.67,  7772202.72;   576485.51,  7777822.85;   

569281.71, 7783827.92628242.02,  7706794.37;   626325.02,  7716097.94;   

628370.25, 7723944.67;   626473.93,  7729820.39;   632399.24,  7737002.57;   

;37145.74, 7744819.98;   637970.14,  7754325.72;   633624.08,  7760592.14;   

627728.38, 7767474.61;   623241.76, 7775196.01615797.67,  7778004.11;   

606113.82, 7776041.88;   599492.42,  7780831.24;   595752.18,  7773781.77;   

590497.90, 7768215.14 625270.83,  7674875.17;   624769.90,  7683333.51;   

630076.18,  7690352.43;   635686.98,  7697221.98;   630464.32,  7703530.70   

625463.60, 7654728.22;   626468.83,  7663163.63;   627366.51,  7670251.34;   

634274.13, 7628958.09;   630628.85,  7636372.21   624110.43,  7643126.28;   

625195.27,  7650834.21;  625472.44,  7611164.93;   635056.09,  7611873.52;   

643937.45,  7609143.38   643209.13,  7616017.42;   638751.79,  7623034.59;   

98212.60,  7634066.84;   600590.86,  7626884.65;   600583.85, 7621092.99   

604383.97, 7616431.89;   612840.51,  7613587.79;   622334.45,  7611558.23;   

574354.06,  7665816.19;   581122.62,  7659857.63   586449.62,  7653919.69;   

591712.06, 7646004.48;   595444.09,  7637637.25;   572078.26,  7691443.06;   

573740.31, 7682820.92;   572978.35,  7674505.76;   573173.19,  7666673.09;   

573870.11, 7719539.89;   575946.60,  7711380.21;   576334.23,  7703475.72;   

573801.82, 7694726.25;   530096.62,  7761528.63;   531703.17,  7752125.52;   
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531188.01, 7742341.19;   531134.08,  7734092.09 540180.44,  7735887.18;   

549810.73, 7736922.78;   559464.84,  7734395.09;   568112.78,  7733629.81;   

576084.76, 7730819.24;   573812.68,  7722630.94;   493557.97,  7788950.35;   

502990.26, 7787878.23;   510668.37,  7782461.95;   519724.92,  7780059.27;   

525638.86, 7773039.94;   529098.70,  7764315.36;   498905.11,  7808969.84;   

489649.47, 7809161.53;   480385.86,  7806550.42   472251.72,  7801827.05;   

471855.40; 7795566.25;   481209.63,  7793765.92;   490186.08,  7790840.48;   

541629.20, 7809830.26;   532701.27,  7811409.09;   524661.27,  7809145.01   

515766.72, 7810691.19;  506444.60,  7809311.60; 

 

3.  GWANDA 

This area of land is bounded by the administrative boundary of Gwanda 

District.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator ((UTM)) zone 36 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

795299.78,  7657860.27;   787996.46,  7663488.62;   784197.40,  671264.20;   

775883.43,  7672627.42;   766015.48,  7671654.66;   756530.41,  671337.25;   

747238.66,  7672066.19;   744040.22,  7679793.75   739904.39,  7686616.51;   

735855.86,  7694624.67;   732615.98,  703664.72;   729174.59,  7712965.46;   

727343.86,  7722617.30;   727492.63,  7724768.19;   725197.87,  579396.11;   

728425.14,  7585922.47   732122.29,  7593205.50;   736881.89,  7601951.95;   

742060.07,  7610499.10;   749977.66,  7615230.58;   759415.06,  618386.49;  

759750.72,  7625541.34;   769605.06,  7623841.34;   779461.29,  7622151.70   

789300.66,  7620457.16;   795157.80,  7627673.36;   800285.81,  636075.98;   

798393.88,  7642834.26;   799671.64,  7649079.70   795061.22,  7654662.13;   

727492.63,  7724768.19;   719709.88,  7721649.45;   709840.22,  720157.05;   

702862.11,  7718009.97   698728.70,  7710867.19;   689561.52,  7714703.31;   

682322.95,  7716257.18;   674913.36,  7711146.13;   674508.62,  7703905.70   

677224.15,  7694281.47;   676795.70,  7684349.34;   683108.91,  677561.12;   
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680933.89,  7670283.63;   674087.88,  7671093.29   670997.59,  7663188.24;  

670651.24,  7654715.14;   674367.63,  7650799.04;   677819.33, 7643868.60;   

681848.42,  7635347.43   682857.99,  7625461.85;   680082.57,  7615855.00;   

680292.17,  7607127.92;   683529.74,  7600537.63;   689876.84,  7595373.47   

699127.03,  7592210.26;   707824.44,  7589524.04;   713508.14,  584941.11;   

708940.68,  7576292.85;   710272.52,  7566574.39   718389.78,  7571846.27;   

725778.03,  7577706.14; 

4. INSIZA 

This area of land is bounded by the administrative boundary of Insiza District.  

An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator ((UTM)) 

zone 36 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

747486.23,  7824100.61;   742839.15,  7830474.69;   739248.09,  837726.92;   

734228.93,  7843779.66;   728379.44,  7842504.58   719474.63,  7841978.29;   

725313.99,  7837749.48;   726071.99,  7833446.40;   718438.45,  827368.58;   

717572.21,  7822120.00;   720114.27,  7813412.42;   716476.21,  805896.53;   

707787.84,  7806112.78   706544.73,  7800719.72;   708391.45,  7791743.61;   

713646.60,  7785680.05;   715443.95,  7776107.17;   720353.78,  769545.87;   

729298.06,  7766015.73;   728528.11,  7758141.99;   730687.69,  748981.71;   

732936.44,  7745297.37;   744040.16,  7679789.92;   747242.28,  672064.92;   

756533.86,  7671338.91;   757104.71,  7675520.73;   765018.55,  681580.56;   

772852.08,  7687710.65;   774971.61,  7697437.28;   777568.36,  707040.20;   

774798.77,  7713290.00;   769554.55,  7718838.04;  773871.00,  7724368.96;   

781964.40,  7729977.49;   784988.79,  7739034.72;   787475.79,  748498.09;   

790981.43,  7757829.52;   793804.53,  7767261.08;   98244.83,  7776191.72;   

800888.39,  7785391.59;   793021.27,  7787739.12;  787841.77,  7791209.60;   

782051.85,  7792757.93;   776873.36,  7795097.85;   769551.84,  797408.14;   

761386.55,  7802445.55;  752954.34,  7799547.48;   752750.47,  7808680.95;   

753964.37,  7816710.20;   749617.88,  7821343.93;   732936.44,  745297.37;   
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723678.52,  7742001.26;   721993.07,  7735769.72;   723413.69,  727275.75;   

727762.88,  7720372.90;   729880.72,  7710738.04;   33126.26,  7701391.96   

736920.83,  7692919.46;   742047.79,  7685980.84;   731560.26,  735500.98; 

5. MATOBO 

This area of land is bounded by the administrative boundary of Matobo 

District. An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator ((UTM)) zone 36 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

676724.00,  7683401.81;   677483.65,  7693367.35;   674767.01, 702991.27;   

673963.35,  7711125.38;   681877.19,  7715479.56   681549.65,  7720270.63;   

679503.71,  7726490.22;   684591.24,  7730038.98;   688005.54,  735102.91;   

685264.85,  7741940.54;   682901.42,  7748879.48;   676330.86,  752678.93;   

669911.84,  7760083.45;   661974.64,  7762875.10;   655250.42,  761869.11;   

48303.36,   7755480.95;   641383.11,  7750721.35;   636717.48, 7743747.07;   

632278.24,  7735853.71;   625651.00,  7729009.66;   629307.90,  7723269.88   

626318.06,  7714964.92;   627809.31,  7708355.35;   640484.1;8, 22638.04;   

641776.31,  7615237.20;   645186.59,  7608241.19;   653899.46,  604056.32;   

662073.24,  7607008.89;   670772.97,  7604876.17;   679013.25,  600255.57;   

683605.25,  7602044.98;   679161.55,  7607742.65;   680505.77,  617308.11;   

682975.19,  7626936.11;   681634.00,  7636845.64;  676726.89,  7644916.07; 

672874.17,  7651043.74;   671670.32,  7655834.12;   672027.88,  664296.89;   

75280.81,    7672024.60;   682321.23,  7670875.24;   682087.01,  678483.97;  

625042.93,  7647176.77;   627233.45,  ;639907.21;   632160.86,  632164.51;   

637031.63,  7625594.34   627326.35,  7668775.50;   626446.01,  7661520.06;   

625292.28,  7652694.88;   631809.58,  7699711.66;   634432.16,  694191.41; 

627886.84,  7687494.90;   623687.00,  7679961.71;   626641.55, 71795.44;   

627809.31,  7708355.35;   631737.75,  7699925.31. 
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6.  UMZINGWANE 

An of land bound by the administrative boundary of Umzingwane District.  An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator ((UTM)) 

zone 36 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

721792.15, 7729184.24;   722380.80,  7737771.84;   726237.97,  7742228.30;   

731600.70, 7747492.32;   729081.95,  7756565.91;   730945.16,  7765909.42;   

721803.92, 7768571.50;   717146.05,  7775713.30;   713892.51,  7783950.36;   

709882.41, 7790858.40;   702244.53,  7787328.17;   694027.46,  7782949.46;   

694426.56, 7779132.69;   687325.96,  7774054.25;   684628.13,  7768173.25;   

679263.26, 7760108.86;   674799.57,  7753922.59;   681047.33,  7748468.90;   

685894.08, 743859.42;   687186.52,  7736698.36;   686329.20,  7730651.52;   

680652.25,  7726929.95;   680923.34,  7721784.61   687970.60,  7716142.80;   

696629.76, 7711801.43;  702152.16,  7715824.94;703542.97,  7720107.77;   

703542.97,  720107.77;   712039.02,  7720329.08;   721874.37,  7722072.90; 
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CHAPTER 10 

MIDLANDS PROVINCE 

WARD BOUNDARY DESCRIPTIONS 

GOKWE NORTH RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

WARD 1 

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Sengwa and Sabara rivers, then south-westwards along Sengwa river   to its 

confluence with Yobi river then westwards along Yobi river    up to the District 

Boundary, then north-eastwards along the said district boundary up to Sengwa 

river, then generally south-westwards along Sengwa river    up to its confluence 

with Kamakuyu river, then further south-westwards along Kamakuyu river    

up to the district Administrative boundary then south-westwards along the 

said district boundary to Sabara river, then north-westwards along the said 

river  to its confluence with Sengwa river, the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 12695.71, 

8036102.12; 9829.99, 8041617.28; 7991.61, 8050592.92; 4260.76, 

8045456.26; 2692.73, 8044969.63; 3363.13, 8040427.73; 6066.64, 

8035237.00; 2638.66, 8031938.72; 5071.82, 8039238.19; 10749.18, 

8036372.47; 12641.64, 8036102.12 

 

WARD 2 

It is an land bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of Kamakuyu river    

and the District Administrative boundary, then north-westwards along 

Kamakuyu river    to its confluence with Sengwa river, then generally north-

westwards along Sengwa river    to the District Administrative boundary, then 

westwards and northwards along the said boundary up to Mukovaumwe 
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mountain range, then generally eastwards to Mukovaumwe mountain range 

then generally eastwards along the said mountain range to Gomera mountain, 

then south-eastwards along the western  end of Gomera mountain range into 

an unnamed tributary of Burure river, then further south-eastwards along the 

said tributary to Burure river, then south-westwards along the said river    to 

the District Administrative boundary, then south-westwards, southwards and 

westwards along the said boundary to its junction with Kamakuyu river, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 8853.11, 8054372.69; 9314.46, 8055291.89; 10848.43, 

8055670.38; 17100.57, 8048587.19; 10558.08, 8043234.24; 9692.95, 

8039773.75; 6070.25, 8035177.78; 3312.67, 8040476.66; 2797.26, 

8044910.41; 4257.15, 8045451.21; 7879.85, 8050533.71; 8961.25, 

8054480.83 

WARD 3 

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Ume river    and the District Administrative boundary, then generally south-

eastwards along the District Administrative Boundary to its junction with 

Madzivazvido – Kariba road, then southwards along the said road, into Ume 

river, then south-eastwards along Ume river, then southwards along 

Katsvanzva river    to the Administrative district  boundary, then southwest 

along the District Administrative boundary into Sasame river, then generally 

northwards along Sasame river    to its confluence with Ume river    then 

generally north-westwards along Ume river    to its junction with the District 

Administrative boundary, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 16755.36, 8066951.42; 

15133.25, 8073764.27; 21189.11, 8072142.16; 26487.99, 8069546.79; 

22785.67, 8057543.22; 29624.06, 8054623.43; 28758.94, 804813.01; 
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33192.69, 8040997.74; 22378.66, 8034509.32; 20756.55, 8040132.62; 

22811.80, 8053650.16; 22486.80, 806230.39 

WARD 4 

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Katsvanzva and Ume river   s, then generally eastwards along Ume river    to its 

confluence with Taswa river, then north-eastwards along Taswa river, then 

north-eastwards along Taswa river   up to its source in Makura mountain, then 

southwards along an unnamed mountain range up to Nyemba river, then 

south-westwards long Ume river to Kahwa river, then southwards  along 

Kahwa river    to the District Administrative boundary, then north-westwards 

along the said District boundary into Katsvanzva river, then northwards along 

Katsvanzva river to its confluence with Ume, the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 666669, 

8059675; 684161, 8065580; 684969, 8056540; 681800, 8056094; 680098, 

8054058; 678418, 8053726; 678860, 8045792; 669691, 8045816. 

WARD 5 

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Wetsanga and Gunguhwe rivers, then southwards along Gunguhwe river, then 

southwest along an unnamed tributary up to its source in Makura mountain, 

then westwards along the said mountain to the source of Taswa river, then 

south-westwards along Taswa river    to its confluence with Ume river, then 

generally westwards along Ume river    to its confluence with  Chikowa river, 

then north-eastwards along Chikowa river    to its source on the mountain 

range, then further north-eastwards  along the range of mountains to 

Wetsanga river, then eastwards along Wetsanga river  to its confluence with 

Gunguhwe river, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 688415, 8077031; 682344, 8066789; 
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680485, 8065385; 684120, 8065550; 672763, 8058942; 666609, 8059603; 

665040, 8062618; 6807333, 8077815. 

WARD 6  

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of the 

District Administrative boundary and Gunguhwe river, then southwards along 

Gunguhwe river, then westwards along Wetsanga river, then north-eastwards 

along a mountain range into a game fence then north-eastwards along the said 

game fence into Mwadze river   then eastwards along the said river    into the 

District Administrative boundary then further eastwards along the District 

Administrative boundary to its junction with Gunguhwe  river    the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator 

(UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 695744, 8102898; 688352, 8076977; 680712, 8076977; 680712, 

8077926; 680547, 8080198; 686494, 8092505; 688393, 8101602. 

 

WARD 7 

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Chota and Gunguhwe rivers, then follows Chota river    up to its source, then 

westwards along Kaonga river, then further westwards along Katamba river, 

then north-westwards along Ume river, then north-eastwards and northwards 

along a mountain range up to Makura mountains, then northwards along 

Gunguhwe river    to its confluence with Chota river    the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 

South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

691050, 8089190; 694193, 8056212; 680054, 8054116; 681747, 8056077; 

684968, 8056552; 684143, 8065574; 680446, 8065408.  

WARD 8 

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Ume 

and Katamba rivers, then eastwards along Katamba river    up to its junction 
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with a game fence, then south-eastwards along the said game fence to its 

intersection with a track road, then south-westwards along this track road to 

its junction with Masawi river, then westwards along the said river    to its 

confluence with Ume river, it then follows Ume river    northwards to its 

confluence with Katamba river    the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 681362, 8052837; 

694158, 8056157; 692991, 8041437; 684463, 804294. 

 

WARD 9 

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Denda and Ume rivers, then south-eastwards along Ume river    to the District 

Administrative boundary, then north-westwards along the District 

Administrative boundary to its intersection with a game fence, it follows the 

game fence north-eastwards up to its intersection with Ume river, it follows 

Ume river    south-eastwards up to its confluence with Denda river, the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator 

(UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 690703, 8033251; 705146, 8014145; 702772, 8009829; 678795, 

8035646; 685713, 8038371. 

 

WARD 10 

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Ume river    and Nemangwe- Kuwirirana gravel road, then north-eastwards and 

southwards along the said road to its junction with the District Administrative 

boundary then south-eastwards along the said boundary to its intersection 

with Ume river    then north-westwards along Ume river    to its junction with 

Nemangwe – Kuwirirana gravel road the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on 
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the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 694279, 8022736; 

711740, 8020087; 702789, 8009845. 

WARD 11 

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of the 

District Administrative boundary and the boundary separating Copper queen 

Small Scale Farming area and communal area then generally westwards then 

generally north-westwards along the District boundary to its junction with 

Denamwe hill then north-eastwards along the eastern side of Denamwe hill to 

the cattle fence then north-eastwards along the cattle fence to the peak of 

Chidomwe hills at the source of an unnamed tributary of Ungwe river    then 

north-eastwards along the said tributary to its junction with the boundary line 

separating Copper queen Small Scale Farming Area and communal area then 

south-westwards along the said line to its intersection with the district 

boundary the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 76096.06, 8016842.91; 78258.87, 

8018735.36; 87018.24, 8020627.82; 89667.67, 8009867.86; 84693.22, 

8008407.96; 76744.90, 8005271.89; 79232.13, 8009813.79; 77123.40, 

8014355.68; 75933.85, 8016842.91 

WARD 12 

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the peak of Chidomwe 

hills, then generally northwards along a game fence to the source of 

Bvumvudze river, then north-eastwards along Bvumvudze river    to the 

western boundary of Copper queen farming area, then southwards along the 

said boundary to an unknown tributary of Ungwe river, then west and south-

westwards along the tributary to the peak of Chidomwe hills the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 

35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

712140, 8020565 
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WARD 13 

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of 

Bvumvudze river    and a Nembudzia – Tsungai gravel road, then southwards 

along Bvumvudze river    up to its intersection with western boundary of 

Copper queen Commercial Farming area then further southwards along the 

said boundary into Bvumvudze river    again, it then follows this river    south-

westwards up to its intersection with a game fence in Nyamuroro mountains 

then follows this game fence northwards and north-westwards up to its 

junction with a track road to Nembudzia Mission, then north-eastwards along 

this track road to its junction with a Gokwe - Bumi Hills gravel road, then 

follows this road north-westwards to its junction with a track road at 

Musorowenzou Business Centre, it then follows the said track road north-

eastwards to its intersection with Bvumvudze river    then southwards along 

Bvumvudze river    to its intersection with a Nembudzia-Tsungai gravel road, 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 712236, 8050786; 714320, 8043342; 704769, 8035690; 

702260, 8043581; 706577, 8045219; 707683, 8050960. 

WARD 14  

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of 

Kamwa river    and a game fence then north-westwards along the game fence 

up to its intersection with Chota river    near its source, then north-eastwards 

along Chota river    up to its confluence with its tributary, then south-

eastwards along this tributary up to its source, then north-eastwards along 

another unnamed tributary  of Uwumbi river, up to its intersection with a track 

from Kadzidirire Business Centre, then southwards along the said track road 

up to its junction  with a Zumba – Nyamuswao gravel road, then westwards 

along the said gravel road up to Kakunitana river, then southwards along the 

said river    up to its source then south-westwards along a game fence then 

north-westwards along the said fence to its junction with Kamwa  river, the 
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starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 699006, 8048125; 694241, 8056164; 696921, 8060673; 

697942, 8059057; 701515, 8059057; 702792, 8060078; 705301, 8056079; 

707726, 8055994; 706790, 8044977; 702239, 8043701. 

WARD 15 

The ward boundary starts form the intersection of a game fence and 

Bvumvudze River, then south-westwards along Bvumvudze river    to its  

junction with a strip road then south-westwards crossing a road from 

Nembudzia Rest Camp, north-westwards along a track road to Kakunitana 

river, then northwards along the said river    to its junction with a gravel road 

from Nyamuswau to Zumba, then westwards and northwards to its intersection 

with Uwumbi river, then south-westwards along an unnamed tributary of 

Uwumbi river    into yet another tributary of Chota river, then north-westwards 

along Chota river    to its intersection with the game fence, then eastwards 

along the game fence into Bvumvudze river, the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 707353, 

8067222; 717094, 8052886; 707523, 8051142; 707735, 8056119; 705311, 

8056076; 702971, 8060075; 697866, 8055097; 696207, 8070922. 

WARD 16 

The ward boundary starts from the confluence of Bvumvudze river    and 

Nyambiri river, then southwards along Bvumvudze river    to its intersection 

with a game fence, then westwards along the game fence to its intersection with 

Chota river, then northwards along Chota river    to its confluence with Kahobo 

river, then generally eastwards along the said river    up to its source, then 

northwards into Nyambiri river, then north-eastwards along Nyambiri river    to 

its confluence with Bvumvudze river, the starting point. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based 
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on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 704755, 8083180; 

707178, 8067163; 696203, 8070971; 693990, 8083211; 700839, 8082445. 

WARD 17 

The ward boundary starts from the junction of Gunguhwe river    and the 

District Administrative boundary, then north-eastwards along the said 

boundary to Sanyati river, then south-eastwards along the said river    to its 

confluence with Bvumvudze river, then south-westwards along the Sanyati 

river    to its confluence with Nyambiri river    then further west into Kahoba 

river    and north-westwards along the said river    to Chota river, then 

northwards along Chota river    to its confluence with Gunguhwe river, then 

northwards along the said river    to the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 695653, 8102902; 

704756, 8106390; 710882, 8094564; 704756, 8083121; 700842, 8082483; 

701353, 8081292; 693951, 8083121; 691229; 8088864. 

 

WARD 18  

The ward boundary starts from the confluence of Sanyati and Honye rivers, 

then south-eastwards along Sanyati River    (the District Administrative 

Boundary) to an unsurveyed line, then south-westwards along the said line to 

Honye River, then northwards and north-eastwards along the said river    to its 

confluence with Sanyati River, the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  720453, 8089226; 741475, 

8081745; 716440, 8071130. 

WARD 19 

The ward boundary starts at the confluence of Sanyati and Honye rivers, then 

generally southwards along Honye river    to its intersection with an 

unsurveyed line, then further south-westwards along the said unsurveyed line 
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into Bvubvudze river, then generally northwards along the said river    to its 

confluence with Sanyati river, then south-eastwards along Sanyati river    up to 

its confluence with Honye river    the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 702412, 8089199; 

716474, 8071184; 704756, 8083193; 710858, 9094602. 

WARD 20  

The ward boundary starts from the intersection of Bvumvudze river    and a 

game fence, then north-eastwards along the unsurveyed line to its intersection 

with a track road from Copper Queen North Commercial Farming area, then 

westwards and crosses Hwadze River    to Bvumvudze River, then northwards 

along the said river    to its intersection with a game fence, the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 

35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

707338, 8067293; 722516, 8073617; 726311, 8063577; 719512, 8061838; 

716153, 8064289; 712714, 8060336. 

WARD 21  

This area of land is boundeded by a line from the intersection of an unsurveyed 

line and a gravel road from Gandavaroyi Business Centre, then southwards 

along a track road from Musadzi Business Centre and further southwards 

crossing Mangolohwa river    up to its source, then westwards into a track road 

from Copper queen to Msadzi, then north-westwards along the said road into 

Hwadze river    then eastwards into Hwadze river    and further eastwards 

along Hwadze tributary to its junction with Norah – Mavanga road then north-

eastwards and north-westwards along the said road to its junction with an 

unsurveyed line, then north-eastwards along the said line to its junction with a 

gravel road, the staring point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 728698, 8076256; 733901, 8069063; 732473, 
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8059883; 721860, 8059777; 719520, 8061840; 726263, 806305; 722682, 

8073662. 

WARD 22 

The ward boundary starts from the intersection of an unsurveyed line and 

Sanyati river, then south south-eastwards along Sanyati river    and south-

westwards up to its confluence with Umfuli and Munyati river   s, then further 

south-westwards along Munyati river    up to its junction with the boundary 

separating Small Scale Farming Area and resettlement area, then northwards 

and north-westwards along the said boundary, then generally northwards 

crossing Mangolohwa river    into a track road from Musadzi to Gandavaroyi 

then northwards to its junction with an unsurveyed line, then north-eastwards 

along the said line into Sanyati river, the starting point. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 741411, 8081810; 

744468, 8039669; 743637, 8050860; 732302, 8053836; 732665, 8056640; 

733791, 8069361; 728724, 8076344. 

 

WARD 23  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Bvumvudze river    and a track road from Nembudzia Rest Camp to Copper 

queen, then northwards along Bvumvudze river    up to its confluence with its 

tributary, then eastwards along the said tributary into a track road, then 

north-eastwards, south-eastwards along the said track road, then eastwards 

crossing Hwadze river    and further eastwards crossing Mangolohwe river, 

then southwards into a track road  from Nembudzia Rest Camp to Copper 

queen, then south-westwards along the said track road to its junction with 

Bvumvudcze river, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 757900, 8046224; 712650, 8060434; 
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716195, 8064346; 729979, 8059665; 732511, 8059866; 732545, 8056790; 

732311, 8053881; 722414, 8050036. 

 

WARD 24 

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of 

Bvumvudze river    and a gravel road from Nembudzia Rest Camp to Copper 

queen min, then north-eastwards along this road, then south-eastwards and 

southwards along the boundary separating resettlement areas and Copper 

queen Small Scale Farming Areas, then south-westwards along a cattle fence 

then north-westwards along the boundary separating communal areas from 

Copper queen Small Scale Farming Area up to its junction with a gravel road 

from Nembudzia Rest Camp to Copper queen mine , the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 

South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

717867, 8046158; 722504, 8049987; 732330, 8053900; 743646, 8050965; 

743943, 8046201; 729438, 8039565; 723185, 8036417; 720632, 8033779.  

WARD 25 

It is This area of land is boundeded by  a line drawn from the junction of a 

cattle fence and western boundary of Copper queen Small Scale Farming Area, 

then north-eastwards along the said fence to the north-eastern corner of Farm 

no. 161, then southwards along a strip road to Munyati river, then further 

southwards along the District Administrative boundary to the north-eastern 

boundary of Farm 91 then westwards along the said boundary to the south-

eastern corner of farm  93 then north-westwards along the southern 

boundaries of Farms 93, 94, 98 and 99 so as to include them, then south-

westwards, north-westwards along the southern boundary of the following 

farms, 115 to 118, so as to include them  but excluding Farm 16 to 19, the 

western boundary of Copper queen Farming Area, then northwards  along the 

said boundary the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 
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Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 719367,8036481; 723238, 8036481; 

729406, 8039586; 743955, 8046307; 744380, 8039847; 742338, 8028101; 

735107, 8027675; 733958, 8026314; 730172, 8030057; 728428, 8027888; 

725620, 8029930; 723068, 8028654; 721622, 8029589 

WARD 26 

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the north-western 

boundary of Farm 16, then eastwards along the northern boundaries of farms 

16 to 21, 64 to 69, 87 to 89 and 91 up to Munyati river, then south-westwards 

along the said river    to its confluence with Mudzongwe river, then westwards 

along Mudzongwe river    to its intersection with Copper queen Purchase Land’s 

western boundary, then northwards along the said boundary to Farm 16, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 721664, 8029469; 728385, 8027896; 730214, 8030150; 

733957, 8026322; 742423, 8028023. 

WARD 27 

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Mwadza and Wechanga rivers, then south-westwards and south-eastwards 

along Mwadza river    up to its source, then south-westwards along a mountain 

range, further south-westwards along Chikowa river, then north-westwards 

along Ume river, then generally northwards along a track road into District 

Administrative boundary  then north-eastwards along the District 

Administrative boundary into Wechanga river, then eastwards along Wechanga 

river    to its confluence with Mwadza river, the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 26487.99, 

8069346.79; 31354.30, 8077441.04; 33679.92, 8084253.88; 38399.71, 

8090634.16; 43898.58, 8091715.56; 38059.00, 8083064.33; 42709.04, 

8073980.33; 34706.65, 8064139.78; 27893.81, 8057651.36; 27569.39, 

8061652.55 
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WARD 28 

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Ume 

and Sasame rivers, then southwards along Sasame river    to the District 

boundary, the north-westwards and generally westwards alone the said district 

boundary into Burure river, then north-eastwards along Burure river    to its 

confluence with its tributary then north-westwards along the said tributary to 

its source then further north-westwards up to Gomera mountain, then north-

eastwards along Gomera mountain range then north-eastwards along Gomera 

mountain range into Ume river, then south-eastwards along Ume river    to its 

confluence with Sasame river, the starting point.. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 660695, 8065928; 657462, 

8045434; 654836, 8048218; 646317, 8045279; 654042, 8054053; 648122, 

8061023; 651817, 8062324; 654396, 8071659 

WARD 29 

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of 

District Administrative boundary and Sengwa river, then eastwards along the 

District Administrative boundary to its intersection with Ume river, then 

southwards along Ume river    to a range of mountains, then south-westwards 

along the said mountain range to Gomera mountains, then southwards, 

westwards along the eastern and southern end of Gomera mountain, then 

proceeds generally westwards along Mukuvaumwe mountain range to the 

District Administrative boundary, then north-eastwards along the said 

boundary to Sengwa river, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 632757, 8075529; 652909, 

8078762; 654337, 8071415; 651776, 8062137; 646108, 8061549; 646612, 

8060667; 628349, 8060290 
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WARD 30 

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Sengwa and Yobi rivers, then southwards along Sengwa river    to the District 

Administrative boundary, then westwards, northwards and north-eastwards 

along the said District Administrative boundary to its intersection with Yobi 

river, then eastwards along Yobi river    to its confluence with Sengwa river, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 625595, 8042205; 626897, 8030533; 615561, 8027259; 

621061, 8038216; 623916, 8041869 

WARD 31 

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Sabara river    and the District Administrative boundary, then generally south-

westwards along the said boundary, then northwards along Sengwa river    to 

its confluence with Yobi river, then north-eastwards along Sengwa river    to its 

confluence with Sabara river, then south-eastwards along Sabara river    to its 

intersection with the District Administrative boundary, the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 

South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

633695, 8037310; 632330, 8032020; 627020, 8030718; 625520, 8042214; 

631524, 8045531  

 

WARD 32 

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Mwadza river    and the District Administrative boundary, then north-

eastwards along Mwadza river    up to a game fence then south-westwards 

along the said game fence into a range of mountains then north-westwards 

along the said mountain range up to its intersection with Mwadza river, then 

north-eastwards along Mwadza river    to its intersection with the District 

Administrative boundary, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 
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following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 682067, 8096018; 688299, 

8101676; 689256, 8097295; 686491, 8092967; 684322, 8084369; 680578, 

8080201; 680748, 8077882; 675984, 8087858 

 

WARD 33 

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn on a map from the 

confluence of Ume and Katamba rivers, then southwards along Ume river    to 

its confluence with Masawi, then eastwards along Masawi river    to its junction 

with a track road from Kamwa school, then southwards along this track road 

to its junction with Ume river, then north-westwards along Ume river    to its 

junction with a game fence, then westwards along this fence to its intersection 

with the District Administrative boundary separating Gokwe North and Gokwe 

South, then north-westwards along the said boundary to its junction with 

Kahwa river, the northwards along the said river    to its confluence with Ume 

river, finally it follows Ume river    eastwards to its confluence with Katamba 

river, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 681535, 8052880; 684428, 8042841; 693531, 

8041778; 689873, 8034036; 684641, 8038417; 678728, 8035695; 678217, 

8041140; 678473, 8053774 

 

WARD 34 

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Ume 

and Denda rivers, then generally north-eastwards along Ume river, up to an 

unnamed tributary of Ume river, then eastwards along the said tributary to its 

intersection with a track road from Kamwa school, then north-eastwards along 

the said track road to its junction with a game fence, then south-eastwards, 

southwards, eastwards and south-eastwards along the said fence to its 

junction with Denda river, then westwards along Denda river    to its 
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confluence with Ume river    the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 690663, 8033358; 689897, 

8034209; 693598, 8041909; 699043, 8047651; 702616, 8035868; 706674, 

8035335; 707609, 8031038; 704334, 8032102. 

WARD 35 

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Ume 

and Denda river   s, then eastwards along Denda river, up to a game fence then 

generally south-eastwards along a game fence up to the peak of Chidomwe hill, 

then north-westwards and south-westwards along Kuwirirana-Nemangwe road 

up to Ume river    then generally north-westwards along Ume river    to its 

confluence with Denda river, the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 690770, 8033341; 704127, 

8032022; 707786, 8030916; 711869, 8020281; 701618, 8025216; 694301, 

8022834. 

WARD 36 

It is and area of land bounded by a line drawn from the junction of a Gokwe-

Bumi Hills road and a Nembudzia-Tsungai road, then southwards along a 

Gokwe-Bumi Hills road up to its intersection with Nyamuroro Mountains near 

Nembudzia Rest Camp, it follows this track road south-westwards to its 

junction with a game fence, then westwards, northwards along the said game 

fence to its junction with a track road west of Mhumha Business centre, then 

northwards along this track road to its intersection with Kakunitana river, then 

further northwards along the said river    to its intersection with a track road to 

Musorowenzou Business Centre, then south-eastwards along the said track 

road to its junction with a Gokwe-Bumi Hills road, finally it follows the Gokwe-

Bumi Hills road to its junction with a Nembudzia-Tsungai gravel road, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 
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(SA) coordinates: 712327, 8050756; 717389, 8052925; 718325, 8044248; 

707776, 8031061; 706670, 8035400; 705138, 8035740; 714326, 8043397. 

GOKWE SOUTH RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

WARD 1 

The block boundary starts from the junction of the western boundary road and 

Manoti road, westwards along Manoti road to the headwaters of Mansara river, 

then northwards along said river    to its confluence with Lutope river, then 

eastwards along the Lutope river    to the western boundary of the 

Mapfungautsi forest boundary, then southwards along forest boundary to the 

western boundary road, then westwards along the said road to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator 

(UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 654407.97, 7952913.56; 648182.75, 7953292.12; 643051.15, 

7963092.64; 665703.73, 7962377.58; 666965.60, 7952955.68  

WARD 2 

It is an This area is bounded by a line drawn from the Gokwe South District 

southern boundary at the D.A.’s camp, then northwards along an unnamed 

road to the western boundary road, it proceeds eastwards along the said road 

to the Mapfungautsi forestry fence, further eastwards along the forest fence to 

its junction with an unnamed road, south-eastwards along said road to the 

southern district boundary then westwards along the said boundary to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 649508.63, 7947277.21; 647994.38, 7953292.12; 64946.17, 

7952198.50; 082696.46, 7951231.07; 683832.14, 7946138.46. 
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WARD 3 

The boundary starts from the confluence of Malundu and Lutope rivers, then 

generally southwards along Lutope River    to a point where it meets an 

unnamed road, then westwards along said road to the district boundary, then 

northwards along said boundary, then eastwards to the confluence of Malundu 

and Lutope rivers, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 618606.2, 7987839.52; 614357.93, 

7972965.00; 605608.97, 7971114.26; 6060291.59, 7984811.04. 

 

WARD 4 

The ward boundary starts at the confluence of Manyoni and Gweshangwe 

rivers, then south-eastwards along Gweshangwe river    to an unnamed road to 

its junction with Sai road, then along said road eastwards into Kwavanyangu 

plateau and southwards along unnamed road to the headwaters of unnamed 

river, southwards into Sengwa river, then generally westwards along Sengwa 

river    to a point where it crosses an unnamed road and follows unnamed road 

westwards to the low dyke and then along an unnamed road westwards to 

Chirisa Game Park, then eastwards, northwards along game park fence into 

Manyoni river    then generally eastwards along Manyoni river    to its 

confluence with Gweshangwe river, the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 635181.35, 7998239.93; 

643759.80, 7989154.45; 652004.01, 7987471.96; 646746.22, 7978249.32; 

629442.32, 7981319.87; 620693.36, 7986702.84. 

 

WARD 5  

The ward boundary starts from the confluence of Kumbura and Sengwa river    

then generally eastwards along Sengwa river    to its intersection with an 

unnamed road then southwards, eastwards, southwards along the said road to 
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its junction with Gokwe-Mateta road, then south-westwards along Gokwe-

Mateta road, then southwards along an unnamed road into Lutope river, 

westwards along Lutope river    to a point where it meets an unnamed road, 

then generally northwards along the said road to Sengwa river    then 

eastwards along Sengwa river    to the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 650263.84, 7977691.51; 

667131.45, 7977628.84; 665690.12, 7962622.03; 646940.91, 7963390.33; 

646688.54, 7978070.07. 

 

WARD 6 

The ward boundary starts from the confluence of Manyoni and Gweshangwe 

rivers, westwards along Manyoni river    to the Chirisa Game fence boundary; 

then northwards, north-eastwards, northwards and eastwards along the Game 

fence boundary to Charama plateau, southwards along the edges of the plateau 

into the headwaters of Guya river    then south-eastwards to its confluence 

with Manyoni river    and Gweshangwe river, the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 635032.78, 

7998308.50; 642814.31, 80006678.90; 650595.83, 8003398.04; 653934.63, 

7998660.00; 651983.89, 7987598.15. 

 

WARD 7 

The ward boundary starts from the source of a tributary of an unnamed river    

on the foothills of Charama plateau, it follows the foothills of the plateau 

generally north-westwards to the source of Pohwe river    then northwards 

along the said river, north-eastwards to an unnamed road then eastwards, 

south-eastwards into an unnamed river    then crosses the said river    and 

follows an unnamed road to an open space then southwards to another 

unnamed road, southwards to its juncture with a tributary of Gwave river    

further southwards along Gwave river    to the foothill of Charama plateau, the 
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starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 652825.77, 8002452.62; 656824.14, 8014533.60; 

664055.98, 8026532.67; 668650.16, 8019641.41; 668139.70, 8009003.57; 

657887.87, 8001091.38. 

 

WARD 8 

The ward boundary starts from the confluence of Malundu and Lutope rivers, 

then westwards along the District boundary, then northwards, north-

eastwards, eastwards, north-eastwards and southwards to the confluence of 

Dopota and Sasame Rivers, then south-eastwards along Dopota river    to a 

game fence then eastwards along game fence to Pohwe river, southwards along 

Pohwe river    to the edges of Charama plateau, then north-westwards along an 

unnamed road, southwards and westwards to the confluence of Malundu and 

Lutope rivers, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

650887.23 8003337.09;652652.59 8003242.56;648121.028005953.79; 

649336.49 8004465.83;654318.33,8005842.69; 

654879.98;8007423.68;652828.65 8002561.95;638982.66 

8005100.37;640721.54 8006013.42;636601.66 8002149.93;637408.58  

8003868.68;646416.15 8006986;78;653870.58 8004130.68;642600.79  

8006690.84;644480.13 8007373.35;656079.42 8046794.68;654697.98 

8048049.71, 659456.58;8014801.15,657541.01; 8045429.76,649082.57; 

8046798.77;647483.12, 8045724.48;652919.56,8047139.67;655243.98, 

8011289.98;656296.75, 8011762.23;654336.53, 8008849.15;655257.01, 

8010412.81;657965.72;,8014584.32;651047.96, 8046702.84;656335.36; 

8013551.99,657121.89; 8014468.47,611944.98; 7995036.07,610819.97, 

7993397.94,612710.93; 7998915.01,612476.22; 7996948.11,615131.17;  

7990548.81,616784.7; 7989811.36,611441.34; 7991581.3;607883.82; 

8004624.54,608786.48; 8003349.59,606884.31; 8008329.7,607255.45;  
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8006451.83, 612567.35;8000900.31,613132.02; 7990606.94;610759.47  

8003677.17,612237.79;8002868.03,632794.617991787.98,633768.55;799351

4.02,629648.95; 7989391.98,631223.2; 7990622.03,635719.21; 

7998679.2,636415.33; 8000233.68,634500.82; 7995182.37,621337.02; 

7986945.75,623152.14; 7986856,617857.13; 7988252.34, 619581.54; 

7987306.4,628099.26; 7988128.5,634836.76; 7997147.32,624899.15;  

7985971.23,626605.18; 7986841.02,623834.8, 8029199.02, 621896.65; 

8029152.62,626887.86; 8031210.66,625507.84; 8029860.36 

662134.09; 8019018.86,662610.55; 8020711.76,661857.66;  

8016387.97,633444.57; 8036550.37,633053.12; 8034609.04,635981.6; 

8039078.75,634337.58; 8038273.95,628774.83; 8031680.01,661801.24; 

8017575.14,632493.2; 8032780.68,630582.72; 8032399.82,609846.68; 

8013396.12,608580.35; 8011871.74,611828.15; 8016438.01,610799.93; 

8015066.68,613030.2; 8017985.53,612586.58; 8016607.47,607495.76; 

8010213.57,616744.03; 8028390.82,615499.66; 8027006.43,620114.54; 

8029533.45,618180.97; 8029418.73,614335.17; 8021605.76,613474.46;  

8019883.17,614938.93; 8025175.15,614115.99; 8023568.2,664362.9; 

8033008.99,664254.79; 8034873.31,664088.66; 8030080.02,664451.37;  

8031396.07,660491.7; 8035931.24,660003.66; 8037390.81,662930.21;  

8034703.54,644407.86; 8042007.71,643338.33; 8040793.88,645636.44;  

8045163.45,644310.11; 8043963.42,637981.49; 8039058.11,661002.76; 

8034297.2,641727.38; 8040031.4,639770.07; 8039784.44,663284.31; 

8024559.66,663647.18; 8026214.08,662298.7; 8022601.94,662694.41; 

8023511.48,659837.16; 8015228.02,660714.33; 8015521.23,664053.81;  

8027894.97,659335.21; 8042042.45,657917.47; 8043291.09,659429.09; 

8038591.17,658802.36; 8040258.56;662376.67,8020943.76;664296.37 

8029397.35;657163.43, 8045106.27;657541.01, 8045429.76. 

 

WARD 9 

The ward boundary starts from the confluence of Sasame and Dopota rivers, 

north-eastwards along the District Administrative boundary, along the 
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Nyaruhwe hills then north-eastwards to Kasabaya Peak then southwards along 

the said boundary to its juncture with an unnamed road then generally south-

westwards along the said road to its juncture with Sasame river, westwards 

along Sasame river    to its confluence with Mazebe river    then south-

westwards along Mazebe river    into and unnamed road, further south-

westwards along the said road into Huchu-Kaguta road then north-eastwards 

into Pohwe river    and northwards along said river    to a game fence 

westwards along the game fence into Dopota river    then northwards along 

Dopota river    to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 659249.11, 8039894.56; 6646510, 

80428721.27; 678815.24, 8045849.98; 678602.54, 8035851.08; 685068.42, 

8022535.62; 680729.48, 8021131.84; 672897.44, 8031470.32; 667032.02, 

8022620.70. 

 

WARD 10 

The boundary starts at the confluence of Sasame and Gwave rivers then south-

eastwards along Gwave River    to its confluence with an unnamed tributary, 

then westwards along a tributary into an unnamed track road, then 

northwards along said track road into Huchu road, then northwards along 

Huchu road to an unnamed track road then north-westwards along track road 

so as to cross Gokwe-Binga road, then northwards into Sasame River, then 

southwards along Sasame river    to its confluence with Gwave River, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 672861.49, 8031555.40; 680712.20, 8020747.41; 

666376.66, 806452.83; 667099.82, 8022321.34. 

WARD 11 

The boundary starts at the confluence of Gwave and Sasame rivers then 

northwards along Sasame river    to its juncture with an unnamed road then 
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eastwards along the said road to its junction with the administrative boundary 

then south-eastwards along the said boundary to its junction with an 

unnamed road then south-westwards into Sasame river, north-westwards 

along Sasame river    to its confluence with Tare river    then generally south-

westwards along Tare river    to its source then westwards along the crest of 

the plateau to an unnamed road then north-eastwards along the said road to 

its junction with an unnamed tributary of Gwave river    then eastwards along 

the said tributary to its confluence with Gwave river    then generally north-

eastwards along Gwave river    to the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 680543.35, 8019720.73; 

680670.96, 8020784.19; 685180.06, 8022400.66; 691731.02, 8016232.55; 

687009.23, 801223.92; 685009.91, 8013510.08; 670939.45, 7993660.67; 

662431.71, 8002423.64. 

WARD 12 

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Svisvi and Sasame rivers, then south-westwards along Svisvi river    to the 

confluence of the said river    and Gwarusonde river    then westwards along 

Gwarusonde river    to its headwaters, then northwards to join Tare river    

then northwards along Tare river    to its confluence with Sasame river, south-

eastwards along Sasame river    to an unnamed road, then north-eastwards 

along the said road to the northern district administrative boundary then 

south-eastwards along the said boundary to the foothills of the Mapfungautsi 

plateau then generally south-westwards along the said foothills to Katengwe 

river    then north-westwards along the Katengwe river    to its confluence with 

Kanyeti river, then north-westwards along Kanyeti river    to its confluence with 

Sasame river, southwards along Sasame river    to its confluence with Svisvi 

river    the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 68990.94, 8003233.31; 682567.49, 
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7993768.41; 676010.11, 6993644.68; 691599.35, 8.16224.34; 7.2548.94, 

8009728.83; 696239.07, 7997789.44. 

 

WARD 13 

It is an This area is bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Chemumvuri and Sasame rivers, it then proceeds southwards upstream along 

Chemumvuri river    to its source and up to old Charama road, then westwards 

along the said road generally southwards past Dera Business Centre and 

proceeds past Charama Cross then north-westwards into Tare road, then along 

Tare road north-eastwards into Gwarisonde river    to its confluence with Svisvi 

river, north-eastwards along the said river    to its confluence with Sasame 

river, northwards along Sasame river    to its confluence with Kanyeti river    

then southwards along Kanyeti river    into Katengwe river    to its source then 

generally southwards along the foothills of Mapfungautsi plateau to Sasame 

river, then eastwards along Sasame river    to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 699831.45, 

7992356.99; 704833.72, 72823947.84; 691968.38, 7984141.39; 671620.17, 

7992450.24; 6671028.01, 793654.72; 678192.28, 8002345.10; 676030.8, 

7993569.94; 690855.01, 8006572.45; 696158.30, 7997634.01; 692173.44, 

7993500.78. 

WARD 14 

The boundary is marked by a line drawn from where Gokwe-Kwekwe road 

enters the Mapfungautsi forest, then northwards along said road, then 

eastwards into a tributary of Zhombe river, to cross Zhombe river    so as to 

exclude Chemahororo dam, to the headwaters of Gwanyika river, then north-

eastwards along the said river    to the edges of Gwanyika plateau; then 

eastwards, northwards, eastwards and southwards along the edges of 

Gwanyika plateau to a point where it meets Chikombera river   ; then 
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westwards to its junction with Chemagora Small Scale Farming area then 

northwards along the said boundary , then north-westwards, south-westwards 

to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 719917.73, 79616511.12; 74316.67, 

7972253.73; 734527.54, 7977510.06; 746482.11, 7959196.67; 740971.14, 

17955720.52; 735036.24, 7963605.45; 73011876, 7960214.08; 722233.83, 

7963520.67. 

WARD 15 

An area of land is bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Dungwe and 

Lutope rivers, then eastwards along Lutope river    alongside the   

Mapfungautsi forestry boundary, then northwards, eastwards to Gokwe-Nkayi 

road, then along the said road so as to cross the Sengwa river    to its junction 

with Gokwe South Town Council boundary then north-eastwards along the 

boundary to the new Gokwe-Kwekwe road, eastwards along Gokwe-Kwekwe 

road to cross the Gwanyika plateau, further northwards into the edges of the 

Gwanyika plateau then generally eastwards along the said edges to a tributary 

of Gwanyika river, then southwards to an unnamed road then south-eastwards 

along an unsurveyed road to a point where it meets the Chemagora Small Scale 

Farming area then southwards along the said boundary to join the eastern 

Mapfungautsi forest boundary, then westwards along the forestry boundary to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 676184.38, 7960549.00; 678007.25, 7960252.25; 

679964.27, 7964636.99; 700270.09, 7965823.97; 605071.80, 7982475.89; 

707191.40, 7983408.52; 714058.92, 7978067.11; 725273.11, 7983916.41; 

733441.74, 7978659.12; 721235.21, 7972469.88; 719899.56, 7960578.33; 

708678.31, 7944926.07; 704354.31, 7945180.42; 704990.19, 7952090.33; 

667199.22, 7953008.90; 665588.32, 7962419.95. 
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WARD 16 

The boundary starts from the confluence of Sasame and Chemumvuri rivers, 

then eastwards along Sasame river    into Bova dam and then proceeds north-

eastwards, then southwards to the source of Mudzongwe river    then 

northwards along said river    to the foothills of Marowabadza escarpment, then 

generally south-eastwards past Mungwe plateau to the delta of Senvekwa river    

and foothills of Mapfungautsi plateau, the boundary crosses the Mapfungautsi 

plateau westwards to Gokwe-Kwekwe road then to the eastern boundary of 

Gokwe South Rural Council, it then follows the council boundary northwards 

then westwards  to the confluence of Sasame and Chemumvuri rivers, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 699779.23, 7992431.97; 704133.66, 7990778.68; 

706126.09, 7997801.95; 712400.12, 7998494.04; 724905.79, 7993873.30; 

731095.04, 7988255; 722786.18, 7982893.75; 713968, 7978145.22; 

707694.60, 7983063; 709093,7884250;707779.38,7985479.66; 705363.03, 

7986030.76; 705278.25, 79856069.84; 702480.37, 7986624.25; 702522.76, 

7983360.60. 

 

WARD 17 

The boundary starts at Bova dam on the Sasame river, westwards along 

Sasame river    to the foothills of unnamed mountain range, north-eastwards 

along mountain range crossing Katengwe river, then crosses Kanyezi river    

further north-eastwards to the northern administrative district boundary, then 

along the administrative boundary north-eastwards to Chiburura hills, 

southwards crossing a tributary of Maviriri river, south-westwards further 

south-westwards to cross a tributary of Muteromuri river, then further 

southwards to Makaranga hills, north-eastwards then westwards to join 

Sambumbuli river    to its source, then along unnamed road to Sasame river, 

westwards along Sasame river    to Bova dam, the starting point. This area is 
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bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 704124.04, 

6990737.16; 692184.66, 7993520.96; 709877.22, 8016966.69; 717176.95, 

8007749.24; 713032.19, 8000140.20; 704495.22, 7994510.75. 

 

WARD 18 

The ward boundary starts from the junction of Charama and Sai roads then 

southwards along an unnamed road into a tributary of Sengwa River, then 

westwards along Sengwa River    to its confluence with unnamed river, then 

northwards along unnamed river    to an unnamed road, then along unnamed 

road past Kwavanyangau plateau to Sai road, then westwards along Sai road to 

Kubenengurira road then north-westwards along Kubenengurira road into 

Gweshangwe river    to its confluence with Manyoni and Guya Rivers then 

northwards along Guya River    to the edges of Charama plateau, then 

eastwards, northwards, then generally eastwards along the edges of the said 

plateau to a point where it meets Tare road, then southwards along Tare road 

to the junction of Charama road which is the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:671370.66, 

799262986; 673226.52, 7987928.34; 667102.18, 7977597.37; 647517.46, 

7978233.25; 652060.18, 7987444.89; 660346.46, 7986813.96; 662327.65, 

8002438.66; 670992.48, 7993773.83. 

 

WARD 19 

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the Gokwe South 

Town Council boundary and the Gokwe-Bulawayo road, then southwards along 

the said road to the Mapfungautsi forest boundary fence, then westwards along 

the said fence boundary to its junction with an unnamed road, then 

northwards along the said road into an unnamed stream, further northwards 

along the said stream to its junction with Charama road, then north-
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eastwards, south-eastwards along Charama road to the Gokwe South Town 

Council boundary then along the said boundary to the starting point. This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 704779.75, 

7982432.20; 700159.01, 7965814.50; 680022.76, 7964542.74; 681930.40, 

7977769.07; 685152.20, 7977853.86, 685957.65; 7981457.18, 691934.94; 

7984170.28. 

 

 

 

WARD 20 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Dungwe 

and Lutope rivers, westwards along Lutope river    then north-eastwards, 

northwards into Gokwe-Mateta road, then generally eastwards along Mateta 

road, then southwards along unnamed road into Mapfungautsi Forest 

boundary, then westwards, southwards into Lutope river    then westwards 

along Lutope river    to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 676257.41, 7960468.69; 665659.38, 

7962461.12; 670661.65, 7972126.52; 682531.44, 7972465.66. 

WARD 21 

The ward boundary is drawn from the confluence of Dangamusa and Lutope 

rivers, then westwards along Lutope River    to a cattle fence, then northwards 

along the cattle fence, further northwards along an unnamed road then 

generally eastwards into Sengwa River    then along Sengwa river    to its 

junction with an unnamed road, then generally southwards along the said road 

to its junction with Lutope river, then generally westwards along Lutope river    

to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 639606.84, 7962938.42; 630226.95, 
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6963485.23; 629511.89, 7981151.39; 636914.86, 7982875.94; 246463.00, 

7978080.84; 647093.93, 7962980.48. 

 

WARD 22  

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Malundu and Lutope Rivers, then eastwards along Chirisa game fence then 

south-eastwards to Rongwarongwa river then further south-eastwards to 

Marimasimbe river    then southwards along the said river    to an unnamed 

track road, then southwards along the track to Marimasimbe D.A.s camp so as 

to include it, then still southwards along the game fence to a cattle fence which 

proceeds westwards to its intersection with Lutope river    then northwards 

along Lutope river, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 614507.84, 7972847.45; 618714.07, 

7987737.30; 629355.83, 7981133.72; 630617.70, 6961953.31; 618100.18, 

7961848.80; 605860.06, 7970177.14; 605733.87, 7971018.38. 

 

WARD 23 

The block boundary starts from the confluence of Nyarupakwe and Munyati 

rivers, then southwards along Nyarupakwe river    to its source, further 

southwards into the edge of the Mapfungautsi plateau, then generally 

westwards along the meandering edges of the Mapfungautsi plateau to the 

source of Mudzongwe river, northwards, north-eastwards and eastwards along 

Mudzongwe river    to its confluence with Munyati river    to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 

35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

733459.289, 8007769.72; 713849.00, 7991561; 707848.38, 8003377.51; 

715271.83, 8009130.69; 725231.63, 8012966.14; 735191.42, 8014017.79. 
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WARD 24 

The boundary starts from the confluence of Musorowoparuka and Munyati 

rivers, then south-eastwards along Munyati River, southwards to its confluence 

with Ngondoma River    then along Ngondoma River    into Chevecheve River    

to the foothills of Mapfungautsi plateau then generally north-westwards along 

the foothills to Musorowaparuka River    then along Musorowaparuka River, to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 736943.85, 7998185.52; 755709.52, 7978670.72; 

738874.64, 7965913.69; 719566.71, 7990117.57. 

 

WARD 25 

 

The boundary starts from the confluence of Ngondoma and Chikombera rivers, 

then westwards along Chikombera river    to the foothills of Gwanyika plateau, 

then westwards, southwards, south-eastwards, westwards and north-

eastwards along the foothills to Chevecheve river    then north-eastwards along 

Chevecheve river    to its confluence with the Ngondoma river, southwards 

along Ngondoma river    to the confluence of Ngondoma and Chikombera river   

s, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 751584, 7974001; 7528098, 7952509; 

743479, 7949785; 730141, 7959759; 730157, 7963007; 735881, 7963489; 

740984, 7955560; 746466, 7959387; 744234, 7966534. 

 

WARD 26 

The boundary starts from the confluence of Kana and Paswana rivers, 

northwards to the Western boundary road, generally eastwards along the said 
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road to an unnamed road then southwards along the said road to the District 

Boundary, then generally westwards along the said boundary to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator 

(UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 621212.35, 7948304.69; 621002.04, 79054403.72; 648006.04, 

7953310.10; 649436.16, 7947000.76. 

 

 

WARD 27  

 

A line is drawn from the District Boundary and the confluence of Pasvana and 

Kana rivers, then westwards along Kana river    which is the district boundary, 

then generally northwards along the District boundary to its junction with a 

cattle fence then eastwards, generally south-eastwards to its junction with 

Mwambana River, then south-eastwards along the said river, then southwards 

to the western boundary road then westwards along the said road to its 

intersection with an unnamed road, then generally southwards to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator 

(UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 621285.83, 7948110.71; 605470.41, 7949204.33; 605722.78, 

7970256.45; 606942.59, 7970256.45; 617910.85, 7962012.24; 624019.88, 

7961465.43; 626922.18, 7954188.65. 

 

WARD 28 

The boundary starts from the confluence of Ngondoma and Chikombera rivers, 

then southwards along the District boundary, then westwards along the said 

boundary to the Chemagora Purchase Land Fence boundary, then north-

eastwards along the said boundary, north-westwards, north-eastwards, south-

eastwards, north-eastwards, eastwards then south-eastwards into Chikombera 

River    then generally south-eastwards along the said river, the starting point. 
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This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 

35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

670991.40, 7954356.90; 751928.32, 7952391.26; 745032.63, 67942116.68; 

724493.19, 7940973.81; 708564.15, 7944904.10; 722286.57, 963591.42; 

737595.01, 7955730.33; 743594.26, 7949868.99; 752007.00, 7952020.40. 

 

WARD 29 

The block boundary starts from the junction of the Manoti and western 

boundary roads, then westwards along the western boundary road to the 

headwaters of the Mwambane river    then along the said river    north-

westwards to a cattle fence, then north-eastwards, northwards along the cattle 

fence into Lutope river, then eastwards along Lutope river    to the confluence 

of Lutope and Mansarara rivers then south-eastwards along Mansarara river    

to its source, south-eastwards into Manoti road and western boundary road, 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 624004.53, 7961520.27; 630608.32, 7961982.90; 

630398.00, 6963497.15; 642890.51, 7962782.09; 647980.04, 7953318.07; 

626906.83, 7954243.44. 

 

WARD 30 

The boundary starts from the junction of Somagoqana river    and the district 

boundary, then westwards along said boundary to an unnamed road, then 

westwards along said road to its junction with western boundary road, then 

eastwards, north-eastwards and eastwards to its junction with Gokwe-Nkayi 

road, then south-westwards along the said road, then south-eastwards, north-

eastwards along Mapfungautsi forest boundary, then southwards into the 

headwaters of Somagoqana river, then southwards along said river    to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 
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Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 704350.30, 7945250.63; 683939.06, 7946009.15; 

682732.31, 7951150.92; 685145.80, 7953111.71; 705003.39, 7952146.32. 

 

WARD 31 
 

The boundary starts from the confluence of Manyoni and Guya rivers, then 

north-eastwards along Guya river    to the edges of Charama plateau, north-

westwards, eastwards along the meandering edges of Charama plateau to an 

unnamed road then generally southwards along the said road to its junction 

with Gokwe-Sai road, westwards along Gokwe-Sai road to a point where it 

meets Kubenengurira road then north-westwards along said road to the 

headwaters of Gweshangwe river, then further north-westwards along said 

river    to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 648358.08, 7994445.93; 654120.61, 

7798904.54; 648568.39, 8002648.08; 652606.37, 8003194.89; 662406.89, 

8002395.71; 660472.02, 7996086.36; 660387.90, 7986874.72; 632017.50, 

7987421.23. 

 

 

WARD 32 

The boundary starts at the junction of Charama and Sai roads, then eastwards 

along Charama road past Charama tsetse gate to a tributary of Sengwa river    

then southwards into Sengwa river, crosses Sengwa river    into another 

tributary, southwards into an unnamed road southwards to Mateta road, 

westwards along Gokwe-Mateta road to an unnamed road, northwards, 

westwards and northwards into Sengwa river    then northwards along a 

tributary of Sengwa river    to its source, further north-eastwards to Charama 

road, the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 
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1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 680804.29, 7982601.60; 685872.63, 

7981463.81; 685320.97, 7977843.57; 682045.52, 7977602.23; 682528.22, 

69772568.37; 670667.63, 7972085.95; 667403.26, 7977867.81; 67332614, 

7987826.57. 

 

WARD 33 

The block boundary starts at Munyati and Musorowaparuka river    confluence 

then south-eastwards along Musorowaparuka River    to its source at 

Marumemukuru mountain range, then along mountain foothill westwards, 

eastwards, northwards and westwards into Nyarupakwe.  It follows 

Nyarupakwe River    north-eastwards into Munyati River    then southwards 

along Munyati to its confluence with Musorowaparuka River, the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 

35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

736927.91, 7998028.82; 721833.56, 7988440.20; 714966.86, 7991966.34; 

733463.63, 8007864.89. 

 

GOKWE TOWN COUNCIL 

WARD 1  

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of 

Gokwe-Kwekwe road and Gokwe-Binga road, then north-westwards along the 

Gokwe-Binga road down to a water chain just before Chigayo-in, northwards 

along the water chain up to the urban boundary then eastwards along the said 

boundary into Sasame River    then crosses Sasame River    to an unnamed 

road, then southwards along the unnamed road to a gravel pit, further 

southwards into old Gokwe-Kwekwe road, then westwards along the said road 

into Sasame River, then southwards along Sasame River    into Gokwe-Kwekwe 

road, westwards along the said road to the junction of Gokwe-Kwekwe road 

and Gokwe-Binga road the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 
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Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 705408.62, 7986000.50; 705525.20, 

7985110.17; 707451.02, 798491.30; 706553.21, 7984018.67; 706765.17, 

7985184.45; 707273.88, 7985397.78.                                    

 

WARD 2  

 

The boundary starts from a point where Mateta road meets a 30 metre road at 

the corner of stand number 21 (P.G. Gokwe) so as to exclude it, generally 

south-westwards, southwards and then south-eastwards to the boundary of 

Gokwe South Town Council, westwards along said boundary so as to exclude 

the Prison Farm further westwards, north-eastwards to an unnamed 30 metre 

road,  northwards so as to include sports field and Njelele Secondary School, 

then north-eastwards up to an unnamed 30 metre road next to stand number 

306 so as to exclude it, generally eastwards to a point where it meets Mateta 

road which is the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 703765.30, 7985332.83; 703553.97, 

798390.09; 702472.97, 7983870.30; 704815.13, 7982471.36; 705228.46, 

7984760.53. 

 

WARD 3  

The ward boundary starts from the junction of Gokwe-Kwekwe road and 

Mateta road, then southwards along Mateta road, westwards along a 30metre 

road opposite Stand No. 21 (PG Gokwe), then westwards so as to include 

Mutamba Tavern and Cheziya residential area into another 30metre road, then 

southwards along the said road to the southern part of Gokwe Town boundary, 

then northwards along Chemumvuri river, northwards in a straight line to 

meet the northern western beacon, then generally eastwards to a water chain, 

then southwards along the water chain into Gokwe-Binga road, eastwards 
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along Gokwe-Binga road to its junction with Gokwe-Kwekwe road, the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator 

(UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 705770.85, 7984781.73; 703781.33, 7985332.83; 703575.17, 

7983912.69; 702441.18, 7983870.30; 702810.48, 7986635.55; 705128.19, 

7985840.70. 

 

WARD 4  

The boundary starts from a point where Mateta road meets Gokwe-Kwekwe 

road, eastwards along Gokwe-Kwekwe road to an unnamed 30 metre road, 

south-westwards to another unnamed 20 metre road next to stand number 

1774 so as to exclude it, south-eastwards to another unnamed 12 metre road, 

south-westwards and then generally southwards to a point between stand 

umber 2606 so as to include it and 2915 so as to exclude it; westwards to meet 

Mateta road, then northwards along said road and north-eastwards to a point 

where it meets the Gokwe-Kwekwe road which is the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 705427.90, 

7984938.87; 706074.38, 7984387.77; 705936.60, 7983741.29; 705873.07, 

7982681.49; 704823.81, 7982501.32; 704813.21, 7984175.81. 

 

WARD 5 

The boundary starts from the junction of Gokwe-Kwekwe road and a 30 metre 

road opposite Zinwa Water Tanks so as to exclude the tanks, eastwards along 

Gokwe-Kwekwe road to the Gokwe Town Council boundary, then south-

westwards and northwards to include Stand No. 2915, northwards past Stand 

No. 1774 so as to include it into a 20 metre road, then westwards into a 30 

metre road, then northwards into Gokwe-Kwekwe road, the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 
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South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

706074.38, 7984387.77; 707240.16, 7983402.15; 705862.41, 7982681.49; 

705947.20, 798371.29; 705773.24, 7983921.47 

 

WARD 6 

The boundary starts from the eastern beacon of Gokwe Town Council 

boundary, southwards along Mudzongwe River    into old Gokwe-Kwekwe road 

so as to cross it into the new Gokwe-Kwekwe road, then westwards along the 

said road to a point where it meets the source of Sasame River, then 

northwards along Sasame River    into Gokwe-Kwekwe road, then eastwards 

along said road and further northwards along an unnamed road past a gravel 

pit northwards into the northern Gokwe South Town Council boundary, the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:706795.04,7985182.62;707134.58,7985087.24; 

707261.35,7985595.95; 707664.08,7984970.66; 707664.08, 7984970.66; 

708470.72, 7984764.30; 709073.62,7984334,78; 709063.02,7983900.26; 

707706.47,7983094.81; 706551.29,7983995.64 

 

GWERU MUNICIPALITY 

WARD 1 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of property 

boundaries of 61 and 3 of Umsungwe Block south-westwards to the northern 

boundary of the remainder of Thornhill Property then north-westwards to the 

northern most corner of Boogies Plot then south-westwards along the eastern 

boundary of property K of Christmas Gift straight to join the eastern 

boundaries of properties 13, 11, 1, M, 1h, E and D of Christmas Gift to a hill 

east of River   side Suburb then north-westwards along the southern boundary 
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of property D of Christmas Gift to join Dodger Gray Road and Boundary Road 

still north-westwards to its junction with Harare Road then south westwards 

along Harare Road to its junction with  ZESA powerline then north-westwards 

along the ZESA power line to its junction with Harare/Bulawayo Railway line 

then north-westwards along the railway line to its junction with Gweru River    

then north-westwards along Gweru River    to the western boundary of property 

24A of New Christmas Gift then north-eastwards along the boundary of the 

same property so as to include it: then slightly north eastwards along the 

western boundaries of New Xmas and Brackenhurst Township 4 to the 

northern most corner of property 77 of Brackenhurst straight to Harare Road 

and off Harare Road then south-eastwards along Harare Road straight along 

the northern boundary of property 52 of New Xmas Gift which houses Regina 

Mundi and Bethlehem so as to exclude them to the northern boundary of 

property 72 of Ridgemont Township then north-eastwards along the said 

property boundary proceeding to include properties 47 and 66 of Ridgemont 

then south-eastwards along Umsungwe Avenue to the northern boundaries of 

property 60 of Ridgemont then north eastwards and south-eastwards along the 

property boundary of property 60 of Ridgemont proceeding straight along the 

north-eastern boundaries of properties, 61, 62, 63 and 64 of Ridgemont so as 

to include them, then north-eastwards along the north-western boundaries of 

properties 69, 182, 183, 184, 186, 187, 189, 191, 192, 193, 194, 195, 196 and 

197 of Ridgemont to the eastern boundary of Ridgemont Township generally 

southwards along the eastern boundary of Ridgemont Township so as to 

include properties 197, 219, 220, 250 and 251 of Ridgemont Township and 3 

and 2 of Umsungwe Block to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 162467.86, 7850087.77; 

163143.74, 7853521.23; 164819.91, 7854872.98; 1707.13, 7851980.23; 

171605.72, 7849925.56; 168758.89, 784692.67; 165928.35, 7846600.25; 

162494.89, 7850069.00 
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WARD 2 

 

Is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Harare road and Gweru/Mvuma railway line then northwards along Harare 

road to its junction with Boundary road  , then south-eastwards along 

Boundary Road to Dodger Gray Road to a hill east of River   side Suburb on the 

eastern boundary of Christmas Gift, then north-eastwards along the eastern 

boundary of Christmas Gift to the northernmost corner of Thornhill so as to 

include it; then eastwards along old Umsungwe road  to the western boundary 

of Plots 4A, , then north-eastwards along the said property boundary to join the 

western boundaries of Plots 4HA, 4H, 4J and J of Harben Park Township 2 to 

its junction with the southern boundary of Plot 61 of Umsungwe Block then 

south-eastwards along the southern boundary of Plot 61 of Umsungwe Block 

so as to exclude it; to its junction with the western boundary of Plot 60D of 

Umsungwe Block then north-eastwards along the western boundaries of Plots 

60D, 60G and 60I of Umsungwe Block as to include them to the northern 

boundary of Plot 60I of Umsungwe Block then south-eastwards along the 

northern boundary of Plot 60I of Umsungwe Block to join the northern 

boundaries of Plots 60I, 60N and 60E of Umsungwe Block then north-

eastwards along the western boundary of property 9,10,12 and 13 of Bickford 

then eastwards along the northern boundary of properties 13,14,15,16, and 17 

of Bickford then further eastwards along the northern boundary of Greenvale 

Plots, 18, 18A, 11, 11A,  its junction with Mvuma Road, across Mvuma Road 

into an unnamed road south-westwards to the southern boundary of Plot 5 of 

Bickford Plots, then south-westwards along the said property boundary to its 

junction with the eastern boundary of Gweru Small Holding 19 of Umsungwe 

Block then south-eastwards along the eastern boundary of Gweru Small 

Holding 19 of Umsungwe Block to its intersection with the Gweru-Mvuma 

Railway line, then south-westwards along the said Railway line to its 

intersection with the north-eastern boundary of Harben Park Township 4 

junction with the northern boundary of Wilderbeeste Block at an unnamed 
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road then south-westwards along the unnamed road so as to exclude the 

Wilderbeeste Block, to its junction with Harmony Road, then north-westwards 

along Harmony road to its junction with the northern boundary of Gweru Small 

Holding 27, then generally south-westwards along the northern boundary of 

Gweru Small Holding 25, then south-westwards along the western boundary of 

Gweru Small Holding 25 so as to exclude it; to its junction with Maxwell Road 

at the eastern boundary of Lingfield Township then southwards along the 

western boundary of Lingfield Township to the junction with the northern 

boundary of Lingfield Farm, then north-westwards and westwards along the 

Lingfield Farm boundary so as to exclude it to its junction with the Gweru – 

Shurugwi Railway line then generally north-westwards along the said railway 

line to its junction with the Gweru – Mvuma Railway line then south-westwards 

along the Gweru – Shurugwi/Mvuma Railway line along the Gweru/Mvuma 

railway line then further along the railway line to the starting point. This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:795939,7847239;796763,7849206;798688,7847517.10;799610,78

50865;801361,7849723;702710,7851308;7847662;801414,7843753;798064,7

845510;806529,7849937;804562,7845062;806621,7847209;805664,7846581;

802534. 

 

WARD 3 

Is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Shurugwi road to ZESA power line then northwards along the ZESA power line 

to its junction with the Gweru-Shurugwi Railway line then south-westwards 

along the said railway line where it follows the Gweru Small Holding 6 of 

Daylesford then south-westwards along an unnamed road along side the 

eastern boundaries of Plots 17 and 16 of Gweru Small Holding 6 of Daylesford 

so as to include them to its junction with the north-eastern boundary of Plot 17 

of Laverton Estate then south-eastwards along the north-eastern boundaries of 
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Plots 17, 16, 15, 14, 13, 12,11 and 10 of Laverton Estate North so as to include 

them to its junction with the eastern boundary of Plot 10 of Laverton Estate, 

then south-westwards along the said property boundary to the boundary of 

Plot 9 still south-westwards to its junction with Shurugwi Road, then across 

Shurugwi road to follow the eastern boundary of Plot 6 of Randolph Plots to its 

junction with the north-eastern boundary of the Remainder of Randolph, then 

north-westwards along the north-eastern boundary of the Remainder of 

Randolph so as to exclude it, to its junction with the south-eastern boundary of 

Plot 9 of Randolph plots then  south-westwards along the southern boundary 

of Plot 9 of Randolph Plots to its junction with its western boundary then 

northwards, north-westwards and north-eastwards along the boundary of Plot 

9 of Randolph Plots to its junction with Shurugwi Road, then north-westwards 

along Shurugwi Road for a short distance to its junction with the eastern 

boundary of Plot 7 of Churchill Estates, then south-westwards along the 

eastern boundaries of Plots 7 and 8 Churchill Estate, then north-westwards 

along the southern boundaries of Plots 8, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18 of 

Churchill Estates so as to include them; to its junction with the south-eastern 

boundary of Plot E of Newport to its junction with the south-eastern boundary 

of Plot E of Nieuport then south-westwards and north-westwards along the 

boundary of Plot E of Nieuport proceeding, in the same direction along the 

south-western boundaries of the following properties so as to include them, 

plots 5/6, 100, 101, 99 of  Mearnsville, properties 18, 19, 20 and 21 of 

Daylesford Township, Mimosa Pattersonia and Blight to its junction with New 

Senga Road, then north-eastwards along Senga Road, to its junction with an 

unnamed road on the foothills of Gweru Kopje, then south-westwards and 

generally westwards along the unnamed road on the foothills of Gweru Kopje to 

its junction with Z.M.A. Road then north-westwards along Z.M..A road to its 

junction with Harare Road, then south-westwards along Harare Road then 

north-eastwards to its junction with Kopje road then eastwards along Kopje 

road to its junction with Churchill then northwards along Churchill Avenue to 

its junction with Shurugwi road then south-eastwards along Shurugwi road to 
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the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

798130.46,7845449,20;801435.48,7843709.24;801559.04,7842257.57;80021

0.26,7842072.17;799170.36,7842195.72;797389.15,7843379.76 

 

WARD 4 

The boundary is demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of ZMA road, 

and Bulawayo Road south-eastwards along ZMA Road and Bulawayo Road to a 

point near ZMA gate then eastwards along an unnamed gravel road on the 

foothills of Gweru Kopje, then north-eastwards along the same road to Senga 

Road then south-westwards along Senga Road then south-westwards along an 

unnamed gravel road up to the Municipal Boundary proceeding along the 

municipal Boundary so as to exclude the Old Dog Range to the northern 

boundary of Watershed Block, then north-westwards along the northern 

boundaries of the following properties 10, 9, 7, 6, 2 and 1 of Watershed so as to 

exclude them to the Bulawayo/Gweru Road then south-westwards along the 

eastern boundary of Clydesdale Farm so as to include it continues along the 

eastern boundary of Mimosa Creek Farm then north-westwards along the same 

boundary so as to include it, this also serves as the Municipal Boundary, then 

north-eastwards along the northern boundary of Mimosa Creek to the western 

boundary of Clydesdale then turns north-westwards along the boundary of 

Clydesdale the Antlope Park Road, then follows Antelope Park Road, then 

north-eastwards to the Mkoba Township Boundary then south-eastwards along 

the Mkoba Township Boundary so as to include Ministry of Transport 

Compound to Clydesdale unnamed Road, then north-eastwards along the 

unnamed road which is also the Mkoba Township Boundary, past gravel pits to 

Bristol Road, then along Bristol Road to its junction with Oxford Road then 

south-eastwards along Oxford Road to cross the Harare/Bulawayo Railway line 

to Harare/Bulawayo Road, then north-eastwards along Harare Road to its 

junction with ZMA  Road the starting point. This area is bounded by the 
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following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

788229.77,7844621.66;791853.97,7844255.73;7915656.68,7845388.30;7962

60.66,7845470.66;796466.56,7846191.30;798031.57,7945058.82;786734.28,

7841764.10;796466.58,7874052.39;795498.75,7840437.46;792492.32,78408

88.05;792265.81,7841743.51;781830.62,7837295.49 

 

WARD 5 

The boundary is defined by a line drawn from the southern boundary of 

Mambo Press, then south-eastwards following the southern boundaries of 

Mambo Press, Blighty, Pattersonia, Mimosa, Properties 21, 20, 19 and 18 of 

Daylesford, 101, 100 and 99, 5 and 6 of Mearnsville and Property E of Nieuport 

then north-eastwards to the southern boundary of property 18 of Churchill 

Estate proceeds following the southern boundaries of the following properties of 

Churchill Estates so as to exclude them 18, 17, 16, 15, 13, and 8 of Churchill 

Estate, north-eastwards to the property boundaries of 8 and 7 Churchill Estate 

to Shurugwi Road then along Shurugwi Road for a short distance, south-

eastwards to the western boundary of property 9 of Randolph Plots, circles it 

south-westwards then south-eastwards to proceed along the boundaries of 

properties 6 to  1 of Randolph to the Municipal Boundary at the western 

boundary of Gweru Small Holding 11, Bonnyvale, following the said boundary 

south-westwards demarcating Randolph and Gweru Small Holding 11 to the 

northern boundary of property 10 of Watershed Block, follows the northern 

boundary of Watershed Block south-westwards so as to exclude it, to the 

eastern boundary of Old Dog Range which follows the northern boundary of 

Watershed Block south-westwards so as to exclude it, to the eastern boundary 

of Old Dog Range which houses Gweru Teachers’ College now Midlands State 

University and Fletcher High School, then north-westwards along the said 

property to the eastern boundary of Old Dog Ranch follows the property 

boundary of Old Dog Range generally south-westwards, north-westwards to an 

unnamed road that borders An area of land demarcated by a line drawn from 
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the northern most part of Torva Block and the district boundary north-

eastwards along the district boundary into Vungu river, then south-eastwards 

along Vungu river    to the south-western corner of farm number 20 Vungu 

Small Scale Farms the Gweru Rifle Range then north-eastwards along the said 

road to join Senga Road, still north-eastwards to the southern boundary of 

Mambo Press so as to include Gweru Small Holding 4 to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 

35 South(s),based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

797422.45, 7043354.35; 799172.77, 7842160.01; 801087.83, 7841789.35; 

800717.17, 7840883.30; 799378.69, 7840862.71; 798863.89, 7841851.13; 

798204.94, 7840862.71; 797422.45, 7840924.49; 796742.91,7841748.17; 

 

WARD 6 

It is This area of land is boundeded  by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Link and Matobo roads then north-westwards along Matopo road to the 

western boundary of property 18 of Montrose Estate then north-eastwards then 

south-eastwards along the boundary of property 18 Montrose Estate, so as to 

include it, to Gweru River    then along Gweru River    generally south-

eastwards to the Harare-Bulawayo railway line, further south-eastwards along 

the said railway line to its junction with Link road then along Link Road to its 

junction with Matobo Road to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:792617.54, 7850881.37; 

794069.28, 7849470.82; 794759.11, 7847864.64; 794213.42, 7847669.02; 

792452.80, 7850850.49 

 

WARD 7 

Is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of Matobo 

road and Hamutyinei road south-westwards then north-westwards along 

Hamutyinei road to a bus stop on Hamutyinei road slightly south-westwards, 

along the boundary of Shamrock Park Suburb so as to include it to yet another 
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bus stop on Hamutyinei road then north-westwards along Hamutyinei road to 

its junction with Lower Gweru road then along Lower Gweru Road to the 

western boundary of property 31A of Montrose Location then south-westwards 

and south-eastwards along the boundary of property 31A of Montrose Location 

to its junction with Hamutyinei road, then along Hamutyinei road south-

westwards at the south-western boundary of Gweru Small Holding 31, Clifton 

Estate, then north-eastwards along the boundary of Gweru Small Holding 31 

so as to include it, to its junction with Lower Gweru road then south-eastwards 

along the said road to the north-western corner of property 1 of Montrose 

Location then along the boundaries of properties 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 

and 12 of Montrose Location south-eastwards so as to include them, to the 

major powerlines that supply Heavy Industry then north-eastwards to a point 

where the powerlines cross Matobo road, then south-eastwards along Matobo 

road to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

793791.29,7848461.81;7940213.42,7847638.13;79440.12,7847246.88;79321

4.79,7847174.81;792844.05,7847864.64 

 

WARD 8 

It is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn south-westwards from a point 

of a major Z.E.S.A. Powerline and Matobo road to the eastern corner of 

property 12 of Montrose Location, then north-westwards along the north-

eastern boundaries of properties 12, 11, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1 of 

Montrose Location so as to exclude them, into Lower Gweru Road to the 

southern boundary of Gweru Small Holding 33 then north-eastwards and 

north-westwards along the boundary of Gweru Small Holding 33 so as to 

include it; then along the south-western boundary of property K of Gweru 

Small Holding 34 of Montrose Estate to its north-western boundary, then 

north-eastwards along the boundaries of the following properties so as to 

include them; Gweru Small Holding 34 and 35 of Montrose Estate, to an 
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unnamed road along side the north-eastern boundary of property 16 of Gweru 

Small Holding 35 of Montrose, then south-eastwards along the unnamed road 

to its junction with Matobo road, then along Matobo road south-eastwards to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

792040.96,7850984.33;792452.85,7850850.49;7893780.99,7848441.22;7928

44.05,7847874.94;791845.24,7848873.92,7849273.12;791320.24,7849975.32 

 

WARD 9 

Is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of 

Chilimanzi road and Mungwena road then north-eastwards along Chilimanzi 

road to the eastern boundary of Mkoba Teachers College then north-westwards 

along the said property boundary along side an unnamed road so as to exclude 

Mkoba Teachers’ College to a point just after the Mkoba Teachers’ College 

eastern gate then north-eastwards to a point north-westwards, south-

westwards and westwards along Mkoba Z.R.P. Camp eastern fence then south-

eastwards from the said point the Z.R.P. eastern fence to Mkoba road then 

westwards, south-westwards and westwards along Mkoba road to its junction 

with Mungwena road then north-westwards along Mungwena road to its 

junction with Chilimanzi road the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the 

modified  

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

790918,7846052;791104,7845713;791382,7845815;791598,7845352;790012,

7845084;789765,7845486. 

 

WARD 10 

Is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of Mkoba 

road and Mkoba 11 eastern boundary south-eastwards along the Mkoba 11 

eastern boundary so as to include Mkoba 11 Township proceeding straight to 
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an unnamed road near Cumming Creek then south-westwards along the said 

road to the Municipal Boundary to its junction with yet another road then 

north-westwards along the Municipal Boundary following the north-eastern 

property boundary of Clydesdale to its junction with Antelope Park road and 

Mkoba road then north-eastwards along Mkoba road to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 

South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

791598,78453162;791855,7844199;789631,7844323;789364,784471;790023,

7845074; 

 

WARD 11 

An area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of Mkoba road 

and Mungwena road, south-westwards along Mkoba road alongside Rusike 

road to their junction with Dewa road across an open space then north-

westwards along Dewa road to its junction with Gakava street then north-

eastwards along Gakava street to join Chekausiye street to its junction with 

Chilimanzi road then generally south-eastwards along Chilimanzi road to its 

junction with the western boundaries of stand 1360 and 1361 of Mkoba 3 then 

south-eastwards along the said property boundaries so as to exclude them, 

into Mungwena road, then along Mungwena road to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 

South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

788921,784575;789034,7845558;789765,7845466;790033,7845095;788272,7

844426;788231,7844497;788231,7844487;788787,7844827;788344,7845476; 

 

WARD 12 

Is an area of land demarcated by a line  drawn from the junction of Hamutyinei 

road and Chilimanzi road then north-westwards along Hamutyinei road  to a 

point just after its junction with Munhuruka road then along a straight line 

drawn from Hamutyinei road south-eastwards to its junction with the north-

western boundary of Mkoba 1 Township at a point north-eastwards opposite 
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Mkoba Teachers College Eastern Gate then south-westwards straight to the 

eastern boundary of Mkoba Teachers College at an unnamed road then south-

eastwards along the unnamed road to its junction with Chilimanzi road then 

generally south-westwards along Chilimanzi road to its junction with 

Hamutyinei road to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 788921, 7845743; 790630, 7846649; 

790929, 7846053; 789765, 7845486; 789034, 7845558; 

 

WARD 13 

Is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of 

Hamutyinei road and north-westwards along Chilimanzi road to its junction 

with Chidanana road then eastwards along Chidanana road to its junction with 

Swazi road then south-eastwards along Swazi road to its junction with 

Hamutyinei road then south-westwards along Hamutyinei road to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator 

(UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 788643, 784794; 789611, 7846938; 789940, 7846330; 788911, 

7845754. 

 

WARD 14 
 

An area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of Chekausiye 

street and Chilimanzi road south-westwards along Chekausiye street to its 

junction with Gakava street, where a line is drawn further south-westwards to 

its point with south eastern most point of the Raylands farm then south-

westwards again and north-eastwards along the southern and north-western 

boundary of the Raylands farm so as to include it, to its point with the south-

western boundary of Mkoba Township then south-eastwards along the said 

boundary to its point with Nyamupingidza road, then north-eastwards along 

the said to its junction with Chilimanzi road and south-eastwards along the 
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said road to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 787768, 7846392; 788623, 7846711; 788921, 

7845743; 788334, 7845465. 

 

WARD 15 

 

Is an area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of Hamutyinei 

road and Swazi road north-westwards along Swazi road to its junction with 

Chidanana road then westwards along Chidanana road to its junction with 

Chilimanzi road then northwards along Chilimanzi road to its junction with 

Takazvida road then north-eastwards along Takazvida road to its junction with 

Mora Mutambara road then south-eastwards along Mutambara road to its 

junction with the western boundary of the remainder of Gweru Small Holding 

39 then northeast along the western boundary of Gweru Small Holding 39 

dividing it with Raylands Estate then south-eastwards along the north eastern 

so as to include it, to its junction with Hamutyinei road then south-westwards 

along Hamutyinei road to its junction with Swazi road to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 

35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

789734;7848623;790382,7848242;791546,7849045;793059,7847624;792565,

7847748;792194,7847532;792338,7847305;789950,7846327;789610,784693

5;788622,7846801; 

 

WARD 16 

 

Is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of 

Chilimanzi road and Ngara road then westwards and north-westwards along 

Ngara road to its junction with the western boundary of Mkoba Township then 

north-eastwards along the western boundary of Mkoba Township to join the 
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western boundary of Raylands Estate in the same direction then north-

eastwards along the western boundary of Raylands Estate to its junction with 

Lower Gweru Road, then south-eastwards along Lower Gweru Road to its 

junction with the south-eastern boundary of Raylands Estate then south-

westwards along the south-eastern boundary of Raylands Estate to its junction 

with Mora Mutambara road then north-westwards along Mora Mutambara road 

to its junction with Takazvida road then south-westwards along Takazvida road 

to its junction with Chilimanzi road then southwards along Chilimanzi road to 

its junction with Ngara road the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

788870,7849955;789528,784938;789230,7848926;785734,7848617;789312,7

848586;788695,7847958;788674,7847669;787974,7847700;787552,7848153; 

 

 

WARD 18 

Is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of 

Chilimanzi road and Nyamupingidza southwards along Nyamupingidza street 

to its junction with the south-western boundary of Mkoba Township at the 

south-western boundary of stand number 5556 of Mkoba Township 19 then 

north-westwards along the south-western boundaries of stand 5599, 5613 to 

5623, 5655 to 5663, 5678, 5692, 5717, 5718 to 5767 and 5811 so as to 

include them; to its junction with the north-western boundary of stand 5811 

then north-eastwards along the north-western boundaries of 5811, 5829, 

5830, 5849 and 5850 to its junction with Ngara road, then south-eastwards 

and eastwards along Ngara road to its junction with Chilimanzi road, then 

southwards along Chilimanzi road to its junction with Nyamupingidza street to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 
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790699.98,7946696.44;792316.46,7847314.21;792203.20,7847530.42;79305

7.78,7847623.09;793201.92,7847180.36;794077.08,7847262.73;794736.02,7

847859.89;794663.95,7848168.77;796033.32,7847551.01;7950171.54,78472

73.02;797392.39,7846758.22;798102.82,7845471.22;797999.86,7845790.27;

796496.64,7846264.01;796239.24,7845450.60; 

 

WARD 19 

The boundary is demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of  Oxford Road 

and Bristol road  then south-westwards along Bristol Road to its junction with 

Halifax Road, then south-westwards along an unnamed road along-side the 

north-western boundary of Bata Estate so as to exclude it; then south-

eastwards to the junction of the eastern and southern boundaries of Mkoba 

Township, then northwards along the eastern boundary of Mkoba Township 

crossing Mkoba Road, to its junction with the eastern fence of Z.R.P. Mkoba 

Camp to its northern corner, to Hamutyinei Road, then north-eastwards along 

Hamutyinei Road to its junction with the southern-most corner of the 

boundary of Property A of Gweru Small Holding 31, then north-westwards and 

north-eastwards along the boundary of Gweru Small Holding 31A, so as to 

include it, to its junction with Lower Gweru Road, then south-eastwards along 

Lower Gweru Road to its junction with Hamutyinei Road, then south-eastwards 

along Hamutyinei Road, to a bus stop on Hamutyinei Road, then south-

westwards, south-eastwards and north-westwards along the boundary of 

Shamrock Park so as to exclude it to another bus stop on Hamutyinei Road, 

then south-eastwards  along Hamutyinei Road to its junction with Link Road, 

then north-eastwards along Link Road to its junction with the Harare Railway 

line, north-westwards along the said Railway line to a point where feeder 

Z.E.S.A. Powerline crosses it, then south-eastwards  along the Z.E.S.A. 

Powerline into Harare Road then southwards along Harare Road to the junction 

with Gweru/Mvuma railway line then eastwards along the said railway line to 

its junction with Gweru/Mvuma/Shurugwi railway lines then generally south-

eastwards along Gweru/Shurugwi railway line to its junction with ZESA 
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powerline then southwards along ZESA power line to its junction with 

Shurugwi road then north-westwards along Shurugwi road to its junction with 

Churchill avenue then southwards along Churchill avenue  to its junction with 

Kopje road then westwards along Kopje road to its junction with Gweru / 

Bulawayo road  then south-westwards along the said road to a point opposite 

the northern boundary of Bata estate then crosses the Bulawayo railway line  

north-westwards to Oxford road in the same direction to its junction with 

Bristol road which is the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

7914000.63,7844874.05;793253.40,784547.20;791585.44,7845357.00;79400.

11,7845831.58,79181091.23,7845718.32 

 

KWEKWE MUNICIPALITY 

 

WARD 1  

A line is drawn from the junction of Mbizo road and Harare to Bulawayo 

railway line, northwards along the said railway line to its junction with an 

unnamed stream, south-eastwards along the said stream to its junction with 

Railway avenue, then southwards along the said avenue to a point then north-

westwards to the Harare-Bulawayo railway line so as to exclude railway station 

then northwards along the said railway line to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Centroids, Wards UTM 35 Clarke Mod: coordinates 

798224.6, 79075113.87; 798244.78, 7909302.34; 799281.29, 7907575.84; 

799159.35, 7906639.95; 799098.37, 7905969.28; 798813.84, 7905989.60.  

 

WARD 2 

A line is drawn from the junction of Railway avenue and Kasanzu way then 

eastwards along Kasanzu way to its junction with Maunganidze road 
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southwards along the said road to its junction with an unnamed road 

eastwards along unnamed road to its junction with an unnamed stream 

southwards along the said stream to the municipal boundary then north-

westwards along aerodrome cutline to its junction with Railway avenue then 

northwards along the said avenue to the starting point. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:799159,35-

7906639,95; 800033,26-7906538,34 ; 799951,96-7905745,72 ; 800378,76-

7905623,77; 800907,17-7904140,15 ; 799098,37-7905948,95.  

 

WARD 3 

A line is drawn from the junction of Maunganidze and Mbizo road then 

generally southwards along Maunganidze road to its junction with Kasanzu 

way then westwards along the said way to its junction with railway avenue 

then northwards along railway avenue to its junction with an unnamed stream 

then northwards along the said stream into Mbizo road then north-eastwards 

along Mbizo road to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

800033.26, 7907890.45; 800033.26, 7906538.34; 799179.67, 790666.28; 

799301.61, 7907554.51.  

 

WARD 4 

A line is drawn from the junction of Mbizo road and Maunganidze road 

eastwards, south-eastwards along Mbizo road to its junction with an unnamed 

stream then generally southwards along the said stream to its point with an 

unnamed road westwards along the said road into Maunganidze road then 

northwards along Maunganidze road to the starting point . This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 
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(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 800033,26-

7907839,04 ; 801577,85-7907940,66 ; 800378.76,7905603.45 ; 

799972.29,7905745.72.  

 

WARD 5 

A line is drawn from Harare-Bulawayo railway line and an unnamed stream 

northwards along the railway line into Sebakwe river    then south-eastwards 

along Sebakwe river    then southwards into Mbizo road south-westwards along 

Mbizo road to its point with an unnamed stream north-westwards along the 

said stream to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

798244,78-7909342.99;798204.14,7911192.43;798368.58,7912303.31; 

799648.96,7912282.99;800339.96,7908096,33; 799283.14,7907567.92.  

WARD 6 

A line is drawn from the junction of Mvuma road and Railway avenue 

westwards along Mvuma road to its junction with Faraday street then 

northwards along the said street into industrial road then westwards along 

industrial road to its junction with Kaguvi drive then south-westwards, 

westwards along the said road into Chiundura road then southwards along 

Chiundura road to its junction with Mvuma road then into Seventh street and 

Gaika avenue into Harare-Bulawayo road then south-westwards along the said 

road into Ely drive then north-westwards along Ely Drive to its junction with 

old Gokwe road the eastwards along the said road to its junction with school 

avenue then northwards school avenue so as to include Rainbow and Doves 

funeral services into Silver oaks road so as to exclude Westend suburb into 

new Gokwe road the north-westwards along Gokwe road so as to exclude 

Amaveni township then north-westwards to the Municipal boundary to its 

junction with Bulawayo-Harare railway line then southwards along the railway 
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line to its junction aerodrome cutline then south-eastwards into railway avenue 

then south-westwards along the said avenue to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

797819,99,7903650.60 ; 795909.58,7903691.25 ; 787820.80,7905926.84 ; 

791418.07,7904849.69 ; 787597.,7908304.70 ; 793816.25,7907532.40.  

 

WARD 7 

It’s an area demarcated by a line drawn from Ntabeni road to the Municipal 

boundary then northwards south-eastwards along the said boundary then 

southwards, westwards into Mlambo street so as to divide Amaveni cemetery 

into two parts then north-westwards along Mlambo street to its junction with 

an unnamed road westwards along the said road to its junction with an 

unnamed road westwards along the said road to its junction with Simon 

Mazorodze street then north-westwards along Simon Mazorodze to its junction 

with Zvana street southwards along Zvana street to its junction with Gwindi 

street, south-eastwards along the said street into Mlauzi street to the starting 

point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 792251,33,7903467.69;793450.42,79004626.13; 

794547.90,7904707.43;793958.51.7904016.42;793287.84,7902918.95; 

792413.92,7902675.07.  

 

WARD 8  

A line is drawn from the junction of Amaveni road and New Gokwe road 

northwards along Amaveni road into Collin Fraser way westwards along the 

way into Ndaba road then northwards along Ndaba road to its junction with 

Ntabeni road westwards along Ntabeni road to junction with an unnamed road 
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northwards, south-eastwards so as to include T and V section and to exclude 

W section into Ndaba road along Ndaba to its junction with an unnamed road 

eastwards, southwards and eastwards along the unnamed road into New 

Gokwe road dividing Amaveni cemetery into two parts, southwards along the 

said road to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 797819.59,7904589.78; 

793572.56,7905170.32 ; 792636.87,7905061.04 ; 792800.79,7905819.15 ; 

793128.62,7905368.38 ; 94282.87,7906187.97 ; 794276.04,7904699.06.  

 

WARD 9  

 

Its an This area is bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Ntabeni road 

and the an unnamed road eastwards along Ntabeni road to its junction with 

Ndaba road then southwards along Ndaba road into Collin Fraser way then 

eastwards along Fraser way to its junction with Amaveni road then southwards 

along Amaveni road to its junction with Old Gokwe road then generally 

westwards along Old Gokwe road then northwards into the Municipal 

boundary to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

791373.35,7904876.63;793558.91,7905163.49; 

793852.59,7904582.95;792254.40,7903469.68;792008.53,7904753.70; 

791366.52,7904876.63.  

 

WARD 10 

A line is drawn from the junction of Old Gokwe road and New Gokwe road 

northwards along new Gokwe road then south-eastwards into Globe Crescent 

so as to include Westend suburb, eastwards along the said crescent to its 
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junction with Silver Oaks road then north-eastwards along the said road to its 

junction with School avenue southwards along the said avenue to its junction 

with Fifth street so as to exclude Doves Funeral Services and the Rainbow, 

southwards along 5th street to its junction with Old Gokwe road then 

westwards along the said road to its junction with Ely drive then generally 

south-eastwards along the said drive to its junction with Harare-Bulawayo road 

and northwards along the said road to its junction with Gaika avenue and 

Seventh avenue then generally south-eastwards along the said avenue into 

Mvuma road further south-eastwards along Mvuma road to its junction with 

Chiwundura road then southwards along the said road to its point with 

northern Cadastral boundary of Chicago north-westwards along the said 

boundary to its point with Old Gokwe road then south-eastwards along Old 

Gokwe road to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 795877.05-7903695.56; 

796945.86,7900505.34; 793788.03,790133.23; 793949.97,7904019.44; 

793949.97,7904019.44 ; 795443.77,7904321.30.  

 

WARD 11 

A line is drawn from the junction of the Municipal boundary and an unnamed 

stream southwards and south-westwards along the Municipal boundary to a 

point where a line is drawn into the source of an unnamed stream then north-

eastwards along the said stream to the starting point.  This area is bounded by 

the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

801798.99,7908335.33 ; 802284.81,90464.09 ; 800875.93,7904141.08 ; 

800373.92,7905598.54.  

 

WARD 12 
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A line is drawn from the junction of Mbizo road and an unnamed road, 

northwards along the unnamed road to the Municipal boundary then generally 

eastwards, southwards along the said boundary then southwards into an 

unnamed stream to its junction with Mbizo road so as to include Mbizo High 

School then north-westwards, westwards along Mbizo road to the starting 

point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:   800325.34,7908081.98;799612.80,7912567.72; 

800276.76,7912600.11 ; 801556.08,7911531.30 ; 801798.99,7908357.27 

 

WARD 13  

 

A line is drawn from the junction of Mvuma road and Faraday street then 

eastwards along Mvuma road to its junction with railway line then south-

westwards along the railway line to its point with the eastern boundary of 

Triangle farm to its junction with Chiundura road then northwards along the 

said road into Kaguvi drive then north-eastwards along the said drive to its 

junction with industrial road then eastwards along the said road into Faraday 

street then generally southwards along Faraday street to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 796553,40-7902234,44 ; 797816,53-7903675,71 ; 797071,61-

7905262,72 ; 797848,92-7903675,71 

 

WARD 14  

A line is drawn from the junction of Mvuma road and Railway avenue, 

northwards along Railway avenue up to the aerodrome cutline then as to 

include Kwekwe Technical College, the Aerodrome and Msasa Park cemetery to 

the Municipal boundary then south-westwards south-eastwards so along the 
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said boundary then north-westwards along the eastern boundary of Chicago 

suburb to its point with Chiwundura road then south-eastwards into the 

Harare- Bulawayo Railway line then generally north-eastwards along the 

Railway line to its junction with Mvuma road eastwards along the said road to 

the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following, Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 1880 

Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 796932,43-7900511.60 ; 796559.97,7902260.56 ; 

797839.29,7903669.44 ; 799070.04,7905968.99 ; 799993.10,7903766.60 ; 

798406.08,7900900.26.  

 

MBERENGWA RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

WARD 1 

This is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of the 

Wanezi Resettlement fence and the Mberengwa-Insiza Administrative 

boundary, then eastwards along the Wanezi Resettlement fence to its junction 

with the Radway farm fence, then south-westwards, south-eastwards along 

this fence to its junction with the Kantiweni farm fence then south-westwards, 

southwards along the Kantiweni farm fence to its junction with the Clonmore 

farm fence, then generally south-westwards along this fence to its junction with 

the Chief Chizungu’s area boundary, then north-westwards, south-westwards, 

along the Chief Chizungu’s boundary to its junction with the District 

Administrative boundary, then it follows this boundary north-westwards, 

south-westwards, north-westwards, north-eastwards, north-westwards then 

generally north-eastwards to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   783065.12, 7733957.14; 

781628.29, 7729214.89; 777402.54, 7726542.45; 773148.34, 7723920.53; 

772792.04, 7720574.56; 769705.05, 7718260.98; 771132.90, 7713498.67; 

775524.16,  7713475.66;    779186.50,  7712845.95; 782749.44, 7713856.01; 
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787036.57, 7711344.40; 789925.84, 7714437.06; 792901.86, 7718329.57; 

796482.76, 7721414.07; 797283.95, 7725547.39;   795768.31, 7728303.49 

800168.03, 7730651.19; 796648.08, 7731630.88; 791713.80, 7732386.00;    

786788.76, 7733161.07;  

 

WARD 2 

An area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the confluence of Mutshingwe 

river    along Dohwe river, then south-eastwards along Mutshingwe river    to 

its confluence with Ngezi river, then south-eastwards along Ngezi river    to its 

junction with Cheshire estate fence, then northwards  along the said fence to 

the District Administrative boundary, then south-eastwards, southwards along 

this boundary to its junction with Brook lands farm fence then generally south-

westwards along this fence to its junction with Mnene Mission fence, it 

proceeds to Mnene extension farm to its junction with Newcastle farm fence, 

then northwards, north-westwards, westwards along this said fence to its 

junction with the Lou Estate, then north-eastwards, south-westwards, north-

westwards, south-westwards along this fence to its junction with the Koodvale 

Estate fence, then generally north-westwards along this fence to its junction 

with the Clifton farm fence, then generally south-westwards, northwards along 

this fence to its junction with Kantiweni farm fence, then north-westwards 

along the Kantiweni farm fence to the Wanezi Resettlement fence, then north-

westwards, north-eastwards along the Wanezi Resettlement fence to its 

junction  with Shangrilla East farm fence, then north-eastwards along this 

fence to its junction with the Mberengwa West Nicholson road, then north-

westwards along the said road to its junction with Dohwe river, then generally 

north-eastwards along Dohwe river    to its confluence with Muthsingwe river    

which is the starting point.   This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   826741.87,  7726653.02;   825602.20,  

7730776.63; 821846.28, 7734073.13; 818091.84, 7737375.21;   814358.50, 
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7740700.49; 812695.68, 7739461.53; 812145.60,  7735345.52; 808139.15, 

7737560.01; 804610.47, 7739728.80;   800713.48, 7738759.81;   801830.06, 

7734009.86; 799596.98,  7730335.87; 795197.22, 7727988.23; 798894.57, 

7725024.40;   803307.98, 7723835.74; 806101.83, 7726755.80; 807633.06,  

7729305.97; 810103.18,  7725299.97;   811964.44,  7721874.37;   816402.26, 

7720902.61;  816672.77, 7718449.29; 816339.57,  7715580.60;  818905.93, 

7712321.47; 822156.77, 7713286.36;   823997.76,  7717917.51;   825814.53,  

7722571.61 

 

WARD 3 

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of Ngezi 

river    and the Mberengwa Commercial boundary then, generally eastwards 

along Ngezi river    to its confluence with Murongwe river    then south-

westwards along Murongwe river    to its confluence with Mabori river    then 

south-westwards, north-westwards along Mabori river    to its confluence with 

an unnamed stream, along this stream westwards to the foothills of Mwembe 

mountain to its junction with the Lou Estate boundary fence, then generally 

north-eastwards along this fence  to the starting point.  This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 838139.18, 

7724790.67; 834226.49,  7726575.94; 830913.01,  7727584.60;  826776.83, 

7726638.96;   825537.11, 7721855.36; 824680.32, 7717516.41; 829450.13, 

7716805.11; 833432.52, 7715037.54; 837842.95, 7716182.57;   841097.82, 

7718931.63; 844330.94, 7721241.42; 841710.67, 7723419.34 

 

WARD 4 

It is an area drawn from the confluence of Murongwe and Ngezi river   s, then 

eastwards along Ngezi river    which is the District boundary for Mberengwa 

and Zvishavane districts south-eastwards along Ngezi river    to its confluence 

with Mwero river, then westwards along Mwero river, into Muchipisi valley, 
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southwards along Muchipisi valley to its junction with an unnamed road, then 

south-eastwards along this said road, then a line is drawn generally south-

westwards, north-westwards into Mupwapwezi river, then north-westwards 

along  the said river    into an unnamed tributary of Murongwe river, to its 

confluence with Murongwe river    to the starting point.   This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 846933.26, 

7710931.15;  849182.64,  7712335.26; 851208.90, 7715130.07; 855471.71, 

7715247.19;   859661.08, 7715384.56; 858415.34, 7719652.37; 855936.75,  

7719847.79;   851645.77,  7721856.47;   847381.97,  7721478.80; 847381.97, 

7721478.80; 843253.13, 7720434.34; 842423.56, 7716754.76; 845078.48,  

7712850.53 

WARD 5 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of Mwero 

River    and District Administrative boundary, then generally south-eastwards, 

southwards along this boundary to its junction with Muchingwizi River, then 

generally westwards along the said river    to its confluence with Mavunyure 

river, then north-westwards along the said river    into Muponjani Dam to its 

junction with an unnamed road, then north-eastwards, northwards along this 

said road to its junction with Mwero river, then eastwards along Mwero river    

to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

852514.49, 7709418.74; 853856.65, 7705310.07; 856694.17, 7702963.79; 

859839.56, 7701619.74; 863325.97, 7702700.33;   864533.35, 7707415.95;   

865727.66, 7709355.01;   862799.64, 7711271.91;   859764.56, 7714667.20;   

859666.21, 7714966.64; 859666.21, 7714966.64;   855085.04, 7715145.71;   

855348.20, 7710672.32. 
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WARD 6 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Muchingwizi and Mavunyure rivers, then westwards, north-westwards along 

Muchingwizi  river    to its confluence with Gorukweza river    then north-

eastwards along Gorukweza river    to its source, then north-eastwards to 

Mupwapwezi, then south-eastwards along Mupwapwezi river, then north-

eastwards to Muchipisi valley, then northwards, eastwards along this valley to 

Mwero river, then  eastwards along Mwero river    to Negove siding, then 

southwards along the railway line to Nhenga Siding, then south-westwards to 

Muponjani Dam into Mavunyure river, then south-westwards along Mavunyure 

river    to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 850229.35, 7701587.28; 853789.77, 

7702547.73; 855667.27, 7703877.62;   852776.23, 7706424.01;   853978.70, 

7710070.32;854954.23, 7713687.65; 855036.96, 7715141.75; 842276.81, 

7710254.82;   840160.62, 7707514.93;   838704.64, 7703411.70;840198.91, 

7701319.48; 843956.91, 7701585.77; 847702.01, 7700522.33;   855036.96, 

7715141.75;   850772.00, 7715172.11;849594.76, 7712119.51; 846658.81, 

7711206.37; 843291.76, 7711858.83. 

 

WARD 7 

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Gorukweza and Muchingwizi River   s, north-westwards along Muchingwizi 

River    to its confluence with Mabori River, then north-eastwards along Mabori 

River    to its confluence with Murongwe river, then north-eastwards along 

Murongwe river    to its confluence with an unnamed  tributary of Murongwe 

river    then south-eastwards along this said tributary to its source, then 

south-eastwards to Mupwapwezi river    then southwards along this said river    
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then south-westwards to the source of Gworukweza river    then south-

westwards along Gworukweza river    to its confluence with Muchingwizi river    

which is the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

840306.50, 7718572.30; 836955.46, 7715746.84; 833177.68, 7713217.72; 

834541.66, 7708916.49; 838094.01, 7706019.47;   840817.13, 7708077.50; 

842918.50, 7711117.67; 843976.33,  7714735.16;   841749.80,  7718714.76;   

841749.80,  7718714.76 

 

WARD 8 

 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of  

Gwehanga and Sihande River   s then generally north-westwards, northwards, 

north-eastwards along Sihande River    to its confluence with Sibange River, 

then generally northwards along Sibange river, then further northwards to an 

unnamed road to its junction with the main road to Mwembe Business Centre, 

then  westwards along this main road to its junction with Mnene farm fence, 

then northwards along this fence, then eastwards into Mabori river, then 

eastwards along Mabori river    to its confluence with its unnamed tributary, 

then south-westwards along this tributary cutting across Mbizvo Dam then 

southwards cutting across the sources of Murongwe river    into Muchingwizi 

river    to its confluence with Gwehanga river, then generally westwards along 

Gwehanga river    to the starting point.   This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   827759.72, 7712012.48;   827224.10, 

7707818.05; 827795.61, 7704576.96; 828166.82, 7701710.37 830485.72, 

7702115.15; 834262.05, 7704175.92; 838177.32, 7703586.91; 837146.32, 

7706373.08; 833821.95, 7709697.94; 833546.65, 7714178.24; 831333.76, 

7716502.81; 826861.43, 7716633.69;  824009.53, 7717948.92; 824009.53, 

7717948.92;  825564.60, 7715318.07. 
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WARD 9 

An area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of the 

Mberengwa Commercial boundary and the main road to Mwembe Business 

Centre, then eastwards along this road to its junction with an unnamed road, 

then south-eastwards along this road, then south-eastwards to Sibange river    

to its confluence with Sihande river, north-westwards along Sihande river    

then eastwards to Chembazwi Mountain, then south-westwards to its junction 

with  Mundi River, north-westwards along Mundi river    to its junction with 

the Newcastle farm fence, eastwards, northwards, north-eastwards, south-

eastwards, southwards along this fence to its junction with Mnene extension 

farm fence, then generally north-eastwards along this fence to its junction with 

the main road to Mwembe Business Centre which is the starting point.  This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 

South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

814793.87,  7715551.02; 811709.22, 7712625.76; 813560.94, 7708206.35;   

816997.41, 7707965.67; 821567.36, 7708074.66; 825565.33,  7705374.67;   

827878.61,  7705968.91;   827170.72,  7709492.85 

827213.40, 7713884.22;   823062.18, 7715582.92;   820071.86, 7711974.92;   

818405.01, 7714530.48 

 

WARD 10 

 

An area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of Newcastle 

farm fence and Mundi river, southwards along Mundi river    to its confluence 

with unnamed stream,  then southwards along this stream, then generally 

westwards to Chimwe river, then north-eastwards along Chimwe river, then 

north-westwards into unnamed stream  to its confluence with Gwezapula river, 

northwards along Gwezapula river, to its junction with the Mbelengwa farm 

fence, then south-eastwards along this fence to the Lou Estate farm fence 

north-eastwards along the Lou Estate farm fence to its junction with Newcastle 
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farm fence, south-eastwards, eastwards along this fence to the starting point.  

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 

35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   

801227.27, 7711089.44;   800968.61, 7708384.98;   804945.56, 

7709298.40;808130.21, 7707277.60; 808009.56, 7702679.13; 809349.24, 

7699116.20;   813516.39, 7698041.82;   814977.88, 7701397.36;813934.23, 

7706262.19; 812664.17, 7710940.71; 811739.68, 7714091.88;   807225.85, 

7711945.51;   802726.57, 7710684.76. 

 

 WARD 11 

 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Chingezi 

and Mwenezi River   s then generally, north-westwards along Chingezi River    

to its junction with an unnamed road then westwards along this unnamed road 

joining an unnamed stream, then westwards along this unnamed stream to its 

confluence with Biri river, then southwards along Biri river    to its confluence 

with Mwenezi river, to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   789010.29, 7708305.09; 786694.80, 

7705450.59;   788243.05, 7702923.43;   789504.51, 7699741.12;   793932.21, 

7698537.10;798213.99, 7696763.70; 799868.93, 7701438.08; 800944.14, 

7705412.00;   800444.88, 7705249.93;   800444.88, 7705249.93; 

797912.99, 7707692.09;   793323.72, 7708305.83. 

 

WARD 12 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of Mbelengwa 

farm fence and Biri River, then south-eastwards along the Mbelengwa farm 

fence to its junction with Gwezapula River    then southwards along Gwezapula 

River    to its confluence with an unnamed stream, then north-eastwards along 

this stream to Langeni Dam, eastwards along an unnamed stream then 

generally eastwards to the source of Chimwe River, into Chimwe river, then 
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south-eastwards along Chimwe River, to its confluence with  Mwenezi River, 

then north-westwards along this river    to its confluence with Biri River    then, 

to its junction with the Mbelengwa farm fence which is the starting point.  This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 

South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   

800634.51, 7702844.94; 798561.44, 7698377.95; 800931.89, 7695182.17;   

805394.18, 7693200.71; 806420.05, 7697500.86; 807886.72, 7702238.26; 

808305.11, 7706859.92; 805390.75, 7709350.06; 801021.71, 7708810.89;   

800937.08, 7710778.13;   801528.65, 7711299.48;797189.66, 7711359.86; 

797541.17, 7708240.97; 800141.73, 7705766.73;   801528.65, 7711299.48;   

797631.79, 7711684.05. 

 

WARD 13 

 

An area of land drawn from the Mberengwa – Insiza district boundary and the 

Wanezi Resettlement fence, then north-eastwards, south-eastwards along the 

said resettlement fence to its intersection with Clonmore farm fence , then 

north-eastwards along the Clonmore farm fence to its junction with Chingezi 

river, then generally southwards along Chingezi river    to its confluence with 

Mwanezi river, then generally westwards along Mwanezi river    to the District 

Administrative  boundary, then generally northwards along this district 

boundary to its junction with the Wanezi Resettlement fence which is the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:   789041.38, 7711259.69;   784602.30, 7712737.93;   

780429.17, 7714627.43;778324.38, 7710218.15; 776894.35, 7705474.83; 

779701.07, 7703306.89;   783270.00, 7701736.09;   787255.68, 

7699962.53;787902.30, 7703195.93; 786689.04, 7705875.16; 789227.51, 

7708664.61. 
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WARD 14 

 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of  

Mwenezi and Chimwe Rivers, then southwards along Mwenezi River    to its 

junction with the main road to Mavorovondo Business Centre, generally south-

westwards along this road to its junction with Mutsime river, then north-

westwards along Mutsime river    to its confluence with an unnamed stream, 

then northwards along this stream then northwards to Nhande river    to its 

confluence with Mwenezi river, then generally south-eastwards along Mwenezi 

river    to its  confluence with Chimwe river    which is the starting point.  This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 

South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

798173.19, 7696532.50;  793727.15,  7698639.04; 789324.35, 7699879.29; 

787508.64, 7697054.90;   787809.69, 7693153.17; 791856.70, 7690594.89; 

795517.07,  7688506.25; 799164.63,  7690923.04; 803537.20, 7692586.44;   

804009.83,  7693612.79;   799598.69,  7695896.67 

 

WARD 15  

 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mutsime 

and Mwenezi Rivers, then northwards along Mwenezi River    to its confluence 

with Chimwe River    then northwards along Mwenezi River    to its confluence 

with Chimwe river, then northwards along Chimwe river, then south-eastwards 

to an  unnamed road to Ruvuzhe mountain, then generally south-eastwards 

into a range of mountains then generally south-westwards along this said 

range of mountains to its junction with Mayananise river, then southwards 

along Mayananise River    to its confluence with Mwenezi river, then westwards 

along Mwenezi River    to its confluence with Mutsime river, which to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 
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(SA) coordinates:   810144.54, 7699131.17; 806745.02, 7698475.05; 

805466.51,  7694018.93; 804434.58, 7690753.12; 806740.08, 7687618.25;   

808412.02,  7685349.48;  811943.67,  7688294.54;   815999.41,  7690630.42;   

812830.05,  7692483.11;   811576.57,  7697080.02 

 

WARD 16 

 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mundi 

River    and its unnamed tributary, then south-westwards along this tributary 

then  south-westwards to Vumukwane mountain, it proceeds to Vumukwane 

mountain into an  unnamed stream then south-westwards along the unnamed 

stream, to its confluence  with a tributary of Fondonye river, then north-

westwards along this tributary, then south-westwards to a range of mountains 

it proceeds northwards, westwards, north-westwards to Ruvuzhe mountain to 

its junction with an unnamed road, north-westwards along this road then 

eastwards, south-eastwards to its  junction with an unnamed tributary of 

Mundi river, then north-eastwards, southwards along  Mundi River    to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 815481.91, 7698630.14; 811464.22, 7699069.13;   

812234.43, 7696263.06; 813763.70, 7692064.93; 816643.99,  7690592.78; 

819525.71, 7692947.58; 823632.46, 7695210.61;   822620.72,  7698235.86;   

818434.77,  7699615.13 

 

WARD 17  

An area of land drawn from the confluence of Mundi River    and Sihande River   

s, then generally north-westwards, northwards along Mundi river    to its 

confluence with its unnamed tributary, then eastwards along the said stream, 

then north-eastwards to Chembazwi Mountain to Sihande river, then generally 

south-eastwards, southwards along Sihande river    to its confluence with 

Mundi river    which is the starting point.   This area is bounded by the 
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following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   827742.87, 7704724.05;   

824035.43, 7706640.33;   819665.57, 7708891.52;815054.58, 7707135.90; 

814611.09, 7703046.26; 815757.14, 7698464.72;   820193.46, 7699622.03;   

823808.42, 7696960.40; 825938.35, 7694854.78; 827687.17, 7696542.87; 

828766.12, 7700015.26;   829520.74, 7702805.18. 

 

WARD 18 

 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mundi 

and Sihande River   s then northwards along Sihande River    to its confluence 

with Gwehanga River, then generally north-eastwards along Gwehanga River    

to its confluence with Muchingwizi River    then south-eastwards along 

Muchingwizi River    to its junction with the main road to Mataga Business 

Centre, then south-westwards along this road to its junction with Matedzi 

River, then south-eastwards along Matedzi River    to its junction with main 

road to  Chamakudo School, south-westwards along this road to its junction 

with Mundi River, then north-westwards along Mundi River    to the starting 

point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator 

(UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:   828740.66, 7699948.51;827726.15, 7696482.72; 829906.02, 

7693232.60; 833708.03, 7690260.41;   833867.37, 7687290.54;   836882.66, 

7690000.67;839266.96, 7693968.72; 837632.27, 7697733.85; 837643.89, 

7700828.37;   839035.91, 7701168.60;   839035.91, 7701168.60;837591.86, 

7704164.90; 833490.35, 7704011.98; 829757.35, 7701835.43. 

 

WARD 19 

 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of 

Muchingwizi River    and the main road to Mataga Growth Point then 

eastwards along Muchingwizi River, then generally southwards to 
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Rushangarumwe Mountain to Shavahuru Mountain, further southwards to 

Mutivi river    then south-eastwards along Mutivi river    then westwards to 

Dambashoko south-westwards to Bvure Mountain to Ruvuzhe Mountain to 

Chamatendera Mountain to its junction with Matedzi river, then generally 

north-westwards along Matedzi river    to its junction with the main road to 

Mataga Growth Point then north-eastwards along this road to its junction with 

Muchingwizi river    which is the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   841629.16, 7700716.93; 

837222.87, 7700651.34; 837703.69, 7697293.48;   840041.31, 7693591.86;   

842816.71, 7689823.12;842366.71, 7685660.23; 841696.74, 7682829.29; 

846587.37, 7683724.45;   849042.37, 7685626.46;   847974.35, 

7689941.33;848485.78, 7694812.29; 848975.24, 7699622.28; 848785.48, 

7700413.68;   845062.30, 7701271.07 

 

WARD 20 

 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of 

Muchingwizi river    and the Mberengwa-Mwenezi District Administrative 

boundary, then south-westwards along the said boundary then generally 

westwards to Zvenhondo Mountain to an unnamed road, south-westwards 

along the said road to Shavahuru Mountain, then north-westwards to 

Rushanagarumwe Mountain, further northwards to Muchingwizi river, then 

generally eastwards along Muchingwizi River    to the starting point.   This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   862826.77,  

7701411.61;   859316.02,  7702532.14;   855406.43,  7702699.80;   

852155.66,  7702436.06;   849154.51,  7700719.82;   848802.29,  

7696103.06;   847833.03,  7691263.93; 852158.60, 7691754.11;   856689.23, 

7693581.50;   860036.54, 7691298.68;   860865.65, 7695140.01;   862366.08, 

7699899.54 
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WARD 21 

 

This is an area land drawn from the junction of the railway line at Nyamondo 

Siding and the Mberengwa Administrative boundary, then southwards along 

the District Administrative boundary to its junction with an unnamed stream, 

then westwards along this stream to its confluence with Mhanda River, south-

westwards along Mhanda River    to its confluence with Manyuchi River    then 

north-westwards along Manyuchi River    to its junction with an unnamed 

road, north-westwards, westwards to Mutuvi River    then generally north-

westwards along Mutuvi River    then north-westwards along Mutuvi River    

then north-westwards, to Shavahuru Mountain, then eastwards, north-

eastwards along an unnamed road to Zvenhondo Mountain, then generally 

eastwards to the District Administrative boundary, which is the starting point.  

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 

35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   

860274.64, 7690888.47;   857213.24, 7693529.42;   852575.80, 

7692067.22;848011.50, 7690880.87;   848581.54, 7686542.66;   851238.42, 

7683522.01;   853943.68, 7680376.53;   857994.95, 7681480.87;859695.57, 

7685178.68;   860118.57, 7689925.81. 

 

WARD 22 

 

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Mundi and Mwenezi River   s, then north-eastwards, north-westwards along 

Mundi River    to its confluence with Matedzi River, then northwards along 

Matedzi River    to the foothills of Chamatendera Mountain then north-

eastwards along this mountain to Ruvuzhe Mountain, it continues to Bvure 

Mountain to Dambashoko Mountain to Mutuvi River    then south-eastwards 

along Mutuvi River    to an unnamed road, then south-eastwards along the 

said road to its junction with Munyuchi river, south-eastwards along Manyuchi 
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River    to its confluence with Mhanda River, then eastwards along Mhanda 

River    to its confluence with an unnamed stream, then eastwards along this 

stream to the Mberengwa Administrative boundary, then generally south-

westwards along this boundary to Mwenezi River, then south-westwards along 

Mwenezi River    to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   842404.92, 7681228.86;   842533.99, 

7677615.05;   846060.72, 7675333.44;   848119.86, 7672589.66; 848634.12, 

7669973.96; 852626.28, 7672114.13; 855573.48, 7675138.75;   859149.51, 

7678351.32;   857099.99, 7681768.92;853561.62, 7681209.44; 850660.00, 

7684145.48; 849627.76, 7684364.27; 849627.76, 7684364.27; 844773.12, 

7683365.96;   842106.81, 7681422.55 

 

 

WARD 23 

 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mundi 

and Matedzi Rivers, then northwards along Mundi River    to its junction with 

the road to Chamakudo School, then generally north-eastwards along the said 

road to its junction with Matedzi River, then generally southwards along 

Matedzi River    to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   831308.22, 7682412.28;   827944.08, 

7679591.37;   831637.68, 7676897.38;831979.42, 7672688.78; 835710.15, 

7670507.73; 839570.69, 7671773.15;   843476.53, 7670690.65;   847143.29, 

7670571.94;848120.98, 7674706.51; 843566.43, 7676415.77; 840323.61, 

7679219.86;   837422.57, 7682307.72;   835389.39, 7683386.48;835389.39, 

7683386.48. 
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WARD 24 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mwanezi 

and Mundi Rivers, then generally westwards along Mwenezi River    to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream then north-westwards along this stream, 

then generally north-westwards to Muzindagomo Mountain, further north-

westwards, north-eastwards to its junction with an unnamed tributary of 

Mundi river, then north-eastwards along this tributary to its confluence with 

Mundi river, then generally south-eastwards, southwards along Mundi river    

to its confluence with Mwenezi River, is the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 204035.72, 

7680110.47; 211335.19, 7684273.87; 218310.24, 7678434.30; 224257.96, 

7673513.91; 223230.62, 7670972.61; 214957.89, 7672486.58; 213119.50, 

7671080.75; 210794.49, 7672054.02; 207171.79, 7678758.72; 203981.65, 

7680218.61. 

 

WARD 25 

 

An area of land drawn from the confluence of Mwenezi and Gwamapuwa rivers, 

then north-eastwards along Gwamapuwa river    to its source then south-

eastwards passing through Sviba Mountains to Chomutikwi foothill, then 

south-eastwards to Muzindagomo mountain to its junction with an unnamed 

stream, then generally south-eastwards along the said stream to its confluence 

with Mwenezi River, then generally north-westwards along Mwenezi River    to 

its confluence with Gwamapuwa river    which is the starting point.  This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   827944.66, 

7679574.22;   823305.50, 7680879.18;   819138.60, 7678707.69;   821466.98, 

7675057.18;826051.46, 7673524.47; 829819.54, 7671457.44; 834215.04, 

7671166.03;   832261.07, 7673728.84;   831269.74, 7677942.30. 
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WARD 26 

 

The boundary starts at the confluence of Mwenezi and Fondonye rivers; then 

north-eastwards along Fondonye river    to its confluence with its unnamed 

tributary, then north-eastwards along this unnamed tributary to its source, to 

Imbahuru mountain, further northwards, north-eastwards to its junction with 

Mundi river, then south-eastwards along Mundi river    to its confluence with 

its unnamed tributary then south-eastwards along this unnamed tributary to 

its source then south-westwards to the foothill of Chomutikwi Mountain to 

Sviba Mountain, then north-westwards to Gwamapuwa river, then south-

eastwards along Gwamapuwa river    to its confluence with Mwenezi river, then 

north-westwards along Mwenezi river    to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   833645.34,  

7686934.74;   833405.37,  7690584.85;   829677.27,  7693602.38;   

825924.65, 7691395.64; 825272.57, 7686610.88; 821484.98,  7683655.81; 

819215.09, 7680544.79; 820740.96, 7679849.59;   825048.00, 7679859.13; 

828859.92, 7681234.27; 833027.68,  7683233.49;   834994.17,  7685452.68 

 

 WARD 27 

 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Fondonye river    and its unnamed tributary, then northwards along Fondonye 

river    to its source then northwards to Vumukwe mountain, north-eastwards 

to Vumukwane mountain into an unnamed tributary of Mundi river    then 

generally south-eastwards along Mundi river    to its junction with an unnamed 

road, then south-westwards along this unnamed road then further southwards 

to Imbahuru mountain into an unnamed tributary of Fondonye river, then 

south-eastwards along this unnamed tributary to its confluence with Fondonye 

river    which is the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 
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Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

827379.35, 7694226.47; 824562.12, 7695702.39; 820361.67, 7693583.94;   

819025.13, 7689900.98;   819701.74, 7685712.26;819795.77, 7681368.50; 

822570.91, 7684040.22; 825447.08, 7687735.33;   826649.40, 7692221.39;   

828111.79, 7694679.33;827697.18, 7695148.53;   827697.18, 7695148.53 

 

WARD 28 

 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of an 

unnamed stream and Mwenezi river, then northwards along this stream, then a 

line is drawn north-eastwards along a range of mountains to its junction with 

Fondonye river    then southwards along Fondonye river    to its confluence 

with Mwenezi river    then north-westwards along Mwenezi river    to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:   818370.74, 7690531.85;   814003.26, 7689355.05;   

809948.82, 7686954.70;   810701.82, 7684982.99;   814304.28, 7681712.54;   

818486.04, 7679540.24;   819402.90, 7683339.93;   818883.08, 7687460.28. 

 

WARD 29 

 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of the 

Mberengwa Administrative boundary and Bubye river    northwards, north-

eastwards along Bubye river    to its junction with an unnamed road at Grid 

Ref 846828, along this road to its intersection with the main road to 

Mavorovondo Business Centre, north-eastwards, to its intersection with an 

unnamed road, then south-eastwards to its junction with an unnamed stream, 

then south-eastwards, north-eastwards along this stream to its confluence with 

Nyororo river    to its confluence with Mutsime river, to its intersection with the 

District Administrative boundary, then south-westwards along the District 
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Administrative boundary to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   802494.64, 7684198.27;   

798862.63,  7683596.80;   794457.99,  7684006.58;   790576.90, 7683258.90;   

786023.62,  7682647.53;   782754.97,  7680212.44;   783345.62,  

7676030.79;785679.43, 7672522.38;   790453.54, 7672537.71;   794548.20, 

7675149.58;   798192.03, 7678493.59;   802103.48, 7681545.05;   806028.29, 

7684550.75;   806547.29, 7685006.39;   806547.29, 7685006.39;   803471.92, 

7685302.62. 

 

WARD 30 

 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mutsime 

and Nyororo rivers, then south-westwards along Nyororo river    to its 

confluence  with an unnamed stream, then generally south-westwards along 

this stream to its junction with the main road to Mavorovondo Business Centre 

then south-westwards along the said road to its intersection with an unnamed 

road, along this unnamed road south-westwards to its junction with Bubye 

river    then north-westwards along Bubye river    to its confluence with 

Humbani river, then generally northwards along Humbani river    then 

generally northwards along Bubye river, further northwards into an unnamed 

road, then eastwards along the said road to its junction with yet another 

unnamed road, then north-eastwards, eastwards along the road to its junction 

with Mutsime river, then generally south-eastwards along Mutsime river    to 

its confluence with  Nyororo river    which is the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   782244.79,  

7685941.52; 784354.56,  7682620.45;   788826.24,  7683729.86;   793076.76,  

7683230.36; 797162.33,  7684146.04;   799984.12,  7684982.02;   796173.98,  

7687754.65; 792267.98,  7690131.52;   788339.86,  7692831.79;   786551.67,  

7693852.49; 784056.20,  7690514.41;   782700.87,  7687289.68. 
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WARD 31 

This is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of 

Bubye River    and the Mberengwa-Mwenezi District Administrative boundary, 

then westwards along this district boundary to its junction with Makari river, 

then north-westwards along Makari River    to its source, then north-eastwards 

to an unnamed road, then northwards along the said road to its junction with 

yet another unnamed road then generally eastwards along the said road then 

further southwards to  Humbani River    to its confluence with Bubye River, 

then generally south-eastwards, south-westwards, southwards along Bubye 

River    to its intersection with the Mberengwa-Mwenezi District Administrative 

boundary which is the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  771081.72,  7678086.16; 773378.65, 

7674176.21; 777333.71, 7672909.36; 782291.02,  7673209.71; 783276.38, 

7676245.82; 782903.00, 7680367.71;   783278.90, 7683287.30;  782746.13, 

7687035.33; 783229.20,  7690944.73; 783229.20, 7690944.73; 778671.65, 

7692846.03;   776805.08, 7689346.19; 775744.54, 7684788.01; 773020.54,  

7680861.96 

 

WARD 32 

 

An area of land drawn from the Mangava-Mataga road and the Mberengwa-

Insiza District Administrative boundary, then eastwards to an unnamed road 

then south-westwards to the source of Makari River, then south-eastwards 

along Makari River    to the Mberengwa-Mwenezi Administrative boundary, 

then westwards along this District boundary to its junction with the 

Mberengwa-Insiza District Administrative boundary then generally north-

eastwards along this boundary to its intersection with the Mangava-Mataga 

road which is the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 
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Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   777939.10,  7693232.57; 773411.66,  

7692276.87; 770000.56,  7688621.14;   766589.46,  7684965.41;   763099.72,  

7681395.28; 759168.13,  7678306.17;   755236.54,  7675217.07;   758550.21,  

7674217.72; 763523.02,  7673696.91;   768495.82,  7673176.11;   773468.62,  

7672655.30; 773118.82,  7674606.42;   771169.86,  7678424.22;   773685.26,  

7681817.30; 776026.13,  7685906.13;   776954.02,  7690513.92 

 

 

WARD 33 

 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mwenezi 

river    and Mutsime river, then northwards, westwards, north-westwards along 

Mutsime river, to its junction with the Mangava/Mataga road, then north-

westwards along this road to its junction with Mwenezi river, then generally 

southwards along Mwenezi river    to the starting point.  This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   806043.90, 

7692615.54; 801392.25, 7691570.55; 797329.08, 7690148.71;   797188.20, 

7686946.19;   801120.87, 7684405.83; 804136.89, 7685791.94; 806990.62, 

7685104.38; 806104.23, 7689474.50;   806031.40, 7691748.70. 

 

WARD 34 

 

An area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the confluence of Mwenezi 

and Chingezi Rivers, then southwards along an unnamed stream to its source, 

then generally southwards to unnamed stream, then south-eastwards, 

westwards along this stream to its junction with an unnamed road, then north-

westwards along this road to its junction with the Mangava-Mataga road, then 

along this road to the District Administrative boundary then northwards along 

this boundary to its junction with Mwenezi River, then generally south-

eastwards along Mwenezi River    to the starting point.  This area is bounded by 
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the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   786551.67, 7693852.49; 

787817.28, 7698279.73; 784828.90, 7700215.79; 780951.65, 7701545.29;   

777692.18, 7704297.84;   775564.22, 7700537.73; 774654.50, 7695623.69; 

776250.71, 7693462.22; 780860.44, 7692004.81;   784946.19, 7690903.92 

 

 

WARD 35 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of Wanezi 

Resettlement fence and Clonmore farm fence, then generally north-eastwards 

to its junction with Kantiweni farm fence, then northwards, north-westwards, 

south-eastwards along this fence so as to include  it to its junction with Clifton 

farm, then generally north-eastwards along this fence to its junction with the 

northern boundary of Koodvale Estate fence, then generally south-eastwards 

along this fence to the Lou Estate fence, then north-eastwards, south-

eastwards, north-westwards, south-westwards along this fence to the 

Newcastle farm fence, then southwards, westwards, northwards along the 

Newcastle farm fence to its junction with the Lou Estate fence, then south-

westwards along the Lou Estate fence to Mbelengwa farm fence it proceeds to 

High Peak farm fence to Clonmore farm fence which is the starting point.  This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 

South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   

811739.68,  7714091.88; 815662.87, 7716891.48; 818142.57, 7720920.82;   

813756.86, 7722355.13; 810045.05, 7723503.93; 808846.98,  7727901.30;  

806428.71, 7728583.33; 805148.39, 7724079.88;   800309.53, 7723822.49; 

796313.34, 7724983.17; 796071.17,  7720561.63; 791979.78, 7717688.58; 

789345.97, 7713475.37;   789982.48, 7711476.51; 794878.72, 7712413.03; 

799696.00,  7712251.66;   804150.96,  7710464.76;   808653.71,  7712638.46 
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WARD 36 

An area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of Wanezi 

Resettlement fence and the Mberengwa – Insiza district boundary, then 

northwards along this boundary to its junction with Mtshingwe river, then 

south-eastwards along Mtshingwe river    to its confluence with Dohwe river    

then  south-westwards along Dohwe river    to its intersection with the 

Mberengwa West Nicholson road then generally southwards along this road to 

its intersection with Shangrilla East farm fence then south-westwards along 

this fence to its intersection with Wanezi Resettlement fence, then westwards 

along Wanezi Resettlement fence to the starting point.  This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   794455.40, 7745519.13; 

790598.43,  7747356.50; 787307.07, 7748146.30; 785292.47, 7743573.67;   

784983.71, 7738643.43; 783389.01, 7734282.61; 787492.15,  7733026.36;  

792428.41, 7732270.78; 797372.67, 7731542.16;   801546.44, 7732401.39; 

801478.87, 7737039.36; 800688.85,  7740516.12;   797264.48,  7743852.93 

  

WARD 37 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of Chingezi 

River    and Clonmore farm fence, then eastwards along this fence to its 

junction with Biri River, then generally southwards along the said river    to its 

confluence  with an unnamed  stream, then generally westwards along this 

said stream to its junction with an unnamed road, then westwards along this 

road to its junction with an unnamed road then westwards along this road to 

its junction with Chingezi river, then generally northwards along Chingezi river    

to its junction with Clonmore farm fence which is the starting point.  This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  798300.43, 
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7712846.38;793359.54, 7712175.18; 789350.97, 7710871.20; 790995.00, 

7708338.64;   795994.50, 7708268.20;   797805.91, 7710426.33 

 

RUNDE RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

WARD 1 

 

The boundary starts at the confluence of the rivers Runde and Mukurugumbo 

going northwest along Runde river    to the District boundary, hence northeast 

along the district boundary then generally eastwards along the same boundary 

into Musavezi river, to its confluence with unnamed river    westwards along 

this unnamed river    to its source, then southwest into Musikati river    then 

north-westwards along Musikati river    then north-westwards along Musikati 

river    then south-westwards of this tributary to the confluence of 

Mukurugumbo river, then generally north-westwards along its tributary to its 

confluence with Runde river    which is the starting point. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   829169.09,  

7789997.44; 828796.38,  7790284.98;   828321.91,  7790442.72;   827847.44,  

7790600.45; 827372.97,  7790758.19;   826898.50,  7790915.92;   826424.04,  

7791073.65; 825953.80,  7791228.31;   825476.06,  7791375.84;   824998.32,  

7791523.37; 824520.58,  7791670.89;   824042.84,  7791818.42;   823560.41,  

7791940.99; 823061.71,  7791977.14;   822563.02,  7792013.28;   822070.71,  

7792083.50; 821592.75,  7792230.31;   821114.79,  7792377.11;   820636.83,  

7792523.92; 820159.10,  7792671.48;   819681.98,  7792821.00;   819204.86,  

7792970.52; 818728.48,  7792925.76;   818252.54,  7792772.52;   817776.60,  

7792619.28; 817339.55,  7792390.74;   816939.07,  7792091.38;   816538.58,  

7791792.03; 816138.10,  7791492.67;   815737.62,  7791193.32;   815337.13,  

7790893.96; 814936.65,  7790594.61;   814536.17,  7790295.26;   814135.68,  

7789995.90; 813718.70,  7789745.77;   813316.16,  7789449.19;   813204.43,  

7789128.12; 813396.16,  7788671.97;   813698.45,  7788274.21;   814003.14,  
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7787878.50; 814216.33,  7787461.88;   814417.37,  7787296.75;   814639.12,  

7787706.15; 815018.34,  7787976.63;   815395.14,  7788240.81;   815750.87,  

7788133.64; 815851.11,  7787710.44;   815696.13,  7787269.52;   815919.32,  

7786837.01; 816249.40,  7786483.23;   816529.16,  7786590.90;   816880.31,  

7786932.60; 817279.78,  7787195.18;   817669.74,  7786979.54;   817543.59,  

7786525.12; 817614.16,  7786044.67;   817769.25,  7786134.57;   818153.28,  

7786409.92; 818626.38,  7786442.21;   818968.11,  7786643.32;   819376.48,  

7786920.11; 819815.18,  7787122.08;   820289.79,  7787263.55;   820780.70,  

7787324.61; 820977.81,  7787667.61;   821027.61,  7788164.75;   821057.80,  

7788643.40; 821103.48,  7789122.14;   821546.09,  7789282.96;   822022.65,  

7789392.26; 822404.35,  7789666.76;   822893.02,  7789707.09;   823348.70,  

7789519.59; 823804.63,  7789323.36;   824228.81,  7789064.99;   824685.85,  

7788868.32; 825143.05,  7788898.81;   825481.89,  7789245.88;   825905.84,  

7789294.94; 826373.06,  7789167.19;   826779.10,  7788965.35;   827190.99,  

7788852.67; 827680.07,  7788847.91;   828150.01,  7788713.37;   828473.96,  

7788774.84; 828824.18,  7789040.60;   829073.04,  7789424.83;   829167.01,  

7789907.94. 

 

WARD 2 

The ward boundary start at the confluence of the rivers Runde and 

Murugumbo hence generally north-eastwards, south-eastwards along 

Mukurugumbo river    to its confluence with an unnamed tributary of Mukovori 

then north-westwards into north-westwards into Musikati river    generally 

south-eastwards north-eastwards to its confluence with and unnamed stream 

then southwards along the river    to its confluence with Mamvuramachena 

river    then generally westwards along Mamvuramachena into Gwemucheche 

river    to Mudariketsi to its confluence with Runde river, then northwards 

along Runde river    to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   829062.69, 7787153.05; 828851.14,  
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7787592.57; 828611.82,  7788021.37;   828440.11,  7788482.25;   828088.79,  

7788739.39; 827613.73,  7788842.95;   827129.52,  7788878.10;   826714.48,  

7788955.29; 826313.32,  7789194.70;   825840.08,  7789304.99;   825455.34,  

7789191.34; 825098.52,  7788855.18;   824621.98,  7788886.93;   824168.44,  

7789092.75; 823742.82,  7789339.19;   823288.47,  7789547.83;   822826.51,  

7789705.85; 822354.48,  7789624.81;   821959.38,  7789375.83;   821490.77,  

7789261.06; 821087.89,  7789061.81;   821063.11,  7788579.47;   821022.95,  

7788098.39; 820967.88,  7787601.84;   820715.47,  7787320.05;   820224.87,  

7787250.56; 819754.03,  7787100.75;   819317.92,  7786888.55;   818934.75,  

7786586.30; 818565.16,  7786466.07;   818092.89,  7786387.38;   817725.36,  

7786090.06; 817604.02,  7786109.28;   817545.15,  7786591.63;   817656.86,  

7787038.17; 817214.81,  7787192.60;   816832.99,  7786885.93;   816479.05,  

7786547.31; 816192.38,  7786517.50;   815884.79,  7786892.93;   815684.04,  

7787331.85; 815882.06,  7787759.90;   815714.60,  7788187.70;   815341.93,  

7788200.89; 814980.84,  7787930.53;   814596.07,  7787662.68;   814409.19,  

7787237.17; 814294.35,  7786799.71;   814176.47,  7786314.89;   814076.03,  

7785840.08; 813807.47,  7785460.56;   814011.99,  7785080.57;   814506.76,  

7785012.97; 814989.13,  7784899.41;   815475.88,  7784785.08;   815946.08,  

7784625.32; 816241.64,  7784283.87;   815984.78,  7783858.22;   815608.07,  

7783531.39; 815275.00,  7783161.85;   815010.02,  7782737.84;   814780.03,  

7782297.11; 814910.95,  7781842.19;   815047.25,  7781367.01;   814943.89,  

7780888.97; 815241.93,  7780492.00;   815624.22,  7780169.96;   815743.54,  

7780534.13; 815859.46,  7781001.32;   816150.03,  7781384.70;   816618.46,  

7781513.69; 817115.33,  7781460.14;   817612.54,  7781483.10;   818108.35,  

7781546.52; 818598.56,  7781627.64;   819089.23,  7781721.03;   819544.19,  

7781911.77; 819906.49,  7782252.98;   820278.95,  7782254.37;   820748.51,  

7782091.47; 821231.63,  7781973.93;   821730.36,  7782005.52;   822228.39,  

7782033.68; 822727.10,  7782014.10;   823195.91,  7782146.04;   823681.92,  

7782199.33; 824171.18,  7782197.48;   824573.04,  7782470.54;   824807.67,  

7782838.09; 825261.23,  7782980.65;   825635.81,  7783096.52;   826020.46,  

7783356.00; 826251.63,  7783004.78;   826745.11,  7782995.87;   827226.52,  
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7782881.35; 827711.44,  7782841.43;   828105.71,  7782550.64;   828464.91,  

7782205.90; 828891.05,  7781950.56;   828840.63,  7782354.97;   828935.91,  

7782816.00; 829044.98,  7783221.57;   829168.55,  7783660.40;   829041.65,  

7784029.38; 828615.89,  7784291.44;   828627.54,  7784682.24;   828836.88,  

7785105.06; 828836.92,  7785590.14;   828685.22,  7786044.33;   828516.62,  

7786493.82; 828851.44,  7786843.88. 

 

WARD 3 

 

The boundary starts at the junction of Runde river    and the district boundary 

then southwards along Runde river    to its confluence with Mwedzi river    

then westwards along Mwedzi river    into Govarizadze river    into Govarizadze 

river    then south-westwards then north-westwards to its junction with an 

unnamed road then generally north-westwards along the unnamed road to its 

junction with the district boundary then generally north-eastwards along the 

district boundary to its junction with Runde river    which is the starting point.  

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 

35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   

813070.20,  7789267.97;   812667.63,  7788971.42; 812438.67,  7788560.68;   

812302.38,  7788081.06;   812112.51,  7787618.51; 811968.80,  7787140.20;   

811836.03,  7786658.15;   811700.96,  7786176.88; 811386.76,  7785846.00;   

810894.40,  7785758.90;   810402.05,  7785671.79; 809909.70,  7785584.68;   

809417.34,  7785497.57;   808924.99,  7785410.46; 808432.64,  7785323.35;   

807940.28,  7785236.24;   807460.42,  7785131.48; 807214.53,  7784696.12;   

806968.64,  7784260.76;   806722.75,  7783825.40; 806476.86,  7783390.04;   

806230.96,  7782954.68;   805985.07,  7782519.33; 805739.18,  7782083.97;   

805493.29,  7781648.61;   805247.40,  7781213.25; 805001.50,  7780777.89;   

804757.69,  7780341.36;   804514.46,  7779904.52; 804271.22,  7779467.67;   

804027.98,  7779030.82;   803784.74,  7778593.98; 804154.79,  7778336.96;   

804631.68,  7778205.85;   805057.46,  7778088.10; 805218.79,  7778297.09;   
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805560.22,  7777943.66;   805942.41,  7777874.30; 806202.42,  7778251.85;   

806647.01,  7778123.12;   807079.14,  7777883.77; 807542.18,  7777742.72;   

808018.17,  7777596.71;   808448.81,  7777363.02; 808553.02,  7776902.15;   

808582.74,  7776427.57;   808276.33,  7776062.98; 808506.65,  7775732.35;   

808967.10,  7775596.18;   809452.63,  7775557.08; 809928.90,  7775485.72;   

810325.73,  7775199.66;   810755.19,  7774951.10; 811158.54,  7775116.54;   

811450.25,  7775512.71;   811695.50,  7775942.39; 811827.66,  7776380.07;   

812038.35,  7776798.00;   812118.66,  7777216.15; 812266.20,  7777660.49;   

812413.92,  7778114.63;   812295.79,  7778599.43; 812158.24,  7778971.07;   

812242.55,  7779390.06;   812350.27,  7779819.30; 812607.64,  7780108.85;   

813019.95,  7780228.05;   813493.00,  7780167.29; 813873.91,  7780319.45;   

814285.45,  7780496.69;   814720.55,  7780675.40; 815042.48,  7780730.62;   

815004.42,  7781189.42;   814990.21,  7781671.72; 814777.93,  7782118.69;   

814914.24,  7782576.08;   815175.37,  7783002.43; 815474.39,  7783399.21;   

815846.77,  7783732.02;   816155.14,  7784117.10; 816108.96,  7784531.70;   

815654.32,  7784735.89;   815172.14,  7784856.42; 814689.41,  7784968.45;   

814198.82,  7785059.69;   813832.30,  7785277.99; 813950.79,  7785734.33;   

814112.22,  7786138.22;   814256.97,  7786615.47; 814326.09,  7787110.02;   

814169.69,  7787559.99;   813936.40,  7787963.97; 813629.01,  7788358.08;   

813343.58,  7788766.30;   813125.13,  7789202.73. 

 

WARD 4 

It is and area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Musavezi and Musikati  river   s, then south-eastwards along Musavezi river    

to its confluence with Mukovori river, generally north-westwards to Bera-

beacon then south-westwards to Chewere hills, then southwards along 

Mabasa-Pakami road to its junction with Runde river    then generally north-

eastwards along Runde river    to its confluence with Mudariketsi river    then 

north-eastwards along Mudariketsi to Gwemusheche river    to 

Mamvuramachena river    to its confluence with Musikati river    then south-

eastwards along Musikati river    to its confluence with Musavezi river    which 
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is the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   828946.35,  7781927.70;   828514.49,  

7782172.38;   828146.32, 7782506.72;   827766.43,  7782817.82;   

827284.69,  7782867.60;   826804.88, 7782992.88;   826311.08,  7783011.68;   

826038.80,  7783300.65;   825693.36, 7783109.91;   825297.60,  7783020.16;   

824851.34,  7782879.02;   824592.89, 7782522.78;   824228.18,  7782215.72;   

823740.79,  7782188.54;   823250.91, 7782169.64;   822786.54,  7782021.06;   

822288.12,  7782029.93;   821789.94, 7782011.25;   821291.45,  7781975.76;   

820805.42,  7782072.95;   820328.17, 7782221.05;   819945.64,  7782298.25;   

819592.69,  7781946.83;   819146.74, 7781737.59;   818657.59,  7781637.49;   

818167.55,  7781555.31;   817672.11, 7781488.88;   817174.65,  7781452.20;   

816678.17,  7781509.61;   816200.79, 7781416.02;   815896.77,  7781048.11;   

815768.09,  7780587.81;   815679.37, 7780119.68;   815995.52,  7779743.09;   

816052.90,  7779257.09;   816077.16, 7778763.70;   816399.49,  7778460.10;   

816830.97,  7778628.60   817174.50, 7778296.77;   817448.98,  7777893.40;   

817869.63,  7777650.25;   818313.89, 7777530.70;   818449.10,  7777054.28;   

818390.96,  7776559.54;   818250.12, 7776080.25;   818187.59,  7775606.51;   

818461.63,  7775189.97;   818746.18, 7774778.84;   819148.76,  7774489.39;   

819510.65,  7774144.38;   819832.30, 7773761.71;   820153.32,  7773378.39;   

820484.14,  7773003.48;   820814.96, 7772628.57;   821165.03,  7772271.63;   

821525.57,  7771925.34;   821891.10, 7771584.19;   822256.27,  7771242.65;   

822614.97,  7770894.31;   822957.79, 7770531.78;   823264.23,  7770136.69;   

823589.20,  7769757.12;   823740.92, 7770070.10;   823694.23,  7770565.39;   

823811.05,  7771041.50;   824120.54, 7771426.36;   824549.77,  7771666.79;   

824750.55,  7772116.41;   825147.36, 7772415.42;   825483.97,  7772782.77;   

825708.30,  7773188.03;   826070.00, 7773515.27;   826060.17,  7773983.26;   

826075.48,  7774470.20;   826017.99, 7774859.73;   826005.49,  7775349.93;   

825889.12,  7775834.44;   826217.05, 7776192.15;   826311.57,  7776673.66;   

825926.47,  7776980.66;   825830.01, 7777437.70;   825843.69,  7777936.65;   

825973.02,  7778392.11;   826224.16, 7778798.09;   826549.72,  7778919.34;   
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827012.43,  7778732.74;   827450.48, 7778516.95;   827949.90,  7778515.62;   

828427.74,  7778649.77;   828918.45, 7778709.95;   829364.56,  7778721.44;   

829803.02,  7778481.13;   830241.49, 7778240.82;   830683.41,  7778006.99;   

831127.32,  7777776.90;   831577.23, 7777558.78;   832016.98,  7777321.04;   

832459.45,  7777089.03;   832923.18, 7776906.89;   833316.49,  7776949.97;   

833434.67,  7777429.72;   833744.23, 7777793.72;   833782.84,  7778239.79;   

833339.73,  7778444.31;   832905.96, 7778684.38;   832505.05,  7778977.50;   

832074.96,  7779222.10;   831691.43, 7779539.72;   831507.28,  7779996.28;   

831411.27,  7780482.89;   831128.75, 7780660.44;   830636.31,  7780712.96;   

830296.85,  7781069.50;   829898.37, 7781345.28;   829511.18,  7781653.60;   

829060.86,  7781862.95 

 

WARD 5 

 

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of Old 

Bulawayo road and Ngezi river    then generally south-westwards along the Old 

Bulawayo road to its junction with the District Administrative boundary then 

north-westwards, north-eastwards along the boundary to its  junction with the 

northern boundary of De-Beers Block 5 then south-eastwards. Then south-

westwards along  the same boundary to its junction with Ngezi river    then 

generally southwards along Ngezi river    to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   798971.44,  

7765033.12; 799167.02,  7765493.28;   799352.84,  7765957.47;   799538.65,  

7766421.66; 799724.47,  7766885.85;   799924.01,  7767344.25;   800126.81,  

7767801.27; 800329.62,  7768258.30;   800539.15,  7768712.06;   800771.84,  

7769154.62; 801004.53,  7769597.17;   801237.23,  7770039.73;   801462.84,  

7770485.90; 801685.63,  7770933.52;   801903.66,  7771383.45;   802117.17,  

7771835.57; 802330.68,  7772287.69;   802544.19,  7772739.81;   802757.70,  

7773191.94; 802692.79,  7773512.73;   802208.10,  7773635.51;   801723.41,  

7773758.30; 801243.71,  7773898.82;   800766.09,  7774046.74;   800315.52,  
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7774244.32; 799831.30,  7774368.65;   799346.43,  7774490.72;   798861.56,  

7774612.78; 798380.88,  7774749.93;   797902.52,  7774895.42;   797430.58,  

7775036.18; 797166.58,  7774611.56;   796941.65,  7774166.37;   796741.05,  

7773708.37; 796540.44,  7773250.38;   796339.83,  7772792.39;   796130.12,  

7772338.56; 795915.36,  7771887.03;   795700.60,  7771435.50;   795485.84,  

7770983.97; 795271.08,  7770532.44;   795056.32,  7770080.91;   794841.56,  

7769629.38; 794630.28,  7769176.22;   794420.42,  7768722.40;   794223.17,  

7768263.02; 794030.41,  7767801.67;   793837.64,  7767340.32;   793644.88,  

7766878.98; 793452.11,  7766417.63;   793259.35,  7765956.28;   793072.99,  

7765492.57; 792924.92,  7765015.01;   792741.80,  7764550.94;   792532.26,  

7764096.96; 792322.73,  7763642.98;   792113.19,  7763189.01;   791903.66,  

7762735.03; 791766.64,  7762261.65;   791759.15,  7761761.71;   791751.66,  

7761261.77; 791744.17,  7760761.82;   791736.69,  7760261.88;   791718.69,  

7759764.96; 791458.76,  7759337.83;   791269.85,  7758875.34;   791127.28,  

7758396.96; 791002.81,  7757912.70;   790878.34,  7757428.44;   790753.87,  

7756944.18; 790629.40,  7756459.92;   790504.93,  7755975.66;   790380.46,  

7755491.41; 790247.52,  7755009.44;   790078.66,  7754540.01;   789878.61,  

7754081.78; 789678.55,  7753623.54;   789478.50,  7753165.31;   789278.45,  

7752707.07; 789078.40,  7752248.84;   788878.35,  7751790.60;   788680.66,  

7751331.36; 788487.32,  7750870.25;   788293.98,  7750409.14;   788100.65,  

7749948.03; 787907.31,  7749486.92;   788032.43,  7749277.24;   788527.62,  

7749314.60; 789023.92,  7749349.26;   789388.28,  7749027.94;   789662.66,  

7748610.10; 789935.05,  7748190.82;   790254.46,  7747806.24;   790558.74,  

7747410.78; 790999.66,  7747314.22;   791370.40,  7747065.77;   791739.10,  

7746750.74; 792105.44,  7746468.37;   792267.20,  7745996.52;   792636.74,  

7745680.62; 793122.94,  7745586.33;   793595.47,  7745699.58;   794070.77,  

7745824.35; 794431.71,  7745582.06;   794608.40,  7745918.42;   794770.94,  

7746391.26; 794932.54,  7746864.43;   795141.31,  7747305.29;   795514.90,  

7747637.15; 795838.45,  7748014.66;   796234.51,  7748296.60;   796679.75,  

7748524.10; 797125.00,  7748751.61;   797572.14,  7748975.34;   798018.56,  

7749200.50; 798464.07,  7749427.50;   798909.57,  7749654.49;   799375.49,  
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7749830.29; 799854.95,  7749972.11;   800316.64,  7750159.11;   800784.52,  

7750014.48; 801263.60,  7749872.67;   801759.95,  7749836.29;   802181.02,  

7749726.10; 802434.23,  7750154.23;   802686.04,  7750563.22;   802269.95,  

7750782.13; 801781.77,  7750887.30;   801329.30,  7751056.58;   801348.41,  

7751530.90; 801396.25,  7752006.16;   801008.69,  7752301.47;   800555.04,  

7752460.65; 800262.71,  7752862.21;   800081.01,  7753327.19;   799907.85,  

7753796.04; 799735.03,  7754262.66;   799693.86,  7754759.30;   799695.20,  

7755255.02; 799445.21,  7755678.89;   799135.64,  7756066.92   798854.88,  

7756480.35; 798473.51,  7756791.90;   798033.43,  7757027.81;   797686.67,  

7757382.38; 797474.66,  7757822.73;   797511.52,  7758310.11;   797644.39,  

7758781.59; 797769.73,  7759265.63;   797843.89,  7759752.83;   797803.81,  

7760243.48; 797861.99,  7760725.32;   798005.43,  7761195.47;   798155.73,  

7761668.14; 798211.85,  7762157.54;   797956.38,  7762575.38;   798110.79,  

7763028.14; 798308.02,  7763487.60;   798505.24,  7763947.06;   798702.47,  

7764406.52; 798899.69,  7764865.97. 

 

WARD 6 

 

Area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the junction of the district 

boundary and Zvishavane Somabhula railway line south-eastwards along the 

district boundary, north-eastwards along the same boundary to its junction 

with an unnamed road south-westwards along Gweru-Zvishane road then 

generally south-eastward along this unnamed road to its junction with 

Govarizadze river    to its confluence with Shavi river    then generally along 

Shavi river    to its confluence with an unnamed stream then generally 

westwards along the stream to its junction with western boundary of De Beers 

Block 5 then north-eastwards, north-westwards along this boundary to the 

district Administrative boundary at the south-western  tip of Torwood Lee 

resettlement, then north-eastwards, south-eastwards along the district 

boundary to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 
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1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   803769.28,  7778566.21;   803526.08,  

7778129.34; 803061.83,  7778296.10;   802594.01,  7778472.59;   802127.51,  

7778652.34; 801668.13,  7778849.76;   801208.76,  7779047.19;   800749.39,  

7779244.61; 800393.97,  7779079.31;   800098.39,  7778676.03;   799802.81,  

7778272.76; 799507.22,  7777869.48;   799211.64,  7777466.21;   798916.06,  

7777062.93; 798611.05,  7776666.74;   798305.77,  7776270.76;   798000.77,  

7775874.57; 797719.44,  7775461.23;   797438.10,  7775047.89;   797906.33,  

7774894.26; 798384.69,  7774748.77;   798865.43,  7774611.80;   799350.30,  

7774489.74; 799835.17,  7774367.68;   800319.30,  7774243.07;   800769.90,  

7774045.56; 801247.52,  7773897.64;   801727.28,  7773757.32;   802211.96,  

7773634.53; 802696.65,  7773511.75;   802756.00,  7773188.33;   802542.49,  

7772736.21; 802328.98,  7772284.09;   802115.47,  7771831.97;   801901.96,  

7771379.85; 801683.86,  7770929.95;   801461.06,  7770482.33;   801235.37,  

7770036.20; 801002.68,  7769593.64;   800769.99,  7769151.09;   800537.29,  

7768708.53; 800328.00,  7768254.65;   800125.20,  7767797.63;   799922.39,  

7767340.60; 799722.99,  7766882.15;   799537.17,  7766417.96;   799351.35,  

7765953.77; 799165.54,  7765489.58;   798975.41,  7765032.78;   799470.28,  

7765047.60; 799965.11,  7765104.59;   800458.56,  7765180.92;   800931.63,  

7765064.17; 801377.54,  7764917.23;   801869.24,  7764885.98;   802329.93,  

7765007.92; 802795.13,  7765137.19;   803290.25,  7765172.96;   803774.20,  

7765262.26; 804256.44,  7765351.89;   804668.34,  7765125.73;   804936.02,  

7764771.02; 805375.78,  7764589.89;   805856.53,  7764558.37;   806356.30,  

7764550.41; 806818.25,  7764405.48;   807304.91,  7764467.89;   807482.33,  

7764805.49; 807212.20,  7765218.75;   807301.77,  7765660.09;   807357.22,  

7766098.14; 807629.93,  7766492.35;   807929.85,  7766859.48;   807734.93,  

7767306.28; 807906.68,  7767705.48;   808339.13,  7767748.13;   808454.65,  

7768186.92; 808489.29,  7768601.73;   808509.28,  7769061.91;   808825.41,  

7769437.37; 809080.67,  7769854.36;   809286.66,  7770295.30;   809522.63,  

7770724.09; 809855.39,  7771078.39;   810013.40,  7771534.84;   810200.46,  

7771990.58; 810292.06,  7772445.50;   810612.60,  7772790.01;   810757.02,  

7773255.30; 810512.62,  7773673.04;   810167.36,  7773990.18;   810533.49,  
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7774208.21; 810771.99,  7774577.67;   810786.84,  7774939.17;   810354.58,  

7775182.01; 809960.22,  7775472.96;   809486.05,  7775553.76;   809000.92,  

7775595.87; 808536.28,  7775716.03;   808261.99,  7776032.50;   808569.37,  

7776396.51; 808550.68,  7776868.41;   808472.93,  7777339.94;   808050.06,  

7777585.45; 807575.19,  7777735.34;   807104.33,  7777861.73;   806676.91,  

7778107.31; 806231.97,  7778267.69;   805954.34,  7777905.95;   805593.76,  

7777939.39; 805240.91,  7778271.51;   805073.15,  7778114.01;   804663.23,  

7778193.65; 804188.32,  7778332.53;   803770.75,  7778564.80. 

 

WARD 7 

 

A line drawn from the confluence of Mwedzi and Govarizadze river    then 

southwards to Dongoramaswazi mountain then a line is drawn to Chambuwa 

mountain, then to Fizho beacon to Hlamadudzi mountain to its junction with 

Mupete river    then eastwards along unnamed road, then generally south-

westwards along the said road to its junction with Gweru-Zvishavane road, 

then south-eastwards along this road to its junction with the urban council 

boundary then south-westwards along this boundary to Shavi river, then 

generally northwards along Shavi river    to its confluence with Govarizadze 

river, generally north-eastwards along Govarizadze to its confluence with 

Mwedzi river, the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   814256.72,  7780469.56;   

813856.69,  7780283.89; 813455.62,  7780179.99;   812980.44,  7780228.36;   

812584.68,  7780140.60; 812331.82,  7779786.17;   812217.23,  7779360.65;   

812128.75,  7778945.28; 812306.14,  7778561.30;   812423.85,  7778076.39;   

812242.75,  7777628.69; 812110.18,  7777177.61;   812022.64,  7776761.74;   

811834.75,  7776343.55; 811677.71,  7775907.11;   811430.72,  7775479.55;   

811128.59,  7775090.77; 810895.34,  7774721.68;   810696.05,  7774294.28;   

810238.81,  7774149.92; 810355.85,  7773783.98;   810693.78,  7773431.58;   

810691.82,  7772964.43; 810371.03,  7772609.44;   810177.58,  7772178.45;   
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810090.88,  7771710.56; 809928.97,  7771250.27;   809689.32,  7770824.79;   

809342.59,  7770482.03; 809173.20,  7770022.91;   808935.96,  7769599.26;   

808616.08,  7769220.14; 808439.12,  7768788.91;   808515.01,  7768349.67;   

808344.78,  7767943.91; 808086.16,  7767673.90;   807714.71,  7767497.78;   

807875.39,  7767042.56; 807764.58,  7766629.79;   807483.26,  7766243.41;   

807407.31,  7765822.05; 807160.19,  7765400.21;   807397.65,  7764979.80;   

807483.89,  7764508.01; 807470.52,  7764010.04;   807351.62,  7763532.34;   

807320.91,  7763079.13;807743.19,  7762886.06;   807887.84,  7762493.69;   

808152.38,  7762133.92; 807991.01,  7761694.78;   808282.66,  7761312.36;   

808771.63,  7761251.45; 809241.22,  7761134.57;   809547.82,  7760751.42;   

809678.91,  7760297.29; 809665.88,  7759858.54;   809919.90,  7759559.51;   

810364.85,  7759412.71; 810454.08,  7758926.87;   810687.39,  7758603.04;   

811109.05,  7758514.19; 811571.93,  7758381.09;   812006.76,  7758156.21;   

812382.66,  7757835.64; 812491.95,  7757352.90;   812742.19,  7757074.06;   

813114.28,  7756843.79; 813209.71,  7756362.98;   813214.60,  7755897.56;   

812965.33,  7755559.06; 813413.41,  7755340.14;   813278.64,  7754886.47;   

813224.19,  7754395.00; 812775.63,  7754227.84;   812360.07,  7753977.59;   

812555.08,  7753633.47; 812890.86,  7753403.28;   812974.40,  7753191.99;   

813418.10,  7753287.19; 813852.92,  7753534.04;   814301.38,  7753754.25;   

814755.79,  7753962.85; 815210.19,  7754171.45;   815664.60,  7754380.05;   

816119.01,  7754588.65; 816573.41,  7754797.25;   816439.38,  7755234.30;   

816230.14,  7755687.48; 815939.33,  7756085.78;   815495.49,  7756316.02;   

815049.80,  7756537.66; 814617.47,  7756755.21;   814675.05,  7757190.22;   

814772.46,  7757679.37; 814989.40,  7758097.80;   815377.84,  7758344.61;   

815693.30,  7758732.53; 815551.90,  7759087.65;   815056.44,  7759066.94;   

814565.37,  7759159.29; 814103.56,  7759031.48;   814123.35,  7759489.33;   

814189.55,  7759978.21; 814021.58,  7760370.55;   813889.54,  7760820.08;   

813666.18,  7760949.63; 813812.25,  7761412.00;   814030.38,  7761825.87;   

813861.18,  7762286.84; 813986.09,  7762769.46;   814256.90,  7763185.72;   

814469.60,  7763636.57; 814659.11,  7764098.24   814844.19,  7764562.31;   

815054.89,  7765015.75; 815265.59,  7765469.19;   815468.11,  7765926.18;   
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815622.51,  7766399.07; 815898.22,  7766781.25;   815623.39,  7767191.02;   

815643.32,  7767688.33; 815545.31,  7768158.16;   815095.46,  7768343.99;   

814674.11,  7768613.18; 814397.02,  7769006.01;   814400.47,  7769503.96;   

814463.36,  7769993.90; 814560.70,  7770484.33;   814774.27,  7770925.41;   

814649.68,  7771336.11; 814512.03,  7771816.67;   814459.19,  7772312.10;   

814565.35,  7772794.24; 814647.94,  7773285.79;   814662.04,  7773782.63;   

814624.85,  7774276.22; 814651.50,  7774762.78;   814521.82,  7775245.41;   

814444.09,  7775734.82; 814473.63,  7776233.95;   814275.81,  7776691.12;   

814255.57,  7777182.38; 814263.07,  7777682.33;   814276.58,  7778182.13   

814292.35,  7778681.88; 814261.68,  7779171.94;   814223.21,  7779670.46;   

814178.08,  7780160.93. 

 

WARD 8 

 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mwedzi 

and Runde river   s, then southwards along Runde to its confluence with 

Kweredzi river, north-eastwards along Kweredzi river    into Mabasa-Zvishavane 

road, then northeast along the said road to Nyagambu river, then northwest to 

Ramhofu School road, into Govura river    and westwards into Danga stream, 

then south-westwards along the said stream to Fizho beacon and northwards 

along mountain ranges to Mwedzi river, then generally north-eastwards to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:   815109.14,  7780645.03;   814612.23,  7780681.25;   

814239.69, 7780402.73;   814183.22,  7779916.40;   814242.48,  7779420.73;   

814280.95, 7778922.22;   814284.45,  7778431.54;   814268.69,  7777931.79;   

814259.32, 7777431.89;   814246.39,  7776933.01;   814378.86,  7776462.84;   

814458.83, 7775983.92;   814462.53,  7775487.80;   814581.33,  7775002.12;   

814673.31, 7774521.00;   814624.96,  7774029.39;   814671.64,  7773534.20;   

814624.16, 7773036.45;   814502.47,  7772551.79;   814467.84,  7772061.79;   

814579.46, 7771575.56;   814802.78,  7771142.34;   814631.38,  7770719.71;   
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814511.94, 7770238.66;   814414.60,  7769748.22;   814629.88,  7769470.00;   

815069.72, 7769238.60;   815550.40,  7769229.87;   815866.82,  7769593.25;   

816073.86, 7770033.88;   816560.43,  7770050.67;   817002.70,  7770216.85;   

817222.05, 7770663.79;   817423.52,  7771121.17;   817578.78,  7771596.06;   

817710.14, 7772073.95;   818178.42,  7772205.03;   818235.08,  7771934.35;   

818339.70, 7771523.62;   818241.55,  7771036.26;   818645.92,  7770785.37;   

819099.51, 7770576.88;   819342.62,  7770178.06;   819467.50,  7769699.31;   

819752.13, 7769288.23;   820087.63,  7768923.33;   820467.74,  7768598.70;   

820783.59, 7768214.46;   821159.48,  7767892.72;   821602.16,  7767672.46;   

822094.25, 7767614.51;   822577.47,  7767719.05;   822707.64,  7767433.44;   

822544.46, 7766960.82;   822402.91,  7766485.92;   822027.03,  7766162.93;   

821671.98, 7765822.32;   821267.42,  7765532.97;   820849.24,  7765259.48;   

820439.45, 7764973.00;   820029.65,  7764686.52;   819609.55,  7764415.41;   

819948.05, 7764197.45;   820392.27,  7764176.81;   820810.52,  7764207.07;   

821249.37, 7763987.56;   821718.96,  7763909.72;   822146.08,  7763759.70;   

822627.87, 7763865.24;   823104.29,  7763988.05;   823444.01,  7764325.28;   

823909.11, 7764224.35;   824335.76,  7763973.72;   824799.47,  7763824.73;   

825286.44, 7763772.14;   825765.33,  7763678.21;   826236.38,  7763696.23;   

826640.41, 7763449.37;   826700.57,  7762971.21;   826634.13,  7762490.65;   

826660.89, 7761996.27;   827068.24,  7761891.54;   827445.64,  7761576.11;   

827893.82, 7761395.62;   828357.59,  7761328.85;   828624.34,  7760907.59;   

828917.22, 7761034.25;   829171.62,  7761455.12;   829523.46,  7761803.22;   

829859.57, 7762170.01;   829800.77,  7762598.00;   829352.97,  7762808.83;   

828916.12, 7763051.50;   828484.92,  7763304.35;   828108.82,  7763633.82;   

827753.32, 7763984.90;   827433.51,  7764365.42;   827162.22,  7764785.43;   

826875.33, 7765194.14;   826561.19,  7765583.13;   826257.00,  7765979.77;   

825918.12, 7766341.90;   825782.65,  7766783.65;   825829.08,  7767260.10;   

825501.73, 7767634.04;   825126.56,  7767962.49;   824749.17,  7768289.50;   

824368.10, 7768613.14;   824080.61,  7769014.11;   823859.48,  7769458.20;   

823524.16, 7769829.09;   823204.78,  7770213.34;   822898.34,  7770608.42;   

822545.38, 7770961.89;   822185.72,  7771309.22;   821820.19,  7771650.37;   
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821454.65, 7771991.52;   821096.87,  7772340.65;   820750.78,  7772701.31;   

820419.96, 7773076.22;   820090.44,  7773452.24;   819770.17,  7773836.20;   

819440.44, 7774211.31;   819071.91,  7774547.46;   818690.98,  7774858.60;   

818410.40, 7775271.76;   818170.58,  7775701.95;   818281.43,  7776171.71;  

818417.33, 7776652.89;   818441.58,  7777149.55;   818253.66,  7777601.43;   

817775.82, 7777674.93;   817377.14,  7777958.58;   817137.44,  7778386.42;   

816740.86, 7778659.95;   816302.51,  7778461.71;   816057.12,  7778858.61;   

816062.83, 7779353.58;   815939.58,  7779821.85;   815607.48,  7780184.55;   

833254.94, 7776809.32;   832777.54,  7776954.31;   832319.63,  7777153.75;   

831438.49, 7777626.04;   830990.31,  7777847.62;   830546.57,  7778078.04;   

830106.27, 7778314.93;   829667.81,  7778555.24;   829229.34,  7778795.55;   

828766.66, 7778690.36;   828283.63,  7778596.03;   827795.86,  7778508.90;   

827299.81, 7778549.69;   826868.26,  7778786.90;   826414.83,  7778994.03;   

826110.90, 7778695.57;   825902.63,  7778257.49;   825846.97,  7777783.09; 

825824.69, 7777283.60;   826034.19,  7776870.63;   826317.49,  7776520.17;   

826141.95, 7776057.90;   825907.51,  7775681.57;   826030.06,  7775199.19;   

825910.71, 7774748.98;   826109.71,  7774321.86;   826113.70,  7773838.66;   

825983.16, 7773387.86;   825587.55,  7773109.36;   825384.92,  7772664.60;   

825026.55, 7772319.61;   824687.05,  7771977.11;   824410.57,  7771601.69;   

824008.94, 7771319.96;   823742.41,  7770903.77;   823696.79,  7770411.22;   

823769.09, 7769918.51;   823803.17,  7769520.47;   824041.85,  7769087.87;   

824304.60, 7768668.06;   824684.33,  7768342.82;   825062.67,  7768016.95;   

825443.19, 7767692.60;   825788.54,  7767332.67;   825806.80,  7766864.05;   

825859.59, 7766402.06;   826207.51,  7766047.58;   826508.44,  7765648.45;   

826822.58, 7765259.45;   827116.67,  7764855.94;   827387.96,  7764435.94;   

827695.05, 7764045.33;   828045.67,  7763689.14;   828421.77,  7763359.67;   

828843.59, 7763093.77;   829277.48,  7762845.57;   829725.11,  7762634.31;   

829801.41, 7762899.60;   829663.31,  7763341.92;   829189.87,  7763431.42;   

829116.48, 7763810.79;   829350.28,  7764227.58;   829652.23,  7764598.67;   

830137.59, 7764649.04;   830297.44,  7765040.65;   830434.59,  7765504.78;   

830392.94, 7765991.91;   830554.70,  7766453.63;   830768.43,  7766899.41;   
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830865.89, 7767389.82;   830965.46,  7767879.38;   831060.69,  7768370.23;   

831034.13, 7768861.85;   830910.92,  7769334.63;   830732.64,  7769795.63;   

830636.96, 7770274.96;   830540.21,  7770755.78;   830370.23,  7771223.03;   

830300.23, 7771649.97;   830623.59,  7772023.27;   831087.16,  7772154.96;   

831369.80, 7772527.18;   831573.41,  7772966.51;   831664.79,  7773455.09;   

831945.78, 7773858.14;   832152.46,  7774278.94;   832492.04,  7774582.10;   

832985.74, 7774531.94;   833377.78,  7774740.16;   833313.53,  7775222.33;   

833123.14,  7775679.29;   833246.42,  7776136.43   833180.11,  7776606.28   

815224.49,  7780505.76. 

 

WARD 9 

 

A line is drawn from the confluence of Runde and Musavezi river   s, then 

north-westwards along Runde river    its junction with Mabasa-Pakame road, 

then generally northwards along the said road to Chewere hills, then generally 

eastwards to its junction with the Provincial boundary, then, generally 

southwards along Provincial boundary to its junction with Runde river, the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:   833254.94, 7776809.32;  832777.54,  7776954.31;   

832319.63,  7777153.75; 831882.03,  7777395.63;   831438.49,  7777626.04;   

830990.31,  7777847.62; 830546.57,  7778078.04;   830106.27,  7778314.93;   

829667.81,  7778555.24; 829229.34,  7778795.55;   828766.66,  7778690.36;   

828283.63,  7778596.03; 827795.86,  7778508.90;   827299.81,  7778549.69;   

826868.26,  7778786.90; 826414.83,  7778994.03;   826110.90,  7778695.57;   

825902.63,  7778257.49; 825846.97,  7777783.09;   825824.69,  7777283.60;   

826034.19,  7776870.63; 826317.49,  7776520.17;   826141.95,  7776057.90;   

825907.51,  7775681.57; 826030.06,  7775199.19;   825910.71,  7774748.98;   

826109.71,  7774321.86; 826113.70,  7773838.66;   825983.16,  7773387.86;   

825587.55,  7773109.36; 825384.92,  7772664.60;   825026.55,  7772319.61;   

824687.05,  7771977.11; 824410.57,  7771601.69;   824008.94,  7771319.96;   
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823742.41,  7770903.77; 823696.79,  7770411.22;   823769.09,  7769918.51;   

823803.17,  7769520.47; 824041.85,  7769087.87;   824304.60,  7768668.06;   

824684.33,  7768342.82; 825062.67,  7768016.95;   825443.19,  7767692.60;   

825788.54,  7767332.67; 825806.80,  7766864.05;   825859.59,  7766402.06;   

826207.51,  7766047.58; 826508.44,  7765648.45;   826822.58,  7765259.45;   

827116.67,  7764855.94; 827387.96,  7764435.94;   827695.05,  7764045.33;   

828045.67,  7763689.14; 828421.77,  7763359.67;   828843.59,  7763093.77;   

829277.48,  7762845.57; 829725.11,  7762634.31;   829801.41,  7762899.60;   

829663.31,  7763341.92; 829189.87,  7763431.42;   829116.48,  7763810.79;   

829350.28,  7764227.58; 829652.23,  7764598.67;   830137.59,  7764649.04;   

830297.44,  7765040.65; 830434.59,  7765504.78;   830392.94,  7765991.91;   

830554.70,  7766453.63; 830768.43,  7766899.41;   830865.89,  7767389.82;   

830965.46,  7767879.38; 831060.69,  7768370.23;   831034.13,  7768861.85;   

830910.92,  7769334.63; 830732.64,  7769795.63;   830636.96,  7770274.96;   

830540.21,  7770755.78; 830300.23,  7771649.97;   830623.59,  7772023.27;   

831087.16,  7772154.96; 831369.80,  7772527.18;   831573.41,  7772966.51;   

831664.79,  7773455.09; 831945.78,  7773858.14;   832152.46,  7774278.94;   

832492.04,  7774582.10; 832985.74,  7774531.94;   833377.78,  7774740.16;   

833313.53,  7775222.33; 833123.14,  7775679.29;   833246.42,  7776136.43;   

833180.11,  7776606.28. 

 

WARD 10 

 

A line is drawn from the junction of  Zvishavane-Gweru road and an 

unsurveyed boundary, then north-westwards along Gweru-Zvishavane road to 

its junction with unnamed road, then north-eastwards, then westwards to its 

junction with Mupete river, northwards to Hlamadudzi mountain to Fizho 

beacon, then northeast to Danga river    then north-eastwards along Danga 

river    to its junction with unnamed road then generally south-eastwards to its 

junction with a road to Mabasa growth point, then south-westwards along this 

road to its junction with Kweredzi river, south-eastwards along Kweredzi river    
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then southwards to Chamabvepfa ruins, southwards to Mavinga hills, then 

westwards to Chigwende Mountains, south-westwards  , then south-eastwards 

to its junction with unsurveyed boundary then north-westwards, south-

westwards to its junction with Zvishavane-Gweru road, which the starting 

point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator 

(UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:   822076.87,  7763733.20;   821645.96,  7763903.39;   

821178.96, 7764010.68;   820740.33,  7764187.35;   820348.76,  7764235.91;   

819877.61, 7764206.82;   819671.88,  7764455.50;   820090.39,  7764728.98;   

820500.18, 7765015.46;   820909.97,  7765301.94;   821331.09,  7765570.88;   

821727.25, 7765871.49;   822088.46,  7766204.39;   822435.24,  7766552.58   

822568.64, 7767030.87;   822731.82,  7767503.49;   822508.76,  7767691.30;   

822020.39, 7767608.46;   821532.36,  7767697.35;   821100.40,  7767937.47;   

820747.11, 7768278.97;   820412.77,  7768648.25;   820031.05,  7768971.19;   

819709.95, 7769349.16;   819426.84,  7769760.90;   819333.85,  7770251.64;   

819034.93, 7770613.23;   818575.60,  7770808.76;   818246.23,  7771108.49;   

818350.24, 7771596.98;   818256.97,  7772004.33;   818104.39,  7772201.77;   

817675.27, 7772008.55;   817560.61,  7771524.39;   817397.52,  7771051.85;   

817191.52, 7770596.26;   816953.10,  7770161.84;   816486.48,  7770055.06;   

816026.04, 7769979.44;   815841.99,  7769523.43;   815481.81,  7769201.80;   

814999.09, 7769260.55;   814563.81,  7769497.07;   814380.74,  7769157.33;   

814558.57, 7768710.06;   814966.70,  7768426.25;   815425.48,  7768247.60;   

815631.69, 7767840.69;   815627.96,  7767343.43;   815815.76,  7766906.96;   

815701.08, 7766525.45;   815525.63,  7766067.74;   815329.98,  7765607.75;   

815119.28, 7765154.32;   814908.57,  7764700.88;   814711.74,  7764241.69;   

814530.92, 7763776.52;   814332.74,  7763317.52;   814063.94,  7762897.07;   

813916.10, 7762429.42;   813993.82,  7761973.33;   813870.30,  7761544.04;   

813705.06, 7761090.39;   813939.76,  7760963.06;   813917.21,  7760481.28   

814195.01, 7760128.19;   814176.07,  7759632.74;   814089.41,  7759145.75   

814415.33, 7759177.61;   814906.23,  7759093.98   815401.47,  7759072.65;   

815715.70, 7758882.90;   815474.24,  7758463.16;   815114.05,  7758186.08;   
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814787.22, 7757831.26;   814703.62,  7757340.33;   814574.64,  7756881.60;   

814905.57, 7756587.61;   815362.40,  7756391.08;   815803.69,  7756156.14;   

816147.41, 7755815.95;   816378.72,  7755374.55;   816575.08,  7754915.59;   

816984.24, 7754992.91;   817439.92,  7755198.72;   817860.92,  7754992.93;   

818275.73, 7754713.77;   818654.05,  7754623.33;   818544.10,  7755070.86;   

818530.46, 7755479.70;   818704.57,  7755948.41;   818878.67,  7756417.12;   

818867.99, 7756887.36;   818709.05,  7757361.39;   818545.89,  7757834.00;   

818303.87, 7758262.78;   818502.22,  7758648.68;   818801.56,  7759049.18;   

819100.89, 7759449.68;   819400.22,  7759850.18;   819834.67,  7759830.62;   

820311.36, 7759679.74;   820788.05,  7759528.86;   821264.75,  7759377.98;   

821741.44, 7759227.10;   821891.78,  7759538.56;   821909.25,  7760038.26;   

821929.50, 7760537.84;   821950.59,  7761037.40   821971.68,  7761536.95   

821992.78, 7762036.51;   822013.87,  7762536.06;   822036.00,  7763035.57;   

822065.24, 7763534.71. 

 

WARD 11 

A line is drawn from the confluence of Nyagati and Shavi river   s then 

westwards along Nyagati river, then south-westwards to its junction with the 

eastern boundary of Laings Syndicate Block along the boundary, then north-

westwards to Tureya Wedza mountain then southwards along this fence to its 

junction with Ngezi river, then northwards along the said river    to its junction 

with Springs farm fence, then north-eastwards along the said fence to its 

junction with an unnamed stream, then generally eastwards to its confluence 

with Shavi river    then generally south-eastwards along Shavi river    the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:   807481.84, 7764489.89; 806985.50,  7764465.09;   

806516.43, 7764479.20;   806034.94,  7764556.08;   805537.53,  7764530.70;   

805107.21, 7764735.00;  804717.62,  7764955.20;   804414.86,  7765273.61;   

803944.38, 7765313.49;   803460.50,  7765213.46;   802971.90,  7765147.82;   
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802480.41, 7765103.80;   802046.14,  7764867.15;   801552.94,  7764938.64;   

801077.57, 7764962.57;   800636.53,  7765172.67;   800142.39,  7765123.98;   

799648.45, 7765057.14;   799153.18,  7765017.45;   798846.17,  7764741.28;   

798648.94, 7764281.82;   798451.72,  7763822.37;   798254.49,  7763362.91;   

798057.27, 7762903.45;   798045.41,  7762472.97;   798225.90,  7762023.87;   

798128.40, 7761538.13;   797984.17,  7761062.86;   797830.68,  7760596.30;   

797810.03, 7760109.56;   797842.39,  7759617.14;   797735.71,  7759134.27;   

797610.38, 7758650.23;   797480.47,  7758182.57;   797504.74,  7757690.41;   

797768.76, 7757274.34;   798150.28,  7756958.84;   798461.23,  7757075.69;   

798622.39, 7757547.74;   798825.21,  7757999.80;   798925.63,  7758482.68;   

799238.13, 7758504.89;   799549.99,  7758114.06;   799876.72,  7757735.62;   

800192.42, 7757348.01;   800477.76,  7756949.91;   800766.61,  7756546.37;   

801100.46, 7756174.78;   801414.86,  7755786.00;   801730.39,  7755398.14;   

802050.46, 7755014.02;   802370.54,  7754629.90;   802690.62,  7754245.78;   

803010.70, 7753861.65;   803330.78,  7753477.53;   803659.33,  7753271.22;   

803809.08, 7753742.06;   803801.71,  7754225.61;   804183.22,  7754536.48;   

804468.90, 7754939.73;   804737.03,  7755358.65;   805003.53,  7755773.53;   

805300.88, 7756170.14;   805577.35,  7756577.78;   805855.78,  7756992.93;   

806120.28, 7757416.87;   806449.85,  7757792.72;   806698.19,  7758217.28;   

807080.07, 7758490.86;   807532.92,  7758647.93;   808006.57,  7758743.26;   

808412.80, 7758937.66;   808651.10,  7759336.65;   808946.70,  7759504.46;   

809363.52, 7759577.19;   809715.63,  7759255.67;   809916.80,  7759063.37;   

810092.83, 7758696.71;   810462.72,  7758827.23;   810406.43,  7759295.48;   

810043.58, 7759549.12;   809636.98,  7759739.34;   809748.88,  7760206.70;   

809604.69, 7760645.80;   809323.73,  7761042.67;   808892.51,  7761235.01;   

808401.66, 7761283.19;   808036.40,  7761579.14;   808078.16,  7762036.42;   

807946.15, 7762392.64;   807748.95,  7762790.40;   807427.71,  7763022.84;   

807285.15, 7763430.25;   807457.42,  7763887.04;   807481.66,  7764383.53 
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WARD 12 

 

A line is drawn from the confluence of Nyagati and Shavi rivers then 

southwards along Shavi river    to the Zeederburgs block fence, then south-

westwards along the said block fence to its intersection with Laings Syndicate 

Block farm fence, north-westwards along the said fence north-eastwards to its 

junction with Nyagati river, then north-eastwards, south-eastwards along 

Nyagati river, to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   812857.09,  7753090.41;   

812877.11,  7753521.68; 812412.17,  7753701.74;   812471.36,  7754090.28;   

812931.64,  7754252.83; 813231.73,  7754548.64;   813322.51,  7755038.46;   

813268.11,  7755403.15; 812999.14,  7755648.86;   813268.76,  7756037.53;   

813143.77,  7756506.58; 813066.17,  7756992.74;   812588.16,  7757051.55;   

812480.13,  7757510.75; 812278.20,  7757949.81;   811878.46,  7758248.81;   

811433.28,  7758447.70; 810953.74,  7758530.73;   810677.45,  7758761.10;   

810317.57,  7758650.38; 810088.13,  7758892.87;   809750.30,  7759046.75;   

809559.84,  7759424.54; 809131.31,  7759613.95;   808816.61,  7759334.05;   

808530.98,  7759138.38; 808185.44,  7758901.41;   807776.37,  7758679.46;   

807324.09,  7758525.57; 806872.02,  7758389.98;   806563.49,  7758015.50;   

806286.69,  7757605.06; 805987.15,  7757207.05;   805719.86,  7756784.65;   

805436.21,  7756372.89; 805159.37,  7755965.52;   804850.66,  7755582.24;   

804624.26,  7755137.09; 804314.23,  7754744.85;   804004.09,  7754373.00;   

803769.92,  7753990.16; 803754.40,  7753503.73;   803653.31,  7753090.47;   

803971.66,  7752704.92; 804289.99,  7752319.35;   804610.07,  7751935.23;   

804930.41,  7751551.32; 805250.74,  7751167.41;   805571.08,  7750783.51;   

805886.73,  7750395.79; 806197.23,  7750003.88;   806508.73,  7749612.85;   

806846.60,  7749244.65; 807156.42,  7748852.21;   807515.42,  7748504.54;   

807815.24,  7748112.95; 808194.22,  7748439.10;   808577.21,  7748760.51;   

808961.21,  7749080.75; 809345.20,  7749400.98;   809712.47,  7749739.53;   
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810096.38,  7750059.86; 810480.30,  7750380.18;   810864.22,  7750700.51;   

811248.13,  7751020.83; 811637.20,  7751334.84;   812028.23,  7751646.45;   

812386.61,  7751994.88; 812756.30,  7752331.39;   812816.20,  7752817.90 

 

WARD 13 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Kweredzi 

and Runde river   s, then southwards along Runde river    to its junction with 

Dronfield farm boundary, then westwards, south-westwards and then north-

eastwards along the said farm boundary, into Runde river    then westwards, 

south-westwards and then north-eastwards along thus river    to its junction 

with Woodlands farm fence, then southwards, south-westwards along this 

fence to Boromora beacon, then northwards to its junction with an unsurveyed 

line, then northward, westwards along this line to its junction with Masvingo – 

Zvishavane road and into an unnamed stream, then north-westwards to an 

unsurveyed line, then north westwards along the said line and northwards to 

Matika hills it proceeds further north-westwards then north-eastwards to 

Chigwende hills, eastwards to Mavinga hills northwards to Kweredzi river, then 

generally eastwards along Kweredzi river    to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   827576.99,  

7761461.82;   827192.82,  7761774.56;   826786.33,  7761906.87   

826650.73, 7762316.53;   826634.67,  7762808.32;   826699.81,  7763291.78; 

826403.43,  7763667.88;   825925.05,  7763620.65;   825445.96, 7763706.01;   

824975.22,  7763817.65;   824483.54,  7763880.78; 824074.48,  7764164.58;   

823599.95,  7764243.86;   823211.22,7764127.73;   822798.89,  7763900.72;   

822310.35,  7763822.62;822062.25,  7763483.65;   822033.01,  7762984.50;   

822011.71,7762484.96;   821990.62,  7761985.40;   821969.53,  7761485.85; 

821948.43,  7760986.29;   821927.34,  7760486.74;   821907.47, 7759987.14;   

821889.99,  7759487.44;   821692.67,  7759242.54; 821215.98,  7759393.42;   

820739.29,  7759544.30;   820262.59, 7759695.18;   819785.90,  7759846.06;   

819369.60,  7759809.20; 819070.27,  7759408.70;   818770.93,  7759008.20;   
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818471.60, 7758607.70;   818337.28,  7758226.43;   818562.87,  7757785.74; 

818724.90,  7757312.76   818885.00,  7756839.12;   818860.86, 7756369.17;   

818686.75,  7755900.46;   818512.65,  7755431.75; 818558.20,  7755021.97;   

818625.34,  7754581.00;   818919.97, 7754259.59;   819363.64,  7754123.67;   

819649.55,  7754059.02; 820062.31,  7754123.77;   820431.98,  7754048.13;   

820597.58, 7753599.30;   820543.62,  7753144.63;   820936.12,  7752834.88; 

821335.73,  7752534.47;   821738.77,  7752238.57;   822141.82, 7751942.67;   

822184.93,  7751554.87;   822150.56,  7751147.09; 822528.51,  7750819.75;   

822906.46,  7750492.41;   823284.42, 7750165.07;   823662.37,  7749837.73;   

824048.80,  7749688.28; 824475.58,  7749948.77;   824902.37,  7750209.26;   

825329.15, 7750469.75;   825755.94,  7750730.24;   826182.72,  7750990.73; 

826609.51,  7751251.21;   827036.29,  7751511.70;   827463.08,  

7751772.19;   827889.86,  7752032.68;   828022.83,  7752481.61; 828088.14,  

7752977.33; 828153.44,  7753473.05;   828218.75,  7753968.76;   828284.05,  

7754464.48;  828349.36,  7754960.20; 828414.67,  7755455.91;   828237.04,  

7755721.59;  827789.31,  7755934.24;   827446.18,  7756279.36;  827047.54,  

7756218.63; 826602.09,  7755991.52;   826156.65,  7755764.41;   825711.20,  

7755537.30; 825265.76,  7755310.20;   824820.31,  7755083.09;   824463.76,  

7754957.26; 824631.14,  7755428.41;   824798.53,  7755899.57;   824965.91,  

7756370.72; 825133.29,  7756841.87;   825300.67,  7757313.02;   825468.05,  

7757784.17; 825659.59,  7758243.97;   825915.53,  7758673.50;   826171.47,  

7759103.02; 826427.41,  7759532.55;   826683.35,  7759962.08;   826939.29,  

7760391.61; 827195.23,  7760821.14;   827451.17,  7761250.67 

 

WARD 14  

An This area is bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of Runde and 

Musavezi river   s, then north-eastwards along the provincial boundary, then 

south-eastwards, south-westwards along the said boundary to the confluence 

of Runde and Shavi river   s, then generally south-westwards along Shavi river    
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to the eastern boundary of South Devon farm, then southwards along the 

eastern boundary of the said farm into Masebe river, then southwards to the 

Vukwe mountain then south-westwards to the western fence boundary of 

Zeederberg block then north-westwards and northwards into Shavi river    , 

then north-eastwards into Shavi river, then generally south-eastwards along 

Shavi river    to the eastern boundary of Zvishavane urban, then northwards 

along the said boundary to Poromora mountains, then north-eastwards to 

exclude Mabula A and Woodlands farm into Runde river, then westwards along 

Runde river    to the eastern boundary of Dronfield farm then along the 

southern boundary of the said farm northwards along the western boundary of 

the said farm, then eastwards along the northern boundary of the same farm 

into Runde river, then generally northwards along the Runde river    to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:   838880.11,  7762858.94;   838482.41,  7763161.97;   

838087.63,  7763468.75;   837697.53,  7763781.51;   837307.43,  

7764094.28;   836917.32,  7764407.04;   836527.22,  7764719.80;   

836137.12,  7765032.56;   835747.01,  7765345.32;   835356.91,  

7765658.08;   834963.05,  7765964.26;   834567.66,  7766270.31;   

834177.38,  7766402.91;   833800.71,  7766074.10;   833424.03,  

7765745.29;   833047.36,  7765416.48;   832670.71,  7765087.64;   

832294.09,  7764758.77;   831917.46,  7764429.91;   831540.83,  

7764101.04;   831174.58,  7763763.43;   830818.22,  7763412.70;   

830461.87,  7763061.98;   830105.51,  7762711.25;   829922.27,  

7762418.07;   829721.40,  7761998.31;   829346.58,  7761669.39;   

829063.60,  7761268.86;   828790.28,  7760852.19;   828491.12,  

7761085.11;   828171.29,  7761377.72;   827676.57,  7761439.11;   

827373.33,  7761120.03;   827117.39,  7760690.50;   826861.45,  

7760260.97;   826605.51,  7759831.45;   826349.57,  7759401.92;   

826093.63,  7758972.39;   825837.69,  7758542.86;   825584.53,  

7758112.03;   825417.15,  7757640.88;   825249.76,  7757169.72;  
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825082.38,  7756698.57;   824915.00,  7756227.42;   824747.62,  

7755756.27;   824580.24,  7755285.12;   824510.34,  7754925.05;   

824955.79,  7755152.16;   825401.23,  7755379.27;   825846.68,  

7755606.38;   826292.12,  7755833.49;   826737.57,  7756060.59;   

827183.01,  7756287.70;   827534.83,  7756157.20;   827924.14,  

7755865.61;   828375.27,  7755698.75;   828394.80,  7755305.15;   

828329.50,  7754809.43;   828264.19,  7754313.71;   828198.89,  

7753818.00;   828133.58,  7753322.28;   828068.27,  7752826.56;   

828002.97,  7752330.85;   827760.06,  7751953.46;   827333.28,  

7751692.97;   826906.49,  7751432.48   826479.71,  7751171.99;   

826052.92,  7750911.50;   825626.14,  7750651.01;   825199.35,  

7750390.52;   824772.57,  7750130.03;   824345.78,  7749869.54;   

823926.39,  7749604.29;   823847.82,  7749118.02;   823782.63,  

7748622.28;   823717.45,  7748126.55;   823652.27,  7747630.82;   

823587.09,  7747135.08;   823530.31,  7746638.41;   823484.57,  

7746140.51;   823455.50,  7745641.86;   823456.49,  7745141.86;   

823457.47,  7744641.86;   823458.46,  7744141.86;   823232.24,  

7744259.97;   822823.73,  7744502.74;   822754.99,  7744986.56;   

822434.96,  7745361.37;   822236.65,  7745156.03;   821918.12,  

7745230.54;   821570.64,  7745563.37;   821074.75,  7745598.76;   

820586.57,  7745525.01;   820238.48,  7745422.26;   820178.19,  

7744925.90;   820117.90,  7744429.55;   820057.61,  7743933.20;   

819997.32,  7743436.85;   819937.03,  7742940.50;   819972.08,  

7742463.21;   820218.59,  7742028.20;   820465.09,  7741593.19;   

820711.60,  7741158.17;   820958.10,  7740723.16;   821204.61,  

7740288.15;   821451.11,  7739853.14;   821697.62,  7739418.13;   

821944.12,  7738983.11;   822190.63,  7738548.10;   822437.13,  

7738113.09;   822683.64,  7737678.08;   822930.14,  7737243.07;   

823176.65,  7736808.06;   823423.15,  7736373.04;   823669.66,  

7735938.03;   823916.16,  7735503.02;   824162.67,  7735068.01;   

824409.17,  7734633.00;   824655.68,  7734197.98;   824902.18,  
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7733762.97;   825148.69,  7733327.96;   825395.19,  7732892.95;   

825641.70,  7732457.94;   825888.20,  7732022.93;   826282.39,  

7732317.31;   826667.77,  7732635.88;   827053.14,  7732954.45;   

827435.32,  7733276.79;   827812.47,  7733605.05;   827782.22,  

7734097.86;   827730.86,  7734595.21;   827963.51,  7734873.68;   

828365.21,  7735120.52;   828798.65,  7735335.23;   829180.81,  

7735608.03;   829493.97,  7735993.41;   829801.83,  7736374.04;   

829774.30,  7736743.25;   829872.80,  7737166.42;   829877.06,  

7737666.40;   829877.94,  7738166.40;   829878.82,  7738666.40;   

829879.70,  7739166.40;   829880.58,  7739666.40;   829881.46,  

7740166.40;   829898.88,  7740666.06;   830130.08,  7741030.54;   

830518.53,  7741186.30;   830396.02,  7741668.60;   830565.73,  

7742007.57;   830820.63,  7742421.95;   831093.05,  7742748.82;   

831570.21,  7742836.29;   832066.75,  7742814.82;   832383.24,  

7742681.54;   832519.29,  7742301.63;   832934.09,  7742489.17;   

833310.03,  7742810.92;   833744.80,  7742970.96;   834117.74,  

7743277.08;   834320.84,  7743720.56;   834600.24,  7744120.31;   

834508.41,  7744601.84;   834904.38,  7744738.17;   835194.88,  

7745086.59;   835401.19,  7745539.97;   835881.23,  7745661.38;   

836376.75,  7745603.01;   836846.92,  7745687.37;   837279.85,  

7745933.09;   837765.76,  7745958.17;   838261.97,  7745965.19;   

838507.47,  7746253.99;   838249.36,  7746672.12;   838405.12,  

7746985.79;  838813.46,  7746707.01;   839193.87,  7746751.05;   

839621.98,  7746564.49;   839807.59,  7746765.16;   839545.38,  

7747189.52;   839266.73,  7747598.47;   838953.82,  7747988.45;   

838701.86,  7748410.06;   838678.94,  7748898.91;   838720.39,  

7749397.19;   838807.35,  7749884.11;   839004.91,  7750343.43;   

839202.47,  7750802.74;   839393.33,  7751264.04;   839590.54,  

7751722.91;   839792.19,  7752180.44;   839993.84,  7752637.98;   

840195.49,  7753095.51;   840390.99,  7753555.70;   840571.30,  

7754019.79;   840622.85,  7754515.36;   840861.35,  7754939.79;   
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841280.16,  7755212.92;   841402.41,  7755676.84;   841502.03,  

7756133.66;   841641.12,  7756552.71;   842060.75,  7756804.91;   

842160.76,  7757255.31;   842282.13,  7757734.17;   842535.72,  

7758162.36;   842673.63,  7758630.28;   842461.60,  7759047.22;   

842586.88,  7759529.15;   842486.71,  7759981.10;   842095.53,  

7760289.90;   841707.84,  7760597.90;   841314.23,  7760906.24;   

840920.62,  7761214.57;   840527.01,  7761522.91;   840133.40,  

7761831.24;   839739.79,  7762139.58;   839379.74,  7762478.22;   

838982.04,  7762781.26 

 

WARD 15 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of the district 

boundary and Rupemba hills, then generally northwards into Mazebe river, it 

proceeds further north into Shavi river, then generally north-eastwards along 

Shavi river    to its junction with an unnamed road, then generally south-

eastwards, then eastwards along the said road to its junction with Gwemombe 

river, then generally southwards along the said river    to its junction with an 

unnamed road, then southwards to the district administrative boundary, then 

westwards, northwards and then north-westwards along the said boundary to 

the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:   839235.97,  7737636.80;   839548.89,  7737830.03;   

839947.76,  7738091.70;   840230.52,  7738467.13;   840619.27,  

7738735.50;   840844.13,  7739154.50;   841100.73,  7739567.87;   

840941.61,  7739966.67;   840768.32,  7739881.77;   840362.63,  7739616.75   

840022.84,  7739252.16;   839656.38,  7739317.28;   839327.46,  

7739606.39;   838843.48,  7739597.20;   838409.18,  7739574.42;   

838119.39,  7739191.46;   837780.58,  7739240.87;   837547.28,  

7739675.58;   837128.91,  7739926.52;   836708.64,  7740177.21;   

836247.94,  7740343.38;   835782.44,  7740506.25;   835409.31,  
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7740833.31;   835114.68,  7741236.29;   834869.74,  7741671.80;   

834638.53,  7742114.83;   834445.32,  7742575.99;   834161.10,  

7742983.66;   833810.17,  7743070.54;   833426.76,  7742818.48;   

833007.40,  7742582.32;   832634.20,  7742272.62   832353.25,  7742566.64;   

832183.89,  7742835.77;   831687.50,  7742815.50;   831211.27,  

7742755.56;   830845.06,  7742538.53   830643.16,  7742092.58;   

830372.57,  7741785.38;   830479.08,  7741298.50;   830248.91,  

7741026.11;   829903.46,  7740785.09;   829884.23,  7740285.46;   

829880.79,  7739785.51;   829879.91,  7739285.51;   829879.03,  

7738785.51;   829878.15,  7738285.51;   829877.27,  7737785.51;   

829874.24,  7737285.53;   829867.33,  7736785.84;   829800.71,  

7736477.59;   829579.27,  7736075.19;   829262.75,  7735692.52;   

828910.72,  7735373.56;   828471.97,  7735170.30;   828082.13,  

7734884.55;   827718.63,  7734713.70;   827769.98,  7734216.34;   

827821.33,  7733718.98;   827525.17,  7733354.99;   827144.95,  

7733030.34;   826759.58,  7732711.77;   826374.20,  7732393.20;   

825981.71,  7732083.72;   825580.15,  7731785.81;   825192.19,  

7731470.80;   825200.45,  7731140.68;   825570.97,  7730804.93;   

825941.48,  7730469.19;   826201.60,  7730108.90;   826553.68,  

7729765.40;   826913.23,  7729417.95;   827238.21,  7729103.74;   

827178.23,  7728609.96;   827063.20,  7728123.38;   826947.60,  

7727636.93;   826821.42,  7727153.11;   826709.50,  7726675.93;   

827103.43,  7726418.14;   827429.05,  7726090.80;   827911.12,  

7726221.88;   828399.78,  7726205.41;   828869.44,  7726102.26;   

829321.89,  7726308.67;   829777.72,  7726514.16;   830173.60,  

7726808.35;   830554.74,  7727131.98;   830866.32,  7727519.85   

831162.86,  7727921.30;   831582.18,  7727954.53;   831736.14,  

7727494.43;   831908.96,  7727036.63;   832200.42,  7726655.32;   

832679.67,  7726621.07;   833150.80,  7726754.89;   833581.34,  

7727008.85;   834047.62,  7727090.88;   834210.65,  7726654.19;   

834265.01,  7726158.48;   834325.46,  7725669.63;   834734.04,  
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7725381.43;   835211.53,  7725343.41;   835708.36,  7725399.62;   

836207.38,  7725413.81;   836707.37,  7725409.57;   837172.32,  

7725263.23;   837622.37,  7725053.55;   838068.02,  7724826.86;   

838214.08,  7725202.82;   838286.98,  7725696.15;   838317.28,  

7726195.23;   838347.58,  7726694.31;   838392.51,  7727191.59;   

838483.98,  7727683.16;   838568.80,  7728175.83;   838642.34,  

7728670.39;   838675.42,  7729152.10;   838779.04,  7729615.32   

838854.98,  7730096.60;   838699.95,  7730549.87;   838603.05,  

7731027.16;   838373.94,  7731436.23;  838136.43,  7731822.82;   

837785.64,  7732177.88;   837603.73,  7732587.88;   837961.45,  

7732870.34;   838097.06,  7733327.20;   838025.22,  7733815.37;   

837840.38,  7734268.48;   838148.29,  7734478.17;   838206.48,  

7734929.78;   838401.23,  7735347.47;   838244.61,  7735805.57;   

838333.92,  7736231.25;   838358.36,  7736716.25;   838502.71,  

7737162.34;   838833.42,  7737526.72; 

 

WARD 16 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Runde 

and Shavi river   s, then generally south-eastwards along Runde river    to its 

confluence with Madododo river, then south-westwards along the said river, 

then south-westwards to Zungwana mountain, north-westwards to Zungwi 

mountain it proceeds past Charambuka mountain, it proceeds westwards to 

Nyamaturu river, then north-westwards along Nyamaturi river    then generally 

westwards into Gwengombe river, then north-eastwards along Gwengombe 

river    to its junction with an unnamed road, then generally north-westwards 

to its junction with Shavi river, then generally north-eastwards along the said 

river    to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   846627.80,  7744049.23;   846362.54,  

7744426.19;   846024.06,  7744794.21;   845577.83,  7744983.30;  

845104.12,  7745143.29;   844630.41,  7745303.29;   844156.70,  
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7745463.28;   843682.99,  7745623.27;   843219.96,  7745811.24;   

842725.64,  7745786.75;   842301.67,  7746025.69;   841827.38,  

7746160.80;   841327.78,  7746180.76;   840828.18,  7746200.72;   

840345.69,  7746297.25;   839961.98,  7746603.10;   839484.86,  

7746551.90;   839060.95,  7746760.62;   838707.41,  7746794.85;   

838269.58,  7746975.22;   838304.26,  7746545.38;   838534.33,  

7746130.70;   838124.26,  7745960.22;   837629.73,  7745982.08;   

837164.93,  7745856.46;   836719.11,  7745635.36;   836241.17,  

7745627.74;   835745.93,  7745641.79;   835338.94,  7745418.56;   

835149.01,  7744956.78;   834779.87,  7744789.48;   834565.06,  

7744478.16;   834530.20,  7744002.27;   834238.30,  7743615.13;   

834001.01,  7743210.94;   834280.10,  7742833.68;   834519.32,  

7742399.37;   834723.54,  7741943.47;   834960.49,  7741503.17;   

835220.29,  7741076.55;   835532.63,  7740686.82;   835963.57,  

7740450.27;   836406.22,  7740235.86;   836858.75,  7740058.73;   

837306.82,  7739855.68;   837666.64,  7739527.40;   837904.03,  

7739121.60;   838239.68,  7739335.68;   838572.19,  7739498.14;   

839033.81,  7739610.42;   839444.15,  7739461.43;   839765.65,  

7739196.65;   840161.98,  7739382.65;   840506.67,  7739734.56;   

840820.64,  7740062.71;   840918.63,  7739778.59;   840963.40,  

7739434.42;   840813.68,  7738965.45;   840439.70,  7738682.48;   

840069.76,  7738363.44;   839807.30,  7737970.52;   839387.66,  

7737885.92;   839389.61,  7737524.39;   839774.55,  7737213.44;   

840264.10,  7737114.02;   840721.39,  7736941.70;   840939.35,  

7736508.40;   841213.59,  7736558.42;   841534.06,  7736933.39;   

841744.93,  7736612.54;   841881.78,  7736168.11;;   842238.56,  

7736246.73;   842556.83,  7736629.63;   842955.91,  7736910.45;   

843360.84,  7737187.62   843676.23,  7737575.52;   844063.45,  7737451.06;   

844404.68,  7737107.68;   844707.40,  7736712.99;   844945.25,  

7736273.18;   845301.33,  7736073.46;   845796.90,  7736138.56;   

846294.43,  7736187.47;   846793.36,  7736220.15;   847284.34,  
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7736160.30;   847359.38,  7735726.70;   847612.70,  7735297.58;   

847765.15,  7734837.87;   847705.81,  7734343.13;   847886.76,  

7733900.63;   848069.76,  7733436.71;   848257.30,  7732973.23;   

848457.09,  7732515.00;   848665.65,  7732060.58;   849109.71,  

7732036.05;   849603.08,  7732115.26;   849845.76,  7732536.52;  

850182.24,  7732878.26;   850306.97,  7733359.41;   850539.07,  

7733799.70;   850810.70,  7734218.29;   851095.84,  7734629.01;   

851300.20,  7735084.17;   851548.40,  7735514.15;   851776.38,  

7735956.93;   852073.99,  7736354.53;   851765.63,  7736701.25;   

851575.43,  7737159.33;   851322.65,  7737562.28;   851075.32,  

7737986.62;   850926.69,  7738463.80;   850773.56,  7738936.91;   

850395.70,  7739099.95;   850020.76,  7738777.37;   849599.93,  

7738517.05;   849137.17,  7738337.25;   848777.71,  7738668.58;   

848426.67,  7739019.59;   848143.41,  7739431.61;   847851.40,  

7739837.30;   847569.58,  7740250.03;   847294.87,  7740667.80;   

847020.16,  7741085.58;   846779.58,  7741521.26;   846589.02,  

7741982.24;   846412.60,  7742438.85;   846413.21,  7742938.85;   

846534.31,  7743422.15;   846614.32,  7743913.93 

 

WARD 17 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Ngezi 

and Maviri river, then north-westwards along Ngezi river    to its junction with 

a line drawn northwards to Barepare mountain to its junction with a railway 

line, it proceeds generally northwards into Gwengombe river    to its 

intersection with a line drawn generally eastwards, north-eastwards into 

Nyamaturi river    to Gweshumba mountain it proceeds eastwards, generally  

southwards to Zungwi hills to Mariramano mountain, then it proceeds 

southwards to Mukwungwe mountain to Chikumbu river    to its junction with 

an unnamed road, then westwards, then southwards along the said road to 

Mukwakwe mountain to Chigweve mountain to its junction with Maviri river, 

then southwards along Maviri river    to the starting point.  This area is 
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bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   848703.16,  

7731982.20;   848494.59,  7732433.30;   848291.21,  7732889.97;   

848102.61,  7733353.03;   847925.76,  7733820.69;   847709.63,  7734254.05   

847768.94,  7734748.34;   847661.73,  7735222.23;   847395.87,  

7735645.63;   847361.76,  7736132.11;   846883.06,  7736226.02;   

846384.13,  7736193.34;   845886.28,  7736148.17;   845390.08,  

7736087.77;   844988.02,  7736194.11;   844750.17,  7736633.91;   

844449.19,  7737031.16;   844135.26,  7737396.97;   843732.33,  

7737645.78;   843419.56,  7737255.71;   843038.53,  7736945.90;   

842620.14,  7736693.46;   842289.19,  7736321.01;   841944.24,  

7736103.46;   841733.55,  7736523.37;   841613.10,  7736963.11;   

841267.03,  7736630.71;   840970.44,  7736424.04;   840796.59,  

7736892.43;   840352.95,  7737100.29;   839861.89,  7737192.11;   

839458.26,  7737466.36;   839092.47,  7737471.88;   838689.12,  

7737359.73;   838372.63,  7736985.35;   838382.06,  7736490.25;   

838321.75,  7736028.33;   838359.31,  7735612.21;   838293.34,  

7735186.10;   838163.19,  7734719.01;   838061.31,  7734281.65;   

837958.77,  7734078.37;   838075.15,  7733593.46;   838067.72,  

7733105.81;   837782.07,  7732758.10;   837601.85,  7732378.90;   

837949.40,  7732020.04;   838309.93,  7731680.51;   838468.56,  

7731234.88;   838601.10,  7730800.33;   838794.98,  7730343.21;   

838776.94,  7729887.85;   838788.01,  7729395.14;   838676.35,  

7728932.41;   838608.89,  7728445.41;   838533.83,  7727951.10;   

838442.37,  7727459.53;   838364.10,  7726966.35;   838333.80,  

7726467.27;   838303.50,  7725968.19;   838270.34,  7725469.49;   

838167.12,  7724980.26;   838417.59,  7724667.68;   838890.78,  

7724506.17;   839322.07,  7724695.04;   839703.90,  7724393.73;   

840034.71,  7724018.81;   840372.18,  7723652.57;   840736.11,  

7723309.71;   841137.30,  7723022.38;   841561.13,  7723030.18;   

841754.63,  7723474.70;   842176.90,  7723608.32;   842653.37,  
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7723456.74;   843120.11,  7723287.00;   843583.64,  7723099.55;   

844026.48,  7722873.83;   844437.37,  7722588.93;   844848.27,  

7722304.03;   845006.59,  7721846.01;   845276.85,  7721498.12;   

845764.96,  7721493.45;   846253.84,  7721544.17;   846752.86,  

7721512.95;   847251.89,  7721481.73;   847385.24,  7721848.54;   

847266.90,  7722291.80;   846879.09,  7722606.67;   846551.20,  

7722977.37; 846515.35,  7723471.00;   846425.85,  7723961.59;   846302.07,  

7724445.63  846432.43,  7724898.53;   846833.45,  7725158.86;   847306.89,  

7725298.59; 847626.05,  7725026.51;   847822.53,  7724571.04;   848208.32,  

7724359.16; 848693.66,  7724444.29;   849186.33,  7724492.45;   849372.64,  

7724896.14; 849480.71,  7725384.32;   849583.97,  7725869.75;   849637.50,  

7726364.60; 849375.80,  7726762.63;   849187.55,  7727207.08   848956.21,  

7727595.77; 849136.07,  7728035.24;   849203.73,  7728529.11;   849290.12,  

7729018.84; 849295.01,  7729518.73;   849292.33,  7730010.69;   849125.38,  

7730427.09; 849101.99,  7730920.77;   848923.14,  7731387.69;   848749.31,  

7731856.49. 

 

WARD 18 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Runde 

and Madododo river   s then generally south-eastwards along Runde river    to 

its confluence with Ngezi river, then northwards, then generally westwards 

along Ngezi river    to its confluence with Maviri river, northwards along Maviri 

river    to Chigwevi and Mukwakwe mountains, then a line is drawn eastwards 

to an unnamed river, then northwards to Zugwi hills then south-eastwards to 

Madododo river, then north-eastwards along said river    to the starting point.  

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 

35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   

852090.87,  7736374.39;   851787.15,  7735980.66;   851563.90,  

7735535.11;   851310.33,  7735108.19;   851110.70,  7734650.42;   

850825.56,  7734239.70;   850550.33,  7733823.20;   850312.41,  
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7733384.90;   850194.47,  7732899.50;   849858.26,  7732559.39;   

849618.38,  7732120.68;   849135.55,  7732039.47;   848725.16,  

7731922.28;   848898.07,  7731453.13;   849076.92,  7730986.22;   

849126.46,  7730497.16;   849237.10,  7730053.84;   849296.97,  

7729588.78;   849289.42,  7729088.92;   849217.77,  7728597.77;   

849143.29,  7728104.95;   849000.55,  7727649.30;   849142.31,  

7727260.60;   849350.63,  7726827.01;   849632.44,  7726434.50;   

849595.53,  7725938.87;   849495.86,  7725452.74;   849387.79,  

7724964.56;   849246.69,  7724525.85;   848761.94,  7724460.08;   

848277.49,  7724347.88;   847848.31,  7724505.88;   847659.02,  

7724964.66;   847368.92,  7725331.21;   846902.27,  7725172.11;   

846480.37,  7724949.65;   846283.26,  7724513.14;   846413.36,  

7724030.55;   846507.08,  7723540.59;   846545.62,  7723047.09;   

846825.42,  7722651.73;   847212.93,  7722336.50;   847385.90,  

7721918.62;   847442.11,  7721480.27;   847935.00,  7721525.89;   

848404.48,  7721697.88;   848881.73,  7721827.71;   849371.93,  

7721926.17;   849862.01,  7722025.25;   850353.34,  7722106.79;   

850853.15,  7722120.77;   851330.21,  7722041.97;   851761.25,  

7721788.59;   852175.20,  7721508.80;   852606.86,  7721261.05;   

853056.28,  7721043.27;   853518.27,  7720861.60;   853993.16,  

7720961.64;   854442.88,  7720873.92   854875.06,  7720650.76;   

855214.89,  7720318.59;   855622.30,  7720028.74;   856059.66,  

7719802.99;   856207.74,  7720123.30;   856020.26,  7720561.58;   

856389.36,  7720854.60;   856713.56,  7721211.94;   857190.30,  

7721347.65;   857663.55,  7721279.02;   857763.57,  7720813.67;   

858021.83,  7720395.83;   858328.05,  7720007.06;;   858445.78,  

7719524.84;   858687.37,  7719087.58;   858768.97,  7718606.58;   

858699.50,  7718117.25;   858791.19,  7717630.97;   858962.98,  

7717164.44;   859301.91,  7716808.34;   859265.17,  7716356.90;   

859154.86,  7715919.66;   859558.43,  7715751.23;   859857.60,  

7716106.66;   860030.02,  7716574.16;   859793.53,  7717014.70;   
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859602.52,  7717455.97;   859597.61,  7717955.48;   859760.56,  

7718426.29;   859810.04,  7718923.64;   859774.13,  7719422.35;   

859718.55,  7719918.89;   859645.10,  7720413.47;   859416.68,  

7720857.65;   859198.20,  7721292.72   859275.90,  7721780.70;   

859508.54,  7722217.64;   859888.67,  7722521.07;   860361.63,  

7722593.38;   860831.52,  7722613.85   860931.41,  7723077.69;   

860815.52,  7723554.40;   860588.42,  7723995.06;   860325.65,  

7724417.96;   860079.79,  7724852.27;  859817.25,  7725276.42;   

859588.25,  7725718.41;   859357.90,  7726162.19;   859117.04,  

7726599.08;   858818.58,  7726999.89;   858513.23,  7727395.82;   

858207.87,  7727791.75;   857909.67,  7728192.82;   857631.01,  

7728607.97;   857352.34,  7729023.12;   857073.68,  7729438.27;   

856756.54,  7729812.54;   856416.41,  7730173.96;   856077.07,  

7730538.67;   855873.64,  7730987.40;   856063.16,  7731432.50;   

856185.62,  7731898.38;   855990.23,  7732343.71;   855683.98,  

7732738.89;   855356.24,  7733113.90;   855009.04,  7733473.70;   

854661.85,  7733833.49;   854342.67,  7734216.06;  853969.12,  7734531.76;   

853572.62,  7734771.66;   853244.83,  7735149.22;   852917.03,  

7735526.77;   852589.23,  7735904.33;   852258.88,  7736278.94. 

 

WARD 19 

A line is drawn from the confluence of Umtshingwe and Ngezi river    north-

westwards along Umtshingwe river    to its junction with Bulawayo Zvishavane 

road then generally north-eastwards along the said road into Ngezi river    then 

generally north-westwards along Ngezi river     then northwards off Ngezi river    

to Tureya – Wedza mountain then south-eastwards along the communal area 

boundary to 33KV ZESA  power line then north-eastwards along the communal 

boundary into Shavi river    then generally south-eastwards along Shavi river    

to the north-eastern corner of Zeederburgs block, then southwards, south-

eastwards along the eastern boundary of Zeederburgs block then south-

westwards to the District boundary then north-westwards along the said 
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boundary then southwards into Ngezi river    hence north-westwards along the 

said river    to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   803572.45,  7753187.51;   

803252.37,  7753571.63;   802932.29,  7753955.75;   802612.21,  

7754339.87;   802292.13,  7754724.00;   801972.05,  7755108.12;   

801652.24,  7755492.46;   801337.84,  7755881.24;   801020.34,  

7756267.27;   800689.08,  7756641.20;   800431.41,  7757063.28;   

800116.23,  7757443.92;   799796.44,  7757828.13;   799473.59,  

7758209.80;   799161.73,  7758600.63;   798890.80,  7758365.25;   

798764.12,  7757893.63;   798593.13,  7757428.80;   798415.39,  

7756962.10;   798681.89,  7756653.75;   798990.45,  7756268.76;   

799278.14,  7755859.86;   799598.04,  7755480.81;   799709.94,  

7755005.51;   799700.81,  7754508.60;   799816.69,  7754024.93;   

800000.55,  7753562.39;   800168.42,  7753091.67;   800395.02,  

7752648.49;   800762.73,  7752336.97;   801232.98,  7752191.83;   

801418.04,  7751769.58;   801290.14,  7751287.18;   801536.50,  

7750925.85;   802029.05,  7750843.66;   802510.64,  7750711.59;   

802569.04,  7750362.44;   802312.61,  7749934.44;   801980.44,  

7749726.61;   801509.80,  7749837.97;   801021.84,  7749941.06;   

800553.09,  7750112.59;   800091.65,  7750047.00;   799613.91,  

7749900.81;   799134.45,  7749758.99;   798685.60,  7749540.37;   

798240.10,  7749313.38;   797794.59,  7749086.38;   797346.87,  

7748863.82;   796901.16,  7748637.23;   796455.92,  7748409.73;   

796010.67,  7748182.22;   795693.39,  7747810.23;   795331.65,  

7747465.26;   795012.90,  7747099.72;   794851.30,  7746626.55;   

794689.69,  7746153.39;   794524.84,  7745681.35;   794488.98,  

7745205.18;   794596.47,  7744720.08;   794884.65,  7744329.56;   

795355.81,  7744217.49;   795852.54,  7744267.20;   796331.67,  

7744132.46;   796821.26,  7744030.95;   797280.05,  7743844.59;  

797715.43,  7743603.82;   798143.93,  7743346.17;   798468.27,  
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7742999.72;   798890.47,  7742731.86;   799294.23,  7742441.32;   

799642.64,  7742082.69;   799958.42,  7741702.46;   800134.00,  

7741234.91;   800291.19,  7740760.77;   800706.07,  7740512.47;   

801185.85,  7740380.88;   801664.53,  7740251.07;   802148.43,  

7740138.63;   802597.53,  7739935.36;   803007.56,  7739676.50;   

803504.17,  7739705.98;   803995.71,  7739797.19;   804490.76,  

7739770.42;   804854.95,  7739480.09;   804897.83,  7738982.48;   

805054.57,  7738519.18;   805416.34,  7738188.27;   805840.72,  

7738234.54;   806291.46,  7738243.39;   806661.36,  7737907.39;   

807078.20,  7737637.07;   807548.66,  7737468.54;   808024.40,  7737506.21   

808477.11,  7737718.47;   808965.54,  7737750.57;   809418.49,  

7737578.40;   809697.30,  7737163.34;   809989.08,  7736757.37;   

810289.46,  7736360.22;   810685.86,  7736060.56;   811130.56,  

7735833.30;   811578.19,  7735610.60;   812028.74,  7735394.57;   

812488.63,  7735217.68;   812749.67,  7735346.83;   812701.06,  

7735844.45;   812663.10,  7736342.57;   812663.79,  7736837.31;   

812678.16,  7737337.10;   812687.34,  7737837.01;   812694.97,  

7738336.95;   812705.73,  7738834.87;   812697.72,  7739334.80;   

812704.06,  7739829.92;   812715.96,  7740329.78;   812705.47,  

7740829.49;   812687.20,  7741329.16;   812669.00,  7741828.83;   

812759.80,  7742092.82;   813128.79,  7741755.40;   813514.72,  

7741447.20;   813889.16,  7741115.84;   814263.59,  7740784.48   

814638.02,  7740453.12;   815012.46,  7740121.76;   815373.94,  

7739776.39;   815746.37,  7739442.88;   816121.06,  7739111.80;   

816495.74,  7738780.73;   816870.42,  7738449.65;   817245.11,  

7738118.57;   817619.93,  7737787.65;  817996.41,  7737458.62;   

818372.91,  7737129.60;  818749.41,  7736800.60;   819125.91,  7736471.59;   

819502.42,  7736142.59;   819878.88,  7735813.54;   820253.52,  

7735482.41;   820628.16,  7735151.29;   821002.81,  7734820.16;   

821377.45,  7734489.04;   821752.09,  7734157.91;   822120.58,  

7733819.98;   822494.19,  7733487.69;   822867.80,  7733155.41;   
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823242.86,  7732824.77;   823636.80,  7732516.88;   824009.56,  

7732184.49;  824371.01,  7731839.01;   824756.48,  7731520.70;   

825141.34,  7731427.51;   825526.52,  7731746.02;   825869.24,  

7732056.38;   825622.74,  7732491.39;   825376.23,  7732926.40;   

825129.73,  7733361.41;   824883.22,  7733796.42;   824636.72,  

7734231.44;   824390.21,  7734666.45;   824143.71,  7735101.46;   

823897.20,  7735536.47;   823650.70,  7735971.48   823404.19,  7736406.50;   

823157.69,  7736841.51;   822911.18,  7737276.52;   822664.68,  

7737711.53;   822418.17,  7738146.54;   822171.67,  7738581.55;   

821925.16,  7739016.57;   821678.66,  7739451.58;   821432.15,  

7739886.59;   821185.65,  7740321.60;   820939.14,  7740756.61;   

820692.64,  7741191.63;   820446.13,  7741626.64;   820199.63,  

7742061.65;   819953.12,  7742496.66;   819941.66,  7742978.67;   

820001.95,  7743475.02;   820062.24,  7743971.37;   820122.53,  

7744467.72;   820182.82,  7744964.07;   820243.11,  7745460.43;   

819898.45,  7745673.69;   819790.70,  7746106.86;   819609.15,  

7746421.87;   819159.44,  7746491.80;   818718.84,  7746667.53;   

818607.39,  7747094.04;   818728.86,  7747544.09;   818322.20,  

7747813.63;   818056.13,  7748060.77;   817582.67,  7748153.66;   

817253.64,  7748447.63;   816892.00,  7748668.00;   816923.75,  

7748973.98;   817072.60,  7749270.75;   816602.96,  7749292.06;   

816307.53,  7749683.31;   815952.66,  7749837.67;   815562.83,  

7749627.61;   815149.91,  7749646.91;   815169.16,  7750140.45;   

814944.22,  7750453.85;   814473.47,  7750461.53;   814039.50,  

7750436.28;   813709.20,  7750514.54;   813448.92,  7750911.53;   

813111.27,  7751270.02;   812760.40,  7751626.24;   812409.53,  

7751982.46;   812053.51,  7751666.92;   811662.65,  7751355.12;   

811273.12,  7751041.68;   810889.20,  7750721.36;   810505.29;  

7750401.03;   810121.37,  7750080.71;   809737.46,  7749760.38;   

809370.19,  7749421.82;   808986.20,  7749101.59;   808602.21,  

7748781.36;   808218.89,  7748460.33;   807839.91,  7748134.18;   
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807538.96,  7748482.07;   807177.23,  7748827.25;   806866.77,  

7749219.11;   806531.09,  7749589.20;   806217.44,  7749978.37;   

805906.94,  7750370.28;   805591.93,  7750758.52;   805271.59,  

7751142.42;   804951.26,  7751526.33;   804630.92,  7751910.24;   

804310.71,  7752294.25;   803992.38,  7752679.82   803674.05,  7753065.39 

 

REDCLIFF MUNICIPALITY 

WARD 1 

A line is drawn from the junction of Torwood Primary School road and Magudu 

road south-eastwards along Torwood Primary School road to the Municipal 

Boundary so as to include Torwood Primary School, then southwards, north-

westwards, and westwards along the said Boundary into Magudu then north-

eastwards along the said road to the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 787371.66, 7895311.72; 

782363.00, 7895513.73; 787657.37, 7895992.81; 787865.16, 7895733.07, 

788084.49, 7895608.97; 787876.70, 7895020.23; 787614.08, 7895326.15 

WARD 2 

A line is drawn from the junction of Magudu road and Zororo road north-

westwards along Zororo road to the Municipal boundary, eastwards along the 

said boundary to the Kwekwe river    then southwards along the said river    so 

as to exclude the Sinta plant back to the river    then to the Municipal 

boundary then generally south-westwards along the said boundary then 

westwards into Torwood Primary School road so as to exclude Torwood Primary 

school then north-westwards along the said road to its junction with Magudu 

road then south-westwards along the said road to the starting point. This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 787572.82, 

7895870.17; 786441.52, 7896663.82; 786756.09, 7896730.19; 788207.73, 
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7895737.42; 788083.64, 7895610.43; 787867.19, 7895731.65; 787656.51, 

7895994.27 

WARD 3 

A line is drawn from the junction of Magudu road and Zororo road south-

westwards along Magudu road to the Municipal boundary westwards along the 

Municipal boundary into Airport road generally north-eastwards along the said 

road to its point with an unnamed road so as to exclude N section, north-

westwards along the unnamed road into yet another unnamed road so as to 

include Q section and exclude R section then south-westwards along the 

unnamed road to its point with another unnamed road, north-westwards, 

south-westwards and north-westwards along the said road to its point with 

Njomani road north-eastwards along Njomani road then north-westwards to 

the Municipal boundary then north-eastwards along the Municipal boundary 

then south-eastwards into Zororo road further south-eastwards along Zororo 

road to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 787374.39, 7895312.33; 787116.36, 

7895302.95; 783139.82, 7895509.37; 787336.85, 78958004.93; 787050.68, 

7896006.66; 786886.48, 7895800.24; 786450.18, 7895950.32; 786210.91, 

7896616.55; 786450.18, 7896663.46; 787511.43, 7895884.69; 787365.00, 

7895509.37 

 

WARD 4 

A line is drawn from the junction of an unnamed road and Airport road, south-

westwards along Airport road to the present Municipal boundary then 

eastwards, southwards, generally south-eastwards, south-westwards and 

north-eastwards along the said boundary to Kwekwe river, south-eastwards 

along Kwekwe river    to its junction with Ripple Creek Estate's southern 

boundary so as to include it then westwards, south-westwards, westwards, 
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north-westwards along the said boundary then south-eastwards so as to 

include stand numbers 3173-3190 to Njomani road then south-westwards 

along the said road to an unnamed road south-eastwards along the said road 

to another unnamed road to its junction with yet another unnamed road so as 

to include R section and to exclude Q section then north-eastwards along the 

unnamed road to its junction with another unnamed road south-eastwards 

along the unnamed road to its junction with another unnamed road, then 

north-eastwards along the said road to its junction with yet another unnamed 

road south-eastwards along the said road to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 787123.57, 

7895309.39; 784291.19, 7895216.52; 784170.47, 7896191.60; 786213.49, 

786618.78; 786454.94, 7895978.02; 786882.12, 7895801.57 

 

WARD 5 

A line is drawn from the junction of Boterekwa road and Mativenga road 

eastwards along Boterekwa road then northwards so as to exclude Steelmakers 

and include Ridgeway plots to the Municipal boundary generally eastwards 

along the said boundary so as to exclude Chicago plots and Naseby Township 

plots, then southwards into Rutendo road westwards along Rutendo road to its 

junction with Mativenga road northwards along Mativenga road to the starting 

point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator 

(UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 787327.87, 7895783.00; 788764.28, 7896065.18; 788299.96, 

7895851.59; 787222.73, 7896817.39; 788624.99, 7897114.56; 788736.42, 

7896520.22 

WARD 6 

A line is drawn from the junction of Rutendo and Mativenga roads eastwards 

along Rutendo to the Municipal boundary, northwards along the said boundary 

then eastwards along the eastern cadastral boundary of the remainder of 
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Rennin, further eastwards so as to include the whole of Clipston and Gado 

siding to the Cadastral boundary of Engelbrencht Estate so as to exclude it, 

westwards along the boundary of Renin and Engelbrecht estate so as to 

exclude it, westwards along the boundary of Rennin and Engelbrecht estate, 

and generally southwards along the Redcliff road then generally north-

westwards into Rutendo road so as include Redcliff Industrial area to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 788207.09, 7895730.87; 786767.69, 7896733.81; 

787222.73, 7896826.68; 788104.94, 7896167.33; 788290.67, 7895833.02 

 

WARD 7 

A line is drawn from the junction of Linksway drive and Townsend crescent 

eastwards along Townsend crescent to its junction with Sally Mugabe road, 

eastwards along Sally Mugabe road to the existing Municipal boundary with 

the Englebrecht Estate, then southwards along the cadastral boundary of the 

said property to its intersecting point with the State land so as to include the 

whole of the State land and to exclude the Ripple Creek estate up to a point on 

the Kwekwe river    then generally eastwards and southwards so as to include 

the remainder of Redcliff Estate and to exclude all the residential stands north 

of this line then northwards so as to link up with Amethyst drive including 

Amethyst heights and generally northwards along the said drive to its junction 

with Shaw way, north westwards along the said way to its junction with Quorn 

road, eastwards along the said road to its junction with Woodall avenue, 

northwards along the said avenue to its junction with Sally Mugabe and 

immediate north along Glen Arroch avenue to its junction with Linksway and 

generally north-westwards along Linksway to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 792336.76, 

7894664.08; 796838.88, 7895387.63; 799186.41, 7894165.63; 797900.09, 
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7890242.36; 795086.27, 7890676.49; 793751.71, 7891319.65; 793607.00, 

7893538.55 

 

WARD 8 

A line is drawn from the junction of Linksway and Townsend crescent, south-

eastwards along Linksway drive to its junction with Glen Arroch road, 

southwards along the said road to its junction with Sally Mugabe road 

eastwards along the said road and immediate south to its junction with Wood 

wall avenue, along Woodwall avenue into Quorn road then westwards along 

Quorn road to its junction with Shawway, south-eastwards along Shaw way to 

its junction with Amethyst ave generally southwards along the said avenue 

then generally westwards so as to  include all the stands north of this line 

(999-1011 and 1304-1320) , then generally westwards on to the Kwekwe river    

along the Cadastral boundary of the state land then Northwards along the said 

boundary of the state land then northwards along the said boundary, generally 

westwards and eastwards so as to include the Sinta plant up to the Kwekwe 

river    / Torwood bridge and northwards along the said river    to the existing 

Municipal boundary then eastwards along the said boundary up to a point 

after the Steel Makers complex then southwards so as to exclude the New 

Rutendo infill area but including all the Industrial stands up to Boterekwa road 

westwards along the said road to its junction with Mativenga road, then 

southwards along the said road to its junction with Rutendo road and further 

south so as to include all Industrial stands but to exclude the Police camp up 

to the Kwekwe Redcliff road to its junction with Linksway drive, then 

southwards along Linksway to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following, Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 784360.85, 7895229.78; 

788959.43, 7894779.57; 791339.12, 7894490.15; 793718.81, 7891402.98; 
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792593.28, 7890116.67; 789570.44, 7889569.98; 784167.90, 7890599.04; 

784521.64, 7893428.94; 784328.69, 7895261.94 

 

WARD 9 

A line is drawn from the junction of Kwekwe-Redcliff road and Linksway Drive 

north-eastwards along Kwekwe/Redcliff road to the western boundary of 

Rennin Farm so as to exclude it then south-westwards along the said boundary 

to its intersecting point with the northern boundary of Englebretch Estate then 

south-eastwards along the said boundary to the Municipal Boundary then 

southwards along the said boundary past Kwekwe River    then westwards so 

as to include Cactus Poort Dam to its intersection with Surveyed boundary line 

then northwards along the said line to its intersection with Sally Mugabe 

Crescent then north-westwards along the said crescent to its junction with 

Townsend crescent then north-westwards into its junction with Linksway Drive 

then northwards along the said Drive to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 788720.67, 

7899564.33; 792837.25, 7899378.15; 793892.25, 7897371.58; 797822.65, 

7899578.44; 796850.39, 7895489.12; 792320.09, 7894703.04; 790023.91, 

7895158.14; 787851.85.85, 7895054.71; 788762.05, 7896047.65; 788596.56, 

7897661.17 

 

SHURUGWI TOWN COUNCIL 

WARD 1 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of Jacaranda 

Crescent and Camperdown Road, south-eastwards along an unnamed road 

from Railway Block Mine, then southwards to a point north of the Fire Station 

so as to exclude it ,then westwards to 11KV power line then along Shurugwi–

Gweru Road, then northwards along the eastern boundary of Terrain farm, 
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then north-eastwards along the Town Council boundary, then eastwards along 

the boundary of Sebanga Poort (D) to its intersection with an unnamed road 

south-westwards of railway Block playing field, then south-westwards 

,southwards and south-eastwards forming an ox-bow curve like to the starting 

point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator 

(UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:   812370.23, 7823195.36;811075.95, 7821918.29; 810487.26, 

7820503.77; 809506.44, 7819498.97; 809480.99, 7817499.13; 810762.89, 

7816782.84;   811582.18, 7818081.57; 812194.13, 7819477.48; 812841.06, 

7820875.04;   813290.50, 7822823.89 

 

WARD 2 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of two 

unnamed roads at Chrome Mines Hospital gate, south-westwards along the 

said road so as to exclude Chrome Mines Hospital, to its intersection with the 

northern boundary of State Land, westwards along State Land’s boundary to 

its north-western beacon, then generally westwards to the Town Council 

boundary with Magakooshla Estate; then north-eastwards along the said 

boundary so as to include Sebanga Poort, then, southwards to the western 

most beacon of stand number D25, then southwards along the eastern 

boundaries of stand A14 to A15; B31, B26 and C27 so as to include them to 

the unnamed road; then generally eastwards along the northern boundaries of 

stands T113 to T119 so as to include them to its intersection with unnamed 

road, then south-eastwards along the western boundaries of the Railway Block 

Beer hall stand; stands M6, M11, M17, M23, M30, M37, M44 and M51 so as to 

exclude them to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   810629.93, 7824019.13;809607.64, 

7822302.51;   808180.99, 7821274.74;   806961.25, 7820397.36;   808754.29, 
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7820069.96;   810255.93, 7820579.86;   810882.72, 7821770.06; 811852.18, 

7823240.74; 810945.95, 7824222.30 

 

WARD 3 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of two 

unnamed roads at the westernmost beacon of Railway Block Beer hall stand; 

south-westwards along the southern boundaries of the following properties so 

as to include them, T120 to T131; then north-westwards along the western 

boundaries of A12, A13, B29, B30, C25, D24 and D25 so as to include them to 

the westernmost beacon of property D25 then northwards to the Town Council 

boundary with Magakooshla Estate, north-eastwards, eastwards along the said 

boundary so as to exclude Magakooshla Estate, then southwards to the eastern 

boundary of Railway Block school; along Railway Block school boundary, 

westwards, northwards along the said boundary so as to include it, to its 

intersection with an unnamed road, then south-westwards along the southern 

boundaries of properties M72, M74, M75, M79 so as to include them to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:  860078.15, 7834142.06; 860359.46,  7829883.37; 

860802.13, 7841537.73; 854210.92, 7827646.21;   853625.13, 7831963.69; 

860458.86, 7837859.18; 815700.75,  7824942.95;   821017.98,  7751048.33;   

813246.25,  7827438.98;862005.28, 7846018.92; 858284.67, 7827468.44; 

811727.41,  7823461.43; 820896.00, 7751045.14; 847150.93, 7841762.24;   

851237.03, 7841285.26; 844245.50, 7838875.84; 859240.52,  7847226.85; 

855407.79, 7844035.45; 843600.35, 7842420.33;   847640.79, 7823485.18; 

846747.33, 7827081.10; 851790.31,  7829196.61; 843467.69, 7834138.45; 

862736.01, 7848782.37;   851640.47,  7824343.06;   845917.14,  7830989.94 
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WARD 4 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the south-eastern beacon 

of Railway Block school, northwards along the eastern boundary of the said 

school so as to exclude the school to the Town Council boundary with 

Magakooshla Estate, then eastwards, south-eastwards along the said boundary 

so as to exclude Magakooshla Estate, Magakooshla Annexe, Umcima; then 

south-westwards to the north-eastern beacon of State Land then southwards 

along Town Council boundary so as to exclude Badman’s Creek, then 

westwards to the Golf Course’s northern boundary; then southwards to the 

intersection signposted No. 30 Hiltop House of Railway Block road with an 

unnamed road; then generally north-westwards along Railway Block road to 

the unnamed road so as to exclude Chrome’s Club, then south-westwards, 

westwards, north-westwards and generally northwards, north-eastwards along 

the circuitous course so as to include House Nos. S143 to S147 and Barracks 

1 to 5 (Library) to its intersection with State Land boundary; then north-

eastwards to an unnamed road so as to include Railway Block Hospital then 

generally northwards along the western boundaries of house Nos. M6, M11, 

M17, M23, M30. M37, M44, M51 so as to include them to the unnamed road; 

then north-eastwards along the northern boundaries of Railway Block Beer hall 

stand, stands M68 to M71 so as to include them to Railway Block school’s 

western boundary, southwards and eastwards along the school boundary so as 

to exclude it to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   815094.86, 7827618.54; 858127.06, 

7793646.06; 858616.32,  7791183.15; 818048.96, 7829997.94; 853154.40, 

7793869.86;   817985.27, 7827809.49; 848251.72, 7793673.76; 852765.66,  

7793922.88; 849751.63, 7788917.58; 857250.66, 7785749.90;   852278.44,  

7785568.30;   859627.55,  7787711.68 

 

WARD 5 
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This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection, 

signposted No. 30 Hilltop of an unnamed road with Railway Block road, 

northwards, then eastwards to the Golf Course’s northern boundary, then 

along the said boundary to the Town Council boundary so as to include the 

Golf Course, then southwards, eastwards, north-eastwards, southwards, 

south-westwards and westwards along the boundary of Fern Creek so as to 

include it; and exclude Bad Man’s Creek, then westwards to the south-eastern 

beacon of stand No. 498, south-westwards along the south-eastern boundary 

of stand 498 ,then along the southern boundary of No. 428 to 432, MUUS 

Lodge Cottages and stand No. 501 so as to include them westwards, south-

westwards, westwards, to Third Avenue then, southwards along Third Avenue 

to its intersection with Zvishavane-Shurugwi road; then south-westwards along 

a side road to the side road’s intersection with a side road branching from Iron 

Kop road so as to include Government Complex, then south-eastwards; south-

westwards along this circuitous course to include stand No. 2 Iron Kop to its 

intersection with Iron Kop road, then generally north-westwards to the 

ZIMASCO Head Office Main gate; then south-westwards, north-westwards, 

south-westwards, north-westwards, south-westwards, north-westwards along 

Zimasco Head-Office boundary, then northwards to its intersection with stand 

NO. 442’s southern boundary, then generally westwards along the said 

boundary to the south-eastern beacon of ZESA power station, then northwards 

along the eastern boundary of the said property to its north-eastern beacon, 

then eastwards to about  60 metres north of stand No. 54’s north-eastern 

beacon; then northwards to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   850345.29,  7802982.20;  

845458.53,  7802093.19; 849983.59, 7810491.28; 850313.74, 7805811.85;   

846405.17, 7811396.75; 850252.56, 7811529.86; 844858.01,  7805918.41; 

843279.78, 7810044.61; 849791.56, 7785819.15;   849635.38, 7789279.20; 

840120.33, 7784702.19; 845051.68,  7785130.06; 817947.42, 7826508.88; 

815454.59, 7824957.02;   812954.63, 7823286.26; 817069.71, 7824175.65; 
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838060.82,  7789767.48; 835502.11, 7787810.84; 843153.62, 7794196.10;   

840289.95, 7792033.07; 830426.66, 7783088.72; 835411.11,  7783479.66; 

832458.51,  7786705.18;   828751.39,  7785937.38;   848144.75,  7794021.94 

 

WARD 6 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of Third 

Avenue and Zvishavane-Shurugwi Road, northwards along Third Avenue to the 

north-eastern boundaries of Stand no. 463 and Douglas Smith School , so as 

to exclude them, then along the southern boundaries of stand 501, MUUS 

Lodge cottages, stand nos. 428 to 432 eastwards, north-eastwards, eastwards, 

north-eastwards, eastwards, to the southern beacon of stand 498; north-

eastwards along the boundary of the latter stand so as to exclude these 

properties; then eastwards to the Town Council boundary, southwards along 

Town Council boundary to the northern corner of sub-division A of Adare 

Farm, then south-westwards along the northern boundary of the said Farm to 

its intersection with Zvishavane-Shurugwi road so as to exclude Adare Farm; 

then generally north-westwards along the said road to the starting point.  This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 

South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   

841481.62,  7801101.25;   836959.58,  7799001.01;   851128.50,  

7803177.09;   835465.81, 7787262.44; 837526.61, 7789896.62; 842604.53,  

7794219.87; 831927.10, 7786839.83; 816756.17, 7824184.02;   816152.08, 

7821383.88; 840268.72, 7791483.88; 816245.46,  7821211.91;  831526.30, 

7792383.43; 828653.00, 7788996.48;   846265.14, 7802121.13; 834748.18, 

7795322.23; 852580.57,  7793912.76;  847601.28, 7794044.51; 850780.52, 

7801527.83;   851138.15,  7797067.64 
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WARD 7 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Shurugwi - Zvishavane Road and Adare Farm boundary south-westwards along 

the said  boundary to the northernmost beacon of Selukwe Peak then 

westwards along the said boundary to its intersection with peak Mine Road so 

as to exclude Adare Farm, Selukwe Peak and Mount Dor farms, then generally 

north-westwards along  Peak Mine Road to its intersection with Iron Kop feeder 

road, then generally northwards, north-westwards along this circuitous course 

so as to exclude House No. 2 Iron Kop to its road’s junction with the side road 

from PaMumvuri Bus Stop, then north-eastwards to the intersection of Third 

Avenue and Zvishavane-Shurugwi Roads; then along Zvishavane-Shurugwi 

Road to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   815368.94, 7817520.35; 815629.89, 

7821909.68; 816403.21, 7821197.13;   818985.06, 7818401.53 

 

WARD 8 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Mukumbuzi and Chibandire Roads north-eastwards along Chibandire Road to 

its junction with Peak Mine Road, then generally south-eastwards along Peak 

Mine Road so as to include Old People’s Home,  D.A’s Camp to the northern 

boundary of mount Dor South along Peak Mine Road then eastwards along the 

said  boundary, then southwards along the said boundary, then westwards 

after crossing two unnamed streams to the corner boundary of Mont Dor South 

and RE then north-westwards to the southern corner of ward 11 then 

northwards along Town council boundary ,then eastwards to Makusha 

Cemetery boundary to its intersection with Ndebele Road, then generally north-

eastwards generally northwards along Ndebele Road so as to include stand 

numbers 497, 496, 435 and 484 and exclude stand numbers 481 (ZAOGA 
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CHURCH) 381, 382, 375, 374, 372, 383, 508, 52, 384, 37, 28, 14, 7 to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:  830991.23, 7792085.84; 830179.18, 7795321.62;   

834697.75, 7794712.04; 837858.89, 7802524.84; 836402.25,  7798747.54; 

832771.00, 7806803.81; 836714.71, 7807566.14;   833228.96, 7802464.47; 

836818.67, 7806090.44; 831859.41,  7798683.22 

 

WARD 9 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the north-western beacon 

of stand number 457; eastwards along the unnamed road; then southwards so 

as to include stand numbers 457,458,460 and 462; then generally eastwards 

along an unnamed road so as to exclude Makusha Flats then north-eastwards, 

south-eastwards along the north-western boundaries of House numbers 509, 

83, 81, 80, 79 so as to include them to Chibandire road; then southwards 

along the said road so as to include House numbers 387 and 523 (St Chads 

Church); 376 and Makusha Beer hall to its intersection with Ndebele Street 

then south-eastwards along Ndebele Street then south-eastwards along 

Ndebele Street so as to include House Numbers 499; 498; 415 to 424 then 

generally southwards along Ndebele street; along Ndebele street to Makusha 

cemetery’s eastern boundary so as to include it to the Town Council boundary 

with Mount Dor then north-westwards along the Town Council boundary to an 

unnamed river   ; then northwards along the western boundary of State land so 

as to include it to the southern boundary of stand number 102 Sebanga Park, 

then eastwards to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   821401.07,  7797809.55;  819286.46,  

7793284.97; 825153.62, 7805164.70;   823105.18, 7802491.63; 830327.93, 

7793737.09; 830784.17,  7797879.17; 823680.72, 7791930.24; 828436.74, 
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7790404.54;   814209.65, 7820472.40; 812267.35, 7820847.71; 830772.20,  

7797923.47;   827863.29,  7801589.51 

 

WARD 10 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the south-eastern beacon 

of Zesa power station south-eastwards along the southern boundary of stand 

number 442 so as to exclude it to the 11 KV Power line, then southwards along 

the power line to its intersection with the boundary of Selukwe Railway 

Reserve, then southwards, south-eastwards along the western and south-

western boundaries of Selukwe Railway Reserve so as to exclude it to its 

intersection with the boundary of Zimasco Head Office, then south-eastwards, 

north-eastwards, south-eastwards generally eastwards along ZIMASCO’s 

southern boundary to its intersection with Chibandire Road so as to exclude it; 

then generally south-westwards along the said road so as to include Mashunye 

stand number 154A, House numbers 113, 107, 79, 389, 388; then westwards 

generally south-westwards, to Zingwe Drive so as to include numbers 86, 396, 

87; then generally westwards along an unnamed road so as to include 

Makusha Flats; then northwards along unnamed road to stand number 456’s 

eastern boundary; then westwards along ward 9’s northern boundary then 

northwards to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   814292.26,  7822831.73; 827404.93, 

7811626.10; 825137.85, 7805198.83;   823844.77, 7809544.36;  827827.23, 

7801605.58; 830755.99,  7797960.74; 833439.60, 7801060.09; 832513.71, 

7805085.66;   814375.19,  7820837.74;   830219.50,  7808939.04 

 
WARD 11 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the Gweru-Shurugwi road 

bridge over Manzimudaka river    eastwards along the road to the north-

western beacon of stand number 442, then westwards to ZESA power station’s 
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eastern boundary southwards along ZESA station boundary to Ward 9’s 

northern boundary, then westwards to the southern boundary of stand 

number 102 Sebanga Park, then southwards, then westwards southwards 

westwards, southwards  to the Town Council boundary, then westwards and 

northwards so as exclude MontDor Farm further northwards to an unnamed 

stream then north-westwards along the 33 KV Powerline then generally 

eastwards along the Powerline to an unnamed road bounding the southern 

boundaries of stands 85 and 86 so as to exclude them to Madzimudaka river    

then generally northwards along the river    so as to include stand numbers 

29A, 28, 25A, 19-24, 66 and 69 to the starting point.  This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  810762.89, 7816782.84; 

809699.34,  7820461.53; 812247.49, 7820476.05; 812370.23, 7823195.36;   

835749.28, 7813797.32; 832357.33, 7817107.51; 832056.13,  7805716.43; 

836290.27, 7809631.32; 828667.63, 7817919.61;   832765.67, 7818240.41; 

829486.95, 7809392.15; 827775.36,  7813008.75;   834571.93,  7807516.01 

 

WARD 12 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the eastern boundary of 

Terrain farm, generally south-eastwards, eastwards to the Gweru-Shurugwi 

roads Manzimudaka river    bridge on the said road, then generally south-

westwards along Manzimudaka river    so as to include stands 76-85, then 

generally westwards to an unnamed road bounding the southern boundaries of 

stands numbers 85 and 86 so as to include them to its intersection with 

Mackinnon Park Drive; then generally westwards along the 33 KV power line to 

the unnamed river, then generally south-eastwards along the said river    to its 

confluence with two unnamed tributaries; then generally southwards to the 

Town Council boundary, then westwards, north-eastwards, north-eastwards 

along the Town Council boundary with Princes, Impali Source and Terrain 

farms to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal 
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Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   839300.74,  7819004.55;   834899.12,  

7820267.68; 836330.86, 7809603.09; 835775.46, 7813739.23;   840434.02, 

7810589.35; 843400.87, 7810335.29; 843133.96,  7807681.49; 810255.93, 

7820579.86; 811588.62, 7824159.32;   807183.75, 7821200.38; 832381.94, 

7817048.74; 810629.93,  7824019.13;   843365.81,  7817139.16;   843398.97,  

7815107.92. 

 

WARD 13 

A line is drawn from the northern most tip of Adare-Sub1 farm, south-

westwards along the eastern boundary of the said farm to Adare farm’s 

southern boundary then south-eastwards to the boundary of Peak Mine village 

4, then south-westwards and north-westwards along the said boundary so as 

to include the said village to an unnamed river, then generally southwards , 

westwards to Peak Mine’s boundary so as to include the low-density suburbs, 

then generally northwards, westwards and generally southwards along the 

boundary of the mine (shaft) so as to exclude it to the ZESA Power Line 33 KV, 

then westwards to the western boundary of the suburbs then generally 

northwards along the boundary so as to include Village 1 - 3 and 5 to the 

western boundary then north-westwards to the common boundary of R/E of 

Mont D’or. (Tebekwe) farm and Selukwe Peak farm, then north-eastwards along 

the said boundary to the western most tip of Adare-Sub 1 farm then north-

eastwards along the boundary of the said farm so as to include it to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:  183148.08, 7814794.12; 191501.92, 7819849.69; 

188230.67, 7813496.44; 187230.38, 7809711.53; 183094.01, 7809954.54; 

183094.01, 7814848.19.  
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TAKAWIRA  RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

WARD 1 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Nyautonge river    and an unnamed tributary at a point southwest of 

Makamure dip and then north-westwards along the said tributary up to its 

source, then westwards to the confluence of Ngezi river    and an unnamed 

tributary, then north-westwards to where Ensimoen farm fence crosses Ngezi 

river    then south-eastwards along the Communal and Commercial Farms 

boundary then generally along the said boundary to Nyautonge river, then 

southwards along the said river    and back to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  243397, 

7836327, 237999, 7839206, 231687, 7839843, 232656, 7850363, 

244809,784391. 

 

WARD 2 

This area of land is boundeded by a line  drawn from the confluence of 

Nyautonge river    and the Communal-Commercial farm boundary, generally 

south-eastwards along the southern boundary of Kombisa, Makanya, 

Rockadale and Chakastad properties to a point it meets the  District boundary 

of Shashe river ; then southwards along the said boundary and Shashe river   

to the said river ’s confluence with Nyamatikiti river ;   then north-westwards 

along the said river    to its intersection with Chaka – Charandura road then 

south-westwards along the said road to its junction with yet unnamed road 

then further south-westwards along the said road to Muwe river    then 

generally north-westwards along the said river    to its intersection with 

Muwani – Holy Cross road then generally westwards along the said road, then 

generally south-westwards, then generally north-westwards to  Nyautonge river    

then generally northwards along the said river    to the starting point.  The  
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area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 

35/36  based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   

826741.87,  7726653.02; 825602.20, 7730776.63; 821846.28, 7734073.13;   

818091.84, 7737375.21; 814358.50, 7740700.49; 812695.68,  7739461.53;  

812145.60,  7735345.52;  808139.15, 7737560.01;   804610.47, 7739728.80; 

800713.48, 7738759.81; 801830.06,  7734009.86; 799596.98, 7730335.87; 

795197.22, 7727988.23;   798894.57, 7725024.40; 803307.98, 7723835.74; 

806101.83,  7726755.80; 807633.06, 7729305.97; 810103.18, 7725299.97;   

811964.44, 7721874.37; 816402.26, 7720902.61; 816672.77,  7718449.29; 

816339.57, 7715580.60; 818905.93, 7712321.47;   822156.77, 7713286.36; 

823997.76, 7717917.51; 825814.53,  7722571.61; 

 

WARD 3 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Ngezi 

and unnamed river   up to Marimbde; then generally eastwards along  another 

unnaned stream on the northern of Vhudzi Business Centre, Mutikani village, 

Vudzi school and Muzvondiwa village so as to include them to Rudhuma and 

Tinavanhu villages; southwards to its junction with Gwemuchechete River ;   

then south-westwards along the said river    to its confluence with Mutusva 

River, then south-eastwards, then south-westwards to the District boundary 

then northwards along the said boundary to the starting point.  The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 235696, 

7815000, 235839, 7822794, 243544, 7822472, 248705, 7321988, 249618, 

7822955, 247629, 7815376, 243921, 7813549, 235767, 7809113. 
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WARD 4 

 

An area of land of bounded by a line  drawn from the junction of the Provincial 

boundary and Mashava-Charandura road, then north-westwards to Chizvinire 

trigonometrical beacon, 1136.0 then generally westwards along the said 

boundary to a point it meets with Bake river , then northwards along the said 

river    to its confluence with Ngezi river   then generally eastwards to  a point 

on the northeast of Vuta village; so as to include it; then generally southwards 

to the starting point.   This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 244963, 7803700, 240501, 7804882, 233997, 

7804399, 236040, 7808135, 239000, 7808269, 240447, 7809667, 247715, 

7809667.   

 

WARD 5 

This area of land is boundeded by  line is drawn from the confluence of 

Mashoviro and Ngezi River   s, then northwards up Ngezi River    to the 

confluence of Ngezi River    and an unnamed tributary then generally 

eastwards along the said tributary to its source; then south-eastwards to the 

south west Makamwe dip where it meets with Nyautonge river ; then 

southeastwards along the said river  to the spillway of holy Cross Dam; then 

south-westwards along the southern to Rutunga-Holy boundary of Maseka, 

Murambi, Mugadza and Mushonga villages to Mashoviro river  then generally 

south-westwards, westwards along Mashovira river    to the starting point.  The 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 36 

South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

231094, 7830615, 231685, 7839861, 243349, 7836448, 244478, 7833734, 

243457, 7833706, 242463, 7832147, 240124, 7832981. 
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WARD 6 

 

A line is drawn from the confluence of Nyautonge river    and an unnamed 

tributary then south-westwards across an unnamed road then north-

westwards, south-westwards to Chapwanya School road, then north-westwards 

to Gwindingwi Mountain Range, then south-westwards along Gwindingwi 

Mountain Range to Mhende River, then generally northwards along the said 

river, then northwards to the junction of Holy Cross Mission road and 

Chapwanya School road, then north-eastwards along Holy Cross road then 

eastwards to Holy Cross Dam, then north-westwards along Nyautonge River    

to the south western beacon of Kombisa farm then generally south-eastwards 

eastwards to Muwani – Holy Cross road then north eastwards to Muwe river    

then generally southwards down Muwe river    to unnamed mountain range 

then generally south westwards to Nyautonge river, then south-eastwards 

down Nyautonge river    to the starting point.  254724, 7827755, 244621, 

7824809, 242974, 7827275, 241358, 7832195, 244428, 7333711, 244839, 

7843935, 247717, 7837919, 250156, 7839947, 253694, 7831852. 

 

WARD 7 

This area of land is boundeded by a line  drawn from the intersection of the 

Provincial boundary and an unnamed road, then northwards along the said 

point to a point where the line leaves the road; proceeds northwards to  point it 

crosses a strip road; then south eastwards along an unnamed river  to a point 

it crosses Mavaire river ; then eastwards along the southern boundary of 

Mawuka and Dhobha/Wurayayi so as to exclude them to the southeastern 

corner of Dhobha/Wurayayi; then southwest along the western the provincial 
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boundary of Chinobwana, Madzimure, Magona, Musavengana, Mushanga and 

Mutandavari so as to exclude them; the generally westwards to the starting 

point.  The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  245003, 7803690, 246674, 7805075, 247359, 7808075, 247250, 

7810925, 249168, 7810295, 248785, 7811913, 254705, 7810076, 255225, 

7805992. 

 

WARD 8 

This area of land is boundeded by a line  drawn from the intersection of Mbedzi 

Camp road and Charandura – Chamakarara Dip road, generally southwards 

along Chamakarara Dip road to the west of Marangwe/Matadza, 

Chikoto/Nhara, Komborayi, December, Toringana so as to exclude them to a 

point east of Dhobha/Wurayayi, then westwards across Mavhaire and nowrth 

westwards to a point southwest of Kuchirika; then northwards and generally 

northeastwards to the starting point.  The area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  254050, 7823628, 254680, 7810060, 

248788, 7811924, 248486, 7815323, 249884, 7815268, 251309, 7815131, 

252104, 7821106, 252625, 7822038. 

 

WARD 9 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Siyahokwe dip, then generally northeastwards up stream along Siyakuya river  

to the southeast of Mabvuragudo hill; to its intersection with Mashiriro river ; 

then downstream along the same river  to the confluence of Mashiriro and 

Ngezi river s, then generally southwards along Ngezi river  to the confluence of 

the same river  and Masunngu river ; then northwestwards along the eastern 
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boundary of Mangware, Muchenjekwa and Pingura settlement to Marimbe 

settlement; then westwards, southwestwards and northwards to the starting 

point.   The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  239642, 7822560, 241670, 7826589, 243013, 7822274, 244658, 

7824753, 254909, 7827822, 256416, 7825520, 252661, 7821984, 243562, 

7822587, 241451, 7822587, 241451, 7822451, 240656, 7823327. 

 

WARD 10 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Mutusva 

and Gwemuchechete river  north-eastwards up stream Gwemuchechete river    

to its confluence with an unnamed river , then eastwards to a point south of 

Nyikachimhayi, then generally southwards to Paradza/Jambi; the north-

westwards, westwards along the southern boundary of Kisimisi/Stephen 

Matambo settlement; northeastwards to the starting point.  The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  243791, 

7813455, 247628, 7815319, 248532, 7815264, 249163, 7810248, 247244, 

7810960, 247381, 7808055, 246696, 7808083, 245737, 7809700, 240502, 

7809700, 242393, 7810522, 246477, 7812660. 

 

WARD 11 

This area of land is boundeded by a line  drawn from the confluence of Ngezi 

River    and an unnamed tributary north-westwards along Ensimoeni farm 

boundary, which is the district boundary to its western most beacon then 

south-westwards along the said boundary to the southernmost beacon of  

Grassridge farm, then on the summit of unnamed hill; generally northwards 

along the western boundaries of Grassridge, Nemesis and Faerdan properties  

so as to include them; then north-eastwards along the western boundary of 
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Faerdan Crossmaloof, Pela Graniteville, Hlabati, Intete, Chesa so as to include 

them, then south-eastwards on the eastern boundary of Chesa, Cibi, farms to 

the Mvuma – Masvingo railway line then south-eastwards along the said 

railway line; to the north western beacon of Requeza farm at (j) south 

eastwards along the northern and north eastern boundaries Requeza farm 

boundary so as to include it, to the eastern most beacon of the latter at (4) 

Southern boundary of Eland to the north most beacon of Sondags fountain 

farm then southwards, south-eastwards, south-westwards, westwards, 

southwards along boundaries so as to include it, then along the southern 

boundary of Highlands farm so as to include it, then south-westwards along  

Richmind farm boundary so as to include it, then north-westwards along the 

communal and commercial farm boundary to the starting point so as to 

include Takawira Resettlement.  The  area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:232549, 7850435; 231507, 7851586; 

224162,7844569; 221695,7851751; 238030, 7862550; 247349, 7853998; 

241539, 7843583 and 235071, 7847859; 

 

WARD 12 

This area of land is boundeded by line is drawn from Gobo Siding and Gweru- 

Mvuma Railway line north-westwards along Central Estates farm boundary, 

then north-eastwards, then generally northwards, then north-westwards so as 

to exclude  Impala  and Utah Ranches then north-eastwards across Umvuma 

river  to Sebakwe river ; then generally eastwards along Sebakwe river    to 

Harare – Masvingo road; then generally south-westwards along the said road to 

the north-eastern most point of Mvuma urban boundary  so as to exclude it, 

then north-westwards to the Mvuma  Central Estates HQ road, then generally 

southwards to Gweru – Mvuma road; then generally eastwards to Mvuma – 

Masvingo railway line, then generally south-westwards along the said railway 

line to Cibi farm boundary, then north-westwards along Cibi and Chesa farm 
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boundaries so as to exclude them; then south-westwards, north-eastwards 

along the Central Estates farm boundary to Iron Mine Hill Siding, then north-

eastwards, then south-eastwards, then generally eastwards along the Gweru – 

Mvuma railway line to Gobo Siding  which is the starting point.  The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

223892,7863175; 221883,7865837; 226232, 7870810; 210535, 7878963; 

225089, 7889200; 252466, 7881299; 241555, 7867334; 240121, 7868456; 

238725, 7868234; 239246, 7866120; 240760, 7865507; 241650, 7858914; 

238049, 7862568; 221682, 7851792 and 215358,7861565 

 

WARD 13 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of Harare-

Masvingo road, and Central Avenue, then south-westwards along the Harare-

Masvingo road to Umvuma river    bridge, then generally south-westwards to 

Nooitgedacht northern farm boundary so as to exclude it, then further 

southwards to the northern  boundary of Elandsvallei farm so as to exclude it, 

then south-westwards along the said boundary to the western most point of the 

said farm then north-westwards along the Judaea farm boundary  so as to  

exclude it, then to its northern most point, then north-westwards along Alma A 

farm boundary so as to exclude it, then westwards, south-westwards, then 

generally south-westwards, south-eastwards, south-westwards, north-

westwards, further north-westwards to Mvuma – Masvingo railway line, then 

northwards across the railway line to the Mvuma – Central Estates 

Headquarters road, then southwards along the Central Estates boundary, then  

south-eastwards along the Central Estates boundary then south-eastwards 

along Leopold Takawira High School boundary to the junction with Njerere 

School road, and eastwards along Njerere School road to its junction with 

Mushayavhudzi drive, then southwards along the said road to its junction with 

an unnamed road, then eastwards, north-eastwards to its junction with the 
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messengers camp road, then south-eastwards to its junction with Central 

Avenue, then north-eastwards to Roads Department Camp south-western most 

point, then north-westwards, eastwards, south-eastwards to Central Avenue 

road, then eastwards to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 239248, 786607; 239489, 

7867857; 239339, 7867798; 239431, 7867590; 239265, 7867499 and 238729, 

7868275 

 

 

WARD 14 

This area of land is boundeded by a line  drawn from the south-eastern most 

point of Njerere Primary School and Mushayavhudzi Drive, then westwards 

along Njerere School fence so as to include it, to Mhofu Drive, then north-

westwards along the said road to the Mvuma Urban boundary, then 

northwards, then south-eastwards, then further south-eastwards, then further 

south-eastwards to the north-eastern most point of St Theresa School so as to 

exclude it, then westwards, southwards along the said school fence then 

westwards to Mushayavhudzi drive , then southwards along the said road to 

the starting point.. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 238699, 7868263; 239254, 7867487; 239430, 7867585; 

239547, 786324; 240448, 7867728; 240761, 7867050; 241576, 7867605; 

240748, 7865523 and 239234, 7866143 

 

WARD 15 

This area of land is boundeded by a line  drawn from the south-eastern most 

beacon of Sable Flat farm and Munyati River, then north-eastwards then 

south-eastwards, north-eastwards, south-eastwards, south-westwards, south-
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eastwards, south-westwards, south-eastwards, then south-westwards and then 

generally south-eastwards along the Provincial boundary to Harare – Masvingo 

road, then south-westwards along the said road to Sebakwe river, then 

generally westwards  along Sebakwe river    to the north-western  boundary of 

Central Estates farm then north-eastwards along the north-western boundary 

of Central Estates farm to an unnamed road, then north-westwards along the 

north-western boundary of Central Estates farm to an unnamed road, then 

north-westwards to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 244597, 7904277; 252825, 7910513; 

257371, 7902805; 255466, 7901809; 259060, 7900294; 255250, 7895487; 

260692, 7887052; 252032, 7881422; 225064, 7889175 and 245875, 7903505 

 

  

WARD 16 

This area of land is boundeded by a line  drawn from the confluence of 

Sebakwe and Umvuma River   s, then generally eastwards to the easternmost 

point of Pieterdale Farm, then south-westwards along the south-eastern 

boundaries of Pieterdale Farm, Mahamara Ranch and Bushy Parky No. 2 so as 

to include them to Kwekwe-Mvuma Road then south-eastwards along the said 

Road to the south-eastern most point of Impala Ranch, then south-westwards 

along the said farm boundary to the south-western most point of Impala Ranch 

so as to include it; then south-eastwards along Central Estate Farm boundary 

so as to exclude it to Gobo Siding; then generally westwards, north-westwards 

then westwards along Mvuma-Gweru Railway line to Iron Mine hill Siding, then 

north-westwards along the western boundaries of Chishuku and Kwarate 

Farms so as to include them to the northernmost point of Grassmuir Farm so 

as to exclude it, then south-westwards along the said Farm boundary to the 

southernmost point of Bembezaan Ranch so as to include it, then north-
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westwards further north-westwards along the said farm boundary to the north-

eastern most point of Makuti Ranch then south-westwards then further south-

westwards to the south-westernmost point of Makuti Ranch which is the 

district boundary, so as to include Makuti Ranch, then north-westwards along 

the District boundary then further north-westwards, south-eastwards, then 

generally northwards, south-eastwards, eastwards north-eastwards then 

generally north-eastwards to Sebakwe river, then eastwards to the starting 

point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 220939, 7890063; 225040, 7889144; 204519, 7874661; 202652, 

7878977; 200968, 7878793; 196657, 7872102; 191298, 7874590; 203267, 

7888058; 211593, 7883865; 212821, 7890880 and 216341, 7891920 

 

WARD 17 

This area of land is boundeded by a line  drawn from the south-eastern corner 

of Tweestroon farm and the south-western corner of Netherburn farm,  south-

eastwards along the southern boundaries of Netherburn and Larenvale farm so 

as to exclude them, then southwards along the north-western boundary of 

Depot farm then westwards along the northern boundary of Birsens Ranch 

then north-westwards along the eastern boundary of Primrose Estate then 

generally northwards along the eastern boundary to Woodendove farm to the 

starting point.  The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 204193, 7862683; 207040, 7858765; 202142, 7858520; 

199356, 7860081 and 198438, 7861551 
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WARD 18 

This area of land is boundeded by a line  drawn from the western most beacon 

of Grassmere farm south-eastwards along the southern boundaries of 

Grassmere and Rukundo farms so as to exclude them, to the easternmost 

beacon of the latter property then northwards to the south-eastern most point 

of Rukundo farm, then north-eastwards along the eastern boundary of 

Rukundo farm to southernmost beacon of  Rydall then north-eastwards along 

the south-eastern boundaries of Rydall farm to the southern most point of 

Hagley Estate, then southeast wards along the Central Estates  boundary to its 

southernmost point, then further southwards along the western boundaries of 

Faerdan farm, Nemesis and Grassridge farms boundaries to the District 

boundary then along the District boundary then south-westwards, northwards, 

north-westwards then generally south-westwards along the said boundaries, 

north-westwards, northwards then eastwards to the starting point.  The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 205455, 

7848914; 209480, 7846063; 208602, 7848279; 219774, 7854741; 224238, 

7844472; 201624, 7844370 and 202353, 7848895 

 

WARD 19 

This area of land is boundeded by a line  drawn from the confluence of 

Umvuma and Sebakwe river , then north-westwards, then northwards, 

eastwards, northwards along the district boundary to Munyati river    , then 

south-eastwards to the southern most beacon of Benadesdeel farm; then 

north-eastwards , south-eastwards , then further south-eastwards along the 

said farm boundary to Munyati river    , then south-eastwards along the said 

river    to the northern most point of Central Estates then generally south-
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westwards along the Central Estates northern boundary so as to exclude it; 

then to Sebakwe river    then westwards along the said river    to the starting 

point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator 

(UTM) zone 36 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 220952, 7890145; 220736, 7902226; 224157, 7902269; 223247, 

7913831; 239789, 7907466; 242647, 7911190; 245202, 7908029; 242474, 

7905820; 245981, 7903569 and 224980, 7889279 

 

WARD 20 

This area of land is boundeded by a line  drawn from an unnamed dam on the 

Provincial boundary, westwards  and southwards along the Provincial 

boundary, then southwards, south-eastwards, southwards to the southern 

most beacon of Chakastaad Estate; then north-westwards  along the 

Communal  and Commercial farms  boundary so as to include Chakastaad 

Estate, Rockdale, Makanya,  Kombisa and Vosges farms,  to the southern  

most beacon of Vosges farm, then north-eastwards, then further north-

eastwards along the western and northern boundaries of Vosges farm 

boundary then eastwards along  northern boundary of Llandebie farm so as to 

include it, then north-eastwards along Tshamamvura farm so as to include it, 

then north-westwards along south, south west boundaries of  Sondagsfontein 

farm boundary so as to include it; then south-westwards along Eland farm 

boundary; then north-westwards  to Fair field Siding, then south-westwards 

along the Murchinston and Murchinston extension farm so as to include them, 

then north-westwards along Masvingo – Mvuma railway line, then northwards , 

then generally north-westwards along the said railway line to the northern 

most point of Alma farm, then southwards, eastwards, northwards, eastwards, 

southwards along Alma Farm boundary to the north-eastern most point of 

Judaea farm; then southwards along the said farm boundary so as to include it 

to the north-western of Elandsvallei farm then north-eastwards along the 

northern boundary  of the said farm so as to include it then north-westwards 
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to Harare – Masvingo  road, then north-eastwards  along the said road to the 

Provincial boundary then south-eastwards, then generally westwards then 

eastwards south-eastwards along the Provincial boundary to the easternmost 

point of Greenwood farm so as to include it, then south-westwards to the 

north-western point  of Driefontein farm so as to include it, then south-

eastwards to Shashe river, then southwards to the starting point.  The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 263825, 

7849518; 260016, 7850280; 260693, 7839951; 241390, 7843677; 242999, 

7847486; 249348, 7847486; 247147, 7854005; 238765, 7862979; 241605, 

7867334; 260623, 7887030; 263205, 7883348; 260538, 7883136; 261851, 

7877971; 276248, 7869030, 257988, 7854105 and 264507, 7853428 

WARD 21 

This area of land is boundeded by a line  drawn from the confluence of 

Nyamatikiti and Shashe river    which is the Provincial boundary, southwards 

upstream the Shashe river    the east of Mukudzavu then; south westwards; 

then north-westwards along Nyautonge river    to its confluence with Muwe 

river    then north-westwards along Nyautonge river, then generally eastwards 

to Muwe river, then northwards along Muwe river    to an unnamed road, then 

north-eastwards along the said road to the junction of Holy Cross – 

Charandura road and Chaka road, then north-eastwards along the said road to 

Nyamatikiti river    bridge, then south-eastwards along the said river    to the 

starting  point   The area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 258871, 7835404; 259763, 7827123; 256334, 7825514; 

250852, 7829303; 254048, 7831038; 251856, 7835828; 254302, 7837646; 

257287, 7838387 and 259234, 7837159 
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WARD 22 

This area of land is boundeded by a line  drawn from Kwekwe  and Bembezaan 

river s, then south-eastwards along the eastern boundary of Golden Dollar 

Ranch  so as to include it; then along the western boundary of Grassmuir farm, 

then north-eastwards, south-eastwards  along the said farm boundary so as to 

include it, then along the eastern boundary of Swartsmoed, Sweetwater, Irving, 

Kleinfontein farms so as to include them to Iron Mime Hill Siding; then south-

eastwards, south-westwards along the southern boundaries of Hagley Estate 

and Rydall farm so as to include them, then south-westwards, southwards and 

north-westwards to the District boundary; then follows the said boundary 

northwards, southwards, northwards, westwards, northwards, then  generally 

north-eastwards, northwards, north-eastwards along the District boundary to 

the south-western corner of Golden Dollar Ranch then north-eastwards, 

eastwards, southwards, south-eastwards to the starting point.   The area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 204488, 

7874658; 210613, 7878999; 225752, 7872030; 221818, 7866026; 223927, 

7863227; 215408, 7861524; 219754, 7854707; 208599, 7848217; 209532, 

7846067; 203447, 7875947.53; 204494, 7851894; 197111, 7853151; 198524, 

7857380; 192439, 7858313; 188464, 7863709; 202093, 7866791; 202621, 

7869306; 196737, 7872194; 200997, 7878806 and 202700, 7878968 

 

WARD 23 

This area of land is boundeded by a line  drawn from confluence of an 

unnamed tributary and Shashe river    which is the Provincial boundary, then 

generally southwards along Shashe river, then south-westwards, then generally 

northwards to  a junction of two unnamed roads, then  generally northwards 

along  an unnamed road to its junction with Chaka – Charandura  road, then 

north-eastwards  along the said road to its junction with yet another unnamed 

road, then eastwards along the said road  to Shashe river    then generally 
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southwards along the said river    to the starting point.  This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   834346.04,  

7687952.49; 835156.35, 7684101.26; 837960.21, 7680751.49;   840904.75, 

7678137.23; 842456.77, 7679749.89; 841834.57,  7682836.34; 842350.53, 

7685525.16; 842732.73, 7689713.60;   840164.39, 7693562.17; 839600.73, 

7694337.00; 839600.73,  7694337.00;   836903.72,  7690510.16 

 

WARD 24 

This area of land is boundeded by a line  drawn from the junction of an 

unnamed road to the Messengers camp and a proposed road at the northern 

most point of the Polocross field, then south-westwards to Mushayavhudzi 

drive, then northwards to St Theresa Primary School fence along 

Mushayavhudzi drive then eastwards along the said school fence so as to 

include it, then north-westwards to the urban boundary, then south-eastwards 

along the said boundary to its junction with Messengers Camp road , then 

south-eastwards along the said road to the starting point. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   831308.22,  

7682412.28;   827944.08,  7679591.37;   831637.68,  7676897.38;   

831979.42, 7672688.78; 835710.15, 7670507.73; 839570.69,  7671773.15; 

843476.53,  7670690.65; 847143.29, 7670571.94;   848120.98,  7674706.51; 

843566.43, 7676415.77; 840323.61,  7679219.86;   837422.57,  7682307.72;   

835389.39,  7683386.48; 835389.39, 7683386.48 

 

WARD 25 

This area of land is boundeded by a line  drawn from the confluence  of 

Nyautonge and Muwe river    then south-eastwards along Nyautonge river    to 

its junction with Chaka – Charandura road, then south-westwards along the 
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said road to its junction an unnamed road, the south-westwards along the said 

road to its junction with Mbedzi Camp road and Mavhaire School road, then 

generally southwards to the source of an unnamed tributary of 

Gwemuchechete river, then westwards, south-westwards along the said river    

to its confluence with Gwemuchechete  river, then north-eastwards, generally 

northwards to its confluence with an unnamed river, then northwards  to 

Mutya School road then generally northwards along the said road to its 

junction with Mavhaire School and Mbedzi camp road, then north-westwards  

to Vhudzi – Chapwanya School road, then generally south-westwards, then 

north-westwards, westwards, then north-westwards along the said road, then 

south-westwards , north-westwards, south-westwards to its junction with an 

unnamed road, then generally westwards into an unnamed tributary  of 

Siyahokwe river, then generally north-eastwards along the said river, then 

south-eastwards along the Gwindingwi mountain range to an unnamed road, 

then south-eastwards along the said road to its junction with yet another 

unnamed road then north-eastwards along the said road to the source of an 

unnamed river, then north-eastwards along the said river    to its confluence 

with Nyautonge river, then south-eastwards along the said river    to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:   827944.66, 7679574.22;   823305.50, 7680879.18; 

819138.60, 7678707.69; 821466.98, 7675057.18; 826051.46, 7673524.47; 

829819.54, 7671457.44;   834215.04, 7671166.03; 832261.07, 7673728.84; 

831269.74, 7677942.30 
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TONGOGARA RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL  

WARD 1 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the most northern point of  

Royston farm, generally north-eastwards to the southern tip of Faerdan Farm 

then south-eastwards, north-eastwards and south-eastwards along the district 

boundary, then further south-eastwards along the said river    to the northern 

boundary of former Arcadia Farm then westwards along the said boundary to 

former Nyagari Farm then, northwards, westwards, southwards and south-

westwards along the boundary of Nyagari farm so as to exclude it to the 

northern fence of Stateland, westwards along the fence so as to exclude it to 

Tokwe river, then  along the said river    to the southern boundary of Senamwe 

Farm then, westwards and northwards along the  said farm boundary so as to 

include it to Royston farm, then northwards along the said boundary of 

Royston Farm so as to exclude it to the starting point.  This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South (s), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   860078.15,  

7834142.06;   860359.46,  7829883.37;   860802.13,  7841537.73;   

854210.92,  7827646.21;   853625.13,  7831963.69;   860458.86,  

7837859.18;   815700.75,  7824942.95;   821017.98,  7751048.33;   

813246.25,  7827438.98;   862005.28,  7846018.92;   858284.67,  

7827468.44;   811727.41,  7823461.43;   820896.00,  7751045.14;   

847150.93,  7841762.24;   851237.03,  7841285.26;   844245.50,  

7838875.84;   859240.52,  7847226.85;   855407.79,  7844035.45;   

843600.35,  7842420.33;   847640.79,  7823485.18;   846747.33,  

7827081.10;   851790.31,  7829196.61;   843467.69,  7834138.45;   

862736.01,  7848782.37;   851640.47,  7824343.06;   845917.14,  7830989.94 

 

WARD 2 
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This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Missouri Ranch‘s south-eastern corner and Ngezi River, southwards along 

Ngezi River    which is also the district boundary then south-westwards along 

Range More Farm south-eastern boundary and westwards to its intersection 

with Tugwi (Tokwe) River    , then northwards along the said river    , then 

eastwards along the northern boundary of Stateland then north-eastwards , 

northwards, then eastwards and southwards along the Nyagari Farm so as to 

include it and then eastwards to the starting point.  This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South (s), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   850249.63,  

7823187.16;   852149.99,  7826852.75;   846546.78,  7817641.51;   

846498.85,  7822057.18;   855939.54,  7827196.29;   860905.72,  

7827665.80;   851375.18,  7831792.03;   854264.22,  7830015.77;   

862378.23,  7816886.08;   860598.18,  7820704.70;   856859.03,  

7812002.34;   815065.63,  7827523.53;   814497.54,  7827497.13;   

861336.92,  7813395.03;   851874.47,  7812287.69;   860605.33,  

7825193.19;   848805.74,  7813998.17 

 

WARD 3 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the north-western corner 

of Estancia farm and the communal boundary, south-eastwards along its 

northern boundary to Tugwi (Tokwe) River, then southwards along the said 

river    to the south-eastern corner of Jobolingo Farm No.37, then south-

westwards ,north-westwards and westwards along the southern boundaries of 

farms No.37,38,40,42 to 50 Jobolingo small scale farms, then  northwards 

along the communal boundary to the starting point.   This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South (s), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   846341.38,  

7811582.00;   850082.13,  7811484.29;   846858.04,  7823468.99;   

848880.98,  7813985.06;   846592.88,  7827752.60843467.03,  7828512.39;   
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845161.84,  7831194.69;   843419.33,  7818519.57;   815259.30,  

7828152.96;   814947.87,  7828560.93;   843388.05,  7813527.07;   

846603.12,  7817589.89;   846501.25,  7821980.79;   843441.03,  7823513.82 

 

WARD 4 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the north-eastern corner 

post of farm number 8 of Gamwa Small Scale farms, southwards to Ngezi River    

which is the district boundary, then generally southwards then south-

westwards along the said boundary to the south-western corner post of farm 

45, then north-westwards along the common boundary of the communal lands 

and the small scale farms boundary so as to include them to the most western 

corner of farm 71, then eastwards along the boundary of Gamwa Small Scale 

Farms to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   815094.86,  7827618.54;   858127.06,  

7793646.06;   858616.32,  7791183.15;   818048.96,  7829997.94;   

853154.40,  7793869.86;   817985.27,  7827809.49;   848251.72,  

7793673.76;   852765.66,  7793922.88;   849751.63,  7788917.58;   

857250.66,  7785749.90;   852278.44,  7785568.30;   859627.55,  7787711.68 

 

WARD 5 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the south-western corner 

of Farm 45 Gamwa Small Scale Farms, westwards to its boundary with Kismet 

Ranch, then northwards along said ranch boundary, eastwards along 

Stateland’s southern boundary to its intersection with the western boundary of 

Gamwa Farm No. 71, then south-eastwards along Gamwa Small Scale farms 

boundary to the district boundary and generally westwards along the districts 

boundary to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 
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1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   850345.29,  7802982.20;   845458.53,  

7802093.19; 849983.59,  7810491.28;   850313.74,  7805811.85;   846405.17,  

7811396.75;   850252.56,  7811529.86;   844858.01,  7805918.41; 843279.78,  

7810044.61; 849791.56,  7785819.15;   849635.38,  7789279.20;   840120.33,  

7784702.19; 845051.68,  7785130.06;   817947.42,  7826508.88;   815454.59,  

7824957.02; 812954.63,  7823286.26;   817069.71,  7824175.65;   838060.82,  

7789767.48; 835502.11,  7787810.84;   843153.62,  7794196.10;   840289.95,  

7792033.07; 830426.66,  7783088.72;   835411.11,  7783479.66;   832458.51,  

7786705.18;  828751.39,  7785937.38;   848144.75,  7794021.94 

 

 

WARD 6 

This area of land is bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Tana Ranch 

and Tokwe (Tugwi) river    southwards along the said river, westwards along 

the southern boundary of Tana Ranch and Tokwe (Tugwi) river, then 

southwards along the said river    , westwards along southern boundary of 

Tana Ranch and Stateland southwards to the district boundary then 

westwards to its intersection with Musavezi river, then northwards along the 

said river, north-eastwards and northwards and then north-eastwards along 

the northern boundary of Lazy Nine Farm, Stateland and Tana Ranch to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:   841481.62; 7801101.25;   836959.58,  7799001.01;   

851128.50,  7803177.09;   835465.81,;7787262.44;   837526.61,  7789896.62;   

842604.53,  7794219.87;   831927.10; 7786839.83;   816756.17,  7824184.02;   

816152.08,  7821383.88;   840268.72; 7791483.88;   816245.46,  7821211.91;   

831526.30,  7792383.43;   828653.00; 7788996.48;   846265.14,  7802121.13;   

834748.18,  7795322.23;   852580.57; 7793912.76;   847601.28,  7794044.51;   

850780.52,  7801527.83;   851138.15;  7797067.64 
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WARD 7 

This area of land is boundeded by a line  drawn from the junction of Farm 37 

Jobolingo and Tokwe (Tugwi) river , southwards along the said river, then 

westwards along the northern boundary of Tana Ranch and Stateland, then a 

line is drawn northwards to its junction with Musavezi River, then northwards 

along the said river    to its confluence an unnamed tributary, then generally 

eastwards along the said tributary to its source, then south-eastwards to 

Tugwane river, then northwards to the western boundary of Farm no. 50 

Jobolingo, then eastwards, southwards, then north-eastwards into Tokwe river 

, the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:   815368.94,  7817520.35;   815629.89,  7821909.68;   

816403.21,  7821197.13;   818985.06,  7818401.53 

 

WARD 8 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of the 

western boundary of Lazy Nine Farm and Musavezi River    northwards along 

the said river    to its confluence with Gwenedziva river, then generally 

northwards along said river, then generally eastwards so as to include 

Makotore school and Makotore Business Centre and exclude Makandire school 

and Mazibisa village to Musavezi river, then southwards along the said river    

to its confluence with an unnamed tributary, then eastwards, then a line is 

drawn southwards so as to exclude Shamba Primary school to the northern 

boundary of Lazy Nine farm, then generally south-westwards, southwards, 

south-westwards to Musavezi river, a starting point.  This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South (s), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   830991.23,  

7792085.84;   830179.18,  7795321.62;   834697.75,  7794712.04;   
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837858.89,  7802524.84;   836402.25,  7798747.54;   832771.00,  

7806803.81;   836714.71,  7807566.14;   833228.96,  7802464.47;   

836818.67,  7806090.44;   831859.41,  7798683.22 

 

WARD 9 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from a point at Burn Farm’s 

north-eastern corner crosses Gwehondo river, south-eastwards along the said 

river    to its confluence with Musavezi River, then southwards along the said 

River    to the district boundary, then westwards along the said boundary to 

the south-eastern corner of Pakame Mission Farm so as to exclude it, then 

northwards along the eastern boundaries of said farm, Wilson and Burns farms 

to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   821401.07,  7797809.55;   819286.46,  

7793284.97;   825153.62,  7805164.70;   823105.18,  7802491.63;   

830327.93,  7793737.09;   830784.17,  7797879.17;   823680.72,  

7791930.24;   828436.74,  7790404.54;   814209.65,  7820472.40;   

812267.35,  7820847.71;   830772.20,  7797923.47;   827863.29,  7801589.51 

 

WARD 10 

This area of land is boundeded by a line  drawn from the confluence of 

Musavezi and Chuni river   s, north-westwards along Chuni river    into 

Gwehondo river    to the eastern boundary of Masasa Ridge, then northwards, 

north-westwards along the boundary of Hillingden farm so as to exclude it to 

the southern boundary of Donga Farm, then eastwards to the western corner of 

Donga farm, then south-eastwards to Gwenedziva river    and generally south-

eastwards along the river    to its confluence with Musavezi river, then 

generally southwards along Musavezi river    to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 
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(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   814292.26,  

7822831.73;   827404.93,  7811626.10;   825137.85,  7805198.83;   

823844.77,  7809544.36;   827827.23,  7801605.58;   830755.99,  

7797960.74;   833439.60,  7801060.09;   832513.71,  7805085.66;   

814375.19,  7820837.74;   830219.50,  7808939.04 

 

WARD 11 

This area of land is boundeded by a line  drawn from the confluence of 

Nyarupizhe and Musavezi river   s, southwards along Musavezi river    and then 

generally westwards so as to include Mazivisa kraal and Makandire Primary 

School to Gwenedziva river, then north-westwards along the said river    to its 

source, then a line is drawn northwards so as to include Vungwi Primary 

School to the southern corner of Donga Farm and then eastwards into 

Chingwandawu river , then southwards to its confluence with Musavezi river, 

then generally southwards along Musavezi river    to its confluence with 

Nyarupizha, a starting point.   This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   810762.89,  7816782.84;   809699.34,  

7820461.53;   812247.49,  7820476.05;   812370.23,  7823195.36;   

835749.28,  7813797.32;   832357.33,  7817107.51;   832056.13,  

7805716.43;   836290.27,  7809631.32;   828667.63,  7817919.61;   

832765.67,  7818240.41;   829486.95,  7809392.15;   827775.36,  

7813008.75;   834571.93,  7807516.01 

 

WARD 12 

This area of land is bounded by a line drawn from a point where Nyamwero 

river    intersects the boundary of Jobolingo Small Scale farms, southwards 

along the western boundaries of Joboliingo Small Scale Farms No11,23,52,51 

and 50 then southwards along unnamed river    to its confluence with 
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Tungwana River    , then north-westwards along Tungwana ,then westwards so 

as to include Muguzumbi village and exclude Tibugare and Mazibisa villages 

then south-westwards along another unnamed river    to its confluence with 

Musavezi river, then north-westwards along the said river    so as to exclude 

Gonye, Nkani and Tobaiwa villages, then northwards ,and south-eastwards 

along Nyamwero river    to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   839300.74,  7819004.55;   

834899.12,  7820267.68;   836330.86,  7809603.09;   835775.46,  

7813739.23;   840434.02,  7810589.35;   843400.87,  7810335.29;   

843133.96,  7807681.49;   810255.93,  7820579.86;   811588.62,  

7824159.32;   807183.75,  7821200.38;   832381.94,  7817048.74;   

810629.93,  7824019.13;   843365.81,  7817139.16;   843398.97,  7815107.92 

 

WARD 13 

This area of land is bounded by a line is drawn from the intersection of 

Jobolingo (Zhobolingo) River    and Jobolingo–Dombwe road, south-eastwards 

along Jobolingo river    to its intersection with Jobolingo Small Scale Farm 

boundary, then southwards along the western boundaries of Jobolingo Small 

Scale farms to the source of  Nyamwero river, a line is then drawn generally 

westwards so as to include Masarirambi and Zireva villages, then generally 

southwards and then westwards along Chimwanda river    to its source then 

westwards to the eastern boundary of  Grantham Farm then northwards along 

the said boundary, then generally eastwards, then north-eastwards to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:   830815.73, 7818476.15;  834154.32,  7820419.99;   

829075.68,  7821269.22;  833817.98, 7825505.05;   829707.02,  7826222.73;   

840780.69,  7823946.56;  838577.39, 7827422.44;   842823.59,  7821007.14;   

838561.52,  7819049.70;   842597.88,  7817208.30;   837665.52,  7828431.66 
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WARD 14 

This area of land is boundeded by a line  drawn from the intersection of 

Jobolingo farm No. 15 with Joboringo river , north-westwards along Joboringo 

(Zhoboringo) river    to Dombwe road then generally northwards so as to 

include Zvope, Muchada  Makonese kraals, then generally north-eastwards to 

Gurudzi river, then north-westwards along the said river    to the southern 

boundary of Chiltern farm then eastwards along the boundary of Chiltern, 

Royston farms so as to exclude them then southwards along the common 

boundary of farms and communal area to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   838504.77, 

7837029.20;   843438.04,  7836445.65; 843422.05,  7822041.04;   841675.33,  

7822634.68;   843456.30,  7832038.21; 837213.29,  7829527.95;   839601.03,  

7833440.32;   843461.90,  7827039.65;   838587.48,  7825520.62 

 

WARD 15 

A line is drawn from the south-eastern corner of Elliot Farm, eastwards along 

the southern boundaries of Hilton and Chiltern farms into Gurudzi river    and 

then southwards, south-eastwards along the said river, then generally 

westwards so as to include Nhemamushava village to cross Joboringo river, 

then along Zhobolingo Dombwe Road then generally westwards so as to include 

Mbira, Jamera and Chomutare villages to its junction with Ndanga Farm’ 

boundary, then northwards along the said boundary to the starting point.  This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 36 

South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   

835921.60, 7826959.60;  831841.65,  7826256.12;   838752.66,  7834557.44;   

837360.49, 7830964.46;   833106.78,  7837634.91;   838071.34,  7837065.93;   

829986.63,  7828781.26;   830852.29,  7833683.02 
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WARD 16 

An area of land drawn by a line from the intersection of the district boundary 

and the north-eastern corner of Royston farm southwards along the eastern 

boundary of the said farm, then westwards along the southern boundaries of 

Royston, Chiltern and Hilton to the south-eastern corner of Elliot farm then 

southwards and south-westwards to Ashton Kop, then northwards to the 

district boundary, then generally eastwards, to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), 

based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   829620.24,  

7831535.17;   831784.41,  7835996.73;   838105.26,  7841440.21;   825180.73,  

7830189.30;   840548.13,  7836806.72;   842461.53,  7841582.10;   835580.93,  

7837323.68;   844337.70,  7838285.46;   819588.02,  7837277.88;   821846.32,  

7841515.59;   820534.43,  7829407.87;   818546.59,  7832390.93;   828784.07,  

7843016.01;   833404.12,  7843138.62;   824287.29,  7844521.78 

 

WARD 17 

This area of land is bounded by a line drawn from the intersection of the 

district boundary and the northern corner of   Highlands farm, southwards 

along the eastern boundary of the said property and Tibilikwe to Ashton kop 

then north-westwards along Tibilikwe’s southern boundary then southwards 

along eastern boundary of Magakoloshla Estate, south-westwards along Slades 

Estates’s northern boundary then southwards and westwards so as to include 

Engesi Source and Drie Hoek then southwards along the eastern boundary of 

Corrangamite then south-westwards along the boundaries of  Corrangamite 

and Hyrcania Estate so as to include then ,then generally northwards along 

district boundary to north western corner of Kurland farm then eastwards to 

Beacon Kop then generally north-eastwards ,northwards and eastwards to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 
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Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:   809768.22,7838128.60;   814136.00,  7840476.13;   

805781.59,  7836217.97;   798107.77,  7832418.43;   800788.08,  

7836023.83;   796915.04,  7827745.67;   819068.37,  7834895.50;   

820745.37,  7839362.14;   818049.13,  7830003.78;   819903.74,  

7845789.03;   822863.18,  7843865.71;   807082.40,  7829828.18;   

804131.94,  7828483.96;   814856.99,  7834027.41;   811993.48,  

7830667.87;   817086.64,  7831684.15;   817803.37,  7841570.07;   

798520.90,  7821824.46;   803437.27,  7822083.49;   795580.14,  

7823075.43;   803629.86,  7824655.18 

 

WARD 18 

This area of land is boundeded by a line  drawn from the junction of Adare Sub 

1 farm and Umtebekwi river    southwards along the said river, then eastwards 

along  the northern boundary of Edwards farm to its intersection with 

Umtebekwana river, then along the said river, then southwards along the 

eastern boundary of Ireen farm southwards along the eastern boundary of 

Ireen farm, north-westwards along the southern boundary of Ireen and Selondi 

farms to the western corner of Edwards farm, then southwards , westwards 

along the southern boundary of Outward Bound farm into Impali river, then 

southwards along the said river    to its confluence with Runde river    , then 

north-westwards along Runde to Mavumashava farm’s northern boundary then 

south-westwards to Amapongogwe river    which is also the district boundary, 

then generally northwards along the said river    to the southern corner of 

Hyrcania Farm then north-eastwards, then eastwards, northwards to the 

western corner of Engezi Source then eastwards then north-westwards along 

the said farm boundary so as to exclude Engezi source, then generally north-

eastwards along the northern boundary of Slades Estate then generally 

northwards then south-eastwards to AshtonKop then south-eastwards along 

the eastern boundary of Magakooshla Estate so as to include it, further south-
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westwards to the northern boundary of  Boundary then generally eastwards 

then generally south-eastwards to Sifundala then eastwards to starting point.   

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 

35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   

815231.97, 7806633.79;   807376.13,  7808066.88;   811741.79,  7807646.73;   

819658.53; 7812746.56;   818288.52,  7803772.68;   818766.35,  7808706.95;   

798046.56; 7808324.47;   798854.39,  7812213.44;   797694.28,  7803858.16;   

802813.85; 7803977.24;   798542.99,  7801548.32;   805279.42,  7822081.66;   

803287.39; 7826538.13;   800387.11,  7822287.02;   795043.65,  7817703.62;   

795595.19; 7820938.40;   815571.17,  7834333.72;   818046.63,  7829999.17;   

813747.73; 7831182.63;   806069.94,  7828444.39;   808998.23,  7830114.91;   

811958.00; 7814725.06;   809486.54,  7817934.73;   812107.33,  7810025.58;   

816715.06; 7812411.57;   814973.95,  7810348.68;   816208.00,  7829699.20;   

797744.60; 7815373.06;   812753.81,  7826965.56;   806963.33,  7820555.22;   

810203.13,  7823295.34;   805291.33,  7805912.74 

 

WARD 19 

A line is drawn from the most southern point of Hillingden, north-westwards so 

as to include the farm to Umtebekwana river    then generally northwards along 

the river    to the northern fence of Edwards farm so as to exclude it to 

Umtebekwe river    where the boundary follows the river    northwards to Adare 

farm’s northern fence westwards along the said fence then generally north-

westwards along the BadMan’s Creek and Bethnor farm so as to exclude them 

north-westwards, then north-eastwards along the fence of Umcima farm so as 

to include it then south-eastwards along AshtonKop boundary to Umtebekwe 

river    then northwards along the river    to the southern fence of Paarl farm 

then eastwards and north-eastwards along the fence of the said farm to the 

common boundary of the communal area and those former commercial farms 

then southwards, south-eastwards and south along the said boundary to the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 
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Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:   819853.01,7812165.23;   817140.49,  7813694.13;   

823765.31,  7806523.08; 819048.79,  7808150.49;   817835.73,  7822250.85;   

817916.61,  7825450.23; 819383.26,  7817726.29;   818412.99,  7819567.24;   

823081.55,  7830036.58; 818484.39,  7829884.85;   830327.97,  7831317.87;   

828064.47,  7830397.55; 827702.22,  7812711.18;   823678.41,  7810676.82;   

829228.30,  7822574.09;  828612.00,  7817618.27;   829724.64,  7826356.56 

 

WARD 20 

This area of land is boundeded by a line  drawn from the most eastern point of 

Walsh Block grid north-westwards, northwards and north-westwards along the 

fence of Walsh Block and Reitforntein farms so as to exclude them northwards 

to the eastern boundary of Brooklands to Runde river    to its confluence with 

then along Impali river   s to the north-western corner of Pont Vaen farm then 

north-eastwards, south-eastwards, northwards along the fence of the said farm 

to the most western point of Selondi farm then south-eastwards, northwards 

along the fence of Selondi and Irene farms so as to exclude them to the 

southern fence of Hillingden farm then south-eastwards along the said fence to 

the common boundary of these former commercial farms and the communal 

lands then south-westwards along the said boundary to the district boundary 

then generally south-westwards along the said boundary to the starting point.  

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 

35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   

819555.48, 7807976.29; 812362.34,  7791302.96;   814615.60,  7790354.63;   

810010.73, 7799729.19;   821172.13,  7797172.83;   822899.35,  7801847.06;   

811888.06, 7796275.23;   818822.88,  7792956.15;   815540.95,  7806463.58;   

811970.76,  7807915.99;   824245.77,  7806296.28;  805588.62,  7806055.91;   

806152.07,  7801926.80;   818311.17,  7804125.40;   807703.97,  7807934.80 
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WARD 21 

An area of land drawn from the confluence Lundi and Impali river   s 

,southwards along Lundi River    to the intersection with south-eastern 

boundary of Mavumashaba farm, then southwards, and then south-eastwards 

along  Reitfontein farms northern boundary ,then southwards along the 

eastern boundary of Reitfontein and Walsh farm Block to the district boundary 

then southwards ,southwest, southwards ,southwest, northwards ,westwards, 

northwards ,northeast and then northwards along the district boundary then 

north-eastwards along Mavumashaba’s northern boundary to Lundi River    

then south-eastwards to its confluence with Impali River    which is the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:   800518.25,7779983.79;   804070.19,  7779106.63;   

796489.10,  7785958.66; 810487.49,  7785686.90;   812515.58,  7789623.25;   

800855.07,  7784972.30; 806519.52,  7783465.59;   797496.32,  7800750.39;   

798189.77,  7797707.31; 805000.15,  7804450.95;   792866.41,  7792085.05;   

793036.22,  7787318.77; 801564.39,  7802980.77;   811584.17,  7799124.00;   

806894.47,  7800853.14; 793652.72,  7795609.22;   812016.37,  7794593.02. 

 

WARD 22 

This area of land is boundeded by a line  drawn from the most northern point 

of Tana Ranch, north-eastwards, south-eastwards, southwards, eastwards 

along the common boundary of the commercial farms and Tokwe Small Scale 

farms so as to include the small scale farms and exclude the former 

commercial farms to the district boundary then generally southwards along the 

river    to the eastern common boundary of Gamwa farms then northwards 

westwards to Tokwe river    then generally northwards along the river    to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 
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(SA) coordinates:   855614.77,  7793760.71; 853252.68,  7795847.55;   

861959.21,  7793592.68;   859622.01,  7792681.24; 861824.54,  7796576.30;   

858143.14,  7800610.04;   861174.74,  7799459.42; 851581.62,  7803312.02;   

856399.51,  7804639.11;   850966.59,  7799264.78 

 

WARD 23 

From the intersection of Tokwe River    and former Kenilworth farm a line is 

drawn eastwards along the southern boundaries of Kenilworth and Rangemore 

and then south-eastwards to Shurugwi /Chirumanzu boundary ,then 

southwards along the said boundary to the northern corner of Tokwe Small 

Scale No 56,then south-westwards along the northern boundaries of farm No 

56 and 55 then northwards , north-westwards and south-westwards along the 

east and northern boundaries of farm No 40,38,39,19,18,1 to 5 so as to 

exclude them to its intersection with Tugwi (Tokwe) River    ,then northwards to 

the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:   864658.31,  7813180.13;   864401.24,  7812124.62;   

858249.18,  7802295.50;   864658.31,  7813180.13;   861928.70,  

7801756.07;   859508.41,  7799225.01;   864447.64,  7808281.24;   

855327.58,  7812071.93;   850585.88,  7812046.71;   863211.49,  

7814023.17;   860098.18,  7812517.24;   854782.20,  7804156.78;   

863355.22,  7804142.11;   850635.29,  7807651.92;   850034.95,  7803366.22 

 

WARD 24 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Tugwane 

river    and an unnamed tributary then generally southwards to the northern 

boundary of Tana Ranch then south-westwards, along the stateland boundary, 

then a line is drawn to south-western corner of Masvanhise village then 

generally north-westwards so as to include Takaza, Nugama and Mazibisa 
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villages to Musavezi river, then northwards along the said river    to its 

confluence with an unnamed tributary then generally eastwards along the said 

tributary to its source then south-eastwards to Tugwane river    then further 

south-eastwards to its confluence with an unnamed tributary which is the 

starting point.   This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:   843711.09,7807408.15;844655.07,7803011.61;   

836950.19, 7809843.65;   841058.48,  7810640.61;   836392.64,  7805855.24;   

836284.04,  7809619.19;   840713.39,  7800729.96;   837950.64,  7801882.72 

 

VUNGU RURAL DISTICT COUNCIL 

WARD 1 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from junction of Shangani river    

and Gweru  district boundary then  north-eastwards along the district 

boundary into Vungu river, then south-eastwards along Vungu river    to the 

south-western corner of farm number 20 of Vungu Small Scale Farms, then 

south-westwards along Desvages and Gilman farms so as to exclude them, 

then south-eastwards along the eastern boundary of Woodend farm so as to 

include it to a point where it meets the southern corner of Blink klip farm so as 

to exclude it , then south-westwards along the southern boundary of Woodend 

farm so as to include it to Shangani river, then north-westwards along 

Shangani river     to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:791760.65,7856621.88;731730.73,7869951.26;755416.19,785297

2.43;747.96.57,7845416.85;753972.99,7835229.55;742935.55,7829310.61. 
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WARD 2 

The ward is bounded by a line drawn from the junction of Vungu River    and 

Gweru district administrative boundary, then north-eastwards along the 

district boundary, to its junction with an unnamed road then generally 

eastwards along the unnamed road passing through Vete borehole, Gebe 

boreholes, Ntonisa borehole and Sihlobo borehole so as to include them, 

further southwards  to Makulambila river    then south-westwards along 

Makulambila river    to its confluence with Vungu river    then north-westwards 

along Vungu river    to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:731598.68,7870032.67;740527.29,7875847.92;741785.38,787576

3.02;748194.89,7866806.69;747685.52,7865363.49;749383.41,7864047.63;7

44671.78,7861415.91 

 

WARD 3 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from a point on the junction of 

Gweru district administrative boundary and western boundary of Headman  

Nkawana’s area, south-western boundary opposite Mangwindi dam so as to 

exclude it, then south-eastwards along headman Nyama’s boundary , then 

generally eastwards along the said boundary to Kabulani river, then 

southwards along Kabulani river    to its junction with Lower Gweru road so as 

to include Maboleni council hall, then further southwards to a road from 

Vungu Small Scale farms,  then north-westwards, along the said road to its 

intersection with an unnamed road, then generally south-westward, north-

westwards along the said road to Makulambila river, then south-westwards 

along Makulambila river    to its junction with headman Madigane’s north-

eastern boundary so as to exclude it, then north-westwards along the same 

boundary to Sihlobo borehole so as to include it  and Ntonisa borehole so as to 

exclude it , Ntaba borehole so at to include and Gebe borehole so as to exclude 
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it, then vete borehole so as to include it  then further westwards  to the district 

boundary, then north-eastwards along the district boundary to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator 

(UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:740281.85,7875571.16;745175.71,7878884.90;753240.65,787132

9.33;754047.15,7871966.03;755065.83,7871032.20;754598.96,78674198.22;

750566.49,7865853.65;749377.97,7864113.39;747680.06,7865301.84;74818

9.40,7866829.94;741822.39,7875828.71 

 

WARD 4 

 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of Gweru 

district  boundary and Gweru river, then south-eastwards along Gweru river    

to its confluence with Kabulani river    then south-westwards along Kabulani 

river    passing through Shagari dam  to its confluence with an unnamed 

tributary, then south-westwards along the said tributary to the western 

boundary of Headman Nkawana’s area  then ,  north-westwards along the said 

boundary to the Gweru district boundary then north-eastwards to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator 

(UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:754147.15,7882874.93;758206.96,7874512.86;754683.85,787114

.22;754004.70,7871966.03;753113.31,79871329.33;745090.82,7878842.46 

 

WARD 5 

 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Vungu 

river    and Makulambila river, then north-eastwards along Makulambila river    

, then south-eastwards to the western boundary of Headman Sikombingo’s 

area so as to exclude it then south-eastwards along the said boundary  to the 

north-western boundary of Vungu Small Scale farming area  so as to exclude 

it, then generally south-westwards along the boundary of  Vungu small scale 
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farming area into Vungu river, then north-westwards along Vungu river    to its 

confluence with Makulambila river     to the  starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:744691.49,7861322.00;749387.90,7864081.06;757594.40,786550

4.26;759334.73,7856737.72;759314.14,7856082.71;758952.34,7855663.98;7

55324.12,7852926.14 

 
WARD 6 
 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the eastern side of 

Makulambila dam, then south-eastwards , north-eastwards, south-eastwards 

then, northwards passing through Nyikanyika borehole then crosses  

Maboleni/ Silobela road, then to the western boundary of headman Mdubiwa’s 

area  and then south-eastwards along the said boundary to Matega river    then 

south-westwards along the said river    to Maboleni / Silobela road then south-

eastwards along the said road to it’s junction with an unnamed road , then 

southwards along the said road to  the eastern boundary of farm 2 of Vungu 

Small Scale farms then north-westwards to the tip of farm 1 , then2  south-

westwards along the said boundary  to the western boundary of farm number 7  

of Vungu Small Scale Farms then  north-westwards along an  unnamed road,  

then further north-westwards along  headman Sikombingo‘s western boundary 

to Makulambila river, then north-eastwards to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:749398,7863967;750566,21,7865919.20;754556.24,786436.42;75

3468.85,7865070.26;761262.87,7861462.26;761029.42,7860974.12;762217.9

3,7860507.20;761453.89,7858575.86;762897.07,7871726.92;762324.03,7855

052.75;759925.79,7858257.50;759289.09,7856708.19;757718.51,7856338.40 
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WARD 7 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Gweru 

river    and Kabulani river, then south-eastwards along  Gweru river    to its 

confluence with an unnamed  river, then south-westwards along the said river    

, into Gweru- Silobela road off an unnamed  river    north-westwards then 

passing through Matega river,  then north-westwards along the western 

boundary of headman Mdubiwa’s area to a point where it meets the tributary of 

Kabulani river    then northwards along the said tributary to Shagari dam then 

north-eastwards along Kabulani river    to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:758166.14,7874430.20;79764928.14,7863071.72;762275.20,7860

44.00;755483.63,786585.08 

 

WARD 8 

 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of Ngamo 

river    and Gweru river    then generally south-eastwards along Gweru  river    

then southwards along the western boundary of Insukamini farm so as to 

exclude it, then south-westwards along the north-western boundaries of Buda 

and Sandwich resettlements, so as to exclude them then north-westwards 

along  the boundary of Vungu Small Scale farming  area with the following 

farm numbers, 52,48, 41, 34, 27, 4 and 3 so as to exclude them, then north-

eastwards along an unnamed road into Lower Gweru road, then north-

westwards along lower Gweru road to Matega river    then northwards along 

Matega river    to southern boundary of  Headman Mdubiwa’s area so as to 

exclude it then south-eastwards, north-westwards  along the said boundary 

into Gweru river    then generally south-westwards along the said river    to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 
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(SA) 

coordinates:771547.69,7858728,08;772311.74,7858728.08;773797.38,785507

7.63;765095.73,7851299.84;762336.68,7855247.68;762846.04,7857964.03;7

61445.29,7858643.19;764968.39,7862930.34 

 

WARD 9 

 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of Arizona 

farm boundary and Gweru district boundary eastwards along the Gweru 

District boundary then north-eastwards along the same boundary to the 

northern most part of Redlands farm south-eastwards along the Gweru District 

boundary then north-eastwards then southwards then generally north-

eastwards then south-eastwards along the said boundary to the Chiwundura 

communal lands  boundary then westwards along the said boundary to 

Kwekwe river    then southwards along Kwekwe River    to Ardpatrick farm, 

then south-westwards and southwards along Gokomera Small Scale 

Commercial Farming Areas  boundary so as to include them, then south-

westwards along the boundaries of Troy and Hillside Estates so as to include 

them, then generally north-westwards along the boundaries of the following 

farms  Mnyami Farm, River   dale Estate then south-westwards, north-

westwards along the boundaries of  Ally Sloper Estate so as to include it, then 

northwards along the western boundary of Arizona farm to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 

35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:776179.20,7876771.86;787140.41,7881378.61;7894550.00,78800

55.96;789785.70,7877328.01;807806.73,7884602.99;809046.17,7881874.60;

803342.80,7877824.00;804665.45,7864514.89;796729.58,7857405.76;78548

4.00,7865424.20;777799.23,7864762.88;765564.77,7878815.98 
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WARD 10 

 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of Kwekwe 

river    and Ardpatrick farm, then generally southwards along Kwekwe river    

to the north western boundary of Umhlali farm, then south-westwards along 

Lochiel farm Boundary, then north-westwards and northwards along the 

Umsungwe Block and Gokomera S.S.C.F.A. farm boundary  so as to  exclude 

them  then north-eastwards along the eastern boundary of Ardpatrick farm to 

Kwekwe river    which is the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:80853.83,7872026.01;807941.16,7866528.77;810111.13,7866053

.44;806432.52,78161837.51;804655.22,7864344.80 

 

WARD 11 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from   Kwekwe river    and 

southern boundary of Sunbury Estate then eastwards along the said boundary 

to Gweru district boundary then north-eastwards along the said boundary to 

its junction with Mlezu river, then south-eastwards along Mlezu river    to the 

western boundary of Mlizu farm, then southwards along this boundary to its 

junction with Kwekwe river, then generally north-westwards along Kwekwe 

river    to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid 

(SA)coordinates:803121.88,7877646.10;805725.84,7877956.09;806821.15,78

78989.41;816678.45,7872233.44;810106.56,7866074.88;807957.26,7866488.

20. 

 

WARD 12 
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This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from  Mlezu river    and Gweru 

district boundary, then north-eastwards, south-eastwards  along the said  

boundary  then south-eastwards, southwards , north-eastwards  and north-

westwards along the boundary of Chiwundura communal and Masvori 

Resettlement area into Mlezu river, then generally north-westwards along 

Mlezu river    to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

806818.57,7879020.10;809174.33,7881940.05;819315.78,7878739.44;81797

2.47,7875019.51;82144.41,7875866.82;816674.49,7872247.53 

 

WARD 13 

 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from Mbembezana river    and 

Gweru district boundary  south-eastwards along Mbembezana river    then 

south-westwards, south-eastwards, southwards, north-westwards, then 

generally south-westwards along the district boundary then north-westwards 

along the northern boundary of Ingeli farm and Mlizu farms so as to exclude 

them , then north-eastwards, westwards to Chiwundura communal area 

boundary, then north-eastwards, south-westwards, northwards then north-

westwards along the said boundary to Gweru district boundary then 

northwards along Gweru district boundary to the  staring point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

 

WARD 14 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Brackenhurst township and Gweru – Harare road then north-eastwards along 

the western boundary of Umsungwe Block so as to include it to Chiwundura 

Communal area boundary, then south-eastwards, north-eastwards along the 

same boundary to the northern most point of Mlizu farm then south-
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eastwards, south-westwards then south-eastwards along the boundaries of 

Mlizu and Ingeli farm so as to include them to the district boundary, then 

south-westwards along the said boundary, then generally westwards, 

southwards, eastwards, southwards, eastwards, southwards, slightly 

eastwards, slightly northwards, then generally south-eastwards, southwards, 

then slightly westwards, southwards, westwards, generally north-westwards,  

along the Gweru district boundary to then north-eastwards along the  western 

boundary  of Albany farm , then  south-westwards, north-westwards along 

Triangle and Senale farm boundaries so as to include them, then south-

westwards to the Gweru Municipal boundary then generally north-westwards 

along the Municipal boundary  to the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid(SA)coordinates:   

795197.52,7855718.63;804621.37,7864522.48;806440.00,7861918.52;81714

5.16,7872871.68;878261.14,7872169.02;816649.17,7869151.74;822750.50,7

865119.11;822006.51,7863920.47;818969.36,786573.12;819217.36,7860473.

17;828889.20,6856959.90;827442.56,7852743.97;834675.77,7851170.33;820

191.85,7842840.69;819528.03,7845961.97;820437.38,7849081.92;806466.91

,7849991.24;801098.90,7852005.21. 

 

 

WARD 15 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of Insiza- 

Gweru district boundary and Gweru – Bulawayo Railway line then north-

eastwards along the railway line to Daisyfield Siding, then northwards and 

eastwards along the boundaries of the following farms so as to include them, 

Dawson’s farm, Hazeldene, Parkland, Grassymead to Gweru Municipal 

boundary then southwards , south-eastwards along the northern boundary of 

Sunside farm ,generally south-eastwards along the eastern boundary of 

Sunside farm and West Gwelo block farms 18,17, and 24 so as to include them 

to the district boundary then south-westwards along the said boundary  to 
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Amapongokwe river, then south-westwards along the boundaries of the 

following farms  so as to include them, Montgomery farm, Eagle Nest, Pleasant 

View , Annadale, Steinbok Farm, Hilo, West Rapids , Woodlands , 

Worcestershire, Staffordshire and Herefordshire so as to include them  to 

Gweru district boundary, then north-westwards, south-westwards and 

northwards along Gweru district boundary to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

753619,7815126;761968,7817441;761246.90,7824325.94;786294.49.783436

9.77;795865.12,7820998.62;764186.56,7801233.34;758998.16,7803593.23;7

53128.93,7799501.30 

 

WARD 16  

 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn eastwards from  intersection of 

Gweru river    and Gweru district boundary, then eastwards along the 

boundaries of the following farms Mangwene, Mopani and Missouri so as to 

include them, then southwards, south-eastwards to the southern most point of 

Keynshamburg boundary so as to include it, then north-eastwards, eastwards, 

then along the boundaries of Durham Farm ,Clifton Down, Northumberland, 

Westmoreland, Bedfordshire, Worcestershire and Hertfordshire so as to include 

them, then south-westwards along the Gweru  Municipal  boundary further 

south-westwards along the southern boundaries of Ngamo Estate then  north-

westwards along Ngamo Farm boundary so as to include it , then north-

westwards along the southern boundaries Sandvlei farm and Sandwish so as to 

include them, then north-eastwards, north-westwards along the Lower Gweru 

communal boundary to the Gweru river, then generally north-westwards along 

Gweru river    to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

754233.77,788394.06;765806.92,7878632.80;777793.38,786459.77;785398.5
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9,7865571.68;796804.60,7857796.00;792588.67,78945;790356.71,784832.41

;788703.40m7849953.03;78688477,78477.08;788124.75,7845737.12;484377.

12, 

 

WARD 17 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of the 

northern boundary of Fairview B Farm and the Amapongogwe river, then 

generally southwards along Amapongogwe river    then south-westwards along 

the southern boundary of Ghoko Plains , then south-eastwards, south-

westwards, northwards, south-westwards, north-westwards along the district 

boundary then   north-eastwards along the boundaries of  Lawdale farm , 

Scrub farm, Doornhoek Farm, Middleton Ranch, Rhovil Estate, Derust, 

Colorado and Fairview A and B farms so as to include them to the Gweru 

district boundary which is  the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:  

 

WARD 18 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of Gweru 

Municipality boundary, Gweru – Bulawayo road and railway line then generally 

eastwards , northwards, eastwards, southwards, eastwards, then generally 

northwards along Gweru Municipal boundary to the intersection of Harben 

Park Township and Wildebeeste boundaries, then south-eastwards along 

Wildebeeste block boundary fence and Grainthorpe farm so as to include them 

to Gweru district boundary, then south-westwards, westwards, south-

eastwards, southwards along the said boundary then north-westwards along 

the south-western boundary of farm number 23 and 23A of west Gwelo Block 

then northwards and north-westwards, then northwards to the Gweru 

Municipal boundary, then north-eastwards along the said boundary to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 
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Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

792267.79,7841636.39;800672.49.784872.34;802497.71,787494.08;720495.2

7,7849.064.62;816632.85,7839798.71;814292.99,7840617.66;808228.06,783

6118.27;799653.76,7835948.48;795366.96,7822560.76;786410.62,7833002.7

4;784542.95,7844590.79;788235.85,7845567.07;789806.39,7837332.34 

 

WARD 19 

 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of Vungu 

river    and the southern corner of Farm 20 of Vungu Small Scale Farm; then 

north-eastwards, northwards and south-eastwards along the boundaries of 

Vungu Small Scale farms further south-eastwards and north-eastwards along 

the boundaries of Cherstey, Bijou, Staines Estate and Sonambula farms so as 

to include them to the Municipal boundary , then further north-eastwards 

generally southwards, south-westwards, southwards along the said boundary, 

then generally south-westwards, north-westwards along the boundaries of 

Sonambula , Eastlynne estates , Good luck, Agincourt and  Ruby block farms 

so as to include them, then southwards along the western boundary of Dawson 

farm so as to exclude it to Gweru- Bulawayo railway line, then generally 

westwards along the railway line to  Shangani river    which also saves as the 

district boundary, then generally north-westwards along Shangani river    then 

north-eastwards along the southern boundary of Woodend farm then north-

westwards along the eastern boundary of Woodend so as to exclude it, then 

generally north-eastwards along the western boundaries of Gilman and 

Desvages farms to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:758969.64,7855661.70;7600733.21,7858250.97;776624.37,78724

6.80;755392.19,7852945.00;784636.09,7844506,09;762156042,7817447.88;7
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861249.08,7834319.39;75265.38,781416.17;761052.79,782406.63;743140.13

,7829417.96;753836.79,783360.55;747130.16,7845547.84 

 

ZIBAGWE RURAL DISTRICT COUNCIL 

 

WARD 1 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from Munyati river    and the 

eastern boundary of Rolling river    Ranch; then eastwards along Munyati river    

to a point on the eastern boundary of Iwaba Ranch then generally southwards 

along the same boundary to a point where it meets Mananzva river    then 

eastwards where it meets Kavizha river   . Then generally southwards along 

Kavizha river    to the northern boundary of Mopani park then along the 

eastern boundary of the said farm to its intersection with Sebakwe river    then 

generally westwards along Sebakwe river    up to the western boundary of River   

side farm then Northwards along the boundary of River   side farm so as to 

include it then westwards so as to include Sunnyside farm then northwards 

along the said boundary then north-westwards along the boundary of Marrivale 

so as to include it up to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   808669.30, 7930610.91; 

805457.87, 7929787.93; 804099.43,  7924976.01; 804578.29, 7920835.00; 

806999.16, 7917511.69;   806664.58, 7913524.02; 806896.76, 7909580.16; 

809732.09,  7910754.12; 812335.72, 7908910.59; 815185.08, 7907432.13;   

818434.39, 7905046.13; 822963.37, 7903565.38; 827059.23,  7903748.99; 

830281.24, 7903453.63; 832032.41, 7908135.89;   833624.37, 7912446.38; 

835339.49, 7916696.18; 831476.27,  7917892.00; 828164.76, 7919993.20; 

827833.51, 7924957.16;   825418.51, 7927501.98; 824023.21, 7927232.16; 

824023.21,  7927232.16;  821039.10, 7929942.30; 817718.57, 7929738.92;   

814096.95,  7932035.13;   810150.84,  7930743.19  
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WARD 2 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Mbembezana and Sebakwe river   s south-eastwards along Sebakwe river    

then north-eastwards ,westwards northwards along the eastern boundaries of 

Mopani Park and Iwaba Ranch so as to exclude them to Munyati river    then 

south-eastwards along the said river    to its point with eastern boundary of 

Moreena Ranch then southwards,westwards,southwards along the said 

boundary to its point with Sebakwe river    then generally westwards along the 

said river    then southwards,northwestwards,southwestwards along the 

District boundary to its juncture with Mbembezana river, then north-

westwards along the said river    to the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   849684.44,  

7890168.44;   852118.72,  7890390.38; 852048.30, 7895318.13; 852538.94, 

7900289.18;   856227.91, 7901465.37; 856374.26, 7906452.16; 855724.29,  

7911400.31; 852837.87, 7914048.32; 850176.97, 7917035.98;   846702.79, 

7917718.33;  843720.23, 7919999.12; 839510.13,  7920701.18; 836918.03, 

7924633.61; 832972.92, 7926763.97;   832617.59, 7926742.26; 813878.16, 

7890756.15; 816179.49,  7887225.84; 819533.79, 7885401.26; 823414.85, 

7885198.58;   827100.92, 7882796.06; 831058.88, 7883593.10; 834500.38,  

7887220.23; 838815.76, 7885170.73; 842950.07, 7883277.57;   844092.26, 

7887997.43; 846640.47, 7890731.56; 801621.43,  7911332.33;  803815.05, 

7909951.35; 805773.92, 7907771.26;   807907.16, 7904783.50; 810000.44, 

7900836.87; 813277.62,  7897809.30; 813350.06, 7893505.05; 829007.80, 

7927000.13;   827884.49, 7923910.72; 828219.49, 7918934.05; 832516.13,  

7917724.18; 834995.54, 7915799.97; 833079.32, 7911824.90;   831655.75, 

7907143.66; 829879.31, 7902471.37; 826097.96,  7904127.18; 821951.02, 

7903668.27; 817604.88, 7905348.28;   814806.70, 7908399.20; 811418.27, 
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7909138.17; 808886.04,  7910436.26; 807080.82, 7910575.72; 803646.72, 

7911455.86;   832617.59,  7926742.26; 

 

WARD 3 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of Kwekwe 

river    and Old Gokwe road southwards along the said river    to its junction 

with Redcliff Municipal boundary then further southwards along the said 

boundary then westwards, southwards to the northern boundary of 

Bridgewater farm so as to include it then southwards along the boundaries of 

Wentworth and Penwarden farms then westwards along the northern boundary 

of Northfield farm to the district boundary then westwards along the said 

boundary to its junction with Gweru river    then north-westwards along the 

said river    up to the northern boundary of Boulderwood farm the eastwards 

along the northern boundaries of the following properties so as to include 

them:-Ely, Lyndene, Amatiomele, Roscobie, Maliyami, Basildon, Grasslands A 

and B and River   lea plots up to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   787847.82, 7906044.19; 

784018.75, 7904141.20; 779492.48,  7902334.42; 776316.40, 7902541.08; 

774197.27, 7901996.73;   770967.07, 7899884.17; 767546.12, 7902231.74; 

764642.57,  7900635.88; 761433.79, 7899767.05; 757265.00, 7899021.01;   

758333.26,  7894148.50;  754045.15, 7893113.13; 753088.61,  7890657.40;  

749922.53, 7889307.90; 751563.67, 7885404.98;   754845.04, 7882712.87; 

759564.66, 7881063.63; 764268.31,  7879389.86;  769137.92, 7878674.51; 

773963.72, 7877474.71;   778696.57, 7877682.95; 783308.40, 7879598.22; 

787382.64,  7880602.18; 789281.96, 7882072.46; 787785.38, 7886838.45;   

784315.74, 7888016.64; 783851.67, 7892151.25; 784384.53,  7896238.07;   

788495.74,  7897742.43;   787393.12,  7902060.04 
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WARD 4 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Kwekwe 

and Sebakwe river   s generally southwards along Kwekwe river    then south-

westwards along northern boundary of Riveira and Grasslands Estate so as to 

exclude them, then southwards, north-westwards, northwards, westwards and 

generally southwards so as to exclude Basildon farm , then south-westwards, 

north-westwards, south-westwards, south-eastwards, then generally 

westwards, southwards along the western boundary of Lyndene farm then 

south-westwards, northwards along the eastern boundaries of Winding Creek 

and Delno Estate so as to exclude them, then eastwards, north-westwards to 

the Sesombi river, north-eastwards along the said river    , then south-

eastwards, north-eastwards, north-westwards and north-eastwards to the 

Sebakwe river, then generally south-eastwards along Sebakwe to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator 

(UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:   762284.07,  7918661.78;   758783.22,  7917583.34; 755183.85, 

7915574.60; 758199.62, 7911739.51;   761434.10, 7907927.28; 758175.44, 

7906732.63; 755426.07,  7904916.63; 755265.01, 7901044.26; 755419.61, 

7896840.53;   757299.20, 7893471.00; 757651.75, 7897348.42; 759712.87,  

7899739.45; 764693.03, 7899955.48; 765868.04, 7901848.62;   769713.08, 

7900477.18; 774193.80, 7900462.36; 775833.28,  7903563.28; 777996.76, 

7901681.21; 782446.39, 7903509.75;   786466.56, 7905637.40; 788397.18, 

7907151.39; 787251.80,  7911173.41; 786567.38, 7913881.80; 785470.37, 

7918202.70;   783069.34, 7920902.45; 783069.34, 7920902.45; 779353.37,  

7923371.65; 777615.63, 7924813.95; 775150.16, 7921771.17;   772124.44, 

7920205.78; 768011.58, 7922889.42; 766385.47,  7923400.25;   764340.13,  

7920396.30 

WARD 5 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Munyati 

and Sebakwe river   s, south-eastwards along the Sebakwe river    to a point 
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where a line is drawn eastwards ,north-eastwards along the northern boundary 

of the State land so as to include it, then generally south-westwards to the 

Sebakwe river    north-westwards along the said river    to a point where a line 

is drawn south-westwards, south-eastwards, westwards and north-westwards 

to its point with Sessombi river, northwards along Sessombi river    to its 

confluence with Munyati river    south-eastwards along the Munyati river    to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 767085.54, 7939050.70; 766351.66,  7935625.31; 

765771.21, 7931847.98; 766851.70, 7927965.94;   766477.53, 7924365.54; 

770328.36, 7921225.35; 774938.77,  7920636.07; 775722.59, 7923805.18; 

779403.96, 7925131.96;   781735.26, 7922517.15; 784006.94, 7923582.10; 

785080.03,  7928441.44; 787532.90, 7932798.38; 784134.63, 7934778.86;   

779772.65, 7932422.51; 777731.12, 7934708.66; 777493.03,  7939070.27;  

776406.90, 7941632.63; 776406.90, 7941632.63;   772426.53, 7944119.43; 

768993.68, 7944247.62; 766503.68,  7941645.48; 

 

WARD 6 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Munyati 

and Ngondoma river s; then south-eastwards up Munyati river    to its 

confluence with Mangwarangwara river    then generally southwards up 

Mangwarangwara river  to its confluence with unnamed stream near Aaron 

village; then that stream its intersection with Samambwa road further 

southwards along Samambwa road passing through Kadoma-Empress road to 

the Empress mine security fence then westwards into Ngondoma river ;   then 

northwards along Ngondoma river    to the starting point. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 753833.18,  

7975852.71;   751849.60, 7972924.45; 751889.15, 7968758.92; 753706.05,  

7964574.05; 754635.92, 7960721.87; 757029.89, 7958580.05;   758802.47, 
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7961747.56; 761129.12, 7965234.86; 761278.58,  7968550.06; 763217.42, 

7971728.41; 762066.02, 7974584.88;   762066.02, 7974584.88; 757777.20, 

7976790.22; 754092.75,  7977552.62 

 

WARD 7 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Munyati 

and Mangwarangwara river ; then south-eastwards and southwards along 

Munyati river    to its intersection with Kadoma -Empress mine road; then 

westwards along the said road and tributary of Munyati river . then so as to 

include St Peters Munyati primary school from where a line is drawn further 

westwards into Empress Mine compound road excluding the mine but to 

include Columbina shopping centre along Empress Mine compound road into 

Samambwa road; then northwards along the road to its with Mangwarangwara 

river    then further northwards along Mangwarangwara river    to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator 

(UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:  772372.58,7967256.57;768753.10,7969098.00;  765153.86,  

7972287.70;  762238.33,  7973742.47761995.06, 7970022.63; 761741.83, 

7967055.61; 760248.17,  7963251.00; 758608.21, 7959588.95; 760968.98, 

7957043.79;   765630.71, 7956561.47; 769162.46, 7958530.55; 770902.70,  

7962108.04;   772312.04,  7966769.62 

WARD 8 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Munyati 

and Zhombe river   s then south-westwards along Zhombe river    to its 

intersection with a road to Bamara school then; westwards along the said road  

to Navada road then northwards along Navada road to its point with the 

tributary of Ngondoma river , then down the tributary to a confluence of entry 

into Ngondoma river , northwards along the said river    to a point where it 

meets the northern most Empress Mine security fence, then eastwards along 
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the security fence to the Empress Mine Compound road from where a line is 

drawn generally south-eastwards to Totororo river    so as to exclude St Peters 

(Munyati) School, north-eastwards along Totororo river    and road to the 

intersection of that road and Munyati river    then southwards along Munyati 

river    to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   758755.57,  7958934.77; 754868.52, 

7957743.82; 753060.00, 7953676.45;   753990.89, 7949510.98; 756153.55, 

7945807.93; 760126.72,  7944805.93;  764477.69, 7945623.78; 768426.08, 

7946495.10;   769540.66, 7950740.52; 769382.54, 7955158.39; 766880.35,  

7957356.00;   762821.90,  7956927.83;   759507.75,  7958401.24 

 

WARD 9  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Senkwasi and Zhombe river   s south-westwards up Zhombe river    to its 

intersection with an unnamed road; then south-westwards along the said road 

into Kwekwe-Gokwe road so as to exclude Zhombe Police, GMB, Joel B/Centre 

and Rio High school; then north-westwards along Kwekwe-Gokwe road to 

junction near then generally Mandiregera store; then generally north eastwards 

to the confluence of two hundred streams near Semposi dam; then down the 

stream and proceeding northwestwards direct to the commencement of an 

unnamed tributary of Sengezi river ; then down that tributary, Sengezi river  to 

Ngondoma river  and then down Ngondoma river  to its intersection with 

Nevada Empress road; then generally southeastwards along the said road to its 

junction with the Bumara School road; then generally north eastwards and 

south westwards along the said road to Zhombe river  and then up Zhombe 

river  to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   748496.15,7933349.40;752576.37, 

7935955.65; 756714.33,7937001.07;760955.82,7939066.59;763536.93, 
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7942308.12;766156.63,7945112.65;763747.38,7945557.65;759347.80,79448

38.37;56287.57,7946794.73;753938.03,7950522.08; 753056.74,  7953678.53; 

753056.74, 7953678.53; 751540.67, 7949789.83;   752575.03, 7945337.43; 

752005.66, 7940854.63; 749583.47,  7937090.06 

 

WARD 10 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Ngazimbi and  Sesombi river s; then southwards down Sesombi river  to the 

northern boundary of  Sesombi 1 resettlement scheme; then westwards and 

south-westwards along the northern and western  of the latter property 

boundaries to Kwekwe-Gokwe road; then  north-westwards along the said road 

to its intersection with Gwenzi river ; then south-westwards up the said river   

so as to exclude Zhombe Mission Hospital, Primary school, Church and to 

include Zhombe Mission Business Centre, to a road near Gwenzi school, then 

northwards along the said road to its intersection with Kwekwe-Gokwe road, 

south-eastwards along Kwekwe-Gokwe road to its junction with Senkwasi road 

north-eastwards along Senkwasi road; then north eastwards along the  latter 

road to junction with an unnamed road; then generally north-eastwards along 

the said road to its intersection with Zhombe river ; then up the latter then 

north-eastwards along Zhombe river  to a point on that river   near Tigere 

village; then south eastwards direct to Ngazimbi river  near Luwisani; then 

down the Ngazimbi river   to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   768856.17,  7946804.26; 

765746.09, 7944373.84; 763230.57, 7941031.48;   760645.91,  7936898.85; 

759207.69, 7932559.00; 763378.15,  7932846.04;  765976.36, 7935345.07; 

766648.39, 7938532.40;   767461.27,  7941929.77;   769568.67,  7944967.45 
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WARD 11 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of Kwekwe-

Gokwe road and Gwenzi River, then south-eastwards along Kwekwe-Gokwe 

road to the western boundary of Sessombi 1 resettlement scheme so as to 

exclude Somalala Secondary School and Somalala Primary School and Kraal 

heads Mnetwa and Keyisani of Chief Gwesela; then south-westwards along the 

western boundary of the resettlement scheme into Runyararo-St Judes road 

and generally south-westwards along the said road, then north-eastwards into  

the source of Gwenzi river ; then north eastwards along the said river    to  

the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse  

Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880  
Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   748175.57, 7929323.52;  744233.44, 7927359.59;   
741706.06, 7923750.56;   737566.05, 7921568.94;741300.22, 7919511.55;   
745904.67, 7920101.74;   750255.33,7921871.19;   754823.67, 7921508.33;   
758347.37, 7920236.85;760902.49, 7924409.23;   758736.20, 7925709.84;   
755367.06,7927863.46;   751807.01, 7930850.18;   748710.73, 7929605.55 
 
WARD 12 

 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Ngondoma and Sengezi river s; then south-eastwards up Sengezi river    to its 

confluence with an unnamed tributary and then southwards up the said 

tributary to its source, then southwestwards direct to a point on a tributary of 

Ngondo ma river  west of Sahababa dam, then up that river  and then direct to 

a junction on the Kwekwe-Gokwe and unnamed road east of Mandiregerera 

store; then  south-westwards and eastwards along the unnamed road into 

Gwenzi river ; then south-westwards along the said river   to its confluence 

with an unnamed tributary; then north-westwards along the said tributary to 

its source, and then proceeding north westwards direct to the commencement 

of a tributary of Fafi river ; then down the said tributary and Fafi river ; then 
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north-westwards down Fafi river    to a point west of Sheleni village; then 

northwestwards to point south of Fafi village; then due north to Ngondoni river  

and then down the said river  to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 36 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   739745.61,7942223.05;   

736020.43,  7940728.52;   737960.86,  7937617.32;741154.99,  7934421.93;   

743015.44,  7931310.20;   746545.97,7928801.57;   746760.95,  7931607.78;   

748853.16,  7935540.52;751482.38,  7939209.77;   752745.29,  7943788.45;   

752332.64, 

7948348.45;   751327.50,  7949862.56;   751327.50,  7949862.56;749150.10,  
7946471.72;   747089.83,  7943197.61;   742632.87,7942570.11 
 
 
WARD 13 

 

 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Gwenzi 

and unnamed tributary south-westwards up Gwenzi river    to its source, then 

westwards into unnamed road, then generally south-westwards along the 

unnamed road to north eastern boundary, of Stephenson Estate; then 

northwest wards along the latter boundary and then proceeding northwards 

along unnamed  road to Dendera – St Judes road; then generally northwards 

along the said road and proceeding direct to Ngondoma  river ; then down 

Ngondoma river  to a point due north of Dendera – St Judes road and due 

south from that point Dendera –St Judes road; then south-eastwards  Fafi river  

west of Sheleni village;   then down Fafi river    to its source, and 

southwestwards to the source of an then an unnamed tributary of Gwenzi river 

;  then south-eastwards along the said tributary to the starting point. This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35  

South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   

736011.44,  7941623.05;   733886.93,  7938300.44;   732382.75,7934417.56;   

732391.01,  7929719.17;   734312.79,  7925496.75;736857.88,  7922162.13;   
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740891.20,  7923171.36;   743519.41,7926737.60;   745627.65,  7929303.11;   

741862.88,  7931436.10;740390.04,  7935240.80;   736858.39,  7937662.39 

 
WARD 14 
 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Runyararo St Judes road and the western boundary of Sessombi 1 

resettlement scheme; then south westwards  along the latter boundary, to the 

north eastern boundary with Stephenson road then north-westwards to its 

point with an unnamed road then northwards along the said road tom its 

junction with Runyararo St Judes road then generally eastwards along the said 

road to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   756342.61,  7919338.68;   752748.44,  

7922237.94;   748487.22,  7920937.31;   743964.60,  7919269.82;   

739171.27,  7919973.40;   736173.14,  7919288.08;   739062.86,  

7915734.72;   742481.23,  7912088.23;   745889.39,  7908972.93;   

748770.35,  7912939.90;   752373.98,  7916197.37;   756252.72,  7919193.36 

 

WARD 15 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection Kwekwe-

Gokwe road and Sessombi river    , then south-westwards along Sessombi river    

then south-eastwards up the western boundary of Summer view farm so as to 

exclude it, then south-eastwards, westwards along the northern boundary of 

Gabbari and Gabbari Estate so as to exclude it north-eastwards, westwards, 

south-eastwards along the eastern, northern and western boundaries of 

Gwengula farm so as to exclude it then westwards along the northern 

boundaries  of Deland Estate, 1 of Craigholm Campden farm so as to exclude 

them to Gweru river    , then north-westwards down Gweru river  to the north 

western boundary of Fairacre Estatethen northeast wards and south eastwards 

along the north western and north eastern boundaries of Sessombi 1 
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Resettlement scheme to the unsurveyed road boundary; then generally north 

eastwards along the latter boundary, western and northern boundaries of 

Sessombi 1 Resettlement scheme to Sessombi river ; then up the sessombi 

river  to the starting point . This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 740662.38, 7902240.98; 744841.64, 

7901363.93;   749779.94, 7901989.32;  747506.73, 7906394.57; 750483.43,  

7907958.33;  755246.85, 7908161.20; 758293.93, 7906736.44;   761356.84, 

7908017.20; 758122.52, 7911829.57; 755284.42,  7915637.38; 758894.06, 

7917542.73; 762402.39, 7918669.36;   764804.81, 7921563.29; 765912.73, 

7924243.29; 766847.47,  7927957.96; 726934.93, 7916578.01; 730021.85, 

7913514.77;   732875.80, 7910455.45; 735713.96, 7906827.53; 739003.59,  

7904489.24; 766662.51, 7929842.18; 762486.26, 7928942.48;   760855.68, 

7924331.64; 758270.36, 7920189.53; 754258.26,  7917450.75; 750615.47, 

7914311.27; 746881.93, 7911040.86;   744090.07, 7910445.31; 740646.37, 

7914067.20; 737097.77,  7917578.22; 733531.11, 7920956.68; 728870.77, 

7922756.88;   724224.93, 7924593.01; 719586.07, 7926445.22; 714922.35,  

7928247.75; 712358.29, 7925238.54; 711403.05, 7920849.36;   714716.23, 

7920013.60; 718654.04, 7919486.25; 722163.09,  7917272.68;   725842.60,  

7916376.45 

WARD 16 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of St 

Judes Dendera and Mkobogwe Dendera roads westwards along Mkobogwe 

Dendera road into Mkobogwe river ; then   north-westwards along the said river    

to the district boundary, then north-eastwards, northwards, north-eastwards 

along the said boundary, to an unnamed tributary; then southwards along an 

unnamed tributary into St Judes Dendera road; then southwards along the 

said road to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   734733.81,  7941643.80;   729925.06,  
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7941524.26;   724965.66,  7940888.66;   722000.78,  7937789.29;   

717346.98,  7935965.34;   712689.54,  7934146.91;   713199.29,  

7931428.90;   718010.55,  7931146.08;   722641.71,  7930823.78;   

727527.14,  7930074.93;   732393.31,  7929704.17;   732370.63,  

7934408.42;   733886.22,  7938285.28 

WARD 17 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of the 

District boundary and Gweru river , then north-eastwards along the said 

boundary to Mkobogwe river ,   up that river  to its intersection  with 

Mkobogwe-Dendera road so as to include Dendera shopping centre; then 

eastwards along the said road to its junction with Dendera-St Judes road, then 

south-eastwards along that road  to its junction with the northern boundary of 

Sessombi 1 resettlement scheme, then north-westwards, and south-westwards 

along the said boundary into Gweru river, then north-westwards down the said 

river    to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   711127.41,  7933532.23;   706467.30,  

7931850.90;   701756.86,  7930181.58;   696918.25,  7928951.19;   

700830.24,  7926711.16;   704470.51,  7925073.56;   707912.26,  

7921832.23;   711403.33,  7922638.53;   713176.28,  7927312.55;   

717005.99,  7927453.62;   721669.16,  7925653.18;   726282.36,  

7923737.02;   730931.36,  7921910.52;   735204.12,  7919557.26;   

736743.43,  7922372.30;   734097.25,  7925574.15;   732062.37,  

7929655.68;   727089.60,  7930124.61;   722360.32,  7931155.88;   

717572.66,  7931192.40;   712875.31,  7931274.25 

 

WARD 18 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Gweru 

and Semizi river s then eastwards along Gweru river    to a road near the 
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confluence with Nyauswe river    then south-eastwards direct to a point on 

cutline so as to exclude Sehanga primary school then southwards along the 

said cutline to its junction with Ruya – Donsa; road then eastwards along the 

said road to a point north of the dip tank; then southwards so as to exclude the 

dip tank to its junction with the southern and western boundaries of the 

Exchange block then north westwards along the latter to the starting point. 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 

35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   

714947.30,  7920159.50;   711545.66,  7920598.55;   708398.19,  

7918137.09;   706444.06,  7914559.75;   711216.12,  7913073.96;   

716001.08,  7911643.11;   716680.04,  7913920.22;   715557.74,  7916874.83 

 

WARD 19 

This area of land is boundeded by a line  drawn from the confluence of 

Nyauswe and Gweru river   s then generally eastwards along Gweru river    to 

its junction with the eastern boundary of the Exchange block then south-

westwards, westwards along the said boundary to an unnamed track on the 

said boundary then northwards to a point on Ruya - Donsa road so as to 

include a dip tank then westwards along the said road to its junction with a 

cutline then northwards along the said cutline the north-westwards so as to 

include Sehanga primary school to the starting point. This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   727854.93,  

7915948.19;   723827.53,  7916834.22;   720368.14,  7918556.82;   

716409.53,  7919645.16;   716063.42,  7917916.75;   717096.32,  

7914812.66;   718361.54,  7910931.07;   723147.58,  7909490.63;   

726097.77,  7913507.51 
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WARD 20 

 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of Gweru 

river    and unnamed road,  then south-eastwards along Gweru river    to its 

confluence with an unnamedtributary of Gweru river    , then south-westwards 

along the unnamed tributary into Jena mines road the southwards along the 

said road to its junction with Kwekwe-Nkayi road , then generally south-

westwards, along the said road to its junction with unnamed road then north-

westwards along the said the said road to its junction with yet another an 

unnamed road then north-eastwards to junction with a surveyed boundary line 

then south-eastwards, north-eastwards along the said line to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator 

(UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:    

727854.93,  7915948.19;   723827.53,  7916834.22 720368.14,  7918556.82;   

716409.53,  7919645.16;   716063.42,7917916.75;   717096.32,  7914812.66;   

718361.54,  7910931.07; 723147.58,  7909490.63;   726097.77,  7913507.51 

 

WARD 21 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from Gweru river    and 

Kwekwe-Nkayi road , then generally westwards along the Kwekwe-Nkayi road 

into Mavunasvimbo river    , then southwards along Mavunasvimbo river    to 

the eastern most boundary of the Small Scale farming area, then north-

westwards, south-westwards along the said boundary to an unnamed road, 

then north-westwards along the said road into Kwekwe-Nkayi road, north-

eastwards along Kwekwe-Nkayi road to its junction with Jena mine road, then 

northwards along the said road, then eastwards to the source of an unnamed 

tributary of Gweru river    , then north-eastwards along the said tributary to its 
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confluence with Gweru river, then south-eastwards along Gweru river    to the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:   741183.49,  7901268.60;   738896.26,  7904627.41;   

735610.09,  7906991.99;   732263.95,  7909073.17;   727890.63,  

7907705.74;   726623.25,  7903232.03;   725995.50,  7898806.97;   

722018.90,  7897120.69;   722593.18,  7892655.23;   726984.93,  

7891414.69;   731305.17,  7892809.88;   735029.61,  7895907.77;   

735895.12,  7899771.12;   740523.89,  7900993.02 

 

WARD 22 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from Gweru river    and district 

boundary, south-westwards along the said boundary to its point with the 

eastern boundary of the Small Scale farming area, then north-westwards along 

the said boundary into Mavunasvimbo river, then northwards along the river    

to Kwekwe-Nkayi road, then eastwards along the said road into Gweru river, 

then generally south-eastwards along the said river    to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 

South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   

749520.52,  7890282.88;   746782.95,  7893951.41;   744305.94,  

7896880.12;   741877.70,  7900308.21;   738015.58,  7900476.06;   

736029.15,  7897393.11;   736210.89,  7893829.91;   739555.56,  

7890127.42;   742909.02,  7886433.22;   746299.44,  7882765.09;   

750130.18,  7881431.36;   754319.74,  7883536.18;   751260.69,  

7886718.31;   749533.87,  7890270.40 

 

WARD 23 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from Mavunasvimbo river    and 

the northern boundary of the Small Scale farming area, south-eastwards along 
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the said boundary to the district boundary, then south-westwards along the 

said boundary, then north-westwards, north-eastwards, south-eastwards along 

the Small Scale farming area boundary, to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   728533.87,  

7890905.25;   731347.12,  7886881.36;   734976.52,  7885309.89;   

738325.29,  7881611.67;   740973.83,  7877411.70;   744953.63,  

7878688.62;   747398.98,  7881525.71;   744066.89,  7885241.08;   

740628.87,  7888859.40;   737330.00,  7892611.47;   733799.02,  

7894523.82;   729678.36,  7891691.82 

 

WARD 24 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence Shangani 

and Vungu river   s , then south-eastwards along Vungu river    to its 

confluence with Mahindi river    north-eastwards along an unnamed tributary 

to its source, then northwards to an unnamed road, further northwards along 

the said road, then south-eastwards to the western boundary of the Small 

Scale farming area, then south-eastwards along the said boundary to the 

district eastwards boundary, then south-westwards, north-westwards along the 

district boundary into Shangani river, then northwards along the said river    to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:   714812.21,  7887189.37;   711280.42,  7889714.67;   

710420.96,  7887078.38;   709964.40,  7882115.30;   710338.37,  

7877249.23;   712618.42,  7873083.90;   712090.69,  7868977.08;   

713638.38,  7864633.64;   716342.48,  7861312.12;   719295.39,  

7857878.63;   721707.30,  7859868.05;   725023.18,  7863594.31;   

728633.65,  7867053.22;   732320.20,  7870400.40;   736179.51,  

7873553.36;   740493.06,  7876060.04;   739564.34,  7880046.98;   

736292.75,  7883802.44;   732725.22,  7886757.08;   729932.75,  
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7886101.83;   729433.73,  7881392.77;   726581.66,  7878200.08;   

723575.28,  7875180.01;   720653.43,  7878858.98;   717635.15,  

7882182.45;   715956.92,  7886185.99 

WARD 25 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Vungu 

and Ntobe river   s, then north-eastwards along Ntobe river, then south-

eastwards to an unnamed road southwards along the said road into the source 

of an unnamed tributary of Vungu river, then south-westwards along the said 

tributary to its confluence with Vungu river, north-westwards along Vungu 

river    to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   730166.45,  7888004.98;   726974.21,  

7891419.84;   722581.29,  7892655.74;   718415.77,  7890778.56;   

715264.98,  7887379.14;   716699.75,  7884105.58;   719535.46,  

7880358.36;   722089.50,  7876700.56;   725195.52,  7876624.43;   

727666.12,  7880234.42;   729982.33,  7883950.03 

 

WARD 26 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from Gweru and Kwekwe-Nkayi 

road , then eastwards along Kwekwe-Nkayi road, then north-westwards along 

the eastern boundary of the Nyoni farm so as to exclude it, then eastwards , 

south-eastwards along the western boundaries of Gabbary extension and 

Southcum farm so as to exclude them , then eastwards , southwards, 

westwards south-eastwards to Gweru river    , then north-westwards along 

Gweru river    to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   741183.49,  7901268.60;   

744131.75,  7898511.92;   745601.02,  7894974.54;   748150.50,  

7891352.24;   752716.55,  7890608.58;   753670.98,  7893084.67;   
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756123.84,  7895649.44;   754694.83,  7899885.46;   755945.54,  

7903260.43;   755226.42,  7908074.37;   750572.49,  7907963.33;   

747463.14,  7906472.39;   749785.64,  7902046.07;   744930.01,  7901376.09 

 

WARD 27 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Shangani and Nyakwati river   s, then north-eastwards along Nyakwati river    

to an unnamed road north-westwards along the said road to its junction with 

yet another unnamed road, then south-eastwards along the said road to its 

junction with Kwekwe-Nkayi road , then south-westwards along the said road 

to its junction with another unnamed road, south-eastwards to the north-

western boundary of the Small Scale commercial farms, then south-westwards, 

south-eastwards along the said boundary, then north-westwards into Ntobe 

river, then south-westwards along the said river    to its confluence with Vungu 

river    , then north-westwards along Vungu river    into Shangani river, further 

north-westwards along Shangani river    to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   708070.20,  

7895903.54;   709566.56,  7891929.17;   712679.32,  7888756.97;   

715969.56,  7888533.84;   719275.46,  7892071.79;   722787.40,  

7894217.75;   722993.00,  7897942.73;   723300.59,  7901523.82;   

720312.25,  7905361.77;   716996.43,  7905036.66;   715714.47,  

7900839.32;   711588.18,  7899062.52;   708364.91,  7896459.69 

 

WARD 28 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Shangani and Nyakwati river   s , westwards along Shangani river    , then 

north-westwards along district boundary , then south-eastwards , southwards, 

then south-eastwards to its point with an unnamed road, then southwards , 
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south-eastwards to Nyakwati river, then south-westwards along Nyakwati river    

to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   717098.03,  7906499.74;   712922.32,  

7909168.79;   710484.02,  7909308.81;   709597.95,  7904387.95;   

708711.87,  7899467.08;   708708.17,  7897071.53;   712217.72,  

7899212.13;   716321.90,  7901182.75;   717047.67,  7905774.49 

 

WARD 29 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of the 

Provincial boundary and Gweru river    south-eastwards along the said river    

to its junction with a surveyed boundary line then southwards along the said 

line to its intersection with Donsa/Mkobogwe road then north-westwards along 

the surveyed boundary line up to the Provincial boundary then northwards 

along the said boundary to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   710745.14,  7921082.87;   

706536.94,  7922755.64;   703663.84,  7926215.87;   699235.10,  

7927082.14;   697320.72,  7926904.49;   698410.78,  7922028.59;   

700115.58,  7917611.76;   704582.53,  7915368.32;   708056.66,  7917708.42 

 

WARD 30 

A line is drawn from the confluence of Sebakwe and Mbembezana river   s 

south-eastwards along Mbembezana river    to its point with the district 

boundary then southwards and westwards along the said boundary to the 

western boundary of Northfield farm then generally eastwards northwards 

along the said boundary to its point with the western boundary of Penwarden 

and Wentworth farms so as to include them then westwards, northwards and 

eastwards along the boundary of Bridgewater so as to include it up to the 
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Redcliff Municipal boundary then along the boundary then southwards and 

westwards along the said boundary to the western boundary of Northfield farm 

then generally eastwards boundary then along the southern boundary of the 

said Municipality across the Railway line, northwards along the said boundary 

up to the southern boundary of Kwekwe city council so as to include plot 23, 

24, 26 - 27 of Chicago and to exclude plot 8 and 9 of Naseby township then 

northwards along the Kwekwe city council boundary to the starting point. This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 

South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

 

WARD 31 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Munyati 

and Sebakwe river   s then generally south-eastwards along Munyati river    to 

a point of eastern boundary of Iwaba ranch then generally southwards along 

the same boundary to a point where it meets Mananzva river    then eastward 

where it meets Kuziva river   . Then generally southwards along Kuziva river    

to the northern boundary of Mopani park then along eastern boundary of the 

said boundary to its intersection of the Sebakwe river    then generally 

westwards along Sebakwe river    up to the western boundary of River   side 

then northwards along the boundary of River   side so as to include it then 

westwards so as to include Sunnyside farm then northwards along the said 

boundary then north-westwards along the boundary of Marrivale so as to 

include it up to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   786648.08,  7913977.92;   

787124.41,  7911156.74;   789225.39,  7907920.07;   793882.84,  

7907606.64;   797446.62,  7910802.70;   800503.45,  7911933.80;   

803850.08,  7911498.51;   806556.78,  7913281.92;   806898.70,  

7917266.45;   804797.70,  7920686.36;   804027.42,  7924720.96;   
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805385.86,  7929532.89;   802551.46,  7931756.51;   799391.77,  

7933285.57;   795730.40,  7933520.23;   793464.35,  7936302.57;   

790491.77,  7936691.28;   788581.66,  7939415.46;   788115.57,  

7940195.85;   788115.57,  7940195.85;   783672.71,  7940022.30;   

779557.52,  7939699.22;   776989.91,  7940939.23;   778068.73,  

7936339.56;   777938.76,  7932210.91;   782423.05,  7933745.46;   

786951.72,  7933910.90;   786055.14,  7930186.87;   784374.18,  

7925536.66;   783117.34,  7920764.50;   786284.82,  7917223.03 

 

WARD 32 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Sessombi and Munyati river s, then generally southwards up Sessombi river    

to its confluence with Ngazimbi river    then south-westwards along Ngazimbi 

river    into the tributary of Zhombe river, then northwards along the said 

tributary to its confluence with Zhombe river    , then north-eastwards along 

Zhombe river    to its confluence with Munyati river, then south-eastwards 

along Munyati river    to the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   766662.51,  7929842.18;   

766009.54,  7933669.82;   761237.90,  7932176.02;   759138.55,  

7934590.03;   761871.94,  7938776.74;   759725.83,  7938656.76;   

755910.58,  7935998.07;   751542.56,  7935299.42;   747491.35,  

7933844.19;   747920.75,  7929665.61;   751424.93,  7931594.11;   

754821.97,  7928871.90;   757612.07,  7925603.21;   762024.24,  

7926595.52;   764271.75,  7929961.03 

 

WARD33 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of Shangani 

river    and the district boundary generally northwards along the said boundary 
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to the point where it meets the cutline of Exchange block then south-eastwards 

along the said cutline to an unnamed track road southwards along the said 

track road to the district boundary then westwards along the said boundary to 

the starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:   711485.45,  7912964.51;   706723.29,  7914478.81;   

702198.70,  7916581.39;   699686.06,  7916321.02;   700812.09,  

7911452.10;   701910.87,  7906598.16;   702949.15,  7901728.15;   

704093.34,  7896887.27;   708167.80,  7896445.57;   709053.88,  

7901366.43;   709939.95,  7906287.29;   710853.76,  7911115.64 

 

ZVISHAVANE TOWN COUNCIL 

WARD 1 

The ward boundary starts at the junction of Zvishavane-Masvingo road and 

Mandava Road it proceeds north-westwards to its intersection with an 

unnamed road then northwards along this unnamed road so as to include the 

following; Mandava Bus Terminus, Shopping Centre and light Industries (Home 

Service Shops) to its junction with an unnamed road at Stand No. 641 (DA’s 

Camp) so as to include it. Westwards along this road to its intersection with an 

unnamed road. north-eastwards along the unnamed road to its intersection 

with a line drawn from this road to an unnamed stream then eastwards along 

the stream to Zvishavane-Masvingo road. Then southwards along Zvishavane-

Masvingo road to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   821017.98,  7751048.33;   

820899.54,  7751534.10;   820781.11,  7752019.87;   820662.67,  

7752505.64;   820510.79,  7752914.69;   820137.66,  7752661.89;   

820276.46,  7752361.98;   820370.49,  7751991.25;   820631.67,  

7751759.69;   820679.64,  7751261.99;   820896.00,  7751045.14 
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WARD 2 

The boundary starts at the junction of two unnamed roads at stand no. 750 

north-westwards, north-eastwards, along the unnamed road to its intersection 

with a ZESA 33 KV power line then  north-eastwards along the power line to 

include Full Gospel and Apostolic Churches into an unnamed stream then 

eastwards to a line drawn from the stream south-westwards into an unnamed  

road  to its junction with an unnamed road, then eastwards into an unnamed 

road  at Stand No. 653 along the unnamed road to its junction with an 

unnamed road at Stand No. 641 (DA’s Camp so as to exclude it), then 

southwards along this road to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   820140.07,  7752317.83;   

820182.31,  7751819.62;   820224.55,  7751321.41;   820309.09,  

7750881.73;   820700.77,  7751042.70;   820652.80,  7751540.39;   

820476.60,  7751885.53;   820370.49,  7752270.94 

 

WARD 3 

The ward boundary starts from the junction of Mandava road and an unnamed 

road then north-westwards along  a line drawn from the corner of numbers 80 

and 5223 so as to include them, then north-westwards along an unnamed road 

to its intersection with an unnamed road at no. 9559, then south-westwards 

along an unnamed road to the southern corner of stand no. 9559 so as to 

include it, then south-westwards along an unnamed road to the western corner 

of stand 704 then along the boundary line of stand 704 and 856 then into an 

unnamed track into an unnamed stream then north-westwards along the 

stream to its junction with Zvishavane Highlands road then north-eastwards 

along the road to an unnamed stream then eastwards along the stream so as to 

include Mandava Cemetery (Stand no. 687) to an 88KV power line then south-
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westwards along the power line to its junction with Mandava road, then south-

eastwards along Mandava road to the starting point.  This area is bounded by 

the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on 

the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   819540.44,  

7751247.85;   819116.63,  7750982.55;   819025.22,  7750688.15;   

819396.47,  7750353.22;   819785.87,  7750125.58;   820253.10,  

7750272.40;   820571.62,  7750584.12;   820870.41,  7750963.58;   

820499.68,  7750956.84;   820242.08,  7751114.63;   820199.84,  

7751612.84;   820157.60,  7752111.05;   820115.36,  7752609.27;   

819784.23,  7752463.52;   819548.89,  7752118.10;   819544.03,  7751618.12 

 

WARD 4 

The ward boundary starts at the intersection of Zvishavane -Masvingo road and 

an unnamed stream, then generally westwards along an unnamed stream to its 

junction with an unnamed road, then northwards along the unnamed road 

(straight into Town boundary) near Mandava Ponds, eastwards, north-

westwards, south-eastwards, then southwards, eastwards off Zvishavane – 

Masvingo road then southwards along the said road to the starting point.  This 

area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 

South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   

820494.91,  7753193.71;   820576.97,  7753671.77;   820382.69,  

7754106.32;   820000.73,  7754078.80;   819573.83,  7754053.66;   

819562.88,  7753558.77;   819558.03,  7753058.79;   819553.17,  

7752558.81; 819794.98,  7752471.71;   820146.64,  7752669.62;   820521.13,  

7752920.47 

 

WARD 5 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of Parmar 

and Ireland roads, then northwards along Ireland road into Goddard road then 
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northwards along Goddard road to its intersection with Zvishavane – Masvingo 

road, then generally north-eastwards to the Zvishavane town boundary, then 

south-eastwards, southwards along the said boundary, then westwards, south-

westwards, northwards, westwards, south-westwards into the mining lease, 

then westwards along the mining lease, then generally southwards, westwards, 

south-westwards to its junction with Parmar and Ireland roads, which is the 

starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates:   821271.84,  7750343.30;   821077.66,  7750803.55;   

820866.16,  7750937.35;   820568.06,  7750557.47;   820226.88,  

7750266.44;   819760.58,  7750116.47;   820013.78,  7750033.17;   

820458.53,  7750006.34;   820858.96,  7750305.76;   821255.20,  7750334.65 

 

WARD 6 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of Parmar  

and Ireland roads, then westwards along Parmar road into  Shabanie surface 

rights boundary, then north-westwards, south-westwards, southwards, 

eastwards then southwards along the said boundary to its intersection with the 

mining lease, then generally westwards along the mining lease to the 

Zvishavane town boundary, then northwards along the said boundary to the 

northern corner of Mtonjeni plots, then north-eastwards along the town 

boundary to the 132KV power line, then north-eastwards to the northern 

boundary of Zvishavane town, then south-eastwards along the said boundary 

to another 132KV power line so as to include Izayi park, then south-eastwards 

along the power line to Gweru – Zvishavane  road , then south-eastwards along 

this road to an to an unnamed stream then eastwards, south-westwards along 

the stream to intersection with an unnamed road, then northwards along this 

road to the northern corner of stand no. 856 and 704 so as to include them, 

then eastwards, north-eastwards to its intersection with an unnamed road to 

the southern corner of stand no.  523 and 80, then along their southern 
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boundaries so as to exclude them, then eastwards into Mandava road to its 

intersection with the Zvishavane – Masvingo road, then generally southwards 

along the said road into Ireland road to the intersection with Parma road, 

which is the starting point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   818583.36,  7754519.08;   818171.23,  

7754784.10;   817756.42,  7755063.26;   817325.12,  7755146.87;   

816869.45,  7754941.06;   816419.69,  7754726.68;   815965.29,  

7754518.08;   815510.88,  7754309.48;   815056.47,  7754100.88;   

814602.07,  7753892.28;   814147.66,  7753683.68;   813705.82,  

7753450.53;   813289.65,  7753292.37;   812853.99,  7753080.10;  

812801.61,  7752585.91;  812581.91,  7752175.55;   812561.51,  7751828.17;   

812912.37,  7751471.95;   813263.24,  7751115.73;   813599.40,  

7750769.93;   813934.24,  7750743.47;   814375.59,  7750978.43;   

814825.50,  7751150.55;   815313.59,  7751042.09;  815534.73,  7751313.53;   

816034.57,  7751300.93;   816534.41,  7751288.33;   816975.76,  

7751485.52;   817363.30,  7751796.59;   817711.40,  7751961.10;   

818020.93,  7751568.42;   818358.29,  7751212.74;   818783.82,  

7750957.04;   818714.60,  7751320.28;   818583.55,  7751802.39;   

818354.78,  7752226.27;   818006.70,  7752585.22;   817768.51,  

7753017.79;   817862.47,  7753403.61;   818252.78,  7753716.12;   

818643.08,  7754028.63;   818817.09,  7754341.25 

 

WARD 7 

The boundary starts at the junction of Zvishavane - Gweru road and a 132 KV 

ZESA power line, then north-eastwards along the power line to the northern 

boundary of Zvishavane Urban, south-eastwards along the said boundary then 

northwards  and eastwards to Zvishavane – Highlands road, then south-

westwards along the road past an unnamed stream excluding Mandava 

Cemetery, generally southwards and generally westwards into Zvishavavne – 
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Gweru road, north-westward along Gweru road to the starting point.  This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   818925.10,  

7754254.44;   818534.80,  7753941.93;   818144.49,  7753629.42;   

817754.19,  7753316.91   817823.88,  7752890.60;   818103.27,  7752485.64;   

818451.35,  7752126.69;   818614.74,  7751667.23;   818756.37,  

7751188.00;   818973.97,  7750893.26;   819397.79,  7751158.55;   

819543.66,  7751579.54;   819548.52,  7752079.52;   819553.37,  

7752579.49;   819558.23,  7753079.47;   819563.08,  7753579.44;   

819541.52,  7754046.04;   819272.83,  7754153.32 

 

WARD 8 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of 

Zvishavane- Buchwa road and an unnamed road to Maglas township, then 

northwards along an unnamed road to the 11KV  power line, then generally 

northwards along the power line to its intersection with an , unnamed road 

northwards along the unnamed road to its intersection with the Mining Lease, 

then eastwards along the mining lease, then a line is drawn, north-eastwards, 

eastwards, south-eastwards , then generally eastwards, southwards and 

westwards, north-westwards into the 11KV power line, then south-westwards 

along 11KV power line to its intersection with a line drawn southwards  into 

Zvishavane – Buchwa road, then generally north-westwards to the starting 

point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator 

(UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates:   821390.83,  7748539.04;   821488.88,  7749029.33;   

821586.94,  7749519.62;   821428.96,  7749982.50;   821177.35,  

7750294.22;   820788.71,  7750253.23;   820388.28,  7749953.81;   

819943.14,  7750059.45;   820028.08,  7749763.08;   820395.47,  

7749423.99;   820769.14,  7749091.77;   821142.81,  7748759.55 

WARD 9  
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This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of Zvishavane 

- Buchwa Road and an unnamed road to Maglas township, then south-

westwards along the Zvishavane – Buchwa road, then a line is drawn 

northwards into 11KV power line, then generally north-eastwards along the 

said power line to its intersection with a line drawn north-eastwards, south-

westwards, westwards along the said boundary, then generally south-

eastwards, westwards along the said boundary to its intersection with an 

unnamed road, then generally north-westwards along the unnamed road to its 

intersection with mining lease, then generally north-eastwards, northwards, 

eastwards, northwards along the mining lease to its intersection with the 

Zvishavane – Buchwa road, which is the starting point. This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   823928.16,  

7749607.53;   823550.21,  7749934.87;   823172.25,  7750262.21;   

822794.30,  7750589.55;   822416.35,  7750916.89;   822038.40,  

7751244.23;   822247.80,  7751689.28;   822022.21,  7752030.49;   

821619.17,  7752326.39;   821216.12,  7752622.29;   820819.64,  

7752926.80;   820516.63,  7753104.62;   820635.07,  7752618.85;   

820753.50,  7752133.08;   820871.94,  7751647.31;   820990.38,  

7751161.54;   821124.72,  7750681.13;   821324.36,  7750222.71;   

821523.99,  7749764.29;   821540.26,  7749286.24;   821442.21,  

7748795.95;   821212.96,  7748697.18;   820839.29,  7749029.40;   

820465.62,  7749361.63;   820096.49,  7749698.81;   819732.08,  

7750041.17;   819362.77,  7750356.09;   818917.43,  7750168.36;   

818539.08,  7749951.75;   818328.09,  7749503.56;   818221.07,  

7749038.59;   818273.11,  7748592.35;   818455.22,  7748157.68;   

818758.96,  7747781.20;   818746.04,  7747465.58;   818586.26,  

7747017.41;   818776.06,  7746612.65;   819230.60,  7746450.89;   

819685.73,  7746426.07;   819764.73,  7746028.75;   819974.70,  

7745650.78;   820457.32,  7745539.45;   820946.53,  7745576.43;   

821443.18,  7745584.68;   821857.55,  7745344.28   822186.74,  7745065.82;   
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822342.81,  7745454.91;   822696.82,  7745102.46;   822788.35,  

7744627.88;   823134.23,  7744342.11;   823458.72,  7744010.55;   

823457.73,  7744510.55;   823456.74,  7745010.55;   823455.76,  

7745510.55;   823472.56,  7746009.75;   823518.30,  7746507.66;   

823569.97,  7747004.90;   823635.16,  7747500.63;   823700.34,  

7747996.36;   823765.52,  7748492.10;   823830.70,  7748987.83;   

823895.88,  7749483.56. 

 

WARD 10 

An area of land demarcated by a line drawn from the intersection of Parmer, 

Ireland road and an unnamed road, then generally south-eastwards along an 

unnamed road to its junction with the town boundary, then generally 

westwards, northwards, eastwards, along the mining lease to its intersection 

with the surface rights boundary, then generally northwards, westwards, 

northwards, north-westwards along the said boundary into Parmer road, then 

eastwards along Parmer to the starting point.  This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:   819381.49,  7750366.73;   

819010.24,  7750701.66;   818711.98,  7751009.78;   818275.75,  

7751246.37;   817965.76,  7751638.42;   817656.23,  7752031.09;   

817299.01,  7751734.87;   816900.68,  7751437.50;   816445.32,  

7751290.58;   815945.48,  7751303.18;   815502.17,  7751264.05;   

815187.37,  7751070.14;   814702.81,  7751152.63;   814261.46,  

7750917.67;   813820.10,  7750682.71;   813814.20,  7750328.35;   

814204.36,  7750531.72;   814679.86,  7750409.33;   815143.69,  

7750393.31;   815171.15,  7749923.98;   815301.72,  7749627.32;   

815762.62,  7749667.92;   816120.43,  7749890.11;   816453.12,  

7749526.39;   816793.24,  7749243.95;   817149.35,  7749106.54;   

816748.59,  7748890.38;   817084.31,  7748618.83;   817340.21,  

7748286.67;   817775.60,  7748065.25;   818241.13,  7748058.39;   
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818505.58,  7747701.31;   818668.54,  7747934.82;   818334.28,  

7748304.85;   818189.70,  7748760.05;   818297.52,  7749206.39;   

818427.42,  7749665.54;   818618.41,  7750101.54;   819076.68,  7750272.79 
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HOUSE OF ASSEMBLY CONSTITUENCY BOUNDARY DESCRIPTIONS 

1. CHIRUMANZU SOUTH  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of the 

Chirumanzu-Shurugwi District boundary and Ngezi river , then south-

eastwards along the northern boundary of Chirumanzu Communal land and 

Commercial farms boundary to the south most beacon of Richmond farm so as 

to exclude it, then north-eastwards to Nyautonge River, then south- eastwards 

to the south eastern most point of Kombisa farm, then further south eastwards 

and north-eastwards along Makanya farm boundary so as to exclude it, then 

eastwards along the southern boundary of Rockdale farm, then south- 

eastwards along Chakastead farm boundary to the Provincial boundary so as to 

exclude the said farms, then generally southwards along Shashe River    which 

is the Provincial boundary to its intersection by the southern boundary of 

Chirumanzu Communal land, then westwards along the southern boundaries 

of Chirumanzu  Communal Lands to its intersection by the Ngezi River, then 

up the Ngezi River    to its intersection by the western boundary of Ensimeon 

farm which is the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South(s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates:    

873469.33, 7801602.33;   862444.78, 7802719.52;   872784.46,  7820391.75. 

2. CHIRUMANZU-ZIBAGWE  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Munyati 

and Sebakwe rivers; then generally eastwards along Munyati river    to its 

intersection with Chirumanzu District boundary then generally south-

eastwards along Munyati River    to its intersection with the western beacon of 

Bemedesdeel of Manyoni Estate, Rhodesvale Estate and north-eastwards and 

south-eastwards along the boundaries of the following properties, so as to 
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include them, north western boundaries of Benedesedeal  of Manyoni Estates 

of Rhodesdale Estate to its north eastern beacon, then generally southwards 

along the boundaries of the following properties so as to exclude them, the 

south  western boundaries of Bertena of Tradon and Chesben boundaries of 

Sable Flat Extension of Rhodesdale along the boundaries of Inhoete so as to 

include it, then south-eastwards and north-eastwards along the boundaries of 

the remainder of Elmine so as to include it, then along the south-western 

boundary of Bela Quarllerie of Sable, the western boundaries of Weinfointein 

Estate, the north-western boundaries of Ralls Rust, the south western 

boundaries of Mitzzicht and Antelope, the northern boundary of Swart River    

junction and the northern and western boundaries of Samenkomst to its 

south-western beacon, then westwards and generally south-eastwards along 

the boundaries of the following properties so as to include them, the south-

eastern boundary of Unian, the north eastern boundaries of Knodo Poort, 

Bulfontein, Morgenster and Greenward to the eastern most beacon of the last 

named property, then south-westwards and generally southwards along the 

boundaries of the following properties so as to exclude them, the north western 

boundaries of sub-division of Shashe Fountain Lot, 1A Shashe fountains, Lot 2 

of Shashe fountains and new Shashe fountains, the north western and 

southern boundaries of new Good Hope and Smiling Vale, the northern and 

western boundaries of Sesobi and the western boundaries of Nyumbi Estate to 

Shashe River; then north-westwards along the boundaries of Chirumanzu 

Communal Land and Commercial farms to its junction with the District 

boundary at a point where it crosses Ngezi River, then north-westwards along 

the boundary of Ensimoen to the eastern most beacon of Chieftain, then south-

westwards along the south western boundaries of Chieftain and Grass Ridge to 

the south most beacon of the latter property, then north-westwards along the 

western boundaries of Grass Ridge and Nemesis to the western most beacon of 

the latter property, then south-westwards along the south eastern boundaries 

of Snowdown Graften and Glemorchy, so as to include them and along the 

north western boundaries of Anstruther to the intersection of the north western 
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boundary of Royston and Tokwe River  south-westwards along the north 

western boundary, north-westwards along the south western boundaries of 

State land (formerly Rosemeal and Greenfees), the western and northern 

boundaries of the said State Land, the western boundary of Killamey, the 

southern boundary of Partridge, the Southern and western boundaries of 

Wojele, the southern boundary of Hillview, the southern and Western 

boundaries of the remainder of Holvothahra and the southern and western 

boundaries of Ifafa to its north western beacon, then generally north-eastwards 

along the boundaries of the following properties so as to include them, the 

northern boundaries of Ifafa and the north western boundaries of Dun Robin, 

the north eastern boundary of Tisestroom the north western boundary of 

Netherburn, the south western, north western and north eastern along 

Kwekweto River    to its intersection with the boundary of Golden Dollar Ranch 

then north-westwards along the boundaries of Golden Dollar Ranch, Makuti 

Ranch so as to include them, then north-eastwards along the boundary of 

Makuti Ranch to its intersection by Mbembezaana River    to its confluence 

with Sebakwe River, then westwards along Sebakwe River    to its intersection 

with the westernmost beacon of Delvilleward, then northwards along the 

boundaries of Delvilleward, Bansted Long valley so as to include them to the 

northern most beacon of Long valley then north-westwards, along the 

boundaries of Hatchland, Solitaire to its intersection by Sebakwe River    so as 

to exclude them, then northwards along Sebakwe River    to its confluence with 

Munyati River    which is the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

871419.97, 7841621.68;   863654.74,  7847790.26;   862757.88,  7848757.46;  

884080.81, 7825299.95;   880396.88,  7824479.54;   860905.72,  7827665.80;   

861412.48, 7818646.55;   863078.31,  7814892.60;   869123.62,  7807750.69;   

872511.29, 7809779.44;   864647.25,  7806336.79;   864658.31,  7813180.13;   

875280.89, 7805919.78.           
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3. CHIWUNDURA  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of the 

Gweru River    and District boundary at the north-western beacon of 

Mangwene Farm, then generally eastwards along the northern boundaries of 

Mangwene Farm, Mopani, Missouri, Arizona, Beanfield, the Remainder of 

Foxton, Ellangowan of Foxton and Redlands of Northfield, then southeastwards 

and north-eastwards along the western and south-eastern boundaries of the 

Remainder of Northfield, to the easternmost beacon of the Remainder of 

Northfield then southwards along boundaries of Northfield and Highgate of 

Long Valley to its southeastern beacon, then generally northeastwards along 

the northern boundaries of the following properties, Liptzs Estate, the 

Remainder Bosch Kloof, Railway 490 of Bosch Kloof, the Remainder of Bosch 

Kloof, the Remainder of Cross Roads and Sunbury Estate to its north-eastern 

beacon, then south-eastwards along the northeastern boundary of Sunbury 

Estate to its eastern beacon, then north-eastwards along the Gweru Road to a 

point of Map reference  then south-eastwards to the western beacon of Lot 1 of 

Moyo and the Remainder of Moyo up to the south-eastern beacon of the said 

Remainder, then northwards along the western boundary of the Remainder of 

Moyo to its intersection with Mbembesana River    then up the Mbembesana 

River    to the southern beacon of Pauldale, then south-westwards along the 

western and southern boundary of the Remainder of Bushy Park No 2 and 

south-eastwards along the southern boundary of Lot 4 of Bushy Park No 2 up 

to its southern beacon, then southwards along the eastern boundary of 

Netherburn Extension up to its southernmost beacon so as to exclude it, then 

north-westwards along the eastern boundary of Tweestroom to its 

northernmost beacon so as to exclude it, then generally south-westwards along 

the boundaries of the following properties north-western and south-western 

boundaries of Dub Robin, north-western boundary of Subdivision A of Dub 

Robin and northern boundary of Ifate up to the north-eastern beacon of Lot 1 

of Canberra of Woalhra, then northwards along the eastern boundary of that 
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property to its southernmost beacon, then eastwards along the northern 

boundary of the Remainder of Lindslade to its north eastern beacon, then 

southwards along the eastern boundaries of the Remainder of Lindslade, 

Railway strip of Lindslade and the Remainder of Lindslade to its north 

easternmost beacon, then eastwards along the northern boundary of Hashu to 

its intersection with UTMebekwa River, then up that River    to the 

northernmost beacon of Guburire to its easternmost beacon, so as to include 

it, then southwards and westwards along the boundaries of Guburire to its 

intersection with UTMebekwana River, then down that River    to its 

intersection with the northeastern boundary of the UTMebekwa (as shown on 

D.T715, filed in the Office of the Surveyor General, Bulawayo) then north-

westwards along the southern boundaries of Hashu and Albany so as to 

include them up to the south-western beacon of Albany, then generally south 

westwards along the eastern boundaries of the following properties Lot 1 of 

Grainthorpe, the Remainder of Grainthorpe, Lot 49 of the Wildbeest Block to its 

southernmost beacon, then generally north-westwards along the southern 

boundary of Lot 49 of the Wildbeeste block to the easternmost beacon of the 

Remainder of Oaklands then south-westwards along the south-eastern 

boundaries of the following properties so as to include them: Remainder of 

Oaklands, Subdivision of A of Railway Strip and Guinea Fowl Siding Reserves 

then westwards along the southern boundaries of the following properties so as 

to include them: Railway Strip and Guinea fowl Siding Reserve, the Remainder 

of Brockley, Lots 6,5 and 4 of Kanuck to the southwestern beacon of Lot 4 of 

Kanuck, then south-westwards along the eastern boundaries of Subdivision 11 

of Watershed Block, Lots 13,14, and 15 of Watershed Block, Farm 23 and 23A 

of West Gwelo Block, to the south-western beacon of Farm 23 A of West Gwelo 

Block, then north-westwards along the western boundaries of Farm 23A to the 

south-eastern beacon of Sunnyside of west Gwelo Block then northwards along 

the eastern boundary of Sunnyside up to its northeastern beacon, then north-

westwards along the south-western boundaries of Happy Valley and Lot 8 of 

West Gwelo Block to its intersection with the Gweru-Bulawayo road and 
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Railway line, then northwards to the Municipality boundary, then along the 

said boundary north-eastwards to the south-eastern beacon of Somabula, then 

further north-eastwards along the south-eastern boundaries Mimosa Creek 

Extension, Remainder of Clydesdale, Belton of Clydesdale and Cross roads of 

Clydesdale to the intersection with the Gweru-Bulawayo Road so as to exclude 

them, then south-eastwards along the southwestern boundary of Gwelo 

Township Lands then north-eastwards along the eastern boundary of the 

Gwelo Township Lands up to the southern boundary of Mambo Press, then 

south-eastwards following the southern boundaries of Mambo Press , Blighty, 

Patterson, Mimosa, properties 21, 20 19 and 18 of Daylesford, 101, 100, and 

99, 5 and 6 of Mearnsville and property E of Nieuport then north-eastwards to 

the southern boundary of property 18 of Churchill Estate then south-

eastwards along the southern boundary of the following properties of Churchill 

Estate so as to exclude them, 18,17 16, 15, 13 and 8 of Churchill Estate, then 

north-eastwards to the property boundaries of 8 and 7 Churchill Estate to 

Shurugwi road then along the Shurugwi Road, south-eastwards to the western 

boundary of property 9 of Randolph Plots; then south-eastward to proceed 

along the north-western boundaries of properties 6 to 1 of Randolph to the 

Municipal Boundary, then north-eastwards up to the intersection of the 

Shurugwi Road and the Municipal boundary then north- eastwards along the 

eastern boundary of Lot 9 and 10 of Laverton Estate, then north-westwards 

along the north-eastern boundary of Laverton Estate north so as to exclude 

them, then north-eastward along the northwestern boundary of Cowfold, then 

north-westwards along the Gweru-Shurugwi Railway line up to the south-

western beacon of Lingfield, then north-eastward up to the intersection of the 

Gweru River    and the Municipal boundary, then south-eastwards along the 

south-eastern boundary of Llngfield Township, then generally northwestwards 

up to the southeastern beacon of Lot 22 of Gwelo Small Holidings, north-

eastwards to its intersection with the Gweru – Mvuma Railway then eastwards 

along the Railway line, then southwards along the western boundary of 

Harmony Sidings then eastwards along the southern boundary of Harmony 
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siding, then generally south-eastwards along south-western boundaries of Lots 

12, 13, 14, 15A and 17 Harben Park Township 4, then north-eastward along 

the south-eastern boundary of Lot 17 Harben Park Township 4,then north-

westwards along the north-eastern boundaries of Lot 17, 15A and 14 Harben 

Park Township 4 to its intersection with the Gweru-Mvuma Railwayline, then 

eastwards along the Railway line up to the south-eastern beacon of Lot 19A of 

Umsungwe Block then north-westwards to north-western beacon of Lot 20 of 

Umsungwe block, then north-eastwards to the north-eastern beacon of Lot 20 

of Umsungwe block, then generally north-westwards to north-eastern beacon of 

the Remainder of Greenvale of Bickford, then south-westwards to the south-

western beacon of Mount, Pleasant then north-westwards along the south-

western boundary of Mount Pleasant so to include it, to the north -western 

beacon of mount pleasant, then south-westwards along the north-western 

boundary of Lot 60 Umsungwe Block, then north-westwards along the south 

western boundary of Lot 60 of Umsungwe Block, then north-eastwards, north-

westwards, north-eastwards and north-westwards along the boundary of Lot 

61 Umsungwe block to the north-westernmost beacon of Lot 61 Umsungwe 

Block, then south-westwards along the north-western boundaries of Ridgemont 

Township and Lot 69 of the Umsungwe Block then northwestwards, 

southwestwards, north-westwards and south-westwards along the boundary of 

Lot 73 Umsungwe Block, then generally northwestwards along the north-

eastern boundaries of Christmas Gift Extension and BrackenHurst Township 

up to its north-eastern beacon, then south-westwards along the north-eastern 

boundary of BrackenHurst Township to its north-western beacon, then 

generally southwards along the west boundary of New Christmas Gift up to its 

intersection with the Gweru River, then north westwards along the north-

eastern boundary of Gwelo Small Holdings 35 to its north eastern beacon, then 

south-westwards along the south-eastern boundaries of Lot 34 and 35 Gwelo 

Small Holdings up to its south-western beacon, then south-eastwards, along 

the south western boundary of Lot 34 Gwelo Small Holdings, then south-

westwards along the south-eastern boundary of Lot 33, Gwelo Small Holdings, 
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then north-eastwards along the south-eastern boundary of Lot 33 Gwelo Small 

Holdings, then south-westwards along the south-eastern boundary  so as to 

include it, boundary of Lot 30 of Gwelo to its south-western beacon then 

northwestwards along the south-eastern boundaries of Lot 30 Gwelo Small 

Holdings and the Stateland so as to include them, then north eastwards along 

the western boundary of the Stateland to its intersection with the Shamrock 

road, then north-westwards along the southeastern boundary of Raylands 

Estate B to its north-western most beacon, then south-westwards along the 

north-western boundary of Raylands Estate B to the southern beacon of Bucks 

so as to include it, then further south-westwards along the south-eastern 

boundaries of Wilts and Suffolk to its intersection with the Nyamupingidza 

Road then south eastwards along Nyamupingidza Road up to its intersection 

with Chilimanzi Road so as to include Mkoba 19 Township of ward 17, then 

southeastwards along Chilimanzi road so as to include Mkoba 15, 14, 4 and 5 

Township in wards 17, 14 and 11 up to the south-western beacon up stand 

1360 Mkoba 3 Township, then eastwards along Mungwena road to the south-

western beacon of stand 1450 (Reserved School site, Mkoba 3 Township) then 

further eastwards to the northern boundary of stand 7341 (Church) Mkoba 3 

Township to its intersection with Mkoba road, then southwestwards along the 

Mkoba Road to its intersection with the Municipal boundary, then north-

westwards along the Municipal boundary up to the southern-most beacon of 

Raylands, then southwestwards along the southeastern boundary beacon of 

Raylands to the southern-most beacon of Raylands, then further south-

westwards along then south eastern boundary of Ngamo to its south-western 

beacon of the then north westwards along the south-western boundary of 

Ngamo to the north western beacon, then northeastwards along the north 

western boundaries of Ngamo Middlesex, Essex and Notts up to its intersection 

with Gweru River, then north-westwards along the Gweru river    so as to 

exclude Insukamini Farm and Lower Gweru Communal Lands to the 

intersection of the Gweru River    and the District boundary which is the 

starting point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 
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Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) coordinates: 

817319.19, 7886223.19;   817460.88,  7879667.70;   817460.88,  7879667.70;   

809172.42, 7881942.35;   809172.42,  7881942.35;   806790.29,  7879032.83;   

817460.88, 7879667.70;   821200.29,  7875696.52;   817199.67,  7872828.38;   

806790.29, 7879032.83;   805130.86,  7873160.26;   805558.19,  7872901.37;   

816676.10, 7872262.82;   816676.10,  7872262.82;   809326.24,  7877222.27;   

814527.51, 7869852.94;   817199.67,  7872828.38;   821151.66,  7866192.36;   

822858.82, 7865074.42;   805558.19,  7872901.37;   805808.25,  7872165.69;   

804637.85, 7864608.65;   810122.13,  7866062.95;   784586.91,  7844562.07;   

786234.33, 7834727.85;   786279.29,  7834333.39;   786279.29,  7834333.39;   

791382.33, 7826684.19;   795392.46,  7822425.27;   796787.61,  7857241.28;   

804072.38, 7864089.98;   765512.12,  7878927.02;   772183.36,  7871759.53;   

778427.75, 7864903.10;   787595.41,  7863893.80;   795753.03,  7858109.92;   

806627.85, 7847234.87;   815081.54,  7848212.38;   815189.90,  7848145.69;   

805808.25, 7872165.69;   810122.13,  7866062.95;   805808.25,  7872165.69;   

815189.90, 7848145.69;   804474.16,  7847604.72;   801299.28,  7843830.84;   

798853.42, 7852802.15;   800757.89,  7840885.79;   796725.79,  7841758.42;   

801711.97, 7850446.83;   801299.28,  7843830.84;   800984.26,  7843004.08;   

800886.24, 7852482.59;   801102.16,  7841769.71;   801102.16,  7841769.71;   

799960.00, 7842162.51;   799960.00,  7842162.51;   798860.55,  7842608.47;   

798860.55, 7842608.47;   797380.84,  7843378.22;   796725.79,  7841758.42;   

792277.77, 7841732.57;   796837.77,  7842034.29;   797380.84,  7843378.22;   

794227.55, 7847644.12;   793782.12,  7848459.01;   793511.98,  7848953.22;   

792577.07, 7850580.91;   792577.07,  7850580.91;   793782.12,  7848459.01;   

793782.12, 7848459.01;   792843.87, 7847890.67;   788268.06,  7844429.90;   

788329.10,  7845477.68;   788329.10, 7845477.68;   800984.26,  7843004.08. 

 

4. GOKWE  
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This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the junction of the Gokwe-

Sai Road and the Gokwe-Charama Road, then south-eastwards along the road 

to its intersection with the Gokwe South Town boundary, then north-east and 

north-west along the said Town boundary to its intersection with the Chimvura 

river, then north eastwards, southeastwards and southwards along the Gokwe 

South town boundary to south-easternmost beacon of the Gokwe South Town 

boundary, then southeastwards along the old Gokwe-Kwekwe Road to its 

junction with the new Gokwe-Kwekwe road, then generally eastwards along the 

1200m cintourline along the meandering escarpment to its intersection with 

the Gwanyika river, then southwestwards along the Gwanyika river    through 

Manquma village to the Gokwe-Kwekwe Road, then southwards along the said 

road to its intersection with the Mafungabusi forest land boundary, then 

south-westwards along the said boundary to its south-eastern beacon and 

further south-westwards direct to the District boundary, then westwards along 

the District boundary to its intersection with Somaqaqama river    then 

northwards along the said river    to its source and further northwards direct to 

the Mafungabusi forest land boundary, then south-westwards north-

westwards, westwards, south-westwards, north-westwards and northwards 

along the forest land boundary to its intersection with Rutope river, then north-

eastwards along an unnamed trackroad to its intersection with Mateta road so 

as to exclude Bopoma rapids, then further eastwards along Mateta road to its 

junction with a trackroad from the north then, north-westwards along a 

trackroad to its intersection with an unnamed tributary of Sengwa river,  then 

across the Sengwa river    to another tributary of the same river    on the 

northern banks and proceeding north-eastwards along the said tributary 

through the eastern foot hills of Kwavanyangwi plateau to the Y junction of the 

Gokwe-Sai and Gokwe-Charama roads which is the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
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 704808.20,7982487.31;   695285.77,  7983449.39;   686783.49,  7981452.62;   

685886.57, 7981399.58;   685886.57,  7981399.58;   677073.27,  7983100.14;   

705091.33, 7975217.06;   680451.18,  7966509.22;   682471.65,  7972580.32;   

679920.18, 7964562.85;   705091.33,  7975217.06;   700702.91,  7966657.46;   

691937.30, 7966427.95;   682251.42,  7965016.93;   665663.73,  7962521.99;   

665689.64, 7962512.46;   720071.07,  7960709.52;   665689.64,  7962512.46;   

675149.19, 7960309.23;   665689.64,  7962512.46;   667123.39,  7952978.06;   

667132.26, 7952894.21;   667132.26,  7952894.21;   676891.82,  7952763.82;   

682730.71, 7951181.47;   708685.41,  7944954.11;   714370.48,  7953127.31;   

682730.71, 7951181.47;   691521.78,  7953111.88;   700517.37,  7949675.22;   

704938.51, 7947542.63;   682471.65,  7972580.32;   682471.96,  7972593.62;   

670667.47, 7972069.54;   679933.70,  7972183.78;   682606.35,  7972540.02;   

682471.96, 7972593.62;   685322.52,  7977909.84;   682471.96,  7972593.62;   

707265.94, 7985604.96;   706545.84,  7983999.77;   707247.90,  7983389.79;   

707718.29, 7983119.91;   706545.84,  7983999.77;   705854.87,  7982691.43;   

706072.52, 7984403.22;   704808.20,  7982487.31;   702734.94,  7983221.31;   

702440.29, 7983883.52;   705255.12,  7984772.78;   705255.12,  7984772.78;   

705405.43, 7984971.84;   706072.52,  7984403.22;   706545.84,  7983999.77;   

705255.12, 7984772.78;   707718.29,  7983119.91. 

 

5. GOKWE-CHIREYA  

 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of Mwadza 

River    and the Provincial Boundary, then eastwards to the intersection of 

Sanyati river    with the southern boundary of Omay Communal Land, 

generally eastwards up the Sanyati River    to its confluence with Mushowe 

river, then south-westwards along the southern boundary of Gandavaroyi 

Communal Land to its intersection with Bvumvudze river, then generally 

westwards along the track up to its intersection with the Chota river, then 

southwards up the said river, then north-westwards along Kaongo river    to its 
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confluence with Ume, river    then up the Ume river    to its confluence with 

Kahwa river, up the Kahwa river    south-westwards to its intersection with the 

District boundary, then north-westwards along the District boundary up to its 

intersection with Katswanzwa river, then north-eastwards along Katswanzwa 

river, to its intersection with Ume river, then north-eastwards along Chikowa 

river, through Venganayi village then north-westwards along the 800m counter 

line to the watershed between Mwadza and Watsanya river   s, then northwards 

and north-eastwards along Mwadza river,  to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

695561.46,  8102977.39;  688349.50,  8101641.53;   695561.46,  8102977.39;   

692779.39, 8096725.53;   690540.78,  8092169.72;   691232.74,  8089007.20;   

682081.49, 8095992.03;   677806.06,  8089952.40;   676153.27,  8087415.33;   

710888.26, 8094698.29;   706199.13,  8091654.50;   708474.02,  8087798.50;   

723293.68, 8089634.33;   691232.74,  8089007.20;   693733.97,  8083733.88;   

693980.35, 8083243.92;   737468.17,  8086328.66;   728132.09,  8087088.73;   

708474.02, 8087798.50;   704745.19,  8083261.00;   704745.19,  8083261.00;   

699530.30, 8081056.75;   741455.84,  8081767.58;   676153.27,  8087415.33;   

679907.52, 8078998.22;   680738.32,  8077929.59;   720591.98,  8089374.09;   

717344.28, 8084137.84;   717446.88,  8077433.88;   716543.57,  8071199.43;   

699530.30, 8081056.75;   693980.35,  8083243.92;   694015.94,  8079070.08;   

688432.55, 8077129.49;   690817.60,  8083919.52;   694015.94,  8079070.08;   

694840.78, 8077185.53;   705985.00,  8074366.88;   705861.64,  8081429.79;   

728690.94, 8076338.05;   737883.93,  8080270.94;   686049.61,  8076400.10;   

694840.78, 8077185.53;   695606.24,  8073343.11;   688432.55,  8077129.49;   

686124.51, 8074120.26; 722643.54,  8073714.53;   708277.77,  8070838.48;   

695606.24, 8073343.11;   696249.51,  8071053.98;   716543.57,  8071199.43; 

695479.78,  8068002.78;  707183.31,  8067194.77;   686124.51, 8074120.26;   

682274.92,  8066890.94;   684075.37,  8065622.45; 707300.16,  8067245.93;   

716499.27,  8071156.64   696249.51, 8071053.98;   704075.35,  8067592.20;   
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707183.31,  8067194.77; 696895.62,  8060714.15;   673321.48,  8059016.30;   

680872.89, 8062363.61;   665011.08,  8062617.56;   666638.46,  8059669.28; 

666638.46,  8059669.28;  671579.24,  8059983.57;   671198.07, 8058765.17;   

671198.07,  8058765.17;   684075.37,  8065622.45; 684790.92,  8058357.60;   

680127.06,  8054238.67;  678852.01, 8048481.43;   679917.04,  8054178.44;   

680097.64,  8054198.00; 678829.47,  8045802.49;   669835.34,  8045775.01;   

687707.43, 8095712.47;   684964.10,  8086551.17;   680675.96,  8078730.03; 

686049.61,  8076400.10; 688349.50,  8101641.53;   680097.64,  8054198.00;   

681507.54,  8053002.04; 680127.06,  8054238.67;   681548.99,  8052998.78;   

688381.63,  8055283.73; 

6. GOKWE-COPPER QUEEN  

 

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Sanyati 

river       and Mushove river, then up to the Sanyati river    to its confluence 

with Munyati river , then generally southwards up the Munyati river    to its 

confluence with Mudzongwe river, then up the Mudzongwe and Mavirivi river   

s to Leopord Dam, then generally northwards through Chibururu mountain to 

Chidohwe hill then south-westwards along Chimwavaenzi hills to the 

intersection of the Ume river    and the District boundary, then generally north-

westwards along Ume river    to its confluence with Denda river,  then 

eastwards along Denda river and  the watershed at the source of Denda and 

Mbumbudzi river, then north-eastwards along Mbumbudzi rivers, then river    

to its intersection with Farm 212 copper Queen purchase area, then 

northwards down the Bvubvudze river    to its intersection with the southern 

boundary of Gandavaroyi Communal Land, then north-eastwards along the 

said boundary to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 
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707300.16, 8067245.93;   711944.61,  8061835.80;   712825.37,  8060462.80;   

722643.54, 8073714.53;   727036.15,  8065931.11;   719499.68,  8061830.02;   

712825.37, 8060462.80;   732447.41,  8059884.76;   733755.59,  8067817.51;   

728965.31, 8075425.00;   719499.68,  8061830.02;   728688.38,  8059741.53;   

712825.37, 8060462.80;   716013.17,  8055326.43;   716384.38,  8054611.24;   

732145.18, 8054101.85;   716384.38,  8054611.24;   717229.64,  8052881.48;   

717229.64, 8052881.48;   717673.23,  8046681.49;   732145.18,  8054101.85;   

741262.58, 8051248.97;   743915.76,  8046403.81;   717815.28,  8046197.06;   

726198.35, 8050587.86;   717673.23,  8046681.49;   743915.76,  8046403.81;   

743915.76, 8046403.81;   735562.97,  8040946.62;   726280.65,  8037936.84;   

720727.50, 8033684.56;   718328.09,  8044327.66;   720515.34,  8034661.52;   

720727.50, 8033684.56;   721653.79,  8029560.02;   742405.33,  8028047.96;   

721653.79, 8029560.02;   729553.12,  8029366.72;   736827.46,  8027820.04;   

722914.83, 8023750.37;   714053.06,  8022036.34;   711882.85,  8020311.84;   

694633.00, 8022070.41;   698505.05,  8019123.49;   698634.94,  8018986.82;   

711333.12, 8019136.87;   698634.94,  8018986.82;   703934.99,  8016024.97;   

705157.51, 8014154.49;   725265.20,  8012938.08;   723131.77,  8022703.90;   

722914.83,  8023750.37;   694245.62,  8022766.84. 

7. GOKWE-KANA  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of Lutope 

river    and Chirisa safari area boundary and Malundu river, then south 

eastwards along the old game fence to its intersection with a track road from 

Matimasimbi D.A’s camp, then north-eastwards through the Low Dyke along 

the said trackroad to its intersection with Sengwa river, then generally 

eastwards along Sengwa river    to its intersection with the game fence, then 

southwards along the game fence to its intersection with  Lutope river, then 

eastwards along Lutope river    to its intersection with the Mafungabusi Forest 

land, then southwards, eastwards, north-eastwards, eastwards, south-

eastwards and north-eastwards along the said forest land boundary to a point 

directly to the north of the source of Somaqaqana river, then southwards along 
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the Somaqaqana river    to its intersection with the Gokwe South District 

boundary, then westwards along the District boundary and along the Kana 

river, to its intersection with the western boundary of Kana Communal Land 

then northwards along the District boundary to its intersection with a track 

road just after the cattle fence crossing the District boundary, then eastwards 

along the track road to its intersection with Lutope river , then northeastwards 

along Lutope river    to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

620538.64, 7986694.60;   629508.96,  7981102.33;   621353.14,  7986371.18;   

644784.11, 7978521.91;   638980.34,  7981292.00;   630702.85,  7982018.22;   

646537.05, 7978275.06;   618857.05,  7987863.26;   616958.00,  7982765.24;   

614754.64, 7973857.60;   606586.94,  7971185.66;   605779.59,  7970958.40;   

605783.30, 7970173.60;   605699.27,  7965676.72;   629508.96,  7981102.33;   

627966.56, 7972995.06;   630421.81,  7964065.28;   630319.09,  7963638.78;   

647060.47, 7963113.40;   642965.58,  7962919.40;   641807.36,  7962704.02;   

636272.28, 7962509.04;   636272.28,  7962509.04;   624068.83,  7961611.19;   

614946.84, 7964469.44;   606858.94,  7970239.26;   626963.65,  7954161.96;   

647995.59, 7953255.35;   638060.37,  7953810.61;   628116.66,  7954138.80;   

667132.26, 7952894.21;   657251.31,  7952656.72;   605699.27,  7965676.72;   

605623.81, 7955720.27;   605483.71,  7949209.58;   605483.71,  7949209.58;   

614080.68, 7949422.84;   621208.28,  7948257.18;   622346.45,  7948315.18;   

624579.07, 7954302.80;   649510.39,  7947152.47;   605779.59,  7970958.40;   

630319.09, 7963638.78;   682730.71,  7951181.47;   642965.58,  7962919.40;   

647995.59, 7953255.35;   643849.36,  7960993.04. 
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8. GOKWE-NEMBUDZIYA  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Bvumbvudze river    with the southern boundary of Gandavaroyi Communal 

land, then southwards up the Bvumbudze River    to the north-western beacon 

of Farm 226 Copper Queen Purchase Area, then further southwards and 

south-westwards along the said  river    to a watershed between the sources of 

Bvumbudzi and Denda river   s, then westwards along the Denda River    to its 

confluence with Ume River, then south-eastwards along the Ume River    to its 

intersection with the District Boundary, then north-westwards along the 

District boundary to intersection with Kahwa river    then north-eastwards 

along Kahwa river    to its confluence with Ume river, then eastwards and 

southwards along Ume river    to its confluence with Kantamba river    then 

eastwards along Kaongo river    to the watershed between Kaongo and Chota 

river   s, then north-eastwards along Chota river    up to its intersection with 

the game fence, then south-eastwards along the Game fence to the starting 

point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator 

(UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

718328.09, 8044327.66;   702274.34,  8043576.87;   707697.49,  8049241.52;   

698998.73, 8047767.78;   678829.47,  8045802.49;   678057.13,  8037665.42;   

678788.79, 8035611.33;   705195.44,  8035730.09;   712219.34,  8051017.82;   

705195.44, 8035730.09;   713034.73,  8041084.09;   712445.83,  8050104.05;   

684373.32, 8038243.50;   688543.53,  8035445.74;   689943.61,  8034183.10;   

681613.63, 8052546.29;   693570.53,  8041744.00;   681613.63,  8052546.29;   

682360.41, 8050363.65;   682155.14,  8050168.96;   683658.40,  8045026.16;   

689043.38, 8042159.25;   682155.14,  8050168.96;   680127.06,  8054238.67;   

681548.99, 8052998.78;   694192.42,  8022708.12;   694237.45,  8022757.82;   
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694245.62, 8022766.84;   694245.62,  8022766.84;   703232.73,  8024877.23;   

711556.55,  8020208.63. 

 

9. GOKWE-NENYUNGA  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of the 

Provincial boundary and Chirisa Safari Area, generally northwards along the 

Provincial boundary to the confluence of Sengwa and Mutora river   s, then 

eastwards along the provincial boundary to its intersection with Ume river, 

then south eastwards, north-eastwards along the provincial boundary to its 

intersection with the Mwadza river, then south-westwards along Mwadza river    

to a watershed on the source of Mwadza and Watsanya river   s, then further 

southeastwards along Watsanya river, then south-westwards along the 800m 

counter line through Venganayi Village to Chikowa river, then further south-

westwards along Chikowa river    to its confluence with Ume River, then along 

Ume river    south-eastwards to its confluence with Katswanzwa river , then 

southwards along Katswanzwa river    to the Gokwe South/North District 

boundary, then south-westwards along Nyaruhwe Hills to the confluence of 

Sesame and Gadzi rivers, then north-westwards along Sesame river; to the 

District boundary; then north-westwards along the District boundary, then 

generally south-westwards along the northern boundary of the Chirisa Safari 

boundary area to the starting point. This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

682081.49, 8095992.03;   676938.00,  8094659.10;   675820.23,  8092731.89;   

652939.18, 8078988.51;   643166.29,  8077343.75;   636050.36,  8076482.87;   

664083.44, 8074491.23;   664974.26,  8066369.98;   665011.08,  8062617.56;   

665011.08, 8062617.56;   672235.83,  8068969.69;   678493.93,  8075728.02;   

625713.30, 8040175.59;   625908.61,  8042458.20;   646438.45,  8060675.15;   

654407.20, 8071942.67;   659846.60,  8067189.49;   660046.75,  8058490.56;   
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659094.14, 8049959.30;   624023.56,  8042247.57   616694.23,  8038871.96;   

614297.18, 8030774.45;   633971.06,  8037856.54;   625908.61,  8042458.20;   

633971.06, 8037856.54   632818.80,  8075822.02;   630185.36,  8067414.97;   

628223.24, 8061599.25;   630012.58,  8061114.53;   633347.10,  8061376.69;   

635935.71, 8061370.86;   635935.71,  8061370.86;   639383.63,  8061535.77;   

639722.44, 8060927.93;   648023.91,  8061047.92;   651965.55,  8065711.69;   

654407.20, 8071942.67;   639722.44,  8060927.93;   646438.45,  8060675.15;   

628223.24, 8061599.25;   628364.18,  8060356.91;   628364.18,  8060356.91;   

669835.34, 8045775.01;   665871.66,  8053235.44;   628364.18,  8060356.91;   

629175.67, 8056551.79;   629175.67,  8056551.79;   632687.20,  8051396.96;   

634220.26, 8050793.64;   648023.91,  8061047.92;   654047.27,  8053821.52;   

647424.75, 8048683.63;   646320.77,  8045246.79;   652939.18,  8078988.51;   

654126.05, 8073015.25;   634220.26,  8050793.64;   640107.15,  8046129.76;   

642677.53, 8040801.95;   629175.67,  8056551.79;   626963.48,  8047701.36;   

624023.56, 8042247.57;   646320.77,  8045246.79;   655224.61,  8047715.00;   

657541.01, 8045429.76;   642677.53,  8040801.95;   659061.74,  8039821.10;   

667377.48, 8044564.94;   657541.01,  8045429.76;   627000.01,  8031219.86;   

633476.09, 8036658.38;   633971.06,  8037856.54;   615633.16,  8027543.64;   

624366.24, 8029296.18;   627000.01,  8031219.86. 

 

10. GOKWE-MAPFUNGAUTSI  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Munyati 

and Mudzongwe river   s, then south-eastwards up the Munyati river    to its 

confluence with Ngondoma river, then southwards and south-westwards along 

the Ngondoma river    to its confluence with Seshango tributary, then further 

west, northwest and westwards along the District boundary to its inter section 

with Somaqaqala river, up that river    to its source direct to a point on the 

southern boundary of Mafungabusi forest land, then eastwards 

southeastwards and north-eastwards along the said forest land boundary to its 
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intersection with the Gokwe-Kwekwe Road, then generally northwards along 

the said road to Manquma Village, then north-eastwards through the village 

and along the Gwanyika river    to the 1200m counterline, then north-

westwards along the meandering Mafungabusi Escarpment to its intersection 

with an unnamed tributary of Senvekwa river, then south-westwards to the 

junction of the Gokwe-Kwekwe Road and the unnamed road to the south of the 

Gokwe-Kwekwe Road, then north-westwards along that road to its intersection 

with the south-eastern beacon of the Gokwe South Town boundary, then 

north-eastwards, north-westwards and south-westwards to its intersection 

with the Gokwe-Nemangwe Road, then further south-westwards along the 

northwestern boundary of the Gokwe South Town to its intersection with 

Chimvura river, then north-westwards along the said River    to its confluence 

with Sesame river, then westwards down Sesame river    to its confluence with 

Ganye river, then north-eastwards along the escarpment to the District 

boundary, then further north-eastwards along the said boundary to Denamwe 

Hill, then southwards and eastwards along the said boundary to the starting 

point.  This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator 

(UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

716434.47, 7992617.96;   716657.99,  7992990.76;   730544.35,  7988853.43;   

726457.06, 7985014.24;   722973.89,  7982995.06;   721579.68,  7988192.55;   

722973.89, 7982995.06;   722991.98,  7982967.83;   722991.98,  7982967.83;   

728610.77, 7980841.25;   731416.46,  7977385.92;   731258.24,  7975085.20;   

716635.62, 7979601.80;   712329.74,  7979478.99;   731258.24,  7975085.20;   

723192.37, 7972495.89;   720858.11,  7968057.35;   744233.13,  7966547.84;   

740650.37, 7968823.38;   736479.04,  7971888.64;   735438.56,  7975895.16;   

731216.22, 7972119.30;   751867.11,  7973127.69;   744990.85,  7967323.96;   

744233.13, 7966547.84;   745862.98,  7959679.02;   742436.07,  7957881.27;   

737289.00, 7960408.21;   734529.31,  7962643.94;   732067.87,  7961291.55;   

730707.14, 7960785.50;   734529.31,  7962643.94;   730707.14,  7960785.50;   
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730130.47, 7960294.64;   730130.47,  7960294.64;   721510.57,  7962686.96;   

755096.36, 7958795.80;   752808.85,  7966372.56;   730130.47,  7960294.64;   

735276.06, 7957604.24;   735058.02,  7956638.58;   753056.74,  7953678.53;   

752079.77, 7952555.08;   751327.50,  7949862.56;   735058.02,  7956638.58;   

739825.11, 7951073.70;   748340.40,  7952787.07;   716893.03,  7992879.33;  

716657.99, 7992990.76;   733449.90,  8007726.62;   716611.21,  7993365.01;   

723169.83, 7997945.14;   727960.67,  8000769.80;   731347.10,  8005691.98;   

715777.92, 7990974.06;   716689.00,  7992976.06;   715771.19,  7990982.23;   

702440.29, 7983883.52;   705234.05,  7985666.28;   707265.94,  7985604.96;   

708465.63, 7984801.10;   702734.94,  7983221.31;   705245.75,  7985647.55;   

707718.29, 7983119.91;   735144.56,  8014205.89;   730150.42,  8013117.20;   

730168.89, 8012771.70;   730168.89,  8012771.70;   726925.89,  8013223.87;   

725265.20, 8012938.08;   721090.77,  8012010.34;   720272.18,  8011582.98;   

720272.18, 8011582.98;   716425.42,  8009509.55;   716425.42,  8009509.55;   

734452.46, 8003616.43;   733449.90,  8007726.62;   712419.22,  7994309.63;   

714622.11, 7996861.64;   731643.42,  7994166.95;   714622.11,  7996861.64;   

716272.34, 7994887.41;   726219.59,  7990898.17;   716272.34,  7994887.41;   

714716.92, 7991635.31;   714963.42,  7991080.82;   706564.86,  7995749.97;   

709277.74, 7994723.33;   710787.75,  7989911.77;   721736.74,  7992033.48;   

724162.40, 7990531.74;   714963.42,  7991080.82;   716434.47,  7992617.96;   

724162.40, 7990531.74;   720887.08,  7989253.09;   721579.68,  7988192.55;   

710787.75, 7989911.77;   712238.90,  7996729.71;   723672.37,  7986443.62;   

729893.53, 7989657.27;   730544.35,  7988853.43;   720887.08,  7989253.09.  

 

11. GOKWE-SASAME  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Gadzi 

and Sesame river   s, then north-eastwards,  through the Nyaruhwa hills, then 

southeastwards, north-eastwards and southwards along the District boundary 

to its intersection with Mabviriri river, then generally south wards along the 
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foothill of the Mafungabusi plateau to its intersection with an unnamed 

tributary of Mudzongwe river, then south-westwards direct into the Sesame 

river    near Bora dam, then north-westwards along Sesame river    to its 

confluence with chimvura river, then southwards along Chimvura river    to its 

intersection with the Gokwe South Town board boundary, then south-

westwards, south-eastwards and southwards along the said boundary to its 

intersection with Gokwe-Charama road, then generally westwards and north-

westwards along the Gokwe-Charama road to its intersection with the road 

from Sesame mission, then north-eastwards along the road to Sesami mission 

to its intersection with foothills of Charama plateau, then generally westwards 

along the said plateau to the source of Pokwe river    before the D.A’S camp, 

then generally northwards along the said river    to its intersection with the 

Game fence, then westwards along the Game fence to its intersection with 

Bopota river, then northwards along Bopota river    to its intersection with the 

District boundary which is the starting point. This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

 698965.87, 8001480.37;   696509.29,  8000488.50;   696120.78,  7997672.18   

673347.58, 8013145.91;   711333.12,  8019136.87;   707611.88,  8014573.85;   

678289.98, 8002371.65;   682773.77,  8009297.51;   686441.29,  8012175.30;   

705157.51, 8014154.49;   702728.25,  8009837.31;   702728.25,  8009837.31;   

694889.72, 8014542.74;   715273.75,  8009194.08;   714765.66,  8013203.14;   

712473.99, 8013848.32;   712827.13,  8017836.56;   673347.58,  8013145.91;   

669686.28, 8006528.04;   666296.37,  8006281.45;   708787.98,  7999536.69;   

709095.30, 8004547.26;   715415.24,  8007163.09;   712319.30,  8008743.39;   

666296.37, 8006281.45;   668062.00,  8015574.60;   658759.37,  8014564.84;   

655002.50, 8011373.44;   653491.32,  8003389.16;   652824.70,  8002520.38;   

702728.25, 8009837.31;   698881.30,  8006532.48;   696120.78,  7997672.18;   

692588.27, 8004895.10;   659061.74,  8039821.10;   660867.89,  8034280.30;   

660867.89, 8034280.30;   663986.00,  8030167.54;   664057.33,  8026512.34;   
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685263.71, 8022446.02;   681585.36,  8029532.44;   664057.33,  8026512.34;   

662657.14, 8019874.61;   662155.97,  8018920.77;   664057.33,  8026512.34;   

666963.85, 8022385.93;   666963.85,  8022385.93;   671703.50,  8030668.00;   

677000.22, 8024773.24;   680631.91,  8020827.08;   685263.71,  8022446.02;   

691642.48, 8016405.48;   685288.53,  8022418.52;   662155.97,  8018920.77;   

658759.37, 8014564.84;   680631.91,  8020827.08;   675512.40,  8014898.50;   

690057.86, 8003251.64;   689111.65,  8002451.85;   666296.37,  8006281.45;   

662422.82, 8002444.90;   706564.86,  7995749.97;   709841.70,  7999415.02;   

710440.26, 8002713.75;   689111.65,  8002451.85;   684867.81,  7996414.97;   

680474.07, 7993076.39;   670962.98,  7993675.29;   677005.06,  8000080.74;   

680474.07, 7993076.39;   677474.04,  7998315.82;   696120.78,  7997672.18;   

692438.81, 7995019.38;   698981.42,  7992271.98;   699991.08,  7992273.87;   

699991.08, 7992273.87;   705432.71,  7995062.86;   702734.94,  7983221.31;   

700358.26, 7991471.48. 

 

12. GOKWE-SENGWA  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Gadzi 

river    and Bopota river    on the Gokwe North/Gokwe South District 

boundary,then southwards along the Bopota river    to its intersection with the 

Game fence, then eastwards along the Game fence to its intersection with 

Pohwe river, then generally southwards along Pohwe river    to its source and 

further southwards into the Charama Plateau to the east of the D.A’s camp, 

then generally eastwards along the Charama plateau to its intersection with 

the road to Sesame mission then south-westwards along the said road to its 

intersection with Gokwe-Charama road, then south-eastwards along the said 

road to its intersection with the Gokwe-Sai road, then southwestwards through 

the Kwavanyangau Plateau into an unnamed tributary of Sengwa river, then 

further southwestwards along the said tributary to its confluence with Sengwa 

river, then southwards along another unnamed tributary of the same river    on 
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the southern banks to its intersection with a trackroad, then south-eastwards 

along the trackroad to its junction with the Mateta road then south-westwards 

along Mateta road to its intersection with a trackroad, then further south-

westwards along the same trackroad to its intersection with Rutope river    so 

as to include Bopoma rapids, then generally westwards along the Rutope river    

to its intersection with the game fence, then northwards along the game fence 

to its intersection with Sengwa river, then eastwards along the Sengwa river    

to its intersection with an unnamed track road, then south-westwards along 

the track road through the Low Dyke to its intersection with the Old Game 

fence, then north-westwards along the old game fence to its intersection with 

the Chirisa safari area boundary, then Lutope river, then southwards along 

Lutope river    to a trackroad that crosses the Saia river, then westwards along 

the said trackroad to the District boundary, then generally northwards and 

north-eastwards along the District boundary to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

650703.97, 8003431.17;   652824.70,  8002520.38;   650703.97,  8003431.17;   

650720.66, 8000071.52;   650655.66,  8000047.99;   662422.82,  8002444.90;   

658305.00, 8000789.99;   655227.59,  8001425.13;   650655.66,  8000047.99;   

653473.99, 7998351.12;   667385.83,  7997872.49;   663766.73,  7999287.77;   

646795.43, 8006789.71;   637749.14,  8004127.06;   634968.36,  7997658.13;  

670962.98, 7993675.29;   669265.39,  7996444.59;   668620.78,  7999637.12;   

653473.99, 7998351.12;   649408.97,  7992336.20;   651520.12,  7989360.96;   

673300.89, 7987862.98;   674940.53,  7995139.55;   634968.36,  7997658.13;   

642215.44, 7991560.08;   649299.31,  7986996.14;   651976.18,  7987512.03;   

618857.05, 7987863.26;   651520.12,  7989360.96;   634968.36,  7997658.13;   

630073.36, 7989705.27;   621840.23,  7987104.04;   651976.18,  7987512.03;   

650311.45, 7980927.77;   617012.39,  7989104.78;   608349.20,  7987539.79;   

605462.52, 7983458.02;   650311.45,  7980927.77;   647433.37,  7978398.71;   

667040.46, 7977864.26;   671437.52,  7985455.81;   647433.37,  7978398.71;   
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647433.37, 7978398.71;   651615.02,  7977124.93;   652162.62,  7976643.24;   

652162.62, 7976643.24;   659022.98,  7976995.04;   662263.10,  7976026.00;   

662263.10, 7976026.00;   646537.05,  7978275.06;   649275.46,  7969678.35;   

647060.47, 7963113.40;   665663.73,  7962521.99;   668974.05,  7971169.69;   

670667.47, 7972069.54;   650072.81,  7962314.42;   658888.78,  7962125.97;   

647060.47, 7963113.40;   605462.52,  7983458.02;   605612.29,  7973521.24;   

670667.47, 7972069.54;   660366.36,  7986881.84;   660773.39,  7996820.97;   

658824.94,  7986835.13;   651976.18,  7987512.03. 

13. GWERU URBAN  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the northernmost beacon 

of Brackenhurt Township, proceeding southeastwards along the north-eastern 

boundaries of the following properties so as to include them Brackenhurst 

Township of Christmas Gift Extension, Bethlehem and Christmas Gift 

extension to the eastern most beacon of the latter, then generally north-

eastwards and south-eastwards along the boundaries of the following 

properties so as to include them, northwestern and northeastern boundaries of 

Ridgemont, northwestern boundaries of Lot 69 of the Umsungwe Block, 

northwestwards eastern, and south-eastern in boundaries of Ridgemont 

Township 7, then northeastern and south-eastern  boundaries of Lot 2 of Lot 

61 of the Umsungwe Block, the north-eastern boundaries of Lots 3-5 Harben 

Park Township 2, north-western and north-western boundaries of Lot 60 of the 

Umsungwe Block then north-western and north-eastern boundaries of 

Greenvale of Bickford, the north-eastern and south-eastern boundaries of the 

Remainder of Brickford of Umsungwe block, the north eastern boundaries of 

Lot 19A of the Umsungwe Block and subdivision A of, Harben Park Township 

2, then south-western boundaries of Lot 17 of the Harben Park Township 2, 

Lot 15 A the Umsungwe Block, Lots 14, 13, and 12 Harben Park Township 2 to 

the northernmost beacon of Lot 27 of Gwelo Small Holdings; then generally 

westwards and south-westwards along the boundaries of the following 

properties so as to exclude them, the northern boundaries of Lots 27 and 25 
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Gwelo Small Holdings north-western boundary of Lot 25 of Gwelo Small 

Holdings, the western boundary of Lot 24 of Gwelo Small Holding, then north-

eastern north-western and southwestern boundaries of Lingfield, the north-

western and south-western boundaries of Cowfold and southwestwards along 

the southwestwards boundaries of Lot 9 and 10 of Laverton Estate to its 

intersection with the Shurugwi Road, then southwards along the road to the 

south-eastern, then southwards to the south-eastern beacon of Lot 6 of 

Randolph, then north-westwards along the south-eastern boundaries of Lots 6-

1 Randolph so as to include them, Circles it and proceeding further north-

westwards along the property boundaries of Lots 8 and 7 Churchill Estate, 

then following the property of Churchill Estate 8, 13,16,17 and 18 so as to 

include them then south-westwards along the southern boundary of Lot 18 of 

Churchill, then north-westwards along the southern boundaries of Lot E of 

Nieuports, Lot 6, 5, 99, 100 and 101 of Mearnsville, Lots 18-21 of Dayslford, 

Mimosa, Pattersonia, Blighty and Mambo Press, then south-westwards along 

the south-eastern boundary of Gwelo Township Lands to the south-western 

beacon of the Stateland, then northwestwards along the south-western 

boundary of Gwelo Township Lands to the easternmost beacon of Crossways of 

Clydesdale, then generally southwestwards, north-eastwards along the 

boundaries of the following properties so as to include them, the southern  

boundaries of crossways and Belton of Clydesdale, Mimosa Creek extension 

and Somabula the south western and north-western boundaries of Somabula, 

then South-western and north-western boundaries of the remaining of 

Clydesdale to its northern most beacon, then south-eastwards and generally 

northeastwards along the boundaries of the following properties so as to 

exclude them south-western, southeastern, eastern and north-western 

boundaries of Mkoba Township, then north-eastwards to the intersection of 

property boundary of Lot 31 of Gwelo Small Holdings and Hamutyineyi Road, 

then further north east to the south-eastern beacon of Lot 31 A of Montrose 

Estate, then north-westwards, north-eastwards and south-eastwards along the 

boundary of Lot 31.  A Montrose Estate  Lower Gweru, to  Hamutyineyi roads; 
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then south-eastwards along Hamutyineyi Road to north western beacon of 

Shamrock Park, then southwards, eastwards and northwards along the 

boundaries of Shamrock Park so as to exclude it then along Hamutyineyi road 

to its intersection with Matobo Road, then north-westwards along Matobo Road 

to its intersection with the Major power line, then south-westwards along the 

powerlines to the southeastern beacon of Lot 12 of Montrose Estate, then 

north-westwards along the western boundaries of Lots 12-1 of Montrose Estate 

then north-eastwards along the northeastern boundary of Gwelo Small Holding 

33, then northwestwards to north-western beacon of Gwelo Small Holdings 33, 

then north-eastwards along the south eastern boundary of Brooklands, then 

north-eastwards to the intersection of the Gweru River    and the Municipal 

boundary then eastwards along the south-eastern boundary of Lot 37 Gwelo 

Small Holdings then north eastern wards along the south-eastern boundaries 

of Lot 37 and 38 of Gwelo Small Holdings, then north-eastwards along the 

south-eastern boundaries of Lot 37 and 38B of Gwelo Small Holdings to the 

north-easternmost beacon of Lot 38B Gwelo Small Holdings then north-

eastwards along the south-eastern boundary of Hertfordshire to the starting 

point. This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator 

(UTM) zone 35 South (s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) 

coordinates: 

793339.39, 7849779.63;   793339.39,  7849779.63;   793356.57,  7849814.00   

801711.97, 7850446.83;   796254.92,  7848355.37;   796029.72,  7847570.05;   

795941.78, 7847263.42;   798110.55,  7845490.02;   801299.28,  7843830.84   

795105.97, 7855588.58;   797380.84,  7843378.22;   797886.32,  7844995.62;   

798013.32, 7845068.99;   798013.32,  7845068.99;   797294.96,  7845548.38;   

797294.96, 7845548.38;   796502.14,  7846232.37;   796502.14,  7846232.37;   

796254.67, 7845445.26;   796254.67,  7845445.26;   795270.99,  7845510.57;   

795270.99, 7845510.57;   794866.60,  7845206.58;   794350.68,  7844936.56;   

792824.58, 7845239.03;   792824.58,  7845239.03;   791583.04,  7845372.50;   

797886.32, 7844995.62;   794866.60,  7845206.58;   796029.72,  7847570.05;   
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796029.72, 7847570.05;   795463.76,  7847822.94;   795463.76,  7847822.94;   

794660.63, 7848183.76   794660.63,  7848183.76;   794746.56,  7847870.98;   

794746.56, 7847870.98;   794227.55,  7847644.12;   794227.55,  7847644.12;   

793063.44, 7847625.79;   792599.02,  7850899.20;   792734.45,  7850858.26;   

792734.45, 7850858.26;   792761.95,  7850823.88;   792761.95,  7850823.88;   

792710.39, 7850772.33;   792710.39,  7850772.33;   792710.39,  7850744.83;   

792710.39, 7850744.83;   792751.63,  7850748.27;   792751.63,  7850748.27;   

792789.44, 7850686.40;   792789.44,  7850686.40;   792871.93,  7850662.34;   

792871.93, 7850662.34;   792913.18,  7850432.05;   792913.18,  7850432.05;   

793150.34, 7850084.89;   793150.34,  7850084.89;   793191.59,  7850081.46;   

793191.59, 7850081.46;   793390.95,  7849710.88;  792327.89,  7847311.09;   

791716.08, 7846957.06;   791716.08,  7846957.06;   790640.77,  7846671.78;   

791583.04, 7845372.50;   790217.48,  7844355.79;   790217.48,  7844355.79;   

789366.91, 7844702.94;   791583.04,  7845372.50;   791228.78,  7845359.44;   

791228.78, 7845359.44;   790018.38,  7845098.35;   789366.91,  7844702.94;   

790018.38, 7845098.35;   788268.06,  7844429.90;   791085.74,  7839559.62. 

 

14. KWEKWE CENTRAL  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of Sebakwe 

and Kwekwe rivers; then south-eastwards along Sebakwe River  to its 

intersection with the Harare-Bulawayo railway line then southwards along the 

railway line to its intersection with the Sebakwe river  tributary; then south-

eastwards along the Sebakwe river    tributary to its intersection with the 

railway avenue then south- westwards along the railway avenue to its 

intersection with Mvuma road then westwards along Mvuma road to its 

intersection with railway strip 446 then south wards along the railway strip 

446 to its intersection with the boundary of Triangle farm, then north-

westwards along the boundary of Triangle farm to its junction with the 

boundary of sunrising farm then south-eastwards along the boundary of 
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sunrising farm to the south–western most beacon of sunrising farm so as to 

exclude the Triangle and sunrising farm, then north-westwards, south wards, 

north-westwards, north-eastwards, northwards, westwards, northwards, 

westwards, south-westwards, north–westwards, south-westwards along the 

Kwekwe City Council boundary to its junction with Kwekwe River, then 

generally northwards along Kwekwe River    to the starting point.  This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

798198.97, 7909340.61;   799251.24,  7907574.11;   799078.79,  7905987.46;   

799078.79, 7905987.46;   798180.41,  7903613.02;   798180.41,  7903613.02;   

797826.09, 7903689.43;   795898.82,  7903689.95;   794527.11,  7904730.57;   

793278.85, 7902962.33;   792602.01,  7905185.38;   791351.49,  7904884.53;   

791351.49, 7904884.53;   792250.22,  7903471.55;   792602.01,  7905185.38;   

794278.09, 7906203.10;   794278.09,  7906203.10;   794270.81,  7904693.44;   

792602.01, 7905185.38;   793853.65,  7904592.50;   794900.20,  7904741.49;   

795898.82, 7903689.95;   796538.15,  7902278.14;   794527.11,  7904730.57;   

793853.65, 7904592.50;   793853.65,  7904592.50;   797826.09,  7903689.43;   

796947.08, 7900499.67;   787547.07,  7908366.56;   787847.82,  7906044.19;   

793278.85,  7902962.33. 

 

15. MBERENGWA EAST  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Mberengwa Communal Land boundary and Ngezi River    generally south-

eastwards along Ngezi River,to its confluence with Runde River, then generally 

south-eastwards along Runde river, which is the Provincial boundary to its 

intersection with Berejena / Matibi road, then south-westwards, southwards 

along the Provincial boundary to its intersection with Zvishavane-Rutenga 

railway line, then south-westwards so as to include Panela School, Remiti 

School to its intersection with an unnamed stream at the eastern side of 
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Shavahuru Mountain, then northwards so as to include Zikali Dam, Jena 

School to its intersection with Muchingwizi river,then westwards, northwards 

along Muchingwizi river    to its confluence with Gwehanga stream, then 

westwards, south-westwards along Gwehanga stream to its confluence with 

Shande river, then northwards along Shande River    to its confluence with 

Sibange River, then northwards along Sibange River    to its intersection with 

Mataka-Mberengwa road, then generally north-eastwards along the said road 

to its intersection with south eastern boundary of subdivision A of Brooklands 

and north-eastwards along the south eastern boundaries of subdivision A of 

Brooklands and remainder of Brooklands to the starting point. This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mecator (UTM) zone 35 South 

(s), based on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

845006.51,  7721846.49;   841749.80,  7718714.76;   826741.87,  

7726653.02;   824009.53,  7717948.92;   859509.93,  7715746.83;   

855582.20,  7720057.27;   859666.21,  7714966.64;   824009.53,  

7717948.92;   823117.34,  7715678.84;   855036.96,  7715141.75;   

834562.92,  7714635.63;   825774.87,  7716961.40;   834562.92,  7714635.63 

 

16. MBERENGWA NORTH  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection the 

eastern boundary of Gwatemba small scale commercial and the UTMshingwe 

River, then down the UTM Shingwe River    to its confluence with the Ngezi 

River, then down the Ngezi River    to its intersection with the eastern boundary 

of Brooklands , then southwards and south–westwards along the  eastern 

boundaries of Brooklands and subdivision A of Brooklands to the intersection 

of the latter boundary by the Mberengwa –Mataka road , then generally south-

eastwards along that road to its intersection by the Sibange and Sihande 

rivers; then down the Sibange River  past its intersection with Sihande River    

to its confluence with Mundi River, then North-westwards up the Mundi River 
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to its confluence with an unnamed River, then southwards up that unnamed 

river    passing through the northern side of Vumukwane School to a point 

proceeding southwards direct to the confluence of the Fondonye River    and an 

unnamed tributary,  and then south –westwards to the confluence of Mwenezi 

River, then south-westwards up the Mwenezi River    to its intersection with the 

southern boundary of Mberengwa Communal land, then south-westwards 

along Mwenezi River    to its confluence with an unnamed river  , then 

generally northwards, north-westwards along Mwenezi River    to its confluence 

with Chingezi River, then generally northwards along the Chingezi River    to its 

intersection with the Mberengwa Communal land boundary, then south-

westwards, north-westwards and south-westwards along the Mberengwa 

Communal land boundary to its intersection with the Provincial boundary, 

then north-west, south-west, north-west, north-east, north-west, north-east 

along the Provincial boundary to its intersection with the UTM Shingwe River, 

which is the starting point. An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

800675.09,  7738850.99;   801075.97,  7737898.90;   801075.97,  

7737898.90;   801827.62,  7736295.37;   801827.62,  7736295.37;   

801927.84,  7734792.07;   801927.84,  7734792.07;   801777.51,  

7733589.43;   801777.51,  7733589.43;   802078.17,  7733288.77;   

800725.50,  7731031.36;   797922.63,  7725980.55;   797876.02,  

7725889.58;   802078.17,  7733288.77;   797876.02,  7725889.58;   

793464.15,  7718719.17;   797876.02,  7725889.58;   805866.53,  

7725440.27;   810028.55,  7726534.05;   812833.93,  7722080.30;   

814793.87,  7715551.02;   820953.78,  7712414.18;   812833.93,  

7722080.30;   816186.71,  7717699.52. 
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17. MBERENGWA SOUTH  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Gwehanga and Shande river   s, then north-eastwards along Shande river    via 

Utsanana Business Centre to its confluence with Muchingwizi river, then 

southwards, eastwards along Muchingwizi river    to its intersection with an 

unnamed road, then southwards via the Peak of Rushangarumwe and 

Shavahuru mountains so as to exclude Jena School and Zikali Dam, then 

eastwards, north-eastwards along an unnamed road to Zvenhondo Mountains, 

then south-eastwards to the starting point. An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) zone 36 South (S), based on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) coordinates: 

839600.73, 7694337.00;   838134.66,  7700972.04;   829423.43,  7693942.46;   

847866.65, 7690883.91;   860274.64,  7690888.47;   852575.80,  7692067.22;   

818370.74, 7690531.85;   815975.14,  7690292.88;   839600.73,  7694337.00;   

834025.60, 7687750.98;   833645.34,  7686934.74;   833645.34,  7686934.74;   

829677.27, 7693602.38;   849627.76,  7684364.27;   815975.14,  7690292.88;   

808542.30, 7685057.72;   833645.34,  7686934.74;   835389.39,  7683386.48;   

849627.76, 7684364.27;   841975.58,  7682844.42;   841975.58,  7682844.42;   

842627.67, 7689619.11;   858882.02,  7681333.71;   819792.48,  7681233.74;   

819075.44, 7689776.81;   829423.43,  7693942.46;   824986.17,  7686150.79;   

858882.02, 7681333.71;   851999.36,  7683561.85;   827944.66,  7679574.22;   

818176.36, 7679402.73;   808542.30,  7685057.72;   816537.69,  7680053.35;   

827944.66, 7679574.22;   819138.60,  7678707.69;   819132.56,  7678707.57;   

818176.36, 7679402.73;   842125.86,  7677365.72;   835389.39,  7683386.48;   

841529.45, 7677619.95;   834462.62,  7671159.58;   831086.66,  7678110.52;   

819132.56, 7678707.57;   826056.21,  7673520.74;   834221.07,  7671166.14;   

848936.50, 7669966.35;   855777.83,  7675376.91;   834462.62,  7671159.58;   
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836702.06, 7670217.13;  842125.86,  7677365.72;   47917.01,  7672141.11;   

846893.20,  7669672.12. 

 

18. MBERENGWA WEST  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Mberengwa Communal Land boundary and the Provincial Boundary; then 

north-eastwards, south-west wards along the Mberengwa Communal land 

boundary to its intersection with Chingezi river, then generally southwards 

along Chingezi river  to its confluence with Mwenezi river, then generally south-

eastwards and southwards to its intersection with the Provincial boundary, 

then south-westwards along the Provincial boundary to its intersection with 

Mbembesi river, then generally north-eastwards along the Provincial boundary 

to its intersection with Mberengwa Communal Land boundary which is the 

starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates 

787909.73, 7710991.38;   779776.04,  7713663.06;   788168.90,  7699916.89;   

786787.71, 7706739.23;   789149.13,  7708364.64;   798173.19,  7696532.50;   

789324.35, 7699879.29;   786551.67,  7693852.49;   787809.80,  7699934.84;   

805477.24, 7693137.86;   777939.10,  7693232.57;   777939.10,  7693232.57;   

783229.20, 7690944.73;   786551.67,  7693852.49;   806043.90,  7692615.54;   

797329.08, 7690148.71;   795467.93,  7688258.93;   795467.93,  7688258.93;   

787597.73, 7693290.77;   806547.29,  7685006.39;   795467.93,  7688258.93;   

800494.03, 7684725.23;   800494.03,  7684725.23;   783229.20,  7690944.73;   

783867.07, 7683001.00;   784636.35,  7682302.05;   784636.35,  7682302.05;   

793347.50, 7683446.47;   783906.41,  7673066.43;   783745.06,  7681408.20;   

783842.46, 7673085.91;   775131.28,  7672481.17;   772039.06,  7679434.90;   

776170.52, 7687422.01;   783906.41,  7673066.43;   793281.50,  7673914.71;   

800588.23, 7680502.24;   789149.13,  7708364.64;   776499.67,  7704192.25;   
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777138.31, 7704351.44;   777138.31,  7704351.44;   778443.19,  7704225.17;   

778443.19, 7704225.17;   779327.14,  7703257.03;   779327.14,  7703257.03;   

779958.53, 7703341.22;   779958.53,  7703341.22;   780253.18,  7702120.52;   

780253.18, 7702120.52;   780842.48,  7701447.04;   780842.48,  7701447.04;   

781263.41, 7701825.87;   781263.41,  7701825.87;   782315.73,  7701657.50;   

782315.73, 7701657.50;   782905.03,  7701699.60;   782905.03,  7701699.60;   

783746.89, 7701783.78;   783746.89,  7701783.78;   784252.00,  7700941.92;   

784252.00, 7700941.92;   784209.91,  7700563.09;   784209.91,  7700563.09;   

784757.12, 7700226.35;   784757.12,  7700226.35;   786188.27,  7700015.88;   

786188.27, 7700015.88;   787809.80,  7699934.84;   788050.33,  7699922.82;   

788050.33, 7699922.82;   774057.52,  7692969.05;   767235.31,  7685657.58;   

759912.53, 7678891.06;   757608.67,  7674316.33;   767554.27,  7673274.71. 

 

19. MBIZO  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from a point where the 

Bulawayo –Harare railway line intersect with Sebakwe river; then generally 

eastwards along the boundary of Woodlands farm to the northern most beacon 

of Garibaldi farm, then south-westwards along the boundaries of Garibaldi 

farm, Purdown to the western most beacon of Purdown so as to exclude them; 

then south-westwards along the boundary of Aspdale Estate to its junction 

with the eastern most beacon of Triangle farm, then south-westwards along the 

southern boundary of sunrising farm to the south-western beacon of sunrising 

farm then north-westwards along the boundary of sunrising farm to its 

intersection with the Railway line so as to include the Triangle farm to its 

junction with the Railway strip 446 and further to its junction with Mvuma 

road then eastwards along the Mvuma road to its junction with the railway 

avenue then generally northwards along railway avenue to its junction with the 

tributary of Sebakwe river    then north-westwards along the tributary to its 

junction with the railway line then north-eastwards along the railway line to 
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the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates 

789525.85, 7880081.30;   796062.02,  7879749.68;   805030.84,  7882652.19;   

784089.83, 7890484.10;   788305.90,  7885236.84;   787393.12,  7902980.30;   

792979.02, 7899033.41;   797663.49,  7896851.99;   799610.09,  7912600.70;   

798418.42, 7911539.79;   800319.31,  7908116.19;   801794.59,  7908371.43;   

801621.43, 7911332.33;   801558.22,  7907955.85;   800886.72,  7904168.16;   

801558.22, 7907955.85;   800369.87,  7905622.61;   800369.87,  7905622.61;   

800036.92, 7906565.75;   800003.01,  7907882.30;   800003.01,  7907882.30;   

799251.24, 7907574.11;   799251.24,  7907574.11;   799149.17,  7906658.30;   

799078.79, 7905987.46;   800863.84,  7904158.30;   800863.84,  7904158.30;   

796947.08, 7900499.67;   801794.59,  7908371.43;   800036.92,  7906565.75;   

800319.31, 7908116.19;   801569.13,  7911570.15;   798418.42,  7911539.79;   

793278.85, 7902962.33;   801621.43,  7911332.33;   787847.82,  7906044.19. 

 

20. MKOBA  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the western-most beacon 

of stand 5811 Mkoba North Township of stand 1 of Mkoba North Township; 

then north-eastwards along the south-eastern boundaries of the following 

properties so as to exclude them urban Wilts and of Bucks of the Fife Scott 

Block to the northernmost beacon of the Remainder of Raylands Estate B, then 

south-eastwards to the north easternmost beacon of the Remainder of 

Raylands Estate B proceeding south-westwards and south-eastwards along the 

south-eastern and north-eastern boundaries of the same Remainder to its 

easternmost beacon, then south-eastwards along the south-western 

boundaries of Stateland and Gwelo Small Holdings 30, then north-eastwards 

along the eastern boundary of Gwelo Small Holdings 30 to the north 

easternmost beacon of Gwelo Small Holdings 30, then south-eastwards in a 
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straight line to the north-easternmost beacon of Lot 12 Montrose Estate, north-

eastwards along the major powerlines to the intersection with Matobo Road, 

then south-eastwards along Matobo road, Hamutyineyi Road intersection, then 

westwards along Hamutyineyi road to the north-eastern beacon of Shamrock 

Park then southwards, westwards and northwards along the Shamrock Park 

boundaries so as to include it, then north-westwards to the intersection of the 

Lower Gweru Road and Hamutyineyi Road, then northwestward, south-

westwards and south-eastwards along the boundaries of Lot 31A of Montrose 

Estate, then south-westwards along Hamutyineyi Road, then south-westwards 

to the eastern most beacon of stand 4002A Gwelo Township, then southwards 

along the western boundary of the industrial sites to its intersection with 

Bristol Road, then further south-eastwards along the boundary of Mkoba 11 

Township to the northeastern  beacon of Budiriro Primary School, then south-

westwards along an unnamed road to its intersection with the north-eastern 

boundary of the Remainder of Clydesdale, then north-westwards along the 

north-eastern boundary of the said Remainder to its intersection with the 

Municipal boundary, then north-eastwards along Mkoba Road to the 

southeastern beacon of stand 1450 (reserved school site) then westwards along 

the boundary of the said School site to its western most beacon proceeding 

along Mungwena Road to the south-easternmost Beacon of Stand 1361 Mkoba 

3 Township, then further westwards to the Chilimanzi road, then south-

westwards, eastwards along Chilimanzi Road up to its intersection with 

Nyamupingidza road so as to exclude the following Townships.  Mkoba 4, 5, 14, 

15 and 19 Townships, then south-westwards and north-westwards along 

Nyamupingidza Road to the westernmost beacon of stand 5811 which is the 

starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates 

 792843.87,7847890.67;   791988.02,  7848808.39;   791988.02,  7848808.39;   

791583.04, 7845372.50;   790921.29,  7846082.18;   790921.29,  7846082.18;   
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790921.29, 7846082.18;   789755.58,  7845487.01;   789029.69,  7845555.49;   

788913.50, 7845758.28;   788913.50,  7845758.28;   789755.58,  7845487.01;   

790018.38, 7845098.35;   788913.50,  7845758.28;   789947.26,  7846331.15;   

789947.26, 7846331.15;   789947.26,  7846331.15;   789607.81,  7846945.39;   

789607.81, 7846945.39;   788840.87,  7846795.16;   788840.87,  7846795.16;   

788629.22, 7846798.26;   788629.22,  7846798.26;   788625.96,  7846729.85;   

788625.96, 7846729.85;   788625.96,  7846729.85;   788629.22,  7846798.26;   

788674.91, 7847689.20;   788684.21,  7847870.65;   788674.91,  7847689.20;   

788674.91,  7847689.20;   793063.44,  7847625.79. 

 

21. REDCLIFF  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from a point on the confluence 

of Vungu and Shangani rivers south-eastwards along Vungu River    to its 

confluence with Ntobe river, then north-eastwards along Ntobe River    to the 

junction of an unnamed road then south-eastwards to the Middle point of 

south western boundary of farm 25 then north-westwards , north-eastwards, 

south-eastwards along the boundaries of Silobela Small Scale farms to its 

junction with Mavunasvimbo river    and its intersection with Kwekwe / Nkayi 

Road then generally eastwards along the Kwekwe /Nkayi Road to its 

intersection with Gweru River, then south-eastwards along Gweru River    to 

the western most beacon of State land then eastwards, north-westwards, 

eastwards, northwards, eastwards, north westwards, eastwards, south-

eastwards, eastwards, northwards, eastwards, southwards, south-eastwards, 

northwards, north-eastwards along the boundaries of Boulderwood, Honey bird 

farm, Ely, Lyndele, Amatomele, Roscobie, Maliami, Lot 1 of Maliami Lot 1 of 

(Arggie) Arrgyle, Basillon, Grasslands, River   lea to its junction with Kwekwe 

River    so as to include them, then southwards along Kwekwe River    to its 

intersection with the city of Kwekwe Council boundary then generally 

eastwards along the boundary of the City of Kwekwe to the northern most 
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beacon of Purdown then northwards along the boundary of wood lands to the 

confluence of Sebakwe River    and Mbembezaane River    then generally south-

eastwards along Mbembezaane River    to its intersection with the Gweru-

Kwekwe District boundary, then south wards, north westwards, south-

westwards, north-westwards, south-westwards, north-westwards, south-

westwards, north-westwards, south-westwards, north-westwards and south-

westwards along the District boundary to the Provincial boundary then north-

westwards, northwards along the Provincial boundary to the starting point.  An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates 

741134.40, 7901244.98;   735462.45,  7896350.30;   734902.92,  7895301.32;   

754174.57, 7882915.73;   749461.90,  7889724.03;   754100.30,  7882887.85;   

748199.88, 7880596.56;   741509.22,  7888007.56;   745189.72,  7878827.71;   

754174.57, 7882915.73;   763590.37,  7879564.42;   765512.12,  7878927.02;   

741427.17, 7876620.53;   733581.97,  7886908.93;   739974.90,  7879272.05;   

784089.83, 7890484.10;   791917.11,  7889747.07;   793739.83,  7891327.79;   

765512.12, 7878927.02;   775233.50,  7877077.15;   784501.48,  7880174.79;   

784152.22, 7896189.99;   784286.70,  7895210.18;   784152.22,  7896189.99;   

786202.46, 7896614.29;   788586.17,  7897677.84;   788122.20,  7898009.24;   

788122.20, 7898009.24;   787956.50,  7898406.92;   787956.50,  7898406.92;   

787658.24, 7898572.63;   787658.24,  7898572.63;   787558.82,  7899202.29;   

787558.82, 7899202.29;   787326.83,  7899633.12;   787326.83,  7899633.12;   

787393.12, 7900362.21;   787393.12,  7900362.21;   787525.68,  7901124.44;   

787525.68, 7901124.44;   787691.38,  7901654.68;   787691.38,  7901654.68;   

787393.12, 7901820.39;   787393.12,  7901820.39;   787393.12,  7902980.30;   

784286.70, 7895210.18;   784286.70,  7895210.18;   787118.32,  7895301.01;   

787118.32, 7895301.01;   787138.19,  7895499.76;   787138.19,  7895499.76;   

787327.01, 7895797.88;   787327.01,  7895797.88;   787048.76,  7896006.57;   

787048.76, 7896006.57;   786879.82,  7895797.88;   786879.82,  7895797.88;   

786720.82, 7895946.94;   786720.82,  7895946.94;   786442.57,  7895956.88;   
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786442.57, 7895956.88;   786561.82,  7896145.69;   786202.46,  7896614.29;   

786438.93, 7896663.22;   786561.82,  7896145.69;   787118.32,  7895301.01;   

787366.36, 7895310.93;   787615.19,  7895320.88;   787873.57,  7895012.82;   

787873.57, 7895012.82;   788082.26,  7895609.07;   788082.26,  7895609.07;   

787863.63, 7895728.32;   787515.82,  7895778.01;   787356.82,  7895509.69;   

787366.36, 7895310.93;   787356.82,  7895509.69;   787863.63,  7895728.32;   

787654.94, 7895996.63;   787654.94,  7895996.63;   787571.95,  7895866.22;   

787571.95, 7895866.22;   786438.93,  7896663.22;   786751.75,  7896727.96;   

787571.95, 7895866.22;   788082.26,  7895609.07;   788202.77,  7895735.32;   

788290.94, 7895827.70;   788748.07,  7896056.26;   788202.77,  7895735.32;   

786751.75, 7896727.96;   787197.58,  7896820.23;   788202.77,  7895735.32;   

787197.58, 7896820.23;   788619.01,  7897119.57;   788290.94,  7895827.70;   

788092.19, 7896165.57;   788092.19,  7896165.57;   788619.01,  7897119.57;   

788619.01, 7897119.57;   788718.26,  7896553.13;   788718.26,  7896553.13;   

791863.58, 7894822.88;   792300.83,  7894673.82;   792300.83,  7894673.82;   

792241.20, 7894465.13;   792241.20,  7894465.13;   792430.02,  7894206.76;   

792430.02, 7894206.76;   792688.39,  7894206.76;   792688.39,  7894206.76;   

792787.77, 7894266.38;   792787.77,  7894266.38;   793026.27,  7893988.13;   

793026.27, 7893988.13;   792887.14,  7893819.20;   792887.14,  7893819.20;   

792847.39, 7893719.82;   792847.39,  7893719.82;   793364.14,  7893481.32;   

793364.14, 7893481.32;   793582.77,  7893521.07;   793741.71,  7891301.55;   

798982.96, 7894269.63;   796825.61,  7895399.67;   793582.77,  7893521.07;   

792300.83, 7894673.82;   792420.08,  7894783.13;   792420.08,  7894783.13;   

792618.83, 7894773.20;   792618.83,  7894773.20;   792887.14,  7895061.38;   

792887.14, 7895061.38;   793125.64,  7895091.20;   793125.64,  7895091.20;   

793493.33, 7894892.45;   796825.61,  7895399.67;   793493.33,  7894892.45;   

791863.58, 7894822.88;   791608.76,  7894505.45;   787873.57,  7895012.82;   

788914.43, 7894751.97;   788914.43,  7894751.97;   789486.60,  7895045.79;   

789486.60, 7895045.79;   790012.38,  7895138.58;   790012.38,  7895138.58;   

790569.09, 7894875.69;   790569.09,  7894875.69;   791295.91,  7894489.09;   

791295.91, 7894489.09;   793739.83,  7891327.79. 
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22. SHURUGWI NORTH 

  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the south western most 

beacon of Zhaugwe Estate which is on the Shurugwi–Gweru district boundary, 

generally northwards along the Shurugwi district boundary to the intersection 

of Mapangogwe and Hyrcania Estate ,then north-eastwards, northwards, 

north-east wards, eastwards, north-eastwards, eastwards, north-eastwards, 

eastwards, southeastwards, eastwards, north-eastwards, south-eastwards, 

north-eastwards, south-eastwards, north-eastwards, south-eastwards, along 

the boundaries of Hyrcania Estate, Wall clause, Kurland, Safalo, Highlands, 

UTMebekwe, Elliote, Hilton, Chiltern, Royston, Austruther, Tangley Ranch, 

State Land so as to include them to the intersection with Ngezi River, then 

generally southwards along Ngezi River    to its intersection with Eastern most 

boundary of Missouri Ranch, then  westwards, south-westwards, northwards 

along the boundaries of Missouri Ranch to its north western most beacon, then 

westwards, south-eastwards, south-westwards along the boundaries of 

Inyagari so as to exclude it, then westwards along a farm road to its 

intersection with Tugwi river, then generally northwards along Tugwi river    to 

its intersection with the northern eastern boundary of Jobolinko small scale 

farm then westwards, southwards along Jobolinko small scale farm boundary 

south western beacon of the said small scale farm, then generally southwards 

along the unnamed stream to its confluence with Tugwana River, then north-

westwards along Tungwana River    to Mugumba Dam, then north-westwards 

along an unnamed stream to its confluence with another unnamed stream, 

then westwards along a track to its intersection with an unnamed stream, then 

south-westwards along the unnamed stream to its confluence with Musavezi 

River, then north-westwards along Musavezi River    to its confluence with 

Bwerondo River, then north-westwards along Zama-zama River    to its 

confluence with Zhazha River, then northwards along Zhazha River    to its 

confluence with Chimwanda River, then westwards along Chimwanda River    

to its intersection with the boundaries of Ifusi farm, then south-westwards, 
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southeastwards, northwestwards, southwestwards, north-westwards, south-

westwards, north-westwards, south-westwards along the boundaries of Ifusi, 

Donga, Hillingden (now Tokwe Resettlement), Irene, Selandi, Edwards farm, 

Outward bound, Impaluli so as to include them to its intersection with Impale 

River, then southwards along Impale River    to its confluence with Runde, then 

north-westwards along Runde River    to the north-eastern most beacon of 

Zhaugwe Estate, then south-west along the Zhaugwe Estate boundary to the 

starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates 

862736.01, 7848782.37;   861763.12,  7849783.71;   861763.12,  7849783.71;   

854281.35, 7843190.76;   854165.45,  7843103.75;   842461.53,  7841582.10;   

843438.04, 7836445.65;   843438.04,  7836445.65;   838071.34,  7837065.93;   

838071.34, 7837065.93;   830852.29,  7833683.02;   830505.23,  7832719.82;   

843438.04, 7836445.65;   843449.42,  7831716.71;   818049.13,  7830003.78;   

820745.37, 7839362.14;   823442.67,  7845133.74;   860421.41,  7829107.82;   

860242.52, 7837505.47;   861443.41,  7838261.21;   837665.52,  7828431.66;   

838042.95, 7836387.50;   860905.72,  7827665.80;   860422.34,  7829033.65;   

830505.23, 7832719.82;   829724.64,  7826356.56;   829724.64,  7826356.56;   

795825.91, 7821009.26;   805149.73,  7822285.21;   806311.25,  7828440.12;   

813832.54, 7831408.58;   843449.42,  7831716.71;   847281.91,  7824855.27;   

846858.04, 7823468.99;   846858.04,  7823468.99;   851901.42,  7828421.71;   

854213.67, 7828428.34;   831540.67,  7843785.28;   843417.50,  7820591.89;   

843425.19, 7830589.33;   843417.50,  7820591.89;   838665.70,  7826736.15;   

829724.64, 7826356.56   828728.99,  7818541.84;   843365.81,  7817139.16;   

843365.81, 7817139.16;   834899.12,  7820267.68;   843436.49,  7811592.96;   

832765.67, 7818240.41;   836402.59,  7810871.70;   836284.04,  7809619.19;   

818709.59, 7808212.91;   817042.65,  7813477.50;   836284.04,  7809619.19;   

843119.45, 7807727.95;   844069.70,  7807180.33;   795825.91,  7821009.26;   

794435.92, 7820470.57;   823442.67,  7845133.74;   819543.59,  7845829.07;   
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795392.46, 7822425.27;   794435.92,  7820470.57;   798663.91,  7814796.53;   

798096.68, 7807131.04;   819543.59,  7845829.07;   813788.62,  7840308.56;   

805396.04, 7836228.76;   797948.89,  7832074.67;   795420.05,  7822727.93;   

844069.70, 7807180.33;   810629.93,  7824019.13;   809062.45,  7821340.47;   

810629.93, 7824019.13;   811442.85,  7824541.76;   811107.87,  7825383.18;   

813246.25, 7827438.98;   818049.13,  7830003.78;   811442.85,  7824541.76;   

816245.46, 7821211.91;   817832.48,  7822172.16;   811442.85,  7824541.76;   

811668.95, 7823948.58;   811668.95,  7823948.58;   811746.87,  7823299.25;   

811746.87, 7823299.25;   811980.63,  7823169.38;   811980.63,  7823169.38;   

812370.23, 7823195.36;   812370.23,  7823195.36;   812954.63,  7823286.26;   

812954.63, 7823286.26;   813331.24,  7823000.56;   813331.24,  7823000.56;   

814292.26, 7822831.73;   814292.26,  7822831.73;   814837.70,  7822792.77;   

814837.70, 7822792.77;   814785.75,  7822130.45;   814785.75,  7822130.45;   

815110.42, 7821987.60;   815110.42,  7821987.60;   815629.89,  7821909.68;   

815629.89, 7821909.68;   815993.51,  7821675.92;   815993.51,  7821675.92;   

809513.03, 7820016.04;   809513.03,  7820016.04;   810758.19,  7821674.52;   

810758.19, 7821674.52;   811706.21,  7822401.78;   811706.21,  7822401.78;   

809513.03, 7820016.04;   810745.59,  7816729.56;   814511.34,  7810963.68;   

815238.60, 7811301.34;   815238.60,  7811301.34;   815446.38,  7811028.62;   

815446.38, 7811028.62;   815134.70,  7810613.05;   815134.70,  7810613.05;   

814550.31, 7809652.03;   817044.38,  7813483.12;   820540.07,  7819615.74;   

814550.31, 7809652.03;   810745.59,  7816729.56;   811965.95,  7814923.40;   

811965.95, 7814923.40;   811540.10,  7817029.63;   810838.82,  7817016.64;   

810838.82, 7817016.64;   814462.10,  7821029.53;   814501.06,  7821652.89;   

814501.06, 7821652.89;   811626.80,  7819197.20;   811626.80,  7819197.20;   

812176.44, 7819146.46;   812176.44,  7819146.46;   812267.35,  7820847.71;   

812267.35, 7820847.71;   812825.78,  7820808.75;   812825.78,  7820808.75;   

814235.85, 7820530.22;   812825.78,  7820808.75;   812176.44,  7819146.46;   

812671.04, 7819029.58;   812671.04,  7819029.58;   813112.59,  7819133.47;   

813112.59, 7819133.47;   814099.58,  7819276.33;   814099.58,  7819276.33;   

814177.50, 7819652.94;   813958.37,  7819917.84;   814177.50,  7819652.94;   
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815110.42, 7821987.60;   815416.56,  7816697.43;   815416.56,  7816697.43;   

815832.13, 7816684.44;   815832.13,  7816684.44;   815832.13,  7816684.44;   

819568.27, 7818856.92;   819568.27,  7818856.92;   819568.27,  7818856.92;   

818145.86, 7819731.47;   818145.86,  7819731.47;   817834.18,  7820367.82;   

817834.18, 7820367.82;   817704.32,  7820887.29;   817704.32,  7820887.29;   

816938.10, 7821147.02;   816938.10,  7821147.02;   817914.20,  7824153.11;   

817914.20, 7824153.11;   815951.11,  7824205.51;   815951.11,  7824205.51;   

815496.58, 7824023.69;   815496.58,  7824023.69;   817961.94,  7827007.63;   

817961.94, 7827007.63;   815909.56,  7827087.91;   815909.56,  7827087.91;   

815858.49, 7826411.29;   815747.48,  7824940.28;   815858.49,  7826411.29;   

815858.49, 7826411.29;   815065.63,  7827523.53;   815065.63,  7827523.53;   

815259.30, 7828152.96;   815259.30,  7828152.96;   816082.39,  7828056.12;   

816086.34, 7829679.35;   816082.39,  7828056.12;   814665.74,  7828930.52;   

815259.30, 7828152.96;   813246.25,  7827438.98;   815065.63,  7827523.53;   

818048.96, 7829997.94;   827615.29,  7830364.84;   818048.96,  7829997.94;   

817042.65, 7813477.50;   862757.88,  7848757.46;   860422.34,  7829033.65 

 

23. SHURUGWI SOUTH  

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from north-eastern most of 

Arcadia farm which is on the Shurugwi – Chirumanzu district boundary, then 

Southwards along the Shurugwi district boundary to the intersection of farm 

No 37 of Gamwa Small scale farm, then southwards, westwards along the 

boundaries of farm 37 to 45 of Gamwa Small Scale farm to the south–eastern 

most boundary of Kismet farm to its junction with Musavezi river, then 

generally northwards along Musavezi river to its intersection with south-

eastern most beacon of Umgulugulu, then north westwards along the boundary 

of Umgulugulu and Shurugwi district boundary to the south eastern most 

beacon of Phakame , then south-westwards, north-westwards, then north-

eastwards, westwards, northwards, north-westwards, north-eastwards, 
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northwards, along the Shurugwi-Zvishavane district boundary to its 

intersection with the south western boundary of Zhaugwe Estate, then north-

eastwards along the boundary of Zhaugwe Estate to its intersection with Runde 

River, then south-eastwards along Runde River    to its confluence with 

Musavezi River, then northwards along Musavezi River    to its intersection 

with the south western beacon of Impaluli, then north-eastwards, south-

eastwards, north-eastwards, north-westwards, north-eastwards, along the 

boundaries of Impaluli, Outward Bound, Edwards farm, Selondi, Irene, 

Hillingden, Donga, Ifuli, to its intersection with an unnamed stream, then 

north-eastwards along a track to its intersection with Chimwanda River, then 

generally south-eastwards along Chimwanda River    to its confluence with 

Musavezi River, then generally south-eastwards along Musavezi River    to its 

confluence with an unnamed stream, then generally north-eastwards along an 

unnamed stream to its intersection with an unnamed road, then eastwards 

along the unnamed road to its intersection with an unnamed stream, generally 

south-eastwards along the unnamed stream to its confluence with Tugwana 

River, then south-eastwards along Tugwana River    to its confluence with an 

unnamed stream, then generally northwards along the unnamed stream to the 

south western most beacon of Jobolinko small scale farm, then northwards 

along the boundary of Jobolinko small scale farm to north western most 

beacon of Jobolinko Small Scale farm, then south-eastwards along the 

boundaries of Jobolinko Small Scale farm to its intersection with Tugwi River, 

then southwards along Tugwi River    to its intersection with a farm road, then 

eastwards along the farm road to the south-western most beacon of Nyagari, 

then north-eastwards, north-westwards, eastwards, southwards, eastwards 

along the boundaries of Nyagari and Arcadia farms so as to include them to the 

starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse 

Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid 

(SA) Coordinates 
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832765.67, 7818240.41;   864658.31,  7813180.13;   850736.28,  7812387.58;   

846075.94, 7818561.72;   863078.31,  7814892.60;   854166.44,  7812178.19;   

850252.56, 7811529.86;   828728.99,  7818541.84;   827404.93,  7811626.10;   

850252.56, 7811529.86;   836714.71,  7807566.14;   869123.62,  7807750.69;   

875280.89, 7805919.78;   875280.89,  7805919.78;   877924.04,  7808026.98;   

827404.93, 7811626.10;   824245.77,  7806296.28;   824245.77,  7806296.28;   

824245.77, 7806296.28;   824180.16,  7805955.49;   832554.99,  7805287.11;   

827404.93, 7811626.10;   851128.50,  7803177.09;   851088.33,  7803167.03;   

851088.33, 7803167.03;   850429.04,  7811046.73;   862444.78,  7802719.52;   

818709.59, 7808212.91;   814765.58,  7806882.66;   806884.36,  7808240.61;   

805000.15, 7804450.95;   805000.15,  7804450.95;   797329.77,  7800981.26;   

861174.74, 7799459.42;   838252.64,  7799608.69;   844459.41,  7802078.30;   

836714.71, 7807566.14;   851128.50,  7803177.09;   858172.83,  7801081.91;   

830772.20, 7797923.47;   832523.76,  7805125.04;   830772.20,  7797923.47;   

825153.62, 7805164.70;   852765.66,  7793922.88;   850860.70,  7801691.50;   

852765.66, 7793922.88;   848144.75,  7794021.94;   824180.16,  7805955.49;   

820913.04, 7796550.22;   819155.62,  7792985.95;   859533.89,  7791887.35;   

838252.64, 7799608.69;   832850.61,  7792940.25;   829953.59,  7791712.07;   

829953.59, 7791712.07;   797329.77,  7800981.26;   793940.07,  7795737.32;   

792848.99, 7792359.82;   829169.09,  7789997.44;   812538.23,  7788876.10;   

805000.15, 7804450.95;   811891.16,  7799032.67;   812525.29,  7789303.12;   

860475.39, 7786859.69;   859256.87,  7785701.61;   848144.75,  7794021.94;   

840289.95, 7792033.07;   835502.11,  7787810.84;   850833.76,  7785546.54;   

792848.99, 7792359.82;   796215.17,  7785998.20;   800535.73,  7780260.00;   

800564.78, 7779323.95;   800564.78,  7779323.95;   844459.41,  7802078.30;   

844069.70, 7807180.33;   877443.30,  7813095.76;   877924.04,  7808026.98;   

877585.77, 7809680.89;   874786.23,  7813156.42;   882799.70,  7829074.19;   

879594.60, 7827468.48;   884113.97,  7825312.64;   877585.77,  7809680.89;   

884113.97, 7825312.64;   885673.54,  7823046.35;   885673.54,  7823046.35;   

886720.07, 7830275.49;   888539.20,  7832830.38;   881066.56,  7835813.44;   

886771.88, 7830313.34;   886720.07,  7830275.49. 
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24. SILOBELA  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Sessombi and Munyati River   s then generally south-eastwards along Munyati 

River    to its confluence with Sebakwe River    then southwards along Sebakwe 

River    to its junction with the western most boundary of Solitaire farm then 

eastwards then north–eastwards southwards along the boundaries of Sessombi 

ii Extension to its intersection with Sebakwe River    so as to include it, then 

south-eastwards along Sebakwe River    to its confluence with Kwekwe River    

then southwards along Kwekwe River    to the eastern most beacon of Haven 

Estate then south-westwards along the boundaries of Haven Estate, 

Camberwell, Lot 1 of Camberwell, Beaulieu, Wilderness, Kubri, Gabbari 

Extension, South-cum, southeum 1 and Southern 11,Stateland , to its 

intersection with Gweru river,    so as to include the named properties, then 

north-westwards along Gweru River, then north-westwards along Gweru River    

to its intersection with Kwekwe Nkayi Road to its intersection with 

Mavunasvimbo River    to its intersection with the boundary of Silobela Small 

Scale farms, then north-westwards , south-westwards south-eastwards along 

the boundaries of Silobela Small Scale arms to the mid point of farm 25 of 

Silobela Small Scale Farm, then generally north-westwards to its intersection 

with Ntobe River, then south-westwards along Ntobe River    to its confluence 

with Vungu River, then north-westwards along Vungu River    to its confluence 

with Shangani River    on the Provincial boundary, then generally north-

westwards ,north- eastwards along the Provincial boundary to its intersection 

with Mkobogwe / Dendera road, then generally south-eastwards along the 

Mkobogwe /Dendera road to its intersection with an unnamed road then 

south-eastwards and southwards along an unnamed road to its intersection 

with Zhombe communal land boundary then south-eastwards along the 

Zhombe Communal land boundary to its junction with the western most 

beacon of Edenwood then generally north-eastwards along boundaries of 

Edenwood , State Land , Triangle, Endopie to its intersection with Sessombi 
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River    so as to include Sessombi 1 then generally northwards along Sessombi 

River to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates  

776406.90, 7941632.63;   702652.66,  7930438.60;   696858.38,  7928936.27;   

766662.51, 7929842.18;   761893.65,  7925930.67;   766075.67,  7924826.85;   

783069.34, 7920902.45;   786126.71,  7930314.20;   782298.01,  7933669.97;   

778028.50, 7936479.97;   783069.34,  7920902.45;   777615.63,  7924813.95;   

772124.44, 7920205.78;   696880.10,  7928784.04;   704653.63,  7924940.98;   

710745.14, 7921082.87;   710836.06,  7921255.24;   714947.30,  7920159.50;   

735890.21, 7918904.57;   727163.57,  7923390.23;   717888.95,  7927111.37;   

711736.80, 7923524.63;   754926.07,  7906578.98;   760331.58,  7909268.08;   

756354.28, 7916410.13;   763303.15,  7919605.14;   711485.45,  7912964.51;   

705745.67, 7914807.78;   727854.93,  7915948.19;   720368.14,  7918556.82;   

713428.72, 7912395.67;   733162.65,  7909639.26;   713428.72,  7912395.67;   

717739.90, 7911127.57;   711485.45,  7912964.51;   710838.04,  7911022.09;   

733162.65, 7909639.26;   739850.98,  7904270.75;   741183.49,  7901268.60;   

741183.49, 7901268.60;   741134.40,  7901244.98;   754926.07,  7906578.98;   

747123.61, 7907610.51;   746436.96,  7901542.34;   741134.40,  7901244.98;   

745648.54, 7894950.53;   749520.52,  7890282.88;   733162.65,  7909639.26;   

727015.77, 7904260.32;   724511.12,  7898391.73;   715298.15,  7907525.21;   

717098.03, 7906499.74;   756350.83,  7893360.76;   758754.64,  7899706.22;   

764932.56, 7901637.12;   773247.22,  7900307.95;   777126.30,  7901278.52;   

785842.75, 7904984.43;   787847.82,  7906044.19;   756350.83,  7893360.76;   

756181.92, 7901325.58;   708070.20,  7895903.54;   710630.93,  7890790.90;   

749520.52, 7890282.88;   755448.56,  7893245.78;   730166.45,  7888004.98;   

728533.87, 7890905.25;   714812.21,  7887189.37;   733581.97,  7886908.93;   

710630.93, 7890790.90;   710091.95,  7884719.26;   710091.95,  7884719.26;   

710587.17, 7876500.43;   714812.21,  7887189.37;   719626.23,  7879888.94;   

725565.01, 7876937.35;   730086.77,  7884429.91;   731716.51,  7869846.05;   
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739773.60, 7875628.31;   719745.31,  7856730.65;   725939.41,  7864463.07;   

710587.17, 7876500.43;   712140.81,  7868230.98;   717024.95,  7860912.55;   

714947.30, 7920159.50;   714923.60,  7915428.91;   705745.67,  7914807.78;   

710745.14, 7921082.87;   705745.67,  7914807.78;   717739.90,  7911127.57;   

725713.58, 7912980.77;   714923.60,  7915428.91;   710838.04,  7911022.09;   

708070.20, 7895903.54;   709842.35,  7905745.26;   716162.58,  7901604.19;   

709056.87, 7897549.04;   717098.03,  7906499.74;   724511.12,  7898391.73;   

718950.39, 7906192.93;   722458.84,  7892660.97;   715153.88,  7887327.39;   

722458.84, 7892660.97;   787547.07,  7908366.56;   786428.53,  7915570.85;   

728533.87, 7890905.25;   728533.87,  7890905.25;   734843.03,  7895241.33;   

734843.03, 7895241.33. 

 

25. VUNGU  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of the 

Gweru River    and the District boundary at the north-western beacon of the 

Magweme Farm, then south-eastwards along the Gweru River    to the eastern 

beacon of the Insukamin Farm, then south-westwards along the eastern 

boundaries of Insukamini, Buda and Sandvlei so as to include them, to the 

south-western beacon of Ngamo Farm, then south-eastwards to the south-

eastern beacon of the Ngamo Farm, then north-eastwards to the Municipality 

Boundary, then further north-eastwards along the said boundary, then 

generally south-eastwards, south-westwards, southwards, south-westwards, 

southwards along the said boundary so as to include subdivision 1,2,4,5,6, B 

and D of Berwick farm, Koedoe Estate, Somabula Estate, then further 

southwards intersecting the Gweru-Bulawayo Road and Railway line to the 

south-eastern beacon of Happy Valley Farm, then south-eastwards to the 

southeastern beacon of Happy Valley Farm then southwards along the eastern 

boundary of Sunnyside through the south-eastern beacon of Sunny side then 

south- eastwards up to the District boundary so as to include Lots 18, A, 24 of 
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West Gwelo Block, then south-westwards along the said boundary to its 

intersection with Mapongokwe River, then generally along the Mapongokwe 

River    to its intersection with the south-eastern boundary of Ghoko Plains, 

then south-westwards along the south eastern boundary of Ghoko plain to its 

intersection with Gweru-Zvishavane Railway line, then south-eastwards to the 

south-eastern beacon of Nubble of Ghoko, then generally south-westwards to 

the western boundary of Weda so as to include weda, Amper and Nubble of 

Randfontein of Ghoko Block, then northwards along the western boundaries of 

the Remainder of Randfontein of Ghoko, En Avant A and B of Ghoko Block, 

then south-westwards along the south-eastern boundaries of the Remainder of 

St. Patricks, Bracklaagte and A of Fairfield then north-westwards up to the 

north-western beacon of the Remainder of Fairfield, then along the south-

western boundaries of Rusfontein, Lawndale and Herefordshire of Woodland so 

as to include them, then south-westwards along the south-eastern boundaries 

of Lot 1 of Lucky Retreat, Remainder of Lucky retreat of East Shangani Block 

and Farm 1 of East Shangani Block, then northwards along the western 

boundaries of Farm 1 of East Shangani Block up to its intersection with De 

Beers road, then further north along the western boundaries of Moahana, 

Groenvlei, Mandalay and Willion Run of East Shangani Block, then south-

westwards along the south-eastern boundary of subdivision A of Ruby Block to 

the Shangani River, then generally north-westwards down the Shangani River    

to its intersection with Shemers Farm, then generally north-eastwards along 

the north western boundaries of the following properties so as to include the 

former North Shangani Farm (as shown on diagram 334/14, filed in the 

Surveyor General office Bulawayo), former Torva Block (as shown on General 

Plan BT111, filed in the Office of the Surveyor General, Bulawayo) and former 

Vungu Block (as shown on diagram 197/119 filed in the office of Surveyor 

General, Bulawayo  to its intersection with Vungu River, then generally north-

eastwards along the northern boundaries of lower Gweru communal land to its 

intersection with Gweru River, which is the starting point.  An This area is 
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bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates 

754100.30, 7882887.85;   748199.88,  7880596.56;   741427.17,  7876620.53;   

740100.31, 7875824.37;   758276.11,  7874621.90;   754430.61,  7882411.70;   

754727.04, 7871435.96;   754727.04,  7871435.96;   747456.68,  7876632.61;   

755511.23, 7865110.75;   749364.48,  7864062.66;   740100.31,  7875824.37;   

745811.94, 7870358.27;   764946.12,  7863008.53;   761138.14,  7870734.55;   

768787.43, 7861205.01;   744743.90,  7861417.46;   731716.51,  7869846.05;   

739708.31, 7865272.75;   762238.88,  7860474.07;   755511.23,  7865110.75;   

749364.48, 7864062.66;   756403.02,  7857036.64;   759332.61,  7856729.49;   

795100.53, 7855578.21;   795105.97,  7855588.58;   762238.88,  7860474.07;   

762368.06, 7855011.28;   759332.61,  7856729.49;   744743.90,  7861417.46;   

750960.89, 7855778.62;   755296.12,  7852962.83;   762368.06,  7855011.28;   

765056.81, 7851270.86;   765056.81,  7851270.86;   773814.27,  7855262.11;   

765056.81, 7851270.86;   771948.19,  7845625.22;   784586.91,  7844562.07;   

788274.51, 7845559.39;   771948.19,  7845625.22;   780722.60,  7843450.83;   

734304.57, 7844660.60;   739281.06,  7837005.62;   742829.91,  7829828.82;   

743101.86, 7829268.71;   752640.14,  7814671.00;   761051.97,  7816704.49;   

762605.45, 7825042.74;   771874.45,  7828396.31;   780657.49,  7832597.42;   

748776.29, 7822072.07;   752748.80,  7815064.79;   752640.14,  7814671.00;   

751828.07, 7807068.84;   754499.02,  7800701.72;   756107.74,  7801927.78;   

756107.74, 7801927.78;   764491.10,  7801366.29;   764491.10,  7801366.29;   

771366.35, 7794572.30;   780346.85,  7796918.15;   784151.27,  7789571.83;   

764491.10, 7801366.29;   772257.07,  7806902.88;   781819.70,  7809762.57;   

789013.13, 7816613.32;   743101.86,  7829268.71;   747635.10,  7822790.63;   

755296.12, 7852962.83;   743101.86,  7829268.71;   751828.66,  7834151.63;   

749742.99, 7841602.06;   750794.13,  7849325.85;   789521.50,  7849399.29;   

789211.64, 7848941.77;   789211.64,  7848941.77;   789752.98,  7848614.78;   

792028.49, 7850968.87;   792446.01,  7850867.24;   787746.75,  7846401.08;   

787525.69, 7848143.63;   793410.79,  7854200.38;   788274.51,  7845559.39;   
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795203.35, 7855684.28;   792446.01,  7850867.24;   792599.02,  7850899.20;   

792599.02, 7850899.20;   791836.52,  7848857.22;   789752.98,  7848614.78;   

787525.69, 7848143.63. 

26. ZHOMBE  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of the 

Ngondoma and Munyati rivers south-westwards along Munyati River    to its 

confluence with Sessombi river, then southwards along Sessombi River    to the 

northern most boundary of Endopie  then westwards and southwards along the 

boundaries of Endopie, Triangle, State Land, Edenward to its intersection with 

the south western boundary of Zhombe communal land so as to exclude 

Endopie, Triangle, Stateland and Edenward, then north-westwards along the 

Zhombe communal land boundary to its junction with an unnamed road then 

northwards along the said unnamed road to its intersection with another 

unnamed road, then north- westwards along the unnamed road to its junction 

with Mkobogwe-Dendera road, then westwards and north-westwards along 

Mkobogwe–Dendera road to its intersection with the Provincial boundary, then 

north–eastwards and northwards along the Provincial boundary to its 

intersection with Gokwe South / Kwekwe District boundary, then eastwards, 

north-eastwards along the said district boundary to Munyati River    which is 

the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following Universal 

Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 

1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates  

755096.05, 7978579.81;   751867.11,  7973127.69;   758755.57,  7958934.77;   

761514.38, 7966520.55;   762498.74,  7973235.48;   758755.57,  7958934.77;   

768850.03, 7957741.22;   760106.00,  7957014.96;   768856.17,  7946804.26;   

766785.67, 7945719.51;   769548.41,  7944716.38;   766785.67,  7945719.51;   

758498.52, 7944998.79;   753631.78,  7951391.94;   751327.50,  7949862.56;   

747089.83, 7943197.61;   738041.85,  7942028.92;   736011.44,  7941623.05;   

736011.44, 7941623.05;   734733.81,  7941643.80;   734733.81,  7941643.80;   
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724965.66, 7940888.66;   724641.93,  7940846.53;   747721.43,  7934003.75;   

752313.73, 7941759.70;   766785.67,  7945719.51;   762634.77,  7939945.17;   

766662.51, 7929842.18;   766234.32,  7933740.19;   734733.81,  7941643.80;   

732028.87, 7933265.37;   732407.26,  7929612.97;   711127.41,  7933532.23;   

719677.40, 7930966.90;   729196.76,  7929901.01;   747721.43,  7934003.75;   

748175.57, 7929323.52;   748175.57,  7929323.52;   746432.30,  7928740.70;   

746432.30, 7928740.70;   741035.73,  7934475.00;   735945.68,  7940834.16;   

761893.65, 7925930.67;   754404.89,  7929392.57;   737284.70,  7921512.83;   

744030.61, 7927182.80;   732407.26,  7929612.97;   736926.22,  7922080.91;   

737284.70, 7921512.83;   737275.57,  7921507.52;   756342.61,  7919338.68;   

756342.61, 7919338.68;   748487.22,  7920937.31;   739171.27,  7919973.40;   

737275.57, 7921507.52;   735890.21,  7918904.57;   735890.21,  7918904.57;   

742806.83, 7911740.15;   749141.82,  7913237.81;   762634.77,  7939945.17;   

754733.01, 7935713.96;   766234.32,  7933740.19;   767086.43,  7941089.69;   

762634.77, 7939945.17;   759906.22,  7931759.13. 

 

27. ZVISHAVANE – NGEZI  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the south western beacon 

of Adams farm; then southeastwards, north-eastwards along the boundaries of 

Adams farm Tweefontein, Longton to its intersection with Mkatisi farm, then 

north-eastwards along the boundaries of Mkatisi farm to the south-eastern 

boundary of Mkatisi farm, then north-eastwards along Runde Communal Land 

boundary to its intersection with Runde river, then generally southwards along 

Runde river    to its confluence with Mwedzi River, then westwards along 

Mwedzi River    to its confluence with Govarezadza River, then generally south-

westwards along Govarezadza River, to its confluence with Nyamazondo River, 

then southwards, south-eastwards along Shavi River    to its intersection with 

the unsurveyed Zvishavane Town boundary, then north-eastwards, south-

eastwards, eastwards, south-eastwards, south-westwards, south-eastwards, 
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southwestwards, south-eastwards, southwards along the unsurveyed 

Zvishavane Town boundary to its intersection with Shavi River, then north-

westwards up the Shavi River    to its intersection with the north-western 

beacon of Manjere Ranch (Reliance); then southwards, and south-eastwards 

along the boundary of Manjere Ranch to the south-eastern beacon of Manjere 

Ranch, then south-eastwards to the peak of Rupemba Mountains, then north-

eastwards along the north-eastern boundary of Cheshire Estate to the northern 

beacon of Cheshire Estate, then southwards along the western boundary of 

Cheshire Estate to its intersection with Ngezi River, then north-westwards 

along Ngezi River    to its confluence with UTMshingwe River, then generally 

north-westwards along UTMshingwe River    to its intersection with the south-

western beacon of Bungwe farm which is the Provincial boundary, then 

generally north-eastwards along the Midlands / Matebeleland South Provincial 

boundary to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates 

829169.09, 7789997.44;   819681.98,  7792821.00;   819155.62,  7792985.95;   

813070.20, 7789267.97;   828442.72,  7788600.00;   829062.69,  7787153.05;   

813070.20, 7789267.97;   814333.10,  7787182.49;   828442.72,  7788600.00;   

820963.09, 7787485.77;   815248.97,  7788132.15;   829086.68,  7782950.45;   

828946.35, 7781927.70;   814333.10,  7787182.49;   815109.14,  7780645.03;   

815674.98, 7780125.73;   824235.30,  7782218.00;   815109.14,  7780645.03;   

823644.46, 7769695.96;   825833.36,  7778018.43;   815674.98,  7780125.73;   

820479.20, 7773009.09;   814399.30,  7769492.24;   814262.59,  7779160.19;   

810897.41, 7774910.01;   807779.02,  7767200.06;   807481.84,  7764489.89;   

814399.30, 7769492.24;   819905.41,  7769077.49;   821029.80,  7764080.06;   

822076.87, 7763733.20;   838880.11,  7762858.94;   831174.58,  7763763.43;   

829883.26, 7762633.64;   829830.76,  7762569.89;   827576.99,  7761461.82;   

829830.76, 7762569.89;   842525.70,  7759973.42;   816617.87,  7754827.44;   

813663.20, 7761003.91;   822076.87,  7763733.20;   818645.84,  7757549.89;   
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818583.36, 7754519.08;   839280.23,  7750983.54;   842598.59,  7759722.77;   

827576.99, 7761461.82;   826828.56,  7756106.99;   824258.60,  7749816.33;   

823928.16, 7749607.53;   839932.42,  7746634.13;   846627.80,  7744049.23;   

833978.13, 7743199.38;   839235.97,  7737636.80;   836247.94,  7740343.38;   

852090.87, 7736374.39;   846412.63,  7742464.91;   848703.16,  7731982.20;   

848703.16, 7731982.20;   843038.53,  7736945.90;   833978.13,  7743199.38;   

829876.78, 7737502.64;   825891.62,  7732016.88;   825008.60,  7731314.53;   

826741.87, 7726653.02;   838139.18,  7724790.67;   838007.69,  7733893.26;   

826741.87, 7726653.02;   834219.01,  7726612.88;   847381.97,  7721478.80;   

849322.12, 7726879.86;   845006.51,  7721846.49;   825891.62,  7732016.88;   

820258.06, 7745583.48;   823343.08,  7736514.35;   820494.91,  7753193.71;   

829883.26, 7762633.64. 

 

28. ZVISHAVANE-RUNDE  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of the 

Zvishavane-Shurugwi district boundary and Runde River; then north-

eastwards, south-eastwards along the ZVishavane District boundary to its 

intersection with Musavezi River    which is the Midlands/Masvingo Provincial 

boundary and generally southwards along Musavezi River    to its confluence 

with Runde River, then north-eastwards along the north-western boundaries of 

Grand view, Lundi Ranch, to the northern beacon of Lundi Ranch, then south-

eastwards along the north-eastern boundary of Lundi Ranch to its intersection 

with Nyarushange River, then south-westwards along Nyarushange River    to 

its confluence with Nyarutedzi River, then south-westwards along the south-

eastern boundary of Lundi Ranch to its intersection with Runde River, then 

generally south-eastwards along Runde River    ,to its confluence with Ngezi 

River, then north-westwards, westwards along Ngezi River    to its intersection 

with the boundary of Brooklands, then northwards along the eastern boundary 

of Brooklands, then north-eastwards along the north-eastern boundary of 
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Brooklands to the peak of Rupemba mountains, then north-eastwards along 

the south-eastern boundary of Zeederburgs block to the southern most beacon 

of Manjere Ranch, then north-westwards, north-eastwards along the boundary 

of Manjere Ranch to its intersection with Shavi River, then south-eastwards 

along Shavi River    to its intersection with the Zvishavane Town Council 

boundary, then north-eastwards, north-westwards, north-eastwards, north-

westwards, north-eastwards, north-westwards, south-westwards, north-

eastwards, south-westwards along the unsurveyed Zvishavane Town Council 

boundary to its intersection with Shavi River, then generally northwards, 

north-westwards, northwards along Shavi River    to its confluence with 

Nyamazondo River, then north-eastwards along Govarezadza River    to its 

confluence with Mwedzi River, then generally eastwards along Mwedzi River    

to its confluence with Runde River    ,then generally northwards along Runde 

River    to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the following 

Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified 

Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates 

814256.72, 7780469.56;   812538.23,  7788876.10;   806151.92,  7782814.74;   

803769.28, 7778566.21   810897.41,  7774910.01   803769.28,  7778566.21;   

810352.85, 7775183.07;   800564.78,  7779323.95;   797435.31,  7775043.78;   

798971.44, 7765033.12;   802208.10,  7773635.51;   807481.84,  7764489.89;   

797435.31, 7775043.78;   793262.80,  7765964.54;   791729.66,  7759793.13;   

810479.24, 7758830.44;   798971.44,  7765033.12;   798366.39,  7756840.70;   

818583.36, 7754519.08;   816617.87,  7754827.44;   812857.09,  7753090.41;   

812857.09, 7753090.41;   810479.24,  7758830.44;   804191.20,  7754551.60;   

803572.45, 7753187.51;   803572.45,  7753187.51;   812392.04,  7752000.22;   

823928.16, 7749607.53;   820497.23,  7753184.20;   803572.45,  7753187.51;   

810383.32, 7750299.26;   812392.04,  7752000.22;   813656.45,  7750595.59;   

798366.39, 7756840.70;   801865.37,  7749789.06;   794455.40,  7745519.13;   

794455.40, 7745519.13;   801774.27,  7740229.60;   801774.27,  7740229.60;   

809761.17, 7737070.34;   812683.09,  7741441.93;   819587.39,  7736068.33;   
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820258.06, 7745583.48;   823868.99,  7749279.04;   818925.10,  7754254.44;   

818925.10, 7754254.44;   817668.25,  7753248.10;   817668.25,  7753248.10;   

817916.20, 7752678.56;   817916.20,  7752678.56;   818526.63,  7752049.05;   

818526.63, 7752049.05;   818641.09,  7751553.07;   818641.09,  7751553.07;   

818843.04, 7750913.55;   818870.00,  7750828.17;   819540.44,  7751247.85;   

819567.68, 7754052.48;   819540.44,  7751247.85;   819550.45,  7752278.24;   

820494.91, 7753193.71;   819550.45,  7752278.24;   819551.10,  7752345.21;   

820556.69, 7752940.33;   821017.98,  7751048.33;   821271.84,  7750343.30;   

821600.66, 7749588.23;   821390.83,  7748539.04;   818870.00,  7750828.17;   

819381.49, 7750366.73;   813810.61,  7750330.80;   818577.94,  7747653.87;   

819682.04, 7750088.17;   820275.12,  7749531.00;   819682.04,  7750088.17;   

819792.68, 7749984.24;   820112.72,  7752640.41;   820118.10,  7752576.93;   

820140.07, 7752317.83;   820262.76,  7750870.66;   820140.07,  7752317.83;   

820370.49, 7752392.42;   820370.49,  7752392.42;   820370.49,  7751877.36;   

820370.49, 7751877.36;   820618.48,  7751896.44;   820618.48,  7751896.44;   

820707.30, 7750975.01;   820118.10,  7752576.93;   819551.10,  7752345.21;   

819629.70, 7752345.79;   819830.00,  7752498.40;   819896.77,  7752565.16;   

820112.72, 7752640.41;   820191.47,  7752708.23;   820191.47,  7752708.23;   

820296.39, 7752755.92;   820296.39,  7752755.92;   820401.31,  7752755.92;   

820262.76, 7750870.66;   820707.30,  7750975.01;   820878.36,  7751044.68;   

821017.98, 7751048.33;   820878.36,  7751044.68;   818577.94,  7747653.87;   

818577.94, 7747653.87;   818682.42,  7747730.18   818682.42,  7747730.18;   

818768.27, 7747787.41;   818768.27,  7747787.41;   818328.94,  7749337.71;   

818328.94, 7749337.71;   819792.68,  7749984.24;   819792.68,  7749984.24;   

821271.84, 7750343.30;   818843.04,  7750913.55;   818870.00,  7750828.17;   

818843.04, 7750913.55;   817153.77,  7751599.37;   817153.77,  7751599.37;   

815522.68, 7751327.77;   813656.45,  7750595.59;   815527.36,  7751342.33;   

819629.70, 7752345.79;   819896.77,  7752565.16;   820497.23,  7753184.20;   

820497.23, 7753184.20;   815522.68,  7751327.77;   815522.68,  7751327.77;   

820401.31, 7752755.92;   820432.65,  7752871.04;   820432.65,  7752871.04. 
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MIDLANDS SENATORIAL CONSTITUENCY BOUNDARY DESCRIPTIONS 

1. CHIRUMANZU - GWERU 

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Sebakwe and Munyati rivers; then generally south-eastwards along Munyati 

river    to the south-westernmost beacon of Manyora resettlement, then north-

eastwards, south-eastwards, south-westwards along the boundaries of 

Manyora resettlement to its intersection with Munyati river, then south-

eastwards along Munyati river   to its intersection with the south-westernmost 

beacon of Inhoek farm then north-eastwards, south-eastwards, north-

eastwards, south-eastwards, southeastwards, south-eastwards, south-

westwards, south-eastwards south-westwards, south-eastwards, along the 

boundaries of Inhoek, Elminie, Roibokfontein, Eldorad, Ortonsdrift to its 

intersection with Sebakwe river    then westwards along Sebakwe river    to its 

intersection with the north-easternmost beacon of Union, then south-

eastwards along the eastern boundary of Union to its intersection with the 

boundary of Koodoo Poort then westwards along the boundary of Koodoo Poort 

to its intersection with Washbank then generally south-eastwards along 

Washbank to its intersection with the boundary of Mogenster then eastwards 

along the boundaries of the following properties so as to include them, 

Mogenster, Greenval,to its intersection with the boundary of Shasha Fountains 

then south-westwards along the boundaries of the following properties so as to 

include them, Greenwood, Hickling, Bridgham, Snikeston, Heydon, Aldebey,  

Mtao forest lands to the northwestern most beacon of Grootfontein, then 

southwestwards along the boundary of Grootfontein to its intersection with the 

north-westernmost beacon of Driefontein A then eastwards along the 

boundaries of the following properties so as to include them Driefontein A, 

Driefontein B, to its intersection with Shashe river    then generally southwards 

along Shashe river   to the south-easternmost beacon of Driefontein B, then 
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north-westwards along the boundaries of Driefontein B to the north-

easternmost beacon of Finale then generally southwards along the boundaries 

of Finale so as to include it to its intersection with the boundary of Grasslaaget 

then south-eastwards along the boundary of Chakastade to its north-eastern 

most beacon of Chakastade then southwards along the eastern boundary of 

Chakastade to its intersection with Shashe river    then generally southwards 

along Shashe river    to its intersection with the northern boundary of 

Zvinyaningwe Small Scale Farms then generally westwards along the said 

boundary to its intersection with Ngezi river,   then generally northwards along 

Ngezi river,    to the intersection of Chirumanzu Communal land boundary and 

Ngezi river    then north-westwards along the boundary of Ensimoen, to its 

westernmost beacon then south-west wards along the boundary of the 

following properties, so as to include them Chieftain Grassridge, Glencoe to the 

south-westernmost beacon of Glencoe then northwards, north-westwards along 

the western boundary of Glencoe to its intersection with the southern 

boundary of Graftein then south-westwards along the boundaries of the 

following properties so as to include them, Graften, Glenarchy, Holdene Estate, 

to the south-westernmost beacon of Holdene Estate then north-westwards 

along the boundaries of the following properties so as to include them, 

Rosemead, Greenfels, to the south-westernmost beacon of Greenfels, then 

south-westwards, westwards, northwestwards, south-westwards, north-

westwards, south-westwards, westwards, along the boundaries of the following 

properties so as to include them; Hainau  U, Hashu, Albani, Grainthorpe, the 

Wildebeeste block, Oaklands, Subdivision A of Oaklands , Beaconkop, 

Brockley, to its intersection with the boundary of Watershed block, then south-

westwards along the eastern boundaries of Subdivision 11 of Watershed block, 

Lot 13 of Watershed block, Lot 14 and 15 of Watershed block, Farm 23 of West 

Gwelo block, Farm 23A of West Gwelo Block, and farm 24 of West Gwelo Block, 

to the Mapongokwe river, then generally along the Mapongokwe river    to its 

intersection with the south-eastern boundary of Ghoko plains, then 

southwestwards along the boundaries of the following properties so as to 
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include them the south-eastern boundary of Ghoko plains, south-eastwards 

and south-westwards along the north-eastern and south-eastern boundaries of 

Nubble of Ghoko Block, south-westwards along the south-eastern boundary of 

Amper of Randfontein of Ghoko Block, south-westwards and northwards along 

the south-eastern and western boundaries of Weda of Randfontein of Ghoko 

Block, northwards along the western boundaries of the remainder of 

Randfontein of Ghoko Block, en Avanta of Ghoko Block, southwestwards along 

the south eastern boundaries of St Patrick and Braklaagte of Dewhurst, 

southwestwards and north-westwards along the south-eastern and south-

western boundaries of sub-division A of Fairfield, north-westwards along the 

south-western boundaries of the remainder of Fairfield, Rustfontein of 

Drummond, the remainder of Lowdale and Herfordshire of Woodlands, 

southwestwards along the south-eastern boundaries of Lot 1 of Lucky Retreat 

of East Shangani Block and the remainder of Lucky Retreat of East Shangani 

Block,  south-westwards and northwards along the south-eastern and western 

boundaries of Farm 1 of East Shangani Block, northwards along the western 

boundaries of Maohana of East Shangani Block, Groenvale of East Shangani 

Block, Mandalay of East Shangani Block and Willow Run of East Shangani 

Block and south-westwards along the south-eastern boundary of sub-division 

A of Ruby Block to the Shangani river, then generally north-westwards down 

the Shangani River    to its intersection with the western boundary of north 

and south Beldance, then generally north-eastwards along the north-western 

boundaries of the following properties so as to include them, the former north 

Shangani farm (as shown on diagram 334/14 filed in the Surveyor General’s 

office Bulawayo) former Torva Block (as shown on general plan BT111 filed in 

the office of the Surveyor General Bulawayo) and former Vungu Block (as on 

diagram 197/19 filed in the office of the Surveyor General Bulawayo) to its 

intersection with the Vungu river, then generally north-eastwards along the 

northern boundaries of Lower Gweru Communal Land to its intersection with 

Gweru river, then generally eastwards along the northern boundaries of 

Mangwene, Mopani, Missouri, Arizona, Deanfield, the reminder of Foxton, 
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Ellengowan of Foxton, Redlands of  Northfield to its north-eastern most beacon, 

south-eastwards then, southwards along the boundaries of Redlands of 

Northfield and Highgate of Longvalley to its south-eastern beacon, then 

generally north-eastwards along the northern boundaries of the following 

properties; Liptzs estate, the Remainder of Bosch Kloof, railway 490 of Bosch 

Kloof, the remainder of Cross Roads and Sunnybery estate to its north-eastern 

beacon then south-eastwards along the north-eastern boundary of Sunnybery 

estate to its easternmost beacon, then north eastwards along a gravel road to a 

point of Map reference 35RJ 071787 on the 1:50 000 map Redcliff 1929B2 

edition 3, then down the Mlezu River    to its confluence with an unnamed river    

then up that unnamed river    to the western most beacon of Lot 1 of Moyo 

then generally northwestwards along Mbembezane river    to its confluence 

with Sebakwe river, then westwards along Sebakwe river    to its intersection 

with westernmost beacon of Delvilleword then northwards along the 

boundaries of Delvilleword, Bansted, Long Valley, so as to exclude them to the 

northernmost beacon of Long Valley, then north-westwards, south-westwards 

along the boundaries of Hatchland, Solitaire to its intersection with Sebakwe 

river    so as to include them then northwards along Sebakwe river    to its 

confluence with Munyati river    which is the starting point.  An This area is 

bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South 

(S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates 

869898.35, 7862282.62;   876602.42,  7869063.52;   849225.07,  7840495.89;   

857665.18, 7845711.49;   747106.37,  7826710.48;   751250.26,  7820466.74;   

784463.27, 7880157.27;   775193.24,  7877089.25;   765472.67,  7878941.54;   

819582.13, 7929118.40;   812472.51,  7931341.06;   753587.39,  7813499.90;   

751705.40, 7804396.97;   756660.50,  7802267.29;   792848.99,  7792359.82;   

799310.40, 7880309.32;   789989.39,  7877084.97;   730372.40,  7868653.22;   

723228.29, 7861676.13;   780726.20,  7940578.12;   778156.58,  7937772.26;   

781124.38, 7932961.37;   786798.45,  7931509.31;   783556.47,  7922174.91;   

786653.48, 7913993.00;   866006.72,  7802642.64;   888415.08,  7890499.09;   
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890314.48, 7898105.40;   887025.45,  7903900.50;   881670.87,  7905878.17;   

875069.08, 7904229.46;   873059.99,  7906816.47;   799679.69,  7835938.80;   

809100.15, 7837224.36;   817259.63,  7840588.97;   765623.40,  7800810.62;   

772327.74, 7793842.70;   756067.17,  7882289.29;   746843.50,  7879787.41;   

738226.11, 7874714.15;   723034.73,  7854919.73;   729821.83,  7848759.51;   

838058.71, 7923762.18;   830071.05,  7927478.88;   822264.83,  7928807.35;   

864573.80, 7806143.41;   885398.96,  7799684.42;   886253.00,  7807155.10;   

887778.63, 7815554.97;   877845.32,  7847890.69;   873803.32,  7854136.53;   

864471.93, 7907436.81;   857719.45,  7912008.45;   851442.04,  7915104.45;   

860047.73, 7837456.15;   860426.86,  7828903.29;   861146.42,  7819860.23;   

864669.51, 7812905.68;   792848.99,  7792359.82;   797987.18,  7797807.22;   

797480.05, 7804862.68;   799146.42,  7813202.84;   795527.03,  7818797.80;   

797036.15, 7826627.98;   780873.26,  7796013.34;   785310.12,  7790076.38;   

816230.64, 7887137.20;   815655.15,  7880197.04;   807678.44,  7884621.32;   

736105.00, 7842461.73;   740545.88,  7834752.62;   745204.13,  7828386.71;   

805120.26, 7908150.58;   809606.75,  7901583.78;   813675.41,  7894285.34;   

789209.96, 7907924.37;   797437.10,  7910789.81;   803188.08,  7909542.21;   

805463.25, 7929975.74;   798984.96,  7932950.56;   793042.05,  7936686.06;   

788286.06, 7939913.10;   850262.67,  7916160.65;   844270.18,  7918657.68;   

875677.97, 7800924.32;   889192.07,  7824535.48;   888524.88,  7832819.82;   

881084.36, 7835813.57;   877395.08,  7835747.66;   874886.40,  7840175.98;   

873817.43, 7845438.73;   862171.42,  7846198.30;   860680.58,  7837929.56;   

882191.04, 7876995.03;   889797.42,  7882801.86;   823664.41,  7844979.93;   

832672.56, 7843392.49;   841835.50,  7841126.36. 

 

2. GOKWE NORTH  

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of the 

Chirisa Safari Area and Matebeleland North/Midlands Provincial boundary 

generally north-eastwards along the provincial boundary to its intersection 
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with Mutora river, then eastwards, north-eastwards along the provincial 

boundary to its intersection with Sanyati river, then south-eastwards along 

Sanyati river  which is the provincial boundary to its confluence with 

Nyamupfuti river;  then generally southwards along Munyati river    (the 

provincial boundary) to its confluence with Mudzongwe river    which is the 

Gokwe South/Gokwe North District boundary then generally westwards, north-

westwards, south-westwards, north-westwards, south-westwards along the 

district boundary to its intersection with the north-eastern boundary of 

Chirisisa Safari Area boundary; then north-westwards, generally south-

westwards along the boundary of Chirisa Safari area to the starting point.  An 

This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates  

713298.64, 8094751.59;   707324.20,  8100875.00;   703418.17,  8104068.59;   

682136.10, 8096571.10;   682081.49,  8095992.03;   734146.28,  8013580.83;   

727820.91, 8012029.91;   732144.03,  8013270.96;   722945.39,  8011267.76;   

678749.00, 8097118.14;   664039.31,  8075802.02;   658561.17,  8077259.22;   

682081.49, 8095992.03;   695091.10,  8103015.95;   87968.31,  8102281.27;   

738911.64, 8020935.29;   742632.44,  8029475.53;   745583.32,  8035759.50;   

748051.61, 8041784.89;   748404.45,  8049993.73;  747958.89,  8056685.75;   

753154.84, 8062861.42; 733956.86,  8085389.44;724838.86,  8088446.69; 

717882.80, 8092864.13;   727401.93,  8013212.71;   718362.80,  8010533.29;   

722750.85,8011400.70;   ;711328.03,  8019136.70;   713635.40,  8015405.15;   

711657.73, 8011921.87;   713942.03,  8010467.53;   684628.19,  8023405.64;   

690437.62, 8016604.03;   698645.41,  8012638.54;   704817.83,  8012258.03;   

706903.62, 8013893.72;   710295.74,  8018378.71;   679116.23,  8045074.97;   

678159.59, 8036786.03;   680772.26,  8029615.50;   621084.51,  8038616.85;   

14981.80, 8035038.83;   616494.28,  8028140.75;   625341.14,  8029548.72;   

633026.80, 8034258.05;   639418.42,  8039749.00;   645310.55,  8045046.37;   

654389.60, 8047877.05;   658798.49,  8041118.68;   666339.00,  8043616.72;   

675408.38, 8046598.88;   627843.15,  8059936.18;   627862.24,  8053029.80;   
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625438.58, 8044692.08;   656193.29,  8078523.17;   649206.11,  8078464.25;   

674252.57, 8090548.23;   670135.24,  8083520.42;   752051.35,  8067315.31;   

745833.19, 8074129.46;   741451.38,  8081995.83;   640611.04,  8075991.39;   

632453.34, 8075294.28;   630032.42,  8066766.06. 

3. GOKWE SOUTH  

This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the  confluence of the 

Mudzongwe and Munyati river   s, then generally southwards along the District 

boundary of Gokwe South so as to include the following constituencies, Gokwe-

Sengwa, Gokwe-Sasame, Gokwe-Kana, Gokwe-Mapfungautsi and Gokwe-

Njelele, south-eastwards up the Munyati river, so as to include Gokwe 

Communal Lands, to its confluence with the Ngondoma river, southwards and 

southwestwards along the north-eastern and northern boundaries of Zhombe 

Communal Land, so as to exclude it and north-westwards and westwards along 

the northern boundaries of Nkai Communal Land, to its intersection with Kana 

river, down the Kana river    so as to exclude Nkai Communal Land, to its 

intersection with the western boundary of Kana Communal Land; then 

northwards along the boundary to its intersection by the game fence, 

proceeding further northwards along the western and northern boundaries of 

Kana Communal Land so as to include it, to its intersection with Lutope river    

general northwards and north-eastwards along the western, northern and 

north-eastern boundaries of Chirisa Safari Area, so as to include it, to its 

intersection with the Sesame river, south eastwards up the Sesame river, south 

eastwards up the Sesami river    to its confluence with Gadzi river, north 

eastwards to the commencement of the Kajiriwanda river, south-eastwards 

direct to commencement of Kohwa river, proceeding south-eastwards direct to 

the intersection of the game fence and the road to Goredema, generally south 

eastwards along that road direct to the junction of two track roads, then north-

eastwards direct to Chidomwe Hill and southwards, direct to the  

commencement of Karayo river, then down Karayo river and Mudzongwe river    

to the latter’s confluence with Munyati river, which is the starting point.  An 
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This area is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 

Zone 36 South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates 

649142.17, 8046837.81;   643410.50,  8040776.76;   634386.52,  8038329.68;   

628848.99, 8031681.52;   620185.13,  8029515.15;   614102.72,  8023641.18;   

611030.93, 8015882.62;   606921.15,  8007247.05;   612440.33,  8001753.53;   

610959.19, 7992296.60;   615565.18,  7987529.92;   606822.41,  7985762.89;   

605604.34, 7976532.00;   605779.59,  7970958.40;   680383.50,  8029947.25;   

678066.72, 8037292.36;   678978.87,  8045524.28;   669581.73,  8045725.29;   

661581.30, 8040193.96;   657261.65,  8045686.17;   705187.81,  8013046.85;   

702005.66, 8009582.84;   721244.36,  7944063.65;   729902.59,  7941521.58;   

667875.73, 7947354.60;   620911.97,  7948549.78;   629334.00,  7947084.37;   

637965.55, 7947176.20;   605779.59,  7970958.40;   605618.67,  7960987.48;   

620637.95, 7948841.21;   694430.89,  8015192.71;   687158.05,  8019970.00;   

683543.07, 8028174.07;   720733.52,  8011690.61;   726744.76,  8012180.30;   

722664.06, 8012342.57;   754779.82,  7978749.25;   672565.09,  7947368.94;   

681742.08, 7946867.51;   691551.29,  7945624.43;   739293.56,  7942281.46;   

747539.32, 7944215.87;   716189.21,  8009473.29;   714718.29,  8012362.62;   

711356.16, 8013713.98;   711747.01,  8018077.61;   709414.16,  8016279.73;   

706412.00, 8012605.98;   730781.18,  8013733.40;   727252.71,  8012363.45;   

749269.95, 7980613.54;   743276.95,  7987187.10;   738224.05,  7994951.53;   

734513.78, 8003375.75;   734717.21,  8012137.53;   731724.30,  8013774.38;   

750139.71, 7948791.21;   754393.27,  7956154.33;   754063.42,  7963906.65;   

751536.06, 7972093.38;   701544.19,  7945262.82;   711505.20,  7944644.54;   

641749.45, 7946651.62;   650432.22,  7946961.52;   658515.67,  7947364.12;   

605532.73, 7951216.20;   612425.90,  7948552.06; 

 

4. KWEKWE  

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the confluence of 

Munyati and Ngondoma river   s, generally eastwards, southwards and 
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southeastwards along Munyati river    to its confluence with Sebakwe river, 

then southwards along Sebakwe river    to its intersection with the 

northwestern most beacon of Solitaire, then eastwards, northeastwards, 

southeastwards, southwestwards along the boundaries of the following 

properties so as to include them: Solitaire, Hatchland, Knockarim to its 

intersection with Sebakwe river, then generally southeastwards along Sebakwe 

river    to its confluence with Mbembezana river, then generally southeastwards 

along Mbembezana river    to its intersection with the Kwekwe-Gweru district 

boundary, then southwards, northwestwards, southwestwards, 

northwestwards, southwestwards, northwestwards, southwestwards, 

northwestwards, southwestwards, northwestwards, southwestwards along the 

said district boundary to its intersection with the southwestern most beacon of 

Langton Ranch which is on the Matebeleland North-Midlands provincial 

boundary, then northwestwards, northeastwards, northwestwards and 

northwards along the provincial boundary to its intersection with the Gokwe-

Kwekwe district boundary, then southeastwards, northeastwards along the 

said district boundary to the starting point.  An This area is bounded by the 

following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base on the 

modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates 

754365.33, 7956121.21;   750113.64,  7948754.74;   699093.53,  7919036.00;   

701269.18, 7909293.53;   703437.89,  7899561.57;   807686.95,  7884627.66;   

815665.35, 7880194.10;   816227.10,  7887146.33;   760469.51,  7975164.06;   

753998.53, 7976189.95;   751659.40,  7969079.99;   797282.22,  7910580.08;   

788958.84, 7907994.42;   786665.33,  7914250.67;   783649.60,  7922418.42;   

786926.19, 7931736.58;   780901.20,  7932826.61;   778099.37,  7938026.61;   

708556.82, 7893802.15;   710093.94,  7884727.65;   711674.68,  7875362.12;   

712253.79, 7866745.35;   717579.87,  7859733.53;   738235.25,  7874719.55;   

746852.69, 7879792.72;   756077.17,  7882285.73;   765482.63,  7878937.87;   

775203.41, 7877086.20;   754498.34,  7961063.40;   802948.01,  7909581.74;   

745320.21, 7942294.43;   736045.18,  7941649.11;   726408.97,  7941076.46;   
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718711.97, 7936469.38;   709400.85,  7932954.27;   699959.52,  7929708.71;   

696880.10, 7928784.04;   769329.37,  7955121.38;   771006.73,  7963438.33;   

768377.92, 7969833.93;   771701.38,  7943778.75;   769580.25,  7950882.15;   

814806.58, 7889408.96;   813182.11,  7897108.69;   807922.54,  7904196.32;   

804129.72, 7909329.12;   696880.10,  7928784.04;   723235.13,  7861684.26;   

730380.44, 7868660.14;   784472.92,  7880161.70;   789998.73,  7877090.03;   

799321.00, 7880309.96. 

5. MBERENGWA  

It is an area of Land, bounded by a line drawn from the confluence of the Ngezi 

and Runde river   s generally south-eastwards down the Runder river    to its 

intersection with the eastern boundary of Mberengwa Communal Land: then 

generally north-westwards up the Mwenezi River    and south-westwards along 

the southern boundaries of Mberengwa Communal Land to the north-eastern 

beacon of Dwala: then along the boundaries of the following properties, so as to 

exclude them;  northern boundaries of Dwala, the remainder of Mashura 

Ranch, Lot 1 of Mashura Ranch, Janes Ranch, Matobo and Impatene Road and 

the eastern boundaries of Atherstone to its easternmost beacon: then north-

eastwards along the south-eastern boundaries of Godlwayo Communal Land to 

the southernmost beacon of Godlwayo 39:then north-eastwards along the 

eastern boundaries of Godhlwayo small-scale commercial land to the north-

eastern beacon of cancelled property Godlwayo 46; then generally northwards 

and westwards along the eastern and northern boundaries of Godlwayo 

Communal Land to the south-eastern beacon of Inkwakwene: then along the 

boundaries of the following properties so as to exclude them; generally 

northwards along the eastern boundary of Inkwakwene, the southern and 

eastern boundaries of Inyeze, north-eastwards along the southern-eastern 

boundaries of Lot 4A Malole, lots 39, 38, 40, 41, the Remainder, lots 42, 43, 

13, 14and 75 , all of Malole of Belingwe Block, to the north-eastern beacon of 

that Lot75; then generally northwards along the eastern boundaries of 

Gwatemba small-scale commercial land to the Umtshingwe river    to its 
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confluence with the Ngezi river, then down the Ngezi river    to the western 

boundary of Cheshire estate; then north-westwards along that boundary to the 

northernmost beacon of that property; then south-eastern along the 

boundaries of the following properties so as to include them: Ceshire Estate to 

the northernmost beacon of Brooklands; then south-eastwards and 

southwards along that boundary to its intersection with the Ngezi river, then 

generally eastwards down the Ngezi river    to the starting point.  An This area 

is bounded by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 

South (S) base on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates 

 783041.81,7733897.11;   777345.91,  7726507.76;   772727.20,  7720560.20;   

771164.99, 7713440.62;   848042.55,  7669767.97;   855160.52,  7674657.37;   

827979.50, 7726241.74;   768510.92,  7673174.52;   778414.18,  7673114.48;   

788194.67, 7672003.21;   859036.78,  7682516.95;   860297.45,  7691966.09;   

862837.75, 7701447.73;   867039.40,  7709008.98;   860372.88,  7713402.37;   

856735.26, 7721220.84;   848904.84,  7721831.73;   847381.97,  7721478.80;   

822984.26, 7733051.91;   815488.44,  7739670.79;   812685.28,  7735999.45;   

805151.74, 7738399.58;   797848.95,  7743523.53;   790281.17,  7747774.27;   

785076.65, 7743094.43;   778564.46,  7711381.22;   775819.58,  7701828.20;   

773401.30, 7692265.77;   766579.10,  7684954.30;   759156.19,  7678296.79;   

758565.32, 7674216.14;   796480.05,  7676841.06;   803985.40,  7683358.70;   

812282.12, 7683390.43;   819075.25,  7677258.44;   827050.44,  7672441.26;   

835567.01, 7670561.12;   843375.53,  7670566.73;   847381.97,  7721478.80;   

839443.81, 7724648.75;   831740.48,  7727477.63.                                                                                                                  

6. SHURUGWI-ZVISHAVANE  

It is This area of land is boundeded by a line drawn from the intersection of 

Midlands-Masvingo provincial boundary and Chirumanzu-Shurugwi district 

boundary which is Ngezi river; then  generally southwards, westwards, 

southeastwards, southwestwards, northeastwards, southeastwards, 

southwestwards, southeastwards along the Provincial boundary to the 
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confluence of Runde and Ngezi river, then northwestwards along Ngezi river    

which is the Mberengwa-Zvishavane district boundary to its intersection with 

the southeasternmost beacon of Lou Estate, then northeastwards, 

northwestwards, southwards along the boundaries of Lou Estate so as to 

exclude it to its intersection with Ngezi river, then generally northwestwards 

along Ngezi river    to its intersection with the Midlands-Matebeleland South 

provincial boundary, then northeastwards, westwards, northwestwards along 

the  provincial boundary to its intersection with the Gweru-Shurugwi district 

boundary, then generally northeastwards along Gweru-Shurugwi and 

Chirumanzu-Shurugwi district boundary to its intersection with Ngezi river    

then generally southwards along Ngezi river    which is the Shurugwi-

Chirumanzu district boundary to the starting point.  An This area is bounded 

by the following Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) Zone 36 South (S) base 

on the modified Clarke 1880 Spheroid (SA) Coordinates 

797373.27, 7830821.37;   795703.02,  7821410.07;   829311.38,  7763411.14;   

830542.84, 7771929.69;   832503.60,  7778978.57;   832779.98,  7783280.76;   

842472.26, 7784908.74;   855546.36,  7720082.77;   859466.30,  7715744.16;   

860640.04, 7723917.70;   856045.26,  7732268.49;   834767.26,  7766115.81;   

797329.77, 7800981.26;   793940.07,  7795737.32;   793025.04,  7787633.19;   

800879.99, 7785285.93;   795659.90,  7744245.86;   803805.38,  7739759.76;   

859912.40, 7834895.55;   861189.92,  7842342.52;   860771.64,  7848765.30;   

853081.09, 7842430.38;  845348.54,  7843707.08;   836790.74,  7841963.37;   

827373.25, 7843109.56;   797234.23,  7815618.44;   798129.95,  7808957.16;   

797329.77, 7800981.26;   862324.76,  7800137.58;   864603.25,  7806605.62;   

863217.64, 7813943.20;   861109.28,  7821538.37;   852105.74,  7785554.94;   

859751.18, 7787590.36;   861804.36,  7792547.55;   861542.41,  7799037.36;   

808543.00, 7737736.80;   812705.70,  7739898.81;   860751.00,  7825985.02;   

819071.03, 7844533.06;   812566.83,  7839669.04;   804017.66,  7836200.86;   

818424.79, 7737084.26;   825929.85,  7730479.72;   831150.16,  7727912.11;   

838509.57, 7724636.28;   846350.84,  7721538.10;   849837.51,  7738633.21;   
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844536.07, 7745335.15;   798180.12,  7776107.77;   793763.67,  7767163.28;   

790955.05, 7757726.87;   788717.95,  7749333.48 . 

  

 


